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Introduction.

The towTi of Malda is situated close to the muhand, or con-

flux, of the rivers Kalindri and Mahananda. *'The Towne/'
writes Edwards, "is small, but conveniently seated on a branch

of the Ganges, and a small river from Morung [i.e. the NejDalese

tarai] which jojnie a little above the Towne, which is of great

resort, being the staple of cloth, etc., for that part of the Coun-
trey, and conies in from all parts within thirty or forty myles."

In ancient times the Ganges in full pride flowed through or

close by the mighty city of Gaur, but riparian changes led to

Malda becoming the port for both Gaur and Pandua. The
Phuti [

" cracked ''
] Mosque, according to its inscription, is dated

11th Shawal, 900H. [8th July 1495 a.d.], in the reign of Husain

Shah.' The picturesque ruins of the Katla, or fortified caravan-

serai, for the better protection of the valuable goods of itiner-

ant merchants, remam to bear witness to the great days of

old Malda.
In October 1G76, Streynsham Master, being at that time

at Kasimbazar, records in his Diary :
" IVIr. Richard Edwards,

being now goeing with the Honourable Companeys treasure to

1 See Manoniohan Chakravarti: " Notes on Gaur," etc. : Journal and
Proceedings^ Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. v, no. 7 [July 1909]. See Abid
All Khan : Short Notes on the Ancient Monuments of Gaur and Punduah
[Malda, 1913].
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the mint at RajamauU,' It is thought fitt that, as soone as he
shall put that business in a good forwardness, he doe make a

m
manner

of the trade in the place, and to give the Councell an account
Mauldas

tuation to Rajamaull, The Councell are of opinion that it will

be a great convenience to the Honourable Companves affairs to
consigne the treasure (which is usually sent hence to Raja-
maull) to that Factory to be minted* and sould under their
charge and care."*

On December 6th, 1676, Edwards writes:—
IS small, but conveniently seated on a
nges and a small river from Moruner which

"The Towne

oyne

Countrev
and comes in from all parts wdthin thirty or forty mvles.
The chiefe trade driven there is by Factors of Agra, Guz-
zaratt, and Bannaras Merchants, who yearly send them
from fifteen to tAventy-five Pattelaes, whose ladeing consists
of Cossaes, and MullmuUs from 1| Rupees to five rupees
per piece, and mundeels and Elatches of all sorts, valued at

amount
goodness inferiour

that procured about Cassambazar) . What goes by land
IS sent hence in Aprill or May, and that bv water as
soone as the river begins to fall, which is usually about
the latter end of August, and in September ; and about
three Lack of Rupees yearly goes to Dacca in Elaches
and course cloth, and about the same value to pettv

below.
Muxadevad

e 1 —r '^"'V^'^/.'^^J' "'^umgiy mgage m any new sort
of Avorke, either of white cloth or silk of different Lengths,
breadths fineness, colour, or stripe, is bespoake. Elce for
the usual vend of the place they seldom exceed 36 : Covids

/m nu '**''. ^'°^^' ^^^5: rupees price for Cossaes
and MullmuUs, and 15 Covids long and 1| broad Elatches
to 4

.
rupees price

: Ditto of nine Covids long and one and

r?inL. f^^n""??' ^- ^n^^^«; and Soosyes and
Chundenyes of 15

: Covids long, li broad, to thre^ rupees
to the finer and Larger sorts. Money is given out bv the
merchants but indeed cheifly bv the Dutch, who' first
brought them to 40 Covids Loig and 2| Ditto broad and

Place aniZmek iSblTn^
'""

^^^^A ^^^ established his capital at this

laSSarto Col inW. 1^^- «^^-''^* 1<512 Istam Khan lemoved the

Sat b^t^riTso m?r™i'ttu'Ss trData^'^
'^''''' '^''^ *^ ^'^-

2 Temple : T. 398-9.
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from 6 to 1 1 rupees, and now to 40 Covids long and three

broad from 9 to 15 : per peice, Cossaes and MuUmulIs, and

used to carr3^ on their Investments all the yeare, but cheifly

from February to September; and what merchants give

out money doe it the same time alsoe, but the Factors

above mentioned, who make most considerable part of the

trade, buy all in with ready money, and beging [begin] at

the same season somewhat latter or thereabouts, but to be

ready about the fall of the river. The greatest Investment

the Dutch hath made there was ^50,000 rupees. Neither

Hummums, Baftas nor Checklas are made there, but at

Seerpoore Merchua, soe that sent noe samples of them,

being not many procurable, and those that are, very deare,

and indeed soe are most of the samples now sent, they

being of those sorts the Dutch buy and not common to that

markett ; soe that, upon givemg out money, I believe they

would come to 8 : or 10 : per Cent cheaper. The merchant

of whom [ 1 ] bought these hath by him a parcell of cloth

which beleive would afford cheaper, The Dutch havinge

upon a quarrell betwixt them and their merchants turned

man
them upon his hands againe, who will hardly find any chap-

' for them but we or they : the quantity and contents

as followeth Rupees.

13: to 14:

11:

10:

7:

150: peices of Cossaes, 40: Covids Long, 3: Dto.

broad .

50 : peices Dto.

25 : peices Dto.
100 : peices Dto. 40 : Covids long 2| Dto. broad

50 : peices Dto. » • •

50 : peices Dto.

400: peices Dto. 35: Covids long 1| Dto. broad

in
10:

9:

6
5:

300 peices

broad
MuUmulls 36 Covids long, 2: Dto.

• * * 4 5: 7:

"I have sent each sort of the musters 6: peices, except

three

therefore bought noe more than two peices each, Vizt.,

Mundeel

are much in request for Persia. The vend of imported

goods is very inconsiderable^ some small quantityes of Pep-

nn
which

five myles distance. Saltpeter there is made in or night

\sic\ that place, and I conceive the Countrey not fit^ for it,

being low and marish and full of Tancks."

It Avas not until April," 1680 that an attempt was made to

found a permanent settlement at Malda. The Diary com-

l Broker. 2 Temple : I. 399401.

,

I
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mences with the arrival in sight of Malda, on Thursday, April

22nd, 1680, of the Worshipful Matthias Vmcent, Chief ^for the %
Honourable East India Company's affairs of the Bay of Bengal,^ *
Mr, Edward Littleton,^ Chief of Kasimbazar, Mr. Fvtche
Nedham,^ designed Cheife of this new Factory and Mr. Jonathan
Prickman, 3rd.

Fytche Nedham, the First Chief of Malda, had originally

been selected in 1671 for Siam, but had been transferred to
Fort St. George, and thence, in 1676, to Bengal, where, in

November of that year, he had been appointed Second at Dacca
by Streynsham Master. In October, 1678, he succeeded as

Second at Balasor, Edward Littleton who had been promoted
to be Chief of that place, and on the 21st of February he mar-
ried Miss Ann Littleton, his Chief's sister.

Mr. Richard Trench field ,* the Second, did not arrive till

Kasimbazar
Mrs. Nedham and Mrs

The volume of old records we are concerned with exhibits,
in a very lucid light, the condition of Bengal in the days when
Shaistah Khan reigned at Dacca as Siibadar of Bengal. From
the Diary we learn that Malda "is the Nabob's Jaggeer and is

rented of him by Hernaraine, Congoy of Bengali." This state-
ment is of great importance as explaining many, though, of
course, not all, of the troubles experienced by the English
Factors. The Mughal habit of farmmg out taxes and imposts of
all kinds was bound to make exactions sufhcientte grievous in
themselves, absolutely intolerable,^ and, by substituting the
farmer for a lawfully constituted and responsible servant of
the Imperial Government, to render the administration of jus-
tice simply impossible.

The English commenced their business at Malda in 1680
in a hired house " of brick, but very much out of repair, and
the rooms being for blackness and darkness mnr« Ub*- Hunffpons

1 See biographical notice. Temple : ii. .339n. See also Yule : Hedges'
Diary, vol. II, pp. 290-2. Knighted in 1685 and died 1688.

2 See biographical notice. Temple: II. 306n. In 1683, Littleton re-
turned ^to England, having been dismissed for dealings with the "inter-
lopers^ In 1699 he came out as President of the New Company. Died
24th October 1707. See Wilson : Early Annals, vol. I, p. 154 e« sea.

3 See biographical notices, Temple : II. 1 19 and p. 343.
See biographical notices. Temple : II. 284n. Yiile : Hedges' Diary,

vol. 11, pp. 285-289. His first wife was a sister of the famous Qiaplain
(later Bishop) John Evans.

isxi,^ ?l^a^^^ '-^ ^" " ^<^c"™Pt of the Trade of Huglv." dated December
15th, 1676, writes that as long as Hughli " continued thus governed by the
Aloors, justice was more exactly administered and complaints made against
the King s officers took place, perticularly in the favour of strangers. But
smce the year 1663 or thereabouts that Nabob Shaati Ckaun [Shaistah
Khan], the present kings uncle became Suba or Vice Roy of Bengale and
obtained Hugly a? part of his Jaggere (or lands assigned him for his
person), his servants being made see far Governours as to receive all the
rents, profitts, perquisites, fines, customs, etc., of the place, the Kings
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than dwelling houses." This house was within the town. In
December they decided to buy from Rajaray Chowdry '' a piece

of his land lying on the other side the River about 2 little

miles distant from Maulda." Here we have the origin of the
present civil station of Malda—''English Bazar/' or'^Engle-
zavad " as the Factors called it. The Diary shows that the Fac-
tors intended their home to be a place of defence. Timbers
for the building were brought down from the Morung, and,
alas, the mighty buildings of Gaur were made to contribute
bricks and pillars.

Even the expert student of Indian commercial history

^^y? perhaps, find the frequent enumeration of piece-goods some-
what wearisome, but the record is relieved by instances of the
really marvellous courage and patient fidelity on the part of

the ancient factors. Such men are very different from "the
trader meek and tame" with "timid foot" whom Rudyard
Kipling has sung of in his altogether unfortunate verses anent
the foundation of Calcutta.

The references to the Dutch, who had preceded the English
in this part of Bengal, as well as in most other parts, are most
interesting. One would naturally expect to find between Euro-
peans living close to each other in such circumstances a certain

amount of almost boisterous conviviality mingled with the

inevitable misgivings of commercial rivals in a warfare, which,
on either side, must have been regarded as a matter of success

or extinction.

The reader will trace throughout the Diary the gathering

of the storm which led to the flight of the English merchants
from Bengal in 1686. Aurangzeb's public policy of inflicting

the jazia or poll-tax on "infidels" comes gradually into view.

Recalled from Malda in August 1682, Fytche Nedham died

Governours hath little more than the name, and for the most part sits still

whilst the Nabobs Officers oppress the people, manopolize most com-
modityea, even as low as grass for Beasts, canes, firewood, thatch, etc.,

nor doe they want wayes to oppress these people of all sorts who trade,

whether natives or strangers, since whatever they doe, when complained
of to Dacca, is palliated under the name and colour of the Nabobs
interest; and that the Nabobs officers may, without controule, drive the

trade of the place, there is sent from Dacca, or detained out of the rents,

twenty or forty thousand Rupees yearly to be employed in Merchandize,
which is distributed amongst the Hindu Merchants of the Towne, to each
in proportion, for which they agree to give twenty-five per 100 per annum,
but are called upon at six or eight months end to make up these accompts
and to pay the principall with advance of a yeare, by which means,
calling in their principall and Interest so often, it sometimes happens that

the Merchants pay 50 per 100 to the Nabob and Governours per annum,
draineing themselves by this unhappy trade with him and his Minnisters
of the whole advantage they make of their other TraflSck. And yett, as
if this were not enought to impoverish them, the Govemour, whenever he
huth any goods on his hands calls for them, and distributes amongst them
what quantity he pleaseth, at 10 to 15 : per 100 : higher than the marketts
for time, and they pay ready money." Temple: tt. 80.
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at Hijli in 1686. His wife, mentioned in the Diary, had died

at Hughli, eleven days after the birth of a son, on October 1st,

1681. Sir Richard Carnac Temple has traced Trenchfield's

death as having occurred at Madras on October 3rd, 1699.

Prickman died before the copying out of the Consultations for

November, 1682, in January 1683. Samuel Anthonv died of

fever on April 23rd, 1683.
In the Record Department of the India Office there are

two bound volumes of Malda Factory Records. Of these the
earliest is now published. It consists of three diaries bound
together. The first is entitled "Maulda Diary and Consulta-
tion Book" and covers the period April to November 1680
during which Nedham and his assistants carried on business in

the hired house at Malda. The second part, "Maulda and
Englezavad Diary" (December 1680 to November 1681) begins
with the purchase of land "two little mile distant from Maulda"
and ends before the completion of the new building. The
third part, "Maulda and Englezavad Diary," (December 1681
to November 1682) chronicles events duriiig, and subsequent
to, the completion of the Company's house at English Bazar.

The transcription has been made for the Editor by a lady
who has won for herself a very considerable reputation both
for scientific accuracy and for her great knowledge of the period
to which these records belong—Miss L. M. Anstey.

The Editor has availed himself of the rich stores of infor-
mation_ provided by Sir Richard Carnac Temple's Diaries of

a work re-Master
ferred to in the present publication as "Temple." He must take
this opportunity of expressing his gratitude to Mr. William
Foster, CLE., to Mr. J. .Ray, I.C.S.. to the Rev. A. C. Ridsdale,
to Babu Kiran Nath Dhar, M.A., and to Babu Rakhal Das
Banerji, M.A., for their generous assistance.

. The Glossary is mtended to render the text intelligible to
the average reader in England. The learned authors of the
article Piece Goods" in Hobson-Jobson remark as to the in-
complete list of terms given by them , "it is not in our power
to explain their peculiarities, except in a very few cases."
The present writer is no better situated.

. In the Index I have given a number of transliterations,
but transliterations are apt to be misleading. For instance, to
substitute "Balasor" for the old-fashioned " Ballasore " may
be well enough, but "Baleshwar" would

the meanmg of the name. I notice that some of our frieiids

throw

m
la not the place the town of Bairam ?

Shillong : Walter K. Firmingeb
St. Peter's Day, 1916.
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Note.
r

The following works are thus referred to :

Diaries of Streynsham Master, 1 675-1 68(
Richard Camac Temple, Bart., CLE.
cords Series). London, 1911,

Edited by Sir Temple.

2 vols. (Indian Re-

The Diary of William Hedges, Esq. {afterwards Sir William
Hedg Transcribed for the
Press, with Introductory Notes, etc., by R. Barlow, Esq.,
and illustrated by copious extracts from unpublished re-

cords, etc. by Colonel Henry Yule, R.E., C.B., LL.D.
(Hakluyt Society), 3 vols. London, 1887-9.

Hobson-Jobson : a Glossary of Colloquial An^lo-Indian Words,
etc. By Col.

Ph.D., CLE.
London, 1903

Bumell
William

/ Judicial and Revenue Terms and of Useful Words Wilson

Official Documents, By H. H. Wilson, M.A.,
F.R.S. London, 1855.
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M COMMENCEING
April 22nd 1680 : Ending November 29th 1680.

Thdrsday,

Arrived at
Mirzapore.

The Dueh
came.

Hig Worship
&ca. , went
to Maulda.

Vewed the
Country.

Hired a
house.

Came to the
house.

The Cozzeea
Gomauata
came.

The Gover-
nors came to
viait.

His Worship
visited the
Governors
and the
Duch.

For England.

Per Eagle and opened in CotrRT
22nd February 1681/2.

Maulda Apr ill 1680.

22

23

24

26

27

28

29

About noone the WorshipfuU Matthias Vin-
cent Cheife for the Honorable East India Com-
pany's Affaires of the Bav of Bengali, and Mr.
Edward Littleton Cheife of Cassambuzar ; Mr.
Fytch Nedham designed Cheife of this new
Factory and Mr. Jonathan Prickman M : and

Worship at
Mu-zapore in sight of Maulda where the Duch
meeting us at the water Side came on board his
Worship budgaroe who after some discourse,
our Tent being pitched came on Shoare and in
the evening his Worship &ca., went to Maulda
^? V/f ^ ^°.^^®, ^*^^ ^"^ residence till our Factory

) could meet with none fitting.

Worship
about Maulda to hire a house but found none
to

MauldaHyred a house in the towne of ^
apxjartments one 7rs. one at 4| : and the other
at li Per month.

Wee left the Tents and came to the Plyred
house. "^

The Cozzees Gomaustah came to comple-
ment and bid us welcome to Maulda in his
Masters name.

The Fousdar of this place Ramabeage and
the Crowry Jameshirebeage came to visit his
worship bidding us welcome to towne promise-
ing all favour in theire power.

His Worship Mr. Edward Littleton and Mr.
Nedham vizited the Fousdar and Crowry of
Maulda presenting each of them Urs: Alsoe
went to the Duch where met with very sivill
entertainment.
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Agreed with
the weavers.

Xehallawars
to be striped
long wayes.

Allowance to
be given or
an abate-
ment to be
made.

Impossible
to make the
Mundeels as
enordered.

Musters to
be made and
sent home
with advice.

At a Consultation.

Present.
r

Mr. Matthias Vincent Chiefe.

Mr. Ed\vard Littleton.

Mr. Fytche Xedliam.

The Weavers of this towne haveing yesterday

and today been caled and severall Musters of Stuffs

of this manufacturee required by our Masters

looked upon wee at last came to an Agreement
for them on the underspecifyed termes Vizt,

rs. a.

6 Per ps

.

4 12 Perps.

9 Per ps.

4 8 Perps.
3 8 Per ps.

8 Per ps.

Chandenees Per a Muster at

Sozzies or Orungshyes
Elatches

Nehallewars
Charconnaes
Suckerchinnes

?j

5?

??

JJ

the ground to be according to the said Muster
except of the Nehallewars which is agreed to be

Striped the long wayes and to be the Severall

lengths enordered by the Honourable Company
and tis agreed that if they be made better then

the Muster that allowance shall be given and if

worse abatement made accordingly from the price

agreed upon by Mustar and that about rupees

15,000 be imprested thereon.

The Mundeels whoes stripe the Company have
ordered Ikin

with the brokers and weavers find not possible to

be done for then the Silke that now is the wooving

and occations the shart Stripe by covering the

cotton warp must bee in the warp by which

meanes as was demonstrated to us the Mundeell

will become a Slight Elatcha and retaine nothing

of its lively colour and glossiness wherefore it is

thought fitt not to alter them yet without order

two or three musters to be made of them in the

same nature as now they onely to be 2J covets

broad to be sent home with advice that if that

or greater or less breadth wnll serve for the uses

of Europe that then they shall be sent and that

they cannot be made as enordered.

fanjeebs and MulmuUs besides what may be

gott in towne as well as of Seerbunds and Waiiges

haveing been found to be made in great quantities

here about in a dav or 2 : Joumy in the Severall
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Goods found
to come out
cheaper here
then at Dac-

The whole
Investment
of Cossaes
and Mull-

mulls to be
made here-

ajacenies of this place nearer then which few or

none are made about Dacca and haveing good

grounds to judge that those goods must come
much cheaper here then there where such con-

stant imposts are layd on the brokers picars and

w^eavers not practised here as alsoe hopeing in

time as at Cassambuzar Avee now doe and impos-

sible ever to be done at Dacca by reason of the

Nabobs &ca. great peons constant residence there

who will always take the brokers parts by whome
they receive proffit wee say hopeing in time to be

able to put by the broakers and to come to deale

Imediately with the weavers ourselves which will

be yexy advantagious to our Masters trade in these

parts wee resolved and thought fitt to make the

w^hole Investment of Cossaes and MuUmulls in

this Factory haveing in our ey the order left here-

in by consultation when the Agent and Councell

were here wherebv it was aerreed that noe cloth

should be made at Dacca which could be procured

Mr. Nedhara
and 1 : more
to goe to
Shabazpore
and its ad-

jacencies.

made
elsewhere.

Mr. Fytche Nedham therefore who is

Cheife of this Factory is ordered as soone as he

&ca. have given out an Imprest on the above

specyfied goods that he with one more of Councell

proceed to Shabazpore and its adjacenties (which

ley about a day and a halfes Journy from this

place) and there give out an Imprest on Cossaes

and MullmuUs such as the Company require use-

ing all caution therein that noe damage accrue to

our Masters thereby either by bad debts or other-

wise to the manufacture the Cheife himselfe might

have gone but that dayly news comes of fresh

troubles given us in Hugly by Alle Nucky on Ac-

count the 15,000: rupees of Hodge Mahmut the

princes Duan formerly forced on him at Dacca
and from him againe the latter end of the last

veare.

The Investment of Hummums since they are

made in the same place where our China Silke is

bought in Seerpore and its adjacenties as alsoe

the Adaty (Muster w^hereof came out of England
at Seerpore. the last yeare) wee judge best that mony be im-

prested on both them from Cossarabuzar to the

same person that buys the China white Silke he
being one well versed in the sev^erall manufacturees

to remaine^^
of that part of the Country. Bobboo Ray our

Maulda Va- Vaqueell who being a Jentue is found not soe fitt

queelL for that employment in Hugly the Government

The Invest-

ment of

Hummums
and Adaties
to be made
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»

The orders
and direc-

tions left by
the Agent
delivered to
Mr. Nedham
and comply-
ance there-

with requir-
ed.

»The building
of the Fac-
tory left to
the Cheife
&ca.

Agreed to •

present the
governors.

there slighting the Jentues more then in other

parts they doe wee thinke fitt to leave here in

that Imployment and to be encouraged therein

soe long as he carryes himselfe well.

The orders and directions for this factory (left

US by the Agent and Councell last yeare) was de-

livered to Mr Nedham and he required to observe

the same regulateing affaires here in this Factory

agreeable thereunto the Severall papers were de-

livered him Vizt. 2 Consultations of the 3d: and
4: November 1676 with one coppy of a Consul-

tation of the 12 : December last for regulateing

of the Companj^s affaires in Bengali and one origi-

nall order for Civill Government in theire Factory

and complyance therewith required.

The building the new Factory house in this

place is left to the Cheife and Councell here to be

done with all due conveniency and with as much
frugallity as possibly they can.

And tis agreed that a present in broad cloth and
rarities be presented to the Fousdar and Crowry
in this place to the amount of about 100 : rupees

each a day or soe before the Cheife leaves this

place

:

Mathew Sheppard
Secretary.

Matts. VmcEXT,
Edward Littleton.
Fytche Nedham.

ft

Cassumbuzar November 3d 1676

At a Consultation

Present

Streynsham blaster Esqr,

Mr Walter Clavell.

Mr Matthias Vincent
Mr Edward Reade.

Mr John Marshall,

Mr Edward Littleton

Mr Samuel Hervy.

Proceeded to The Councell proceeded to regulate and sett in

order the Honourable Companyes affaires in theregulate Af-
faires

Printed or-

ders to be
hung up.

r

!;.

Bay of Bengali according unto Mr. Master Com-
mission and Instructions.

First: The printed directions made by the

Court of Committee in London the 18 : Decem-
ber 1667 for the Christian and sober Comport-

ment of all the Honourable Companyes Servants

was delivered and ordered to be hung up in the

Delawnes or dyeing roomes and recommended to

be carefully observed.
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Orders de-

livered.

The Surrat
method to

be used in

booke keep-
ins.

The booke
keeper to

signe the
bookes.

SECOiJiiDLY. The printed rules and orders for

the mannagement of the Honourable Companyes
affaires and keeping theire bookes was delivered

and recommended to due observance for the

future in such things wherein the Honourable
Company by latter orders have not directed

otherwise.

Concerning the Accompts it was directed as

followeth

:

The paper of proposalls upon which the Ac-
compts of Surrat where first altered put and in

the Method there used was read and alterations

made therein suitable to the Factoryes in the Bay
which paper is to be entred in this Consultation

booke and directed to be observed in keeping the

Accompts in all the Factoryes alsoe a Coppy of a

paire of Surrat bookes Letter M : were delivered

to remaine in the Bay for the better explaining of

the said Method :

That in the titles of the Journalls it be exprest

who is Chiefe and by whome the bookes are kept

and at the end of the Journall and Leadgers the

persons by whome they are kept doe set his firme

and the Cheife to signe them as approved by him

:

That the Journall parcells be more largly ex-

prest then have been used and each perticular

place and person duely charged with and Credited

for all goods and monyes to or from which the

same are Imediately sent or received and those

Accompts cleered at the close of the bookes as

they ought to bee that is to Say if mony be re-

remitting of mitted from Cassambuzar to Pattana the Cassam-
buzar bookes must charge Pattana and not Hugly
for the same and the Pattana bookes must Credit

Cassambuzar and cleere that Accompt by Hugly
Accompt Currant upon the close of theire bookes
and the like in other cases.

The Accompt Sallary to be entred yearly in the

bookes upon Lady Day and cleer[ed] or wrot off

rented*in° the
according to the directions in the printed rules :

printed or- TiiAT in drawing up the Invoyces the whole
ders. charge of the Factory be charged proportionably
The whole upon each sort of goods as can nearest be calcu-
charge of the
Factory to

be charged
upon each
gort of goods.

Journall par
cells to be
more largly

exprest.

Orders for

mony

Accompt
Sallary to be
cleered as di-

lated and in the bookes the goods be made Debtor
for the same and the Accompt of charges Generall
Creditor and all the perticular Accompts of

charges as sallarj^ Dyet, presents. Intrest &ca. to

bee cleered by proffit and loss. The Durbar
charges of Dacca being an expence which relates
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The foote of
charges gene-
rail to be
cleered by
profEtt and
loss-

Dacca Dur-
bar charges
to be cleered

by Accompt
Current
Hngly.
Accompt of

packing stuff

to be kept
distinct.

Each sort of

goods to be
made Dr. for

its proper
charge.

All goods to

be eatred as
they are
agreed for.

m

All accompts
to be com-
pleated with-
in the month-
Noe goods to
be delivered
but by the
Cheifes
order.

Bills to be
drawn on the
Cash keeper.

\

To tak[e] at-

testation for
all monyes
sent to the
Inland Fac-
toryes.

that Factory booke by theire Accompt Current
Hugly and soe well that as all the charges of the
Factory at Hugly to be proportionable charged
upon the whole Investment in the Bay

:

That Accompt of packing stuff be kept dis-

tinctly in the bookes and debited for what is

bought for that and each perticular sort of goods
to be charged proportionable upon each parcell

for what is used in embaleing and packing and
what is over or under by reason of calculation

that must be used to be cleered by proffit and
loss :

Alsoe each perticular sort of goods to be made
Debtor for its proper charge of cureing &ca. and
all the perticulars expresly to be entred in the

Journall

;

And all goods bought and sold are to be entred

in the Journall parcells according as they were

agreed and contracted for and the said parcells to

abate or deduct the allowance of mony or weight

or what ever the nature of the Bargaine is or is

accustomed and not to enter the net cost of the

goods those allowances being first deducted or

abated and not expressing the same :

All accompts of cash the warehouse and charges

to be monthly stated and adjusted in the bookes

and they constantly compleated with the month.

The Wareho not to deliver any
goods but according to Consultation or by the

order of the Cheife in writeing which shall be the

Seconds vouchers for the entring the same in the

bookes

:

For all monyes paid out of cash is thought

convenient that according to the Custome used at

Surrat, the Second or booke keeper doe draw a

bill on the Cash keeper in the which he is to ex-

press the parties name to whome and the Accompt
upon which the mony is payable which bill the

second is first to Subscribe leaveing place for the

Cheife and the Cheife haveing signed it the mony
to be paid accordingly the Cheife or cash keeper

takeing a receit for the same and if theire be mony
to be sent for Inland Investments to take attesta-

tion of 2 : of the Companyes servants of the de-

livery of the same and the said bill and attesta-

tions to be read ajid passed in Councell every

weeke and then noted in the Consultation booke

:

And where monves are davlv issued out for

%
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To enter the Investments as at Cassambuzar to the weavers
summes is- for Taffatyes the Cheife or Cash keeper shall
sued out for there enter the summes in the Dyary of the Con-

inthe^Dyary. sultation booke twice a weeke from which the

Second shall enter the same into the bookes of

Accompts.
And the Accompts of Cash to be ballanced in

the Leidger every month as is used in the Surrat

bookes.

The Warehouse bookes being found in good
forme and Method agreeable to the Companyes
rules it is recommended soe to continue them :

The Purser Generall or paymaster at Hugly
(when there is one in that quail ity setled there)

to take charge of all expences in the Factory the

concernes of the Deceased and of the Stores and
all other things belonging to the Sloopes and ves-

sells there ai^d he is to keepe bookes and distinct

Accompts of the same Vizt. One booke to Com-
prehend the Accompts of charges Generall and
Dyett.
The Sloopes and vessells Accompts and the

Accompts of the Stores provided for them and the

mens wages belonging to said vessells which Ac-

compts are to be monthly given into the Second
to be entred in the Generall bookes and at the

end of that booke to make a table of the whole
yeares expence in distinct collumes under the

heads and entred in the Generall bookes by which
the same may be more readily compared

:

One other booke for registering of wills and teste-

ments and Inventoryes of the Deceased and that

he doth gether in the monyes for all outcryes and
pay it into Cash giveing Accompt of the same to

the Second or booke keeper to enter into the

Generall bookes

:

And in the same booke to keepe a register of

births Christnings Marriages and burialls and the

Cheife to appoint such assistance to the purser

Generall as is convenient

:

In the Subordinate Factoryes it was thought
fitt that the third doe take charge of all expences
in the same and to keepe the Accompts thereof as

before prescribed and such assistance appointed
him as shall be necessary

:

The bookes of Accompts of all the respective

Factoryes in the Bay it is agreed to be most con-
venient to be ballanced the last of Aprill yearly

and to be kept in the method now proposed the

The Ac-
compts Cash
to be bal-

lanced every
month.

The ware-
house booke
found in

good me-
thod.

The Purser
Generall of

Hugly to

take Ac-
compt of all

expences.

A booke for

charges gen-
erall and
Dyett.

To keepe a
booke for

Sloopes
stores.

A booke for

registring of

wills.

A register to

be kepp of

marryages
and burialls.

The 3d to
take an Ac-
compt of all

expences in

the Subordi-
nate Fac-
toryes.

Bookes to be
ballanced by
the last of
Aprill.
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The Councell
to meete
twice a
weeke.

All transac
tions to be
regiatred,

Letter
bootes sent
and received
to be closed
the last of

November,

Subordinate
Factoryes to
send theire

bookes of

Accompts
&ca, in

treble Cop-
pyes.

denomination of the niony to be in rupees annaes

and pice of 12 : to one anne valluing the rupee at

2s. 3d. according to the Honourable Companyes
late order

:

Whereas the Honourable Company doe require

that all transactions of buying and selling and all

other affaires are to be resolved and concluded iii

Councell to which purpose dayly and frequent

Consultations are to be kept it is directed for the

future there be a meeting of the Councell to Con-

sult of the Companyes affaires every Munday and

Thursday or at least once a weeke and oftner as

business shall require and if there be nothing

materiall to be transacted at such meetings to

make entry in the Consultation booke to that

effect

:

The Consultation bookes in the said respective

Factoryes to be kept in the nature of a Dyary
wherein is to be entred the Dayly transactions of

the Companyes business and the bills for Cash

payd out as aforesaid and other materiall occur-

rences as the Arrivall and dispatch of the Shipps

espetially what comes to knowledge of the busi-

ness and proceedings of the Duch French Deans

or other Europe Nations as what Shipps of theires

comes and goe and as well theires as our transac-

tions with the Government and great persons in

these Countryes which passages being soe entred

the advises to the Company may be abreviated

by referring thereunto and the Diary and Con-

sultation booke to be closed the last November
yearly.

The Copy bookes of letters received and sent

alsoe to be closed the last of November and by

reason all letters are to be entred in the Register

att Hugly the Subordinate Factoryes need only

keepe Register thereof in the respective Factoryes

and Hugly to send double Coppies yearly to the

Fort whereof one to be writt upon for England

the other for Fort St. George and to be signed by

the transcribers that the Agent and Councell and

the Honourable Company may see how the writers

improve.
The bookes of accompts and the Consultation

bookes to be sent by the Subordinate Factoryes

to Hugly in treble Coppyes all signed whereof one

Coppy to remaine there wrot upon for Hugly the

other two Coppyes to be wrott upon one for Eng-

land and the other for Fort St. George and alsoe
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2 Oopyes of the said Hugly bookes of Accompts
and Consultation booke all signed to be transmit-

ted thence to Fort St. George another Coppy of

each said bookes to remaine in every respective

Factory and nob to be carryed away upon the

removall of the Cheife.

Joh:n^ Marshall.
Edward Littleton.
Samll. Hervy.

Streynsham Master
Walter Clavell.
Matthias Vincent.
Edward PvEADe.

Propoaalls to
alter the Ac-
compts.

Proposalls for some alterations in the Honour-
able Companyes Accompts the defects and incon-

veniences found in the present method Vizt.

Accompt Currant in the manner it is now
used and stated in the bookes is not soe plaine

and satisfactorv as may be contrived for that noe

Accompt is to be given why the Stock that is the

Credit or rest of Accompt Currant at the Ballance

of one paire of bookes is not transferred to the

next paire of bookes to begin an other it is left

out and soe in the new paire you are left to seeke

what Stock did rest on Ballance of the last bookes

and must find it out by substracting one parcell

of the Accompt Currant from the other the Debtor
from the Creditor and some other inconveniences
comeing from what is proposed for the regulate-

ing thereof of which hereafter
The time now used for ballancing the bookes

(Vizt.) the last of September October or Novem-
ber is very unfitt and unseasonable.

First. For that it is almost in the middle of

the Season for Europe Shipping and soe it divides

one years business into 2 paire of bookes as for

example the goods or stock received out of Eng-
land arriveing by the shipps in July or August is

entred in one paire of bookes and the goods re-

turned home by the same shipps (after November)
is entred in the next bookes and soe againe part

of 2 yeares business comes into one paire of bookes
and the goods returned for England after Novem-
ber and the Stock received from England the

yeare following in July or August is entred in

one paire of bookes.
Thus confusedly comes one yeares returnes to

be opposed to the following yeares receits and
neither the returnes nor the Accompts of one

The second yeare entred in one paire of bookes

-

reason. 2d. Its unfitt time in respect to the propor-

The time
now used for

baU: the
bookes not
fitt.

The first

reason why
the time now
used is not
fitt.
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The 3d
reason.

The first di-

rection to
rectify mis-
takes in Ac-
compts.

The second
direction.

tioning the charges on the goods which must
make a misimderstanding and an ill represent-
ment of the business,

3dly. Its an unseasonable time in respect of
the booke keeper who being upon other business
cannott soe well as is fitt attend to examine
whether all accompts or goods doe accord wuth
the Ballance w^hich he drawes.
For Regulateing these inconveniences it is

requisite that the Accompt Currant be otherwise
altered and stated (Vizt.),

First : That under the titles of Accompt Cur-
rant in last bookes the Ballance of one paire of

bookes be began in the new paire for those words
are thus understood that such Accompts were
currant or goeing on in last bookes and were
brought to a rest to ballance the said bookes and
thence to be carryed or transferred and gon on
with in a new paire and the Stock Credit on rest

of Accompt Currant in these last bookes to be
entred to Accompt Stocks Credit and both sides of

this Accompt entituled Accompt Currant shall

ballance as that Accompt ballance doth in said

last bookes and noe further Accompt to be entred
to it for it serves only to begin the new paire of

bookes from Ballance of the old :

Secondly : That the Accompt Currant be kept
under the title of Accompt Currant Fort St.

George to the Credit of which Accompt shall be
entred all the Cargoes received from England or

by Consignments thence and all Bills drawn on
the Honourable Compam- and such other Ac-
compts as by the coarse of business fall to that

AccompLs Credit being received thence payd or to

be payd there and due here and to the Debt of

said Accompt shall be charged all the cargoes re-

turned to England and consignments thither or

to other Factoryes by order thence not to be re-

turned hither againe and such other sumraes as

will fall to be soe charged the rest of which Ac-

compt Currant Fort St. George is to be cleered in

bookes The
reason is because the Superiour is not Accoumpt-
able to the inferiour and if you returne to the

Accompt Currant more estate then you received

you are not to demand the proceed thereof and if

you return less the remainder lyes in stock for the

disposall of all which you must follow your orders

from your Accompt Currant.
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The 3d direc-

tion.

Thirdly : That to the title of Accomj^t Stock

be entred as aforesaid the Stock of last bookes or

the Credit or rest of Accompt Currant which will

come under that title onelv from the last bookes

1675/76 for hereafter it will come under his pro-

per title of Accompt Stock its Credit and by this

Accompt Stock should be clered Accomj)t Currant

Fort St, George as aforesaid and the Accompt
proffitt and loss and the rests of Accompts Stock

carryed to Ballance

:

Heads to be
in the first

folio of the
leadger.

First. These 3 : Ac-
compts to Stand
in the first folio

of the Leidger.

Agreed to

ballance the
bookes the
30 Aprill,

Accompt Currant in

last bookes.
Accompt Currant Fort

St. George.

Accompt Stock.

Secondly. That the bookes may be ballanced

at such a seasonable time as may prevent all the

forementioned inconveniences must be some time

out of season for arrivall of the Shipping from

o ea

the begining of that season is thought the best

and therefore the 30 : day of Aprill respecting the

Ballancing the bookes in the Bay at Metchlepatam
and at Fort St. George at the same time is at

present thought most fitt for these reasons.
First reason. FiRST : For that the bookes begin[ing] the first

of May and ending the last day of Aprill will

certainly comprehend all the business of one

yeares shipping whereby will plainely appeare in

the Accompt Currant Fort St. GeorgeNvhat Stock
was received and sent home by the same shipping
and at ballance what goods are remaining ready
proper for Europe aggainst the next shipps arrive

and Avhat Europe goods doe at that time lye un-

sold which things are of noe small satisfaction

;

Secondly : Its a convenient time for propor-
tioning the charges on all goods either bought
sold or received and thus it may appeare what
proportion there is between the Investments and
the charges :

Thirdly : Its such a time of vacancy that the
booke keeper may have full time to examine per-

fect and compare all accompts and things and to

have the bookes coppyed and finished as they
ought to be in good time to send to the Fort and
so home upon the first shipps and then alsoe may
he enter upon a new paire of bookes before the
press of business comes upon him by the Arrivall

Second
reason

,

Third
reason

.
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Subdivision
of the bal-

lance to be
under the
aeverall

heads under
specifyed

.

The first

head.

The second
head.

The 3d

:

head.

The 4th

;

head.

5th : head.

6th: head.

of the Shipps ^iid being thus forward he will have
convenient tyme to give attendance in the Conn-
cell and upon other business and yet proceed upon
the bookes all the yeare in such sort that in case
of his removall any other may enter upon the busi-
ness and not to be to seeke for after reckonings :

Its alsoe necessary that a subdivision of the
Ballance of the bookes be used in the manner fol-

lowing or into soe many of those divisions as the
perticulars resting in Ballance doe consist of Vizt

:

Ox THE Dr. Side of Ballan^ce.

First : Dead Stock,

Under which enter all houses house-
hold Stuffe plate Cattle shipps boats
gunns and Avhat so ever things are not
for saile putting the summes into the
Inward Margent' and drawing a line

under carrj'ing it out .

.

.

.

.
.

Se(^oxdly : Desperate Debts.

Under which comes all bad and des-

perate debts and Factoryes or vo3'ages

debts whereof there is small or noe hopes
of haveino; returnes .

.

.

,

. .
-

Thirdly: Monj-s and Good Debts

Under this enter the Cash remaining
and all such debts as are good whereof
there is noe doubt, and all adventures
and Factorj'es debts abroad which are

not to be Invested and returned in

goods proper for Europe but in such
goods as may turne to most profitt

here in India .

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

Fourthly : for Provision of Goods

Under this comes all debts upon
monyes impressed to buy goods and all

such Factorj^es debts where the Stock
remainmg is for the provision of goods

Fifthly: Goods for Sale.

Under this is to be entred all goods

Avhich are for sale and doe yet remaine

unsold .

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

. •

Sixthly : Goods for Kurope &ca.

Under which enter all goods which

are bought and provided for Europe or
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s

Care to b©
taken that
the bookes of
the Subordi-
nate Fac-
toryes be
3ent to

Hugly in due
time:

other places to be transported out of

the Factory .

.

.

.

.

.

. .

—

ToTALL of Goods and Debts rest-

ing Amount to Rupees

On the Cr. Side of Ballaz^ce

AccoMPT Stock for soe much
that Accompt[s] Credit is .

.

ss

Credit upon Accompt.

Under which enter all the Credits
that are resting upon Accompt to be
adjusted in the bookes of this Factory

w

Credits upon Intrest.

Under which enter such Credits (if

there be any of whom mony is taken
up at Intrest or on Bills expressing the
date of said bills

ToTALL of Stock and Credits rest-

ing Amount unto Rupees • •

The ballance being soe divided under several!
heads will be of great satisfaction it being thereby
evident what effects the Stock remaining is of and
business directel and governed accordingly:
These rule;^ are alsoe directed to be observed in

all the Subordinate Factoryes in the Bay where
[it] is to be noted that as Hugly Accompt Currant
IS [to] Fort St. George soe those Factoryes Ac-
compt Currant is [to] Hugly and upon the Bal-
lance of the Generall bookes of Hugly each Fac-
tory under it must remaine soe much a Debtor
as Accompt Stock has Credit in the bookes of
each Factory and care must be taken that all the
Factorj^es bookes be sent to Hugly in due time
that they may be entred and made to Accord in
the Generall bookes when they be closed :

Cassambuzar November 4: 1676:

At a Consultation

Present

Streynsham Master Mr, John Marshall.
Mr. Edward Little

i

Esqr.
Walter Ci ton.

Mr. Matthias Vin- Mr. Samll : Hervy.
cent.

Mr. Edward Reade.
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Continued to
regulate^

All coppy
bookes of

Letters &ca.
to be bound
in leather.

The title to
the Honble.
Company.

The Councell continued theire proceedings
upon regulateing the Honourable Companyes
affaires in the Bay according to theire commission
and instructions to Mr Master.

It being observed that the bookes of Accompts
and the coppy bookes of letters have noe covers
to them it was therefore directed that all the

Companyes bookes soe well those that are to re-

main in the severall Factoryes as those that Bhall

be sent to the Fort to remaine there or to be sent

to England be all bound up handsome and covered
with leather and distinctly indorsed or Avrott

upon in full and plaine charrectars and Figures :

That the letters and advises to the Honourable
Company may be addressed with a becomeing
respect as becomes Servants to theire Masters they
are ajwaies to be wrott in a Submissive Stile and
directed To the Honourable the Governor
AND Company of Merchants Tradeing into
THE East Indies.

Whereas there is many times mistakes in the

proper names of goods the Company ordering

some b}^ a generall name which have severall dis-

tinctions in the Country.
Directions
for express-
ing the
naipaes of
goods in the
Invoyces. — -

—

^* ^
Mr. Vincents are provided.
writeing as
to the pro-
cure!ng
goods ap-
proved off.

Mr. Herveys
writeing as
to the pro-
cureing
goods in

Dacca ap-
proved off

A list of the
Honourable
Companyes
Servants
taken.

A list of the
Honble.
Companyes
Servants to
be sent home
yearly.

«/

It is directed that in all such cases both the

names of such goods be expressed in the Invoyces

for England that is to say the name which the

Company use and the distinct and proper name
of such goods in the towne or Country where they

Mr. Vincent delivered in [an] Accompt in write-

ing of the manner of provideing of Taffaties and
raw Silke in Cassambuzar which was read and
agreed to bv Mr. Marshall and Mr. Littleton ex-

perienced in the same to be the true state thereof :

Mk. Samuell Hervy his Accompt in writeing

of the manner provideing cloth at Dacca Avas

alsoe read and approved to be the use and prac-

tice of those parts.

A list of the Honourable Companyes Servants

in the Bay of Bengali theire names employments
places of residence Arrivall in India present

degree and Sallary was taken alsoe a list of the

deceased both which are ordered to be entred

after this Consultation.

And it is directed that lists of the like forme

bee yearly senthome to the Honourable Company

:

The Chests with locks and keys sent out by the

Honourable Company this yeare to keepe theire
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Kyes {sic)

delivered
Mr. Clavell.

Mr. Vincent
desired to

translate the
phirwan-
naes.

The Desa-
eseda {sic)

estate.

Groods to be
bought at
Outcryes
with ready
mony.

AU the
Honourable
Companyes
Servants to
reside in

theire res-

pective Fac
torves.

The Honble.
Companyes
Indulgences
delivered.

Noe goods to
be laded
upon the
Companyes
Sloopes.

The Masters
of the

seale in was delivered to Mr. Clavell but it ap-
peares that the Honurable Company have noe
seale with there Amies in the Bav and that one
of the keys open two of the locks of the chest.
The Nishaim of Shasuja prince of Bengali' and

the Phirwannaes of the Severall Nabobs since him
was delivered to Mr. Vincent and he desired to
translate them

:

The estates of such as m
m are

brought into the Companyes bookes and as usually
five Per Cent hath been allowed for the care and
paines of geathering in the Outcry mony :

m
to charge some persons Accompts in the bookes
with what they buy at Outcryes from hence for-

ward it is to be declared at the Outcryes that all

persons are to pay ready mony for what they buy
and the mony to be geathered in and entred in
the Companyes bookes accordingly

:

The Honourable Company having ordered that
all theire Merchants Factors Writers and Appren-
tices in the .Severall Factoryes are to live in the
Companyes House or Factory and to eate at a
publick table for the more orderly Government of
of the youths yet when occasion doe offer of treat-
ing the Duch or other Strangers it is thought fitt

that the youths doe eat apart by themselves at
such times and those only to come to the table
whome the Cheife shall think fitt to call as is

practised at Surratt

:

The Honourable Companyes printed Indulg-
ences touching trade allowed to theire Servants
of the 16 : November 1674 : alsoe the Indulgence
granted to the owners Commanders and Seamen
of theire Shipps dated the 2 : October 1675 : were
now delivered by Mr. Masters and recommended
to be duely observed :

For the preventing of the lading of perticular
mens goods upon the Companys Sloopes or vessels
to the Honourable Companyes damage in the hind-
rance of theire business. It was directed that the
Masters of the said Sloopes be ordered not to re-
ceive on board theire respective Sloopes or vessels
any goods whatsoever without an order in write-
mg signed by the Cheife of Huglv or Ballasore or
such as they shall appoint. And if any one of the
said Masters shall be found to infringe this order
the person soe offending shall be Ivable to such
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Sloopes to be
punished.

Orders con-
cerning
wareing [of]

Flaggs.

Orders to be
entred

.

punishment or penalty as the Cheife and Councell

shall think fitt:

It being observed to be a Custonie of the Eng-
lish in the Bay to were Flaggs in'theire boats and
when thev travaile soe that the Cheife of a Fac-
torj^ cannot be knowne and distinguished from
others ^ that are not Cheifes that they may be
kiiowne to be English are to ware Ensignes or

small square Jacks.

The Severall clauses in Mr. Masters Commission
and Instructions relateing to the Honourable
Companyes affaires or theire Serv^ants in the Bay
of Bengali are ordered in this Consultation booke :

And the rules made in Councell vesterdav and
this day are directed to be sent to each respective

Factory in the Bay and soe many of the Clauses

in Mr. Masters Commission and Instructions as

the Cheife and Councell shall think convenient

:

Streynsham Master,
Walter Clavell,
Mattmas Vincent.
Edward Reade.
John Marshall^
Edward Littleton.
Samuell Hervy.

+

1

r.

I- Fryday.

Regulations

Receipt
booke.

}

1
o

HuGLY December 1680.'^

At a Consultation
i

Present

Stkeynsham Master Esqr: Aoent.

Mr. MATxmAS Vincent. Mr. R. Mohun.

For the better regulateing the affaires of the

Honourable Company in the Bay of Bengali

that the same may be mannaged in good order

and method in the respective Factoryes it is re-

solved and ordered tliat the Cheife of respective

Factory shall keepe a receipt booke wherein he

shall take receipts for all monyes paid or Issued

out and shall alsoe pass receipts for all mony
received uj)on the Companyes Accompt:

I There is an omission here The instructions as originally given by
S. Master run as follows: ** It being observed . . from others. It waa

therefore ordered that none but a Cheife of a Factory doe weare a Flagg

with a Swallowes taile and all others that are not Cheifes. .or small square

Jacks."
^ Tliis is an error. The date of the year should be 1679.
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A ccompt
Cash.

Hufitly Ac-
compt by the
Subordinate
Factoryes.

Inward Col-

lumes.

Penalty for

not passing
the Ac-
compts.

Whereas it was ordered in the regulations made
the 3d : of, November 1676: at Cassambuzar that

the bills and attestations for mony paid out of

cash should be read and passed in Councell ever\^

weeke and noted in the Consultation bookes in

regard of Accompt Cash is since ordered to be
entred at* the end of every months Dyary it is

thought best and ordered that the Accompt of

Cash be read and passed in Councell the next
Councell day that is upon the next munday or
thursday after the last day of ev^ery month and
the Summe of the Ballance or rest oi Cash sett

downe in every such Consultation :

And whereas it was ordered in the aforesaid
Regulations made in Cassambuzar that in the
bookes of Accompts each Factory should be
charged with what I mediately sent or received to

or from thence it is now ordered that for nionyes
or goods sent unto or received from one Subordi-
nate Factory to another the Subordinate Factory
shall Credit Hugly Accompt Currant for the same
in regard it is thought best and it is hereby
ordered that every Subordinate Factory doe
monthly at the end of theire Dyary and Accompt
Cash enter the Accompt of what they have in that
month received from or sent unto Hugly or any
other Factory's in a leadger Accompt intituled
Hugly Accompt Currant carrying the foot or rest
of Said Accompt from one Accompt to the other
monthly and if the Cheife and CounceU at Hugly
doe find the Accompt from the Factoryes doe not
Agree with the Hugly bookes then thev are to
advise thereof and to send the Coppv of the said
Factoryes Accompt as it stands in Hugly bookes
and the Cheife &ca. at Huglv are to enter theire
Accompt of Cash and the Accompt Currant Fort
i5t. George at the end of theire Dyarv which they
are to send to the Agent and Councell twice in
the yeare :

Colluras ruled with red Ink for the quantities
of all goods and treasure the number of the par-
cells and the weights shall be kept in the Leadger
cast up and ballanced as exactlv at the outward

x^"^^
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ H^gl^^^ Leadger there

shall be a CoUum for Pagodas an[d] lb : S : d : in
the Accompt Fort St. George :

^
And whereas there is an order that the bookes

of Accompts shall be read and passed in CounceU
monthly it is hereby ordered that if the bookes
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Penalty for

not ballanc-

ing the Ae-
compts.

The Cheife
and Councell
Impowred.

Collum in

charges
general!
bookes.

Reuiaines to
agree with
the bookes.

of Accompts the Warehouse Accompt and the

charges generall for one month be not read and
passed in Councell in the next month following

the Cheife of each Factory shall note the reas^on

thereof in the Dyary and the person who shall be

defective herein shall for the first offence be ad-

monished for the 2d : pay a quarters sallary and
for the third be suspended the Service.

And whereas there is an order that the bookes

of Accompts shall be ballanced the 30 Aprill

yearly if the [Second] * of any Factory shall not

have ballanced the bookes of Accompts of the

Factory where he keeps the same and send the

Ballanee thereof to Hugly by the 31 : May yearly

he shall forfitt a quarter of a yeares Sallary for

such his default and if the same be not done by
the last daA^ of June he shall forfitt \ a ^eares

sallary and if not done bv the 31 : July he shall

be suspended the Honourable Companyes Service

and if the Second oi Hugl\^ shall not have bal-

lanced the Generall bookes there within a month
after all the ballances of the bookes of the Subordi-

nate Factorves are sent thither he shall forfeit a

quarter of a yeares sallary for such his default

and if they be not ballanced within two months
he shall be suspended the Honourable Companyes
Service :

And the Cheife and Councell of the Bay are

hereby required and inipowered to put these

orders in execution adviseing thereof to the Agent
and Councell and following such other orders as

thev shall receive from them concernins; the same

:

In Charges Generall bookes at the end of every

month the heads and totalis of the severall

charges are to be sett downe and summed up of

the bookes to make tables with Collums for the

severall heads or titles used in the Factory bookes

summed up for the 12: months that the whole

yeares expence may appeare togather and be more
readily compared with the Factorye bookes

:

At the ballancing the bookes of Accompts the

Cheife of the respective Factoryes are to examine

and see that the remaines in specie doe agree with

the bookes of the Factory and with the Cash

booke and warehouse booke and that the Debts

and Credits be adjusted with the persons theni-

selfes concerned therein :

^ This word has been supplied from S. Master's " Memoriall " 1679-80
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Whatsoever
used of the
Companyes
goods by
theire Ser-

vants to pay
ready mony
for,

Accompt
Sallary.

Durbar and
port charges

All Letters
received
from on[e]

Sub: Fac-
tory to the
other to be
sent to

Hugly.

Tlie letters

from the

Company
and the Fort
to be sent to
the Sub

:

If any per.5on in the Companyes Service doe
make use of any goods as broad Cloth Stuffs &ca.
in the warehouse it shall not be charged to theire

Accompts in the bookes but they shall pay for the

same in ready moayes to the warehouse keeper
Avho is to pay the said mony every month into

Cash in the Cheifs Custodv :

The Accompt Sallary is thus to be Stated every
person in the Factory where he resides is to be
Credited for his full Sallary by Sallary Generall
and shall be paid twice in the yeare "that is at

lady day and Myhalmas {sic) day in equall halfes

what is to be paid here by the Honourable Com-
panyes orders then he shall be made "Debtor to

Sallary payable in England for what is short paid
here to be paid there the Accompt of Sallary
Generall is to be cleered by charges Generall and
Sallary payable in England by Accompt Currant

:

In the Hugly bookes an Accompt must be
framed intituled Durbar and port charges to
which Accompt shall be charged the Durbar
charges of Dacca the charges of the vSloopes of
Hugly in respect tis the head Factory for Govern-
ing the rest for which Durbar and port charges
shall be made Debtor to charges Generall such a
summe as charges of Hugly exceeds the charge of
Cassambuzar or Ballasore Factory or thereabouts
and this Durbar and port charges shall be put
upon all goods provided in all "the Factoryes at
soe much Per Cent m the Invoyce (besides the
Factory charges) for which Durbar and port
charges shall be Credited in the bookes and the
foote of the Accompt shall bee cleered by proffitt
and loss as is the foote of charges Generall

:

The Coppy of all Generall '

Letters from one
Subordmate Factory to another shall be sent to
Hugly to be entred in the Coppv bookes to be
kept there and sent for England and the Fort andm writemg of letters it is to be observed to men-
tjon the day upon which the letters were received :

1 he letters from the Honourable Companv and

u °i? /
^^^^^''^ ^^''"^ *^6 -^?ent and Councell

shall (as soone as they can be Coppved out) be
sent to the Factoryes for theire perusall and bet-

;f
understanding of the Companyes business and

Factoryes. ^^^ p^-id letters with all other letters or writeings
received from and sent unto England and the
J^ort shall be coppyed into bookes and kept in the
register at Hugly

:
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An office to
be made in

all the Sub

:

Factorves.

A publicise

table.

?

In ever}' of the Subordinate Factoryes there

shall be a hansome conveinent roome large and
well Situated neare the Cheifes and Seconds lodg-

ings which shall be sett appart for the office and
never diverted from that use m which roome shall

be placed deskes or tables to write upon and
presses wdth locks and keys w^herein the Registers

of the letters the Accompts and all other write-

ings of the Factory shall be locked up and kept

which upon removes of the Cheifes are to be de-

livered over by Roll or list to the Succeeding

Cheifes that none may be embazeled and at Hugly
the said lists are to be kept by the Seccond in the

Accoumptants office and by the Seccretary in the

Seccretarvs office

:

A publicke table shall be kept as the Company
have appointed at w^hich all single persons of the

Factory are to dyet and noe dyet mony shall be
allowed to single persons only to those that are

marrved and doe desire to dyet appart dyet mony
is to be paid as the Company have appointed and
the Stuard for the charges of the table at Hugly
and at Cassambuzar shall be the employment of

one of the young men a writer or Factor by which
they may gaine experience and the 3ds : in the

other Factoryes is to take charge thereof as ap-

pomted at Cassambuzar in November 1676:

As to the expence of the table and all other

charges the Cheifs of the Factoryes are to take

care to order the same in the most frugall manner
that can be that noe extravigance be practised and
noe more peons and Servants kept then is neces-

sary for the dispatch of the Companyes business

and whereas the Honourable Company in theire

12: Section of theire letter of the 3d: January

1678/9 : doe order an establishment of charges to

be setled in every one of the Factoryes which
though it cannot be perfectly done yet soe far as

it can be done conveniently wee doe order and
appojTit as followeth :

—

i

At Hugly Servants Wages.

Cheife .

.

Second .

.

Minister

3d : of Councell

4th : of Councell

Chyrurgion

Rs.

12

8
6
5

5
4
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\

Cheifes

removinir

>

Secretary

Steward
* * 4 «

Rs
2

2
I

2 Pallankeens one for the Cheife the other for

the Seccond 7 horses none of which are to be
lent by any but the Cheife Gun iall Cookes Mus-
salls washing Dogkeeper Barber &ca. Servants as

usuall

:

At the Subordinate Factoryes.

Servants wages

:

for the Cheife . . 6 Rupees Per men-

for the Second
for the Third

sem.
4 Rupees.
3

at Cassam-
buzar onlv.

Charges General! keeper 2

a Pallankeen for the Cheife.

3 horses not to be lent out but by the Cheife.

3 Gurrialls.

Cooke and mate.
2 Mussalchees.
for barber 2 Rupees Per mensem.
for washing what cost for all the factory.
noe dogkeeper nor dogs at the Compauyes

charge,

noe Candles ^ allowed but to the Cheifes and
to those of the Councell m the respective
Factoryes to the Chaplaine and to the

Chyrurgion lamps are allowed to every
chamber

:

Noe Cheife of a Subordhiate Factory is to re-

move from thence to anv other Factorv without
leave first had from the Cheife and Councell of

undei

Cheife
remove from the Factory he shall first see that
the bookes of Accompts" be brought up to that
day and the remaines of the warehouse and other
Accompts doe Agree with the bookes and the rest
of the Cash he is to deliver up to the Second and
thu-d and if these things be not done he is not to
remove neither the Cheife of Hugly nor of a Sub-
ordmate Factory notwithstanding the licence from

t
1
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All Invest-

ments to be
ordered by
the Cheife
&ca. at
Hugly.

Goods to be
Agreed upon
by Muster.

The allow-
ance to be
given by the
Merchanta.

Contract
made with
Chittermull
Saw.

Contract
made with
Chimcham
&ea.

the Cheife and Councell of the Bay upon paine of

being suspended the Honourable Companyes Ser-

vice and when upon removall of a Cheife to an
other Factory there is occasion of leaveing orders

in the business of the Factory the said orders and
^ r

directions shall be made in Consultation and not
the Cheifes single Authority:
The Cheife and Councell at Hugly must appoint

the Investment to each Factory and summe up
the whole together in one Consultation every yeare

that it may appeare how and where the Severall

goods are to be provided which the Company
order :

The price of all goods provided for the Honour-
able Company shall be Agreed upon by Muster
and goods sorted by those Musters and in such

Factoryes where there is noe mony to give out

upon Dadone or imprest upon goods there the

Cheife and Councell shall take care to agree with

the Merchants for such goods (or some part of

them) as the Honourable Company require in the

month of February March or Aprill and that the

mony shall be paid upon the brmg [ing] in the

§;oods in September or October following

:

And in regard the Companyes treasure is a long

time converting into Currant monv soe that thev

are at the charge of Intrest for mony taken up to

carry on their Investment therefor tis thought fitt

and ordered to be observed in all Factor^^es that

upon all the peet and Currant Rupees which shall

be paid to the Merchants upon the Investment on

Dadonee or afterwards the}^ shall allow IJ: Per

Cent upon Sicca Rupees never less then 2 : Per

Cent and as much more as the Batta shall arrise

hereafter above one Per Cent and upon Gold
Mohurs 2 : annes and a halfe a peece more then

the Bazar weights :

Whereas there is a Contract made by the Agent

and Councell with Chittermull Saw at Cassam-

buzar for all the Silver and Gold which shall be

sent to be sold in that Factory and there is a

Contract made with Chimcham Saw at Ballasore

by the Agent and Counce]] that they shall be

payd the full mony for that Investment in treasure

one month after the Arrivall of the English shipps

but at noe certaine rate for the treasure therefore

it is to be observed that the Rj'alls | must be

pavd Chimcham Saw &ca. at Ballasore not under

212: Rupees Per Cent and the Gold pistoUs not

ik
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under

Care to be
taken in re

mitting of

mony.

To keepe old
Merchants
employed.

The Mer-
chants Ac-
compts to be
adjusted
yearly.

Not to turn
away old
Servants,

The Va-
queells Po-
dars &ca. to
have their

wages out of
the Dustoore
except at
Dacca.

for Gold Mohurs and they allowing the \\\ Per

Cent upon monj^ paid on the Investment is not

to be charged to them in respect it will require a

months time or more to convert treasure into

mony and notwithstanding the Agreement with

Chittermull Saw it will be convenient to trye

m
Factoryes as at Pattana and at Maulda when
that Factory is setled being neare the Mint at

Rajamaull :

There being some times difference of one or 2 :

Per Cent between the mony of Cassanibuzar Hugly
and Ballasore care is to be taken in remitting
mony by Exchange or m Specie and alsoe in pay-
ment in Specie to allow the Company the Batta
that shall arrise thereby in every ' one of the

Factoryes.

And it is to be observed to keepe the Com
panyes old Merchants imploj^ed in provideing of

theire goods soe long as they doe well that the
Honourable Company may upon enquiry be satis-

fyed in theiro dealings therefore noe old Merchants
shall be put out of employment nor any new
man employed without order in Consultation and
reasons exprest therein for soe doing but if any
old Merchant faile of bringin in his goods in time or
not according to Muster he ought to be discharged.
And the Merchants Accompts must be adjusted

once a yeare without faile.

The like is to be observed in the house Servants
espetially the Vaqueells, Banjans, and Writers,
that none of yours be turned off or new ones taken
m Without order of Councell signifying the reason
for the discharge it being observed to be of bad
consequence to turn off old Servants.
And the Vacqueells, Banjans. Mutsuddies, Tag-

adgeers, and Podars shall from this time forward
be allowed noe monthly wages but thev shall be
content with the Dustore of a quarter of an anne
upon a Rupee which the Merchants doe aUow
them and they are not to take nor the Merchants
to allow anythmg more u^^on paine of being dis-
charged the employment both the paver and
receiver and the said Dustoore monv shall be de-
videdby theCheife and Councell of the respective
bactory^s to the said house Banjans Writers,
i: odars^ Tagadgeers, and Vaqueells if they doe not
agree it among themselves except at Dacca where
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there being great occasion of expence for a
Vaqueell the Cheife Vaqueell there shall be al-

lowed what the Cheife and Councell of the Bay
shall Judge conx^enient in case the Dustoore monv
on that Investment be not suffitient for his

mamtenance.
The vSaltpetre provided at Pattana is to be

dryed before weighed of from the Merchants and
not taken moist with allowance for it and it is to

be sent downe as it comes in by 3 : or 4 : boates
laden at a time and not all kept to the last which
hath proved very prejuditiall the like is to be
observed in sending the goods from the other
Factoryes that all be not kept to the last but sent

away as soone as they are packed to prevent the
ill consequences of a Stop or any loss of time upon
the dispatch of the Shipps.

The packing Stuff is in all FactorA'es to be
bought at the cheapest hand with the Cfjmpanyes
mony the Accompts thereof to be kept as ap-

poynted in the orders the 3rd : November 1G76

:

and neither the warehouskeeper nor any others is

to have any advantage thereby.

Ticketts put into the bales by the warehouse-
keeper are to be attested by such persons as are

in the Factoryes that can be spared to see that

the quantities therein packed be according to the

Tickett.

The Sloopes and vessells Avhich bring up the

treasure from the Shipps are to be ordered not to

saile in the River in the night time when there is

treasure on board.

It being necessary to settle and appoynt orders

for the Civill Goverment of the Factoryes a

paper of orders such as wee made at the Fort to

be observed by all persons in Civill employments
there is now with some alterations agreed upon as

entred hereunder and ordered to be observed in

all the Ti'actoryes in the Bay under the paine and
penalties therein exprest ^vhich orders signed by

the Agent and Councell to be sent to the respec-

tive Factoryes entred in the Consultation bookes

and Fixed up in the offices there and in the

Chappell here.

The places and Stations and employments of

all the Honourable Companyes Servants in the

severall Factoryes in the Bay being debated is

agreed upon and ordered in the list to be entred

here under and every person that is now in the
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employment as here in is appointed to be ordered

to remove and take charge of the same immedi-

atelj" after the departure of the shipps and with

in the month of Jannuary next.

These regulations and orders are to be coppyed
and sent to the respective Factoryes for theire

punctuall observation and complyance therewith

and it is to be observed that those are not in-

Factoryes. tended to invalidate those Regulations made at

Cassambuzar in November 1676: otherwise then

is exprest herein and those orders (with those

made at Cassambuzar 1676 if not already done)

are to be entred in the Dvarves of the respective

Regulations
and orders
to be sent
to the Sub-
ordinate

Factoryes

:

John Nicks Secretat> tr

Streynsham Master.
Matthias Vincent.
Richard Mohun.

Orders made by us the Agent and
Councell for affaires of the Honourable
English East India Company upon the

Coast of Cormandell and in the Bar of

Bengali (for advancing the Glory of God
upholding the Honour of the English
Nation and preventing of disorders) to be

Admonish'
ment.

observed in the said Honourable Com-
panyes service in the Factoryes in the

Bay of Bengali.

Forasmuch as by all persons of all profession
the name of God ought to be hallowed his service
attended upon and his blessing upon our endea-
vours sought by dayly prayers as the quallity
therefore of our place and Imployments requires
and in discharge of our duty both to God and
man first Avee doc Christianly admonish everv one
Imployed in the service of the Honourable' East
India Company to abondon lying, Swareing,
Cursmg, Drunckness, uncleaness, profanation of
the Lords day and all other sinfull practises, and
not to be out of the house or from theire lodgings
late at night, nor absent from or neglect morn-
ing or evening prayers or doe anv thing to the
dishonour of Almighty God the" corruption of
good manners, or against the peace of the Govern-
ment but if any will not heare us admonishing
them wee doe (by vutue of the po\vers derived to
us from the Honourable the Governor and Com-
pany of Merchants of London tradeing into the
Last Indies and by Authoritv of the Kings Majes-
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1st:

Penalties for

lying out of

the Fac-
toryes.

2d:
Penalties for

swareing and
Cursing.

3d:
Penalties for

lying,

4th:
Penalties for

drunkness.

5th:
Penalties for
missing di-

vine Service.

6th

:

Persona to
be sent to
the Fort.

ties Royall Charter to them granted) order and
appoynt that whosoever shall be found guilty of

the following offences shall undergoe the penalties

here unto annexed.
Whosoever shall remaine out of the house all

night (without licence from the Cheife) or be found
absent at the time of shutting the gates after 9

:

at night (without a reasonable excuse) shall pay
10 : rupees to the use of the poore or sett one

whole dav publicklv in the Stocks.

Whosoever shall profaine the name of God b}'

swaremg or Cursing he shall pay 1 2d. to the use

of the poore for every oath or Curse and in case

of nonpayment after demand the said summe shall

be leavied by distress and in defect of such dis

tress the offender shall sett in the Stocks 3

:

bowers.
Whosoever shall be guilty of lying shall pay

12d. for the poore for every such offence.

Whos be Drunck shall

pay 5s. for the use of the poore for every offence

and in case of nonpayment after demand the said

summe shall be levied bv distress and in defect

of such distress the offender shall sett in the Stocks

6 : bowers.
Whosoever (Protestant) that lodges within the

house (whither actually in the Honourable Com-
panyes service or not) that shall be absent from

the publicke prayers morning and evening on the

weeke days (with out a lawfull excuse) shall pay

12d. for the poore or be confined one whole weeke

within the house for every such default, and

whatsoever Christian in the Honourable Com-
panyes service shall be absent from the publick

prayers morning or evening on the Lords Da.y

(with out a lawfull excuse) shall pay 12d. for the

poore for ever}^ such default and in case of non-

payment after demand said summe shall be levied

by*^ distress and sale of the offenders goods and in

default of such distress the offender shall suffer

imprisonment until payment of said summe soe

forfited by him.

If anv bv these penalties will not be reclaimed

from these vises, or if any shall be found guilty

of adultry, Fornication, uncleaness or any such

crime or "shall disturb the peace of the Factory

by quarrelling and will not be reclaimed he or

the}^ shall be sent to Fort St. George there to re-

ceive Condign punishment.
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7th:
Orders to be
red twice a
yeare.

Tlie Wor-
shipful! Mat-
thias Vin-
cent &ca.
went for Cas-
sambuzar.

11000:

Rupees
brought in.

Saturday

Agreed with
weavers.

These orders shall be read jjublickly to the
Factory tAvice hi the yeare, that is upon the Sun-
day next after Christmas day, and upon the Sun-
day next after Midsummer day m the forenoone
after divine service, that none may pretend igno-
rance thereof and all persons concerned therein are
hereby Strictly charged and commanded to give
due observance and not to act contrary to the
same upon paine of undergoeing the jpenalties

apointed and suffering further displeasure. In con-
formation wee have hereunto set our hands and the
Honourable Companyes scale the 12 : day Decem-
ber Anno Domine ^1670

: and in the 'one and
thirtieth yeare of the Raigne of our Soveraingne
Lord Charles the Seccond by the grace of God
Kino OF England Scotland France and Ireland de.
fender of the faith &ca.

Steeynsham Mastek.
Matthias Vincent.
Richard Mohun.

One of the Factors or writers sliall be inoiithlv
appoynted by the respective Cheifes to note and
Collect the forfitures and to pay the same to the
Cheife who is every yeare to send it to the Cheife
&ca. at Hugly and they are to remitt the whole
Collections every yeare to the Agent &ca. at the
iort there to be paid to the overseers of the

John Nicks Secietary.
poore.

3 Wor

6

Matthias Vincent with the rest of his Company
went hence for Cassambuzar being accompanied
by the Duch and us some wav out of towne.
Permanund Sookanund Saws Gomaustah

broughto— in and purked (sic) this dav 11000
Kupees in part of the 20000 enordered us by
the Worshipful! Matthias Vincent &ca. when
nere.

7

Maulda May 1680.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife
Ml". JonafVinn Ppi'nV>vin«

Weav
length \vee agreed and gave those brought by
t..repoll Deloll Burgunny at the rates agreed on
tornierly in consultation 29 : past month for
t5undry sorts of goods Vizt

:
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Goods to be
brought in

3 : months.

A letter sent
to Cassam-
buzar.

Thursday

Agreed with
the DelolL

Chandenves 30 ; co : lo r. a.

and 2 : broad .

.

, . 200 ; ps. at 6

Orungshyes or Soozies Do.

length and bredth . . 100 : ps. at 4 12

Elatches 30 : long and 2

:

broad • « . . 200 : ps, at 9

Charconnaes do : length

and bredth . . 400 : ps. at 3 8

Seersuccers do : len^cth and
breth

Nehallewars 36

:

long and 2 : broad
Mundeells

. . 200 : ps. at 8

covets

. . 250 : ps. at 4 8

5 : ps. to be 2\
covets.

1355 : ps.

broad and upwards and 36 : covets long on

which is given Allollhesob 60 : Rups : all which

goods are to be brought in 3 : months and prized

within the 4th : month as thev are better or

worse then the muster. Fytche Nedham.

8 A letter was prepared approved of and sent

forward to Cassambuzar adviseing of a bill

1 1000 Rups : payable togiven on them for

Sookanund.

At a Consultation

Present

10 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Came to an agreement with Moneram Deloll

and the weavers brought b^^ him for Sundry

sorts of goods desired by our Honourable Mas-

ters at the rates as specifyed Vizt

:

Chandenves 30 : covets

long and 2 : broad 130 : ps. at 6 pr.ps.

Orungshyes or Soozzies

do. length and bredth 12: ps. at 4 12

r. a.

Elatches Do.

and bredth

and bredth

length

length

300 : ps. at 9

Seersuckers Do. length

and bredth
Nehallewars 36 : covets

, , 200 : ps. at 3 8

100 : ps. at 8

long and 2 : broad • . 100 : ps. at 4 8

Mundeells • • 5 : ps. to be 2i

847 : ps.
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Goods to be
brought in

3: months.

The hired

house to be
repaired.
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covets broad and upwards and 36 : covets long

on whicli is given Allolhesob 60 : Rups : all

which goods are to be brought in 3 : months or

thereabouts and prized \vith in the 4th : month
and accordinof as thev shall be better or w^orse

then the Muster.

The hired house whereing wee now for the

present live being of brick but very much out

of repaire and the roomes being for blackness
and darkness more like dungeons then dwelling
houses as are most if not all the houses in towne
and the time of the raines growing nye it is

thought fitt and Agreed to repaire soe much of

the said house as shall absolutely be necessary
as well for dwelling appartments as for Security
of the Honourable Companyes goods from the
rains which will now dayl}^ be coraeing in and
besides that to fitt up what Chuppers or
thatched places are convenient as for Stables,
Cook roome, pallankeen house, and for the
peons at the dore, and the Mutsuddies to write
in &ca. which at our departure to our new Fac-
tory may be removed hence and be of some use

Sadutbund
Cauns tran
sactions.

to us otherwise

:

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Pbickjian

10 Yesterday and to-day the town of Maulda
was put to a great alarm both our Phowsdar
and Crowry prepareing to fly for feare of one
Sadutbund Caun (formerly a Hindoo of these
parts) whoe is come from the King with a Com-
pany of 4 : or 500 : horse pretending to have a
phirmaund for his haveing the place of Congoy
and for breaking a Hindoo Pagoda by Binnood
Rayes house in Sawajaan where he now is it is

alsoe reported that by beating an old woman
of Binnood Rayes house hould into Confession
has foimd 2i lack of Rupees which he takes as
his owne and alsoe 25 : Turky horses out of his
Stable and since has killed the old woman that
told him of the mony and 2 : or 3 men at the
dore of the house entring in and other of Her-
naiames Servants he imprisons and has forced
some to turn Musellmen.

\
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Wetnesday

Agreement
made with
Gumiisham

Agreed with
Creepoll.

9000: rs:

brought in

and a noate
given for the
same.

At a Consultation
F

Present

12 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Jonathan Prickman
r

Agreed with Gunnishamdas Merchant of this

tovvne for fine Tangeebs and MuUmulls on put-

tun or Burgunny and accordingly delivered him

3000 Rupees thereon they are to be from 7

:

rs. to 14: rs. per ps. and when come in they

are to be prized as wee doe other peoples goods

of those sorts.

Crepoll Deloll bringin more weavers was

agreed with them for 50 : ps. more of Elatches

on puttun
afore

:

"Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman

13 The Councell mett but nothing of moment
offered except that Permanund Saw brought in

9000: rs: to compleate the 20000: rs: en-

ordered us whereupon a noate or bill was given

him on Cassambuzar Factory for the same and

a letter of advice drawn up read aproved and

sent forwards to Mr. Edward Littleton &ca.

or Burgunny at 9 : rs. per ps. as

Saturday

Agreement
made with
Symboodas

Fine Muster
brought and
bought.

201 rs. deh-
vered on
Burgunny,

At a Consultation

Present

15 Mr, Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Agreed with Symboodas Bramin Merchant of

this towne to deliver him 1000 : rs : to provide

Tanjeebs from 7: rs: to 14: rs : per ps. and

halfe Mullmulls from 5: rs: to 12: rs: they

are alsoe to be prized raw as other peoples.

Haveing desire to see some Musters here of

fine raw linen cloth before wee proceeded to

Shabazpore all Delolls and Merchants comeing

to our house haveing been spoken to about

them yet none of those sorts desired by our

Masters was brought us till to day amongst

which weer two very good peeces of Tanjeebs

brought by a weaver of a Neighboring towne

which were bought who to encourage him was

delivered 201 : rs : Burgunny for fine Tanjeebs

to be prized by us without a Deloll which he was

not easily brought to but hope in tnne to bring
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them all to it with whorac wee shall have to

Rumours of

Sadutbund
Caun.

Sadutbund
Caun re-

moved.

Monday

Agreed to
sett out this
day to Sha-
bazpore &ca,

17

17

Thought fitt

to entertaine
10: peons.

doe when once wee know them

:

Fytche Nediiam
Jonathan Pbickman

Here is still howeriy news that Sadutbund
Caun intends to come"^ hither which putts the
whole towne in Continual! fright espetially both
our Covernours belongin to Hernarraine Raves
present Congoy :

Yesterday came news that Sadutbund Caun
Was removed from Sawajaan and intended for

Rajaraaull which has not little lightned the
hearts of the Inhabitants of this towne (who
had he come) would not have been able to en-
counter him :

Wee

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fy tche Nedham Ch<
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

W7 1 • .
» -^rmerly been ordered by the

Worshipful] Matthias Vincent &ca. by a Con-
sultation held the 29 : past that when wee had
finished our first Dadne here to proceed to Sha-
bazpore and its adjacencyes to see what can be
done there and to make some beginmg to fasten
the weavers to us till wee .shall be supplyed
with btock It is thought fitt that wee carry with
us Rupees 2000

: that they mav see wee doe not
come for nniifrlif \\T ,1. iT i t- -. -.. i^
XT , . .,,

0-" Wee shall defer writeing to
nugjy till wee come there and see what sumiue
wee shall want for this dadne in order thereto
wee intend this day (God willing) to sett out
nence m the eavening ^ith 2 : of our Mutsud-
d es and a Deloll of this place who is well ac-
quainted in those townes and mav be able to
give us some light into the business there every
tOM-ne haveing its different Custome from this

Jo^r"j- f ^^^^^ ^g^«^ed by reason of the pre-
sent disorder m the town^ and that the way

rfLTi ^ ^°^ ^^'""S all wooddy and full of

ttfn! T''^',^^^ ^^^^^'68 that wee take 10:

aWnf^f''^''^^.'"'''y ^^'' tbe time u ee shall be

titho,if ^'S;.-^'^
^^^*^^^' *^^* it bee not left

time
"^^'''"* '^'^tch in this troublesome

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman
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Sett out for

Shabazpore
&;ca.

Lay at Sic-

karpore.

Arrived at

Singavad.

Came to

Daudpore

Nothing
offered.

Bought
Musters.

Saturday.

18

10

20

21

The Seekdar
brought the
weavers and
wee agreed
with them.

This afternoone Mr. Fvtclie Nedham and Mr,
Jonathan Prickman sett out of Maulda to goe
to Shabazpore.

Last night wee arrived and lay at Sickarpore

about 6 : Coarse from Maulda where being noe
weavers this morning early wee went thence

about 3 : Coarse further to Singavad where wee
found the Jvmindar was absent (in whose house

wee tooke up our quarters) for feare of Sadut-

bund Caun the weavers of this place being

about 4 : or 5 : and twenty was called and
Musters brought which was very coarse Mul-
mulls of the Duch sorts 40 : covets long and
2^ cov^ets broad the said weavers being all

ready to run away after theire Jymindar where-

fore at present wee forbore to treat with them :

In the morning wee went thence to Dawd-
pore about 3| Coarse distant where the DeloUs

and weavers being called was bid to bring Mus-
ters of what cloth was made in theire tow^ne

and its adjacenties.

The Councell mett and satt but nothing of

moment offered.

Bought Severall Musters being 16: ps. of fine

Mulmulls.

At a Consultation

Present

22 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

The Delolls and weavers of this place haveing

Severall times been caled yet could come to noe

Agreement the Seekdar or Governour with the

Delolls combining to put tricks upon us which

wee presently found wherefore this morning

wee gave out that wee would bee gone hence

this afternoon and accordingly after dinner sent

our carryage before to our next Station where-

upon about 4 : a clock the Seekdar with severall

weavers came to our house finding us ready to

depart licenced the weavers to take our puttun

on the Termes wee proposed wherefore those

weavers being 17 : wee bound Joyntly in one

note being one security for the other and deli-

vered them Burgunny for 24 : fine tanjeebs to

be prized by us \vith out any Delolls or prefixed

Musters of the towne which is Judged the best

way of agreeing where wee have Imediately to
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doe with the weavers and it will alsoe be a

meanes to draw them to Maulda to us wEich
now they will not heare of but all must be
prized in the several] townes :

Seeing this towne to be large and its neigh-
bouring villages many where much good cloth

is made and considering it is to little purpose
to Stay longer here not seeing any likelyhood
of doeing much at present with the weavers for

the reasons afo?'esaid and for that there hands

Agreed to
deliver Sim-
boonaut
3000: rs: on
Burgunny,

hence

:

Jr^

Came to noe
Agreement
with the
weavers.

24

are tun ot tHe Diich Burgunny which will be
ready in 20: dayes and finding Symboonaut
here a Merchant well experienced in these
townes wee have thought fitt and Agreed to

deliver him 3000: rs: on Burgunny for fine

Tanjeebs and 1000: Rupees more to buy for

ready inony here being at times very goodMul-
muUs and Tanjeebs to be met with. And soe
to depart hence this night being Saterday to
Tittillia a towne about 2 : Coarse distance

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman

This morning haveing called the weavers of
this towne of Tittillia M-ho bringin severall
peeses of the Duch sorts coarse Mulmulls one
ps. whereof wee bought for 7 : rs : but came to
noe agreement with the weavers being few at
present and for that one of the Duch Mutsud-
dies Jeram has kept back the Delolls of the
towne by perswadeing him to give a note which
he has done that hee will not serve us anv thing
as wee now heare he did at Daudpore what hee
could both with Delolls and Aveavers and now
1^ gone to Shabazpore for the same purpose,
ihe weavers promiseing all to follow us the

arrived at
^^^ ^^ ^^^ Shabazpore and there take our

Shabazpore
-t^urgunny soe wee departed hence this morning
and came to Shabazpore about noone where the
iJ^eloUs of the place comeing to us wee ordered
tnem to gett ready what good weavers thev
Knew and alsoe some very good Muster peeces
and brmg them tomorrow morning to us.
Wee received a generall from the Worsh" "

"

Arrived at

Reed, a
genii, from
the Worship-
full Matthias
Vincent.

Agreed not
with the
weavers.

r onlf J'"'^''''*
*«^- from Cassambuzar dated

27
the 20th Currant.

weavers

with ih
''''''^'^ ^^""^ ^o "oe agreement
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A.

Saturday the 29

Caine to an
Agreement
with the
Delolls and
weavers for

156: ps.

Tanjeebs.

Thought
convenient
to take the
enordered
imposts at
the prizeing
the goods.

At a Consultation

Present
*

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

The Delolls and weavers while wee have been

here have dayly been caled but (by reason of

Jerams howerly running up and do\Mie like one

resolved to doe us mischiefe perswadeing the

Delolls &ca. against haveing to doe with us,

and alsoe the news of our first comeing noe

doubt did not a little heighten the expectations

of the wea'vers) wee could not come to any
setled agreement till now which was 'with Muc-
taram and Droga Delolls, and 103 : weavers

in one note together bound one for the other

and the Delolls for them all to bring in 156

:

peeses fine Tanjeebs of severall prizes as speci-

fied in theire note and the time sett is 4

:

months within which all to be prized and what

remaines to be paid in whereon it is agreed to

pay them 1710 : Rups : wee did not think

convenient to agree upon a Muster for divers

reasons. First wee had none fitt bj^ us nor can

wee at present buy any cheape and for that it

is the Custome of Merchants here to agree with

them soe besides it being to be prized in the

towne theire Remaines tricks and troubles of

running to Durbars &ca. as they have often

seived the Duch which is different from prize-

ing it at home where wee shall be much better

able to deale Avith them which hope to bring

them all to in time.

Wee proposed to them alsoe to pay out of

theire Burgunny the impost layd thereon but

by noe meanes they would consent to it being

out of theire road yett they yeilding it is a

Custome in theire towne to alow something of

Dustore &ca. but not till theire goods are prized

therefore tis thought fitt not to disturbe theire

obstanacy farther but for this time to Comply

with the Customes of the severall places for our

better understanding of theire divers ways for

dealing and at prizeing the goods to take or Cut

of what is customary and what it falls short of

the late enordered imposts to put the same on

the goods and the next time of giveing them

Burgunny wee shall have more leasure to deale
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with them ^^hen wee doe not much douht but

to bring them to it
: Fytche Nedham

Jonathan Prickman

AccouKT Currant Hugly. Dr, Per Coktra. Cr.

May— Ra. As. R May

—

Rs. As. P.

31 To Ballaiice . . 20926 3 1 By broad clotli fine

32J : yds. .

.

370
By broad cloch or-

dinary 43: .. 129
By Rarities 40 : ps. 35 11 6

By Factors provi-

sions .. 50 12

By Several! Mus-
ters .

.

,- 83
By Do. from Caa-

sambtizar . . 257 8 9

G By Cash from Cos*-

samhuzar .. IIOOO
13 By Do. .

.

. . 9000

Rups: .. 20926 3

31 The Councell mett but nothing of moment
offered-:

day Vizt.

Accompt of presents given away to this

Worshipfull
Matthias Vincent &ca. as follovveth :

3 yards broad cloth ordinary green 3 do. red

2 knifes reathed and tipt with silver 1 : Silver

frame looking glass 1 : Ivery framed green pa ire

of spectacles 1 : do. white.
To our phowsidar Ramabeage as folioweth :

3 yards Scarlett 2 : yards fine green 1 :
yard

ordinary red 1 : yard ordinary green 3 :
p^re

of spectacles 2 : white and 1 : green 2 reathed
knifes and 1 : plain e 20 : bottles rose water.

To his Pisdust as followeth :

1 : yard fine green 1 : yard ordinarv Bed
cloth 1

: paire of Spectacles 1 : wreathed knife
5 : bottles rose watar.

To the Catwall

:

1
:
yard ordinary red cloth 1 : do. green 5:

bottles of rose water.
To the Catwalls Musshriffe

:

^
:
yards ordinary green 3 : bottles of Rose

water.

To Jcmshirebeage Crowr\T •
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3 : yards Scarlett 2 : yards ordinary green 2

knifes tipt with Silver 15 : bottles Rose water.

To his Mussheriefe

:

1 : yard fine green 1 ; yard ordinary Red 1

:

yard do. green 1 : knife reathed with Silver 5

:

bottles rose wateri> •

To his Miitsuddy Chaund Ray

:

1 : yard fine green 1 : do. red ordinary 1

:

knife tipt with Silver 5 : bottles Rose water.

To the Cozzee

:

1 : yard fine green 1 : yard ordinary red cloth

1 : knife reathed with Silver 1 : paire of spec-

tacles white 7 : bottles Rose Avater.

To Do. Pesdust:

1 : yard ordinary red cloth 3 : bottles Rose

^vater: Fytche Nkdham
Jonathan Prickman

Cash.

May

—

6 To Acct. Curt.
Hugly. for what
reed, here of Per-

manund to be re-

paid at Cassam-
buzar , •

13 To Accfc. Batta on
1600 rs. Sickaes at

6: a: P. Ct.

To Acct. Curt.
Hngly for wliat
reed* of Perma-
nund to be repaid
at Cassambuzar .

.

30 To Permanund
Sawat Intrest

D}\

Rs. As. P.

1 1000

GOO

90O0

Per Contba. Cr.

May
7 By

11 By
11 By

12 By
13 By
15 By

t> By
By

17 By

CrepollDeloll.

.

Moneram Deloll

Jonathan Prick-

man
Crepoll Deloll .

,

Gunnishamdas
Simboodas Bra-
min .

.

Trepodar
Acct, Batta on
1600 rs. Sickaes

at 6: as: P.

Jonathan Prick-

man
5000 21 By MubnuUs 16:

22 By Simboodas Bra
mm • •

By Monore &ca, .

.

By Mulmidls 1 ; ps.

Bs. As. P.

7660
o547

300
450
3000

500
201

6

300

120

500
222

7

Remaines

25006

18813
6193

25006

Errors Excepted

Per Fytche Nedham
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An earth-

quake.

Agreed to

depart to
Maypore.

Arrived at
Ma^^ore.

Wednesday

Agreed with
the DeloUs
and weavers.

1

2

Thursday 3d

Maulda June 1680.

Last night about sunn sett as wee sat dis-

coursing with weavers came an Earth quake
which lasted 7 : or 8 : minutes put an end to

our business at that time.

Haveing done what wee could here wee re-

solved to goe hence this day to Maypore about

2: Coarse off and alsoe for that the waters are

soe desperately bad makeing us with our Ser-

vants all sick working diversly on us giveing

some Fluxes others feavers and Agues and some
breaking out in large boyles and festriiig sores

&ca. In our way to Maypore wee saw severall

new foottings of Tigers as wee did divers times

before in our way to other townes the natives
every where telling us sad storycs of men and
beast being carryed away by Tygcrs and beares
the Country is very wooddy 'and watery un-
eeven land not much inhabited goeiug hence this

afternoone wee came to Maypore about 5: a
clock where calling the Delolls and some

to
mommg

theire towne that wee might make some Agree-
ment with them.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife
Mr Jonathan Prickman

In the morning Porsotum and Rajeebs De-
lolls with severall weavers being come shewed
us 3 : or 4 : ps. thin Tanjeebs of the Duch sorts
not very good which wee could not Agree for,

for reasons formerly given vet wee gave them

*^ ef^^'^
on the same termes wee did to those

of Shabazpore and accordingly delivered them
414: rs. on fine Tanjeebs and agreed in the

afternoone to depart hence to Kvbert Gaum
and Gualla Gaum about 1^ Coarc^e hence being
somewhat on our wav home t^ i^^ ..^v>c*y uume. fTYTCHE NedHAM

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife
Mr. Jonathati Prickman

X. ,y. .1
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ morning the w.

both the aforesaid Tounes Kybert an

Last of
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Agreed to

deale with'

the weavers
from Maul-
da.

The Ac-
compt Cash
passed.

Arrived at
Maulda.

Our Gover-
nors defeat-
ed by Sadut-
bund Cauns
people.

A letter sent
to the Cheife
&ca. in
Hugly.

Nothing of
moment of-
fered.

4

7

4-

with the Deloll which belongs to both townes
was caled and discoursed but by noe meanes
could come to noe agreement with them there-

fore it was thought best to let them alone at

present and to deale with them from Maulda
by meanes of a picar or Merchant which way
they are acquainted with wee hope hereafter to

have them all come to our Factory to receive

our Burgunny when once the Ring leader comes
noe doubt the others will follow between this

and Maulda in our way home nor of neither

side neare is anv townes for cloth nor indeed
hardly any houses it being very wooddy and
full of wild beastSj wherefore it was agreed not
to Sta\^ longer in these parts to lose time among
a few Stubborn people that are soe strangl}^

wedded to theire owne silly wayes and Cus-
tomes but this dav forthwith to sett out hence for

Maulda from whence by picars &ca. wee shall

deale better with them then at present wee can
doe here and besides the waters rise soe fast that

shall not get home by land if stay any longer.

The Accompt Cash for last month being

examined was found to remaine Rups: 6193 in

cash the 31 : of May past

:

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman

Last night about 7 : a clock wee arrived in

Maulda from Gualla Gaum but never came such

way in our lives for Avooddiness comeing among
bushes and Shrubs and shades over head bv
high trees for above 8 : miles together conti-

nually expecting incounters with wild beasts

but suppose the great noise of our Company
kept them at distance :

Our Fousdar and Crowry some dayes since

goeing with about 300 i men to fight with

Sadutbund Caun news was brought us of theire

sad and shamefull defeate bv not above 20 : of

Sadutbund Cauns crew 3 : or 4 : of them loose-

insr theire lives and severall wounded our
< _

Governors narrowly escapeing \vith theire lives

haveing lost all theire Amies and clothes and
forsaken of theire Company was forced naked
into the w oods :

A letter was drawn up aproved and sent to the

Worshipfull Matthias Vincent &ca, in Hugly :

The Councell satt but nothing of moment
offered soe departed each to his Imployraeut

:
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Thirsday the lOtll

/^

Agreed to

provide the
mentioned
goods at

Seerpore.

At a roiisultation

Present-

Mr. Fytclie Xedhaiu Cheife

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Considering the shortness of the time between

this and the ooraeing of our Europe shipps and

the great quantities of goods should be provided

•in the Factory and the weavers hands at pre-

sent being full here and some sorts of the en-

ordered goods being made very well iii Seerpore

and thereabouts therefore wee think fitt to have

some provided there by which means alsoe wee

shall see the difference of the goods of that and

this place whereupon Ramkisson Coppore and

PertemuU Xagree Banjan was called being ex-

perienced men in these parts with whom wee

Agree to allow them 2 : Per Cent orrat and all

other petty charges the Pisgoe to bo ours and

they are to give us a true Accompt of all theire

proceedings there in buying &ca. and to pay us

all remaines within 3 : months from the time

they receive our mony which wee agreed to de-

liver them which was 40U0 : Rups : on the fol-

loAving goods Yizt

:

Rs. As.

250 : at 8

Seersuckers 30
2 : broad

covets long and Ps.

• •

Charconnaes three! and silke 30 :

covets long and 2 : broad .

.

Tanjeebs 40 : covets long and 2 :

broad
Muhnulls Do.
Seerbunds 1 : covet broad and

40 : long .

.

Reyngs 40 : covets long and 2

:

broad

500: at 2 «

10: at 10

10: at 10

Rs. R«-

: at 2 to 3i100

« «

Addatyes 22: covets long and
^ : broad

Chowtors 30: covets long and
2: broad..

Humraums 24 : covets long and

10 : at 4 to 7

Rs. As.

10: at

10: at 7

3 : broad ,

.

> *

» •

Ambers 20 : covets lone and 2

:

broad
Amber Ch^., , ,„^.^^

covets long and 2 : broad

10: at 12

10: at 1 8

10: at 2

in all ps. 030:
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Agreed to

take up
mony.

A generail
sent to Cas-

sambuzar.

2000 Rups

:

brought in.

The Dutch
visited us.

Nothing of-

fered.

Our Gover-
s return-

ed.

Our Vaqueell
comple-
mented the
Govemours.

12

14

Thirsday

The Ware
house Ac-
compts
passed.

Nott haveing Cash enough to carry on our
Investment and Permenund not bemg able or
Milling to furnish us with more at present
whereas Avee thought he had had auffitient about
it therefore wee Agreed to take up at Intrest
else where for our present occasions till farther
order can be had that our business be not
hindred the time being far spent already

:

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prtckman

A Generail was drawn up agreed on and sent
to Cassambuzar

:

Cunjemun Saw brought in 2000 Rupees for

which wee gave our note to pay him intrest 1 :

Per Cent Per mensem till repaid :

The Duch this day visited us whome wee
treated with what sivility the time and season
afforded ;

The Councell met and Merchants were called

but came to uoe Agreement

:

Our Fovv'sdar and Crowry came home from
the Avarrs with Sadutbund Caun haveing taken
Muxadavad in theire wav and Sadutbund Caun

_
» 1-

is gone to Ducca to answer his crimes there
before our Governors entred the towne they
sent home for clothes for themselfes and Flaggs
for theire Dingees which was the best pleasure

boates or rather Flight boates they could gett

and alsoe borrowed 2 : horses of the Duch to

goe in state from the water side to theire houses
where being arrived caused gunns to fire and
Drums to beate all the afternoone throught out
the whole tow ne.

Sent our Vaquell to welcome our Govemours
home who sivily received our complement and
bid our vaquell to desire us to send them a
quart of Europe Vinager for medicine which
was sentj Ave suppose it was for their wounded
men :

At a Consultation

Present

15 Mr. Fytche Xedham Cheife

Mr. Jonathan Priekman

The Warehouse Accompts for last month
being brought was red and passed.

The Accompts Charges General! for ditto Avas

15
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Accompts of

Charges
Generall pas-
sed.

also brought by Mr. Jonathan Prickman which
was read and passed as foUowrth

:

Jonathan Prickman. Dr,

May

—

11 To Cash..
17 To Cash .

.

Rs. As. G.

300
300

600

Per Contra. Cr.

May

—

Rs. As. G.

31 By Charges Gene-
rail from the
22d Aprill . . 289 U 3

By Reparations do.
tyme 65 10 8

By Charges Dyett 39 6 5

By Servants VVages 141 12 5

By Charges Cattell 3 2

521) 13 I

By Ballance 70 2 19

600

Agreed to

send to Sha-
bazpore to
buy fine

cloth.

Agreed with
Crepoll and
Moneram
Delolls.

15 When we were at Shabazpore we remember
we saw divers very good and fine peeces of
white cloth of our sorts which then we could
by no means buy unless at dear rates which we
was resolved not to doe : by which means we
suppose they may now be had rather cheaper
then before our going tliither wherefore it is

thought necessary to send and buy some of them
by another hand prlvatly which mav afterward
It Lheape be some help to us in prizing the
iiurgunny given them and others whereupon
^UU

:
rups

: was dellivered Hurrv saw picar to
goe and buy as aforesaid but as \i they were for
ms owne Accompt and not to use our names in
the least.

An agreement was also made with Crepoll
J^eloU and Moneram DeloU to deliver them

of Af^"f^' ^ • ^' '^^^^
• ^^P^ on divers sorts

ot White goods desired by our Masters made
near this place to be brought in and prized and
all remaines paid within M months from the
lime they shall receive our Mony and give their
notes which at present for want of Stock we
coum not compleat and quantities of monv are
not to be had often in this towne the sorts and
quantities agreed for are as followcth

:
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Rs.
Tangeebs aboute 127 : ps. from 7 : to 14 per ps
Mulmuls
Reyngs
Seerbunds

809: ps. from 5 : to 12

119: ps. from 3 : to 7

174: ps. from 2 to 3J

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman

Mr. Trench-
feild Arriv-
ed.

1100: Rups:
brought in
at intrest.

16 Mr. R. Trenchfeild 2d : of this Factory Madam
Nedham and Mrs. Mary Cole arrived with letters

about 10 : a Clock from Cassambuzar.
17 Cunjemnn Saw brought in 1100 rups: more

at Intrest at the former rates which was also

received of him and a note given for the same.
A letter sent 18 A Letter being perused and approved was

sent to his Worship &ca. in Hugly.
Permanundsaw delivered us a bill exchange

for 4000 ; rups : to allow 12 a: per cent per ex-

change payable to Ramkisson and Pertemull

at Gera Gaut which was taken of him for the

designed thereabouts

being somewhat dan-

to Hugly.

Perraanund
saw delliver-

ed a bill for

4000: Rups.

A letter sent
to Cassam-
buzar.

The Dutch
came to our
house.

forwarding our busines

and for that the waves
gerous to carry money.

19 Wrote to Cassambuzar in answer to theirs of

the 11 Currt. advising also of the 4000: Rups.

taken up of Permanundsaw.
21 The Dutch visited us this aftemoone whome

we treated as usual!

.

MXJNDAY

The Generall
books
passed.

Ramkisson
&ca. dia-

peeded.

Jno. Griffith

arrived.

At a Consultation

Present

21 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Our Generall books of Accompts kept by Mr.

Ri. Trenchfeild for last month was perused and

passed which was what at present offered

:

Fytche Nedham
Ri. Treischfeild
Jonathan Prickman

22 DLspeeded Ramkisson and Pertemull to Seer-

pore according to our former agreement.

Aboute 7 a'clock at night John Griffith with

2 : pions arrived here bringing letters with

15000 : rups. by boate from Cassambuzar which

M-as very welcome to us coming very seasonably
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Mr. Sowdon
arrived.

23

Nothing of

busines

offered.

24

Friday 25

Presenting
the Officers

at Rajamaul
deferred.

Agreed with
Persaud
Moode.

Mr. Sowdon
went lience.

Letters reed 28
from Hugly.

our busines haveiDg required the same several!

daies.

Mr. Sowdon and a Vaquell from pattana for

Hugly arrived here bringing us the sad news of

the Englishes greevous disgraces there by Syfe

Caun at his leaving his Imployment.
The Councell met but nothing of busines

offered.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr- Fytche Nedham Cheife
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Priekman

Sukedevee our Rajamaull Vaquell haveing
been sent for came about 3 : daies since with
whome we consulted about given the presents
there which was sent to us from Cassambuzar
bemg nearer and agreed not to give yet but
rather to stay till Iloge Zuffe Caun be passed
by (whome we mtend to meet) that soe possibly

m4'

turned
the coming of our new Generall Phirwanna or
elce one particular for that place (if it be to be
had) and soe give the present at the same time
the phirwanna is shew ed which will make the
present better esteamed, therefore the said
Vaqueell was this day dispeeded to his resi-

dence and ordered to give the Officers smooth
words and fair promises that our busines be not
stopt in the intrim.

mg
agreementrail times been called came to an

with him for Cassas of those parts num - • -
i4rs. per ps. 40 : co. lomg and 2 : co. broad of the

^T°-"?
of a ps. of those parts shown us on

which is ordered to be delivered him 500 : rups-
they are to be brought within 3 months from
this tyme and prized according to their worth

time

Fy. Nedhame

This
w 1

^i^^^i^g Mr, Sowdon with our new

4\^ n
^^^^^^ '^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ Cassambuzar.

ine Councell mett but nothing of moment
ottered, ^
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Forts G<3ne-

ralls Arrived

Letters sent
to Casaam-
buzar.

Came letters from the Worshipful] Matthias
Vincent iS^ca. Councell dated the 11th.

29 Coppies of 2 Generalls from the Fort to the
Worshipfull Matthias Vincent &ca.^ Councell
one dated the 18th: March the other the 8th:
Aprill arrived here being sent for our perusuall.

Sent letters to Cassambuzar advising of the
receipt of 15000: Rups. sent us by boate from
thence &ca. Agreed with Gunishamdas to pro-

vide Orrua Cassaes on the same termes as be-

fore with Pursaud Moode on which is delivered

him 2500 : Rups.

AccoMPT Currant Hugly. Dr. Per Contra. Cr.

June— Rs. As. P. June— Rs. As. P.
30 To Ballance .. 36146 14 6 1 By Ballance last

month ., 20926 3
1

16 By Musters from
Cassambuzar 17 14 3

By Chandnies 2 :

ps : from Do. 13

By a Pallankee
w from Do. , , 190

1

22 By Cash from Do. 15000

36146 14 6

Fytche Nedham
Ri. Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman
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Cash. Dr. Pkk Contra • Cr.

June

—

4 rr^

- Rs. As. P. June

—

Rs. As. P.
1 To remaines last 1 By Mucteram and

12 To
mo. .

,

Permanundsaw
6193 Droga on Tan-

ffeebs 1710

m at Int. 4000 By Simbodas on
To Lunjemun at

J 1 Bur.. 3000

17 To

do. 1 r : per
Cent
do. at Intrest

2000
By do. to buy for

ready mony .

.

2 By Pursotum and
1000

19 To

24 To

at do.

Permanundsaw
at Int.

Accompt Cur-
rant Hugly re-

ceived from
Caasamhuzar
Accompt In-

trest reed, of
Merchants &ca.
on 15805: ru

:

pd, them at . 1

r: 4 a; per
cent this mo

:

from the 16

1100

4000

Rajeb
15 By Hurrysaw for

Musts
16 By Moneram deloU

414

200
2500

By CrepoU deloll .

.

3200

30 To
15000

19 By Gunishamdas.

.

By Ramkissno and
Pertemull

24 By Pursaud Moode

600

4000
500

By Moneram deloll 1805
By Jonathan Prick-

man 300
By Crepoll deloll.

.

25 By Cunjemunsaw
800 '

day ,

.

197 9 3
prm.

By Accojupt In-

3100

trest on do. .

.

11 8

By Gunisbam d a s
^\

i on Cassaes .

.

By Household Ne-
cessaries for

60 ps, China
ware as per
pert

2500

68

8

*

25608

-

32490 9 3

30 By Ballance 6882 1

9

3

32490 3

Errors Excepted
Per Fytche Nedham

.

^

Nothing of-

fered.

The Jydgea
taken at Ra-
jamauL

Ma uldi.

1 Councell offered, in the

2
evening paid the dutch a visit.
tame news that the Jydffea begins to be

taken very strictly at RajaraaulL
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Fryday

Agreed with
puttunemull
for Cassaes,

Cash Ac-
compt past.

At a Consultation
+

Present

2 Mr. Fytche Nedham Clieife

Mr. Ri. Trenchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Puttune Mull picar of this toM^e being called
we came to an agreement with him as with per-

Moodee
inl

Rups. 2000 : burgunny on the aforesaid sorts of
goods w^hich are to be brought in and prized
and all remaines paid within 3 Months and 10

:

daies from this time.

The Accompt of Cash for last month was
read and passed and the remaines at the end
of the month was found to be 6882 : rs. 1^

Fytche Nedham

as.

* Bi. Teejnchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

800 : ru. de-
livered the
warehouse
keeper.

Nothing pre-
sented.

100: r. sent
to provide
dooriaes for
Musters-

No busines
offered.

3

5

Letter re-

ceived from
Hugly and
Cassuna-
buzar.

Agreed with
Gunnisham-
das for 600
ps. Erendy

7

8

10

13

Delivered Jonathan Prickman warehouse

-

keeper 800 : Rups. to provide packmg stuff for
our investment.

The Councell met but nothing of moment
offered.

Sent to Simbodas at daudpore Rups. 100: to
buy 10 : or 12 : ps : fine Dooreas to send home
for Musters quantityes being made a little be-
yond that place.

The Coimcell met the result of which was
every one to repaire againe to his imployment
nothing of greater moment offermg.

Came letters from his Worship in Huglj^ and
also from Cassambuzar.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Gunnishamdas being called and discoursed

we came to an agreement with him to provide

600 : double ps. Erindie Cloth and 4 bales
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Cloth and 4

bales Do.
yarne.

Agreed with
CrepoU for

Elatches and
Nehallewars.

Agreed with
Gunnisham-
das for 35

;

ps. Elatches

Erindy Yarne or thread the great weight at

Hurrj^pore he is to have 2 : per cent Orrut for

his paines and all other petty charges allowed

him and a true Accompt of said goods is to be

given us and all delivered in here within 3

Months from this day on which is delivered him

Rups. 500 : Came to an agreement with Cre-

poll Deloll for the folloAving sorts of goods on

Burgunny Vizt

:

Elatches 250: ps. at9: rs. per ps: 30:

CO. long and 2 : co, broad.

Nehallewars 50 : ps. at 4 : 8 : as. per ps. 36

:

CO. long and 2 : co. broad.

300 ps. which are to be brought
in within 3 months from this time and all re-

maines paid in.

Agreed with Gunnishamdas for 35 : ps.

Elatches on Burgunny of 9 : r. per ps. on same
termes with CrepoU

:

Fytche Nedham
Ei : Tkencjifetld
Jonathan Prickman

Wenesday.

Agreed to
take up
mony at in
treat.

1500: Rxips
brought in
at Intrest.

14

1500: ru.

taken up at
Intrest.

15

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife
Mr. Richard Treuchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Considering the great quantity of goods we
still want for our investment enoldered and our
present want of mony to goe forward with our
busines it was thought fitt and agreed to take
up at Intrest what could gett till should be
supplied from Cassambuzar or other wise and

^ ft i| .^—.^^

in 1500
our

cent Per mo. to be allowed liim till repaid :,

Fytche Nedham
Rt: Trenchfeild

Herderam Tcwarre delivered^...,..^... to us 1050:
Kups. to lye at Intrest in our hands at the
former rates.
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i

Thursday.

Banissurdas
ordered to

goe to Raja-
maull.

Banissurdas
for denying
the Compa-
nyes busines
is dismist
their Service.

A General!
sent to Cas-
sambuzar.

15

I

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Banissurdas a man being entertained here

some months since in the Imploj^ment of a Mut-

suddy at 23resent having litle for him to doe at

home was pitched on to be sent to RajamauU
with presents to severall people there, they

being sent from Cassumbuzar hither being

nearer and also to procure and bring with him
rafters and planckees bespoke here formerly by
his Worship which we understand they mightily

want in Hugly that their new building may be

covered before the Raines are much sett in and

likewise to get boards to make Chests for pack-

ing our goods it being time wee had them but

he stifly denying to obey our Orders herein,

saying twas a busines below him and many
such like excuses that becomes not servants

wherefore and for many like tricks plaid with

our Weavers picars &ca. it is thought fitt to

dismis him his imployment this day in Order

theirto have now ordered another to take an

Accompt of all papers and Accompts belongiiig

to that Imploy which being done shall give him

leave to find a better service if he can.

A Generall was wrote read approved and sent

forward to Cassumbuzar:
Fytchf Xkdham
Ri: Trenckfetld
Jonathan Prickman

Saturday.

Agreed with
Monerani
and Crepoll
Delolls.

At a Consultation
r

Present

17 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickhian

Agreed with Crepoll Deloll and Moneram Be-

loll for sundry sorts goods such as the Honor-

able Company desire on the same termes as

before the time leiucted for their bringing them
sorts

as followeth

:
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17

A generall

sent to

Hug]y.

1000:

brought in

at Intrest.

r

Thusday.

Agreed with
Crepoll and
Moneram
Delolls for

Nehallewars
and Mul-
inuls.

Bobboray
ordered to

goe to pro-

21

22

1

Crepolls part is NehaJleware 100: ps. at 4:
r. 8 : a. Per Burguimy.

Monerams part is Vizt

:

Chandenyes 170: ps, at 6r,

Per ps. I

Neliallewars 100 : ps. at 4r. 8a.

Per ps. on
Charcomiaes 50: ps. at 3r. 8a. fBurgunny

Per ps.

Orungshies 20: ps.at4r. 12a.
{

Per ps, J

A Generall drawn up approved and sent for-

ward to the Worshipfull Matthias Vincent &ca'
Councell in Hugly

:

Fytche Nedham
Ri: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

m
Cunjemunsaw brought in 1000 : Rups. to lye

in our hands alowing him Intrest for the same
at 1 Per Cent Per mo. till paid.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fvtche Nedham Cheife
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Crepoll Deloll and Moneram Deloll was called
and agreed with for divers sorts goods apart on
same termes as on the 17th ; past on Burgunny
the q^^antities and sorts each man is to provide
are as folioweth

:

Moneram Nehallewars 100: ps. at 4r. 8a.
Burgunny.

Crepoll Vizt

:

Nehallevvars 100 : ps. at 4r. 8a. Per ps.

Burgunny.
10 : ps. at lOr. Per ps. Do.

110; ps.

It being now the season to send to buy wood
for building our new Factory and 20 : rad petre
to goe home this yeare for a Muster wee could
thinke of noe fitter person to Imploy in that
conceme then Bobboray our Vaqueell who now
doeth litle here he haveing formerly been a

Mulraul)s
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vide wood
for oxir Fac
tory.

Bobboray
dismist the
Companyes
service.

Books of Ac-
compts pass-
ed.

Jemidar in these parts and knowes the Country
and the roguery very well (as we have found by
his practising some of them here of late) and
besides Nabob Spindar Chaan has the Azzarre of

wood with whome he will possibly have to doe
with in procurmg it wherein he may do our
Honorable Masters more service then by con-

tinuing here Idle (as he hitherto has been tho
not for want of work) all his life time but he
absolutely refused to goe thither and indeed
any where out of towne unless we goe with him
and many such peremtory excuses wherefor not
thinking it meet that such a fellow should be
upheld in his sawsines on his Imediate request

we dismissed him his Imployment having now
got another who Avee doubt not will doe the

busines of a VaqueU as well and more faithfull

then hitherto we finde the other has done.

Our Generall books of Accompts for last

month was read and passed. The Warehouse
Accompt for ditto month passed the Accompts
of Charges Geuerall for ditto month was perused

and passed as folioweth

;

Jonathan Pjrtckman. Dr,

July— Rs. As. G.
1 To Remaines last

month .. 70 2 9
24 To Cash

'

.

.

300

Per Contra.

July-
Si By Charges Genii.

By Reparations .

.

By Servants Wages

Rs. As.

41 13

45 15

113 5

G.
03
17

6

By Charges Dyett
By Remaines

201 2 5
64 4 15

104 11 09

370 2 9 370 2 9

Fytche Xedham
Bi: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Received
letters from
RajamaulL

Agreed with
Moneram for
5 : ps. Mul-
muls.

23 Came letters from Rajamaull Vaqueell adviz-

ing us of the stop of severall of our boates there

and that they would not take the present sent

them the phousdar demanding Rups. 1000 r and
such like but we hope those troubles will blow

over of them selves.

Delivered Moneram on Burgunny for 5 ps/

Mulmuls 50 : Rups. to be brought in and prized

within 3 months from this time.
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Received
Lead and
Quicksilver
with a Grene-

rall from
Hugly.

Worship in Hugly

Munday. 31

Agreed with
Moneram
Deloll for

Nehallewars.

by boate ^vith 100 : piggs Lead and 3 : Cases of

quicksilver.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr, Jonathan Pricl£man

Agreed with Moneram Deloll for 100 ps,

Nehallewars on Burgunny on the same termes

as the 17th Currant on which paid him Rups.

450:

ACCOMPT CXTRRANT HUGLY, Dr.

July—
31 To Ballance

Rs. As. P.

.. 54220 7 3

Per Contba.

July— Rs. As.

I Ballance last month 36146 14

P.

6

3484 3 3

1505

46 13 6

mds. sr.

By Lead 435: 21..
By Quicksilver

md. s.

10: 30:

By Charges Mer-
chandise on
ditto hither .

.

10 By Permanundsaw
pd. Sucka-
nundsaw in

^ Cassa: ..13000
10 By Accott : Intreat

on 9000:
Rups. to do.

there . . 37 8

54220 7 3

Fytche Nedham
Rt : Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman
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Cash. Dr. PkR CONTltA. Cr.

July— Bs. As. July— Rs. As.

1 To Ballance last mo. 6882 U 2 By PuttnemuU on Cos-

2 To Accott. Intrest
ri^t

SuCS mm • 2000

reed, on 2000 : ru. 3 By Jonathan Prick-

burgunny given man for Packing 800

out at llr. Per 6 By Household Neces-

cent 25 saries for one very
14 To Perranaut at In- small Tent & 2

trest at l|r. Per purdaes '•
. 45

\j\>, • • 1500 7 By Simbodas on Doori-

15 To Herderam Tewarre aes 100

at Intrest at Ir. 12 By Gunifthamdas 600

Per Cent 1050 By Crepoll DeloU .

.

2475

21 To Cunjemun saw at 15 By Gunishamdas 315

Do, intrest 1000 17 By Moneram Deloll .

.

1740

To Herderam Tewarre By Crepoll Deloll .

.

450

on Do. • • 1000 22 By Jona. Prickman .

.

300

To Accott. Intrest By Moneram Deloll .

.

450

reed, of Merchants By Crepoll .

.

550

&ca. on Rups. 27 By Perranaut part of

7080: at Ur. Per principall 500

Cent 88 8 By Moneram Deloll .

.

50

31 By ditto .. 450

10725

«

By Ballance

ft

820 9i

11545 9i 11545 9^

Fytche Nedham

MundaV

.

Visited the
Crowry.

I

2d

Maulda Augt. 1680:

Came letters from Cassumbazar

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

The time now drawing on for the coming in

of the goods of our Burgunny it is thought con-

venient that Mr. Nedham and Mr. Trenchfeild

with our Vaqueell goe this aftemoone to Jem-

sheirbeages the Crowryes durbar to feell how
he stands effected to us and if possible to gett

his Order for our Burgunny goods coming into

our Factory without beuag Chopt by him (as the

dutches are) but ours no where elce in Bengali
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Accompt of

Cash past.

Hoge Zoffe

Caun depart-
ed from Pat-
tana.

T

Hoge Zoffe

Caun past
RajamaulL

Letters reed.

from Hugly
and Cassum-
bazar.

Quicksilver
sold.

Letters sent
to Cassum-
bazar.

' Saturday,

Sent to poro
nia to buy
wood and
musters of

Petre.

2

3

4

5

7

yet tis feared twill not be granted us he have-
ing rented the Azzarre of that and all things

elce in this towne

:

The Accompt of Cash for last month was exa-

m
9i

Fytche Nedham
Ri: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Merchants letters from Pattana tell ns that
Hoge Zoffe Caun is departed thence on his way
to^ Dacca to recover his former Imployment of

Kings Duan their againe

:

Hoge Zoffe Caun passed by Rajamaull in

great hast not Staying at all their nor suffered
he SiXiy one to see him

:

Came letters from Hugly and Cassumbazar :

Sold 2 Mds. Quicksilver to Tockoredas at 3r.

13a. Per seer

:

The Councell meeting a generall was drawn
up read approved and sent forward to Cassum-
bazar which was at this time what offered to us

:

At a Consultation
4

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedliam Cheife
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Bcbboray denying to goe to Poronia about
procuring wood for building our new Factory
and patterns of Petre to send home this yeare
it being a Busines Judged proper for such a
man as a Vaqueell because tis thought we must
have to doe there with Nabob Spmdar Caun in
buying those things he haveing the Azzarre of
them wherefore after some trouble wee have
found 2

: Men called Pahlaud and Ramhudder
whome wee Suppose able to performe that busi-
nes whose Securityes being taken we thmke and
agree to send them this day with a letter and a
Small present to Spindar Caun to be presented
or not as they see occasion Vizt

:

3
:
yards Scarlett 1 : knife Silver twisted

2 : yards Ordinary 1

1 : Sword Blade 1

and tipt

ame
box with Shapes
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which we doubt the wood being all in his hands
will fasillitate the procuring what sorts we shall
have occasion for which otherwise might be
difficult if at all to be had in order thereto we
have now delivered to the Above said Phalaud
and Ramhudder Rups: 300: which tho litle

may serve to secure the wood till the}^ shall in-

forme us what they shall want more and till we
are more in Cash when shall supply them with
the rest. Wee also ordered them to gett forth-
with and send the wood his Worship &ca. de-
sires att Hugly which cannot be got at Raja-
mauU till the waters are downe for wild beasts
being upon the hills where it is also now we
thought fitt to take into our consideration the
great necessity all [sic] almost continuall want
of a Budgera here (the Country round about us
being our flowed great part of the yeare) for

visitmg and gigeing out Burgunny in the seve-
rail to^\Ties about us where most of our busines
lies litle of our goods being made in this toAvne
&ca. reasons wee question not but twill be well

approved of wherefore we now have ordered
them to provide and bring with the rest wood
convenient and fitt to make a Budgera Como-
dious for travelling as aforesaid

:

Fytche Nedilam
Ri: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Mony receiv-
ed from Cas-
sumbazar.

Delolls &ca,
called but
ould notc

agree.

A stir raised
by Mendy
beage.

8 John Ellis arrived from Cassumbazar by
boate bringing us Rups: 12000: with Generall
advices thereof Accompt the Honourable Com-
pany.

9 The Councell matt and Delolls and weavers
was called to take our Burgunny of us for part

of what coloured goods is yet wanting but could
come to no Agreement with them.

A Great Stir was raised in the towne this dav
by Mendy beage and his roguish associates about
wild Goggs [sic] flesh thrown into the River
by our Harry tho not near his house the sole

cause of his enmity to us Avee conjecture must
be that we would not trust him with any of our

Burgunny this year nor buy his house both

which he had hopes off which made him make
such hast from Dacca he is very poore and dis-

pised by almost all people of note here.
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Thusday. 10

Agreed with
the DeloUs
for Severall

Sorts of

goods.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Crepoll Deloll and Moneram Deloll being

called an agreement was severly made with

them on termes as formerly for the following

goods which are to be brought in and prized

within the month of October next the different

quantityes they are to provide are as foUoweth :

Crepolls part is

100 : Ps. Nehallewars at 4r. 8a. P. Ps.

Letters sent
to Cassum-
bazar.

11

100 : Ps. Charconnaes at 4
200: Ps. Do. at 3

50 : Ps. Orungshies at 4

Monerams part is

100 : Ps. Charconnaes at 4

8 : P. Ps.

8 : P. Ps.

12 : P. Pa.

100: Ps. Do. at 3

100 : Ps. Orungshies at 4

8 : P. Ps.

8 : P. Ps
12 : P. Ps

Fytche Nedham
^

Ri : Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

A general! letter was dra^^Ti up read approved
and sent forward to Cassumbazar hy Madam
Nedham and John Elliot.

Saturday.

Presented
the Dutch
Doctor.

At a Consultation

Present

14 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

The Dutch Doctor having very often been
with us and administred phisick divers times to

us all this Sickly time it was thought fitt and
convenient to consider and encourage him for

the future to be assisting to Us on all occasions
it is agreed to present him with 5 : gould

Agreed with
Crepoll for

Charcon-
naes.

Mohurs.

greement
urgunny

at Rups. 4 : 8a : Per Ps. on former termes to be
brought in and prized in the montli of October
next on which is delivered him Rups. 1057 : |
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to Hugly.
Letters^sent 14 A Generall letter was drawn up read approved

and sent forward to his Worship &ca. in Hugly

:

Fytche Nedham
Ri : Trenchfeild
Jonathan Peickman

^lUNDAY.

Agreed with
Gunisham
for Tangeebs
and Mul-
muls.

At a Consultation

Present

16 Mr. Fvtche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenclifeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Understanding that at Shabazpore very good
Tangeebs and Mulmuls are yet to be had such

as our Honourable Masters wants and cheap

and Gunisham being called we agreed with him
and dellivered him Hups. 1000: on Orrutt 2:

Per Cent to be allow^ed him for his paines and
he to give us a true Accompt of all his proceed-

ings they are to be brought in within 1 J months
from this tyme this way of dealing amongst the

Rest for the yeare is not thought amiss that by
finding out the severall Customes of these parts

we ma}^ for the future know the better how to

deale with and hold these Cursed people to

Charges Ge-
neral! past.

hardest termes.

Jonathan Prickman brought in his Accompt
of Charges Generall which was read and past as

foUoweth

:

Jonathan

Augt.

—

1 To Remaines
month

22 To Cash..

Prickman. Dr.

Rs. As. G-
Last

.. 104 11 9

.. 300

Ai
31

Per Contba. Cr,

igt.— Rs. As. G.
By Charges Gene-

rall.. .. 62 14 10

By Reparations . . 55 2 18

By Servants wages 120 1 2

238 2 10

By charges Diett. . 62 2
By Ballance .. 104 6 19

404 11 9 404 11 9

The Charges Reparations has many things

put to its Accompt w^hich should have been in

charges Generall occasioned by Jonathan Prick-

man sickness and the Writers not being yet well
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The ware-
house and
generall
books past.

versed in his Imployment to distinguish those
heads exactly which is hoped for this time will

be excused.

The Warehouse Accompt was delivered in

read and passed.

The Generall books of Accompts was read
and passed

:

Fytche Nedham
Ki: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Thusday.

Agreed with
the Delolls

for severall

goods.

3 Wild goggs
killed

.

10

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Crepoll Deloll and Moneram DeloU and the

weavers brought by them both being discoursed
with we came to an agreement with them for

divers sorts of goods on former termes except
that the time limited for their bringing in is

somewhat less they being to be brought in and
prized within the month of October the Delolls
parts and sorts of goods are as followeth

:

Crepolls
Ps, Rs. As.

Charconnaes
part IS

Monerams
Seerbunds

100 : at 4 8 P- Ps*

part IS

Orungshies .

Charconnaes
• »

150: at 3 OP. Ps.

68 : at 4 12 P. Ps.

100 ; at 4 8 P. Ps.

418 : in all These
goods at first we thought could not easily be
got ready m soe litle time but the Delolls and
also many weavers assuring us it was feasable
and giving us incouragement thereto their
Loomes being now fitted to our breadths we
agreed forthwith so delivered them money on

unny

neare

Fytche Nedham
Ri : Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Here was lately killed by the Mogulls 3 wild
t,oggs m one day withm the Towne of Maulda
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Hired a
house for a
Godowne.

20

Sent letters

&ca. to
Hugly.

23

The Fousdar
and Crowry
visitted us.

Received a
simple Maha-
zur by the
Cozze
against us.

25

Received let-

ters from
Poronia.

27

Received let-
ters from
Hugjy.

Sent letters
to Hugly
and Cassum-
bazar.

28
30

one was killed close under Mendy Beages walls
(of which he dares not say any thing) and one
in a Mussellmans house the other ran into their
Muzzett and stayed their ^ an hower till twas
forct out and at last killed in the river the
coming of soe many wild beasts in to this and
other towns about us is occasioned by the ex-
ceeding hights of the waters which drives them
from their dens in the woods which are gene-
rally lower ground then the towns

:

Hyred Delaur Cauns house for a godowne
Roome (it being of Brick and lies conveniently
Just over against our other GodowTie) for the
Companyes use at 2r, 8a. Per month for which
a note was given him this day

:

The Councell mett and drew up a Generall
letter to accompany our Diary for last month
and Coppies of our letters to other Factories
which being approved of was sent forward to
Hugly which was what offered

:

This evening both our Fousdar and Crowry
came to visit us hoping to get something of us
by faire meanes which they saw could not ob-
taine by foule when after some complements to
each other we seemed to make a lasting friend-

ship promising often to visit each other &ca

:

Our Fowsdar got from the Cozze and sent us
the Mohozzer drawne up against us (by Mondy
Beages instigation) for eating Pork and throw-
ing some in the river which conteyned most
lyes but not against us soe as to doe us any hurt
tho it had been sent to RajamauU but on the
contrary might have
tis thought by all

:

Came letters from poronia from those men
we sent thither for wood &ca. which informe us
that not any wood or Pctre is to be had there

but by meanes of Nabob Spindar Caun who has
the Azzarre of all there wherefore they have
thought iitt to give the letter and small present
sent with them for that purpose on which the
Nabob promised them what they desired and
ordered them a place to reside in whilest they
stay

:

Came letters from his Worship &ca. in Hugly.
The Councell mett and drew up Generall

letters one for Hugly and one for Cassiimbazar

which being approved was this day sent for-

ward :

turned
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AccoiiPT Currant
Augt.

—

31 To Ballance

HuGiiY. Dr.

Rs. As. P.
06245 7 3

Pkr Contba. Cr.

Augt.— Rs. As. P.

1 By Ballance last

month .. 54220 7 3

By I Chest Rose
water . . 25

8 By Cash from Cas-

aumbazar . . 12000 OJ
G6245 7 3

The presents given out this month was only

those things mentioned in Consultation of the

7th Currant to Sp\Tidar Cann;
Fytche Xedham
Ri: Thp:kcjifeild

JONATJIAV PRICKMAN

Cash.
Augt.

—

1 To Ballance mo.
6 To Quicksilver 2 md.

at 3r. 13a. P. sr.

8 To Accompt Currant
Hugly received
from Cassum-
bazar ,

,

26 To Accompt Intrest
received on Mer-
chants &ca. on
Rups. 6843: Bur-
gunny given out
at IJr. P. Cent..

Rs.

820

Dr.
As.

305

I 2000

85 8i

Pkti Contra.
Augt.

—

7 By Accompt present

bought Vizt

:

1 Sword Blade 3r.

.1 box shapes 2r.

Rups. 13211 ij

9

* *

10 Te-

14

By Perranaut princi-

pal!

By pahland and Rara-
hudder

By Accompt Intrest

to perranaut
By Herderam

warre Principall
By Accompt Intrest

to Do.
By Moneram Deloll
By Crepoll Deloll .

.

By Charg^^s Generall
presented the
Dutch Doctor for

his care of us all

haveing all been
sick &ca.

16

19

By Crepoll Deloll .

.

By Gunishamdas
PlateBy Accompt

Vizt: 1 Beatle
box fine weight
sicca Rups. 59 1

1

makeingdo.
at2^a.p.ru. 9 4

1 : plate to
do. fine wt-
sicca

making
at 2Aa.
ru. wt.

• .58
do.

P
9 1

20

By Jonathan Prick-

man for Ex-
pences

By Moneram Deloll
By Crepoll Deloll ..

31 By Ballance

(Jr.

Rs. As.

6

1000

300

10 13

2050

13

1275

1837

5i

8

02 13

1057 «

1000 t>

136

• •

Rups. 13211 n

Fytche Nediiam
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Factory Re-
cords, Maul-
da, vol. 1.

^lundy.

Acco. of

Cash past.

Agreed to

present the
Governours

Mauldu September 1680.

At a Consultation

Pl'esent

6 Mr. Fytche Xedham Clieife

Mr. Robert Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

The Accompt of Cash for last month after

perusall was passed the remaines at the end of

Ditto month was found to be Rupees 2490 : 2J,

Being now upon prizing our goods which are

come in and the Governours all beinoj verv

hungry after gifts and endeavouring dayly to

put tricks upon and to ensnare us that soe per-

haps they might force somewhat from us and
not to be beholding for it to us (as they now
8ay they are not for what given them in May
last when his Worship w^as here esteeming that

as accidentall by his coming hither) therefore

to satisfy them in some reasonable measure that

they may befrind us on occasion if should have
any. quarrells with our weavers &ca. in prizing

goods from them it is agreed to get ready the

following presents viztt

;

To the Cozze of Rajamaull 2 pairs of spectacles

1 green 1 white glasse.

To our Fousdar Ramabeage viztt. 1 : yard

Scarlett 2+ yards ordinary Red Broadcloth 1
m^ «^

box with Shapes 1 knife twisted and tipt with

silver 1 pair of Green spectacles 10: botles

of Rosewater.

To his peesdust 1 pair Spectacles J yard Broad-

cloth ordinary.

To Jemsheirbeage our Crowry viztt: 1 yard

Scarlett 2| 3"ards Ordinary broadcloth 1

Tryangular glasse 1 knife reathed and tipt

with silver; 1 do. wrought 10: botles Rose-

water.

To h
Broadcloth ordinary red 1 knife wrought 5

botles Rosewater.

To his Peesdust 1 yard Broadcloth Ordinary:

it is also concluded to visit our Fousdar and

Crowry this Afternoone

:

Fytche Nedham
Ri : Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman
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Visited the
Govemours.

Aboute 4 in the Afternooiie we went all 3 of

Prized
goods.

Prized
goods.

Sent the pre-

sent to the
Crowry.

Prized
goods

An earth-

quake.

Nothing
offered.

The Fous-
dars servants
quarreled
with the
Dutch,

An arrow
shott into

our house.

*

Sent 200

:

Rups. to

Simbodas

Received
letters from
Hugly.

Delivered
out 500r. to
buy Mul-
muls and
Tangeebs at

Shabazpore.

6

7

8

9

12

us to Govemours

13

15

16

hopes that they now should at least [obtain?]

somewhat of their desires to draw some thing

from us treated us very civill3^

Prized divers sorts of coloured goods.
This day was spent in prizing coloured goods

divers sorts sent the present to Jenieshierbeage
our Crowry which was agreed to be given him
as above.

Prized coloured goods as Elatches &ca.
About 9 at Night was an earthquake lasting

2 Minutes.

The Co^^^CELL mett but nothing extraordi-

nary offered

:

A great Stir was this day raised by the Fous-

dars servants at the Dutch Factory fighting at

their dore with there people where many of

them went off with broken pates as not many
dales before they did from our dore which was

the best Justice could be had to right our selves.

About 1 : a Clock at night a broad Iron

pointed Arrow was shott into our house and

almost hit a pion that slept at our dore where-
upon a great complaint was made to the Fous-
dar withall threatning him to send the Arrow
to Dacca &ca. if he would not give us satisfac-

tory Justice whereupon he seemed very hott on
our side but that was soone cooled after he had
ransaked all the widoes mood\e8 and weavers
houses about us and taken mony from them
who possibly never had an arrow in their lives

(and called many people to see his /eale for

Justice) which was all he gott.
On advice from Simbodas as our Gomaustab

at Daudpore that more fine Mulmulls and Tan-
geebs was to be had wherefore we sent him
Rups. 200 for do. Accompt this day which w
not offered.

In the evening came letters from Hugly.
Delivered Gunishamdas Rups. 500 ; more to

buy Muhnuls and Tangeebs att Shabazpore
having had advice from our Tagadgeers that
good cloth was yet to be had for readv monV
and cheape of the Companyes lengths and
breadths which we every were from our fiM
coming have alwaies encouraged the weavers to

make which hereafter may be of no small ad-
vantage to us divers waies our remaines will be

as
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The Dutch
are giving ^
out Burgun-
dy.

A fire hapn-
ed in Towne.

less and not soe dangerous and the weavers will

be more fixed to us haveing alwaies a certaine

markett for their Cloth &ca.

The Dutch have lately begun their new
burgunny and 2:iven out some thousands of

Rupees and have Rupees 50000 : more now on

the way hither from Cassumbuzar.
18 About f Night was a great fire in Maulda tho

we thanke God it did not come near us for we
have a good deale of thatch about our house.

Munday.

At a Consultation

Present

20 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenclifeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

The General] Books of Accompts for last

month was read and passed Mr. Prickman

brought in his Accompt of the Warehouse which

was passed and also his Accompt of Charges

Generall as follow eth

:

Jonathan Prickman Dr. Peb Contba.

Augt-
1 To Remaines

month
19 To Cash

Rs. As. G.
last

..104 6 19

.. 300

Augt.
31 By Charges Genii.

By Reparations
By Servants Wages
By Charges Dyett

Rs. As.

. 83 12

. 3 7

. 119 16

. 64 15

Cr.

G.
7

3
13

By Ballance

272 2 3

. . 132 4 16

404 6 19 404 6 19

A Generall
sent to
Hugly,

morning early a Generall was draw
Wor

Letters
ceived from
*i«gly and
Cassum-
bazar.

21

ship &ca. in Hugly : py . Nedham
Ri: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Came letters from the Worshipfull Matthias

Vicent &ca. in hugly and also from Mr. Edward
Littleton &ca. in Cassumbazar with Eups. 5000

:

Accompt the Honorable Company in Charge of

Samuel Pine and one pion on their Factory

Budgera.
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A generall

sent to Cas-
sumbazar.

25

29

Sent letters to Cassumbazar by Samuell Pine
advising of the receipt of the mony sent by him.
A Generall was dra%\ n up aproved and sent

to the Worshipfull Matthias Vincent &ca. in
hu glV

:

ACCOZMPT CXJRBANT HUGLY. Dr.

Rs. As. G.Sepr,— '

31 To Musters Over-
charged in our
Diary last may

To Ballance
10

71244 7 3

71245 7 3

Pjer Contra. Cr.

Sepr.

IBy

21 By

Ballance
month
Cash from
sumbazar

Rs. As. G.

last

.. 66245 7 3

Cas-

.. 5000

71245 7 3

29 Many Consultation daies this month has
passed without notice herein nothing of moment
ofiFering in them

:

t.

Fy; Nedham
Ri : Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Cash.

Sepr.

—

1 To Ballance last
month

21 To Acct. Currt reed.
from Cassum-
bazar .

.

31 To Accot. Intrest
reed. o£ :VIer-

chants *:ca. on
1200 Rups

Dr.

Rs. As.

2490 2'
4

5000

15

7505 2J

Per Contra.
« Cr

Sepr.

—

Rs. As,

3 By Gunisharadas ,

.

500
6 By Accompt presents

viztt

:

1 Tryangle
glasse : 2^
1 box with
Shapes : 2

4 8
13 By Symbonaut 200

By Gunisharadas .

,

500
23 By Jonathan Prick-

man .

.

300

^

1604 8
30 By Ballance 6000 lOi

7505 2i

Fytche Xedham
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Munday. 4

Accorapt
Cash passed

Received
letters from
Hugly.

5

Maulda October 1680:

At a Consultation

Present

Mr, Fytche Xedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

The iiccompt of Cash being perused was
passed the remaines being found to be Rups.

6000 : 10 : J : which was al the matter of Con-

sultation that this dav offered

:

Fytche Nedham
Ri : Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Came letters from Hugly and an abstract of

a Fort Generall dated August the 12 : 1680.

Wednesday 6

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fvtche Nedham Cheife
^'

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Haveing lately had letters from our Gomaus-
tas att Poronia advizeing that they had bought

yett but 200: timbers (which alsoe wee beleeve

to be very deare) and they haveing given us

soe little and soe blind an Accompt of the Salt

petre business in those parts about which wee

had soe fully ordered them that now it is

thought fitt and agreed to Employ our Vaqueell

in that business for that wee understand there

is little to be done but by the Nabob Spinyard

Caun that wee have at present not much busi-

ness for him here but what our other Servants

will be able to doe all, our petty Governours

being now at one with us therefore haveing first

largely Instructed him about takeing an Accompt

of the Salt petre made in those parts and to

bring a patterne of it to send home this yeare

and to buy what wood more wee shall want for

building our Factory for Compleating of which

wee have Delivered to him Rups. 1000 :
(for

which he is to be accomptable) and 2 :
yards

the Vaqueell. ordinary broadcloth to be given the Nabobs

Duan to make his entrance into our busines

The Vaqueell
ordered to
goe to Poro
nia to pro-
cure the
wood &ca.
enordered.

1000: Rups.
delivered to
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Lead Sould.'

Wrote to

Hugly.
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when arives there ordring him alsoe that if hee
found Phahlaud and Ramhudder any waves to
have abused our trust put in them then to seeze
theire papers and send hither with Phalaud to
be examined here but otherwise if he found
they could be assisting to him to keep one or
both of them witli him till our busines be
finished which hope will be in few dayes to our
Content

:

Agreed with and sould to Permanund Saw-
Lead 40 : mds. 20 : Seers at 8 : rs. 2 : a. Per
Md : Hugly weight : j,^^^^^ ^^^^^^

Ri : Trenchfeild
Jonathan Peickman

Prized white cloth as Mulmulls and Seer-
bunds :

A letter of large advice being drawn up read
and approved was this day sent forward to
Hugly :

Received a
Generall and
a Invoyce of
8: Chests
Silver.

Prized goods
and wrote to

RajamaulL

6

7

8

9
weavers.

M
Prized goods, and in the evening vizited our

10
Fousdar.

Mulmull

17

o^^"" ""v^ iuuiiiiuiis irom v.-reijuiis'

weavers and in the evening late wee sent the
present to the Fousdar agreed to be given him
last month :

^

^. ^t^^l ^?^^ • ^°^ 16th
: prized Tangeebs and

Mu] mulls from Gunneshamdas
:

^

At night came letters from his Worship &ca.m Hugly with Invoyce of 8: Chests Silver on

«onA?^\ i^^^r
amounting to with Charges Rups.

b2J06: 14a: but wee doubt twill not at all
suply our wants because here is noe Merchants
to buy It or any part thereof, for which reason
^^ ee shall not be able to give out new Bergunnv
soe soone as wee desired and are now ordered
unich will hmder us much Causing the loss of
many of our best weavers to the Duch &ca.
tney dayly endeavour to gett as wee have often

fWi •n\''\^^''^^" *^^ fees* and cheapest
three! will be bought up the Duch haveing given
ou^t^ upwards 60000 : Rups. already on white

^n m!r P f*"^' ^^.T ^""neshamdas alsoe wrote

.n, M ^^''"''^"" Vaqueell to try if Could findS k
p'^'"' '^^' ^^"^^ ^y any of our silver

that ,s Comemg and send them to us.
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Received
letters from
RajamauU.

Received a
generall from
Hugly,

19 Prized goods from Gunneshamdas and Cre-

polls weavers.

20 Prized goods from Crepoll in the morning and
afterwards came foule weather which was to

dark to prize fine goods in.

Came news from our RajamauU Vaqueell that

noe Merchants would come hither to buy Silver

without which att that distance they cannot
well be dealt with.

21 Foule weather.
22 Prized goods from Monerams weavers.

23 Prized Dos. goods. By a Cassambuzar peon
Came the Hugly generall sent by the treasure

boates who informed us that the sayd boates

were stoped in the way and that a peon was
gone to Cassambuzar being near there to Com-
plaine and Cleare them.

24 Prized fine white and Coloured goods from
CrepoUs weavers.

25 Prized Coloured goods from Ditto.

Bookes of
Accompts
passed.

At a Consultation

Present

iVlr. Fvtche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

The Generall bookes of Accompts being

brought up to this time were Read and passed

and alsoe the Accompt of the warehouse.

The accompt of Charges Generall was Read

and passed as foUoweth

:

Jonathan Pbickman. Dr. Per Contra.

Sepr.

—

1 To Remaines
month .

,

26 To Cash .

.

last

Rs. As. G. Sepr.

132 4
300

30 Bj/ Charges Genii. .

By Servants wages .

By Charges Dyett .

By Remaines

Rs. As. G,

48 12

128
69 8

239 12 8
192 7 12

432 4 432 4

A generall
sent to
Hugly,

A Generall Letter being now drawn up was

Read and aproved and ordered to be sent for-

ward Imediately to Hugly advizeing hisWor-
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ship &ca. the difficulty wee shall find to sell the

silver that is comeing and the great inconveni-

ency wee shall suffer thereby for want of ready

mony to give our weavers on new Burgunny for

next yeare most of theire hands being now
empty and the Duch dayly practiseing and use-

ing theire utmost Indeavours to gett them from

us &ca. wherefore wee doe not yet take our

remaines of any bodj- nor shall not till have

mony to give out again but order them to buy

thred with it and what more can procure which

may be a meanes to hinder them goeing to the

Duch or Pitan Merchants for some time tho tis

/ shure they cannot Subsist and Ive Idle long,

therefore tis hoped a speedy suply will be

Fytche Nedham
Ri: Thenchfeild
Jonathan Prickmas

Saltpetre 26 Prized Coloured goods from Crepoll. Came

pM^d Raja-
letters from our Rajamaull Vaqueell advizeing

maull. ^-^^t the Honorable Companys petre boates from

Pattana passed that place the 22: Curt: in

ordered us

theire way to Hugly soe hope they may gett

there in time.
Bullion ar- 27 At night arrived the boat with 8: Chests
rived.

Bullion qt : 26 : Ingotts in Charge of 4 :
peons

which was housed the same hower.
Sould Quick- Sould Goopeenaut 20: Seers Quicksilver at
Sliver. 3rs : i3as ; Per Seer ready mony.

28 Prized Sundry goods from Monerams weavers.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Haveing news from our Taggadgeers at Sha-
bazpore and those parts that those goods wee
gave out for our selves to the weavers are ready
to prize wee pitched on Richard Trenchfeild to

goe thither who can now best be spared (tho

none well for our assistance is but very small
and Considering the indisposition of bodv wee
have had in this place) but Gunneshamdas a

Merchant of this place and others with whome

I
w

I

!

V

I

\

Ll'

t

V

{

I

t

i
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Sent Benar-
sedas to

Shabazpore.

wee deale heareing wee intend to send an Eng-
lishman thither to prize goods desired us by
noe means to doe it but next veare when had
more time to dallv with them for bv report of

all (and our owne experience when there) they

are mighty stiff rogues to deale with and they

haveing great quantities of our cloth there to

prize which the weavers refuse to doe till ours

is done therefore to avoyd charge and exceed-

ing trouble and the danger of not haveing ours

nor the Merchants goods there prized this yeare

to goe home being very late m the yeare it was
thought fitt and agreed to deliver those con-

cerns of ours in those parts to Benarsedas to

prize which may make the goods be Cheaper

and come in better time wherefore wee have

now delivered to him all the weavers and De-

lolls noates taken there and he is to give us a

true and faithfull Accompt of all. Wee have

likewise privately ordered our DeloUs there to

bring us a true accompt that wee may not be

deceived promiseing them new Burgunny

:

Fytche Nedham
Ki: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Received a
GeneraU
from Hugly.

30 At night Came letters from Huglj^ with a

Coppy oi a Fort St. George Invoyce for our

Imetation

:

Accompt Currant Hugi.y. Dr.

Sept.—
31 To BaUance • •

Rs. As G.
134151 6 3

Per Contra.

Sept.

Or,

Rs. As. G.

_^ Ballance last

month
27 By BuUion

By Charges Mer-
chandize

71244 7 3
62686 6

220 8

134151 5 3

''\ Divers Consultation dayes this month has

passed nothing offering of a sett Consultation

:

Fytche Nedham
Ri: Tbenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman
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Cash. Dr.

last

Sepr,

—

1 To Ballance
month .

6 To Lead for 40 mds

:

28 Seer: at 8rs:

2as : Per maund
27 Quicksilver 20 Seer at

3rs: 13a: Per Seer

Rs. As.

6000 lOi

330 11

76 4

6407 9i

Per Contra, Gr.

Sepr.

6 By

By

Rs. As.

Hurry Chum Va-
queell act. wood 1000

Jonathan Prick-

16 By

By

21 By

By

By

27 By

31 By

man for Cureing
goods &ca.
Jonathan Prick-

man to defray
charges General!
Do. for cureing
goods •

.

Fytche Nedham
Accomp t Sallary

from the 25 March
to the 29 : past .

.

Ri : Trenchfeild on
Do. Acco : from
31 : October to

the 29 : Septem-
ber last

Jonathan Prick-

man Do. Accompt
from the 25 March
to the 29 : Sept

:

Gunneshamdas on
Tanjeebs and Mul-
mulls bought
Seerbunds 90: ps:

bought

By Ballance

Fytche Nedham

500

300

200

90 1|

90 7

44 7

1000

159 3

3384 3i

3023 5*

6^ 9i

Thirsday. 4

Maulda November 1 680

:

At a Consultation

Present

Mr, Fytche Nedham Che
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Presented
Suckdeve
Ray.

Haveing advice from Bajetpore that Sucke-

a^eray Govemour of the narts there aboutes

xiiiiuiuu our Dusmes and demed to let our ^^^^
pass his Country on our Dustick whereby and

^
letter from him to us his wants were understood

was agreed to send him 1 y^^
bcarlet and 1 yard Broadcloth ordinary green to

therefore it
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Merchants
came to buy
our silver

but came to

no agree-

ment.

Accompt of

Cash passed.

Writ to
Hugly.

Our Crowry
forbid the
washers and
Xurdaes to
take our
Cloth.

Writ to Gas-
sumbazar
about our
Crowry,

5

6

8

secure his friendship to us for that he is reported

to be a great theefe who elce possibly after he

has let our boate goe may send people to rob

them &ca.

Calling to minde the great want we have of

mony to be giveing out on new Burgunny the

Merchants and Shroffs were called to try if

could agree for any of the Silver Ingotts now
by us before whome essaies were made biit

could come to no agreement for that they made
the Essaies differ very much from our Invoyce

soe could come to no agreement nevertheless

they desired to try againe another day to which

time it is referred. The Accompt of Cash for

last month being perused was passed and the

remaines being Rups : 3023 : 5f :

F^TCHE NedHAM
Ri: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Prized White Goods.

9

10

Do.
Worshipfull

cent &ca. Councell and prized Coloured and

White Goods.

A great Stir was this day at both our

Governours betwixt them and our Washers

hailing them for Curing our goods and forbiding

them medling with any more &ca. but that

blast we soone calmed by sending Merasied

beage Avith our Vaquell to those Hungry Dogs.

Clement Du Jarden and Dudly Pearce arrived

here from Cassumbazar.

Sent letters to Cassumbazar about our

troubles from our Crowry of forbiding us give-

ing out Burgunny and the people taking any of

us and taking notes of them to that Purpose.

Saturday.

Presented
Mera Siad
Beage.

At a Consultation

Present

13 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Jlr. Jonathan Prickman

Merasirard beage one of Mahometts Race

having been our good friend on divers occasions

helping to Clear our busineses with our Gover-

nours being a noted man for his understanding

and continuall Imployment here night and day
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Theives
about towne

Alunday.

Agreed to
take the
Dusture of
the Mer-
chants &ca.
for the monj
paid them
from May to
the 16th
June.

Bookes of
Accompts
&ca. passed

14

15

to Mittigae and keepe peace on all sides (elce

tis thought impossible Maulda or theses Gover-

nours could not long reniaine) \^'herefore to

keep such a friend ready on all occasions it is

agreed and thought necessary to present him

i

h

and also the Droga of the Cachem" 1 : yard

Ordinary red cloth and 1 pair Sissers":

Fy: Nedham
Ri: Trenchfeild
JONATHxVX PrICKMAxX

At Night news was brought us from the fous-

dar that should looke to our selves for that

many people was seen in a wood armed not far

from, the towne suspected to be theives which

made us prepare accordingly.

At a Consultation

Presen t

Mr. Fytche Xedham Cheife
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Calling to minde that what niony was given

?«.\^T
^^^^g'^n^y to Severall in May and to the

Ibth June past their was no intrest" or Du;jtore
taken on Rups. 27558: according to the Wor-
shiphill Agents late Orders because the people
would not by noe mcanes (not understanding
It) alow those Imposts ordered to be taken but
now proposing and urging the same we have in

a manner forced them to concent to pay the
same tho. most of their goods are prized pro-
mismg to remember them if they doc our busi-
nes well another time with which they seenie
contented tho. truely We thinke they have hard
measure as the goods are Prized and ought to

Jiave some consideration wherefore and for their
lurther Tncouragement and fastning them to us
When their goods are well prized we thinke fitt

^ give them or some of them a Seerpavv of a
^haull a peece or such like.

Jne Generall books of Accompts being
perused was passed the Warehouse Accompt
also passed and also the Accompt of Charges
generall for last month ad followeth Viztt

:
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Jonathan Prtckman. Dr. Per Contra.

Octr.—
1 To Remaines

month
16 To Cash . -

Agreed to
present the
Peerzadda.

Rs. A. P.

last

.. 195
-.300

Octr.

31 By Charges Generall

l^Y Servants Wages
By Charges Dyett .

.

Gr.

Rs. A. P.

92 2

139 3

61 2 3

By Ballanco

492

292 7 3

.. 199 8 9

492

16

18
19

Wednesday. 24

Fytciie Nediiam
Ri: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Prickman

Clement Du Jardon and Dudly Pearce went
hence for hngly.

Came letters from hngly.

At Night Mr. Robert Littleton came hither

by boate.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Xedham Cheife

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Having found cause in this place by the dayly
troubles we have had from our Crowrv and
Fousdar on every litle trick they can finde and
Catch as to make and iniploy friends to doe our

busines with them sometimes and not be dayly

and howerly arguing it our selves this day we
went to See peerzadda who is Jagerdar or Mel-

lick of Shaupore and other townes thereabouts

where we have a quantity of good White Cloth

made and for that he has the report of an In-

genious Young man and for his holj'nes is

highly esteemed here therefore to make him our

friend as the way of this Country is it is

thought fitt to prevent [sic) him as followeth 1|

A^axd Ordinarv Red and i vard Ordinarv Green

1 knife and 1 paire Sissers :

Fy : Nedham
Ri: Trenchfeild

25 Mr. Robert Littleton went hence for Hugly.
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Saturday at
Night.

Agreed with
Peerma-
nundsaw for

the Silver.

A boate of

goods sent to

27

28

hugly.
20

Sent a boate
with goods
to hugly.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fvtche Nedham Gheife
Mr. Richard Treuchfeild
Mr. Jonathan Pricknian

Peermanuiidsaw being called at last we came
to an agreement with him for all the Silver

Ingotts in our house being 26: at 209 Rups:
12a ; good peet of 10 : ^:\Iass for each 240 : Sic-

caes weight the Silver to be made equall with

Rialls I according to %vhich Accompt is to he

made allowing Rialls to bume 6 : Ruttees 2

:

Chaule in 1 Sicca Rupee weight to make it fine

Silver the EssaN'es or Chasnees ^of each Tngotfc

are to be made here but if we 'doe not agree

aboute them they are forthwith to be sent to

the Mint of Rajamaull and as thej^ shall there

come better or worse we are on both sides

obliged to stand to the mony Rups. 5000 : is to

be paid Munday next and the rest all within

25 : daies by degrees from this day

:

Fy : Nedham
Ri : Trenchfeild

TIT

At Night dispeeded a boate qt. 20 Chests
coloured goods with Generall Advices to hugly-

This Morning sent letters to his worship &ca.
Dated the 27th with our Diarv for last month.
At Night dispeeded a boate with 17 Chests

Coloured Goods with Generall advices thereon
to Hugly.
Accompt Currant is as Per last month

:

Fytche Nedham
Ri: Trenchfeild
Jonathan Peickman

i

r
I
i

i

V

I
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Cash. Dr. Peb Contka. Cr.

Novr,

—

Rs. As. Novr.

—

Rs. As.

1 To Ballance last 6 By Jona ; Prickman . • 500

month,. 3023 6f 8 By Charconnaes 181 .

.

440 5}

8 To Quicksilver 10: 10 By CrepoU .

.

303 7

Seer at 3r : 1 3a

:

38 2 12 By Charconnaes 39 .

.

93 3^

15 To Acco. Interest for By Orungshies Ps. 3 .

.

11 8

what reed, oa 13 By Rarityes for 60

27558 paid Bur- Sissers .

.

12

gunny from the By Orungshies Ps. 29 106 14

first May to the 16 By Seersuccaea Ps. 15 97 8

16th June at By Orungshies 35 144 14

Ir: 4a:,. 344 7S 27 By Cunjeraunsaw Prin-

24-To Lead 2md : 5 at 8 17 cipal! 1000

30 To Quicksilver 20Sr : By Accompt Intrest 1

:

3r: 13a: 76 4 month to Do-
29 By Charconnaes Ps. 42

By Seerbunds 30

10

99 12
46 15

t

By Reyngs 4

By Orungshies
20
22 8

/

r By Weavers Tangeebs 630

3438 15

30 By Ballance 60 4

3499 3J 3499 3

m ^ Fy : Nedham

Factory
Records,
Maldah 1.

Accot. of
Cash passed

Agreed for

ground to
build a Fa<y
tory on.

Malda Diary mo. December 1680.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman

The Accot. of Cash being perused and ex-

amined was passed the remaines being found to

be Rups. 60 : 4|a: the end last month.
Haveing divers times attempted and used

our utmost endeavours to buy the ps : of ground

pitched upon by the Worshipfnll Matthias Vin-

cent when here (upon good termes) in Vaine,

at length Rajaray Chowdry invited us to goe

and see a peice of his land lying on the other

side the River about 2 little miles distant from

Malda which we Jiked and after many Consults

and treaties we Came to an agreement with him,

and this day our papers for the said ground

bought of Rajaray Chowdry at Mucdurapore

was finished haveing the Cozzees Chops and
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Paid for the
ground.

Deld. Raja-
ray money
for Brick and
Stone.

Congoyes and diveiT.s other witnesses to them,
it is the highest land thereabouts and lyeth

pleasantly and Conveniently by the river side

which runs there almost due south the extent
of our ground by the river is eight Begaes and
into the landward seaven Begaes (which makes
the whole a long Square) each Begae qts eighty
large Coveds of Nine Nailes of an English Yard,
it is Judged very Convenient to take soe much
ground or more if might have been had that too

many of the Natives thatched houses doth not
Choake us nor endanger the Honble. Compas.
factory (ordered to be built) by fire &ca: by
which meanes in other their residences sad

effect has been produced.
For the abovesaid Ground Rajaray is novi

paid 300 Rups. not but that the ground is really

worth more then double that Summe but be-

cause at this time he is in great want of money
to pay the Kings Officer his Yearly Rent and
m Danger if it be not paid and for that he is in

hopes that by our Coming his village may in

time become a Citty as it is not unlikely for

it Stands exceeding well in the middle of divers

Efrev

great

goods (which is not in this place) which noe
doubt will invite many to be our Neighbours,
he has given us a writing alsoe that he will not
any waies Molest our Weavers, Picars, Delols.
Washers, Cundegurs, Nurdyes &ca. to force or

other waies to take any Dustore or other Cus-
tom e of them whatsoever Save the rent for their

houses and lands which is a priviledge wee have
not any where else, we have this dav alsoe deli-

vered him Rups : 300 to bring us bricks thither
nee is onely to be allowed the Charges bringing
them from Gower in time of the Raines by
water which is not far off then and the bricks
he gives us for nothing and stone alsoe he pro-
mises at that Rate what shall have Occation
for which hope will make our Building much

Troubled by
our Gover-

day

3

4

the cheaper

:

J

Fytche Nedham
Richd. Trenchfeild

t

nora.

Sorted and packed Goods.
Sorted and packed goods Wee find our

t^overnors Constant to their ill Natures being
ready to give us trouble on all Occations and
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(

Goods sent
to hugly.

Reed, lettrs,

from hiigly.

Goods sent.

Letters sent 12
to hugly
with In-

voyces of

goods.

Letters sent 15
to hugly
with the
goods.

Diary &ca.
sent to hugly
by Mr. Prick-
man.

for want of other, dayly imprisons and hinders
our Washers Cundigurs Xurdies &ca. upon
weake pretences for which Cause our Vaquel is

forced howerly to goe to one petty Durbar or
other to release them.

6 Sorted and packed Goods.

7 Ditto.

8 Ditto.

9 Dispeeded hence one boat with 13 chests of

goods and advice thereof to Hugly.

10 Came letters from his Worship &ca. in Hugly.

11 Dispeeded one boat qts 12 chests, 7 Bailes

and 5 bags with advice thereof to Hugly.

A General! Letter being drawn up Last night
and now read and approved was sent forwards
to Hugly with an Invoice dated the 10th Cur-
rant of 67 chests of goods amounting to with
charges Rups. 46510.

A Generall being drawn up read and approved
was sent forward to his Worship &ca. Councell
in Hugly with Invoice of the last of our this

yeares goods Inclosed qts 24 Parcells amounts
to together with charges Rups. 9023: 10: 6
and advised alsoe of our Want of Cash to begin
our Dadine (sic) for next yeare our Weavers
now lying StilL

19 Mr. Prickman went hence for Hugly accord"

ing to his Worship &ca. Councells order and
with him sent our Diary and charges Generall

to the last November.

Came letters from his Worship &ca. Councell

at Hugly

:

Fvtche Nedhara
Rxchd. Trenchfeild

At a Consultation

Present •m

Monday.

The books of
Accots.
passed.

20 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif

Mr. Rich. Trenchfeild

The Generall Bookes of Accounts being

brought up to this time was perused and passed :

Fytche Nedham
Richard Trenchfeild
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Tuesday,

Agreed for

Cossas.

29

Letters sent 30
to Hugly.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif

Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

Persaud Moode being called we Came to an

agreement with him for Orrua Cossas 20 Guz

:

long and 1 broad on 2 patternes which were

valued the one at lOr. 12a. and the other at

8r, 12a, which patternes are onely to guide our

Judgements at prizing his goods to allow or

Cut off according as the goods Shall be better

or worse then his Musters therefore on these

terraes we have delivered him Rups. 6400 for

200 ps. of 12 rs: per ps. and 400 ps. of 10 rs:

per ps. Somewhat thmner then the Musters

which are to be brought in and prized within

3 mos, and all remaines paid in :

Fytche Nedham
Richard Trenchfeild

A Generall was drawn up Signed and sent

forwards to the Worshipfull Matthias Vincent

&ca. its Contents being cheifly to desire a Sup-

ply of money to be giveing out on Putton for

white cloth and Coloured goods before the Dutch

Wea\ ca:

HtTGLY Account Citrkant. Dr.

Deer.
10 To Sundry Accobs,
15 To Sundry Accots
31 ToBallance

R8.
46510
9023

78617

As.

134151 6J

Per Contra.

Deer.
1 By Ballance

mo. • •

Cr.

Rs. As.

.. 134151 5i

Fvtche Nedham
Richd. Trenchfeild
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Cash. Dr. Per Conxka. Cr.

Deer.

—

Rs. As. Deer.

—

Rs. As.
1 To Ballance last mo, 60 4J 1 By Accot. Building
To Paranaut at Intst

:

^P^

for 56 Begaes of

at Ir. Per Ct. .

.

1610 ground for a fac-

3 To Permaaundsaw .

.

1275 tory .

.

300
9 To Do. 700 By Rajaray Chowdry

14 To Quicksilver 10 rs:
L

on brick and «

at 3r. 13a. PerSr. 38 2 stone .

.

300
16 To Permanundsaw .

.

1450 3 By Jonathan Prick-

20 To Do. 1300 man . • 500
23 To Do. 3500 10 By Erendees 400 ps. -

26 To Do. 3000 at 7r. 10a. Per
28 To Acct. Interest on Corge .

.

158 8

6400 rs. dadine at By Household Neces-

IJ Per Cent. .. 80 saries Vizt:

—

*

1 Chandeny 31 4
2 Canat-s &

1 privy 51 lOi
t

1 Gurry &
dish to it 17 4

2 Brass
Candle-
sticks . . 2 1

k

102 3^
. 16 By Saltpeter 5 bags

28

qts 2 rads at 81

Siccas the Seer
at Ir, la. Permd.

By Rarities 4 knifes

brought ••

By Jonathan Prick
man »

•

By Persaud Moode
on Orrua Cossas

By Cattle for 1 large

gray horse
By do. for 1 do. Rus-

set Gray

By Ballance

10

3

300

6400

324

243

8636
4377

13013

10

12

-

13013 6i H

Fytche Nedham

day

Accot. of
Cash passed

Malda Diary mo, January 1680-L

At a Consultation

Present

3 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif

iVIr. Richard Trenchfeild

The Accot. of Cash was perused and passed

the remaines being found to be at the end of

last month Runs. 4377: 5* a.
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Agreed to

take up mo
at Interest.

Journal of the Asiatic Soriely of Bengal [N.S.. XIV,

Haveing been daily a long time supplicated
by our Weavers for Dadine their hands being
empty and Gunneshamdass a Merchant of this

Agreed with
diverse

weavers.

Bought a
budgero.

Generall
books
passed.

4

,, . 17900.
good peet and now being a good time to gi\^e

out Dadine on all our Sorts of goods as well as

to keep our Weavers from goring from us

therefore it is resolved and agreed to take the
same to lye at Interest (till .shall be Supplyed)
at Ir. 2 a. Per Cent Per month and it is farther
agreed to take up what more can be here pro-
cured that our Investment be not aoe backward
as last yeare we being vcrv ambitious as well
to doe our utmost for our Honblo. ifastcr'' pro-
ftit as to shew what quantities of goods this
place will afford.

Many Weavers and picars being called we
Came to an agreement for divers sorts of goods
on Musters as follow "• ~ - - -f •

long and 1 broad at T | rs. Per ps. Elat-
chaes 301 ps. to be 30 co: long and 2 broad afc

yrs: beersuckersl47i)s.do: length and breadth
at 8 rs. Per ps. Chandenves 72 ps. do: length
and breadth at 6 rs. Per ps. Soosevs 35 ps. do:
length and breadth at or. Per ps. Nehallewars
^JO ps. at 4r. 8 a. to be 36 co : long and 2 broad
rangeebs 119 ps. fine to be 40 co : long and 2
broad Mullraulls 547 ps. fine do : length and
bread h and Reyngs 117 ps. do: lenith and
oreadth, these are all to be brought in and
pnzed m 3 months time &ca. as at large in

;n!!''Tf^'^'''^^^'"^'''"*^^''gi^«n in Bengali writingm a Booke for that purpose.
ihe Dutch Cheif of this place uavemg ma^.

a handsome Strong Budgero here and being at

vrl. f> f ""^^^^^ ^^"'^e to live at Cassambazar

J^

as Content to part with it wherefore it was

of t? w ^1''.'^ ^"^ ^g'"««^ to buy it for the use

ohl.l
^"l^We Company m this factory it being

cneap and to forbid our people at Poronla buymg wood to make one as formerly was ordered,
itie Geiierall bookes of Accots. for last month

ha

kept by Richd r Prickman
passed

;

was perused and

Fytche Nedham
Richd. Trenchfeild

green eh>f^' '^^^ ^'' "^ *« buy 9^

finish h^s i ^T"'^^^'^^^*^ Occationtini.sh hi. Saddle, which was Sent him.

yd: fiw^

for it to
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Wednesdav

Agreed for

Sevll. goods

Hi

Agreed for
goods.

Agreed for
goods.

Agreed for
goods.

day

5

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham
Mr. Riclid. Trenchfeild

Haveing made a Beginning in our Dadine the
3d : Instant the Weavers now hearing of it

round about begin dayly to flock to us with
Some of whome this day we agreed for the fol-

lowing goods on Musters as the 3d: Currant
Vizt

: 20 ps. Nehallewars 36 co : long and 2
broad Charconnaes 500 ps. 30 co : long and 2
broad Seersuckers 21 ps. 30 co : long and 2
broad Elatchaes 30 ps. 30 co : long and 2 broad

MuUmulls Continued

6

the 6th day.

This day we farther agreed with the Weavers
on the forementioned" termes for the following
goods Vizt : Nehallewars 280 ps. 36 co : long
and 2 broad Charconnaes 140 ps. at 42 rs : per
ps. 30 CO : long and 2 broad. Seersuckers 90 ps.

do : long and broad Chandenyes 452 ps. do :

long and broad Sooseys 290 ps. do : long and
broad at 15 rs ; Per ps. Elatchaes 270 ps. do :

long and broad at 9 rs : Per ps. Reyngs 10 ps.

40 CO : long and 2 broad at 7 rs : Per ps. Tan-
jeebs 37 ps. fine Mullmulls 347 ps. fine Conti-
nued the 7th dav.

7 This day we alsoe agreed with more Weavers
on the former termes for the following goods
Vizt. Reyngs 20 ps. at 7 rs: Per ps. Tanjeebs
38 ps. and Mullmnlls 20 ps. Wee likewise agreed
with Gunneshamdass for 500 Tanjeebs of 12 rs :

Per ps. and 500 ps. Mullmulls of 12 rs : Per ps.

and Orrua Cossas 1000 ps. thin and fine of 10 rs :

Per ps. these are alsoe to be prized hx Musters
and he is to be allowed or abated as his good^
Shall Come out better or worse as more at large

in his agreement written in our booke for that

use. Continued the 8th day,
8 This day alsoe we agreed with divers Weavers

for the following goods Vizt. Nehallewars 70 ps.

Charconnaes 20 ps. Seersuckers 20 ps, Chande-
nyes 10 ps. Elatchaes 44 ps. Reyngs 50 ps.

Tanjeebs 160 ps. and Mullmulls 270 ps. Perma-
nundsaw and we haveincj trved divers Essaves
of our Silver here in value they not Comeing
our right it is now agreed and thought fit to

send essaves of each Imrot to Raiamaul to the
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Agreed that

Ri: Trench-
feild should
go with es-

says to Raja
maul*

That Mr.
Nedham
proceed in

giveing out
dadiue.

Mr, Trench-
feild went to
Rajamaul.

Lead sold.

Agreed for

goods.

9

11

mint and that Mr. Trenchfeild goe alsoe to See

them done and returne spedily keeping himself

as close as possible while he stayes that the

Durbar people be not troublesome to him and

that they should not know of his being there

least it should be ill taken that he visitts them
not, which otherwise might prove expensive.

It is farther agreed that Mr. Nedham proceed

in giveing out w hat Dadine he Can it being a

good time besides the advantage we shall have

in keeping the best of those Weavers that

wrought for us before from the Dutch &ca.

Herderam Tewaixe a Merchant of this place

haveing promised to lend us 50 or 20000 Rupees
this day brought in looOO Rups : peet to lye at

Interest till repayed at 1 r. 2 a. Per Cent Per

Mo : which we readily accepterl knowing that

tis for our Honble. Masters Proffit for otherwise

we should loose the Oportunity of haveing two

Dadines this yeare and that it is cheaper then

Generally we have it at Cassumbazar. It is

alsoe further Concluded that Jearashire Beage
our Crowry be presented somewhat to Stop his

mouth that he may Ceaze to Molest our people

and Weavers &ca fytche Nedham
Riehd : Trenchfeild

Early this morning Mr. Trenchfeild proceeded
for Rajamaul with a quantity of each Ingot of

Ollr SillrOT- Ilr.^n,,l. *« 1._ '1our Silver enough to make essajes.
Came to an agreement with more Weavers

f-^r the foUowingigoods on termes as before Vizt.

Nehallewars 20 ps. Seersuckers 12 ""ps and

17i sr: at 8i
Hugly weight. Sould more to Rajamaul md

:

29 sr
: at 9 rs : Ter md

Agreed Weavers on the former

12

^igiceu witn more Weavers on tne iorui<^^

termes for the following goods Vizt. Nehallewars
10 ps. Charconnaes 100 ps. Tanjeebs 29 ps. Mull-

mulls 26 ps. The Cozzee of Rajamaul is here and
piesses us for a present mightily. This Even-
ing the said Cozze of his owne accord Sent us a

phurd or list of what he expected from us which
IS a thing never used by any but thev hapned to

be most such things as the Dutch have (but we
never) whither the Bearer was directed to have
his Bill accepted.
The Crowry Jearaeshire beag haveing a long
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Way

89

Presented
the Crowry

Agreed with
weavers.

Severall disputes and fruitless Complaints this

evening we gott him to Come to our factory

where all his misactings were understood and
promises of firme and lasting friendship on both

Sides for the future and he in order thereunto

promised to Send us the notes he had taken of

our Delols Merchants Picars &ca. not to have
to doe with us againe &ca. for which tis thought

fitt to give him (the thing he soe often trouble

us for) a Present as was before agreed on in

Consultation Vizt 1 : yd Scarlet : 1 : yd ord :

green cloth 1 very large fine china dish and 19

other great and small peeces china Ware and 1

qt Rosewater and to his Vaquel Sudharre Caun
2 china platters and to the Meirda of his

Cutcherre J yd ord : cloth.

Agreed with more Weavers for goods of the

former termes Vizt. Nehallewars 20 ps. Char-

connaes 120 ps. Rejmgs 20 ps, Tanjeebs 36 ps.

and Mullmulls 36 ps.

Agreed with
weavers for
goods.

dav
13

Ri: Trench-
feild came
from the
Mint.

14

Farther agreed with Weavers on termes as

the 3d : Currant Vizt Nehallewars 30 ps. Char-

connaes 90 ps. Seersuckaes 50 ps. Chandenyes

70 ps. Soozeys 30 ps. Reyngs 147 ps. Tanjeebs

148 ps. Mulhnulls 157 ps."^

Mr. Trenchfeild came from the Mint at Raja-

raaul bringing an Account of the Essayes of all

our Silver Sold as they were made there before

him Vizt

:

mas
Ingot No. 56 better 13 dwt : burnes. .

rutt

2 4

57
58
61

62

63

64
65
69
70
71

75
76
77

117

17

in
10

14
13

171
17*

99

55

11
i

99

99

99

99

99

JJ

H
n
16

?)

99

3/

*9

9)

>1

99

3»

J»

J?

>>

J5

33

3^

118 worse 10^

119

120
99 3

i

33

>J

99

?>

33

>?

99

99

99

1

1

1

1

3

2

2

1

2

4

5

4

7

2

23

3
4
1

7

4

1

4
4
2

2
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16

Presented
Allumchund.

17

Deld: da
dine to

weavers.

18

25

Dadine
given.

26

Agreed for

Cossaes with
Puttunne-

27

mass, rutt, ch

137 better

138 worse

139 „
140 ..

145

146

147

148

6

^ M

}•

better

17

7

8

4

1

dwt : buraes. .

.. 1

..

.. 1

.. 1

.. 1

.. 1

..0

6 4

* •

J3

1

>?

« %

• •

?

:

> t

7 2

6

2

2

6

4

4

6

now besides this there is the ashes and pots

wherein the Essayes were made to be washed
and burned out of w hich will Come Something
which must be deducted.
Out of the ashes and potts above mentioned

being ordered by a Goldsmith here Came out

as much as qts 2 chauls to carh Ingot which is

to be deducted for what each Introt is made to

burne above.

Allumchund Sckedar of Buttodah Gopolpore
purgona (wherein our new ground is) and many
of our Weavers alsoe Comeing to see us begged

1 i yds B ed cloth Ord : to make hun a Saddle

which was given him.
Agreed with and delivered Weavers Dadine

on the former termes for the followinsr goods

Vizt Charconnaes 30 ps. Seersuckers 60 ps-

Elatchaes 2U ps. Revngs 34 ps. Tanjeebs 106 ps-

Mullmulls60ps ' ^ ^

Alsoe we agreed with and delivered Dadine
to Gungaram and Sambdass Jointl v being Picars

of this place for the foUowmg goods Vizt Tan-
geebs 100 ps. and MuUmulls 150 ps. they are

alsoe tyed to put a Certaine Number of threads
m the Warp of each Sort of cloth as all the

rest are which hope will make our goods much
better and evener this yeare then last.

Sent 1 knife haveing before promised it to

the Man that made our Essa\es at the mint.
Agreed with and delivered Weavers Dadine

as before on the following goods Vizt N^halle-
wars 40 ps. Charconnaes 110 ps. Reyngs 25 ps.

ianjeebs 59 ps. and Mullmulls 17 ps.
Delivered more to Weavers as follow Vizt

^harconnaes 160 ps. Chandonves 8 ps. Sooseys
10 ps. Tanjeebs 45 ps. and Mullmulls 47 ps.

innn"^*^
^o ^'i agreement with PuttunemuH for

A J^^'
^^^^^ ®" ^ Clusters to be 40 co :

long
and 2 broad to be brought in atul prized in H
mos

: from this time.
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Quicksilver
sold.

Money Sent
to Raja-
maull.

29 Sould this day 5 seers Quicksilver at 4 rs.

Per Seer.

31 Sent a Bill Exchange for 200 Rupees to

Sukedeeve Vaquel of Rajamaull to pay for the

wood bought for Hugly factory and alsoe for

what was Spent to free the Salt peter boats

when there.

Accot. Currant Huglv is as last mo

;

CD I.

Fvtche Nedham
Riehd : Trenchfeild

Cash.

Janry.

—

1 To Ballance last mo.
To Pernaanaundsaw

3 To Weavers Tanjeebs
To Gunnesham at

Int. at Ir. 2 a. Per
Cent .

.

4 To Permanund
6 To Ditto .

.

8 To Ditto .

.

To Herderam Tewar-
ree at Int. at 1 r.

2 a. Per Cent .

.

11 To Hurresaw
To lead 45 md. 17^ sr,

at 8J Per md. .

.

To Ditto 8 md. 29 sr.

at 9 rs. Per md.
12 To Paranaiit at Intst.

at Ir. 2 a. Per
Cent

15 To Permanundsaw
18 To Ditto ,.

20 To Ditto
24 To Ditto .

,

26 To Ditto ,

.

27 To Ditto for a biU
To Ditto

29 To Quicksilver 5 sr.

at 4 rs. Per Seer
31 To Eamkisno and

Purtemull
To Accot. Intst. on

86498 Rups. da-
dine at ] I r. P. Ct.

To Paranaut at Intt
at Ir. 2a. Per
Cent .

.

To Permanund

« #

« »

* «

Dr.

Rs. As.

Per Contra.

4377
7400
630

17900
3850
1000

1 000

15500
22

1450

702

8

374 13

J

78 U

1000
8000
2755
960
7000
4000
126 7

10000

20

188 12

1081 3|

10^

Jan.
3 By

By

Bv

By

4 By
12 By

18 By

By

27 By
30 By

By
By
By
By
By
By
By
By

31 Bv

Riehd ; Trench-
feild .

.

Weavers Seer-

bunds.

.

boats for 1 large

Budgero
Rosewater for 1

chest .

.

Gunneshamdass
Accot. presents

for 22 ps. china
ware .

.

Riehd: Tren ch-
feild .

.

Gungaram &
Sambdass
Puttunemull
Weavers Tan-
jeebs .

.

do. Mullmulls .

.

do. Reyngs
do. Eiatchaes ,

.

do. Seersuckers.

.

do. Chandenyes
do. Orungshies ,

,

do. Charconnaes
do. Nehallewars
Rajamaul resi-

dence for wood &
charges of our

pas-

the

*

peterboats
sing, sent

Vaquel there • •

By Ballance

Cr.

Rs. As.

300

875

324

25
22440 12

27

500

2700
10000

10094
15126
2961
5955

3200
3780
1825
4522 8

3510

200

88365 4
1052 Of

89417 ^1-
89417 0»

Fvtche Nedham
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Tuesday. day

Last mos

:

accot: Cash
passed.

Agreed with
Gunnesham
for all the
Conipas lead
atSr, 10 a.

Per ind.

Why lead
sold well
here.

Agreed to
make SevlL
thatch con-
veniencies at
Mucdum-
pore.

Agreed to
znake a ditch
about our
new ground.

Malda Diary mo. February 1680-1.

At a Consultation

Present

1 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif
Mr. Richd : Trenchfeild

I

The Accot : of Cash for last mo : after Per-

usall was passed the remaiiies being Rups : 1052

:

OJa.

We alsoe Came to an agreement with Guime-
sham for all the Honble : Compas : lead in our

factory at 8 r : 10 a: Per md : to pay ready

money good peet of 10 Mass weight. The
Reason as we are informed by Merchants that

our lead is Sold is that none is now Sold at

Hugly to these parts to Spoyle our Markets by

which meanes if Continued we Conceive it pos-

sible to dispose of more of the Honble : Com-
panies lead then hitherto has been done and at

better rates whilst none of those pettyfoggers

(our Gomastehs) has any to undersell us or

forestall our Markets. '
/

Great part of our wood for our Building

being Come from Poronia and many labourers

now at our new ground it is agreed to build

there for the present Some thatched Conveni-
ences as well for our Stay there Sometimes as

other things of absolute necessity and alsoe to

build a brick place with what 'speed possible

where our intended Cookeroome and bakehouse
Shall Stand, which till the other buildings are

finished may Serve for a Godowne to Secure
the Compas : puttun goods from fire good part

of which God willing we intend to prize and
Cure there which will Save the Chop and other

charges amounting to above 2 a. Per ps., which
will be Considerable, though what goods are

Malda
hopet^~.j v.xK^.^c nupusLs ana lor tne luture w f i^'^f-

there being soe manv Weavers on the other side

the river that Shall have little Occation of ii«-

ploying any here they being most Colour Wea-
vers of which we .shall find enough for our turne
on the other side.

It 13 farther thought Necessary and agreed on
to make a Ditch or trench about our new ground
ot 3 or 4 Coveds wide (except towards the river)
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Agreed with
weavers for
goods.

Tooke up
money at
Interest.

Our Crowry
went to
Maxoo-
davad.

Agreed for
goods with
severall.

Our Crowry
arrived from
Muxoo-
davad, and
presented 1

qrt. Rose-
water.

Agreed with
Cosseram for
goods.

Presented
Sultan yaur
beag.

2

14

faire or Way by the River by forcing a way
round our ground which is Supposed may much
easier be done now then hereafter which way
and keeping up the banck of said Ditch Avill be
sufficient landmarks hereafter and keep the
Natives from incroaching on our ground, there
is alsoe a low plat in our land neare the banck
of the River which is Judged hurtfull to our
ground as it is by reason of the raine water
Standing there and running that way in to the
River which in time may make a Breach but
filled up will turne it into the landward which
is much better, therefore and earth lying neare
it tis thought Convenient and ordered to be
filled up the cheapest way possible which is

Judged about a month hence at the dead time
of the yeare when poor people have little to doe
will worke for very little rather then be Idle.

Divers Weavers being Called we Came to an
agreement with them for the following goods
on Dadine on the said termes as the 3d past

MuUmulls
eyngs

Cunjemunsavv brought in 6200 Rupees : to
lye at Interest in our hands for Ir: 2a: Per
Cent Per mo. till repayed :

Fytche Nedham
Richd : Trenchfeild.

Jeameshire beage our Crowry went thence
this dav for Muxodavad.
Came to an agreement with Muttucksaw,

Treporesaw and Muctaram Joyntly on Musters
for 200 Tangeebs and 200 ps. Mullmulls on the
Same termes as with others before, and alsoe

i

with Weav s

Vizt. 100 ps. Charconnaes at 4r: 8a: Per ps.

10 ps. Sooseys 30 ps. Tangeebs and 30 ps
Mullmulls.

Jeameshire beag Came back from Muxodavad
who being weary after his Journey Sent to us
for some Rosewater and 1 quart bottle was
accordingl}^ Sent him.

Came to an agreement Avith Cosseram Saw
for 25 ps. Tangeebs and 25 ps. Mullmulls on
Musters as before, Sultann Yaur Beage the
Droga of the mints Son Came hither to visit us
being sent by his father for what may easily be
guessed wherefore that he should not wholl}'
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Agreed with
weavora for

goods.

Presented
our Fouzdar
with 3 seers

copper.

Arrived let-

ters from
Rajamaiil.

16

18

20

loose his labour mc presented him as follows
Vizt. 2 fine large wax figures in one box 1 Tri-

angular glass and 1 quart Rosewater.
Agreed with Weavers for 20 ps. Tanjeebs as

before.

Eamabeag our Fouzdar Seat to us to buy 5

or 6 Seers Copper of \\hich u c had none but
understandhig his meaning and not willing to

displease him we bought 3 seers and sent him
for which he was very thankefull and returned
us many Complements.
Came letters from our Vaquel at Kajaraaul

advising us that Mirza Kajub Alle \\ho is Buxe
and Wacka Nevice there is ulsoe made Araeen
for the King there in tho roome of Meir Jaffer
who now has noe Implovment but Droga of the

Shar ^\'hich is little wortli

Munday.

Agreed with
Simbodass
for goods.

The genii

:

books
passed.

Mr. Trench-
feilds Accot;
passed.

21

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedhani Cheif
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild.

Smibodass being called we Came to an agree-
ment with him for 20a ps. Tanjeebs and 200 ps.

^^ossas on Musters verv fine and good as before
with others The Generall b( )okes of Accots : for

last month uere read and passed.
Mr. Kichd

: Trenchfeild brought in his Accot

:

ot Charges Generall for the last mo : ^vhich was
perused and iiassed" Vizt

Richd: Trenchfeild. Dr.

Janry.

—

3 To Cash
18 To Ditto

Rs. As. P.
300

500

800

Per Contra.

Janry.
31 By Charges Genii.

By Charges Cattle
By Servants Wages

1
^

Cr.

By Charges Dyett

By Ballauce # *

Rs. As.

138 7

17 I

173 10

p.

14

4

329 2

64 16

393 16 2

406 2 14

800
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Why our
charges rise

soe high.

The Occation of our charges last mo. riseing
soe high is because the expeiices goeing to the
mint to make essayes of our Silver &ca. was
put to it and alsoe Servants Wages by Reason
of keeping divers peons extraorditiary for our
business in hand at Poronia &ca. and likewise
Dandyes to our Budgero Avhich doe all manner
of Worke in our wqv^- building as well as in our
house which otherwise would cost more to hire
people for every perticuler Service therefore tis

thought Convenient to have them Continued in
monthly pay which oblidges them to be at hand
at all Seasons by night as w^ell as by day.
The Accot : Currant Hugly is as last month.

Fytche Nedham
Richd : Trenchfeild.

Febry.
1 To
To

Cash.

To
6 To

18 To
19 To

To
To
To

Ballance last mo.
Cunjemunsavv at
Intst at 1 r. 2 a.

Per Cent
Persaud Moode ,

Quicksilver 1 md
25 sr. at 4 rs. .

Permaundsaw .

Muctaram &ca. .

Crepoll

Moneram
Accot : Intst : reed
on 11025 Rups.
given out dadine
at n Per Cent ..

Dr.

Rs. As.
1052 Of

6200
133 3

260
15800

237
1613
338

4
13

11

137 13

13772 10}

Peii Coxtra.

Febry.
2 BvV

16 By

18

Muttucksaw &ca.
on goods
Weavers Charcon-
naes 100 ps.

do. Orungshies 10
do. Elatchaes 4
do. ReyngS 7
do Tanajeebs 105
do. Mull mulls 95
Richd : Trench-
feild

By Simbodass his re-

niaines

By do. on goods
By Accot : presents

Vizt:
1* box with
large figures 8

By
By
By
By
By
By

I Triangular
glass 2 8

Cr

Rs. As

4400

450
50
36
49

1290

950

300

143 6
3800

10 8

28 Bv Ballance
11478 14
2293 12J

13772 10\

Fytche Nedham.

Great fires
in Malda.

dav
4

Malda Diary mo. March 1680-L

Here has been in Malda in these three last

dayes 8 or 10 fires that Malda is almost burned
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Orders arriv-

ed from
Dacca to

pay Jedgea.

from hugly.

A Perwanna
Come
against the
Pitans.

8

f

downe and this morning the Kuttorah was

burned with 9 people and much goods.

5 Our Vaquel brought us new^s from the Dur-

bar that there is an Order from Dacca to take

the Jidgea here.

A Generall letter being drawn up and ap-

proved of was Sent to the Worshipfull Matthias

Vincent &ca. in Hugh'- with our Diary for the

mo. January past.
Recd.^ letters 7 Came letters from the Worshipfull Matthias

Vincent &ca. Councell in answer to our divers

formerly Sent them with a Coppj^ of Assiit

Cauns Perwanna for Bengali and one for Orixa

Chauped by the Cozze of Asmeer and Invoice of

divers goods on 4 boats amount to Rups : 10574.

Our Governors haveing complained to Dacca

of the Pitan Merchants power and Stiffness in

this place whereon is Come a perwanna against

three of the head of them to turne them out of

towne wherefore and the Kutterah being burned

(wherein they lived) they resolved to take

example by us and goe and live on the other

side the water and accordingly went all over

the River this da}^ w^hich soe moved those in

Office here that they went after them and fell

at their feet and besought them at length

brought them back againe.tho* not Contented

resolving to stay but till a place Can be Made
for them else where.
Wee are alsoe enformed by our Vaquel that

our Governors talke much of a perwanna issu-

ing out against us in Dacca that we shall give out

noe dadine on Coloured goods in Malda but be

forced to buy what meet with in the Bazar of

their divers lengths and Breadths &ca. pretend-

ing that our Dadine hinder? their Chaupa-Maul
the Weavers being Soe much longer weaving
our goods then they are those of the Baz^r

Sorts and divers Such like pretences.

Our Gover-
nours talk of
a perwanna
issuing out
against us at
Dacca.

Thursday. 10

Last mos

:

Cash passed

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif
Mr. Richard Trenchfeild

The Accot : of Cash for last mo : being ]jer-

used was passed the Remaines being found to

be Rups: 2293: 12ia. Ramjeebun Passarre of
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Sold 2 md

:

quicksilver.

Quicksilver
agreed with him for 2 mds : at 4 rs : Per Seer

Water

The Genii:
books passed
last mos:
Charges
passed.

which meanes he Saves the Custome of Malda.'
The Genii

: bookes of Accots : being perused
and brought up to this time was passed.
The Accots

: of charges Genii : for last mo.
being examined was passed as follow vizt.

RlCHD : TRENCHF^rLD. Dr,

Febry.— Rg. As. G.
1 To Ballance last mo. 4(»6 2 14

18 To Cash.. ..300

706 2 14

day

Per Contka,

Febry.

—

28 Per Charges Genii. .

.

Per Charges Cattle .

.

Per Servts : Wages.

.

Per Dyett Expences
Per Ballance

Fytche Nedham
Richd : Trenchfeild

Rs. As.

68 14

19 11

179 6

Cr.

G.
3

9

4

267 13

72 14 11

365 13 3

706 2 14

Wrote to Mr
Prickman
att Cassum-
buzar.

Sold 1 rad

:

quicksilver.

Arrived 4
boats from
hugly with
goods.

II w

Called the
Rajamaul
vaquel.

SevU
: people

run out of
towne.

15

16

18

This evening

make what hast possible with the money
ordered us from thence to pay off the great
Sume we have now at Interest.

This day agreed with Rajaram Passarre for 1

md : Quicksilver at 4 r : 3 a : Per seer.

arrived 4 boats from Hugly
with the goods formerly advised on, of which
Lead Quicksilver and Vermillion not being
perishable goods are ordered on shoare at our
new^ ground where they will Sell best being
none demands Custome &ca. of the byer as in
Malda thev doe.

Our Rajamaul Vaquel being Called tells us
that there is Pherwapna newly Come to the
Broga of the mint ordering him not to take
Custome of any body which paper he keeps
close and has wrote to Hodge Zoffe Cami the
Kings Duan to know his pleasure about the
charges of the mint how it shall be defrayed &ca.
Our Governors are Soe Strict in takeing the

Jidgea or Poll money enordered that much
people are run out of towne and tis thought
many will not returne but have a mind to be
our Neighbours at Mucdumpore.

^
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The dutch This Evening the Dutch Second Senr :
Oos-

Second terhoof arrived here from Cassumbuzar.
arrived. 22 This day Came from Dacca hither Monerams
Menerams Partner Jaddodass who has brought with him

arrived from C)rder from Hernaram Ray to receive from

Dacca. Jeamshire Beag the Ezarra of the Chappa Maul,

Nurd Maul and the Guzzer Gaut of Malda which

was immediately delivered him and tis said

alsoe that Jeamshire Beage will be Suddenly

Taggeered of his Crowries place.

Mr. Prick- 26 Mr. Prickman and Samuel Anthony with Mis

:

man & S

:

Story Arrived here from Cassumbazar bringing

^ved from ^^*^ *^®^ ^® • ^^^^^ ^^^°^ • ^^^ Honble
:

Com-

Cassum- V^^J with Advice thereof from the Cheif &ca.

buzar. there :

Accot: Cubrant Htjgly. Dr. Per Contba. ^''"

Rs. As. 1^8. As.

ToBallance ..14168110} 1 By Ballance last mo. 78617 10!

16 By Sundry Accots 10574 »

28 By Cash from Cassr

:

51000 «

By do : reed : here U90 "

141681 10}

Fytche Nedham
Richd: Trenchfeild

/

1
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Cash. Dr.

March
1 To
To

16 To

To

26 To
28 To

Ballance last mo.
Permanundsaw . .

Quicksilver 2 mds

:

at 4 rs : Per seer
do : 1 rad : at 4 r

:

3 a : Per Seer .

.

Permanund
Accot: Currant
reed : from Cas-

Rs.
2293
400

1G7

738

3!

To
To

To
To
To

sa: « •

do : reed : here .

,

Elatchaes for 9 ps
used ,

.

Chandenyes 4 ps.
Seersuckers 1 ps,
MuUraullfi I ps. .

.

51000
1490

66
25
8

8

ff

12^

320

8

8

2

56516 14|

Per Contra.

As. March
18 By Accot: presents

for 5 shauls to be
given our Delols
and Merchants

:

&ca. as formerly
agreed on

25 By Richd: Trench-
feild ..

29 By Gunnesharas prin-
cipal! .

.

By Accot : Interest
on do. 2 mo : 24
daies .

.

30 By Herderam Tewar-
re principal!

By Accot : Intst : on
do. 2 mo : 24
daies .

.

By Cunjemunsaw
principall

By Accot : Interest
on do : 1 mo : 27
daies .

.

31 By Paranaut princi-

pall .

.

By Accot : Interest
on do.

Nedham
of

Ra. As.

60

700

17900

563 I5J

15500

465 2\

6200

Pytche
the i

132 IIJ

4060

124 Hi

i : a
years Sallary to
the 25 March .

,

By Richd : Trench-
feild on do: Ac-
cot : half a year

By Jonathan Prick-
man on do : Ac-
cot : half a yeare

By Sam!! : Anthony
on do : Accot

:

half a yeare

88 14i

66 lOJ

44 7

44 7

By Ballance
45950 15J

. . 10565 15|

56515 14|

Fytche Nedham

day
Malda Diary mo, A -prill 1681.

3 At noon Came a Genii : from his Worship
&ea. in Hiigly.
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Munday. 4th

Last mos

:

Agreed to

send Rud-
demum with
AUabardy to

Poronia.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fvtche Ncdham Cheif
t.

ail-. Richard Trenchfeild

Mr. Jonathan Prickman
Rlr. Samuel Anthony

The Accot : Cash for last mo : the Remaines
Cash passed. being Rups: 10565: 15^ a: Avas passed.

The Councell haveing Called and discoursed

divers Jentue people at last pitched on Rud-

demum a Cuttery who is well acquainted at

Poronia and related to the Nabobs Duan whose

Wages we now make 10 rs : Per mo: and Jo}W

him in Comis^ion with the old Armenian to go

on the discover}^ of what Saltpeter Dryed

Ginger Turmerick &oa: Merchandize may te

had yearly at Poronia and its adjacencies and

at what rates and the Charge of Portrage to

Hugly and what River Conveyances are tlience

besides that by way of Rajamaul and what

stops and trouljles may be expected by the

way &ca : more perticuler in their Instructions

given them and then after a full enquiry and

understanding had of those parts to returne

with Musters of Saltpeter &ca : and a Diarv

Accompt of their Vovage that after perusall oi

which if it Shall appeare any thing profitable

to our Masters Affaires we may forthwith advise

thereof to the Worshipful! Matthias Vincent

&ca : Councell that timeh' orders may be giv^^

in Case of any Investment to be made there

this yeare alsoe m persuance of his Worship

&ca : orders and for their better reception there

by tl.o Nabob &ca : Governors of those part*? a

Small present of Scarlett Broadcloth Christaime

Ware &ca: is ordered to be gott ready to go^

with them to whose discretion it is left to t
re-

sent those things or not as they shall see tn

Nature of the business and the Honble. Com-

panies Honour in Such Cases requires the Pen'

culers Yizt

:

Scarlett: 6: yds.

Orda: red clo: 8
yds.

Do: Green 8
yds.

Ware

Caudle

Cristaline

Vizt.
1 large

Cup & Cover
2 do : Sraall with

Covers.
2 large Gurgolet

bottles.

1 Chest
water

Rose-
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Rarities Vizt 1 Multiplexing glass, 3 Triangular
glasses 3 pr : wrought Scizzers 3 do : Orda : 4
X3r : White Spectacles 1 do : green.

Jonathan Prickmans Accot : of Charges Gene-
rall for mos : Novr : and Deer : being now deli-

vered in was passed as follows Vizt

:

Jonathan Prickman. Dr.

Novr,
1 To Ballance last mo.
To Cash .

.

To Do ; Accot:
Packing Stuff ,

,

To Do : Accot:
Washing &ca

:

Rs. As. P.
J99 8 9
300

800

900

Deer.

—

1 To Ballance last mo.
3 To Cash .

.

16 To Ditto .

.

2199 8 9

956 5 6
500
300

1756 5 6

Per Contra-

Novr.
30 By Charges Generall

By Servts : Wages
By Charges Cattle.

.

Gr.

Per Charges Dyet .

.

By Packing stuff at
large in our
bookes

By Ballance

Deer.
31 By Charges Generall

By Charges Cattle.

.

By Servts : Wages

By Charges Dyett.

.

Rs. As. P.
181

143 14 3

12 13 3

337 12 6
69 9

836 6

1243

956
3

5
3

6

2199 8

4
2
6

9

108
19

144

271

71

12

11

343 7

Why the
Charges Mer-
chandize not
entred here.

D©ld. the go-
downe &ca

;

charges to
S.A.

Charges
Genii: for
March
passed.

His Accot : of Charges Merchandize being

entred at large in our Generall bookes is omitted
here the Ballance of his Accot : Currant is

Eups. 413 : 5i a, which the Councell now orders

to be paid to Samll. Anthony and to Invest him
with the Charge of the Goodowne &ca : belong-

ing to the thirdship according to Orders from
his Worship &ca.

Richard Trenchfeilds Accot : of Charges Gene-

rall for mo. March was perused and passed

Vizt:
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RiCHD : Trbnchfeild. Dr. Pkr Contra. Cr.

March

—

1 To Ballance last rao.

To Cash .

.

Rs. As. r.
365 12 I

700

The Dutch
factory be
sett by the
Crowries
people.

3 1 By Charges Generall
By Charges Cattle .

.

By Servts : Wages

Ra, As. P.

120 2 3

16 1 9

177 6

By Charges Dyett.

.

By Accot : Building
By Samll : Anthony

for the Ballance
paid hina

313 4 6

64 1 6

548 9 1

139 13

1065 12 1 1065 12 1

Nedham

dav
lO"

R'ichd: Trenchfeild

Jonathan Prickman
Samll: Anthony.

Wednesday. 1

1

12

13

All this day and last night the Dutch factory
was beset by the Crowries people and the Rab-
ble on the towne Some blows passing now and
then on both sides and their Vaquel had not

the Fouzdar rescued him in his owne house had
been shamefully beaten at the Durbar as Some
of their Servants were alsoe this Evening an

order was published by him with beat of »

Drum thro out the towne that whoever Should
help the Dutch with Victualls. fire, Water,
Straw, or provender, for their Cattle their houses
and all they had Should be forfitted to the King
and alsoe those of their Servants or ours that

are of Malda, of which we have not above 2 or 3.

The Stir betwixt the Dutch and the Crowry
^o°iemg before the Cozze &ca : in the Adolut
the Dutch gott the better soe that now on both
gdes Mohuzzers are preparing to be Sent to

The Dutch stUl keep house least Stirring out
tliey should have Violence offered them bv the
f^ngry Crowry who is their neare Neighbour.

At a Consultation

Present
Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif
Mr. Rich. Trenchfeild
Mr. Prickman
Mr. Samll. Anthony
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The Genii

:

books deld

:

to Jona

:

Prickman.

Mr. Trench- 14
feild went to

The fouzdar
visited us.

The Catwal 1

6

visited us.

The Crowry
fell at the
dutches feet.

Haveing now evened all accots : of this fac-

tory and delivered the Warehouse &ca, to
Samll : Anthony the Genii : Bookes of Accots :

being brought up to this day is now in Councell
delivered to Jona : Prickman our new enordered
Second of this place soe that Richd : Trench-
feild may to morrow morning be dispeeded
hence to his Purser Genlls : Imployment Con-
ferred on him in Hugly :

Fytche Xedham
Richd : Trenchfeild

Jonatha : Prickman
Sainll : Anthony

Mr, Richd : Trenchfeild went hence towards
his Station in Hugly.
Ramabeag our Fouzdar Came to visit us this

morning very Curteously to whome we gave a

qrt : bottle rose water.

The Cattwall of the towne Came this morning
to see us protesting how ready he was to Serve
VIS on anv Occation and in the afternoone Sent

to desire Some rosewater haveing Some friends

Come to him whereupon a qrt : bottle was sent

him.
The Crowrv went to the Dutch and fell at

their feet to forgive the last Insolence offered

them : which was done, the fouzdar being pre-

sent who also Sollicited for him.

Satturday.

Agreed for
goods.

At a Consultation

Present

16 i\lr Fytche Nedham Cheif

Mr. Jonathan Prickman
Mr. Samuel Anthonv

Sambdass and Ottaram being called diver?

times at length Came to an agreement with

them for 200 ps. Cossas on a very good Muster
• at 7 rs. per ps. to be 40 : co long and 2 brd :

allowing them 4 mos : to bring them in :

Charconnaes 30 co : long and 2 brd : 100 Rs.

ps, at 4r : 8 a: dadine 450

Tangeebs 40 CO : long and 2 brd : CO

ps at divers rates as

Mullmulls

thev Could take them
do. length and breadth 70

720

ps. at 10 rs. per ps. « • 700

1870
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Presented
the Cozze
with 2
quarts rose-

water.

Tuesday.

Agreed for

goods.

Ruddermun
not being
ready aen[t]
Hergolol
with AUa-
bardy to

Poron ia

18

19

Which abovesaid good^ are all to be prized

according as they Come out l>ettor or worse then

their Musters

:

Fvtche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman
Samuel Anthony.

Our Cozzee Sent a letter to us to desire Some
Cloves and ^Mace &ca. for his Uncle the Cozzee

of Rajamaul for Ingredience at a feast on his

sons birth day which was neare who was civdllv

answered that we had none nor did we trade in

such things but doubted not but the Dutch

Could help him with Mhat Should have occation

for nevertheless that they Should not thinke

themselfes slighted we Sent him 2 qrts : rose-

water which possibly may please as welL

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif
Mr. Jonathan Prickman
Mr. Samuel Anthony

Many Weavers pressing us for Padine Some
of which being knowne and approved by our

Delols and us with whome we agreed for the

following goods on ^Musters as before on Padine
at 3 mos : time Vizt

:

Charconnaes 30 co : long and 2 brd :
TOO Rs.

ps at3r; Sa: Dadine
30 CO : long and 2 brd : 40

ps. at 4r : 8a:
40 CO : long and 2 brd : 10

ps. at 7r:
40 CO : long and 2 brd : 119

ps- at divers rates
Mullmulls.. 40co: long and 2 brd: 171

jxs. at 10 rs

:

350

Do.
9

180

Rejngs « V

70

Tangeebs
« •

U-16

1710

3756

Some time after our agreement with Rudder-
mun the Cuttery writer to goe to Poronia with

Ailabardy even Just as thev were dispeedmg
thence Came news from Rajamaul of some

trouble hapning there to Some of his Relations
which made him i>ost thither to releive them

*.
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Orders for

AUabardy
and Her-
goloL

To enquire
of river pas-
sages.

Not to quar
rel one with
another.

To enquire
what quan-
tity Saltpe-
ter and Tur-
nierick pro-
cureable.

To enquire
what time to
give out da-
dine.

To try all

weights.

promismge to returne presently but after many
dales passing and he not appearing and the best
time of the yeare being the dry time SpendiQg
itt self soe fast we resolved and have taken
another in his place Called Hergolol and agreed
AWth him for 7 rs. per mo : to goe with AUa-
bardy on the Peter desingne to Poronia who
both are ordered to act according to the In-

structions given them in Persia and Hindostan
writing whose Coppy is here under sett downe
Vizt.

Orders and Instructions for AUabardy and
Hergolol goeing to Poronia Vizt.

You are to goe hence to Poronia with what
Speed you Can makeing enquiry of the river

wayes as you goe but not to goe out of your way
for it, You are to have a Spetiall Care you doe
not quarrell one with another for Superiority

for take notice that vou are both in Commission
Jo3^ntly to act together or a part as need re-

quires and not one to say to the other that is

your business and not mine except in the busi-

ness of w riting which the Jentue must doe tho

not without the Councell or advice of AUabardy
moreover now at your departure from Malda
3^ou are both to begin and keep a Diary in one
booke betwixt you of all your proceedings with

the dayes of the month duely annexed not
omitting your very discourse with people in

your enquiries the Cheif heads of which are to

be as follow Vizt.

To learne how much Saltpeter fine and Course

mav vearlv be had at or about Poronia now
V %/

and what may other yeares be expected.

To know what Turmerick may be had m
those parts and alsoe dryed Ginger with their

prizes.

To learne the exact and cheapest time or

times for giveing out Dadine on the abovesaijl

goods and the manner of giveing it out and re-

ceiving it in.

You are alsoe to take an Accot : of the differ

ences of the prizes and quantities to be had of

those goods in the severall townes where you

goe.

Take an exact accot: and ivy all weights

where you
your Diary.

Come noteing their difference in
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To enquire
what other
merchan-
dizes are to
be had there.

To enquire
the names of
places rivers
and brooks
betwixt
Malda and
Poronia.

To bring
musters of

goods to

Malda.

To take
notice what
Governor
obeys or not
our dusticks.

Sent this for
presents as
alsoe 200 rs.

Enquire fully what other Merchandizes are

to be had in those parts and w hat t^eaport goods
&ca. vends there and their usuall way of buying
and selling whether for time or ready money &ca.
To sett downe in your Diary as you goe, the

names of the places yon pass through and
whether the Country is high or low and what it

produceth and w hether it be Colsa or under Pat-

tana or Bengali and w ho are the present Gover-
nors there which is at large to be exprest in your
Diary and what distance the Saltpeter &ca'. for

the Generallity is from the river and what land

Conveyances there are for goods to the river

and what charge and what rivers or Brookes
there are from the great river into tlie landward
with their Names and how neare they Come to

the Peter grounds and what else Necessary shall

Come in your mind^ and we recommend to you
to write often to us giveing us a breif Accot

:

of your Transactions and Success and after

haveing made a full discovery of all things you

sorts

to
and m your way hither be sure to make a very

strict search and enquiry what river passages
IS now or will be in the " Raines till December
for loaden patellas from the severall Orungs or

places of Peter &ca. to Malda and Hugly and
what Chowkeys or stops may be e?q)ected in

the Way, you are to take Notice the reason of

this enquiry is because that if possible we wouM
not have our goods Come thence bv way of

Hajamaul or withing its power for that the Com-
pany have alwaies had ^reat troubles and charge
to pass their Peter boat""s (from Pattana) through

Govemm ou are in those waves to

take knowledge what Governors obevs not our

i>usticks and Stops our boats &ca. and Sett

downe how far it is from place to place as yo^

\TiA^^ ^ome and how far it is from Poronia to

Malda by land and alsoe bv water and how far

""w"/!?
'"^ "^^ *^^^ ^^^^ Pattana.

With you alsoe goes some things for presents
II vou should have occation which is left to your

i-Jiscretions to present or not we now alsoe gi^e

jvith you Rups : 200 and recomend to vou both
to be as frugall in vnur Expences as possible
and to keep a dayly" exact accot : thereof, the

^erticuler.s for Presents are as follow Vizt

:
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I'

To apply

[y] our Selfes

to Nabob
Spindyar
Caun in case
of trouble.

5 yds.
8 yds.

clo

8 yds-

Scarlett

Orda : red

do. green.

1 Chest
water.

Rose-

Cristaline Ware.
1 large Caudle cup

and Cover.

2 do. Small with
Covers.

2 large Gurgolet
bottles.

Rarities Vizt.

1 Multiplyin g
glass.

3 Triangular glas-

ses.

3 pr. wrought
Scizzars.

3 do. Orda.
4 pr : white spec-

tacles.

1 do: green.

Nabob Spyndyar Caun has wrote to us In-

viting us to settle a factory there and Meirza

Boola Caun has wrote alsoe kindly to us o£Fering

to assist our people in what he Can to whome
in Case of trouble or the like w^e advise you to

apply 3^our selfes we wish you both good Voyage
with Success and a quick retunie

:

r

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman
Samuel Anthony

A list of what papers given with them Vizt

:

A Coppy of Hodgee Zoffee Caun[s] per-

wanna.
A Coppy of Sultaun Auzzums Neshaun.

A Coppy of Shasteh Cauns Perw^anna.

A Coppy of Assut Cauns Perwanna.

Satturday.

Agreed for
goods.

At a Consultation

Prevsent

30 Mr. Fvtche Nedham Cheif
%r

Mr. Jonathan Prickman
Mr Samuel Anthonv.

Other Weavers presenting themselfes dayly

for some time at length we Came to an agree-

ment with them on the Same termes as before

for the following goods at 3 mos : time Vizt.

Charconnaes 30 Covds : long and 2 broad Rs.

80 ps : at 3 r : 8a: per

LrSS « • • • •

Tangeebs . . 40 Covds : long and 2 broad

6 ps : at 12 r: per ps:

MullmuUs . . 40 Covds : long and 2 broad

1 2 ps : at 10 r : per ps :

200

72

120

472
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AccOT: Currant
March
25 To Sallary payable

in England .

.

Aprill

—

30 To Proffit and loss

to even that
Accot

:

To Ballance being
the neat stock

Rs.
Dr.

As.

452 3^^

3278 2|

of this factory
now remaining 137951 ^1 1

141681 lOi

Cash.
ApU.
1 To Ballance last

12 To
To

23 To

To
To

To

30 To
To

mo.
Moneram Delol
Crepoll
Accot : Interest
on 7498 Rs

:

Dadine at \\
per Cent
Moneram &ca.
Pursotum and
Rajeeb
Fytehe Nedham
over pd. him in
Sept. last

Permanundsaw
Ramkisson and
Pertemul

Dr.
Rs. As. P.

10565 15 6
1618 14

569 8

93 11 6

4 13 6

39 7 6

6 2 4
139

230 13

13268 5~~4

Per Contba. Gr.

Apll.

—

Rs. As.

30 By Ballance last
mo. .. 141681 lOf

Fytche Nedhatu
Jonathan Piickman
Samuel Anthony.

Per Contra
Apll.

9BySamll: An-

12 By

By

thony
Cattle for

Cr.

Rs. As. P.

300

1

iwn< horse 340

16 By
By

21 By

Rajamaul resi-

dence paid the
Vaquel
Samll. Anthony
Sambdass and
Ottaram
Voyage to Poro-
nia paid Alla-
bardy add Her-
golol for

20
400

1400

By

By

By

30 By

By
By
By

pence . t

House Necessa-
ries and stores
for 1 pr : large
Persian'Carpets
boats for 1

small Pattella
for a ferry boat
at our new fac-

tory
Rosewater for 3
chests

Weavers Char-

200

130

22 4

connaes « •

do. Reyngs
do. Tangeebs .

do. MullmuUs.
By Samuel An-

thony
By Treporesaw .

.

75

1260
70

2238
2530

400
263 12

By Ballance •

9649
3619 5 4

13268 5

_* Fytche Nedham

I
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Munday,

day

3

Malda Diary mo. May 1681

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Xedham Cheif
Mr, Jonathan Prickman
Mr. Samuel Anthony.

Last mos

:

Cash passed
The Accot : of Cash being perused was passed

the Remaines being at the end last mo : Rups.
3619: 5a: 4p: which was what at this time
offered.

F}i;che Nedham
Jonathan Prickman
Samuel Anthony,

Presented
AUum
chu[n]d.

Arrived
letters from
Poronia.

7th Presented Allumchund seekdar of Butteah
Gopollpore J yd : fine green cloth to cover his
Sw^ord.

Came letters from Allabardy and Hergolol at
Poronia advising that the Nabob was gone to the

Sent letters
to Poronia.

10

Our goods
stopt by the
Fouzdars
peons.

16

Camp at Durbunga and left Boola Caun Fouzdar
there in his place who they Say will not give
them leave to range the Country in that Nature
as they would not trade as they pretend Cus-
tome free without the Nabobs 'leave there, he
hath sent a letter to him to have his pervvanna
for us to have free egress and regress and to
trade without Molestation in his Dominions &ca.

Sent letters to Allabardy and Hergolol at
Poronia Commending them for getting Boola
Cauns letter to the Nabob and that manner
and advized them to live friendly and to be
very dilligent in their business that the[y] may
returne the sooner.

Our Orrua goods whome the Master of the
Chop (who has rented the same) and the Fouz-
dar sent Peons to force them hither that they
might stop them till our Merchants paid the
Chop &ca. but we haveing foreknowledge thereof
Sent Peons alsoe to hhider them Comeing to
Malda and to Carry them to our xi(i\\ factory
which thev did.

The Fouzdar
Cal][d] our
delols and
Pi cars.

day
17 The Fouzdar in the behalf of the Ezadar

18

Called all our Delols and Picars &ca and forced

them to give a writing not to prize to us any
goods but what should be Chauped &ca.

The Fouzdar and Cozze &ca. sitting in the
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complains of

us to the
Governors.

Our Vaquel
Called.

The Ezardar AdoUut the Ezardar Came thither to Complaine

of us where upon divers peons one after another

was Sent for our Varpiel to answer to the

Matter alleadged against us who after Instruc-

tions given him went, where after a few ques-

tions the matter not being Criminous the Court

ordered that the Ezardar should Come to as

and end his business.

This Morning the Ezardar Caiue to us who

being a Merchant newly Come from the inland-

ward and not kiiowing well our Customs and

priviledges thought himself much wronged and

began to be very high with us till at length

and shewing him our Perwanna &ca. he Could

not deny but that we had

The Ezardar 19
came to visit

us.

The Ezardar
desires a
Mohozzer
may bee
drawn up
against us.

reason

to
to gett dayly by his Ezarra 80 rs : and what is

less he must disburse out of his owne pocket

emar
time he gets not of it above 8 or 10 rs :

per

Wee
by reason good
factory at Mucdumpore (which payes noe Chop
&ca.) except what is made in Malda and in the

much and
emment which not being

to avovde criveinff Occation ofavoyde giveing
Offence to them we house in Malda resolving

to Cure them here alsoe unless they put any

Stop in our Way which will be a sound and

faire pretence to pack up and Carry them alsoe

to our new factory to perfect the Cure of them
there and by that meanes to defeat their de-

signes and keep them in more awe of us, their

power is the better backed for as much as

Malda is the Nabobs Jaggeer and i« rented oi

him by Hernaraine Congoy of Bengali to whome
he tell6 us he intends to draw up and send a

Mahozzer against us for denvmg to prize and
Cure all our goods this yeare in Malda (that he

might have the imposts on them) as we did the

last yeare for want of a Convenieucy on the

other side the river w^hich now we have and
out of his Jurisdiction.
The Ezardar went this Evening to the Cozz^

tellmg him what answer he had from us and

Mohozzer
ed

Matter
ed

V
b

^
r^

!

1'

k

I

i

L

/
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Allumchund
and his Son
presented
with 2 knifes

bi-

The Pitans
came into

:Malda

€^aine

.

him to write to Dacca about us which might
doe as well, after this he went to the Fouzdars
againe about it, who answered that he Could not
meddle with us without an order from Dacca,
we haveing done nothing but what the privi-

ledges of our phermaund allows soe he remaiues
fretting his grease and Councelling what to doe

.

20 He went againe bo the Cozzee where he had
the same answer as before.

24 Allumchund Sekedar and his Son haveing of

a long time desired each a knife being now
Mangoe time and now Comeing to our house

two plaine knifes were given them.
This day Came Pahlaud from Poronia bring-

ging news that AUabardy and the Jentue that

went w^ith him have gotten Boola Cauns Dus-

tick and are gone to range the Country and
make enquiry as thej^ were ordered in the

meane time he has also brought at accot : of

what he learned there with a fowle draught of

the Country and Rivers and divers patternes of

goods of those parts &ca.

The Pitan Merchants of this place haveing

had a Delassa from the Nabob Came this day
to Malda againe to trade as formerly.

27 Arrived letters from Hug] 7 dated the 21st

Currant.

25

o*J

Friday, 27th

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fvtche Nedham Cheif

Mr. Jonathan Prickman
Mr. Samuel Anthony.

Agreed for

Seerbunds.

The ware-
house of cha

:

genl ; passed.

Selliman Picar and his Son being discoursed

at length we Came to an agreement with them

for 500 pa seerbunds on a Washed Muster 40

CO. long 1 CO. broad at 1 r : 15 a : per ps. amots

:

to Rups. 968 : 12 a : they are to be brought in

ready for the Tuct within 3 mos: from this

time.

The Warehouse Accot : being brought in by

Samll : Anthony was perused and passed as

alose the Accot : of charges Genii : which was

alsoe passed as folio : Vizt.
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Samll : Anthony. Dr. Peb Contra, Cr,

AprUl— Rs, As. P. April :— Rs. Aa. P.

1 ToRems: last mo: 139 13 30 Per charges Genii: 175 4 9

9 To Cash . . 300 — Per charges Cattle. . 25 4 9

16 To Cash .. 400 Per Servts ; Wages 170 13 3

30 To Cash . , 400
371 6 9

Per charges Dyett - . 94 5

Per charges Build-

ing. . ., 207

Per house hold ne-

cessaries . . 120 11

793 6 9

I'er Rems : Rs. a. p.

In Tattee ..312 9 13i
In Cash .. 133 12 IH 446 C 3

1239 13 1239 13

Fvtche Nedham
«/

Jonathan Prickman
Samll: Anthony.

tohVt^^"^^
29 Sent letters to the Worshipful Matts: Vin-

^S y- cent &ca. accompanied with the Ballance of our

last yeares bookes and Diary for mo :
Apri^^

and an Accot : and Draught of Poronia with its

adjacenties with divers patternes of goods of

those parts &ca
Accot

; Currant Hugly is as laist mo :

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman
Samuel Anthonv-

^^^' Dr. Peb Contba. C'^

*5%rT^«n 1 .
RsAs. p. May- Rs. As. P-

on 968 rs :12a:
27 By Weavers Seer-

<,

Dadine at 1} P.
^"^^^ •

' _9^^
Ct--- .. 12 1 9 1368 12

31 By Ballaace .. 2262 H *

3631 7 1 3631 7 ^

Fytche Nedham.
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Sold quick-
silver.

Aceot: of
Cash passed

Sent letters

to Poronia,

Arrived let-

ters from
Poronia.

dav

The gover-
nors beat our
workmen for
goeing to our
new Factory.

Malda Diary mo, June 1681.

At a Consultation

Present

1 Mr. Fytohe Nedham Cheif
Mr. Jonathan Priekman
Mr. Samuell Anthony

Sold 20 sr: Quicksilver at 4r: 4a: Per Seer
and delivered a Maund formerly agreed for at
do. price.

The Accot : of Cash for last mo. being perused
was passed the Remaines being Rups : 2262 :

^^ ^' IP- Fytohe Nedham
Jonathan Priekman
Samuel Anthony.

2 Sent letters to Allabardy and Hergolol at

Poronia ordering them to be as speedy as pos-

sible in their business that they may give us
an Accot : of those parts time enough to give

out Dadine on Peter &ca. this yeare if thought
Convenient and ordered by all meanes to bring

with them Musters of what ever Commodities
may be had there even to Corne and such like

&ca. verv full.

6 Came letters from Allabardy and Hergolol

signifj'ing that they had ranged most of the

Peter Countrj- but have not leave to buj^ or sell

any thing without Spindyar Cauns Perwanna
almost all Poronia being his Jaggeer wherefore

they are thinkljig to goe t;o the Nabob where he
is at Wars to pi^ocure his Perwanna there &ea-

10 Our Governors here are extreameh^ vexed at

our building at Mucdumpore soe that for want
of other Matter to shew their displeasure they

Catch our poor Workemen as Candegurs Washers

&ca. beating them and Makeing them give

Notes not to serve us on the other side the Water
notwithstanding which divers families are al-

ready gone hence thither who will be in a Man-
ner immediately under us being there will for

the Present be noe goods but ours cured there

on whome they will be forced to depend for a

livelyhood till other Merchants Come to live on

that side the River.

13 These 4 last nights about one or two gurries

after midnicrht we have had for 2 ; or 3 : Gurries

^
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Bricks
thrown into
our house at
midnight.

Arrived let-

ters from
hugly.

14

together bricks throuii into our factory- in Malda

but Could not learne from whence thev Came
the people here say it is the Divell and that the

house has formerly been liaunted but we rather

thinke it to be a Malda Malitious Rogue who

if Can Catch shall be sure to have his payment

for his paines.

About 10 a clock Came letters from Hugly

with Invoice of 12 chests Silver qts 60 Ingots

amounting to with charges Rups : 106496; 10 a;

9 p : advised to goe on 3 boats to Rajamaul
whether some of us intend to morrow to goe

and meet them.

Tuesday.

Presented
Rajaray.

At a Consultation
T

Present

14 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif

Mr. Jonathan Prickman
Mr. Samuel Anthonv.

Rajaray haveing been often wdth us and

ready alwaies at Call to serve us on any Occa-

tion lately began to take it ill that his good will

and paines has not been rewarded wherefore

takeing him into our Consideration that he is

Agreed with
Simbonaut
for white
clo.

Agreed with
weavers for

Reyngs.

yett to help us in many things and to encourage

him tis agreed to send for him to our new fac-

tory vith the followmg
perticulers Vizt. 1 Shaul 1 Gurdle 2| yds : Orda

:

red -cloth for his pallankeen 1 Multiplying glass

1 pr. Scizzer and 5 bottles Rosewater.
Simbonaut informing us of white cloth to be

bought for ready money at Dawadpore and

there abouts we Came to an agreement with

him and delivered him 1200 rs: on 80 ps. Tan-

geebs none to be worth less then 7 rs : and ^^

ps, Mullniulls none to be worth less then 5 rs

:

these are all to be brought into our new factory

within a mo. from this time.
Wee alsoe Came to an agreement with Divers

Weavers for Eej-ngs 300 ps. at 7 rs : Per ps. as

on former termes though we have not at this

time Cash enough to pay them their full money,
we are promised to morrow ornext day a Summe
at Interest when shall deliver them" their full

Dadine in the meane time tis agreed to pay them
somewhat in i>art to be bying thread for Warp
and to keep them from takeing Dadine of other
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The Cheif
and second
repair to dis

pose of the
silver lately-

come up.

TheRe-
maines in

Case &ca.
deld : to

Samll.

Anthony.

To goe often
to Miicdnm-
pore.

To make and
Send das-
ticks for our
goods.

people they being most of them Weavers that
have brought in their full Number of peaces of
last Dadine.

In order to the houseing and disposeing of the
12 chests of Silver now Comeing from Hugly to
Rajamaul it is thought fit that the Cheif and Mr.
Prickman to morrow repaire hence to Rajamaul,
whence the Cheif is to returne soe soone as Can
dispose of any of the said Silver or at least seen
the essa,7es of the whole parcell made and then
leave Mr. Prickman (who can now best be
'Spared hence) to see to the Coinage or Sale of

it who is required as soone as ever he has made
any money by Sale or otherwaies to send it

forthwith to us to pay off what shall be here
standing at Interest and to forward our Dadine
what possible.

The Remaines in Cash this time bemg Rups

:

631: 11a: Ip: is delivered to Samll. Anthony
who is alsoe required to take up and give his

noat for what money shall Come in as aforesaid

in our absence and deliver those Weavers agreed
Math in this Consultation their full Dadine at

our doore and as money shall hold out to be
giveing out more Dadme on former ternies for

Rejaigs Tangeebs and Mullmulls, he is likewise

to goe dayly or every other day to our new fac-

torj^ lo inspect into our Building &ea. there and
to see that all our Workemen whome we imploy
build their Conveniencies round our ground to

live there though but for a time haveing lately

had some reason for it (besides their being neare
us) divers spies too, theives by night Coming
that way being heard to utter some words as if

they had a designe on our goods housed there

which hope in few dales hence will be more
secure in our brick building wdien finished.

He ie alsoe to make and send in the hands of

our Servants Dusticks to bring what of our

goods are now ready at Orrua Shabashpore &ca,

Orungs to our new factory and if any troubles

in our absence should happen with our trouble-

some Malda Governors to send us word of it

that mav have our Advice therein and what
I--

letters Come from any parts he is to send us for

our perusal 1 :

Fvtche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman
Samuel Anthony.
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Wareho

:

and Cha

:

Genl: Ac-
cot: passed.

The Warehousekeepers Accot : of the ware-

house and Charges Genii : being perused were

passed Yizt

:

Samll: Anthony. Dr,

May—
1 To Rems : last mo.

22 To Cash .

.

Rs. As. P.

759 11 11

400

1159 11 11

Per Contra.

31 By Charges GeiiU:
By Charges Cattle

By Servants Wages

Rs.

105

29

176

As. P.

8

3 5

4 5

By Charges Dyett
By Char: Building
By Remainea in

tate

310 15 10

72 12

312 2 m

457 13 ^

1159 11 H

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman
Samll ; Anothonv.

\-

i

It

i
4

'l^

I.

Mr. Nedham
and Mr.
Prickman
went to

Rajamaull.

Arrived at

Rajamaul.

16

18

20

Visited

Rajub Allee.

momm
man sett out hence for Rajamaul.
We arrived about 4 a clock this evening at

Rajamaul by boat.
Understanding from our Vaquell here that

our business has been some dales stopi^ed and

noe dustick to be gotten for our boats unless

we pay Custome occationed bv Meirza Bajul'

Allee writeing twice ^'^ TJr^^L SnflFv Ca^ne
„ to Hodje Saffy -

about us and the Dutch which has reduced

-

orders from him one to take custome of our

wood Comeing for our building and the other tj

demand Rewanne of the Dutch &ca. in ^vhicB

&ca. he includes us, wherefore this morning ^^

went both to \dsit him and to dispute the busi-

ness whereafter shewing coppy of the King'

Phirmaund &ca. papers requireing him to tare

them in open durbar if they were of noe for<^J

and many such like pressing Arguments (he tba

wounded us knows the bf^st healine ungues
hiniJ"

ft

n-

ft

i

iTx"

l

^-

i>

i

I
i.
T- -

¥

i--

"-.
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Sent letters

to Poronia,

Arrived 3

boats silver

from hugly.

Visited the
fouzdar of

Rajaraaul.

Visited the
Cozzee,

J

Thursday.

20 Wrote to poronia at large ordering them not
to Meet the Nabob nor present him &ca. but to
come thence forthwith bringing an Accot : of

the place and Musters of all goods,
21 Arrived here 3 boats Silver from Hugly Con-

signed to us here qt : 12 chests Visited Sheeck
Golom Mohuddee the fouzdar of Rajamaul who
asked us many questions and received us verv
Civillv.

This evening we went alsoe to Meirza Zum-
maes who was very free in discourse with us

promissing all kindness in his power to give.

22 Went to visit the Cozzee and Meir Addull
who is alsoe Cozzee of Malda.

23d

Rajamaul Diary Mo. June 1681

At a Consultation

Present

•Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif

Mr. Jonathan Frickman.

vemors
it was to stop our busmess and argued our ease

with them and opened or cleared the Stop on
our Masters businesse againe we thought it a

fitt time to give them their yearly present which
alsoe Serves to gratifie their kindness now to

us and not haveing promissed any thing till

after our businesse was cleared we shall in our
opinion have much more honour in presenting

them freely as now it appeares then if had been
Compelled to it as Sometimes we are in a Man-
ner the perticulers concluded on to be given

them are as follow Vizt

:

To the Fouzdar Sheeck Golom Mohudde 2

3'^ds. Scarlet 2 yds. fine green, 2 yds. orda : red

broad cloth 2 Do. green 1 Trianguler glasse 20

botles Rosewater 1 large wax figure 1 Cristall

Cup.
To Meirza Rajub Alice Kit

Ameen and Wacka Nevice of 1
^

Scarlet 2 Do. fine green 2 do. orda: red 2 do.

orda : green 1 Cristall cup and Cover 1 Trian-

guler glasse 20 botles Rosewater.

To Mirza Ruffea Zumma Droga of the dustick

^Vlaul 2 vds. Scarlet 2 vds. orda : red broadcloth

2 do. green 10.boties Rosewater.
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Sent letters

to Mr. An-

To the Droga of the Tancksaul Dowlut Beag
3 yds. scarlet 10 bot: Rosewater.
To the Cozzee lA yds. scarlet li yd. orda:

red 1 pr. Spectacles 1 pr: Scizzers 10 botles

Rosewater.
To Meir Addull who is alsoe head Cozzee of

Malda 1 yd. Scarlett 2 yds. orda : red, 1 paire

Scizzers 1 pr. Spectacles^ 10 botles Rosewater.
To CullmuU Beag Meira Syud Jaffers Brother

who oflfitates in his place of Shar Mulka Droga
he being at Dacca 1 yA. Scarlett 1 yd. orda

:

red 10 botles Rosewater.
To Jaddoray the fouzdars Duan J yd. Scar-

i To Mam
hud Hossem, Munshy to Rajub Allee, I yd:
scarlet \ yd: orda: red I pr : Scizzers and 2

other of his writers | yd : orda : red and 2 pr

:

Scizzers.

h
i

a J vd : Scarlet

yd : orda : red 1 knife.
To Sheck Sydula Pachoutrvka Droga and

Rajuballees Mosaib I vd : Scarlet, | vd : orda:
red, 1 knife.

To sevll
: people at the Tancksaul h yd : Scar-

lett and 3 knifes it belongs not to Some of those

aboyenamed to Meddle with or disturb onr

business yet against their orders they doe and
for as much as they usually have been presented
therefore it was 'thought fitt now least they
imploy their witts against u'^ which now they

Cannot well doe : py .; j^T.^ham

Jonathan Prickman.

thony to Sent letters to Mr. Anthony ordering him to

send U3 50 send us 50 mds : lead for our Tancksaul use &ca.
md. Lead. 20 This day Arrived here from Malda 52 mds

:

Malda 5?°" 4 Se
:
Lead with advice thereof for our use in

mds : 4 se

:

on
^^^^ *° ^^^^ ^"^ Chandyes and Essayes.

lead. ^^ A Genii : letter bemg drawn up read and ap-

Sent a Gene. proved was sent forward to his worship &ca.
rail tohugly. in Hugly :
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AccoT: Currant Hitgly. Dr.

June

—

30 To Ballance
Rs. As. P.

. . 244447 15 7

Per Contra.

Rs. As. P.
1

By Ballance last

Mo.
By Ingots Silver

By cha : M e r -

chand : on
do : hither ,

.

137951 4 10

lOBiGl 5 3

235 5 6

244447 15 7

r

W

Fvtche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman

Cash.
June

—

1 To Ballance last mo :

To Quicksilver 1 md:
20 sr: @ 4r:
4 a : per Seer .

.

16 To Peranaut at In-
terest at 1 r

:

2a: Per Cent
Per Mo.

To Accot : Interest
on 3300 rs: da-
dinee at 1^ Per
Cent , ,

Dr.
Rs. As. P.

2262 11 I

255

3000

41 4

4558 15 1

Per Contra Cr.

Rs. As. P.

1 By

14 By
By

By
By

Rajamaul resid-

ence paid the
house keeper 6
mo3 : wages to

the end May . -

Samuel Anthony
Pahlaud for

wood expe : .

.

Simbodasse
Accot: plate for

a horse furni-

ture of silver

qt : ps : of 8 . . .

rs: 123 5J a:
Makeing
do: 10

9
400

142

1200

133 5 6

P : By rarities for pre-

sezita Vizt

:

1 fineshaul 15

^
6 knifes in

a Case , . 4 8
1 putka

siIke &sil-

* »ver
1 large wax

40

figure * • 12

35 8

16

24

Bv Jona : Prickman
for expences at

Rajamaul
By Weavers Reyngs
By Samuel Anthony

150

2100
400 6

By Ballance • •

4569 15

989 1

4558 15 1

Fv: Nedham
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Wednesday

Agreed that
Mr. Nedham
repaires to
Malda.

4

6

Rajamaul Diary Mo. July 1681.

Came news from Malda that by reason of the
Jidgea which now is very hott there and heavy
on the poore people which makes our Taggad-
gers Complaine that many Weavors run away
but question not but when the heat is over they
will come againe.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif
Mr. Jonathan Prickman

Haveing for many daies Ijusicd our Selfes to

find out the tricks of the Tancksaul or Mint and
to see Essayes of our Silver made as well at our

house as at the Mint which being done (tho not

to our satisfaction) they not agreeing with our

English Essayes according to the proportion of

difference advised by his Worship" : &ca. from
Hugly, yet seeing we have tryed all manner of

wayes Could Invent to find out if possible some
profitable reason of the difference in vaine for

that the Chandyes Geuuerally agreed, most of

the essayes comemg out alike proportionable
their finess even to a Ruttee in 93 rs : wt : and
because the time of the yeare for giveuig out

Dadinee for this Shippmg begins to Spend a

pace and for that Mr. Nedhams presence is

required in Malda therefore it is resolved and
ordered by this Councell (as most proffitable to

our Honble. Masters) that Mr. Nedham repaires
to his charge there and that Mr. Prickman have-
ing seen the way of coyning goe on with that

business as fast as possible that our giveing out

dadinee be not hindred as it must needs be if

Should Stay for answer to the premisses from
hugly which wee are Confident will neither way
be any proffit to our Honble. Masters haveing
left noe Stone mitumed to find out the right

Essayes of the silver : wherefore we are of opi-
nion that there might be a mistake in the pro-
portion of difference advised us from Hugly
betwixt our English Standard and the Standard
of Rupees

:

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman
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Mr. Nedham
arrived from
Rajamaul.

7

Came letters

from Raja-
maul,

Came letters
from hugly.

Betimes in the morning Mr. Nedham Sett out
from Rajamaul very Sick for Malda where he
arrived the Same day about 2 a clock in the
afternoone.

Came new[sl from Rajamaul that 34 Peter
boats were arrived there from Pattana and that
Rajub Allee denies to give them his pass pre-
tending that Boolchund has a late order from
the Nabob to take Custome of us but that we
suppose to be onely wind and will blow over
presently.

Came letters from Hugly with Coppy of

Hodgee Zoffv Cawns new phirwanna dated Oc-
tober 2d : 1680.

17 Rajaray haveing severall dales endeavoured
to borrow of us about rups : 2000 for 2 : mos :

to make up his Mungemull and finding wee
Could not be wrought upon by faire words to

day he Sett himself to Molest our affaires what
he could sending people to plow up the high
way ncAvly made about our factorj^ ground and
to Make againe the way upon the Aul by the
river in our ground as formerly but he missed
of his Aime some of his people that attempted
it haveing received their due reward from our
Peons and Dandyes ran away which ended that

dispute.

Arrived from
Rajamaul
mint 15000
rs:

Malda and Englezavad Diary Mo, July 1681.

20 Came news from Rajamaul that the Peter
boats were released there.

24 Came from Rajamaul mint 15000 rs : with
advice thereof from Mr. Prickman.

Munday 25th

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fvtche Nedham Cheif

Mr. Samuel Anthony

Accot: Cash
passed.

Warehouse
Accot: and
Charges Ge-
neral! Ac-
<^ots: passed.

The Accot : of Cash for last Mo : being perused
was passed the remaines being rups : 989 la: 7 p

:

Samuel Anthony haveing brought in his ware-
house Accot : and accot : of charges Generall
which being perused was jmssed as follows

:
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Saml: Ajstthony. DT' Per Contba. Gr

June— Rs. As. G. Rs. As. G.

1 To Rems : last Mo : 457 13 8| 30 By Charges Genii : 137 14 10

14 To Gash 400 By Charges Cattle 27 8
24 To Cash.. .. 400 By Servants Wages 188 2 15

353 9 5

By Charges Dyett 70 3 10

By Charges Build-
ing . . . . 283 2 15

706 15 10

Per Rems : in

tattee . . 464 10 8^
In Cash . . 96 3 10

550 13 18i

1257 13 8i 1257 13 8i

Our troubles at Malda with the Crowry &ca.

growing to a great height about our not Suffer-

ing our goods to be Chauped and goeiiig to

Muckdumpore to live to looke after our business
there, whether most of our goods now are

brought, (and alsoe to see after our builders)
therefore it is thought very necessar^y and

Agreed to agreed on to bu\' 8 begaes" ground rnore of

2r7und^?ore
^^^iaray lying neare our factory gate Northward

of Rajaray.
^n one side the way which ^vili afford us earth
for our building and alsoe a tanck in time
without charge, to wash the Honble. Com-
panies goods in, on which ground we intend God
willing this yeare to Cundy Nurd and Cure the

Honble Companies goods, it being a plac^
every waies convenient for that purpose and
neare the River also the curing the goods in

our own ground Mill cleare us of many troubles
Vizt. of the Malda Governors Clamouring that
we breake and spoyle their Orung by makeing
one here which now cannot be pretended whilst

.
we suffer noe goods to be cured in our Corconna
but our own Seeing that if thev were to be
cur^ m Malda they ought of right to have noe
proffit by it, alsoe it will hinder now and here-
alter any Governours from begarring our worke-
mon nor hindring our worke thev being within

, therefore this day Rajaray Choudryour ground
was sent for who being Come with the Cozzee
ana C.ongoes Gomastahes of his purgona the
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ground was nieazured with the same line with

our factory ground Eigh[t] begaes and the

marks of its bounds noted and the price agreed

for it was 40 rs : according to which he forth-

with gave us a note which was Signed and wit-

nessed accordingly.

Agreed with Rajaray haveing the Command of most of

Rajaray for the brick and Stone in these parts and Gower
brick and ^^a. and the waters being now high and fitt

^^^'
time to bring them cheap, wherefore have al-

ready sent our own people to bring bricks and
understand the charge and alsoe discoursed with

Rajaray about the same and finding he was
willing to take that business upon him and that

' he would help us with brick much cheaper than

we can bring them our Selfes, considering the

great Number of fisher boats in his jurisdiction

which are all at his beck and that there is Con-

veyance by water to us thence but just in the

time of the highest water soe that if Slip this

oppertunity our building must lye still in the

dry time or must pay dearer for our bricks and
may be not gett what we want neither, there-

fore after good consideration how to deale with

him we now have agreed with him for 105 lack

bricks at 3500 Per Rupee each weighing 2sr:

14 ch : hugly weight which in all amounts to

Rupees 3000 of which tis agreed to pay him
downe 2000 rs : now and the rest 10: or 15

daies hence as see bricks come in they are to be

delivered us at the river Side on our ground.

Agreed for Persaud Moodee haveing brought in his former
Cossaes. dadinee we Came to an agreement with him for

700 ps : Cossaes of Orrua on Simbodass his last

Muster on which is ordered to pay him 7000 :

Rupees and dispatch him thither before the

Dutch Picars who are now on goeing with a

good Summe, Here in these parts is noe allow-

ance of Batta on Sicca Rupees as have often

proved yett in Comph'ance with the Worship-

full Agent &ca. orders we shall force the Picars

and weavers to Allow 1 Per Cent tho we are

certaine will be perfect loss to them unless they

are considered for it in prizing their goods and

for what is paid out othervvaies then on dadinee

Can gett noe Batta for, therefore are forced to

pay it as peet that our businesse may goe on

:

Fytche Nedham
Samll : Anthony
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Ibrain beag
came from
poronia.

25 Ibraim beag that Allabardy

The Pitan
merchants
visited us at

our new fac-

tory.

The fouzdar
of Maida
went to

Dacca.

!

The Delols
have given
notes not to
come neare
our Factory

29

30

31

Poronia is returned Sick and reports to us that
Allabardy and Hergolol were ready to Come,
thence and might expect them in 5 or 6 daies.

All the Malda Pitan Merchants Came to visit

us at our new factory, where we feasted them
with what the time and place aiforded and Con-
tracted friendship with them after the Manner
of the Country which is not wont to hold long.

Ramabeag fouzdar of Malda being Some dales

Since Taggeerd went this day from Malda to-

wards Dacca.
Came order to Jeamshirebeag to have the

Chaup Nurd and Cundimaul and Gautkaguzzer
of Malda from Monerams people from this day
forward.

We are at it tooth and Naile with Jeamshire-
beag Malda Crowry and have been a long time
about the Chaup and our new factor}^ but hope
now shall come to arbitration both Sides desire-

jng it, yett neither bows as yett, if we can carry
it now Suppose shall have noe more quarrells
with Malda, but the Crowrv' and Hemarraine
Ray is very stiff and desirous to keep us under
Malda, they dajdy scare us with the news of the

Nabobs phirwanna Comeing to order us to buy
noe goods but in Malda and there not wdthout
the chaup, all Delols have given notes and are
K>rbid on Perill of Confiscation of their goods
&ca. to Come neare us, wherefore perhaps shall

now try and prize our goods our Selfes, soe that
if can but Satisfy our weavers and picars this

bout without the Delols hence forward a Delol
ShaU not Come withui our Doores, twill be a

good oppertunity to Shake them off.
Accot

: Currant Hugly is as last Mo

:

Fytche Nedham
Samll : Anthonv
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I

i

Cash.

July—
1 To Ballance last

mo:
18 To Ramnaut at In-

terest at 1 r

:

2a: Per .Cent
Per Mo

:

25 To Sicca Rups :

reed : from the
Mint

25 To Accot : Interest
on 7000 rs : Da-
dinee at IJ Per
Cent

To Accot : Batta on
9000 rs: at 1

Per Cent

Dr.

Rs. As. P,

989 1 7

Per Contra.

500

1 5000

6 By Saml : Anthony
15 By Pahlaud for

timbers for our
factory

18 By Saml: Anthony
25 By Rajaray Chow-

dry on bricks

and 8 begaes
land

By Persaud Moodee
30 By Saml: Anthony

Rs. As. P.
400

411 6

400

87 8

By Ballance

2040
7000
677 11 7

10929 1 7
5737 8

90

16666 9 7 16666 9 7

Came letters 2d
from Hugly.

Fvtclie Nedham.

Englezavad Diary Mo. August 1681.

Came letters from Hugly advisaing of 2 Ships
the George and Anns Arrivall in Ballasore
Road &ca.

Friday

At a Consultation

Present

5th

The Accot

:

of Cash
passed.

Sent letters
to hugly.

Jeamshire-
beag promis
ses to come
to our new
Factory,

5th

Mr. Fvtche Needham Cheif

Mr. Samuel Anthony
The Remaines of the Accot : of Cash to the

end of last month being found to be 64 rs : 4^ a :

was passed.

A Generall letter being drawne up read and
approved was sent forward to his worship i&ca.

Councell in Hugly : r^^tche Nedham
Samll : Anthony

Jeamshirebeag proraissed our Vaquel to come
to our new Factory on Mimday next to see the

Chief and Accommodate the quarrells betwixt
him and us.

Satterday
the

At a Consultation

Present

6th Mr. Fytche Needham Chief

Mr. Samuel Anthony

Haveing many dales before this time Called

and discoursed with our weavors and Merchants
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about takeing our new dadinee (tho we could
have wished the other had been first prized
which could not be for our troubles with the

oifr Mer^'*''
Government) which they now agreed to take

chants and ^^ ^^^ former musters tho not without much
weavers for Jangling and disputes Silke and thread is now
goo'^s. dearer then it ^-as then \vhicli we promissed to

consider them for the limited time for bringing
there goods in and prizeiiig them is the end of

October next the perticulers and quantities are
as foUoweth Vizt

:

To Sookdeave Tundun
Tanjeebs . . 150 ps : at 12 rs : is 1800
MuUmuUs . . 150 ps : at 10 ,, „ 1500
Orrua Cossas 200 ps : at 10 „ ., 2000
To Muttuck and Trepore Saw 5300

Tanjeebs . . 150 ps : at 12 rs : is 1800
Mullmulls . . 250 ps : at 10 „ is 2550

4300
To Divers weavors on the Severall .si)rts goods

as follows

Elatchaes .. 131 ps: at 9 rs: Per ps

:

30 co: lo: and 2 brd : .. 1179
Seersuckers 100 ps : at -8 rs : Per ps :

do : lo : and brd : . . 800
Chandenyes 320 ps : at 6 : do : lo : and

^ brd: ..... 1920
Orungshies 75 ps : at 5 : do: lo: and

brd: .. .. 375
tharconnaes 100 ps : at 4^ do : lo : and

^ brd: .. .. 450
l^o-

.
. 370 ps : at ^ do : lo : and

.Nehallewares 180 ps : at 4| Per ps : 30

.r , ,
co: lo: and 2 brd: is .. 810

Mundeebs .. 398 ps : at 10| do: lo

:

^ . ^ and brd: .. .. 4170
ianjeebs .. 29 ps : at 15 Per ps : 40

^ CO : lo : and 2 brd : . . 435
^^-

.. 1141 ps: at 12 do: lo : and

Mullmulls
.

. 2100 ps : at 10 do : lo : and
^ . brd: .. .. 21000
R«y"^g«

. . 260 ps : at 7 do : lo : and
brd: .. .. 1820

Which amounts to in all rs : . . ^57555

Fytche Nedham
Samll : Anthony.
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Visited

Sheck Fut-
tula.

JeaijQsh ire-

beag hales
our picars to
prison beat-
ing them
<fcca.

This evening
arrived a
boat from
Rajamaul
with Rups

:

13900.

8 Last night we being invited to feast at Nabob
Muck rubcaunes house and Sheck Futtulaes
house this morning we went being over against
Malda where we mett the Pitan Merchants &ca.
people of note hereabouts, and a new Fouzdar
goeing to Gooragaut ^vho promissed us his
favour if at an^^ time should have oecation in
those parts, Ave were Set above all at the feast
and rated very curteouslv.

About 10 a clock this morning Came a new
Fouzdar to Malda (which hindred Jeamshire
beags comeing to the feast and alsoe to meet us
as promissed) Sent by Boolchund Hernarraine
haveing putt all his Governments on both Sides
the water into his Command himselfe not bemg
able to deale with us and the Pitans, that by
meanes of Boolchunds Strick Governing he may
A^'orke his ends on us, to make our weavers pay
the Chop &ca. as the Pitans pray but we have
not Suffered our weavors yet to pay any nor
hope shall not have oecation.

Last night Jeamshire Beag hearing that the
Malda picars came to us to take our Puttun not-
wfthstanding their obligation passed to him to

the Contrary, sent and haled manv of them to

prison beating and forceing from them &ca.
^^'hich if not remided from Dacca our business
will be hindred on that Side the water he hath
alsoe sett divers PunscAvys on the river betwixt
Malda and our new Factory and alsoe below it

to hinder any goods comeing to us yet notwith-
standing we have brought goods of our Malda
goods hither on our Budgera to be prized and
Cured here with the rest and hope to get the
remaining part hither by the same Conveyance
A\ hither he will or noe.

This evening late Came a boate with 13900
Rups : and advice from I\Ir. Prickman at Raja-
maul that the Silver is neare all in the Tanck-
saull and that our business has been long de-

tarded by reason of Roggee the Saymasters
Sickness not being able to come to the Tanck-
saul and that x\o\\ he is somewhat recovered and
Comes againe to worke and hopes Shall have
all CojTied in 10 dayes more now alsoe came
Answers to our letters wrote to Rajub Allee and
the Droga of the Tancksaul Avho both promise

fare, the first, that he Avill Avrite to Dacca as

desired about our affaires for which he expects
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Sent letters

to Mr. Prick-

man at Kaja-
maul.

Allabardy
and Hercrolol

came from
poronia.

Came letters

from Mr.
Prickman
with 9100
Rups : sicca.

Sent letters

to Rajaraaul
with lOMds:
20 Sr : Lead.

Jeamshire-
beag promis-
ses to Come
to our new
factory to

put an end
to the quar-
rells made
betwixt us.

a reward and the other that he will keep the

Custome of the Mint Amount till has order from

Hodjee Sofly Cawne about [it], there is alsoe a

New Wackanavice Come
Mamood Lumma.

to Rajamaul Called

9 Sent letters to Mr. Prickman at Rajamaul! in

answer to his to us of the 7th Currant.

11 Sent to Rajamaul adviseing that have news

from Pattana that a new Phirmaund is come to

cleare the Custome of the Taneksaul &ca.

1

1

Allabardj' with Hergolol arrived from Poronia.

12 Came letters from Mr. Prickman with Rupees

9100 : from the Mint.

13

Sr

Sent Letters to Rajamaul with 19 mds: 20

more of lead to Mr. Prickman haveing ad-

vice that he has agreed with a Merchant for 40

mds.
Our Vaquel brought us word againe that by

meanes of Meiza Syud Beage and other friends

Jeamshire Beag has againe promissed to Come

to our ne\Y Factory to put Some end to the

quarrells now betwixt us to morrow which being

Sunday our Vaquell Avas ordered to put the

meeting of till the Munday.

Munday

Agreed with
picars and
weavers for

goods.

At a Consultation

Present

15 Mr. Fvtche Xedham Cheife

Mr. Samuel Anthonv

Haveing discoursed with more Picars and

weavors wee Came to an agreement with them

for the following goods on Same termes with

those of the 6th Currant Perticuler Sorts and

quantities are as followeth

:
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To divers weavers Vizt.

Charconnaes 20 ps : 30 eovds : lo :

and 2 brd : at 4i rs

:

Per

Do.
ps: 90

Nehallewars
1050

Mundeell

Tanjeebs

Do.

180
8

MulmuUs

300 ps : do : lo : and brd :

at 3| Per ps

:

40 ps: 36covd: lo : and
2 brd : at 4| Per ps : .

.

102 ps : Do : lo : and broad
at 10 1 Per ps :

10 ps : 40 covds : lo : and
2 brd: at 15 rs : Perps: 150

140 ps : do : lo : and brd :

at 12

100 ps : do : lo : and brd :

at 10

* 1071

1788

To Sookdeave Tnndun Vizt.
1000

MulmuUs 200 ps : 40 CO : lo : and 2
brd : at 10

To Persaud Moode Vizt.
Orrua Cossaes 200 ps : 40 co : lo : and 2

2000

brd : at 10 • • 7000

14329

August.

Agreement
of peace
made
betwixt

Jeamshire-
beag and us
at our new
^ctory at
Englezavad.

Fytche Nedham
Samll: Anthony.

mominISth This . ^ ^_^ ^__
Malda to our new Factory at Englezavad bv
Muckdumpore with Meza Syud beag and Dawad
Cawne the chief of the Pitan Merchants where
we civilly received them feasting them accord-
ing to their and our manner with which they
were very well pleased and became very earnest
with us and Jearashire Beag to be friends, they
promissing for him and he himself alsoe that
our business should not be troubled farther but
Contrarily in what lay in his power he was and
should hence forward be ready to help us, it is

now alsoe agreed betwixt us that he shall not
Meddle with, nor chop our Puttun goods nor
force any thing from our weavors and picars in
the name of chop money on our goods, but what
Can gett of them on other pretences by fair
meanes in time to cleare our picars &ca!^ from
paying any Chop money on our goods without
farther trouble from Dacca, tho an order on
him to that purpose would not be amisse for he
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Mr, Jona-
than Prick-

man came
from Raja-
m aul.

Mi\ Jona-
than Prick-

man and
Mrs. Marv
Cole was
Marryed.

Mr. Jona-
than Prick-

raan with his

wife went to
Rajamaul.

The Cheif

&ca went to

Malda.

haveing heard that we have wrote to Dacca

against him tis very like it partl}^ Scared him

into an agreement with us Least afterwards

should be forced to it with shame and truly

twas not with much honour to him now for all

the country laugh to see him Stoop soe that has

alwaves been soe high and Stiff.

Mr. Jonathan Prickman came from Rajamaul

haveing as he saith gotten all our silver into the

Tancksaul and is coyning wdiich made him soe

bould to Come over hither that he might be

Marryed according to Contract to Mrs. Mary Cole

before Mrs. Nedham went down to Hugly which

is intended in few dayes.
18 Being Thursday about 11 a Clock w^as Con-

sumated the Marrage betwixt Mr. Jonathan

Prickman and Mrs. Mary Cole the rights being

performed by Samuel Anthony according to the

use of the Church of England all the Dutch and

English of this place being present
21 Mr. Jonathan Prickman returned with his

wife to his business at Rajamaul.
22 Our Vaquel went to Jeamshirebeag to know

why he continues still to hinder our businesse

and vex our people contrary to our late agree-

ment whose answers are full of tricks and

quibles Avhereby understand shall have noe

setled peace but by nieanes from Dacca.
23 The Cheif &ca. \vent to Malda Intending to

pay Jeamshire Beag vizt : and try if can find

what he aims at but he would not be spoken

with then
J
wherefore we left our vaquel and re-

turned to our business at our new' factory.

This evening Mr^i. Nedham with Mrs. Story

went hence for hugly.

Wednesday 24th

Sent letters

to hugly.

Wareho

:

Accot: and
cha: Gene-
rail Accofc

:

passed

.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif
Mr. Samuel Anthony

,s

e
A Generall letter to the Worshipfull Matthia

Vincent &ca. Councell being drawne at larg'

displaying our great troubles againe with ou

Malda Governours, was approved and orderea

With speed. . _^

' brought in his Warehouse
-_.. _? .1 ^^«or« and

forward
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buildiag for last month which is passed as fol-

loweth

:

Saml: Anthony. Dr. Per Contra.

July—
1 To Remaines

Mo:
G To Cash .

.

18 To Do. .•

30 To Do.
:M To Do.

Rs. As. G.
last

* •

550
400
400
277
400

13 1^

11 12

By Charges Gene-
rail .

.

By Charges Cattle
By Servants Wages

Or.

Rs. As. G.

180 12 10

26 13 16
202 8 05

/
By Charges Dyett
By Accot : building
Rems : in

tatte ..855 13 8
In Cash 40 2 17^

410
92

630

2 10

6 15

896 5i

2028 9 lOJ 2028 9 lOJ

Fytche Nedham
Samll : Anthony

26 Sent Allabardy and Hergolol hence to Hugly
to give their relation of Poronia with their

Accot.

Came a letter from Rajamaul with 8700 rs.

by boat accompanied by 4 peons,
28 Sent Generall advices to Hugly adviseing that

here is news of a Phirwanna on us sent to Bool-
chund a copy of which is come to the Fouzdar
of Malda and that he will not shew it us &ca,

at larg.

29 Sent letters to Mr. Prickman at Rajamaul
desireing him to make what hast possible to

finish the Mmt business, and sent him 3 j^ards

broadcloth &ca.
Came letters 30 Came letters from his worship &ca. in Huglj

Sent Alla-
bardy with
Hergolol
hence to
hugly.

Came letters
from Raja-
maul with
8700 rs:

Rups: Sic-

<;aes.

Sent letters
to Hugly.

Sent letters
to Rajamaul.

from Hugly.

Came a dus-
tick from
Boolchund.

Stormy
weather.

with Invoyce of Silver to Rajamaul amount to

Rups: 131196 13 a: &ca.
31 Came a dustick from Boolchund directed to

us ordering us to leave this our new factorj^ and
goe live at Malda and buy and sell there and
noe where else &ca. procured by lyes wrote of

us by Jeamshire Beag to him and Hernarraine

at Dacca.
These last 10 or 12 dayes has been sad rainy

weather and the 4 last of them soe windy with

aU night and day that many brick houses in

Malda are fallen therewith doeing much hurt
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and very many earthen -walls and houses are

laid flatt yet notwithstanding its fury thanke

God our new building gott little damage there-

by vett at Malda all our hired places leake and

about 20 covds : of wall fallen downe and much
more likely to fall the walls being uneven and

wett through,

31 Sent letters to Mr. Prickman and returned

him Coppy of his Worships letter to us with In-

voyce of Silver now Sent from thence to Raja-

maul we visited our no^y Fouzdar of Malda who
gave us very Sweet words to pump our Inten-

tions to find out if t\\ as possible to make us

leave our new factory and come to Malda ornoe
and offering to be A mean to end our quarrells

with Jeamshirebeag for which we thanked him
tho wee know tis not in his power he being in a

manner under him his businesse being only to

helpe Jeamshire Beag where his owne power
will not doe.

Accott
: Currant Hugly is as last Mo

:

Fytche Nedham
Samll : Anthonv
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Cash. Dr. Per Contra, Cr.

1 To
Augst. 1681—

Ballance last Mo

:

10 To Sicca Rups : from
Rajamaul
Do
Do.

11 To
20 To

Rs. As.

5737 8

13900
9100
18000

21 To Siccaes from Raja-
maul .

.

To Jona : Prickman
Acco ; Lead &
siccaes Sould : at
what rates not
yet known
Siccaes from Raja-
maul ..

Acco : Interest on
62766 rs: 13a:
dadinee at 1^ Per
Cent ,

.

To Accot : batta on
60900 rs : dadine
at 1 Per Cent

27 To

To

• •

2200

2800

8700

784 9

609

6483 L li

Augsfc.

2 By
Rs. As.

4 By

6 By

15 By
By

16 By

17 By
26 By
30 By

By
By
By
By
By
By
By

Hinguttdas &
Chandr : Cawne
Errendyes &ca.
Simbonaut on
Tanjeebs & Mul-
muUs . -

Sookdeave Tun-
dun .

.

* »

« •Trepore Saw
Persaud Moodee
Rajaray Chowdry
on bricks
Saml: Anthony
Do.
Weavors Elat-

chaes .

.

do. Tanjeebs
do. Mullmulls .

.

do. Seersuckers..

do. Chandenyes..
do. Orungshies
do. Charconnaes
do. Nehallewars
do. MundeelsBy

By do. Reyngs
«

#

By Ballance • •

4382 13

5000

7300
4300
7000

1000
400
4600

1179
8065
11500
800

1920
375

2885
990

5250
1820

64766 13

64 4i

64831 IJ

Fy : Nedham

Satterday 3d

Accot: Cash
passed.

Englezavad Diary Mo: September 1681

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Chief

Mr. Samuel Anthony

The Accot : of Cash being perused was passed
being

4i

Agreed to
fiend our
vaquell to
Koolchund.

wanna from him Stopped all our business here

to

to

there for us to See if Possible by any meanes he
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Sent a letter

with our
vaquell to

Boolchuad.
s

Agreed with
Rajaray
Chowdry for

Stone.

Sookdeave
went hence
to Cassambr

Killed a
Dear.

Came a letter

from James
Price our
Vaquell at

Dacca.

Wrote to

James Price
o\ir Dacca
Vaquell.

Came a dus-
tick from
Boolchund.

Presented
the Fouzdar
of Malda
with i yd

:

Scarlett.

may gett the said Phirwanna reversed or soe

that our business may goe on here in spite of

the Malda Governours in order to which it is

agreed to Send with Sookdeave a letter to Bool-

chund relateing to our quarrells with the Malda

Governours &ca, drawn up in Persia[n] at

large.

Rajaray Chowdry proffering us Fillers and

other sorts of stone for our building wherefore

we have made now an agreement with him for

a parcell to be brought this raiue time to our

gaut or landing place at our Factory and order

Rupees 500 to be delivered him thereon

:

Fytche Nedhani
Samuel Anthon\

to

sumbazar on the business above mentioi
whom we seat alsoe a letter to Mr. Charnock

to our Vaquel in

what thev can.
h/

This afternoon a Dear being hunted on Her-

narraines side in Shapore took the R^ver over

against our new Factory where we coursed and

killed it which much offended our opposites

of it.

great

4 atCame a letter from James Price Vaquel
-uacca Informing us Hernarraine by his lying

Storys has procured a Phirwanna to Boolchund
s to raise our new Factory and live at Maldaonus

7

8

v^xi «.i vyj lo-iac uur new jp actory ana live at mtw""
againe pretending that bv our comeing hither

he shall loose 24000 Rups : yeerly which can

noe wayes be proved &ca.
Wrote the whole Story of our troubles to

James Price our Dacca Vaquel and advised Mr.

Hervy &ca. of it that may understand all from
him we not haveing assistance enough to write

It in English.

This morning came an other dustick or Pher-
Avanna from Boolchund grounded on a Pher-

wamia from the Nabob with a Chupdar ordering
us to leave our new Factory forthwith and goe

live at Malda and buy and sell there paving the

'-/hop &ca. threatning us and our new building
with many great words.

Presented Sybram Ray Malda fouzdar J
yd.

Scarlett for his sword.
This evening the Chief and third went hence
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The Chief
&ca. went to

Malda.

Stormy
weather.

The fouzdar
&ca. came to
oxir house in

Malda.

Arrived let-

ters from
Rajamaul
with 10000
ra: Siccaes

This evening

to Malda to dispute our case with Jeamshire
Beag the Fouzdar &ca.

9 Much wind and Raiue.
10 Do.
11 Noe Stirring out for bad weather,
12 The Fouzdar and Jeamshire Beag with Boo[l]-

chunds Chupdar and many otliei^s Came to our

house in Malda where we had much dispute

with them to little purpose for noe agreement
was made save that in ord-er to Complyance
Avith the Nabobs and Boolchunds Phirwannaes
we promissed that we would not act any thing

of Merchandize till should have farther orders

which vexed them to the heart yett ithey could

not Say wee Slighted those high orders tho we
did not directlv obev them.

came letters from Rajamaul
with 10000 rs : from Mr. Prickman who advizes

that our other business there is wholly Stopped
Rajub AUee and Ruffea Zumma denying to give

any more dusticks for boats the former swareing

that if we She\r not Hodjee Zoffy Cawnes Phir-

wanna to clear us quickly he will take Custome
of us &ca.

13 Went to Malda to repay Jeamshire beags vizit

to us and to try him farther if a good agreement

by any meanes might be made with him that

our goods might be prized and cured here at

our new Factory where they are and our Cor-

connae read}' for that purpose : there not being

at Malda a quarter roome enough besides that

which is standing after the Storrae is most thack

and open very dangerous for fires &ca. and alsoe

the damage our goods will Sustaine by tumbling

up and downe and carrying from one place to

another^ but noe good could be done he being

rather more exasperated then Inclined towards

peace expecting now in few dayes to be Tag-

geered endeavours to get Avhat he Can by faire

or fowle meanes the -whole Country Crying out

of him. especially our weavors picars whom he

useth Cruelly beating and Imprisomiing all Can

Catch and forceth money from them which

hindreth their and our business much.
Sent letters 14 Sent letters to his worship &ca. in Hugly one
^l^^^gly.

dated the 8th the other the 14th Currant both

pictureing out our troubles at Large with divers

other coppyes of Lettei^s and papers to the Same
purpose sent to divers places.
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Thursday
the

15th

Sent a letter

to Bool-
chund.

Wareho

:

Accots: &
charges
Genii: Ac-
cots : passed.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fvtche Nedliam Cheif

Mr. Samuel Anthony

A Letter to Boolchund about our troubles

being drawne up was approved and ordered to

be Sent forward with copy of Do. to our Vaquel
there with a letter alsoe of Instructions to him,

Mr. Samuel Anthony haveing brought in his

Accots : of the warehouse which on perusall was

passed as alsoe the Accot : of charges Generall

and building which is as followeth

:

Samll; Anthony. Dr Per Contra. Cr.

\

Augsfc.—
1 To Remainea

mo. .

.

17 To Cash,.
26 To Do. .

.

31 To Do. .

.

last

• *

Rs. As. G.

896
400
600
100

31 By Charges Gene-

5J rail .

.

By Charges Cattle
By Servants Wages

Rs. A. G.

208 11 10

24 11 10

188 10 10

By Accot : building
By Charges Dyett
Jiy packing stuff 4J

rods : Cotton

422
508 3

66 13

1 10

llrs: Permd: 49 8

By Remaines vizt

:

In Cha : M e r -

chand . . 566 4
In Accot: build-

ing . . 297 9 8
In Charges Genii : 58
In Cash . . 27 9 7i

1046 8 10

1996 5J

949 6 I5i

1996 51

F}^: Nedham
Samuel Anthony

Came letters

from Raja-
maul.

16 Came advice from Rajamaul with Coppy of a

pirwanna from Hodjee Soffy cawne to Dowlut
beag ordering him to take 4 re : Per Cent Cus-
tome of us and the Dutch in the Tancksaul.

ftent letters of advice to Jeames : Price Vaquel
at l^acca about our troubles here with Jeamshire
iieag and alsoe those at Rajamaul.
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Arrived let-

ters from
Rajamaul
with 11500
rs:

Came letters

from James
Price at
Dacca.

Presented
Lol Cawn
with i yd

:

scar

Presented
AUumchund
Sekedar with
i yd : broad-
cloth.

16

17

29

Came this evening from Rajamaul 11500 rs

:

with advice thereof and how that all Merchants
that deale with us or the dutch has put a Stop

m
Can find any remedy to cleare the Custome or
at least to take off the \ rupee that is now put
on us and the Dutch more then before.
Came news from James Price at Dacca that

nothing was to be done with the Nabob nor
Hemarraine without money &ca.

Presented Lol Cawne Boolchunds asswar that
came on us with J yd. scarlett.

Presented AUumchund Sekedar of Gopaulpore

finish
I

Accot : Currant Hugly is as last month.

Fytche Nedham
Samll. Anthonv
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Cash.

Sepr.

1

14

17

30

To Ballance last mo

:

To sicca rups : from
Rajamaul

To Do
To accot : Interest on

18500rs: dadinee
at 1 i Per Cent .

.

To accot : Batta on
Siccaes 15500 da-
dinee at 1 Per Ct.

Dr.

Ra. As.
64 4:1

10000
11500

231 4

155

21950 81

Pek Contra.

i

U B^

3 By Charges Genii

:

presented the
Dutch Doctor for
manv vizits &
phisick adminis-
tred to Sevll: 4
goldMohursatl2
rs : J each

By Rajaray Chowdry
on stones for our
building
Saml : Anthony
for expence

16 By weavers Tanjeebs
17 By Do. Mullmulla ..

26 By Saml : Anthony
for expence

29 By accot : Salary to
this day pd: to
divers vizt

:

Fytche Nedham
the ^ years sa-

lary from the
25th March
past to this day
at 40 Per an: 8814

Jona: Prickman
do. at 20 . . 44 7
Saml : Anthony
do. at 20 , . 44

Or.

Rs. As.

49

500

500
8000

10500

600

By Samll

:

for

pence

7

Anthony
genii : ex-

177 12^

By Ballence

400

20726 I2i

1223 12

21950 H

F\'tche Nedham

Came letters

from Dacca.
1

Went to
Malda to
meett Jeam-
shirebeag
&ca.

Sent letters

toRojaraaul.

Efiglezavad Diary Mo: October 168L
Came letters from Dacca with coppy of Hod]

-*tty cawnes Phirwanna on Boolchimd whici
signifies httle or nothing to our businesse here.

3

' --- ^^ iuaiaa to meet Jeamshirebeag «ca.
a^ci end our troubles with them but was dis-

sopoynted and put off tUl Munday next.
V^ ent againe to Malda in vainef
^ent letters to Mr. Prickman at Rajamaul in

I-

b"

answ
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I

The Dutch
Vaquell
spoyles our
late agree-
ment.

139

4 Att Malda the papers of agreement with
Jeamshirebeag and us being ready and all per-
ticiilers on both sides agreed to some Devill or
other we suppose the dutch vaquel or Meady-
beag (Avho both were with Jeamshirebeag then

to
Signe and finish our agreement) has Instilled
other thoughts into him soe that he came not
but Sent us word he could not Stand to those
termes nor concent that wee cure our goods anv
where but in Malda &ca.
We

agree
ment and that he gave Jeamshirebeag Some-
what not to be friends with us.

Accot: Cash
passed.

Charges
Genii: Ac-
cots : passed

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedhani Oheif
Mr. Samuel Anthony

The accot : of Cash after jperusall was passed
the remaines being found to be Rs

:

Mr, Anthony brought in his accots : of charges
genii : which was passed as followeth :

Samll : Anthony. Dr. Peb Contba. Cr

Sept.

I To Remaines
Mo. .

,

14 To Cash .

.

28 To Do. ,.

30 To Do. .

.

last

V • 949
400
600
400

6 15|

By Charges
rail

Gene-
# #

By charges Cattle
By Servants wages

175 1 5
27 10 15

182 13

By Accot : building
By charges Dyett
By Rems ; vizt

:

In cha ; Mer-
chand . . 795

In charge 3

buildings 338 7 10
In charges

Genii: .. 46 4
In Cash . . 55 6 5^

385
660
67

9
13 6
14 16

1235 1 15J

2340 6 15| 2349 6 15

After mail}" meetings and above 40 Coppyes
of agreements altered this and tother way and
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Malda

Presented
Jeamshire
beag with
flips: 500.

Sent advices
to James
price Vaquel
at Dacca.

Came letters
from Mr.
Prickman,

Jeamshire-
t>eag called
our picars
and bid them
goe to our
new Factory.

Came letters
from Mr.
Prickman.

Sent letters
to Raja-
'naulL

11

12

13

14

(they being Somewhat like the Pharises would
neither suffer us by their good will to be happv
lior Indeavour themselves to be Soe) this even-
mg when some kind of agreement at distance
was concluded on vizt : to Present Jeamshire
beag with rupees 500: and lend him 500 rs:
more for 4 mos : time without Interest he came

kindnesse
promises not to Molest us nor our businesse at
our new Factory but let us Prize and Cure and
tundy our goods &ca. there we giveing a Tal-
lica or list of Avhat goods we have come in that
he may have the accustomarv dutyes on them
from the Picars and weavers which "we thought
better to Concent to then to have all our goods
goe to his Durbar to be chauped this kindness
is absolutely against the Nabobs late phirwanna
on us which orders us to leave this place and
goe live at Malda forthwith and not offer to buv
or sell any where but within Malda, therefore
tis ordered and agreed that the summes afore-
mention[ed] on said termes be paid him and
colourable notes of agreement to Satisfy Her-
narrame the Nabobs phirwanna and these ras-
cally people of Malda, be made and Signed on
Doth tildes, and that letters be Imediately wrote
~? ^acca and to our Vaquel at Muxoodavad
signitymg the agreement we have made for the
present with Jeamsirebeag that noe more money
oe spent on this business in neither of those
places

:

Fytche Nedham
Samuel Anthony

Priceand alsoe to our Vaquel with Boolchund for our
agreement with Jeamshirebeag &ca.

whinf® "^""^ ^^''"1 ^r. Prickman at Rajamaul

Tpn T- ^f^^^^ed the same dav.

Bptlt J^'^^^^S called our Picars giveing them
fettle and good words and bid them goe to us

us &ll
"'''''

""^^^y ^""^ P"^e ^^^^^ g^^*^' *"

S^JV?^'' ^'^"^ M^- Prickman.

T^nl V ? ^"^ ^*^- Prickman at Rajamaul.

taken nf'^^^^g ^^^^red all notes formerly

our v«n T ^'^^'^ I^^i«"« &ca. to be delivered

and IhTr,'^'''^ «^ ^^'^i^^ ^v-'as presently done
the rest promissed when could be found.
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Sent letters 15
to hugly.

Mr. Prick- 16
man came i n
from ^^

Rajaraaull.
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Sent letters of our proceedings to his worship

Thursday,

Mr. Prick-
^an went
hence to

Rajamaul,
Sent letters

^^oRajamaul.
Came letters
from Raja-
maul.
Sent letters

toRajaraaul.

&ca. in Hugly.
Mr. Prickman came from Rajamaul.
Began to prize our goods at our new Factory

Called Englezavad.

20th

At a Consultation

Present

Mr Fytche Nedham Cheif
Mr. Jonathan Prickman
Mr. Samuel Anthony

Our troubles ovemors
maull dayly Increasing and as yet noe likely-
hood of any redress comeing from Dacca (which
is the only place w^here it must be had) Jonathan
Prickman was sent for from Rajamaul to advize
what was necessary to be given whereby they
may passe our business; for the present it is

concluded on to present them with the follow-
ing perticulers (if they wdll accept them) till our
new pherwanna shall come to reverse those
phirwannaes w^hich order to take custome of us.

To Rajub Alice the Kings Duan 1 Clock 2
yds : Scarlett, 4 yds : orda : 2 Red and 2 green
broadcloth, and 1 Multiplying Glasse.
To Ruffae Zumma the Nabobs Fouzdar 2

i yds : orda : broadcloth, 1

li vd

yds : Scarlett, *

_

Multiplying glasse.

To Mamood Zumma Wackanev
Scarlett 2 yards ordinary red Cloth 1 Multiply-
ing glasse.

To Jaddoo Ray the Subaes Duan | yd : Scar-
lett, 1| yd: orda : cloth 1 Multiplying glasse.

To Himradge Ruffea Zummaes Setesdust |

yd : Scarlett 1 yd : orda : red cloth 1 pr : Sizzers

2 paire Spectacles

:

Fytche Nedham
Jonathan Prickman
Samuel Anthonv

20th Mr. Prickman went hence to Rajamaul.
24 We began to cure and Cundy goods in our

i\^\\ Corconna or workhouse.
26 Sent letters to Mr. Prickman &ca., at Raja-

maul,
28 Came letters from Rajamaul.
31 Sent letters to Rajamaul to Mr. Prickman.

For many dayes people from Jeamshirebeag,
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the fouzdar and Dawad Caw ne the chief of the

Pitan Merchants and the Dutch has been here

and dealt with us about many things all tending

to nothing but hindrmg our business which on

all sides is endeavoured what possible yett hope

shall be able to withstand all their evations this

Munsoone and afterwards shall have time enough

to Dallv with them.
Accot : Currant Hugly is as last month.

Fvtche Nedham
Samll. Anthony

Cash. Dr.

Rs. Aa. P.

1223 12

Octor.

—

1 To Ballan [c]e last

mo.
To Raranaut afc

Intrst at 1 r

:

2a: Per Cent. 11 50

2373 12

Per Contra.

U By Accot; presents
for what
sented
shire

pre-

Jeam-

By

Beag
Crowry of Mal-
da to open our
business and let

us negotiate at

our new factory
no t w ithstand-

ing the Nabobs
and Boolchunds
phirwannaes to

the contrary .

.

Jearashirebeag
for what lent

him for 4 mos :

time without
Interest on the
abovesaid Ac-
cot :

Saml: Anthony
to defray fac-

tory choo
Do . •

Rarities for pre-

sents 1 clock
with alarrum-

.

30 By Samuel Anthony

15 By

22 By
By

By Ballan ce

Cr.

Rs. As. P.

500

500

703

147 <*

45
453

2348
25 12

2373 12

Fytche Nedham
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Teusdav

Accot: Cash 1st
passed.

Sent a Gene-
rail to
Hugly.

Englezavad Diary Mo: November 168L

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif
Mr. Samuel Anthonv

The Accot : of Cash being perused was passed
the remaines being Rupees 25: 12 a: at the
end of last mo.
A Generall letter being drawne up at large

Mgniiymg our ne\
and Sent forward.

Fv : Nedham
Samuel Anthon V

Sent letters
to Mr. Prick
man.

The fouzdar
promisses to
Come to our
new factory.

The fouzdar
beats the
^hop kepera.

1st Prized Coloured Goods.
5 Sent letters to Mr, Prickman at Rajamaul

with our vaquel and Presents before agreed on
for divers troublesome people there Rumours
from Malda are that the fouzdar is prepareing
peons &ca.j to Come and fight with and abuze
us here at our new factory.

Prized coloured goods.
An agreement was made last night with the

Fouzdar by Jeamshirebeag and Mera Syud beag
that he Should Come hither to See us friendly
(which he proniissed to doe) by which meanes
be might possibly get Somewhat of a present
from us and not otherwise, and accordingly
this morning early he came with a great Com-
pany of peons but the old foole at our doore
Intending to shew Some power where he had
nothing to doe beat some of the Shopkeepers
and threatned others Avhat he would doe if they
lived here, and soe it was that our workemen
and others to about 500 : u as gott together in

less then | a quarter of an hower with bricks in

each mans hand resolving to make him repent
his folly as certainely he dearly had, had not
we used our best Indeavours to appease them,
yet notwithstanding Some was soe zealous not
Staying for orders made some of the Fouzdars
people fell the Strength of their Armes and carry
the Marks of Some brick batts away with them,
the Fouzdar ere he went Sent a Complement to

the Chief excuseing him selfe like a foole and
denying what he had done &ca. Saying that

he was in hast to goe a little farther and that
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Jearashire-

beag offers

to Send a
Lascar of his

own for our
defence.

The fouzdar
gone to

Malda a back
way.

Mr. Wm.
Steward and
Saml. Carle-
ton arrived
here.

Came letters

from Hugly.

Mr. Steward
and Mr. Car-
leton went
hence for

Cassum-
bu£ar.

7

12

13

15

19

21

on his returne he would visit the chief. Prized

colored goods.

Divers rumours was Spread in Malda and

Gopaulpore being Markett day about the Fouz-

dars actions yesterday all to our advantage.

Jeamshirebeag sent a Complement to us and

seemed much concerned at the fouzdars late

doeings offering to send a Lascar of his owne for

our defence which Complement we returned

with thankes adding that we conceived not that

we wanted strength to deal with more then Such
a fellow but on occasion (which pray god may
never have) should make bold with him.

It is reported that the Fouzdar is gone againe

to Malda a back way for fear haveing heard a

report that of he Came back by our factory ^ve

would give him a feast of Brick batts and "that

he would not be able to pass with his bones

whole.

9 Do.

10 Do.

11

Prized coloured goods.

Prized white cloth as Tanjeebs and Mull-

mulls.

Do.

Do.

Do.

& 16 being the Jentues holy dayes and Gene-

lall thanks giving to god that they have lived

to eat of new come with prayers for the increase

of it all the yeare noe business of Moment could

be done our people being absent. Meir Mos-

sums Servant the Sekedar of Gopaulpore Pur-

man^
to

igs again
able to accomplish, and once or twice news was

brought us that he had people ready to come
and fight with us for what we know not but if

he comes he will hardly escape soe well as the

touzdar of Malda did.
*

In the evening arrived

nere from Cossumbuzar Mr. Wm. Steward and

bamuel Carleton Chyrgeons to the Europe ships

Hri7Arl T'/^r.^,
^

Prized Cossaes.
In the evening Came letters from Hugly from

ms worship &ca. Councell which was answered
the same day.

Carleton went hence

CassiMnb
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Wednesday. 21

Presented
Lol Cawne
with 58 rs

:

and one ps

:

Chandeny.

Genii

:

books of

Accots

:

passed.

Warehouse
accots : and
charges
Genii

:

Accot

:

pa^ssed.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif

Mr. Samuel Anthony

Lol Cawne the Chupdar Sent by BoolchunJ

to force us to leave this place to goe live at

Malda haveing now for the present made friends

with us and Jeamshirebeag is ready to depart

to his Master after almost 2 or 3 mos : Stay

here and for his Service done on our part it was

first agreed to give him 30 rs : which he refused

and blew at Saying he was ordered to take 5 rs

:

Per dyem and Such like making a great Stirr

whereupon the Fouzdar and Crowry of Malda

wrote to us to dispeed him quickly and con-

sidering our business hangs now upon a po}Tit

it was resolved to give him 58 rs : and one ps :

Chandeny which with much a doe at last was

accepted on it was alsoe thought fitt and agreed

on to write and send a letter to Boolchund

Signifying how much we are dissattisfyed with

this agreement and to desire his favor for the

future &ca.

Our General books of accots : notwithstand-

ing our Seconds absence and the little help we

have here are brought up to this day perused

and passed.

Samuel Anthony brought in his warehouse

Accots : which was read and passed and alsoe

accot : of Charges Generull which was perused

and passed as followeth :
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Samll : Anthony Dr. Peu Contra Cr,

Octor.

—

1 To Remain63

Mo

;

15 To Cash
22 To Cash
30 Do. .

,

Us. As. G.
last

a •

« *

•

1235

703

147

453

1 15i

By Cha : Generall
By Charges Cattle

By Servants Wages

Rs. As.

138 14

31 4

187 1

G.

10

10

By Accot : build-

ing
By Charges diett

357 4

630 3

52 1 5

1039 8 5

Per Retns : Vizt

:

In cha: Jler-

chd : . . 1005 2
In accot : build-

ing .. 410 9 10

In cha : Genl : 9
In Cash .. 64 14 l^

1498 9 10|

2538 1 15J 2538 1 15i

22

24

28

Fytclie Nedhain
Samuel Anthony

Came news from Mr. Pricknian at Rajaraaul.

Sent letters to Rajamaul.

...... .„„v«.. ^ ^^™^ letters from Rajamaul adviseing that

to Rajamaul. Rajuballee would not take his Present but re-

Came letters

from Raj 8b-

maul.

T[h]ur8day
the

Came letters

from Mr.
Prickman.

Sent letters

turned it expecting ready Money.

29

At a Consultation

'

Present

Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheif
Mr. Samuel Anthony-

Mr. Prickman from Rajamaul haveingfora
long time glutted us with letters of Coniplai'i^

of the Governors and many people in office

there how Stiff they are and resolved to plag"^

us and doe the honorable Companys priviledge*

and concernes all the Mischief they Can, and yec

dayly grow worse by how much the more tlieV

bee we are Necessitated being in Shipping tiro^,

and that noe reniedyes for our Severall troubles

here in this place nor yet there (both at present

under one mspectinn appeares tho they have

been very much urged from Hugh) by his wor-

ship &ca., to Mr. Samll : Hervy &ca., at D»cca

I

I

I

r

I
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Agreed to
Send letters
to Mr. Prick-
fuan.

and continuall large advices of all Sent from
hence to both places soe that seeing noe redress
from Dacca we are forced on extraordinary
expences here to open our business else the
Honorable Companys whole Investment must
have lyen here in the Country till next yeare
and we most certainly been greatly blamed, and
how alsoe our condition is and has a long time
been the same at Rajamauh our Mint or coyn-
ing businesse is hindred at 8a: Per Cent Cus-
tome more taken there then formerly by a trick
or a Pherwanna from Hodjee Soffy Cawne issued
out by Mistake or Misunderstanding of words
to the Droga which at Dacca might then have
been hindred with a Avord or two speaking
(Hodje Soffy Cawn ever been a good friend to
the English) alsoe Meirza Rajub Allee, Sheck
Golom Mohudde, and Ruffea Zumma and other
people in office in Rajamaul soe troubles us that
a boat nor peon or any thing Can passe to or
from Pattana or those parts without vast
trouble and promisses of presents to fill their

hungry desires which lately we ordered Mr.
Prickman to doe in Some measure least our
peter boates (uj^wards of 10000
dayly expected) be stopped, as certainly they
will if we agree not Avith the Governors there

before thej' arrive, and yesterday by advices
thence we are informed Mirza Rajuballee re-

fused and returned our present sent him (tho

tAvas more then formerly his yearly present used
to be) expecting 4 or 500 : rs : in ready Cash
Avherefore on Mature consideration tis thought
fitt and agreed to write to iMr. Prickman some
directions hoAV to act and to order him to add
some small matters of cloth to the abovesaid
present or keep most of it and add about 40 or

50 rs : in money Avhat success this may ha\"e

knoAv not but certaine it is they AA^ant always to

be pleased at what charge soever till can pro-

cure phirAvannaes on them and our governors

here from Dacca Avhich suppose might ere noAV

have been gotten for | cost and damage the

hohble. Company has alreapy Sustained for

Avant of them besides bringing their priviledges

lately soe Avell Settled into question which i«

mds : being

very Considerable.

Fytche Nedham
Saml : Anthony.
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Sent letters

to Mr. Prick-

man

29 Sent letters to Mr. Prickman at RajamauU

about the premisses before mentioned and 5 yd

:

Scarlet more to be Spent or not as shall find

occasion.

Accot : Currant is as last Mo :

Fytche Nedham
Samll. Anthony

Cash Dr.

Nober.
I

Rs. As.

25 12To Ballance last Mo. .

.

14 To Kissundass Intrst

:

at 1 r : 6a: Per
Mo : Per Cent

17 To CheveldasB Saw at
Interestat Ir : 6a:
Per Cent Per Mo : 2000

2C00

4026 12

Per Contba

IC By Saml : Anthony for

charges Genl: ex-

pence .

.

19 By Do.
21 Hy Accot :

presents
given in money to

Lolcaun Bulchunda
chupdar that came
with a phirwannft

on us to leave this

place and goe live

at Malda
By Pahlaud

27 By Saml : Anthony .

.

By Pahlaud paid his

bill -

.

Cr.

Rs. As.

800

500

58

1198

600

61

By Ballan[c]e

Fvtche No^lham

I

Malda or Enolezavad Diary
for England Commenceing

the Primo December Anno 1681 and
ends the 30th November Anno 1682.

1

Reed : Per Defence and open'd

in Court 14th Septr. 1683.

Englezavofl 1681.

Jeamshirebeages Vnckoel came
earnestly desired for his Master 1 yd :

Scarify

for his Doll Geloff which was forced to
g^J

him that the Rogue does nott stop our busine

againe.

Prized Cossaes and Mulmulls.
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At a Consultation

Present

Satturday 2 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife

Mr. Samuel Anthonv

The Accot: of Cash being perused the re-

maines being Rups : 808 : 12 a : was passed.

A Generall to Mr. Prickman was read ap-

proved and sent forward.

Fytche Xedham
Saml : Anthony

Jeanif^hirebeage goeing to Muxoodavad to

Make up his Accots : with Sookanunds Sonn
&ca. came from Majda last night to our new
Factory here where we feasted him and kept

hi 111 all night and this morning early he pro-

ceeded on his Voyage.
This eavening dispeeded 3 boats Goods to

Hugly contains 28 chests and 25 bailes Sundry
Goods Accot : the Honorable Company in charge

of 3 peons with Generall advice thereof.

This eavening came letters from Mr. Prick

-

man with a Dustuck from the Fouzdar of Raja-

maul on all under his Government about Tanda
and those parts not to stop or molest us or our

business, alsoe 2 Coppies of our Charges Gener-

all brought up but to the last of November
1680 : (which will trouble us much to finish

here haveing all our hands full of other busi-

ness) alsoe advice the Hono : Compaiiys Peetre

boates arrived there the 30th past and was dis-

peeded the day after haveing before made the

Governors our Friends.

Came letters from Hugly with Invoyce of the

Flint Ware and Factors provisions and amount

to Rups : 144 : Sent for us on a Pattana boat

by way of Rajamaul which is nott arrived yett

with us,

11 Sent letters to Rajamaul and returned Golom
Mohuddees Dustuck nott being well written for

our purpose.

Sent a Generall letter to his Worship &ca.

Councell in Hugly with Invoyce of what Goods

sent them hence the 2d: Currt: amot :
to

Rups : 19921 and Diary for mo : November last.

The Fouzdar of Maulda Came this day to

visit us and to make Friends with us, who told
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us of another Dustuck from Boolchund comeing
on us with 4 or 5 horsemen to force us hence to

Maulda to live there, he not haveing had any-

thing of us to this time since he has been in

place tho : he has been very hungr}^ therefore
tis thought fitt to Present him with 2| yds:

ordinary broadcloth and one Sitterngee of about
12 Coveds long and 4| broad which will sett

him up the one for spreading the other for his

Pallankeen Chiitterv
14 Dispeeded hence^ to Huglv I boat Cossaes

contains 17 Chests with advice thereof to his

Worship &ca. Councell.
15 Came letters from Mr. Prickman at Rajamaul

with 8 Cosseds bringing with them 8600 Rupees
^ 1 r* /^ o j-koSiccaes.

This day came to us from the Fouzdar of

Maulda the Coatwall and Droga of a Markett
of which the Fouzdar has taken the Ezarra who
by them his Agents sent his Salams to us signi-

fymg his desire to raise his Markett and bring

it near our new Factory requesting the Cheife

to shew his People a place where we approve of

it to be Convenient for our people and alsoe to

give it a name which we did to pleas him, and

called it New Markett or Nva haut, the reason

vve gave it nott a name tending or relateingto
the English was because the ground is not in

our power and to avoyd many Complaints which
would be brought before us. and nott being able

to doe justice twould be but a disgrace to us, and

besides it will be in the Towne which we have
now made about our Factory atid Called Engle-

zavad signifying a Towne of the English make-
mg. »

At a Consultation

Present

Thursday 16 Mr. Fytche Nedham Cheife
Mr. Samuel Anthony

'^/^^ ^*^'"erall Boockes of Accot : being brought
up to this time were passed.

-I he Charges Cenerall accot: for last nio:

were brought hi and passed as followeth Vizt-
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I

\

Saml. Anthony. Dr,

November

—

1 To remaines
month

15 To Cash
19 To Ditto
27 To Ditto

Rs. As. P
last

1488
800
500
600

9 10

Amots: to Rups : 3388 9 lOJ

Per Contra.

By cha : General!
By cha : Cattle .

.

By Servants Wages

Rs. As.

169 9
28 12

194 6

392
ByAcco: Building 767
By charges Dyett 67
By Packingstuff Viztt

;

Wax 7^ mds

:

kings wt : at 25
rs; Per md: .. 187

Cotton 2 mds : at
10 rs : Per md : 20

Gunnies 10 Gorge
at 2 rs: Per
Gorge 20

By Remaines Viztt

:

In cha : Mer-
chandize 1472 9 10

In A c c o t

:

Building
In Cash

403 9 10

58 5 10^

P.

11

6

227

1934 8 lOJ

Amounts to Rups : 3388 9 lOJ

%

»-

Mahdeeve Ray Jeamshirebeags Petesdust
being verry busy to stirr his Master to molest
us therefore to stop his mouth t\\ as thought fitt

to give him 20 rs: he alsoe havenig been pro-

mised something before thought by our delayes
we were minded to deceive him, and charges
of this nature Oannott be avoided till can gett

Shastah Oawnes Phirwanna which hope will be
quickh^ : Fvtoh Nedham

Samuel Anthonv

A Horseman called Sheek Yacoob came from
Boolchund on us with a Pherwamia from hia

Master to carry us to Maulda (as before whome
we answered that we had obeyed the Nabobs
and Boolchunds former orders and kept a Fac-
tory at Maulda haveing allwayes a Gomosta
there according to ou r late agreement with

Jeamshirebeag (and what could he demand or

desire more) and that we would send our vuckeel

tomorrow thither who should give a full answer

to what he should have to sav to us and gave
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him 5 rs : for a taste to coole him till our busi-

nesse should be done, this we here was sent

partly by Jeamshirebeags lying Complaint of

lis againe there and Hemarraine vuckeel who
alwayes is there in his Durbar &ca. .

20 Our Vuckeel went this morning to Malda where
he had much dispute with Jeamshirebeag the

new Ameen and the Horseman from Boolchund
and others to little purpose or effect for they
seeme nott minded to end any quarrells with us,

but on the contrary foment what they Can that
they may gett by it, as they must continually
doe till our Friends at Dacca will please to

remidy us by the Nabobs Pherwanna thence
which will settle our business and Customes.

^1 In the eavening came letters from his Wor-
ship &ca. in Huglv advising that thev at Dacca
feared a Generall stop of the Honorable Com-
panys business on the Dutch score of carrying
soe much Rice &ca. provisions from these parts,

and that we unhappily be included therein till

It be well understood.
"

Very late at night we wrote a Generall to his

Worship &ca. in answer to theirs and about our

owne greevances and troubles here at present,
and advised of 2 boat Tanjeebs and Mulmulls
contains in all 26 chests which we now with
this dispeed thither in eharee of Jbraim beage
and 1 Peon.

24 Came the Horseman from Eoolchund with
open mouth to have us to Maulda saying that

'learashirebeage alleidges that he has not re-

ceived the Chop monv of our Picars and weavors
and that thereby the Nabob looseth his Rents,
and that alsoe we bring his Ryotts from Maulda
to live here &ca. which are all gross lyes, there-
tore we refused to goe to Maulda till should
nave busmess of our owne there, and told him
more over that he could nott end our business
ftere with that Varlett Jeamshire beag there-
lore his best way would be to take Jeamshire
»eag and our Vuckeel to his Master Boolchund., - — • ii^rvtjc-i to ais ^viascer x>uui<-^'

—

tftere we might expect Justice and nott here
N here our adversary is in a manner our Judg^

25
which was agreed on.

Dispeeded one with 12 chests Cossaes, Tan-

Stt f?"^
^^""mulLs to Hugly with Generall

ad ce thereof and of our troubles desiring they
'' ouJfl press our case to Mr. Hervy &ca. at Dacca
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for a remedy else our business next year will

goe on but badly and make our large remaines

occationed thereby hard to be gotten in.

At a Consultation
T

Present

Mr. Fytch Nedhfim
Mr. Samuel Anthony

Pahlaud our Poronia Gomosta haveing ear-

nestly desired our leave to come from Poronia

his time promised for marryage being near and

if he slips that he Cannott be Marryed till next

year according to the Custome of the Country

therefore tis thought fitt to call him away and

give him leave rather then he should take leave

and come thence and leave our businesse at 6 :

and seavens. his Marryage is to be at Pattana

whence he cannot be expected in more then a

month at soonest-wherefore have pitched on

Ruddermun formerly in our Eye to send in his

roome whome well hope will doe as well as the

other being well acquainted with those parts

and have made his Avages 8 rs : per month and

promised him encouragement according to his

deserts, and moreover Pahlaud haveing wTote

to us that he w^anted more mony to give on

Peetre and Turmerick wherefore we enorder

Rups : 2000 : to be paid the said Rudermun on

do : Accot : to goe with him hence this day b}^

boat in the Maham River which has water all

the year and as said is free from Rajamaul

Government it goes up hence to Huldybarry

which is high land and by the Riverside and

Saltpeetre and Turmerick is to be had there-

abouts, it lyes about 8 : or 10 : Coarse wind of

Poronia w^e have alsoe given him Coppy of those

Instructions delivered Allabardy and Hergololl

and enjoyned his strickt observance of them and

alsoe of some additions which concernes our

present business as to takeing the Honorable

Companys concernes from Pahlaud and goeing

on with the Dadinee or Imprest of Saltpeetre

and Turmerick and allsoe to observe the River

well from hence to Huldebarry whereabouts we

conceive if ever the Honorable Company settle

a Factory in those parts it will be thereabouts

on that Riverside : Fytch Nedham
Samuel Anthony
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Dispeeded hence this eavening one boats con-
taining 1 1 : Chests white Cloth , with Generall
advice thereof to his Worship &ea. in Hugly.

28 Dispeeded h£nce on one boate 18 chests white
Cloth with Generall advise to Hugly.

29 Wrote to Mr. Prickman at Rajamaule to for-

ward the Rareties, Factors provisions &ca. sent

thither from Hugly to be forwarded to us soe

long Since, and for the remaines of our Silver &ca.
31 Dispeeded hence to Hugly 2 boats with 28

chests Cossaes, Tanjeebs. and MulmuUs with
Generall advice thereof to his Worship &ca.
Councell.
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Cash.

December

—

1 To Ballance last

mo.
15 To Sicca rs : from

Rajamaul
27 To Ramnaiit at

Int: atljr: Per
Cent Per Mo : . .

Dr,

808 12

8600

2600

h

»

y

Per Contra.

December.
1 By Roasewater 2 chests

for Presents
6 By Saml : Anthony for

Genii : Expence
7 By Acco : presents to

Jeam shirebeags Vuc-
keel and to the Droga
of the Chopmaul

15 By Kissondas Saw prin-
cipall .. ..^2000
By Acco: Int: on do. 31'

das: at 11 r: 6a: Per

Cr.

60

448

14

Cent Per mo

:

* a 28
By Chevilldas principall 2000
By Accot : Int : on do :

28 da : at 1 r : 6a: Per
Cent Per mo

:

6

our
on

By Accot : presents paid
Mahdeave Ray Jeam-
shirebeags Petesdust
to be quett and nott
invent new troubles .

,

18 By Saml: Anthony for

Genii : expences
26 By Rudddermun

Poronia Gomosta
Peetre &cn

28 By Saml : Anthony for

Genii : expences
By Pahlaud and Ram-
buder eavening their

Joynt Accots

:

By Muttuck and Tre-

pore Saw &ca. for 4G2
ps: Mulmulls
By household necessa-
ries for 53 ps : China
ware great and small

By Accot; presents for

1 large Sitterngee given
the fouzdar of Malda

By Rajamaul residence
short charged to that

place in Janry : past

30 By Samuel Anthony .

.

By Cha: Genii: 1 gold

Mohur presented the

Dutch Doctor

4
400

15

By Ballance t »

6

25 11

20

752

2000

BOO

362 7 4

3182 8

63

18

6

12 4

11991 4 4
17 7 8

Amots: toRups: 12008 12 Amounts to Rups : .. 12008 12
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Englezavad Diary Month January 1 682.
1 Came letters from Mr. Prickman at Raja-
maule adviseing of 120 : Cossitts being robbed
goeing to Pattana.

Att a Consultation

Present

Mr . Fytch Nedham
Mr. Samuell Anthony

The Account Cash for last month after peru-
sall was passed the remaines being Eupees
17 : 8a: 8 pice. A General! letter being drawTie
up about our troubles with Jeamshirebeage was
approved and ordered to be sent forward with

32 : chests white cloth by boat to his Worship
&ca. Councell in Hugly with which alsoe went
Coppy of our charges General! boocke for last

Fytch Nedham
Samuell Anthony

4 Sold Lead 3: mands 37 J Seers at 9 Rups:
Per Maund.

5 Dispeeded hence to Hugly 25 : chests and 2

bailes Goods on 2 boats m charge of 2 Peons
with General! advice thereof to his

"^ ""^

A
<^°"^^^^"- "Distributed to divers

yd
: Scarlett for dagger cases.

b \\ rote letters to Rajamaul adviseing jVlr.

I'nckman to be Careful! of the Factorv there

whilestanyoflthe Honorable Companys Trea-
sure IS with him for fear of Thieves for we hear
robberies are very rife in those Parts as ^"ell as

here &ca.

^ ,, -^^^P®^^^^ hence to Huglv 7 Chests Goods
(being the last that will goe hence this Year)

°'^.?'^ * '"^ ""^^ ' of Ramsinge a house Peon
with General! advice to his Worship &ca.

9 mT *^'"'' ^^"""^ Rajamaull.

Worship

and Meira S}ud Eeage came to our new Factory
nere to make Friends between Jeamshire beage
ana us or rather to feel our intentions and to
make us consent to keep and continue of Factory
at Alaulda which we have nott yett quite taken

fir^f'V?
''*'" P^y'^g I^ent for those houses at

nrst taken though we have noe Goods in them
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9

13

16

17

18

21

least haveing putt them off we should by higher
powers be forced to take them or other houses
againe, till we can gett the Nabobs Pherwanna
to free us from the Tiranny of these Rascally
People Round about us Avhich hope will be
quickly.

Presen

Wrote
i

Councell at large concerning our troubles here
with which alsoe went Invoyces of all our latter
Goods sent hence to Hugly this year, and a
paire of our last years Generall Boockes on a
Dingee which promissed to be in Hugly in 3J
daies &ca.

Sent letters to Mr. Prickman desiremg the
remaines of our Silver from the Mint we being
in great \^'ant of it.

Sold Lead 10 : mds
maund.

^2 Seers at 9 rs : Per

Presented Meir Mossum our Crowry here 1

yd : Scarlett he earnestly desii-ed it.

Came letters from Mr. Edward Littleton &ca.
m Hugly giveing Mr. Nedham licence to repaire
thither &ca.
Came letters from Mr. Littleton &ca. advise-

ing of the receipt of all our Goods Sent hence
with our Invoyces of all and that they were dis-
peeded to the Ships Avhich much rejoyceth us
that we have soe well finished our businesse in
soe short a time and in the midst of such great
troubles as Ave have and doe undergoe and shall
till our Friends at Dacca will please to help us
by getting the Nabobs Pherwanna for us.

Mr
with our Diarv for last mo : &ca.

&ca. Councell

Meir
la

time cannott well be spared soe farr from us
haveing hoM^erly to doe with one or other.

Came a Horseman on from Coja Enaitula
with a letter from Meir Mossum forbiding us
to by or sell here and alsoe ordering us to be
gone hence and him to carry out Vuckeel to

Meir Mossum, nither of which we can well, or
shall We obey till have orders from Hugly; the
King, or Shastah Cawnes Dustuck ordering us

to leave the Coiuitrey.

This dav alsoe Boolchunds Horseman from
Maulda thundring at our Dore and storming to
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have us to Maulda which was his resolution or
he Avould kill, or be killed in our Factory and
naany such like huffing words but hope to coole
his Courage ere he goes hence. The other
Horseman alsoe is mighty earnest to have our
Factory broken downe which will be a worke
beyond both their Powers.

At a Consultation

•Present

21 [January] Mr. Fitch Nedham Cheife
Mr. Saml : Anthonv

Jeamshirebeag haveing lately offered us divers
affronts which we could nott bear especially his

sending divers Peons into our house at Maulda
whilest we were here who pulled out G : or 7

:

weavorsour Servants out by force boating them
and hailing them before Jeamshire beage who
greeviously beat and imprisoned them and toock
Gonnagarree mony of them and security that
they would work no more for us and then after

3: or 4: dales lett them goe and then alsoe
caused the Drum to be beat throughout Maulda
torbiddmg all weavors and Picars comeing to us
to make up their Accots : with us which made
us send our Vuckeel to Maulda ordering him to

^^ J
1" the Kings and sherraes name that

we had taken awav our Factory whollv from
Maulda and that he should ans-.ver for our re-

mames and such like for the reasons afforesaid
which he did in Jeamshire beages Durbar after
haveing discoursed our whole troubles since we
came before the Cozzees Droga of the Adollutt,

^.'^®^"' Fouzdar, Boolchunds Horseman and
alters Merchants desireing them to be wittness

"hat they had heard on both sides &ca. and
now Boolchunds Horseman being very trouble-
some to us tis resolved and agreed on to give
mm this answer if he will take it and u rite to

}Z i? ' ^^"^ '^»^e that is that we have
"lougnt away our Factory from Malda for many
s«cn reasons as aforesaid resolving never to re-
Mirne, nevertheless in Compl yance to his Masters

Infi
^'^, «e" still in our owne houses doeing

M. /""^ of merchantdize till the Nabob or his

'• tnf. A \ ' ^'^^'^^^ to favour us with their orders

" "* ^""^"^^ h^re according to the Kings Phirmaund
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lately granted us and many other Pherwannaes
Neshaunes &ca. alsoe tis thought convenient
that we endeavour to make a Mahozzer of our
troubles which if can well be done may fasilitate
gitting Pherwannaes for us without which this
Year shall nott be able to doe anything.

Meir Abdull from Rajamaul wrote us word
he was Comeing hither and desired by all meanes
2: yards green ordinary Broadcloth which is

ordered to be sent him because he may be ser-
viceable to us in divers wayes, if he will and
without being pleased to be sure he will nott he
being a very coveteous Impudent Man. Divers
of our Picars and w^eavors Jeamshire beage has
sett to Complaine of our cheap prizeing their
Goods but as luck was could make nothing of
it unless they first make Meira Syud beag a
Coffer, who was putt upon us Ameen for that
purpose, truly a very good just man and one
that has holpen us mightily and does still on
any Occasion wherefore for these reasons tis

i ,

thought fitt and agreed to present him with the
following perticulars Vizt

:

^
Green broadcloth ordinary for a Cloak . . 3 yards
Scarlett . . .

.

.

,

. . | yards

^

Cristall ware, 1 Sack glass, 1 Cup and 1
' plate to Ditto

The Generall boocks of Accotts : being
brought up to this time were Perused and passed
and alsoe the Warehouse boocks and Charges
Generall for last month as followes Vizt

:

i

j^
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Saml. Anthony. Dr. Per Contra. Cr.

December

—

1 To Remaines
month

6 To Cash
18 To Ditto
28 To Do. .

.

30 To Do. .

.

last

1934
448
752
600
400

8 10*

O'

By Charges Gene-
ral! .

.

By Charge? Cattle
By Servants wages

By Charges Dyett
By Accot : Build-

ing .

.

By Packingstuff Vizt :

Guzzees 20 Co : at
lU is ..226

Tentees 20 Do : at

127

28

189

345

8 10

15 10

4

71

12

794 13 5

6 r : 8a: is . . 130

By Remaines Vizt

:

In cha : Mer-
chanize 1992 10

In cha: Build-
ing .. 326 9 Oi

In cha : Gene-
rall .. 28

In Cash . . 220 11 154

355

1566 9 5

4134 8 lOi

2567 15 SJ

IiiTs lOi

Fytcli Nedham
Sara 11ell Anthony

26

27

Came Letters from Ruddermun at Poronia

tomplaineing of Pahlauds slackness to give our

Imprest on Saltpeetre and Turnierick till the

time of year Mas past soe that now very few

will take Dadinee haveing brought their business
soe farr with their owne Stock therefore hope
tney will gett some of both Sorts for ready monV

^\:\ ^T"^
^^^^^ difference in the price, and

What they doe as yett give out Dadinee for is

nott tor a certaine price, but to have 5 rs :
move

then the first and Cheapest Bazar nerrick which
IS the best termes thev could for this time bring
them to and tis thought twill not come oat

^uch different from what formeiiv advised to

Hugly.

nf?"u ^f^*^""' *^ Pahlaud ordering him that
auer he has delivered all the Honorable Com-
Panys concernes to Ruddermun to repaire hither-

E

*V,
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and alsoe wrote to Ruddermun to give out what
Dadinee possibley he Can on Saltpeetree and to
gett about 5000 Mds : Turmerrick if possible,
and to have a great care of doeing anything in
the Pattana dominions &ca. at large.

Att a Consultation

Present •

Tuesday 31 Mr. Fytch Nedham Clieife

Mr. Samuell Anthony

The Horseman from Boolchund haveing
ma[n]y d[a]ies tormented us at our Dore and
threatned to enter by force and pull us out and
many such huffing words (which could nott
scare us we knowing his power) yett seeing he
will nott be answered nor be gone tis resolved
to write this day a plaine letter to Boolchund
signifying w^hy we have left Maulda and that
we sett still on our owne houses in hopes of the
Nabobs and his favour therefore in the mean
time desire him to Call away his Horseman
w^hich troubles us soe much for nothing &ca.,
this with a Coppy of it is alsoe ordered to be
sent to Mr. Job Charnock &ca., in a Generall to
them, whonie we have desired to assist us at
least to gett the Horseman called away which
we hope will be done on his receipt of our Letter,
if he doeth nott of himselfe goe before.

All our business of the last year being over
and our Accounts with our Picars and weavors
being made up and our remaines comeing in

and the Generall boocks of Accotts : broT

up to this time and noe great business in this

Factory left to doe till have orders againe to

give out Daudince which supj^ose will nott be
near about us till can gett the Nabobs order,

or come to better agreements with our petty
governors round about therefore seeing our
business in this posture and that the cheife can
well be spared without any apparent damage to

the Honorable Company's affaires in this place,

it is thought convenient that he repare to Hugly
as soone as possible, according to licence granted
him thence that being present with the Coun-
cell he may open our case better to them then
by letter and Consultations the best way for a

remedy without which our business for this
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year will goe on but badlj' and many bad Cus-

tomes in this Countrey allreadj- is and must of

necessity be made which wHl be hard to be

broken afterwards, Customes in this Country

being Esteemed equall with written Laws, there-

fore tis agreed and ordered that Mr. Xedham

deliver the Cash to the charge of Sanil : Anthony

till his retume which is this day the end of the

mohth Rups : 95 : 11a: 14 p : and alsoe the 2

Originall notes for the 2 Parcells of Ground

brought here for the Honorable Company and

Coppies of all Phirmauuds, Neshaunes, and

Pherwannaes, now in his hands rclateing to the

Honorable Companys affaires and all other

boocks and Duffters and notes for nionyes owe-

ing or otherwise according to a list of Do.

delivered him, for the Honorable Companys use

and in the cheifes absence the said Samuel

Anthony is hereby ordered to gctt in and re-

ceive what moneyes or goods of the Companys

Sorts is brought* in on Accot : oiii remainesoi

last yeare which all have promised by writeing

to clear in a month that at the Cheifes returne

when Dadinee is to bee given out we may brin?

our Weavers and Picars to a better method

beginning Clear with them ; alsoe he is ordered

hereby as fast as monv comes in of our remained

or from the Mint or otherwise to pay of what

standing out at Interest, and to goe forward

with Buildintr fhc ro,,.„i„;^^ ^„^f of fhe Factory

^ ^^
finnished

before the Raincs,'and" whrt'o'ther^business
shall

happen of absolute neccssitv to be done withaii

Wall

caution and adviseing with our Vuckeel.
Account Currant Huglv passed

Accott: Cuebt: Hugly. Dr. Pkr Contra.
Cr.

January—
SToSundry

cotts
To Ballance

Rs.

Ac-

• *

•

121975 13 3
102551 2 4

224526 15~7

By Ballance last ,^ is 1

. . 224526 lo I

mo:

224526 15 1

Pytch Nedham
Samuell Anthony
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31 Late at night when the Horseman from Bool-
chund saw that we had dispeeded our Letters
to Mr. Charnock &ca. to Boolchund, he went
from our Dore to Maulda againe.

Here is newes that Hodge Soffy Cawnes Son
that was the Kings Duan at Pattana is comeing
downe to the Government of Hugly.

1

Cash. Dr. Per Contra. Cr.

Janry,

—

b

i

i To remained last mo

;

17 7 8 1 By Saml : Anthony 648
To Lead 3 md: 37 J By Ditto . . 500

sr : at 9 rs • Per
^^

maund 35 7 1148
5 To Ramnaut at Int

:

By Hallance . . 95 14 11
at 1 r : 4a: Per

•

Cent Per men-
sem 1100

16 To Lead 10md: 4^
sr: at 9 re: Per
md

:

91 3

1243
r

1243 14 11 14 11

Fytche Nedham

[February]

3

At a Consultation

Present *

Mr. Fytch Nedham : Cheife

Mr. Samuel Anthony

The Accot : Cash for last month being per-

used was passed the remaines being Rups : 9o

:

14 a : lip: was delivered to Saml : Ant^iony.

Fytch Nedham
Samuel Anthonv

«/

Englezavad Diary Month February 1681/2.

Sold 100 mds : Lead at 8| rs : Per maund.
Received letters from Comaul Cawne the

Fouzdar of Huldebarry desireing a Correspond-
ence with us and profferring us Timbers for our

Building if in case we w^ere not A^ett supplyed

from other parts.

Prized white goods.

This night the Cheife proceeded towards

Hugly carrying with him our Diary and Con-

sultations for month Januarv.



/

to officiate in Mauldav.
10 Sent Letters to his Worship &ca. in Hugly

and advised of many rogueries made by Jeam-

shirebeag on us, with it alsoe went the Mahozzer

on iVTaulda siJu about our troubles with Jeam-

shirebeage.

13 Sent Letters to Mr. Prickman at Rajamaule

desireing him to send us some money to defra}

the Generall Charges havcing none in the House.

15 Came newes from Maulda that the Picars has

made a false Chop for which Jeamshire beage

imprissons them and demands great summes ot

them for the loss he pretends he has Sustained

thereby, which does hinder our remaines to come

m.
400016 Came letters from Rajamaule with

Rups: Sicca.
,,

23 This day Sybram Ray the Fouzdar of MauWa

went to Muxoodavad to give an Accott :
of ttie

great Rogueries that has been Committed o

late in Maulda.
26 Wea

noe ij,oods att present complaining that t^''/ "

ready in their Houses but dare nott bring tuec

over the water for fear of Jeamshirebeage
^^^i

layes watches at every Gaut for them where

tore tvvas thought Convenient to send our vu

keel to Jeamshire beag to know why ^e
^"Jnott lett our Picars and Weavors bring i» ^^^

remaines. ,

27 This day our Vuckeel Came from ^f^liavemg had great disputes with Jeamshirebeag
who does what he cann to have us hj^e

Maulda declareing that he will not let*
^^
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7 This morning came Boolehunds Asswar from

Maulda bemg dispeeded by Jeamshirebeag to

returne to Muxoodavad w^herefore he came to

our Door to see what he Could gett uppon which

we desired the Dustuck that he brought on us

from Boolchund to be delivered us but he in a

huffing manner refused to deliver it under 150

:

• or at least 100 ^. Rups : but at last his Courage

was cooled and .delivered the Dustick upon

which it was agreed to give him 20 rs: with

which he was very well contented and to his

Servantts 2 rs : and afterward filled their Bellies

with Ketcherree and sent them away.
9 This day Meir Abdull went hence to Raja-

maul leaveing Mamood Hyatt his Brothers Son |

I

J

\
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Weavers bring their Remaines here, and that

Hernarraine will give answer for what he does

to stop our business.

Cash. Dr. Pkk Contba,> Cr.

1 To Remaines last 3 By Samuel Anthony 458
mo: 95 14 11 8 By Samuel Anthony 419

To Lead 100 mds: 11 By Peranaut his

12sr: at 8Jrs: * Principall 2000
Per maund 877 10 By Accot : Int : on

10 To Kissondas Saw at do. 7 mo: 25 da:
Int : @ 1 r : 5 a

:

at Ir: 2a: Per
Per Cent Per Cent Per month 176 4
mo

:

2000 By Account Pre-
17 To Sicca Rups: sents Vizt

:

from Rajamaul 4000
P

given the Cozze to

Chop the Mahoz-
zer for Maulda

V

side .. 47
given Sheek Yacoob

Boolchunds chup-
dar at his goeing
away . . 22

22 By Kissondas Saw
69

his Principall .

.

2000

By Accot : Int : on
b

do: 17 da: at
^

1 r : 5 a : Per
Cent Per month 16

5137 4
K

By Remaines .

.

1

1836 4 11

6973 8 11 B973 4 11

1

3

4
5

15

17

Samuell Anthony

Englezavad Diary Mo : March Anno 1682.

The remaines of Cash for last mo : is Rups

:

1836: 4a: Up:
Came Letters from Poronia and Cassumbuzar.

Sent Letters to Poronia.

Sent Letters to Hugly wdth a Mohozzer for

this side the River.

These 8 : or 10 last dales being the Hindoes

feast little or noe business offered.

This day the Cozzees Gomosta of Gopaulpore

came to our Factory and brought newes that

Coja Enatula had sent an Horseman from Dacca

with an order to his people here nott to hinder

our business but to lett us give out our Dadinee

and trade freely.
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19 This morning sent our Vuckeel to Maulda
who went to Jeamshire beage and had great

disputes with him about our Tallica he declare-

ing that he has had nt>e Tallica for 3 : months
to whome our Vuckeel gave this answer that

ever since that our shipping business was done

we have had noe goods come in but was hinclred

by him wherefore could nott expect any till he

would lett our Picars and Weavers bring in their

Goods, and told him that when he suflFered our

goods to come in we would give him his tnie

Tallica upon which Jeamshire beag promised

nott to hinder our business but tomorrow would

20

Drum to be beaten to

Weavora
their remaines.

Came Letters from Kajamaule with 2000:

Rups: Siccaes.

22 These 8 : or 10 : daies there ha.s hapned great

fires which has burnt dow ne most part of Maulda

after which Jeamshire beag has raised such

great Taxes of the Polemony upon the Poor

Wea\
but all consumed by the fire \shich causes a

great many of them to run a\\ay from that

Tyrannous Government.
26 This day the Drum was beat about these

parts to order all Ryotts &ca. to comply ^vith

Boolchunds orders who has now this place under

ms Government: for the Kings Accot :
Coj»

Enatula beeing Taggeerd.
This day the Malda Cozzee sent to us to desire

a little Roaswater haveing great occation for ij

and none to be gott in Maulda wherefore 4

bottles were Sent him.
^» Sent Letters to Rajamaule with advice of the

receipt of 2000 rs : Siccaes.

i

left

^?

6V

Vy^

I
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Cash. Dr. Peb Contba. Cr,

To remaines last
«

By Peeranaut his
• mo : . . 1836 4 11 Principall

.

.. 1500
«sU loSiccaea from By Accott : Int

;

: on
Rajamaule . , 2000 do : Vi/t

:

Jl To Scarlett used by 1000 rs : 8 mos

:

18
Saml: Anthony da : at 1 r : 2a:
i yard . . 2 8 2 Per Cent \. 96 12

To Broadcloth ordi- 500: 7: 16: at 1 : 2: 46 6
nary for Do. 3 8 By Sam ue 11 An-
yards . . 9 thony

21 By Ditto
.. 320
.. 500

- 25 By Acco : Sallary to
this day to
divers Vizt:

q Fytch Nedham
the i of ^
years Sall-

ary at £40

4

Per an : 88
Jona : Prickman

I4i

^

@ £ 20 Per
an : . . 44 7

-

Saml : Anthony
do: ..44

George Stone J
years Sallary

7

f

at £10 Per
an : . , 44 7

i

222 3 3

t
2681 5 3

F

12 11

By Ba]lance .. 1166 7 8

3847 3847 12 11

Samuell Anthony

2d

4

5

6

7

Enghzavad Diary Month April 1682.

This day arrived Panchanund Ray Crowry
for Boolchuud for this side of the River.

Sent the Vuckeel to the new Crowry here who
promised all kindnesse inageinable.

This night about 9 a clock there happened
a great Storme of w'ind and haile which broke
downe most part of our Thatch conveniences.

This day Punchanund Ray sent for our Vuc-
keel butt sent him an excuse that he was out
of the way but would send him tomorrow.

According to our promise Sent the Vuckeel
to Punchanund Ray (who found all our Picars

put in Prison to give a writeing for what goods
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they brought to us last yeare) with whome had
great disputes and demanded a writing of the
Vuckeel for what Jeamshirebeage has allready
taken of our Picars &ca. and what he does now
take of the Picars on this side the River, to

whome the Vuckeel gave this answer (well

knowmg that if we doe give any writing here it

will brmg a bad custome which will be hard to

be broken) that at present we doe nott give

Jeamshirebeag any writing but in time of our
Shippmg upon the Nabobs Pherwanna and
Boolchunds asswars wee were forced to give a
Tallica of what our weavers brought in that our
shippmg Monsoone might nott be hindred that
at present the Cheife nott being here we doe
not give any Daudinee but sett still upon which
he was Contented and soe dispeeded the Vuc-
keel and lett the Picars and Weavers goe about
their businesse.

^ ™! day the Dutch Factory was besett by

•

I, n
^^^ People but were drove back againe

with Co[n]siderable blows by the Dutches Peons
their quarrell arriseing bv their Servants that
fetch water from the River side.

» The q[u]arrells between the Dutch and Pitans
continued, the latter declared that at the Dut-
cHes goeing to their Garden (which they usually
doe on this day bemg Sunday) they would offer

violence to them but by the Mittigation of Sjnid
oeag the Dutch tarried at home and the Pitans
returned to their houses but noe frindship made,
the Crowry all this while nott dearing to show

15

^„^ ^^ towne
Hunting.

This morning very *^QT-Kr

passed by to Maulda.
This eavening the Dutch Derictore received

'>0 P%t^*^ t\ey have lately gave him.

T^rnff
^

• r ^a^^ing aU our Picars and w ea v ux.

will k""-"^^
®^ ^^^^^ Daudinee if in case they

nnr} fT^ ^ writeing to brmg us our remaines
ana take no more Dadinee of us which causes a

Weavers

thither but as

hither they have

cXd if'''^
^^^^'"^^ «^ tliem or noe wherefore

Somt .
"^^^ ^^^^^« &ca. giveing them fair

whclr
""^ TZ ^^^^^^ ^t the Cheifes arrival!

^vnome we told them was on the way hither-

•
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23 This afternoone the Dutch Directore passed
bj' here towards Hugly.

AccoT : CuRRT : Hugly. Dr. Feb Coktba. Cr.

Aprill 1682—
31 To Saltpeetre 45

Mds.
To cha : Merchan-

dize on do .

.

To Ballance

35 2 3

5
137463 3 1

137503 5 4

By Ball : lastMo

:

Janry

;

"

By Sundry Ac-
cotts

:

By Flint ware .

.

Aprill

By Sundry Accos:
Janry

:

By Sundry Ac-
cotts :

102551 2 4

144
100 4

Aprill

19 By Cash

4335 15

372

107503 5 4

30000

137503 5 4

r

Samuel Anthony
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Accott : of Cash for this month Vizt.

Cash. Dr, Per Contra. Or.

1 To Ballance last
month

30 To Acco : C u r r t

:

Hugly Siccaei

reed

:

To Acco : Batta on
9000rs: Sic-
caes Sold at
12a: Percent

To Gunnesham Ac-
co: his r e-

1166 7 8

To
To
To
To

To

To

To

To

To

To

To
To
To

mainea
Sungutdass .

.

CrepollDeloll..

PuttunnemuU
Weavors Elat-
chaes
Weavors
suckers

Weavors
jeebs

Weavors
mulls
Weavers Chan-
denies

Weavors

Seer-

Tan-

Mul-

Char-

and

To

To

To

To
To

To
To

connaes
Muttuck
Treepore &ca
Moneram DeloU
Weavors Reyns
Cassaes Orrua
to divers here
and at other
Factories for
their use 11 :

ps:
TanjeebsS: ps:
spared
Seersucke rs
9ps :

Chandenies
8 ps :

Elatchaes 7 ps :

Nehallewars
3 ps

;

^ ^

,

Orungshies 6 ps

:

Chare onnaes
3p8:

• •

67 8

383
381

36
600

12

3

42

38

11

19

8

4
8

6

6

262 3 9

15 8

163 14 6

184 10

3 9

234 7

2093 1

80
253 2 6

61

22

51 12

9

36180 ~7 5

22

30000 30

1 By Samuel Antho-
ny

By Samuel Antho-
ny

By Rajamaul Resi-
deuce paid
So o kd ea ve
Vuckeels wa-
ges 9 mo: to
this day

600

250

90

By Ballance
840

35340 7 6

36180 7 5

Samuell Anthonv
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Englazavad Diary Month May Anno 1682.

3 Nr. Nedham arrived here from Huglv with
30000 Rups : to begin our Dadinee for this Year
which being entred in Aprill makes that mos

:

remaines Rupees 35340 : 7a: 5 p :

5 Mr. Prickman came from Rajamaule.
6 Sent Letters to Hugly adviseing of a Pher-

wanna issuing out from Hodge Suify Cawne to

Rajaballe ordering him by vertue of a Husball

Hookum lately came from the King to take 3|

Per Cent of us at Rajaraaull unless Can shew
the Governors of Suratts sunnuds that we have
paid Custome for said Goods there &ca,

7 Came a Generall from his Worship &ca. in

Hugly.
11 Punchanund Crowry of Gopaulpore Purgona

came to see us promiseing us all favor in his

power who with the Jimmedar also asked when
w^e gave out Daudinee wee answered when they

had made some agreement with us about our

weavors notfc to plague them as last Yeare and

to force from them our Imprest mony to pay
ould arrears of rent and such like as Jeamshire

beage did last year.

12 Came letters from Rajamaule adviseing of a

boate sunck at the Durbar in a Storme for want
of a Dustick to goe forwards.

13 Sent letters to Mr. Prickman at Rajamaule.

Sent letters to Poronia about all things

necessary.

16 Mr. Nedham haveing delivered to Mr. Anthony
all things belonging to the Honorable Company
sett out for Cassumbuzar according to his Wor-

ships order to him, though it bee at present a

very busy time w ith us here, and hopes he shall

returne quickly it being now time to give out

Daudinee and to eaven Accotts : with our Picars

• and that our Boocks may be Ballanced in time,

24 Ramnaut haveing want of his mony in our

hands desired it might be paid him which was

done.

At a Consultation

Present

Satturday 30 Mr. Fytch Nedham Cheife

Mr. Samuell Anthony

Haveing had noe new Daudinee or Imprest

given out here since August last, our Muttsud-
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dies and Taggadgeers haveing murmurred for

money ever since January last though they have
had enough to maintaine them very well till

now wherefore findeing that this way of giveing
them the Dustoore spoyles them and makes
them proud and never contented and to avoyd
a bad name to our Selves which by this way at

length might come undeservedly we resolve
henceforward to place the Dustoor to Aecot : of

Cash and make those Servants settled monthly
wages according to their deserts, which .--
keep them better to their duty and make them
more humble which stipends are to comence
the first of this mo :

r

Fytche Nedham
Samuel] Anthony

will

ACCOIT : CUHRENTT HUGLY. Dr. Per Contba. Cr.

To Ballance .. 137503 6 4
By Ballance last

.. 137503 5 4mo:
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Cash. Dr. Per Cos'i'HAb* Cr.

1 To Ballance last 4 By Saml : Anthony 32amo :

30 To Reyngs 1 ps:
36340 7 6 17 By Samuel Antho-

ny 300
lost and paid 24 By Ramnaut his

^-^ ^1^ ^^ ^r V

for

To Seersuckers 1

4 Principall
By Accot: Int: 7

1150

ps : Do

:

6 10
4/

mo: 19 das:
To 2 Peeces Nehal- at 1 r : 2a:

lewars 9 Per Cent Per
To Weavers Elat- mo: 94 3 3

chaes 39 8 By Ramnaut h i s

principall 2600

#
By Accot . Int : 4

mo : 27 das: at

IJrs: Per
Cent Per mo

:

By Ramnaut h i s

principall

By Accot: Int; 4
mo : 19 da: at

159

HOC

3 9

l|rs : Per Cent
Per mo

:

By Samuel Antho-
ny

63

.600

11 3

* By Vuckeels,Mutt-
suddies, wri-

ters, and Tag-
gadgeers, wa-

-» ges 99 13

6492 16 3
By Ballance , . I

Rupees . . S

28906 10 2

Rups : , . ;J5399 9 5 {6399 9 5

Fytch Nedham

Englezavad Diary Month June Anno 1682,

1 The remaines of Cash at the end of last mo :

was Rs : 29006 : 7 : 2.

Came Letters from Poronia,

Mr. Nedham, Mr, Bugden, and Samuel Pine
(and Thomas Sterling whose wages is made 10
Rups : Per mo : to assist us in writeing) arrived
from Cassumbuzar with 20000 Rups : taken up
there, 10000 Rups : good Peet of Chittamun
Saw at 1 r : Per Cent Per mo : the 19 day of

May, and 10000 rs : peet more of Deepehund
and Porunmull the 2d dav of June at I r: Per
Cent till paide.

10 Jeamshire beag the Maulda Crowry and Meira
Syud Beag came to visit us.
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I

12 Mauld
13 & 14 Punchanund Crowr}^ and Rajaray Jim-

medar of this place on false pretences and

storyes has made great stirs and sent 10 Peons

and privately hauled our Viickeel from his house

to Prison A\here they kept him a night and I a

day till a ruff letter from us to the Crowry re-

leased him.

15 Wrote to Mr. Job Charnock &ca. about our

troubles here and sent them George btone in

lyue of Samuel Pine who stayes here.

17 & 18 Sent Peons on Rajaray to take and bring

him to us to make up Accotts : with us for

brick and Stone who Shoffles of what he Can

the Crowry now goeing with him to give up

their Accounts for the past year at Muxoodavad
to Boolchund : hindred our preos from medling

with him promiseing on his returne which mil

be in 10 or 12 dales to see those Accots:

evened &ca.
19 Being invited to a feast by Jeamshire beage

we went we found divers Pitatis who with us

was civilly treated. We have newes from Raja-

maul that the Dutch has a Pherwanna come

thither to clear their business and except we

gett one alsoe nott one Saltpeetre boate or

ought else Avill be passed that place.

At a Consultation

Present

Tuesday 20 Mr. Fytche Xedham Cheife

Anthony

Edmund
lighcr in

lldebarre
fitt to give him our Dustuck or passe thitne

and back, and alsoe to request him on ou

Honorable Masters behalfe to enquire into ana

inspect their affairs at Poronia by calling our

Gomosta to Accot : to see his Cash and wna

he has given out on Peetre and Turmerick au

what he has gott and is likely to gett m tinj

year and bring us as full an Accot :
and tna

Countrey and the Commodities thereof as ^

can for we have nott English men suffitient w
spare on such designes hence and we have grea

reasons to suspect uneaquall dealings ^y °
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Gomostas there hitherto hy their canting answers
to our many letters sent them and complying
with scarce anything ordered tho' they ahvaies
promise largely soe that we begin to dispare of

doeing anj^ thing there without an Englishman
¥^1alsoe the Fouzdar or Governor of Huldebai

haveing divers times wrote to us very kindely
desireing our Correspondence and to trade with
us for Musk and other things that comes out of

the Hill CQuntre}^ of Morung and those parts

and to take English cloth in truck for them
wherefore Mr. Bugden intending that tis agreed
to send with him a small present for him of

Cloth for a muster Vizt. 1| yd : fine Scarlett and

2^ yd : ordinary Broadcloth enough for a Pal-

lankeen. alsoe 1 Sword blade and 1 Cristaline

drincking glasse, and more 1 Sword blade for

the Fouzdar of Poronia.

Fytche Nedham •

Samuel] Anthonv

21 Mr. Edmund Bugden went hence towards
Poronia.

22 Sent our Vuckeel to Jeamshirebeag to see

what agreement could make with him for this

year that our busines may nott be stoped if

should nott have a Pherwanna to clear it from

Dacca, who deferrd the dispute till tomorrow
to day being Fryday their Hoh^day.

23 Sent our Vuckeel againe to Jeamshire beag

who we finde is far from makeing any agree-

ment of friendship with us demanding 500

Rups : Piscash yearly and the loan of 1000

Rups : to suffer vxs to trade, without makeing
any agreement with us that when he sees best

fishing he may play the Rogue with us as last

year.

26 It being high time to give our Dadinee e==ipe-

cially on culloured Goods, we sent our Vuckeel

againe to Jeamshirebeage to have his finall

answer and to see if by any means an accom-

modation might be made between us soe that

our businesse might nott be disturbed, ordering

him to hint that if that could be he might ex-

pect something of Piscash from us to his con-

tent if he be nott very unreasonable; but in

fine we Perceive noething will or can be done

with him but from Dacca which we have still

hopes though small that shall have remedy
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thence at last; without which we shall finde

certainely as many difficulties as last year on

both sides the River, and to give out mony on

Malda side before an agreement with the Gover-

nor is the ready way to make great remaines

there againe for he will certainely hall good

part of the mony received from us from them,

and alsoe in our Jimmedars Countrv both strive-

ing for the Chopp.
27 These last 18 or 20 dales we have had conti-

nuall Raines night and day soe that none of

our Picars nor Weavors Could be made to ap-

pear to prize their remaines or make up any

Accots : with us which has with the Cheifes in-

disposition of boddy and quarrells with our

Governor hindred all business as well as the

Ballance of our Boocks since the Cheife came
up from Cussumbuzar.
Came letters from Cassumbuzar.
Sent letters to Rajamaul advising Mr. Prick-

man how to visit Budgeerook humeed Caune on

his arrivall there which is said will be in 3 or 4

dales.

Came letters from his Worship &ca. in Hugly
with Invoyce of Broadcloth and Velvett Amot

:

to Rups : 312 in said Invoyce the Velvett in 5

yds
: scant measure short Invoyced which we

have likewise entred with the rest at 12 rs:

Per vard.

We
Merchant

buzar bought most of his white Silke at Bajeet-

pore and thereabouts and is vett bying what

Yellow Silke can gett there which will hinder

us from getting soe much as otherwise.

At a Consultation

Present

^0 Mr. Fytch Nedham Cheife
Mr. Samuel Anthonv

Buddeelidass haveing sent his Gomosta Go-

vindram before him to talks with and agree

with us for Daidine on Silke 'after divers dis-

Pff .^^e agreed with him as follows Vizt: foj

• H e con 9 1
""'^ ^'^^^ Tanne Puttunne June bund ot

tain]!

""
2 mds

:
or 80 Srs : to the baile the Seer to qt

:

*

/u biccaes all is to be brought in within 3 mos

:
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from the date hereof and prized after the same
forme and method as in Mr, Littleton's and the
Cheifes time at Cassumbuzar bv the Cheife and
Councell and because the bund of this month
being nott yett come out a muster cannott yett

, be made tis agreed to stand on both sides to a
muster as we shall gett made in time bj^ the
English in Cassumbuzar alsoe according to Cas-
sumbuzar custome to be sunned 1 day and
weighed the next and 1 Sicca Rupee weight is

,

to be allowed on each Seer in the Scale and the

beam to stand in a leavill to hinder disputes

that might otherwise come by the scale goeing
doA^ne ; on said agreement is delivered him in

hand 5000 Rupees which is 250 rs : Per baile

and the rest to be paid when their Silke is

prized, these bailes are to be of the 1st : 2d

:

3d : 4th : 5th : and 6th Sorts as they come out
m quantity in the winde and the scaines to be

i two Coveds long, and what Phoyne and Courser
Sorts comes out he promises to bring in with
the rest to be of one coved winde which we are

h

^ to take and prize according to its w^orth he had
50 rs : on a baile more then usuall given him
now being the first time to encourage him and
because he had nothing on Phoyne, Durre, and

I

f

f

Cuttcher, he shall bring in.

Eytch Nedham
Samuel] Anthonv.

Acco: Cubrtt: Hugly. Dr. Pkr Contra. Cr.

i To Ballance . , 1 37503 6 4 By Ballance last

^
mo: . 137503 5 4

k
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Cash, Dr. Per Contra. Gt.

June

—

1 To Ballance last

mo :

To Weavers Mul-
muls

6 To Chintamun Saw
@ Int : @ 1 r :

Per Cent taken
19 May Peet .

.

To Deepchund and
Porunmul at
Int : at 1 r :

Per Cent Per
mo: taken the
2d Currt

:

28906 10 2

48 4

16

30

10000

By Samuel An-
thony

By Buddeelidaspd:
Govindram on
Tannee Silke

By VuckeelSjMutt-
sudies y and
Taggadgeers,

500

5000

wages 104 12

By Ballance
5604 12

.. 43350 2 2

10000

48954 14 2 48954 14 2

1

Munda: the Sd

Fytch Nedham

Englezavad Diary Mo: July 1682.

Mr. Edmund Bugden arrived from Poronia
this eavening returning us 1 Sword blade, and

cloth and 1 glasse Sent to present Comall Cavvne

he being gon to the warrs four daies Joumy
tlience and the other Sword blade he gave to

Boola Cawne Fouzdar of Poronia.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytch Nedham Cheife
Mr. Samuel Anthony

The Accot : of Cash being examined the re-

mames was found to be Rups : 43350 2 a : 2 p

:

and Passed. Prized Cossaes 612 ps : from Per-

saiid Moodee
The 2 DeloUs or breakers belonging to the

J;actory have formerlv been allowed to take 1

I er tent of the Weavors and Picars for Broaker-
age on all Dadinee or Imprest given out, as is

Uistomary^ but Since finding they have abused
that liberty by takeing more Sometimes of SiUy

^^eavors therefore latelv we have intertained
one of said DeloUs a Se'rvant hopeing in time
to shake of the other and doe our business one .v

tLl iV""} ^''^ ^^*^ nieane time tis agreed to

take 1 Per Cent on all Imprest monv given out
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except on Errendies and its Yearne (which needs
noe deloll to prize them) on Accot : Broakerage
and put it to our Cash out of ^vhich the other
Deloll may at convenient times be allowed
somewhat in reason for his Service as he sail

deserve, which we hope will be a Remmidy
against their dealing with or abusing our wea-
vors and Picars for the future.

Fytch Xedham
Samuell Anthonv

mi

4 Dispeeded this day a Dingee with Mangoes
to Hugly for his Worship &ca. on which went
a Generall to them at large of our affaires here
and Duplicate of our Diaries from the end of
November past to the end of May and different
Single Coppies of our Aprill and May Diaries to
be sent to the Fort.

At a Consultation

Present

Wensdaythe 4 Mr, Fytch Nedham Cheife

Mr. Samuel Anthonv

Sunguttdass and Chundrabaune of Runsea
being here we came to an Agreement with them
Joyntly for 40 : great Mds : Errendy Yearne at

80 Siccaes to the Seer and 1 Sicca Sallamme at

the Scale Per Seer, at 12|a: Per Seer to be
bought in as good as their last Years Muster on
which this Agreement is made and it is to be
brought in and prized in 3 months from this

day on which is delivered him Rups : 950 and
the rest is to be paid when the goods are brought
in and Prized.

Jessoodanundun and Soodanund Allsoe agreed

with to provide 500 Cossaes each to be 40 co :

lo : and 2 wide according to the settled Guzz of

*[*•£< eon- this Factory and to qt :
* 2015 threds in the

am]. Warp and to be eaven and square Struck as

our Patterne at Ruj)s : 9| Per peece to be all

brought in and prized by the 20th of other on
which is ordered to be delivered him Rupees
2000 in hand and the rest as soone as Can gett

Monies, and none is to be taken under 8 rs

:

I"^*^^-
. Fvtch Medham

a'

Snnmel Anthony
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Thursday

At a Consultation

Present

6 Mr. Fytcli Nedham Cheife

Mr. Samuel Anthonv
ft.'

Haveinff manv ways endeavoured an accom-

modation with Jimshire beag the Maulda Gover-

nor in vaine this eavening our vuckeel sped

better then expected and brought a paper from

Jeamshire beage being Chopped by him signify-

ing his Agreement with us to lett us give out

Badinee unmolested and that he will onely take

his Chopp of the Picars according to Tallica

and help us in what he Can to doe our businesse

here in our new House or Factory &ca. for

which his favour we order or rather are forced to

deliver him up his note for Rups : 500 taken

up of us at the opening of our business with

him in October last as a present and glad could

gett our businesse done soe for the Year is far

Spent and noe hopes left of any releife from our

Friends at Dacca whence have expected a Pb^r-

wanna above 1 2 mos : in vaine to open our

businesse which would have saved all our ex-

pence in Presents we have Since been at to

keep our business goeing.

Fytch Nedham
Saml. Anthony

Mr. Bugden went hence for Cassumbuzar.

Satturday
the 8

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytch Nedham Cheife
Mr. Samuel Anthon}^

Came to an Agreement with Simbonaut Bra-

mm for 50 great Mds : of 80 Siccaes to the Seer

of Errendy vearne at 12| a : Per Seer and all

other conditions is as with Sunguttdass aoj

thundrabaune for Do: Sort Goods the 4tn

Instant.

Likewise now we have agreed farther witb

3 : Simbodasse for 100 ps : Errendies to be It

be
Warp
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r

Munda

* [i.e. con
tain].

r

^

Tuesda

:

10

11

that they may Come out thick and good at 3^
rs : I^er peece they are all to be brought in and
Prized by the 15th October next and on those
and the Yearne above mentioned is ordered to

be delivered him Rups : 1918 12 a.

Fj'tch Nedham
Saml : Anthony

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fvtch Nedham Clieife

Mr. Samuel Anthonv

Came to an Agreement with Jessoodanundun
and Soodanund for 1500 ps : fine Cossaes at

same termes as the 4th Currt : except that at

4 a : Per pee : is abated soe that Musters for

these is at 9 rs : 8a : which qts :
* 2015 threds

the [se] are to bee brought in and prized bj^ the

month of October next, none is to be taken

under 8 rs : price on which is ordered to be

delivered him Rups : 8000 and the rest as soone

as shall be better in Cash,

Fytch Nedham
Samuell Anthonv

Prized white cloth.

At a Consultation

Present

Mr. Fytch Nedham Cheife

Mr. Samuel Anthony

Came to an Agreement with Jessoodanund

and Soodanund for 500 ps : Errendies at the

same rate as with Simbonaut the 8th Currant

onely the time is different they being all to be

brought by the end of October and prized,

on which is ordered to be delivered them

Rups: 1625:—~ Fytch Nedham
Saml: Anthony

Prized white and Culloured goods.

This eavening we had newes that Jimshire

beag the Malda Governor gave notice by beat

of Drum through Malda that whosever of our

Picars or Weavors &ca. did not forthwith re-

paire to us to make up their Accots : and bring

p:
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in their Remaines should be Gonagar &ca. which

at next meeting must thank him for, tho' the

thing appears his proffitt as well as ours.

14 Sent letters to his Worship &ca. in Hv
with Coppy of our Agreement Mith Jeamshire-

beage and our Diary for last mo : alsoe advised

at large of Flying news we lately had from

Muxoodavad that Rajaray our Jimmedar has

gott or is promised a Pherwanna from Bool-

chund allowing him to take the Chop of what

goods is made in his Country &ca, which if soe

possible may cause some trouble in our busi-

nesse by two Governors striveing for it.

24 Rajaray came to us from Muxoodavad and

tould us he had obtained the Pherwanna of

Boolohund which he desired but did not shew

it us now, soe doubt shall have Some trouble

with him till Can gett a Pherwanna from Dacca

to open our business which hope may be quickly.

Sent letters to Poronia ordering Ruderinun

our Gomosta to gett in what Saltpeetre and

Turmerick he could and house it safely till

should have orders to send it downe which can

not well be till our businesse be opened.

At a Consultation

Present
Fryda the 2S M^. pytch Nedham Cheife

Mr. Samuel Anthonv
After more then a mos : dispute with our

Picars and w eavors on new Dadinee upon our

musters at length time alsoe growing Short

they Came this day to an agreement with us

tor the follow ing Goods on Musters Vizt

;

Elatchaes 800 ps : 30 covts : long
and 2 broad according to this Fac-
tory Guzz which is 3 fingers more
then the true English yard which
IS put in for allowance of shrink-
ing in niakeing and cureing they
are to be 27000 threds in the
VVarp, and the Wooife &ca. is to

fi!
^^ Cleane and thick struck as

the Muster for Mhich they are to
have 7 r : 4a: Per pee : on w hich
IS ordered to be delivered to the
severall Parties their proportion
of mony according as their save-
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rail notes for the quantity of ps : Rs. As.

specifyed which in all Amots : to 5800
Charconnaes 2120 ps : to be 30 co :

Jo : and 2 co : broad according to

the Companys Guzz of this Fac-

tory they are to be 1150 threds in

the Warp and the Wooff to be as

good and thick struck as the

Muster for which thev are to have
3 rs : 8a: Per pee : which amots

:

to Rupees .

.

.

.

. . 7420

Chandenies 900 ps : 30 co : lo : and 2

CO : broad Do. Guzz as above and

. they are to qt ; 2400 threds in the

Warp and the Woofe as good and
thick struck as the Muster for

w^Kich thev are to have 6 rs : Per

peece which is Rupees .

.

. . 5400

Seersuckers 500 ps : to be 30 co : lo :

and 2 broad Do. Guzz as above
and are to qt : 2300 threds in the

Warp, and the Wooff as good and

thick struck as muster for which

they are to have 7 rs : Per ps

:

which Amots : to Rupees . . 3300

Orungshj^es 450 ps : to be 30 co

:

long and 2 broad Ditto Guzz as

above, and are to qt : 1150 threds

in the Warp, and the wooffe as

good and square Struck as the

Muster for which they are to have

Rups :4:4a: which is Rupees 1912 8

Nehallevvars 1000 ps : to be 16 co

:

lo : and 2 co : broad of Do : Guzz
as above they are to qt : in Warp
1130 Th : and the Wooffe is to be

as good and as thick struck as the

Muster for which they are too

have 4 rs : 8a: which is Rupees 4500

Mundeels 1000 ps : to be 36 co : lo

:

and 2 co : wide according to Do

:

1000

Wooffe
good, well laved and thick struck

as the Muster for which they are

to have 9 rs : I*er pee : which is

inallRups: .. .. .. ^000^

Totall Amots : to Rupees . . 37532 8

'->
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this mony is to be paid them soe fast as Can

gett it at Interest or otherwise, by a Supply

from Hugly which hope will be quickly we

haveing but small hopes of getting much more

at Interest hereabouts ; for the afforesaid Im-

prest or Dadiiiee every Party of A\'eavors or

little Picars give their notes of agreement a

part speeoifyed all at large and for what mony
they receive in a booke on Purpose for that

worke.

Came to an agreement with Simbonaut Bra-

min for 23 Bailes Silke Vizt :—
Tanne of long winde of 2 covetts as foil:

Vizt

:

Head, or first Sort 1 baile at 5 rs : Per Seer

of 80 Sice

:

Belly _ 3 Do : at 5 : 8 Per Do

:

Foot .

.

4 Do : at 5 : 4
fourth Sort .

.

3 Do : at 5 :

fifth Ditto .

.

3 Do : at 4 : 8
Sixth Ditto .. 3 Do: at 3: 12

Seer

17 Bailes

Coarse Sorts Do : of 1 covt : winde as fol-

iowes :

Pode . . 3 bas : at 1 r : 6a: Per Seer of 80

Sice:

Cochall . . 3 Do : at 10 a : Per Ditto Seer

6 bailes

This Agreement is made on Muster of the

Several! Sorts Silke mentioned Avhich we doe

keep by us to Prize and receive said goods by

when comes in according to the settled Custome

of Cassumbuzar it is all to be brought in and

Prized by the 15th November next, and at the

scale 1 tola or Sicca on each Seer is to be al-

lowed for draught and the scale to be eaven.

oil which 6 first Sorts one with another is paid

^ra m hand 200 rs : on each baile and on the

Pode 45 rs : Per baile, and on 3 bailes Cocbaul

Kupees 65 : which in all Amots : to Kups :
36W

and the rest is to be paid when the Silke is

turned and weighed off. *
.

Mr. Samuel Anthony haveing brought in hi*

Accounts of charges Generail for last mo :

after

perusall uas passed as followes Vizt

:
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*

I

Sami.: Anthony. Dr. Per Contra. Cr.

June— Rs. As. P.
1 To remaines last

mo: . . .. 1614 8 10
To Cash . . . . 500

By chas : generall ,

.

By chas : Cattle .

.

ByServt: wages ..

By Accofc : Building
By chas : Dyett .

.

L

By remaines Vizt :

—

In cha : Mer- Rs. A. P.

chandize 496 7 18

In cha : Build-
ing . . 630 13 5

In Cash .. 331211

Rs. As. P.

226 15

24 11 15

203 10

J 455 4 15

437 14

60 3 15

*

953 6 10

1161 2

•k

2114 8 10 2114 8 10

A General letter being drawne up and ap-
proved was sent forward to the Worshipfull
Matthias Vincent &ca. Councell in Hugly.
Our Accot : Currt : Hugly mentioned in our

May and June Diary is not right because of Mr.
Nedham's being twice called from the Factory
for some time and haveing see small help be-

sides our Seccond haveing been from us at the
Mint all last year which occasioned the nott
Ballanceing our Generall bookes till July there-

fore nothing Carried of from our Accot : Currt

:

which Caused the Difference which now is recti-

fyed according to our boocks as followes Vizt

;

Accot : Currt: Hugly. Dr. Per Contra, Or.

To Ballance now 131654 15 9

By Ballance end of

Aprill last .. 131G54 15 9

Eytch Nedham
Samuell Anthony
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To

Cash.
1 To Ballance last

mo:
To Accot : Interest

on 5000 rs: Da-
dinee 30th last

mo: at 1| rs

:

Per Cent
Accot: Batta
on Do : at 1

Per Cent Sic

:

Acco : Dustooie
at It: 9a: Per
Cent
Acco : Broaker-
age or Delolly
at 1 Per Cent

*'

Sunguttdass and
Chundrabaun

1 pee : Cossaes
to Thb: Ster-
ling

10 To Sookdeeve Tun-

To

To

4 To

6 To

To
To

dun
Pahlaud

Mull-

To

To

To
To
To
To

To
To

Mull-

« •

To

To

To

weavors
muls
weavors
niuls remaines
Do; Reyngs
Do:
Do

: Elatchaes
Do

: Chandneies
Do : Orungtehies
Do

: Charcon-
naes
Do: Mundeels
Accot; Interest
on 22067 :8a:
Dadenee this
nio : at I r

:

4a: Per Cent

"

Acco : Batta on
lOOOOrs: Sice:
at 1 r : Per Cent
on Dadnee do

:

Acco: Dustoor
on 52067 rs

:

8 a : Dadnee at
li*: 9a: Per
Cent
Acco: broaker-
age on 47574
Dadnee at I r :

Per Cent
Errendy and
its yearno being
excluded

m m

Rups :

Dr.

4335 2 3

62 8

50

78 2

929

1000 2
2210
1000 1

200

2000
1400

574 6

160

813 9

475 12

• 03383 9 2

4

8

10

50 11

15

5 25

315

269 9

7

8433 5

28

Per Contba.
By Sunguttdass

and Chundra
baune on Er-

Ct,

540

400

rendy tlired .

.

By Jesse odanun-
dun and Sood-
anund on Cos-
saes

By Simbonaut on
Errendies and
its thred

By J e 98oodunund-
un and Soodu-
nund on Cos-
saes

By Do : on Errend-
1 e s and its
thred

By Saml: Anthony
on Generall exp

;

By Ditto
By Chintamun Saw

his Principall
By Acco : Interest

on Do : 2 mos

:

6 das : at 1 r

:

Per Cent Per
month

By Simbonaut on
Raw T a n n
Silke

By R a w Silke
Tanne Musters

8J Seer
By Do : for 2 Mus-

ters fine 2 Seers
By Do : for I Mus-

ter ordinary 1

Seer
By Ramalls Silke

andCottenJof
a p e e c e a
Muster

By weavors Elat-
chaes

By Do : Seersuckers
By Do : Mundeels
By Do : Nehallewars 5400

By Do : Charcon-
naes

950

2000

1918 12

8000

1625

10000

220

3600

20 9 9

11 6

5

1

5414
3465

8775

* •

By Do : Chandenies
By Do : Orungshies
By Vuckeels.Mutt-

sudies, writers,

and Taggad-
geers wages -

.

By Ballance

6650
3660

1508

4

12

12

Rupees

m

m 9 63383 9 3

^ '^^^^^^L^m.^^--^

Fytch Nedham
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\

Englezavad Diary Mo : August 1682.
1 This aftemoone arrived a Generall from
Honorable William Hodges Esqr. ordering _..
Fytch Nedham to deliver the charge of this
Factory to the Second and in his absence to the
Third and repaire to Hugly as soone as possible.

At a Consultation

Present

[

Fryda
:
the 4 Mr. Fytch Nedham Cheife

Mr. Samuel Anthony
r

The Accot : of Cash of the end of last mo :

bemg exannned was passed its Amot : being

,

Rups

:

Came to an Agreement with Jessoodannndun
and Soodanund for 3400 : ps : Errendies on the
same termes as with Simbonaut the 8th past

, mo : oneh^ th*e time is different these bemg to
' be brought in and prized by the 20th Novem-

ber; they farther agree alsoe to bring in at
least 1000 ps : of these and the former within
t\xQ mo: of October that they may be time
enough here to Bye them blew according as
we are ordered; on which is ordered to be
delivered them Rups : 10000 as Can gett mony
which hope will be this day, and the rest
is also to be paid them A\hen better fn Cash.
Came to an Agreement with Sookdeave Tun-
dnn for 500 ps : Silke and Cotten Ramauls at
3rs: 12 as: Per pee: to be as good as the
muster which qts : 575 threds in the Warp and
the Wooff to be accord[ing] to the Warp ; the
Muster is 10 nailes or IGths Square of this

Factory Guzz ; the peece is to qt : 30 Ramalls
they are to be woven in half ps : of which 2 is

to make 1 peece they are to be brought in and
Prized by the mo : of October next on which is

ordered to be delivered him Rups: 1875 as
soone as Can possible.

Agreed farther with Jessoodanundun and
Soodanund for 50 great Mds : Errendy Yearn of

80 Siccaes to the Seer at same termes as with
ittdasse and Chundrabaune the 4th past

mo : onely some difference in the time these

being to be brought hi by the 20th November
next on which is to be delivered him Rups

:

1593 : . 12 a :

O
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Came to an Agreement with Gunneshamdass
for 37 bailes Silke Vizt

:

Tamie of the long Avinde of 2 covts : as fol-

lowes

Head or first Sorts 2 bas : at 5 r : 12a : Per Seer of 80

Siccaes

belly .. ., 5 Do: at 5: 8 : Per Ditto Seer
Foot .

.

.. 5 Do: at 5

:

4 : Per Ditto Seer
4th Sort .. 6 Do: at 5; - : Per Ditto Seer
5th Sort .. 6 Do: at 4: 10: Per Ditto Seer

6th Sort .. 4 Do: at 4: 2: Per Ditto Seer
Do : worse . . ^ Do :

32 Bailes

at 3: 8 : Per Ditto Seer

Coarse Sorts Do : of 1 co vett wliide as followes

:

Pode .

.

. . 2 bas : at 1 r : 7a: Per Seer of 80

Siccaes

Cochall . . 3 Do : at - : 10 a : Per Ditto Seer

This Agreemcut made on a Muster brought in

by him which being somewhat better then the

former we make some difference in the Price,

the abovsaid Silke is all to be brought in and

prized as usuall at Cassumbuzar by the IStli

November next and at the scale is to be allowed

1 tola or Sicca on each Seer for draught and the

scale to be eaven, on which 7 first Sorts is to be

paid him as soone as Can one with another 200

rs: Per Baile of 2 Mds : and on the Pode

Rupees 45 Per baile and on the Cochaul 20 rs

:

Per ba: which in all amots : to Rups :
6550;

and the rest is to be paid when the Silke is

prized and weighed of!.

Fjiich Nedham
Samuell Anthony

5 About 2 a Clock in the afternoone Tho :
Ster-

Img departed this Life with a very Strong feavor

and great paine m his head . and m the eavening
the Dutch unawars came to visitt us and hope
to Carry him to his grave.
Taken up at Interest of Herderam Tewarre

of Maulda 4000 Ilups : at 1 r : 4a: Interest Per

^ent Per mo : till repaid Taken up more ot

Kissondas Saw Rups: 1800: at Ir: 4a: In-

terest Per Cent Per month till repaid.
Wrote the Honorable William Hodges &ca.

|

CounceU advising our want of monv and IVir

Jw

X

?
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At a Consultation

Present

Tuesda : the 8 Mr. Fytch Nedham Chief
iMr. Saml : Anthony

Came to an Agreement with Simbonaut for
500 ps : Cossaes of Orrua ou our Muster of 9 rs :

8a: the pee : they are to be brought in and

^

prized by the end of October next alsoe agreed
^'ith him for 500 ps : Mulmulls on our third
Muster at 9 rs : 8a: which qts : 1400 threds to

in
* next on which and the Cossaes is ordered to be

delivered him Rups : 9500 as soone as Can gett
mony which hope will be quickly else tis to be
feared that he and others will be forced to relin-
quish their bargaines.

Mr. Nedham haveing delivered over all things
belonging to the Honorable Company in this
Factory to Samuel Anthony the remaines in
Cash being Rups : 1 547 : 7a: 11 p. it is agreed
that with all possible speed he repair hence to
Hugly according to order and in his absence
Mr. Anthony endeavor to gett what mony at
Intrest he Can, and agreed for as much more of
what goods Remaines to be given out as he Can
possible upon our musters whose prizes are all

allready agreed on.

Fytch ]^J'edhani

Samuell Anthony

$

I
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C

1 To Ballance last
mo :

7 To Herderam Te-
warre at Inter-

est at IJr: Per
Cent Per mo :

To Kissondass Saw
Interest at

1 r : 4a: Per
Cent Per mo

:

To Sukdeeve Tun-
dun his re-
maines

To Accot : Interest
on 5875 rs : dad-
nee @ 1|- r :

Per Cent
To Accot : Dustoo-

re on Do : at
1 : 9 as ; Per
Cent

'fo Accot : broaker-
age on do; at
1 r : Per Cent

Dr.

38 10 11

4000

1800

1375

73 I

81 12

58 18

Rupees .. 7427 9 U

7

8

Per Contra.

By R a w S i 1 k e

Tanne a muster
1 Seer

By Gunneshamdass
on Silke Tanne

By Sukdeeve Tun-
dun on 500
Ramalls

By Ballance deli-

vered to Saml

:

Anthony

Rupees «

Fytch Xedliain

Cr.

5 2

4000

1875

6880 2

1547 7 11

7427 9 11

9

10

11

12

13

14

Taken up at Intrest of Gurmeslianidas 2000

Rupees at 1 Per Cent till repaid.
Last night the Cheife proceeded toward Hugly-

Agreed with Weavors Ramauls for 200 ps
:
at

the same termes with Sukcdeve Tundun the 4th

Currt
: on which is delivered them in Part 200

Rups
: the rest to be paid them as soone as

mony Comes in.

Received Letters from Poronia.
This afternoone Ramdass one of Boolchunds

Chubdars brought Coppy of a Dustuck from his

Master to take 5 Per Cent of Hindoes 2\ Per

Cent of ilahometants for all bought or sold by

us.

Received Letters from Rajamaull desireing 7

or 8 mds
: Lead to finish the Huglv and Cas-

sumbuzar Silver.

This day the Chubdar came before the Pore

makemg a noise that he would make a Kutt-

cherre before our Dore to take Custome of all

that was brought in and out by Weavors &ca.
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15 Sent a small Dingee Avith 8mds: 5sr: Lead
to Mr. Prickman at Rajamaiil.

16 The Chubdar Continuing still to make a noise
at our Dore and setting People to cleer a place
for a Kuttcherree it was agreed to send tli

Vuckeel to the Sheekedar who in the afternoone
went where he had great argueing demanding
of him a writeing for what goods we sold and
prized last year and what Daudinee we had this
year given out that they might take Custome of
them accordingly to whome the Vuckeel gave
this answer that we had nither given Dadinee
nor sold any thing since we received the Dustuck
and what was done before was according to
licence given us by the Kings Phermaund.

17 This eavening Punchanund the " Crowry of
Gopaulpore arrived from Muxoodavad.

18 This day sent the Vuckeel to Punchanund
where he had great disputes to give a writing
and show our Accotts : of what we had bought
and sold ever since this place was in Boolchunds
Government and after a long time sent him to
our Factory with a guard of 5 peons for to
deliver the paper afforementioned which peons
we gave faire words promiseing to send an
answer the next day.

19 Tliis day wrote to Punchanund teUing him
that A\^e had severall Factories in Bengali and
that it was never knowne that the English gave
Accott

: to the governors of what they bought
and sold but that they traded freely according
to the Kings Phermaund and that we had acted
nothing since Boolchunds Dustuck came to us
which he was nott pleased Avith butt sent more
peons for the Vuckeel (whome we keep out of
his Clutches) who contuiue at the Kuttcherre
that Boolchunds Chupdar has made before our
Dore of a Moodees old house.

22 The Chupdar continues still at the Kuttcherre
before the Dore being pretty quiett but now
begins to make a noise agaiue we thought con-
venient to stop his mouth for the present with
5rs : till could gett our business remidied some
other way.
Haveing agreed with 8oodanund &ca. the

14th Currtt : for 3400 large peeces Errendies
and 50 great mds : Do : Yearne which Amounts
to Rups : 12643 : 12 a : they now came desire-
ing to have their mony or recant their bargaine
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the time of their agreement being far gone

wherefore twas agreed for them to take up 1000

Rups : at Intrest where they could gett it and

to allow them 1 Per Cent for it from the time

they layd it out on Errendy and it's Yearne for

the Company till could repay them againe.

23 Taken up at Intrest of Gunneshamdas 7600

Rups : at 1 Per Cent Per mo : till repaide.

Came to an agreement with Gunneshamdass
for 400 ps : Cossaes and 800 ps : MulmuUs on

the same Muster as with Simbonaut the 8th

Currt
: and to be brought in and prized by the

end of October next for which is ordered to be

26
delivered him 11400 Rupees.

Lhis night appeared a Blazeing Star at West

North West the brush of it was upwards about

a covett long bending towards the Norward.
29 Taken up at Intrest of Tagoordas Bramin

2100 Rups : at 1 Per Cent Per mo : till repaide.

Simbonaut haveing agreed the 8th Currtt:

for 500 ps : Cossaes & 500 ps : Mulmulls Came

this day desireing to recant his bargaine have-

ing had no mony to goe on with the goods

and the time growing so short to settle now

wherefore twas agreed to lett [him] provide

what quantityes he could which was 300 ps •

Mulmulls at the same rates as formerly agreed

on for which it was ordered to deliver him

Rups
: 2850 and to brmg in the goods by end

of October next.

i
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Cash. Dr. Per Contba
F

-V Gr.

9 To remaines deli- 9 By Gunnesham on
J

vered by Mr. Raw Tanne
Fytch Nedham 1647 7 11 Silke 2550

To Gunnesham at 10 By weavors Rama-
^1^ ^^ ^i^ ># ^# ^^

Tnt : at 1 Per
. uUs 200

Cent Per mo : 2000 13 By Samuel Antho-
^^

10 To Accot : Int : on ny . 500
17«15rs: Dad- 14 By weavors Char-
ne at 1+ Per connaes 350
Cent

4 J ^^n 1 ^^^
222 11 By Do : Chandenies 60

14 lo i ps : O r u n g- By Do ; Mundeels 225
shies used by By Do : Elatchaes 145
Mr. Nedham ,

.

4 4 By Do: Seersue-
To 1 ps : Seerbund

b

kers 35
used by Saml

:

23 Bv Gunnesham on
Anthony 1 3 400 ps : Cossaes

To weavors Nehal- and 400 ps

:

lewars on re- MuhnuUa 11400
maines 243 4 29 By Simbonaut on

To Do : Seersuckers 400 ps: Mul- 4

on do

:

102 2 mulls 2850
To Accot : Dustoor By household

on 17815 rs: necessaries for
ta

Dadne at 1 r : 1 Copper Fry- «

9a: Per Cent
To Acco : broker-

278 5 9 ing pan and
dish pz : 2 sr :

age on do : at 7 ch : 3 10 6
1 Per Cent .

.

178 2 3 By Vuckeels^Mutt-
16 To 19 ps ; Errendies suddies and

used by Saml

:

Taeea d c e e r s
Anthony 7 2 waees 69 2

IT To Proffitt and o
»-H ^^r ^^ ^h^fen^p ^iP ^^ ^j^ ^L^L ^^mi

Lost-e for what 18387 12 6
reed : of the

#

31 By Ballance 516 10 2
Picars &ca. for

V

goods wanting
in length and
breadth 800

23 To Gunnesham his
remaines 3229 10 9

To Gunnesham at
k

Int : at 1 Per
b

Cent Per mo

:

7600
b

4

29 To Tagoordas a t
-

M

Int : at 1 r : Per
Cent Per mo: 2100

To Simbonaut his
remaines 584 2

To 1 ps : Mulmulls
lost by the
Cundegurs and

X

paid for .

.

6

Rups : .

.

Rupees .

.

r

18904 G 8 18904 6 8

Saml : Anthony
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to

Enghzavad Diary Month September 1682.

1 The Ballance of last months Cash was 516 rs:

10 a : 2 pice.

8 The Cheife haveing promised Madeve Ray
Jeamshirebeage Petesdust some broadcloth a
long while agoe it was thought fitt to give
him now 2| yds : broadcloth that he might not
hinder our businesse this year as he did the last.

Came letters with 7 chests,Trea.sure amounting
7860 1 i ; 4s: 5 d : from the Right Worship-

full Agent &ca. Councell in Hugly.
9 Sent a Generall to Rajamaufwith Coppy of

the Hugly Generall received last night desire-

ing Mr. Prickman to come over and Consult
what is best to be done with the Treasure and
for carr\'ing on this years Investment.

10 This day Mr. Prickman came from Rajamaule.
12 Taken up at Intrest of Soodanund .3000 Rups

:

at 1 r
: 2a: Per Cent Per mo : tUl repaid com-

menceing from the 26th August last.
13 Sent letters to the Right Worshipfull Agent

&ca. Councell in Hugly adviseing of the receipt
of 7 chests Treasure and of our Continued
troubles here. Came letters from the Right
Worshipfull Agent &ca. Councell in Hugly with
Invoyce of the Treasure and list of goods to be
provided this yeare.
Came the Invoyce of Treasure w hich arrived

here the 8th Currt : with a Generall from the
Kight WorshipfuU Agent &ca. Councell dated
the .Jlst last month by way [of] Rajamaule.

At a Consultation

Present

14

Thureidav 15 at t ^^» Mr. Jona : Prickman

Mr. Jonathan Prickman being come over from
KajamauU according to the Right Worshipfu"
Agents &ca. order dated the 2Gth last mo :

to

endeavour to comply with the order as to the

nmsnmg the Imprest layd by Mr. Fvtch Nedhani

^nlt"
^"^^ ^n<leavour tbe disposealfof the trea-

ZIT''\ ^^' ^« • Ac^^ott : ha order to which the

nnT it"
' T^^ ^'^ome we deale with for goods

and others from Maulda were caUed who nither
^ould take Ryalls on Daudcnie nor buy it ffready mony therefore it was iiidaed best to be

ft

£

ii
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weighed of to the Companys Podars at Raja-
maull and they to coyne it in the name of one
of our merchants here it not being Judged Con-

I

in tne Kns
of the late order come to the Mmt Master (to
take 2 1 of the Mohometans and of the Hindoes
5 Per cent) he intendmg to take of us and the
Dutch at the latter rate further tis thought best
to remove all suspetion that merchant in whose
name it is to be Co>-ned in m rite a letter to the
Mmt Master and that one ps : of Seersuckers

^ and one ps : of Dooreaes be sent him (he have-
mg often desired it) and his favour for its speedy
Co.ynage be desired.

It's alsoe thought convenient that the Podars
if they Can meet \sith any mony in Rajamaul
they take it up at Intrest (till our monv comes
out of the Mint) and send it us with ail speed
that we may be doeing somethmg.

Jona : Prickman
Sanil : Anthony

15 In the eavening arrived Mr. Wm. JoIIand and
Mr. Thomas Hill the former for our assistance
here the latter for advices in his proceedings at
the Mint.

^

17 Mr. Thomas Hills advices drawne up and de-
livered him and he desired to repaire to his
charge in Rajamaul alsoe with him went the
Treasure belonging to our Pactory in order to
Coyning being nott able to dispose of itt.

18 Orders and Instructions for Mr. Thojnas Hill
for his proceedings in Rajamaul till orders from
Hugly or Cassumbuzar.
Two boates of the Honorable Companys

Treasure for Pattaua being stopt at Rajamaul
we earnestly recommend to yowc care the speedv
clearing of them but if it be impossible we
judge it most convenient to take it into the
house there. >

The Treasure you brought up from Cassum-
buzar we thinck it most convenient you putt it

into the Mint in the same Merchants name as
our Maulda Treasure goes in nott knowing
when any orders will come for it's remidy \vh\ch
is noe where procureable but at Dacca which
possibly will take up much time by which the
Honorable Company will be lyable'to suffer for
want of mony to finish this Years Investment
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20

and till then you are by noe means to enter

your Treasure in the Companys name least you

bring a Custome which will be very hard to

alter if once paid 5 Per Cent.
There being in Rajamaule house several!

mds : Lead and Silver mixt we tliinck it best

you make use of that for the refineing the silver

since that is the Honourable Companys owne
and cannott be made better use of then to their

advantage.

We desire you would in all matters in the

Durbar and in the Tanksaul give orders and

advice to the Vuckeel and Podars that the

Honourable Companys affaires may pass with

all speed to their advantage which is all from.

Your very loveing Friends

Jona : Prickman
Saml: Anthonv.

Dispeeded a Generall to the Right Worship-

full Agent &ca. with 2 pair off boocks belong-

ing to this Factory the Bungala Duffter and a

list of what goods ready in the House and what

Contracts made by Mr" Nedham &ca. by boat.

21 Sent for the weavers whose goods are un-

prized to come to us to prize them but it being

one of their festivalls they would nott come.

Wrote to our Gomosta at Poronia to make

what hast with what goods he had ready fo''

the Honorable Companys Accott : to send them

downe before the waters are fallen.
Wrote to Mr. Job Chamock &ca. in Cassup-

buzar advising that our Crowry Punchanund
was repaireing to Muxoodavad and that the

bailes of Silke soe long detauied by the Crowry

of Maulda were released.
^2 Prized from severall Weavors and Picars 30U

ps
: of MulmuUs and ordered Do : Picars &ca.

to be detained in the Factory till remaines paw
by them.

23 Rajaray the Jimmedar belonging to this place

came to our house desireing the Accot :
of hi3

bncks might be made up and his remaines paj^

mm but with much a doe was perswaded to

lett itt be referred till the cheife should arrive

endmg which disputes hindred the prizemg o^

goods.

Trea
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24 About noone returned

Cheife

Cassumbuzar adviseins: of our troubles in these

Parts) being cast away in ferring over the great

River looseing Cloths Generall and all that he
had.

The Cassumbuzar boates with Silke went
hence.

25 Prized Mulmulls 270 ps : from severall picars

according to their Goodness.

26 Prized Culloured and white goods 250 ps

:

being all that which the People that was pre-

sent had.
Came a Generall from Cassumbuzar with

Boolchunds Dustuck on the Maulda Crowry

ordering him to release the two Silke boats.

27 Came in of the remaines of those Picars &ca.

who are in Custody 93 ps : of goods and are in

good hopes the rest will follow speedily.

28 Agreed with Simbonaut for 400 ps : Dooreaes

and 200 ps : Cossaes the lengths and breadths

to be as mentioned in the Honourable Com-
panys list none to be less then 8 rs : Per peece

which he acquaints us may be Procured for

ready money wherefore | was paid him do\vn

which was 2750 rs : the rest to be paid him as

soone as money Comes in.

29 Came a Generall from Mr. Thomas Hill at

Rajamaul adviseing of the arrivall of the 31st

of the Honourable Companys Petre boates there

and that the Kings Muttsudies refused to cleare

them therefore desired that Mr. Jona : Prick-

man would bv all means Come over to use his

endeavours for their release, which request was

thought best to comply with in request of the

weightyness of the affare and the waters fallhig

very fast as alsoe now there being noe businesse

Can be done here nither merchants nor picars

will come to us for these 2 or 3 dales (in which

time hope the Petre boates may be cleared) by

reason of their great feast Called by them Dus-

sarra.

In the eavening Mr. Jona: Prickman sett

out for Rajamaul.
30 Arrived in Rajamaul forthwith enordered the

Vuckeel to goe to Rajavally and sound his in-

clinations (that we may come to some agree-

ment for the boates release) but found them

excessive high.
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In the eavening came a Generall from the

Right WorshipfuU Agent &ca. inclosed a most

welcome Pherwamia from Hodje Zoffe Cawne
orderins: Raiub Alley nott to molest our busi-

nesse.

ACCOTX: CtTHRT: HtXGiiY. Dr, Per Contra. Cr,

To Ball : last mo : 137503 5 4 By Ball : last mo. 137503 5 4

Augat: 31—
By Sundry Ac-

unts .. 70056 12

207569 1 4

/
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Cash.

1 To remaines last

month
To Jessoodanundun

and Soodanund
at Int: at Ir:
2 a : Per Cent
Per nao: Corn-
menceing from
26th August
last .

,

22 To Ramnaut at
Int: at 1 Per
Cent Per mo :

—

Sicca
27 To Ramnaut at

Int: at 1 Per
Cent Per mo :

—

Peet.

.

To Accot : B a 1 1 a
on 4700 rs

:

Sicca at 1 Per
Cent

To Accot : Int: on
8493 rs : Dadne
at Ir: 4a : Per
Cent

To Accot

:

on do
9 a : Per Cent

To Accot : broker-
age on do
1 Per Cent

Dustoor
at 1 r

:

at

Amotts
: to R

Dr.

516 10 2

3000

4700

2023

47

106 2 6

132 H 3

84 14 9

*

upees • * 10612 6 8

CoirrBA Or.

1

•

« •

By Jessoodanimdun
and Soodanund
on Cossaes - •

12 By Samuel An-
thony

29 By Simbonaut on
400 ps; Doore-
aes and 200 ps

:

Cossaes pd : in
part

By weavors Chan-
denyes

By weavors Orung-
shyes

By weavors Char-
connaes

By weavors Elat-
chaes

By Vuckeels, Mutt-
suddies, and
Taggadgeers
wages

By Accot : Sallary
to this day
paid to divers
Vizt :—

Fytch Ned-
ham the ^
of I a yeares
Sallary from
the 25March
past to this
day at 40 li

per an : is

Jona: Prick-
man at 20 li.

Per an : .

.

Saral ; A n -

thony do

:

20 li: Per an: 44
Tho: Hill I
a years Sal-

lary at 10 li.

Per an : .

.

Wm. Jolland
atlOli: Per
an:
Saml: Pine
Do. at 10 h.

Per an

:

88 14 3

44 7

7

44 7

44 7

44 7

30 By rosewater for 1

chest

3000

500

2760

1680

403 12

420

239 4

66 4

311 1 3

30

9400
1212

Jona : Prickraan

6
1

3
5By Ballance

Amounts to Rups : l0612 6 8

•
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i

Englezavad Diary Month Ociober 1682.
4

1 Carried the Pherwahna to Rajub Alley which
after some quibles as talking of searching the

boates &ca. he promised his Dustuck.
2 The Vuckeel brought the Dustuck in the

eavening then being to late to open the boates

were detained till the next mommg as also that

Rulfa Zenmia Nabob on Shasta Cannes side

haveing been troublesome demanding some
small matter which he Sayes. belongs to him on

Accott
: of expences for his Punsvev.

3 Opened the Petre boates giveing Mr. Wood
orders to make all hast possible and by noe

means to goe the inward way but by way [of]

Midradpore the waters falling mightylv; went

with Mr. Hill to Rajub Alley desireing him on

all occasions to assist him alsoe discoursed with

him concerning the late order Come to the Mint

Master and how unreasonabley ho demanded
Custome of us which he promised to advise to

Dacca and gett it altered as alsoe did the Wac-
canevice which if accomplished will be of a

Considerable advantage. In the eavening left

Rajaniaule.

4 Arrived at Englezavad this morning early.

Ramchund and Jaddoo Picars brought in of

then- remaines 87 ps : of Mulmuls which come

near to the Amount of their Accotf : see were

released with orders to come with in a day or

two to finish their Accounts. Generall boocfe.

Accot
: Cash brought in by Mr. Samuel Anthony

were perused and passed.'
o Persaud Moody the Orrua Picar brought H'

ps
: of Cossaes Account remaines.

. ,

Prized .MulmuUs from severall Picars accord-

uig to their goodnesse 215 ps : being measured

7

and chop'd M-ere delivered the Washermen.
Prized white and Culloured goods 428 ps:

which was then delivered the washermen.
I-ackt up 10 chests of Cossaes qt : 1000 ps

:

.
\^^^^ to our Gomosta at Batgetpore order-

ing him to make all hast with his goods as alsoe

sent a small present to the Raja of those WS
Vizt

: 3 yds : ordinarv broadcloth. 1 Sw ord blade

desiremg him to be favourable to our Honour-

able Companys affaires which are in his Pa"S

they being somewhat considerable as the Ka^

^^ilke Errendies &ca.

J

[

I
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^
9 Tn the eavening Avent the boate with 10 chests

t
Cossaes and our Diaryes for months August,

September all Avhich had been forwarded before

but for fear of foule wether.
* 10 Prized white and CuUonred goods and deli-

vered them the washermen.
11 Chested white goods.

12 Being a Cloudy rain^^ day noething was done.

At a Consultation

Present

Fryday the 13 Mr. Joiia : Pricknian

Mr. Saml : Anthony

' Budlvdasses agreement made with Mr. Ned-

ham &ca. (for Raw Silke as per Consultation

dated the 30th June) being expired and as yett

neither Silke nor merchants appears and we

understanding that it is provided about Muxoo-

davad vvhere Boolchund denies to releas it

without paving of Custome first there which

will prove a double charge nott knoAving but

that it mav pay it againe in Hugly and charges

hither and to Hugly must needs make it prove

much dearer here then it can be prized at in

Cassumbuzar therefore tis thought most to the

Honourable Companys advantage that a letter

be forthwith drawne itp and sent to the Right

Worshipfull Agent &ca. at Hugly desireing that

we mav have orders to send the Consultation

and Dittoes agreement in Bungulla to Cassum-

buzar and the cheife &ca. there to prize it, it

being to be done as they prize their o\vne

there of the same bund. Its agreed that the

goods chested in the house be sent on board for

Hugly this day the weather appearing faire.

Jonathan Prickman

Samuel! Anthony

13 Sent a boate with 10 mds : 28 srs :
lead to

Rajamaul. Received a letter from Mr. Hill

desireing 20 or 30 mds : more which was agreed

to make up.

14 Prized Mulmuls &ca. from severall Picars.

15 The boate with 19 chests Mulmulls mentioned

and agreed to be Sent in the Consultation dated

the 13th Currt: went hence being stopped by

the Jimraedar he refuseing to clear it out of his
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Government till his Accots : of the bricks be

paid him therefore it was agreed that we ac-

company it out par of his dominions which de-

signe frustrated his intentions which appeared

by his shamefull retreat at sight of our Flagge.

At a Consultation

Present

Munday the 16 Mr. Jona : Prickman
Mr. Saml : Anthony

Rajaray our Jimmedar haveing been very

Accounts
bricks which we have used our uttmost en-

deavours to keep him off from by all the fair

means and pretences we could at'last he would

noe wayes be sattisfyed but sett Peons upon

our gate nott permitting any of our Muttsud-

dies to enter and threatning to stop our boates

(which accordingly he intended to doe had nott

we accompanied it part of the way with our

Governors
to take the same way as they did the last year

by detaining our Picars and nott permitting

them to Come and make up their i\ccotts:

upon every frivilous pretence the maine Actor

in these affaires we understand is one Dowd
Caune a Pattan Merchant A\ho takes upon bim

to act in all affaires against us more then any

Governor
trole him Jeamshire beage who is at present

Swome
to)

the afforesaid Jimmedar our Friend that he

may stand by us when occasion presents we lett

him have 300 Rups : on Accot : of what owing

mm taken his noate as if it were lent him and

he nott to molest us till the chiefe &ca. shaU

make up his Accounts which wall come out near

as much againe if not more.

Jonathan Prickman
Samuel Anthony

17 Simbonaut one of our Gomostaes haveing
desired some ordinary broadcloth ,and 2 Sword
blades to m
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was agreed to lett him have 4 yards, and 2
Sword blades, the former at 5 rs : Per yard, the
latter at 2| rs : Per Sword.

r 18 Prized white and CuUoured goods.
* 19 Sent a boat with mds : 20 : 14| Seers Lead

and 10 mds : Salt to Rajamaule.

^
20 The Dutch Doctor haveing been very ready

upon all occasions to come when he is Sent for

night or day he being this day with ns and
proffering to buy 3 or 2 ps : of Elatchaes &ca.
for his owne wareing Apparrell it was thought
convenient to give him 4 ps : of Elatchaes, 1

f ps : Seersuckers, 1 ps : Orun
21

Maulda forbidding

throughout

come near our house upon paine of forfiture of

their Avhole Estates.

23 Drew a Mahozzer un of Jeamshire beass nro-

m
Worshipfull

came letters from his Worship &ca. dated the

9th Currt

:

24
fr

ghn
zer Came and accordingly performed his office

and desired we would consider him and give

him something to keep him warme wherefore

one ps : of Charconna was given
5000 Rups : from the Mint.

him. Came

At a Consultation

Present

Wednesda
: 25 Mr. Jona : Prickman

Mr. Saml : Anthony
4

Nedham &ca. haveing contracted with

ill of our Petty Picars that upon their

remaines made by them the last year when they
sever

Dadenie
in this agreed

remames
diately be demanded of them as appeares now
by their Mulmulls &ca. which they now in a

nature force upon as aleadgeing that they were

a prepareing with the mony they received of us

the last year and that if we did nott either take

them of for ready mofiy or Accot : of their re-

maines they should nither be able to bring in

the Culloured goods nor pay us what they ow
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therefore in respect our Honourable Masters

require a large quantity of Culloured goods it is

agreed they be paid for what white goods they

have ready and that a strickt watch be kept

over then [that] they comply with their Agree-

ment for the Elatchaes, &ca. this we beg may

meet with a favourable representation it being

partly against the Right Worshipfull Agent

&ca. orders the prospect of the extremity the

Honourable Companys affaires are falling into

therefore are forced to use all manner of wayes

to gett in our reraaines the persons in Govern-

ment useing all wayes to irapeade it.

Account Charges Generall for mos : JulVr

Augst : and September not being past by reason

of the Cheifes absence was brought in by Mr.

Samuell Anthony and perused and passed as

followeth Viztt

:

SaML: ANTHOIfY.

July—
1 To remaines

mo: ,.

15 To Cash .

.

25 To Ditto .

.

last
rs.

Dr,

a. g.

. . 1161 2

.. 540

.. 400

Rupees ..2101 2

*lr

Per Contra. Cr.

rs: a:

31 By charges
Generall .,103 5

By charges
Cattle
By Servants
wages

24 4

178 1

By charges Dyett .

.

By Accot : Building

By remaines Vi^tt

In charges
Merchan-
dize .- 580 U

In A c c o t

:

Building .347 14

In charges
Generall 71 3

9

5

In Cash
1199 12 14

265 11 6

Ba- An. 0-

305 10

66 11

273 5

^10 «

Rupees . . 2101

V.

/
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I

]

t

August— rs: a. g.
1 To Remaines last mo : 1465 8 31 By char-

13 To Cash .., 500 ges Ge-
r

nerall . . 82 10

^
By char-

ges Catle 24 12 10

n

By Ser-
vants
wages . . 184 8 Q

M ^01 1^ \(\
J £tXft i.'x 11/

By charges Dyett , , 64 14
n

- By Accot : Building 409 7 10
1

r

766 4
By Packingstuff for

6 Gorge Tentees
at 7 rs : Per

i

r Gorge .. 42
By charges Merchan-

dize Vizt

:

washing N ur-

d i n g &ca.

# f 130 Gorge
white goods

L at 1 r : Per
Gorge ..130

washing Nur-
ding Gund-
ing &ca. 9

1

Gorge Gul-

loured goods
at 1 r : 9 a :

Per Gorge.. 14 5
Scowring
&ca. 5 Gorge
Mundeels at

lOia: Per
Gorge . . 3 4J

b 147 9 10

By remaines Viztt : 955 13 10

#
In charges

^ Merchan-
dize .. 469 14 13

* In cha.r ges
building 293 1 5

^

In cha r g e a

.

h Generall 121

883 15 10

In Cash.. 125 10 12
1009 10 10

•

Rupees .

.

1965 8 Rups: .. 1965 8

)
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September— rs; a. g.
1 To remames last 30 By ohar-

mo: .. 1009 10 10 ges Gene-
12 To Cash .. 50O rail .. 65 14 10

By ch ar-
ges Cattle 24 11

By Serv-
ants Wa-
ges • . 174 6 10 rs. a. g.

265

Bv charges Dyett . . 63 2

By Aocot: building 149 9

By reraaines Vizt

:

In cha : mer- Rs. As- Q.
chandize 557 6 18

In cha : build-
ing. . . 300 1 5
In cha : Gen-
erall . . 50 2 10
In Cash ..116 5 17

477 11

1031 15 10

Rupees .. 1501) 10 10 Rupg : .. ISOololo

2ry

r

A Generall \\as urote to Mr. Hill &ca. where-
with went the Tnvovce an Accott : of the weight
of our Tresure as 'weighed off to the Podars
here, with Invoyce of Lead sent.

Jonathan Pricknian

Samuell Anthony

Came in 200 ps : of Mulniulls from Gunne-
sham paid Goosainedass and Suntoaes 366 rs

:

Account what white goods have been received
of them and alsoe Simbonaut 750rs : that was

remame dew to him Accot : the Cossaes an(i

9R n''^^^'^
^^^^^^ ^''^ *^^^ -^^^^ ^^^^ month.

-o Lame a Generall in the eavening superscribed
to us from Mr. Jno : Beard &ca. in Huglv bat

upon opening found it was the Ballasore General!
which was agreed to be returned earlv in tlie

^_
morning by express.

"'
Ar T^i!'^^^^

"^ *^^ morning earlv a Generall to

3Ir. John Beard &ca. in Hnglv with the Balla-

sore Generall.
'

Wrote to our Gomosta at Poronia enordering
ftini without faile to send away what goods he

tiaa ready of the Honourable Companvs.
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Ordered the Deloll to Sort Gunneshams 200
ps

: of Mulmulls and ivhat was judged to be
lesse then 8rs: Per peece to returne againe
they being the first that have come in upon
that Contract this is Cheifly to affright them
but fear at last must be forced to take them itt
bemg impossible for them to bring the ^^eavors
at once to Comply with their agreement they
had been prized by us this dav but that Do':
merchant was taken sick.

28 Came a Generall from Mr. Thomas Hill with
1000 rs : with * a chest of Wine and one Barrell
of Mum from the Right WorshipfuU Agent &ca.
desiremg somethings for Presents which is

agreed to be sent.

20 Came a Generall from Mr. Job Charnock &ca.
adviseing that they had received advises from
Hugly that our proposition made to the Right
Worshipful! Agent &ca. (dated the 13th Currt

:

was approved off) concerning the prizemg of
Budledasses Silke therefore desired Ave would
send his agreement downe which was enordered
to be transcribed as alsoe the Co[n]sultation
and the agreement wrote in this Country lan-
guage, all which we have agreed to nott tvith-
standing we have had not yett advices from
Hugly in respect of the shortnesse of time and
supposeing they may in that Letter which was
by a mistake rong superscribed to Ballasore as
theires was to us.

Paid of 1800 rs : at Intrest to Kissandas but
could nott make them to alloAv Batta on the
Siccaes saying it is nott Customary Avith them.
Agreed to pay off all as fast as monev comes

in from the Mint.
30 Wrote sent

them Copy of the Consultation dated the 30th
June and Budledasses agreement made with

to their desires in their Generall dated the 26th
Currt: Sent a Generall to Mr. Thomas Hill
with 2| ps : broadcloth ordinat v, 5 yds : Scar-
lett, 7J yds : Velvett, 4 Sword blades, 11 ps : of
Cristalme ware he being very desireous for
things for Presents.

Sent orders to Sunguttdas and Chundrabaune
at Batgettpore to send away the Errendies and
Errendy Thread with all speed. In the eaven-
ing went a Generall to the Right WorshipfuU
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Agent &ca. with the Mahozzer on Jeamshire

beage by water to Dacca.
31 Account Currant Hugly is as last month.

Jona : Prickman
Saml : Anthonv

Cash.

1 To remaines last
month

To 4 ps ; Elatchaes
spared to Seve-
rall

To 1 p3: Mulmulls
To 2ps : Chandenies
To 3 ps : Orungshiea
To 4 ps : Seersuckers
To weavors E 1 a t -

chaes
To Seerbunds
Toweavors Tanjeebs
To Ramnaut At Int

:

at 1 Per Cent
Per mo

:

Dr.

1212 1 6

24
10

10

9

18

15

4
29

4
12

8

12

24

28

To Gungaram and
Samdas

To Sicca Rupees
received from
the Mint

To Peet Rupa : re-

ceived from Do

:

To Sicca Rups : re-

ceived from Do :

To Accott : Ba 1 1 a
on 2946 rs : Sic
ea Dadenle at
1j Per Cent .

.

To Accot : Dustoor
on 3675 rs : Da-
denie at 1 r :

9a: Per Cent..
To Accot : Int : on

do: at U Per
Cent

To Accot : Broker-
age on do : at 1

Per Cent

2000

192

4755

245

1000

44 3

57 6 9

45 15

36 12

Amotta
: to Rupees 9708 14 2

Vka Contra.

4
5

14

24

26

29

31

By Samuel Anthony
By weavors Rama-

uls.

.

By Simbonaut
By Rajaray paid

Accot:

Cr.

400

925

2000

h i s

bricks » •

# •By Simbonaut
By Mulmulls
By Samuel Anthony

to defray charges

By do : on A c c o :

Packingstuff .

.

By Kissondas Saw
paid his Principall

By Accot: Int:
on do :

By Vuckeels, Mutt-

a u d d i es, and
T aggadgeers.

300

750

437 14

wages « •

By Ballance • «

Amotts : to Rupees 9708 H

Jona : Prickman

400

300

1800 <>

61 10

71 4 <*

I
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Englezcvvad Diary Mo: November 1682,

Att a Consultation

Present

1 Mr. Jona : Prickman
Mr. Saml : Anthony

The Accot
: Cash for last mo : being perused

were passed the remaines being Rups : 2263 :

2 a : 2 Pice,
g^^^^j . Anthony

I

Dispeeded a Generall to the Right Worship-
full with our Diarj^ for last month.

For these severall daies nothing could be
acted as to prizeing and Sorting of goods by
reason of pestalentiall feavour which rages soe

violent among all our Servants, Merchants and
Picars &ca. and throughout all the Countrey in

these parts that there is nott one house without
B or 4 sick people in it. The Almighty in his

mercy put a Stop to it speedily.

2 Nursing Gwalltore one of our Picars haveing
been detained severall daies for his remaines
which is a bout 2000 rs : falling very sick Avas

released with 2 peons to watch over him that

he brings in his remaines (which praj^ God he
performe) this way we fear must be forced to

take Avith manv more by reason of the sicknesse

in those parts and if it shall please the Almighty
to take any of them away the Honourable Com-
panys remames in their hands may prove dan-
gerous debts but troubles may be A\orse if they
should dev in our house.

3 Paid to severall weavers Mulmulls 309^ rs

:

for what white goods have b3en received of them
as according in our Consultation dated the last

mo :

5 The Dutch Cellibrated their feast in joy of

their new Generall made.
7 Mr. Richard Abraham Cape merchant of Mr,

Richard Bugdens Shipp arrived here in order

of sattisfying his Curiousity in seeing these parts,

8 Severall merchants that have any Goods in

our house have for many daies been required

to come and prize their goods but by reason of

their Sickness could not make their appearance.

Came a Generall from Mr. John Beard with

a Coppy of ours which went to Ballasore.
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Q This morning arrived a Dutch boat from

Dacca with 2 horsemen and an Ad;\- from the

Nabob to understand the quarrell between tlieni

and Jeanishirebeage.

Kinchund one of our Picars whose remaiiies

are about 500 rs : being taken very sick of a

suddaine was released for feai of his miscarry-

ing in our Custody.

Came a Oenerall from Mr. Thomas Hill in

Rajamaule with 5000 rs : Siccaes as alsoe a

Generall from Mr. Job Chaniock adviseingof the

receipt of ours of the :jOth past Buddehdasses

Agreement.

10 Paid of at Interest 4000 rs : Herderam Te-

warre.

11 Chested white good^^.

13 Wrote
Sent orders to our Badgeetiiore Goraostaes to

send away what good.s they had ready.

Came letters from Foronia adviseing that

those people with \\ home our former (Jomosta

had agreed with fur Turnierrick at t.V Yer

finding the price to rise fell from tlieir Contract

and made their Complaint to the People in Gov-

ernment there who put the businesse to an arbi-

tration w hen it was Concluded on all sides they

^^hould allow ^ :\ld • therefore desired orders

for his proceedings \\hich we judged best to

agree to time passing ;iwav and since it hath

been ended by those Sa vage sort of People they

will hardly be brought to alter it, (at least time

enough to goe home by these Shlpps) A\herefore

a letter is ordered to' be diawne up and bent

him that, for as much as Can be provided and

gott in n ithin the limitts of this Mossoone he

takes upon those termes (and the remainder to

lett aloane to dispute for when more time pre-

sents) and to acquaint them it is onely taken

up of them on Accot : of Hesob and that after-

wards we expect the t-ontpleatment of thei

former agreement.
And tis further thought fitt that a T-^tt^r

wrote to the Fouzdar of those parts to inform^

him that this is nott our way of tradeing
\vhicn

n he permits once to be acted it will prove ac

customary and then \\ e may become great looi-er^

if
'

15

be

wee Continue tra deing in his Countries.
Pnzed 114 pa : white croods of Gunaesharnda^'

'

^J
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Sent letters to the Right Worshipfull Agent
&ca. Councell in Dacca.

16 Received General] letters from the Right Wor-
shipfull Agent &ca. in Dacca.

17 Received letters from Mr. John Beard &ca.
Councell in Hugly.

Sent letters to Poronia ordering them to
hasten their goods downe as soone as possibly'
thev could.

19 This eavening Mr. Nedham arrived from Hugly.
20 Prized 163 jjs: Mulmnlls of Gunneshamdass.
21 Paid Guimesham 1000 : Rupees at Interest.

Sent letters to Rajamaule With 49 md : 20
sr ; Lead and an Invoyce of do :

22 Came a Generall from Mr. Thomas Hill with
8000 Rupees.

24 Sent letters to Rajamaule with advice of the
recept of 8000 rs.

26 Came a Generall from Rajamaule with 5000
Rups.

This eavening sent a Generall to Hugly with
a Invoyce of 46 chests white goods amount to

Rups : 28693 : 8 a.

Sent a Generall to Rajamaule adviseing of

receipt of 5000 Rupees.
28 Came a Generall from the Right Worshipfull

Agent adviseing the receipt of the Mahozzer on
Jeamshirebeagre &ca. and of 2 Pherwannaes

27

procured from the Nabob and Duan to clear

our businesse.

Att a Consultation

Present

29 Mr. Jona Prickraan
Mr. Saml : Anthony

Rajaray comeing to our Factory to make up
his Accots : of bricks earnestly desired they

might be immediately done that he might have

what is due to him wherefore it was agreed to

lett him have 150 rs : and to forbear 10 or 15

daies longer till we had more leisure. Saml

;

Anthony haveing brought in his Accots : of the

Generall boocks, Warehouse, and charges Gene-

rall for last mo : Avere perused and passed the

latter is as followes Viztt

;
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Saml: Anthony.
October

—

1 To reraaines last

Dr. Feb Contra

rao

:

4 To Cash
26 To Do

:

!

1031

400
700

15 10

October
31 By cha:

Generall 108 U

Gr.

By cha:
Cattle .

.

By Servts :

wages ,

.

25 4

120 5

By cha : Dyett
By Acco: Building

*

By Packingstuff Vizt
38 Gorge Ten-
tees at 7 rs

:

Rs.
254
69

135

As. P.

7 5

15 10

1 5

)Per Corge,, 2CC)

5 Gorge Guz-
zees at 11^
rs : Per Co

:

lOmds: Cot-
ton at 10 rs

:

Per md : .

.

5 inds : wax
at 24 rs

:

Per rad : .

.

57 8

100

96
519 8

By Reniaines Vizt :

In cha : Mer-
chandize 686 13 3

In A c c o t

:

building 341 3 5
In Cash ., 124 15 2

2131 15 10

1152 15 10

2131 15 10

Mr. Nedham havemg licence from Hugly to

come up and make up his Accots : here, upon
pretence of which he severall times went to

Maulda striveing to gett of the Honourable
tompanys Merchants and Picars what goods he
could which will hmder them to bring in their
luJl quantities agreed for wherefore twas thought
convenient for the Honourable Compauvs In-
terest to keep what Merchants and Picars we
tinde he deals withalb upon our Doore untill he
leaves this place or at least tUl he has done
DUVmcr r»f rf^^;i„ -•_ j^i .. . ., -TT ».

hindred

30

"^^.^v^uxiipanys Investment may not be
oy His irregular proceedings

Samuell Anthony.

21fif^^fi
"^^ggoordas his Pruicipall being Rups:

^ioi
. Sa : Account Currant is as last month.

Saml : Anthonv
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Cash.

1 To Ballance last
mo :

9 To Sicca rs : reed :

from the Mint
22 To Do: Sic-

caes .. 5000
Peett ,, 3000

26 To Do: Sic-
caes

Peet
Condarree

• « 1200
3000
800

29 To Accot : B a 1 1 a
on 2100 rs: Sic-

ca Dadine at
1 r : Per Cent
Per month

Dr.

2263 2 2

5000

8000

5000

31 8

20294 10 2

1 By
By
By

9 By
10 By

By

13 By
21 By

By

26
28

29

30

Per Contra,

Mulmnls 30ps : .

.

Mundeels 1 1 ps : .

.

Charconnaes 14 ps

:

Samuell Anthony
Herderam Tewarre
paid his Principall

Accot: Tnt : on
do : 3 mo : 3 da

:

at H Per Cent Per
mo : .

,

Saml : Anthony .

.

Gunnesham paid
in part his Princi-

pal] •

.

Accot: Int : on
do : 3 mo : 12 da :

at 1 Per Cent Per
mo : ,

.

By Saml : Anthony ,

.

By household neces-

saries for 1 large

d i g c h e poiz 5\
Seers .

.

By R a j a r a y Acco :

bricks

By Tag^oordass paid
his Principall

By Accot: Int : on
do : 2 mo : 25 da :

at 1 r : Per Cent
Per mo :

By Muttsuddies, Vuc-
keels and Tag-
geers, wages

Br.^

185

83
40

200

By Ballance Kups

:

Rupees

12

4

4000

155

400

1000

34
400

6 8

150

2100

61

93 12

8910
11384 10

20294 10

I

Saml : Anthony

The businesse of this mo : was carried on by

Mr. Jona : Prickman but nott being Goppied out

ere his Decease was omitted to be signed by him,

Wm. Jolland

Saml : Pine.

A True Coppy of the Orriginall Transcribed

and Examined Per me

Saml : Pine.

^ The figures in the third column of this account, and some in the

second, are bound in and are indecipherable.
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GLOSSARY

Adaty, adhotar. dhoti—a loin

cloth.

Adolut, [Arlollutt]. adalat—

a

court.

Ady, arzi—a petition, a writ-

ing.-

Alatches, see Elatches.
w

Allollhesob—without account,
money advanced in suspense
account to be adjusted later
on.

Ambus— Usuallv 6i Emmer-
ties/' from amrati.

Ameen, amin—a commissioner
deputed to collect revenue
or to investigate and report.

Arindi, see Erindie.

Asswar, yasawal—state mes-
senger (silver stick).

Aul—an addition to a property.

Azzare, huzuri. Generall v ap-
plied to lands of which the
revenue was paid direct to
the chief collector and not
through the local collectors
or zamindars.

Bafta—a kind of calico

Budgero, bajra—a state barge.

Bnrgunny, barhni or barm—

a

sum paid in advance to a

cultivator or manufacturer.

Buxe, bakhsi—a giver of em-

ployment or promotion, and

so a paymaster.

Chandenees, c h n n d e n y e s

,

plur, chandni

—

get piece goods.

white drug-

Charconnaes, plur. char-

khana—chequered muslin
piece-goods.

Chasni—-scrapings.

Chaule, chawal—rice seed, |th

of a ratti.

Chaup, chop, chhap—a seal

Chaupa maul, chhap Mai

sealing duty.

Chaupt."
a <t /^Chopt

1? sealed.

Ohauton, plur. chautai—cotton

cloth piece-goods.

ixed silkChecla, chakla— mix
and cotton fabric.

Chupdar. chobdar— a mace-

Banyan, baniva a Hindu

thatch,

trader, a ''middleman/'

Batta, bhatta—exchange com-
pensation, extra allowance.

Begaes.^^plur. bigha-^In Ben-
gal "the bigha contained
only 1600 square yards,
little less

acre.
?5

than \vA of

a

an

bearer.

Chupper, chhappar
thatched-roof.

Chutterv, kachahri—

a

house.

Chyrurgion—surgeon.

Coffer, kaffir—a non-Mnham-

coart-

madan.

Boohoo—babu.

Coja, khwajah— merchant.

Colsa, khalisah— iraperia

treasury.

Congoy, kanungo — Kanua =

1
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law go speakei*. The Ka-
nungo locally represented the

State, as the patwari repre-

sented the cultivators in the

revenue assessment.

Corcouna, karkhana—a place

where work is done, work-

Delawn, dalan — a drying
# room.

D e 1 o I K dallal—a broker, an
agent between the paikar

and the purchaser of finished

shop

manufacture.

Dingce, dingi

Gorge a score.

or skiff.

a small boat

Cossaes, plur. From A rabic

khassa = special, or from Per-

sian khasa = fine. Fine mus-
lin piece-goods.

Cosseed—a running footman or

messenger.

Course, koss — the distance

the voice can carrv. a mea-
«

sure of distance varying very

Doorea, dareya—striped cloth

piece-goods,

Droga, darogha—an officer.

Duan, diwan—the head of the

revenue department.

Duffter. daftar—office.

Durbar, darbar—court.
r

Dussara. dasahara—Hindu fes-

tival.

considerablv in different Dustick, dastak—a pass

parts of India.

Covet, covid—an elL cubit.

Cozzee, kazi—-a Muhammadan
judge.

Crourv, krori—a revenue col-

lector to the extent of a kror
of dams

; generally an over-

seer.

Cucherry. kachari — '''

c u t -

cherry."
h

Cundegur, k h a n d I g a r— a

worker in horn or ivorv.

Dustore, dastiir—custom, al-

ioAvanee.

Elatches. plur. alatches
ic O

V calendaring cloth.

kotwal

Cund

Cundynurd—calendaring cloth

in a roller-machine to

smooth it.

CutwuU [Coutwallj,
peace officer of the night, a

magistrate.

Dadne [Dadine], dadnl—price

of materials advanced to

manufacturers.

t)andy, dandl—a boatman.

Silk clotlis with a navy

pattern running lengthwise.
'*

[Temple].

Erindie,—arindi is the castor

oil plant on which certain

silk worms feed : hence the

silk they spin is called arindi.

Essay, assay—test of purity

of precious metal.

Ezarra ijara—farm or lease.

Fousdar—Fauj = army : dar

holding

Beans an en-

couragement.

A military com-

mander in charge of a dis-

trict.

Gaum, gaon—a village.

Gentoo, 6'ee Jentue.

Gomustah, gumashtah
(usuallv gomasthar) — De-

rived from Persian verb
Gumashtan ' to commission.'

An agent on commission.

Gongar, gunagar—a criminal.
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Goiinaga rree, gunagari
punishment by fine

; penalty.

Gurriall, ghorawala—a groom.

Gurry—a fraction of a day,
perhaps

6 th.

Guzz, gaz—a measure of length
varying in different parts'^ of
India.

r

Guzzer gaut, gazar-ghat
washerman's landing-place

Hesob, hisab—an account.

H u mm u m , haminam ap-
parently so named from its
having been originally used
at the birth, is a cloth of
thick stout texture and gen-
erally worn as a wrapper in
the cold season." (Taylor).

Hurry, hari—a sweeper
; a vil-

lage watchman.

Husball Hookuni, hasbu'l-
hukum—royal order.

Jagerdar, jagirdar—a holder
Mochelke, muchalka—a bond.

Mohozzer, mahzar—a public

attestation.

M o h u r
,
gold muhar.

Ketcherree, [Kedgeree]
khichrl—rice cooked with

butter and dal and variously

flavoured.
r

Kuttcherre, kachahri. Anglo-

Indian ''Cutcherry/' a

court-house.

Kuttorah, katra, see .
Intro-

duction.

Lascar, lashkar—a military

force, a guard.

Maul, mahal— '' Under the

Muhammedan Goyernment

the term was also applied to

a head of department of

miscellaneous revenue de-

rived from a tax on some

particular things or persons.

[H. H. Wilson].

Meirda, mirdah—superi n t e n -

dent.

Mellick, malik—a proprietor.

of land by jagir or military
tenure.

Jentue- Usually written Gen-
too (corruption of Portu-
guese gmtio)^ a gentile or
heathen. In early
Indian, a Hindu.

Anglo-

Jigdea, jizya— poll-tax im
posed by Muhammadan
rulers on theii- non-Muham-
madan subjects.

Jimidar, jamedar—native sub-
ordinate officer.

Jymindar, zammdar—Lit
land-owner. It is reedless
here to go into the historic
controversy v^h^ thrr the
Zamlndar was an her di^arv
owner or held cnly as collec-
tor of revenue on behalf of
the State.

'The

Gold Mor, or Gold Eoupie,

is valued generally at 14 of

Silver ; and the Sifver Roupie

at two shillings and three

pence." Ovington in 1690.

[IIohson-Johson\

Moode, mudi— grocer trades-

man.

aid-de-Mosaib, musahib—an
camp.

Mulraulls, plur, m a 1 m a 1—
^

generic name for muslins oi

[Temple],
grees

Mum wax.

M u n d e e I , mandll—a towel

:

loin-cloth.
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Mungemull, manghl mal[?]
tax on boatmen.

Munscone—Monsoon,

Mussall, raash'alchi
man.

1 a m p -

ac-Mussheriefe, mushrif
countant.

Muster—sample.

Mutsuddie, mutasaddi—clerk
Muzzelt mash'alchi's room.

coverNehahvar. nehali—bed-

Nerrick, nirkh—tariff, price
current.

Neshaun, nishan a rescript
or patent granted by a prince
of blood which if granted by
the Emperor himself would
have been called a farman.
Later a trade-mark.

Nurd—roller.

Orrua, orrut, ournia—Corrup •

tion of arhat, agency, broker-
age, commission, also Avare-
house. Dalai of orrua =
warehouse broker.
ready at orrua— goods ready
at the warehouse.

Goods

Orung, fac-arung, aurang—
tory for piece-goods.

Orungshyes, Aurangshahis, au-
rangzebis—cloth piece-goods.

Outcryes—sales by auction.

Pachutrika—customhouse.
Pagoda-^(l) a temple, (2) a
com worth in 1818 about 31
rupees.

Palankeen—a litter or sedan.
Palankeen chutter\=a
movable tent, kachahrf.

Passari, pasari—seller of drugs,
spices, etc.

Pattella, patola—a large flat-
tottonied boat.

Peet, peth—current.

Petesdust, peshdast—a s s i s -

tant.

Phirmaund, farman—imperial
letters-patent.

Phirwana. parwana—a written
permit.

Phurd; fard—a written state-
ment.

Picar, paikar—The paikar re-

ceived an advance of money
for purchase of materials and
thexi entered into agreement
with the weavers. See Tay-
lor : Sketch of Dacca, pp.
186-8.

Piscash,peshkash— a thing pre-

sent before some one, hence
a gift or bribe to a superior.

Pistole—"The Spanish doub-
loon worth about £ 3—6s.

5d.'' Temple: 11, 304n.

Pitan, Pathan—an Afghan.

Podar, poddar—^cash-keeper.

Punsewy. Punsvey [Paunch-
way], pansi—a light boat
with covering of thatch or

matting.

Purgona, parganah—a district

comprising a number of vil-

lages.

Puttun. pattani, p a t n i

goods ra a n u f a c t u r ed to

order.

Ramalls, rumals—Kerchiefs.

Rewanne, rawana—a passport,

duty on goods in transit on
the river.

Reyng.—''Rang is a muslin

which resembles Jhuna in

its transparent gauze or net-

like texture. It is made by
passing a single thread of the
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warp through each division Subaes, subah's—the Nawab
of the reed." [Taylor] Xazim's.

Riale, reald—pieces of eight. Taffutiyes, plur. taffeta—thin

R u 1 1 e e . ratti—measure of glossy silk of plain texture.

Tagadgeer , tagadagl r—a n

overseer.

weight. 8 Ratti =1 Masha :

12 Masha ==1 tola of 180
grams.

Sallame, salami— a compli-
mentary present.

Scarlett— broad-cloth (the Tallica, ta'likhah—invoice,

Tageered "—Anglo-Indian,

compelled, bullied.

revenue

list of goods.

Tanjeebs, tanzib—fine muslin

piece-goods.

! Tanksaul. taksal—a i

name of a cloth before the
word was the name of a
colour).

Seekdar, shikdar—

a

officer.

Seerbund, sirbandh—a turban, \

Tannee, tani—silk used for the

Seerpaw, ' Saropa—dress of j

"^'^^'P-

Tola—a measure of weight.

nint.

honour.

Seersuccecs—Sir := head: sukh,
\ Tuttenagg—Portuguese tute-

pleasure. Turbans,

Siccaes, plur. Sikka rupee.

naga, zinc or pewter
[Temple].

Sitternjee, shatranji— carpet \
Vacquel, vuckeel, vakil—

a

made of cotton

Sozjies, plur. susi—silk cloth
piece goods.

legal agent.

Wacka Nevice, wake

aavls—a diarv-writer.

•ah

-f

V^'X^
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NOTES.

Page 8. The Crowry Jameshirebeag. The Krorl Jam Sher
Beg. An honorific title—"Lion in Warfare/' On October
15th, 1683, Hedges writes : ''I received a General Letter from
^. , ". .
Mr. Hervey &ca, Council at Manlda, complaining of the Gov-
ernment for j)rotecting the Company's merchants and Drs.
[debtors] from paying their just demands, and desiring a
Perwanna may be procured from Decca, complaining of one
Jamshier Beigh for demanding and exacting large annual
Presents, vexing and ruining some of our servants, and if

such a Perwanna, Avith an Assol or Messenger, cannot be pro-
cured, he shall not be able to send some yV part of this year's
Investment, and that will come over 25 per cent or more
above its due value ; and presses to have the Perwanna,
though it cost Rup. 5000." Yule : L 128.
Page 9. Wanges—UeynBl
„ 10. Troubles given ws\ Sk R. C. Temple (11. 282)

quotes the Hughli Diary, 31st October, 1679. "An answer
to Mr, Vincent's Arzdass or letter to Hodgee Mahmud, the
Prmces Devan [received] this day, wherein it was ordered that
the Aidee and Alice Nucky, the Princes Govemour here,
should take the 15,000 Rs., and, if could not perswade him to
give him an^- profitt thereon, not to use anv force to stop
the English trade.^^

^^g^ 10. Seerpore, Sherpur Murcha, a place of great his-
torical interest m the Bogra district. See the interesting ac-
l^ount of the place given by Mr. J. N. Gupta, M.A., I.C.S., in
his volume on Bogra in the District Gazetteer of East Bengal
<^ndAs.s'am, Allahabad, 1910.
Page 22. The Nishaun of Shasuja, Prince of Bengal. Sultan

""f
^'^' second son of the Emperor Shah Jahan, Governor

of Bengal, 1639-58. For the text of the 7i{shan see Temple

:

AA-21 et seq. It is dated April, 1656. See Art. "Gabriel
/^o^hton and the Grant of Trading Privileges to the English

^ Bengal" by Wm. Foster, CLE., in the Indian Antiquary.

j^^i'iL
' September. 1912. Firminger : Introduction to the

^ Hth Report, p. liv.
P^ge 38- Hernarraine Ray. I take it that the Hernaraine

^^y ^^ the Malda Diarv is the same person as Rai Nanda
^al^of Hedges' Diary. ^

Page 40, Tittillia. Perhaps the Titaly of Rennell^s map,
Almost due east of Malda, on the road to Dinajpur.

i ^ge 41
. Jeram. Jairam Malik.

>> 44. Maypore. Mahipore.
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Page 44. Kyhert. Kaibartagram, village in mauza Kai-

bartagram, thana Porsha, district Dinajpur. See Gupta:

jj

Bogra," pp. 40-1,

Page 44. Gualla. GouJa, village in mauza Goula, thana

Por?ha, P. 0. Nithpar, district Dinajpur. "The Milkmen':

Village.

Page 49. Gera Gaut. Ghoraghafc. "A town and zemiu-

dary in the province of Bengal, district of Dinagepoor [Dinaj-

pur], ninety miles N.E. from Moorshedabad [Murshidabad]

;

lat. 25^ 13' N., Ion. 89= 10' E. This Zemindary, which in 1784

contained 632 square miles, in A.D. 1582 is described by Abul

Fazel as producing raw silk, gunnies (sack-cloth), and plenty

of Tanyan horses. At an early period after the Mahomedan
invasion it appears, along with several others in this quar-

ter, to have been bestowed on different Afghan chiefs, who

colonized in them, and received accessions of their country-

men from abroad. Being zealous converters of the Hindoos,

and not very scrupulous as to the means, a verv large pro-

portion of the inhabitants to this day profess the Mabomedaii

religion, and dignify themselves with the Arabian title of

Sheik. In process of time the Ghoraghaut Zemindary was

seized on by the Kakeshelan tribe of the Moguls, but for

many years past it has reverted to its present owners, tie

Hindoos. From the traces of ruins still visible the town ot

Ghoraghaut appears to have covered a great space ; but it is

now almost restored to the condition in which it probably

existed before the Mussulmaun conquest being buried in

woods and jungles, with tigers prowling about the streets.

The most remarkable monument is the tomb of Israael Gbazi

Khan (a holy man and good oflicer who first subdued this

tract), which is much feared and respected both bv Hindoos

and Mahomedans ; and although nearly ruinous, has still a

small canopy hung over it." Hamilton : East India Gazetteer,

1828. See Gupta: "Bogra" {District Gazetteers of
Eastern

Bengal and Assam), p. 33. Stewart: History of
Bengal.

pp. 161, 168, 178.
Page 49. John Griffith. " A soldyer of the Agent's gu

a throwster by trade." Temple : if. 321. ,,,.Page 50. 3Ir. Sowdon. Elected writer, 24th October, lb ';

At Dacca 1679. Brother-in-law of John Beard. See Temple

11.271. Yule: 1.93.
Page 50. Englishes grievous disgraces. See Stewart :

^*-"

toryof Bengal, ip. mo.
Page 50. Hodge Zuffe Caun. Hajl Safi Khan. The tlm-

perora Diwan at Dacca. Replaced by Amir Sayyul ^^^'^'

m December, 1682.
Page 52. The jydgea begins to he taken very strictly

Rajamaull Jajia. poll-tax on non-Moslem subjects. /-^
Stewart: //z5tor?/o/i?eH^a?. p. 308. Temple : II. 276. Wik^"

ard.
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[Early Annals, vol. i, p. 241) mentions a farman of Aurang-
zeb, dated 1680 "for freeing the English from iheTridqia
(sic) or Toll Tax (sic) in Bengali."
Page 54. Hurrypore. Haripur.
Page 57. Nabob Spindar Chaan. Asfandiyar Khan.

Buchanan Haniilton {Eastern India, vol. iii, p. 48), giws a
list of the Nawabs or Faujdars of Purnea. The first four on
this list are

Ostwar Khan. [Istwar Khan ?]

Abdullah Khan.
Asfandiyar Khan.
Babhaniyar Khan.

Page 61
. John Ellis. Francis Ellis ? See Yule : 1. 110 e^ seq.

Page 62. John Elliott. See Yule : I., 110 ef .-^eg.

Page 76. Bajitpore. "Bazetpore is about eighteen miles
distant from Junglebaree ; and like it, now forms a part of the
district of of Mymensing. The cotton raised m the vicinity of
these places is of a superior quality ; and both stations have
long been celebrated for the manufacture of some of the finest
muslins exported from Dacca." Tavlor : Cotton Manufacture
of Dacca, p. 9. " In former times the muslms of Kisoriganj
and Bajitpore were of considerable note, and the East India
Company had factories at these places. The Kisoriganj
factory is now the warehouse of a cloth merchant, and a
police station stands on the site of that at Bazitpore."
Hunter

: Statistical Account, vol. v, p. 459.
Page 77. Nurdys. " Noordeahs arrange the threads of

cloths that happen to be displaced during bleaching. They
Work in the manner shewn in the figure. The cloth wound
upon a roller [nurd] is placed between two posts on the
bleaching ground, and is unrolled and carefullv examined.
1 he damaged portion of it is then stretched out, and, being
wetted with water, an instrument like a comb formed of the
spines of the nagphunee plant (cactus indicus) is drawn lightly
along the surface of the displaced threads in order to bring
them into their proper places." Tajior : Cotto7i Manufacture
0/ Dacca, pp. 96-7.
Page 77. Clement Du Jardin. Purser of the Sancta Cruz

'n 1676, afterwards a "freeman " at Eort St. George. For his

p r ^^^^^^ and death on board the Betkeley Castle on 12th
•'ehruary, 1687,, see Temple : II. 389/1.
d^age78. Mittigae. Mitigate.

\T vf^^
^^' ^*''~«^^«- Pirjada lit. the son or disciple of a

"lahomedan spiritual guide. Applied technically to a holy
«ian attached to a mosque.
Page 81. Worshipfull Matthias Vincent. Vmcent had be-

come Chief in "the Bav" on the death of Walter Clavell in
^ugust 1677. He held" office till Hedges' arrival in 1682.
'^uson

: Early Annals, vol. i, pp. 72-73.
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Page 81. Mucdumpore, Makhdampur perliaiDS preserves

the memory of Makhdam Akhl Siraj-ud-din. See Eavenshaw

:

Gaur: its Ruins and Inscriptions, London, 1878, p. 8. On

the 13th December 1779, Strevnsham Master and his Council

at Hughli had ordered "in building the house at Maulda

directions be given to make choice of an open place and high

ground, well seituated upon or near the river, and to bnild

all of brick." Temple : TT. 48.

Page 82. Cundegur. ' Koondegurs are workmen who

beette cloth. Muslins are beaten with small chank shells

{voluki gravis; Lin.), and cloths of a stout texture with a

mallet upon a block of tamarind wood, rice water being

sprinkled over them during the operation." Taylor: Coiion

Manufacture of Dacca, p. 97.

Page 90. Buttedah Oopolpore jnirgona A village on a"

island in the Bhatia lake in the neighbourhood of Gaur.

Page 94. 3Iir Jafar. See Yule : I. 42, " October 26th.

This afternoon young Pihice of Ye. Blood, Meerza Mazuffer

Chan, whose mother and Orang Zeb (ye. great Mogull's) were

both sisters, and sisters to Ye. present Nabob Shah (E.^tah)

Chan [Hhaistah Khan] of this place [i.e. Dacca], came to

give me a visit, and was entertained by me above two hours.

Page 92. Droga of the Shar. Darogha of the Shah, Over-

seer of the port—probably Dacca.
Page 95. The Kntforah was burned. See Introduction.

J? 06. Copij of See Note to

page 106 below.
'• „ Cojee of Asmeer—the Kazi of Ajnilr.

Page 96. Sydulnpore. Sa'adu'llahpur. " Throughou

the period of Muhammadan rule in Gaur this spot ivl^f,''

,

l^^tt to the Hindu population for the performance of twi

sacred rites, and here all the dead were burnt. The sacr^

ghat still exists on the banks of the stream, and thousa;^

amiually attend to celebrate their worship of the local deit}

Just above the bank is a beautiful grove of very old tree

which afford a grateful and refreshing shade to the pilg^^?^;

rrom this nmnf ,-. ^ .i
°

_..x ^t thp, en}-

runnin

itsjtm,s and Imcriptions, London, ISTS,' p.^ 12.
'

For Bucha-

nan Hamilton's remarks see Montgom^'v Martin:
Eoster^.

Indm, vol. Hi, p. 67.
^

^""^^Qft ^'i^^''''"^-
Anglo-Indian. " Jockey'd out.

'

S.
'' ^^- .^[^^- ^ionj. See Temple: IT. 350.

^'

bH2vP'°"^r^
to comply with his bond last yeare and ^

p1. 'lAT V?
^^ Madrass bv some ship this yeare. ^ ^.

Khw! ^""^^^^ ^^"0" ^'«w^ Perwanwi. Haji
J_

b W k ^"'^'T'\-
^^^ '^

^^ ^i^t o^ Government Papers g'^^
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cc

a

6. Copie of Hedges Sophy Cawn Duaii of Eeiigall, hi.s

Pllin^-anna for a free trade in the 21st year of
Aurengzeeb's reign, procured by Sir Matthias
Vincent. 1678."

Hedges writes in 1682 :
" December 3rd. 1 went to visit

ye. new Duan. after T had shewen all our old Phirmanns and
Perwannas in our favour for a free trade without payment
of Custome, he told me these were once of value, but now
signified nothing. The King having ordered that, if tlie Cus-
tome were not paid at Surat, it should be paid here, except-
ing ye. respite given us of 7 months for ye. procuring ve.
King's Phirman to the contrary. At present he confirnied
the Nabob's (Haggi Sophi Chan's) Perwanna by his Cliop.
that no customs should be demanded for money, save at
ye. Mint, and that but ^ per cent." Yule : I. 53.
Page 107. Sultan Auzzums Neshaun. Sultan Muhammad

Azam's Nishan. See the last mentioned and preceding note.

4. Copie of Sultan Azzum Tarras Nishaun for a free
trade in Bengali, procured bv Sir Mattliias
Vincent, 1678."

Sultan Muhammad A'zaui Avas the thiid son of the Emperor
Aurangzeb. He arrived at Dacca on June 8th, 1678.
Page 107. ShaMeJi Cauns Perwanna. Shaistah Khan,

maternal uncle of Aurangzeb, Nawab of Bengal, in succession
to Mir Jumla, 1663. Re-appointed, 1677. Resigned. 1680.
*or the text of his parwana. see Temple: II. 22-24:
Wilson

: Early Annals, vol. I, p. 241.

^
Page 107. Assut Cauns Perwa7ina. See Temple: II. 292.

-98, for the Diwan Asad Khan's offer (1670) to procure a
farman for trade custom free. See Wilson : Early AnnnJs.
vol. I, p. 241.
Page 110. Hernaraine Congoy of Bengal. Rai Nanda Lal,

Kanungo of Bengal. The name is given by Streynsham
Master " Raynund deloll " (Temple: II, p. "73) and also
Kaynundellol" (II. 57). Hedges gives the name "Rav

Aundelall," and calls him " Yr. Nabob's Vizier." For Hedges'
deahngs with him see Yule : I. 42-50. His death and cre-
mation, Yule : I. 87. If his office was that of diwan. he was
the Nawab's Diwan. the Emperor's Diwan being in 1681-2
Haji Safi Khan.
Page 110. Toarra and not of Sherra. Torah. the Hebrew,

nence Biblical, law. Shara, the precepts of Muhammadari
1aw
Page 121. Boolchund : Bal Chand Ra i . Faujdar at Mur-

snidabad. See notices in Temple and Yule. Died, 1683.
Page 134. Mr. Charnock. Job Charnoek (entered the

^^^Pfiny's service in 1658) served at Patna from in.')9 to
1680. Chief at Kasinibazar, 16S0-16S2.
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Page 134. James Price. Eormerly servant to Surgeon

Gabriel Bougliton. See Temple : I. 416>i. Numerous refer-

ences in Yule.

Page 146. Samuel Hervy. For biographical details see

Temple. Chief of Dacca, 1677. Died at Malda on 13th

March, 1684. For his appointment to Malda, see Yule : I. 72-73.

Page 149. Muxoodavad. Maksilddabad, renamed by Mur-

shid Kuli Kan, Murshidabad.
Page 149. Tanda. About the year 1565, Sulaiman Shah

Karani moved the capital from Gaur to Tandah. The site

of Tandah cannot now be ascertained exactly, the remains

of the old capital having been washed a\vay by the Pagla

river.

Page 153. Haldybary. See Hamilton : The East India

Gazetteer, 1828. " Haldubary.—A town in the province of

Bengal, district of Purneah, situated on the east side of the

Mahananda river, fifty-five miles N.E.. from the town of Pur-

neah; lat. 26° 20'N., Ion. 87° 59'E. The pergunnah, or

rather estate, in which Halderbary {sic) stands, is one of the

largest in the Purneah district, containing about half a million

of acres, besides a portion of Dinagepoor. During the reign

of Acber it was but a small territory, the greater part of

which belonged to the Bhooteas of Sikkim, and being over-

spread with jungle, was much frequented by thieves. In this

condition it remained until Seid Khan, a stranger, drove the

Bhooteas to the mountains, and erected a fortress at Haldu-

bary." Rennell spells the name Haldibary. See Hunter:

Statistical Account of Bengal, vol. xx, p. 230.
Page 168. Dutch Derictore. The Director of the Dutch

Factories.

Page 173. Edmund Bugden. For biographical details see

Temple: II. ^idn. Bugden had been dismissed, and m
1680 ordered to live under the Govei-nmont at Fort bt-

George. The mention of him at Malda is an addition to the

mformation supplied by Sir R. C. Temple. .„ .

Page 173. Samuel Pine. Sent to succeed Thomas HiU a^

Rajmahal. Yule, I, 110. See Ibid. 1. lid.
Page 174. George Stone. See Yule : I. pp. 80-90. ,

Page 176. Burlgeerook Uumeed Gaune. Buzurg U^i^^

Khan. Son of the Nawab Shaistah Khan.
Page 187. The Honorable William Hodges, Esqr. Wilha«i

^..ghted) arrived as agent in the iJay,

and mdependent of Madras, at Balasor in Julv, 1682.
Page 192. Blazeing Star. Halley's Comet appeared m

August 1682. The Great Comet, which appears every 5
^years, had appeared in 1680-1. (Information supplied by ^^^

kni

Rev. A. C. Ridsdale).
Page 194 A gemralle, a public letter signed by the Cbie

and his colleagues.
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Page 195. William Jolland. See Temple: II. 344w.
„ 195. Thomas Hill. Died at Rajmahal on August

31st, 1683. Yule: ]. 108.

Page 200. Midradpore on the way to Bazmehal. This ap-
pears to be Mirdadpur, a village in Mauza Kismat Badh Mirdad-
pur, thana Manihari, P. 0. Marishai, district Purnea. There is

a Mirzadpur in mauza Mirzadpur, thana Balarampur, P. 0.
Balarampur in district Purnea. Buchanan (Montgomery
Martin : Eastern India, vol. iii, p. 22) has : "The Kalindi is not
wide, but is very deep, and a very considerable trade is carried
on at Gorguribah and the adjacent markets which I consider as
forming one to\\Ti. A little below this a branch of the Ganges
called Gunga Pagla or Burhi Ganga has swept away a part
of the Kalindi. The remamder separates from this branch
of the Ganges about three miles from Gorguribah, and runs
with a very wandering course for about 17 miles to join the
Mahananda opposite Malda. In the way it has a com-
munication by two small creeks with the west branch of the
Mahananda and with the Chhota Bhagirathi. On the part of
its course is a considerable mart named Mirzadpoor to which
boats of any size can pass till November, but in that month
the navigation usually ceases, although part of the channel
is still very wide." Rennell has "Madrapur," which may be
either Mirdadpur or Mirzadpur, both places being close
together.

Page 206. Mr. Jno. Beard came out to India with
Hedges, whom after President Gyfford's visit to Bengal, he
succeeded as Agent in the Bay, but subordinate to Madras.
Died at Hughli on 28th August, 1685.
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INDEX.
{N .B.—An asterisk denotes that the word is explained in the Glossary)

AbduUa Khan, Nawdb of Pur- I Alle Nucky, see 'Ali Nakl.
nea, 157,221.

Abid Ali Khan, 1 (footnote).

Abul Fazl, Alami, 220.

Account of salary, 26.

Accounts, directions re keep-
ing of, 12 et seq,

of merchants to be ad-
justed annually, 30.

penalty for not passing,
24.

*Adalat, 110.

^Adaty, 10.

Address in correspondence,
directions regarding, 21.

Admonishment, 32.

*Adollut, see Adalat

Adultery, 33.

Afghan merchants. 74, 111
124, 127, 142.

Afghans, 174.

quarrel with the Dutch
168.

Agra, 2.

Ajmir, Kazi of, 96, 222.

224.
'/ Hindustan,

Akbarnagar, 2 ( footnote)

.

Alamchand, SUkdar of Gopal-
pur, 90, 109, HI, 137

Alatcha, 9, 54, 68, 99 126
133, 170, 173, 182, 199'.

'Ali Nakl, 10, 219.

Aliverdi, 104-5, 108-9, Hi
113, 124, 128, 131, 153.

Allabardy, see Aliverdi.

Allumchund, see 'Alamchand.

*Amin. 158.

Anne (ship), 125.

Anstey, Lavinia Maria, 6.

Anthony, Samuel, 98-104, 107-

9, 111-16, 118, 119, 121-26,

128-34, 136-43, 145-51,153,

155-56,158,160-63,165,167,

169-73, 175-82, 184-S9, 193-

96, 199-203, 206, 208-9,

211-13.

arrives at Malda, 98.

dies, 6.

Arhat, 54, 63.

*Arindi cloth, 53, 54, 133, 179-

80, 187, 192, 207.

Armenian, 100.

Arrow shot into the factory,

68.

Asad Beg, Mir, 77, 128-29, 143.

156, 173.

Asad Khan. Diwan, his p^'

wana, 96. 107, 223.

Asfandiyar Khan, Nawahjj

Purnea, 57, 60, 65, 71, Wi,

113, 221.

Asmeer, see Ajmlr.

Assay, 77, 80, 118, 120.

Assaymaster, 127.

Assut Caun, see Asad

*Asswar, 164.

Atmaram, 103, 108.

Aurang, 106, 115, 122, 202.

Aurangshxhi, 9, 5Q, 62, 64, SL

126, 133, 170, 183, 199-
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Aurangzib, Emperor of Hindu-
stan, 5, 221, 223.

*AzzaiTe. see Ijara.

Bablianiyar Khan, Nawab of

Purnea. 221.

Babu Ray, '' our vaqiieell " at

Malda, 10, 56, 57, 60.

Badgeetpore, see Bajitpur.

Badridas, 176, 178, 201, 207,
210.

*Bafta, 3.

Bajitpur, 76, 176, 200, 207,

210, 221.

Balasore. 4, 22. 26, 29, 30, 206,
224.

Roads, 125.

Bal Chand Rai, 121. 127, 131,
133-34. 136, 140, 151, 157-

58, 161, 163-67, 174, 190,
201.

, his dastah, 131.

Banarsedas, see Benarasidas.

Baneshvvar Das, mutasaddi, dis-

missed, 55.

*Banian, 30.

Banissurdas, see B a n e s h w a r

Das.

Banyan, see Banian

Barber, 28.

Batgettpore, see Bajitpur.

*fia«a, 29, 30, 123, 125, 170,
186.

Beard, John, 206, 209-11, 220,
225.

Beatle box, see Betelbox.

Benarasi Das, 75.

Bengal, 59, 106, 221.

Berkeley Castle (ship), 221.

Betel, 140.

Betelbox, 66.

Bettle, see Betel.

Bhatia Lake, 222.

BhooteaSj 224.

Births, register of, 14.

Blazing Star, see Halley's

Comet.

Bobbo-Ray, see Babu Ray.

Bogra district, 219^ 220.

Boola Khan, see Bula Khan.

Boolchund, see Bal Chand Rai.

Boughton, Surgeon Gabriel,
224.

Brickbats, 144.

Brick houses fall at Malda. 131.

Bricks thrown into factory at

Malda, 114.
"

'

Broadcloth, 26, 67, 71, 76, 100,

117, 123, 137, 141, 167, 174-

76, 194, 207.

Buddeelidass, see Badridas.

Budgeerook humeed Caune, see

Buzurg Umed Khan.

*Budgerow, 8, 127.

, want of, 61.

Bugden, Edmund, 173-75, 178,

180, 224.

, Richard, 209.

Bula Kiian, Mirza, Faujdar of

Purnea, 107, 109, 111, 178.

Bullion, 74, 75.

*Burgunny, 53, 54, 56, 58, 59,

61, 72, 74, 81.

Burhi ganga (river), 225.

Burials, register of, 14.

Buttedah Gopolpore purgona,

see Gopalpur.

Buzurg Umed Khan, 176, 224.

Candles, 28.

Cape, Richard Abraham, 209.

Carleton, Samuel, 144.

Carpet, Persian, 16S
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Cash accounts to be balanced i Chop, see Chhap.
monthly, 14.

Cassambazar, see Kasimbazar
m

Cassas, see Khasa.

Cattwal, see Kotwal.

*Chandeny, see Chandni.

Chandni, 9, 51, 56, 99, 118,
120, 126. 133, 145. 170,
199.

183,

Chandraban, of Runsea, 179-
80, 187, 207.

Chapel at Malda, 31.

*Chappa maul,see Chhap mahal.

*Charconnae8, see Chdrkhand.

Chowkev, see Chauki.

Chupdar, see Chobdar.

Church of England, 130.

Clavell, Walter, 11, 16,20,22,

23, 221.

Clock, as present, 142.

Cloves, 104.

Coja Enaitula, see Inayat Ul-

lah, Khwaja.

Cole, Mrs. Mary, married, 130.

Coloured goods, 61, 68, 73, 74,

77, 80, 175.

CharkJmjm, 9, 56, 64, 81, 103- *Colsa, see Khalsa.
4, 107-8, 129, 133. 170, 183,
199, 203.

Charnock, Job, 134, 161, 163
174, 196, 207, 210, 223.

*Chasni, 80.

Chauki, 106.

*Chaup, see Chhap.

Chevildas Shah, 148, 155.

*Chhap (stamp, seal), 81, 109
122, 127, 129, 164-65, i76.

'

mahal, 98.

nurd, 124.

Chhota Bhagirathi (river), 225.
Chiefs of subordinate factories

not to leave their factories
without orders, 28.

Chime ham Saw, ^ee Khem-
chand Shah.

China silk, 10.

Chinaware, 52, 155.

Chintaman Shah, 173, 178.

Chitr Mai Shah, 29, 30.

Chittermull Saw, see Chitr Mai
Shah.

Chobdar (mace-bearerl nj.
190. '' '^*'

Co maul Cawne,5eeKamal
Khan.

Comet, Hallcv's, 192, 224.

Congoy, see Kanungo.

Cook, 28.

*Corconna, see Karkhana.

Coromandel, Coast of, 3

Cosid, 150.

*Cossaes, see Khasa-

*Cos8ed, see Cosid.

Court of Committee (London)

11.

Kazi
dalol

'Crowry, see Krori,

Crystalline ware, 100, 107.

CulmullBeg, 118.

Cundegur, see Khandig<^^'

Cundiviul, 124.

Cuiidy, 140.

nurd, 122,

Cunjemun Shah, 52,56,59,81,

90.

Cursing, penalty for, 33
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3

Cutcherry, 190-91.

Dacca, 2, 4,10,12,21, 30, 61,

98, 102, 110-11, 127, 141,

157, 165, 175, 180, 182, 195,

203, 210-11, 221, 223-24.

darbar charges, 12.

Mir Jumla removes his

capital from Rajmahal to, 1.

vakil at, see Price, James*

Dadiiie, see Dadni.

Dadni (money on account), 29,
104-5, 112" 114-15, 119-20,
123, 125-26, 133, 153, 160.
162, 165, 168, 171, 175, 178,
180, 182, 184, 194, 199, 203.

Daftar (record), 162.

Bagger cases, 156.

Walal, 50, 61, 64, 75, 99. 104
109, 124, 140, 178-79, 207.

*Dalan (dying room), 11.

*Dandi (boatman), 121.

Banes, the, 15.

Darbar, 26, 102, 158, 196.

charges of Dacca, 12.

Darbhanga, 109.

Daroga of the adalat, 158.

of the cutcherry, 78.

of the ShaTj see Say^dd
Jafar.

Dastak (pass), 76, 106, ill,
115, 131, 134, 149, 164, 171,
174, 200.

I>asturi (commission), 30, 31,
78.172,199.

Baud Khan, Chief of Afghan
merchants, 129, 142, 156, 202.

Dandpur, 53, 68, 114.

Baulat Beg, Daroga of the mint
<^t Rajmahal, 118, 136.

Bavvadpore, see Daudpur.

Deepchund, see Dipchand.

Deer, a, killed, 134.

Delassa, 111.

D e 1 a u r C a u n , see Dilawar
Khan.

*Delawne, see Dalan.

Diet charges, 14.

money, 27.

Dilawar Khan, 65.

Dinajpur, 219.

Dipchand, 173, 178.

Divine service,penalty for miss-

ing, 33.

Boll Geloff, 148.

"^Doorea, 53, 59, 195, 199.

Dowlut Beag, see Daulat Beg.

Droga, see Daroga,

Drunkenness, penalty for, 33.

*Duffter, see Daftar.

Du Jardin, Clement, 77, 79,

221.

Durbunga, see Darbhanga.

'^Dustick, see Dastak,

*Dustoore, see Dasturi.

Dutch Directore, 168-69.

doctor, present to, 6.

• Faujdar's servants
quarrel with the, 68.

— garden, 168

— paikarSy 123.

— , the, 8, 15, 69, 174.

quarrel with the Afghans,

168.

quarrel with the KrorVs

people, 102.

Earthquake at Malda, 68.

East India Company, seal of,

32.
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East India Compan\^ title of, I Fornication, 33.
21.

Edwards, Richard, 1, 2.

*Elatcha, see Alacha.

Ellis[Elliot],Jolin, 62, 221.

, John, arrives at Malda
61.

England, 10, 16.

Englezavad, see English bazar

English bazar, 6, 129, 150, 171
173, 200.

, origm of, 5.

, work begun at new fac-
tory at, 141.

*Erhidie, see Arindi.

*Essay, see Assay.

Europe, 9.

goods, 18.

ships, 144.

Evans, Bight Eev. John, 4 (foot-
note).

Ezardar, see Ijardar.

Factories, orders for civil sov-
erninent of, 31.

Factory, penalty for keeping
.

out of, at night, 33.

*Farman, 111 116 ]9« iro Ginger, 100, 105.

IbZ. n^.— li.- !„:„

Fort St. George, 4, 15-18, 24,

33, 51, 75, 221, 224.

Foster, William, 6, 219.

*FoAvsdar, see Faujdar.

French, the, 15.

Gangaram., 208.

Ganges (river), 1, 2, 225.

Gaur, 1 (footnote), 5, 222.

Gaut, see Ghat.

Gautkaguzzer, 124.

Gazi, IGO.

" Generall," 194, 224.

*Gentue, see Hindu.

George (ship), 125.

Geragaut, see Ghoraghat.

Ghanashyam Das, 51-54, 59,

63,66,70,72-74,76,99,170,

188, 192, 206-7, 210-U.

Ghari, 113

Ghat (landing place), 164. ,

Ghoraghat, 49, 127, 220.

Ghulam Mehendi.ShaiB, Fa^r

dar oj Raimahal, 61, 65, H?.

147, 149.

Fath' Ullah, Shaikh, 127.

i'aw/^ar, 65, 72, 109, 111,158.
Fines, for absence from Divine

service, 33.

,
for drunkenness, 33.

, for lying, 33.

Fires, 69, 166.

W
J

Flags, orders regarding

Flint ware, 169.

219.

use of

Glass, multiplying, 101, 107.

, triangular, 67, 70, lOL

107.

Gobindara m, 178.

Gogg, see Hog.

Gold, 29.

*Gomau3tah, see Gumashta-
ft

*Gonnagarree, see Gunagari-

Goods, coloured, 77.

directions for expressing

names of, in invoices, 21-

white, 67, 77, 163.
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Goopenaut, see Gopinath.

Gooragaut, see Ghoraghat.

Goosainedas, see Gosaindas.

Gbpalpur, 90, 109, 137, 144,
165, 222.

pargana, Krori of, see

Panchananda Ray.

Gopinath, 74.

Gosaindas, 206.

Gowar, see Gaur.

Griffith, John, 49, 220.

Gualla Gaum, 44, 220.

Gujarat, 2.

Gumashta, 68, 71, 122, 153, 165,
174-75, 182, 202.

*Gunagari (penalty), 158, 182.

Guiigapagla, see Burhi ganga
river.

Gungaram, see Gangaram.

Gunnishandas, see Ghanash-
yam Das.

Gupta, J. N., 219.

Gurgolet bottles, 100.

*Gurriall, 28.

Gurry, see Ghari.

Guzzaratt, see Gujarat.

Guzzergaut, 98.

Guzzy, see Gazi.

Gyfford, William, President at
Fort St. George, 225.

Haji Muhammad, "the
prince's Duan," 10, 219.

Haji Safi Khan, 50, 60, 116,
121, 128^ 135, 147, 198.

, his parwana, 107', 136.
220. 222-23

, his son, 163.

leaves Patna for Dacca,
60

Haldibari, 174-75, 224.

Haldibari, Faujdar of, see

Kama] Khan.

Halley's Comet, 192, 224.

Hamilton, Walter, 220.

Haranarayan Ray [R. Nanda
Lai], Kanungo of Benqal, 4,

38, 98, 110, 124, 127, 131,

134, 137, 140, 152, 165, 219,
223.

*Hari (sweeper), 61.

Haricharan, vaJcil, 76.

Haripur, 54, 221.

Hari Shah, 48, 52.

Harry, see Hari.

Hasb'ul'hukwn, 171.

Hedges, William, 187-88. 219,

222-24.

Hemraj, 141.

Herderam Tewarre, see Hrida-

yaram Tiwari.

Hergolol, 105, lOS-9, 113, 124,

128, 131, 153.

Hernaraine Ray, see Haranara-

yan Ray.

Ilervv, Samuel, Chief of Dacca,

U^U. 20, 21. 23, 134, 146,

219, 224.

*Hesob, see Hisab.

Hijli, 6.

Hill, Thomas, 195, 197, 199-

201, 206-7, 210-11, 224 25.

Himradge, see Hemraj.

Hindu holiday, 144.

Hindus, 10, 100, 105, 111, 165,

195.

Hindustan, 105.

Hingut Das, 133.

"^Hisah (account), 210.

Hodge Mahmut, see Haji Mu-
hammad.

-— Zuffe Caun, see Haji Safi

Khan
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Hodges, William, see Hedges.

Hog's flesh, 61.

Invoices, orders re drawing up
of, 12.

Hogs, wild, killed at Malda, 64. I^^^"^ Khan, 2 (footnote).

Hooghly, 12, 13, 15, 16, 20, 22, Ismael Ghazi Khan, 220.

24,30,31,50,52,53,55,58,
60-62, 65, 69-75, 80, 98, 99
103.111-12,114,117-18,120-

21,124,130-32,135,141,144
149,161-65,169-71.176,179'

182,184-85,187,190,194-95;
201,206-7,211-12.

, account of trade at, 4.

; servants' wages at, 27,

, troubles at, 10.

Horses, 220.

House hired at Malda, 8.

Hridayaram Ti\\-ari, 54 59 66
98, 188, 210. '

^'

Huldybarry, see Haldibari.

Hummums, 30.

Hunter, Sir William Wilson,

Hurrypore, see Haripur.

Hurry-Saw, see Hari Shah.
Husain Shah, 1

Ibrahim Beg, 124.

Jjara, 57, 60, 65, 98, UO, 150
Ijardar, 109-10.

Imprests on goods, 10, 153 171

Ingots, 74, 80, 114, 119.

Intestate estates, 22.

Lnx.tments, orders regarding,

Istwar Khan, 221.

Jaddodass, see Jadu Das,

Jaddoray, see Jadu Ray.

Jadu Das, 98.

, paikar, 200.—— Ray. Faujdar's diwan,

118, 141.

Jaggeer, see Jacjir.

Jagir, 110, 113.

*Jagirdar, 79.

Jairam Malik, 41, 219.

Janieshire beage, see Jamshed

Beg.

Jamshed Beg, Krori of Malda,

8, 59. 67, 68, 98, 124-25, 128-

29,132,135,138-40,143,148-

49, 152, 155-56, 158, 164,

166,168,173-75,180-82,194,

202-3, 208, 210-11,219.

imprisons Malda paikars,

127.

Jardcn, Clement du, see Vu.

Jardin.

Jasodanandan, 181, 187.

Jaziya (poll-tax), 52, 120,220.

Jeamshire Beag, see Jamshed

Beg.

Jemidar, see Zamindar.

*Jentue, see Hindu.

Jessoodanundun, see Jasoda-

nandan.

Jidgea, see Jaziya.

*Jimmedar, see Zamindar.

Jolland, William, 195, 199, 213

225.

Junglebari, 221.

*Jy<^gea, see Jaziya.

>
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*

Kaibartagram, 44, 220.

Kakeshelan tribe, 220.

Kalindri (river), 1, 225.

Kamal Khan, Faujdar of Ualdi-
bari, 163, 178.

Kanungo, 38, 110, 122.

*Karkhana (workshop), 122.

Kasimbazar, 2, 4. 10-14, 20, 21,
24, 26, 29, 30, 32, 49-55, 60-

62, 65, 66, 69, 70, 73, 77, 98,
134. 144, 165, 171, 173, 176-
77, 180, 184, 188, 190, 195-
97, 201, 223.

Chief of, see Littleton'
Sir Edward.

*Katra, the, 95, 222.

Kazi, 81, 104, 109, 111, 117-18,
122, 166, 203.

*Khalsa, 106.

Khandigar, 82, 113, 222.

Khasa, 10, 50-52, 103, 123, 148,
150, 152, 170, 178-79, 181.

Khemchand Shah, paikar. 29,
210.

' ^
•

Kinchund, see Kliemchand.
Kipling, Rudyard, 5.

Kirau-Nath Dhar, 6.

Kisoriganj, 221.

Kissondas Saw, see Krishnadas
Shah.

Knife, as present, 60, 67, 79,
111,118.

*KotwaJ, 103.

Kripalal, dalal, 52, 54-56, 59,
62, 64, 66, 72-74, 81, 108,
170.

Krishnadas Shah, 148, 155, 165,
188,207.

^ror{,8, 65, 103, 167-68, 219.

, trouble with the, 77.

*Kundegur, see Khandigar.

Kuttcherree, see Cutcherry.

*Kuttorah, see Katra.

Kybertgaum, see Kaibarta-
gram.

Lai Khan, chobdar, 137, 145,
148.

*Lascar, 144.

Lead, 58, 76, 81, 118, 133, 157,

163, 165, 196.

Letters, orders re disposal of,

26.

Littleton, Aim, 4, 5, 62, 130.

, ilobert, 79.

; Sir Edward, Chief of

Kasimbazar, 3, 8, 21, 23, 69,

157, 177.

Loan taken on interest, 54.

Lol Cawne, see Lai Khan.

Lying, penalty for, 33.

Mace, 104.

Madras, see Fort St, George.

Mahadeb Ray, 151, 155, 194.

Maham (river), 153.

Mahananda (river), 1, 224-25.

Mahdeeve Ray, see Maliadeb
Ray.

Mahipore, 43, 219.

Mahmud Husain, see Muham-
mad Husain.

Mahomcdans, 195.

Mahzar, 65, 102, 110 159, 164-

65, 203, 208, 211.

Makharab Khan, Nawab, 127.

M a k h d a m Akhi Sirajud-din,

222.

Makhdampur,81, 110, 113, 115,

122, 129, 222.

Malda, 105, 109-10, 120-21, 124,

140, 158, 161, 163-64. 166,

174, 176, 195, 202, 212, 224.

, chapel at, 3L

, chief of, see Nedham, F.
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Malda, damage to buildmors at
131.

, described, 1-3.

, earthquake at, 68.

,
fall of brickhouses at,

131.

—
, Faujdar of, see Ram Beg

;

Sliobharam Ray.

— , fire at, 69, 166.

, head Kazi of, see Mir
Abdulla.

, Krori of, see Jamshed
Beg.

market at, 150.

"Nawab's Jagir" 4

old, factory at, 4, 5.

Faujdar of,
143

, storm and rain at, 131,

8.

124.

,
the English arrive at, 3,

, troubles at, 122, 130.

, troubles with Krori of

-, wild hogs killed at, 64.
MaliJc

J - ^ w

*^a?maZ,2,3,9, 10,57,63 68,
. 72 76 99, 103-4, 107-8, lU

26, 129, 133, 144, 148 152
170,178,192.196.

'

Mamhud Husain, see Muham.
mad Husain.

Mamood Lumma, see Muham-
mad Lumma.

Mandil, 8, 1

Mango, HI.
Maniram. rl

133, 183.

55-59, 62,
64 66, 72-74, 98, 108,' 'lU,
170.

Manomohan Chakravarti 1
Man Singh, Raja, 2 (footnote).

Marriages, 130.

Marriages, register of, 14.

Marshall, John, 11, 16, 20, 21,

23.

Montsromer

Master

Streynsham, 11, 16,20

32, 34, 222-23.

Masters, Mr., 22-23.

MasuHpatam, 18.

Matuk Shah, 126, 155; 170.

Maulda, see Malda.

Maypore, see Mahipore.

Meir AbdulL see Mir Abdull

Mossum. see Mir Mahsi

Meirharka Daroga, see Sayyid

Beg.

Meir Jaffer, see Sayyid Jafar,

M ,

Meirza Boola Caun, see Bula

Khan, Mirza.

Rajub Allee, see Rajab

Ali, Mirza.

— Ruffea Zumma, see Rafi

u-zaman, Mirza.

Syud Beage, see Asad Beg,

Mir.

*Mellick, see Malik.

Mendy beage, see Ghulain >It'-

hendi.

Meirasirard beage, see Asad

bead
Beg, Mir.

Merchants' accounts, to

justed annually, 30.

Metchlepatam, see Masulipa-

tam.

Midradpur, 200, 225.

Mmb, 118, 120, 125, 127,130,

137, 157, 162, 106.

at Rajmahal, 80, H^-

Master, 195, 200.

Mir Abdulla, He£id Kazi of

Malda, 117-18, 159; 164-
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Mir Jumla, removes his capital i
Muslin, 222,

from Rajmahal to Dacca, 2

(footnote).

Mahsum, 144, 157.

Mirzapur, 8.

*Mochelk, see Muclialka,

Mohozzer, see Mahzar.

Mohun, Richard, 23, 32, 34.

Mondy Beage, see Ghulam Me-
hendi.

Moneram, see Maniram.

Money, orders for remitting,

12,

Monsoon, 168.

Moors, 4.

Morung, the, 1, 2, 5, 176,

Mucdumpore , see Makhdam -

pur.

^Muchalka, 116.

Muckrub Caune, see Makharab
Khan.

Mucteram, see Muktaram.

"^Mudi, 191.

Muhammad Azam, Sultan, Gov-
ernor of Bengal^ his nishan,
107, 223.

Hvatt, 164.

Husain, 118.

Lumma, 128.

141.

Zumma , Wackanevicey

Muktaram, 52.

MuUmuU, see MalmaL
Multiplying glass, as presents,

101, 107, 141.

*Mum. 207.

Mandil
MuTshidabad,

174, 182, 196,201,224!

Musk, 175.

Kan

^Mussalchee, 28.

'^Mutasaddi,Z(),o5y 171, 173,

197, 199, 202.

*Mutsuddy, see Mutasaddi.

Muttuck Saw, see Matuk Shah.

Muxoodavad, see Murshidabad.

Muzaffar Khan, Mirza, 222.

Mymensing, 221.

Nabob Muckrub Caune, see

Makharab Khan, Nawah.

Spindar Chaan, see As-

fandiyar Khan, Nawah of

Purnea.

Narasinha Gwalla, paikar,

204.

Nedliam, Fytche, Chief of Mal-
da, 8-11, 35-45, 50-64. 66. 67,

69-81, 83-96, 98-100, 102-4,

107-9, 111-21, 123-26, 128-

34, 136-43, 145-51, 153, 155-

56, 158, 160-63, 167, 171-74,

176-82. 185-90, 193-94, 196,

199, 201, 203, 207, 211-12.

-, Fytche, death of, 5.

, Mrs. [nee AnnlAitXeton],

4, 5, 62, 130.

*NehaUewars (Nehahvar) 3, 9,

54, 56, 58.' 62, 126 129, 133,

170, 173, 183.

*Nerrick, see Nirkh.

New market, 150.

Nicks, John, 32, 34.

*Nirkh, 160.

*Nishan, 159, 162.

*Nurd, 122.

Nurdaes, 77, 221.

Nurdmahal, 98.

Nur-siiig Gwalltore, see Nara-

sinha Gwalla.

Ni/a haul (new market), 150.
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Obdula Caune, see Abdulla
Khan.

Offences, penalty for, 33.

Office, orders re keeping of an,
in subordinate factories. 27.

Oosterhoof,
, Second at the

Dutch Factory, 98.

Irrua. 50. 51 115 I^q 170

goods, 109.

hhasa, 53, 126, 129

Orrutt, see Arhat.
*

*

war

Orung, see Aurang.

Orungshye, see Aurangshahi.

Ostwar Khan, see 1st
Khan.

Ottaram, see Atmaram.
*Outcrv, 22.

*Pachutrika Daroga, see Savvid
UUah, Shaikh.

Packing stuflF, 31. 53 150-51
160.

, account of, 12.

Pahlaud, see Prahlad.

Paikar, 10, 53, 55, 109, lib
123, 128-29, 140, 158, 161-
62, 164, 163-68, 178, 184
196

'

Palanquin, 28, 51, II4, 175.

Panchananda Ray, Krori of
Gopalpur pargana, 167, 171
174, 191, 196.

Pandua, 1.

*Pansi, (boat), 127, 200.

Paramananda Shah, 52 58 72
80, 99, 107-8. '

'
'

5,50,110,113,121
124, 131, 133-34, 140 157

!^!'i3 1^1' 174-75: 180;

rwana

182, 200.

*Patela, 3, 106, 108.

Pathan merclumts, see Afglmn
"hierchantft.

Patna, 12, 30, 31, 50. 60,74,

106, 121, 128,153, 163,195,
223

, saltpetre at, 31.

Patni Mai, paikar, 53, 59,

Pattana, see Patna.

*Pattella, see Patela.

Pearce, Dudley, 77, 79.

Peerzadda, see Firzada.

Peetre, see Saltpetre.

Peranaut, see Prannath.

Permanundsaw, see Parama-

nanda Shah.

Perranaut, see Prannath.

Persaud Moodee, see Prasad

Mudi.

Persia, 105.

Persian carpet, 108.

PertemuU, see Perti Mai.

PertiMal, 49,52, 108.

^Peshdast, 67, 194.

"^Peskkash, 175, 217.

Petesdust, see Peshdast.

Petre, see Saltpetre,

Phalaud, see Prahlad,

Pharisees, 140.

*Phermaund, see Farrfian.

Phirwamia, see Parwana.

Phuti mosque, 1.

*Picar, see Paikar,

Pine, Samuel, 70, 173-74, H^,

199, 213-14, 224.

Pirzadda, 79, 221.

*Piscash. see Peshkash^

*Pitan (Pathan) merchants,

Afghan merchants.

*

see

*Poddar, 30, 195.

Pole monev, see Poll money. -
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Poll money, 166.

Pork, 65.

Poronia, see Purnea.

Port charges, 26.

Porunmull, see Puran Mai.

Prahlad, 60, 61, 66, 72, 111,
119, 125, 148, 153, 155, 160.

Prannath, 59, 66, 99, 119, 165,
167.

- obtains loan on interest,
54.

Prasad Mudi, dalal, 50-53, 123,
125, 129, 133, 178, 200.

Price, James, vahil at Dacca,
134, 136-37, 140, 224.

Prickman, Jonathan, 8, 35-42.
44-48, 50-04, 66. 67, 69-81',

98-109. 111-21, 127-28, 132-
33, 135, 140-41, 143, 146-47,
149, 156, 164, 167, 171, 191,
194-97, 199, 201-4. 206, 208-
9,211,213.

arrives at Malda, 98, 125

dies, 6,

marries, 130.

Profanation of the Lord's Dav,
32.

Public table, orders re keepinsr
of a, 27. ^

^

Punchanund, see Panchananda.
*Punsewy, see Pansi.

•Puran Mai, 173, 178.

Purnea, 60,65,71, 100. 104-5,
108-9, 111-12, 117, 124, 128,
131, 153, 165, 173-75, 190,
196,207,210-11.

, Faujdar of.

Khan.

list of Faujdars of, 22 1

.

Purranaut, see Pramiath.
Purser General, 14, 103

V

see Bula

Pursotum, see Purushottam.

Purushottam, dalah 52. 108.

Puttune Mull, see Patni Mai.

Quicksilver, 58, 60, 66, 74. 76,

81,99, 113, 119.

Rafi-u-zaman, Mirza, Daroga
of the Dastakmahal, 117-18,

135, 141, 147, 200.

Rafters, 55.

Raghu, Assaymaster, 127.

Rai Xanda Lai, see Harauara-
yan Ray.

Rajab All, Mirza. King's diwcm,

108, 116-18, 121, 127, 135,

141, 146-47, 197-98. 200.

RajamauU, see Rajmahal.

Rajara}^ Chaudhuri, 5, 81. 114.

121-23.125,133-34,138^174,

182, 196,202,211.

Rajeb, see Rajib.

Rajeeb, see Rajib.

Rajib, 52.

Rajmahal, 52, 55, 60, 61, 65,

100, 104, 108, 114, 116-17,

119,121,127-28,130-33,136,
140-41, 146, 164-67, 170-71,

190-91,194-97,200,201.211,
224.

', Daroga of, dastaJcmahal

of, see Rafi-u-zaman.

Daulat Beg.

mint at, see

— , English agents despatch-

ed to, 115.

— , Faujdar of, see Ghulam
Mehendi, Shaikh.

— , history of, 1.

— , Kazi of, 67.

— , mint at, 1, 30, 80.

— , troubles at, 57, 141.

— , vakU at, see Sukhdeb

J

Ray.
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Rakhaldas Banerji, 6.

*Ramall, see EumaL

Ram Beg, Faujdar at Malda,

8, 67, 103, 124.

Rambhadra, 60, 61, 66, 72, 155.

Rambudder, see Rambhadra.

Ramchand, paikar, 200,

Ramdas, 190.
I V

Ramhudder, see Rambhadra.

Ramkisson see Ramkrishna.

Ramkrishna, silk merchant, 49,
52, 108, 176.

Ramnath, 125, 142. 155, 163.

171, 173,

Ram Singh, 156.

Ravenshaw, J,H., 222.

^Eawana, 116.

Rawpore. 157.

Ray, J., 6.

Reade, Edward, 11, 16, 20. 23,

Receipt book, 23.

Regulations for better conduct
of the Company's affairs, 23.

Majo

Rawaifia

""Beyng, 72, 81, 104. 108, 114
119, 126, 133, 170, 173.

*Riall, see EyalL

Rice, 152.

^RoseAvater, 66, 67, 100, 1034,

107-8: 117-18, 155, 199.

Ruddermun, see Rudraman.
\

Rudraman, 100, 104. 153, 155,

160, 182.

*Eumal, 186, 190.

Runsea, 179.

*Rupee, sicca, 29, 123, 133,165.

Byall, 29, 80, 194.

Sadananda, 179, 181, 187,199.

Sadatban Khan, 47.

Saif Khan, Nawah of Bihar, 50.

*Salami, 179.

Salary, account of, 26.

— accounts, how to be kept,

12.

Salt, 203.

Saltpetre,3, 31,56, 60, 65, 71,

100,105-6,113.121,149,153,

160, 169, 174, 182, 197, 200.

at Patna, 31.

Sambdass, see Shambhu Das.

Samdas, see Shyam Das.

Sanad, 171.

Sancta Criiz (ship), 221.

Sangat Das, 170, 179-80, 187,

207.

Santosh, 206.

1

*

*

Sar-o-pa, 2, 78, 168.

Satranji, 150, 155.

Ridsdale, Hev. A.C., 6, 234. I

Saymaster, see Assaymaster

Rivers

Burhi ganga, 225.

Chhota Bhagirathi, 225.

Ganges, 1, 2, 225.

Kalindri, 1, 225.

Maham, 153.

Mahaaanda, 1, 224. 225
Roggee, see Raghu.

Sayyid Beg, Mirharka Daroga,

118, 168.

— Jafar, Daroga of the Shar,

94, 222.

Khan, Amir, 220.

Ulah, Pachutrika Daroga,

118.

*Sca.rlet, 60, 67, 76, 107, Hl>

175.
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Scissors, as presents, 79, 101,

107, 118, 141.

Seal, the Companj^'s, 22.

*Seekdar, see Shikdar.

*Seerbund, see Sirhandh.

*Seerpa\v, see Sar-o-pa.

Seerpore (Sherpore), 10, 49,
219.

*Seersucca {SeersucJcer), 81, 99,
126, 133, 170, 173, 183.

Selliman, see Sulaiman.

Servants directed to reside in
their factories, 22.

wages at Hooghly arid

subordinate factories, 27, 28.

Shabazpur, 10, 63, 68, 74, 115.

dustan, 219.
>f

Shuja, see Shuja, Sultan.

Shahpore, 79, 134.

Shaistah Khan, Governor of
Bengal, 4, 168, 200, 222-23.

, his dastak, 157.

, his parwana, 107, 151.

Shambhu Das, gumashta at

Daudpur, 52, 53, 59, 68, 103,
108, 119, 123, 180.

Shambhunath, 70, 114, 133,
180-81, 184, 189, 192, 197,
199, 202, 206. "

Shara, 110, 223.

Shasteh Caun, see Shaistah
Khan.

Sheck Futtula, see Fath' Ullah,
Shaikh.

Sydula, see Sayyid UUha,
Shaikh.

Sheeck Golom Mohuddie, see
Ghulam Mehendi.

Sbeek Yacoob, see Yakub,
Shaikh.

Sheppard, Mathew, 11

Sherra, see Shara.

Shikdar, 109. 191.

Ships

Anne, 125.

Berkley Castle, 221.

George, 125.

Sancta Cruz, 221.

Shobharam Ray, Faujdar of

Malda, 134, 164.

Shroffs, 77.

Shuja, Sultan, nishan of, 22,

219.

Siam, 4.

*Sicca rupee, .sgg Rupee, sicca.

Sikkim, 224.

Silk, China, 10.
.

raw, 2, 21.

Silver, 29, 72-73, 114-15, 120.

127, 131-32, 157, 196.

ingots, 77, 80, 119.

Simbodas, see Shambhu Das.

Simbonaut, see Shambhunath.

""Sirhandh, 9, 64. 72, 76. 81,

111-12.

*Sitterengee, see Satranji.

Sloops, masters of, 22, 23.

— not to sail at night, 31.

Soodanand, see Sadananda.

Sookanund Saw, see Sukha-
nanda Shah.

*Soosye, see Susi.

Sowden, John, 50, 220.

*Sozzies, see Susi.

Spectacles, as presents, 67, 101,

107, 118, 141.

Spindar Caun, see Asfandiyar

Khan.

Sterling, Thomas, 173.

dies, 188.
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Steward, William, Surgeon, *Tagadgir, 30, 68, 74, 120, 172

144.

Stewart, Jlajor Charles, 220.

Stone, 123. 134, 174.

, George, 167, 174, 224. i

Stores, account of, 14.

Storm at Malda, 131, 167.

Story, David, 222.

, Mrs., 98, 130, 222.

Suckanund Saw, see S u k h a -

nanda Shah.

Suckedeveray, see Sukhdeb
Ray.

SuchercMnnes , 9.

Sukedevee, see Sukhdeb.

Sukhananda Shah, 58, 140.

73, 199.

^Tagsreered," 98, 124. 166,

222.^

*Tagoordas, see Thakurdas.

Talica, 140, 166, 1G8.

*Tancksaul, see Mmt.

Tanda, 149, 224.

Tangeeb, see Tanzih.

Tanj^an horses, 220.

Tanzib, 9, 52, 63, 68, 72, 76,

103-4, 107-8, 114, 126.129,

133, 152, 170.

Temple, Sir Richard Caniac,

1, 2-7, 219, 225.

Thakurdas, 60, 192, 213.

«

Sukhdeb "our Rajamaull va- Timber 71 l'>5 163
quell, 50, 57, 72-74, 170.

-
' '

Sukhdeb Ray, 76.

Sukhdeb Tundun, 126, 129,
133, 190.

Sulaiman, paikar, 111.

/

Shah Karani , 224

.

Sultaun Auzzum, see Muham-
mad Azam, Sultan.

Suntoaes, see Santosh. '

Surat, 12-14, 22, 171.

*Susi, 9.

Swearing, penalty for, 33.

Sword blade, as present, 60 66
175, 178, 203, 207.

'

'

Sybram Ray, see Shobhara
Rav.

P

Sydulapore, 97, 222.

Syfe Caun, see Saif Khan.
Symbonaut, see Shambhunath.
S ym b o o d a 8 s , see Shambhu
Das.

Syud Beag, see Sayyid Beg.

Taffatyes [Taffeta), U, 21.

m

Tin, 3.

Tittillia, 40, 219.

Toarrah, 110 223.

Tockoredas, see Thakur Das.

Trenchfield, Richard, 50-51, 53-

64,66,67,69-89. 91-98,100-

103.

dies. 6.

goes to llooghly, 4, 103.

Trepore Saw, 5ec Tripura Shah.

Triangular glass, 67, 101, 107-

Tripura Shah, 108, 126, 133,

155, 170.

Turmeric, 100, 105, 153. 160-

174, 182, 210.

*Tuttenagg , 3.

Uncleanness, 32, 33.

F«H/.30,50,60,71,125>130.
164, 166-68, 173-75, 199-^^-

Vaqueell, see Vakil.

Velvet, 176, 207.

Vincent, ilatthias. Chiej for ^(^

Hon'ble E.I. Go's, affairs
^
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I

I

the Bay of Bengal, 8, 9, 11,

16,20,21.23,32, 34,51, 56,

69,77,81,100, 112,130,185,
219, 221, 223.

*Wackanevice , 128.

Wanges, 9, 219.

Washers, 77, 113.

White glass, 67.

— goods, 163.

Wild hogs killed at Malda, 64.

Wills, register of, 14.

Wilson, H. H., 7.

Wilson, C. R., 4. 22u. 222.

Wine, 207.

Wood, 56, 65.

, Mr.—,200
Yakub, Shaikh, 151, 165.

Yule, Sir Henry. 7, 200. 201,

219, 223.

Zamindar. 57. 171. 176, 182.

f

s-

\>

\





I

2. A Bismer "Weig^hing'-Bcam from the Darjccling

District*

m

By N. Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.S.B.

I

The beam described in this note was obtained in the village
bazaar at Mungpii in the Darjeeling district of the Eastern
Himalayas in October, 1917. It was used hy,an old Xepali
woman who was selling condiments such as ginger and turmeric.
The local name, in the dialect of Hindi called Pahari in that
part of tlie Himalayas, is dmidisUr.
beama and a scale -pan, with the

The apparatus consists of

suspension.
]iecessarv strings for

The beam is made of wood painted with some black varnish
find cut rather roughly into sha]>e. Though made in a single
piece it consists of two distinct parts :—(r7
^vhich is cylindrical, about 17 mm, in diamei

) the beam prox^er,

- meter and 22 cm. long;
and

(6) an egg-sluaped bulbous extremity 15 cm. long and 56
^m. in diameter at the broadest pouit/ The beam proper is

separated from the terminal bulb, the object of which is to give
^'eight, by a raised rme carved m the wood. At its free
extremity the beam

rmg
^

terminates in a squared enlargement
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through which passes the upper end of the strings by which the

pan is suspended. On one side of the beam, between this

enlargement and the proximal end of the terminal bulb, there

are six rather irregular notches representing the scale of

weights. The suspending string can be moved along the beam,
round which it is tied in a loop, from notch to notch. When
the beam hangs level with this loop in the notch nearest the

terminal bulb the object in the pan is said to weigh 2 seers. I

find that the different notches correspond roughly to the

following weights avoirdupois :—1 lb., 2 lb., 3 lb., 4 lb. and

5 lb. The pan, which is 27-5 cm. in diameter, is circukr and
nearly flat. It is composed of bamboo basket-work and painted

with the same varnish as the beam. It is suspended by four

stnngs, each ca. 32 cm. long, which pass through its margin and
are tied together in a knot above the square enlargement at the

end of the beam
Though the suspending string can be moved'from notch to

notch and each notch represents a definite weight I noticed
that in practice it was alM'ays left in the notch corresponding
to 1 lb. Thus the beam, though made to weigh out varions

quantities, had actually become merely a device for separating
a single fixed quantity from the material to be sold. In some
respects,_ tlierefore, the beam is intermediate between the Shan
tj-pe with fixed suspending strings and the ordinary Indian
type m which the suspending string is moved along a scale on

the beam. <=>>=> ©

I mav3n 7 '
^'"'; ^*- '^'"'- ^^^Sal. V, p. 199 (1917).

cited InC? o"t«n unfortunate printer's error on p. 198 of the paper



3 Bhavabhuti as a Mimansaka.
m

Bv Bi.NESH Chandra Bhattachakyya

It is well known that Bhavabhuti belongs to a family pie
eminently of Vedic traditions, and passages of Vedic reminis-
cence are found here and there in his dramatic works. [See

especially Keith : Bhavabhuti and the Veda in J.R.A.S., 1914,

P- 729.] He was undoubtedly a Vedic scholar. The late Mr.
S. P. Pandit, on the strength of an old manuscrij^t of the Mala-
iimadhava, sought further to prove that Bhavabhuti Mas also a
Mimansist and a disciple of Kumarila Bhatta. [Gaiidavaho
Tntrod,, Note iv, pp. ccv, etc.] This singular manuscript, while
expressly naming Bhavabhuti as the author at the end, has the
following remarkable Colophons to Acts 111 and VI :—

This naturally led to an inference that Bhavabhuti must
himself have been a disciple of Kumarila Bhatta. Dr. Bhan-
darkar (Preface to his 2nd ed. of the Mdlathnadhava) how-
ever emphasises the facts that Bhavabhuti gives us the name
of his gura as Jnananidhi (Viracharita I. 5) and precisely
omits the Mtmansa from among the subjects studied by him
[Malati, I. 9) ; and though he does not reject the other statement
eutu-ely remarks that " its verification must be left to future
research." But it is possible that Jnananidhi initiated out
poet in some system other than the MimEma and that his

^^n?n?T(f to which he gives the first place among his subjects of
study, probably included the Mimansa.

No satisfactory account has hitherto been forthcoming
^bout UmvekacJidrya and his connection with Bhavabhuti.
yome maintain that the Mdlatiniddhava was left incomplete by
ymveka and subsequently finished by Bhavabhuti, though this
duality in its authorship goes against all evidence internal or
external. A flood of light is thrown on the question b^' the
tollowmg remarkable reference. Chitsukha Muni, author of the

'^^^f^T, better known as the f^ftwt, is thus refuting one of

the definitions of %TJ[^ :

^^iH^Rd n^Eifl"mf?Tfcr ^mfET^RiTTfir (^^cw^g^nfirfcr

^ -^ ^
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^fH<^^lf«T^f3icT: ^^ ^^q^^f^cf?n^^flT£r^if«[qm

^ff^ in tli(

^
Pandity^^J^f^lx^^ ^rr^iirpTiFt n^fer im^

%^^i^ (^*^%5r 5^TFtfiT wf^K^rf^^^

^er^ . 84a of

Chap. II ; also in the Pandit, vol. V, p. 576.)

So according to the great Vedantic scholar, Bhavabhuti
eyeii before he was a poet was regarded as an ^TK—a recog-

nised authority in one of the systems of pliilosophy presumably

But the commentator ^^(^fi^iiiq- goes further :—mansa

1

vocal words we have the striking statement that Bhavabhuti is

Here in clear unequi-

identical with Umvekasi fact substantially corroborating the

umquc colophon of the MS. referred to above.
In the -SawWaw/aya of Madhava (VII, 116, Anandasram

ed., p. 293) Umveka is mentioned as the vulgar name of the

tamoLis aiandanamisra. This cannot llo^vever be accepted
unless verified by stronger evidence. Umveka is known to have
been one of the authorities on the Mimansa and is credited

w_itn the authorship of a commentary on Kumarila's Mtmaiisa-

..y^,...y_^. wuiiit, are no longer extant, excel )t in rare quotation

Iv fuT ^'"""^ *^^ Chitsukhi. All the same, it is a notable
tnmg that one of our greatest dramatists happens to be a

philosopher as well.

f-\V ---.^ ^^ r\ ' \ y --

t

i \ f ^^z- \.t \



4* Some observations and experiments on the rust on

Laiincea aspleniifolia DC.
w

J

By Karm Chand Mehta, M.Sc, Professor of Botany, Agra

College, Agra.

[With Plates I-II.]

The present paper deals with some of the phenomena con-

nected ' with rust on Launcea aspleiiiifolio and illustrates a few

microscopic details about the anatomy of the parasite itself.

It also gives an account of some of the observations and
attempts to add a short supplementary descrij)tiou of diseased

plants at various stages in the life history of the fungus. The
work was first taken up at Pusa in March 1916 at the sugges-

tion of Dr. E. J. Butler, the Imperial Mycologist, and I desire to

express my warmest thanks to liim for having provided me
with every possible facility connected with it. Launcea

asjileniifolia, DC, is a biennial or perennial wild herb commonly
known as jangli gobi. It has been fully described by Doctors

Cunningham and Prain in *' a Note on Indian Wheat Rusts "

—

Records of the Botanical Survey of India, Vol. l. No. 7, 1896.

While attempting to investigate some of the phenomena
connected with rust on wheat, Doctors Cunningham and Prain

came across diseased plants of Launma aspleniijolia for the

first time in the Government Farm at Shibpur in February
1896. The work referred to above contains a description of

diseased plants as well.

The cause of rust on Launma is the parasite which was
identified later on as Punccinia Butleri syd., nov. spec, and is

described in '' Fungi Indioe Orientalis '' Part I.

On the strength of observations extending over a period of

full one year, the author has got to add the following few

remarks about the habit of the diseased plants with a short

supplementary description of the same :

—

The diseased shoots in the uredo and teleuto stages like the

healthy plants have got as a -rule short unbranched stems
bearing rosettes of radical leaves with thin lamina covered with

sori(rigs. 2,4 and 5). Uredosori "S-'d x •25--5 m.m. often

aiTanged in circles around a central pustule. Uredospores with

three germ pores, germinatuig freely between 10-16 hours in

distilled water in the cold weather. Germ tubes with colour-

less and minutely granular contents (Figs. 4 and 11). Teleuto-

sori are quite distinct from the Uredosori, found in very large

numbers towards the end of the cold season although not
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quite absent during the first part. Sori -3 — '7 x "25 -'58 mm.
Pustules contain black and shininggranular contents (Figs. 5 and

12). Even the flowering shoots, though not verj^ commonly
produced by diseased plants, bear uredo and teleuto sori upon

their axes, peduncles, etc.

In the aecidial stage of the fungus, the host presents a

totally different form and colour, the shoots being invariably

erect. Sometimes a tuft of vertical leaves arises from the top of

a short aerial stem. More often the axis is elongated and

branched, with long internodes and cauline leaves bearing aeci

dia (Fig. 3). The aecidial shoots usually spring up from tlie

midst of a rosette of A\ithered leaves with uredo and teleuto

fructifications. Or again they may arise separately as delicate

and few-leaved vertical shoots piiikish violet in colour in the

beginning. In most cases the rootstock gives rise to a few

branches some of which bear a rosette of leaves with uredo and

teleuto sori. Others produce onh' leaves with aecidia. Some
others again after giving rise to a' few radical leaves with uredo

and teleuto fructifications end in a tuft of leaves with aecidia.

The axillary origin, mode of branching and the internal structure

of an aecidial shoot prove without doubt that it is similar

morphologically to the shoots with uredo and teleuto sori. This

view is supported by the fact that the aecidial shoots also give

rise, m the flowering season though not quite often, to axillary

slender shoots covered with aecidia and bearing very small

aecidial leaves. These shoots bear small globular and malformed
capitula which never open (Fig. 3 B).

^1 •
,^^^,^®^ves bearing aecidia are as a rule smaller and much

thicker than those with uredo and teleuto fructifications. They
are pale green or yellow in colonr with or without a pinkish

violet tinge. Aecidia Cups -35 - -5 x -3 -'45 mm. on both

surfaces of the leaves, margin sinuate (Figs. 6 and 9). Aecidio-

spores germinating freely in distilled water within 15 hours

m cold weather, germ tubes two or more with yellow globules

and vacuolar contents (Fig. 13)
The leaves of the aeddial" shoots bear pycnidia (sperniO-

goma) as well scattered on both surfaces. The pvcnidia as a

rule appear before the aecidia and are therefore found in greater

abundance on young leaves which are yet more or less pinkif
violet in colour. They appear to the naked eye as very minute
brownish dots. When examined with a pocket magnifying
ens they appear as brown specks more or less raised above the

leaf surface. They axe subglobose -1 --14 x •1--12 mm,.
pycnospores spermatia) elliptical, colourless, 3^. in length

(iigs. 14 and 10).

b.,v/f
^"'^.''" ^^ ^^'^ vegetative characters of the fungus ^v^e

ptln.-
"^*\/^^t its mycelium is intercellular though noi

an^lftt
?"• Haustoria are more or less lobed. In the urec^

and teleuto stages the mycelium is localized at places beloW
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or near the sori. In the aecidial stage it is found in every part

and is copiously branched. Within the rootstock the mycelium
is found both in the cortex as well as between cells adjacent to

vascular bundles- Inside the leaves the mvcelium attacks

both palisade and spongy parenchymatous cells. Its hyphce
produce septa at very short distances, are peculiarly curved
with varying thickness. Here and there are seen small oval or

spherical-fungal cells peculiarly packed together (Figs. 7 and 8).

On the basis of a careful studj^ of conditions, as regards

wheat and rusts on wheat and Launcea, carried on during an
extensive tour to many places in Central and Northern India,

Doctors Cunningham and Prain thought of the possibility of

generic relation between the rust on Avheat and that on Launcea.

To prove that they carried on some inoculations on wheat with

uredospores from Launcea which resulted in infection of the

former. Keepmg in mind the chances of the spores having got

mixed with some from diseased wheat these authors did not

come to any definite conclusion.

In order to settle the question of the possible connection,

suspected by Doctors Cunningham and Prain, between the

aecidium on LauncBa and Pucchiia triticina (wheat rust with

imknown aecidium) Messrs. E. J. Butler and J. M. Hayman
carried on many inoculations on Triticum vulgare and Hor-
denm vulgare with aecidiospores and uredospores from
iaiuicca in February, March and December 1903. The spores

showed free germination, but not even a suigle plant caught
infection.

These authors have remarked " that it is not without pre-

cedent to find an aecidium and a Puccinia belonging to quite

different fungi occupying a particular plant at the same moment.
The aecidium on Launcea might therefore belong to the Pucci-
nia on wheat, vv^hile the Puccinia on LauncEa forms a distinct

species. But direct experiment, the only true test when the

relationship of an aecidium is in question, has failed to support
this view."

On the strength of the results of the experiments referred to

above, Dr. E. J. Butler has established the view " that the aeci-

dium on Launmi does not belong to Puccinia triticina on
Triticum vulgare. All the three spore forms on Launcea found
at the same time show undoubtedlv the fundus to be autoe-

cious. >>

Inoculations on as many as thirty plants of L<ninma

(^ispleniifolia with uredo and aecidio -spores from the same host

were attempted by the author at Pusa in March 1916. But on
account of the onset of warm weather and poor germination of

spores, none succeeded. The following table gives the results

of inoculations carried on in December 1916, and January and
February 1917, at Agra, The spores in everv case showed free

germination
;
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Date
Kind of

Spores
used.

14-12-16

14-12-16

14-12-16

14-12-16

10-1-17
10-1-17
10-1-17
10-1-17
18-1-17
18-1-17
1-2-17
1-2-17

Uredo
Uredo
Aecidio
Aecidio
Uredo
Uredo
Aecidio
Aecidio
Aecidio
Aecidio
Uredo
Aecidio

u

£
s o

^ O
o c

II

02 -".S

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

° -6

g CO 0)

-s

c- ::

s
00 u

m
O
00

03

Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Upper

1

1

1

1

1

1

Greneral Remarks.

10 days
Do.
Do.
Do.

2U days
Do.
Do.
Do.

lo days
Do.

30 dnva
Do.'

I

No sori at inocu-

lated spots.

Ditto

i

iio son
It is interesting to note that the inoculated spots developed

iori even within a month after inonnlation although m"^ ^^^i ^.v..!! ivimiii ,1 rnonin atter inonuiation aiinuug" -
sections they were found to be full of fungal hvphar copiously

branched. The germ tubes in all case? of successful infection

sntered through the stomata.
Another noteworthy fact is that while most of the spots on

the upper surface of leaves caught infection, there was not

a single case of infection through penetration' from the lower

The spores were removed directly from the fructifications

and carefully examined to avoid all chances of a mixture being

used for inoculations.
The fact, that both uredo and more particularlv the aecidio-

spores from Launcea are capable of infecting Lminc^a itself,
adds

to the strength of the view already established by Dr. Butlei

that Puccima Butleri is clearlv an autcecious fungus.

«f>.
-^^^^^cidium on LauncFa does not therefore belong to an}

itself
^^^<^inia Buihri found on LauncEa asplenufol^"

fl.;. J-^^""^
'^ another interesting phenomenon connected with

b,^ 't^'
^""^ ^^^^^ '^^^'^ to th? perennial nature of its myce;

bp T,"n.f
P'^'^'''^ «^ the mycelium within the rootstock o

the host, suggests of the possibilitv of its having some imF^f^'^

Fact d^n^^f \\" perpetuation of the disease^ To prove t^

d^-Sent^ 1
''?^' ^^"^^^^ transplanted from a grassy plot h

^^

fe nl-^r^';^*.^ ^^P^^r^te pots on the 18th of April
f^^Their aerial parts died within thr.. r.. f^„. .in,.« On the lOtt

pot hich had

full of mycelium.
^ m montl

nxsMlf. if. o\; ^" ^^® ^y^^ of the same moniu - ^

made its appearance m the second pot. It produced a rosette
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of leaves with thin lamina and free from sori. A couple of
months later a pinkish violet vertical shoot with delicate leaves
came above the soil in the same pot. Its leaves pinkish violet
first changed their colour and by the fifth day were noticed a
large number of small orange -coloured shining raised specks.
One of the leaves w^as removed and found to be full of my-
celium ; the specks turned out to be young pycnidia.

Contrary to the observation made by Doctors Cunningham
and Prain the ripe aecidia were not observed by the fifth dav,
nor did the shoot '^ damp off," On the 20th of February (a

month after its appearance) another leaf was removed and in a
section it showed many globular bodies which were the young
aecidia. The pycnidia were now quite ripe. In about a week's
time the shoot suddenly got wilted. Its leaves showed large
numbers of spherical patches with light bro\ATa margin. These
were undoubtedly the unopened aecidia. The pycnidia now
looked brown. Even after another month and a half no sori
appeared on the other shoot in the same pot. On being re-
moved and cut into sections its rootstock showed the mycelium
mostly localized along the peripheral portion. On the outside
the rootstock showed a few knots or collections of fungal
h3^phce like those found beneath the sori on leaves. From the
third pot no shoot came out, probably on account of bad trans-
planting as there was no trace of the rootstock even within the
soil. No diseased shoot appeared in any one of the half a
dozen pots into which healthy plants had been transplanted on
the same day as the diseased ones. The new shoot in the
second pot was properly protected against fresh infection from
the air. ^

It is not possible to make any definite statements, about
the sequence in which the various spore forms appear in this
fungus, on the strength of observations carried on diseased
plants. One very often observes an aecidial shoot arising from
Ihe midst of a number of withered leaves with uredo and
teleuto sori. Or again it is not uncommon to see an aecidial
shoot coming out separately from the rootstock. As stated
above, some of the branches of the rootstock end in aecidial,
and others in uredo and teleuto shoots. They are present at
the same time and are practically of the same age. One occa-
sionally comes across cases with aecidia cups and uredo sori on
the two sides of the same leaf.

All these irregularities are due to the fact that the various
stages are not the outcome of fresh infection but that the new
shoots which arise from diseased rootstocks get infected with
niycelium within those paits.

'i
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate I Fig. L

Ftg. 2.

Fig. 3a

Photograph showing on the, sides two

leaves of Launcea aspleniifoUd with

uredo and teleuto sori. In the middle

there is a vertical aecidial shoot.

The host in the uredo and teleuto

stages of the parasite.

The host ui the aecidial stage of the

fungus showing an erect shoot witli-- - - iiiternodescauline leaves and long

covered with aecidia cups.
idialPlate TI. Fto. 3E. Part of a flowering shoot in the aeci

stage bearing malformed capitii'«

which never open.
Fig. 4. Part of a leaf showing uredo sori.

Fig . 5. Part of a leaf showing uredo and teleuto

Fig. 6.

son.

Part of a leaf showing aecidia cups-

Ftg. 7. Mvcelium and haustoria from diseasea

rhizome in transverse section.

Mycelium inside a leaf in the ae

stage. Vertical section.
Fig. 9. a young aecidium in vertical section.

Fig. lOA. A pycnidium in vertical section.

Fig. 8.
cidial

riG. lOB. A few pycnospores.
Fig. 11 a. a uredospore showing the germ pt>

Fig. IIB. A germinating u.redo8pore.

res

Fig. 12.

Fig. 1.3a.
Fig. 1.3B.

Fig. 14.

A teleutospore.
An aecidiospore

.

An aecidiospore germinating.

Part of a leaf from an aecidial sn

arising from the rhizome of a dis
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5. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT NO. XXX.

JVote.-Thc numeration of the articles below is continued
** Journal and Proceedings '*from

for
p. 178 of the

1917.

187.
. Two Rake Sasanian Drachmes.

'.d II, the eighth Sasanian monarch, was the son

hag

Hor
. ^ ,

of Narses (293—303 A.C.T, and reigned fromSOs'to 310.
On his coins we find one „^ „„^ „^ ^,,, ^.^^.,^^1.0 .^^^^

"divinity," or vohid " excellent " preceding his name ; but on
this drachme neither of them aDDears. Also its "

" ' '

68 grains is very high.
appears weight of

Description of the Drachme.

Metal.—Silver. Diameter.—1". Weight.—68 grains.

Obverse.—Bust of king to right, wearing a pearl-beaded
crown, in the form of an eagle with a pearl dropping from
its beak, from which depend the flowing Sasanian fillets, and
surmounted
hair is brought back and arranged in flowing curls, and the
carefully dressed beard terminates in a point. The bust is
lully clothed^ a pearl drop in the ear, and a pearl necklace
with a jewelled clasp in front. Grenetis.

Legend,—Mazrlayasn Auharmazdi malJcan {malka) Atran
{va-A7itran) fmnO'chitn imin yazdan) ^^Mazda-w^orshipping Hor-

Airan
origin (from the sacred beings)."

Reverse. froliar
Jj^suing from it, on an altar adorned with bands, having the
^mg to the left, with his appropriate eagle tiara, surmounted
^y the usual globe, holding his sword upright, and dressed as a
pontiff fulfilling the functions of a mohed ; and on the right,
assisted by the herhet wearing a mural croAvn and 'flowing robe,
nolding his sword also erect ; both facing the holy pyreum. A
dot on the base of the altar, Grenetis.

.
Legend.—There are strokes instead of the legend on the

right and left of the piece.
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II.

Kobad

coin h

All

and was succeeded by his destined heir, Khusrau (Chosroes)

STirnamed Anosharvan, '' the Blessed," whom his father is said

to have caused to be crowned as he lay on his death-bed.

Khusrau I was a great king, and deserved the title of ^' the Just."

He died in Februarv 579.

The interesting peculiarity of his diachme described below

is that the regnal year is inscribwl in Pahlavi chehar (4) instead

of the Semitic arha. On Sasanian coins the numerals (written

in words), indicating the regnal years, from two to ten,, are all

Semitic ; but one, and from eleven upwards, are all Palilavi. In

the extreme east of the empire and far from the Semitic in-

fluence coins were struck at Mcrv in the regnal year fom' of

Khusrau I, with the numeral uTitten in Pahla\-i chehar, a very

unusual occurrence. Up till now, only two specimens are known,

the one in the Bartholomaei collection (pi. XXII, fig. 6) Avitli

the name of the king Khnsrui on the obverse, and another in

the cabmet of Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1880, p. 120) but without

any legend on the obverse. Now mv
the second letter of the name Khdsrui, on the obverse
these three drachmes are of the mmt-city of Merv ; but it is

important to note that none of them are from the same dies.

Corns are known to have issued from this important mint ui

no less than 78 different vears. Its monogram appears first under

Yezdegerdll (438-457), and agam under Firoz I in 459 and 46-

and Jamasp in 498. It showed its greatest activity from Slow

629, and struck for the last time under the Sasanians iu 6ol,

the last year of Yezdegerd III. AU authorities agree in identity

mg the mint-monogram MR with Merv.

Description of the Second Draclime.

Metal.—Silver. Diameter.—I'l". Weight.—58 grains.

06wr5e.-Bust of king to right, wearing a crown sur-

mounted by a crescent with the globe standing in it. The U^
IS brought back and arranged m curls. Over each shoulder,

a

crescent and a fillet fioatmg. In the field in front of the crown

a crescent and star, and behind it, a star. On the margin io

Grlnetk
^"""^ ""^ *^^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^ P'^''^' ^

""'

Legend.~{Kh)u{srul) in front of the face.
Reverse -The lioly pyreum on an altar, having a person g

on each side, facmg front with one hand on a pole and tb«

other on a sword. To the left of th-— - -'^^ ^'^^

the right, a crescent. Grenetis
pyreum

Legend.
Cheha{

ht,

the mint-monogram MPv ''

I^I(tv."
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2'ith March, 1917.

FURDOONJEE D. J. PaRUCK,

188. A Correction Note.

In mv article No. 174 on '• A Gold Coin of the Sasanian
King Shaj)ur the Great/' published in the Numismatic Supple-
ment No. XXVIII, some of the statements need adjusting in

the light of the latest research, and I beg leave to correct them.
The statement, " On the death of Hormazd II (310 A.C.),

his natural heir was set aside by the nobles. , .

.

" requires correc-
tion. Hormazd II was succeeded early in 310 A.C. by his son
Adharnarseh, who was soon deposed, and probably slain, osten-
sibly for his cruelty. The nobles now held the reins of power, and
having blinded one brother of the fallen king and imprisoned
another (Hormazd), crowned Shapiir II. the new born (or unborn)
son of Queen Ifra-Hormazd (310 A.C.). This queen was a
Jewess.

The transliteration and translation of the inscription A
of Taq-i Bostan were given after Mordtmann (Z.D.M G., 18S0,

p. 66) and Drouin (Les legendes des monnaies sassanides^ p. 27),
but from West (see Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie, vol. IT,

p. 77 sq., where are given the transliteration and translation of
the opening lines of some of the rock inscriptions), the greatest
acknowledged authority on Pahlavi, I find that they should be
corrected as follows ;

Mazdayasn vohia Shahpuhrl ifialkan rnalkd Alran va-An-
iran mino-chitrl min yazdan hareh Mazdayasn vohid Auharmazdi
•

;

• . . napz vohid Narsehz malkdn malka^ '* Mazda-worship-
ping excellent Shapur, king of the kmgs of Eran and non-Eran,
of spiritual origin from the sacred beings^ son of Mazda-wor-
shipping excellent Hormazd

,
grandson of excellent

Narses, king of the kings."
I inadvertently omitted the mention by Mordtmann

(Z.D.M.G., 1880, p. 64, no. 263) of a gold coin of Shapur IT

similar to mine, but with a slight difference in that instead of a
succession of dots, it bears a succession of small semicircles
on the obverse.

To the 23 known gold coins of this king should be added
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two published in 1889 by De Markoff in his Catalogue of Sasa-
man coins (p. 65, no 32 ; and p. 66, no. 33).

I will take this opportunity to indicate a slip in mv critical

note No. 183 in the same supplement on the drachiue of Bistam.
The epithet firoch on the obverse of the coins of Bistam and
Kobad II is ^mtten firochu and not firochi. The final u is re-

dundant as we find it also in the names Kavdtu and Boranu on
the obverse of the coins of Kobad II and Boran respectively.
(For further comment on this redundant u, see my article

No. 173 on APAOXtaO in the same supplement.)
In order to facilitate the comparison of the mmt-mono-

grams mhch and ram. mpnf,mnf.rl ,-.i .>,x, " "-"

Q
note No. 170 on the

tacsimiles below. Apparently they were overlooked by an
error m the press, and as they are of some importance I now-

repeat them.

camV Nihch.

Ram,

^^rd May, 1917.
Fltrdoonjee D. J. Paeltck

Mint KVI

lZv.\rZ.n\- ^.^^^ktaf (310-379 A .C.) , there appeared on

BbIwtTi,
^'%'""'^ *^^ mint-monogram kvi BBA or KV^

few PnlJl.T 1 ^. .
mmt-monogram is composed of a

of a nhTi I J'^^T ^^'°^"^g tii^ commcnooment of the name

the BartLl -^^'n'"^^
^"^« struck. Two drachmes are m

tne i^artholomaei collection (pi X fias 12 and 13) four are

sevenLcL 1
^^^' ^"^ ^^^« ^^^ of mine makes a total of

ntdt^T' ^°''^°^ *^« ^^"^g i«^"^d from this rare mint.

istolv r^r^ '"'^^^"' ^*^y ^h« ^^y^^ residence,"
tjat

?genc eJdes m?^°"-
"" ^t^^Pretation with Avhich Drouin (Les

S Morgan m^'xT «^^^^^i^es, 1898, p. 30) seems to concur.

,^ ^^l^'^^i^r^^.^^^^ii^matique. 1913 n. 181) on the author-
ity of Haug (An

part'of^^he'S^' n^''^"'^^''^" Mordtmaon was unable to read thefirsj

is quite
^^^^^"^^"^"^onogram, though the reproduction (pi. H. »°- '*'

I

{
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translates it by '' the gate of the royal residence" ; but he does

not think that we can say with authority whether KVI BBA
possessed a local value, or whether it applied to all the places

where the Court of Persia found itself and issued coins.

Drouin reads the mint-monogram kam babd on the two

specimens of the Bartholomaei collection, and remarks that the

reading appears to be certainlj^ good. De Morgan gives the

same reading ; but Mordtmann differs by giving it KVN BBA
kavan babd. He says that the letters KVN are very distinct on
the specimens in his possession, and that the transcription in

the illustration of the Bartholomaei collection is doubtful. He
believes that it is from the Zand word kava '' king" that kavan
" royal" is derived. Prouin says that it is for the first time

we find on the coins the word kavi, which corresponds to the

Zand Icava '' king" ; and that the word remains in dirafsh-i

f'
Here

dirafsh

rable sacred banner of the Persian empire, which was taken by
the Arabs at the battle of Kadislya, was named after the black-

smith Kave, who raised the standard of revolt against the

tj-rant Dahak (see Noldeke, Tabari, p. 278). The PahlaM
word kavi corresponds to ^^ (pronounced kat) in modern Per-

sian, the other word in Pahlavi being kai. The Persian diction-

ary Burhdn-i Qdti says that kat signified formerly '' king of

kings," and corresponds to the Arabic expression malik al maluk.
The meaning of babd is *' a gate, the residence, the capital," and

corresponds to the Arabic word ^Ij . The specimen in my
cabinet, illustrated in this article, supports Mordtmann's read-
ing, but I differ from him in his reading on the Bartholomaei
specimens, and am of the same opinion as Drouin. So that

m these seven snecimens known two distinct

readings, two with KVI BBA, and five with KVN BBA.
I would suggest that the word kavl or kavan '* royal"

applies to the fire because we find the word malkai " roys].''

round about the fire on the gold coins of Narses (293-303) (see

Mordtmann, in Z.D.M.G,, 1880, p. 43, no. 138); Hormazd 11

(303-310) (see Drouin, in Revue Numismatique, 1896, p. 162
sq.

; and Cumiingham, in Numismatic Chronicle, 1893, p. 170,

«nd pi. XIII, fig. 2) ; and Shapiir II (310-379) (see the Bartholo-

no.^aei collection, pi. VII, fig. 9 ; Mordtmann, op, ciL, p. 61
242

; and Indian Museum Catalogue, vol. I,, pi. XXIV, fig^.

6); the Aramaic malkai being replaced by the Palliavi kam
or Zand kavan in the same w\ay as the Aramaic rmrd *' ^^"^ "

fire

found on the reverse of the coins of the early Sasaniau kings
'vvas replaced later on by its equivalent atur, the true Avestic
^vord for designating fire. But the suggestion has to be nega-
tived on consideration that the mint-monograms first appeared
on the reverse of the coins of Bahrani IV, inscribed on the
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right or left or on both sides of the fire on the altar, and con-

manner
Yezdegerd I (399-420) and Baliram V (420-438). It was during
the reign of Yezdegerd II (438-457) that the monogram passed
into the field on the right, and this usage became definite till

the end of the dynasty, and was subsequently copied on the

Arab draclimes.

It is curious to note that another mint-monogram BBA.wliicli
IS the second part of the mint-monogram under discussion, first

appeared during the reign of the same king on the reverse of

his corns, and then on those of his successors till Fuoz I (459-

484). It is not met with on the coins nf Balash (484-488) ; l)iit

It reappears m the first reign (488-497) of Kobad I. It is found
durmg the days of Jamasp (497-499) in 497 and 498, then it

disappeared till the sixth year (530) of Khusrau I (531-579),
and agam appeared during the same reign in 557 only to vanish

again. It was not till 591, at the commoneement of the reign

of Khusrau LI (500-628). that the activity of this mint manifests
Itself contmuously up to 636, because we find this monogram
on the drachmes of all the vears. It is found for the last time

in 651, the year of tho death of Yezdegerd III (032-651),
last monarch of tlie Sasanian dynasty

fu'^/^^i.''''^^^-'^"^-^-^'
^^''^^' P 3-^)' suppoitiug himself on the fact

tJiat the mmt-monogram BBA figures on the drachmes of Selim
and of his envoy Abdullah Azim. is tempted to believe that it

indicates a town of Khora^an, perhaps Xishapiir. Later on be

W.K.A.^., 18o2, p. 390 sq.) considers that the name responds
simply to a suburb of Merv. Mordtmann {Z.D.M.G., 1854, p. 1^)

alter some hesitation proposes v^|«j-« M;idain or c;^i-ii= Ctesi-

phon and again he (Z.D.M.G., 1865. p. 396) reconciles it v^th

' Al P,ab th. f.„,.
^f Tabaristan, or Beban, after Thomas

the

y

betvefff.fr-.-^^^"">' Ii«(^-MI.G.. l879,p.ll4sq.,no.2)
believes that it indicates - the Oanital th.v RJdence."the Capital, the' Residence

rific enTf !f ^r ^f ^^' ^^^^ ^^ ^^VN BBA were the hono-
rific epithets applied for the most part to Eranian cities possess-

ing an ^f,,T
=' royal palace"'; but Ctesiphon was not the only

SkeVr^rn, /'Tr\ A^^ording to Be Morgan, we cannot

epSiets Df . . }^\ hypothesis that these were the hononfi

i-nscrib^ on ?f ''"i"'
^^*>^' ^««^^«^ "^ 67 A.H. the Arabs have

rnoLlrT..'\"L?^-h-- after the Sasanian type the m;n
;

Te de^th om r 'h^""''-^ ™s was about forty years after

taWy not h.v'
^''^

^f^^^^^^ ^ing, and theKiialifs would cer-

'The Persian P T^^'^ ^^^ old'regime if BBA had signifie^

woSd ^^Z^^^^^r^^ -^r-t that the I^hal
^

be strong, because nt f ?'^ ""^"'^^ ^^'^ ''°* '^^"^
• ^vpe

having on fwl ^''^ ^^^^chnies are after the Sasaniaa tyF-

founKel'^^^^^^^^^ "" ^- -1*- -Ibeit contrary to their ue.I/

»

%
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On the later Arab drachmes we find a mint figuring in all

its letters wU.*l Al Bab, which may perhaps be the city

indicated bv the nionoo;ram BBA : because *-»I.j is the Arabic

equivalent of the Pahla\^ word babd. Ctesiphon should be

rejected because toAvards the close of the j^ear 636 or in 637

the battle of Kadislya vktually decided the fate of the Tigris

valley, and in 638 the Arabs crossed the Tigris and fell on

Ctesiphon. But the monogram BBA figures in 651 on the

drachmes of Yezdegerd III.

I think De Morgan is right when he remarks that the hono-

rific epithet BBA v^as attached to one of the towns in the ex-

treme east of the empire which perhaps had struck under another

monogram, Merv, Balkh. Nishapur and other great cities of the

districts which appertained to the king of Persia in the year

of his death. Unfortunately we do not possess any indication

of a definite nature for our guide as to the choice of the city or

cities which carried these honorific epithets.

Description of the Drachme.

Metal—Silver. Weigld—63 grains.

Size~\\ J/m/—KVN BBA.

Obverse.—The bust of king to right, wearing a crown adorned
with wings and surmounted by the traditional globe. The hair

is brought back and arranged in curls, with a fillet floating behind.

Grenetis.

LegenrL—Mazdayamn Varahrdn malkd, '' Mazda-worship-
ping Bahram, king."

Reverse.—The holy pyreum on an altar adorned with bands,

having on the sides two personages holding their swords upright,

and fillets floating from their_tiaras. Grenetis.

Legend,—On the sides, Atu{r) Varah {ran) ,

' the fire of Bah-
ram/' that is to say, the fire consecrated by the king Bahram

;

on the altar-shaft/ra^/ '' just" ; and to the right of the fire,

KVN (kavan)^ '' royal" and left, BBA {baba), the residence, the

capital/' that is to say " the royal capital.

I reproduce the enlarged facsimile of the mint-monogram
only so that it can be compared with that on the drachmes of

the Bartholomaei collection :

—

?3

ill KVN BBA.
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2o^/i May, 191
FURDOONJEE J). J. PaRUCK.

/.

I.
<

190. Ait unpublished Mint of AurangzSb
Mint.—Nasirabad.

ver.Metal.—Sil

Size.—-85 in. ; 21 mm., round.
Weight.—11-45 grms.
Date.—R.Y. 34.

Provenance unknown.

176 grains

J

Obv.

r^i\ ^.,f

liev.

'3

sl

-r^*j^^ ^3

».i

oW

)U

;
<^

of A^in!' V^''-L"'I'^''^^^"^g
coin, and 1 know of no other corns

of Aurangzeb with the regnal year between the ^ and j of the

\\ ord ^^^U. This points to its being an unpublished coin. I

COnSUltffl Mr \Xf ^ Tur ,^ , - ,~ !i.*„aw
agrees

The place Nasirabad
aimar^nti.'^'^"''i ^r-,'™"^^ ^^'^e^'e til is coin was minted was

STwnoe ^^^^'^ ^" *^^ P^o^"<^« of Khandesh. It is stJ

BhuSwaf T
^ '"'^^ ^^^-n on tlie Pe"^ganga River near

iinusawal. ImDortanoA ,, „„ i..it . '^ . °-i. „.,T,r during

fsfroni

^ Kuwn un I lie jreiigaiigti xviv<

importance was probably given to it onl}

the follnwinl
f-^n^Peror Shah JahSn's reftrn as appe^

Khan tn^rL'^^.^
f^«- Muntakhib-uMubab, bvKhan, vol. I, page 717 :

Kb

*^^^^ J^ cjfy u Cr^* jl ^^ JU ^f^ fi

<W J .3.>^i;!>*
*v*
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?|e *>j.LLLc 4^iyXS jj^jo^li. jjljj J jjij ^I^Jt^

" Account of an event which occurred in the 27th regnal
year of Sahib Qirin-sani (Shah Jahan) coinciding with the year
1063 A.H.

" Mir Ahmad son of Siyadat Khan was honoured with the
title of Mir Alimad Khan and entrusted with the Faujdari
of Nasirabad and other places in Kliandesh."

During the reign of Aurangzeb, the city of Nasirabad
appears to have retained its importance and remained attached
to the Province of Khandesh as will appear from the following
quotation from Maask-ui-umra^ by Nawab Samsam-ud-daulah,
vol. I, page 531 :—

Translation,
r

" And subsequently Jalal Kakar was appointed to be the
raujdar and Tuyuldar of Nasirabad, etc. in the Province of

^landesh, mider the orders of Sultan Aurangzeb Baliadur/'

M. A. SUBOOB.

Note.—-The coin is in bad preservation and it is somewhat
doubtful whether the mint name is sufficiently clear to warrant
the acceptance of an addition to the list of muit-towns of

Aurangzeb, The type is new, but the reading which obviously
^

suggests itself is Nusratabad; and there seems hardly room for

the ' ^ » between the ' ^ ' and the ' j '
. Nusratabad is a

known mint and Mr. Whitehead published a cohi struck at that
place in the year llU-47, though of a different type [P. IL C.
No. 1945].

H. Nevill.

r .,
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II.

The Lakhnau Mt^t o^ a gold coin of Aurangzeb

Mint .^—Lakhnau

.

Metal—Gold.
Size.—18-6 mm. ; -75 in. ; round.
Weight.—10-96 grms. =
Date.—1082-14.
Provenance unknown.

169 grains

J

Obv

4^
Rev.

errU
*)

^;,t

»l

.. ^.J

(P

a-

'^ J
fO

So far the only known <ro]d coin of the Lakhnau min*

belongs to the reign of Shah Jahan. It was described by

Mr. H. Nelson Wright on page 246 of the Numismatic Supple-

ment No. XXV.
I have now discovered

Nagp
m the collection of the Cen-

hitea>^«. .,.«„..«^,., xiia^ljur, H goia piece oi AviraimzeD a rtJigu i^"-

at Lakhnau and am accordinglv glad to pul)lish this latest

dition to the list of gold coins of that mint.
M. A. SUBOOK.

192. Dbac [• shafcr n
WhOe the Sasanian coins follow moiv or less fixed types,

they exlubit a pronounced variety of legends, the study
J

1^]t^\n^^^^^^^ ^^ ^°"t"^^^l interest. The coins of ^^
Tn ,x: T)'f^^^ ^^°"^ sub-varieties, are of three main types-

In the first of these we have the fire-altar with two attendaa s >

in the second we see the altar similarly attended but vvith
tJJ

addition of the/.5/.ar issuing from the fire; and in the
f^the fire-altar is similar to that depicted on the coins of Ardeshir 1,
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i

having no attendant personages and filling almost the whole
flan. The last tjqoe. of which coins are known in gold, silver

and coj)per, is considered to be very rare; to it belong the gold

piece described in the Numismatic Supplement No. XXVIII,
article no. 174 and the drachme, which is the subject of this

article.

The main legend on the reverse of the corns of Shapur II

is Nurn zt Shahpuhn '' The fire of Shapur." Though there are

some specimens known of the early kings on the reverse of

which the Aramaic word nurd is replaced by its equivalent

^tur, the true Avestic word for designating fire, I have not

discovered any recorded instance of a coin of Shapur II on
which the ^A'ord dlTir is so found. From Shapur III (383-388)

the word nurd is finally replaced by its equivalent dtur on the

reverse of the coins.

The drachme described below has on the reverse the legend

Atur-% Shahpuhrl. Unfortunatel}' the word dtur-i is damaged,
but the first two letters are very distmct and the rest are trace-

able without difficulty. On the strength of this readmg I have
been able to read on the reverse of a similar drachme of this

king in the Bartholomaei collection (pi. VII, fig. 7) the legend

Aturl zl ShaJipuhn, This drachme was described by Mordt-
mann (Z.D.M.G., 1880, p. 65, no. 265), but he was iinable to

read the legend on the reverse beyond the name of tlie king.

He pronounced the legend on the obverse to be illegible, a

remark Avhich must apply unfortunately to my specimen as

well. The meaning of both reverse legends is the same, ** The
fire of Shapiir." To express the possessive use has been made
of the letter i, the Persian izdfat, in one case, while in

the other we have the Semitic particle zt, which is often em-
ployed in Sasaniaii PahlavE in the same sense. The relative z%

is here seen approximating in use to the Persian izdfat, of

which possibly it was the origin. But the letter i preceding

the word zi ivS redundant, being the vowel so frequently fomid
at the end of Pahlavi w^ords as may be noticed at the end of

the name of the king Shahpuhri.
In connection with this legend I take the opportunity to

rectify another reading of Mordtmann. He {op. cit., p. 38,

no. 128) read on the reverse of a drachme of Bahram II (276-

293) in this cabinet, the words Varahran-Atruni and {op, ciL,

P- 48, no. 160) on the reverse of a drachme of Hormazd II (303-

310) in the Bartholomaei collection (pi. VI, fig. 5) Ohramaz-

Atruni '' Hormazd the fire-worshipper." This reading dtrunl is

very doubtful, for we have only to examine the illustration of

the Bartholomaei specimen to see that the legend might easily

he read Atur zl Auliarmaz{(Ii) ''The fire of Hormazd." The
fifth letter is unquestionably z and not n, as may bo proved by

comparing these letters in tlie words nard z% found on the

• reverse of the coins on the same plate : and as for the letters
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u and r, one letter served for both in the Pahlavl of that

period, a fact clearly demonstrated on the same plate in the

word num.

Description of the drachme.

Metal.—Silver. Size.~'9\ Weight.—49'5 grains.

muralObverse.—The bust of king to right, wearing a

croAvn with three points embattled, surmounted by the tradi-

tional globe, with the fillets of the diadem floating "l)ehind the

head. The hair is brought back and arranged in flowing curls.

A moustache and a short curl^- beard, an earring and a necklace
- - - - ' ]n frontof pearls with jewels in front,

of the face an illegible legend
a grenetis.

.«ou v.ivyi;.n.vi in dress. ^

The whole device enclosed in

Heverse.—A broad-topped altar on two-stepped pedestal

contammg the holy 'pyreum, without attendants, as on coins of

Ardeshir I. Grenetis.
Legend.—On fire, readin^p,^,^.—yjn uie rignt ot tne tire, reacung irom mv uu.

side of the piece Atur-i " The fire of "; and on the left, reading

trom the mside Shuhpuhn " Shapiir."

FURDOOKJEE D. J. PARUCK

\

»\\paJ Afur-i,

»\ \ ry^ >> Shahjmhrl.

193, Some

MUQH
ARTICLES OK

of n^ 1- K. ""^J"
^'' ^^«^nt articles had shed a good de.d

Th. ?^l
^ '''' ^"^'^^ numismatics by his recent article

;

Ilfntlir^ '^"^'''^^ ^^^ «^il^ intended to show how far, m "

S :'±..'!^l*^^?f.^-^ corroborate or in some cases ap
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(1) On the Bijapur Rupees of 1901 A,H, {art, no, 167, N.S.

XX VII) .

The rupees of Aurangzeb struck at Eijapur corroborate

the evidence adduced by Mr. Hodivala in two ways. The
early issues of 1091-23 and 1091-24 (I know of none of the

immediately succeeding years) have the mint-name without
epithet. The later rupees, the earliest date for which as far as

I know is the 31st year (no. 1637 in P.M.C. on which the Mjri
date is missing), have the epithet Daru-z-zafar 'the Seat of

Victory.' Further the earliest type of Bijapiir rupee of 1091-

23, of which there is a specimen in the Lucknow Museum, as

well as a half rupee I believe in the collection of Mr, H. N,

Wright, has the very curious reading t^j^^^ for w^. This

M'as probably a slip on the part of the Bijapuri die-cutter, as the

rupees of 1091-24 have the ordinary ut^-

(2) Rupees of the Gulkanda Mint {art. no. 168, N.S, XXVII).

I do not think that a study of the Gulkanda coins of §hah
Jahan helps greatly to settle the date^ nor do I think much
weight can be attached to the supposed date on the I.iL
specimen : for it might just as Avell be an attempt to reproduce
an ornament. The following facts and conjectures are deriv-

able :

(1) Their style suggests an early date.

(2) From the style also it is obvious that no coins of the

Imperial pattern have come to light as yet.

(3) The small numbers extant suggest a limited issue.

I think it at least possible that the * coin legend engraved
and sent from the Court ' may have been on a coin of another
mint.

In connection with the Gulkanda mint it maj' be interest-

ing to notice the issues of Aurangzeb between the years 1069-1

and 1098-31. One or two mohurs are known^ but rupees are
very common ; and all until 1098 are of very crude design.

The" first issue of 1069-ahd has a peculiar obverse.

3li jsU^l.

y ^U j^l^

! •I^

The reverse is of the ordinary design with the mint-name
at the top".

The next date known to me is 1071-4. This has the com-
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mon obverse type of Aurangzeb with the date to left of o^^

:

the reverse is of the ordinary tj'pe with the mint-name at the

bottom.
The hijri date 1071 is now continued on the obverse till

1071-7, when it is replaced by 1076, which continues certainly

to the 23rd year. On coins from the 24th to the 30th year the

hijri date is missing : at least I have n^ver come across a coin

in which it could be read.

In 1098-31R, the year of Aurangzeb's conquest, rupees

and mohurs of quite a different style were struck. Both metals

are represented in the British Museum, nos. 712 and 778. They

were obviously struck by Imperial die-cutters, and are some o£

the finest examples of his coinage : they follow the type of the

precedmg coins except that the date is in the top hue. The

mint was then closed and moved to Haidarabad, since we find

the earliest coins of the latter mint issuing in the following year

1099 (cf. P.M.C.no. 1680),

Synopsis of Coins of the Gulkanda Mint.

PJ and M of similar desio-n : ftva-mr^lfts of both kno^ni
types. M known

Emperor, Date,

Cii —bhah Jahan I.

Aurangzeb. (1) 106&-alid

(2) 1071-4R-1071-7R.

'(3) 1076-8R—1076-23R.
(4) -24R 30R.

(5) 1098-3IR.

Retnarlcs.

Early type Kalima in 3 lines

with mint below on ob-

verse. Issued in 1045 ?
t)y

Abd-ullah Qutb Shnh.

Mint name at top of reierse

.

hijri date to left of J-^=^

on obverse. AQut.bShahi

issue.

But mint-name in bottom

line of reverse.

*f ??

• t

No hijri date yet deciphere^^

Imperial issue. Same tjf

as above but K/n date .n

top line of obverse.

1099 A.H. Mint removed to Haidarabad'(DSru-l--iib»'l!

The Srinarjar Mint {art. no. 177, N.S. XXVIH)-
Mr. Hodivala has substantiated what J and most India"

f the

numismatists have held as most probable for a conside
time. Mr. Whitehead, for instance, in his Catalogue o

4

I
rupee of
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Lahore Muglial Coins, treats the Srinagar coins under ' Ka
although he admits an alternative locality (P.M.C. XCVI). It

is notorious that the provenance of coins as evidence of locality

un
help to support Mr. Hodivala's contention. I have five times

mi
acquired specimens of Akbar's Srinagar dams, associated usually
with Muhammad's fulus of Kashmir. The only other place

where I have obtained these dams, which are not common, is

Rawalpindi.

(4) The A'zamnagar Mint {art. no, 179, N.8. XXVIII).

The coins of four Emperors of this mint have been pub-
lished : (1) Aurangzeb, N.S. XV, § 89, no. 10

;
(Shah ^Alam Baha-

dur, N.S. XXII, § 130, no. 1 ; (3) Farrukhsiyar, N.S. XXII,
§ 130, no. 3 and N.S. XIV, § 84, fig. II

; (4) Muhammad Shah,
P.M.G no- 2363.

Although three of these are assigned by Mr. Whitehead m
his Mint List (including the Supplement) to A*zamnagar and
two to A^zamnagar Gokulgarh (the B.M. specimen no. 936 of Far-

rukhsiyar is assigned to the former, and that of Dr. Taylor to

the latter), I think that in every case the second name occurs

in the last line whether visible on the particular coin or not.

Mr. Hodivala's reading of Gokak for the Kam Bakhsh coia

(N.S. XIV, pL 86, Fig. II) formerly read as Gokulgarh is further

confirmed by the duplicate specimen in the Lucknow Museum,
which I have examined.

The question now remains whether the word ui the last

line of the A*zamnagar coins can also read Gokak. On the

Aurangzeb coin the word is undecipherable, I think the Far-

rukhsiyar coins might very reasonably give this reading

;

though in the specimen reproduced in my article in N.S. XXII
the ^ seems to be blundered. The Shah 'Alam Bahadur coin

this

Muhammad
somewhat similar lettering, and in the former it is possible that

the up-atroke of the first ' Kaf ' may have become lost in the

long s. of ^,^. I think

bable reading for the A'zamnagar coins.

C. J. Brow>

- . H^ *W- ^ ' '-. ^ -' -- '^ ^ -^^'- .^

•fffn-





Proceedings of the Annual Meeting, 1918.

The Annual Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal was
held on Wednesday, the 6th February, 1918. at 9-15 p.m.

H. H. Hayden, Esq., CLE., D.Sc, B.A., F.R.S., B.A.L,
F.G.S.. F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

;

Dr. N. Annandale, Dr. P. J. Bruhl, Mr. E. Brunetti, Mr.
J. A. Chapman, Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Dr. W. A. K. Christie,
Miss M. L. Cleghorn, Mr. H. C. Das-Gupta, Rev. Father E.
Francotte, S.J., Mr. T. P. Ghose. Dr. F. H. Gravely, Mr. H. G.
Graves, Mr. J. Insch, Mr. J. McLean, Rev. K. Oka, Mr. E. B. H.
Panton, LC.S., Mr. A. Raffin, Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad
Shastri, CLE., Aga Muhammad Kazim Shirazi, Maharaja
Ranajit Sinha of Nasipur, Hon. Dr. A. Suhrawardy, Dr. Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg,

Visitors:—Mr. N, A. Burnes, Mrs. J. A. Chapman, Miss 0.
Gleghorn, Miss B. M. Cooper, Mr. F. J. Hartog, BabuMadhusu-
dan Kaul, Pandit Babua Misra, Mr. R. Muir, Mr. Baine Prashad,
Mr. H. Scholfield. Mr. M. Sharp, Lieut.-Col. E. G. Vaughan.

The President ordered the distribution of the voting papers
for the election of Oflficers and Members of Council for 1918,
and appointed Mr. E. Vredenburg and Aga Muhammad Kazim
Shirazi to be scrutuieers.

The President also ordered the distribution of the voting
papers for the election of Fellows of the Society and appointed
Dr. A. Meerwarth and Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri to be scrutineers.

The President announced that the Elliott Prize for Scienti-
fic Research for the year 1917 will not be awarded as no Essays^
had been recieved in competition.

The Annual Report was then presented.

^^
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Annual Report FOR 1917

The Council of the Asiatic Society has the honour to sub-

mit the following report on the state of the Society's affairs

during the year ending 31st December, 1917.

Member List,

The number of Ordinary Members at the close of 1917 was

378 against 407 at the close"'of 1916. The number of Ordinary

Members elected during 1917 was 22. Out of these 4 have not

yet paid their entrance fees, and one asked tlrat his election might

be cancelled. The number of Ordinary Members added is,

therefore, 17. In addition 1 member elected in 1916 has paid

his entrance fee during the year, making a total of 18 Ordinary

Members added to the last list. On the other hand, 16 with-

drew, 7 died, 10 were struck off under Rule 38, 10 were struck

off under Rule 40, and 4 were struck off under Rule 41.

The number of Ordinary Members showed an unbroken

yearly mcrease for a number of years to a maximum of 519 m
1911. Since this date there has* been an unbroken and slightly

more rapid decrease, as wUl be shown by the following tablular

statement of the numbers of Ordinary Members for the past

SIX vears

;

1912 .

1913 .

1914 .

1915 .

1S16 .

1917 .

The present number, 378, is the lowest since 1906 when it'

was 407, the number in 1905 being 357.

year:
Ihe following members died during the course of tn
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Mr. James Hector Barnes, B.Sc. ; Mr. John Gerald Gardner
Gardner-Broun, M.A. ; Dr. W. C. Hossack, M.D. ; Mr. James
Henry Little

; Mr. Charles Russell, M.A. ; Raja Oodav Pratab
Smgh, C.S.I. ; and Mr. Framjee Jamesjee Thanawala.

"^

A Sub-Committee was appointed to revise Rule 41 for the
removal of members, and the Society accepted their recom-
mendations, adding after the words " after being admonished
by the President," the u'ords "or if for anv other reason it
shall appear to the Council that the name of'a member should
not remain on the rolls," and deleting the words "for miscon-
duct" from the margin.

No members compounded for their subscriptions during
this 3'ear.

Among the Special Honorary Centenary Members, there
has been one death, viz. that of Dr. Ernst Ha'eckel. The num-
ber is now 2.

Among the Honorary Fellows, there has also been one
death, viz. that of Professor Hendrick Kern ; and the names of
Professor Theodor Noeldeke, Professor Ignaz Goldziher, Dr. H.
Oldenberg and Dr. A. Engler have been struck off under Rule
41. Dr. Herbert A. Giles has been elected to fill one of the
vacancies.

The total number of Honorary Fellows is now 22.
Among the Associate Members Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra

Y^s, CLE., has died ; and the names of Rai Bahadur Balkrishna
Atmaram Gupte and Dr. Herbert A. Giles have been removed,
the former at his own request, and the latter on his havmg
been elected an Honorary FelloM- of the Society. The number
of Associate Members is now 12.

The Council revised the rules for the appointment of Asso -

ciate Members, and proposed to the Society the following addi-
tion to Rule 2 (c) " They shall be elected for a term of 5 years,
out shall be eligible for re-election." This was adopted.

'

Fellows of the Society.

annual meetin

W
elected—

, ^.x,i.o,, ttuu J?, jti. irraveiv, Cisq., ju.oc, were
lows of the Society.

On Dr. G. T. Walker, F.R.S., resigning his Ordinary Mem-
oership of the Society, he ceased to be a Fellow under the So-
<^iety's Rule 2A.

On the recommendation of the Fellows resident in Calcutta,

^f^^ niofHfications in the regulations regardmg the election
ot i^ellows were accepted by the Council of the Society.

, .^^ I^^le 2A, the following sentence was added :

—
"FelIo\\s

snail he entitled to add to their names the initials F.A.S.B."
There were 35 Fellows on the list at the end of 1917.
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Office-bearers.

There have been no changes among the Officers of the

Society since the last annual election, Mr. H, Nevill has been

Honorary Numismatist to the Society throughout the year, and

Mr. C. J. Brown has reported on all Treasure Trove Coins sent

to the Society from the Central Provinces.

Office.

Mr
throu

as Assistant Secretary

granted
Chandra J

ill-health.

The services of Maulavi Abu MusaJ.MC i5cj.vn;ea ui iYiauiavi ADu iviusa Anmaaui-naiiii, a""'

tiona] Travelling Maukvi attached to the Arabic and Persian

Search Department, were dispensed with, owing to his absence

from work from the 8th October, 1917, without leave. Shaikh

1917.
m

4

On the recommendation of the Joint Philological Secretary,

Yarphel
Kangynr

dama

M^x ,i,i/ to copy tne missmg pages of the Societv s jvang/'

and Tangyur from the Tibetan set of the Calcutta University

Maulavi Akhand Muhammad Sadiq was appointed from

7th September, 1917 to copy the
'

' ' """^

the Society. He continued until u.. ... „ .

services were dispensed with. Maulavi Mohammad Karim-uUaB

was appointed in his place from the 17th November, 1917-

Society's Premises and Property.

The building of the new premises for the Society has not

yet been taken in hand.
The Society's servants' quarters have fallen into very bj
ir, and Rs. 419-10 has b^^^n r^r^.AA^A f^r iiraf^nt work apon

them.

At the suggestion of Dr. Annandale. the Society
present^

r. A. Meenvarth, for the Petrograd Museum of Ethnograp^^;

T^rr^r.. , ]^Pu ^o^^
specimcns of musical instruments, ete.,

property of the Society, under the care of the Zoological S«r^g

ot India, m pvoTiqv^^ £^_ _^^- . -. j u,. i,;m in t"«^

P^T-oT : ^^'i^'^i^ge tor assistance rendered by m"'

IZt^S'^^'iT^ cataloguing of the musical instruments
coUection of the Indian Museum

in the

the

^v\^r^.3'^:'t-^''f^-Y-3-^-'^''\^sns:^J^mMWilliam

Theobald.

Willie"'

h

\
J-

r

-i

)

I

t

f

P.

Y

-'r
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Indian Museum.
No presejitations were made to the Indian Museum.
During the year there has been no change in the Society's

Trusteesliip, the Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhvaya,
Kt., C.S.I., D.Sc, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E., continuing to be a mem-
ber of the Board of Trustees on behalf of the Society under the
Indian Museum Act X of 1910.

The Trustees presented through the Government of India,
a sum of Rs. 2,500 to enable the Society to publish the Cata-
logue of Scientific Serial Publications available in Calcutta,
recently compiled by Mr. S. W. Kemp.

Indian Science Congress.

The Fourth Indian Science Congress was held in Bangalore
on January 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th, 1917, under the presidency
of Sir Alfred Bourne, K.CI.E,, D.Sc., P.R.S. The meetings were
attended bj' about 270 members, and some 70 papers were com-
municated, abstracts of which have been pu1)Iished in our Pro-
ceedings, Vol. XIII, 1917, pages cxli-ccix.

It was arranged that the Fifth Indian Science Congress
should be held at Lahore on January 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th,
1918. His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, Sir

Michael O'Dwyer, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.L, consented to be Patron,

Walker
Secretary

Hemmy of the Government College, Lahore, as Local Secretary.
Under the new rules for the Indian Science Congress the

Honorary General Secretary and the Honorary Treasurer of the
Asiatic Society are to be members of the Executive Committee
of the Science Congress as long as the present relationship be-
tween the Societ}?- and the Congress persists.

Meetings,

The Society's General Meetings have been held regularl}''
ever}' month w^th the exception of the recess month of Septem-
^^f- Under Council Order, the meeting for the recess month
of October was held on Wednesdav, the 3rd October 1917 at
5-30 P.M., instead of at 9-15 p.m.

Lecture.

Meerwarth
ueiivered a popular lecture on "Bhasa and his Dramas" in
the Society's rooms on the 6th July, 1917. This was the only
lecture delivered during the year.

^

Agencies.

.
Mr. Bernard Quaritch has continued as the Society's Agent

^ J^urope.
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No copies of the Journal and Proceedings, Memoirs or

Bibhotheca Tndica were sent to Mr. Quaritch for sale, owing to

orders prohibiting the transmission of books for sale to Europe.
The two cases containing the Society's publications sent to

Otto Harrossowitz on the 9th July. 1914 per S.S. Kaikn-
turm have not yet been recovered, and "as the cost of obtaining
delivery of the two cases would be very great, the Council has
decided to take no further steps in the matter.

r

Barclay Memorial Medal.
- i

On the recommendation of the Barclay Memorial Medal
^pecial Committee, the Council awarded the Medal for 1917 to

Lieut.-Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen, F.R.S., in recognition of his

biological researches.

A Committee was appointed to revise the rules of the Bar-
clay Memorial Medal, and the Council approved of their recom-
raendations.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research

fi, -i?n-
^'*'y^ "" '^nemistry were received in competition loi

tlie Ji^Uiott Prize for Scientific Research during 1916, and from
tue report furnished by the expert to whom they were sent for

examination, the Trustees decided that none of the essays sub-

mitted was of sufficient merit to deserve a prize.
Uie subject selected for the Elliott Gold Medal for the

jear lJi7 was Physical Science, and the Notification appeared

l!lo 1

^^l^^^.^a CJazette of the 17th January, 1917. No essay

has been received in competition. .
*

Pr-
'-^Trustees modified the rules for the award of the EUiotj

^iVlfr"! 1 • ""T^^®^
^"1^« ^^ere sanctioned bv Government, and

W^l f n'" S'"
^^^^"^^^ Gazette dated 9th May, 1017.

^^

T^M^t ^"f-
-"^^^^fi^^tio" the subject selected for the year 191*

kt^ pr ''''^ '^"^ ^^'""^^ for the four following years areChem-
istrv, Physics, Geology and Biology (inclndmg Pathology auj

-lology) and Mathematics. Tlds notification was published

istry

Phys
m the Calcutta Gazette dated 4th July, 1917.

Finance.

accoJrll'; '^yi^f'^if contains the usual statements shouing th«

InZ ir
'" '^'^"*^^ S^^i^ty of Bengal, for the year 19

•

imder fdT' 'Z''^"^^*''^
there are three additional stateme.^

Ms " td"c 'f^"^ ^^P^^^^ ^^"k of Bengal." ".Trea^^y

cutta."
Catalogue of Scientific Serial Publications,

Ca'

^

ment'^^of^'S'"^"'^
1'^'' '''''^^^ the usual grants from ^h^f:;f3

Sase 1 frL .T^'^ i*^^
I"^^^^' ^^^^Pt that O.P. Fund ^oJ

been re!e^v W '"^ ?^ ^^^''^^'- 1" addition a special gra-^t

^^t>een received from the Trustees of the Indian Museum, through

r

I

\

^

I

i

5"

i
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the Government of India, for the publication of a Catalogue
of Scientific Serial Publications available in Calcutta.

The amounts received "were as follows

:

From Government of Bengal Rs. Vide Statement

Oriental Publication Fund No. 1. 9,000

Do.
Sanskrit MSS. Fund
Anthropological Fund
Bureau of Information

Total

No. 2. 1,000

.

.

5,600

.

.

2,000
.

,

1 ,000

.. 18,800

No. 2

„ 3

„ 6

„ 7

From Government of India

Catalogue of Scientific Serial

Publications, Calcutta

Total

Rs. Vide Statement

Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund . . 5,000

2,500

7,500

No. 9

„ 14

As regards the Society's investments^ which are shown in
iStatement No. XVI, Government Securities of the face value of

2,59^300 are held by the Bank of Bengal for safe custody.
These are made up of 3|% Government" Promissory *Notes of
face value Rs. 2,49,200, and 4% ditto of Rs. 10,100. They cost
Rs. 2,56,663-8-10, the average purchase price being Rs. 98-12-9.
The market price at the time of writing this report is nominally
Rs.69. In addition \vehave3J% Government Promissory Notes
of the face value of Rs. 500 in the custody of the Alliance
Bank
Fund.

of Simla. Ltd., belonging to the Barclay Memorial

The Budget for the voar 1917 was estimated at the follow-
ing figures :

Receipts

Expenditure
• •

Rs.

20,260

25,958

I

Excluding admission fees^ which ordinarily go to increase
our Permanent Reserve, the actual receipts for the year, together
^ith liabilities to the Society incurred by members, have
amounted to Rs. 22,750 or Rs. 2,490 more than the estimate;
but this is almost all accounted for by the return of Rs. 1,000
paid out in 1911 for the photographing of ancient documents,
and by an underestimate of the receipts for sale of publica-
tions. ^Members' subscriptions amount to about Rs. 1,200 less
than last year. Apart from this, actual receipts and expendi-
ture have not differed widelv from the estimates.

^ Excluding admission fees estimated at Rs. 700.
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I}^^ .

*^*^^ expenditure for the year has amounted to

Ks. 22 o92 or nearly Rs. 3,400 less than the estimate, but weMve habihties outstanding which are estimated at about
Ks 6,800 or Rs. 4,000 more than tho^e outstanding at the end
of last year.

_
The Society's working balance (exclusive of all funds ad-

mmistered for Government) has been increased by Es. 758 and
stands at Rs, 20,650.

The Permanent Reserve Fund has been increased bv Rs. 600
and stands at Rs. 1,67,600.

The Budget Estimate of probable Receipts and Expendi-
ture for the year 1918 is as follows :—

Rs. Rs. J

Receipts
.. 21,300 Ordmary Expenditure. 20i94

Total .. 21,734

We therefore anticipate a loss of rather more thanRs.^
on the year s working. This will have to be met from tlie

temporary reserve.

BUDGET ESTIxMATE FOR 1918.

Eeceipts.

[Including Outslanding Liabilities to the Society incurred hy

Members during the Year.]

1917. 1917. 1918.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Rjs Rs R^'

Members' Subscriptions .. 10,000 9,490 9,000

bubscnptions for the So-
ciety's Journal and Pro-
ceedings and Memoirs

^ale of Publications
Interest on Investments
Kent of Room
Miscellaneous
Sale of Receipt Book
rravelimg charges refunded .

.

1 66
Advance refunded.

1 OOO

1,700 1,848 1,700

200 1,398 1,30

7,660 7,998 S,^W

600 600
60U

1 00 244 20U

6

Total .. 20,260 22.750 21.300

^'

Extraordinary Expen- i

diture .

.

. . 1240
^

*^

I-

^

r

1

+

Ji

f.'

I

^

2>

I

I
1
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Expenditure.

» •

« V

•

Salaries

Commission
Pension
Stationery

Lights and Fans
Municipal Taxes
Postage
Freight

Contingencie?s

Books
Binding
To meet excess expenditure

on publications already
sanctioned .

.

Journal and Memoirs (gene-

ral expenditure)
Numismatic Supplement
Pahlavi fount (half cost)

Special Vol. of Memoirs
Proceedings .

.

Indexes
Printing (Circulars, etc.)

Auditor's fee .

.

Petty Repairs.

.

Insurance
Grain Allowance
Furniture
Repairs
Servants' clothing
To Permanent Reserve

Miscell

(Writ

Total

1917. 1917. 1918.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Rs.

6.597

600
180

200
225

1,495

600
807
500

2,000

700

2.000

2,000

600

2,600
600
200
350
150
75

344
130
300

2,505

200

Rs.

6,590

310
180
101

274
1,495

429

788
488
534
672

1,944

635
50
» m

2,724

775
138

366
150

1

344
97
45

2,505
123

24

810

Rs.

7,120

950
180

150
280

1,500

430
20

500
500
700

2.400

1,000

300
140

2,000

800
800
360
150

10

344
100

500

• m

500

25,958 22.592 21.734

The Council desire to record their appreciation of the
careful and lucid manner in which the accounts have been pre-
sented by Mr. R. D. Mehta, C.I.E., Hon. Treasurer, and Dr.
^- H. Gravely. Hon. General Secretary.

Library.

The total number of volumes and parts of magazines added
to the library during the year was 1,584, of which 232 were
purchased and 1,352 either presented or received in exchange.
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Mr. Freduii D. Mulla, Barrister-at-Law, Bombay, presented

to the Society a collection of 33 works in 56 volumes.
Thirty-four manuscript copies of bardic books have been

presented to the Society's library by the Political Member of

, , West
ern Rajputana States, Jodhpur.

The Government of Bihar and Orissa forwarded 184 photo-

graphic reproductions of illustrations found in Arabic and Per-

sian manuscripts in the Oriental Public Library at Bankipore,
as a presentation to the Society's library.

.
The set of 200 photographs of the Sanchi Stupa presented

to the Society by the Government of India has been mounted
in 2 albums at a cost of Rs. 140.

Thanks to funds specially allotted by the Trustees of tlie

Indian Museum, it has been possible to send to press the manu-
script of the Catalogue of Scientific Serial Publications avaU-

able in Calcutta. typ
revision. It is hoped that the Catalogue wilfbe published

shortly.

The Council accepted the offer of the Librarian of the

Imperial Library to supply a set of the Author and Subject Carf-

Catalogue of books in the Imperial Library for the use of

tlie Society. A new cabinet has been purchased at a cost of

H|. 94-8 for a combined Author and Subject Catalogue of the

additions to the Society's library and the Imperial Library.
On an application from the' Bombay Branch of the Royal

Agnatic Society, the Council has granted to the members of the

Koya] Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland and its

branches and Associate Societies, tlie use of the Societv's Hbraj/

when they are temporarily in Calcutta. The necessary modi-

hcation has been made to No. 17 of the Society's Library

liegulations.

To avoid the risk involved in lending the Society's copper

plates to members and outsiders it has been arranged with the

burvey of India to obtain impressions, whenever required, of our

old and valuable copper plates at the premises of the Society

at a nommal charge payable by the applicant. ^ ^,Xhe Society's library is open to members daily from 10
^f-to 5 P.M. The library is no longer kept open on Wednesday

evenmgs until 7-30 p.m., as the demand for its use at this time

Had proved far too small to justify its continuance.

Publications. ^
\T. ^}'2 ""'^^^'*« of the Journal and Proceedings (Vol- XIU.

« 1 in T'^ Pushed during the year, containing 528 V'?^
and 10 plates. j >

Four numbers of the Memoirs ^^ovc published (Vol. V, Nos^

Itir ' ^""^^^ '^^-1^2) containing 148 pages and
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The Index to the Journal and Proceedings Vol. VIII, 1912.

AARS published. The Index for Vol. IX, 1913, is in page proof ^

and will be published early this 3^ear. The Index for VoL X,
1914, has gone to press.

In connection with the publication of the Numismatic
Supplement, a Pahlavi fount is being prepared ^ the Numismatic
Society of India having promised to contribute half the cost.

Exchange of Publications.

During the year the Council accepted two applications for

exchange of publications, viz. : (1) from the Indian Association

for the Cultivation of Science :—the Society's Journal and Pro-

ceedings and the Memoirs for their Bulletin, (2) from the

Queensland Museum, Brisbane ;—the Society's Journal and
Proceedings and the Memoirs for their Annals. It was also

decided to send this Museum the back vols, of the Society's

Journal from 1891 to date, in exchange for publications already

received.

Philology, etc.

Mr. G. D. Sarkar contributed a paper containing some
traditions about Sultan 'Ala'-ud-Din Husayn Shah, who became
King of Bengal in the latter part of the 15th centurj^ a.d.

From these traditions it appears that his early da^'s Mere con-

nected more closely with the northern part of the Murshidabad
district, than any'^other part of Bengal. The paper is illus-

trated with 11 inscriptions and 6 plates.

Maulavi 'AbdulWall contributed the following papers: (1)

On the Antiquities of Burdwan. These antiquities consist of
the tombs of Pir Bahram, Qutb-ud-Din, Sher Afgan, Klawaja
Anwar-i-Shahid, and a Jami' Mosque erected by Sultan 'Azim-

psh-Shan. grandson of the Emperor Aurangzeb. The paper
is illustrated with copies of inscriptions, foutid on the tombs
and the mosque, and some Persian i)oems of Pir Bahram, who
was also a poet. (2) 'Alam Kiian's mosque at Katwa in the

Burdwan District. This jnosque was built during Emperor
Parrukh Sij'ar's reign by 'Alam Klian in 1715 a.d. It has three

inscriptions; copies of them are given in the paper. (3) On
the Topkhana mosque at Santipur in the Nadia District. It

was buat by Yar Muhammad in 1694 a.d. during the reign of Au-
rangzeb. (4) On Madaran and Mubarak Manzil, two places of

historical interest in the Hugli District, The former contains the

ruins of a fort and tombs of saints, one of them belongs to

Shah Isma'il Ghazi. a warrior saint, who was beheaded and
buried at Madaran; during the reign of Sultan 'Ala-ud-Din
Husayn Shah of Bengal, who reigned from 1493 to 1518 a.d.

About two miles south-east of Madaran, there. are two huge

gateways called Mubarak Manzil. They w^ere constructed in
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1730 A.D. by order of NaAvab Shuja--ud-Daula, the Na'ib-i-

ISwan in Orissa. The paper is illustrated with copies of

m
Maulavi Hafiz Nazir Ahmad, the First TraveUing Maulavi,

contributed the first instalment of notes on important Arabic

and Persian MSS. with an introduction by the Hon. Dr. A. Al-

Ma'mun Suhrawardy Barrister-at-Law, Officer-in-charge of the

Search for Arabic and Persian MSS. There are notes on 152

Arabic MSS. found by him in various libraries, book-stores, etc.,

scattered throughout India, and descriptive notes on 25

libraries visited by him.
Dr. L. P. Tessitori's ' Progress-report on the work done

durmg the year 1916 in connection with the Bardic and His-

torical Survey of Rajputana " will be read ^vith great interest

and profit.

Dr. A. M. Meerwarth, a Russian Orientalist, has coiitri-

but^ed to the Journal a learned paper entitled " The Dramas of

Bhasa
: a literary study " in which he gives a critical analysis

of two of Bhasa's historical plays named Pratijiia-yaugaQ-
dharayana and Svapna-Vasavadattam. Dr. Meenvarth does not

deal with the question as to whether Bhasa was the real author

of these, or any of the thirteen plays ascribed to him and

pubhshed in the Trivandrum Sanskrit series, nor does he enter

upon discussions as to the date of Bhasa beyond offering a

suggestion that the great poet lived in or after the Kushan
period.

m

Anthropology.

The followmg papers dealing with anthropology, usi»g

the term in a wide sense, have been published in the Journal

during the year

:

On some Indian Ceremonies for Disease-Transference.''
By Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L. (Vol. XIU,
No. 1, 1917.)

" Folklore m Caste Proverbs (Bombay Presidency)." 5y

^^

B A. Gupta. (Vol. XIII, No. 1, 1917.) ,

• On Secrecy and Silence in North Indian Agricultural

Ceremonies." By Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.h-

(Vol. XIIL 1917, No 1
)" ^i<^^les Current in the District of Sylhet, in Eastern

Bengal."

XIII, 1917, No. 3.)

B.L. (Vol

...ih?A'^\.^''''f^^^^^ ^^^« ^*^^^ived in the Memoirs the serie

entitled Miscellanea Ethnographica " inaugurated by hf";

JSli'
^^' contributed to this series an account of th^

^
eighmg apparatus used in the bazaars of the Southern bhau

States, with notes by Dr. G. H. Meerwarth and Mr. H- G;

fu7^ ^^T""^
^'^^^^^^« «f '^» anthropological nature have

^Iso been made at the meetings of the Society

li

I

V-

f
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The anthropometric apparatus recently obtained by the

Societv from Switzerland has been in constant use in the Indian

Museum, and it is hoped that the first instalment of the results

obtained with its assistance may be ready for communication
to the Society before long.

Biology.
Zoology.

The second and third parts of Dr. Annandale's " Zoological

Results of a Tour in the Far East " have appeared in the Me-
moirs of the Society,

Part II contains

Aquatic Hemiptera from the Tale Sap
in Peninsular Siam .

.

. . C, A. Paiva.

Aquatic Oligochaeta from Japan and
China

Hydrozoa and Ctenophora . - N. Annandale.

Batrachia

J. Stephenson.

Do.

•Part III contains

:

Hirudinea , . Dr. R. Oka.

MoUusca Nudibranchiata (Ascoglossa) Sir C. Eliot.

Lack of space forbids the mention of particular points of

this w^ork which abounds w^ith morphological facts, and fascinat-

ing biological speculations.

Mr. Phelps published an interesting paper on the Habits

of Cyrtovkora citricola. He describes how this spider weaves
its web and repairs rents in it.

Dr. G. A. Boulenger has published in the Memoirs a Revi-

sion of the Lizards of the Genus Tachydromus. Tachydromus
is a genus of Lacertidae characteristic of the Far East, and the

only one of the family that extends east of the Bay of Bengal.

Owing to insufficient material, the relations of the various

species have hitherto been very imperfectly understood, and
the revision which Dr. Boulenger has now prepared was
consequence badly needed.

Eleven species are recognized in the genus and a key pro-

vided for their ready determination. Two forms hitherto placed

in Tachj^dromus have been transferred to the new genera Platy-

m

A peltonotus

Botany.

interestin

Ecology of the Nilgiri and Pulney Highland Plateaus. These

regions' are of interest in relation to Ecological Problems on

account of their isolation and the uniformity of the subsoil

throughout the district

bettt

rds
rphMCLween species as ultimately a pnysioiogicai un^, tn^^ i^i^^^^^

logical characters being ** Expressions of the living substance
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within." His observations on the habitat from Knoxici mollis,

W. & A., are very interesting.

Professor Fyson has also contributed a paper on a Malfor-
mation of the Common Pine-apple {Ananas sativus, Schult.).

In a paper entitled Observations on Pollination in Alysi-
carpus, :Mr. Cherian Jacob gives an interesting account of how
the explosive pollination mechanisn in this genus brings about
xenogamy, sometimes by aid of insects and sometimes w ithout
the aid of external agencies. '

Physical Science.

Two chemical papers read at the Science Congress held
in Bangalore at the beginning of the year have been pubUshed
in our Journal

.
One of these papers was by Mr. Charles Stanley

l^ibson and Dr. John Lionel Simonsen on the stereochemistry of

Alanme derivatives, the compounds selected for study being
such as are easily prepared and beautifully crystallized. It

was shown that increasing the mass of R in compounds of the

CiHg
t\TeH-C|-NHR, where R is an acvl group, increases the

COOH . & f'

rotary power; but if CO is replaced by SO,, a diminution of

rotary power takes place.
The other paper was one by Mr. S. C. Chatterji on the detec-

tion of lactic and glycolic acids, with a suggestion regarding the
constitution of morphine. As regards the latter subject the
author produces some evidence in favour of the view that the

nitrogen atom in morphine forms part of a five-membered ring
and that it contaii.s an indole group.

Prof Hem Chandra Das-Gupta read at the Science Con-
gress, and published in our Journal, a paper on the occurrence
of Limburgite in British Baluchistan The specimen of hm-
mirgit^e described was obtained from the Senonian of Eastern

frvJi^ 1 • • ... ^. J°^^ ^i^^s a porphyritic structure, the pheno-
crysts being titaniferous augite and olivine and the ground-

W rlT'i ""? °^ lath-shaped microlites of felspars, augite
ancl residual glass. The author arrives at the conclusion that

theXltT P'''*^'''' °^ *^^ limburgites are closely allied to

Medical

ber n?7^^^
to the continued absence at the war of a large um-

IZtltL l^''^ "JT^""' «°Jy t^o meetings of the Medical

jr-C^Ton^T ''^Z}!^'^ ^^"?g t^e past year^ At one of these

with
in

At another meeting Lt.-Colonel W. D. Sutherland
read a paper on criminal abortion, in which he advo

1

i

1,

i

i
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cated doing away Avith the penal laws against the practice as

they were so seldom effectual. Dr. K. K. Chatterji also showed
a number of cases of syphilis treated with injections of a soluble

preparation made from neem oil with great benefit in many of

them.

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.
i

Durmg the year no volumes of the Catalogue of Scientific

Literature were received, although invoices were sent by the
Central Bureau for several parts of the Catalogue. The work
of the Regional Bureau has been chiefly confined to the prepara-
tion of a great number of Index slips ; but with the exception
of 138 slips these have not yet been despatched, as it is feared

that want of funds is preventing the Central Bureau from
publishing any volumes during the continuation of the war.

A note stating this fact concerning the volume for Zoology
appears in the Zoological Record for 1915 published in 1917.

The receipts and expenditure of the Regional Bureau for

the year 1917 were Rs. 270 and Rs. 402-11-3 respectively.

Bureau of Information,

Several communications were received and have been replied

to. The most important of these was the decipherment a
mechanical copy of the Tezpur Rock Liscription received frojn

the Commissioner of the Assam Valley Districts.

Sanskrit Manuscript Search and Catalogue.

The number of manuscripts catalogued up to date is 9,600.
and it is hoped tehat by the end of March 1918 it will reach
the round number 10,000. The Catalogue of 120 Buddliist
MSS. prepared last year has now been published.

Owing to want of funds it has not yet been found possible
to renew the search for manuscripts, or in any way to increase
the sizp of the collection.

Arabic and Persian Manuscript Search and Catalogue.

During the year only one Persian MS., entitled Akbbar-
ul-Jamal, a biographical work, was purchased on behalf of the
Oovemment of India. The first instalment of the notices on
important Arabic and Persian JVISS. found in various libraries
in India, prepared by Maulavi Hafiz Nazir Ahmad under the
^supervision of the Hon. Dr. A. Suhrawardy, Barrister-at-Law,
Officer-in-charge of the Search for Arabic and Persian MSS.,
has been published in the J.A.S.B., Vol. XIII, 1917, No. 2.

The second instalment containing notices of 315 Persian and
5 Arabic MSS. has been sent to the press, and will be pub-
mhed with this report. . This year the Maulavi visited three
libraries in Murshidabad, but was una>)le to visit the Xawab's
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librar}^ which iv^as closed. The notices of MSS. , with an account
of the libraries, prepared by him form part of the second instal-

ment. Maulavi Asad-al-Zaman Khan has revised and amplified

the following sections of the Society's printed catalogue of

Persian MSS. : (1) Commentaries on the Qur'an, (2) Theology,

(3) Dictionary, (4) Grammar, (5) Histor3% (6) Fiction, (7) Poetry.

Maulavi Shah Muin-ud-Din has prepared an alphabetical list

printed

Hyderabad. Maulavi
MSS

Government collection. It includes the Qur'an, 1
and Hadith.

Bibliotheca Indica.
*

The undermentioned texts have been published in the

Bibliotheca Indica series during the year under review :—
1. A bilingual index of Nyaj'a-bindu, edited by M.M.

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D. It contains all the

important technical and philosophical words of the Nyaya-
bindu arranged in the alphabetical order in Sanskrit^^th
Tibetan equivalents and in Tibetan with Sanskrit e([uivalent8,

together with an introduction deaUng with the life of Dharma-
kirti and peculiarities of his logic.

2. Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana, fasc. I,

by Dr. L. P. Tessitori. It is a descriptive catalogue in English

of the Prose Chronicles of Jodhpur State.
3. Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana, part I, by

Dr. L. P. Tessitori. It contains the Dingala text of Vacanika
with notes and glossary.

4. Akbarnama, Vol. Ill, fasc. IX, translated from Persian

mto English by Mr. H. Beveridge, I.C.S. (retired).
5. Marhamu 'L-Tlali 'L-Mu'dila, fasc. Ill, edited by Vt.

^. D. Ross, CLE. It is a theological work.

Bardic Chronicles.

During the year all the operations of the Bardic and

Historical Survey of Rajputana were regularly carried out ac-

cording to plan, only the exploration of the district was not so

l7ft w?r ^' f "^'t^
^^^^^ ^^e^' ^™g to Dr. Tessitori being

a^nv . ^'^r^!"'"'
f'^^ ^^°"t two and a half months in the

anZr -^'^K* Jt l^^blications of the Survey have begun to

appear in the Bibliotheca Indica, and two are already out viz-^

the 1st fasciculus of the Descriptive Catalague. i, i, and the

criX. r^'^"" f"^''^ '' Two other fasciculi of the Des-

Anof r ^/^^^ ?g"^ ^r^ been printed and will shortly be out^

Another bardic work, the Veli Krisana Rukamafti ri,
compos

Jbj Rathora Prithi Raja of Bikaner in the sixteenth centur}
A.D., has been sent to press, and two more bardic works also

'i
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relating to Bikaner are being prepared. A report on the work
done during the year 1917, with appendixes, has been compned
by Dr. Tessitori for publication in the Journal as usual, but
the Touring Report, containing an account of all the places and
monuments of antiquarian interest explored bv Dr. Tessitorim the Bikaner territory, will be published in the " Annual " ot
the Archaeological Survey of India.

The number of the bardic manuscripts collected is 26, out
of which 3 were presented, 14 were purchased, and 9 were copied.
The number of the impressions of inscriptions collected is 213.

Coins.

The additions to the coin cabinet of the Society during the
yeai- were of no great importance. Our thanks are, however, due
to H.H. the Maharaja of Scindia for the gift of an interesting
series of copper coins issued by the later Chaharaana princes of
ISarwar, and to H.H. the Maharaja of Jodhpur for a silver coin
of the late Indo-Sasanian type.

Two Numismatic Supplements were published and the
contributions, with the exception of a note on two novelties in
C^upta gold cohis, were entirely the work of Mr. FurdoonjeeD J Paruck of Bombay and Mx. S. H. Hodivala of Junagadh.
ine former was responsible for numerous articles of interest in
connection with Sasanian numismatics ; while the lattei
students of the Mughal period some very suggestive xv...™^ ^..
the subject of unidentified or disputed mint-towns.

During 1917, 11 hoards of coins have been received,
examined and reported on. The following is a tabular analysis
for the vear •

—

afforded

^o. and
metal.

1

9 (M)
3 (M)

Provenance

4 (M)
5 (A)

6 (Jl)

7 (M)

11 {^)

Narsinghpur
Raipur
Narsinghpnr

^arsinghpur
Akola

Jubbulpore
Mandla
Datnoh
Chanda
Hoahangabad
Bilaapur

Total

.2 «

o

1249
23
7

U
16

o"e:

a 3

o o

Remarks.

5
< •

4

50
16

105

67
65
87

6
62
39
13

67

4
52
27
12
40

1688 192 139

Nagpuri rupees.
French E.I.C. , etc.

Mughals, in very bad
condition.

Nagpuri rupees
Musjhals, in very bad

condition.

Nagpuri rupees.
Mughals.
Mughala.
Mug^als.
Mu glials.

Mu srh al3.
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All the finds, as will be seen, were of silver coins. Find No.

11 was excellent in point of preservation and contained a Kara

Bukhsb rupee of Bijapur 1119 ahd. In find No. 9 was a Bija-

piir rupee of Aurangzeb 1091-23R with ^^^^x^ instead of ^jr^

on the reverse. Find No. 8 contained a useful series of Kora mint

of Muhammad, Ahmad and 'Alamglr II. The last is |)elieyed

to be^a new mint for this Emperor. There was also a Sironj rupee

of *Alamgir II in this find. On the whole the year has been

rather disappointing. Three of the finds of Mughal coins were

in very poor condition, being badly defaced by shroff marks.

It would be a great help if the Nagpur and other museums

would send lists of their collections and their acquirements.

<>

Dr. H. H. Hayden, F.R.S., President, delivered an Address

to the Society.

Annual

Annual Address, 1918.

lated to members, and I need not, therefore, deal further with

it.
.

_
When the Asiatic Society was first established m 1784, its

activities covered a very wide field and embraced every section

of science, literature and art. For a long time most of tlie

results of current scientific investigation in this country ap-

peared in the publications of the Societv, but as time went on,

Government departments, each issuing its own publications,

were created to deal with specific sciences; scientific literature

m India, while greatly increasing in volume, has, at the same

time, become more diffused and more highly specialized, and

while our modern publications are in some respects more precipe

and more technical than those of a century ago, one cannot

help feebng that we have gained in precision at the expense oi

human interest. This is the inevitable outcome of specializa-

tion, whjch again is the result of advance in scientific niethoo^

In a Society such as ours, therefore, it is not always easy w
find a subject for an address which shall be of interest to tne

general body of members and shall not at the same time degene-

rate into a mere popular lecture. This is particularly so m tue

€ase of my oAvn science, which is now a highly specialized an

technical one. I have, therefore, chosen to-night a subject whi
f

lies on the borderland of more than one science and in *^
we have m this country a lively and personal interest ;

tiw^

subject IS seismology, and 1 propose to deal with the relation

ship betvveen geology and earthquakes in India. ,
•,

Earthquakes are divided broadly into t^vo classes, volcan

and tectonic
; the former are the accompaniments of volcanK'

rti

P
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turbances, while those of the second class are due to strain in the
earth's crust resulting in fracture. If we except Barren Island,
recent volcanic phenomena are entirely unknown in India, and we
are concerned only with earthquakes of the tectonic type. All
our Indiaii earthquakes are therefore associated with strahis in
the earth's crust, often resulting in visible fractures, and where
we find, geologically speaking, young fractures, we may ex-
pect also to experience earthquakes. Before going further, I
may refer briefly to the processes to which fractures are due.
The ultimate cause or causes are obscure and are still matter
for speculation and controversy, and I do not propose to deal
with those

; but the proximate cause is stress affecting the
outer crust of the earth and resulting either in movements ac-
companied by simple direct fracture in the outer shell or in
fracture consequent on folding. Mountain ranges are due to

as

the elevation of certain parts of the outer cnist of the earth by
the processes of folding and faulting ; some mountains, like the
Alps, are intensely folded; others, like the Himalaya, rather
less so, while others again show practicall3^ no folding and are
due to simple block faulting ; most systems, however, combine
all three phenomena. The Himalaya afford an especially good
example of folding and faulting combined, for all along their
southern edge they are bounded by a belt of fracture, known
as the main boundary, which is a fault or succession of faults
separating the main mass of the mountains from the lower hills
of younger rocks, such as the Siwalik hills and the Tertiary
ranges of the Kangra valley,

^ ^ ^. -- -- -, ^ ^, India falls into
three broad subdivisions—the Indian Peninsula on one side, the
Himalayan system on the other, and, between the two, a broad
belt of alluvial plain. The Peninsular area is composed of
•crystalline rocks of great age, and is one of the oldest land sm-
laces in the world; the Himalaya, on the other hand, are,
geologically speaking, a young mountam range, made up largely
of rocks laid down under water and subsequently folded and
raised from below the sea ; they are, so to speak, the crumpled
edge of the great plateau of Tibet. Still younger is the alluvial
belt of the plains, which consists of beds of

'^

silt, sand and gravel,

l^M,
^^te^ials for the formation of which have been, and are

^ul being, carried down from the mountains by the great
Himalayan rivers. Although we have no direct means of as-
certaining the depth of this alluvial belt, both geological and
geodetic observations lead us to believe that its thickness in
places must be reckoned in miles ; it is shallow on the south, and
i^ppears to deepen gradually northwards to the foot of the hills,
^nere it merges into its more or less immediate predecessors, the
youngest beds of the Tertiary system. To allow of the accu-
^nlation of ^uch a vast thickness of alluvium, the base of the
epression in which it lies must have sunk for a lonir period.
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Although there is some doubt as to the underground form of

the trough below the main mass of alluvium, there is none as to

its relationship to the Himalaya, for its boundary is open to ac-

tual observation and is known to be the zone of fracture already

referred to as the main boundary fault. Not one, but many
faults parallel to the mountain foot have been traced; they

stand as records of fractures that have occurred in the crust in

comparatively recent geological times, and indicate planes of

weakness along which movement may again take place. The

Assam faults of the Shillong earthquake of 1897 bear witness

that such movement still takes place from time to time. Fur-

ther evidence of movement along the main boundary fault is

also found in changes of relative level that took place in 1905,

at the time of the Kangra earthquake, between Mussoorie and

Dehra Dun.
Faults or fractures along and neai- the Himalayan moun-

tain foot must, therefore, be regarded not only as planes on

which movement has taken place in the past, but also as

planes on or near which it may occur in the future. The crust

of the earth in their neighbourhood is in a state of strain., and,

when that strain reaches the point beyond which the crust is

unable to withstand it, fracture takes place, and the consequent

movement produces an earthquake. Although this might seem

to imply that, wherever the crust is found to be traversed by

numerous faults, earthquakes may be expected to occur, this is

not actually the case ; thus the great coal-bearing belt whicli

rmis across India from Bengal to the Central Provinces is bor-

dered and intersected by faults, some representing very large

displacements
; yet this belt is not at present especially Iiabi^

to earthquakes. This is due to the fact that the faults are,

ipeakin those of the Hima

layan zone, and that although in the distant geological pasj

they were no doubt the loci of violent earthquakes, that par

of the crust in which they occur has long since reached a penoa

of comparative stability and quiescence, whereas the crust along

m
^^^^^y^ uy i,nose mountam- building forces whicn, auiii'g

y
last geological period, produced the Himalavan system. 8° tar

as the rest of the Indian Peninsula is concerned, we should ex-

pect the great Archaean masses of the south, owing to their

greater age and rigidity, to be even less liable to earthquakes

than the rocks of the coalfields
; and it is among the Himalayan

and related mountain systems of young geological age, ^^^
include the mountains of Baluchistan on the west and o Mam

Arraka find
^ east, that we should expect to'tng

know to be actually the .^
the observations bearing7nlhfe" subjecVtliat^ha"ve ^p^"
in India during the last few years

made

rf;

i

I
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A considerable amount of information is available as to
the earthquakes which have shaken India from time to time

;

this was summarised and discussed some years ago by a well-
known French seismologist. Major de Montessus, who pub-
lished a map (Memoirs, Geol. Surv. of India, Vol. XXXV) show-
ing the distribution of what he terms "seismicity" in India.
Since his paper was published, we have continued to collect
additional information in this country. Towards the end of
1908, arrangements were made b}^ the Meteorological Reporter
to the Government of India for earthquakes felt by the obser-
vers at his meteorological recording stations to be registered,
and returns sent both to him and to the Geological Survey.
The returns comprise only shocks alleged to have been felt by
observers, and do not include shocks too slight to be recorded
except by instruments. The returns are drawn up in the
followins: form ;

—

1. Date of earthquake

2. Time of occurrence ; if possible, exact
standard time.

3. Duration of shock in seconds

4. Situation of observer, whether in or
out of doors, asleep or awake, sit-
ting or standing, etc.

6. dumber of separate shocks, if more
than one was felt.

6, ere any unusual sounds heard either
before, during or after the shock,
and what did they resemble ?

7, ^Tiat was the intensity of the shock,
whether strong enough

;

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

to be felt by persons at rest

;

to make doors, windows, etc., or
loose objects rattle, and floors
creak

;

to make hanging objects swing

;

to move the observer's seat

;

to throw down loose objects

;

to crack the walls of buildings ;

to cause greater damage (to be
specified).
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The last paragraph is intended to give an idea of the inten-

sity of the shock ; it is a simplification of the more elaborate

Rossi-Forel scale, which has ten degrees instead of seven, and
which is widely used to record the intensity of earthquakes.
The scale shown is simple, but is sufficient for the purpose. A
study of the returns received during the years 1909-1917 en-

ables us to obtain what may be considered to be a reasonably
correct idea of the relative "seismicity" of different parts of

India during that period. The following table shows the

stations at which more than 10 shocks are said to have been

felt during the past nine years :

Drosh
Chitral

Multan
Kyelang
Srinagar

Gulmarg
Muriee
Sialkot

Lahore
Jodhjjur

Abu
Muktesa
Shillong

Salona (Xowgong)
Borjuli

Mandalay

It will be seen that the shocks

Number of shocks recoided

in years 1900-1917.

.. 204

.. 83 (1909-1012 only)

.. 11

.. 14

« •

*

« *

• V

28
16

24
11

IC

18

15

18

130
38
21

21

o, .„ ,
-- - -.u..= recorded at IJrosh and

bhiUong are far more numerous than those at anv other placf-

It we analyse the situations of these places, we find that m
each case it is peculiar; each lies, in fact, in a region in ^s]^^

there is a rapid change in the direction of the trend-lines o he

mountains, and in which more or less opposing sets of folj^

appear to meet. These would naturallv be expected to be

regions of unusual strain.
The returns from which the above figures are derived can-

not, of course, be regarded as more than ?ough approxiinationj
smce one mdividn.l .... .„.„„:„„ _ g^ock which would not b

V.U.. ,
;^ "—"-^- ^^'^ is well illustrated by "

returns received from Shillong ; records of earthquakes oc «r^

nng there are received by the Geological Survey of India fro«;

^rSf!?!i!!!^--^ one of those Sources funiishes only '"^

f^u
"'^iviuudi may perceive a

felt or recorded by another. This

pie form

seismoscope consisting essentially of a weight suspended
ms«cb

nZTr- '" *" ^^^^ ^* f'-«^ to swing horizontally, its au)

ments being recorded automaticallv bv a needle workmgover^
1^' fc-^

^
^
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piece of smoked glass. Analysis of the returns received from
each of the three sources during the years 1914-1917—calling

the sources A, B and C respectively, A being the seismoscope
shows that the following number of shocks were recorded

:

hy A (seismoscope) . . . . 53,

61,

40;

of these only seven shocks are common to all three sets of re-

turns ; fifteen are common to A and B only, ten to B and C only
and one to A and C only. The seismoscope recorded during the

four vears 29 shocks not recorded bv either of the human sources.

Avhile the two latter recorded, respectively, 27 and 23 not felt by
the others. At first sight this would seem to point to the
returns being very unreliable ; but, in a place like Shillong,

w^here slight shocks are common,, one person frequently feels a
shock not felt by his neighbour, and in spite of the discrepancies

in the three sets of returns, I should not be inclined to discard

the system ; but it cannot be regarded as more than a very
rough indication of the relative frequency of shocks. A sum-
mary of the records of the years 1909-1917 shows that the most
active centres lie in the elbows where conflicting momitain
trend -lines meet, in Assam on one side and in the North-West
Frontier Province on the other, while the Peninsula has hardly
been disturbed at all. The neighbourhood of the main boundary
fault has been the chief zone of disturbance, and was noticeable

for the severe earthquake which occurred at Dharmsala in May,
1917. In 1912, a severe earthquake was felt in Upper Burma:
it originated in a faulted region to the east of Maymyo, in the

Nothern Shan States, and appears to have resulted from sub-

terranean disturbance along or near an old fault-plane, the

Kyauktan fault. Other severe earthquakes have originated in

the Irrawady valley, which follows another zone of instability.

On the west a severe earthquake occurred at Bellpat between
Jacobabad and Sibi in 1909 ; here, again, disturbance took place

opposite a sudden bend in the mountain trend -lines.

It is unsafe to prophesy about earthquakes ; stresses may
act in the crust for long periods M'ithout being perceived, and
the first indication of their existence may be either a series of

shocks or one shock of great intensity ; if the strain is relieved

gradually, Ave may expect large numbers of small shocks, but if

the rigidity of the crust is great and strain is relieved suddenly,
a great earthquake results. Many small shocks may be regarded
as rendering an area less liable to great shocks since they pro-

^de a safety-valve ; but the frequent recurrence of small sliocks

does not necessarily preclude the occasional occurrence of great

shocks
; all we can say is that they probably reduce their num-

ber and intensity. A major shock is the' result of relief of

strain which has been accumulating for a long time, and it is a
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common belief—and a reasonable one—that a place which has
suffered from one great earthquake is not likely to experience
another for a considerable period. This is borne out by our ex-
perience m India, although the great Dharamsala earthquake
of 1905 was succeeded onlj^ twelve years later (May 10th, 1917)
by a shock which was severe enough to throw down several
houses and to damage others severely ; the destruction, how-
ever was due rather to the methods of construction employedm Dharmsala than to the violence of the shock.

Taken by themselves, the observations of Indian earth-
quakes recorded during the past nine years extend over much
too_ short a period to justify us in drawing conclusions from
their apparent tendencies, but when they are combined with
tne past seismological history of India, they confirm the conclu-
Sinn fhaf fVi^ T)^«:«^.-i^ •_ n , , . r, ., , p ..sion that the Peninsula is remarkably stable, that most of our
M-rthquakes are associated with the faulted zone along the* — ™- ^^^'jK.iavcKi vvim me lauiiea zone aioiig m^
mmalayan mountain foot or with the other young monntaiii
ranges of Assam, Burma, Sind and Baluchistan, and that, al-

tnough the plains frequently suffer from the effects of major
Shocks occurrmg in the latter zone, earthquakes of anv magni-

tude do not often originate in or under the alluvial belt. In
cms respect, however, one part of the plains is exceptional, viz.

tile neighbourhood of Delhi ; here the north-eastern end of the

^ava h range the relics of a once great mountain system, juts

?" , "I .?
^""/i"m

; oppo.site this point, across the Gangetic
trough, IS the Alaknanda valley which follows a zone of distur-
Dance m the Himalaya. The" forces which raised and folded

v^^^^ 1
l"«»ntains originally, belong to a period of suchS .f ?^f
^ antiquity-long anterior to the disturbances

rhJ flf t!
1*^]'^ ^°^^' ^^^^^ coalfields-that it is improbable

caul. n7.i! t"^ u
^''^^ P^^i-si.sted to the present day, and the

eaXni h'l.
^^i«°iJcity of Delhi and of the violent Muttra

earthquake of 1803 are still obscure.

<-

MemW ^V'^^^'n /nn«u«ced the election of Officers and
Members of Comicil for the year 1918 to be as follows :-

President :1 rtmaem :

yice-Presidentsr 'VK-rresiaents :

^^nf°°i\i"'^l?
^^"^ ^^"to«h Mukhopadhyaya. Kt-.C-S-I.

Lie^t oS" Q-' ^•^•^•^•' ^-^-^S' F A.S..U.

'

^ ,

FRCP fVpT'^ ^°g^^«' ^'- C-I-E" ^'^•^•'
J'.K.L.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., F.R.S., I.M.S.

y->

?

S

a

t

i
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MahamahopadhyaA^a Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E., M.A
F.A.S.B.

N, Annandale, Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B.

Secretary and Treasurer

:

General Secretary:—F. H. Gravely, Esq., D.Sc, F.A.S.B
Treasurer:—R. D. Mehta. Esq., CLE.

Additional Secretaries :

Philological Secretary :—The Hon. Dr. A. Al-Ma'raun Suhra-

wardy, Iftikharul Millat, M.A... Ph.D., Bar-at-Law.

Biology:—S. W. Kemp, Esq., B.A.,

A^atural History \ F.A.S.B.
Secretaries :— Physical Science :—W. A. K. Christie,

Esq., B.Sc, Ph.D.
Anthropological Secretarj'^:—N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc,

C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.SIb.
Joint Philological Secretary:—Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B.
Medical Secretary :—Major D. McCay, M.D., I.M.S.

Honorary Librarian :—The Hon. Justice Sir Asutoh Mukho-
padhyaya, Kt., C.S.I., D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.,

F.A.S.B.

Other Meinbers of Council

:

Mr. F. J. Monahan. I.C.S.

P. C. Ray, Esq., C.I.E., D.Sc.
A. H. Harley, Esq., M.A.
H. G. Graves, Esq., A.R.S.M.
G. H. Tipper, Esq . M.A.. F.G.S., F.A.S.B.
P. J. Bruhl, Esq.. D.Sc, I.S.O., F.C.S., F.G.S.. F.A.S.B.

The President also announced the election of Fellows to be
as follows :

—

Colonel Sir Sidney G. Burrard, K.C.S.I., F.R.S.
J- L. Simonsen, Esq., Ph.D.
Lt.-Col. J. Stephenson, D.Sc, I.M.S.

Major D. McCav, M.D., I.M.S.
The Hon'ble Abdullah Al-ma'mun Suhrawardy, M.A., Ph.D.

The Meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General

Meeting.
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LIST OF OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL

FOR THE YEAR 1917.

President.

^ T?^ ?^^iT'a^'^' ^•.^•^•' ^•S'^-' ^-^-^ F-R-S-- B.E., B.A.I.,

Vice-Presidents.

^'S'i;"S°i' ^i ^^onard Rogers, Kt.. C.I.E., M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P.,

M
-xca^imanopaaiiyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., M.A.,

\ Woodroffi

Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary :_F. H. Gravely, Esq., D.Sc, F.A.S.B.
Treasurer :—R. D. Mehta. 1?«^ n^r t^ ^ 'R.D. Mehta, Esq.,C.LE.

A dditional Secretaries .

PhHological Secretary
: -... ,,,,, ^. ^,.^,^ , ^

Iftikharul MiUat, M.A.,Ph.D., Bar-at-Law.
Natural History fj^o^y :—H.'g. Carter, Esq., M.B.,Ch.B.

Secretaries. 1 P%sical Science :—P. J. Briilil, Esq.. D.Sc,

Anthrnr^nT. • , c.
^-^'^-^ E.C.S., F.G.S., F.A.S.B.

y.iVi.z.S., P.L.S,, F.A S B
ThL.u^T??°Si",^^ ,

Secretary :_Mahamahopadhvaya Satis

Medical qp.;;-' „"**' ^^^•^•' i'h.l)., F.A.S.B.

Sorarv f?h
^'^ ^~^- ^- ^^^^^^k, E;q., M.D., D.P.I

pTdhvL^ #?^^^--The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh i«u^^
padhyaja, Kt., C.S.L, D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.KA.S.

Mukho

Mai
Members of Council

The Hon'ble Mr. F. J. Monahan, I.C.S.P. C Ray Esq D.Sc., CLE
A. H. Harley, Esq., M.A.

f w S"^^^^'J^«q> A.R.S.M.

G- H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.G.S., F.A.S.B
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LIST QF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

R.=Re8ident. N.R.=Non.Resident. A.=Absent. L.M.=Life Member
F.M.=Foreign Member.

An Asterisk is prefixed to the names of the FeUows of the Society,

V

N.B.—Members who have changed their residence since the Hst was
drawn up are requested to give intimation of such a change to the Hono-
rary Gteneral Secretary, in order that the necessary alteration may be
made in the subsequent edition. Errors or omissions in the following
list should also be communicated to the Honorary Greneral Secretary,

Members who are about to leave India and do not intend to return
are particularly requested to notify to the Honorary General Secretary
whether it is their desire to continue Members of the Society ; otherwise,
in accordance with Rule 40 of the rules, their names will be removed
from the list at the expiration of three years from the time of their leav-
ing India.

Date of Election.

1909~Mar. 3.

1917 April 4.

1894 Sept. 27

1912 Aug. 7.

N.R. , Abdul Latif , Syed, Deputy Magistrate.

[Lucknow.
N.R.
L.M.

N.R.

1915 Feb. 3. N.R.

1914 Feb. 4. R.

1903 Oct. 28. R.

1914 Aprill. 'N.R.

1893 Aug. 31

1912 July 3.

A.

1916 Feb. 2.

N.R.

R.

1904 Sept. 28. R.

Dacca.
Abdul Majid, B.A., m.r.a.s. Golagunj,

Abdul VVali, Khan Sahib Maulavi, 23,

European Asylum Lane, Calcutta.

Abdulla-ul-Musawy, Syed, B.A., Zemindar
Bohar. Biirdwan.

Ahmad Ali Khan, ^hmlavi Hafiz, Superin-
tendent, Rampur State Library, JlaiU'

pur.

Ali Chaudhurv, The Hon. Nawab Sved
Nawab. 27, Weston Street, Calcutta.

Allan, Alexander Smith, m.b. 17 & 18,

Esplanade Mansions, Calcutta,

Ansari, Amir Ahmad, b.a. 26, Banks
Road, Lucknow.
Anderson, Lieut, -Col. Adam Rivers Steele,

B.A.,M,B., D.P.H., C.M.Z.S.,I.M.S. Ettrope

{c/o India Office).

Andrews, Egbert Arthur, b.a. Tooklai

Experimental Station, Cinne^nara P.O.^

Jorhat, Assam.
Andrews, William Edgar, B.A. (Oxon).

11, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

*Annandale, Nelson, d.sc c.m.z.s., f.a.s.b..

Director,

Calcutta.

Zoological Survey of India.
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Date of Election.

IDll'Say 3.

1904 July 6.

1917 i^pril 4.

R. Atkinson Martiniere

N.R.

N.R.

College, 11, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

Aulad Hasan, Sayid, Klian Bahadur.

Dacca.

Medical
7

1914 Mar. 4.

1870 Feb. 2.

Central Research Institute. Kasauli.

1891 Mar. 4.

L.M.
L.M.

1909 Feb. 3.

F.M.

Q

dg

Henry

N.R.

1905 Mar. 1. R.

1907 Jan. 2. N.R.

1885 Nov. 4. R.

1898 Mar. 2 N.R.

1916 Sept. 27.

1909 July 7.

1895 July 3.

1907 Feb. 6.

A.

N.R.

L.M.

England.
Baillie, Sir Duncan Colvin, k.c.s.i., le.s.

89, Queen's Gate, London.
Banerji, Charu Deb, B.A., ll.b. Alkh-

had.

Banerji, Muralidhar. Sanskrit College,

Calcutta.

Banerji, Rakhal Das, M.A., Supdt, Ar-

chaeological Survey. Western Circle,

Poona.
Barman, Damodar Das. 55, Clive Street,

Calcutta.

Barnes, Herbert Charles, m.a., i-CS-,

Deputy Commissioner, Naga Hills.

Kohima, Assam.
Basdekas, Rev. Hilarion {cjo Curate of

the Greek Church, Calcutta).
Bazuz, Rangnath Khmiraj. Girgaon

N.R.

Bombay

.

1915 April 7.
! N.R.

1909

Beatson-Bell, The Hon. Mr. Nifliolas

Bodd, B.A., C.I.E.. T.c.s. Shillong.

Bell, Charles Alfred, c.m.g., i-C.s. Oan^-

tok, Sikkiw..

Belvalkar, Sripad Krishna. M.A., pb-^-

Prof, of Sanskrit, Deccan College-

R.
Poona.

Bently, Chnrles A., m.b., D.P.n.
Writers

?

1876 Nov. 15.^ F.M. ^Beveridge Henry, f.a.s.b., r.c.s- (f

N.R.

ifold, Shottermill, iiasi^"'-'^'

-

Surrey, England.
Bhandurkar, Devadatta Rarakrishna. M.a-

35/3, Puddapukur Road, BaJlygm-
Bhattacharji, Bisvesvar, Deputy >wgi*

trate, Krishnagar. Nadia.
,

Bhattacharji, Shib Nath, m.b. 17- ^^^^''"

1917 Aug. 1. R.

1908 Nov. 4.

1909 July 7. i R.

1014 Kr.Tr A I XT T. ^

^oagan Road, Calcutta.i-H4 Nov. 4.
I
N.R.

, Bhattacharji, Vireshwar. NavarlriP"-
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Date of Election.

lOloliav 4.

1917 Feb. 7.

A.

N.R

Bishop. T. H., M.R.C.S., l.e.c.s., d.p.h.

Europe.
Biswas. Jaminikanta, Zemindar. Cuttack.

1893 Feb. 1. I
L.M. Bodding, Revd P.O. Dumha, SmtJml

Parganas

.

1912 July 3. N.R.
\
Bomfoid, Capt. Trevor Lawrence, i.m.s.,

M.B., B.S., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. {c/o RcV.

1898 Feb. 2

1895 Mar. 6

1917 Oct. 3.

R.

R.

R.

T. Bomford, G.M.S. House, Peshawar).
Bose, Amrita Lai, Dramatist. 9-2, Ram

Chandra, Maitra's Lane, Calcutta.

*Bose, Sir Jagadis Chandra, Kt., c.s.i., m.a.,

D.Sc.,C.I.E.,F.A.S.B.

Calcutta.

Presidency College,

1914 Nov. 4. 'N.R
1910 Julv 6.

1911 Nov. 1.

1908 Jan. 1.

N.R
A.

1913 Aug. 6.

1906 July 4.

1907 July 3.

1909 Oct. 6.

1909 Oct. 6.

R.

N.R
R.

N.R.

1901 June 5.

1896 Jan.

R.

R.

F.M.

1913 Jan.

1 900 May

1913 Apl.

1907 Apl. 3.

8. F.M.

1;
1

N.R.

2. N.R.'
1

1

2. R.

R

Bose, Satyendra Nath, m,sc. University

College of Science, Calcutta.

Bose, Thakur Birendranath. Dacca.

Botham, Arthur William, i.c.s. Shillong.

Boyle, Lieut. Cecil Alexander, 11th King
Edward's Lancers {c/o India Office,

London).
Brahmachari, Upendra Nath, m.a ., m.d.

19, Grey Street, Calcutta.

Brown, C. J. Canning College, Luchioia.

Brown, Lieut. -Col. Edwin Harold, m.d.,

I.M.S, (retired). 4, Harrington Street,

Calcutta.

Brown, John Coggin. m.sc, f.g.s,, f.c.s.

(cjo Geological Survey of India, Calcutta).

Brown, Percy, a.r.c. a . Government School

of Art, Calcutta.

*BruhJ, Paul Johannes, d.sc, i.s.o-. f,c.S-,

F.G.S., F.A.s.B. 4, Humayun Place, Cal-

cutta,

*BuikilI. Isaac Henrv, m.a., f.a.s.b. Bo-

tanical Gardens, Singapur.

*Burn, Richard, c.i.E., i.c.s., F.A.S.B. [cfo

Grindlay dk Co., 54. ParliameM Street,

London^ S.W)
Burrard, Col. Sir S." G., k.c.s.i.,

F.R.S., Survej'or General of

Dehra Dun.
Butcher, Flora, m.d. Tanakpur, R. <t K.

Railway, Pilihhit District.

Calder, Charles Cumniing. Royal Botanic

Gardens, Sibpur, Howrah.
Calvert, Lieut.-Col. John Telfer. MB.,

M.R.C.F., T.M.s. Medical College, Calcutta,

Lidia.
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Date of Election.

1901 Mar. 6. N.R.

1895 Julv 3.

1912 Mar. 6.

1915 Jany. 6.

1910 Mav 4.

1905 May 3.

Campbell, William Edgar Maimacluke,

i.c.s. Pilibhit, U.P.
A. Carlylej Sir Robert Warrand, k.c.sl,

c.i.E., i.c.s. Europe {cjo India

Office)

A. Carmichael, His Excellency the Right

Hon'ble Thomas David, Baron of Skirl-

ing, G.C.I.E., K.c.M.G. {c/o India Office,

London) .

R. Carter, Humphry G,, Economic Botanist

to the Botanical Survey, Indian Mu-

seum , 27 , Ohoivringhee Road, Cal-

cutta.

A. Carter, Capt. Robert Markham, lm.s.

Europe {c/o India Office),

R. ' Chaki-avarti, Dvvarkanath,M.A-,B.L.,Vakil,

High Court. Calcutta.
1890 June 4. N.R. i*Chakravarti, Rai Monmohan, Bahadur,

7 ' nq •

1909 Mar. 3. ' R

1905 July 5. N.R.

1906 Jan. 3. R.

M.A
perah

.

B.L.; F.A.S.S. Comilla, Tip-

Chakravarti, Nilmani, m.a. Presidency

Cotton College

1895 Oct. 27. F.M.

1908 Feb. 5 R.

College, Calcutta.

Chakravarti, Vanamali.
Gaulmti.

Chapman, John Alexamlor. Librarian, Im-

perial Library. Calcutta. .

Chatterjee, Atiil Chandra, i.c.s., Boja'

Society's Club. St. James' St., London,

1.

S. W.
Chatterjee, Gopal Chandra, m.b

College, Calcutta.

Medical

1911 June 7. R. Chatterjee, Karuna Kumar, r.B.c.s. 7*.

1916 Jan. 5. R.

1907 Sept. 25. R.

1893 Sept 28.; R.

Dharamtola Street, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Khagendra Nath, b.a., B,^;-

Attornev-at-La^r. 12. Madan Mom*

Chatterjee Lane, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Promode Prakas. 8, di^on

.sc.
(Edin-l.

120, i^^''

1911 Mar. 1.
, X.R.

1914 April 1. R.

Lane, Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, B. L., b.a., d
F.R.S.E., F.L.s. (Lond.).

Circular Road, Calcutta. j ,-

Chaudhuri. Charu Chandra, Rai Baliao^^

Zemindar, Sherpur Tovm. Mymen^m

Dist

Chaudhuri. Gonal Das. 32, Beadon Bo^^

191.1 June 4. R.
Calcutta.

Chaudhuri. P., Bar.-at-Law.

Street^ Ballygunge, Calcutta.

2.
^rig^i
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Date of Election.

1907 July 3;

1909 Nov. 3.

R.

N.R

1906 Nov. 7.

1915 Sep. 1.

R

1908 Nov. 4.

R

1907 July 3.

1908 Jan. 1.

1876 Mar 1.

1887 .Aug. 25.

1895 Julv 3.

A

R

R.

F.M

R.

R.

3873 Dec. 3.

1915 Sep. 1.

lS96:^Iar. 4.

F.M

R.

1916 Dec. 6.

1912 April 3.

1917 AprO 4.

L.M

R.

NR.

R.

1910 Jan. 5. R.
1895 Sept. 19.! N.R.

1900 Dec. 5. R.

Christie, William Alexander Kynock, b.sc.,

Ph.D., Chemist, Geological Survey of

India. Calcutta.

*Christophers, Major Samuel Richmond,
M.B., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., Mesopotamia Field

Force, c/o Postmaster General, Bombay.
ClarkO; Geoffrej'- Roth, i.c.s.. Postmaster

General, Bengal.

Cleghorn, Maude Lina West, r.L.s,, f.es.

5, Alipur Lane, Calcutta.

Cook, Capt. Lewis, i.M.s. Europe [cjo

India Office).

Cotter, Gerald de Purcell, Assistant Super-

intendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Crake, Dr. Herbert Milverton, Health
Officer. 15, Loudon Street^ Calcutta.

Crawfurd, James, b.a., i.c.s. (retired).

Thornwood, Uddington, Lanarkshire^

Scotland.

Griper, William Risdon, f.c.s., f.i.c,

A.R.s.M. Konnagar, E.I.B.

Gumming, the Hon. Mr. John Ghest, c.i.e.,^

I.c.s. 3, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

DameSj Mansel liongworthj T.c.s. (retired).

Ventnor, Wodeland Hoad, Guildford^

Surrey, England.

Das-Gupta^ Hem Chandra, m.a., f.g.s..

Prof., Presidency College. Calcutta,

Das-Gupta, Jogendra Nath, b.a. (Oxon),

Barrister-at-Law. 38/2, Lower Circular

Ayurvedic
Boad

Road, Calcutta.

Dasji, Sri Baman, K
Unani Physician.

Calcutta.

Das, Kasi Nath, Prof., Ravenshawe Col-

lege. Cuttack.

Datta, Rasik Lai, d.sc, Asst. Professor,

Calcutta University. 78, Manicktola
[Calcutta

School SL
St.. Calcutta.

David, David A.

De, Kiran Chandra, b.a., i.c.s.j Commis-

sioner. Chitfagong.

Deare, Lieut.-Col. Benjamiii Hobbs.

M.K.c.s. (Eng.), L.E.c.p. (Lond.), d.p.h.

(Cantab), i.m.s. 14, Bussell Street, Cal-

cutta.
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Date of Bieetion.

1917 June 6. R.

1904 Sept. 28.

1912 May 1.

N.R

1906 Dec. 5.

1916 Dec. 6.

A.

N.R
R.

Deb, Kumnr Harit Krishna, m.a., Zemin-

der, Sobhabazar Rajbati. Raja Nava-

krishna St.. Calcvfta.

De Courcy, William Blennerhasset. Led-

dlesdale Estate, Naduwatum P.O., Nilgiris.^

Demetriadi, Stephen. Europe (c/b Ealli

Bros., Calcutta).

Will Shillong.

1910 May 4.

1907 Oct. 30.

1898 Jan. 5.

>

1909 Nov. 3.

1917 Mar. 7.

1902 July 2.

1909 Aug. 4.

1912 April 3.

1917 June 6.

L.M.

Dharmapala, Anagarika, Secretary, Moha-

bodhi Society. 4a, College Sqtiare, Cal-

cutta.

Dhavle, Sankara Balaji, i.c.s. LaUria

Sarai, Durbhanga.
N.R. Dixit, Pandit Sri Ram, b.a., Dewan of

Banswara. Rajputana.

Dods. William Kane, Agent, HongkongR.

N.R.

N.R.

and
Calcutta.

Shanghai Banking Corporation

R.

N.R

N.R

R.

1914 Sept. 2.

1916 May 3.

1877 Aug. 30.

R.
N.R.
R.

*Donovan, Lieut -Col. Charles, m.d., i.m.s.,

F.A.s.B. Medical College, Madras.

Dousamdup, Kazi. B.B. School. Gangtok,

Sikkim. -.

Doxey, Frederick. 9, Queens Park, BaUt

gunge, Calcutta.

Drake-Brockman, Digby
I.c.s. Jaunpur, U.P.

Duff-Sutherland-Dunbar. Capt. Sir George,

Bart. 19th Punjabis, Hyderahad, bif-

Dunn, T. 0. D., Educational Service, vm-

ted Service Club. Calcutta. [c««7

Livingstone,

Dutt, B. C. Manicktola

1910 April 6. N.R

1910 April 6.

1911 Nov. 1.

3915 Jany. 6.

1904 Aug. 3.

Dutt, Dharanidhar, b.a. Nepal.

Dutt, Kedar Nath. Prasad KutirPtm
Ghat St., Kamarhati P.O.

Ebden, Capt. F. T. P. ISrd Carnaticln-

fanlnj, Trichinopoly

.

R. Elmes, Dr. Cecil H. 9/4, Middleton Bow )

R.
Calcutta. ,.

,,,rt,

Esch. V. J.. Architect. Victoria m^
rial Building, Cathedral Avenue, Jiaiai ,

Calcutta.

N.R

R.

Fazl-i-Haqq, Q., m.a., Prof.

Literature. Govt. College, Lahore.

of Persian

F.G.S
*Fermor, Lewis Leigh, a.r.s.M., "^-^-(^^J

F.A.s.B. Superintendent
Survey of India, Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1916 June 7

1906 Oct. 31

1907 Mar. 6

1910 Sept. 7

19 1 3 NoV. r,

19 1 April 6

1903 Mar. 4.

1893 Jan. 11.

1912 Mar. 6.

1909 Oct. 7.

1916 May 3.

1905 Julv 5.

1912 Aug. 7.

1907 Mar. 6.

lS69Feb, 3.

1912 Sept. 4.

1913 Dec. 3.

1907 Mar. 6.

1909 Jan. 6.

1910 Sept. 7.

R.

N.R

R.

A.
I

A.

A.

R.

X.R

R.

R.

A.
R.

R.

R.

KR

R.

A.

R.

R.

R.

1905 May 3. R,

Ferrer, Joseph Orlando, Cuban Consul.
6, Ezra Mansions, Calcutta.

Finlow, Robert Steel, Fibre Expert to the
Govt, of Assam Dacca,

Firminger, The Ven'ble Walter Kelly, M.A.,

B.D., F.n.GS., Archdeacon of Calcutta.
St. John's House, Council House Street,

Calcutta,

Fortescue, Capt. Archer Irvine, r.a.m.c.

Europe {c/o Army DeyL, Simla),

Fox, Lieut. Cyril S.
.

{cjo Geological

Survey of India).

Francis, Lieut. Reginald, Frankland,
Indian Army, [cjo India Office, Lon-
don).

*Gage, Major Andrew Thomas, m.a., m.b.,

B.sc, F.L.S., I.M.S. Royal Bot. Gardens,

Calcutta,

*Gait, His Honour Sir Edward Albert,

K.C.S.I., C.S.I., C.T.E., I.C.S., Lieutenant-

Governor of Bihar and Orissa. JRanchi.

Ganguli, Manmohan, b.e., District En-
gineer. Mirzapur Street, Calcutta.

Ganguli, Ordhendhu Kumar. 12, Gan-
gulTs Lane, Calcutta.

Geuns, M. Van. Europe.

Ghosh, Amulya Charan, Vidyabhusana.

82, Manicklolla Street, Calcutta,

Ghosh, Atal Behari, m a., b.l. 59, Sukea
Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Prafulla Chundra, m.a. Presi-

dency College, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Pratapa Chandra, b,A- Vindya-

chal.

Ghosh, Tarapada. 14, Paddapuker Street,

Kidderpur, Calcutta.

Godson, Capt. Charles Aubery, i.m.s.

Europe {c'o India Office),

Goenka, RoormalL 57, Burtolla Street,

Calcutta r

Gourlay, William Robert, c.i.e., i.c.s.

Government House, Calcutta.

'•'Gravely, Frederic Henry, d.Sc, Assistant

Supenntendent, Zoological Survey of

India. Calcutta,

Graves, Henry George, a.r.s.m

cil House Street, Calcutta,

1, Coun-
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Date of Election.

1910 Nov. 2 X.R.

1907 June 5.

1910 Mar. 2.

1900 Dec. 5.

A.

A.

1917 Feb. 7.

1917 June 6

1915 Aug. 4

1901 Mar. 6.

L.M.

R.

Graves-Law, H. J)., i.c.s. Special Asstt.

to the Resident in Kashmir. Srimgar.

Green, Lieut.-Col. Charles Robert Morti-

mer, M.D., F.R.c.S., i.M.S. {c'o India

I
Office, London).

*Greig, Major Edward David Wilson, m.b.,

I. M.S. Europe {c/o India Office).

Grieve, James Wyndham Alleyne, Deputy

Conservator ofForests. Jalpaiguri.

Guha, Regina, u.a., b.l. 9, 31arquis St.,

Calcutta.

Gupta, Kisorimohan, M.A., Prof, of His-

tory, M.C. College. Sylhet, Assam.

Garner, C. W. , i.c.s. United Service CM,.

Calcutta.

Habibur Rahman Khan, Maulavi, Raees.

Bhikanpur. District Aligarh.

Ilaig, Lieut.-Col. Wolselcy, Indian Army.

H. B. M.'s Consulate Genl., Mesma,

Persia.

1907 Aug. 7.
j

N.R. ;*Haines, Henry Haselfoot, f.c.h., fls-

RancM.
1908 June 3.

N.R.

R.

1892 Jan. 6.

N.R.

F.M.

R.

1916 Jan. 5.

Ilallowes,* Kenneth Alexander Knight,

R.
1913 May 7. N.R.

B.A., A.R.S.M., F.G.S., Assistant Superm-

tendent. Geological Survey of Inaia

Galculla.
[Calcutta

Hamilton, C. J., 9, Middleton Street,

, Hankin. E. H., M.A., D.Sc. Agra.

1885 Feb. 4. L.M. t*Haraprasad Shastri, Mahamahopadhya}a,
'

26 Fatal(Un'^

1902 Dec. 3.

1912 Mav 1.

1906 Dec. 5.

N.R.

C.I.E., M.A., F.A.S.B.

Street, Calcutta.

1908 April 1

R.
A.

Harnarain Goswami, Shastri. Hmrfw ^o'

N.R.

1916 Feb. 2. N.R.

mh Infantry, f'-

1897 Feb. 3. R. I*

1911 June 7.

1908 June 3.

R.

N.R

lege, Delhi.

Harley, A. H., m.a. Madrassa

Harris, Lieut. G., 5

[cfo India Office, London).
j.

Harrison, Edward Philip, Ph.D., FB-*' '

Sialkot. p Q,

Hashmi, Mohammad Yusuf, M.A.

Kila Sobhasingh, Dist. Sialkot.

Hayden, Henry Herbert, C.I.E.
^^J'^^tor

B.E., B.A.I. , F.Q.S., F.A.S.B., ^; ...

Geological Survey of liidia. ^«;%,.
Hedayat Husain, Muhammad. 7-^'

sanker Hoy's Lane, Calcutta. ^ ,^^

Heron, Alexander Macmillan, B-Sc- \

-

Geological Survey of India, Calcutta)-

)

I

1

I
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Date of Election.

1911 April 5.

1908 April 1

.

1891 July 1.

1908 July 1.

1910 Jan. 5.

N.R

A.

XR

A.

1914 Feb. 4.

1873 Jan. 2

R.

R.

L.M

1911 Feb. 1.

1915 April 7.

1904 Jan. 6.

1916 Jan. 5.

R.
N.R

N.R.

N.R

1907 Dec. 4

1907 Sept. 25

1908 June 3

A.

R.

R.

1911 Sept. 1.

A.1911 Nov. 1.

1915 Oct. 27.

1891 Feb. 4. X R
1911 Jan. 1.1 N.R.

N.R.

1910 Mav 4. R.

1882 Mar. 1.

1906 Aug. 1.

Hiralalj Rai Bahadur, B.A., m.r.a.s.

Damoh, C.P.

Hirst, Captain Frederick Christian. In-

dian Army {c/o Survey of India).

^Holland, Sir Thomas Henry, k.c.i.e., d.Sc,

A.B C.S., F.G.S., F.R.S., F.A.S.B. Simla.

Holmwood, The Hon. Mr. Justice Herbert,

r.c.s. Europe {cjo India Office).

Hope, Geoffroy D., b.so., rh.D. 27, Chow-

ringhee Road, Calcutta.

Hornell, The Hon. Mr. W. W., Director of

Public Instruction, Bengal. Writers'

Building, Calcutta.

Houstoun, George L., F.G.s. Johnstone

Castle, Renfrewshire, Scotland.

Insch, Jas. 101, Clive Street, Calcutta.

Ishak Khan, IMaulavi Mahomed. M. A. 0.

College, Aligarh.

Jackson. Victor Herbert, m.a. Patrn Col-

lege, Bankipiir.

Jain, Kumar Devendra Prasad, Secy. All-

India Jain Association. Arrah,

James, Henry Rosher, m.a., Bengal Edu-

cation Service. Europe [cjo India Office).

Jenkins, Owen Francis, i.cs. 1, Council

House Street, Calcutta,

Jones, Herbert Cecil, a.r.s.m., a.r.c.s.,

F,G.s. Assistant Supermtendent, Geologi-

cal Survey of India, Calcutta.

Juggarao, Sree Raja Ankitam Venkata.

Zemindar of Shermahnmadpuram, Daha-

gardens, Vizagapatam.

Kamaluddin Ahmed, Shams-ul-Ulama.

Eurove ico Govt. Madrassa.Chittagong).

N.R.I Kaushala, R, S. Amhala City.

Kapur, Raja Ban Behari, c.s.l. Burdwan.

Kaye, George Rusby, Registrar, Bureuu

of Education, Simla.

Kemp, Stanley W., B.A., f.a.sb., Superin-

tendent, Zoological Survey of India.

[Mozufferpur

N.R-
R.

Calcutta,

Kennedy, Pringle, M.A., BX,,

Kenne

Vakil.

D.P.H., M.R.s.a, L.R.c.P. 10, Harrington

St., Calcutta.
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Date of Election*

1906 Sept. 19.

1 909 April 7

.

E

1910 Mar. 2.

R

R

1914 April 1. N.R.

1887 May 4. i
L.M.

1889 Mar. 6 L.M.

1914 Aug. 5

1911 Feb. 1

R.

1914 July 1

R.

R.

m

Kesteven, The Hon. Mr. Charles Henry,

Solicitor to Government. 26^ Dalhousie

Square, Calcutta,

Kiluer, John Newport, M.B., l.r.c.s.,

L.R.c.p. 14, Garden Readi^ Calcutta.

Kirkpatrick, W. Chartered Bank BuiU-

ings, Calcutta.

Laddu, Tukaram Krishna. Queen's Col-

lege^ Bemires,

Lanman, Charles Rockwell. 9, Farrar

Street, Cambridge^ MassacJmseits, U.S.

Awrrica,
*La Touche, Thomas Henry Digges, b.a.,

F.G.S., F.A.s.B. Alfriston Hills Boad,

Cambridge, England.
Law, Bimala Charan, b.a. 24, Suhea St.,

Calculla.

Law, Nareiiclra Xath, M.A.. B.L. 96,

Amherst St., Calcutta.

Law, Satya Charan, m.a., b.l. 24, Sukea

St., Calcutta,
1902 July 2. N.R.

I

Leake, Henry Martin, M. A., r.L.s
.A _.— J

Nawab-

1911 Mav 3

1906 Oct. 31

1870 April 7 L.M

gunj, Cawnpore.
R. Lomax, C.E., m.a. 11, Loudon Street,

t
Calcutta.

X.R. Luard, Capt. Charles Eckford; m.a. (Oxon),

Lidian Armv. Nimach.
Lyman, B. Smith. 708,

_

Locnst Street,

Philafhl'phia, U.S. America.

McCay, Major David, M.D., i-M-S- ^^^'^''

. , cal CoUefje, Calcutta. .

N.R. MacKenna. J., i.c.s. Agricultural Adviser

R.

1912 May 1.

1913 Mar. 5.

1905 Aug. 2

1916 July 5

, „„^ ^ I

to the Governinen't o? India. Pm-^»-

1893 Jan. 11.
,

L.M.
, Maclagan, The Hon. Sir Edward Dougla^^

M.A., K.C.I.E., C.S.T., I.C.S., Secret^^^

Government of India, Education i>^

partment. Simla. , . „,

McLean, David. Chowringhee Mansions,

Calc u tid

.

_ . ^

MacMahon, P. S. Europe (c> Caning

College, Lucknow). ,r lj..

Madho Rao Scindia, His Highness Ma^»

rajah Colonel Sir, Alijah Bahadu^'^

G.C.S.I., G.C.V.O., A.D.C., t.h.D., y
rajah of Gwalior. Jai Bilas,

Gwalior-

Mahajan, Surva Trn sad. Murarfur, ^^'J
'

R.

1893 Jan. 11.

A.

L.M.

1916 June 7.

1

N.R.
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Date of Election,

1906"Dec. 5.

1911 Mar. 1.

1898 Nov. 2. N.R.

1901 June 5.

1907 Dec. 4..

1899 Aug. 30.

1905 Dec. 6.

1916 Feb. 2.

1912 Jan. 10.

1913 June 4.

1917 Mav 2.

R. Mahalanobis, Subodh Chandra b.sc,

F.R.s.E., F.E.M.s. 210, ComwalUs Street,

Calcutta.

R. ! Mahatap, The Hon. Sir Bijoy Chand^
K.C.S.I., Maharajadhiraj of Burdwan.

6, AUpur Lane, Calcutta.

Maitra, Akshaya Kumar, b.a., e.l. Raj-

shahi.

Mann, Harold Hart, d.Sc, m.Sc, f.l.s.,.

Principal, Agricultural College. Poona.

N.R. Manners-Smith, Lieut.-Col. John, c.v.o.,

C.I.E., Indian Army. Resident, Kashmir.

N.R. ; Mannu Lai, Rai Bahadur, Retired Civil

I Surgeon. Rai Bareli.

F.M. ' Marsden, Edmund, B.A. .F.B.G.s. 12, Eler-

N.R.

R.

N.R.

R.

R.

dale Road, Hampstead, London.

Majumdar, Narendra Kumar, m.a., Asst.

Prof. Calcutta University. Calcutta.

Mazumdar, Rai Jadunath, Bahadur,

Government Pleader. Jessore.

Mazumdar, Ramesh Chandra, m.a., 16,

Cliandranath Chatterji Street, Bhowani-

pur, Calcutta.

Meerw Dr. A. M. 92, Elliott Road,.

1886 Mar. 3. L.M
Calcutta.

Mehta, Roostumjee Dhunjibhoy. c.i.e,

9, Rainey Park. Ballygunge, Calcutta.

1884 Nov. 5. N.R. '*Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, b.a., f.g.s.,

1884 Sept. 3.

1912 June 5.

1911 Julv 5.

1916 Nov. 1.

1906 June 6.

r.A.s.B. Kashmir, Srinagar.

R. Miles, William Harry. 21, Old Court

House Street, Calcutta.

N.R, Misra. Champaram. Partahgarh, Oudh.

N.R. i Misra! Rai Bahadur Pandit Shj^am Behari,

i

B.A., I.C.S., Deputy Collector. Unao,

R.
Oudh.

R.

Mitra, Adar Chandra, b.l. Bow St., Cal-

cutta .

34,

1915 Jan. 6. ! R.

1909 May 5. N.R.

1901 Aug. 7. I N.R

1895 July 3. i R.

Mitra, Kumar Manmatha Nath,

Shampukur Street, Calcutta.

Mitra, Prakash Chandra, Engineer and

Contractor. 16ffl, Amherst Street, Cal-

cutta.

Mohyuddin Ahmad, :\raulavi Abul-Kalam,

Azad. Eanchi.

Molonv, Edmund Alexander, i.c.s. Alia-

hahad.

Monahaii. The Hon. Mr. Francis John^

I.c.s. Harrinaton Mansions, Calcutta.
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ate

1906 Dec. 5.

1908 Dec. 2.

1912 Jan. 10.

1909 Mar. 3

\

1916 Jan, 5.

N.R. More, Major James Carmichael. 51st

Sikhs. General Headquarters, I.E.F.

;

(D). [cjo Presidency Post Master, Bom-

hay) .

Moses, Capt. Owen St. John, m.d., f.r.c.s.,

i.M.s. Europe [c'o India Office),

A. i'

R. lluhammad Kazim Shirazi, Aga. 23,

R.

R.

1899 Sept. 29.

1916 Mar. 1.

R.

R.

1898 May 4.

1894 Aug. 30.

1886 May 5.

1908 Feb. 5

1892 Dec. 7

1910 Nov. 2

Lower Chitpur Road, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Brajala], m.a. 12, Old Post

Office Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Harendra Kumar, Asst. Prof.

Calcutti University. Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Jotindra Nath, b.a., Solicitor.

3, Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Prabliat Kumar, Bar.-at-Law.

14a, Bamtanoo Base Lane, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Sir Rajendra Nath, k.c.i.e.

7, Harrington Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Sibnarayan. Uttarpara, Ballf

L.M. *Mukhopadhyaya, The Hon. Justice Sir

Asutosh, Kt., C.S.I., M.A., D.L., D.Sc.,

F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S., F.A.S.B., JudgB. Higt

Court. Calcutta.

Mukhopadhyaya, GirindraNath, b.a.,M.d.

R.

R.

R
J

R.

A. i

1906 Mar. 7.

1916 July 5.

1911 Feb. 4.

1917 Mar. 7.

R.

R.

N.R

1901 Mar. 6.

N.R

N.R

1913 Julv 2

156, Haris Mukerjee Road, Bhowamfur

Calcutta.

Mukhopadhyaya, Panchanan. 46. Bichoo

ChatterjVs Street. Calcutta. .

Murray, William Alfred, b.a. (Cantab

M.B. Europe (c'o Assam Bengal Ban-

way, Chiitarjong).

Nahar, Puran Ohand. 48, Tndinn Mirror

Street, Calcutta. .^
Naseer Hoscin Khankhayab, Syed. 7»,

Prinsep St., Calcutta. p •

Neogi, Panchanan. Rajshahi College, m'
sliahi. ^

Newton, Rev. R. P., m.a.; Chaplain, Beiig^'

Ecclesiastical Establishment. DinapT-

Nevill, Lieut.-Col. Henry Rivers.

Army Headquar ters. 4, Khyh^r ra^''

I.C.S.,

Delk i.

1889 Aug. 29. L.M. Nimmo,' John Duncan, c/o ^^''^^''/t
ter Duncan. & Co., 137, \V<^st Oeorj

Street, Olmgow. •
. , ^fg

Norton. E. L., i.cs., mstrict Magisti^;'"N.R
paUi

»

1.

I
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Date of Election.

1908 Feb. 5. A.

1916 Feb. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

R.

R.

1915 April 7. R.

Nott, Lieut. -Col. Arthur Holbrook, .m.d.,

i.M.s. Enrope {c;o India Office).

Oka, Rev. R. c/o Bangae db Co., 35,

Park Mansions, Calcutta.

O'Kinealy, Lieut.-Col. Frederick, m.r.c.s.,

(Eng.), L.R.c.P. (Lond.), i.m.s. Presi-

dency General Hospital, Calcutta.

Otani, Count Kozui. c/o Consnlate-Gen-

1907 July 3. A.

1901 Jan. 2. N.R.

1901 Aug. 28. R.

eral of Japan, Calcutta.

Page

,

Walter Europe

{cjo Pugh S Co., Calcutta),

Pande, Ramavatar, b.a., i.c.s., District

Judge. Mirzapur, U.P.

Panton, The Hon. Mr. Edward Brooks

Henderson, b.a., i.c.s. High Coiirt, Cal-

cutta.

1904 Aug. 3. N.R. ' Parasnis, Rao Bahadur Dattalraya Bal-

want. Satara. [pur.

1910 April 6. ' N.R. ' Patuck, Pestonji Sorabji, i.c.s. Narsim/h-

1906 Dec. 5. N.R. ' Peart, Major Charles Lube. lOQth Hazara

Quetta.

1916 July 5. N.R., Pease, Co].|H.T.,c.i.E.,M.R.c.v.s. Veterin-

ary College, Lahore.

Pennell Aubray Percival, B.A., Bar.-at-

I.;aw. Bangoon.

Peters, Lieut.-Col. Charles Thomas, M.B.,

l.M s. (retired). Dinajpur.

Philby, H. St. J. B., i.o.s. Europe {c'o

Alliance Bank, Calcutta).

1888 June 6. L.M.

1877 Aug. 1.

1915 May 5.

N.R

A.

1889 Nov. G. L.M. *Phillott, Lieut. -Colonel Douglas Craven,

Ph.D., F.A.s.B. Indian Army {retired).

c/o Messrs. Grindlay & Co., 54, Parlia-

ment Street, London.

R.
i

Pickford Alfred Donald. 12, Mission

Row, Calcutta,
^

1904 June 1. ^..R, ' Pilgrim, Guy Ellcock, d.sc, f.g.s. {qo

1914 Nov. 4.

1910 Aug. 3. R Podamraj Jain, Raniwalla. 9

han MullicFs Lane, Calcutta.

omo

1914 Mar. 4. N.R. [pur.
Baffin, Alain. Burdwan.

1880 April 7. N.R. ! Rai, Bepin Chandra. Giridih, Chota^ag-
1895 Aug. 29. N.R. ! Rai Chaudhuri, Jatindranath m.a., b.l..

1908 Feb. 5. N.R.
Zemindar. Taki, Jessore.

^

Randle, Herbert Neil, b.a. Queen s Cot

lege, Benares.
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Date of Election,
™™™™^P1?"

1917 June 6.
j
N.E

1905 Jan. 4. I N.R
1904 Mar. 4. ! F.M

1890 Mar. 5. R

1917 May 2. R

1905 Mav 3. R.

1913 Sept. 3.

1903 Mar. 4.

1900 April 4.

1901 Dec. 4.

1903 July 1.

1915 Oct. 27.
P

1917 May 2.

1910 Sept. 7.

1915 April 7.

1909 Nov. 3.

1917 Oct. 3.

1916 April 5.

1913 Apl. 2.

Rangaswami Aiyangar, K. V., Rao Baha-

dur, Prof, of History and Economics,

H.H. The Maharaja's College. Trivan-

drum.
Rankin, James Thomas, i.c.s. Darjeeling,

Rapson, "R. J. 8, Mortimer Foad^ Cam-

bridge.

*Ray, Prafulla Chandra, d.Sc, f.a.s.b., Pro-

fessor, Presidency College. Calcutta,

Ray, Dr. Kumud Sankar, M.A., e.Sc.,m.b

ch.B (Edin.). 44, European Asylum

Lane, Calcutta.

Richardson, The Hun. Mv. Justice Thomas

am, T.r.s. 21. Belvedere Road, Cal-

»

Willi?

cutta

.

A.

N.R.

R.

Rogalsky, P. A. Europe {c/o hnperial Rus-

sian Consulate General, Calcutta).

Rogers, Charles Gilbert, f.l.s,, f.c.h.

*
Calcutta) .

-J

F.M *

Rogers, Lt.-Col. Sir Leonard, Kb., c.i.e-,

M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B.,

F.R.S., i.M.s. Medical College, Calcutta.

Ross, Edu-ard Denison, ^-tt^.. ph.D-,

1889 June 5. N.R

r.A.s.B., Director,

Studies. London.

C.I.E.,

School of Oriental

L.M

R.

R.

M.B.

N.R

R.

N.R

Roy, Maharaja Girijanath. Dinagepore.

Roy, Maharaja Jagadindranath, Bahadur.

6, Lan-'tdoivne Road, Calcutta.

Roy, Kaviraj Jamiiii Bhusan, m.a.,

46, Beadon St., Calcutta. ,

Roy, Kirun Sankar, b.a. (Oxon), Prof- o^

History, Sanskrit College. 44, huro-

pean Asylum Lane, Calcutta.

Roy, Kumar Sarat Kumar. Dayaranipr,

Baj.'^ha'hi.

Roy, Hon. Mr, Surendra
High Court. Calcutta.

?

Vakil.

R.

K.R

N.R

ShyamviifRo.ychaudhury, Mritunjoy.
P.O., Bungpur.

Saha, Meghnad. m.sc, University
College

of Science. Calcutta.
Saha, Radha Nath. 16,

Lachmtkundu)

B.I'
Benares City.

Sahay. Rai Sahib Bhagvati, M.A.,
^:^^

0%. inspector of Schools, Fatna J^^

sion. BanJcijmr,

f

]

!

1h



f
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Uatc of i^Iection.

1911 Nov. 1 N.R

1910 May 4

1916 July 5

R.

R.

3B-

ology, Jammu, Kashmir.
Sandes^ Capt. J. D., M.*B., i.M,s. Govern-

ment House^ Calcutta.

Sarkar, Ganpati.
Road. Calcutta,

Baliaghata Mai

1898 Mar. 2. N.R

1909 Mar. 3 R.

Sarkar, Jadunatli. Hindu University.

Benares City.

Sarvadhikari, The Hon. Mr.Deva Prasad,

1911 Jan. 4.

1902 June 4.

1900 Dec. 5.

1915 Feb. 3.

1902 May 7.

R.

M A., B.L.

cutta.

L-rvadhikai

Offi

R.

A

R

R

1914 April 1.

1897 Dec. 1.

1911 July 5.

N.R
R.

1909 Jan. 6.

1913 Dec. 3.

1914 Mar. 4.

1908 Mar. 4.

N.R

. Dr. Suresh Prasad. 79-1,

Amherst St., Calcutta.

*Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mahamaho-
padhyaya, m.a., Ph.D., f.a.s.b. 28/1,

Kanay Lai Dhar's Lane, Calcutta.

Schwaiger, Imre George, Expert in Indian

Art. Europe.
Segard, Dr. C. P. 23, Park 2Iansions,

Calcutta.

Sen, Jogendra Nath, Vidyaratna, m.a. 31,

Prasanna Kumar Tagore's Street, Gal-

cutta.

]

Sen-Cupta, Dr. Nares Chandra. Dacca.

Seth. Mesrovb J. 19, Lindsay Street, Cat-

cutta.

Sewell, Capt. Robert Beresford Seymour,

N.R

A.

R.

R.

1916 Aug. 2. N.R

1902 Feb. 5.

1899 May 3.

1913 Mar. 5.

M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., I.M.S.

Museum, Calcutta).

[c'o Indian

Shirreff, Alexander Grierson, B.A., i.c.S.

Secy. Govt, of U.P. Allahabad.

Shorten, Capt. James Alfred, b.a., m.b.,

B.ch., I.M.S. Europe {c;o India Office).

Shros'BIree, A. de Bois. Improvement

Trust, Calcutta.

Shujaat Ali, Nasirul Mamalik Mirza,

Khan Bahadur, Acting Consul-General

for Persia.

cutta.

Hungerford

Shukla, Pandit Ashwani Kumar, b.a.,

LL.B., Revenue Officer, Mewar State.

j
Udaipur.

N.R. Shyam Lai, Lala, m.a., llb., Deputy Col-

I

lector. Nainutdri, Agra.

N.R.

'

Silberrad, Charles Arthur, b.a., b.sc, i.c.s.,

j
Gorakhpur, U.P.

N.R.
i

Simonsen, J. L., d.Sc, Presidency College,

Madras.



xliv

Date 01 bilection.

1909 April 7.

1894 July 4.

1912 Mav 1.

1893 Mar. 1.

1899 Aug. 29.

N.R. i*Simpson, George Clarke, d.Sc. Simla.

N.E,. Singh, Raja Kushal Pal. m.a. NarJci

R.

N.R.

N.R.

1909 April 7.

1899 Nov. 6.

N.R.

L.M.

1912 Mar. 6.

1913 July 2.

1894 Feb. 7.

R.

Singh Roy, Rai Lalit Mohan, Bahadur.

4, Creek Bow, Calcutta.

Singh, Maharaja Kumara Sirdar Bharat,

i.c.s. (retired). Shankergar , Allahabai

Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Sir Prabliu

Narain, Bahadur, g.C.i.e., Maharaja of

Benares. Ramnagar Fort, Benares.

Singh, Raja PrithAvipal, Talukdar of Su-

rajpur. District Barabanki, Ou(JJi.

Singh, H.H. The Hon. Maharaja Sir

Rameshwara, Bhahadur, k.c.i e. ^«'"-

bhanga.
Singh, Maharaja Ranjit. • 10, Hungerford

Street, Calcutta. [new.

Lud-

1912 Sept. 5.

1897 Jan. 6,

1898 Aug. 3.

1913 July 2.

1911 Mar. 2.

1901 Dec. 4.

1904 Sept. 28.

1908 Dee. 2.

1904 June 1.
r

1900 Aug. 29.

N.R.
; Shigh, Rudradat, m.a., ll.b., Vakil.

N.R.
I

Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Vishwa Nath,

Bahadur. Chhatturpur, Bundelkhund.

N.R. Smghi, Bahadur Singh. Azimgunjjhr-

shidabad.

Sircar, Amrita Lai, F.C.S., l.m.s.

Sankaritolla Lane, Calcutta.

Sita Ram, Lala, b.a., Depy. Magistrate

Allahabad.

Sivaprasad, b.a., Offg. Junior Secretarv

to the Board of Revenue, U.P. ^««'"^'

R.

N.R.

51.

N.R.

A.

N.R.
A.

had. [India Office).

27th Punjabis (f"

R.

A.

N.R.

Smith, Major 0. A.
*Spooner, David Brainerd. Simla.

Stapleton, Henry Ernest, b.a., b.sc

rope (c/o India Office).

Steen, Major Hugh Barkley, M.B.,

Eu

I.M.3

1907 Dec. 4. I a.

6, Harrington Street, Calcutta.

Stephen, The Hon. Mr. Justice Hair.

Lushineton. Europe {c/o India O^M]-

John, l-^f-^-
Stephenson, Lieut. -Col.

Lahore

.

Stevens, Lieut.-Col. C. R., i-^^-^
Europ*

.#

1907 June 5. a. Hugh,

1906 Dec. 5. A.

1911 Feb. 1.
1

1

A.
1

1915 April 7. N.R.

{c;o India Office).

Stewart, Capt. Francis
Europe {c^'o India Office).

Stokes, Captain Claude Bayfield

iM^'

Europe

{cjo hidia Office),

Stonebiidge, Arthur W- Eiirop^ i^^

Messrs. Burn S Co.). \r 4 0.

Storey, C. A., Prof, of Arabic, M- ^^•

College. Aligarh.
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Dat- ' I Eieol\o\^,

l9IGJuly 5.

1907 Aug. 7.

R.
N.R

1907 June 5.

10U Mar. 4.

1916 Sept. 27.

R.

R.

1907 June 5.

1909 Jan 6

N.R

A.

R.

Street,W . S. Shaw Wallace ds Co. , Calcutta.

Subramania Iyer, Valavanur, Extra Asst.

Conserv^ator of Forests. Quilon, Tra-
vancore.

Sulirawardv, Hon. Abdullah Al-Ma'mun,
Iftikharul Millat, M.A., D.Litt., ll.d.,

Bar.-at-La\v. 3, Wellesley l6t Lane,
Calcutta.

Sutherland, Lt.-Col. William Dunbar,
I.M.S. U.S. Club, Calcutta.

Sutherland, Ker. W. S., r».D., Scottish

Universitios Mission. Kalimpong, Dar-
jeeling Dist.

S^^'inhoe, Kodway Charles John. Europe
{do High Courts Rangoon).

Tagore, KshitinJranath, b.a. 6/1, Dwar-

lOU April 1

1 898 April 6

R. pana^am

1904 Julv 6

1910 Aug. 3.

1893 Aug, 31

1906 Dec. 6.

R.

kanath Tagore Lane, Calcutta.

Tagore, Prafulla Nath.

Tagore StreM, Calcutla.

Tagore, The Hon. Maharaja Sir Prod vat
Coomar, Bahadur, Kt.

Cdlctifta.

ghcUla

N.R.

1878 June 5.

F.M. Talbot. Walter Stanley, i.c.s. c/o ^l^^srs.

H. 8. King & Co. 9, Pall Mall, Loiulon.

S.W.
Tancock, Capf. Alexander Charles. 3l5f

Punjabis, Nowshcra, N.W,F.P.
N,R. ' Tate, George Passman. 56, Cayiionment,

Bareilly, U.P.

N.R. Tek Chand, Dcwan, b.a., m.e.a.s., i.c.s.,

Deputy Commissioner. Gujranivala,

Punjah

.

P.M. , Temi^le, Colonel Sir Richard Carnac, Bart.,

9, Pall Mall,

19U Aug. 6.

1911 Mar, I.

1909 Aug. 4.

1908 Nov. 4.

liJU July 5.

N.R.
F.M.

r.i.E., Indian Army*
London.

N.R.
A.

A.

Tessitori, Dr. L. P. Bikaner, Bajpuiuna.

Thomas, F. W-, m.a,, Ph.D., Librarian,

India Office. London. [Lahore.

Thompson. John Perronet, M.A., i.c.s.

Thornely, Major Michael Harris, i.M.s.

Europe {cjo India Offrre).

Thurston, Capt, Edward Owen, i.M.s., B.s.,

I
F-R-G-S- Europe {cjo India Offi

^904 June 1. X.R. *TIi>i)er, George Hewlett, M.A., F.G.s. {co

1012 Nov. G. R
Geological Survey of India, Calcutta).

Tomkins, H. G., C.I.E., F.a.A.s. Account

ant General, Bengal, Calcutta.
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Date ot* Electiont

1907 Feb. 6

1861 June 5

1894 Sep. 27.

1900 Aug. 29

1890 Feb. 5.

A.

L.M

R

A.

N.R.

1901 Mar. 6. F.M

1894 Sept. 27.

1902 Oct. 29.

LM.

R.

1907 July 3. N.R.

1901 June 5.

1911 Feb. 1.

1905 Dec. 6.

1910 Sept. 7.

1909 Dec. 1.

1913 April 2.

1915 Jany. 6.

1906 Sept. 19.

1915 May 5.

N.R.

N.R.

A.

R.

N.R.
R.

1909 April 7

1912 Mar. 6

N.R.

N.R

N.R

A.

1906 Mar. 7.

R.

N.R.

*Travers, Monis William, D.sc, f.e.s.,

r.A.s.B. (43; Warwick Gardens, Lon-

don, W.)
Trernlett, Janios Dyer, m.a.. i.C.s. (retired).

Dcdham, Essex, Ejigland.

Vasu, Nagendra Natli. 20, Yisvakm

Lane, Bagbazaar, CcUculta.

Vaughan, Lieut.-Col. Joseph Charles

S toe 1 ke , I . A f
. g . En rope {c/o India Ojjice].

*Venis, Arthur, m.a., D.utt, c.i.e., f.a.s.b.

Bevares.

*Vogel, Jean Thilippe, litt.D., f.a.s.b. Tk

University, Leiden, Holland.

Yost, Licut.-Col. William, I.M.S., Civil Sur-

geon. Secundtrahad.
Vretlciilmrg, Ernest, B.L., B.Sc, A.B.S.Jf^,

27 ,
Chowringm

T^oad, Cnlruffo.

Walker, Harold, a.r.c.s., f.o.s., a.m. insUJ.

(c/o Geological Survey of India Cal-

cutta). , .

W^alsh. The Hon. Mr. Ernest Herbert

Couucr, C.S.I., I.C.S., Commissioner,

Chotn Nagpur Divn. jianchi-

Waters, Dr. Harry George, f-^-^-^-^'

Allahabad.

Watson, Edwin Kov, 3i.a., b.sc. Europ

{c/o Dacca College, Dacca).
,

Watt8. U. P., R.A. (Cantab). La J/«'

tinere College, Calculla.

Wel)8ter, J. E., i.c.s. Sylliet, Assam.

White, Bernard Alfred. Chartered
Bnni

Buildings, Calcutta. . i^^

Whitehouse, Richard H.. Prof, of Biolo=,v^

Govt. College, Lahore. „^

Whitehead. Richard Bertram, i-

•

Bupar, Umbala, Punjab.
Williams, L. F. Rnshbrook, b.a

B.fjtt-!

uiiams, L. t. KnsUbrooii, "•'"•'.,,119.

Prof, of Modern Indian History, A^"

bad Universitv. AUahubad. .

j

Woodhouse. E. J., B.A. (c/o A^jnc^^^^'

College, Sehour).

Woodroffe, The Hon. Justice Sir
John

George, Kt. 4, Camac Street, C'^^^J^^^j^b

Woolner, Alfrt^d Cooper, M.A-,

University. Lahore.

Lj

i

I

I

i



fc Date of Election.

1908 April 1.

1894 Aug. 30

1911 Aug. 2.

1906 Juno 6.

1910 April 6.

R.

A.

N.R
N.R

xlvii

Wordsworth, Hon. William Christopher,

Writers* Buildings^ Calcutta.

Wright, Henry Nelson, b.a., t.c.s, Europe
{c!o India Office).

N.R.| Young, Gerald Mackworth, b.a.j i.c.s.

Lahore.

Young, Mansel Charles Gambler. Asansol.

Young. Capt. Thomas Charles McCombie,
M.B., I. M.S. Shillong Assam,

SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.
Date of Election

1884Jan. 15

1884 Jan. 15

Revd. Professor A. H. Sayce, Professor of

Assyriology, Queen's College. Oxford, Eng-
land,

Monsieur ^mile Senart. 18, Rue Frango's ler,

Paris, France,

HONORARY FELLOWS.
Bate of Election.

1879"jine 4.

1895 June 5.

1895 June 5

1896 Feb. 5

1899 Feb. 1

*

1899 Dec. 6

1899 Dec. 6

1901 Mar. 6

Dr, Jules Janssen. Ohservalaire d'Astronomie

Physique de Paris ^ France.

Lord Rayleigh, m.a., d.c.l.^ d.sc, ll.b., Ph.D.,

F.R.A.S., r.R.s. Ferling Place y Witham, Essex,

England.
Charles H. Tawnej-, Esq., m.a., c.i.e. cjo India

Office, London.
Professor Charles Rockwell Lanman. 9, Farrar

Street,

America.

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.

Dr. Augustus Frederick Rudolf Hoernle, Ph.D.,

c.i.E. 8, Northmoor Road, Oxford, England.

Professor Edwin Ray Lankester, m.a., ll.d.,

F.R.s. British Museum {Nat. Hist.), Cram-

well Road, London, 8 W.
Professor Edward Burnett Tylor, d.cl., lt. d.,

F.R.s. , Keeper, University Museum. Oxford,

England.
Professor John Wesley Judd, c.b., ll.d., fr.s.,

F.Q.S., Late Prof, of the Royal College of

Science. 30, Cumberland Road, Kew, England.
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Date of Election,

1904 Mar. 2. Professor Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar,

K.c.i.E. Poona.

1904 Mar. 2. Sir Charles Lyall, m.a., k.c.s.t., c.le., ll.d. 8?

Cornwall Gardens, London, SAV,
1904 Mar. 2.

|
Sir George Abraham Grierson, k c.i.e., Ph.D.,

D.Litt.. CLE., i.c.S. (retired). Bolhjarnham,

Camherley^ Surrey^ England.
The Right Hon'ble Baron Curzon of Kedlestou,

M.A., D.C-L., F.R.s. I, Carlton House Tevrau,

' London, 8.W.
Lieut. -Col. Henry Havershani Godwin-Austen,

Nora Goddming,

1906 Mar. 7.

1908 July 1.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. 6,

1911 Sept. 6.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

F.R.s. , F.Z.S.. F.R.G.S.,

1915 Aug. 4.

1916 Dec. 6.

1917 May 2.

Surrey, England.
Lieut. -Col William Alcock, c.i.e., m.b.,

LL.D., CM Z.S., F.R.S., i.M.s. (retd.). Heath

lands, Erith Road, Belvedere, Kent, England.

Prof. Edward George Browne, m.a., M.b.,

M.R.C.S., L.R.c.r., M.R.A.s. Pembroke College,

Cambridge.

Mahamahopadhyaya Kamakhyanath Tarka-

vagisa. 111-4, Shambazar Street, Calcutta,

Prof. Paul Vinogradoff, F.B.A,, D.c.L. 19, Lin-

ton Road, Oxford, England.
Monsieur Jean Geston Darboux. 3 Rue

Nazarine, Paris, France,
Sir Patrick Manson, g.c.m.g., bld., ll.d.; f.b.cp.

Q
London, W,

Anne Street, Cavendish Square.

Sir Joseph John Thomson, Kt. cm., m.a., Sf^^"

D.3C.. LL.D.. ph.Ti. Trinity Colleae.. Gammm
England.

Britisli
T)r. G. A, Bouleuger. p.e.S., ll---- j, j

(Iromwell ii^Museum (Nat.

W
Hist.).

Herbert A. " Giles, Esq., ll.d., UniversitJ

Cambridge. Cambridge.

. of

FELLOWS.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

N. Annandale, Esq., d.Sc, c.m.z.s., S"-^-/',
, ,,pa.

The Hon'ble Justice Sii: Asutosh UnM
dhyaya, lu., cs.i., m.a., d.l., d.sc, f.b

F.R.S.E.
1910 Feb. 2. I L H. Burkill, Esq,, m a., f.l.s
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-TJftte ol Kiet-Uon

1010 Feb. 2. Mahamahopadhya^^a Haraprasad Shagtri, c.i.E.
M.A.

1010 Feb. 2. Sir Thomas Holland, k.c.i.e., d.sc, a.e.c.s

lUlOFeb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

F.G.S., F.R.S.

T. H. D. LaToucliP, Esq., b.a., f.q s.

Rai Bahadur Monmohan Chakravarti, m.a., b.l.
Lieut. -Colonel D. C. Phillott, rh.D., Indian

Ariiiv.

Dr. PrafuUa Chandra Ray. d.Sc.

Lieut -Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., c.i.E... m.d.,
B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.R.S., I.M.S.

E. D. Ross, Esq., c.i.E., Ph.D.

Mahamahopadhyaj^a Satis Chandra Vidyabhu-
sana, m.a., Ph.D., m.r.a.s.

M. W. Travers, Esq., d.Sc., f.r.s.

A. Venis, Esq., m.a., d Litt., c.i.e.

The Hon. Sir E. A. Gait, k.c.s.i., c.s.i., c.i.e.,

H. H. Hayden, Esq., c.i.e., d.sc, b.a., b.e.,

B.A.t., F.G.S., F.R.S.

H. Beveridge, Esq., i.c.s. (retired)

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1911 Feb. 1.

1911 Feb. 1.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7. J. C. Rose, Esq.. c.s.i., c.i.e., m.a., d.Sc
1912 Feb. 7. P. J. Bruhl, Esq., Ph.D., f.c.s.
'912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

[i.c.s.

Capt. S. R. Christophers, i.m.s.

Charles Stewart Middlemiss, Esq., b.a., f.q.s.

Major A. T. Gage, t.m.s. [r.o.s.

E. Vredenburg, Esq., e.i., b.Sc, a.r.s.m., a.r.c.s.,

J. Ph. Vogel, Esq., Ph.D., Litt.D.

S. W. Kemp, Esq. ,b.a.

Major E. D. W. Greig. CLE., m.b., t.m.s.

G. H. Tipper, Esq., m.a., f.o.s.

D, B. Spooner, Esq., Ph.D.
1915 Feb. 3. H. H. Haines, Esq.. f.c.h., f.l.s.
1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2
1916 Feb. 2

Lieut. Col. C. Donovan, m.d., i.m.s.

The Hon. Mr. R. Burn, c.i.e., i.c.s.

L. L. Fermor, Esq., a.r.s.m., d.Sc., f.g.s.
1917 Feb. 7.

! G. C. Simpson, Esq., d.sc', f.r.s.
1917 Feb. Lt.-Col. W. D. Sutherland, m.d., i.m.s.-'^' reo. V.

I
Lt.-Col. W. D. Sutherland

•917 Feb. 7. F. H. Gravely, Esq., D.sc.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

1^75 Dec. 1

1885 Dec, 2

Revd. J. D. Bate. 15, Si. John's Church Road,
Folkestone, Kent, England,

Dr. A. Flihrer, Prof, of Sanskrit, 5, Dorenbach-

strasse Bininngen, Basil, Switzerland.

r^



1

JJate of Etcction.

1899 Nov. 1.

1902 June 4.

1 908 July 1

.

1910 Sept. 7.

1910 Sept. 7.

1910 Dec. 7.

1913 Feb. 5.

1914 Apl. 1.

1915 Mar. 3.

1915 Dec, 1.

Revd. E. Francotte, s,.T. 30, Park Street, Cd-

cvffa.

Revd. A. H. Francke. Europe.
Rai Sahib Diiiesh Chandra Sen, b.a. W,

VidvaLos Lane, Calcutta.

Shamsul L'lania .Maulavi Ahmad Abdul Aziz.

Azeez Bag, City-Hyderabad, Deccan.

L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, Esq. Trkhur.

Rev. H. Hosten, s..t. 30) Park Street, CakuM.

Ekendranath Ghosh. Esq. , m.i>. Medical College,

Calcutta.

Bada Kaji .Marichiman Singha. Bir Library,

Nepal.

E. Bruuftti, Esq. 27, Chowringhee Road,Cal

cvUa.

Pandit Jainacha^^•?l Vijayadhanna Surisvaraji.

Ymovijaya CfranlhamafOfftce, Bemre.? City.

t

LIST MEMBERS WHO BEEN ABSENT

FROM INDL\ THREE YEARS AND
UPWARDS.*

* Rule 40.—After the lapne of three years from the date of

a member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes s_

the interval have been received by thr Socie.ty, his name sna

(hall in

be removed from the List of Mcm'bers.

The following members will be removed
next

RulV
pera

T. H. Bishop, Esq
, d.p.h.

Sir Robert Warrand Carlyle, k.c.s.l, f^ i e

Stephen Demetriadi, Esq.
Lieut. G. Harris, i.a.
Capt. Frederick Christian Hirst, i.a.

Capt. James Alfred Shorten, i.M.s.
Major 0. A. Smith, i.a.
Harry Lushington Stephen, Esq., i.c.s.

Capt. Franois Hugh Stewart, i.M.s.
Aj-thur W. Stonebridge, Esq.
Major Michael Harris Thomely, i.M.s.
Ca]it Edward Owen Thurston, t M.S.

ation of the above

1^
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LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1917

By Retirement.

Ordinary Members,

Nawab Ahmed Hosein Khan.
-Frank David Ascoli, Esq., i.c.s.

Dewan Bahadur Hira Lall Bose.
Everard Digby, Esq.
Dr. Harinath Ghose, m.d.
Dr, Birendra Nath Ghosh.
Major Richard Ernest Lloyd, i.m.s.

Menon
William

William
Charles Stanley Price, Esq.
Dr. Satyendra Nath Roy,
T. Southwell, Esq, a.r.c.s., r.z.s.

P. T. Srinivasa lyenger, Esq.
Dr. Philip Lechmen Stallard.

Gilbert Thomas Walker, Esq.. c.s

Associate Member,

Rai Balkrishna Atmaram Gupte, Bahadur

Br Death.

OrdiTiary Members.

James Hector Barnes, Esq.
John Gerald Gardner Gardner-Brown, Esq., m.a
William Cardiff Hossack, Esq., m.d., d.p.h.
James Henry Little, Esq.
Charles Russell, Esq., m.a.
Framjee Jamasjee Thanawala, Esq.

Honorary Centenary Member,

Dr. Ernst Haeckel.

Honorary Fellow.

Professor Hendrick Kern

Associate Member.

Rai Sarat Chandra Das. Bahadur, c.t.e.

Rule 38.

Abdul Faiz Muhammad Abdul Ali, Esq.

Maulavi Aminullah.
Babu Devendra Kumar Banerji.



Hi

Manan Dube, Esq.
Babu Hcmcndia Prasad Ghosh.
The Hon. A. K. Ghuztiavi.

C- M. Hutchinson, Esq.
Sj'dney Montague Jacob, Ksq
Ranganathasvvami, Esq.
Babu Lachminaiayan Singh.

Rule 40.

H. 0. Balton, Esq.
Lt.-Col. "William George Grey, i.a.

W. Jessop, Esq.
A. Martin Leake, Esq., f.r.c.s.
Eugcn Ludwig, Esq.
Surgeon-Capt. Fredeiiek .\TacCabe
Lieut. Frank Hailstone Malyon, i a.
Paul Gregory Melitus, Esq.," c.i.E.

Robert Xathan, Esq., i.c.S.

George L. .Stadler PIsq.

RrLE 41.

Ordinary Members.

Herman G. Finck. Esq.. m.d.
Count Graf. Karl h. Luxburg,
Joseph Henry Charles Schulten. Esq., Ph.D.
Dr. 0. Strauss.

Honorart/ Fellows.

Br A. Engler.
Prof. Ignaz Gold/.iher, ph.n , u.LItt.
Prof. TheodorXoeldcke.
-Dr. H. Oldonberg.

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL AXD CASH.

Recipients.

nil Cnandra Kanta Basu.

lonJ X ^' Bhusana Bhaduri, m.a.

lon^
Jnan Saran Chakravarti, m.a

!nm o^""^^^ ^^1 Sarkar. m.a.
1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1904
I
^^^^^i Lai Sarkar, m.a.

lQft7
^"'^eudra Xath Maitra, m.a.

1907 Akshoyakumar Mazumder.
1911 j

Ji^^endra Xath Rakshit.
( Jatnidra Mohan Datta.

t

i
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r Rasik Lai Datta.

»q-.o ) Saradakanta Ganguly.

I
Nagendra Chandra Nag

vNilratan Dhar.

BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 E- Ernest Green, Esq.
1903 Major Ronald Ross, f.r.c.s., c.b., c.i.e., f.r.s.,

I.M.3. (retired).

1905 Lieut. -Colonel I). D. Cunningham, f.r.s., c.i.e.,

I.M.S. (retired).

1907 Lieut. -Colonel Alfred William Alcock, m.b.,

LL.D., C.I.E., F.R.S.

1909 Lieut. -Colonel David Prain, M.A., m.b., ll.d.^

F.R.S., i.M.S. (retired).

1911 Dr. Karl Dinner.
1913 Major William Glen Listou, m.d., c.i.e., i,m.s.

^
1915 J. S. Gamble, Esq., c.i.e., :vi.a., f.r.s.

1917 Lieut.-Colonel Henry Haversham Godwin-
Austen, f.r.s , F.Z.S., F.R.G.S.
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ABSTRACT STATEMENT

OF

RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

OF THE

AsiiATlC bOCIETY OF t5ENGA.L

FOR

THE YEAR 1917.
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19] 7.

STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Dr.

* « *Salaries

Commission
Pension
Grain Allowance

To ESTABTJRHMENT.

- • •

* V

• • •

«

' » * t •

RS' As. P.

6,5S9 11

:?10 3

180
97 9

3

Rs. As. P.

7.177 7 3

Stationery...

Light and Fans
Posta ge ...

Freight ...

Auditing ...

Taxes
Insurance
Petty Repairs
Servant's Clothing
MiBcellaneons

To CONXINGICNCTtS.

V •

« *

4 « *

> « t

• •

«••

« * •

* *

• •*

4 r

lul

27.S

462
787
150

1,49'

343

122

488

1 2

14

12 3

14 3

12

12
12

10
4,216 /

8

Books
Binding
Fnmitore

« V •

• * *

To Library and Collkctions,

V *

••
* • •

• «i

• * t

533 14 10

671 14

45
1,250 12 10

To Publication.

« • t

• « •

Journal and Proceedings, and Memoirs
lo printing charges of Circulars, etc.

Repaii-a...

ro Personal Account (written-off"and miacellanpons)

6,265 11 7

342 8

• ««

« « •

6,608 3

2,505

809 11

7

2

To ExTRAOHDlf«*RY EXPKNDITURK-

Royal Society's Scientific Catalogue
Balance • •

» I *

• « t

Total Kb. • «

402 11
I

1,88.429 10 e

2,11,400
3



Ivii

No. 1

of Bengal 1911

Cr
Rs. As P.

By Balance from last Report « V t 4 *

Rs, Ah. F.

1,87.803 15 6

By Cash Receipts.

Interest on Investments
Rent of Room
Publications sold for cash
Sale of Receipt Book „,

Advance recovered
Travelling Charges refunded
Miscellaneous

* A

« i *

* * 4

« V « » «

7,997
600
30S

6
1,000
166
196

15

8

10 9
4 3

10,275 6

By Extraordinary Reckipt.

Subscription to Royal Society's Scientific

Catalogue * * * » 1 # « 270

By Personal Account.

« «

t

Members' subscription
Subscriptions to Journal and Proceedings,

Memoirs
Sales on credit

Admission fees

Miacellaneous

«««

and

• ••

• « *

# A

B *

« • »

» » «

* « •

> • •

B P

9,490

1,848

1,089
576
47

1

9 9
13,050 10 9

Total Es. <P«> 2,11,400 3

E. & 0. E.

R. D, Mehta,

(^^Uuiia, 31sf December, 1917 Hon. Treasurer



1- . t

vni

MENT
1917. Oriental Publication Fund^ Mo. 1, in

From a monthly grant made by the Government of Bengnl for the publica-

(Ks. 500), and for the publicHtion of Sanskrit

Salaries

Commission
Editing charges
Stationery .

Binding
Postage

Contingencies

Grain Allowance
Light and Fans
Printing charges
Servants' Clothing

Dr.

To Cash Expknditurk.

Ks. As. P.

• * «

2,032 1 9

4 13 3

637 8

16 2

2*

185 14 6

36 7 6

20 13 6

24 3

2,063 3 2

13 10

To Personal Account (written-off and miscellaneons)
Balance 4

Total Rs.

Ra. As. P.

5,047

25

17,081

10 10

13

* * »

22,154 7 10

STATEMENT
1917. Oriental Publication Fund, J^o. I iri

From a monthly grant made up to Mar. 31, 1917, by the Govermnentof

Historical
Interest

Dr.
Ks , is. P-

B alance
« » *

9,109
3

V *

Total Rs.



lix

No.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1917

tion of Oriental Works and Works on Inatrnction in Eastern LangUHges

Works hitherto nnpublislied (Es. 250).

Cr
Rs As. P.

By Balhnce from last ReporD

Rs. As. P

9,615 7 1

By Cash Receipts

Government Allovrance
Publicatiotis sold for cash
Advances recovered

9.000
895 10 3

107 6 9
10,003 1

By Personal Account

Sales on credit t * » « * « 2,535 15 9

Total Rs. 22,154 7 10

E. A O. E.

R. D. Mehta,

Calcutta, 31.sf December, 1917 Hon. Treasurer

No. 3.
4

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1917

Bengal of Rs. 250 for the publication of Arabic and Persian Works of

(withont reranneratioii).

Cr

By Balance from last Report

Rs. As. P.

8,109 3

By Ca.sh Receipt.

Government Allowance > • * • t

Total Rs.

E. & O- E.

1,000

9,109 3

R, D. Mehta.

Oalcutia^ 31.sf Becemher . 1917. Bon. Trpn.^urer.
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STATEMENT
1917. Oriental FuMication Fund, M. S, in

From special non-recurring grants nia(ie by the Government of Bengal,

English trHrislstioii of the Akbar-

/

Dr.

To Cash Expenpjturk.

Printing charges
« t B A *

Balance

Total K.s.

« * *

*••

Rs. As. P.

390 13

784 10 6

# 1,175 7 6

STATEMENT
1917. Sanskrit Manuscript Fund in dccl

^W m""""^
^^"*'' °^ ^- ^'^OO, made by the Government of Be.'gal

«;jiint Manuscripts acquired by the Society for Cvemment ; and Rs. 2,400

Dr.
To Cash Expenditurk.

Snlary of Officer-iti

Other salaries

Contingencies
Stationery ...

Grain Allowance
PostRge
Light and Pans
Insurance
Bonus
Printing

Charge
• »»

V » •

Balance

« r

* •

• •

« •

« V >

Rs. As. P

Total Rs.

2,400
],606 4 6

13 2
16 2

12 8 3

13 15 6

24 3

125
210
P17 8

Bs. As P.

5,338 9
I

6,915 10 9

12,254 4 i

* •



r

t

^ !

I Z'

\xi

No. 4.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc of Bengal^ 1917

in 1908 of Ra. 3,000 and in 1914 of Ra. 2,000, for the publication of an

iiaraa (without remuneration).

By Balance from last Report

Cr

#

Rs. As. P.

1,175 7 ^

Total Rs. 1.175 7 6

Galcuita^ 31si December^ 1917.

E. & 0. E.

R. D. Mkhta,

Hon. Treasurer,

No. 5.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal 1017

at present sanctioned to Mar. 31, 1918 only, for the cataloguing of Sans-

from the same Government for the salary of the Officer-m-Charge.

Cr
Ra. Ap. p.

By Biilauce from last Report

Es. As. P.

4.649 4 2

By Cash Rkckipts

Transferred from Bureau of Information ...

Government Allowance for Gatalocruing

„ Sans.MSS. Pre-

servation

Publications sold for cush

• « •

2,000

2.400

3,20u

5

7,605

Total Rs. §•• 1 2,254 4 2

E. & 0. E.

R. D. Mehta.

Calcutta, ^\st December^ 1917.
Hon. Treu6Hrer

jrir*



Ixii

]917.

STATEMENT
Anthropological Fund in Account
From an annual jrrnnt of Rs. 2,000, made by t>if> (iovoinnu-nt of

PriTiting charges

Dr.
To Cash Espknoituri.

Rs. As. P.

t b «

Balance
4 *

Rh» A.S. P.

415 5 6

4 ,069 2 O

Total R>* 4 * tf 4,484 7 6

i^77.

STATEMENT
Bureau of Information in Arrount

From an anr^nnl grant of Rn. 1,2(0, marU* by tho {Jovom-

Dr.
To Cash ExpKNDiTrBK.

Transferred to Sanakrit ilSS. Fund
Salary ...

R"«, As. P. lis. A». P

i^77.

#•

» »

2.000
1,200

Balanc«
» «

3,200
1,0(>U U

Tdtal R». 4,200

STATEMENT
Bardic Fund in Account with

^nm an aunnal grant of Rg, 6,000, made by the Govern^

Dp.
To Ca8h Exri^NPi ;rk.

S-ilary

Travelling charges

Rs. As. P. Rs. As P
« 4 *

»•#
* A 2,000

166 10 9
2.J6f) 10 P

ToTAt Rs. 2.166 10
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No. 6.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal
Bengal, for the publication and purchase of Anthropological works.

1917

"i.V

I

»

Cr
Ks. As. P

By Balance from last Report ¥ 4

Rs. As. P.

2,484 7 6

By Cash Receipt

Government Allowance #44 » * * 2,000

Total Rs.

E. & U. E.

* * • 4,484 7 6

Calcutta, 81sf December, 19lY. R. D. Mehta, Hon. Treasurer

No. 7.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal
uient of Bengal for the salary of the Officer-in-Charge.

1917

Cr

By Balance from last Report t t
« • *

By Cash Receipt.

Government Allowance ft m

Rs. Ab. p.

3,000

1,200

Total Kb,

E. & O. E.

Calcutta, Slst Deceinber, 1917.

4,200

R. D. Mehta, Ho7i. Treasurer.

No. 8

^/^e Asiatic Society of Bengal
ment of India to the Society np to Mar. 31, 1917.

19J7.

Cr.
Rs. A8. P

By Balance from last Report • ft

Rs. Ab. p.

2, 1^6 10 9

Total Rs. « •* 2,166 10 9

E. & O. E.

Calcutta, 31st December, 191 7 B. D. Mehta, Hon. Treasurer.
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t

j'

1917.

STATEMENT
irabic and Persian MSS. Fund in

From an annual grant of R«. 5,000, made bj the Government of India

binding of Arabic and Persian Manuscripts act[uired by the Society

preparation of notices of Arabic and Persian maim-

* «

t « •

P*)8tage

Purchase of MSS.

Dr.

To Cash Espkxditure.

Salaries

Binding

Contingencies
Stationery ...

Furniture
Grain Allowance
Travelling Allowance ...

Ins

4 t P

t P 4

* «

• « t

#•

• »*

#•*

« »«

fr * 1

• 4 •

Balance

Es. As. P. Kb. As. r

• a • 3721 14 9

» « 31

» • • 18 1 3

• « • Id 15 9

t « * 197 2

• ft * 18

#•• 28

« • * 31 4

* • « 1 9 6

^ A A 40• • T

• 4,106 15 3

«« « • * «
7,070 4 '

Total Rs. « *
11,177 3 10

i

STATEMENT
1917. Barclay Memorial Fund in Jcooun f

From a snm of Ea. .'OO odd given in 1896 by t^ Ĵ^ufgff'J

ratrement of MeO'^'
ron

Dr.
To Cash Expexditcre.

Cost of Medal
Postage
To Balance

G.P. Notes (face value)
Accumulated interest

• ««

••

KStt a6. P. liti.
^'^' ^^

^ m * 7 4
'l

r'

ft * * 1 1
8 5

L

• * 4 500 1
r

• • - 60 3 1
560 i 1

Total Rs, ft «

*rf

568 8
1

y

A.
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No. 9.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Be/L<Jal. 191

7

and at present sancfciotied for another year only, for the cataloizuing ;iud

for Governmeut, for the purchase of further manuscripts, and for the

scripts found in various libraries in India,

Cr.

By Balance from last Report « * >

Rs. As. P.

fi,177 3 10

By Cash Receipt

Government AlloTvnnce d * « • «
5,000

Total Rs. • »
#

11,177 3 10

Calcutta, 31s? December, 1917

E. k O. E.

R. D. Mkhta, Hon, Treasurer,

No. lO.

Jvith the Asiatic Society of Bengal
General, I. M.S., for the foundation of a me<ial for tlie en-

and Bioloorical Science.

1017.

By Balance from Inst Report,
G.P. Notes (face value)
Accumulated interest

Cp.

« « *

V * «

* V *

R^*. As. P.

500
^Z 1 7

Hs. As. P.

553 1 7

Bv Cash Receipt,

Interest
4 4 V «

* 4

Total Rs

« • •

w *

Ciilciitta, 'Msf Becemher, 1917.

15 6 6

5fl8 8 I

r

E. & 0. E.

R. T). WvM'vs.'noiKTrpn^^rtrer
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STATEMENT
191 7. Indian Science Congress in Account

From tlie subscriptious of

Dr.

Printing charge
PoHta^e « » •

* « *Stationery

Contingeiu'ies ...

Boiwis

Advance

To Cash ExPKNOiTrKK.

# »

t *

Halance

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P.

. 561 11 3

. 75 4

.. M 13

78 12 fi

. 47

.. 100

* • «

Es. As. P.

897 8 9

« *< 2,843 14 11

7,977.

STATEMENT

From a sum of Rs. 40,000 given by the Government of

Dr.
To Cash Expknditube.

Commission for realising interest

Balance
* *

• ••

Total Rs>.

»••

» i »

Rs. As. P;

1 11

49,776 Oj

49J77 »1 "

76^77.

ment

Servants' Pensiov

Founded in 1876 as the PJddiugton Pension Fun<3

Dr.
To Cash Expenpiturr

CommiBaion for realising interest

Balance
«

t

« • ft

* * *

Rh Ah. P

7 10

TOTAT. Es.

1.535

1,535
11 10

* t «
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No. 11.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1917

members of the Congress.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report < • * t « I • t

Rs. As. P.

780 7 3

By Cash Reckipts.

Stibscriptions. etc. .„ » • • • •
2,063 7 8

Total Rs. «4# 2,843 14 11

Calcidta, Slst Decemhcr, 1917.

No. 12.

Fund.
India towards the rebuilding of the Society's Rooms.

E. & 0. E.

R. D. Mehta,
Hon. Treasurer,

1917^

Cr.

By Balance from last Report

Interest ...

« ft • * «

t

By Cash Rkceipt.

• »• t 4 * « « « «

• • •

Ks. As. P.

48.379 6

Cnleutla, 31s/ December. 1917.

No. 13.

Fund.
^^•ith Rg. 500 odd from the Pidditi.^toii Fnnd.

Total Bs.

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta,

1,398 5

49.777 11

Hon- Treasxirer,

1917.

Cr.

By Balance from Inst Report ft* * «

Interest ,.,

By Cash Recript.

« * « aa ft
* ft •

Total Rs.

• •

> • <

• •

Rs As. P.

1,486 11 10

49

1,535 11 10

Cnleuffa, 31..'/ December, 1917.

E. & 0. E.

B. D. Mkhta,
Hon. Treasurer



Ixviii

1917-

STATEMENT
Cat, Sci. Sri. Puhl, Calcutta, in

From a snm of Rs. 2,500 given bv the Trustees of the Indian Museum

Balance ,.

Dr.

* « 4 « ft fl « » * t

Rs. As. P.

2,500

Total Rr. 2,500

1917^

STATEMENT
Fixed Deposit,

Dr.

To Cash Expendituue.

To Fixed Deposit for 6 months from 1st June,
1917, [W 3|7o P^i- ftninim

i

Total

Rs. As. F-

20.000

20,000 u

1917.

STATEMENT
Invest-

Dr.

To Balance from last Report • »•

Value.

Es. Aa. P.

2,59,300

Cost.

Ks. As. P.

2,56,163 8 10

Funds.

Total Rs. ...2,59,300 2,56,163 8
10

Pehmanent Rksbrvk.

t «*

* 1

1

Asiatic Society
Buil(lin(r Fund
Scrviints' Pension Fund

Total Rs-

Value.

Ha.

1.40<)

4 *

A. I*.

(»

Cost.

2,l8,8(Mii

Rs. A.

4V77 11

2,17,4G2 10

P.

8

&

TkmpORAUX Rji&KBVB
Total

Rs A
40,5<H»

f- • t

*« «

P.

t * 4

fr # «

Cost.

Rs. A. P.

88,700Tt

4 * '

t P P

4<n5oo o: 38.700

*«

o

• * >

•••: ••

Rs.

2,04,980

4in777

n399

A. P-

710

I •> 2,r>r.,t6314 2

II

6

8 10
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No, 14.

Acct with the Asiatic Soc. ofBengal.

through the Government of India for the publication of catalogue.

1917.

Cr.

By Cash Receipt

Government Allowance

Calcutta^ Slst December^ 1917.

* » f » • *

Rs, As. P.

2,500

Total Rs.

& 0. E.

2,500

E. D. Mehta, Hon, Treasurer.

No. 15.

Banh of Bengal 1917.

By Cash Receipt « fr i

Cr

• •• ## »

Ra. As. P.

20,000

Total Rs. • » V 20,000

Calcnttay 31si Decemler^ 1917.

No. 16.

ment.

E. & 0. E.

R. D. Mehta, Hon. Treasurer.

1917-

Bv Balance

Cr

• ««

Total Rp.

• • «

Value,

Rg. As. P.

2.59,300

Cost.

Rs. As.

2,56,163 8

P.

10

\ V
2,59.300 2,56,163 8 10

Cn7c„f?a,3|.,f Bcccmher, 1917.

E. & O. E.

R D. Mkhta, Hvh. Treasurer



191 7.

To Balance from last Report
Advances for postage, etc.

To Asiatic Society

„ 0. P. Fund No. 1 .,.

Ixx

Dr

• *•

« V •

STATEMENT
Personal

Es. As. p.

• •

4fl#

«« •

453 8 3

13,050 10 9

2,535 15 9

Rs. As. P

i,393 7 2

16,040 2 9

Total Rs. « * »
20,433 9 n

1917,

STATEMENT
Treasury

Dr.
To Cash Expen'dituke.

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P
} Ireasury Bill lis. 15,000 for 12 months
from 1st Dfcember, 19l7, @ 95% ... 14 250
3 Treasury Bill Rs. 5,000 for 6 months from
1st December, 1917, @ 97-9.07 4 87H 2

Rs. AsP-

«•«

19,128 2



1 xxi

No, 17.

Account 1917

By Cash Receipts

„ Asiatic Society

„ 0. P. Fund No. 1

IB*

Cr.

• * »

« »

• 4 •

t « «

« •

*

1

Rs. As. P.

15,806 10 10
809 11 2
25

By Balance.

• •<

Members
^Subscribers

Ujag:ir Ohaube, Bill
Collector

Miscellaneous
«»«

«» •

Due to the Due by the
tioeiety. Society,

1

Ui^. As. P. Us. As. P.
;?.*ui 7 11 82 1 <;

« fr t » * « t » • 4H

r

« *
1 « * * 4 * t 100

4lt 1 6

5

:$;i 4

64,055 9 263

Total Rs.

• • 3,792 3 11

• at 20,433 9 U

OaZcMtfa, 31 sf December, 1917,

B. & 0. E.

R, D. Mrhta,

Hon, Treasurer,

No. 18.

Bills. 1917.

By Balance

Cr.

• « I « • t

Es. Ae. P.

19.128 2

Total Bs, * »
19,128 2

(^<'^^vfta,n,'^i December, 1917,

E. & 0. E.

R. D. Mehta,

Hon. Tren^^urer



Ixxii

1917. STATEMENT
Cash

Dr.

To
19

f9

n

99

1

»

n

»••

• • •

• t

V t *

f •

Balance from last Report

Asiatic Society

0. P. Fund, No. 1 .

Do. No. 2

Sanskrit MSS. Fund
Anthropological Fund
Bureau of Information

Arabic and Persian MSS. Fnnd
Barclay Memorial Fund
Indian Science Congress
Building Fund
Servants' Pension Fand
Personal Account

• • <

» «

4 t

« •* • * •

I •

* » *

« « •

« « •

V » •

> « i

• • >

Catalogue of Scientific Serial Publication,
Calcutta

Es. As. P
B

10,545

10,003

1 ,0(»0

7,605

2,000

1,200

5,000
15

2,0H3

1,398
49

15,806

2,500

6
1

a

6 6

7 8

5

10 10

Rs. As. P.

15,824 6

Total Rs. * i

59,186 5

75,010 11

1917.

STATEMENT
Balance

« • •

• •

' » »

Asiatic Society

0. P. Fund, No. 1

Do. No. 2

Do. No. 3

Sanskrit MSS Fund .

Anthropological Fand
Bureau of Information
Arabic and Persian MSS
Barclay Memorial Fund
Indian Science Congress
Building Fund * »

Servants' Pension Fnnd
Cfttulogae of Scientific

Calcntta

LIABir-TTIES.
Rs. As. P.

* * * . 1,88,429 10 6

+ 4 * ... 17,081 13
4

- « t 9,109 3

^ - ri 784 10

* « * 6,915 10 9

4,069 2

* « • 1,000
i. Fund ... 7,070 4 7

* * B 560 3 1

- t * 1,946 6 2

4 4 1 ... 49,776

- • 1,535 7 10

Serial Pnhlication,
• •* * t m m § 2,500 O

Total Rs. » *

Rs. As. P

2,90,778 7 6

7 5

We have examined the above Balance Sheet and the detailed Accounts with t
^{f

. ,^„^^^^^
Vouehers and certify the same to be in aocordanee therewith, correctly setting torth tnt f

of the Society as at the 31st December, 1917.

Calcutta, MKUGMWi V»J^^ * S'^H/sru
March the U/A, 191 s. Chartered AceonnianU,

Andii'^
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No. 19.
r

Account, 1917

Cr
By

}9

•» • » «

• •

• •

< *

Asiatic Society
0. P. Fund, No. 1

Do. No. 3
Sauskrit MSS. Fund
Anthropological Fund
Bureau of Information
Arabic and Persian MSS Fund
Bardic Fund ,.. .

Barclay Memorial Fund
Indian Science Congress
Building Fund
Servants* Pension Fund
Personal Account
Treasury Bills

* d ri

« * 4

* * «

4 B «

4 «

+ 4 t

V i

* • •

• * i

« *

* i

^ * t V * *

4 « «

* Balance
t * t

•Bank of Bengal
Alliance Bank
Cash ...

Oheqne

Total lis.

4 * ^

* » 4

^ mm

* * «

t *

Total Rg.

Calcutta. 3I.?( Decemher, 1917.

No. 20.
J

Sheets

Rs.

22,160

5,047

390
5,338

415
3,200

4,U)6

2,166

.8

897
1

453
19,128

As. P
10 7

10 10
13

9
5

15

10

5
8

11

4
8
2

5

6

3

9

9

3

V 4 *

t « *

m ri

t * *

* »

11,321 11 1
60 3 1

194 2 n

118 8

n.69t 8 8

E. ife O. E
R. D.

Es. As. P

] J

63,316 2 4
1 1 ,694 8 8

75,0 LU 11

Mehta.
Hon Treaanrer.

1917.

investment
Personal Account
i^reasury Bills
^ash Account

i «

4 *

ASSETS.

« 4

«••

«•»

» « »

f «

t » 4

ft*

Rs. As. P.

2,56,163 8 10
3,792 3 11

19,128 2
11.694 8 8

Rs. As. P.

- 2,90,778 7 5

Total Rs. • » « 2,90,778 7 6

°'*^'^«^fl.3l8iDecem&er, 1917

E. & 0. E.

R. D. Mehta,
Eon. Treasurer.
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LiabilUws up to SJst December^ 1917

Asiatic Society

O. P. Fund, No. 1

Do. No. 2

FUNDS.

t «

f

4 '

* • *

• **

> V *

Total Rs.

* % %

* t *

Es. As. P.

« «

6,768

6,bl2

2,062

14,843

12

U

i

9

9

Copy of Certified Statement of Securities in Custody of the Bank of

Bengal on acconnt of Asiatic Society of Bengal, December 31, 1917 :

—

3J per cent. Loan of 1842-43 ... - i • # * * * 16,700

34 „ „ i, 1854-55 ... « » « - * • • « « 1,53,700

3J „ » !i II 1865 • • «

44,30n

3i „ „ -„ 1879 1

* • • « * *
8,000

3-^ „ „ „ 1900-1 .. > • * i t i
26,000

•3 „ „ „ „ 1896-97 ... • •• f » ^
500

4 „ „ Terminable Loan of 1915-16 fl • « t 4
10,100

X Total Rs. • « 2,59,300

[* Cashier's security deposit.— JPd.]

Copy of Certified Statement of Securities in Custody of tbe Alliance

1917 ._
^'™''*' ^^^'' ^^ account of Barclay Memorial Fund, Jannary 18,

81 per cent

3i
31 II

II

9»

Loan of 1854-55

„ 1854-55I)

If 1900-01

« »

* I

&*•

i •

*

«

« «

t •

* «

A

Total Bs «

t

300

100

100

500

*-%

-1

/



6. The Rauzat-ut-Tahirin.
«»

By H. Beveridge, I.C.S. (retired)

This is a general history and one which is said' to be
greatly admired in the East/ It begins with Adam and goes
down to the beginning of the 17th Century, and nearly to the
death of Akbar. If we fake its accounts of the early times of
Persia and India as historical, it commences at a much earlier

period than the birth of Adam. The book was written by
Tahir Muhammed s. 'Imadu-din-Hasan of Sabzwar in Persia.
He was in Akbar's service and began to write his history in

1011 A.H. 1602-3. He is the KwajagI Tahir of the Akbarnama
ni,^ 423, Bib. Ind. edition, who carried a message to the Khan
Khanan Abdu-r-Rahim. This was in the 28th year, 992
(a.d. 1584).

The word Rauzat, when read without the ta, is a clirono-
^am of the commencement of the work, for it yields by ahjad
the date 1011, viz. ra 200, wa 6, zad 800, and Jia 5, and the
whole title Rauzat-ut-Tahirin may be rendered as the " Garden
01 the Pure." Perhaps the author also intended that it might
convey the meaning of " Tahir's Monument." The work is

noticed in Elliot and Dowson's History of India, VI, 195 (Sir
Henry Elliot's Bibliographical Index to"'the Historians of Muh.
Jndia, Calcutta 1849, should also be consulted). It contains
extracts in Persian from the Rauzat. See Chapter XXVI, p.
-Jb, also in Rieu's Catalogue of Persian MSS. in the British
Museum, Vol. I, II9, and in Etlie's Catalogue of the Bodleian
t ersian MSS. There is also, as Rieu has pointed out, a short
uotice m the St. Petersburgh {now Petrograd) publication, the
iVlelanges Asiatiques V. 119. This is by M. Veliaminof-Zernof

,

^'^^ ^^tained his copy at Orenburgh. It originally appeared
»n the Bulletin, and is dated April 1864. The Rauzat is not a
common manuscript, and owing to its great size, few, if any,
popies are complete. Fraehn included it among the desiderata
'^ ^^^J^^'cations Bibliographiques.

The B.M. copy is Or. 168, and contains 700 large folios.

\ m4 1^& the date given is 1046, and on folio 583« the date
|s lU4o (1635-6). There is also in B.M. MS. Add. 6541 an ex-
tract which contains the preface (wanting in Or. 168), and the
^aborate table of contents. It is quite a modern extract, be-

^g dated Masulipatam 1783. There is also, as Rieu has men-
"oned m his Additions and Corrections, Cat. Vol. Ill, P- 1080,

lotn,« ^fEP^'^^^t^y this rests on Major Stewart'3 authority. See hia Cata-
Sue of Tippu Sultan's Library.
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a MS. Vol. of extracts which contains the chapter on the Islands
of Bengal, which is wanting in other copies. The MS. is Or.

1762, and the pages are 175-190. Other copies are noticed in

Elliott and Dowson, I.O. page 197, and I have a copy which I

obtained in India some sixteen years ago.^ It is a large volume
of 198 folios and is in various hand^vTitings, some parts in

Shikast and some in Nastaliq. The folios were disarranged and
the whole MS. is much dilapidated. It wants the preface and
the table of contents, and several chapters are missing. It

probably belongs to the 17th Century. There is no name of

any copyist. The folios are 13 by 7 iiiches and are longer than
those of the B.M. Or. 168, there being 33 lines against the 21 of

the B.M. copy. The number of words in each line is about the
same m both. It had been carefully patched in India by a

former owner, but this has not prevented the disarrangement.
Thus (before rearrangement) it began with an account of the
lour yugs of the Hindus though this really belongs to division
^ism) 4 of the work, and appears at p. 426 of the B.M. copy.
Ihe earliest page of the work, as it exists in my copy, is marked
d8, and corresponds to p, 49" (last line) of Or. 168. It relates
to the last occurrences of the reign of Zohak. Thus, my copy
wants the few pages descriptive of the patriarchs, and 34 or 35
pages of the early history of Persia, that is, of the history of

i-ersia from its first king. Kaiomurs down to the conquest by
tne Arabs. On the other hand, the chapter is. with the excep-

m f"'"iLT*'''rS'*'
^'®''^' ^"" ^" "^y copy, and occupies 125 folios

ld» to ibi). There are manv lacunae and some undecipherable
pages, but still it is the b^st preserved portion of the MS.
iftis IS fortunate, for, with the exception of the quotations, with

^"^"^I'^^^^i!^
^^^ variations, from Babur's Memoirs, which occur

m the Chapter about Sultan Husain of Herat, this early Persian
nistory is, I think, the most Valuable part of the Rauzat. For

!^
'\"*^,\^^^^Iv a prose rendering of Firdausl's Shaluiama

;

mucn ot it IS taken from a rarer work, the Garshaspnama, which

A«!^??r^o ^ ^^ ^y I^irdausi's teacher, Asadi (perhaps the

Asadi the 2nd, who was the son of Asadi the 1st). There are

m It lengthy accounts of Garshasp's (or Karshasp) victories m

o^K-.kT 'ri^'l'
^nd of the sayings and doings of the Sha^

if^ ^}^!'''^ ^^"^ «f «iy ^opy> formerlv marked folio 38,

fo^tTo' fT^??.^' ^"^ ^^^^^ corresponds to the last line of

of r t.-l ^^;5-^^' i« a portion of the resolutions and counsels

Noldl. f^Y^ ^^^^^ the B.M. copy calls Alwaj Shah
ISoldeke regards the Garshaspnama-whidi records the exploits
of Garshasp, ^vho was of Si^tan, and an ancestor of Zal and

w

Sir GoL Ou4ll K%°^ f"^
^*"^t T. in the Bodleian. It was soldjo

? SS T W«w^ ^*P*ul" ^°^ '^ 1765, and is now among the Ousejey

Smith inf^ ?i \^^'^. ^^^^ *o examine it, but my friend. Mr. Vincent
Sm th. teUa me that ,t ia a fine MS. and is a thick Jio and well bound .»
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Riistum—as pure fiction, but it seems that this was not Mohl's

opinion, and may we not hold that at least the names of the

Kabul Shahs are historical ?

Tahir states that he is indebted for this part of his book
to Maulana Taqiu-d-din of Shushtar, who rendered the Shah-
nama (in which name the Garshaspnama seems included) into

prose at the request of Akbar. (See Badayuni III, 20G, and-

Tabaqat, A, p. 404, NcAval K. lithograph). Badayuni speaks of

Taqi as a new servant of Akbar and as having recently turned
the Shahnama into prose, and as having thereby made silk into

cotton. (The Shahnama was one of the works that used to be
read out to Akbar). TaqI was a great friend of Tahir, and
when he lost heart and gave up the work on Akbar's death, he
begged his friend Tahir (as I understand the passage) to arrange
his papers and to continue the translation. This mention of

Akbar as ordering a prose translation of the Shahnama is an
interestmg fact which Abul Fazl does not mention in the Ajin.

The chapter also contains a prose rendering by the author,
of the Bahmannama which, according to him, was written by
Maulana Mas'aiid Majdud, a sister's son of FirdausT. Bahman
was a king of the Kaiyanlan dynasty and was the son of Isfan-
diyar, and the grandson of Gashtasp. He is known by the name
of Ardishir Barazdast, the Artaxerxes Longimanus of the
Latins, and is supposed to be the Ahasuerus of the Bible. Rieu
states that the Bahmannama was written about 495 A.H. or a.d.

1102, ten years after the death of Malik Shah. (See the Supple-

ment to Rieu's Catalogue of Persian MSS. for accounts of copies

fu
*^^ .^^^'^j'^^spnama and the Bahmannama). It is noticeable

tnat Tahir in the first part of his work calls himself the son of
v^ultan WYi S. Haji Muh Ahmad Hasan ^Imadu-d-din ; else-
^^^ere he calls himself the son of 'Iniadu-d-din. (See his ab-
stract of the Mahabharat:). A fly-leaf in my copy also calls the
author the son of 'Imadu-d-din Sabzwarl, and another note on
tbe same fly-leaf calls the Rauzat '' Sair Haft Tqllm "

! Pos-
Mbly two Tahirs were concerned with the authorship of the
Rauzat, just as two Asadls are said to have had to do with the
Garshaspnama.

The Rauzat has five Qisms, or Divisions, and these are
^^bdivided into Chapters, hab, and sub-chapters,_/a5Z. There
J^e also smaller subdivisions such as firq and tabaqat. The con-
^^ts of all the qisms, hobs, and fasls are accurately stated in
^leus monumental Catalogue, Vol.' I. But there is a clerical
iTOr in the number of the first page of the early history of
lersia. It should be 15* or 16^ and not 166. The three mam
•^jjoclivisions of qism one are : 1st, Patriarchs and prophets ;

2nd,
ye mstory of Persia from the earliest times down to the

^^nammadan Conquest (the chapter ends with the putting

wh if .
^^ith torture of Mahavi Suri, the Governor of Sistan,

"o betrayed Yazdejird)
; 3rd. the histor\ of the kings of Arabia.
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The chapter on the patriarchs and prophets is very short, and

is wanting in my copy. It also wants the preface and the elabo-

rate table of contents, and the history of the kings of Arabia.

As elsewhere stated, it also wants the beginning of the early

history of Persia. Qism II containing the history of the first

four Khalifa, etc., in four chapters, is also wanting, or almosi;

entirely wanting in my copy. Qism III in seven chapters,

dealing with Chingiz K. and his ancestors and descendants, is im-

perfect in m}^ copy, but it has the important extract about

Shahrukh's embassy to China. Several of the various babs of

the Rauzat are very short in the original work. For instance,

the account of Timur begins at his 25th year, and occupies a

very few pages. That on the Ottoman kings is also very short.

The qism also contains a long account of 'Abdullah K Uzbeg

and his son 'Abdul-Momln. Qism IV contains Hindu Tradi-

tions and extracts from the Mahabharat. It seems to be com-

plete in my copy, but many pages are injured, and some are, I

think, hopelessly disarranged. Qism V has four babs, largely

taken from Nizamu-d-dln. They deal with the Muhammadan
kings of Hindustan, that of Akbar's reign being especially fuU.

But bab 3, the selected verses of poets and Amirs, is wanting m
my copy. The chapters on provincial kings do not seem to

contain anything that is novel.
My copy, as also the B.M. Copy Or. 168, ends the 4tli

Qism with the story of the marriages of Kamdeo and two bro-

thers with three daughters of Rajah Vajranab. The Rajah was

a devotee of Brahma, and, through his favour, was made secure

in his city of Vajrapura,'no stranger being allowed to enter it

He abused his position, and tyrannised over his subjects, ana

they complained to Krishna.
'
His son Kamdeo learnt that the

Rajah's daughters disapproved of their father's conduct, and

wanted to become emancipated by marriage. A gardener's wite

used to brmg them daily necklaces of flowers, and Kamdeo

and his two brothers, being magicians, disguised themseh-es a^

blackbees, and were taken into the palace along ^nth the iioj^

ers. The daughters put on the necklaces, and as soon as m
gardener's wife had retired, the three bees reassumed their man-

ly form, and married the princesses. Then Krishna besiegea

the city, and Kamdeo and his brothers came out of the
y-f^.

and killed the Rajah, etc. The last words of p. 523* of B.M-

Or. 168 are u si-pah khud az hisar baramida dastha ^^/^"^„„
awez kusMda, and the catchwdrd is Eajah tahahkar. My cop.v

carries the story a few lines further down than the B.M. cop_

and tells of the killing of the Rajah, and of the marriage ot n

fourth After this, there are words announcmg
the author has completed this section {qism) of his book.

The first provincial, or local, Indian dynasty noticed in

Rauzat is that of Sind. It is bdb 4th of qism 5th, and m t"

^
bab, or chapter, Sind is fasl (sub-chapter) I. And here 1 fi'
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to notice something extraordinary in the way of counting the

folios. They proceed by tens, though they are consecutive
;

thus after 743 the next page is numbered 753, the next 763,

the next 773, and so on. Sind begins on 833, and the next page
is numbered 843 instead of 834, and the next is 853 instead of

(835), and so on. The account of the kings of Multan follows

that of Sind, at the reverse of what is marked as folio 843,

then Kashmir follows (fasl 3) on folio 863*. Then, Gujarat
(fasl IV), then Malwa (fasl V), then, kings of the Deccan, then

Jaunpur, beginning with Kh^vaja Jahan, and finally Bengal.

But the last pages are very dilapidated. The chapter on the

Islands of Bengal is wanting in my copy. It is very insuffi-

ciently represented in Or. 168. As pointed out by Dr.Rieu, it

is fully given in Or. 1762, pp. 175-190. Tahir says he got his

information from Khwaja Baqlr Ansari who had been long in

Bengal as a bakhshi, and had written a book on the subject.

Tahir describes Ceylon, Cooch Behar, Assam, Tipperah, etc.,

mentions 'Isa Khan, and has a long account of king Sebastian's

unfortunate expedition to Morocco. He also mentions how he
himself went to Goa in 987, 1579, on a mission from Akbar.
He was a year in Goa, waiting for the Spanish Viceroy. He
has some disparaging remarks about the Portuguese, accusing
them of dirty habits, and of not bathing, though dressing well.

But he says they do not rob Muh. ships like the English. Seb-
astian was killed 4th August, 1578, and Philip II. became king
of Portugal in 1580.

The Rauzat has in Qism V an account of^ the Lodi kings
of India, and it has lives of Babur and Huniayun.

(The only thing new in Tahir's account of Babur is that he
t«lls us the scene of Babur's exploit in running along the ram-
Parts of a fort, carrying a man under each armpit. Tahir says
that this was in the Kabul Fort. Nizamu-d-din also tells this
story, but he does not specify Kabul, 'nor does Ferishta. Ni-
?.amu-d-dln, p. 193 of the Newal Kishore lithograph, adds an-
other feat, viz. that Babur used to jump on the battlements
^]th double-heeled boots on and run along them {ba moza du
pashm bar kangar-hai qala' jasta midawidand). The Rauzat
seems also to say that 'Abdu-r-Rahim made the translation, not

his own motion, but in consequence of orders from Akbar).
^The life of Humayiia is fuller than that in Nizamu-d-dln's

AK i1?^
Akbarl, and in one place it contradicts both him and

tat
•^^' ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^'^'o writers sav that Tardi Beg refused

fn
^^^^^ ^ borse for Miriam :\rakani' (he had done so once be-

^fe) when she wished to go off through the desert to Persia,
-anir on the other hand sa3^s that Tardj Beg's groom brought
aorse for M. Makani, and that she came out from her tent in

Tah-
^^^*^*^0"' and mounted and rode after her husband.

\vh\\
^^^^^ ^^® ^^ *^^'^ particulars about Humayiln's death,

"'cti are not in the other histories. He says Huniayun fell
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down the stair, and was carried into a room, that he recovered
consciousness, but died next day towards the evening. The
day of his death was II Rahr-1-awal (24 January, 1556).

Tahir says that one chief object of his book was to write a

full, and chronicles eventsAkb
year by year. Among other things he tells us that Shah Man-

mnocent
to death was forged. But Nizamu-d-din had said this before.

Tahir calls Mansiir an '' incomiiarable Vizier " wazir he mzjr.

At page 370" of the B.M. copj- Or. 168 (my copy is imper-

fect at the end) there is an account of Shahrukh's embassy to

China. It returned to Herat on 10 Ramzan 825 (end of August

1422). It is not 'Abdu-r-Razzaq's account, but is the narra-

tive of a pauiter named Khwaja Ghij^assu-d-dln, who was a

servant of Shahrukh's son Baisanghar, and an artist. It is

copied from QazI Ahmad Ghaffari's Nigaristan. (See Badayuni
III.l 85 for an account of Ghaffari) . See the Bombay Hth. of the

Xigaristan, p. 345. (Ghaffari's account is interesting, and, if it

does not occur in 'Abdu-r-Razzaq's book, should be translated.

The accounts of tlie predecessors of Chinglz Khan, and of

Chmgiz himself and his descendants, do not seem to have any-

thmg new. Nor is there anything new in the histories of the

local dynasties of India, except that in the history of Bengal
there are one or two new statements about Rajah Kans. One
is that he came from Orissa, and another that his son Jalalu-d-
din killed him by throwing him from a roof when he was Inng
there m a state of intoxication.

_
To myself one of the most interesting things in the Ranzat

IS the account of Sultan Husain of Herat, and of his fourteen
sons. This comes into the chapters on the descendants of

limur^ The interesting thing is that Tahir gives long extracts

(in aPersian translation) from Babur's'Memoirs. The transla-

tion 18 not 'Abdu-r-Rahim's, and it is perhaps the first instance
ot any considerable use having been made of Babur's Memoirs
by an oriental witer. The translation is not literal, and it mav
ratner be described as a translation accompanied by notes and

coiTections, for Tahir's account of Sultan Husain's sons and

oftcers often differs from Babur's. The followmg are the point?

of difference that I noticed :— /

Variations between Babur's Memoirs and Tahir's account of

tiultan Husain and his sons and officers'.

f J[jf^""^fP Sultan Husain died on the 16th Zul hajja OU
at Baba Ilahl a dependency of Badghls, and was buried at

Herat m a tomb which he hiinself had ordered. He had reigned

for 38 years and 4 months, and was 70 years of age. Among
his brave deeds was this, that in the time when he lived as a

brigand (durmg his qazzaqi) he had with 200 horse defeated

nearly 40,0u0 Uzbegs, after Crossing the Gurgan riyer without
n

I
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the aid of a boat. On another occasion, when Sultan Abu S'aid

has sent against him Mirza Muh. Bakhshi with 3,000 horse,

Sultan Husain defeated his opponents though he had only 600
men. Tahir also tells us that when Sultan Husain had become
old and feeble, he suffered from hemiplegia {mafluj), and could
not ride, and was carried about in a litter [Takht rawan). He
was a pig*eon-fancier and carried cages of pigeon about with
him on his expeditions. He also amused himself with rope-dan-
cers. Tahir gives the names of Sultan Husain's fourteen sons,

as Babur has done, but he gives some additional particulars,

thus, he says that Sohrab the son of Abu Turab (the 6th son)

lost his eye in the battle which Sultan Husain (it should be
Babiu') fought with Hamza and Mahdi Sultans. Of the 7th
son Muhammad Husain, the Hauzat says that he quarrelled with
his father and went to 'Iraq. There he was shut up in the

same place with Ism'ail Safa\a and became a Shia. This is

also Babur's statement. It must refer to Ism^aiFs early youth,
M'hen his father was killed, and his brothers were imprisoned
by Y'aqub Beg of the White Sheep. See D' Herbelot s, v.

Isma^'il Shah.
The 8th son was Faridiin Husain. Both Babur and Tahir

give an account of him. With regard to Babur's account of
liis prowess as an archer (Erskine 180), it seems to me that
Faridiln's bow, kaman guroli, was, as its name implies, a bullet-
oow, i.e. a catapult or balista, and that Avhat Babur means is

that it was so powerful that it carried a ball fortv batman in

weight.

,
Babur says of the 14th son, Muh. Qasim Mirza, that he

^'iH make mention of him later. But he does not do so, so the
probability is that he has made a mistake, and that the 14th
^_n died in infancy, as stated by Tahir. Tahir \s estimates of

Babur's officers sometimes differ from Babur's and he occasion-

ally adds some facts about them. Thus, with regard to Abu
^aid Darmiyan (Erskine 187) he says that he owed his name of

Uarmiyan to his having intervened \vhen Sultan Husain was un-
horsed. He brought him another horse, and so enabled him to
get away. Tahir savs nothing about Bihbud or the curious
^onour that S. Husain bestowed on him. He has a good deal
to say about ^Ali Shir, and he says that Kamalu-d-din was real-

Jy
a Saiyid. He has no evil to sav of Zu-l-niln Ai'ghun. Of

!jie madarzada Mulla Osman (Erskine 192) he says that Sultan
^usam detained him when he was returning from Mecca, not
^^hen he was on his wav there.^

^ote of other discrepancies.
In the

tha s^^^ account of Herat Babur savs Badva Zamaa*3 Mosqne was on

all
^^^^ or Mjal river. Tahir says it Vas on the bank of a tank, l^^^'^

v?n? ^7^' "^^^t we should like to believe, that it was Babur who feU
^'/oiently in love wJfh Afaarr,^a <.r.A ¥\^^¥ aV,a wflfl hftautiful. He mentions-
thft f Ki

^^ ^^^'^ ^'^^^ Masuma, and that she was beautiful. H-
^^ole decoration of the Musk-Willow, or the Mulla Willow.
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The author occasionally refers to himself and his family.
Thus, in his notice of the poets of Akbar's Court (wanting in

my copy) he mentions as one of them his elder brother Khwaja
Sultan Muhammad and quotes one or two of his verses. See
B.M. copy Or. 168 p. 579^ Under the 28th year of Akbar's
reign, p. 547 of do. year 992, a.ii. (1584), he says that he him-
self was sent from Pattan in Gujarat with an important message
to the Khan-Khanan. He travelled with great expedition, go-

ing by Jalaur, and arriving at Mirtha in seven days. He re-

turned with the Khan-Khanan from AjmiT, and the latter short-
ly afterwards (January 1584) gained his great victory over
Mo^affar Gujarat! near Ahmadabad. It is to this deputation
of Tahir that Abul FazI refers in the Akbarnaraa, as has already
been mentioned. Tahir on the same occasion incidentallv men-
tions that his son (?) Khwaja 'Imadu-d-din Hasan was ap-
pomted to be suijerintendent of the mart of Cambay.

According to the B.M. copy Or. 168 and the extracts in

Or. 1762 it was Tahir 's father who got this appointment, but
my copy was walad and not wdlid. At p. 547" of B.M. copy
iahir speaks of accompanying Abii Turab to Mecca, when the
latter went to distribute gifts to the Sharifs there. In the 50th

} ear of Akbar's reign he went from Agra to Burhanpilr to in-

quire mto the circumstances of the death of Prince Daniel.
Kieu saj^s this was in 1013, but as Daniel died at Burhanpur in

tne middle of the last month of 1013, Tahir can hardlv have
got his appointment, and have left Agra till 1014. Finallv we
ieam from a statement in page 788 of Rieu's catalogue that
Aanir went to Lahore in attendance on Sultan Kharram (Shah
Janan) m 1015 to wait upon Jahanglr. Tahu- seems a common

+Tf"^Ai ?^ ^ ^^® ^^® several persons of that name mentioned in

^e Akbarnama and in Jahangir Memoirs. There is a Tahir
mentioned m Humayiln's time, who was a Sadr or high judicial
omcer, and was sent on an embassy to Shah Hasan Arghun.
Akbarnaraa I. 363, and there was' a Tahu- Muhammad Mir

vp.r f a7^ ''^^' ^^'^^ ^long ^^ith Rustum Khan in the 8th

4^?: rr-t.^^
^o procure the release of Khwaja Muazzam s

wiie.
^
lahir calls himself in one passage the humblest of

Akbar s servants, and a Khanazad (houseborn slave).

Note.

an .fr!^ ! ""fT^'i"^
*° ^^87* i« to l^is catalogue. There Ate have

an account of Add. MSS. 8893, Article II, which is a facsimile

fnHl.if'" '"^^"Ption, at Delhi, of Tahir 's, stating that he

W K fv ? '°''' 7^'^^^^ I^e"" and the"'saint's tombs there on

fills it !nK ^'r^'^^i^^ ' ^^^^ ^^'^ fig^^e is wanting, and Dr. Bieu

inscrl?? %i.^';T^
"^'""^^^^y t^is ^« "ght for Tahir says in the

sSb^T^^^'* ^^. '''''' ^^''^ in attendance on Sultan Kharram
(i^hah Jahan), and ue know, as stated bv Rieu, that Sultan
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Kharram waited on his father at Lahore on 13 Rabi-al-akhir

1015. But perhaps the visit refers to 1014 and an earlier visit

of Shah Tahir, for we know that Tahir was in Delhi in 1014.

f See the Asar-al-Sanadid of Saiyid Ahmad, from an account of

I
the tomb of Amir Khusrau, p. 41, No. 33 of this ed. of 1895 (the

\
Xo. 38 of Dr. Rieu, whose edition was the Delhi one of 1854).

On the same page there is an inscription by Mahdl Khwaja

;

presumably the young man whom Nizamud-din calls Babur's

f son-in-law. But it may be the Mahdi Khwaja who was Babur's

brother-in-law, and the husband of Khanzada Begam.
Apparently it must have been on a second visit of Abu-

turab to Mecca that Tahir accompanied him, for the first visit

was in 985. He came back, in 987, with the Holy Stone. It

was in the 24th year, 987 (1579), that Tahir seems to have gone
to Mecca. Perhaps he only went as far as Surat. The Tahir

of Akbarnama III, 218^ seems to be the author. The Mr Fara-

ghat of the 9th year cannot be the author, for Nizamu-d-dni,
from whose book Tahir borrows, speaks of this Mir Faraghat as

having died.
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7» The Tattva-cintamani—a most advanced work on

Hindu Logic*
m

Summarised in English by MahamahopIdhyaya Satis Chandra
ViDYABHUSANA, M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S., ^.A.SB.

knowled

Introduction.

Importance of the Work,

The Tattva-cintamani (''a thonght-jeAvel of truth") other-

known as Pramana-cintamani f''a thought-jewel of valid

in English is given
in the following pages, w^as written hy a Brahmana logician

of Mithila named Gangesa Upadhyaya'. It introduces a new
era in the development of Logic in India and is justly reckoned
as the first work on the Modern School of Hindu Logic. In
modern India Sanskrit scholarship is not considered of any
^;orth unless it is attended with a knowledge of the Tattva-

cintamani or at least a portion of it. The studv of this work
develops to an enormous extent the discursive faculty in the

reader and enables him to argue with hair-splitting distinctions

and subtleties.

The book, since its first composition in the lith centur}^

A.D., has been a subject of close studj^ b}' the Pandits of Mithila,

and about the middle of the 15th ccntur}^ its study was intro-

duced into Bengal by Vasudeva Sarvabhauma who had been
educated in the academies of Mithila. Since 1503 a.d., when
the university of Navadvlpa was established, the Tattva-cinta-
niani has been a most favourite subject of study in Bengal
through the endeavours of the famous Raghunatha Siromani

^Ji^others. Gradually the book was mtroduced into Madras,

Maharastra and Kasmira, and in a couple of centuries it be-

pame known all over India. The influence of this epoch-mak-
ing book can be traced in the works on almost all the branches
01 Sanskrit learning that have appeared during the last five

hundred years. Unfortunatelv no attempt has yet been made
to present the contents of the\vork in English, Bengali, Hindi

°5i^^y.
other modern language, perhaps on account of the be-

^vildering abstruseness of its stvle and thought.

Commentaries on the Work.

.
The popularity of the Tattva-cintamani is attested in un

nwstakable terms by the numerous commentaries, sub-commen
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taries and glosses that have grown around the book since its
lirst appearance in the 14th century a.d. The text of the work
covers about 300 pages, but its expository treatises extend over
40,000 pages The following list enumerates some of the ex-
pository treatises :

Text.

1. Tattva-cintamani by Ganges'a

Commentaries.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Tattva-cmtamani-prakasa bv Rucidatta.
lattva-cintamani-aloka by Paksadhara Misra.
lattva-cintamani-dldhiti bv Raghunatha Siromani
lattva-cmtamani-rahasya by Mathuranatha.

Kanta

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Tattva-cintamani-tlka by Kan5da Tarkavagisa.

Sub-commentaries.

Aloka-sara-maiijari by Bhavananda.
Aloka-darpana by Mahesvara Thakkura.

Madhusudana
Aloka-rahasya by Mathuranatha

.

JJiamti-vyakhya-vivecana by Rudra Nyayavacaspati.
Didhiti-tippanl bv .TacTRr7T,-n

"^
-^

i^!^f.j!-^iPPan-i by Jagadlsa.
Gadadh~-*^*j*w 1^ \ \ Xtijl Jr^l I lilt T VI

Didhiti-saramanjarl by Bhavananda.

Glosses.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Bhavanandl-vyakhya by Mahadeva Pandita
Kahsankarl-patrika by Kallsankara. '

'

^andn-patrika by Candra Narayana.
Raudn-patrika by Rudra Naravana .'arayana.

etc., etc., etc.

of MathursSthfcaS'^TJ.f*''^."''*^'^^?^ <^o- ^) ^^^^ *he commentary

lished by the Aaiftf/r^ ^?**^^-«™tamani-rahasya (no. 5) has been pub-

Kamakhyi Natha Tarl.!'' -'-J
°^ ^«°g«' under the editorship of M.M-

JagadKl (no IsThatl. ''^^.f.'
^^^ Didhiti-tippanl by Jagadi^a called

under thi edi orshS o? P P'i^"^^^^ '^^ the Chbwkhamba Sanskrit Series

=intamani-didhiti bv U u^'^ - .^""^^ ^'^^^^ Upadhyaya. The Tattva-

print. the Tattva^ci^f/^""^^^* Siromani (nS. 4) is also available 'n

rr„ ..J by BW5 ™f •'"^^P**^' by Krsna-Kanta (no.6), DldhitJ-

re entrusted t^P* 5^°-^^)' ^"^ Didhiti-tlka by Gadadham

«n To-nl^ *« Pandita Prasanna Kumar'a Tarkanidhi, M.3I.

t

saramanj
(no. 14), were
Gnru Charan Tarkndn.^

Pandita Prasanna Kumar'a Tarkanidhi, M.^^-

respectively, for publtjff"*-'''*u* ^"^ ^.M. JadunStha Sarvabhauma
A portion of the fast wnrl f!

"" *,^^ Bibliotheca ladica Series of Calcutta.

Series of Maii ^^ *^'° b««« Panted in the ^Sstra-rauktSvah

f

Pl
r
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Author of the Work.

The Tattva-cintamani is the immortal work of Gangesa,
also called Gangesvara, surnamed Upadhyaj'a, who was a Mai-
thila Brahmana. He was bom in a village named Karion on
the banks of the river Kamala twelve miles south-east of Dar-
bhanga. It is said that Gangesa while young was altogether
illiterate. He propitiated the goddess Kali, on the cremation
ground adjacent to his uncle's house, and acquired from her, as
a boon, deep erudition in the science of Logic.

Gangesa mentions the name of Sivaditya Misra,' the well-
known author of Saptapadarthl, and makes frequent quotations
from Ratna-kosa,^ w^hich is a work on the Vaisesika philo-
sophy. Nothing is definitely known about the Gauda Mima-
msaka^ or Srikara* mentioned by him- Gangesa^ must have
flourished after 1093-1150 a.d., the period when Ananda Suri
and Amaracandra Suri,^ whose opinions he has quoted, flour-

ished. As he criticises the Khandana-khanda-khadya he must
have been posterior also to Sri Harsa who lived in Kanauj in
the Court of King Jayacandra in li86 a.d.^ The latest date
that can be assigned to Gangesa is 1556 a.d., when, according
to the Dhanukha inscrintion.'^ Mahesa Thakkura. brother of

1 Vide Tattva-cintamani, Pratyaksa Khanda, p. 830.
^ The Ratnako^a, a work on Vaisesika philosophy, has been quoted

not only by GangeSa in the Tattva-cintamani (6abda khanda, akhayta-
vada,^ p. 830, and anumana khanda, p. 885) but also by Vardhamana in

^^® ^yaya-kusumanjali and by Raghunatha ^iromani in the Anumana-
didhiti. Glosses on RatnakoSa are said to have been written both by
Hari Rama and Gadadhara. This RatnakoSa is different from the Ad-
vaita-ratna-ko§a—a work on the Vedanta philosphy by Akhandananda—
as well aa from the Prameya-ratna-koSa, a work on Jaina phiiosphy by
Candraprabha Suri (1102 a,d.).

3 Vide Tattva-cintamani, 5abda khanda, ^abda pramanya vada, p. 88-

* Vide Tattva-cintamani, 5abda khanda, Jati Sakti vad^,, p. 569-

^Vide S. C. Vidyabhusana's Indian Logic: Media-val School, pp 47-
48. Ananda and Amaracandra, nicknamed as Vyaghra SiSuka and Simha-
s^auka, have been referred to by Gangesa in the Tattvarcintamani under
simha-vyaghrokta-laksana of Vyapti.

_ ^ Khandana-khanda-khadya is quoted in the Tattva-cintamani, Anu-
mana-khanda, p. 233,'Bibliotheca Indica series. For §ri Harsa and Jaya-
candra, see the Indian Antiquary, 1911-12, Pracina-lekhamala, nos. 22-23 ;

and B.B. R.A.S, of 1875, p. 279. Jayachandra was killed by Sahabuddin
C^hori in 1194 A.D.

..
"^ The inscription is found on a stone-slab attached to a well at the

village Dhanukha near Janakapura in Darbhanga. It runs thus:—

^ ^?Mg^w«i ^fw«^ ^^rfwt ^^,

I^® /^ka 1478 referred to here corresponds to 1556 a.d. That Alahe^a

in 1-
^^* was a brother of Bhagiratha Thakkura appears from the open-

^ lines of the DravyaprakaSika by the latter.
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Bhagiratha Thakkura, the well-known author of a sub-com-
mentary on the Tattva-cintamani, lived. Considering that in

the succession of the generations of pupils Bhagiratha Thak-
kura was seventh in descent ^ from Gangesa Upadhyaya, and
allowing an average life of thirty years for each generation, we
may assume that Gangesa lived 1 80 years before Bhagiratha,
that is, about the year 1376 a.d.

Those* who maintain that Gangesa lived in the fourth
quarter of the 12th century a.d., base their conclusion on the
alleged mention of Vardhamana,^ son of Gangesa, in the Sar-

samgraha a curi

expression "Sakabda la sam 1509"*
occurring in a manuscript of Paksadhara Misra's commentary
on Gangesa's Tattva-cintamani. Now the verse on the authority
of which Vardhamana is alleged to have been mentioned in the

Sarvadarsana-samgraha is obviously an interpolation, and the

expression "Sakabda la sam 1509," written in very modern
characters, refers in my opinion not to Laksmana sa"mvat 159
corresponding to 127S a.d., but to saka year 1509 correspond-
mg to lo87 A.D., the word "la sam" being either redundant or

signifying simply a year. In fact if Gangesa had been older
tiiani the author of the Sarvadarsana-samgraha, his work would
nave been reviewed, or at anv rate referred to, in it.

' Gangela

Vardhamana
I

Yajnapati

Hari Midra

Paksadhara

Vasudeva Rucidatta Candrapati (?)

I

Alahe^a Thakkura Bhagiratha Thakkura

A pupil

Bhavanatha

Sankara Mi^ra
2 T?--^ ,j bankara Ji-ioi"

1915, p 265 rI; ^J^^^'e^arti'a History of Navy-nySya, J.A.S.B. for

p 33.
^

' ^^J^'^dra Nath Ghose's Vyapti paacaka. Introduction,

I J^S'''^'''^^"^
samgraha, chapter on Paniniya dar^ana.

Tattva-dntamani^ff^^^^f ^'°^^^' ^^'^^ ^s a commentary on GangeS^'^

copied £ thriaL^ Paksadhara MiSra, was, according to its colophoo.

Laksmana LrhvJ^%?n^r
^^^ (corresponding to 1587 A.D.) and not m. the

^aR?mana samvat lo9 (corresponding^to 1278 a.d.), as the date contained
^the^colophon runs thus :-^H^^ ^^^ ^^,^, , ^^ X^'l ^
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The Text.

Booh I.

sfrir^^^iT—Perception.

The Tattva-cintamani is divided into four books dealing

respectively with (1) Perception (Pratyaksa), (2) Inference (Anu-
mana), (3) Comparison (Upamana), and (4) Verbal testimony

(Sabda) , which are the four means of deriving valid knowledge.
The first book, which treats of perception, opens with a stanza

saluting God Siva.

Invocation of Blessings.

Salutation is offered to Siva to invoke his blessings. The
invocation is of three kinds, viz. bodily, vocal, and mental. The
bodily invocation consists in salutating a deity, the vocal in

reciting the eulogy of the deity, and the mental in meditating
on him. "AH polite people," says Gangesa. "must observe
the decorum of invoking blessings*^ if they wish to bring their

work to a successful completion." Though we do not find any
explicit text in the Veda enjoining invocation of blessings, yet
frorn the laudable practice of good people we can easily infer

the implicit existence of such a text. It should be stated that
the invocation of blessings is not the immediate cause of the

completion of a work but is the means of removing obstacles

which beset the work. In the case of an atheist finishmg his

work successfully without any invocation of blessings, we are
to suppose that there were no obstacles in his way, or that he
performed the invocation in his previous life. The case of a

theist invoking blessings and yet failing to finish his work, is

explained on the supposition that he encountered enormous
obstacles which his feeble invocation could not remove. The
Kadamban, which opens with a profuse invocation of blessings,

furnishes an illustration of a work remaining unfinished, owin
to the enormity of obstacles in its way.

OTJTT^^T^! J

The Validity of Knowledge.

In determining the true meaning of " pramana " (the means

Prama or r^ ,
of valid knowledge) one must under-

or vahd know- ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^i^g ^f the word

"prama" (valid knowledge). Prama
"
""^ ' kno
knoAvlege of the generic nature as abiding in its own

subject (that is, abiding in everv one of its individual embodi-
ments). For instance, to know'a piece of silver to be as such,
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is valid knowlege inasmuch as silverness, which is a generic
nature, really abides in the individual silver which is its subject

J.wo questions arise here: (1) whence is the validity of

How is valid knowledge ^^^^'i^^^g^
derived and (2) how are we

derived and knovrn ? ° conscious of the validity ? To the first

question the Mimaihsakas reply by sa?-

own
grounds (or causes). As to the second question they say that
knowledge is self-evident, that is the verv grounds, out of which
arises consciousness of knowledge, produce also the conscious-
ness of Its validity, and this consciousness of validity prompts
us to activity. ^ r i

Gangesa opposes the first reply by saying that if the yalid-
ity ot knowledge were derived from the general grounds of

knowledge itself, then invalid knowledge would have been iden-
tical with valid knowledge. The second reply is also opposed
on the ground that if we were conscious of the validity of

kiiowledge along with our consciousness of knowledge itself,

ttiere could not have arisen in us doubt with regard to the yalid-
ity of any kmd of knowledge specially in the unhabitual
condition. But there often arises in us kno^yledge of a dubious
Character, and the Miraariisakas cannot satisfactorily explain
the production of this dubious knowledge or doubt. If there is

consciousness of knowledge there is, according to them, along
witn It a consciousness of its validity which leaves no room for

aoubt; and if, on the other hand, there is no consciousness of

Knowledge, there cannot arise any consciousness of its dubious-
ness Hence Gangesa concludes that the validity of knowledge
IS not derived from its general ground s (or causes) . It is accord-
mg to him derived through its special cause called instrument,
llie general grounds of knowlege are the union of the tactual
surtace with the mind and that of the latter with the soul, while
the special causes are different. The special cause of perception
IS the intercourse of a sense-organ with its object without anyhin-
arance, that of niference is consideration for the knowledge of

comparison
anri fi, 4. c \ ^'JiiiiJtinavn 18 the Knowledge or simuai.-^
and that of verbal testimony is the knowledge of consistency.
Our knowdedge of colour fnr In^fo.... ic \rJiA ,-f fh^re is the

a wledge." Suppose, for instance,

e a white thinff to be a piece o^ \
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actual experience when lie approaches the piece of silver. Our
consciousness of the validity of a particular knowledge arises

therefore from our consciousness of the fruitful correspondence

or harmony between the particular knowledge (idea) and the

activity which it leads to.

Invalid Knowledge.

Gangesa says that mvalid knowledge or error, in Sanskrit

aprama, anyathahhyati or hhrama, is

SJ^-lC":;irul'e: th-
.
k"?-Mg^ (experience) of a thing

ledge. as it IS not — it IS the knowledge
(experience) of a generic nature which

does not abide in its own subject but which abides in the sub-
ject of another gbneric nature. For instance, to know a pearl
to be a piece of silver is invalid knowledge inasmuch as the
generic nature ''silverness" does not abide here in the piece of
silver which is its own subject, but abides in a pearl which is

the subject of another generic nature, viz, pearlness.
The Mimariisakas (Prabhakaras) do not admit invalid know-

Hn^r ;=, ^' -^ . ledge or error. All laiowledge, accord-

caureli''''""-'"'' ing to them, is valid, and as such

prompts us to activity. In the case of
a person who takes a pearl to be a piece of silver by saying
this is silver," we should bear in mind that he acquires the

knowledge of "this" (pearl) through perception and that of
silver " through recollection. But he, owing to some defect,

IS not conscious of the distinction between "this" (pearl) and
silver," that is, between "perception " and " recollection " ; and

this non-consciousness of distinction leads him to activity.

Gangesa opposes the Mimariisakas by saying that the non-
consciousness of distinction cannot account for the activity to

^T- °^ .^^^ person is prompted. There are here, accordmg to the
-^limamsakas, grounds for activity, counter-activity and non-
activity. The knowledge of " silver," for which the person is

solicitous, must cause in him an activity while the knowledge
01 this" (pearl), for which he is not solicitous, must cause in
mm a counter-activity, and the non-consciousness of distinction
(which is absence of knowledge) causes him neither activity nor
counter-activity, but leaves him in non-activity. The non-con-
sciousness of distinction is not therefore the cause which leads
hini to activity.

According to Gangesa, when a person takes a pearl to be a
piece of silver by saying " this is silver," he acquires the know-
»^ge of both "this" (pearl) and "silver" by means of per-
jPtion (the first through the ordinary mtercourse between the
sense-organ and its object, and the second through the trans-

»
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cendent intercourse whose character is knowledge) . He through
some defect (of his eye, etc.) identifies "this " (pearl) with "sil-

ver," that is, becomes conscious of the generic nature "sUver-
ness" as abidmg m "this" (pearl) which is not its own subject.
Here his knowledge is invalid, or, m other words, he commits an
error. When a person, on the other hand, takes a piece of silver

to be silver by saymg "this is silver," he identifies "this" with
"silver," or, in other words, becomes conscious of the generic

nature " silverness " as abiding in " silver " which is its own sub-

ject. His knowledge is valid.

Whether a particular knowledge is valid or invalid it must
be of a determinate character if it is to lead us to activity.

Determinate knowledge is the knowledge of a generic nature as

abidmg in a subject. As already stated, when the generic nature
abides m its own subject the knowledge is valid; but when
it abides m the subject of another generic nature, the knowlege
is invalid. A valid determinate knowledge (prama) leads us to

activity which is fruitful, while an hnalid determinate knowledge
{aprama) leads us to activity which does not end in fruition.

In explaining the cause of activity, whether fruitful or fruitless,

we must assume determmate knowledge, and in accounting for

fruitless activity we must assume error. Moreover, it is a matter
of experience that m our consciousness, valid or invalid, of the

form this is sHver " there is only one kind of knowledge, viz.

determmate knowledge, and it will be cumbrous to assume two
kinds, Viz. perception and recollection.

^f^^^^l^: i

The Intercourse between Senses and their Objects

Perceptual

Ordinary Perception [laukika pratyaksa).

:ual knowledge, or more simply perceptit-,

(pratyaksa) ^f^^^^^ f^y Aksapada] as knowledge

3ge. which arises from the intercourse oi <»

.,1 ., • , . T 1--„T, lo TirvTl-

Knowiedge. wnicn arises irom tne mtercoui»c ^^

_^^, . , . .
,

sense with its object, and which is non-S '
Vr!?^ ^i^i®""

reflective (mediate) or non-reflective (imme-

fnoln^"
^^^^definition, accordmg to Gangesa, is too wide as it

mrrn ''T^'^.^T ^"^ ^^^erence of the soul, and is also too

narrow as it excludes perception by God . To avoid such defects

^ngesa proposes to define perception as a direct apprehension,

in i?f'
"''^'^"ee a visual perception takes place there arise^

LZ^' 'p'''P^^.^"^g knowledge of the forL "I apprehend
uirect. Perception i.-* h^r-i-i...^ a^c^^a \.„ n„^-,o.Jo as know-

defined
Rtrumental cause is not k

comparison-.rA t.«.,^ 4-- 7
"" ^A»^it;"ce, comparison and verDai te&w^

stmiwT '''^*^..*^'. knowledge of premisses, the knowleclg
similarity and the knowledge of con.sistency ; but the ins
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mental cause of the perception is a sense organ which is not
knowledge.

The word perception, which ordinarily signifies perceptual
rledge or rather the means by which we derive perceptual

knowledge, does sometimes stand for the whole process in
which a sense in intercourse with its object produces knowledge.
The senses are six, viz, (1) the eye, (2) the ear, (3) the nose, (4)
the tongue, (5) the tactual surface, and (6) the mind. Their ob
jects are respectively the following :—(1) colour, (2) sound, (3)
odour, (4) savour, (5) touch of warmth, coldness, hardness, soft-
ness, etc., and (6) feeling of pleasure, pain, etc. Correspondent
^nth the senses there are six kinds of knowledge (perception),
VIZ, the visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatorv, tactual and
mental (internal).

The intercourse, or rather the ordinary intercourse, which
IS the connection of a sense with its object, is of six kinds as
mentioned below :

—

1. Union {samyoga), e.g, in the visual perception of a
jar there is a union of our eye with tlie jar.

2. United-inherence {samyuUa-samavatja), that is, in-

herence in that which is in union, e.g, in the visual

perception of the colour of a jar there is a union
of our eye with the jar in which colour inheres.

3

.

United-inherent-inherence
(
samyukta-samaveta-sama-

vaya)^ that is, inherence in that which inheres in

what is in union, e,g. in the visual perception of
the colourness (the generic nature of colour) of
a jar, there is a union of our eye with the jar in

which inheres colour wherein again abides colour-
ness in the relation of inherence.

4. Inherence (samavdya), e.g. in the auditory perception
of sound there is the inherence of sound in the
ether which pervades the cavity of opr ear.

5. Inherent-inherence (samaveta'Samavdya) , that is, in-

herence in that which inheres, e.g. in the auditory
perception of soundness (the generic nature of
sound), there is the inherence of soundness in

eavitv.
inJ

^' Particularity {viSesanatd), e,g, in the perception of

non-existence of a jar on a ground, there is a
nnion of our eye with the grpund which is pos-
sessed of non-existence of the jar.

1

"Tramcendent Perception {alaukika pratyahm).

takers!
^"P®^^®"suou3 or transcendent perception does not

descril 1^
through any of the six kinds of ordinary intercourse

nuecl above. But it is produced through an intercourse

IP-
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which is transcendent. The transcendent intercourse is of

three_ kinds, viz. (1) the intercourse whose character is general

[samanya-laksana]
; (2) the intercourse whose character is know-

ledge ijndna-laksana) ; and (3) the intercourse which is produced
bj?- meditation {yogaja).

The intercourse (perception) whose character is general.
In the perception of all individuals possessing a generic nature,
the knowledge of the generic nature constitutes the intercourse.
This is a transcendent intercourse Avhose character is general.

When, for instance, there is an intercourse of our eye with a

case of smoke there arises in us a perception of smoke of all times
and all places.

The process in which this perception takes place is as fol-

lows :—The intercourse between our eye and the case of smoke
IS an ordinary one called union [samyoga) and that between our
eye and smokeness (the generic nature of smoke) is also an
ordinary one which is called united-inherence {samyukta-sama-
vaya). But the intercourse between our eye and all cases of

smoke is not an ordinary one. It is a transcendent intercourse
as there is no ordinary union of our eye with all cases of smoke
of all times and all places. The intercourse consists here of

the knowledge of smokeness~a generic nature which is pos-

sessed by all cases of smoke of all times and all places. This sort

of mtercourse which consists of the knowledge of a generic

nature is called a transcendent intercourse whose character is

general. The objection—that if there were a transcendent
mtercourse (perception) whose character is general, we could be-

come omniscient, inasmuch as in perceiving an object of know-
ledge we could perceive all objects of knowledge, is untenable
because, though we can perceive all objects of knowledge com-
prehended under a generic nature, we cannot perceive their

mutual differences, and as such cannot be omniscient.
Intercourse {perceinion) whose character is knowledge.-^ ^the perception of a thing the knowledge of the thing itself

constitutes the intercourse, it is called an intercourse whose
character is knowledge. On seeing a piece of sandal-wood we
often say that it is fragrant. How does this visual perception
ot fragrance take place ? The answer is that when the eye

comes^m union with the piece of sandal-wood, there arises in u^

a kmd_ of know ledge (recollection) of fragrance which serves

perception.]
Western

Some say that the case cited above may be explained by

the mtercourse whose character is general and there is fnecessity for our assuming another interc(nirse whose character

K. knowledge On seeing a piece of sandal-wood there arises in

us the recollection of fragrance and fragrancy (the genen^

nature of fragrance) which abid^ in «n.n.ln1-wnod in the rela-
>
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tions of inherence {samavdya) and inherent-inherence {samaveta-
mmavaya) respectivel3^ From the recollection of fragrancy,
through the intercourse whose character is general, there arises
in us the perception of all individual fragrances including the
fragrance of this piece of sandal-wood.

In reply Gangesa says that though, through the inter-

course whose character is general, we can somehow explain
the perception of fragrance, w^e cannot through this intercourse
explain the perception of fragrancy. Had there been a fra-

granciness which is the generic nature of fragrancy, we could
have, through the intercourse whose character is general, derived
the perception of fragranc}^. But there is no generic nature of
fragrancy which is itself the generic nature of fragrance. We
cannot therefore perceive fragrancy through the intercourse
whose character is.general. It is through the intercourse whose
character is knowledge that we can perceive fragrancy the re-

collection of which serves as the intercourse for such perception.
Intercourse {perception) produced by meditation.—It is of

two kinds, W2:. (1) the intercourse (perception) of an ascetic who
has attained union with the Supreme Being, and (2) that of an
ascetic who is endeavouring to attain such a union. The first

ascetic enjoys a constant perception of all things \\'hile the
second ascetic can secure perception only when he is attended
^'ith meditation.

Inherence.

In the visual perception of the colour of a jar, the inter-
course that exists between our eye and the colour has been
designated as united-inherence. It is not possible to under-
stand the meaning of this term unless we understand the
meaning of inherence. Inherence {samavaya) is an intimate
relation between two things which cannot exist separately. Of
the two things one exists only as lodged in the other. Such
thuigs are the whole and its parts, the substance and its quali-
ties or action, the community and individuals, and the eternal
substances and their final particulars. The relation that exists
between these things js called inherence, e.g. threads inhere in
the cloth, colour inheres in the jar, and so on. The knowledge

^ )^hole as composed of parts, or of a substance as possessing
qualities, etc. is determinate knowledge. In such knowledge
we have to consider three things, viz. the subject, the predicate,
and the relation that exists between them. For mstance, in
our determinate knowledge of the form " the man has a stick,"
ine man is the subject and the stick is the predicate, while the
relation that exists between them is union. Similarly in our

Jr^^i"^"iate knowledge of the form "the flower has colour,'
tne flower is the subject and the colour is the predicate, but the
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relation that exists between them is not union but inherence.
When two thmgs can be separated from each other the relation .

*

between them is union, but when they cannot be mutually
separated their relation is inherence. In fact colour is not
united with flower but inheres in it.

^§q5r3^T5riiTT?5I^K! I

The Invalidity of Non-perception.

Some sa}^ that non-existence is not perceptible by any of

our senses and that the knowledge of non-existence of' a thing
arises through non-perception of the thing itself. For instance,
the form in which the knowledge of non-existence of a pot
arises is as follows :— ' Had there been a pot here, it would have
been perceived

: since it is not perceived, there is no pot here.'

The non-perception of a pot is therefore the means of know-
mg the non-existence of the pot. Gangesa does not admit non-
perception to be a means of knowledge. Non-existence,
according to him, is perceived by our senses through the inter-

course of particularity. For instance, in the perception of non-
existence of a pot on a ground, there is a union of our eye

with the ground in which abides non-existence of the pot as a

particularity, that is, there is perception of the ground as pos-

sessed of the non-existence of the pot. The sense employed
in the perception of a thing is the same as that which is

employed m the perception of its non-existence. Whatever
thing IS perceptible by a sense, the non-existence of that thing
IS also perceptible by the same sense, e.g. a colour and its non-
existence are both perceived by the eye, a sound and its non-
existence by the ear, an odour and its non-existence by tk
nose, a savour and its non-existence bv the tongue, warmth and
its non-existence by the tactual surface, and pleasure and its

non-existence by the mind

WHT^^T^: 1

existence

Some_say that there is no separate entity called non-esist-
ence {ahhiva), that perception of what is ordinarUv called the

non-existence of a thing" depends upon the locus (adh'ikaram)
of non-existence of the thhig, and that the intercourse through
which we perceive the thing, must be the same as that through
which Ave perceive its non-existence, viz. union, etc. For in-

stance, our perception of non-existence of a pot of the form
there is no pot on the ground " does not presui^pose a separate

entity called non-existence, rests entirely on the ground ^vhich

18 the locus of non-existence of the pot, and is carried on through
the intercourse of union.
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Gangesa opposes the above view by saying that we must

admit aseparate entity called non-existence, that our perception

of what is ordinarily called the non-existence of a thing, does

not rest entirely on the locus of non-existence of the thing,

and that the intercourse through which we perceive non-exist-

ence of the thmg is not union, etc. but particularity [vijesanata)

.

In the instance cited above our perception of non-existence of

the pot does not rest on the ground, that is, non-existence of

the pot is not identical with the ground. Had the one rested

on the other, or had the two been identical, there would have

been perception of non-existence of the pot even when the pot

was on the ground, and further there would have been a dis-

turbance of the relation of container and contained that exists

between the two. Since this contingency is disastrous, we
must admit that there is something on the ground which operates

in our failure to perceive the pot. This something is "non-

existence" which is a separate entity hing over and above the

ground. Our failure to perceive a tiling does not therefore rest

on the mere locus of the thing, but on the locus as possessed of

this something or non-existence. The relation that exists be-

tween the locus and non-existence is that of particularity {vUe-

sanata). When we perceive non-existence of a pot on a ground

our eye comes in union with the ground on which abides non-

existence of the pot in the relation of particularity. The inter-

course in this case is therefore of united particularity (sam-

yukta-viSesanatd) . Similarly the relation of particularity is to

be associated with inherence, united-inherence, etc.

Every non-existence has a counterpart, e.g. with reference

to the non -existence of a pot and that of a piece of cloth, the

pot and the piece of cloth are respectively the counterparts.

The perception of a non-existence is subject to that of its

counterpart. The process, in which we perceive non-existence

through the relation of particularity, involves kaowledge of its

counterpart which is produced through memory or from any
other source. In our perception of non-existence of a pot on a

ground, there arises in us first of all recollection of a pot, and
as soon as our eye comes in union with the ground we perceive

non-existence of the pot on the same.
Non-existence is of two kinds : (1) universal, and (2) recipro-

cal. The universal non-existence is sub-divided into the ante-

cedent, the subsequent, and the absolute. The antecedent non-

existence is that which has no beginning but has an end, e.gr.

a jar is an antecedent non-existence before it is made up. The

subsequent non-existence has a beginning but no end, e.g. a jar

IS subsequent non-existence after it is destroyed. The abso-

lute non-existence is that w^hose counterpart is viewed m re-

lation to all the three times—past, present, and future, e.g.

there ig no jar on the ground. The reciprocal non-existence

IS the non-existence of identity, e.g. a jar is not a pot.

t
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I

Causes of Perception.

The causes of perception are tlie following

:

1.—A union of the mind with the tactual surface and the

^ .
, T , . soul. While a person is in deep sleep

Causes
^J^^k"^^^^

^^ there is produced in him no knowledge

as there is then a union of his mind

with the soul alone but not with the tactual surface. The

mind abides at that time near the heart in an intestine called

pericardium which is without' a tactual surface. In recollect-

ing a thing our mind is in union with both the tactual surface

and the soul.

2.—A union of the mind with the senses and an inter-

course of the senses ^^ ith their objects,

e.g., in the perception of a colour there

is a union of our mind with the eye

which is in intercourse with the colour.

3.—Proportionate extension of the

Special causes of percep- objects of sense, that is, the objects must

<^ion- not be of infinite extension as ether, or

of no extension as atoms. The etiier

and atoms are not perceived but in-

ferred, the former being the locus of

sound, and the latter the final particu-

lars of things.
4-—An obviousness or manifest form of an object of sense,

e.g. a colour, if it is to be perceptible

must possess obviousness. A meteor

which is obscured in the midday blaze,

cannot be perceived. Similarly, a fire

which exists in the latent condition m

a heated frying-pan, is not perceptible-

Special causes of visual 5.—A special connection of light witn

perception.
tjie object of sense, e.g. a pot, if it is *»

be perceptible, must have sufficient UgJ

on its front -part rather than on its bacK-

part.

6.—Absence of obstacles, e.g.
too

much proximity or too much distance

often obstructive of our perception.

J

,15

^irtsflDc^^K

ture of the Mind
ihe senses through the instrumentality of which we per-

ceive colour, sound, odour, savour and touch, are the eye, ea.

nose, tongue and tactual surface respectively. The sense whic i

operates as an mstrument in our perception of pleasure pai^'

desire; aversion, intellect and volition, is the mind which is
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called the internal sense as a contrast to the other five senses

which are external.

The mind is atomic in extension masmuch as we cannot

perceive various objects at one and the same time. Although

there may exist intercourses of our external senses with their

corresponding objects no perception will be produced until the

mind comes in union with them. Had the mmd been of infinite

extension or even of proportionate extension, it could have

come in union with all the five external senses at once to give

rise to the five kinds of perception simultaneously. But every-

body is aware that it is impossible for more than one kind of

perception to arise at one and the same time. This shows that

the mind can come in union with only one external sense at a

time, or in other words, the mind is atomic in extension.

Those who deny the atomic nature of the mind on the

ground that, sometimes, e.g. in eating a large cake soaked

in milk and sugar, we find the operations of the mind as united

with several senses simultaneously, should be told that the

operations, which they suppose to be simultaneous, do really

take place in succession as the hundred leaves of a lotus are

pierced one after another by a needle.

kn

The Doctrine of Self-consciousness.

Some philosophers maintain that any particular kind of

^jwledge performs by itself all its practical functions and

does not depend upon another knowdedge for the same. For

instance, all practical functions connected with a pot can, accord-

ing to them, be performed when there is knowledge of the pot,

but we cannot perform those functions when there is no such

knowledge. It is therefore knowledge which performs all its

practical functions. We must not however suppose that all

practical functions are performed by all kinds of knowledge

promiscuously. In fact each kind of knowledge is, by its very

nature, related to a particular object which enables us to per-

form its corresponding functions.

Some others, who hold the doctrine of triangular perception

{iripua-pratyalcsa-vadinak), say that each knowledge is sell;

manifest and that it maAifests itself in the form "I know this,

^vhich involves an assumption of a knower (the soul), a know-

able (the object), and knowledge (the act), and as such performs

all its practical functions.
Gangesa, in opposing the above views, says that a particu-

lar knowledge cannot by itself perform its practical functions,

but is dependent upon another knowledge called self-conscious-

ness {anuvyavasaya) which enables it to perform the same.
^

uur

toowledge,' continues Gangesa, * arises in the form this or

pot." but not in the form " I know this " or " I know the pot
,
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and until it assumes the latter form no practical functions
can be performed.' He therefore lays down that after the origi-

nation of knowledge of the form "this " or "pot," there arises

another knowledge called self-consciousness of the form "I
know this" or "I know the pot," which performs all practical

functions
.

This latter knowledge called self-consciousness arises

through the intercourse of the previous knowledge with our
rnind. The uitercourse is united-inherence (samvukta-sama-
vaya) inasmuch as there is a union of the mind with the soul

knowled
herence. In fact the latter knowledge or self-consciousness is

the mental (or internal) perception of the previous knowledge.

Immediate Perception.

Perception is of two kinds, viz. (1) the immediate or non-

reflective {nirvikalpaka), and (2) the mediate or reflective {savi-

Jcalpaka). The immediate is perception of an indeterminate
character. It is perception of a subject and its generic nature
as separated from each other, e.g. the perception of a mere pot

or mere potness without their mutual connection. Even the

mere pot" or "mere potness" is of the form "something"
ot which it is absurd to talk as a pot or potness. On the inter-

course of a sense with its object the first perception that takes

place is immediate or non-reflective. It is supersensuous, that

IS not cognisable by any of our senses, not even by the mind.
It has been defined as knowledge which is devoid of all connec-
tion with name, generic nature, etc., which indicates no relation

and involves no specification.

Mediate Perception.
The mediate or reflective is perception of a determinat^

jnaracter. It indicates a subject and its generic nature through
then- relation to each other, e.g. "this is a pot" where "pot-
ness (the generic nature) abides in "this" (the subject) in the

relation of inherence. The perception of the form " this is »

pot IS therefore mediate or reflective.
The doctrme of mediate or reflective perception may he

set forth as follows :— f c

Immediate perception—the perception of "pot
potness " as separated from each other.Mediate perception—the perception of "potness

a iid

if as

Self

u-i ''^ — percepnon oi jjuLii^^--
^^

abiding in " this " in the form " this is a pot.

nsciousness~the mental perception of the kno^v-

ledge of " potness " as abiding in " this " in the

form *^ T Vi^r^*,, 4.1, • ^ „_j_ )>form " I know this is a pot.
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Booh II.

^5*^Ti?§^1—Inference.

The Determination of Inferential Knowledge.

The inferential knowledge (anumiti) is that knowledge

which is derived through another knowledge, viz. that the

middle term in mvariable concomitance with the major term

abides in the minor term, e.g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Here the " hill' ' is the minor term which is also called the

subject, locus or side ; the "fire" is the major term, also called

the predicate or jirobandum ; and the "smoke" is the middle

term, also called the reason or mark. The knowledge of the

form "the hill is full of smoke" is an mferential knowledge

inasmuch as it is derived through another knowledge, viz. that

of the smoke which, as being in invariable concomitance with

fire, abides on the hill. ThTs other knowledge, viz. that smoke
in invariable concomitance with fire abides on the hill, is. an

instance of what is called consideration, knowledge of premisses

r\v <.'n //,*„^ »„ / ^ „' __. -„_\ T+ ^o 4-liQ I'nff^rnrmrse or
•/ It is the uitercourse or"^ wtyt/ewoe ^paramarsa or anumana; at i» •Jii'^ l^J.^J^^^^.^^~~ —

operation through which we arrive at the inferential knowledge.

The whole process o( arriving at that knowledge is also some-

times called inference.

Some say that perception is the only means of knowledge
and that there is no separate means of knowledge called infer-

ence. Their reasons are as follows :

—

1. There cannot be any knowledge of the invariable

concomitance between the middle term and the

major term

;

3. We

"J w^ «^^^*
y

The middle term may be erratic owing to its connec-

tion with a condition accepted or disputed ;
and

throu^
no certainty.1.XKJ V/ClljUillLV-

Gangesa sets aside the above view by saying that there are

other means of knowledge over and above perception, and that

inference is at anv rate a means of knowledge. The doctrine

01 mvariable concomitance, etc. will be treated later. In sup-

port of inference as a means of knowledge it will suffice at pre-

sent to observe as follows :—
1- One cannot establish the invaliditv of an inference un-

^ess one inf

known as invalid. This process'

"Pposes inference as a means of knoM ledge.
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2, The statement that " inference is not a means of know-
ledge " is of no use to an expert who is aware of the invaUdity of

inference. It may be advanced usefully before a suspicious or

an erring person. Now, how are we to know that the person
is in suspicion or error ? It is certainly not through perception
but through inference.

3. kno 5)
Is this

statement valid or invalid ? If it is valid we must admit ver-

bal testimony to be a means of knowledge. If on the other
hand it is invalid, inference is to be admitted as a means of

knowledge. Both the alternatives are incompatible with the

opponent's view.

4. Moreover if inference is not valid, perception too can-

not be valid. The validity being an object of inference how
can we. in the absence of inference, ascertain the validity of

perception ? If again perception were by itself valid, then

there could not arise any doubt about its validity.
Inference is therefore a means of knowledge, and percep-

tion is not the only means.
The inferential knowledge having been based upon an in-

variable concomitance of the middle term with the major term
It IS necessary to define the phrase " invariable concomitance."
in banslvrit it is called " Vyapti " which is rendered by such

expressions as pervasion, inseparable connection, perpe^'"^'
attendance, constant co-presence, etc.

Five Provisional Definitions of Invariable Concomitance.

r>-nV J^^^riable concomitance is the non-presence of the

middle term in the locus of the non-existence of the major
term, e.o ,„-,

' "^ The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

tual

Diagram I. Diagram 11

^^^^^ o

.uU
^^'^ ""^""^^ ^^^^ "^^^^^'e term) is absent from all regions out-

side the region of fire (the major term) as sho%ra in diagram
I.
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Gangesa observes that the definition is defective inasmuch as it

does not apply to an excLusively affirmative inference, such as

"all are nameable. because they are knowable" illustrated in

diagram 11, in which outside the region of the nameable there is

nothing from which the knowable may be absent.

2. Invariable concomitance is the non-presence of the

middle term in that locus of the non-existence of the major

term which is not the

locus of the major term
itself 5 e.g.

This is occupied by the

ape,

because it is the tree.

Here "the tree " is

the middle term, and
"occupied by the ape*'

is the major term. In
diagram III the tree is

totally absent from the
region not occupied by
the ape. The part of

the tree not occupied
by the ape is excluded
from the locus of the
non-existence of the

Diagram III

major

clause

term by the

which is not

NOlD3\i

the locus of the major term itself.'' This definition too is defec-

tive as it, like the previous one, does not apply to an exclusively

affirmative inference.

3. Invariable concomitance is the non-co -presence of the

middle term with that reciprocal non-existence whose counter-

part abides in the locus of the major term, e.g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

In diagram I we find that smoke is not co-present with any-

thing which is non-existent in reciprocity to fire. Water, book,

cloth, table, etc., are all non-existent in their reciprocal relation

to fire, that is, they are not fire.

Gangesa observes that this definition too is defective as it

aoes not cover the case of an exclusively affirmative inference.

In diagram II we find that there is no reciprocal non-existence

^^hoae counterpart is the region of the nameable.
4- Invariable concomitance is the state in which the

middle term forms the counterpart of that non-existence whicli

abides in the locus of the non-existence of the entire major

term, e a'^'
The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.
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Here smoke forms the counterpart of the non-existence of

smoke which abides in the region of the non-existence of entire

fire.

According to Gangesa the definition is defective as it fails

to explain the case of an exclusively affirmative inference. In

diagram II we find that there is no non-existence of the know-
able which abides in the region of the non-existence of the

nameable.

5. Invariable concomitance is the non-presence of the

middle term in what is not the locus of the major term, e.g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.
Here smoke is not present in anything which is not the

abode of fire. This definition too, according to Gangesa, is

defective as it does not meet the case of an exclusivelv affirma-

tive inference. In diagram II we find that there is no non-

presence of the knowable in what is not included m the region

of the nameable.

f^^Tiftai ^TfH^W«ir*i

Concomitance
and Tiger.

1
. Invariable concomitance is the state in which the middle

term has not a locus in which there is the non-co-presenoe of

the major term, e.g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.
Here Fire is always co-present Avith smoke in the locus of

the latter. It never occurs that in the locus of smoke there is

no fire.

2. Invariable concomitance is the state in which the mid-

dle term has not a locus which is different from the locus of

the major term, e.g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

_
The locus of smoke is never different from that of fire, that

IS, the former never extends beyond the latter.
t^angesa observes that both these definitions are defective,

inasmuch as their import is to show that the middle term has

not a locus which is also not the locus of the major term.

Contrarily to this we find that the middle term has often a

locus which IS not the locus of the major term. For instance,

^inoke on a hill has a locus which is not the locus of fire "^ ^

kitchen.
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Non-existence whose Counterpart is Qualified by a

Nature abiding in a Different Locus,

Most of the definitions of invariable concomitance given

above were defective inasmuch as they did not cover the case

of an exclusively affirmative inference. They involved such

phrases as "non-existence of the major term" and "difference

of locus of tlie major term " which could not apply to an ex-

clusively affirmative inference in which the major term was aU-

pervacling. To make the "non-existence of the major term

"

and "difference of locus of the major term" possible, even in

an exclusively affirmative mference, some logicians assume a

non-existence whose counterpart is qualified by a nature abid-

ing in a locus different from the counterpart. The expression

"there is no fire possessing the nature of a pot" signifies that
" there is non-existence of a fire as qualified by the nature of a

pot" which, according to them, is quite correct inasmuch as

the nature of a pot abides in the relation of inherence in a pot

and not in fire. Similarly " there is no uameableness possessing

the nature of a pot " signifies that " there is non-existence of

nameableness as qualified by the nature of a pot." Though
nameableness (major term) is all-pervading we have, they say,

been able to talk of its non-existence by assuming the nature

of a pot to abide in it (instead of in the pot).

Gangesa opposes the above view by saying :— (1) That on the

assumption of a non-existence of this "form invariable concomi-
tance is to be defined as the state in which the middle term
has not the co-presence with a non-existence whose counterpart
is qualified by a nature which is the nature of the major term.

This definition, in which the counterpart and the major term
are identical, does not involve a non-existence of the form pro-

posed. The definitions already condemned cannot also be

defended by the assumption of this non-existence. (2) This sort

of non-existence is not well known and cannot be established

^y any evidence. (3) The counterpart of the non-existence is

yid to be qualified by a nature which does not abide in it.

This is impossible because our knowledge of non-existence

depends on that of its counterpart as possessed of the nature.

{4) And to assert a non-existence of this form is as absurd as to

say that there is no hare-horn in a cow.

1^11=^: I

The prima facie Definitions of Invariable Concomitance.

Gangesa examines and condemns twelve other definitions

of mvariable concomitance called prima facie definitions given
by previous logicians.
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The Conclusive Definition of Invariable Concomitance.

Invariable concomitance is the co-presence of the middle

term with the major term which is not qualified b}'' the nature

of the counterpart of that absolute non-existence which abides

in the same locus with the middle term, but abides in a different

locus in respect of the counterpart, e.g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

«s

Diagram IV.

.(3\ON ^

Diagram V.

SMOJ<E* o
Lj/ /ABSOLUTE NON

EXISTENCE OF

POT, ETC.

ve

Here there is co-presence of smoke (the middle term) wth
fire (the major term) which is not qualified by the nature of a

pot, and the absolute non-existence, whose counterpart is the

pot, abides in the same locus with smoke, but abides in a different

locus m respect of the pot.
This definition covers the case of an exclusively affirniati

uiference inasmuch as it does not involve a non-existence o

the major term, and the major term is not the counterpart^ot

that non-existence which abides in the same locus with tue

middle term. Looking at diagram V we find that there is co-

presence of the knowable with the nanieablc which is not qaali-

hed by the nature of a pot (though the pot is qualified by tft^

nature of the nameable), and the absolute non-existence, whose

counterpart is the pot, abides in the same locus with the kno^v

able, but m a different locus in respect of the pot.

^WTJiJT^RJ
I

A Non-existence of the General Form.

Some say that even the conclusive definition given above

concomitance of smoke with lire we notice that fires are mf^ni

-—— '"J' """•u even ine conclusive aennitiou h^*-" -.

IS defective inasmuch as in going to establish the invariable

I
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1^

fold owing to the difference of their loci such as the fire of a

kitchen^ of a sacrificial ground, and so on. There is non-existence
of these fires one hj one in the locus of a particular case of

smoke. This, by making fire the counterpart of that non-exis-

tence which abides in the same locus with smoke, altogether
upsets the conclusive definition.

Gangesa in reply says that though in the locus of smoke
there are non-existences of various fires, the natures which
qualify the counterparts of those non-existences are not one
and the same, viz, the nature of fire in general. They are

different, that is, particular fires have particular natures, as for
instance, the nature of the fire of a kitchen is different from
that of the fire of a sacrificial ground, and so on. It is therefore
necessary to admit a non-existence of fire of the general form

—

such as * there is no fire ' distinguished from non-existences of

particular forms as * there are not such and such fires/ A non-
existence of the general form is the non-existence whose counter-
part is not of a particular nature. Had the non-existence of
the general form been a name merely for the sum total of particu-
lar non-existences then there would not have arisen in us a
doubt of the form— ' is not there a colour in air ?

' It is perfectly
known to us that in air there are no particular colours as red,
yellow, etc,

; yet we entertain a doubt in our mind as to whether
there is not in air a non-existence of colour of the general form.

Invariable Concomitance of Special Forms.
It is to be admitted that there is non-existence of the fire

of a hill in the locus of smoke of a sacrificial ground, and there
IS non-existence of the fire of a sacrificial ground, in the locus
of smoke of a hill. There is no invariable concomitance of
smoke with fire if tlie two occupy different loci, that is, if the
locus of smoke is different from that of the fire. But nobody can
deny the uivariable concomitance of smoke with fire if the two
occupy the same locus, e.g. there is an invariable concomitance
of smoke of a hill with the fire of the same. Though there is no
invariable concomitance of all cases of smoke with all cases of
fare there is the concomitance of particular cases of smoke with
their corresponding fires. The comprehensive connection of
smoke with fire is not, by this particular concomitance, dis-

turbed, for there is no smoke without fire.

This sort of mvariable concomitance, called the invariable
concomitance of special forms, may be defined as follows

:

1- Invariable concomitance is the co-presence of the middle
term with the major term which is different from the counter-
Part of that absolute non-existence which does not abide in the
jocus of the counterpart, but abides with the middle term in the
batter's own locus.
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2. middle

term with the major term the locus of which is different from

that of the counterpart of the reciprocal non-existence which

abides in the locus of the middle ternl.

3. Invariable concomitance is the connection of the middle

term with the major term which is different from the counter-

part of that reciprocal non-existence which abides in the same

locus with the middle term.
4. Invariable concomitance may also be defined as the

co-presence of the middle term with the major term when there

is no condition attached to the middle term.
5. Invariable concomitance is the co -presence of the middle

term with the major term w^hich co-abides with that absolute

existence whose counterpart is that which is qualified by the

nature of the counterpart of the absolute non-existence abid-

ing in the same locus with the middle term.
6. Invariable concomitance is the possession of that na-

ture which establishes the connection (that is, brings about the

co-presence) of the middle term with the major term.

^ifH^T^TT^: I

Means

1.^ Some logicians maintam that repeated observations of

one thing as accompanjang another thing are the means of appre-

hending invariable concomitance of the one with the other, e.g-

we apprehend the invariable concomitance of smoke with foe

after we have observed repeatedlv that the one accompanies

the other.

Gangesa opposes the above view on the following grounds

:

(1) Of the repeated observations each one separately can-

not be the cause of apprehension of invariable concomitance

owmg to lack of unity among the observations. As the succes-

sive observations perish quickly there is nothing which imite^

them together to cause in us an apprehension of invariable

concomitance. The impressions left in our mind by the pas5

observations are no doubt competent to produce recollection

annot
prehension of invariable concomitance which involves unequal

things such as cases of smoke of a kitchen, a sacrificial
ground,

— - I I i ^

a hill, etc.

(2) What
%

^ J ^ «g«xii xo vjiv^ meaning oi repeattju ^j^^^'- •-•
.

Does It mean observation in numerous places, or observ^ation

of numerous instances, or observation of the same instauc^

Ij ^j» ^«^ r\X 54.11 V n"*r
altemativ

to us in apprehending invariable concomitance. Can we

with
have observed them together in numerous places ? Can numer
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ous instances of colour observed along with savour in the same
place (as a pot) entitle us to establish invariable concomitance
between them ? As regards the observation of an instance

numerous times, it may be asked how many times ? There is

certainly no fixity as to the number of times. There cannot
in fact be an invariable concomitance of a pen with a ground
even if they have been observed together a hundred times.

2. Some other logicians say that a reasoning (ta.rka) coupled
rtith the observation of co-accompaniment (sahacara) is the

means of our apprehending invariable concomitance. For in-

stance, smoke is in invariable concomitance with fire inasmiich
as we observe the former co-accompanied by the latter; and
by applying our reasoning we further find that had there been
no inseparable connection between smoke and fire, we could
have seen the former without the latter, but as such a contin-

gency is an absurdity, there is certainly an invariable concomi-
tance of smoke with fire.

According to Gangesa the above view is untenable inas-

much as a reasoning, being itself based on an apprehension of

invariable concomitance, cannot be the cause of the same.
Unless a person apprehends the invariable concomitance of one
thing with another thing, his reasoning, which is to reveal
the absurdity of all contrary apprehensions, cannot come into

operation. *We could argue ad infinitum Avithout being able to

ascertain whether reasoning preceded the apprehension of in-

variable concomitance, or the latter preceded the former.

^TfH^ITtTn^lffl^T^- 1

Conclusion as to the Means
Concomitance*

The observation of co-accompaniment attended with the

kno
invariable concomitance, e.g. there is invariable concomitance
01 smoke with fire as the former constantly accompanies the
latter without any exceptions.

The knowledge of exceptions may assume the form of a
certainty or doubt. In the former alternative we cannot at all

apprehend invariable concomitance, and in the latter there is

great difficulty in apprehending it. Doubt arises from two
sources, viz. sometimes from the suspicion of a condition (upa-

^'

dhi)

and
recognition of common properties

\

and non-recognition of special properties. As an instance of
tne latter source we may point out a tall object which in the

Z" }^\-^ produces in us a doubt as to whether it is a man or a
post, because we recognise in it tallness which is the common
Property of a man and a post without the recognition of loco-
"•otion, etc., which are the special properties of a man. As
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an instance of the former source, we may cite the case of a fire

which, if wet fuel is attached to it as a condition, may be in-

separably connected with smoke. In asserting the invariable

concomitance of smoke with fire ' we are therefore in doubt as

to whether wet fuel is not a condition.

In certain instances the doubt does not arise at all on

account of absence of such defects as myopia, long distance,

etc. In certain other instances the doubt is removed by the

employment of reasoning. For instance, our doubt as to whe-

ther there is invariable concomitance of fire with smoke, is re-

moved by reasoning as follows :—Had fire constantly accom-

panied smoke there would have been smoke in an ignited iron-

ball ; but in it there is fire and no smoke ; so there is no invari-

able concomitance of fire with smoke (but there is that ot

smoke with fire). . ,

The reasoning which is to remove doubt, is to be earned

on only as long as the doubt is not removed. The charge ot

regressus ad infinitum brought against the reasoning einpbyed

to establish invariable concomitance, does not apply to the pre-

sent case in which reasoning ceases with the disappearance oi

doubt and does not continue up to the commencement oi tne

inv

ct4-

^\

i

Reasoning (or Confutation).

The processes of reasoning (or confutation) may be

trated as follows :

—

Interrogation.—Can smoke abide without fire ^

,^

Reasoning.—If smoke could abide without fire, it ^^o

not have been a product of fire.

Be-interrogalion.—Is smoke a product of fire ? „
^

Reasoning.—If smoke were produced neither ^^°°^
jj.

nor from non-fire, then it would have been a

product. But it is not so. , .^j^gj

Doubt.—Smoke then may have been producect

from fire or without a cause. . , jn

Incompatibility.—Why a person, who thus
}^^f°j^ ^^

doubt, is nevertheless led on to ^*^^^^'^*^'
't „ pro-

doubts as to whether an effect may not o

^^^ ^

duced without a cause, whv does he ^ee^

fire to obtain smoke, and for food to get s^.

^^jj

tion ? His own activity indicates that nc i

.^^

aware of the connection between a cause

"""
'

' - 1— I
M fifyi

1 'There is invariable concomitance of smoke with fire ^^M^j^ot ^^
with smoke; that is, wherever there is smoke there i&nve, du
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effect. Why It is

incompatible with his own activity. There is no
doubt that smoke as an effect cannot be produced

without a cause. Smoke is in fact a product of

fire without which it cannot abide.

Comprehensiveness of Invariable Concomitance.

Comprehensiveness [anugama) is the nature which exhibits

in lone form all the various kinds of invariable concomitance
previously defined. The invariable concomitance involving

reciprocal non-existence is a comprehensive one, and is on
account of shortness to be accepted as the cause of inference.

Of the five provisional definitions of invariable concomitance
the third and the fifth, and of those of the invariable concomi-
tance of a special form, the second and the third involve reci-

procal non-existence! The conclusive definition of invariable

concomitance may also be so modified as to involve reciprocal

non-existence. Of these the third definition of the invariable

concomitance of a special form is by far very short.

Intercourse whose Character is General.

We observed that there is invariable concomitance of smoke
of a kitchen with fire of the same, and similarly there is invari-

able concomitance of smoke of a sacrificial ground with fire of

the same. Though we thus observe that there is invariable

concomitance of particular cases of smoke with particular cases

of fire, we cannot infer fire on a hill by seeing smoke there,

lentil we can establish the invariable concomitance of all cases

of smoke with all cases of fire. We can establish the invari-

able concomitance of all cases of smoke with all cases of fire if

^e assume the knowledge of smokeness (the generic nature of

smoke) as the intercourse for our perception of all cases of

smoke, and the knowledge of fireness (the generic nature of

fi^e) as the intercourse for our perception of all cases of fire.

-This sort of intercourse which consists of the knowledge of a

generic nature is called an intercourse whose character is

general. It is described by some logicians as an ordinary inter-

course of particularity while others describe it as a transcen-

Jlent intercourse. The logicians, who hold the first \ie^% say
that in perceiving a particular smoke by means of our ej-e there

^ the intercourse of union, while in perceiving smokeness there

1^ the intercourse, of united -inherence, and in perceiving all

<^ases of smoke (of all times and all places) through the know-
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ledge of smokeness there is the intercourse of particularity.

All these cases of intercourse are ordinary ones.

The logicians, who hold the second view, say that in the

perception of a particular smoke and smokeness there are no

doubt ordmary intercourses of union and united -inherence res-

pectively, hut in the perception of all cases of smoke through the

knowledge of smokeness the intercourse is a transcendent one.

It cannot be an ordinary intercourse because of all cases of

smoke the present ones can be perceived by our eyes indepen-

dent of the knowledge of smokeness, Avhile the past and future

cases of smoke with which our eyes are not connected, cannot

be perceived at all through any of the six ordinary intercourses.

Therefore the intercourse, viz. the knowledge of smokeness,

through which we perceive all cases of smoke, is a transcendent

one Avhose character is general. Hence the apprehension of

invariable concomitance of a particular case of smoke with a

particular case of fire refers through the intercourse whose

character is general to all cases of smoke and all cases of fire.

Conclusion about the Intercourse whose Character is

General.
If the intercourse whose character is general, were not

accepted, there could not arise any doubt as to whether there

were mstances m which smoke (the middle term) did not accom-

pany fire (the major term). As to the cases of smoke which

were present, we could perceive theh: co-accompaniment with

cases of fire, and they could leave no room for doubt regardijig

any case of exception. As for the past and future cases of

smoke, or the cases of smoke of distant places, we could not

know them as they were bevond the range of our eyes. In tj^

absence of knowledge of those cases of smoke it would be

impossible for us to entertain anv doubt as to whether they

constantly accompanied fire. Doubt bemg impossible there

could not be any reasoning employed to remove it. Hence we

could not apprehend an invariable concomitance. But if we

intercourse whose character is general, is admitted, we can ex-

plam the perception of all cases of smoke through the inter-

course of smokeness. It is possible for doubt tp arise in res-

pect of some of these cases of smoke through non -recognitioo

of their special properties We must therefore admit inter-

course whose character is general.

The Conditional Middle Term.
The middle term, if it is to be in invariable concomitance

with the major, should be devoid of condition, that is,
sbouia
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be unconditionaL A condition (upadhi) is that which con-

stantly accompanies the major term, but does not always accom-

pany the middle term, e.g.

The hill is full of smoke
because it is full of fire (nourished by wet fuel).

Diagram VI.

Here smoke is the major term, fire is the middle term and
wet fuel is a condition. The wet fuel constantly accompanies
smoke, but does not always accompany fire. For instance, the
fire in an ignited iron-balfis not accompanied by wet fuel at all.

.

'* Accompanying the major term " signifies the state of not
^^emg the counterpart of that absolute non-existence which
^bides in the locus of the major term, that is, the state of not
^ing absent from the locus of the major term. " Not accom-

Diagram VII.

He is blackj

because he is a son of Mitra

(who eats vegetaWes)

.
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panjing the middle term" is the state of being the counter-
part of that absolute non-existence which abides in the locus
of the middle term, that is, the state of being absent from the
locus of the middle term. In diagram VI "wet fuel" is not
absent from the region of smoke, but it is present in some regions
ot hre and absent from the remaining regions of the same.

Mitra has many sons of whom one is black, and the rest fair-

complexioned. The son conceived at a time when Mitra ate
vegetables, is black, but other sons that were conceived while
she did not eat vegetables but drank milk, are fair-complexioned.

" is a condi-4-- u- I.
eating vegeiaDjes is a uonui-

tion w-hich accompanies Mitra 's black son, but does not accom-
pany her fair-complexioned sons.

Some say that "eating vegetables " is not a condition in-

asmuch as it does not always accompany blackness ; for in-

stance, the hkntnoco r.t „ —^ : ^ ^i *^
i. v t.

;
—- -x^^^^icos ui a, por IS not tne result ot eatmg vegei

a Dies. Gangesa meets the objection bv saying that the black
ness markmg Mitra's son is not of the same nature as the
Dlackness vv hich abides in a pot. A condition is, according to
iiim, to be clearly defined as follows :—

A condition is that which constantlv accompanies the
major term^ but does not always accompany the middle term in

respect of an entity of a fixed nature.
Condition is of two kinds, viz. (1) sure, and (2) suspected.

A condition is said to be sure when we know with certainty
mat It constantly accompanies the major term, but does not
always accompany the middle term ; and it is said to be sus-

pected when there is doubt as to its accompanying the major
term or as to its not accompanving the middle term. An in-

stance of a suspected condition is given below :

The earth has a maker,
because it is a product (caused by a body).

Here "caused by a body "
is a condition which constantly

accompanies a maker (if the maker is a person, but not if the

maker is a collection of atoms), but does not always accom-
pany a product (for mstance, a product like a pot is caused by
a body, but a product like a lightning is not so caused). Thj

condition, VIZ. "causing by a body" is therefore a suspected

+K
-"^.^ondition is not in itself a defect, but its attachment Jo

the middle term indicates that that term is erratic and the

conclusion drawn therefrom wTong

Mmcij

Minor
The state of being the locus or the minor term (V^^^f^)

has been defined by some logicians as the state in which it
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doubtful whether the major term abides in it or not. Seeing

that the connection of the major term with the locus or minor

term, may not necessarily involve a doubt, Gangesa prefers to

define the minor term as that whose connection with the major

. term is not known with certainty in consequence of the absence

of a desire to know the connection, e.g. in the proposition '' the

hill is full ot fire," the hill is the minor term whose connection

with fire was hitherto neither investigated nor known. The
minor term is so called not merely if there is an absence of

knowledge of its connection with the major term, but also if

the absence of knowledge is due to the absence of a desire to

arrive at the knowledge. We cannot treat the minor term as

such merely by establishing with it a connection of the major

term if that connection has already been known, but we shall

be justified in treating it as the minor term if there is in us a

desire again to establish the connection.
A similar locus, a homogeneous, affirmative or positive example

(sapaksa) is that in which the major term is known with cer-

tainty 'to abide, e.g. the hill is full of fire, because it is full of

smoke, as a kitchen.

A dissimilar locus, a heterogeneous, or negative example (vip-

aksa) is that in which the major term is known not to abide, e,g.

the hill is full of fire, because it is full of smoke ;
where there is

no fire, there is no smoke, as a lake.

H^IH^: I

Consideration or Knowledge of Premisses.

Consideration (paramarsa) is the knowledge that the middle
term in invariable concomitance with the major term abides

^ the minor, e,g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Here consideration consists of the knowledge that in the

liill abides smoke which is in invariable concomitance with fire.

This knowledge (consideration) is the cause of inference.

The ancients held that smoke actually perceived together

with the knowledge that it is in invariable concomitance with

fife was the cause of inference. But Gangesa opposes this

view by saj^ing that if smoke actually perceived were the cause,

then inference could not take place from smoke that had been

tlestroyed or that had not yet arrived. On hearing that there

^vill be smoke here, a person can at once mfer that there will

be fire here, although he does not actually perceive smoke

^^'hich is not present. It is therefore not smoke itself but the

knowledge of it that is the cause of the inference. In other

^ords the middle term actually perceived together with the
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knoAviedge that it is in invariable concomitance with fire, is not

the cause of inference, but consideration or knowledge that in

the minor term abides the middle term which is, in invariable

concomitance with the major term, is such a cause.

An Exclusively Affirmative Inference.

Inference is of three kinds, viz, (1) an exclusively affirma-

tive inference (kevalanvayyanumanam)
, (2) an exclusively

negative inference (kevalavyatirekyanumanam), and (3) an

affirmative-negative inference (anvaya-vyatirekyanumanam).
The exclusively affirmative is an inference in which there

is no negative example. It may also be defined as an inference

in which the major term is not the counterpart of that abso-

lute non-existence which has an abode ; or as an inference in

which there is no non-presence of the major term, e.g.

This is nameable,
because it is knowable

—

{vide diagram II).

An Exclusively Negative Inference.

An exclusively negative inference is the inference in which

the major term has no affirmative example. I* may also be

defined as the inference in which the major term does not

abide in anything else than in the minor term, e.g^

The earth is different from other things,
because it possesses smell.

Diagram VIII.

OTHER
THINGS

An Affirmative-Neg'ative Inference.

The caffirmative-xiegative is an inference in which the m^-]^^

term has both affirmative and negative examples, e.g-
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The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke,
as a kitchen and not as a lake.

Presumption.

The Mlmarhsakas say that presumption (arthapatti) is a

separate means of knowledge. On hearing that " Devadatta

who is fat does not eat in the day " we at once conclude that

he eats in the night. Since a person cannot become fat unless

he eats either in the day or in the night, and since he does not

eat in the day it follows by presumption that he eats in the

night.

Gangesa does not admit presumption to be a separate

means of knowledge, but includes it in the negative inference ^

which establishes the absence of the middle term through

the absence of the major term. Here the absence of eating in

the night would have been followed by the absence of that

fatness which is attended with non-eataig in the day.

Inference for One's Self.

Inference is of two kinds : (1) inference for one's self

(svarthanumana) and (2) inference for the sake of others

(pararthanumana). A person having himself repeatedly

observed in the kitchen and other places the invariable con-

comitance of smoke with fire, goes near a hill and sees smoke
on it. He recollects that wdierever there is smoke there is fire,

and thereuj)on knowledge arises in him that " this hill has

smoke which is in invariable concomitance with fire." This

knowledge is called "consideration of the sign" (lifigapara-

marsa) or simply " consideration " (paramarsa) from which

follows the knowledge that " this hill has fire " which is called

inferential conclusion (anumiti). This is the process of in-

ference for one's self.

Inference for the Sake of Others.

Whenwnen a person having inferred lire trom smose uciuui^

strates it to others by the employment of a syllogism, it is

. ' A person to be fat must take his food either in the day or in the

mght—(A proposition). .„
Devadatta who is fat does not take his food in the day—(i^ propo-

sition).

.
Anerefore Devadatta must \

o'sjunctive categorical syllogism.

food

)
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called " an inference for the sake of others." The process of
this inference is as follows :

—

1. The hill has fire,

2. Because it has smoke,
3. All that has smoke has fire as a kitchen,
4. This hill has smoke,
5. Therefore this hill has fire.

^^
The demonstration given above produces in other people

consideration of the sign" which necessarily makes them
admit that flip TiHl i^oo fir.^

58JT^: 1

;m
Syllogism (nyaya) is the name for a collection of five

sentences which give rise to knowledge that produces consider-
ation. It is set forth as follows :—

1. This hill is full of fire—proposition.
2. Because it is full of smoke—reason.
3. All that is full of smoke is full of fire as a

kitchen—example.
4. This hill is fnll of smoke—application.
5. Therefore this hill is full of fire—conclusion.

•

+i5*^*^^
*^®^® ^^^ sentences have been employed there arises

in the mmd of the listener consideration of the form, ' this bill

IS lull ot smoke, which is m invariable concomitance with fire,_

irom which follows the conclusion " this hill is full of fire.

^JHogism IS therefore the name for the entire collection of five

sentences each of which is called a part or member.

^^^^:
rarts ol a Syllogism.

A part or member (avavava) is a sentence that gives rise

to knowledge which contributes to the production of an entire

knowledge which produces consideration. On the empbymen
ot hve sentences there arises at first knowledge from each ol

them separately. Then there arises a collective kno^vledge
iromthe five sentences combined together. This collective

knowledge which produces consideration is based on each of

il -^ sentences called a part or member. The parts are

trve m (1) a proposition, (2) a reason, (3) an example, (4)
^

application, and (5) a eonrln^i..

The Proposition.

tr.. T^?
Proposition (pratijna) is a sentence which causes

knowledge whose object is the same as that of the conclusion
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and which contributes to the production of the entire know-
ledge which produces consideration, e.g.

This hill is fiery.V

It may also be defined as a sentence which gives rise to an
inquiry necessitating the mention of the reason, e.g. this hill

is fiery (why so ? because it is smoky).

¥g: 1

The Reason or Middle Term.

The reason or middle term (hetu) is a w^ord, with the

instrumental or ablative suffix attached to it, which produces
knowledge Avhose object is not the probandum (major term)

but which contributes to the production of the entire know-
ledge that gives rise to consideration, e.g. because it is smoky
[i.e. by or from smokiness).

The reason is of two kinds : (I) the affirmative (anvayl) and
(2) the negative (vj^atireki). The affirmative reason is a

member with the instrumental or ablative suffix attached to it,

which produces know^ledge that necessitates the mention of the

oaember expressive of an affirmative invariable concomitance,

6.gr. because it is smoky (that is, by or from smokiness) , all

that is smoky being fiery as a kitchen. The negative reason is

a member with the instrumental or ablative suffix attached to

it, which produces knowledge that necessitates the mention of

the member expressive of a negative invariable concomitance,
€-9'. because it i^ smoky (that is, by or from smokiness), all that
IS not fiery being not smoky as a lake.

1

Example.
The example (udaharana) is a word which while producing

knowledge of connection of the form that the locus of the
middle term is constantly occupied by the major term, causes
another knowledge which proceeds from the sentence expressive
of consideration,! e.g.

All that is smoky is fiery as a kitchen.

[So is this hill smoky].

Application.

The application (upanaya) is a member which produces

consideration, e.g. [All that^is smoky is fiery]. So is this

hill smoky.

' Application (upanaya) is the sentence expressive of consideration.
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Conclusion.

Conclusion (nigamana) is a sentence which, while causing

knowledge which gives rise to consideration, produces knowledge
of the major term as indicated by that of the middle term

through its invariable concomitance with the' major term and
its nature of abiding in the minor term, e.g. ^

[In this hill there is smoke which is in invariable concomi-
tance with fire.] Therefore in this hill there is fire, or therefore

this hill is fierv.

(^THT«T: I

Fallacies.

f^THT^ ^iwr^ f^^f^- I

A General Definition of Fallacy.
E

A person can ascertain truths and achieve victory by

exposing fallacies in the argument of his opponent. It is

therefore necessary to define a fallacy which in Sanskrit is called

hefvabhasa, a scniblauce of reason, a fallacy of reason or a

fallacious reason.

A fallacy is an object of knowledge which obstructs an

inference. It is in brief a defective reason. There are five

kinds of fallacy or defective reason, viz. (1) the erratic or

uncertain (savyabhicara or anaikanta), (2) the contradictory
(vu-uddha), (3) the counterbalanced (satpratipaksita), (4) the

unproved or inconclusive (asiddha), and (5) the incompatible
(badhita). The defects involved in the above reasons are

respectively the following :—(1) the erraticalness or uncertainty

(vyabhicara), (2) contradiction (virodha), (3) counterbalance
(satpratipaksa), (4) absence of proof or inconclusiveness
(asiddhi), and (.5) incompatibility (badha).

The Erratic Reason.
The ERRATIC (savyabhicara) is a reason or middle term m

wnich abides a character the possession of which causes that

presence of two alternatives which produces doubt in the prO"

bandum or major term. The nature refers to the constant

accompaniment with, or absence from, both the major term

nWW "/'"existence. The erratic reason is subdivided as

(1) that which istpo general (sadharana), (2) that which is non-

general or not general enough (asadharana), and (3) that which

IS non-exclusive (anupasamharl).

A
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A reason is said to be too general if it abides in the locus

of the major term as well as in that of its absence, e.g.

This hill is smokv,
because it is fiery.

Here the reason *' fire " abides m the region of smoke (as

in a kitchen) as well as in the region of the absence of smoke
(as in an ignited iron -ball).

A reason is said to be non-general or not general enough
if it abides neither in the locus of the major term nor in that
of its absence, e.g.

This hill is full of fire,

because it is full of ether.

Here the reason is ether which has no locus. Ether
abides neither in the locus of fire nor in that of the absence
of fire.

A reason is said to be non-exclusive if it is destitute of an
example, affirmative or negative, e.g.

All things are impermanent,
because they are knowable.

Here we cannoti.cite any example as '' all things" is the
subject.

The Contradictory Reason.

The contradictoiy (viruddha) is a reason which is the
counterpart of that non-existence which constantly accom-
panies the major term, e.g.

This hill is full of fire,

because it is full of water.

Here the reason is contradictory inasmuch as water is the
counterpart of the non-existence of water, which constantly
accompanies fire.

[The contradictory may also be defined as a reason
(middle term) which is constantly accompanied by the absence
01 the probandum (major term) ].

The Counterbalanced Reason.

If, at the time of the consideration of a reason which seeks
o establish the existence of the probandum or major term, there

^-T'x^-
^^^ consideration of another reason which seeks to

"tabhsh the non-existence of that term, the first reason is a
ounterbalanced one, nay both the reasons are counter-
balanced, e.g,

^
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One reason—Sound is eternal because it is audible.

Opposite reason—-Sound is non-eternal because it is a

product.

In the above instances as the consideration of both sides

prevails, there is no real inference. The inference from one

reason being of as much force as tliat from the other reason, the

two inferences neutralize each other.

: I

The Unproved Reason-

The unproved (asiddha) reason is of three kinds : (1)

unproved on the part of its locus or the subject (asrayasiddha),

(2) unproved with regard to its own nature (svarupasiddlia),

and (3) unproved in respect of accompaniment (vyapyatva-

siddha).

^T^^TfelS' I

Part

its Locus.

A reason is said to be unproved on the part of its locus, if

the characteristic distinguishing; the locus does not belong to

it; e.g.

This golden hill is fiery,

because it is smoky.

[Here the reason "smoke'' is unproved as its locus

unreal on account of goldness not belonging to a hill].

15

^^irrf^:^' i

A Reason which is Unproved with regard to its

own Nature.
O^^TiA reason is said to be unproved with regard to its

nature, if it does not abide in the locus or minor term, e.g-

The lak^ is fiery,

because it is smoky.
[Here the reason is unproved as smoke from its very

nature does not abide in a lake].

^ITQIc^Tftr^

A Reason which is Unproved in Respect of

Accompaniment
A reason is said to be unproved in respect of const^o

accompaniment, if its generic nature is not useful in estaoi^
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ing its invariable concomitance with the major term. It is

subdivided as follows :

—

r f

(a) Unproved on the part of the major term (sadliya-

siddhi) which occurs when there is a useless

adjective appended to that term, e.g.

This hill is full of golden fire,

because it is full of smoke. [' Golden ' is use-

less].

(6) Unproved on the part of the reason (hetvasiddhi)

which occurs when there is a useless adjective

appended to it, e.g.

This hill is full of fire,

because it is full of blue smoke.' [' Blue' is

useless].

(c) Unproved in respect of invariable concomitance
(Vyaptyasiddhi) which occurs when there is a
condition attached to the reason, eg.

This hill is full of smoke,
because it is full of fire [nourished by wet

fuel, which is a condition attached to the

reason].

The Incompatible Reason.
w

M\ incompatible reason (badhita) occurs when there is

the knowledge that the major term which is assigned to the
mmor term does not really abide in it, e,g.

I

Fire is cold,

because it is a substance.

The incomx^atible reason^ which is of ten kinds, occurs
under the following cii'cumstances :

—

1. The minor term being incompatible with i^erception

(paksah pratyaksa-badhitah).. e,g.

A pot is all-pervading,

because it is existent.

2. The minor term behig incompatible with inference

(paksah anumana-badhitah), e.g.

An atom has parts,

because it has a shape. [An atom has in fact

no shape and no parts],

3. The minor term being incompatible with verbal testi-

mony (paksah sabda-badhitah), e,g.

The golden mountain (Meru) is stony,

because it is a mountain.
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4- The minor term being incompatible with perception

which establishes the counterpart of the major

term (paksah sadhya-pratiyogi-pratyaksa-badhi-

tah), e.g.

Fire is non-warm,
because it is a product.

5. The minor term being incompatible with the inference

which establishes the counterpart of the major

term (paksah sadhya-pratiyogyanumana badhi-

tah), e.g.

Sound is inaudible,

because it is a quality (of ether).

6. The minor term being incompatible with comparison

which establishes the counterpart of the major

term (paksah sadhya-pratiyogyupamana-badhi-

tah), e.g.

Bos gavaeusness is not the connotation of the

term bos gavaeus,
because it is a general notion.

7. The minor term being incompatible with the evidence

which is analogous to the evidence that establishes

the major term (paksah sadhya-grahaka-prama-

na-jatlya-pramana-viruddhah) , e.g.

The skull of a deceased person is pure,

because it is the limb of a being that had

life, as a conch -shell.

[The scripture declares a conch shell to be pure but not

the skull of a deceased person.]

8. The minor term being Incompatible with perception

which establishes the middle term (paksah hetu-

grahaka-pratyaksa-badhitah) , e.g.

Water and air are warm,
because they are possessed of touch

unlike that of the earth,

9. The minor term being incompatible with
^l^^^'f!

which establishes the middle term (paksah nei

grahak

The mind is all-pervading, .

because it is a seat of union which is

a non-coexistent cause of knowledge.
bal

10. The minor term being incompatible with ve^^^

testimony which establishes the middle

(paksah hetu-grahaka-sabda-badhitah), e.g.
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The Rajasiiya sacrifice should be
celebrated by Brahmanas,
because it is the means of conquering heaven.

[From verbal testimony the Rajasuya sacrifice is ascer-
tained to be a duty of the Ksatriyas and not of the
Brahmanas.]

Fallacies are Serviceable as they Point out Inefficiency.

A fallacy when exposed is a good reply to an opponent
whose argument is pointed out by it to be inefficient.

Quibbles and far-fetched analogies are not good replies as they
are of no use in this respect. The far-fetched analogies are
moreover self-destructive.

Inference of God.

By inference we can prove the existence of God, the maker
01 the universe. The inference employed for this purpose runs
as follows :—

The universe has a maker
because it is a product as a pot.

The causes which operate in the case of a product may be
stated thus :—

There must be (1) a direct knowledge (perception) by an
agent himself of the materials which constitute a product, (2)
a desire on the part of the agent to make it, and (3) an act of
making it.

For instance, in making a product called a pot (1) there
are m the potter a perception of the pieces that constitute a
Vot, (2) a desire on his part to make it, and (3) his actual
making of it.

Similarly in the case of a product called a binary atomic
compound (dvyanuka) there must be (1) perception by an agent
of the atoms which constitute the compound, (2) a desire in
aim to make it, (3) and his actual making of it. Now atoms
^e supersensuous and as such cannot be perceived by man.
tience the maker of the binary atomic compound is -an agent
^^o is not man but God.

Book III.

^^flH ^iS*l—Comparison.

,
A man, who does not know the signification of the word

"os-gavaeus, hearing from an elder that the word bos-gavaeus
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gnifies

he sees an animal like a cow. Re-

1 ^""^A ,.
^^^\'^^S^ '^ collecting the instructive assertion of

derived through compan- _ i i i - ^ .^ ^

gon. the elder he institutes a comparison

by which he arrives at the conclusion

that the animal which he sees is the thing signified by the

word bos-gavaeus. The means by which this conclusion has

been arrived at is called comparison (upamana). This means

is the knowledge of likeness between a cow and a bos-gavaeus.

The word comj)arison is ordinarily taken to signify the whole

process.

The intercourse or operation (vj^apara) in the case of

comparison consists in the recollection of the instructive

assertion of the elder, viz. that the word bos-gavaeus signmes

an animal which is like cow. The result of comparison

(upamiti) is the knowledge of the relation of a name to some-

thing so named.
The Mimamsakas maintain that likeness (sadrsya) is a

T ., , . ^ distinct object which is not included
Likeness explained. , .i

•"
. • ^ ^^t thpi

in the seven categories ot tne

Vaisesikas. The signification of the word bos-gavaeus is,

according to them, an animal which possesses likeness to a

cow. Gangesa opposes this view bj^ saying that it is cumber-

some. A thing is said to bear likeness to another thing if

«

while possessing the special property of the latter thing is

different from the same in the generic''nature. Such being the

definition of likeness we have to admit an infinite number ot

likenesses corresponding to the thing to which they refer. Tne

real signification of the word bos-gavaeus, according to

Gangesa, is not an animal which possesses likeness to a

cow but an animal which possesses the generic nature ot a

bos-gavaeus (that is, which is a type of all bos-gavaeuses)^

Hence the result of comparison consists of knowledge ot tn

relation between the word bos-gavaeus and the animal whic

possesses the generic nature of a bos-gavaeus. ,

Some say that the knowledge of signification of the wor

rnmn.r,-« " * bos-gavacus is derived through pereeP

Comparison 18 not i- ® mi • • i. ^A TVioueh t"®

perception. tion. This IS absurd.
, l^^'^/^^pus

relation between the word bos-gavaeu^

and the animal called bos-gavaeus may be perceived

particular case with which our eyes are in union, it is ""P^f^

^
for us to perceive such a relation in other cases whicn

^^

beyond our eyes. Therefore the knowledge of signification

the word bos-gavaeus is not derived through perception u

through a separate means of knowledge called comparison.

The knowledge of signification of the word bos-gav
_^

Comparison is not f^^ ^^i^lier be derived throug^^
^^

inference. ference masmuch as m tn«
Jerived

comparison knowledge is

in a

ibl<'
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through the knowledge of likeness independent of the know-
ledge of invariable concomitance which is indispensable to an
inference. Moreover in the case of knowledge derived through

comparison there is in us a self-consciousness of the form '* I

compare " but not of the form '' I infer."

Book IV.
^

W^ Tig^H^J—Verbal Testimony.

Definition of Verbal Testimony.

A speech ^ (sabda) is a means of valid knowledge if it is

uttered by a person as an outcome of his true knowledge of

its meaning, e.g, the speech, viz. a horse runs, is a means of

valid knowledge if it has been uttered by a person who knows
its meaning. The means by which or the process in which the

valid knowledge is derived is called verbal testimony (sabda-

pramanam) . A speech uttered b}^ a person who does not know
its meaning may produce knowledge the validity of which is

uncertain.

5115^ tN"- 1

Verbal Knowledge.

Anj^ knowledge derived from a speecli is called verbal

knowledge (sabda bodhah). It is the knowledge of the mutual

connection of things signified by words which possess expec-

tancy, consistency, contiguity and potentiality, and convey

intention. The process in which the verbal knowledge is pro-

duced is described as follows

:

A speech—ghatah asti (there is a pot).

(i.) At first' there is the hearing^ (sabdasya sravanam)

of words in the speech, viz. ghat a -»- h + as -»- ti

(there + is + a + pot).

(ii.) Then there is the recollection of things (arthasya

smaranam) signified bv the words, viz. the recol-

lection of " pot" signified by the word " ghata

of " one" signified by "h" (a modification of the

first case-ending su), of " existing " signified by

" as " and of "the state of abiding " signified by

"
ti " (a verbal termination in the third person,

singular number, present tense).

(iii.). Afterwards there is the knowledge of the mutual

I "Speech" signifies "the knowledge of speech."
* The words n^d not always be actually heard but sometimes we

"lay recollect them from a written statement.
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connection of things thus recollected (samsarga-

bodhah), that is, the knowledge that *pot' as

qualified by oneness is an abode of existence. The
knowledge in this third step is specially called a

verbal knowledge,
(iv.) Lastly there is self-consciousness (anuvyavasaya)

of the knowledge in the following form :
" I am

the possessor of the knowledge of pot which as

qualified by oneness is an abode of existence."

Speech as a Means of Valid Knowledge.

A means otherwise

»/ valid knowledge ?

^ in^'d,n^ otnerwise caiiea an mstrument (Karanaj is tudu

cause which when brought into operation necessarily produces

its effect. A speech is not, according to the Buddhists, such a

means inasmuch as it does not, even when uttered by a

person who knows its meaning, produce knowledge unless it is

attended with expectancy, consistency, etc. Therefore ''a

speech is not," say the Buddhists. *^a means of valid know-
1 _ "I 39 ^

ledge."

A speech is indeed a means of valid knowledge. Gangesa

opposes the above view by saying that if the Buddhists do not

admit a speech to be a means of valid knowledge whence do

they derive the validity of their own speech, viz. " a speech is

not a means of valid knowledge." The verbal testimony being

denied, their speech cannot be proved as valid and as such

cannot be advanced against any party. On the contrary u

their speech is admitted as valid they will have to abandon
their contention that " a speech is not a means of valid know-

ledge." The contention of the Buddhists is therefore baseless,

and a speech is indeed a means of valid knowledge. But the

speech, if it is to be a means of valid knowdedgc. must not be

a bare one : it should be attended with expectancy, consisten-

cy, etc.

The speech is mentioned as the means or instrument

know

ictancy—0-, ^^ v..,.jjci:i;(muy, consistencv, etc., are meic o-"^"-

—

causes or conditions. It should be stated here that only one

cause without attendant conditions cannot produce any efiect.

Is verbal testimony included in jterception ?

The Buddhists, while not claiming their speech to be

valid, say that it serves at anv rate to produce in us a mentai

perception of the form " a 'speech is not a means of vaiw

knowledge by causing the recollection of thmgs signified by

It. When we hear the speech, viz. a speech is not a means
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valid knowledge, there arises in us a knowledge (recollection)

of the things signified by it, and through the intercourse whose
character is knowledge we actually perceive the things in our

mind. The function of verbal testimony being thus performed

by mental perception, there is no necessity for assuming the

former as a distinct means of valid knowledge.

Verbal testimony is not included in ^perception.

holds that a speech which is attended with

expectancy, etc., and produces recollection of things signified

by it, must be accepted as a means of valid knowledge quite

distinct from perception. Just as in the perception of a colour

our eye is the means or instrument, its union with the colour

is the -intercourse, and the perceptual knowledge is the result,

so in the verbal testimony a speech is the means or instru-

ment, the recollection of things signified by it is the mter-

course and the verbal knowledge is the result. A speech there-

fore serves the same purpose in verbal testimony as the sense-

organs do in perception, in other words, a speech is the means
of verbal knowledge, and considering the distinct nature of

this means we must admit verbal testimony to be a distinct

means of valid knowledge.

Is verbal testimony inchided in inference ?

The Vaisesikas maintain that verbal testimony is not a

distinct means of valid knowledge but is included in inference.

In deriving knowledge from a speech we first hear the words
constituting the speech and then recollect the things signified

by the words. The knowledge of the mutual connection of

things thus recollected, which is designated as verbal know-
ledge, is, according to the Vaisesikas, derived from inference.

Suppose one utters a speech thus : ''he beat the cow with a

stick." On hearing this speech the listener may, say the

Vaisesikas, infer as follows :—
1. The words constituting this speech must have been

preceded by knowledge of the mutual connection

of things as intended by the speaker and remin-

ded by his words—proposition.
2. Because they are possessed of expectancy, etc., and

convey the intention of the speaker—reason.
3. The words of all sx)eeches possessmg expectancy, etc.,

and conveying the intention of a speaker are

preceded by the knowledge of the mutual connec-

tion of things as intended by the speaker and

reminded by his words just ^as the words of a

speech, viz, '' brmg a pot " uttered by me (the

listener)—example.
If we can thus derive knowledge of the speech by means

«t inference, there is, accordhig to the Vaisesikas, no necessity
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for admitting a separate means of knowledge called verbal

testimony.

Verbal knowledge is not included in inference.

Gangesa opposes the above view as follows :—The inference

as showTi above is not valid inasmuch as it does not involve

knowledge (recollection) of actual things as in the case of verbal

testimony iDut the knowledge of things reminded, that is,

knowledge of knowledge (recollection) of the things. This

is not only cumbersome but also fallacious. Our activity

in
^
respect of a thing arises from our knowledge of the

thing itself but not from our knowledge of knowledge of

the thing which, as in the case of knowledge of error, may
not contain in itself the cause of activity. Moreover verbal

knowledge is not, like inferential knowledge, dependent on

the knowledge of invariable concomitance between the words

of a speech and knowledge of the mutual connection of things

signified by them, but it results immediately from the words

as soon as expectancy, consistencv. etc., existing among
have been known. Again, after verbal knowfedge has been

produced there arises self-consciousness of the form " I know

from the speech" but not of the form "I know through

inference."

It has already been observed that a speech cannot pro-

duce verbal knowledge unless the words composing it possess

expectancy, consistency, contiguity and potentiality and*

convey intention.

them

^1^T3^T3T?-: 1

Expectancy.
A word is said to bear the relation of expectancy

(akanksa) to another word if it cannot without the latter

produce knowledge of its interconnection in a speech. For

mstance, ' Devadattah gramam gacchati' (Devadatta goes to

the village) is a speech in which the w ord ' Devadatta '
(in ^^^,

nominative case ) js expectant for the word ' gacchati' ('goes^

the verb), and this latter in its tuin is expectant for ' graniam

(' village
' in the objective case ). In the same way the crude

word ' Devadatta ' is expectant for ' h ' (the same as sit the trs^

case-ending), the crude word ' grama ' for 'am' (the second

case-endmg) and gam ' (the root) for = ti ' (the verbal sumh
A crude word (nama) and a case-ending (vibhakti), a rooj

(dhatu) and a verbal suffix (akhvata). and a verb (knya) an«

a case (karaka) are expectant for each other.

Consistency.
Consistency (yogyata) consists in a word not bearing

meaning which is incompatible with the meanings of otn
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words in a speech. For instance, no verbal knowledge is derived

from such a speech as ' agnina sinca* (sprinkle with fire)

because it is incompatible with fire being an instrument in the

act of sprinkling. Consistency may be certain or doubtful but
in either case there will be verbal knowledsre.

Contiguity,

Contiguity (asatti) consists m the enunciation of words,

which are connected with each other, without a long pause

between them, e.g. the speech, viz. '' bring water*' will convey
no meaning if one utters the word " bring " now, and the word
" water *' after an hour.

Intention.

Intention (tatparvya), which indicates the wish of a

kno
savsof a special thing. If at the time of eating meal one

*' bring saindhava " we are to understand by the word '' saind-

hava'' a quantity of salt and not a horse.

The Non-eternity of Sound.

Sounds (sabda) such as it, etc., are multifarious inasmuch
as we find that a sound uttered bv a man is different from the

corresponding sound uttered by a parrot. On the ground that
sounds are many each of which is produced and destroyed,
^e must admit them to be non-eternal. In fact such an
expression as * the uproar that arose in the market has now
ceased

' proves beyond a doubt that sound is liable to destruction.

Sound Destroyed and not Concealed.

If sounds are destructible, their aggregates the speeches
must also be so. The Veda, a collection of speeches, is

consequently non-eternal. The Mimamsakas say that though
the Veda as a collection of speeches was liable to destruction,
^s it has come down through succession of teachers, its

continuity is uninterrupted. Gangesa opposes the above view
oy saying that from allusions occurring in the socio -religious

"}7^*"tes (smrti) and from usages that have prevailed from

f *?
t^mes we can infer that once there existed certain branches

ot the Vedas which have since disappeared. Therefore the
veUa IS non-eternal.
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The Veda is defined by Gangesa as a collection of valid
speeches which are not the outcome of knowledge of thinss

sismi
objects of those kinds of knowledge which are derived from
means other than verbal testimony.

Injunction,

The Veda is the foundation of our good customs inas-

much as it is the source of all injunctions. An injunction
(vidhi) is a speech which produces in a person such conviction
as induces him to perform or desist from performing the act

gnified wishes to go

to heaven, perform a horse-sacrifice" is an injunction. "Let
not a man drink wine " is another injunction.

According to Kumarila the conviction, which in an

ordmary speech represents the purpose of the speaker and in

the case of the Vedic speech (not emanating from any person}

the potentiality of the speech itself, consists of an idea of the

form
:
" this speech directs me to perform or to desist from

performmgthe act signified by it."
Prabhakara says that the conviction consists of the belief

that merit or demerit that accrues from the act signified by
the speech,^ is capable of being earned by our efforts.

Gangesa, who is not satisfied with any of the above

explanations, maintains that the conviction produced in the

person consists of the consciousness (a) that the act signified

by the speech is capable of being performed bv him, (&)
that

tie performance of it will fulfil his object of desire, and (c)

no serious inconvenience will accompany the performance.
AU logicians agree however in holding that the conviction

is produced by the potentiality of the hortative particle " \\
^corresponding to the English word " let "

) of the speech itself-

^^^^T^: I

Merit

Prabhakara says that the conviction produced by a

Vedic speech consists first of the belief that merit or demerit'

gnified by the speech, is capable

quired by our efforts. This belief is

presumption that the act from which merit or demerit accriies,

is such as can be performed by us. Graduallv there ariose
tv^o

other beliefs, viz. that the act if performed wUl fulfil,
our

object of desire, and that there is no serious inconveiuenc

involved in the act.
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Gangesa opposes the above view by saying that it is

cumbersome to assume that so many kinds of belief are
produced from a speech to induce us to perform or desist from
performing the act signified by it. Let us for the sake of

brevity assume that the conviction produced by a speech
consists merely of the belief that the act signified by the speech
is such as can be performed by us. This belief in the theory
of Gangesa, includes in it two other beliefs, viz. that the act is

capable of fulfilling our desire and that there is no serious

inconvenience involved in it.

Potentiality.

The relation that exists between a word and the thing re-

ferred to by it is a special relation * called indication (in Sanskrit
'* vitti "). It is on account of this special relation that we are,
on hearing the word '' pot/' able to recollect the thing known
as a pot. This special relation possessed by a word is generally
called its potentialily (sakti). Nice distinctions are however
often made in this matter. The special relation is described as
being of two kinds, viz. 1. signification (samketa) and implica-
tion (laksana). The signification is again subdivided as

{^) permanent and (2) occasional. The permanent signification
Mnich a word bears is called specially its potentiality (sakti).
This potentiality, which is the capacity of a word to refer to
(2-e. produce recollection of) a particular thing, depends upon
the will of God manifesting itself in the form :

'' let such and
^nchathingbe understood by such and such a word." For
mstance the potentiality of the word "pot" consi&ts in its

producing recollection of an earthen vessel. The occasional
signification is called technicality (paribhasa) which depends
"poii the will of man manifesting itself in the form :

" such and
such a thing is to be understood by such and such a word.

"

A word is said to be technical if it produces recollection of a
particular thing as desired by man. For mstance '' nadi " is a
jechnical word for bases ending in i or n. The distinction

1 ^A^ *^^^ permanent and occasional significations is over-

t*?
- .

^y tho^e logicians who mantain that Avords derive

J.^^^^
signification, or rather potentiality, not from the will of

^^od but from the will of man. There is according to them as
J^ch potentiality in an ordinary word as in a technical one.
^ne potentiality of a word is ascertained from the following
^ources:—

not nr^^ ^^lation is not an ordinary one, e.g. the word (sound) jar does

the \lt^^^
^ ^^ ^^® recollection of ether although the former abides m

^r in the relation of inherence (soraavaya).
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1. G^ramma/-'(vyakarana), e.g. in the sentence: Caitrah

pacati (Caitra cooks), the potentiality of the crude

word ''Caitra/' the nominative case-ending ''h/'

the root '' pac " and the verbal suffix " ti " is as-

certained from grammar.
2. Comparison (upamana), e.g. in the senteuce: ''a

bos-gavaeus is like a cow," the potentiaUty of

bos-gavaeus is ascertained through comparison.

3. Dictionary (kosa), e.gr. the potentiality of the word

''blue" to refer to the quality of blueness is as-

certained from dictionary.

4. lieliable assertion, (apta-vakya), e,g. that the word

pika " signifies a black cuckoo is , ascertained
a

from the word of a competent scholar.

5. Usage {vysLvediarai), e.g, on hearing '"' bring a table,

'' take away a table/' etc, and on seeing the table

brought and taken awaV; one understands the

potentiality of the word '' table."
6. Context (vakya-sesa), e.g. if in a sentence the mean-

ing of the word '' yava " (Avhich may refer to a

barlej^-corn or a panic seed) is not clear we can

ascertain its true meaning (as a barley-corn) by a

reference to the remaining sentences in which it

is spoken of as having ears.
7. Description (vivrti), e.g. when we describe a belliger-

ent nation to be a warlike one, we can under

stand the potentiality of the word " belligerent/'

8. Association with well known words, e.g the

a

We

potentiality of the word " pika" to refer to a

bird is easily understood when the word is

associated with some well-known words a8fo^o^^s.

in this mango-tree the pika sings sweetly.

' •/ "" * ^ ^ound that each word possesses the potentiality

ot producmg recollection of a thhig dependent upon the ^vill oi

Orod or man. Now the question arises as to whether tnj

potentiality refers to the genus of the thing or to the things

an individual. Tf we suppose that the potentiality refers to an

individual, we shall have to assume, say the Mimariisakas,
an

mhnite number of potentialities corresponding to tiie i^

dividuals to which they refer. If on the other hand we assiun

that the potentiality refers to a genus, we shall have to assutti

only one potentiality corresponding to the genus which ^^"

also include individuals without which it cannot stand. ^
t^angesa opposes the above view by saving that we tu

not recollect individuals'unless the potentiality resided in *^«"^'

On the supposition of the potentiality referring to an

them

in

dividual It is not, continues he, necessary to assume ^nj^J

number of potentialities as one and the same potentiabtv^^^,
to all themdividnals which are comprehended under one ge'
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Hence, he concludes that the potentiality really refers to the
individuals coming under a genus and possessing a form.

Words possessed of potentiality maj^ be specified as

follows

:

1. The etymological (yaugika) is a word which is under-

stood by the potentiality of its component parts

alone, e.g. the word ' data ' (giver) refers to the

agent of giving.

2. The conventional (riidha) is a word which is under-

stood by the potentiality of its entirety in-

dependently of that of its parts, e,g. the word
* go ' signifies a cow (and not * the agent of going

'

which is the meaning of its parts).

3. The etymologo-conventional (yoga-riidha) is a word
which is understood by the potentiality of the

whole harmoniously with the potentiality of its

parts, e.g, the word * pankaja * signifies a water-

lily w^hich 5s bom in the mud.
4. The etymological-conventional (yaugika-rudha) is a

word which is understood either by the power of ,

its entirety or by that of its parts, e.g, the

word ' udbhid ' signifies a germ cutting a seed up,

or a sacrifice

^WSl I

Implication.

By implication (laksana) a word refers to a thing which is

related to another thing' which is the signification of the word
cut which does not signifiv the intention of the speaker, e.g.

the word ' Ganges ' in the sentence, viz. ' the cow-keeper
tuvells on the Ganges,' does not signify the cnrrent which is

referred to by the potentiality of the word but signifies the
^ank which bears to the current the relation of proximity,
omiilarly the word ' cro

w
' in the sentence, viz. 'protect the

purd from the crow "

signifies bv implication anv thing that
'njures the curd.

Compound Words.
p

^n Sanski'it the compound word (samasa) is of six kinds,
^'^2* L an termtnative

the negative determinative

pound

impound (tatpurusa) including
^^oinpound (nan -tatpurusa), 3 a descriptive compouna iKarnia-

^l^^raya), 4. a numeral compound (dvigu) including the unified

numeral compound (samahara), 5. an aggregative compound
avandva) comprising the mutually aggregative compound
Utaretara),the unified aggregative compound (samahara), and
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the residual aggregative compound (ekasesa) and 6. an indedin-

able compound (avj^ayibhava).

In the attributive compound the first word possesses its

fixed potentiality and the second word, which through its

potentiality points out a thing, refers also by implication to

another thing, e.g. Citragum anaya (lit. bring the brindled-

cow-man) signifies 'bring the nian having a brindled cow.'

The first word citra (brindled) refers through its potentiality to

the quality of " brindledness " while the second word 'go'

(cow) besides pointing out, through its potentiality, the thing

called cow refers also by implication to its owner.

Grammarians maintain that when two words are combined

together to form an attributive compound, the combination

possesses the potentiality of referring to a thing which is

connected with but . lies ' beyond the things signified by its

component words, e.g. Citra-gu (brindled-cow) refers to"o\vner-

ship " over and above the quality of being " brindled " and the

"cow.'' Gangesa holds that in an attributive compound all

potentialities lie in the words which are combined together to

form the compound, and there is no potentiality in the com-

bination itself.

In the determinative compound the second word possesses

Its fixed potentiality while in the first word there are both

potentiality and implication, e.g. raja-purusah (a king-officer,

that is, an officer of the king) signifies an officer belonging tj

the king in which the word '' raja " refers to a " king" as well

as to " connection with him."
In the descriptive compound in which the component

words stand to each other in the relation of identity, there is

no special rule for the possession of potentialities by them,

e.g. nllotpalam (blue-lotus). The same is the case with the

numeral compound, e.g. paiica-gavam (five cows).
In the aggregative compound there is no special rule for

the assumption of potentiality or implication by the component

words, e.g. yama-varunau (yama and varuna).
In an indeclinable compound there are both potentiality

and implication in the last word, e.g. upakumbham (neartlie

Verbal
A verbal suffix (akhyata such as ti, tas or anti) usexl aft^J

a root, refers to
the root, e.g. Caitrah pacati (Caitra cooks) signifies

/JjCaitra is possessed of efforts favourable to cooking- «
^lagent is an manimate thing the verbal suffix refers by iffl£

cation to the operation favourable to what is signified by the
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root, e.g. Ratho gacchati (a chariot moves) signifies that the
chariot is possessed of the operation favourable to moving.

The Roots.

The root (dhatu) of a verb refers to the operation favour-
able to the effect of what is signified by the verb, e.g. the
root

' gam ' (going) in the sentence, viz. sa gramani gacchati
(he goes to the village) refers to moving which is favourable to
his connection with the village which is the effect of his going.
In the case of an intransitive verb the root refers merelv to
the operation, e.g. sa tisthati (he stays) in which ' stha

'

signifies merely ' staying.'

«

Prefixes.

The prefix (upasarga) by itself does not bear any mean-
ing but points out the speciality of meaning borne by the root
that follows, e.g. ' vi ' in -' vijayate ' (completely conquers)
signifies a completeness of conquest.

Validity of the Four Means of Knowledge.

Some say that a gesture (cesta) is a means of valid
Knowledge. But this is absurd inasmuch as a gesture merely
remmds us of words which produce knowledge. That a deaf
person is sometimes prompted to activity by a gesture must
oe due to the fact that he infers the desire of the man who
niakes the gesture. So a gesture is included in either verbal
^timony or inference. Similarly tradition (aitihya) and rumour
Uanaaruti) are not distinct 'from verbal testimony while
presumption (arthapatti) and non-perception (anupalabdhi)
are comprised in inference.

I



t



8. Notes on the Anatomy of a Double M

t

the Chick.

fessor, Muir
College, Allahabad.

(Read at the Indian Science Congress, Jan. 1917.)

[With Plates III—IV.]

External Features.—The specimen consists of two indi\ id-
uals, intimately connected together along their ventral
side. The most peculiar point is that there is only one head,
and consequently only one mouth, and only a pai/ of sensory
organs common to both the mdividuals. Externally there
18 only one neck, but on removing the skin and connective
tissue, two separate necks become distinctly visible. A distinct
anus and uropygium to each individual is present. The two
necks at their bases are twisted in such a manner, that in
comparison with the animal as a whole, the two individuals
acquire a lateral position.

Endoskeleton.~The skull is, mostly, in a cartilagmous
cage. The exoccipital bones have not yet been formed, nor is

tiiere any mdication of an occipital' condyle. The bony

ho\
column, the limbs and lim

nowever, are fairly well developed. Some interesting peculiari-
le? exist m connection with the ribs and the sternum. In-

io^^ H f
^^^^ "^"^ °^ ^°*^ ^^^^'^ ^^ ®^°^ individual becoming

th^*^^ -K
°^^^^®^ *^ ^ common sternum, as in the normal chick,

i(Ti^ A- ^^ ^^® adjacent sides of the two individuals become
1":^^^ .

together to a sternum of that side. There are, thus,

inrT
-1^^'?^*^ sterni, lying not ventrally, but laterally to the

aividuals. In the snace between the "two sterni (fig. 7) lies

„„^..™^j°r portion of the viscera. The sternum itself is m a

The 1^1^°"^ condition and the keel is very feebly developed.

oped*^m^'^^
^^^"^' ^^^ uncinate processes are fairly well devel-

hav
^^'^^"^'*^%-—The bodj-cavities of both the individuals

tv ^rpf°°™® fused together to form one single large body-cavi-

coiive •

^^^^^ tiody-cavity of the animal, for the sake of

thv^
'^^'^nce of expression, mav be theoretically divided into

I'ftree reoirkno tiuI . . . v ,- ,. .r i i.

li]„r
^®^?"s- The central body-cavity in which lie the heart.

portion of the ileum, rectum, renal organs, and piobably
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also the reproductive organs. It must be understood, however,

that all these cavities are continuous with one another and in

reality are portions of a big thoracico-abdominal cavity.

Digestive Organs.—The greater part of the digestive organs

lies in the central body-cavity. The single gullet, crop and

stomach are common to both the individuals. The duodenum

arises from the gizzard close to the entrance of the proventric-

ulus, and encloses, as usual, a single pancreas in its fold. It

then passes off into the ileum, which at first presents a very

much coiled appearance. At about the middle of its entire

length, the ileum divides into two. This is the first indication

of the division of the intestine. From this point, one branch

after a slightly coiled course enters the right lateral cavity, i.e.

the abdominal cavity of the right individual. The other com-

paratively longer branch traverses the central body-cavity,

passing dorsally to the stomach, takes a slightly spiral course

and then enters the left lateral cavity, or the abdommal cavity

of the left individual (fig. 4). The ileum in the right mdividuai

passes into a dilated rectum and the junction between the two

is marked bv a pair of elongated coeca. The ileum in the lei

individual passes with verv little change of diameter ^}^^}^.

rectum. I have not been "'able to find out the coeca in tn^

individual. In the cloaca, in both the individuals, the nsm

three compartments are present and the bursa Fahncii i

dorsal to it. In the central cavitv lies the liver divided into t^

right and left lobes. A fairly big gall bladder and a smau

spleen are present. A pair of 'th\Toids at the base of the n

and an elongated thymus on each side of the neck of ^!^^
,^^,

mal are distinctly visible. The yolk mass occupies nearly

thirds of the space in the central body-cavity.
r x as

Respiratory Org-aws.—The glottis leads into the
Y"^^'"^^^^.

usual. The trachea is situated ventral to the gullet ana
^^

tween the necks of the two individuals. It continues clo^
^^^

the thorax. Here it enters the central ^^^y'^^'^fJ' {^^
divides into the two bronchi, each of which passes to^ the

^^^

of its own side. The lungs occupy the dorsal region

central body-cavity, close beneath the sternum and the

cent ribs attached to it. We see, thus, there is only one i

of lungs common to both the individuals. fhp usual
The Heart and Blood-vessels.—The heart consists ottne

chambers, with this difference, that there is a well aev
^^^j

sinus venosus present (fig. 6). Both the individuals »
^^^^^

supplied with arterial and venous blood. The main aort
^^^.^

arising from the left ventricle, divides into the right and ^"^^j^^al.

arches. The right aortic arch supplies the right ina
^^^^

and the left aortic arch the left individual, with arten*'
.^ -^

By following the course of' one arch, say, the right
<^ ^^^^^^

found that the arch gives rise to a single in'^o'^^^'^^f
„<r tli«

This artery gives rise to a single carotid running ai o
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mner the neck of the right individual. The carotid
gives rise to the vertebral artery. Lower doAvn, the innominate
gives rise to a subclavian, supplying the right fore-limb of the
right individual. The aorta itself gives off a subclavian which
supplies the left fore-limb of the right individual The left

aortic arch has a similar arrangement as the right, with regard
to its blood supply to the left individual. The pulmonary
artery arises from the right ventricle and divides into two,
each branch going to the lung of its own side. The left auricle
receives the pulmonary veins and the right auricle the two
pre-caval veins. By following the course of the right pre-caval,
it is found that it receives blood from a single jugular vein, lying
along the outer side of the neck of the right individual. It also
receives two subclavian veins, each comins from the fore-limb of
Its side. The sinus venosus lying dorsal to the ventricle is a big
chamber, which receives a vitelline vein and two post-caval
veins, one from each individual. The post-caval vein thus
still retains its connection with the sinus venosus, which opens
into the right auricle.

Nervous System.—^On a superficial examination, it was
found that the medulla oblongata, by division gives rise to the
two spinal cords, which run through the neural canal of the
vertebral column of each individual. Unfortunately, the brain
was not -well preserved ; so, it is difficult to say more with any
degree of certainty.

In conclusion, I may add that the animal is peculiar in the
possession and relationship of its various organs. Externally,
except for the head and neck, the animal seems to be divided
mto two individuals. But this external division has no corres-
pondence with the division of the internal organs Instead of
the animals possessing separate thoracic cavities, there is single
fused body-cavity common to both the individuals. The
organs which ordinarily lie in the thoracic and anterior ab-
dominal cavities are also common to both

—

e.g. the heart, lungs,
the greater portion of the digestive canal from the gullet down
to the ileum, the bronchi, liver, 'pancreas, spleen, etc. The
single heart performs the function of a double heart, and sup-
plies both the individuals with arterial and venous blood. The
^ternum is very peculiarly situated and is contributed to in its

formation by both the individuals; so that neither of them can

Each individual however,
possesses a pair of kidneys, a rectum, cloaca, d^ndibttrsa Fahricii.
Ihe fore and hind limbs' have a blood and nerve supply as in
the normal chick. It has abready been said that they possess
separate and distinct vertebral columns, limbs, and limb girdles

% sincere thanks are due to Messrs. A. H. Niblett and
^. Blanchette of the Anglo-Indian Hostel, Allahabad, for kindly
presenting the specimen to me. It was born in March 1916,
and was preserved hi weak methvlated spirit for about six

own
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I

months. The chicken lived for a few minutes after it was

temal
hatched. Later on, in November 1916, a specimen showing a

.-.^rfc^oi oi^nrirr*T<ilifTT-n/afl ttatv IriTiHlv Icnt to mc fot eX'

Museum. Unfortu-

nately; it was so badly preserved that it has not been of much

use to me in my inquiry. 1 have to oSer ray sincere thanks to

Dr, Annandale for so kindly lending me the Indian Museum

specimen, and also to Dr. Woodland for occasional advice and

uidance.

r
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES III—IV.

An Abnormal Chick.

Fig. L—A and B. Two different views of the animal with
the feathers and skin intact.

Fig. 2.—A and B. Two different views of the same, with
the feathers removed.

.Fig. 3.—Ventral view of the sternum, ribs, and a portion
of the vertebral column of both the individuals.

a = keel or carina steriii ; b = aterniim ; c = furcula ; d = coracoid ; e=
costal procesa

; / = sternal rib ; g — vertebral rib ; h — uncinate process;
» = internal xiphoid process ; ; = external xiphoid process ; h = vertebral
column of the right individual; Jc'= vertebral column of the left indivi-

dual; I and J'= vertebral ribs of the right and left individuals, lying on
the dorsal side of the body of the animal, and shown by dotted lines.

Fig. 4.—The digestive canal, with the stomach cut open
and portions of the ileum removed, seen from the ventral side.

a = gullet ; b — crop ; c =: proventriculus ; d = cavity of the gizzard ;

« = duodenum ; / = anterior region of ileum ; g = middle region of ileum,
and the point of bifurcation into the right and left portion of ileum ; h =
the ileum of the left individual ; /i'= the ileum of the right individual;
» = rectum of the left individual ; / — rectum of the right individual ; k
and A;'= openings of the rectum of both the individuals into cloaca.

Fig. 5.—The heart and chief blood vessels, ventral aspect.

a = ventricle ; 6 = left auricle ; c = right auricle ; d = left pulmonary
artery

; e = main aortic arch ; e'= left aortic arch ; e^ = right aortic arch ;

/==left pre-caval vein; /'= right pre-caval vein; ^ — left jugular vein;
9 = nght jugular vein; ft =r left dorsal aorta; ft'— left vertebral artery;
* — subclavian arteries of the left individual ; i' = right innominate
artery; i" — left innominate artery; / = left carotid artery; /'= right
carotid artery

; fc — subclavian arteries of the right individual ; &'= right
'^"ertebral artery ; I = sinus venosus ; m =: vitelline vein ; n = left vitelline
artery

; n'= right vitelline artery ; p = right dorsal aorta ; y = yolk mass,
shewn much smaller than what it is.

Fig. 6.—The ventricle displaced forwards to show the sinus
venosus, ventral aspect.

a = left ventricle ; 6 = right ventricle ; c = left auricle ; d = right
Auricle; e=lett pre-caval vein; /= right pre-caval vein.; j^ = sinus
venosus; ft = vitelline vein; * - left post-caval vein; fe = right post-
caval vein.

4

Fig. 7.—Diagrammatic transverse section through the
body of the monster, to show the position of the two sterni,

^ihs, and vertebral column of both the individuals.

« = sternum (situated dorsally); a'= sternum (situated ventrally);
0== vertebral column of the left individual; 6'= vertebral column of the
^ght individual

; c = sternal rib ; d = vertebral rib.
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9. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XXXI.

Note.—The numeration of the articles below is continued
from p. 267 of the ^* Journal and Proceedings**
for 1918.

194. The Mandu Gold couplet.

I crave permission to saj^ a few words in reference to the
meaning of the metrical legend inscribed on the gold Muhr
issued from the Mandii IVIint in the twelfth year of the reign of

Jahangir. The Muhr was first published by Mr. Rodgers in the
paper on the " Couplets or Bails on the Coins of Shah Nuruddin
Jahan^r." which appeared in the Journal of the Asiatic Society
of Bengal in 1888. That admirable builder-up of such verses

arranged the words thus :

%\^j^X^j^ J^t^jj^ ^\^ji
and translated them as under :—

"May the Coin of Mandil, throi ^
give light to the world like the sun and the moon " {loc. cit 23).

Mr. Rodgers was not sure that he had been able to hit upon
the true order of the words, and he has said so. Mr. Whitehead
has taken a line of his own. He has reversed the order of the
lines and thinks thev would read better thus :

(P.M.C. No. 918.)

His rendering also differs considerably from his predecessor's,
and is as follows :—

" With light of the world gave (sic) rays like the sun and

moon,
Coin of Mandii by the name of Jahangir Shah."

It must be obvious to every one having even a moderate acquaint-
ance with Persian that Rodgers' version is easily intelligible, but
that it possesses that merit only on account of the translator

having slurred over the difficulty of the phrase J>^ ^y •
I*

niust be said that Mr. Whitehead has adhered much more faith

-

*»J%
to his text, but I am afraid that that fidelity has been pur-

chased somewhat dearly at the expense of sense and meaning
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I must confess my own incapacity to understand how any coin

"can give rays with light of the world." At the same time, I

must say that repeated attempts to construe the verse differ-

ently ended only in bringing home to my mind the conviction,

that so long as ^J^^ j^ was taken in the usual sense, it was

impossible to make the lines yield anything like a rational

statement.

It may be therefore permissible to propose, for the considera-

tion of those who take any interest in these somewhat indiffer-

ent specimens of Persian versilScation, a new interpretation of

the distich which has recently- occurred to me. It is based on

the following passage from the Tuzuk-i-Jahangin which I quote

from the excellent version made by
~
' " ' " "

revised and edited by Mr. Beveridge.
Speaking of the mandates on various subjects, which he

took care to issue soon after his accession, the Imperial autobio-

grapher informs us :

—

"At a propitious hour, I ordered that they should coin

gold and silver of different weights. To each coin, I gave a

separate name, viz. to the Muhr of 100 tola that of Nur-shahi ]

tothat of 50 tola that of Nur-sultam; to that of 20 tola

Nur-daulat
; to that of 10 tola Nur'-karam, to that of o tola

Nur-Mihr and to that of 1 tola Nur-jaham. The half of

this I called Nurani and the quarter, Eawaji." Op. cit. pp'

Mr. Alexander Rogers and

10-11.

Nur the

couplet in this peculiar sense, and must be understood as such.

I would therefore translate the ' Bait ' thus :—
" The stamp on the coin of Mandii gives through the name

of_Jahangir Shah lustre like the Sun and xMoon to the Mr-p-
ham {i.e. the one-tola gold muhr ").

If this interpretation is correct, the Mandii gold-piece

must command additional interest on account of being one ot

that small number of Mughal issues which bear on their face^

hnrnp hv them. The rarity
gnation

_^. ^r „.>«or

o^'f ;> or jO. is weU kno^ra, and the fact tha"t the ' po^^

omi'naU

known
par

,.
Jt may not be perhaps superfluous to add that this nam

^

Aur-jahanl," given to the one-tola Muhr in the first yfr^
Jahangir s reign, can have had nothing whatever to do with to

title afterwards borne by the all-po^verful inmate of the Impe"*
harem That beautiful lady was at the time still the wife

^^

Mier Afgan. She was married to the Emperor only in the "

regnal year, and it was not till the eleventh that, from bemg
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merely the ' Light of the Harem' (Nur-Mahal), she was exalted to

the dignity of ' Light of the World.' {TUzuk, I. 319.) Indeed,
all these fanciful epithets appear to have been intended as com-
pliments to the Emperor himself^ and to have had reference to

the laqah of Nuru-d-dln which he had adopted on his accession.

It may be likewise noted that 100, 50 and 20 Muhr-pieces
had been issued by Akbar also, but the names given to them by
that monarch were all of Hindi or Sanscrit origin, e.g, S'hansah,

Eahas, and Binsat. (Blochmann, Ain, I, pp. 27-29.) Ten-
muhr and Five-muhr pieces also are mentioned by Abul Fazl,

but their names are, for some reason, omitted. Jahangir ap-

pears to have lost no time in consignhig to oblivion the neolo-

gisms of his father and introducing his own. Like some other

Oriental princes, he seems to have been fatuously solicitous to

make a name " by paltry or fanciful changes in style, nomen-
clature, and other matters of no importance.

Junagadh
,

'.C

S. H. HODlViLA.
15th October, 1916.

195. The Katak Rupees of Ahmad hHAH.

One of the hitherto unsolved puzzles of Mughal Numisma-
tics is connected with some rupees which were struck at

Katak in the name of the Emperor Ahmad Shah. So many as

seventeen specimens are registered ui the Indian Museum
Catalogue, and the Collection in the capital of the Panjab pos-
sesses seven. This '-strange series of coins" is distinguished

^y certam •= figures or symbols over the word *i-= on the
reverse " of which Mr. Nelson Wright candidly declares that
^e is " unable to say to what they refer." (I.M.C., p. IvLii.)

As for Mr. Whitehead, he contents himself with reiteratuig
Air. Wright's suggestion that they "are of Maratha origin,

and w ere struck during the period in which Orissa was a Maratha
provhice" (P.M.C.. p. xcv). It is common knowledge that
durmg the years 1742-1751 a.c, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa

were_ so_ incessantly invaded and plundered by the hordes

oiRaghuji Bhonslay and theSubahdar 'Ahvardi Khan reduced
to such straits, that he ceded to them Orissa in consideration
of their sparuig the rest of his territories (1165 a.h., 1751

^:^-)- It is true that for some time afterwards, the osten-
sible governor continued to be a nominee of the Muhammadan
Viceroy: but even that semblance of Musalman authority
y-B.s done awav with, and the province became and remained an
"itegral part o-f the dominions of the Bhonslay Rajas of Nagpur
Ji»til 1803 A.c. (1218 A.TT.). I venture to suggest that the prob-
^«ni of these figures, svmbols or Persian numerals is by no
"leans so formidable ad it appears, and that the cryptic num-
oers on all the extant specimens, with a verv few exceptions to
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which I shall presently advert, admit of a simple explanation.
Of the seventeen specimens in the Indian Museum, four contain
onh- a mark like the figure o and one or both of M.m. 73-74.

(I.M.O.). The remaining thirteen have the following Persian
numerals inscribed over the word *l^ on the reverse :

rtt (No. 2118), rir (No. 2119), v (No. 2124).
ir (No. 2125-6). r\ (No. 2127), 1a (No. 2128),

19 (No. 2129), vi^ (No. 21.30), aa (No. 2131),
n (No. 2132), Ml (No. 2133), ir (No. 2134).

9L1^^ ^®^®^ ^°^ns catalogued bv Mr. Whitehead, three (Nos.

^703-5) have no figures but only a' M. exactly like that on the

corresponding issues in the Indian Museum, while four have a

f V. ir and ri. (Nos. 2699-2702.)

My submission is that these apparently uicomprehensible
.and unmeaning numerals stand for those years of the Hijra in

which the coins were struck, and that by ri I. v, !r. V, H ^^

'^^ n. I M and r, we are to understand (1)211, (120)7, (12)12:

1J^)^^(V^^^' (11)74, (11)88, (11)96, 119X. and (12)12 of the

^.ra of the Flight. Similarly, the symbols on P.M.C. 2699-

f70i are meant for (120)2. (120)7 and (12)12 a.h. The only

issues which do not at once lend themselves to this simple solu-

tion are I.M.C. Nos. 2119 and 2127, and P.M.C. No. 2702,

the first of which has the figure rir, and the last twoa r(.

Now (1)312 A.H. is absolutely unthinkable under the circum-

stances, and (12)21 A.H. is klso inadmissible as the Maratk
on terminated in 1803 a.c. or 1218 a.h. I make bolddominat^^luxiiaiion termmated in 1803 a.c. or 1218 a.h. I make wiu

to suggest that the difficulty is only apparent, and that in these

cases the numbers were, either deliberately or by mistake, im-E Tx^^J
"^^* t« ^^^^' instead of as' usual, from left to

right. \\ e know that the inversion of the customary ^vay

of mscnbmg Persian numerals was one of the numerous
nnovations of Tippu SulJian, and it is /u.f possible that the

same notion may have struck the fancy of some half-educated
Maratha Governor or Mint-master. It seems to me much mo«
probable, however, that these three issnes are merely niis-

stamps, vvliich owe their existence to the carelessness or ign;>

^Zt^ ^ artificers employed. The Marathas rarely fplayed_ any extraordmary solicitude in regard either to the

mtimsic value or to the artistic or even correct execution

'

^. ! ri ''T^''^"'
mmtages. The revenue from the Mint w^-

l'Ljf\"''^'^ °"^ ^'^ «^'^ local goldsmiths and banke«-

t!:,!1„T' Fl'I''''''' ^^d Mints under Maratha Rule, B-B.K A-^

sly the iiiterf''

e of -y ;;oi'ri^^ ^-'
^v' -ii; uu Liie ciieap, irrespective ux —

^

rX^^^'^J
««to the purity of ti; metal the beauty o

design or the competence of the workman.

I

1^

i
r-

)

I

i
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This explanation of the figures on these puzzling issues of

the Katak mint receives from one of their own number a sup-

port which one could have scarcely looked for. This is I.M.C.

No. 2131, which has inscribed over the ai- on the reverse, the

number aa, but the figure 11 appears at the same time under

the word. It is perhaps permissible to say that this all.but

demonstrates the correctness of the above theorv which turns

merely on the conjectural ' filling up ' of the hundreds figures,

as, in this particular instance, has luckily been done on the

coin itself. Anj' lingering doubt on that head must be also

removed by an inspection of No. 2133, on which the thousand,

hundred and tens are plainly legible ( I M x ) , the unit figure

only being deficient.

I have said that these rupees were struck by the Bhons-
lay Rajas of Nagpur. This is borne out by the ornament or

Mint-mark (No. 73, I.M.C, No. 69, P.M.C.) which appears on

several of them over the j or the o- of u^^- (Nos. 2120-22,

I.M.C. ; Nos. 2703 5, P.M.C.) This ornament is the Jari patka
or

' banner of cloth of gold ' which was always carried before

the Bhonslay rulers of Nagpur in honour of their being heredi-

tary Sena Sahib Suhelis of the Maratha state, and which
appears to have been sent as a mark of ofiicial recognition to

every occupant of the throne of Nagpiir immediately after his

accession. This " Juree Putka," says Grant Duff, " was first

used by Suntajee Ghorepuray, having been confided to his

charge by Raja Ram." {History of the Marathas, Bombay
Reprint, 1873, p. 697.) In another place, the same authority
^orms us that Santajee, " now the oldest representative of the

Kapsee family, besides the rank of Senaputtee, was further

dignified with some additions to his hereditary titles, and styled

aindoo Rao Mumlulcut Mudar. He was also intrusted with a
^ew7 standard, called the Juree Putka or golden pennon ; and in

imitation of the imperial officers of the 'highest rank, he was
authorized to beat the nohut or large drum, and assume various
other insignia." {Ibid., p. 164.)

To this office of Sena Sahib Subeh, Eaghiiji Bhonslay of

J5erar was appointed in 1734 a.'c. on the disgrace and imprison-
°ieut of his cousin, Kanhoji {ibid., p. 229), and the dignity
carried with it the proud privilege of havmg the Jari Patka
rained before the holder. {lb., p. 230.) This stands out
Clearly from another passage also in which we are told that when
on the death of Janoji Bhonslay in 1773 a.c. there was a con-
jest for the regency betAveen his brothers ' Moodajee ' and '

Saba-
|ee, the former's" partv was much " discouraged by the defec-

"pn of a considerable number of the choice troops who carried

"^l^h them the Juree Putka of the Sena Sahib Subeh." Mudajl
«nonslay, however, " attacked his brother" and defeated hira m
«P>te of that " evil presage ." {Ibid., p. 360.) Lastly, we learn
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from the same source that on the eve of the outbreak of ikm

hostilities which terminated in the deposition of Appa Sahib. \ht

Raja of Nagpiir, " he sent to inform Mr. Jenkins that a Khilm

had arrived for him from the Peishwa, who had aUo sent him

the Juree Putka and conferred on him the title of Senaputt

that he intended to go in state to his camp to receive thm

honours next day, and invited the resident to be present at ^^

ceremony."—p.
"662 (1817 a.c). See also H. H. Wilson's^

tivvntion of Mill's History of India, Ed. 1858, VIII, 186.

Prinsep appears to have been aware that this image (rf

»

banner or pennon was the badge of the Rajas of Xagpiir, 'if

he says in explanation of No. 88 of the Plate (III) illu^tra'^i

the symbols on Indian coins :
'' Patak, flag or standard ot .^.

Sagur rupee (pi. 11). Nagpoor." {Useful Tables, ed. b3l

56.) The shape of the ornament on the Sagar coins (P.M.'-

3010-1) is somewhat difiEerent, but there can be little doubt

tha^ it also is a ' flag,' as indeed Mr. Whitehead declar'^' it
-^

be. Sagar (or Saugor) was at this time held by the de^

ants of Govind Rao Pandit to whom it had been given by w
Peshwa after the latter's death during the disastrous camP"'

of PSnIpat. {Imp. Gaz. XXII. 138 ; Mill and Wilson. V"!

217
; Grant Duff, op. cit. 315.) The object of having bann^

of two different shapes was probably to make it easy to oj-

tinguish between two similar t\^es of rupees circulating in
*

.^nme province.
'

g_ n HoDiV-iU

'\

tk

v»n
iyt>. Notes ak.d Suggestions about some Uxa^sf

OR Doubtful Mughal Mints.

{i) AjAYtJR(?) [Rajapur].

In his valuable monograph on the •'• Mint-townsof theM-i^
Emperors," Mr. Whitehead has declined to make room tor m
' Doubtful Mhits ' of Ajavur, Kharpiir, Sirsa and Gangpuj,,

the ground that they have been " attempts to interpret am
culties, but are too uncertain to merit permanent record ^
429). Mr. Whitehead's hesitation is certainly commenct*

but I trust I may not be denied absoluti'on for making »•»"*--

effort to deliver the first of this quartette of Mint-nam*-'!
tile numismatic purgatory.

It goes without saying that no town of the name of A)a

18 now kno^Ti, and Mr. Lane Poole's endeavour to if^^-,
with Ajayapur, the old name of Bakror—itself a Pjf^p^.note—IS admittedly the "conduct of a " forlorn hope. ^

nately, the com itself has been figured on Plate^ ^B.M.C., and we are not, as in some other iustanr-s, l«» ^
out the means of judging for ourselves. It is also a mat^

^^^
congratulation that such of the letters as appear on m

,

are by no means wanting in definition or clearness.
lO" ^
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there can l.o no qnr tiu.i uliatever an to tlu- two * Alils/ ihc

•Jim.- the 'Wav' or the Ko.' We are Wt iiv -lonht nnly

»1«mU the initial lettor. and tho atitcceJciit of tho Wftv. 1

beg to offer the suggestion tliM tlir fu.i letter of the name hns

U-n .ut off on accouiit of the die havmi Ik u largpf than ih.-

/f"" and that the antccv.lcnt of the ' Wav " lias for the same

u ^n lost its Uiird inferior dot. In other wonl- 1 nubnut

thai tho name h i.robaLlv rvniapur. Xnw th.-rc an> at least .. v<ti

of auv note are those mentioned in the Impmal („r/.ti.M.r, viz.

a town in the Man Tahsil of Banda District, United Provin^^o-

«hich i? said to have heen the birth place of, or been founded

bv. Om famous poet Ttdsidas. But I cannot find any reference

to it in any historical work, and it does not appear U> have

M anv political importance. Tlie other Rajapnr is

the headquarters of the Taluqa of the same name "^
''^^^V'^"

girt District, Bombay, and situated in 16° 34' X. and i3 .il t>.

at the head of a tidal creek 30 miles south by-east of liatnagiil

to^n and about 15 miles from th- sea Rajapur is the

oW. : looking and bc^t-nrei»vcd town in the Konkan

The old English factory gives the town a 8i>ccial
"^Yiyi";,

.... At the time of tlie first Muhammadan conqu.-f {!., 1 ^l

Kajapur was the chief town of the district. In 16R0-1 sind

•n in 1670. Shivaji plundered the town, Mdkmg the tnglish

In 171S TJninmlr was handed over to Angria. lu
fecto. V.

IT'-;, it was taken by the Pcshw;
^*».e into TJritish posse^^ion along

^"mir-'-^" ilmv. (iuz. XXI. 66-7

^Vngr

Wo know, thank'^ U> Dr. Taylor, that Aurang/.eb had a

mint m this town which he renamed Islambnndar (J.A.b.B.

1912. p. 434). It would appear that this ncw-fangled designa-

tion was. like 8Pvi-r.ql others, eonslcned to oblivion after Auraxig

m, t

deatl

ing th

\ for

gn

S. H. HoDTV.\i..i.

which the coin belongs.

Th€ CoUegt . Junngad
'Ah March, 1917.

, /^6^~l tinderstend that Mr. F. D. J. Paruck of Bcmibay

"•arriveaatthe same conclusion as to the reding ot tins

mua^name, Rnjapur ia twice mentioiurl by Manucci (inme
^v ,.

f

vJ

•a do Mogor. 11, 263. 279). and on both oc^n'^ions the / ? »

r* r»'wul ing there a re expressl v referred to. Mr _1 rv '

'^'-

^
I'Jifiedthe place with Dhunda [Danda] Rajapur (l^t- i»

^ T.ven,ier says : " The King of Bijipur haa thr^ ^^^''^ ^'
^-na; the«*^ are Rajapur, Dabhol. and Kar^puttun. [iravus.

B*U
, i, ,gi.2,.
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18', Long. 73° 3') close to Jinjira {Op. cit., II, 263 note). 1

venture to think that this identification is untenable. The

name of the place near Jinjira is generally written ^;^'j I^J

by the historians (Khafi Klian, II, 223, 225, 226, 228), ad

there is no evidence of a French factory having ever existed

there. On the other hand, we know that the Ra]apur in

Ratnagir! district had an English factory in 1660-1 a.c, and

that the French established another in the same place m IbTU,

the founder being Boureau-Deslandes. [Irvine, Of. at., I, Ixxb.

IV, 415.] S. H. H.

(m) Fathabad-Dharue.

m

The mint-name jj;U^ i^^J" occurs on some ruF^^o

Jahandar Sbah and Farrukhsiyar which were first fnim
Num. Supp. XIII (p. 239) and II (p. 241) respectivel

j^
Mr. Nelson Wright. At p. 496 of his mint-list, Mr. Whitebew

transliteration of the name is Fathabad-Dharur, but "i

" Notes on a Few Points of Interest in Connection with tne juu^

towns" which are prefixed to that exceedingly "f*^i ^",^1,

tion, he informs us that " the full name of Fathabad m

Fathabad Dharur (Dharwar)." J.A.S.B. 1912, p. 43b.

Mr. Whitehead's object in adding the alternative lo

^^
the parenthesis was, perhaps, to make it clear that ))) ^

^
be read Dharur, as well as Dharwar, as the letter j

i P^

nounced as a vowel or as a' consonant. The p
^^^

semblance between this other form and Dharwar is
_^

that one is naturally left in doubt as to their not ^f^^ . \]^

the same. The matter is further complicated by *^.®,7V^ "
-r

there are, as a glance at the Index of the Imr^rMi ' -^^

Atlas will show, two places of the name of Dharur m
^^^

tories of the Nizam of Haidarabad. Fortunately, it is F"^^
.

to resolve all these doubts as to the real situation of our -^

.

(

le-

)j)^i with the assistance of the Persian histories.
rerishta;»

The fort of Dharur is frequently mentioned
j^
j'p^ii

annals of the Deccan (Briggs, Rise of the Mahamemn
^^^

^„,

India, Calcutta Reprint, 1910, Vol. Ill, PP- 132-3, ^^^'
t^'ha^

427), as well as in the Mughal chronicles. ^^ ^^ .ig:ishva^

been first built by a Bija pur general of the name o* 1^^_^*
^^d ^^'

Khan in 975 a.h. or 1567 a.c. (Briggs, Op. cit., IH.
Y";;aT oi^^

besieged and taken by A'azam Khan in the lo^"
, '-r^fj ft%^

reign of Shah Jahan, 1040 a.h. {Badshahn^ma ,

BiW _ ^^
Vol. I, Pt. 1, pp. 339-343; Elliot and Dowson vu,^^

^^jj^^

the Nizam Shahis, into whose hands it appears to
^^^^

j.

very soon after its erection (Briggs, Op. cit-,
^j^'^ 'naU'^

'^

was after its conquest bv the Mughals that it got

^Uf^"^' (City of Victory), and this oy: was evideni
.

r
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it ill memory of that triumph. {Ma^asiru-l-Umurayl, I??, 1. 5.)

It is also certain that Dharur was called Fathabad in the tenth
m

year of Shah Jahan, for we read in the contemporary chronicle

that Nur Muhammad 'Arab wag appointed Qil'adar of .i^T^*

;;;Iaj'j iJ.y*«. t.e. Fathabad, [otherwise] known ( iJ^;*^ ) as Dha rur

(Backhahnama, I, ii, 278, 1; 6) in 1046 a.h. This Fathabad
Dharur is explicitly said to have been in the neighbourhood of

Bir [Bhir, 18° 59' N.. 75° 46' E.] and also of Pathri [19" 15' N.,
76^ 27' E.] {Badshah,lama, I, i, 321-2). It was reached by

crossing the pass ( JvT) o! Anjan-dudh, [Ajanta ? ] ibid., I. i, 339

init\

Qasbah
was ten koss distant from it {ib., 1, i, 344), and that it was only

twelvi su. i.e. the Manjra. {Ibid.,

Ij_ i, 331 ; Elliot and Dowson, VII, 16 and note ; see also

'AlamgirnEma , Bibl. Ind. Text, 1018). According to the
Mmsim-l-Umara, Dharur, Bir, Jalnapur, Pattan [Mungi-pattau]
Juner, Sangamner, Ahmadnagar and Daulatabad were all in-

cluded in the Balaghat (Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 745). Kiian Jahan
ha reached Bhariir J

9th year of Shah Jahan .
( Ibid. , I. 762 .) Khan Zaman was made

Qil'adar of Fathabad-Dhariir in the 23rd year of the same reign
on the death of 'Arab Khan {ib., I, 787)!^ The appointments
of three other governors of the fort are recorded along with its

double name, (I, 197, II, 795, III, 116), which occurs in two
other places also (II, 710, III, 579).

It is clear that very little of what is predicated in the
above pa?sages is applicable to Dharwar. Its proximity to
Bhir, and Pathri, its situation in the vicinity of Amba-Jogai
and the pass of Anjan-dudh and its short distance from the
^iver JIanjra, all place Dharwar absolutely out of court,
and establish the identity of the mint-town 'with the Dlmrur

^ the Bhir District. Besides, it must be remembered that
*athabad Dhariir is here repeatedly said to have been inclu-
ded in the dominions of Shah Jahan and the names of at
least two Qiradars of the Shah Jahani period are recorded.
Miereas Dliarwar did not come into the possession of the
fluglials until after the conquest of Bijapur by Aurangzeb

Ti ru^ ^-^^ (^^^ay Gazetteer, Vol. XXII, 409-410, and 707).

•k i°^^
that Fathabad-Dharur of which the situation is des-

ciibed as above in the chronicle of 'Abdul Hamid Uihorl, which

J^l^^ished before Aurangzeb's accession to the throne, cannot
oe Dharwar at all.

^8 for the other Dhariir in the Gulbarga district, a glance

wii v-"^^P of Haidarabad State in the Imperial Gazetteer Atlas
nJ shoAv that it i« not in the neighbourhood either of Bhir. or
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of Pathri or of Ambajogai or the river Manjra. We may there-

fore take it as reasonrfblv certain that the Dharur of the coins is

the place of tliat name in Bhir District, Haidarabad State.

{/mp. Gaz. Atlas, Plate 40, B2.)

The College, Junaaadh. S. H. Hodivala.

20th October, 1916.
I

(in) Gadnarat ( ? )
[Gadhakot].

The Nagpilr Museum contains two Rupees of Ahmad Shah

to which Mr. Nelson Wright first drew attention in Num. Sup.

XIII. " These coins are Mahratta-struck. They resemble in

execution the Katak coins on pp. 248-250 of I.M.C. Ill, 1908.

What their mint is I am not able to conjecture." {Loc. cit.,

242.) The year is represented by the number fil on both, and

one of them has an arro\\ -head to the left of the mint-name,

which Mr. Wright thought was ^JG^ on the larger coin, and

<^^'^IJ on the smaller.

May I beg leave to offer for the consideration of Numis-

matists a suggestion in reference to these puzzling Maratna

issues ? It is that the name isej/UA?( or o/U^O- The third

letter is not a ' niin ' but a ' ha.' The fifth is a .^ which has

been cut off from the larger coin, but is clearly visible OQ the

smaller. The latter has in its turn lo^t the first two letters

or J
The place is not at all difficult to identify. It is the Garha-

kota of the Imperial Gazetteer, " a town in the Rehli Tahsil oi

Saucror District. Central Provinces, situated in 23° 46' N. aM

79° 9' E., at the junction of the (":Jadheri and Sonar "vers. -»

miles from Saugor on the Damoh road." It has an old ton

which must formerly have been of great stiength, and wa^
J,^

by the rebels, and stormed by Sir Hugh Rose in 1858. ' ^^
miles from the town is an old tower, which formed part ot tn

summer palace of a Bundela King and is said to ha^.^^
,

constructed in order that both Saugor and Damoh migH^

visible from its summit." (XII. 161 .)
' Gurrahkota ' ^n^^^^fL

included by Prinsep (Useful Tables, Ed. 1834, p. 44) m b'S »

of silver coins, and he states that they were ' debased i^<^
'

sahy.'

It may not perhaps be superfluous to add that <^;arMko^J

IS an altogether different place from Gadha near Ja^^'P""

which the Balanagar Gadha couis of Shah 'Alam II l^ave Dt

with good reason , assigned. , . .

.

_
As for the figures sr they are probablv a mis-stamp P ;

i.e. [ 11 J 65 A.H. They can not stand for the " regnal year-

The College, Junagadh S. H. Hodivala.

10th 31arch, \m 7.
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"I

{iv) Gangpur ( ? ) [ Ganjikot ].

Among the rarities in the British Museum is a diminutive

gold com (wt. 22 grs.) of the 5th year of Farrukhsiyar, with a

mint-name which was read by Mr. Lane Poole as ji^i?

{B.M.C. no. 902). The Indian Museum contains a small piece

in the same metal (wt. 43 grs.) bearing on the obverse the name

j^^ tj^, and on the reverse a mint-name read m the same

way by Mr. Rodgers (I.M.C. No. 10908, p. 76). Mr. Nelson

Wright has pronounced the opinion that this reading " cannot

be supported," and suggested that it is probably tD^^^Lif
,
with-

out savmg where Kanjankot is to be found. (I.M.C, 1908,

III, No. 2281a, p. 270 Note.)

May I be permitted to state that the true readmg is o/i^p^

Ganjikot, the name by which the famous fortress of Gandikot

in the Kadapah district of the Madras Presidency is repeatedly

mentioned' by several writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries ? It will be seen that I take the fourth letter of the

name to be an ^j- and not a cj, and the first to be the Kaf-i-

Farsi, or Gaf. It may therefore be perhaps necessary to say

that the inferior dots of the ^ are clearly marked m the British

Museum coin.

The reading settled, I will now proceed to the identification

of the mint. In the first place, th? name occurs in a valuable

Persian history of the Q.ujib Shahl Kings which has been incor-

porated by Briggs in his Translation of Ferishta. In the

Head-note^ prefixed to the chapter devoted to the reign of

r^Iuhammad Quli Qxiih Shah we read :
" The army takes Cur-

nool and Nundial-marches and reduces Gundicotta {Ganjicotta),

Moosulmooroo. and Kurpa (Cuddapa)." {Bise of the Mahomed-
(in Power, Calcutta Reprint, 1910, III, 447). In explanation

of this we are told that several vears after founding the city of

Bhagnagar or Haidarabad (998 a.h., 1589 a.c), the King under-

took a great expedition, and directed his minister Ameerool

Moolk to march against the fort of Gundicotta with the greater

part of his army. The place was m possession of a Hindu

prince named Narsing Raj, and " was celebrated for a famous

temple to which the surroundmg Hindoos of Beejanuggur, to the

number of one hundred thousand, used to repair once annually,

to pay their devotions, and to make large pecuniary offerings

to the idol.
'

' 1 The fortress was surrendered by Narsmg Raj to

the Musalmans, after '' a siege of some duration," and placed in

I <i
There is in Gandikot," Tavernler informs us, " a Pag^^^^^^J^Kf

fonaidered to be one
«ome being of gold and

of the principal in India, where tliere are many

id others of silver." Ed. Ball, II. 290.

I-
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charge of Sanjar Khan ; but on the King's return to the capital..

the neighbouring Rajas rose in rebellion and appear to have

recovered it. {Ibid,, 452-456,)

About sixty years afterwards, Gandikota was again cap-

tured by the famous Gulkanda minister Mir Jumla, and readers

of Taveniier will remember the jeweller's description of his

interviews with the general soon after the latter's reduction of

the fortress (September, 1652). Travels, ed. Ball, I, 260-1,

284-9.

The author of the Ma'asiru-l-Umara says of Mir Jumla

:

Ij .JOJI ^^ ^lUi y ^i, *ft ^ c..^! *jy ^f ^^ ^^

(Bibl. Ind. Text, III, 530, 1. 14—531, 1. 2.)

" By the sheer force of his valour and knowledge of affairs,

a tract belonging to Karnatak, containuig a diamond mine and

several strong and impregnable {ht. with iron-foundations) fort-

resses like Kanjikottah {or Ganjikoitah) and Sidhout, {^^^^^
reaUy the Balaghat' or Haidarabad' Karnatak of which the

chief town is now Karpah [Kadapah] , and which had not been

acquired by any of the ancestors of Qutbu-1-Mulk), was now

taken from the Karnatakians and brought into possession.'

In another place,' the same writer tells us that Kanji-K-fr

tah was one of the greatest fortresses, &Ji^»^ cJ>r^* o^ ^lie Bala-

ghat Karnatak. {/6itZ., Ill, 517, 11. 4. flf.)
, ,,.,

Similarly, Grant Duff mforras us that after the fall ot
t^J

Gulkanda Kingdom, Gootee, Gurrumcondah, Gandicotta, fl?^,

Sidhout, which were included in the Haidarabad Carnatic an

were under Gnlcnn.da, came into the possession of the Mug&ai^

(Reprmt, p. 153).'

Coming dowii to later times, we find the following
st_ate

ment in the life of Haidar 'Ali Klian in the Maasiru-l-Umara

-

*^j ^^j^^ ^<j_, y^A ( ,Mr) Ai- AT) jij^'* J^)^i

^j^i^/'if^^i o,AA^ inM i^^ y,Al,f i^jSj-^f. {'^^^

i. 1 % l"^ ^T^i^'^^l (^aztueer also .says : "It [Gandikota]
"^f^fP ital

by the Golconda Sultan and held by Mir Jumla ; later, it was the ^ap

of one of the five Sarkars of the Carnatic BSlaghat, until it was absor

by the Pathan NawSb of Cuddapah." XII, 127.
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ii^J ^J Ij Isiif ^fU aJUo Ji. ^^h O-W! il^ 0;-aI« I; «i,5|l^»^

* i^J ^,i.J ^; jj.j-^ 0^ JSl/^

(Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 612, U. 12-15.)

" And at the time of writing, which is the year 1193 of the

Hejira [1779 A.c], he has suddenly marched against Karpah

[Cuddapah] and possessed himself of the fortresses of Sidhout and

Kanjikot or [Ganjikot] and other districts, and taken prisoner

and carried off its governor, 'Abdul Hakim Khan Miyana, in his

train to Srirangapattan."
Let us now hear what a European contemporary, Major

Charles Stewart, has to say about the matter :

" In the year 1776, Hyder commenced his march to the

southward, which led him through the province of Giity, a very

valuable country, formerh^ an appendage of Kuddapah, but

which in the year 1758 had been made over to the Mahrattas,

in lieu of Chout. In this province were situated several to\vns

and forts of consequence, as Gunjcotta, Gorrumcondah, Penne-

condah and Giitv. The governor of this province was named
Moraw {sic) Rao,'" who was obliged to capitulate. " Hyderbroke

the articles of capitulation, and sent Moraw Rao a prisoner to

Seringapatam, where he probably died in captivity: after

which the usurper, having established his own collectors and

officers over the district, returned to his capital." Memoirs of

Hyder Aly Khan, prefixed to the Catalogue of the Library of Tip^-

poo Sultan, pp. 24-5. See also pp. 26-7.

Speaking of events which occurred about fifteen years later,

the same writer says :

—

armies

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ /sore War]

commenced their march and arrived in the vicinity of

Bangalore. Here the allies separated ; the greater part of the

^lahrattas proceeded towards Chittledroog, the Nizam's cavalry

towards Gunjcotta, and the English to Bangalore." {Ibid., p. 64.)

The same events are thus described by Grant DuflE :

—

" The army of Nizam AUy, with the two Madras battalions

which continued to the northward, took Gandicottah on the

Pennar, and laid siege to Gurrumcondah." [1791.] Bombay
Reprint, p. 490.

James Mill's account is as follows :

" By the army of the Nizam, only two objects had been

effected during the war : the reduction of Gunjicottah, and that

of Kopaul.
V. 291.

f British India, ed

Lastlv the Imperial Gazetteer thus puts the matter :—
'

It

was here [Gandikotl that Fateh Naik. the father of the great

Haider Ali. first distinguished himself. Haidar improved and gar-
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risoned the fort, but it was captured bv Caiotain Little in the

war with Tipu in 1791." XII, 127-8.

This string of passages leaves no room for doubt that

Ganjikottah, Gunjcotta, Gunjicottah and Gandicottah are differ-

ent forms of one and the same place-name, viz. the Gandikot

of the Imperial Gazetteer.

One remark more and I have done. '' In Farrukhsiyar's

currency," writes Mr. Lane Poole, '' Arkat. A'azamnagar, and

Murshidabad appear for the first time ; and a diminutive gold

Coinage, resembling that of Southern India, forms a new feature;

it issued from Imtiyazgarh Guti, Gangpiir (in Chutia

Nagpiir,) and another mint which is illegible." B.M.C. Introd.,

Iviii. Mr. Lane Poole's reading of the mint-name and its loca-

tion were erroneous, but he was able to see that the coins

belonged to the peculiar type of South Indian gold pieces, which

issued from the mints of Adoni and Guti.^ It is permissible to

say that the present ascription of them to a place in the

neighbourhood of Giiti and Adoni receives confirmation from

the family resemblance specially noted by that expert.

The College, Jundgadh, S. H. Hodivala.

ith April, 1917.

(v) GULSHANABAP.

The mint-name Gulshanabad was first deciphered by Dr-

Taylor on the Rupee of Farrukhsiyar discovered by him in tHe

Treasury of the small State of Limbdi in Kathiawad, and

described and figured in Num. Sup. XIV (p. 572, Pi- x^x^!:

No. 10). Dr. Taylor himself was at first not quite sure ot iii»

reading, but it has been " confirmed by the discovery ot

second and similar Rupee " of the same mint which is m I^ir-

Whitehead's Cabinet, (Mint-list, .T.A.S.B., 1912, p. ^37), ajj^

Gulshanabad has been recognized as one of the two hundred au

odd mints of the Mughal Emperors of India. But where «a»

this Gulshanabad ? Dr. Taylor confessed his inability to sa)

anything more about its situation than repeat l^o^^'^?," ^fiL
jecture that it was somewhere in Baglana, near Junir. (^^^

and Dowson, History of India, VII, 337 and 345). .
^j^^

The place-name Gulshanabad occurs frequently i^
.

Mughal "^—-'^ '-' - • -- - • — - -• ^—*
^T)---"'ghal chronicles {Ma'asir-i-'Alamgtri, Bibl. Ind. Text, PP---

'

, 239, 243 ; Kliafi Khan, Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 383 402, o-*;

, 890, 891 ; Ma^Rsiru-UUmara, Bibl. Ind. Test, I, 187, •^"'

IL 293, 322), but there is nothing in any of these Vf^^^
to indicate where it really was. All that can be gatherea i

1 Adorn is in Lat. 15° 38' N., Long. 77°' 17' E.
Guti is in Lat. 15° 7 N., Long. 77° 39' E.
Gandikot is in Lat. 14° 47' N., Long. 78° 16' E
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called the NizamshaM Kokan. and in the neighbourhood of

Ramsij (Khafi'khan, TI, 281), that it was somewhere in Baglana

(ibid., II, 401), that it was in the vicinity of Sangamner,

Chandor' and Ankolsih^ {ibid.., I. 524) and also of Nasik [ibid.,

I, 274). This is not very illuminating, and such vague state-

ments are all but useless for a satisfactory identification.

Fortunately, we are not without other and surer guidance. In

the first place, we learn from Scott Waring's valuable Account

of the Deccan Subas that the ' Sircar of Sangamnere in the

Subah of Auraiigabad ' contained, when that^ statement was

compiled (about 1790 a.c), ' eleven perganahs,' viz. :— _

Sangamnere, Ahmedabad and Patwad, Belawa, Trimbac

Japherabad or Chamber, Dadori, Dhaderphal, Sindher, J^assick

or Gulshanabad, Varia.* (Waring, History of the Mahrattas,

pp. 238-9.) ^
An equally good, if not better authority, Robert Orme,

" According to our MSS. of the Deccan, Tirmeck is a

pergunnah or district of Sangamner, which is one oi ^^^

Circars or governments of the Subah or province of Aurangabad.

The river Gungah comes from the mountains of the Concan on

which Tirmeck is built, and passeth through the middle ot Uie

Cii'car of Sangamner to Goulchonabad commonly called NassicR,

the distance twenty coss ; below which the bed of the rive^

becomes much broader. Numbers of Hindoos resort every year

from the most distant parts, to wash at Tirmeck on the day

that the sun enters the Scorpion. Every twelfth year, the

multitude is much greater and some come on every dav in every

year." {Historical Fragments of the Mogul Empire, Ed 1»U0,

pp. 285-6. See also Grant Duff, 49, 51, 52, 284: Mill and

Wilson, Hist, of British India, viii, 241 ). It is scarcely necessary

to say that Orme's Tirmeck is Trimbak (from Trayambak tne

three-eyed', a name of Mahadeo), which is 20 miles from xNasiK

toM-n. Trimbak, savs the Imperial Gazetteer, (XXIV, 49), is a

place of Hindu pilgrimage, and besides being visited by all tne

pilgrims who go to Nasik, has a special fair in honour of irimpa-

keshwar Mahadeo, held when the planet Jupiter enters the sign

of Leo, which event happens once every twelve years. '-'^'^®

Gungah is the Southern Ganga, the Ganga CJautami or Goaa-

vari on which Nasik is situated. (Jarrett, Ain., Tr. II, -^» ana

note) . It is also stated in Jonathan Scott's History of the Dekican

that one of the Mahratta chiefs " in the service of the governor

of Xassick or Gulshanabad " kept a band of robbers aiidopeni}

' Sangamner, 19° 34' N., 74° 13' E., 49 miles N.W. of M^madnag^j^
« Chandor (or Chandwad). 20° 20' N., 74° 15' E. , 40 m.les ^^E of ^ aaiK.

3 Akola, Taluka in Ahmadnagar District {Imp. Oaz.\.l»y)- ^ ,-^g
. Patwad is PStoda north of Vinchur ; Dadori is .D'nd_?"'

f^/^'gf^*in Ahmadngar district ; BAlawa is Yeola in Nasik District ;
Smdher is am

nar m the same district. (Imp. Gaz.

)
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traded in plunder. (Op. cit., II, p. 109 apud Bombay Gazetteer,

XVI, p. 191.)

We may take it then that these Rupees of Farrukhsiyar
were issued from the Nasik mint and that Gulshanabad was the

name given by the Mughals to that ancient Hindu town, pro-

bably on account of the fertility of the district in which it is

situated and the neighbourhood." The excellence of the fruits

and gardens of Baglan or Baglana and the Nizam Shahi Kokan,
in which Gulshanabad was then included, are the theme of the

praise of Abul Fazl (Jarrett, Atn., Tr. II, 251), the author of the

Badshahrmma (Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 105. or Elliot and Dowson,
VII, 65-6), Kiiafi Klian (Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 401 or EUiot and

Dowson, VII._345), and the compiler of the Ma'asiru-l-Umara{l.
*1^) • ^" Baglan is a region of hills and streams, and has long been

noted," we read in the Imperial Gazetteer, " for the excellence

of its garden cultivation," (New Edition, VI, 190 ; see also XVIII,

404.) It is bounded on the south by Nasik and is at present

a part of Nasik District which has been from verv old times

famous for its grapes, three varieties of which are still culti-

vated. {Ibid., XVIII, 400, 404). Indeed, the popular etymology
of Baglana or Baglana is traced to Bdgh, garden, which is

sjTionymous with ' Gulshan.

'

_ ^
It would also appear that the division of Nasik city which

is inhabited by the Muhammadans is still known as Gulshan-

abad, and a glance at that useful and inexpensive publica-

tion the Post Office Guide, will show that Gulshanabad is the

Old name for Nasik." The following passage from the local

Gazetteer may be also quoted. " From the Bahmani Kings

early in the sixteenth century, it [Nasik] passed to the Ahmad-
nagar dynasty, and was wTested from them bv the Moghuls,

about a hundred years later. By the Musalinan rulers, the

name of Aasik was changed to Gulshanabad, the City of Boses,

and It was made the headquarters of a division /'"
cording to local records, the countrv round Nasik passed to

the Peshwa in 1751-52 (Fasli 1161), when the name of Gulshan-

abad ceased, and the old name of Nasik was revived." Bom-

lay Gazetteer, XVI, 535-G.

Junaga

I

. Ih, g Jl HODIVILA-
20/^ October, 1916.

{vi) KaeIrabad.
I am not aware that any attempt has been made to locate

the mint of Kararabad from' which a few very rare rupees a?-

/ Gulshanabad is said in the Imperial Gazetteer (XII. 383) to be the

^y of Jnora. the capital of a small State in Central India. But the Stat*

8mfn If--' r^^n^'^" *^« nineteenth century, and JnorS was onb"

(Tbid ^iTlr^^^-" ^^°™ '^ ^^« ™*de his^ capital by -^-'-' ^"^
[iota., AlV, 66). Jnora is therefore easily eliminated from

_'l'
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pear to have been issued in the reigns of Jahandar Shah and
Farrukhsiyar (Num. Supp. II and VIII), The task is indeed a
difficult one, for the name does not occur in anv modern Gazet-

teer or Atlas, or in anj'-of the Musalman annalists of the period.

But in that very valuable Account of the Deccan Subas and
their Revenues, as they were estimated about 1790 a.c, which
is appended to Scott Waring's History of the Mahrattas, I find

the following statement :
" In the Sircar of Raibag [Subah of

Beejapore] there are twelve perganahs :

Havely ' [i.e. the town of Raibag itself], Codal, Colapore,

Carhar (abad), Khauri, Ajode, Nimsor, Mainy, Valwa, Nasore,

Varuja, Bhalani."
Now it is easy for au}^ one possessing some acquaint-

ance with the geography of the Bombay Dekkan, to identify

several of these names. Raibag is the Raybag of the Imperial

Gazetteer, and a town in the Kolhapiir State situated hi 16° 30'

N. and 74° 52' E. 24 miles south-east of Shhol. (New edition,

XXI, 277).9 Codal is probably Kudal, one of the sub-divisions

of the neighbouring state of Savantwadi {ibid., XXII, 154).

Colapore is the chief town (16° 42' N., 74° 16' E.). of the state

of Kolhapiir. Mainy is the Mavni of the I.G., a town in the

Khatao taluqa of Satara district (17° 26' N. 74° 35' E.) 40 miles

south-east of Satara city. (XVII, p. 240.) Valwa is Valva
(17° 2' N., 74° 22' E), the former head-quarters of the Taluqa of

the same name in Satara district (XXIV. 298). Nt'isore i^ prob-

ably Mhasvad (17° 38' N., 74° 48' E.), a town in the Man Taluqa
of Satara district, 51 miles east of Satara town. What then
is Carhar ? I have little doubt that it is the Karad of the

Gazetteer, " the head-quarters of a Taluqa of the same name in

Satara district, which is situated in 17° 17' N., 74° 11' E., at the

confluence of the Koyna and the Kistna, 31 miles south-south-
east of Satara town. .\ It is referred to In ancient writings

as Karahakada. and has given its name to a sub-division of

Brahmans The mosque of Karad is interesting, as it con-

tains nine Arabic inscriptions. One of these shows that it was
built during the reign of the fifth Bijapiir King, Ali Adil Shah
(1557-1579) by one Ibrahim Khan " (XV, 19). It is clear that
the towTi was a place of some importance not only in very

ancient times (it has a group of 54 Buddhist caves of a very
plain and early t^'pe, only three miles to the south-west of it).

* "The word Hav61y, in the Hindvy language, h'terally sigaifies

palace. In a more extensive sense, it means the residence of the chief of

a district, and thus comes to mean the town'in which he lives. Havely
lands are those dependent on the principal townsliip of the district, and
the chief himself becomes stvled Hav%dar or Hawaidar." Bnggs, Rise

of the Mahomedan Power, III, 449-50. See also Wilson. Glossary of Judv-

ctaZ and Bevemie Terms, s. v.
, ,

2 Raybag is mentioned by Tavernier (ed. Ball, I. 182) as the place

"'^nere the king of Bijapur used to dispose of his pepper.
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but even under the Musalman rulers of Bijapur. It is the Kurar
of Grant Duff and is mentioned frequently iji his History (Bom-
bay Reprint, pp. 5, 36, n. 55, 66, 79, 82, 127, 134, 192, 271).

We may take it then that this ' Carhar '
is the Karad of

the Imperial Gazetteer, but the most noteworthy thing in the

passage is the fact of the word ahad having been added by
Scott Waring in parenthesis after ' Carhar.' It seems to me ta

clearly mdicate that the \vriter was aware that the Hindu name
of_the town was Carhar [Karhad or Karad], and that the Musal-
man conquerors had, in accordance with a common practice,

given it a Persian form, by adding the termination jl^f and

altered it to Kararabad.
I am by no means oblivious of the fact that the solitary

occurrence of the form ' Carhar (abad)' in one writer, however

well-mformed, can scarcely be said to establish an absohtdy
reliable identification; but this is all that can be found in

reference to the subject, and I crave permission to lay it before

the readers of this Journal, as a tentative suggestion which may
hold tlie field until something more satisfactory is forthcoming.
I ought perhaps to add that in Mr. Jadunath Sarkar's India of

Aurangzeb (pp. cxii and 168 n.) a place called Kalarabad or

AJandavgaon, 17 miles N.N'.W. of Chambhargoonda, and I9 miles

^uth of Ahmadnagar fort, is mentioned, but the name has not

been accented, and it is impossible to say how Kalarabad is to

be pr6nounced. Besides Mandavgaon is a mere village which

aoe.s not appear on anv map or atlas, except the voluminous
Indian Atlas (Scale, r= 4 miles), issued by the Survey of India

Uflice. I venture to think therefore that this Kalarabad may

1 f .? present dismissed, as scarcely likely to have been

selected for the site of a silver-mint.

The College, Junagadh, S. H. HoDTvIii.
1st November, 1916.

{vii) LachI LanjI, LakhI (?) [KanjI].

^^
Among the novelties described in Dr. Taylor's article on

fcome Coins from the Limbdi Treasury" (Num. Sup. ^^1^'

art. 89) IS a rupee of Aurangzeb, which in spite of being other-

wise of the ordinary type, has been figured (No. 5. Plate XXMm the hope that " some coin-collector may be able to suggest

the correct reading " of the mint-name, which had defied all In^

efforts. I understand that Mr. Nelson Wright has a duplicate

m his cabmet, and that the collection of Mr. G. B- Blea^b^

which IS now m the British Museum, also contained another

rupee from the same unknown mint. A fourth specimen in an

/P M r^T '^^^'^ ^^ preservation is in the Lahore Museu^,

„ .; r
7?-,/^^^^- ^"'i Mr. Whitehead has suggested i^er^m

mg -LacUr stating at the same time that the mint is
^''
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certain." Others have proposed '' Lanjl'" and '' Lakhi." It

seems to me that all these decipherments are untenable, inas-

much as they overlook the stroke of the ^ Avhich is clearly

visible on the plate, and which I have seen also on the coin it-

self in Dr. Taylor's possession. The second and third letters of

the name are undoubtedly a c> and a ^ respectively, and the

dots of both are carefully marked in the lower part of the field,

the other twelve points being accounted for by the ten dots in

two clusters of five dots each, and the superior and inferior Niiqtas

u^ and the ^ of v^-*- Lachl

well as Lakhiy which are inadmissible on other grounds also ; the
first in that no place of that name is known, the second because
though a Lakhl or Lakhi Jangal is frequently mentioned in the

Musalman chronicles, the name is never spelt with a 4- but invari-

ably occurs in the form ^^^ [Ma'asir-i-'Alamgin, Bibl. Ind. Text,

p. 497 ; Khafi Khan, Bibl. Ind, Text, 1, 114, 124, 149 ; Ma'aMvw
l-Umara, Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 141, 528, 603, 774; II, 286, 439,
450, 712, 826; III, 311, 373; BMshah-Nama, Bibl. Ind.
Test, Vol. I, Pt. i, 288, 476 ; I, Pt. ii, 10, 64 ; II, 236, 477 ;

Am-i-Akharl
, VAhl. Ind. Text, I, 382, 556; Akharnama, Bibl.

Ind, Text. Ill, 601, 608).

^
This remarkable consensus not only militates decisively

against this particular reading, but must bring home to our
Diinds the necessity of carefully noting the orthographic visage
in regard to place-names, which appears to have been fairly
Uniform, at least among the superior class of writers.

If then it is impossible to accept any of these suggestions,

"^nat is the true reading ? I submit that it is ^^^"^ Kanji, Kin-

J^ or Kunji, according as the diacritical mark is supposed to

was the name by
^hich Kanchi, the modern Conjeeveram (which is itself a cor-
^pt form of Kanchlvaram or Kanchii^uram), was known to the
Murals.

i /'

,
In the chapter devoted to *Ali Mardan Klian HaidarabadI,

^ the Biographical Dictionary called the Ma'asiru-l-Umara . we

msh. t5

read

'i^^l^T;*^^ ^f^ ^-^^f^^t ^O^^yVj' C>^(^ J.U ^H-^ ^i

^i-lLf ^^ftU^b ^y^U ^C>i^^ Ji c^fo ^^^ti? cr-^^ /•i^ J^

** Ml
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(Bibliotheca Indica Text, II, 824).

usaini

pnnci In

the thirtieth year after the accession of 'Alamglr, and after

the conquest of Gulkanda,"he entered the Imperial service, and

was distinguished {J,it. became famous) by [acquiring] the rank

of [a Commander of] six thousand, and the title of 'Alimardan

Khan, and was exalted by being made Ta'aluqdar of Kauh
belonging to the Haidarabad Karnatak. In the thirty-fifth

year [1102-1103 kA.], when Santaji Ghorpurah marched to the

relief of Chinji, which was being besieged by the Imperial

forces, the above-mentioned ['Allmardan Khan] girded up his

loins and overtook him. After an encounter, and the exchange

of blows [lit. the occurrence of striking and receiving blows), he

['Aliniardan Klian] was taken prisoner, and the elephants and

the rest of the baggage were plundered by the enemy [lit- ' the

conquered ones,' a name by which the Mahrattas are generally

spoken of by the Mughal historians). Two years afterwards,

he obtained his release on paving a large sum."
The Ma'dsiru-l-Umara is a late authority, having beeQ

begun only about 1155 a.h. and completed so late as 1194 a.H.

(1780 A.c), [Elliot and Dowson, VIII, 187-190], but there w

every reason to believe that its source, in this instance, was tne

contemporary chronicle of Aurangzeb's operations in the tte"

kan, which was written by a Kaj-ath. named Bhimsen, andj

entitled Nuskha-i- nilhn.<i}in The original is still
unpubhsbea,

slation in Jonathan Scott's Dem
, . ^ Til- r\CCir.^r- " 1111=

but there is an abridged transl
where it is called the " Journal of a Boondelah Officer.

Bhimsen, a Kayath born at Burhanpur, was the nephe\v

Diyanat Rai, officiating Diwan of the Dekkan, and_ sF
^

most of his life as the agent of Dalpat Rao, the Bundela chie

Datia who long fought in Aurangzeb's wars in the Deccan.

Journal has been pronounced to be " of the highest ^^Vf^t,
to the historian, especially for Deccan affairs " (Sarkar, M^}^^

zeb, Vol. II, p. 304), having been written by an eyj-^i'^

about 1 120 A.H. (Irvme, Army of the Moghuls, p. 302) .
Jo^^^^^i

Scott has thus rendered the passages from Bhimsen s Jo
^

which the author of the Ma'asir had evidently u"''^^

eye

.

"

"Meer Hooseinee, a principal officer of Abou Hou^y.

being raised to the rank of six thousand and title ot ^'^
dan lihan, was appomted to the foujedary of Kinjee, dep

_^ ^^
on Hyderabad Carnatic. a.h. 1102 (a.d. 1690).' Scott, oy_

ed. 1794, Vol. II, p. 76. " Intelligence arrivcf^ that &»
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was folloAving Dhumiiah, and arrived at Cavereepauk ten koss
from Kinjee, and that Ali Merdan Khan, Fojedaur, had marched
to oppose him thinking himself superior. Suntah had a very
large force, and in the action a numerous body of Bhela foot

wliich the Khan had hired, deserted to the enemy, so that he
was obliged to fly and regain the post oiKinjee, but was taken
prisouiir. with many of his officers, and all his elephants, camels,

horses and baggage were plundered." {Ibid., II,. 89)

But where was this Kinjee ? Bhimsen himself shall tell us

throiioh the mouth of his translator.

The tedious pass extended for near forty coss from Sud-
dum to Kinjee. The last is one of the seven chief w orshipping

places of the Hmdoos, which are as follows : Ajodeah or Oude,
Mutterah, Pyauge or Aleabad. Kasee or Banares, Kinjee, Ont-
kapooree and Dowaroutee. These seven have a superiority

above all the other holy places of resort. The environs of Kin-
jee cannot be less in extent than ten coss. There are two
temples, Seo Kinjee and Bishen Kinjee, the walls round each
of which are not less extensive than the citadel of Beejapore,
and within them are innumerable edifices, the cost of which
cannot be attained b^^ guess There are every way a great

variety of tanks, which are all lined with stone .". These are

called in Hindoeh, Kund Gobind collectively ; but each has a

separate name and season appointed for bathing in it. The
court of Seo Kinjee has been formed into a citadel with bastions
and battements, and in a part of it resides the Foujedaur
Prom near the fort of Adonee to Kernole, [Karnul] Kinjee, Jin-

jee, and hence to the sea-coast, there is not a village without a
temple dedicated to either Luchmun or the god Ram. Raou
Dalpat having at length arrived at Kinjee, took \\-\i\\ him Ali

Merdaun Klian, the foujedaur of that place, and moved to the
fort of Bhidwastnee, which is twelve coss from Jinjee, then
marching by Velore, a fort equal to Ahmednuggur. reached the

neighbourhood of Jinjee." Scott, oj). cit., II, 84-85.

It is clear from these passages that ^?^i^ Kanji (or KinjI

or Kunji) was a fortified position of some importance, which
w-as the head-quarters of a Faujdar or Ta'aluqdar in the 30th
year of Aurangzcb's reign, and that it was one of the seven
cmef worshipping places of the HindiJs in India. As to its

atuation. it was only ten coss distant from ' Cauvereepauk ' and
in the vicmity of Bindwastnee {i.e. Wandewash). Jinjee and
Vellore. Now Kaveripak (12° 54' N., 79° 28' E.), Vellor** (12°

?^^., 79° 9' E.), and Wandewash (12° 31' N.. 79° 36' E.), are all

y Aorth Arcot district, while Jinjee (12° 15' N., 79° 25' E.) is m
^outh Arcot. Conjeeveram. 12° 50' N., 70" 42' E. is in the im-

medjately adjoining district of Chingleput. It is^ further said

jnat this Kinjee was ten coss distant from ' Cauvereepauk.' Con-
F^^veram, or Kanchipuram, is, according to Malleson, just six-
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teen miles from Kaveripak {Founders of the Indian Empire

Lord Clive, ed. 1882, p. 106).

I have said that the ,«^svif of the Ma'asiru-l-Umm,

and the Kinjee of Bhim Sen, is no other than the modem

Conjeeveram. Any doubts on that head must be dispelled

by the following quotations from European authors. Francis

Buchanan writes :
" 2nd July, I entered the Company's Jaghire

and went to Conjeveram, which by the natives is univer-

sally called Kunji." {Journey from Madras through Mysore,

Canara aridMalabar, Ed. 1807, Vol. Ill, 466). Inthe General

Index to the work we are told that Conjeveram is '"a town,

see Kunji." Then again, in his description of Conjeveram itself

there is a clear reference to the " Seo Kinjee" and " Bishen

Kinjee " into which the town was divided according to the

contemporary work which Scott has translated. " Most ol

the houses,"' Buchanan informs us, "are inhabited by the

Brahmans, belonging to two large temples, that are oeoi-

cated to Iswara and his wife Cdmachuma About three

miles at the Lesser Conjeveran^, is another grand temple dedi-

cated to Vishnu, who has a Mandapam for his reception at the

two visits he makes in the year to Iswara. Siva returns the

visit once a year only." {Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 12-13).

It is scarcely necessary to point out that the '' Lesser W
jeveram " with Us '= grand temple dedicated to V^^*^""^^,

identical with the " Bishen Kinjee " of Bhim Sen or Scott, jfl

" Bishen Kmjee "
is again spoken of as " Visnoo Kunchee ».

another writer
. in such a manner as to leave no doubt of it» i

tity with a part of Conjeeveram. In the valuable " Stateme
^

of Deccan Revenues made out from Mahratta records, «

is appended to Scott Waring's history of that people, and jvm

j^

contains a list of the sircars and perganahs into whicH tn

Dekkan subas were divided, we read :

of
" In the Subah of Hyderabad, there is also the Circa

Kunchee, containing 15 perganahs. -cmrhee.
Havely [i.e. the town of Kuncliee itself1, Visnoo ii""

^^
Kurgoolee, Kawereebala [Kaveripak], etc." (Wanug, op-

p. 268).
^ jjjr-

Las_tly, Manucci also refers to Allis Marda Can's ['A^
.^ j,

dan Klian's] connection with Canchy, of which he says t"

" twenty leagues inland from Madras.
'

' It was in old a ^

great city, whence the Hindus to this day hold it

^J.^
veneration, owing to the existence of large and lotty

-^ .^^^^^^

Each one of these would make an excellent fortress, aa
^^

of them are many buildings with figures of idols an^ b^
^^^

pamtings of the lives and infamies of their false godS-
^^^^^>^

midst IS a large tank, the four sides built of l^'^fLrpla'^
(Irvine, Manucci's Storia do Mogor. IJI . 243) .

In '^^ -

^ ' incip*'

he includes Canchis in the Karnatik, among the seven v
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'• Holy Places " of the Hindus, the other six being Maya
[Mayapur, close to Hardwar], Matura , Caxis [Kashi], Evantica
[Avanti, i.e. Ujjain], Puris [Puri or Jagannath in Orissa] and
Darahotis [Dwaravati, i.e. Dwarka in Kathiavad]. Ihid., TTT,
244-5. He also refers to 'All Mardan Khan's capture by " an
officer of the Shiva Ji called Santangape " [Santaji Ghorpade]
and attributes it to the treachery of his own chief, Zurfioar
Kiian, who hated him. Ibid., Ilf, 273.

One word more as to the spellhig of the name as it appears
on the coins, may perhaps be not altogether out of place. It
may be urged that the correct form of the name is Kanchlvnr-
am or Kanchlpuram with a long ' a' after-the first consonant,

and that we ought to have had ^^ili" and not ^^»ir(without an
' alif

') on the coins. I may be permitted to say that this difficulty,
which has seemed insuperable to a very friendly critic, admits
of an easy solution. That solution is that ^^^ is only one of

many place-names, which drop the long ' a ' which they have
m Sanscrit or in the popular pronunciation, when transliterated
into Persian and written in books " or inscribed on coins.
Thus

:

Kanyakubja becomes g-^, Kashmir ^*»^, Mandu' j^i^o,

Varanasi ^_rj^, Baglana (^Jf^^?) AJ^, Satara (^?TTr) (in Mah-
ratti) );IL«, Patan (Guj. ^TZiT) cA», Pathri i^-^^J, Irakan
Bajaur JJ.XLJ, Tapti ^^^, Champaner ^^iUi^a., Manjra i;^j

^

There is therefore nothing out of the common in the form

i^^^^S and Ave niB>y take it that the coins under discussion were
ft

issued from the town which is now known as Conjeeveram at
some time after the conquest of the dominions of the kings of
Gulkanda by the Mughals in the thhtieth year of the reign of
Auraugzeb. It is perhaps necessary to .add that this Kanji or
«-inji (or Conjeeveram in Chingleput) is not identical with

] Imp. Gaz., XIV, 370, S.V. Kanauj.

-?&., XVII, 171, j.>ix: on coins. P.M.C. Intr., ex.

Imp. Oaz., VI, 190, 192, aJ3l^ in Khafi Kl;an, II, 247. 274, 280, 399,

^tci^o^Jr-i-'Alamgirl, 470.

Imp. Oaz., XXII, 128; l^li- Ma'aHr-i-'Alamgirl 336, 420.

Pathri in Parbham District, Haidarabad State, Imp. Gaz., XX, 30..

CS-_V";J «n Ma'asiru-l-Umara, I, 356, 489, 700.

^j in Ala'asir-i-'Alamglrl, 30, 31, 'Alamgirnama, 484,556.560;

Bajaur /.(?.. VI, 219.

i/^i in Kliafi Klian, II ; 555, 619, 854, 875.

I j
^}^^i''^ ^'ver in Haidarabad State, LO., XVII, 197; Badshahwma,
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Ginji or Gingee in South Arcot. The name of the great fort-

ress which defied the arms of Aurangzeb for nearh^ eight yean.

and was afterwards captured by Bussy, is written Ginjee or

Ginji by Grant Duff, Mill and other Anglo-Indian historians, but

the spelling found in the Musalman writers is always ^^^k

{Ma'asir-i'Alamgin, Bibl. Ind. Text, 339, 344,350, 352,35.5.

359,362, 364, 391, 400, 502), or^^U (Khafi KliSn,n,404,m

418,450,534; Ma'asiru-l-Umarh, II, 94, 270, 500, 875; 111

855, 856), It is also not unworthy of notice that ^^^^ is the

form found on coins (Num. Sup. XIV, 570).

Junagadh. S. H. HodivalI.

(viii) Mangarh.

Mughal
ho

reading itself is not entirely free from doubt, and in reference

to the identification of which nothing beyond conjecture has

been hitherto advanced. Copper coins struck at Manghar (or

Manghir ? ) in the early years of Akbar's reign are recorded to

have been in. the White King collection, and also in Major

Vost's cabinet. The reverse closely follows the Suri t\-pe. f
may be perceived from the specimen (dated 968 a.h.) which_is

figured in Mr. Valentine's Copper Coins of India" iV^-^^''^'

The name has been there read Manghir, but there is nothing
*'"

the coin itself to warrant the interpolation of an o" betwe*^

the ' h ' and the ' r,' and Mr. Whitehead's reading '"Manghar

appears to me to be the correct one.
But supposing that the name is ' Manghir,' it seems to m^

very hazardous to identify it with Mongyr or ' Mongli}^
^Bihar. The name of that town is never spelt by any Persia*'

writer of reputation except as jt^yo or j^ or ji^^-
^^"

Fazl mentions Mongyr several times in his works, buthealwar

writes it in one or other of these three wavs and in no otne

{Ain-i-Akharl
, Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 417, 419 ;

Akharmrm.^^l,
Ind. Text, III, 22, 107, 141, 307, 308, 324, 334, 398.)

^f'
onl's spelling is^i^ in MuntaJchabu-t-tawan

' "
^^

T, 349 as weU as in II, 282. Nizamuddln Ahmad also re]^:''

the ' h ' and adheres to the form jJ^yo {Tabaqat-i-Akbd^-

Lakhnau Lithograph, p. 336, II. 19, 21). , .^^ ,{

All these three are writers who flourished in the rei^ -

^Akbar, and their testimonv would be conclusive as to tlie.of^
|

graphy of the period, ev^ if it had been at variance w«fl
^^

i

form adopted in subsequent times. But later writers aisu

not depart from the older spelling, and^^jt^U receives no co"n'

tenance from any one of them. We have J^^ in the Badsii

1

*^
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nama
I, 272; Vol. II, p.

68), and the Maasiru-l-Umara (Bibl. Ind. Text, 11,170). Muham-
trnamamad Kazim of the

for the additional •' wav,' and writes ^-^^^^ no less than a dozen
times (Bibl. Ind. Text, pp. 31, 211, 223, 336, 337, 340, 343
393, 494, 495, 650. 915). Kliafi Klian (Bibl. Ind. Text. Vol. Il',

75, 100) and the author of the Mannr-i-'Alamgin adopt the
same form (Bibl. Ind. Text, p. 21) wliich occurs once in the
Jimsiru-l-Umara (Bibl Ind. Text, Til, 411) also.

It is possible that this reasoning will make no appeal to
those who, bewildered by the embarrassingly abmidant various
readmgs of obscure proper names which are proudly displayed
in some of our editions and translations of the Persian his-

as no
unuorm or recognised orthographic usage at all in reference
even to the well-known place-names. I beg therefore to urge a
point which seems to me to militate decisivelv against the at-
tribution of these coins to MongjT in Biliar". That point is
that ilongyr was not included in" Akbar's dominions at all in
JG6 A.H. All Eastern India beyond the district of Jaunpiir was
then outside the Mughal limits, and in the possession of Sulai-
man Kararanl, of whom Abul Fazl says in his chronicle of the
i^th year that he " exhaled the breath of power in Bengal, Bi-
har and Orissa" ( Ahhnr^iTi'^y^T: ^r' Vt^^r^r-iAr^r. TTT Ka\ C3.,l„;^arnama Sulai-

"?" f "^ *^^''^ ^^^^' (^^^ -'^•^)> ^^^ *^^ ^^^s reached Akbar
v*hen he was_engaged in besieging the castle of Surat. The
4|ian-i-Khanan Mun'im Klian. the erovernor of .Tiinnniir. was
then undertake
tones, and it was only when Mun4m was found unable to

t? „!fZ^ f^'
signal success, that the Emperor himself marched

The first-fruits of the campaigtito
^•ere the conquests of Hajipur and Patna after a sanguinarv
;^truggie m 982 a.h. [Tabaqat-i-Akhan in Elliot and Dowson. V.

4zt - ^' BarMom, Tr. Lowe. II. 166. 176 if: Abiil Fazl,
'^f^Oat^ma, in Elliot and Dowson, VI. 39-44 : Von ?^oer, Tr.
JiTs. Beveridge, I, 214-229.) Indeed, it stands out clearlv from
d lact mcidentallv mentioned jarnama

son
was even so late as 981 a.c. in the possession of Baud, the

oous" V- ^ Kararanl. It was at Munglr that Daiid had hi?

doifi'^'
^^^^' whom he regarded as a possible rival, put to

^^
n, and it was this murder which alienated Yiisuf's father-

the^K
^^^^" Khan Lodi, the most powerful and devoted of

of r ,^^®"*^ of his house. Bv the subsequent assassination

T)la f ir™^**^^'
^^ uprooted, as'BadaonI quaintly puts it, " the

of h! J]!""
prosperity ^yith the spade of calamity." and the bread

Uih ^^n-^-Khanan and the Muglials " fell 'into the butter."
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Noer, oj). cit., I. 217.) It seems to me therefore out of the

question to suppose that any coins should have been struck in

Akbar's name at Mongyr so early as 968 a.h.

But if .Mongyr is inadmissible for more than one reason,

where is this Manghar to be looked for ? I beg to be permitted

to place before the readers of this Journal the very respectable

historical evidence that is available in favour of its identifica-

tion with the great fortress of Mankot, I am not aware of its

having been set out before.

In the first place then, Badaoni has three references to

that great frontier stronghold, in two of which it is called Man-

garh, and in one only Mankot,
" Islem Shah, in order to remove the cause of the mischief

[the rebellion of the Niyazis who had taken refuge with the

Ghakkars], marched with a large army, and reaching the Punjab

took up a strong position in the northern hill range, and by

way of guarding his headquarter-post built five forts. Mankot,

Rashidkot and others." (Banking's Translation, I, 498.) A

little further on we read :
*' At the time when Islem Shah had

sent troops agamst the Ghakkars and the Janoha party who

were strongly entrenched on the banks of the river Behat, he

himself was occupied in building the fortress of Mangarl

{Ibid., ^.500).

Manearh in describing an

attempt made upon Islam Shah's life in its neighbourhood.

" Among the events which happened during the time that Isle^

Shah was encamped at Bm, was the following :—One day injne

siting

mall

interval between two times of prayer, Islem Shah was

at ease upon his roadster, and was proceeding with a smau

escort from the camp to visit the fort of Mangarh, which lies a

a distance of five or six Krohs or thereabouts, in accordanr

with his usual custom, when suddenly a man sprung "P i»/''°

.

of him and blocking the road, holding a sword concealed in n

armpit, aimed a blow at him." {Ihid., pp. 526-7^
This event is related by Nizamu-d-din Ahmad and leri-fl

m almost identical terms, "with the only difference that
j

place is called by them Mdnm. It will suffice to q^o*^

passage from the version of Briggs. " In this expedition, a P^^.

son havmg concealed himself one day in a narrow patn.
-

which SeHm Shah was ascending the mountain of Ma

r^ushed on him with a drawn sword." {Rise of the^
^J^^o^-

,nkote

Power in India, Calcutta Reprmt, II. p. 135 ;
FerishtaJ

Lith., I, 231 ; Tahaqat-i-Akban, Lucknow Lith., 236, U;

_ Lastly, there is a passage in another work in whico

kot and Mangarh are explicitly said to be identic^'-.
^1,0

occurs in the Tarikh-i-DavM of a writer named 'Abduii^^^^^^

says: "Islam Shah stayed some time at G^^'^l^^^'. twant^
set about building the fort of Mankot. He went thi«i^

j^^^.

caused five forts to be erected • one of which he iw mea ^

P
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garh, a second Islamgarh, a third Rashldgarh, a fourth Firoz-
garh

:
the fifth retained its original names of Mdnkol and Man-

garh." (Elliot and Dowson, IV, 494.) The TdriB-i-Daudi was
uTitten, it is true, some time after the accession of Jahanglr, and
is, strictly speaking, not a contemporary authority ; but it ap-
pears from a note at the foot of the page that this particular
statement about the five forts, which, it will be remembered,
occurs also in Badaoni, "is copied from the Waqi'at-'i-Mush-
iah (MS. p. 154)," which was itself composed by Sliaikh Riz-
quUah Mushtaqi who " was born in 897 a.h. and died in 989
A.H., 1492-1581 A.D." (Elliot and Dowson, IV, 534.)

These quotations from contemporaneous historians furnish,

I^^*"^^
^ think, just the sort of testimon^^ which is indispen-

sable for^ establishing the identity of an obscure mint-name,
iipon which no light is thrown either by our Gazetteers or our
Atlases. Thej show that Mankot was known as Manghar also
in the times of Islam Shah, and the first years of Akbar's reign,
to which last the coins belong. We know that it was the com-
panion stronghold to the Western Rohtas erected by Sher Shah,
and built with the same object of holding the Ghakkars of the
^alt Range in check. It is common knowledge also that it was
to Mankot that Sikandar Sur retreated after his defeat at Sar-
limd, and that the fortress fell only after a siege of little less

ii^
^^^ months on 27th Ramazan, 964 a.h. (Tabaqat-i-

^A6an, in Elliot and Dowson,, V, 254-5; Lowe, Ba'daom, II,
^i-12

;
von Noer, op. cit., 1, 11.) Mankot does not find a place

on our modern maps, but we know from Abul Fazl that it wasm the sarkar of the Rechnau Duab, and that in it were " included
4 towns, each with a stone fort." [Ain., Tr. Jarrett, II, 321).

same
m

, Vv Ji.iVl. Jahanbani Jmnat Ashiyani [HumayunJ
snould be directed towards India there might be a refuge for

8m '^^V^
^^ ^^® Panjab." {Akbarnama, Trans. Beveridge, II,

4fi7\
^^^^'^^ {History of India under Babar and Hurmyun, II,

?!> ^y^ that Mankot or Manghar " was on the farthest out-
SKirts of the Siwaiik mountains," and " composed of four or five

AT- I
-^'^ *^^ niany eminences, but all connected together."

lankot 18 now no more than a great ruin, situated about 76
raues N. of Amritsar (32° 37' N., 74°-55' E.), intheJammiJ
rerritory of the. state of Kashmir. It is now known as Ram-

•Junagadh
,

^th October. 1916.
S. JI. HOIHVALA.

[ix) [MuHlABADJ-PtTNA.

Among the rare coins in the Panjab Museum, there is a
^»pee of the 15th regnal year of Shah Alam II, which bears
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obversehis pre-accession name of «*y [sic] ^J^ %^

a peculiar ornament (P.M.C., M.no. 04) in the loop of thet,- of

,^^U- on the reverse. IVIr. Rodgers read the latter half of tL

mint-name on the coin as *J,-J Puna, and this decipherment ha^

met with general acceptance ; but this name is preceded by -.

other of which onlv the tail, M is visible. An exactly slmi-

lar coin of the 2nd regnal year, " on which the word fi

appears in full," is described bv Mr. Longworth Dames in Num.

Chron., 1902, p. 305, PI. XIV, no. 68. Two other coins of 'Ali(f)

Gohar's with the same mint-mark are also known, but they

differ from the foregoing in that, instead of the regnal year tbe

Musalman date is expressed in Nagari figures. Dr. Hoerme «a>

the first to publish an issue of this tvpe (J.A.S.B., 1^^''
P'

273, Plate XXXIV, No. 76), on which the date is \\n i^-^-]

Mr. Dames edited another with the figures ^^f^^ (1231) m

Num. Chron. (1902, p. 308, No. 72), but the double mint-naui^

does not appear in full on either of these specimens. Mr

tbe

f

s-M

Dames was able to read .sUf ti on his coin, but could not make any-

thing of the letters, and all that Dr. Hoernle was able to say

was that his Rupee ^\•as, " on native authority, attributed

the Peshwas." Now, all the four coins have a characten^;

mark or symbol, of which Prinsep said, so long ago as

that it was found on the '' Halee sicca of Poona." (f-^^/*

Tables, p. 56.) Indeed, it may be safely said that numismat

are now practically agreed in supposing all these coins to t^

issued from the Puna mint. That which remains unsettled
,^

awaits solution, is the other name of which only the tau

visible. .^
I venture to point out that there are in the ^ccretii^^

ilusalman histories several passai^es which enable ns to

with confidence that that name is ilj1'^^=B.^ Muhlabad. ^ ^

first place Khafi Klian expressly informs us that Auran^^

issued in the 47th year of his reign an order to the ettecr

Puna v^^as to be henceforth called Muhiabad.

31 ar jtiw ^!r .xT*.*
8:^13 ji^^u i3^^\ ^^ ^^^^ j^ ^'^ *^'^

•i i
0-"^ aiiui ^^u ^i(f^3 ^vj ju iij, 8^Lj3 J i^ ^)yt /y* '^ ^

"^

* *>.^t^/ p^^ obf ^j^^ !o.(J oJ:i ^yj.-o ^i^i ^^^ ^""

\
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(BibJ. TiKl. Text, Vol. IL p. 510, 11. 12-21.)

"After this conquest [uf Siiihgarli or K.u)(|,.iT)-iJ he u-
orders to march, and spent one month of llie rainv .sea^.u on
the road to J'una and the places in the environs of* (hat town
for giving rest to the troopg. And hecausts thr Priiu-e Ahihnm-
mad Muhlu-I-Millat, the eldest son by the JlSnl Mann'- irpiiri of
the Prince Muhannnad Kanibakhsh", who had not tn^tcd the
pleasures of this fleeting exif^tenco for more than ten ycnrs. be-
came a traverser of the road (lit. stages) to Paradise, and was
bnried in that town near the resplendent shrine [or lonib] of
Shaikh Salahud-din, he [i.e. the Emperor] t'ave it the name <d
Muhiabad."

Of this passage, Dowson has given the substance in the
followhig words :

'• i'rmce Muhi-ul-Mulk [sic] ^uu of Prince
Kam Bakh^h, died here, so the name of Puna w.i- . lianged to
Muhiabad." VII., 373 Note.

The author of the Maasir-i-AIaingIri also sii^s that after
the conquest of the fort of Kojidana, [thereafUr called P.akh-
sihindah-Bakhsh) in 1114 ah., Aurangzeb 'resolved to bring

to Puna.

• ^-^--i ^J^. ^'ff t5^;.> J^^y ^tl if ^U ^\jS ^1 y^ ^>

Bibl. Ind. Text. 475, H. 2-3.
?

^.io .^uiuu laci IS mentioned Dy tne autnor oi tne
l-umara which was conii>Ieted in a"h. lliM (17S0 a.g.)

llaa

C^'V° 4^1 -Aw d*i;^xij._j o*j /*J^* J Jrt" J^ ;> c)^ '*^

(Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 319, 11. 8-10.)

la the forty-seventh [regnal] year. KhuW-^lakan [i.*-.

•j'lrancTzebJ after the conquest of Kondana, caUed Bakbshin-
aati-Bakhsh, came to Muhlabad-Puna with the intention of ter-
minating the rainy season there."

^
lliis reference is not without significance inasmuch as it

^ lows that this wTiter, who was a resident of the Deccan. and
nourished during the reign of 8hnh • Alam. was familiar with the
aoiible name of the town.

Li^tlv, Grant Buflf tells us that " upon the reduction of
»^Jgarh and Torna, the Emperor, after halting some month"
npar Joouere, finally quitted the neighI>ourhood of Poona of

. } place also he had changed the name t** Atoyabatl, and
"larehed to Beejapoor." (Bombay Pvcprmt, 1873. p. 17*«

)

_\Ve may then take it for certain that the Mugh il name of
una WAS Muhiabad. and we should be justifiwi in declaring on
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the strength of this historical consensus, that the full name of this

mint, which has hitherto defied all our efforts at decipherment,

^\as Muhiabad—Puna. In other words, we should be on abso-

lutely safe ground in brmging the historical evidence to supply

the defect m the Numismatic testimony and reljang on the for-

mer alone even if the latter did not exist. But I am happy to

say that there is at least one cohi of the second type on which

the name »>l;i Uaa.^ can be clearly read. It is one of several

others which are not so good, in the cabinet of Mr. Framji J.

Thanawalla to whom mv acknowledjzments are due for allow-

ing me to examine them.

TU College, Junagadh. S. H. HoDiviii-

loth .March, 1917.

Ix) PORBA^TDAR OR PaRENDA ?

glial

t niatics to whom the conjectural and hazardous character of

some of our decipherments must not, at times, have been

brought home, and I have sometimes ventured to think that

the reading ' Porbandar ' of a mint-name which occurs on several

issues during the reigns of Aurangzeh. Bahadur Shah Shah 'Alam

I and Farrukhsiyar is not free from serious doubt and difficulty-

Indeed, one of the coins attributed by Mr. Whitehead to Por-

bandar is a muhr of Farrukhsiyar's in the British Museum

which was assigned by Mr. Lane Poole to Bareli (B.M.C^o.

893, P.M.C. Introd., p. Ixiii). A copper coin of the same Em-

peror on which something like <yxj only is, at best, but darkly

visible, and of which the nuqtahs are almost as gloriously un-

certain as the law itself, has been also given to the same mm
with a confidence which is scarcely warranted by the iadifleren

state of preservation in Avhich the coin itself «ould appear to

be (P.M.C. No. 2271a and Num. Sup. XXV, 234). This sam

tantalising absence of the dots is conspicuous on two otn

coins which have been ascribed to the same mint, a rupee

Wright, I.M.C. Nos. 1503 and 1697).

AL

After having thus challenged the verdicts of su^li expe

as Mr. Nelson Wright and Mr. Whitehead, it is mcumbent
up

me to state the reasons for placing Porbandar in the catego^^

not of the known or ' reasonablv certain' mint-towns oi
^^^ ^

ther uncertain one..Mu^
In the first place, then, the dots of the third letter are not so

^
ambiguously marked on any known specimen as to maKC i

possible to read the name in some other way. ^be
j^^

incertitude is further predicable of the final or sixth
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which does not appear at all on most specimens, and where it

happens to be partially visible (as on the Aurangzeb rupee

jfigured in Num. Sup. IV, PI. II, 10), it would seem to be an
' alif rather than a ' re/ Briefly, two at least out of the six

letters are altogether doubtful and impossible to fix.

In the second place, the name of the small Katliiawad
toMn of Porbandar is always spelt, on the very few occasions

on which it is at all alluded to bv the Persian historians, as

y^. }^ ^ith the * wav/ which is never dropped. Porbandar is

incidentally mentioned once in the Akharmma of Abul Fazl

(BibL Ind. Text, III, 638, 1. 10) and once also in the chapter

of the Aln-i'Akhari w^hich is devoted to a description of the

?uba of Gujarat. (BibL Ind. Text, I, 500.) The only other
^ '

- -
, ledge, is

the spell-

but;^ij;_^. Again,

Persian work in which the name occurs, to my know
the history of Gujarat called the Mlrat-i-AhmacIi, and \

Mirat
account or District Gazetteer, in which the writer expressly

mentions all those mints of the Province that are known to us,

'oiz. Ahmadabad, Surat, Cambav and Junagadh. There is not

a word, however, in the section on Porbandar about a v^-^'' j'"'

or mint having ever existed in that town, though several details

are given as to the establishments in each of the other mints,

and even the revenue derived from them.
Indeed, it is not easy for any one acquainted with the

history of Kathiawad to understand why Porbandar should

have ever been raised to the dignity of a gold-mint, at a time

when it was a place of only secondary importance even in the

very small district occupied by the ancestors of the present

Jethva chief of Porbandar. It was not even their capital, for

that was situated at Chhaya throughout the period to which
the coins under discussion belong. The fact is, that it was only

in the year 1785 of the Christian era, that the Rana " Sultanji

perceivino- fTmf fV.Q TV/T.-i^v o 1 -nr^-i^ar- wQQ pnfirplv broken, trans-

—^^^^ jjio scciii oi ruie DO J'oruauutix, wnxun naa tv»:-i. o^^^- oeen

the Jethva capital, and gives a name to the chiefdom." Bombay
Gazetteer, VIII, 628).

Lastly, this decipherment would make Porbandar a gold-

mmt in the reign not onlv of Farrukhsiyar but of Bahadur
ShsT. si,;.i, =T,„«.. T —1-—-1. Mint-list, J.A.S.B., 1912, p.

Now a glance at the list of467

Mughal mints is sufficient to show that the tow ns in which the

noblest of the metals was allowed to be corned, were all either

places of historical renown, famous centres of wealth and m-
dustry in their day, capital seats of great subas or provmces,

or localities having some political or military importance at the

time.
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cited of a fifth-rate town like Porbandar having been exalted

to the dignity of issuing gold coins in two reigns and silver coins

in three or four.

It is possible that any one of these arguments taken singly

may not possess such force as to ensure the rejection of the

Porbandar theory, but it seems to me that their cumulative
weight is by no means small, and one can scarcely fail to be

impressed by the hazardous character of the decipherment when
all the facts are taken into account.

Well
the letters in some other wsiy ? I submit that it is, and I beg
to suggest a name to which no exception can be taken on his-

torical or other grounds, and A\hich satisfies all other conditions

besides. This is \^kji Parenda or Purenda, a town in the Os-

manabad district of the State of Haidarabad, situated 18° 16

N., and 75° 27' E. Parenda is 64 miles N. W. of Naldrug {lm.f.

Gazetteer, XIX, 270) and about 60 miles S.W. of the equally

important fortress of Dliarur (Fathahnd). Elliot and Dowson,
VII, 22n. It contains '' a fort erected by Mahmud Gawan, the

celebrated Bahmani muiister" in the fifteenth century, with

several large guns mounted on bastions. {Inif. Gaz., XX, 1).

Fenshta informs us that the two great strongholds of Parenda
and _Sholapur_ were entrusted about 8D0 a.h. (1485 a.c.) to

Kh;vajah Jahan Dakhani by Malik Hasan Nizaraul-Mulk, the

all-powerful minister of Mahmud Shah Bahmani" (Briggs,

liise of the Mahomedan Power in India, II, 529. See also pp-

530, 538, 542). The same historian refers to Parenda several

times in his account of the factious struggle for powpf between
the nobles in the last days of the Bahmani dynasty
loc. cit.,11, 543, 546; III, 16-20. 191, 195. 196, 21,,-
the extmction of the latter, Parenda was hicludei in the Nizam
shahi kingdom, and it is repeatedly mentioned as a place of

considerable strategical importance on the frontier between the

^'iT o!.*'^?''"
""^ Ahmadnagar and Bijapiir. {Ibid., III. 104, 120,

After

ked by the

was

the

241 246). Again, Mhen Alanadnagar itself was sacked by
Mughals m a.h. 1008 (1599"a.c.), and Bahadur Nizamshah
despatched by Akbar as a state prisoner to Gyvaliar,

'

Nizamshahi officers having declared Moortuza, the son of Ay.

f^^r ^Ti""
Parenda the capital of the kingdom. {Ihid...}]^^

SU). We hear of the fortress again in the reign of Shah Jabai-

It was unsuccessfully besieged in 1040 a.h. (1630 A.c.) by the

vested with the like result by the Prhice Shuja'a and

tT^u- . , T^
^^^habat Kliln in 1043 a.h., i.e. 1634/;^;

(h-Uiot and Dowson, Vll, 43-44; Grant DufF. History of the

Maralhas, Bombay Keprint, 1873, p. 49). A little latef' !'
hear tl>at one of the terms of the treaty made between "Shah
Jahan and =Adil Khan of Bijapur in 1045 a.h. (1035 A.c.)

^^^
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that the fortress of Parenda which had formerly belonged to

Nizam-ul-mulk, but which had beea surrendered to 'Adil Klian
for a bribe/' should be allowed to remain in the possession of

the latter. (E.D. VII, 57 ; Grant Dull, 50, 52). At last, it came
into the hands of the Mughals in the third year of Aurangzeb
(1071 A.H.), when the AniIru-1-Umara, Shayasta Klian, '' report-

ed that the fort of Parenda had been svon without fighting."

(Maasir-i-^Alamgiri, text p. 33 ; E.D. VII, 263), It remamed
in the hands of the Muirhals during the rest of Aurangzeb's

reign, and Khafi Khan informs us that Kam Bakhsh was " en-

camped at ' Parenda forty or fifty kos distant ' from Ahmad-
nagar/' when he heard of the death of his fatlier (Bibl. Ind.

Text, II, 5 »9; E.D. VII, 389).

Coming down to later times, it is clear from the pages of

Grant Duff that it was an important military station even in

1774 A.c. It was at ' Purinia ' that Trimback Rao Mama and
Sabaji Bhonslay were encamped in that year, and from which
they marched against Raghunath Rao (Reprint, 1873, p. 367).

Nizam's own troops at Purinda,

18
"'
Peshvva's eastern frontier."

Twenty-one years later, the decisive battle of Kharda or

BLhardia was brought on while the Nizam's army was marching
from Kliarda to Purinda {Ibid., 5 15-6)"." Lastly, Colonel Steven-

son was, on the outbreak of the Second Mahratta War (1803

A.c), ordered to take up his position with the Haidarabad sub-

sidiary force and 15,000 of the
^

on account of its vicinitv to th
{Ibid. JyQS : see also Milland Wilson, History of India, Ed. 1858,

VI, 292).
'

The name of Parenda or Piirendl U not now so familiar as

that of Porbandar, and the former is at present only a town in

ruin, to which not more than a dozen lines are devoted in the

Imperial Gazetteer. Parenda has fallen while Porbandar has

risen, but there can be no doubt that during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries and the first quarter of the eighteenth,
to which last period all the coins under consideration belong,

I*arenda continued to be what Porbandar never was, and per-

tiaps never can be, a place of great political and military im-

portance, and much the most likely of the two to have possessed

^ gold mint.
It is of course true that the name cannot be read with

certainty on any of the half-dozen coins hitherto discovered,

out then the reading Porbandar is, besides being at least

equally uncertain, open to other serious objections. Under the

circumstances, I crave permission to put in a caveat against

Porbandar, and submit that the claims of Parenda are at least

equally worthy of consideration. I do not therefore think it

^0 much to ask that judgment should be reserved until the

uiscovery of less ambiguous specimens.

^f^e College, Jun^gaih, S. H. HodiTAiI.

I5th Febritary, 1917.
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P-8.—I have said that on the Aurangzeb rupee figured in

Num. Sup. IV, the final letter looks more like an alij than a re.

I would invite attention to Rodgers' Copper Coin (J.A.S.B..

1895. PL XVIII, No. 80), in which also the final letter is clearly

It is perhaps notalii

unworthy of note that it is of the 4th year of Farrukhsiy
(B.M.C. 893 is of the 5th), and that Rodgers' own decipherment.

so far as it went, was 1^^
S. H. H.

197. Novelties in Parthian Coins.

Parthian numismatics have been made the subject of

study by some well-known numismatists since the celebrated

Vaillant (died in 1706), whose work on this subject was pub-

lished posthumously in 1725. His attributions were greatly

improved upon by subsequent scholars, whose meritoriou''

investigations paved the way for recent works by Longperier

(Memoires sur la chronologie et riconograpTiie des rois parthes

Arsacides, Paris, 1853 ; the 18 engraved plates were not

published until 1882); Prokesch-Osten (Les monnaies des rois

Parthes, Paris, 1874-75, with 6 plates) ;
Cardner (The

Parthian Coinage, London, 1877, with 8 plates) ; an^ Wroth

(Catalogue of the Coins of Parthia in the British Museum.

London, 1903, with 37 plates). Over and above these fojr

works now most commonly consulted, mention must be made

of the important paper (Coins of the Arsacidae ; text in

^"psian) on unpublished and noteworthy coins by De Markott

which appeared In the Journal of the Russian Oriental Socidjl,

tit. Petersburg, 1892. Drouin has given a verv able sunimarj^

tSno
^^^^-^'^ °^ *^'^ P^P^^ ^'n the Revue Numismatique

.,

??rtrM>

18.JJ Rapson (Numismatic Chronicle, 1893, pp. 203-^^»;

has also reviewed it but from points of view other than those

already occupied by Drouin. Prokesch-Osten's book describes

the coins in his own fine collection, now in the Berlin Museum

,
The coinage of the Parthian rule forms a very extensive

les spreading over a period of nearly four hundred anaseries

seventy-five years from about B.C. 250 to about A-C
ff.
,'bich

I

The decisive engagement with Ardavan (Artabanus) in wb
tne last Parthian monarch fell, and where Ardesbir

gained the title of "king of kings," seems to have been o"

28th April (A.C. 224, accoiding to Noldeke, or A.C.
2^^;

according to Gutschmid), and wSs probably fought in Bahy

loma or Susiana. The drachmes (see B.M. Catalogue,^
cit., pi. xxxvi, figs, u and 15) assig.ied to Artavasde',

perhaps a son of Artabanus, furnish the evidence of tn

remnant of Parthian rovalty after the final overthrow
»

Ardashir I, the founder of the Sa.^anian empire. ^. ^^Jbe coinage consists of silver and bronze pieces, -i"
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are no gold coins. The denominations in silvei* are :

tetradrachme, drachmej triobol, diobol and oboL The Vdsi

three are verv scarce and do not seem to have been minted
after Orodes I (B.C. 57-37). The denomination or normal
value of the bronze pieces are not known.

Wroth has come to the conclusion that some modifications

must be made in the accepted arrangement of the coins

^as set forth in Gardner's work. The rectifications that

seemed necessary are principally in the period before Phraates

IV (B.C. 38/7-3/2) and in a paper '^ On the Re-arrange-

ment of Parthian Coinage" published in the Nunmmaiic
Chronicle for 1900 (pp. 181-202) he has criticized the existing

arrangement- He has indicated an alternative scheme.

which with various modifications and corrections, has been

adopted in the British Museum Catalogue. The arrangement
of Parthian coins presents exceptional difficulties ; the princix>al

being the absence of the names of most of the kings on
coins. It has not yet been possible to compile with cer-

tainty tlie list of Parthian kings and to determine with

precision the limits of their reigns. It must not be assumed
that the kings followed one another in natural sequence,

because we have to make allowances for the possibility of

contemporaneous reigns as well as the rise of usurpers and
rival rulers. The dated coins bear testimonv to these facts

vaguely hinted at by the historians.

The obverse ahnost always represents the king turned
to the left, save some exceptions with the head of the king

to right. There is usually but a slight difference between
the portraits of a king in the early years of his reign and those

executed in his later years. Tli'e rever.se of the drachme
and lesser denominations bears, with some rare exceptions,

^^fi- familiar figure of the seated bowman. This type contirmes

constant, with some exceptions, on the reverse of the tetra-

drachme also till the reign of Orodes I (B.C. 57-37), ^yhen

is inaugurated a new type having the reigning king, either

on his throne or on horseback, usually in the act of receiv-

ing a palm or Avreath from a female figure representing the

mmt city itself. The reverse tj'pe'j of the bronze coins are

extremely varied.
The earlier types exhibit higher artistic merit and the

inscriptions are written with far greater clearness and correct-

J^ess. After the reign of Phraates IV (B.C. 38/37-3/2), the

letters become more crude and from the reign of Gotarzes

(A.C. 40/41-51). the legends on drachmes are quite de-

based and unintelligible. From this time all legends dis-

appear from the ordinary bronze coins ; but the tetradrachmes
and the pieces of bronze which bear the head or figure of

^ city can be read to the last.

The rude conquerors, having no civihzation of their own,
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nor even a language at all suited to the intricacies of civilized

life, adopted the Greek language and culture which they

found already introduced. The Greek epithets and titles

assumed by Parthian kings are varied. In the variety of

tlie legends, particularly in their increasing length and the

number of titles they comprise, we find the key to the

arrangement of the coins before Phraates IV. The name of

the first king is given simply as APZAKOY, the second styles,

himself BAZIAEDZ APEAKOY, the third adopts the style of

BAZlAEfiZ MEFAAOY APZAKOY and so on the titles

increase till the fall royal style is fixed. The drachmes of

Phraates TV (see the one described below) present what may

be called the stereotyped Parthian legend, for it is seen on

nearly all the succeeding coinages. Soma of the later drachmes

bear a legend in Pahlavl. The first two letters of his name in

this language occur on the coins of Volagases I (A.C 52-77/78).

and from MithradatesIV(A.C. ? 130-147) the names of the kings

m full appear with the title malk^ " king." This and the bar-

barous legends indicate that the Greek tongue was no longer

understood by the people.
With the meritorious investigations embodied by Gardner

and Wroth in their respective works it has now been, possible

to assign coins with tolerable certainty in spite of most of the

rulers having not recorded their names on their coins.

The drachmes of several kings subsequent to Sinatruce*

(B.C. 77-70) are marked bv numerous monograms and letters,

the number of varieties being greatest under Orodes I {^^^

ni-il). Chabouillet (Revue Numismatique, 1867, p. 392) sav-j

that there are bat few cities, such as Odessus, Patroe ana

Panormus, which are known to have placed on their corns a

monogram to represent their names and that in these cases t&p

monogram was a sort of recognised svmbol or arms of the to^vn

and not a mere invention of the die-sinker. He contends tW

these monograms are usually merely the private mark ot a

magistrate or contractor and'were not intended to be decipher

able to any one except himself. , „
De Markofif (Monnaies des rois Parthes, Paris, 1877, part ^

p. 41 and plate) has compiled a table of 112 different mo";'

grams and letters and also a list containing the names of abou_

the same number of towns which he supposes the monogram
and letters to mdicate. His identifications are mostly hypo

thetical, as most monograms can be read in more wa>^s ta^

one For example, the monogram on the drachrae of Phraai^

IV described below may be read TA, AT and TAT-
Gardner (The Parthian Coinage, p. 23 sq.) says, To sj

pose that a monogram in the field of a com usually rfpr^^en

the name of the mint whence it was issued, is to go f
t^^''

s
beyond the evidence. But even if thev did contam the na»
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of cities, it would be quite hopeless to attempt to read them, a
mouogram being a thing by nature most obscure and ambigu-
ous. It can nearly always be read in three or four ways, and
may often, by means of a little ingenuity, be made to represent
anything the interpreter chooses/'

^
From the appearance of several monograms for a long

period it is certain that they cannot be the private marks or
personal names of magistrates. The only possible view is to
suppose that they indicate, in some maj' or other, the mint-
place of the couis.

The Catalogue of the Coins of Parthia in the British

(W: s the
standard work on this branch of numismatic research. There
are many gaps to be filled, for not only are the issues of some
Parthian rulers still unrepresented in known cabinets, but
specimens have yet to be discovered of tvpes which by analogy
can reasonably be expected to exist.

With these preliminary remarks I here introduce to the
notice of students of this"^ epoch a drachme of Phraates IV
which, so far as I know, is inipublished.

A Drachme of Phraates IV without Adjuncts:

The parricide and fratricide Parthian king Phraates IV,
^'ho reigned from B.C. 38/37 to 3/2, was the eldest of the thirty
surviving sons of Orodes I (B.C. 57-37). He was an able but
^nscrupulous ruler and began his reign by murdering all his
brothers. The struggle with Rome was renewed and Antony,
after the unsuccessful siege of Phraaspa, the capital city of the
l^arthian dependency of Media, had to retreat to the Armenian
trontier with heavy 'loss in B.C. 36. This failure brought peace

? -Parthia. His long reign was not without internal dissen-
sions and it appears that his throne was also usurped for some
wme by Tiridates. Phraates, who had murdered his father
Erodes, as Orodes had murdered his (Phraates III, B.C. 70-57),
niet his own end by parricide.

His drachmes and bronze coins are classified in types,

crownm

according to the adjuncts on the obverse

:

A. Eagle behind with wreath in

head.

^- Eagle as above and star in front.

j^*
Eagle as above and crescent in front,

i^-
Eagle as above and star within crescent in front.

withinE. Eagl

front.

*• Star below crescent in front.

^* Star below crescent behind and star in front*
*1- Star in front*
^- Nike flying behind wTeathing king's head.
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J. Nike as above and star within crescent in front.

K. "Without adjuncts.

No drachmes are published so far as I know of the types

Fj G, H and K; but they b}' analogy can reasonablj'- bs ex-

pected to exist. The drachme described below is of the type

K without adjuncts. The grenetis round about the head of the

king is so struck that it precludes the possibility of having any

of the adjuncts off the flan.

Description of the Drachme.

Metal.—Silver. Size.—'75 inch. Weight.—59 grains.

06i?.—The bust of king to left with diadem having fillets

floating behind. The hair arranged in formal rows, a wart on

left temple, a moustache, and a pointed beard. The bust

clothed in dress and a linked necklace with cuirass in front.

Gienetis.

Rev.—Arsaces seated to right on throne, holding bow. In

front, the mint^monogram 7r^, .

Legend.—KhoYQ BAZIAEfiZ |
BASIIAEfiN, right

APZaKOV; in exergue EVEPPETOV |
AlKAlOV, ^ft

EniOANOVZ
i
{a»IAEAAHNO(Z).

Translation,—The King of kings, Arsaces, the benefactor,

the just, the (divine) manifestation, the friend of Greece.

fl r

4 ,

>

The mintmoiiogram J^ appears not only on the drac

^^
of the reigns from Phraates II to Phraates IV, but

J^^°^" (,{

bronze money, being tlie only monogram found ^^}r?\.^^\ID

cid

this metal. TQnder Phraataces (B.C. 3/2 to A.C. 4) it is fou

the form fs^ and from this reign till the fall of the A^^
^^

empire, is always found on the drachmes. From the ti

^^
Vologases I (A.C. 51-77) hardly any other monogram o

^^
Gardner [op. dt., p. 24) emphatically says ' /^

j^tb*

certainly stand for a city, for it is found in connection wi

word noAt^:.

this

moAi^:." that

Perhaps he may be correct, but not for the rea?
^^^

monogram is found on a bronze coin joined with a c .

and this word. In reality it is not this monogram but M^^^^

is found in connection with this word, as could be se

his work (p. 59, no. 22).
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A
gram that appears on the coins. Except in the case of barba-

rous specimens. Ctesiphon may be regarded as the most likely

mint-place of the later Parthian money." Vardanes I reigned

from A.C. 41/42-45.

This attribution seems to me to be doubtful. How can

we be certain that this is the sole monogram on the coins

of all kings who reigned contemporaneously from iV.O. 77-78 to

148-9 in different parts of Parthia ? The dated tetradrachmes

and bronze coins bear testimony to the existence of such rulers

during this period. Could it be assumed, then, that this mono-
gram latterly lost its significance and was taken as a necessary

appendage to the design by ignorant die-sinkers ?

1/ Mithradaies IV with the Symbol 2
Longp

Irans, p. 144) identify this ruler with the Meherdotes who is

described by John Malala as " King of Persia," a Parthian by
race and brother of Osroes. Wroth lop. cit., p. lix) considers

account
grounds.

Our knowledge of this king is derived from coins bearing
His name in Pahlavi and his portrait, which also appears on
coins devoid of any Pahlavi legend, but clearly issued by the

same ruler. The stvle and epigrapliv of his coins clearly indi-

cate that a king na"med Mithradates"' was ruling approximately
from A.C. 130 to 147.

His drachmes can be divided

:

A. Barbarous Greek legend.
B. More barbarous Greek legend.

C. Very barbarous Greek legend with tlie addition of

the Pahlavi legend Jlitradata malka.

I here brina to the notice of students of this epoch a

yrachme belonging to one of the three known types of this

^ne- It may be designated as a variety of type B and is

peculiar in bearing on the reverse the symbol ?. Only two

such drachmes are known (see Sammlung Petrowicz. Ai-saciden
^^•- ^

- » , . j^ttributed

XVII)
Phraates IV,

Wieu, 1904, p. 154, no. 4).
vvTongly to Volagases iv by Longperier {op. cit., pi
I his symbol occurs only on the bronze coins of Phra
Vola

101).

pl. sx

(

•^i). For these coins, see B.M. Catalogue, pl. xx
^l- SX17C, fig. 13 ; and pl. xxxv, fig. 3 respectively.)

fP' Cif., p. 55) mentions a bronze coin of Mithradato. ..
.

••-;-

this symbol in the cabinet of Prokesch-Osten. which is now m
the Berlin Museum.

Gardner

es IV with
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Thomas (Early Sassanian Inscriptions, London, 1868, p. 126)

conceives this symbol to have been the mere conventional

representation of the Sun, based upon ancient models, the

worship of which was largely affected by the Arsaeids.

Description of the Drachme.

Metal.—Silver. Size.—'65 inch. Weight.—48 grains.

Ohi\—The bust of Mithradates IV to left with diadem

having fillets floating behind. Flowing hair! a moustache, a

long pointed beard, dress and a spiral necklace. Grenetis. f

Rev.—Arsaces seated to right on throne, holding bow. In

front, the mint-monogram /3^ ; and behind, the symbol J.

Barbarous legend, obviously in imitation of that given

above.

mth October, 1917.

FuRDOOlSrjEE D. J- PaEUCK.
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THE FIFTH INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS,
LAHORE, JANUARY 1918.

The Fifth Indian Science Congress was held in Lahore on
January 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th, 1918, under the presidency of
Dr. Gilbert T. Walker The meet-
ing was attended by about 300 members and over 100
papers were communicated, abstracts of which are given below.

The Patron of the Congress, H.H. Sir Michael O'Dwyer,
G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I., was present at the opening meeting and
welcomed the visitors in a short speech.

¥

Presidential Address.

By Gilbert T. Walker, C.S.I., M.A., Sc.D., F.B.S.

Your Honour, Ladies and Gentlemen,

p.,
"^^^ "^^isit of the Science Congress to Lahore at this its

Jnth Meeting is to my mind appropriate, not merely in view of
the importance of the engineering, agricultural, educational,
fnd sanitary questions that arise in the Punjab, but also
wicause of its close associations with Sir Denzil Ibbetson.
Hia reputation for strength, ability, and devotion to duty was
such as almost to overshadow the fact that he was, I believe,
the only member of the Imperial Executive Council during the
past twenty years with a scientific training ; and that his
Knowledge of mathematics, phN^sics, and chemistry was more
nan that of an amateur I can jpersonally testify. Let us not
oi^et the splendid demonstration that his career has given to
naia of the value of an education in modern subjects.

bince we separated a year ago at Bangalore we have lost

^^0 of our most prominent members, both of whom were to have
presided over their Sections at this meeting. Dr. E. G. Hill was
ucated at Leeds and Magdalen College, Oxford, joining the
aucational Service in 1895 as Professor of Chemistry at the

oul e
^^^®' ^lla-^abad. Shortly afterwards he became Dean

of h-
p^®°^^ Faculty, and in 1913 he was appointed Principal

on a -
^?l%e- He contributed a number of original papers

and
7^"^^-^ °f chemical subjects, was interested in meteorology,

train
'"^ ^n early date saw the need of giving his pupils such a

tion f ^^ ^^'°"^^ ^* ^^®^ *o take up the commercial applica-

fi^g

ot chemistry. He died on 28th June at the age of forty-

Un:/^"°^*^«sor J. H. Barnes was educated at the Birmingham

PunWK /' ^"^ ^^ 1^^6 was made Agricultural Chemist to the
*jaD, bemg appointed Principal of the Lvallpur College two

**
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years later. A few months before his death from enteric on

the 2nd June, he was selested as chief chemist at the Pusa

Agricultural Institute. He carried through a considerable

amount of research in agriculture, some being of great impor-

tance in connection with the growth of sugarcane and of wheat.

Lately he worked out methods of producing excellent crops of

wheat on land that had previously been barren from alkali,

and of preventing the damage done to stored wheat by insect

pests. Both Dr. Hill and Professor Barnes did their work

in spite of periodic ill- health, and both ought to have had

many years of activity before them. I would express tie

respectful sympathy of this Congress to their relations.

In whatever direction we turn we see profound changes of

attitude brought about by the present world-struggle, and we

ought to remember that upheavals of thought, like physical

convulsions, have their dangers. Just as a prudent man vm,

after an earthquake, examine his house to see whether it is safe,

so it is essential that we should make sure of our ideas as modi-

fied by the war. In India as in England many men have realized

that a neglect in education of the study of Nature involves ter-

rible penalties to nations as to individuals in their struggle for

existence, and there is a widespread resolve that the teaching

of science and of its technical applications shall occupy a»

important place in our colleges. But this resolve is not in

itself sufficient. Unless we make certain that the new educa-

tion is effective, our action will be like that of a certain

Persian Monarch who, having to adjudicate upon two poeins,

had one of them read to him and at once, without further

investigation, awarded the prize to the other ! I propose there-

fore to devote the first half of my remarks to some features m

our science teaching that appear to me of importance.
Now it has, 1 think, to be admitted that in England ^n«

teaching of mathematics, phvsics, and chemistry, ^l^o"|
„t

bad than the teaching of classics, has been far less e&cieD •

than it might have been. It has included tables of facts in^

stead of ideas, and has been abstract in its methods where

should have been concrete. In England it is now being je

ized that if you teach Latin as if it were a language the «
.^

spent in learning to read it may be reduced to a half of v^Q

was, and it is equally true, though not so well known, thaj^
^^

time devoted to arithmetic, algebra, and geometry could n
^

been divided by two by the elimination of what is oof'^!^'
|it

maintained solely for examination purposes. If a boy is i'
^^^

for some months to draw geometrical figures with ^"^® '

gje

square, protractor, and compasses, he will acquire con
j^.,

ideas about circles and triangles in addition to
t^'^^^^JJ^^g of

fingers and learning the meaning of accuracy. ^"".1? .gyer
facts about a circle will be obvious to him which

^^^^f., jg a
be able to deduce without help from the statement that
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plane figure bounded by a line called the circumference and
such that the straight lines from all points on the circumference
to a certain point within it are equal.'" The ordinary argument
for Euclid was that its severe logic taught the art of reasoning.
But to the real mathematician the lengthy argument seems
largely verbiage, concealing the essentially geometrical ideas

;

while to the severe logician the reasoning is in quite important
respects incomplete and inaccurate. As one of my Cambridge
logical friends remarked :-^" Euclid would be a much better
book if it did not make so hysterical an appeal to the emo-
tions."

I have dealt at some length with geometry, although the
teaching of arithmetic and algebra is as bad, because I want to

emphasize the fact that it is better if we can make a boy see

mathematical relations by intuition, rather than merelj' give
his mental assent to proofs in which he can see no flaw.

I remember, at a British Association Meeting, Fitzgerald,
one of the finest men of science that Ireland has produced, was
challenged for his reasons for a belief that he strongly held, and
he silenced his opponents by replying that he = felt it in his
bones.' It is this kind of instinct that distinguishes the most
capable men wherever wo find them. Another example is that
of S. Ramanujam, whose mathematical work I saw something
of about five years ago while he was still a clerk drawing about
I^s 60 a month in the Port Engineer's Office at Madras. He
liad never been to a university, but he had discovered hundreds
01 theorems in several very advanced branches of pure mathe-
matics. To me the most surprising feature of his work was the
small attention that he seemed to pav to formal proofs, and it

^^as this as much as anything else that suggested his genius,

j^.'^
you know, ]\Iadras gave him a special scholarship to send

nim to Cambridge, and there he has shown himself a mathe-
matician of the first order who will earn an international
Imputation.

,.-' ^o not assert that anv students who may be among my

abTt"'^^
^iU convince their teachers of their transcendent

^
mty by contemptuous refusal to learn book-work. But I

^iner entirely from the view, which is widely held, that for

uP?*fClonal man insight matters little provided there is text-

orin •
1 ^'^^^^S^- W^i^t is wanted in life is ability to apply

y T^Pfs to the actual cases that arise ; and the man who
^^aerstands is of enormously greater value than the living

a^k ^W of information. When Pasteur as a chemist was

siik^- A
^^ ^ remedy for the pest that was ruining the French

soIvpH f?^-^'
^^ ^'^"'^^' absolutely nothing of silkworms

;
yet he

Xati '
problem, and it was general understanding .of

mat i
^ ^ methods that brought him success. For mere infor-

wasfc^^
^ sensible man goes to books of reference ;

he does not
energy i„ burdening his memory with it.

i>
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But if it is a pity when the teaching of mathematics is

made lifeless, it is fatal when that of physics or chemistry

is carried on without constant appeal to experiment. A boy

who has played with a force pump has no difficulty in grasping

what we mean when we saj' ' head of water,' though the idea

may be hard if based on the abstract definition of a ' perfect

incompressible liquid ' : and such corresponding electric terms

as ' electromotive force ' and ' capacity ' are just as easy to a

boy who has played to an equal extent with electric apparatus.

But how many are nearly as familiar with electric appliances as

they are with mechanical 1 And why should we wonder then

that electromagnetic theory is usually found difficult ?

Now all that T have said applies more to Indians than to

Europeans for two reasons. First, the wonderful memories of

most students of this country must be a continual temptation

to them to remember a discussion rather than to absorb ita

ideas, when memorising is easier than grasping ; and secondly,

early training in handling tools and apparatus is not nearly as

general here as in England. As an example of what I mean!

may be allowed to refer to my old school days at St. Paul's,

where, m addition to splendid laboratories for physics, chemis-

try, and biology, there were prizes to encourage mechanical

ingenuity and skill, and as evidence of the standard reached!

remember one boy was some way down the list although he had

made a gyroscope that would spin for twenty minutes. I hare

no data as to the number of us that had collections of electric

apparatus or small chemical laboratories or fitting shops at

home
; but it was appreciable, and to those who had them they

made an enormous difference. Thev made the laws of Nature

real, concrete, and vivid, instead of mere abstract relations

between quantities known onlv by definitions.
.

Training of the hands is liecessary also for the acquirement

of manipulative skill, without which raanv discoveries
«^uia

never have been made. As one example I will quote the Upe

Astronomer Gill, who developed methods of measuring angiej

in the sky to one-hundredth of a second, the angle ^^^^f^l
by a quarter-anna piece at a distance of 330 miles, halt tn_

distance from here to Karachi. As another example vve m
take Ramsay's determination of the atomic weight of the ra

gas niton. The largest volume of it that he could o^^f°J j!

1/200 of a cubic millimeter not a hundredth of a pin's heaa

bulk
; yet he utilized a balance so inconceivably delicate a^

weigh this minute amount correctly. , . ns
Having considered briefly the subjects of instruction le.^

glance at the methods of testing our students. I *^^^ "jve
one of the most disappointing facts learned in the tw

^^
years that I spent as a lecturer in mathematical pt^f^^-.y
Irmity College, Cambridge, was the amount of time and e^'^|;

that had to be spent both in examining and in revising
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methods of examining. A genius like Stokes or Kelvin works

out a theory which after a time finds its way into text-books

and becomes a suitable subject for examination questions. It

is placed in the syllabus and then its degeneration begins. The
questions become crystallized in type, and the theory may
remain in the syllabus long after it has ceased to have a living

interest : it may even be that its basis has been destroyed by
more recent discoveries. In Cambridge, as in India, vested

interests are powerful, and it was only the zeal of its teachers

and the healthy opinion of a resident Senate, which included

some sixty Fellows of the Royal Society, that made it possible

to effect from time to time the drastic reforms that were

necessary.

Such degeneration as this is unfortunately not confined to

science. The founders of schools of painting or of music pro-

duce ideas which in their followers sink into mere mannerisms ;

and in the history of religion or morals the collapse is even
more conspicuous. To quote examples of this in the big world-

religions is as unnecessary as it would be depressing ;
so I will

draw merely from those survivals of primitive religion or

superstition which form a perpetual reminder to the educated
classes of all countries of their brotherhood with the savage.

Some of you may realize that in Europe when a soldier's

charger follows his"^master's coffin in his funeral procession this

is a piece of ritual surviving from times long ago when the

liorse was killed in order that his master might have him to

ride in the other world ; but how many of us understand
the ritual that binds us in certain cii'cumstances to throw salt

over the left shoulder, or to throw a shoe after a newly married
couple ? The old ritual that gets rid of devils by driving them
iiito animals still survives in England. Some twenty years ago

^ a village outside Cambridge there was a case of small-pox,
and the peasants, good Christians as they were, had little idea,

when they drove a number of sheep" through the infected

cottage, that they were getting rid of the devil of small-pox by
givmg it the sheep to enter into. In the same way the

shepherds of our youth, I venture to think, have little idea,

J^^nen they drive their flocks through their routine text-books,
jnat there is grave risk of setting free tlie evil spirits that are
tae curse of our examination system; and that these may
seize upon the innocent pupils and destrov their chance of
a really successful life.

.
The only method of putting the science teaching of our

universities on to a satisfactory footmg is to appoint sufficient

"umbers of first-rate teachers, men who are keen researchers
^na can impart their enthusiasm to their classes : and they
jannot carry out investigations if their routine work leaves
^^em no leisure. Further, unless they are to be professors ot

I'are mathematics, they must have a laboratory trammg. i* or
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men who teach physics on its qualitative or experimental side

this condition is universally accepted, but if it is to be taught

on the quantitative side this is just as necessary. To attempt

to shuffle out of the obligation by re-labelling the subject

as applied mathematics is dishonest : and it has not even tte

merit of being good policy. For it gives you a man whose

natural field for research work is barred to him : he is not

familiar enough with 'current experimental work to apply

mathematical methods to it.

It would be idle to contend that the initial cost of efficiency

will not be large ; but the importance of the issue is enormous,

and there can be no doubt that the expenditure would ulti-

mately be remunerative. I^et us consider wheat-growing as an

example. Before the war an acre of wheat in England yielded

about twenty-three maunds, but in India about eight maunds.

In view of recent research -v^ork, however, it would appear not

impossible to improve the Indian yield b^^ two maunds an acre,

after which it would still not be half what is obtained in

England! But the value of each additional maund an acre

is fifteen crores of rupees, so that the extra two maunds womd

sell annually for a sum three times the total present expendi-

ture on public instruction in British India, including univer-

sities and schools.

The improvement of sugar is another possible object.

India has about 2\ million acres of which each on the avera

produces about 11 ton of gur, equivalent to 0-4 of a ton ot

refined sugar. In Java the output is about four times as

great
; but in the Sandwich Islands they obtain from 6 to 1-

tons of sugar an acre—something like twentv times as much as

in this country. Considering the varieties'of soil and chmaw

m India, it would appear that a considerable improve""""

could be made here during the next twenty years. In a s

way the revenues from the forests of India which at pies

average only \\ annas an acre are worth fifty tunes tD^^^

amount m some parts of the country and are obviousl.vcapaD^

of large growth. Whether vfQ look to the older industries on^

the newer commercial ones, we find indications of great reA\ar ^

for research work

.

. , >

^
It may occur to those of you who are interested in

_

general problems of administration, that while the expen^^^^

tal methods which have revolutionized science have mucu

e

mila''

eiit

connection
ses-

they have little to do with the problems that arise when st^u )

mg the general welfare of a province or the success o^ a ir^

busmess. Now the essence of the experimental method is^^^^^^

instead of basing our explanations of phenomena on our i
_ _^.

intuitions we base them on and test them by definite ou«=

tions. But this method is capable of very wide apP^f,^
„f

li we were interested in such a question as the ene
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temperature on plague, we should find it extremely difficult

and costlv to institute special direct experiments on the

subject ; but Nature has been making experiments for us for

centuries, and there is no reason why we should ignore her

work because we have not organized and paid for it. If we

have fairly reliable data for thirty or forty years regarding our

question, it is obvious that there should be material enough to

settle it, and the only point at issue is how this is to be done.

Now quite simple considerations lead us to the idea of the

correlation coefficient between two quantities as the extent to

which the variations of each are determined by those of the

other. If we have a number of bags of rupees made of various

light materials, the variations of the weights of the bags will

be almost entirely governed by the numbers of rupees inside,

and the correlation 'between the weight of a bag and the

number of rupees inside will be almost exactly +1. Similarly

the percentage of members of our Congress who are ladies

added to the percentage who are men must make 100 :
hence

the correlation coefficient between these two percentages must

be exactly - 1. On the other hand, if the variations of one

quantity have very little dependence on those of another, sucli

as the cost of a book and its literary merit, the correlation

coefficient will be small. .

I propose now to give you a general idea of the method of

statistics bv looking at soine of its applications, and first of all

will put before you the problem that led me to work at the

method. You will see on the screen the average winds of July,

showing that our rain-bearing monsoon winds come from the

'^outh Indian Ocean and must therefore be affected by condi-

tions over a large part of the earth's surface. The upper pair

of curves now before you ^ illustrates the formula worked out

in 1908 for forecasting the whole monsoon rainfall of India.

The formula, being based mainly on the data from 1876 to

1908, agrees fairlv well with the actual rainfall during that

period
; but the indieations given by it for the nine years 190J

to 1917 afford us a perfectly satisfactory test of its value. Ine

formula, as you will see, is in excess or defect with the actual,

seven times out of nine.
Turning to the cold weather the forecast turns mainly on

whether the season is severe or mild in December :
for there

are fairly long odds that it keeps through January and J*eb-

ruary the same character as it had in December. The line

marked ' calculated ' indicates for successive years the condi-

tions in December in the extreme north of India, Per.sia, ana

Baluchistan as given bv the rainfall ; while the ' actual gives

the subsequent rainfall" and snowfall of the winter as actually

reported in North-West India. You will see that m most

1 See Fig. I.
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years the December conditions afford a correct indication of

the ensuing months.
Let us now consider some agricultural applications. The

dependence of crops on rainfall is in many countries so

obvious that anybody with the least claim to a mathematical

equipment ought to be able to work out for himself a formula

for the crop in terms of the total rainfall ; and the earliest case

that I know of the application of statistical methods is the

determination in 1874 by Governor Kawson of the sugar crop

of Barbados from the rainfall. The curves before you^ show

the rainfall, the actual crop, and the crop as calculated by

Rawson's formula. We may take as representing the modern

nrethod of determining what affects a crop that employed by

Hooker in 1907. We have on the screen"^ diagrams showing

for wheat, oats, potatoes, and hay in the* east of England the

effect of rain, of accumulated temperature above 42°. and of

accumulated temperature below 42°. The curves show the

correlation coefficients at intervals of four weeks for about 18

months before the crop is harvested, and from these we may

read off the conditions that bring success. For wheat they

want a warm and dry first summer, autumn, and winter, with

cold and wet in the final spring : a cold winter is bad. For

oats it is vital to have heavy rainfall and deficient warmth in

the spring and summer. For potatoes cold and rain in

first summer are good, not bad as for other crops. For hay

nothmg matters until the final spring, when wet and cool

weather is essential. The correlation coefficient of the hay

outturn with these two factors jointly is 0-8, which
that an extremely good forecast is possible.

Last year I made a prelirainarv examination into ttie

wheat, cotton, and jute crops of India, but found the extreme

shortness of the series of reliable data available to me a big

handicap. The outcome, which is not very trustworthy,
'S

before you,^ and appears to show that important results may

be expected from a more complete examination. If }'o\^)
^t the correlations for the Punjab rabi wheat crop you will ^e?

that It seems to be greatly aflFected by cloud, temperature, anu

humidity m March, as well as by rain in December ana

January. Taking the rainfall of the two earlier months vv

can derive a forecast of the probable crop, and the result oi

this is .shown as the upper diagram on the screen.* By contiD

mg himself to single t\-pes of crop and a single district
or

assessment circle Mr. S. M. Jacob has got some ^
"

results, and the middle and lowest diagrams indicate how

the

means

striking

well

earsstatistical formulae will fit the data for the past thirty yej^^

Ihe middle one shows how the area of well-irrigated
wheal

if^l'.'g-"- 3 See Fig. IV
' «e« F^g- III. 4 See Fii. V.
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the Dona Charhda assessment circle is related to the previous

rainfall. Naturally if a peasant realizes that there has been
rain enough to sow his wheat on unirrigated land he sows it

there, and the area sown on well -irrigated land is diminished.

The lowest curve gives the actual area compared with the area

as deduced from the rainfall.

We may now turn to America where the Agricultural

Department have been most energetic and successful in work of

this kind. As an example I have taken the Georgia cotton

crop which is largely dependent on temperature in May and
June. The diagram ' shows how a forecast may be based on
this. When the process of ginning is actually going on they
are still anxious to know what the total crop aaHI be : and the

.lower diagram illustrates how this may be obtained from the

amount of cotton actually gained between the 1st September
and the 14th November "and the number of fair days in that

Iq terval

.

So far our methods have been quite easy to interpret, and
there is little room for controversy as long as purely mathe-
matical conditions are satisfied. It is when we come to eco-

nomical or sanitary questions that difficulties arise, especially if

the data are not reliable or do not cover a long series of years.

For we may find that events A tend to be associated with
events B; but this does not prove that A causes B or that
B causes A : for both of them mav be due to some third series

of events C I will illustrate this" by showing you two curves.
The topmost on the screen'* gives the proportion of those in

England who when married cannot write and put a mark on
the register instead of a signature. The second curve gives the
amount of unemployment in England : actually it mdicates the
total expenditure "^by .trades unions on their unemployed
members. At first sight it would therefore appear that there
IS a very intimate and reliable relation between illiteracy and
unemployment, the more ignorant the people the less being
the unemployment. But we cannot conclude that A causes B
untU we have satisfied ourselves that no third factor C domi-
nates the situation. One factor which seems most likely to

influence the proportion of illiterate married people is the

number of marriages, for the rate at which educated people
marry will presumably not vary verv greatly from j'car to
year

:
and the factor which mav be "expected to have most

influence on unemplovment is "the amount of trade. I ani

accordmgly giving you as the fourth curve on the screen the

nnetuations in the marriage rate, and as the third the fluctua-
lons in the sum of exports and imports per head. It is now
quite clear that the prosperity of the country is the dommat-
^g factor. When trade is good unemployment is small

:
at

' See F'g. VI. ^ See Fig. VII
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the same time weddings are numerous especially among the

working classes, and hence the proportion of those who can

only put a mark in the marriage register will be large, hi

text-books of statistics there are definite types of relationship

which are called spurious, but the necessary and sufficient way

of avoiding all these pitfalls and securing a right result is to

consider all the factors which can produce an appreciable

influence.

Among the most interesting and important Indian prob-

lems to which statistical methods can be applied are those of

the health and prosperity of its races, and I will sketch an

attempt that I made recently to throw light on conditions in

Bengal. The data of births, deaths, and diseases there are

recorded by chowkidars and are officially- admitted to ba

decidedly inaccurate : at the same time it is easy to see that.

if two series of quantities are related and we make random

errors in recording them, the two inaccurate series so derived

will in general be related almost as clearly as the original

series. Hence there is hope that these vital' statistics, thougn

inaccurate, will yield results which are true qualitatively

though perhaps not quantitativelv.
A student of Bengal data finds himself brought up at the

outset by what seems an insurmountable barrier to progress^

The registration by the village chowkidars seems so bad that

over Bengal each of them reports the same number of deaths

irrespective of what has really happened. This, at least at

first sight,' appears to be the only interpretation that can w

put on the close relation between the death-rate and tne

number of chowkidars per 10,000 of the population. Bat even

if the work is badly done whv should this relation hold ' Of

suspicions are thereby roused, and -if in obedience to tn

principle just laid down we think what other factors may

involved we soon hit on the explanation The obvious tact^

to examine is that of population : a big death-rate means tn^

the ratio of the population, say, ten or twenty years ago,

that of to-day is high. If the number of chowkidars per lu.

is also high in these cases, it means that for the areas m ww,

the population of, say, twenty or thirty years ago was tug

the number of chowkidar posts"" also was high. In other w'oy

when the numbers of the chowkidar posts were last rev

^^^
they were made roughly proportional to the population o

time; and this, I am' told, is what happened. The lo
^

curve on the screen gives the ratio of the population 0^/* ge

that of 1911. It could not be expected that this woulcl
'^=j^^

perfectly with either curve, but I think it
supports

interpretation.

As it is better for these purposes to have a fairly unifor«»

»

I

l>

I.

I

r'r

1 See Fig. VIII.
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area, I have taken for consideration that of South-West Bengal,

i.e. the Burdwan and Presidency Divisions. I will not trouble

you with the details of the processes emploj'-ed, but will put on

the screen^ the curves showing the factors which seem to hive

most mfluence on the fever rate of any year. They are

—

(1) the population at the beginning of the year,

(2) the cost of rice in the previous year,

(3) the area under cultivation in the actual year,

(4) the rainfall in the actual year.

The table of relations between these is

:

1

1

1

Fever

L ^ _n m-r, - ^

Popula-
tion

1

1

Cost
of rice

Cultiva-

ted area

1

1

t

^

Rainfall

Fever

1

!

' + 100

1

1

+ 0-55 35
r

1

0-40
1

1

0'20

Population
i

+ 0-55
1

+ 1-00

1

- 0-65
1

1

1

00 + 0'10?

Cost of rice -0-35
1

0-65 + 1-00
;

1

+ 0-15? -hO'lO?
4

Cultivated area

1

- 0-40 0-00 + 0-15?
i

+ 1-00 + 0-40
r

RainfaU - 0-20
1

+ 010?
1

+0-10?
1

1

1

1

+ 040 .
1

1

+ 100

Of these the probable error due to pure chance is about

0-13, so I have oulv given the figures to the nearest 005, and

those less than 0-2'' are certainly doubtful. From these we can

find by simple algebra the following 'regression' equation

between the departures from their average values of these

quantities,

(fever),.^.^./^0-65 (population) +0-15 (cost of rice) -0-35

(cultivated area) - O'lo (rainfall) :

here by writing any quantity, such as (fever), within brackets

^e mean that we take the departure of the fever rate from the

average and divide it by the mean departure of fever rate.

Tof .,„ ^^^ j^^j^ ^^ ^^^ largest and therefore most reliable

"gures m the table. First, the -0-65 suggests that a rise m
the price of food in any year has a marked effect in dimmishmg
tae population at the end of that year : as we shall see later oidy

a part of this is due to the usual struggle for existence.
_

Ibe

Let

figu

+ 0-55 sho

ed by an increase
rate during that year : this is a rather striking result, and ^ e

Shall examine it shortly. The -0-40 shows that an mcrease

of the area under cultivation means a decrease in the qoantity

?t fever
: this is nresumablv because the processes of cultivat-

«ig the squitoes

> See Fig. IX.
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breed in. The + 0'40 presumably means that when rainfall in

any year is scanty the peasant does not cultivate as much land

as when there is plenty of rain for his crops. Let us now look

with some care at the -0-35 which informs us of a decrease

in fever next year due to an increase in the cost of food this

year. At first sight this result is surprising, for we should

expect that less rice to eat this year W'Ould lower vitality and

increase fever next year^ not decrease it. But the explana-

tion is easy and important. The — 035 tells us of the actual

effect of the cost of rice on fever rate, and so includes indirect

as well as direct effects. We have just seen that it has a big

effect in decreasing the population, and that a decrease of popu-

lation produces decrease of fever. This large indirect decrease

would be enough to swamp a small direct increase ; further, the

decrease may be emphasized by the diminution in fever due to

the slight increase in cultivation (of amount + 015?) caused by

higher prices for rice. The regression equation shows us in exact

terms that this general reasoning is correct. It gives us the

departure in fever produced by departures in the other variables

separately, and when the indirect effects of the cost of rice are m
this way included in their proper places, the direct effect of an

increase in the cost of rice is a small increase in the fever rate,

I have discussed these relations at some length because 1

wish to make it clear that though the ordinary correlation co-

efficient is very often treated as if it gave the direct effect of one

factor on another, it frequently does nothing of the kind :
and it

always gives the total effect, direct and indirect. We cannot

get the direct effect except by forming the regression equation

of the type that we have just considered: and w^e may get

misleading results unless that equation contains all the factoi^

which produce appreciable effects. It will be rememberea

that there was a coefficient of-0-65 between the cost of ric

m any year and the population at the end of it : this relation-

ship which is shown on the screen ^ seems at first sight so cio^e

as to suggest that the population must be in dire F^^^J;^
But if this conclusion Avere justified we should equally inie

from the close relationship in England between the numoe

married and the trade activity that the young people tner

were a,ci nnvi'nnc 4-^ — j. jj.j" ._ ^ ..i. :„^ won is for D'-were as anxious to get wedded" as a starving man is

rate. As a ma.t,tpr ,

birth-

has a

thatrelationship of - 0-35 with the increase of population m tn

year, but-0-65 with that in the previous year : these relatioi

... „!,
,^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^g^. ^^^ data, i^

in any year with low poP"^**"^;.,,,

are shown on the screen.
association of high prices in any year wilii iu^> if-^r- •

^^
the end of that year is mainly brought about in the prevw

year, and the high prices are chiefly a result, not the cause-

' See Fig. X.
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The remaining close association, that whereby an increase

of population produces an increase of fever, is now put before
you.^ It is so directly opposed to widely accepted medical
ideas that for some months I did not treat it seriously. But
on my informing Major McKendrick of Kasauli of it he urged
me not to reject it lightly, and drew my attention to some
analyses of his which would suggest an explanation. I have
therefore examined the corresponding relationship for all the
ten provinces of India for which sufficient data are available,

and have only found a single negative coefficient. The average
value is + 0"5. For those of you who are interested in sanitary
matters I may briefly explain that the spread of malaria among
men depends on the meeting of healthy men with infected

mosquitoes, and the spread among mosquitoes on the encoun-
ters between infected men and healthy mosquitoes ; hence the
relations are symmetrical from the mathematical if not the
aesthetic standpoint, and an increase in the number of men has
essentially the same bad effect as an increase in the number of

mosquitoes.

The conditions in the drier regions of India are so different

from those of Bengal that it w^ould clearly be dangerous to
argue from one to the other ; and this year's malaria has drawn
attention to the w^ork of Major Christopher's seven years ago.
He then published data for malaria in the Punjab as affected
by prices and rainfall, noting that malaria went up with excesa
of rain or a rise of cost of w^heat in the same year, and with
a defect of rain in the previous year. His work was most
important though he did not separate the direct from the
mdirect effects, and his numerical results and mine differ some-
what.

Taking his data without modification I have worked out
the table which is put on the screen.

\

Correlation coefficients.

Fever mortality

Rainfall, same year

Rainfall, previous year

Prinee of wheat, same year

* «

Fever

+ 100

+ 55

-0-30

+ 0-45

Rainfall

same
year

-- 0-55

+ 1:00

0-05

+ 10

Rainfall
previous
year

- 0-30

- 0-06

+ 100

0-40

Prices

same
year

+ 0-45

-hO'lO

— 0-40

+ 1-00

1 See Ficr. XI.
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Here the probable errors ybxj from 0-07 to O'l and I find

(fever) = O'o (rain of same year) —0' 15 (rain of previous

year) + 35 (prices).

So the direct effect of rain in the previous year appears

practically negligible, and its effect is brought about through a

rise of prices.

I have deliberately given you several examples in which a

superficial treatment by statistical methods leads to an entirely

wrong conclusion : and it is owing to such possibilities that the

remark is so glibly made by the general public that by statis-

tics you can prove anything and that the method is not

I)ractical. But it appears to me obvious that we have every

right to be misled if we trust a man's application of statistics

to a problem, say, in economics, if he is not familiar both with

statistical methods and with the principles of economics. Ii

you build a big bridge you call in a man who understands the

calculation of stresses and strains as well as the methods of

handling steel : and only when you have done that have you a

right to expect success. Further, although he makes calcula-

tions you don't dismiss him for being unpractical, because

everybody knows that mechanical problems have been solvea

by mathematical processes for a century or more. But by your

self-restraint you do not forfeit the right, which long custom

has given to all of us, to call any method unpractical either if

it is not purely rule of thumb, or if it is in the slightest degree

difficult to understand, or, most important of all, if it is new.

As Huxley remarked, the practical man is the man who prac-

tises the errors of his forefathers.

I hope that statistical methods may before long be recog-

nized as essential for efficiency for the following reasons. First,

a table of data covering, say, fifty years gives any intelligej

man the same advantage as if he had carefully watched m
conditions for fifty years and had a perfect memory :

secondly.

employing a draughtsman to plot these data will sugges

relationships in a manner which would otherwise require pro-

found study of the figures: and thirdly, employing a clerk to

.

work out the correlation coefficients and regression equatio

will give him without effort reliable information about tnei

relationships which will distinguish direct from indirect etteci

,

and could be got in no other wav. ^^
In conclusion I would urge on those of you who have a

control over the collection of statistics to exercise all the c

within your power in order to secure accuracy, and so by la)

ing up invaluable materials for their use to deserve the gra

tude of poste^it^^
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Fig. IV.
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Fig. V.
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Fig. X.
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General Discussions.

Recent Investigations on Soil Aeration.—5?/ Albert
Howard, Imperial Economic Botayiist, and R. S. Hole,
Imperial Forest Botaiiist.

The growth of a crop is only possible fclirough the simultaneous
operation of a number of soil factors—water, mineral salts, temperature
ari'i oxygen. If any one factor is in defect, * growth is regulated by the
amount of this factor present, and is not influenced by an increase in any
of the other factors. The chief object in soil management is the removal,
in advance, of any possible limiting factor.

The aeration of the soil is a factor in growth which has been neglectedm the past. It has only indirectly been recognized in the importance
attached to a proper soil texture. The subject is now attracting more
attention and it is proposed to refer to some of the recent work and to
indicate the directions in w^hich further investigation is desirable.

1. Aeration and the amount of growth.
Various determinations have been made of the amount of growth in

cultures in which the only variable factor is the degree of aeration.
(1) The effect of increased aeration on the root development of barley.

In water cultures, Hall ^ found that both root development and growth
aepend on the amount of aeration.

(2) The effect of soil texture on growth. Hunter 3 found that root
aevelopment and growth feU oS as the soil was more consolidated.

(3) The effect of adding potsherds or sand to the Pusa soil.^ The addi-
"on of inert aerating agents hke sand, potsherds or broken bricks to Pusa
^1^ (a fine calcareous silt which readily loses its texture) increases the
growth very markedly. In the case of Java indigo, where both nitrogen

oxygen are required, the increase is as high as 40 per cent.
To follow the subject further, the structure of the soil must be

considered in relation to the root development of the plant. The pore

th^^^fiT*^^
**^e soil are taken up by air and water, the latter occurring in

tnin tiJms round the soil particles. The biological activities of the root
^airsand of the soil bacteria involve respiration for which a constant

ti!f <
^^ ^'^ygeri is necessary and which results in a continuous produc-

on of carbon dioxide. Efficient soil ventilation is therefore essential for
growth.

Recent investigations at Rothamstead^ on the composition of the
u atmosphere show that the amount of oxygen in tlie soil falls as the

but
"^^

v^
carbon dioxide rises. The water films contain little oxygen

is sJ^H. ^^^^'^'^n^^^^xide, that is, the oxygen is used up as rapidly as it

2. Ventilation of the soil and the system of flood
irrigation in Northern India.

bv r-^^ *^^^S^*^Q^ <^n fine alluvial soils interferes with their ventilation

crust
^^^' destroying the texture and by forming a compact surface

ailofV^^^^u"^®^^^® to air. One limiting factor—water—is removed but

^ul n~}. "^^<1 of aeration—is introduced. Thus over-irrigation

Ouetf
^™^^«lies the yield. This is shown by results obtained at

^ where 13 maunda of wheat were obtained with one irrigation and

th.. .. J^
*^^ *^^®® *^f the temperature factor, growth is also limited when

' ^P^mnm is exceeded.

^
gall, A. D., Phil Trans., B, 204, 1913.

4
:B"nter. C, Proc. of the Univ. of Durham Phil. Soc, IV, p. 183.

&
^oward, A., Bulletin 61, Agr. Research Institute. Pusa, 191G,
I^U8sell,E. J., and Appleyard, A., Jour, of Agr. 5c., VII,p. 1. l91o.
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only 8 raaunds where three irrigations were given. In any flood irriga-

tion system, a practical compromise between the needs of the plant for

air and for water must be worked out. This has been accomplished at

Quetta^by the proper utilization of the preliminary watering given

before sowing. Under this new system, the yields obtained are often

higher than those obtained with the six or seven waterings usually

applied.
^
The Quetta results have been shown by experiment to apply to

the Punjab 2 and Sind where almost half the irrigation waternow used

could be saved. The economic significance of these results becomes
apparent when it is remembered that the annual revenue derived from

|

irrigation works in India is £5,000,000 sterling. i

V

3, Soil aeration and quality.
\

It is well known that the quality of vegetable products varies with

the locality, but the factors on which quahty depends are still undeter-

mined. Breed ia undoubtedly one of the moat important, and no im-

provement in cultivation can change a short-stapled cotton into a long-

stapled kind. Various observations suggest that for each variety to

attain its highest quahty, adequate soil aeration is necessary. A few

examples may be given.

(1) Barley,—^The best malting samples are always grown on open,

well-aerated soils and never on stiff, heavy clays.
(2) To6acco.—All the tracts in India which have achieved a reputa-

tion for the production of tobacco of good quality are those in which

aeration is above the average.
(3) Cotton.—^Iv, Clouston*s results on the open laterite soils at

Chardkhuri indicate that soil aeration is one of the factors on which the

quahty of the staple of cotton depends.
.|

Experience in India shows that crops will not mature properly n so"

aeration is interfered with during the ripening period. Recent results

obtamed at Rotharastead 3 show that, on cropped land, ripenmg is

associated with a great outpouring of carbon dioxide into the sod atmos-

phere. The cause of this is not known. It has been suggested that it

»

fine
period.

air is notout tniswill not explain the observed delay in ripening if
^f/^'"supplied during the period of maturation. An interesting field ot re-

search lies ready to hand.

4- Other aspects of soil akration.
.

If soil aeration is a growth factor, aeration must influence the distr^

bution of plants'* and be of importance in ecological studies.
V'^^^^that

.-~.^^.... c^xi^ iieo- oi tne J onus Wopkins university liav^--'-
j

the poor conditions of soil aeration are correlated with the af^^;'

^

vegetation in the dry lakes of desert basins, and the conation of vege

tion round these basins may be in correlation with the soil aerac

requiurements of the plants involved.
,.,, been

^^mutjata OI cne pJants mvolved. -K^been
J he importance of soil-aeration in Indian forestry s has recenu>

1 Howard, A., and Howard, G. L. C, Bulletin i. Fruit Expen

ktahon, Quetta, 1915.

W"*

8

1917.

VIII

* The distribution of gram in India is correlated with soil aera

f Srr- Jour, of India, Science Congress Number, p. 20, 1917.
j,^

1917
'"' ^- ^' *°^ ^^^«' E. E., Journal of Ecology, V. P-

6 Hole , R

1914-16.

Ind. For. Mem., I, p. 46, 1911; Indian Forester,^
^^^

ttd Indian Forest Records, V, 4, Parts I. li *"
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emphasized by a study of the factor influencing the healthy growth of
sal [Shorea rohusia) seedlings, \yhereas water cultures have shown that
water in itself is quite harmless, yet water which is held in contact with
sa forest soi] rapidly becomes highly injurious to the roots of the
seedlings. Any factor which increases the amount of moisture iu the
«)il, such as shade or bad drainage, accentuates the injurious action.
Ram-water held in contact with such soil is found to become heavily
charged with carbon dioxide and impoverished as regards its oxygen
supply. In water culture experiments, a high carbon dioxide and low
osygen-content have been proved to be injurious to the roots. There are
good grounds for believing that, in addition to sal, many of our most
important Indian trees are very sensitive to soil-aeration, and a careful
study of this factor appears to be of primary importance in Indian forestry
^only on account of its effect on the establishment and development of
seedlmgs but also because of its probable influence on the growth of older
trees and its possible connection with injurious diseases.

Indian Essential Oils.—5?/ Dr. J. J. Sudeorouoh, FJ,C.

Af+
*^' ^' S^dborough opened a discussion on Indian Essential Oils,

attention was drawn to the fact that many of the essential oils quoted
on the London Market are obtained from raw materials of Indian origin.
&ome of the more important of these oils are :—sandalwood, citronella,
lemon grass, ginger grass, palma rosa, cinnamon, ciimamon leaf, thymol,
vetivert and East India dill.

The only oils which have been distilled for years in India are the

m^^^r;^'^^
°^^^' ^^^ essential oil experts claim that the bulk of these oils

reach hngland in an adulterated condition. For example it was stated
^late as May 1917 that practically no pure citronella oil is shipped from

r^Jf^ I'l

^* *^ almost invariably adulterated with petroleum; Java
curonella oil, on the other hand, is nearly always pure.

Ind f
P^®sent war has resulted in the creation of several distilleries in

from A^
^manufacture of sandal oil from sandalwood and of thymol

unoH t;!^^^ seed. These factories are run on scientific lines, turn out

ish !f^?*^^
products and during war time are yielding, big profits. It

de^!! H H^^^
^" post-war times India will be able to supply the world's

rawm f [ ^^d^l^ood and thymol and that the exportation of the
materials for the distillation of these into products in other countries

^m1 cease. ^

meet ,^^,?*J?'^'^^®.^hat the distillation of several other valuable oils might

ijj ^1
^ " "'^^"cial success, although the matter is more complex than

mater^'
\^^ ^^ thymol and sandal oil owing to the fact that the raw

product ^^^^^- ^^^° grown in other countries and the competition with the

vetive^l^
j"^^^^ ^^^^ these sources would be keen. The manufacture of

the dist n
^

•
"^^^*^ Indian dill oils is worth further consideration whereas

present r^^*^^
^^ coriander or anise oil from Indian seed is hopeless at the

co^^e^n a^^
^^ *^® Indian grown seeds contain far less oil than the

«Pondmg seeds grown in Europe or Asia Minor.

6^perim
^

f
^- ^^^ drawn to the need in the case of each oil of careful

Method ^f
'^ ^^^^^ ^^ determine the most effective and economical

<^ontrol !.
r^^^^^^^^^tion, and emphasis was laid on the necessity for scientific

highest •

^A
^^^^^^^tion of the raw materials in order to be sure that the

n« ^- ,
yields and best oualifiVs nf m'l wAro fnnnrl in fliR narticular olantor seed. found

and
qualitv r: . "'P**^» were quotea snowing tne improvement in yieiut> iuiu

lavend*^
obtained by the application of particular types of manures to

er and peppermint plants in Europe,

^^d Uflin*^+^^*^^^
^^ growing raw materials more or less unknown in India

*a«tured • ^^ ^°^ ^^^® production of oils to compete with those manu-

^ere--_l? v <^ountries was discussed, some ot tne exampiea uiw^v^

fl'iquidlii^^^^'P^"^* Citriadora. E. Macarthuri, Liquidanter orientalis
^torax). Piper cubeba (Oil of Cubebs). The production of new
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oils from raw materials already growing in the country was also dealt

with and in conclusion the Question of svnthetic volatile oils was discu^ed.

Lectures.

Three public lectures were delivered.

"Some simple Living Things; Parasitism and Disease."—

By Majoe F. Norman White, C.I.E., I.M.S.
i

" Aviation."—% Lt.-CoL. G. M. Griffith, R.A.

"The Planetary Svstem,- Ancient and Modern."—5«/ Db.

D. N. Mallik/B.A., F.R.S.E.

7

ABSTRACT OF PAPERS COMMUNICATED TO THE

CONGRESS.

Section of Agriculture.

President :~Bk. L. C. Coleman, Director of Agriculture

Mysore State.

{Presidential Address.)

Indian Agricultural DeveloPxMBNT.

The Development of Agriculture in India has formed tlie

subject of an interesting and valuable report by Mr. Mac

-

kenna which no doubt all of vou have read. That report

shows quite clearly that the 'Agricultural Departments m

India have alreadv justified the broad-minded policy inaugu-

rated by Lord Curzon. through the increased returns whicn

they have enabled and ' are enabling the Indian agriculturij^j

to obtain from then- land. It is, therefore, unnecessary w

me to attempt an apologia for organized agricultural worK

this country even were I competent to provide one. It h^|
^

however, be profitable for an unofficial scientific body, fcn
^the Indian Science Congress, to examine the means wlucn d

being utilized to improve Indian a-^ricultural conditions ana

consider in how far those means are calculated to lead to p

manent results. It would, I think, also be well ^vitlnn "

province to point out certain dangers which lie ahead, anu

suggest means for avoiding them. . , , . tbe
The two lines of work which appear to have y^ew?^ _

most striking tangible results during the past ten years ar
'^^

(1) The improvement of the staple crops of the co""^
ed

selection and the organized distribution of the i^V^^^'^^^^s
obtained, and (2) the transfer of the best indigenous niev

^
of cultivation and the best indigenous implements as u

m certain areas to other more backward parts of the co^^^^^^j

The reasons why these two lines of work have pr
^ ^^^

tangible results so rapidly are fairly obvious. In '^^
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place, neither demands on the part of the agriculturist an
expenditure of money or labour greatly in excess of that
which he has been accustomed to devote to the cultivation of
his land. In the second place, neither requires, under the
present conditions of low production which prevail in this

country, very long or very accurate experimental work to
enable agricultural experts to satisfy themselves as to the
suitability of their introduction. The various Departments of
Agriculture in India have been quick to appreciate these facts
and we find to-day in many provinces as much time and
monej/ being devoted to growing and distributing improved
seed and to popularizing efficient indigenous agricultural prac-
tices and implements as on all the rest of the agricultural
work put together I do not wish it to be thought that I

consider plant breeding as a kind of experimental work which
requires less careful 'scientific control than others. I wish
only to emphasize the fact that in a country such as India,
where scientific work in connection with agriculture dates back
hardly more than twenty years, improvement by selection is

comparatively easy, and plant breeding work in India has, up
to the present, been mainly confined to selection. Hybridiza-
tion has been rarely resorted to. We have, it is true, the
work of the Howards on wheat, Leake's work on cotton and
13arber*s work on sugarcane, all of which are rich with promise
for the future : but the improved varieties of crops which are
being distributed on such a large scale in Madras, the Central
frovinces, the United Provinces, the Punjab and Bengal are,
in practically all cases, the result of selection. As time goes
on we shall no doubt find ourselves in the same position as the
countries of Europe, where an immense amount of the most
careful and painstaking scientific work will be required to
evolve a type which is distinctly better than those already
bemg grown, but we have not vet reached that stage of develop-
ment. " ^

4

^^^ much emphasis has been placed on plant breeding

vv

wmg the past few years it will be interesting to enquire just
jiat are the probabilities of improvement in this direction.— probabilities oi improvcmciiL ^^ i^x^^o ^..v.

dDout eight years ago Dr. Hopkins of the Illinois Experiment
'Station sent a circular letter to various Agricultural Authori-
ties m Europe, including such well-known men as Hall, Von
^eelhorst, Schneidewind and Wagner, pointing out that, ac-
ordmg to reliable statistics, the average vield of wheat and

otner cereals had increased in Europe by about 100% within
•le past century and enquiring what proportion of this in-

JJ^J^^^ould be attributed to each of the following four fac-

ial S^^^
"^^ °^ improved seed,

l^j The use of plant food in commercial fertilizers and

stable and green manures.
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(3) Better rotation of crops.

(4) More thorough tillage.

The authorities consulted, while differing somewhat in their

vieus, were practically agreed that the use of better

Ti

had not provided more than 20% of the total increase in prp-

duction. It will be interesting to compare with this estiinat*

the results which have been obtained with certain crops in

India. In parts of the Central Provinces, selected Roseum

cotton yields about 25% more than the mixture previo"
'

grown. Pusa 12 wheat gives an increase of from 10 to 2

in certain definite areas of the United Provinces, Bihar and

the Punjab, but no definite figures are available. The m^
striking results thus far obtained are, perhaps, those of Hector

in Bengal who has been able to isolate a strain of paddv

yielding 30% more than the ordinary varieties grown by tk

ryot. From these examples, and I think they are fairly rep-

resentative, it would appear that plant breeding proiuises to

do rather more for the Indian ryot than it has done for the

European farmer. It is, however, pretty certain that this

work alone will be of little permanent benefit unless it »

accompanied by improvements along other lines. In fact it

may be argued with a certain amount of plausibilitv th»t

plant breeding work by itself is, in many parts of India, hkei^

to lead to permanent harm rather than to permanent go^-
,

How, it may be asked, can such an opinion be suPP^f*^
It is hardly necessary to repeat here the view which hasjje^

frequently expressed, that we have had, in many partscj

India, for centuries a state of agricultural equilibrium, i^

soil is generally very poor, aiid the ryot uses on it very 1:

manure. The crops he harvests are correspondingly lo«' ^^

the varieties or mixtures of varieties which he grows are

^doubt nicely adapted to the existing conditions. H ««
^^

isolate strains, which in the first instance yield us 20% or -i^

more than the varieties or mixtures of varieties usually gro^

this will result in an increased drain on the soil a"y
j ^

such a drain is counteracted by an increased return oi P
,

foods to the soil we are likely to find, in a comparative!) =^

^

time, the yield from these improved strains sink bacK t

below the level from which we started and to disfo^ey
^

the soil itself has been further impoverished. We ar^^

^
doubt, stni too ignorant of the processes which are B^f'^
in the soils of India, and more especially of the biology

factors which influence plant production, to speak ^^^^^
tainty on this point ; but signs are not lacking that somei

.^

similar to what I have foreshadowed is likely to occur-

should be noted, however, that the above remarks reiei-

ticularly to such crops as cereals and oil seeds where .

^^
crease m yield represents a definite increase in the P^^" ^^^

taken from the soil. In the case of such a crop "«

on

as
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where increase in

ginning food
tho soU should be approximately the same whether the old
mixture or the improved strain is grown.

I do not wish to be understood from tli^^e n*mark« as
intending to belittle the value to Indian Agriculture of plant
breeding and the distribution of improved varioties. Thrro
^. however, a danger that the very striking results which havf*
bwD obtained from this kind of work within the past ten years
will make both scientific workers and the general public in

India blind to the immense importance of other problems
which face us, problems which, in many cases, will require the
most patient and painstaking investigation by highly trained
T^estorch workers for their solution. I shall return to this
subject later and shall, in the meantime, turn to some of the
'^ther problems awaiting us.

The question of the conservation, improvement and titili-

2Ation of our manurial resources is a subject which has not
Reived that amount of attention which it deserves. From
the time of Voelcker onward we have had warnings with re-

gard to the serious drain which the export of oil seeds and
bones has had upon our soils. The attention of the Board
of Agriculture in India has been turned towards this que^-
^»on many times, but that body has not been able to reach any
^ery satisfactory conclusions. Prohibition of export is a
ttieft«n re which seems too drastic, and even the imposition of
an export duty would be certain to meet with serious if not
insurmountable opposition. The present, however, when a
practical prohibition of export exists, is a most favourable
opportunity for popularizing the use of these valuable pro-
aucta of Indian soils. We all trust that the conditions which

J^^"^
forced the present prohibition upon us will never recur,

but it would, I submit, be almost criminal negligence on our
P*rt if we did not make the best use of the opportunity
^^ich it affords. The popularisation of as

foods
portance

campaign
connection

*"r sugarcane is being organized in Mysore State, and if the
^cew already achieved can be taken as a guide we should
*e within the next five or six years practically the whole of

r}, "^" seeds being utilized for the improvement of our own

through

years
!5^,^^f** in our sugar
effected within the next

This, however, is ou.^
^^^ to be considered. ^The knowledge of our resources of

cnnTi
^^^^r^s, more especial)v of phosphates, is very m

^"ipiete, nor haa Hrv^rvT-^^^^^f f^i^^.,, ,t^ cnrtr.nalv hhe ouestion
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of exploring them thoroughly or of utilizing them to the best

advantage. Finally the question of the fixation of atmos-

pheric nitrogen—a question which is engaging the attention of

Europe, America and Japan to an ever-increasing extent—has

scarcely been touched in India. Recently the Government of

Mysore has taken up this question in connection with the

development of the natural water power resources of the

State, and there are prospects that a factory for the fixation of

nitrogen on a fairly large scale will be started in the near

future. The effect that a cheap and adequate supply of nitro-

gen would have on the returns from most of our staple crops is

almost incalculable. Lastly, we have the question of green

manures and we must confess, I think, that we have still a

very long way to go before we can tell ryots how best to util-

ize these important improvers of soil fertility. The fact that

at present, in some parts of India at least, more than fifty per

cent of the nitrogen content of the green manure is lost and

thus never becomes available for soil improvement indicates

clearly enough what an important field of investigation we

have here.

The question of the utilization of oil seeds and other

forms of commercial manures is, as has very frequently been

pointed out, intimately bound up with the question of the

amount of capital which the ryot has available. It is also

closely connected with the education of the agricultural popu-

lation for a proper use of commercial manures presupposes »

fairly high degree of intelligence.
As regards the question of capital, there is strong evi-

dence that the condition of the Indian agriculturists has con-

siderably improved during the past few years and there i^

undoubtedly an increasing tendency for him to spend money

on the cultivation of his land. This, we believe, is parw};|,?^'

to the efforts of the Agricultural Departments in India, li^.^^

a demand for commercial fertilizers is beginning to arb

among the ryots of India was an opinion generally accept

by the Board of Agriculture at their recent meeting m roo
_

The influence of the co-operative movement is also
^^l^^^^^l

rapidly, and its effect upon the economic condition of the c „

culturist during the next twenty years is bound to be eno""°
.;

Turning to education, the demand for compulsory F

mary education is becommg more and more insistent.
^^^

number of schools in rural areas is increasing rapidi) '
.^

provided our rural education is conducted on rational im

will lead to an awakening of the Indian agricultural pop

tion ^rhich is bound to have the most beneficent efiect f^^

the development of our greatest industrv. I liave «^^
^^j

expression " on rational lines " with a purpose, for there b

^^^
to me the gravest danger that we shall in India como^

^^

same mistakes which have been committed in other F^

I
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the vHorld and shall find the sons of our agriculturists leaving
school with a distinct distaste for the occupation upon which
the future prosperity of this countrj^ depends.

,.„ ^^ *^^ P^^s<^' agricultural workers in India have been in the
dithcult position of having to justify their existence to two
separate bodies. On the one hand, they have had to prove to
an at times somewhat critical Government not only that the
work they were endeavouring to do was likely to lead to prac-
tical results commensurate with the money which was beincr
expended upon it, but also that the results obtained warranted
the expenditure of very much larger sums of money. On the
other hand, they have had to persuade a conservative agricul-
tural population that improvements on existing methods are
not beyond the bounds of possibility. Both these difficulties
nave been to a most gratifying extent surmounted and signs
are not wanting that ere long we shall be landed in the
opposite difficulty of being overpowered with demands for a
guidance which we are not able to furnish.

7^^^^ ^o you require to fit us in the best possible way to
meet the emergency which I haye foreshadowed ? We need

•
9t.flff

^
A

^^^°«^ ^ ^^^^ Urgev and better organized research
si^tt. Any one who has studied carefully the reports of the
various Agricultural Departments anji more especially the
reports of experimental farms must realize that much of the
experimental work which is being attempted is not Ukely to

of more than ephemeral value. This is more especially
e case with regard to manurial experiments. All the ex-

perience of Europe goes to show that the most important in-
ases m crop production have come as a result of the scienti-

lare 1 K
'^''^"^^^^^- Germany is to-day able to feed herself

has I

"^^^"^^e of iier use of commercial fertilizers and she

thro h ^1,
*^"^^* ^^^^' **^ ^^® ^^^°* *° *^® best advantage

whfp>.^!! 1
immense amount of accurate experimental work

count w " carried out on stations scattered all over the

we f ^J" K
much of this accurate experimental work do

expe • ^^^S done in India at the present ? Many of our

there^^'°^^^*^
^^ farms are scarcely worthy of the name because

is in ^f

^°* sufficient scientific' supervision and because there

the en 1 f^^^^
^^^^^- ^ demand that the farm shall show at

Prenar 1°/ ^^'^^ * favourable balance sheet. I am not

which h
^^^^^* categorically that an experimental farm

ing nn 1
^^ ^ profit stands thereby condemned of masquerad-

tht tim^'' ?
^'^rae, but I am prepared to assert that if

voted a f?
*^^® ^^^"^ ^*^^ *"^ *^® ^*"^ ^^^ *^® ^^^°^ *^® ^®

farm o \ ^^ould be to accurate experimental work such a

public T^°*
vvorked at a profit. The desire of the general

cesses b ^ ^^^*u^
results of experiments rather than the pro-

It shonn ^7 ^°" *^^^03e results are obtained is a natural one.
^ be satisfied bv thn nnlv rational method, namely

\

T
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demonstration on special farms or on the fields of cultivators.

An experimental farm should be looked upon as an outdoor

laboratory, not as a model or demonstration. There may be

room on it, as there is in a chemical laboratory, for rough

qualitative tests, but to stop with these as I fear too many of

our farms have done in the past is fatal to permanent pro-

gress. That we have not suffered more as a result of tte

foolishly economical policy is due to the fact that we have,

for the "most part, been dealing with fairly simple problems for

which the approximate results obtained have furnished in-

formation upon which recommendations could be made with

some degree of safety. As time goes on such approximate

results will become steadily less useful and, unless we have

substituted accurate experiments for the crude methods wmcn

now only too frequently obtain, we may find ourselves in the

unfortunate position of having to give to the ryot when he

asks for bread, not a stone perhaps, but half-baked dough.

The question of research and experimental^ work is

pressing one. As I have already pointed out. the introduction

of improved varieties is not likely to take us very far unless

it is followed up by improvements in manuring and cuU-

vation. An improved variety does, however, give the fS^^'^^

turist an incentive towards better methods of treating "

land, because it shows him that there are possibilities ot in-

creased profit from agriculture outside of those furnished M
rise of prices. The moment it becomes apparent that a

c^J

will repay better Soil treatment the question of just w

treatment is soundest economically becomes one of the
^^

importance. The questions which arise in connection v^^

this subject are as many and varied as are the soils

climatic conditions of India and require the most careiju^^^

vestigation, not only at one or two special research ^"''^"
.

^.J

but also at a large*^ number of experiment stations sea
^^^

all over this broad land, manned by thoroughly trained om
^

who are filled with a zeal for accurate scientific "^^'^

^^gj

strongly dissent from the view one sometimes ^e^^^,
^^^u^e of

that observations in the field can in any way take the p
-^^^^

accurate experiment or that fewer precautious to avoi
^

are required in the case of agricultural than, for m^

chemical investigations. aboo*
in our work we are, I think, being tempted (I "^t^^, of

to say, being compelled) to confine ourselves *« P^?^ i^rgelv

the immediately practical character. This is no ^o^'^j^^ifcuriil

due to the very small number of men engaged in agr
^^^.

investigation. It is also, I fear, partly due to our bein„^
^^^

ted to a certain degree with the shortsightedness v
^^^.

landed the British Empire on the brink of disaster.
^^^

cultural workers in India do not themselves insist ^i
^^^^

importance of fundamental investigation work, ev
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such work does not hold out prospects of returns in the near
future, we are hardly likely to find Governments and the
general public viewing such matters seriously. There was a
time, and not so many years ago, when an insistence upon the
importance of research might have been looked upon as a sort

That
produce

tions deep and broad for the future development of agricul-
ture in India we shall stand convicted by those who come
after us of a criminal neglect of duty.

1 a new method of comparing the growth
different localities.—% C. A. Barber.

The
-wnereby it IS claimed that various growth characters can be compared,
Doth of different varieties in the same place and the same varieties in
^inerent places. Frona this comparison, deductions can be drawn as to
tni© suitability of places for cane growth and the kinds of cane which are
"Kely to succeed best at any ono spot. The literature of the subject is
meagre. Attention has been recently called in the Louisiana Planter to
^ne importance of cane measurenaents from the crop point of view, while
ae=,uitory work has been done in Java for a considerable period. The
met workers in Java have been Kobus, Kamerling and Kuijper, and
summaries Oro o-Ur^^ «* XT..- .„ _ • -l. -r , , ^r,^ 1 -. .V_____1_j^maries are given of their main results. Lately, Taluqdar has pub-

iWh • t^t^®?'
^^ ^^"® growth in the Bihar and Orissa Agricultural Journal

wmch the influence of weather conditions on growth is discussed,

canfio" f .i« ^ cases careful measurements have been made on individual

Danir ^^^ ^^®^*^ periods of growth. The method adopted in the present

differ
}^^^\ radically, in that large series are measured at widely

thewh 1

^^^ ^^^^'^ throughout tndia. These measurements which include

been taU ^T^* ^^® lining shoot, joints, laminas and leaf sheaths, have

^erie^^ f
®^*^' ^^^^^ in each plot dealt with, and the complete

Sevfin
^^^^^'^^^ents on any one plot is termed a '* unit" observation.

CftynL^^D®^
'^^''® selected for study, Saretha, Chith, Khari, Panaahi,

at ten rl-^'^'"^"
^^^ Mungo, and some or all of these have been studied

S9 unit h'*^^*^
places, from Madras to the United Provinces. There are

varietie
^ ®^^^*'*^^s on which the results are based. As the whole seven

introdn^ ^a^ ^°u
^^^"^^ ^^ ^'1 the places, a series of safeguards have been

Cert -
^^

f
comparisons, and these are described,

effect of tr^i^^ 1
^ *^® given in tabular form and otherwise, showing the

«nd the f
conditions on general growth and on special varieties,

Lastly P^^^^^ suitability of selected varieties for different localities.

<^e em fK
®P®^*^^ ^^3e» are considered, (i) The effect of the season on

*own tn K ^^ ^"^ periodicity in the length of joints ; both of these are

^^orathe
^i^ectly deducible from the curves of joint-length prepared

°f the i^®*^^^®"^ents. The paper is of a preliminary character, because

of mea^iTfl^ ?^ ^^ ^h® record ; it is intended to complete the series
easurements uunng tne current season.

Timber supplies in India.—% R. S. Pearson.
General

°^consum f

'^°"^^^°^ *' ^° ^^^ supply of timber in India. Comparison

'^omparUn r^
.°^ *''™^*^'' P®"" head of population in India and Europe,

^lethods bv wt P"°® °^ timber in India and England. Uses of timber.

,j ^ Which the supply can be increased :—
)

he creation of plantations and more intensive management of

existing forests,

\
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(ii) the utilization of timbers other than Standard timbers and

discussion on the marketing of such timbers,
(iii) the antiseptic treatment of timber,
(iv) the development of communication in the forests, and
(v) imported timbers.

4

Forest grazing and the Xellore ^' Kancha " system.—B^
C. E, C. Fischer.

1. Forest grazing is inimical to the interests of the cattle-breeder a&

well as detrimental to the forests themselves.
2. The practice of forest grazing is deep-rooted in Southern India.

3. The** drove" cattle and goats are the most harmful; thetet

cattle are stall-fed or pastured on special areas.
4. The long-standing** Kancha'* system in Nellore.
6. The extension of the *' Kancha *' system to Government forests ia

the Nellore District.
*"

The economic Aspect of Indian Silviculture.

—

By E. Maes

DEN.

Concentrated exploitation yields the greatest profit. Natural re

generation in temperate climates. Plantations in tropical climates

Softwoods worth more attention. Economic significance of
^'
'—"'"

Method of working bamboos.

thinnings.

Cocoanut : The Wealth of Travaneore.—5«/ N. KwJ.^^

PiLLAT.
4

The importance of the cocoanut industry to Travancore is ^
discussed from the standpoint of the external trade of the country, tw

income and prosperity of the people and the revenues of the Govemm^
which depend to a very great extent on the cocoanut produce.

A short reference is then made to the origin of cocoanut c^J^i^^^^

on the Malabar coast, the various theories advanced in connection ttie^

tation from Ceylon.

po^

uantitie^The probable acreage o/ the crop, the annual output, the q
exported and consumed locally are then shown. ^^t

The methods of cultivation now followed by the raiyats arj
.

t with Reference is made to the numerous varieties met w
rft«o<^ro at-,A *.« at„ _ - i ,* . i , . i_ _ i «*- lr» \-ieW III*'".

dealt with~ ' ^vuioiDjiue IS maae to tne numerous w^titsw^o^ —-
^ .^

Iravancore and to the principles that ought to be kept in ;'\^^j""^
selection of varieties. The present methods of cultivation include se

excellent points which can be recommended for adoption m other c

tries The^e points are fully dealt with. . ,,. out
Ihe defects of cultivation in Travancore are next V^^^^'Z-^d

manuring
^-Pt^iuiienis on manuimg have been carried out bv the ^^^f ^f'T. bees
Department and highly interesting and satisfactory results ha^e

obtained therefrom. These experiments are fully dealt with m tnt P"^,

of the paper. It has been shown that the output of cocoanuts mi ^{

-core can be more than trebled by the adoption of a proper sjs

manurino- -^ ^manunng
The subject of pests and diseases is next dealt with

f]j"^jk the

possible Under pests a new insect which has been found *» *'
i„enrt

leaves of the cocoanut palm is described, and under diseases prOj,
IS given to the root disease which is the most serious of all the >- ^
diseases m Travancore. The work done and proposed to be done

eradication of this disease is also described. ,
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Hp^iS^ it ^"®?*'?'\ °f ^^^ development of cocoanut industries is

te?nr.or;.-.J
coir industry is practically the only one that is now

Snn f i°''
""""^ '* s^PP^i-ts nearly 180,000 persons. The major

En^f 1
^\P°''*' ^""^^^ '" cocoanut produce is however in raw

^^^ A I' '^^f^ ^''^ ^®°* *" ^°^^isn countries where they are

SlI • /u
""^""^^ finished articles: The manufacture of these

raHnn!!"" ^fu''"'.™,.*''^
'*^'''^ ^^" ^^''"It in an enormous increase to thenational wealth of the country.

DrpJrIi''
cocoanut industry is the main factor that contributes to thepresent prosperity of Travancore, but immense potentialities for increas-

tLlvL Pr°'P^."*y lie latent in the industry. The main objects of this

the wntl^i? ?°"l
°"* *;^^ present position of the industry in Travancore.

that oHIl
• V.^

being done towards its development, and the possibilities'oat still exist fonts further development.

The determination of the Indigo soils of Bihar.—B?/ W. A.
Davis.

'^

past^^l?S^*^'^^i"^
*" increase in area under indigo in Bihar within the

fromofiH^ f^'f .
'^'^ decreased. An examination of records of vielda

indigo w"^
factories show that this decrease in yield both of seed a'nd of

due to a H«fi
•®'' ^°ntin"ing for some time. This the author holds to be

discussp^V, -"^fl^^
^^ available pliosphates in the Bihar indigo soils. He

logging on fv!"^^"'^®
°^ unfavourable climatic conditions and ofwater-

tion of vipM
^^^'"°^ ^"^ contends that these will not account for reduc-

sinn ft,A ,®'^'^ appearance of the wilt disease. He comes to the conclu-sion that 1
— "rir'--^°'^o"<j:t! ui Lue wucaisease. iXe comes to tlie conclu-

extensive rp i

^ superphosphate manuring is immediately adopted on an

•"digo cronrv?!] f n
P^'^^^i^ally certain that in the nr^xt few years the

level.
°^ enormously each year until they reach a very low

Pf^sent^n^i!S.°^fu^^°
discusses the profitabilitv of using superphosphate at

*e futurp nf f'u
•
™e*liods of application, and the general question of

'i-ure of the indigo industry.

^i^e improvement of "' TinnevelHes " cotton.—% R.
-LttOMAS.

80 to make* T*^**'''
^'^?"§ a ~*ort description of the two species which

^numerates Iv.

'nnevellies cotton and of the area where they are grown
''°i» in this ™^u^

^™®® °^ ^'°^1* ^*^i" *^lie improvement of cotton cultiva-

'^gricultnra -^u
^nich have been taken up by the Madras Department of

^iii-e. These lines of work are as follows :-
"' he selection of unit strains of cotton and the propagation and

distribution of the best selections on the largest possible
scale. '^ ^

c Th«
';°"°Pe^'^tive sale of cotton.

ne formation of co operative seed unions which undertake the

{d\ TV,P^PP^S^tioQ and distribution of improved strains.

(e) Th«
''^'^''"llnetion of drill sowing implements.ne eradication of a low grade cotton of the " Neglectum

"

?«nts whi'ch'H^^^ ?® author confines himself to a discussion of improve-
^ '^reeding "^^f

°een produced in the staple of " Tinnevellies " cotton' f^reedin^ tr ,
^"" P™aucea m the staple of " Tinnevellies

J^^ita availabl t ^i?^
^^^ methods followed in making these ii

fv^'^'" prices fn fi,
® ^'otton growers in the way of obtaining fc

J^ie ^SQJ^
'

'01' the superior cotton grown. He estimates that in 1917

'^tton BTcrr,
department in

«^«*er. by Bs. 7 lakhs.

lased the profits
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Forest Insect conditions in India.

—

By C. P. C. Beeson.

A comparison of forest insect condifcions in British India with those

in forest regions of other parts of the world, shows that Indian forests are

far less seriously menaced by primary insect pests [i.e. which are able to

attack and kill healthy forest trees), than are the forests of Europe, the

United States of America » and Canada. In the forest areas of Central

Europe the principal primary pests are (a) defoliators, e.g. the Nun,

Moth, the Pine Caterpillars, the Brown- tail and Gold- tail Moth, and (5)

bark-beetles, e.g. the Typographer beetle, the pine bark-beetle, the aprnce

bark-beetle.

In North America and Canada primary pests include among (fl)

defoliators, the Large Larch Sawfiy, the Spruce Budworm, the Gypsy and

Brown-tail moths, and among (&) bark beetles, several eonifericolous

species of the genus Dendroctonus.
As a result of the depredations of the defoliators and borers above

mentioned, hundreds of square miles of forest have been from time to time

completely destroyed, both in the virgin forests of North America and

the artificial forests of Central Europe.
Indian forests on the other hand, though abundantly supplied with

pests capable of causing serious technical injuries to living trees and to

timber, do not possess species which are able to kill off healthy trees

over appreciably large areas. The past history of forest managenient m

India also indicates that extensive outbreaks of endemic secondary species

are of rare occurrence. These conditions of inter-relationship between

forest insects and their hosts would appear to be normal in forests o

tropical and sab-tropical regions.
. .|^

The absence of primary insect damage in India is attributed pa
.

to the present sylvicultural methods which protects the crop agam

fire and irregular or excessive fellings, and which have not yet ^^^^^^"^C,
altered the natural facies of the primitive forest. The more recent wo._^

ing plans, however, tend towards the production of artificial forest

which the irregularly stocked uneven-aged natural forest is replaced oy^

series of uniform even-aged crops with an increased proportion oi

^^
valuable species. Such forests are more liable to serious insect ^"J^^^

' ^g

It is in them that we may expect to find the existing secondary V^

assuming under epidemic conditions the role of primary pests.

The Burmese Sesatnum varieties : Notes on their variation

and growth.—By A. McKerral.
1 the i^'

After discussing the literature dealing with this crop ^"^^ to

portance of Sesamum to Burmese aii^riculture. the ^"^^^^.P^^^ r^z
describe the different varieties grown in Burma and their ^^^^^.^^^^^^^ ad
as a basis material collected from the principal Sesamum aisr

^^
grown at the Taikon Agricultural Station. The subject is cie

^^^^^
under the following heads i—The leaf, branching habit, coiou

^^
flower, the capsule, colour of the vegetative parts, pubesc

seed colour.
^

. ^f the

The description is followed by a tentative clas^^^,*:^^^?^riod a«^

Burmese Sesamums based on the branching habit, vegetative p^^^ jp

colour of the seed and a discussion of the abnormalities ^^*^^^t, ^^^
conclusion the author discusses the possibilities of impro^em

especially through single plant selection.

framewortE
The ^' Patti " as a nucleus of co-operation ^iid a fram<

for improvement in agriculture.—% S. S. iNE

wth ^^*^'^ ^

Apart from the co-operative organisms of exotic ^^^^ ^o-ope^^
'ivine with obvious hAn«fifc fr^ arm'nnlfnrft. there is also a

9fi
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organism of indigenous growth even if rudimentary in character,—the
Patti, as it is styled. It is only a nucleus of co-operation, but represents
an admirable and, for its modest scope, efficacious framework for some
very elementary yet none the less pressing improvements in agriculture.
A brief attempt is here made to show how these improvements material-
ise, by working out a typical case in an important section of these
provinces.

Unevenness of individual plants in field crops, partly due
to position of seed in the ground while sowing or plant-

ing—% M. L. KULKARNI.

The great thing to be aimed at in scientific farming, is to get a
uniform crop. If the land is rich the crop may be bumper, if it is poor
wie crop may be poor in general. But actually such is not the case.
The growth of . individual plants in a field crop is universally seen to
vary considerably, some being tall and some short. Several reasons are
aafligned for this variation, viz. condition of soil, depth of seed put' in,
amount of moisture, amount of air, etc., etc. A new reason, viz.

rosition of seed in the ground while sowing or planting must^ have
some effect on the early or late germination and consequent variation in
tlie growth of plants," suggested itself to the writer. He accordingly
started experiments on field scale on sugar-cane, with single eye-bud with
the eye-buds placed upwards. The experiments seem to be promising.
further, he has taken up pot experiments of planting various other seeds,
such as, cotton, gramsan, wheat, jowar, maize, etc., etc., with the
apices in different positions, viz. upwards, sideways and downwards,
interestmg results are being observed, regarding early or late germina-
tion and carrying up seed-coat, etc., according to positions of the seeds,
further pot experiments are in progress for detailed information.

Note on dissections of sugarcane stools, and the varying

character of canes in the same clump.

—

By C. A.

Barber.

This is a note dealing with the known differences of sugarcanes of
tne same variety in the field when collecting samples for analysis and
study. It shows that such differences are inherent in each variety, and
traces their origin to there being branches of different orders in each
lump. The branches of higher orders are thicker, have longer joints and

are poorer in sugar content, and their visible differences are clearly
snowuio lantern slides.

var-
^^'^'^c^hig of the cane stool is discussed, and it is shown that this

^ries m different groups of canes, so as to be a character of t'ome impor-
^nce m classification. Branching formulae are presented for some

wilH^?' ^?^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ i^ » regular progression from that for the

thi *u?'^.^^^^^^"^s, through different classes of indigenous Indian canes, to
^® thick canes of the tropics.

The spraying of tea in North-East India.—£?/ A. C
TUNSTALL.^

India by
climate of the. -^-"B/iHs only recently been seriously considered, me cmuaLc u* ux.^

«^ districts and the special nature of the growth of the tea plant render
^paying a difficult operation. The situation of the gardens m some

dialll^^
^^?^^^^ co-operation necessarv in the treatment of many epidemic

pl„nT^' .
A co-operative scheme has been favourably received by the

^^'^nters in one district. The spraying machiaery formerly m use on tea
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gardens needed special adaptation to the conditions. The spray fluids

must not be such as are hkely to cause harm to consumers of the manu-
factured tea. Machines and fluids must be very simple to use as the
managers on tea gardens are unable to give continuous supervision to any
one operation. Dry dust spraying could be a very economical method of

treating pests and blights if a satisfactory powder were forthcoming.

Rhizoctonia in Jute : the inhibiting effect of Potash
manuring.—fi?/ R. S. Fjnlow. '

^

^ _
The results of an investigation into the manurial requirements of jute

mdicate a connection between the incidence of attacks of the fungus
Rhizoctonia on the crop and the potash content of the soil.

North-Eastern India comprises two great soil divisions, riz. (1) the
new alluvium, which consists of silt recently deposited by rivers and (2)
the old alluvium, which is a red laterite soil of much more ancient
origin.

The new alluvium, which generally contains no free carbonate of

lime, IS well supplied with hmo salts, and is often very rich in phosphoric
acjd and m potash. The average percentage of potash is about 0*7, and
individual samples have been found to contain as much as 2-0%. In
the silt tract, jute is commonly grown on the same land for several years
m succession, but it is rare to see more than an individual plant, here and
there, suffering from Rhizoctonia,

_
The red soil tract or •* old alluvium" differs widely from the silt,

being very deficient in lime and phosphoric acid. The total potash
content averages about 0-3%, which would be considered, and indeed

•V' '
i-'v.!^^'

sufficient for fodder and pube crops. On the other hand,
jute is liable to suffer seriously from Rhizoctonia and, on two occasions,
only extravagant manuring with cowdung and nitrate of potash saved
young crops of valuable pure lines. This experience led to more detailed
investigation, and it was ultimately found, that the inhibiting effect, on
^mzoctonia, of the manures supplied, was due to the potash. It has
aiso been foimd that the apphcation of 100 pounds of K.2O per acre on the
rea soil at Dacca increases the yield of fibre by about 30%.m iyi7 jute was grown on a series of plots at Dacca for the third year
m succession. The plots which received special potash manuring never

n!«;r"fno/^%'"l'^'' ^^ 1% «f plants suffering from Rhizoctonia while

nearly 10% of the plants in plots to which no potash salts had been
applied were aUvnA?^ rli•<^»„^«J ^ ^

content a\
appears to

applied were always diseased.
In " '

extended
collaboration with the Imperial Mycologist tho work is being

a m other directions and suggestive results have been obtained.

Immunit}^ and Disease in Plants.—% E. .T. Butler.

*.nrl,?.V^
necessary to distinguish between the avoidance of disease, tbe

enaurance of disease, and true immunity or resistance to disease.

d\^.^It '^""l^"^^^^
*^^ g^^e» of the ways in which plants may 3V0i(l a

disease to which they are not in any way truly resistant. They may be

f«L -fK^-^^"
^'^^ conditions of climate which the parasite canno

W« M '"^ ^^°'^'' "^^' "^a°y of our most important cultivated plants

1\ZJa *
^a«g« than their parasite;:. Or the date of sowing may be

the ^inlfn
^P«"?\^hen the temperature or humidity is unsuitable for

whJH,^^^"'" *'^*^^ 'Po™« of the parasite. Or varieties may be grown
which mature quickly, before the parasite can do them much damage,

naraSe T?
^"'^'^ °^ successful endurance of the attacks of a V^

STn hi!;.JfiTu^'^.™°'*'y connected with the vigour of the plant, and

can be modified by different methods of cultivation and manuring,

some , r /f'f""^^^ ^'^^ differs from the above in dependmgj

Wul n
''^

I'
Physi. logical characters of the plant which prevent su<v

cessfu] invasion by the parasite.
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1

The structural characters of importance in specific cases are detailed,
and examples given of their modification by external conditions such as
light, humidity, and nutrition.

The physiological characters which influence immunity are more
difficult to define, but are undoubtedly the most important class of
factors in the majority of cases. They are connected with the nature of
the cell contents, not with the characters of the walls or other structural

peculiarities. Sometimes the living part of the contents—the protoplasm
—is chiefly involved ; sometimes the non-living part—usually substances
dissolved in the cell sap—is more important. Amongst these substances,
tannin and organic acids are shown to occupy a prominent place.

The relative resistance to specific diseases of different varieties of

plants is discussed, and indications given of the physiological characters
most probably concerned.

The external conditions which modify physiological resistance are
chiefly climatic and nutritional. Resistance in one locality does not
necessarily imply resistance to the same disease in another locality. Soil

IS often important, the influence of calcareous soils being particularly
evident in several diseases. Nutrition often has a strong influence on
disease and there is a very wide field for further research in this direction.
It IS shown that all three of the more important plant foods obtained
through the roots—nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium—may, accord-
ing as they are present in excess or are deficient, have a marked mfluence
on suaceptibihty to disease. How they act is not known, and attention

J9
drawn to this problem as one on which Agricultural Chemists might

t^row much light if they could show how specific fertilisers influence the
chemical composition of the plant cell.

1

' Bacteriotoxins in soils.

—

By C. M. Hutchinson.

The future of applied entomology.—B?/ F. M. Howlett.

Northern cotton.—5y G. R. Hilson.

Improvement of cotton in the Punjab.—i??/ D Milne.

An account of a year's working of a large Indian estate

(Pusa, Bihar).—% G. S. Henderson.

Some problems arising from the successful introduction of

.
American cotton in tlie Western Punjab.—% W.
Roberts.

Some factors affecting efficiency in the use of canal water.
—By W. Roberts and E. Faulkner.

Some observations about soils of the North -East India tea

districts.—% G. D. Hope.

Soil surveys in the Punjab.—% B. N. Wilsdon.

Beginnings m insect physiology and their economic signifi-

cance.—% S. K. Sen.

Manures in relation to soils and crop production in the

Central Provmces

—

By D. ("louston.
^
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Section of Physics and Mathematics.

President—Dk. Wali Mohammad, M.A., Professor of Physics,

M.A.O. College, Aligarh.

{Presidential Address.)
i

Receist Peogress in Magneto-Optics.

In opening our proceedings to-day, allow me at the outset

to express mj deep sense of the honour the Indian Science

Congress has conferred ujoon me in asking me to preside over

this section and in giving me the privilege of addressing you

on a scientific subject.

As you know, the topics of the addresses vary from year

to year and the variation is due to the predilection of the

individual president. The types of addresses are not many.

An address may deal with
^ an account of some particular

research or with the general progress of science. It may refer

to recent discovery, or to those particular parts of it that have

engaged the personal study of the president Lastly, it may

deal with some controversial matter.
I think, we have in our meeting those who wish to hear

something of the most recent developments of scientific labour

and to get a general survey of modern advances in some one of

other of the branches of sciences to which our section is

devoted.

The subject of my address is
'' Recent Progress in Magneto-

Optics. '^ We know that the short neriod 1895-96 marker! the

turning The

epoch-making discovery of X-Rays by Rontgen was immediate y

followed by the equally remarkable discovery of Radio-Activity
ffect

1896

by BecquereL It is true that Faraday's discovery of the e

of magnetism on light dates back to 1846, but it was m -

that Zeeman, following in the footsteps of Faraday, discoverea

the effect known after his name and laid the foundations

gneto

It IS curious to note that none of these epoch-ma^^^
discoveries was made in England, though like so much on;B^

scientific research of the present dav, the}^ go back for tne

origin to the fundamental mvestigations of English men o

science. The discovery of the Rontgen rays had its origin ij

the accumulation of knowledge of the conduction of electncu

through gases-a branch founded and developed by emmen

British scientists, the discovery of the phenomeni of raa^^

activity ravs ,

01
the discovery of the Zeeman effect was a logical extension

the earher work of Faraday. It is also curious to find thaj

study of the Zeeman effect attracted the attention of ^ery _
in England and that not many contributions of any impo^^*
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have been made by English physicists. This can be explained

perhaps in this way. A large part of the work in modern

physics for the last 20 years has been intimately connected

with the problem of the structure of the atom, and among
several ver}^ powerful methods of attack developed for solving

the problem, those of radio-activity and X-Rays absorbed the

attention of the British scientists, in whose hands they have

yielded such wonderful results. The only literature on magneto-

optics available in the English language consists of an admir-

able monograph by Zeeman published in 1912. Since that

time some further work has been done and it is proposed to

give here a brief outline of the recent progress made and to

review a few of the more important results obtained.

My esteemed friends, the mathematicians, should have the

satisfaction of knowing that though the subject is primarily an

experimental one, it is a subject in -which theory and experi-

ment have gone hand in hand—the mathematical theory

predicting results verified by experiment, suggesting modifica-

tions in the theory accepted by the mathematicians. No one

is more indebted to the mathematical genius of Lorentz and

Voigt than Zeeman himself.
4

Instruments of Observation.

For the successful observation of the magnetic resolution

of spectrum lines, three essentials are requisite : (1) a bright

source of light, (2) a high resolving power and (3) a strong

magnetic field

.

As for (1) spark, arc, arc in vacuum and flames remam the

principal sources of light. The Wehnelt cathode lamp as

devised by the writer has proved a very satisfactory source of

fine and bright lines suitable for this purpose and the lamp has

been successfully used by some American, German and Japanese

investigators.

As for (2) gratings, Fabry and Perots' etalons and

interferometers, Lummers' plates and Michelson's echelon still

remain the chief spectroscopic accessories. Kowlands' con-

cave grating is yielding its place to Michelson's plane grating

and the "crossed spectra" produced by crossing spectra

from any two of the above named high-resolving apparatus

aree proving useful in removing ambiguities and eliminatmg

Ohosts ".

And lastly for (3) the Du Bois magnet has been improved

Weiss
of ferro-cobalt and slip coils has obtained field strengths as

*iigh as 40 to 50 kilogauss. Deslandres and Perot have

recently suggested several methods of producing mtense mag-

netic fields. One of them consists of adding a magn^^tismg coil

Weiss magnet. Another method consists of allow^g a

very
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conductivity metal (silver or copper) cooled by a liquid—no
iron being employed at all. They hope to produce a field of

lOOjOOO gauss. Professor Kammerlingh Onnes has suggested

the use of liquid air or liquid hydrogen for cooling the coil and
hopes to obtain still higjher Selds. There is no doubt that the

employment of very high fields would unravel some of the

perplexing mysteries and allow us to understand the magnetic

phenomena much better.

Direct Effect.

Since Zeeiuan's paper on tlie doublets and triplets in the

spectrum produced by external magnetic fields, scores of im-

portant papers have appeared embodying the results of more or

less systematic work on the magnetic resolution of spectrum
lines. Almost all the elements have been investigated, and

though many lines have baffled investigation, a large number
have yielded results which are highly interesting.

The accumulated data indicate that spectrum lines split

up into types which are fairly well classified and which, independ-
ent of any spectrum formula, prove that the lines of a series

are grouped together. Hence the use of the magnetic resolu-

tions in the study of spectral series. However, the study of

the Zeeman effect has not resulted in the discovery of the law's

of distribution in the spectra of non-series lines.
Most of the investigators of the Zeeman effect have con-

fined themselves to the study of lines in the visible region of

the spectrum only. The reason is not far to seek. Almost all

the apparatus of high resolving power embodying the principle

of mterference, are usually made of glass and are obviouslv

not_ suitable for observation in the ultra-violet or infra-red

regions.

Quite recently Nagaoka and Takamine have taken up the

study of WiQ Zeeman effect in the ultra-violet region and have

investigated a few lines. Croze, on the other hand, has ex-

tended his examination of the lines and bands of hydrogen,

oxygen and nitrogen, into the infra-red as far as the photo-

graphic methods allow—up to Ji = 9000 A.U. The need for

further research in these directions is evident. ,

ihere is yet another direction in which the need of further

observation is great. Up to the present, different investigators

have employed fields of different strengths and very few lines

have been systematically studied in a field of gradually increas-

ing strength simply because very intense fields are not easy to

produce and very weak fields require the highest resolving

power of the spectroscope for the detection of the small

magnetic resolutions.

Satellites

It is a wfin-l-nrAx<-« *„„i ii- , * ii._ ^^«r.f.rnm hnes

are
'^f
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be composed of a principal line and nine satellites) . Hull,
Nagaoka and Janieki have shown that satellites show a regular
spacing, obey a definite relation as regards their distance from
the principal line and are periodic in occurrence, indicating
some sort of coupling of the electrons or the possible mutual
action of vibrating electrons.

The observation of the Zeeman effect of these satellites
has always been a fascinating study as likely to give a clue to
the mechanism of radiation and the production of spectrum
lines. Mercury lines being easily observed, have been inves-
tigated by more than one observer and recentlv Lunelund.
Nagaoka and Takamine have carefully followed the whole course
of the change in the lines from weak to strong magnetic fields
and have shown that the separation of lines is not generally
subject to the law of linear proportionalitv to the magnetic
field (as expected from the simple theory of Lorentz) including
the smgular case iu which change of wave length is proportional
to the square of the magnetic field. The sateUites graduallv
wnd to oscillate to the branches of the principal line when the
held IS sufficiently increased. Erochin finds that the line Ha of
hydrogen behaves in a similar way.

Voigt, assuming a simple coupling with an electron, has
shown mathematically that the change should take place at the
nrst proportional to the square of the field and then according
to a hyperbolic law. Nagaoka has discussed the possible origin
ot satellites in the light of the Zeeman and the Stark effects,
and shows many of the results to be consistent with Voigt's
neory of the vibrations of electrons in an isotropic, quasi-
elastic electric field.

,
Houston's suggestion as to the origin of the satellites is an

interesting one. He thinks that satellites may in some cases
oe caused by sudden changes of amplitude or phase in an oscilla-
tor of one definite period.

g
The writer employing a Wehnelt cathode lamp as the

ource of bright-fiue arc lines in vacuum and using a powerful
J^ciielon grating, observed Zeeman effect of the satellites of
^veral lines of different elements in weak" magnetic fields.

sat^irf*^^"*^^^
results were observed, e.g. the disappearing of

tw I-
^^^ appearance of new lines, the merging together of

•aen^ f^'^
^^^^ *^'^®'- ^^^ finally, the departure of the magnetic

paration from the law of linear proportionality. In some

a V -f^u?^^-^'
with the six satellites of the bismuth blue line,

veritable ' dance ' of lines in tlie magnetic field was observed,
agaoka and Takamine are continuing their investigation of

the satellites.

f
• '^'^P''^''t from these anomalies, several satellites resolve into

ret ir ^^'^^^^Plets, sixtuplets and follow Ruiige's rule. The
solution of Cdx = 5,086 has been observed and measured in a

ti^ld of only 300 gauss.
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Band Spectra.

The study of the magnetic resolution of band spectra is of

great interest, because, at one time it was thought that unlike

line spectra they are not of electronic origin. For a very long

time, repeated investigations failed to show the evidence of

the Zeeman effect in the case of individual lines of which the

band spectra are formed. Dufour found that some of the

bands were sensitive to the magnetic field. Fortrat has

recently shown that the apparent absence of the Zeeman effect

in band spectra was due to insufficient strength of the magnetic

field employed, and that when a field of 40,000 or 50,000

gauss is employed; certain displacements are detected but

there is no division and no polarisation. Deslandres and L.

d'Azambuja have investigated the behaviour of water-vapour

and nitrogen and have observed that while there was no sign

of doubling of the rays, there was a decided displacement of

all the Imes. The latest work shows that the study of the

action of magnetic fields permits band spectra to be divided

into two classes—those which show the Zeeman eflfect and

those which do not. Among the latter, all those which have

been investigated up to the present time in intense fields have

their lines slightly displaced by the field in a manner which

varies from one series to another, but always in the same way

for the same series. With regard to others, which show the

Zeeman effect, identical separations are found for the heads

of any particular series. These facts show that the distribution

into series has a true physical significance.
Very recently Deslandres and Burson examined the spec-

trum of the blue cone of an oxvcoalgas flame in magnetic field

of varying strength and detected complicated phenomena.

Separation into polarised components as in the ordinary

Zeeman effect was observed, in addition to special displace-

ments, and simplifications of the doublets similar to those des-

cribed by Paschen and Back and Fortrat. F. Croze exammmg
the lines and bands of the common gases comes to the con-

clusion that, given sufficiently intense field and sufficiently hign

dispersion, resolution should in all probability always

possible and that there is no criterion for the existence or non-

existence of the Zeeman effect.
In the case of complex spectra like the second sp®^*^"g

of hydrogen, a systematic study of the Zeeman effect na

enabled the Imes belonging to bands to be separated from tno.

belonging to the line spectrum.
Stark thmks that the apparent absence of the Zeeina

effect in band spectra is no objection to their electronic orig

^
It only means that the force maintaining the electron m ,

orbit is not directly proportional to the distance i^om

attracting centre. It is interesting to note that the »'»
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spectra of H and N showed little or no Stark effect. Later it

was found that some of the lines are unaffected, others instead

of being resolved into components are shifted either toward the
red or toward the violet. This is in agreement with Dufour's

measurement of the Zeeman effect.

Dissymmetries.

The position and intensities of the components of the

normal triplet can be deduced very easily from the simple

electronic theory of Lorentz.
Zeeman was the first to suggest and to observe that dis-

symmetries of the intensities of the components existed. Voigt,

on theoretical grounds, predicted a different kind of dissym-
metry to be noticed in weak fields only and not observable in

strong fields.

Winawar, Risco. Koerner and others have ob-
' 3 7

served several dissymmetries both in place as well as iii intensity
and in emission as well as in absorption lines. Some of them
have been explained away as due to errors in the adjustment of

the apparatus, pressure-variation in the source of light and
observational errors. But there is no doubt that there are

genuine dissymmetries which present many serious difficulties

and compel us to modify the simple theory of Lorentz.
^

'

" '

'to explain these

to the coupling be-

tween electrons with different frequency or to a change in the

structure of the radiating particles under the influence of the
magnetic field. It is obvious that the real explanation cannot be
furnished until the mechanism of radiation has been properly

understood.

Tlie observed facts point either to the complicated struc-
ture of the atom itself or to the complexity df structure of

configurations of electrons circulating round a nucleus.

Paschen and Back and Voigt have tried
dissymmetries bv attributing them either t<

Ma
It was found very soon after the discovery of the Zeeman

effect that beside the normal triplet, there exist several com-
plicated types of magnetic resolution and that the normal triplet

^ rather an exception than the rule. Lmes were shown to spht

P ^^ ^' ^' ^' 9 or even a score of components.
The value of e/m, deduced from the normal triplet by

assumiag Lorentz's theorv. agreed well with the value found

^ independent methods, giving thereby the strongest support

^ the electronic origin of spectra. But the complex types
gave confusing results and this chaotic state was reduced to

an? D '^ *^® researches of a host of investigators led by Runge
na Paschen, and it was shown that even the more complex

jases exhibited certain relativelv simple features. Preston
^"und that all the lines of a given series and of homologous series
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of different elements are decomposed by the magnetic field in

the same manner and. if draAvn to the scale of the frequencies,

the resolutions are identical. Runge stated that the complex

magnetic resolutions are in simple relation with the normal

value of e/m.

It may be mentioned here that the remarkable progress

made in spectroscopy by the establishment of serial relations

in spectrum lines by Balmer, Runge, Rydberg, Kayser, Paschen

and Ritz and others has a very strong bearing on the magnetic

resolution of lines.

We have seen how, independent of a spectrum formula, the

magnetic resolutions prove that the lines of a series are grouped

together. Any theory of complex magnetic resolution must

first explain the emission of spectra and the series of spectral

lines. Now the common limit aud other numerical relations

between the different series of the same element indicate that

tJie different emission centres have some dynamic coupling aud

Rydberg's universal constant indicates a structural element

common to all. The remarkable discovery of characteristic

X-ray spectra photographed and investigated by Moseley and

others showed that the principal lines in the spectra of a large

number of elements were connected by a remarkably simple

relation—a result also derivable from Bohr's Theory.

The Inverse Effect.

The Inverse effect, i.e. the magnetic resolution of absorp-

tion lines, is^ of great importance, firstly because it is easuy

intelligible and secondh' because it has a" direct application m

astrophysics.

In this branch too Voigt has led the way, and as already

hinted at, offered a theory consistent with observed facts^

Zeeman's monograph gives 'all the important work done in tins

^VW^j^ "•-fc ^^ vs.branch.

Hansen has recently carried out in Gottingen an elaboraw

investigation of the phenomena associated with the inver^^

Zeeman effect of the D-lines and the red Li -lines. He nA^

studied the longitudinal, circular and the transversal Imea

double refraction with a magnetically dispersed absorption lu

and investigated the dependetice of the phenomena on the m
strength and the densitv of the vapour in the flame used. i«

greement
observers and confirm Voigt' s theories. The discovery on

^^
Zeeman effect in the sunspot spectra and the demonstration

the e^iistence of solar magnetic fields, gave a special zest to

investigation of the Zeeman effect in directions iiic^"^^,i.„°
^ar

field and making an angle with it. Zeeman and Win
^^^

earned out a systematic studv of this phenomenon. l^^fLj^
Scherer have recently studied the magneto-optical absorp

.^^m a Na -vapour with circularly polarised light in a dire
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very slightly inclined to the lines of force and observed the

inverse effect of the D, and T)^ lines, thus extending the

observations of Zeeman and Winawar.
It is remarkable to note the attention the D-luies have

received from many investigators. Without exaggeration it

may be said, that D-lines are the best studied of all the

spectrum lines and most fruitful in their results.

Anomalous Zeeman Effect.

I have already referred to dissymmetries and shifts noticed

by various observers. Here I refer to other anomalies of a

different kind. Paschen and Back showed in 1912, that the

lines of a very close series doublet or triplet influence each
other in a very peculiar maimer. When a sufficiently intense

magnetic field is applied, a normal triplet is seen instead of

an expected superposition of the types of separation of the

separate lines. Such normal triplets in place of the expected
complex types were observed in oxygen, hydrogen, sodium,
lithium and other elements. Croze, Kent and the writer also

observed similar simplification of lines in the magnetic-field.

Fortrat recently found that in weak magnetic fields

sodium doublets are resolved into components according to

Preston's rule, but in strong fields the several components
give rise to normal triplet. He also showed that a large

number of naturally multiple lines m the band spectra are

simplified by the action of the magnetic field. It appears that
both a doublet and a triplet behave in sufficiently strong
fields as if formed of a simple line.

Paschen and Back suggest that the vibrations corres-

ponding to simple lines, whose magnetic separations are all

normal, are stable while the vibrations causing doublets or
triplets, etc., are unstable and forced. The smaller the differ-

ence m frequency the greater the instability. The cause of the
emission of the particular arrangement of' lines is at the same
time the cause of their abnormal magnetic separation. A
strong magnetic field may, in the case of close lines, upset the
equi ibrium and change of type in tlie single line with the
resulting normal separation.

,.^o^gt has shown how the Lorentz's theory may be
°iodified to represent the Zeeman effect of close triplets and
doublets. He suggests the following substitute for Preston's

^^
'""The characteristic line systems (simple line, doublets,

'.imi
°^^ ^^^ ^^® s^^e series or of similar series have

\2 "^ and numerically equal parameters in the modified

of H^*^
^l^ations corresponding to them. If the constituents

tK„„ ^,^y«tem are separated by a cousiderablv larger interval

eivi t "magnetic separation of the simple lines, the formulae

into
^

1
iceman efJect follow Preston's law; if, however, the

^^^'al IS of the same order or smaller, the theory gives the
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deviations observed. Thus a normal triplet may come from a

single line or from a very close doublet or triplet and appear

where a complex magnetic type would be expected.

A highly interesting paper has recently been published by

Becker on the complex Zeeman effect. Guided by his mvesti-

gations on series spectra, Becker has been led to an explanation

previously suggested by Preston. Drude and others.

His fundamental hypothesis is that the complex effect of a

line giving more than three components is due to the complexity

in the structure of the parent line, which is supposed to conskt

of a number of components of nearly equal frequency. Each

of these gives rise to a Zeeman triplet of normal or nearly

normal type. It is assumed that the number of components

in the parent line equals the number of p-components, each

of the latter being accompanied by two s-components. Such a

triplet is called a '-'reduced triplet.'' The application of the

hypothesis leads to the investigation of two propositions : (1)

in any complex Zeeman effect the number of s-components is

twice the number of p-components, (2) these Zeeman com-

ponents may be arranged in symmetrical *'reduced triplets,

one for each p-component. of normal or nearly norma
^ '

- • foundinterval. Taking Voigt's scheme of complex types, it is

that eight of the twelve types satisfy both propositions

;

others satisfy the first ; another requires further experime

t^'O

ntal

entalinvestigation and the remaining one affords an expenm
test of the truth of the two propositions. This case is where

a cii'cularly right-handed polarised component falls on a cir-

cularly left-handed polarised component, such a double com-

ponent should be unpolarised when viewed along the lines ^

force. This expectation was verified experimentally. Beci^e

applies his hypothesis to iron and titanium spectra and ge^

very satisfactory results. But he is .unable to g^^'^
.^!^^,

explanation for the unsj^mmetrical distribution of the intensiuj

in the components of the reduced triplet, the separation

p-components and the abnormal Zeeman intervals, and aDo

all, of the facts noticed by Paschen and Buck and others.

The Stark Effect.

It was in the autumn of 1913 that Stark observed ^«

effect of an electric field on the resolution of ^P^^*^,^^/^^
an effect analogous to the Zeeman effect, and found ^^\^^
are split up into a number of components, the number

^^^
different for different lines, even for those belonging ^ ^^^^

same series. Stark observed from 18 to 28 componen^

the different hydrogen lines. During the short time ^^^^\^^

the discovery of this effect, a large amount of d^*^^
, „ther^

accumulated. Ooze, Stark, Grabasso, Wood ^^^
. ^^,e

mvestigated combined Stark and Zeeman effects ^/^'^
obtained valuable information. According to Voigt s
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the simultaneous effects of the electric and magnetic fields on
the electrons of Voigt's atom lead to the simple superposition
of the Zeeman and the Stark effects. Garbasso has found
this to be the case with Ha lines of hydrogen.

The chief importance of the Stark effect like the Zeeman
effect to which it is closely allied, lies in its furnishing new
and most important information and criteria for constructing
and judging any atomic models. Epstein has recently given a
very successful theory of the Stark effect, based on Sommer-
feld's work while Bohr's atomic model has yielded some
interesting results.

Some Correlated Phenomena.

The discovery of solar magneto-optics by Hale has put into
the hands of astronomers a very potent method of solar research.
Stormer recently showed that while the Zeeman effect can be
easily observed in the sun, there is no appreciable Stark effect.

Deslandres explains the absence of the electric field by suppos-
mg that the sun's atmosphere is composed of different levels
of opposite charges and that the Zeeman effect is perhaps due
to galvanic and not to convection currents.

Humphreys and Mohler proved, about the same time as
Zeeman made his great discovery, that under the influence of
external pressure, many lines in the arc and spark spectrum
axe subjected to a slight pressure displacement. No close
relation between this pressure-shift and the magnetic resolution
uas been detected but some relation has been suspected by
yanous persons. The work of King, Duffield and others has
f>^en extended recently by T, Van Lohuizen who tries to find
^^t a simple proportionality between the Zeeman effect and
^be pressure-shift. More observations are required before the
<iomparison of the two effects can be carried out.

Theorie
The spectroscopists have always held that the real clue to

Jj

atomic structure will be furnished by the study of spectrum
nes, and it is no exaggeration to say that every theory of
tomic structure has received the greatest help from the facts

^i radiation. Our knowledge the real structure of the atoms
nfl molecules is not quite complete, yet great progress ha^
een made in the elucidation of some of the most elusive and

complicated phenomena.

fnli J
discovery of the electron by J. J. Thomson was soon

owed by the discovery of the Zeeman effect, which made it

tion ''T'^'"^
*^^* lig^t radiation is caused bv the rapid vibra-

forw 1
^^^ electrons. I,orentz, whose pupil Zeeman was put

Voilf
^ -^^"^Pl® theory to account for the observed facts

exto^
/^^^^ing from the inverse Zeeman effect modified and

^^ended the theory of Lorentz and showed that magnetic
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rotation of the plane of polarisation, the Faraday effect, the

magnetic double refraction and the ordinary resolution of lines

are but different phases of the same phenomenon, one being

the measure of the other. Voigt and his pupils, among whom

the names of Drude and Ritz stand out so prominently, have

carried out elaborate theoretical and experimental researches

and have added vastly to our knowledge of magneto-optics.

Ritz not only gave a brilliant theory of the origin of series in

spectra, but explained their magnetic resolutions as well.

According to him, the Zeeman effect is the result of the

precessional motion of the Ritz oscillators round the direction

of the external magnetic field.

Voigt has introduced into the Lorentz's equations tenna

expressing a resistance, a quasi-elastic force and by choosing

suitable constants and allowing for the effect of the coupling

of the electrons and by imagining the motion of the electrons

to be constrained in various ways and by assuming different

forms for the kinetic and potential energies of the electrons,

developed a theory which explains most of the observed resolu-

tions both normal and anomalous, simple and complex.

Enough has been said to show that magneto-optics proved

a very fruitful means of attacking the problem of atojui^

structure and the various observations have helped in c^™'^

'

ing disjointed facts, in giving a peep into the structure of tje

atom which proved to be highly complicated. Other methoa?

of investigation were discovered and successfully employed .

various workers in the field of science. The remarkable tae >

of radio-activitv
/J

rays revealed many a hidden secret. The characteristic ^

j

radiations opened up several fresh avenues of approach ^

the photo-electric effect, the Doppler effect for the canal-ra)'

and the recently discovered Stark effect have supplied m
^^

ingenious and useful weapons of attack. New ^^^^"^^^^5

radiation were found necessary, as the old Newtonian nieciiii
_^

had nn rilnoA fnf +V10 n.ir.«+,,.^ V,xr^^4-V.<^c;a f£.nnirincr a bell"Quantum ^^ ^
the discontinuous nature of energy.

starting
1 / -*The latest successful attempt is by Bohr ^hO'^f^^^^

from the nucleus atom of Rutherford and making use oif}^

Quant
proved a tremendous success.

mSdel which br

Debve
theQ

ea a tremendous success. ,.,j ^nd
Bohr, Sommerfeld, Herzenfeld, and Schwarzcniw

^^ ^^

have recently demonstrated that by the comoina
^^^^^

antum hypothesis with Bohr's atomic model, ^"^^^^ m,.

tion of the electric and magnetic effects can be given, b
^ ^^

problem is an intricate one, smce there are several
J

.

j^

applying the theory and each of them leads to a ^}^^'^f'\^^[o^i
No attempt appears to have been made to explain the

^^^^
complicated and anomalous types on this modibeci

^^^^^.
But it is worth noting that, as pointed out by Debye, m

1

J
\
h
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ing Bohr's equations and the Quantum hypothesis, there is no
place left for the quasi-elastic oscillating electrons Avhich func-
tion as energy sources for the series lines, although used in all

theories for the explanation of the Zeeman effect from Lorentz
to Voigt.

Conclusion.

Thus hi tracing the recent progess in a single branch of

physics, we see how the various mysteries are gradually being
solved and how knowledge advances by slow steps. The various
anomalies and complexities defy our attempts but do not lessen
our confidence in the ultimate success of our pursuit. Science
believes in Tyndall's cry of '' Commotion before stagnation, the
leap of the torrent before the stillness of the swamp "—and
makes and unmakes theories every day to explain the observed
facts and to predict results never observed before. And in
catching a glimpse of the sub-atomic world through the window
thrown open by the study of magneto-optics, we realize the
truth of the saying of Seneca :

'^Nature does not allow us to explore her sanctuaries all

at once. We think we are initiated but we are still only on
the threshold."

On the displacement of the lines in the Solar spectrum
towards the veA.—By J. Evershed.

tfir
^]^^ ^^nt of exact coincidence between the lines in solar and

^rreytrial spectra was first observed by Rowland, and this was later
piaiaed as due to a pressure in the reversing layer of about six atmos-

revpr""
^^^^^^^^®s at Kodaikanal have shown that the pressure in the

ersing layer cannot exceed, and is probably less than, one atmos-

de^!^^^*^-
^^^^ ^^^ displacement of the lines is probably due to a

second
^^^^^^ of the gases amounting to about 05 to 1 kUometer per

foun^' fK^^^^
'^^^^^ ^^^"^ different parts of the sun's disc is examined, it is

cenfrA f^u^*^
wave-lengths of the lines progressively increase from the

comn A
^^^^ ^^ ^^y P<^int on the limb, where the displacement

^^u^pareawith the lines in terrestrial spectra is greatest. This increase

but th K-^T^^
^^ ^^^ ^™^ ^^^ ^'so ^^^ attributed to pressure differences :

oe tt^odaikanal researches prove that this is not a pressure effect,

di8c\« ^'^^^P'^eting the shifts, both at the limb and at the centre of the

rflAiti •
^^^

.
motion only, the difficulty has to be faced that it involves

5 mv.^^
^^^ "^'^^ g^^^s by the Earth,

^6) eravf V'®^
possible causes of line shifts are (a) anomalous dispersion,

6 V national effect resulting from Einstein's theory of relativity.
^

solar r?^ dispersion has been shown to be ineffective in displacmg

^alkerT^' J""^ ''relativity effect" may be operative. Dr. Gilbert

^ith a n. .-
^^'''^" ^^^^ by assuming a constant relativity shift, combined

^^?ula/rli l^""
^^^^^ ^^ ^^® opposite sense and varying as the cosine of the

oUerved > •I'^^t^^^"^
^^® ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ d*^^' » "^^"^^^ approximation to ttie

6
^^"uts between centre and limb may be deduced. .

* comnwf ^^^bination of relativity and ascending motion does not give

shifts at fK
^,^P\^^a«on of the phenomena, as there are large outstanding

^t the hmb which cannot be due to relativity alone. These large
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shifts for certain lines are readily explained on the hypothesis of a general

recessive motion of the solar gases ; but this implies an Earth eSect.
7. Evidence is being sought which v^ill oither verify or disprove an

Earth effect- This can be obtained by observing the wave lengths of the

lines in the spectrum of Venus when the planet is reflecting light from the

hidden face of the Sun ; and it is hoped eventually to secure data which
will show which of the two hypotheses is false.

Improved formulae and methods for Fabry and Perot's

interferometer.

—

By T. Royds;

The formulae previously published involve the determination of the

quantities, the focal length of the objective used to focus the interference

nngs on the slit of the auxiliary spectograph, and the magnification of the

gpectograph, in addition to measuring the diameters of the rings. By*
simple transformation, however, these two quantities can be eliminated.

A formula suitable for the measurement of small changes of wave

length is given.
A simple "method of adjusting the interferometer is suggested but its

sensitiveness has not yet been thoroughly tested.

On the use of Ritz's method for finding the vibration

frequencies of heterogeneous strings and membranes.-
By N. K. Majumdar.

_
The object of the writer is to show how reliable results about the

vibration-frequencies of heterogeneous strings and membranes can be

obtained by the use of a method, the germs of which are found ia Lord

Kayleigh s writings, and which was first clearly expounded by Ritz-
it IS believed that no previous writer has applied this method to

determine the vibration-frequencies of heterogeneous strings and meffi-

branes, although the method has found applications to numerous otb^

problems by many investigators, including Ritz himself, who considered

the vibration of plates, Prof. A. E. H. Love, who studied the theory ot

tides, Prof. Kalahne and Dr. Reinstein.

On the use and effect of sealing-wax in the construction of

the window of a vacuum tube, in which cathode rays are

produced by a series of high tension electric discharge^

By S. S. Nehrtj.

th« I^^ n °i®
«"Praa«-'se3 the experience gained in the constructioa 0|

theso-caUed'-wmdow" or Lenard Tubes^ Both as regards m^ulat^"

Intff.TT •
*^^ '^'^'^'^"°»>"at« "se of sealing-wax is open to objectt*^

i. nnf f
'

i!
'''^"^^tiog power falls off considerably if the exposed surtj^

di.Ph«r ^- ^^ darkened under the influence of high tension etecu^

hi!nS.-^^^'
^'''^''^ ^^ ^» altogether more ' satisfactory agent bo«^

conJfr w"^ *°'lTa'^""m, and has come to replace sealing-waxJlj;
construction of the window which is provided for the egress of cathoO

rays trom the vacuum tube, in which they are formed.

A photographic method for the determination of the ran

of a particles expelled from radio-active products

R. Sahni.

con Ji!ffo'^T.v ^ " particles is one of the most important ch*''!^^'
constants of the radio-active products from which they are exp^

i

,1

J

5
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more specially so m view of the close quantitative relation which Geiger
and Nuttall have found to exist between the ranges and the transforma-
tion constants of the parent substances. Hitherto the ranges of a
particles have been determined by various workers by an electrical or a
dcintillation method. In the method described in the present paper, a
cut piece of Wratten and Wainwright lantern plat^ is fixed in a suitable
holder at one end of a metaUic air-chamber, while a particles are allowed
to enter the chamber at the opposite end through a mica window and fall
perpendicularly upon the sensitive film. The chamber is placed in a
powerful magnetic field to deflect away the a rays. It communicates with
a pump, drying tubes and a manometer. By a series of experiments, the
critical pressure within the air-chamber at which the impression on the
-i^itive plate is just produced, or just fails to be produced, is determined.
Only preliminary experiments have so far been carried out, but these show
clearly that the ranges are a few millimeters longer than the values already
assipied to them. The following advantages are claimed for the photo-
graphic method :—

1. It is more objective and less subjective than any of the other
methods,

2. The record is permanent.
3. The results are cumulative.

Electric discharge through hydrogen and helium, Ft. I,

Hydrogen.—% D. N. Mallik and A. B. Das.

In a
M A wi^^^®^

^" ^^® Philosophical Transactions for June 1907, Prof.
— A. vViison and Mr, Martyr described the behaviour of hydrogen con-

^ffi 1^ ^ '^'^^^^"^ ^^be of de la Rive's pattern. They found that it was

( ^ Li^
obtain rotation of the electric discharge in such a tube

N O "fK
^^ storage cells) although when the contained gas was air or

%^, the phenomenon was well defined and capable of quantit^ive

welT^^^^i^^*'
^^^^ years ago, while working with an induction coil as

thft !f-
^ ^^^§^ ^'l3» I '"^as unable to obtain any rotation at all. I was

^en disposed to regard this as an illustration of the general erratic

\y^A
^^^^? ^^ electric discharge through hydrogen which many physicists

nad previously studied. ^ y ^

indn?*^
^®P®^*^^^g <^he experiment with tubes of various lengths and

i^^ ^?^^? ^^ various E.M.Fs. , I found that the rotatory phenomenon

i>ft..c.f^n^^ ,
*^ hydrogen, as in other gases, but the conditions have to be

^e^lly adjusted for the purpose.

to in
•
^

.i®^^
^^ *^^^® present paper is to investigate these conditions and

X*7u ^^^^® ^^^ ^^ explained on theoretical grounds.

<iificus d
^^'^^^^^^^^ significance of this law is noteworthy, and is also

i

^

On a new method of solving boundary value problems in

mathematical physics in which the boundary is an ellip-

soid.--5^ BiBHUTi Bhusan Datta.

''Ilipsoirf
^?*^ f'riter to attempt with any success a problem involving an

showed h° u
® unequal axes as the boundary, was E. Mathieu » who

ordinarv 1^ ^^ problem could be reduced to the solution of certain

be so nn
^"^^^ differential equations. But he found these equations to

their
",™?°*geable that he contented himself with approximating t«

C. Nivp •
°^* ^"^ *'^® special case of an ellipsoid of revolution. Prof.

en improved upon the results of Mathieu in certain respects m an

Coura de physique mathimatique, ch. IX.
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interesting memoir 1 entitled, ** On the conduction of heat in an ellipsoid
of revolution."

I have developed a new method of solving problems of mathematical
physics with eUipsoids as boundaries. Recently I have used it for the
determmation of the non-stationary state of heat in an ellipsoid 2 For
the simpler case of an ellipsoid of revolution, the results obtained by my
method agree with those obtained by the methods of Mathieu andNiven,
with this exception that I point out a mistake in Prof. Niven's memoir.

Further I have obtained some results for (1) the electrical oscillations
on un ellipsoidal conductor, and (2) the disturbance produced when plain
waves of sound impinge upon an ellipsoidal obstacle.

On the stability of pillars in earth.—% Capt. E. P.

Harrison.

An investigation into the stability of posts embedded in concrete
blocks such as are frequently employed in the construction of temporary
buildings. The problem is attacked mathematically by giving a small

general displacement to a concrete block buried in earth. Earth resis-

tance is assumed to follow the law R=kd, where R is the intensity of the

pressure on the block due to earth resistance and d is the linear displace-

ment of the block surface. This law is supported by experiment whence
the constant k is calculated. Finallv a curve is eiven by means of which

obtained.
foundation

The hydrodynamical solution for viscous flow in a channel

infinite .^_

the horizon.—5« S. M
Elastic By D. N. Mallik.

Section of Chemistry.

President—DB. Gilbert J. Fowler, F.I.C., Professor of

Applied Chemistry, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.

[The pREsiDExNTiAL Address, " The Training of Students in

Apphed Chemistry," has been published in extenso,mtk
Journal of the Indian Institute of Science, Vol. II, No. I]

Additive compounds of amines and phenols with poly-nit^-

naphthalenes.—% J. J. Sudborough.

arMiHvf
°^ *^^ ^.''°^° *"' ^^^ tetra-nitro-naphthalenes yield coloi;red

rpSfnl! ^°Tu"°^' ^'^^ arylamines, phenols and phenolic ethers.
^J^

stabS,
^^^ "'^'''^ '^^ compounds are formed and other relatrv^

thaS 7l''T ^r'^r^^^y ^•'•^^^ the nitro-derivatives. ex
-Trimtron^P'^j

thalene (1 : 3: 5) and a -and 0-tetra-nitro-naphthalenes (1=3:5: i
and

.n L K
''

^
I'f^

addjtive compounds most reLiily. No compoimds ha^

7^^««'^obtamedfrom6tetra-nitro-naphthalene(l: 2: 5: 8
It lias not been found possible to prepare 5-tri-nitro-naphthaIene.

' Phil. Trans., Vol 171 (18801 ;

the ialcnfVM J}'^''-
'^^''^^ne^ry state of heat in an ellipsoid,"

BuIleUn
^

me Calcutta Mathematical Society, Vol. 8.
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Studies in substituted quaternary azonium compounds con-

taining an asymmetric nitrogen atom, Part III.

—

By
B. K. Singh,

The work described in this paper is a continuation of that already
published.

Phenylraethylethylazonium iodide was resolved with the aid of silver
salt of Armstrong and Lowry's bromocamphorsulphonic acid.

Phenylpropylbenzylazonium iodido was resolved with the aid of
silver salts of Reychter's camphorsulphonic and Armstrong and Lowry's
bromocamphorsulphonic acids. In the case of the camphorsulphonates,
both dB dA and IB dA salts have been obtained in a pure condition.

It is also found in the case of the camphorsulphonates » that the two
salts form solid solutions one in the other, when their composition
corresponds to 46 per cent dB dA and o4 per cent IB dA component.

Phenylallylbenzylazonium iodide was resolved with the aid of silver
salt of d-camphor-j8-sulphonic acid.

The effect of constitution on the optical rotatory power of these
i^itrogen bases is discussed. It is found that Guye's expression connecting
»iass and rotatory power does not hold, but further judgment is reserved
tui more work in this series, which is in progress, is completed.

V

derivatives of alkaloids, Part II,—By J. N.
Rakshit,

Potassium narcotine, sodium cotarnine, potassium cotarnine were

moSo^-
by boiling the alkaJoids with the metals in benzene ;

sodium

of fih i^^^^
and potassium morphinate were prepared by the interaction

I trie hydrates of the metals with the alkaloid in alcohol and water
spectively, and attempts have been made to prepare metallic deriva-
es of qumine and caffeine, but were unsuccessful.

Synthesis of substances related to carminic acid.—-B^ A. N.

Meldrum.

^ekt'''!^^
^"thor is continuing his work on the synthesis of substances

auhsf
coehenillic and carminic acids. He is attempting to prepare

yj>stances which have the carbon skeleton required by Liebermann and
swinckers suggested constitution for carminic acid.

»iketohydrindene, Part III.—By A. Das and B. N. Ghosh.

With the idea of synthesising a compound of this type the authors

^tH^ (CO),- C- (CO\ • *"ed the condensation of diketohydrindene with

Ca H. phthaHc anhydride, but unfortunately the reac-

tri(^ .

,
tion did not proceed in the way expected, ihey

denn - P'^o^^ce the same compound by the condensation of diketoliydrm-

diffl* » , '"^^^^y'phthalate, but here also the reaction gave a compound
lerent from tlie one expected and identical with benzoyl a 7 diketohy-
uaene, obtained by Schwerin from ethylphthalate and acetophonone.

ben7r„v f^*^°rs tried in this paper the condensations of (1) phthahc. (-)

renrTi J l^""""^"^*^ anhydrides, these three anhydrides being chosen to

aahvdrf;
*^® ""'"^^d t^hain aromatic anhydride, open chain aromatic

substn^
"^^^ °^°3ed chain aliphatic anhydride respectively, ihe

.^ostances obtained are complex in nature They resemble one another

T ''^.f'PP^arance, but differ in their physical and chemical properties,

the o^iH !^ P^P®"" *hey have also just mentioned a compound obtained by

coastiSuon"^^ ^^^^tohydrindene, which is probably of the following

Cs H4 (C0).2- CH-CH—(C0).2- C« H+
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Synthesis of pyranole derivatives.

—

By S. C, Chatterji
and B. N. Ghosh,

own

Watson.

c vT tI
i"^»u» luignc prove nnanciauy auuuoo

view of the high price of acetic acid which ia required by
Droceaaes-processes

Burmese lead ia also being examined with a view to ascertaining
'

suitability for making white lead.

L.The production of acetic acid from alcohol—% ^
Usher and R. Venkateswaran.

The object of the work was to find a cheap and efficient
J^'^a

:

converting ethyl alcohol into acetic acid. Three methods "'ff-Sation
(1) electrolytic oxidation, (2) oxidation by chromic acid, and (3)

ox

by air. The first method was found to be without P^^f^l'trent
whereas the second oflEers certain advantage;., since t^e only rec

j„

expense is that of the electrical energy used. The method conj^ •.

oxid.smg the alcohol by means of a hot concentrated solution of ^%ting
and sulphuric acids, distilling ofT the acetic acid formed, andregene

the chromic acid electrolytically.

t

I

condensation of aromatic o-hydroxyaldehydes with substances containing

the C.O.C.Hj.C.O-gronp. To prove that the reaction is a general one the

authors have studied the condensation of benzoyl- acetone and acetyl-

acetone with salicylic aldehyde. It is interesting to note that from

benzoyl-acetone and salicyl aldehyde throe distinct substances, two of

which are isomeric, have been isolated ; acetyl acetone and salicylic

aldehyde yielding two .products. The paper deals in addition with the

methods of preparation of a number of derivatives of these condensation

products, as also an easy and modified process for the preparation of

benzoyl acetone. A full discussion of the number of possible isomerides

has been given in the paper.

Morindone.—% J. L. Simonsej^.

The author describes experiments which have been made with the

object of determining the constitution of molindone. He shows that

raorindone is probably either a hydroxy methyl chrysazin or a hydroxy

methyl anthrarufin.

The nitration of 2 and 6 methoxy-m-tolualdehydes and m-

toluic acids.

—

By J. L. Simonsen.

With the object of synthesising 4-methyl .3-methoxy-o-phthalic acid,

the author nitrated 2-methoxy-m-toluald6hyde and 2-methoxy-m-toluic

acid in the expectation that the nitro group would enter ortho to the

aldehyde or carboxyl groups. This expectation was not realized, 5-mKo-
^

2-methoxy-m-tolualdehyde and 5-nitro-2-methoxv-m-toluic acid being
|

obtamed. The nitration of the 6-methoxy aldehyde and acid was also s

investigated.

The^ electrolytic preparation of white lead.—% H- ^•

An examination has been made of the practical utility of the difierent

patents for the electrolytic preparation of white lead. It has been tovm

that the majority of them are not workable. Further investigationsJbeing carried out in the cases of methods which yield satisfactory re^»'.

from a chemical point of view, to ascertain whether the manufacture

white lead bv thoiV moar,= ^:„u* ^ c „:„ii„ ..„^/.oaafnl in Inoia-
"* I

V:

I-

I .

?.

&

I

I.

%

J,

IJ
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The third method examined is that of passing alcohol vapour mixed
with exci^ss of air over a suitable catalyst at a temperature between 200°

and 250"^. There is evidence that a good yield of aldehydo is obtained in

this way, and the experiments are being continued with the object of

converting this into acid. Details of conditions and yields are given in

the paper.

The evolution of elements.

—

By S. S. Sahni.

The preliminary growth of elements from the protyle mass proceeded
by the mutational process of heterogenation. The mother elements being

formed in this way, they gave rise to a series of daughter products or

variations in accordance with polarity—the slower the change the more
electropositive the elements and vice versa. This chanj;e has in due time
given rise to unstable heavy substances, m^. the radioactive substances.

Their disintegration does not give rise to allied products or variation-^,

but mutations, elements belonging to different groups of the periodic

table. It would seem that preliminary stages of evolution and the

radioactive process of decay are identical. In both the valency difference

of one connotes a difference of one fl electron, whereas a valency difference

of two and a corresponding difference of four in the atomic weight means
a difference of one He atom in the nucleus content of the two elements.
The intermediate stage of evolution has given rise to a series of allied

products in which every mother element differs from its allied products by
w He in greater than 4). Their presence or absence in the sun and other
stars can best be explained by the polarity relation.

Two-cylinder models of the periodic system.

—

By A. N,

Meldrum.

The periodic system of the elements can be inscribed on the surfaces
of two cylinders which stand side by side and touch one another. This

was first done by Crookes. The number of modifications of the periodic

system is legion and it is impracticable to construct a two-cylinder model
for each. It is possible to make a plane diagram which represents the

"development" of the cylindrical surfaces and in this way any two-

cylinder arrangement can easily be studied and be compared with any
other. Soddy's scheme leads almost automatically (1) to a division oj

Jtie elements into two sets which are not the same as the "odd and
even'* series of Mendeleefl, and (2) to families of the elements which

ftre precisely the same as those of Lothar Meyer.

The influence of ammonium chloride, sodium chloride, and

lithium chloride on the solubility of aniline in water.—
By B. H. WiLSDOX, R. R, Khanna, D. R, Kaptje and

H. D. SOXEJA.

1/ Measurements of the solubility of aniline in w:ater containing
^ying concentrations of the above salts are described. .

hx vi-v^ results so obtained have been compared with those obtamea

> ^hihp and others with different solvents. ^

/*. It is found that the equivalent relative lowering of solvent pouer

tha V^K^^ decreases less rapidly with rising concentration of added sale

n Has been observed in other cases. , . j u fU^
ao.,,

' ^<^ is suggested that this behaviour is to be explained by tne

salt ^h
''''' of some form of combination between the aniline and addea

» whicli^ becomes more marked in strong solutions. .

^' it xs pointed out that a similar assumption made by ^^""P
f ,^% to account for divergent values obtained for the equivalentBra
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lowering of solvent power in certain cases is open to objection, as the

curves are found to run parallel with those assumed to be normal,

whereas increasing divergence should be expected with rising concentra-

tion as is observed in the case of aniline.

The conductivities, viscosities and densities of saturated

and supersaturated solutions of sodium nitrate and their

variation with the temperature.

—

By B. H. Wilsdon,

MuzAFFAR-UD-Diy and S. Ali Khan.

1. Measurements are described of the density, viscosity and conduc-

tivity of solutions of sodium nitrate.
2. It is shown that the curves obtained by plotting the '* intrinsic

conductivity," i.e. the product of the relative viscosity and the

molecular conductivity, against the concentration, exhibit well marked

minima.
3. No considerable change is observable in the temperature co-

efficient of intrinsic conductivity at these concentrations (approximately

40-50 per cent NaNO^).
4. It is pointed out that since *' autolytic " conductivity as exhibited

by fused salts has generally a much smaller temperature coefficient

than ordinary or '« heterolytic " conductivity, the hypothesis put forward

by Bousfield and Lowry in which the increase of conductivity shown by

concentrated solutions is attributed to the former of the two types, is not

supported by experiment
5. Reasons are put forward for supposing that the observed increase

in intrinsic conductivity represents a real increase in mobility of the ions

concerned, and is not due to overcorrection for the viscosity effect as is

supposed by Washburn and others.

The Oleo.Resins from Hardwickia Pinnata and Dipteio-

carpus Indicus.—% J. J. Sudborough, K. Sitakam

Iyer and J. C. Mansuxhani.

essential oil and aBoth oleo-resins when distilled in steam yield an essential oil ana

resin. The essential oil in each case consists of sesquiterpenes togetn

with a small amount of an alcoholic substance.
to

The chief hydrocarbon constituent of both essential oils ^VV^^^^

beaCaryophyllene, identical with that obtained from ^he oil ot ci
.^

stems. fl-Caryophyllene and cadinene could not be detected, -tn^

appears to be a good substitute for Copaiba oil. ' ^
The resins differ in properties, that from the Hardwickia ^^^^ ^ ^j^

melting point and does not coagulate when heated, whereas thai

Dipterocarpus coagtilates and in this respect resembles the resm
^^^

ordinary Gurjun balsam. According to Deussen and Philipp the esse
^

oil from Gurjun balsam (mainly derived from D. turbinatus an

Laevis) does not contain carvophyllene, but't%vo isomeric hydroca

a and fi-Gurjunene.
'

. ^^^^Good oil varnishes have been prepared from the solid resms

both types of oleo-resins.

Note on the hydrolysis of certain Indian oil^ ^^y
^^^^^

lipase.—%K. G.^Latwala.

A series of experiments has been made on the rate of ^^^^^f'^^^iot
of cotton seed, ground nut, castor and honsray oils by

"^®^"t
°

ils *^^

seed ferment in the usual way. The results Indicate that all tne
^^^|^

taiFjy readily hydrolysed at the ordinary temperature using a
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amount of the crushed seed in the presence of dilute acetic acid and
keeping the mixture well emulsified. In most cases 80'90 per cent of the
oilishydrolysed within48'96 hours. The results obtained also confirm
the conclusion drawn by others that the seeds when germinated are less
efficient than when resting.

Safflower oil as a drying oil.

—

By H. H. Mann and X, V.
Kantikar.

The safflower seed has peculiar importance as being capable of
growing on much dry upland capable of growing little else. The seeds
contain on the average 50-8 per cent of husk and 492 per cent of
highly oily kernel, while the seed, as a whole, contains from 25*4 to 369
per cent of oil from analyses of a large number of Indian samples. The
kernel contains from 49*5 to 54-05 per cent of oil.

Fresh samples of oil gave constants as follows :—Specific gravity at
26**C.—0914; Butyro-refractometer reading at 40'^C.—63-64; Reichert-
Meissl number—0-2 to 0-5; Saponification value— 177 to 203 ; Acid value
—0*6 to 2*6; Iodine value—HI to 122; Hehner value—94*8 ; Maumene
teat —85T.^ to 94^C. The mean molecular weight of the fatty acids was
-94. Stearic acid was only present in traces, palmitic acid being the
chief saturated acid present.

The oil was heated at lOC^C, 186°C., and 300°C. for varying times in
earbon dioxide and in oxygen. In most directions the results of heating
'n carbon dioxide and in oxygen are similar. In neither case is tliere

^uch change in the constants of the oil by heating at 100°C, or at 186°C.
At SOC^C. the colour becomes much darker in oxygen than in carbon
dioxide. In both cases the specific gravity and refraction rapidly increase
and there is also a great increase in the acidity, which afterwards dis-

appears, probably owing to volatilisation of the volatile acids produced,
^he Iodine value goes down till it is less than half its original value.
J^ut the most striking feature is the increase in viscosity. This is much
°i°^®^^arked in oxygen than in carbon dioxide. After two hours' heating
at 300 C. in oxygen, the viscosity, in fact, increases very rapidly till™ oil becomes almost a semi-solid mass,—the roghan of the Indian
oazaars. From the substantial identity of the results of heating safflower
OH in carbon dioxide and in oxygen we are entitled to conclude that

^

:.
*^^ange insafHower oil on heating is largely in the nature of decomposi-

tion, with some polymerisation, and is only to a minor extent due to
oxidation.

tn -tT^® ^fyg^n absorbed by the oil heated to lOO^C. and 186°a amounts

of Qo^
^^ P®^ ^®^^ ^^^©n mixed with litharge and kept at a temperature

aff f i^
^^^^- ^^^^^ capacity to absorb oxygen is only very slightly

nected by heating to these temperatures. ^. .

,

li^e time required for drying by the oils heated in carbon dioxide

\^Tt\^^^f^
^^^'^ manganese borate and spread in thin layers is slightl.v

ss tnaa for the raw safflower oil at the lower temperature, but at 300 C.

a «t;T.
""^ doling is reduced. Wlien the oil has been heated in oxygen

at Ifl^o'^^^^^^^
^^ d^y^^g Po^er takes place at 100°C. and a larger amount

aQ w-*i V ^^® rapidity of drying being, in the latter case, twice as great

S ^r!-
^ ^boiled oil. On heating to 300^C. in oxygen, a slight mcrease

th« 'M^
capacity is noticed at first, but if the heating is long continued,

heated
'^ '^^ ^^y'^^S power to approximately the same extent as the oil

in carbon dioxide.
, .^. ,,

oil ^T .• experiments, without a drier, with a paint prepared with the

thaS .t
"*^® ^^^d ^«^y • gave somewhat different results, and it was found

canlnff
^°^^® *^« heating of the oil practically decreased the drying

differ'?
""^^^ ^^^ heating was done in oxygen. What the cause of this

ano2 ^ .^a^* cannot at present be stated, but it may account for

^omahes m the use of safflower oil as a drying oil which have hithert^
"" unexplained. In the meantime, it was noticed that white lead
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paints prepared from all grades of safHower oil gave a peculiar glossy

surface when spread on wood,—and one equally hard as boiled linseed oil.

The use of a mixture of linseed oil and safflower oil for heating gave

boiled oils which appear to possess no advantage over safflower oil alone.

The work is being continued.

Chemical studies on safflower seed and its germination.

By V. A. Tamhane.

The germination of oily seeds has been very little studied, and what

has been done has been chiefly or almost entirely on the castor seed.

Th eeiflQower seed has a special interest, however, in India.
SaflElower seed in the resting 'condition has the following composition,

after complete drying. Oil,—56 to 58% ; Proteids,~29 to 32 %; Woody
Fibre,— 1 to 2% ; Nitrogen-free extract,—7 to 10% ; Ash,—3 to 4%. It

contains no starch, tannin, or glucoside, but contains a small quantity of

a non-reducing sugar which is still under investigation.
The process of germination was followed, under sterile conditions,

from stage to stage, and it is shown that (1) there is a gradual decrease

in the oil content^ (2) a gradual increase in the nitrogen-free extract

especially in the sugars, (3) a gradual but slight loss in total proteids,

while the proportion of soluble proteids increases rapidly. These changes

reach a maximum when the radical has grown fully, but just before lateral

roots begin to develop.
The lipase of germinating safflower seed was studied, first by Greens

method (which gave unsatisfactory results) and then by Armstrong a

method which was much more satisfactory. In the latter method the

germinated seed was dried and extracted with ether at the room tempera-

ture, the residue freed from ether by standing in the air, and the enzyme

in the residue determined by allowing it to act on the oil mixed with a

little gum arabic. The quantity was measured by the acidity developed.

Using this method, and also that of Tanaka, it was found that the

amount of lipase in the resting seed was very small indeed, but during

germination it rapidly increased, reaching a maximum just before lateral

roots begin to develop, after which it declined.
A more thorough study of the oxidases of the germinating seed vva?

* made by a modification of Bunzel's method. Their presence m tiie

germinated seed was already indicated by the guaiaoum test. In p^
case it was shown that there is no oxidase in the resting seed, bat it

appears at once on the commencement of germination, and increases m

amount again until the lateral roots begin to develop after which

declines, if no plant food is supplied to the seedling.
The work is being continued.

Oxidases. With special reference to their presence

fnnn'f-.inn in +-V.^ ^—.^ T>.. T> VTiti.ixt

and

funct By R. Naeain

The author shows that the oxidases or the so-called oxidising ^nz.
.

are present in all the different portions of the sugarcane plant. a»

function seems to be to regulate the photo-synthetical processes oi
^^

cane leaf and to protect the cane from the attacks of fungoid djsease^

which It IS liable, specially in its lower portions. The browning oi
^

extract or of the cut surfaces of the cane is due to the oxidation

chrornogen of the nature of pyrogallic acid, through the agency of the

oxidases. Miss Wheldale has shown that the power of direct y
blue>^^^

guaiacum IS associated with the presence of pyrocatechin in ^^^, ^^
This view IS criticised and its deficiency pointed out. Chloroform is^'

^j

to exercise the beat preservative and antiseptic action. As to the en
^^^

media, it has been found that although alkaline media acceleraie
^^

oxidase reaction within very narrow limits, considering all the t»t

%

'}
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the plant economy the original acid contents of the cell sap is by far the
best calculated to further its growth and that the plant has within itself
the means of regulating this acid value to meet its daily requirement?. It
IS shown that heatmg the oxidase extract does not result in its permanent
destruction, as has been commonly held so far, but only its temporary
inhibition. Similarly the effect of reducing agents is simply to suspend
the oxidase activity for a time and never to destroy it irrecoverably,
finally it has been shown that the starch and potassium iodide reaction
IS a true reaction for oxidases and the cane oxidases are not truly enzymic
in character.

Effect of storage on some tanning materials,:—5v P
Singh.

This paper embodies the results of tannin analysis of a number of
tanning materials kept under observation for some years, showing that
tnere 18 practically no deterioration in the tannin content of the materials
examined, due to the effects of mere storage.

Factors for the estimation of gluten and a few sugges-
tions concerning the analysis of Ata and Flour.—% B.
OASTRl.

dftm^'
A time-saving method fcr the estimation of dry gluten from the

2. Tables showing results of analysis.

v*.n;
,,^^^^^a'*^s for the percentages of moisture and ash can be con-

veniently raised.

4. Foreign starches and physical characteristics.

The mvestigation of a water-proofing solution used in the
manufacture of surgical limb-baths and of other matters
conneotfid wifi^ fi.^ ^ d.. tt t> t^ .By H. B. DuNNiCLiFF,

remedilT^
was undertaken to investigate the causes of, and to suggest

made fmm
""^^^^^^ defects which appeared in the finished limb-baths

Rou^
P^Pe^' ?tarch and a water-proofing solution

werft m,^
Prescriptions for the paste and the water-proofing solutionere^given and these were standardised.

larfffilv L ® *^^^ .^^at samples of commercial *' copper carbonate" vary
It is suggested that the

copperaul V f
s^^"^tion be made by precipitating a imown amount o

<^ntation ^^ +i!^^*^
^^*^^^^ carbonate, washing the precipitate by de

Bhnmi„» ... ^^®» dissolvinrr it in ammonia solution. A table is ffiverBhowins thfi r^
dissolving it in ammonia solution. A table is given

specific%ra -5^^^^ ^^ dilution required for ammonia solutions of different

Proofineloi 1- • Cotton wool is dissolved in this to make the water-

with inLn^^i..
"* ^^® solution should be allowed to stand for two days

^i^rmittent shaking.

the fasten^^^^ T^^ should contain sufficient *' soluble cellulose'' to make

Samnir/ ^^ P^P^r by it a process of welding,
of them IfT

^^^^ cotton from many sources have been tried, but all

P^pared Ik u
^®®^^^® ^^ none is sufficiently soluble for the porpose.

Exact H-^^f^^*^
cotton wools were used in this work.

etcfrnry^K ^^ ^°"® ^^^ ^he preparation of the water-proofing solution,

To Lf*H^' niateriaLs are given,

strenfftha w cfiSciency of the solutions, eleven solutions of different

^^'•d mad^r P^^P^^^d No. 8 was finally selected. Samples of card-
oue trom the papers supplied, were treated and polished with the
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various solutions.. After drying, the samples were put into boiling

water and left in the water for twenty-four hours. The sample should

retain its polish and be unblistered by this test.

Samples of the work in all its stages were exhibited by the author

and the possible sources of error explained. A new process is now being

developed in collaboration with Mr. L. Heath, Principal of the Mayo

School of Art, Lahore, which is cheaper and which involves less labour.

The vessels made are not restricted as to shape as is the case with those

made by the original process. Samples of the new process were also ex-

hibited,

Coumarpyridines.

—

By B. B. Dey and M. N. Goswami.

Photographic effect produced by woods exposed to active

rays and its cause.— By P. Neogt.

Section of Zoology and Ethnography.

President—B. L. Chaudhuri, B.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.,

Assistant Superintendent, Zoological Survey of India.

Presidential Address.

Gentlemen,—very much honoured as I feel for being selected

to preside over the Section of Zoology and Ethnography in the

present session of the Congress, I firmly believe that some one

more able and better qualified to guide and supervise your

deliberations and discussions should have been chosen for m

We must congratulate ourselves on the excellent quality

of most of the papers promised in this section. Both in nam-

ber, in wealth and in the variety of subjects in Zoology uofching

is left to be desired. If we cannot lay similar claims tor

the branch of Ethnography the causes will not be far to seeK^

We have this most comprehensive branch of the science o

Biology still attached to the section of Zoology. To Ijav

inaugurated a separate section for Ethnography at this Lano

Meeting would have been fitting, for it was in this town tn

the first Ethnographic Conference in India Avas held m
;

month of March, 1885, at the instance of St Denzil Ibbeti=o

j

whose many-sided activities were referred to in the Presiaem

address. If a separate section of Ethnography or Anthropoioj

be mstituted we have reason to expect a much larger acwu

ance from the extensive body of earnest and devoted worii ^

in this subject.
.^ l^g

Gentlemen, no one regrets more than mvself that I ^j^^ .-^g

standing here between you and the reading of the ^^f^'°
papers on our programme. I am therefore anxious to oe -

brief m what I have to say. , . the
As a humble student of Ichthyology I am rejoiced ji^^j

interest and earnestness that is being evinced in this ^^^''t
Zoology in almost all the provinces of India at the pi^
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^

time, either in connection with fisheries or with reference to the
share of fish in the prevention of the spread of Malaria. In
recent years from this Province of Punjab alone the Depart-
ment of the Zoological Survey of India has received a very
large number of fishes for identification/some of which are
behaved to be new to science For most of these we are
indebted to Mr. G. C. L. Howell. We regret his absence to-day
and the circumstances that have taken him away from the
pursuit of his choice. We are glad to notice the spirit of
healthy co-operation that exists between the Zoological Survey
of India on one hand and the provincial Fisheries on the other.
It IS perhaps not too much to hope that the Zoological Survey
will become a central station for zoological work in India
where scientific workers will have access to all important
literature and collections of typical speeimens, without the
exammation and consultation of which no biological work can
anywhere make headway. It may not be altogether uninterest-
"ig or unprofitable for the scattered workers all over the conti-
nent of India to listen to or glance through, as a prehminary

f F'- ^v!^^
^^ works on Ichthyology, however trite and imper-

lect It be, that have reference"'to the fishes of India.

<. o
'^^g^rding the economic value of fish Linnaeus once said :

^0 great is the importance of fish to the enjoyment of the rich
ana the necessities of the poor, that man might vdih. less
inconvenience, give up the whole class of birds and many of the
mammaha than be deprived of the finny tribes." Though men
w science carry on their investigation regardless of any utilita-
an point of view, the people in general are always anxious to
nci what practical use the world can make of the results of

exn
/"T^^*^g''^tions ; it therefore may not be unreasonable to

rev'^ t^ ^^^^ ^ lavman may find some interest in a brief

^Y'
of the history of our knowledge of Indian fish,

numi f^^^^
^^nt to tell vou anything to-day about the

xMeH- 1
'^P^^i^s of fish enumerated" or referred in the Indian

\\\\\l

^''^^^ '"^^^^^ °^ «*^^r ancient Sanskrit or Pah texts, nor

the P ^f'^!°^^ *^iose names which are inscribed in the edicts of

tions
'^ ^^^ Asoka, because the importance of these enumera-

towart
^^^^^' liistorical and the records do not actually lead us

logy
advancement of our knowledge of Indian Ichthyo-

Ifnowl 1
^^^^^ ^^ Indian Ichthyology demands rather extensive

India
^^^,^^ fish-literature. ' The relations! of the fishes of

are rp^f 1
"^^''^ world-wide. The fishes of India, on one side,

Africa 5 *^ ^^°^^ °^ Central and Western Asia as well as

Austnl^^l^V'^"
*^^ other hand, to those of the Malay Peninsula,

Korea %k^^^' Archipelago, the Philippines, China, Japan and

found fl t^ ^^ ^* ^®^^* ^^^ freshwater genus which is also

fishes nf fT
^^^>' ^^ '^'^"th America. Many of the marine

"I the coasts and the estuaries of India are found m the
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Pacific and the Atlantic Oceans, not to mention the Red Sea and

the Mediterranean.

In the systematic study of fishes we have mainly two

classes of workers : explorers and compilers, as the result of

whose activities we have (1) univers'il catalogues, (2) works on

special groups (monographs), and (3) works on local faunas

—besides these we have also to take into account the results of

the investigation of particular branches of Ichthyology, such as

on morphology, embryology, distribution in space and tune,

etc., etc.

From what we have already said it is clear that the study

of the works of Belon, Willougby, Ray and Linnaeus are as

much necessary for the study of Indian Ichthyology as those of

Russell, Buchanan Hamilton, Day and Alcock, and in the list

that I am gouig to lay before you I shall endeavour to include

the main \\'orks on Ichthyology which have to be consulted id

order to understand properly the true relationship' of the Indian

fishes either direct or remote.
i,-

1 •

It has been truly said that the commencement of the niston

of Ichthyologv coincides with that of Zoology. One can trav'e

back to Aristotle (384—322 B.C.) for a scientific appreciation oi

the true definition of fish—nor was he less interested in distm-

guishing between facts and fables of the mysterious East. ^

^

number of fishes, known personally to Aristotle, seems to na

been about 115, all of which are, however, inhabitants ot

Aegean Sea. ,

In 1553 Pierre Belon (1518—64) published his octavo voWin^

of 448 pages entitled De Aquatilihus in which 1 1^ .^P^^'f, „d
the Mediterranean Sea were described with tolerable

Jf ^ p^Q.
with a creditable attempt at classification. In l^^*, ..'.714

delet (1507—57) published his De Ftscifews Marinism wwcn-

different species of fish chiefly from the Mediterranean
^^^

described with woodcut illustrations. The basis of classmw
^^^

however, was first established l)v John Ray (1^28—1'"^/^^

Francis Willoughby (1635—72). 'The Historia Pisciwn
puoi

.^

in Oxford in 1686 (edited by Ray after Willoughby s d^^ >^

really the work of Willoughby with additions by Kav.
^^^^^

work 420 species were recorded, and students of 1^^'**'^
.^jned

have often to refer to the descriptions and drawings con

therein. But far greater than any of these investigai'|^^j^^

Petrus Artedi (1705-35), who has been justly called tne^J^^^^

of Ichthyology. He was born in S vedon and was a i^//^
,
^J^v

to

of Linnaeus at Upsala. Artedi devoted his short lite
j 'and

the study of fish. He went to Holland to examine a ja s
^^^

valuable collection from the East Indies belonging ^ ^^^^i\

Dutch merchant in Amsterdam named Albert beba, an
^^ ^

the age of twenty-nine was drowned as ,the
^Y*ork''"'

accident in one of the Dutch Canals. His manuacnp'; ^^^^n^

fortunately rescued and was edited and published by

4

i
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in five volumes. Arfcedi attached a descriptive phrase, consist-
ing often of a numbar of words, to the name of each genus to
make up the name of the species. This system of nomenclature
is called polynomial. To Artedi we are indebted for references
to a large number of our fish ; his genera are in almost all cases
natural groups corresponding essentially to the families of
to-dav.

L. T. Gronow, a German, who resided in Holland, closelv
followed the arrangement proposed by Artedi and increased the
number of genera and species from the contents of his own
Museum, which contained collections of various distant lands,
tie East Indies not being excepted. He published three works

:

Ji«.sewm IchtJiyohgicum
(
175^),Zoophylacium (1763) , and Syslema

Ichihyologicum (1780); none of these a student of Indian
Ichthyology can afford to overlook, nor can he overlook the
labours of J. T. Klein (1685—1759) which are embodied in five
parts of a work entitled Historia Naturalis Piscium (1740—49).
Jan .Meuhof (1600—1671) also wrote on the fishes of the Dutch
East Indies.

_
Tn-o hundred years ago, in about 1718, Henry Ruysch

published at Amsterdam descriptions with drawings of four
hundred fishes from India new to science. Eight years after
J^is publication, in 1726, Francis Valentijn (1660—1730), a
iJutch clergyman at Amboma and Banda. in his history of those
countries, published engraved figures of four hundred and sixty
nsnes together with short descriptions. Most of these figure.s

Zn 7. ^^*^^' reproductions from Ruysch's work. Another
oiiection of more than four hundred coloured figures of fishes

Ren 1
^2)"°^^^ ^^^''^s published at Amsterdam in 1754 by

M P m ^^^^^^ ^'^^^ painted in colours bv the order of

i-^la ^ tT^^
Coyett, when he was Governor of the Molucca

'•Th f 1

^^ ^^^^^ ^g"^^s ^g^ee ^^^^ t^os^ o^ Valentijn.

tinn i °^ drawing in all the three above-mentioned collec-

h"
^^^ciently denotes the hand of an Indian artist." At one

enn-n
^7®^^ ^^ ^^^ ^§"^6^ ^^'ere held to bs fictitious, but the

oriSn 1

^^^'^^'^^^^t I'allas first hazarded the opinion that the

whio^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^®" drawings would in time be found—a view

^ ®^4fequent discoveries proved true.

Polvn •
1
^^ authors and compilers followed the cumbrous

side lia^!l*^l
^y^*®"^ and though we get many glimpses and

of les«
• them in our study of the Indian fishes, they are

some of^^^^^^^^
^^^" *^^ '^'^^^^ °^ Linnaeus and his followers,

distant
^ ^^^P^^^eeded on voyages of discovery to foreign and
countries

Was slu ^T I^^nne, known academically as Carolus Linnaeus,

knowledge

lenient
^ ^^on substituted for the polynomial method the con-
and inevitable binomial system which has now endured
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for over one hundred and sixty j^ears and which must remain

the permanent substructure of nomenclature in systematic

Zoology.

The works of Artedi and Linnaeus excited fresh activity.

Osbeck, an enthusiastic student of Linnaeus, published in 1757

the record of his cruise to China and Java, under the name of

Iter chinensis in which students recognize many well-kno\ra

fishes of Indian waters. At about the same time another of

Linnaeus' students, Fredrik Hasselquist, published in his Ikr

Palestinum an account of his ichthyological discoveries in

Palestine and Egypt. Carl Peter Thunberg, successor of Lin-

naeus in the University of Upsala, wrote on the fish collected by

his student Jonas Nicolus Ahl in the neigbourhood of Nagasaki.

Petrus ForskSl (1736—63) examined and described the fishes of

the Red Sea. His work on the fishes of that region was pub-

lished posthumously in 1775. Petrus Simon Pallas (1741—1811)

traversed nearly the whole of the Russian Empire in Asia and

published his Zoographica Russo-Asiatica, Commerson travelled

with Bougainville and Sir Joseph Banks sailed with Cook and

made valuable contributions to kno^vledge of the geographic^'

distribution of fishes. They discovered new species in the East

Indies. The students of Indian Ichthvologv cannot aSord to

neglect any of these pioneer works. .

Mark Eliezer Bloch was a Jewish physician, bom at

Anspach in 1723 ; when he had reached an age of fifty-six

began to devote himself to Ichthyology. Bloch's work '

unique, and will for ever remain so. He received a larg

number of specimens from Tranqueber from the Dutch Missio

'

aries of Southern India, and a large proportion of his m^^
genera are described from types from the Coromandel coaj^^

His Avell-knomi genus Ophicephalus is one of these. .

Ichthyohgia was published in Berlin between 1782 to
^ ^j

After the completion of this work Bloch occupied li"^^f^

-g^g.

systematic work. He prepared a general system of
^^f^L^

tion of fishes, in which he arranged and described not onl}
j^

of which he himself was the author but also those witn w^^^

he had become acquainted from the descriptions of others.
^^

work was edited and published in 1801 after Bloch s_dea_

J. G. Schneider, under the title " M. E. Blochii ^y;-_
_^^^

Ichthjologiae." The number of species enumerated m it amouat^

to 1,519.
r Indi^

As we have already said, Bloch had formed di^"'\
, .^bk

genera in his " History of Fishes," but a much more co^/if^ffpir

number was formed by Lacepede in his continuation oi p ,^

Natural History. The great work of Conite de ha .1 ^^
Hisfoire Naturelle chs Poissons, was published ongmaii)

^^^^^^j

volumes in Paris between 1798 to 1803. For origuj^^i
^^^jj^^

he depended largely on the collections and notes of tde ^
^^^^,

Commerson who has akeady been alluded to. The tigui
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w hich the work is illustrated are inferior to those of Bloch and
often the description is referred to one genus and the accom-
panying figure to another. Lacepede had to contend with great
difficulties in the preparation of his work which was written
during the most disturbed period of the French Revolution. To
a student of Indian Ichthyology, however, the works of Both
Block and Lacepsde are indispensable.

In the latter part of the eighteenth century there flourished
two very enthusiastic workers on Indian Ichthyologv who bv
their long residence and wide travels in this country thoroughlv
feuiiliarized themselves with the species they came across,
wt 1 of them were convinced of the absolute necessity of
studymg them on the spot and they confined themselves there-
wre to an exhaustive study of those they examined personally.
Une of them was Dr. Patrick Russell of the Madras Medic'al
service and the other Dr. Francis Hamilton (formerly) Bucha-
nan of the Bengal establishment.

Dr. Patrick Russell, M.D., F.R.S.. in the course of seVeral
}ears residencft at Vizagapatam was attracted to ichthyological
esearch by the sight of fishermen dailv dragaing their large
^ine nets and angling from boats and rafts beyond the surf. He
IT ti 1

^^^^ ^^^'° hundred figures of fish faithfully
eimeated by an Indian artist under his supervision ; these

azures were published with detailed descriptions in 1803 under

Si

patronage of the East India Company at the suggestion of
^Joseph Banks. They occupy two folio volumes entitled

^
^^cnphons and Figures oj Two hundred Fishes collected at

T)haV ^'T'"
^'^ ^''^ ^'^'^^^ ^/ Coromavdei:' It.is needless to em-

In th
importance of this work to the Indian ichthyologist,

^enpr D^^^"S«'ment of the collection and in the treatment of

the nuhr
^^^" followed Artedi and Linnaeus, although before

the \ V,^
^*'^" of his Descriptions he became acquainted with

Renerl° \ ^* ^^^^^ ^"^ Lacepede. Of the newly instituted

namp, ,
^' ^"^^ ^^as adopted from Bloch. In the specific

Linnap/' u^^
^® ^^^* ^^^^® °^ ^^^ identification, he adopted

ta be n
.1"^°^^^^ names, but to the species which he thought

after fh^^^
merely applied a polynomial descriptive phrase

lopai
'„ Planner of Artedi. He made a point of giving the

local

cwrrent

pomt of givin^

the country dialects

of Corn
y^agapatam, Canjam and at Ingeramon the coast

^eregoT f
1!*

Russell's predilection for these local names

result tht ^{.^^ "^ ^^^ plates they alone are inscribed, with the

referred tfr^^®*^"^'^^ writers in alluding to Russell's fishes

femain o t
^^ ^^^'^^ names only. This work will always

thvolA„,.k^.? ^o"s<^ant reference to students of Indian Ich-
-«J10gy both innrir,o <,r.A -..4..„_:..-marine and estuarhie.Dr P

"^<^'mc uuu escuarnie.

'^wreh ir^A^^^^^^
Buchanan, M.D. (1762—1829), came from Edin-

^J^panv
^'^^''^®^ the service of the Honourable East India

.
as an Assistant Surgeon on the Bengal establishment

\
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in 1794. He Avas a keen student of nature before his arrival in

India, and his enthusiasm continued throughout his official life

in this country. With Captain Symes he was sent on a

mission to Ava, and there he employed his leisure in collecting

natural history specimens in Burma and subsequently in the

Andaman Islands. He forwarded his collections and drawings

to the Honourable Court of Directors who presented them to Sir

Joseph Banks. Returning to India he was stationed for two

years at Puttahaut near Luckipoor, not far from the mouth of

the old Brahmaputra. The fishes of this locality attracted hi?

attention, and it is here, we have positive evidence to show.

that he began to take notes on fish. In a letter to RoxburgJ

dated 30th November, 1797, he says, " I have given my old

painter a gold mohar a month and have him employed on

fishes." From the begmning of October, 1798, till the com-

mencement of 1800 Buchanan was stationed at Baruipurin th?

Twenty-four Pergana District. Wh
to make several voyages in the A.

utilized these opportunities to become acquanted with Gangetk

estuarine fishes. In 1800 he was commissioned to report upjn

the state of Mysore and Malabar, lately acquired from W
Sultan. In the" course of these travels he discovered three ne

species of fish, descriptions of which, with figures, he inclu^^",^^

his reports published in three volumes between 1805—07 una^^

the title " A Journey from Madras through the Countries

My
'

and

" These descriptions are tu.

til"

first published contribution by Buchanan to Ichthyology.
J^^

copious notes on fishes collected while be was stationed
^

Puttahaut and at Bauripur, were incorporated in his^/|«^

'/

iveh-
sent with Captain Knox to Nepal where he collected estensiv^^

He continued his study of Gangetic fishes when he ha^^t
{^

of the menagerie at Barrackpur durins:^ 1804—05. In
^^^^^^^

was directed to make a comprehensive statistical surve}
^ ^

territories comprising the Presidency of Bengal as
^*'®J^

|jj.

portion of Assam and some other adjacent districts, i^

nan's time was wholly occupied in this work for seven J
^^

from the rainy season of 1807 till the hot weather of ^^i,.^^
covered the districts of Rungpur, Dinajpur, <^oa^Pf

^' rakpof-
Bhagalpur, Monghyr, Gaya, Patna, Shahabad and Ooi«**r

making journeys also to Allahabad and Agra. .^gj]i>i

Buchanan took extensive notes on fish and

of the districts he surveyed and incorporated
J> ^^

dra«'
the report which he submitted in manuscript to jn

ot Directors of the East India Company. He also w ^^
mgs (about 194 in number) made of these fishes oy^^^^ ^
artists under his supervision and submitted ^'^^^^ ^^m
report. Verbatim extracts from thia manuscript i^'l^^j^^je.

published by Montgomery Martin in 1838 in thfe<^
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under the title Eastern India, with Martin's name on the
title page, a work popularly ,knowu as Martin's India. In
these volumes Buchanan's notes on the fish and fisheries of the
different districts were quoted, but in so casual a manner that
they are useless alike to pisciculturists and ichtliyologists.
The full report on fish and fis^heries was eventually pnbli^^-d
by Sir William Hunter in 1S77 in the twentieth volume of his
Stalutical Account of Bengal with footnotes by Dr. Francis Day
on the names under wiiich the fish are referred j-o in the Fishes
of (he Ganges. The drawings ill ustrathig Buchanan's work haT«,
however, not yet been published. One set consisting of one
hundred and forty -nine original coloured figures and forty-fi\e
copies of originals, all made by Indian artists under Buchanan's
snpervision, are in the possession of the Asiatic Societ.v of
Bengal, Buchanan returned home in 1815 and for family
reasons adopted the name of Hamilton. On his return he
misled himself in preparing and publishing his accounts of
^epal and of Assam and tables of the genealogies of Hindu
n\-nasties. As soon as these works were finished he arranged
for publication the most sustained and notable of his zoological
works, An Account of the Fishes found in tlie River Ganges and
tw Branches^ with a volume of' plates in royal quarto. In
this treatise he embodied the observations of nearly twenty
years. The numerous drawings made at Puttahaut, Baruipur
and at Barrackpur were all his property and they were
incorporated in the volume of plates illustrating the work.

A Q "^.^^® between 1807 and 1814 were part of the report on
ine Statistical Account of the Presidency of Bengal and he was
f eprived of their use. It is not necessary here to enter into the
circumstances which brought tliis about, but the incident was
"ntortunate as the published volume of plates is less complete

th^f n
^^'^"^^^ otherwise have been. It has been already stated

^a Dr. Francis Buchanan subsequently assumed, for family
^^«ons, the surname Hamilton, and this name appears on the

alth ^^?*u^^
^^ Account. Cuvier, however, suggested that

the^F^^
signed himself by his new name in his Account of

8oi re °^ ^^® Gaiiges he should be recognized amongst
»«entifac writers as Dr. Hamilton Buchanan, as under the latter
me he was best known amongst naturalists. The impor-
nce of his excellent work on the Indian fishes cannot be

^^^aggerated. lu a letter written by the late Mr. J. B. Hamilton

H ^^ ^^^^ *"^ successor of Hamilton Buchanan) to Mr.

qq TT^^'"^^ge tliere is a reference to an interview with Dr
.. l"

Y''
^^'^lo. speaking of this work, informed Mr. Hamilton that

relia^
^*^^- ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^'^ ^^^^^ ^^^ reference

;
he had implicit

reco^l^^i'^^
^* ^^ ^^ authority, for it was the work of one who

obser ^f-
^'^^^ absolute truthfulness the results of his own

elsevvh
^°"'^ and nothing more or less." Giinther has remarked

^ere, " Hamilton Buchanan's works were distinguished by
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a greater accuracy of their drawings than was ever attained

before.

Almost contemporaneous with these two Indian workt.

there arose a master mind in France who revolutionized our

conception of Ichthyology in all its branches. With Geor.

T^eopold Chretien Frederic Dagohert Cuvier(1769—lS32)wehavp
rx*the beginning of anew era in this branch of Zoological Sclera

r'uvier did not occupy himself with the study of fishes iit^Ht

because this class formed part of the " Regne animal amutgi

iipres son Organization (1817)"bu^ devoted himself to it wili

particular predilection. Indefatigable in examining all external

and internal characters of fishes from all parts of the world,

brought together mainly through his ceaseless activities and

masterful influence, he ascertained the natural aflfinities of the

infinite variety of species and accurately defined the divisionj.

orders, families and genera of the class. Soon after the ypsr

1820, Cuvier, assisted by one of his pupils, A. Valenciennes

commenced his great work on fishes, Histoire NafureUes ^
Poissons, of which the first volume appeared in 1828. After

Cuvier's death in 1832 the work was left entirely to Valencien-

nes who left it unfinished with the twenty-second volome

(1848). Incomplete as the work is, it is "^indispeusable to

students of Indian Ichthyology though Cuvier had to depend too

much on the report of M. Leschenault, a superficial obserr^'

and his collections from Pondiehery, and often disregarded or

passed over the results of Hamilton Buchanan's masterW

studies. It has been already noticed that the great work «

Cuvier and Valenciennes was left incomplete; but severW

authors subsequentlv supplied detailed accounts of the ora.'

omitted in that work. Johannes Muller (1808—1858) of Beriw

Txith Dr. J. Henle published an account of the Plagiostom^;

J. J. Kaup of the Muraenida and Lophobranchi. A. Duni'

commenced an Histoire Naturelle des Poissons on lehthyom^'

Generale of which only two volumes (Plagiostomes and L'^P"^

branchi) were published, when the publication was suspend*^^

owing to the death of Dumeril. All these publications are _

the highest importance to students of Indian fishes, nor <^
they afford to neglect the results of various voyages of discos f.

mostly stimulated bv the work of Cuvier and his disciples.
^.

In 1824 Quoy and Gaimard published in Paris a great U

Mork on the fishes collected by the Corvelle VCrann an^
^

Physicienne in Freycinet's voyages around the ^^'or'd-

^J^jp1834 the same authors gave an account of the fishes collect^^^^

Duperry's voyage of the Astrolabe. In 1826 Lesson descn
^^

the fishes of Dumont d'Urvilles' vovage of the CoquiUe^^

1839 Eydoux and Gervais published an account of the fen _^
the voyage of La Favorite. In England Sir John i^»^^*L

(1787—1865), a wise and careful naturalist, wTote of ^"^
,.4^.

collected by the Sulphur (1845), the Erebus and Terror \i°

.J
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the Samaraiui and the Herald. Still more imiM.rtiinf .uul far

portf
Cludlemjf

Ofhrr
»«k, uat)Je work on the deep-sea forms has also Wn a<"^nTTip]i.hrvJ
bvGoocleand Bean, Gilbert, Carman, Gill. Jordnn an^l H.,ier
who have reported on fi^h obtainod bv the U.^. Fi^h r ,;....,

^^n Stoamrr Albatross and bv tlir /tW; //(7?r^- and the Bhl'
immi

oir R. Waitc and James Douglas OgWhy of the Aijstrn linn
Muvum described the ccllections of the Thrtig. From Austria
the voyage of the frigate Novara jieldnd large m.iteri.il dca-
cnbtyl by Rudolph Kner (1865—68). Nor can the students of
Indian fishes neglect the study of fossil fishr , especially them^um opus of I.ouis Agassiz, i.e. Poissons Fosaileg, the
^rtalogue of fossil fishes of the British Museum from 1845 bv
Dr \\ oodhead and^Dthers, and above all the splendid publications

decad
la&

es.

Befo

oted

surroun
ing India, for without their help an Indian studont cannot
proceed far. Foremost among them stnnds Dr. P. Bleeker.

f hi ^ Kleeker (1810—1878) was a surgeon in the service
ot thf Dutch East Indian Government, who between the yenr<
i»J«' and 1870 got together immense collections of thn fishes
ot the Indo-Australian Archipelago and described them in
numerous papers published chieflv in the journals of the

fllr^^"
Society. In 1.S53 he published a paper entit)-1

i^hyologi-sche fauna van Bengalen, with lists of all the; fi>hc=
previously describerl from India and detailed descriptions of

- species. In 1862 he gave descriptions of II species of
^T> from Ceylon, illustrated uith four plates contaminu
Jijven coloured figures. Soon after his return to Europe (IHW)

^^.j^^'^'Oienced a large work illustratpd by coloured platfe

e publication of which was interrupted after the ninth volume

th 1
^"^^o'^'s cleath in 1878. Splendid as these volumes are.

_e colouring of the figures only proves the justification of R"-

v^^^^ against attemptijug to colour them outside India.

b<ihJv? ^ Sclilegel, of the Tniversitv of Levden, puh-

coH
.!^^^^" ^^^^ ^o ^^^^ his ssovk Faujia^Japonka on fi«h-«

is a
^"''^'* ^^aga.'^aki bv P. F. Sicbold and Burger. Thi-

K
* ?°^,\ "''^f"' guide to the fishes T)f that region. Karl T.

tj
^'^MlHliv— issi) travelled much and wrote extensively on

^f-hm!!*
""^ ^'entral Asia, Turkestan and Mongolia. Peter

Kt-nZ?.
^''**^ ^^ ^^^' fishes «f the Seas of Japan Edward

neii^fhi
^ ^ Klunzinger on those of the Red Sea aud

•ali^,f "V°^ ^"^^^"^ ^* Africa, Franz Steindachner on those of
'"St of all parts of the world. Dr. H. E. S-mvage of
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Boulogne has written largely on the fishes of Asia, Africa

and other regions. Charles De Vis, William Macleay, H. De
Maclay, J. D. Ogilby, Edgar R. Waite and Clark are all writers

of note who made valuable contributions to the knowledge of

fish in Polynesian and Australian seas ; their works have a

direct bearing on the study of Indian fish.

The one work most essential to Indian Ichthyologists, or

indeed to the systematic study of the fishes of any region,, is the

monumental work CaMogue of the Fishes of the British Muse''""

published from 1859 to 1870 as the result of the laboriou?

devotion and patient industry of late Pr. Albert C L. G.

Gunther, for a number of years the honoured keeper of the

British Museum. 6,843 species are described and 1,GS2

doubtful species mentioned in this work. The pubhcation gave

great impetus to the study of fishes, and the number of known

species has now been raised to nearly double that dealt with in

Giinther's great work. Among the extensive contributions

to Ichthyology made by this writer, too numerous to be

summarised here, students of Indian fishes caimot dispense

with his various reports on fish collections made in the course of

political and scientific missions and of travels in countries adja-

fair and
We

•/

Fische des Sildsee published between 1873 and 1910.

have to mention some of the more valuable works oi

Indian Ichthyologists who flourished and worked after Hamil-

ton Buchanan.
/

by W. A. Sykes, who entered the Bombay army in 1804 and

was engaged in a statistical enquirv from 1824 to 1831 mtje

course of which he made a report on the fishes of South-

western India giving descriptions of forty-six species, illustra

ted by twenty-eight drawings. It was published in 1841 in tjf

i ransactions of the Zoological Society of London. Dr. 1
^:_

Jerdon of Madras devoted some time to Indian fishes.
«>

J^she8 of Southern India " and •' Ichthyoloqical Gleamif
J^^Madras,

' published in 1849 and 1853 respectively m
JMadras Journal of Literature and Science, are important conm

butions. Mr. J. Bennett of the Ceylon Civil Service
publi^hea

m 1830 an illustrated work containing thirty coloured figures^

fish found on the coast of Ceylon. Dr. Cantor of the Ben£
Medical Ser^ir.. .^-ntributed Notes respecting some Indian P^

the Eoval Asiatic Societv in 1839, and su"
'/

Mdajl^

f the Asiatic Society of
latter contains descriptions of 292 species illustrated

J),pktes^ Dr. John McClelland, also of the Bengal Medical Serv^c^^

published a memoir on Indian Cyprinidae in the second
^^of the nineteenth volume of the Asiatic Eesearches,

be
_ ^

contributing numerous papers on Indian fishes in the pag^s
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edited for six years from 1841. Mr. Blyth, the difttingulshed
rurator of the Museum of the Asiatic Society of BtMigal,
contributed several interesting and important articles to fho
Journals and the Proceedings of the Society from LSr)« to l^m
on several fish collections from India, Burma and the Andaman
klandis. Mr. 11. S. Thomas of the Madras Civil Service has left

South Camira.
i

•/

between 1875 and 1878 and fully illustrated, is considered to
he a fairly complete account of the fishes of the Indian
Empire, including Burma and Ceylon. Dr. Day (1826—1889)
belongt^d to the Madras Medical Service and was station ^1
from 1859 to 1862 at Cochin. His work in spare hours

/ Malabar
s a

*w ^

Dr

beautifully illustrated publication, though in other rcsp?ct
most disappointing performance. In 1867 Sir Arthur Cotton
drew the attention of the Secretary of State to the suppo d
injury that had been done to the coast fisheries by wnirs

constructed in all the principal rivers of the east coast for

irrigation, and the Madras Government in 1869 appointed
i rancis Day to investigate the matter. His deputation wn -

afterwards extended to Orissa, and Lower Bengal and sub
quently to British Burma and the Andaman Islands. He re-

ported that the knowledge of the Ichthyology of this part of

"orld was exceedingly imperfect. On tliis representation

Day was appointed
'^

Inspector General of Fisheries and
carried on fishery investigations from 1871 to 1874. The
rpsnlfs were embodied in two official reports in the year 1874.
on Freshwater Fish and Fisheries of India and on Sea fish and
•>ta fisheries of India. He published his Fishes of India in

parts, as already mentioned, besides contributing a large num-
ber of papers to" the Zoological Society of London. It is unfor-

tunate that he could not find time nor opportunity to examine

JJilly and critically the pioneer works on Indian species by
Ivussell and Hamilton Buchanan. Numerous instances of care-

Imness have been cited on diverse occasions by various authore
^no have followed him, and these need not be repeated here.
In 1889 he edited in two volumes the publication on Indian
nshes in the Fauna of India series. With all their defects Dr.

Francis Day's contributions aro indispensable to all Indian
j^orkers. Francis Day was soon followed by Dr. A. Alcock m
Andia and Dr. G. A. Boulenger and Mr. Tate Regan in England,

J^no as a result of their researches on various collections of

Jndian Mx contributed extensively to the pages of Journals

fna ^Proceedings of various Scientific Societies. Though the

nonour of being the first to carry out deep-sea biological investi-

gation m the Indian Ocean belongs not to the Marine Survey of

^n''>a but to an officer of the Indian Museum, the late Mr.
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James Wood-Mason, the real credit of elucidating the taxonomv

of the deep-sea forms belongs to that indefatigable worker

Colonel Alcock, for many years Surgeon Naturalist on the

R.I.M.S. Investigator. It is on his work that we have entirely

to depend for our knowledge of the deep-sea fish of Indian soas.

His fascinating book A Naturalist in Indian Seas will be read

with interest by every student of Indian Ichthyology.

Of recent" contributors to Indian Ichthyology we art-

indebted among others to Dr. G. A. Boulenger, Mr. Tate Regan.

Dr. Willey, Dr. N. Annandale, Major R. Lloyd, Captain F. H

Stewart, Dr. J. Travis Jenkins, Captain Sewell. Dr Duncker.

Dr. Zugmayer, together with Mr. James Johnstone and Mr. J.

Hornell. Of workers on fish of neighbouring countries, the

Indian student cannot but give his best attention to the

numerous contributions that are being almost daily ma^^

among others by Prof. Max Weber and Dr. Beaufort on the fishes

of the ludo-Australian Archipelago. Dr. Alvin Scale on thefishe?

of Philippine Islands, Mr. S. Tanaka on the fishe.'* of Japan.

Dr. Boulenger, Drs. Gilchrist and Thomson on South Afncaii

fishes, Henry Fowler on fishes of Borneo, Dr. Theodor GiU

and Mr. E. W. Gudger on fishes of the Atlantic Ocean and

Mr. Berg on Central Asian fishes. Among workers in distent

lands we are very much indebted to Dr. David Starr Joidan

and his associates and disciples working in America, Japan^

China, and the Phihppine Islands for their careful studies <)i

Indian fishes and Indian literature on fishes and for pomtM

out various mistakes in authors who have followed Russell an

Hamilton Buchanan. It is with feelings of profound regret tM

all workers in the field of Ichthyology realize that Dr. ''ordan

is bringing' his Ichthyological researches to an end. He isno^

turning his attention from Ichthyology and its taxonomy
^^

larger but perhaps less charmUig studies in the relations

nations. We can but hope that his work in this new
Y-T^e

endeavour will be as fruitful as the forty years ^u \n^
devoted to Ichthyological study from which he retires, ^0"^^^;

the example of Linnaeus by naming his last described sp^

hona-nox " good night.

.of
Plasticity and evolution among the aquatic niolluj^^^.

the Inle Lake in the Southern Shan States.

Annandale.

Bn

much slu-unk and shallopTho iiue lase is a solution lake now very mucn sm uu". "—
jj,jj(.

but once of large extension and considerable depth It lies '» "
,j^j^..aa

stone belt of tho Shan Plateau, 3000 feet above sea level. 1 »e
"J ^^

fauna includes over 50% of endemic species, and the lake see-n* ^^^
headquarters of two remarkable genera of which a ^0"'"^'^'^^T^e be<*
of species are found only in the Shan States. The mo^l^f^.^j point"!
studied from a systematic, a geographical and a palaeontologica' F^^ ^
view as well aa from that of evolution. The conclusions draw

follows
;

*.
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(1) That racial plasticity is a more common phenomonon than ex-
treme individual variability, and that the two are not n**<**"-

sarily correlated.

(2) That in very few instances is it possible to detect any advant^i^e
that the race can have gained by its plasticity.

(3) That the moulding forces, or the causes of plasticity, of K^eateBt
influence are not the same in all .species, and that among thom
apparently slight differr»nces in environment are somotimf^s of
greater practical moraorlt than changes which seem to be much
greater.

A primitive eel from the Southern Shan States.

—

By S
Annandale.

collected on a recen
tne ooutnem feiian States were several exan:
extremely orimitive characters, the most im
foillowing : colly free

^-^ —_ — , _^ ^^ ^_.— ^ _ .— -^ —^ _- ^ - ^
supported by two hypural bones ; the ethmoid and the vomer are distinct,
the frontals paired," teeth are entirely absent from the roof of the mouth ;

-mall scales are present in the skin ; the branchiostegal rays are few. The
eggs are relatively large and provided with abundant yolk. The larg^t
T>ecimpn, which 'is fully adult, is only a little more than two inchoe long.

With the exception of the Cretaceous genus Urenchelys, to which my
^cies is not allied, this eel is the only representative of the order Apod -

m which the tail-fin and hypural bones are developed.

Revie\\ of progress hi our knowledge of oriental Diptora

durmg the last two decades.—% E, BRUNrrTi.

A brief review of recent work on the Diptera of the oriental rejjion.

Notes on the large Indian Glow-w'orm {LarnprophrnvM

tentbroms, Walker).—£i/ C. Paiva.

adult
and t1

Durrows as a preliminary to ecdy;si3 are described in detail. The lumm-
^^^y of the eggs is also noted and farts bearing on that of the larva and
*du]t recorded.

On the anatomy and life-history of Rhynchoholhrim ilisfui,

n. sp., irom^ the intestine? of a shark, Carcharinns

gangeticus (Mull, and Henle).—% T. Southwell and

Baim Prashad.
la this paper the authors describe a new tapeworm of the genus

^^^^ynchobothriua found in the large intestine of a shark Carcharmut
^ngthcus (Mull. & Henle). A full account of the structure both of the
larval and adult tapeworm is given.
^

I he larval stage of this "tape-w
i >9 found in the lat« '

S*""^* P^^^-)- The adult

tadpole-like

Hiha iUaha

The adult tapeworm develops from these cyat« on tne

being devoured by the shark and is found in the intestm<»

J
^^^'^0"8 intermediate stages between the larval stage and the adult

Peworm were found in the intestine of the shark. ^ „„

shark.

'-•-'Ugsed.
possibilities
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A description of a Cestode parasite of doubtful systematic

position, from the mesentery and liver of llih^—By
T. Southwell ana iSAmi ^rashad.

In this paper the authors describe a Cestode parasite found in the

mesentery of Hilsa. The infection is so heavy that the mesentery becomes

a massive liver-hke organ. The anatomy and development of the parasitfl

are described. The parasite is unique in having only a parthenogenetic

method of reproduction.

The systematic position of the parasite is a very anomalous one.

The authors, after discussing its 'structure and affinities with both the

CestodesandTreraatodes, come to the conclusion, that it is an adult

Cestode in which many of the adult characters have become masked

owing to degeneration.

On methods of asexual and parthenogenetic reproduction

in Cestodes.—% T. Southm^ell and Baini Prashad.

The authors, in this paper, discuss the various methods ^^^^^^^||

and parthenogenetic reproduction found amongst larval and adu

Cestodes. . i

1. Internal prohferation from the wall of the cysticercoid larvae

stage, as exhibited in Polycercus^ Coenurus^ etc. , ,

2. Endogenous budding as shown in Willey's Merocercus and tne

larval form of Teirarhynchns unionifactor,
3. Externa] budding as exemplified in larval stages of tapewor .

like Stapliylocystia, etc.
tapeworm

The calcareous glands of earthworms.

—

By J. STEPflE> SOS

and Batni Prashad.
4 fir

The older view of the calcareous glands of earthworms, as given^^

•example in Beddard's monograph, is that they are to ^® ^^°
p^ gptlv

diverticula, more or less complicated, of the oesophagu3.
J.^ .j^gt

Combault, working on the Lumbricidae, has seen reason for thinking

the epithehum of the lamellae of the glands represents the walls ol
^^r^ .

vessels of these very vascular structures,—in this foliowmg Y f r oaP«f-
the epithelium would then be of mesodermal origin. In a ^^LL*
however, he thinks it is difficult to say from which germmai ja>

^^^^

glands are derived. Since the view that the glands are Hiesociem
ble

to

^.«.**«o «^^v vAciivcu.. oiiiuo tiiG View unaij tat? j^jquvao w*^ —
Hesira

been taken up in a recent elementary text book, it ^^®^^®
t ^^g)

(earthworms being among the types studied by all junior stuae

combat this, in the view of the authors,' erroneous idea.
^f^gy

The glands have been examined in Eutyphoeus, in which S^^ginft
have not previously been subjected to histological study, as we

^^^^^
number of other Indian species. The conclusion is that, as *^ "-eoreseo^
by Beddard, the various degrees of complexity of the SJ^'^f-Jol^^^
mcreasing degrees of complexity of folding of the epithe lal nni

^^^.^^^

oei..phagu8, and that their epithelium is therefore hypoblastic
^^^^^^

Such embryological evidence as is at the command of the presei

•confirms this view.

with a note on

The lymph glands in the genus Pheretimci, with an
^

the coelomic organ of Beddard and Fedarb.—^i'

Thapae.

)ur present knowledge of the lymph glands in ^^^.^^^^ rdst^i^^
B to Beddard and Schneider. The first of these authors ret,
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as solid masses of cells surrounding a few muscular fibres ; the second as
tree-like branching structures around the margins of perforations in the
septa. Neither of these views is correct; the glands are forward eva-
ginations of the septa, which form thin membranous sacs, within which
are developed the l^'raph cells which constitute the bulk of the glands.

The ** Coelomic Organs" which Beddard and Fedarb apparently
supposed to be present in all specimens of Pheretima posthuma, are but
rarely found, at any rate in specimens at Lahore ; a more complete histo-
logical description of these structures is given than had previously been
furnished.

t

The valves of the bloodvessels in the genus Pheretima.—
ByFL S. K. Zibbu.

The valves and the course of the circulation (which depends largely
on the position and direction of the valves) have been studied by a largo
number of observers, but mostly in the Lumbricidae. Bourne is the only
investigator who has published an account of the subject in any Indian
earthworm; his results were obtained on Megascolex caeruleus.

In Pheretima the valves of the dorsal vessel have the same position
^and structure as in the genera already investigated. In the condition of
the hearts, however, Pheretima differs from both the Lumbrididae, which
nave valves along the course of the hearts, and from Megascolex, whore
there are no valves at the junction with the ventral vessel (at least
oourne does not mention any) ; in Pheretima, the valves are at the junc-
tions with the supra-intestinal and ventral vessels. The septal loops
nave valves at their junction with the dorsal vessel.

^^^ disposition of these latter valves shows that the blood must enter
the dorsal vessel from the septal loops, which correspond to the dorso-
parietal and dorso-integuraentary vessels of a number of authors. This
view of the circulation is opposed to that of Bourne and Beddard, but
agrees with that of most other writers.

The origin and ethnological significance of Indian boat
designs.~% J. Hornell.

The principal types of existing small craft comprise :

!• The catamaran or raft form.
2. The basket-boat or coracle.
3. The dug-out canoe.
4. The outrigger design in two forms, either with

(a) the float boomed out, or
(b) a transversely placed balance board araid-ships.

5. Lateen rigged boats, with grab bows.
6. High sterned river craft with quarter rudder-paddles or with

balanced rudders.
*' Square-rigged river boats with double masts of A-form.

The catamaran appears to be of indigenous origin as nowhere else does

Jlf^^^
such elaboration as in India; its most primitive form is seen m

Tu ^"d in plantain stems skewered together.

»K-i -
Indian basket-boat is identical with that used in ^lesopotamia.

«;nU0 nver craft using quarter steering oars (Ganges) and those with mas.
tnangles (Burma) are distinctively Egyptian in origin, the latter shown

died f
°^ of Nile boats of the 4th to the 11th dynasties, after which it

oat m Egypt ; this design is also seen in Java. ,

W«.r?,^^^"^^gged craft with overhanging bows are found only on tne

DTohaS^'^J ^^ I^^i^i they appear to be of Arab origin, representmg
probably the evolution of the boat form used by the Sabaeans of S.W .

"oia m the earliest stage of traffic between Arabia and India.
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The outrigger design is much more widely spread on Indian coasts

than is commonly known. It flourishes strongly on the Konkan Coast

{Bombay Presidency) and I have seen examples as far north as Baluchistan;

it appears again in great strength in Ceylon and Palk Bay and also in

backwaters near Cuddalore and Porto Novo on the Carnatic Coast, while

as far north as the Godavari balance-board canoes are used for sea-fishing.

The size of these outrigger boats is often considerable and may exceed

30 tons register in the case of Ceylon and Point Caliniere coasters—the

former possessing a floating outrigger, the latter (3-masted) having a

balance board. The discontinuity and wide extent of the distribution

of outriggers on Indian coasts suggest great antiquity. Large boats of this

style are seen in the Boro Budor sculptures in Java of the 8th century

A.D. India is the only country in the world outside of Madagascar and

Zanzibar and the Malaya-Polynesian region where the outrigger design

has ever penetrated.

The main conclusions I have come to are as follows :—
(a) That the pre-Dravidian population of, at least, coastal India

was largely of Polynesian stock, these fisherfolk using, like the peoples

of Malaysia and Polynesia of the present day, outrigger canoes and

balance-board proas.

(6) That the true Dravidians, who appear to be a branch of the

Mediterranean race, learned or invented the use of the circular coracle

while living in Mesopotamia, and on arrival in India, fid Baluchistan,

introduced the boat forms of the Nile and the Tigris, the former on the

great perennial rivers, the latter on those that carry little water in the

dry season.

Cranial measurements, which I have lately taken of the vanou=

castes in the extreme south of India, reveal an unexpectedly strong

bracliycephalic element in the lower caste population. Of ^^^^'^f^t]

(fisher-caste) measured, the average cranial index was 794; while ot

Shanars (palmtree tappers) it was 80-7. Hitherto all the people ot tm^^

region have been considered typically dolichocephalic, so this 'ij^*^^^^'

throws fresh lierht upon the ethnological problem of who were the tier

^
Nagas found by the Tamils on their invasion of South India, ^P°°

^^
introducers of the outrigger canoe into India, and may be upon

):^^^^,^^
followed by those Austric wanderers who peopled Madagascar ^'^"^^ r\.

akin to those qf Malaysia and Polynesia—Polynesian and Malays oe ^

both typically brachycephalic.
"'

. r
j^^y

Various other facts are enumerated pointing to the validity oj
main hypothesis of a strong Polynesian element in our coastal popuia

Serpent shrines in Malabar, iCochin and Travancore.-^i/

L. K. Anantiiakrishna Aiyar.
The relics of serpent worship are common throughout So«t

^^^

India and Ceylon. Snakes carved in granite stones are numerous

around Jain temples also. ,
es in

In Malabar, Cochin and Travancore, there are serpent snr ^
every compound, and images of serpents carved in granite si

^^^^
placed underneath trees. Offerings of milk, fruits and ^p^^^^

-^^ the

made to them on auspicious days. Any indifference or
"fSYf^^^ArrennesSt

performance of ceremonies is believed to bring on leprosy, itch, oar

death of children, etc. . j jsthe

Foremost among the shrines in the provinces above mentione
^^^^.^^

one m the compound of the house of Pambinmelkat I"f°^ " ^j-gper-

Several kmds of ceremonies, Noorumpalom, Pambin thullal,etc.,

formed to propitiate the deities in the serpent groves. The

EquaUy famous is the shrine at Mannarsally in "Travancu
^^j^^.

family and the origin of the installation of the deity have a *^^"
j, in t\i^

cal origm. The ceremony of sarpapattoo to propitiate the ae j

grove is very important.
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In some unexplained way there exists an intimate connection between
the worship of Subramania and that of the serpent, and it is explained
by the fact, that his most famous temples are on hill-tops, and that he is
connected with the tree and serpent worship and the Sylvan deities.

Some remarks on Somatology of the people of Calcutta.
By K. S. Ray.

In Anthropometry very little attention has been paid to the shape of
the trunk. But certain racial differences in this respect are woll shown
in a series of photographs recently taken at the Indian Museum, Calcutta.

The difToronces are to be found both in the shape of the trunk as
fed from before or behind and in the profile of the abdominal region.

Notes ou the life-history of phiocephalus jmnctatus, Bloch.
By C. R. Narayan Rao.

r

The observations recorded in the paper supplement the already
published accounts in certain particulars, such as for instance the mode
of transference of the oil globule to the liver, the origin of the pelvic fins
and the opening of the rectum on an anal lobe and the colour changes
dunng the period of larval development. Nothing beyond a bare reference
u made to the remarkable yolk sac circulation which, however, will be
described in detail in a paper to be published soon ; it may be noticed
here that at about the same stage, the circulation in the yolk sac in the
larvae of O. punctatus differs with that described by Dr. A. WiUey in
those of 0. striatus.

Some South Indian Coccidae of economic importance.
By T, V. Ramakkishna Ayyae.

y -^^ economic importance of scale insects and mealy bugs is very
uttle known in India. A knowledge of these will be very useful to fruit
growers and horticulturists as these insects are specially partial to trees
Of various kinds. The object of the paper is to point out the importance
pt these insects to agriculturists in general and togardners and orchardists
»n particular. The paper deals with 32 species which have so far been
noted to play some part (chiefly as crop pests) as economic insects. Only

f fu
*^ ^^^^ noted on some of the important field crops, while most

of Ih
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ found on trees of different kinds. Though many

01 the species are not yet of serious importance, there is a tendency on the
part of some forms gradually to increase their activities as there is a gene-

of fK^^^t^^^
year after year in the fruit area of the country. A knowledge

•jr ,
®/ocal species will also help us to know the foreign forms that are

qf u e
^® introduced through fruit, bulbs, roots, orchids and nursery

^ock of various kinds. India is fortunate in that it does not yet suffer

j^^^^^of the notorious scale insects of the West—such as the San
^'oae fecale. Fluted Scale, etc., some of which are known to do considerable

Carf^^®
1^ the well-known fruit tracts of AustraUa, South Africa and

will kT^' ^^^^^ ^^ *^^ ^^^^^ noted are illustrated with diagrams which
^elp one in identifying them to a certain extent.
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Section of Botany.

President—R. S. Hole, Esq., F.C.H., F.L.S,, F.E.k%

Forest Botanist, Dehra Dun.

Presidential Address.

Plan J ^^ M ^^ ' V-P* ^p £& -^^^ -A-/' .m. -^ ^fc-f p*" *-»^^^ V -^ -"— —

Economic Importance in India.

(With Plates V—X.)

1. Plant oecology is the study of the relationship exist-

^,. , ,^ ,
ing betMTcn the plant and the various

Objects of Oecology.
j^J^^^^ ^^.^^ constitute its habitat One

of the most important objects of this study, thereto, 's

accurately to deternilne the nature and intensity of tnes

factors, such as soil-moisture, soil-aeration, light, tempera-

ture, fire, symbiotic, competing and parasitic org^^nisras ana

discover by experiment and observation the effect ot tne

factors on the life-history and development of the pwi

^

From a scientific point of view this study is essential tor

correct understanding of the causes responsible for the puj^-^^K^

nomv of species and types of vegetation and for their exi
3

distribution over the earth. From an economic point 01

this study is no less important, inasmuch as it reveals to us

conditions necessary for the healthy development
0^1^ ^^^^

plants which are of economic value and the causes ^
diseases. I propose to indicate briefly in the P""^^®" .yed.
some of the directions in which this work has recently ^ .y^

or appears likely to yield in the immediate future, ta g

results of definite economic value in India. -gj.

2. In connection with a proposal to manufacture pr

Treat^^nt of Grass- ^J sahSwedes arundinacea Hack)
^;.^"^"-

Pilibhit Division of the United Pi
o^^^^^

ces, it recently became necessary to determme t

method of cropping this grass, with the object of ^^^^ ^^
sustained maximum yield per unit of area of "O^'®"

^^^thaa

which constitute the most valuable portion of the crop,
^^^^

regards the quantity and qualitv of the pulp P^^^^f^i^ nord'^
In a case of this kind the first step is to study ta

^^^^^

development of the flowermg culms, then to ^etermuj ^
factors of the habitat appear to be the most ii^P

.

^^j
^d

regards their capacity to materially influence the y .^^^i

finally to test the effect of these factors by actual exi^^
^^.

Plate V, fig. 1, represents a number of ulla plants
^^^^^^,

ture flowering culms in November. Plate V, ng- ^^ ^J^
^^U

the same plants a few davs later ; the plants on
^^^^^

have been cut over completely about i) ins. "°^ Lq%0^
whereas in the nnsr- nf *h^ r»lo"nf« nn the left, onl>
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flowering culms have been removed At first sight, the tufts
of large well -developed green leaves visible in these latter
plants might be mistaken for the so-called sterile shoots
often seen in grasses of temperate regions. This, however,
is not the case and these leafy tufts are the immature culms
which, if allowed to develop normal^, will attain a height
of 12-15 ft., and will flower in the following cold season. Anj'^

factor, therefore, which, like cutting, checks or weakens the
development of these immature shoots will affect the yield
of flowering culms. In addition to the method of cutting,
the most important factors of the habitat from this point
of view are :

—

(1) Grazing.—The young shoots of ulla are extensively
eaten by deer, nilghai and other animals, the

damage done being equivalent to the repeated

cutting back of the young culms.
(2) Fires which diminish the quantity of organic matter

and moisture in the soil, directly injure more or less

the ulla plants and greatly increase the damage from
grazing by clearing away unpalatable old leaves

and culms and facilitating the access of animals to

the young shoots.

The grazing of wild animals could not be prevented except
at prohibitive cost, but experiments were carried out over 24
acres m the Pilibhit grasslands to test the effects of clear and
partial -cutting, with and without burning. These experiments
nave shown that cutting only flowering and dead culms coupled
^ith fire-protection increased the dr^-weight yield of fllower-
jag culms by 83%. while the other' methods tried decreased
the yield by 20-60%. In this case the object of management
IS to produce the maximum yield of the hard cane-like
owering culms. In other cases, however, our object is to
obtam from coarse grasses of this type the maximum quantity
01 fodder, i.e. of tender leaves, and to prevent, as far as
possible, the normal development of the stout woody fiovver-

i^g culms. Consequently, in such cases, burning is essential,

Q order to give the cattle free access to the immature young
jeaty shoots, the constant grazing of which will eflEectually
Prevent their normal development."

^ If the establishment of seedling growth is suffici-

Reproduction of
^^'^^^ delayed, this must eventually result

Sal forests '» the extmction of our natural forests

.

-g .

"

In some cases this is by no means a

erf3^
contingency and, in many others, although the seedlmg

suwtn 13 considerably better, yet the delay in estabhshmg

exT? -T ^^^'^^ ^^ <^o interfere seriously with the economic

loa« r?i^°» of the forest, thus causing considerable financial
'''^ -I his is particularly true of our valuable Sal {Sliorea,
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rohusta) forests. The results of experiments which have now

been Ccarried out over a series of years to test the effect of

various factors at present indicate that the foliowmg hare

most influence on the development of Sal seedlings in the

moist forests of northern India :

—

.

(1) Bad Soil-aeration.—In the Sal forests durmg the rains

germination is diminished, a large number of seedlings usually

die and the root-development of others is retarded by in

sufficient soil-aeration. The moister the soil and the greater

the quantity of organic matter in the soil, the more injurious

this factor becomes. Hence it is best controlled by burning on

the soil-covering of dead and decaying leaves and by removing

the overhead cover, thus exposing the soil to the sun and air.

That we' are not dealmg here with a case of insufficient n n

for the healthv development of the seedlings ^^
^J^^^^. J, f

fact that vigorous seedlings can be grown with a ligw

similar, or even less, intensity provided the soil is

aerated.' 11 It^

(2) Drou(j1d.—Th\^ causes widespread damage to seeauu,.

during the season of short rainfall from September to June

On loam Sal seedlings die or die back when the vwj^,

content of the soil near their roots falls as low as x

j
Duririg the dry season this death-limit is commonly J^^^J^
the upper six inches of soil both in the shady Sal tores^

in the open, while below this depth the moisture wn

steadily increases downwards. Sal seedlmgs, ^^^"^^^^^^^-^^^

safe from damage by drought unless their roots ^^^^^
^ Ldry

depth of well over six inches at the commencement
or i

^^^^

season. Owing chiefly to insufficient soil -aeration,
n

^^^

the roots of seedlings in the shady forests have not as

attained by this time an average length exceeding s'-^^^^^jj,

whereas on the same soil in the open they hav
^^^^•

attained a length of 18 inches. Damag'e by drought ca
,^^^^j^

fore, be best prevented by securing vigorous roo^o^^^^jy

durmg the rainy season as noted under (1)
^^°^'®,f"matches

o^

by makmg our clearings in the forest in small P
^__^ y,

narrow strips, so that in the dry season the so
^^^

kept moist and transpiration from the plants dimmisn

side-shade from the adjoining trees. tlie t«*^

With due regard to the above factors,
*^®f^^!ri)li''h'»^'''

treatment to adopt in order to secure the rapid esra

of healthy Sal seedlings consists in— ^^
(a) burning off the soil-covering of dead and

leaves (tif

(5) clear-felling in small patches or narrow stnp
^^^^^^

diameter of the former and width 01

' Indian
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usually not exceeding 60 ft.), combined with arti-

ficial sowing and weeding, when necessary, during
the first two or three years. In such small clearings,

also, the side-shade is sufficient to prevent frost

damage and very materially reduces the competition
of grasses and other herbaceous weeds.

Plate VI, fig. 2, indicates the development of Sal seedlings
m a cleared patch 60 ft in diameter and plate VI, fig. 1, shows
the corresponding development in the shade of the adjacent
forest. In both cases the plants are two years old. The edge
of the cleared patch in this case is only 25 yards from the
edge of a large grassland in which all young Sal are annually
cut back by frost. No such damage occurs in the cleared
patch.

Plate VII indicates the relative vigour of the competing
weed growth in cleared patches respectively 60 ft. and 180 ft.

m diameter, two years after the clearing.
4. Experiments carried out in 1913-15 indicated that

Reproduction of
*^^^^ ^®^^ germinated very badly and tend-

Teak forests. ®^ ^^ remain dormant for several years

under shade. This was found to be the

^^^ under an artificial iron shade and also under the natural
shade of trees both in loam and well -aerated sand. These
experiments, so far as they go, indicate that a high tempera-
ture, such as would be obtained in nature by exposure to a
not sun or possibly a forest fire, is probably essential for
tne germination of teak. Moreover the seedlings which do
tievelop are found to be sensitive to bad soil-aeration. An
experimental clear-felling carried out in a teak forest also

f ^v!^^*^

*hat the germination of teak seed and the development
01 the seedlmgs were most unusually good in the cleared area.

I^nese facts mdicate that in moist forests fire-protection is

^v' to be decidedly detrimental to germination and the develop-
ment of seedlings, "^inasmuch as it induces a dense growth of

J-^getation and heavy shade and a badly aerated soil. Also
flat m drigj, foj.gg|.^ where the overhead cover is fairly com-

plete, more or less extensive clear-felling is desirable for
^^^ rapid establishment of vigorous teak seedlmgs.

Plate VIII, fig. 1^ shows one of the kon shades used in these

^penments which allows aU rain water falling on the shade
pass through on to the seed beds below.
Plate VIII, fig. 2, shows two seed beds two years after

r' I??'
^^^ ^^°^ shside having just been removed from the

in f
K ^^^ portions of the beds. The onlv noticeable plant

. /r? shaded area on the right arose from a seed which was
"utside the edge of the shade. On the left are the two-year-

Indian
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old plants in the unshaded area. The removal of the shade

was immediately followed by the germination of a number of

seeds which had remained dormant in the shaded area for

two years.
, , i .

5. In 1911 attention was drawn to an oecologicai fact

of considerable interest, viz. that, in India,

Parallelism between {qj. g^ch main type of woodland there

Woodland and Grass-
^pp^j^jea to be a parallel type of grass-

land capable of thriving under similar

conditions of soU and moisture. • Thus m Dehra Dun we can

distinguish the following broad types of soil each character-

ised by a distinct type of woodland and parallel grassland :-

(a) With a large percentage of sand and frequently shallow

with gravel and boulders below. This soil, therefore,

is essentially drv and is characterized by dry mis-

cellaneous woodland with such species as^ca^w

Catechu, Dalbergia Sissoo and Bombax malabanm

prominent, or grassland with Saccharum Mm]a ana

Saccharum spontaneum dominant (see plate 1a)-

Well
grassland

tevized by S-Al (Shorea robusla]

nant (see plate X, fig. 1). ,, „

(c) Badly aerated loam. This differs from (6)
usual

being wetter or denser with a slower rated suri

percolation. This is characterized by
f^^^^r^^^^.

cellaneous woodland with Termlnaha, Butea, m

tris, and others or grassland with Ermntim ^

ennae dominant (see plate X, fig. 2).

From the experimental cultures carried o^^./^f^^l^j^be
up to date it appears that (a) is usually unsuitable i

^^^

growth of Sal seedlings, inasmuch as the water-contem

soil faUs rapidly to the death limit after the close oyLation
season, while (c) is unsuital)le on account of bad ^P"' _j.(.g[it-

which leads to a low percentage of germination, a mg I
^j

age of deaths during the rains and a high P^^^'^^^^^g^cial

deaths during the dry season on account of tlie

poorly developed root system. , ,„jy of soil

In the first place, these facts indicate that the stuuj^
^^^

characteristics such as soil-moisture and sou-f®^^ jj^-giop-

cially as regards their effect on germination and ^^
,^:^^ the

ment of seedlings, is likely in many cases to e- p

existing distribution of different tvpes of vegetation,
^.^^^^^jj

Secondly, this remarkable parallelism betweer
^^^^^^^

types of woodland and grassland is of consideraoie
^^ ^^

importance. Thus it is obvious that the grasses o
^^^

^j^;^|i

may indicate to us the species and type of woodian

' Ind. For. Mem. Bot.. Vol I. PP- 15. ^ ('^^'^'

•m

upe
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thriv

a particular locality is most suited, and thus facilitate afforesta-

tion and extension of our forests by helping us to select the
species most suitable to the locality. By revealing the import-
ant characteristics of a habitat, also, grasses may indicate the
method of treatment necessary to ensure the successful estab-

lishment of a particular species. Thus in dry grassland of

Saccharum Munja and S. spontaneum the chief desideratum,
from the point of view of the Sal tree, is a sufficient Avater-

supply which may in some cases be provided by first establish-

ing on the area a thick growth of a shade-giving, humus-
forming shrub like Adhatoda Vasica which is capable of

ing in a xerophytic habitat. In addition to this, attention to

the grass growth in existing forests may indicate to us the

treatment necessary to secure the reproduction and permanence
of the forest. An instructive example of this has recently

come to notice in the Jaspur forests of the United Provinces.

The regeneration of these forests has been an unsolved problem
for many years, the forest is gradually becoming more open
with a dense undergrowth of grass, and unless seedling growth
can be established to replace the existing trees these Sal forests

must become extinct. The configuration of the ground is

irregular, ridges and plateaus alternating with ravines and
depressions. In the depressions the prevalence of Saccharum
Narenga indicates suitable soil and moisture conditions for Sal,

and in such places the best young growth of Sal is actually

found. On the slopes and ridges, however, the prevalence of

Saccharum spontaneum, S. Munja, Imperata, Eragrostis and
others indicates that here the soil is too dry for the satisfactory

growth of Sal seedlings. These facts indicate that here we are

dealing with a case of denudation. Previous to reservation

these forests appear to have become open and the soil denuded
and compacted under the influence of fires, unregulated
fellings and grazing to an extent beyond that which could be

remedied by simple protection. Under existing conditions of

simple protection, rain washes away the dead leaves and
friable soil particles from the ridges and slopes into the depres-

sions where a good moist soil is accumulating while the ridges

and slopes remain dry and hard. The obvious remedy here,

therefore,
Js^^to increase the soil moisture and improve the

soil texture by mducing the rainfall to percolate into the

^ou in situ and by increasing the admixture of humus by
preventing the dead leaves from being washed away into the

depressions. * This can be done by breaking up the soil, supple-

rnented ^vhere necessary by running shallow catch-water

trenches along the contours. It is interesting to note that^ a

similar parallelism has been recently recognized in the vegeta-

tion of the British Isles with Quercus Rohur woods and Lolium

^ynosurus grassland on clavs and loam, Quercus sessihffora

^VOOds r»tir1 AT^„.7.,. T^.^.T !„.• *.«.,clo^rl nn «1ia110W SlllCeOU?
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soils, and Fraxinus excelsior woods and Festuca grassland on

limestone.^

It is believed that this phenomenon will be found to be of

widespread occurrence and of considerable economic import-

ance.

6. Turning no^^ to the question of diseases we will first

J. Ah shortly consider the case of the fungus

fungus Trametes^Pinf. Trametes Pini which causes great damage

to the Blue Pine {Pinus excelsa) in the

hills of the Punjab and in Kashmir. As an indication of the

damage done, it may be noted that in one Division alone

(Simla), the Divisional Forest Officer estimated in 1911 that

80,000 trees distributed over 30,000 acres were infected and

that the presence of the fungus in a first class tree reduced its

average value from Rs. 20 to Rs 7-8-0. European experience

indicated that this fungus could only gain access to a tree

through a wound, e.g. that caused by cutting or breaking

a branch, and could only attack dead wood. In India, how-

ever, there was a complication in tliat hvphae (apparently

belonging to Trametes) were constantly found in the living sap

wood especially of the roots, even of the smallest roots of the

attacked trees. This indicated that infection might take place

through the roots, a possibHity which would render effective

control of the disease practically impossible, and, until this

pomt had been settled, local officers were unwUling to initiate a

campaign against the fungus. With the object of deciding

this question, an investigation of the habitat factors was

carried out m 1911 which established the following facts :-

(a) The sporophores are invariably found on the sites of

wounds, thus indicating that the fungus first gams

access to the mterior of the tree at these places-

The great majority of these wounds are due to

lopping the trees for fuel and manure. ,

( 0) In no case is the wood of the roots more rotted by tii*^

fungus than is that of the base of the stem.
_

(c) The majority of the primary sporophores are mvan

ably situated on that side of the trunk facing tn

dttection from which the prevailing wind dIo"' '

the season of spore-production, except only \^

no infected forest exists in that direction.

fhrn^^if!?
^""'^^ P'^^e^^ tliat infection was usually effected dJ*

to .li\f ' "^^^^^ ^"t by wind-caiTied spores which were aW
to al ght on a wounded surface. Consequently the control ot

™ .rT' ^y prohibiting all lopping was obviously a com

paratively simple matter »

fypesof British Vegclatlon. by A. G. Tansley, H^H-
' I^. For. Records. V^ 5, 1915.
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Tliis conclusion was accepted by the local officers, and Mr.

C. G. Trevor, Divisional Forest Officer of Kulu, wrote in 1915
as follows

:

*' Wherever lopping has been done there you find this

disease, where no lopping has taken place there the trees are

sound, I have managed by proving the truth of this to. get

Government to agree that all Kail (Blue Pine) lopping in

demarcated forest must cease.

These facts indicate that the hyphae frequently found in

living sap-wood and especially in the roots probably belong to

another fungus, possibly a symbient, a point which is being

further investigated.

7. Among the most difficult fungi to control in the forest

^ are those which live in the soil and attack

Safa^ad sSoT" °' ^^^"^ ^^^^t^^ t^e roots of our trees. Two
of these are particularly injurious jn India,

viz. Polyporus Shoreae which attacks the Sal and Fomes lucidus

which is particularly destructive to Sissoo {Dalbergia Sissoo).

Both of these fungi are widely distributed and no efficient

control measures practicable on a large scale in the forest are

at present known. There is reason to believe that any factor

which interferes with the normal mtake of water such as

drought or bad soil-aeration renders trees more liable to fungal

diseases generally, and that this is especially the case Avith soil

fungi, the entrance of which into the plant may be facililated

by the presence of a number of roots which have been killed or

damaged by these factors. It seems probable, therefore, that

an effective means of controllmg diseases of this class will

consist in improved methods of cultivation which ensure a

better water-supply and conditions of soil -aeration.

Sissoo is known to suffer from bad soil-aeration and it is

significant that the worst attacks of Fomes lucidus occur

m ii-rigated plantations, like Changa Manga in the Punjab,

where the soil is liable to be badly aerated on account of tlie

surface flooding by irrigation and considerable additions of

organic matter, chiefly from the leaf -fall of the invading

mulberry, which has been introduced by the canal water,

ihe Sal root fungus, also, although widely distributed in the

?al forests of India, so far as is known at present is most

injurious in the wet' forests of Assam and Bengal where the

conditions of soil-aeration are particularly unfavourable.

8. The last disease which I propose to mention is the

SDik«^- .
well-known spike disease of the bandal

Sandaf' tree [Sanialum album) which is one of

, .

'

those obscure diseases sometimes classed as

Physiological and in the case of which no definite causative

organism, msect, fungus or bacterium has yet been discovered,

f^ excellent account of this was given to the Science Congress

'ast year at Baniralore by Dr. Coleman, who has pointed out
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that the annual loss caused by this disease cannot be estimated

at less than Rs. 6,00,000. Based on study of the disease in

the forest, a theory regarding its cause has recenth^ been put

forward.' Careful experiments are now being organized which

in two or three years should either definitely prove or disprove

this theory, and until the results of these experiments are

known it is not advisable to attempt a detailed discussion of

the subject. The theory is briefly this, that spike is a patholo-

gical condition induced by an unbalanced circulation of sap

which may be caused by a number of different factors, e.g.

those which cause a gradually diminishing supply of water to

the leaves not sufficient to cause actual wilting or withering, or

those which interfere with the translocation of the organic food

manufactured in the leaves. A low burning fire for instance

may be very injurious in both directions first by destroying or

damaging the superficial roots, and secondly by damaging the

cortex. The net result of such factors is to cause a gradual

accumulation of carbohydrates in the leaves, and if this state ot

affairs is sufficiently prolonged it appears to produce the

pathological condition knowoi as spike, probably as a result o

abnormal enzymatic activity. . , _

.

The point I especially wish to emphasize here is^this, that

so far as we can see at present, a careful study of the in^pp^f^^

oecological factor, water-supply, appears to offer at least just

good a chance of solving this extremely important economi

problem as does any other line of research. I think the kno\

facts even justify our going a step further in saying ^^^^ \^
line of work will possibly supply the key not only to spi^^

.

to several other important diseases which in some respe

resemble spike. ^ -^

9. The characteristic accumulation of carbohydrates^^

the leaves of spiked sandal is well known ^^'^^^^\
%„,ch

closely allied diseases known as Peach Yellows ^^^
.^^j

Rosette, this point has, I believe, not yet been i^^^^®^^^^^^^

Atkins also has recentlv emphasized the fact that an accum
^^

tion of carbohydrates Hke sugar is usually correlated wi
^^^

mcreased production of oxidising enzymes. He has also po
.^

out that in the chlorosis disease of the mulberry, tne in

^^^
disease of tobacco, the leaf-roll disease of V^^^^^/l:,^^^^^
curly-top disease of the beet there is an excessive Vl^^r ^^^
oxidizing enzymes,^ while Bunsel suggests that

^^^^^jtionof

indicate that a profitable line o^^^J^
connection with these diseases lies in the careful investig-i

Diseases. Ill

of

2 Becent Researches in Plant Phy>iiology
1910, pp. 290, 293-295.

Londo"'

fl
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those oecological factors which, by influencing the water supply

to the leaves or otherwise, are able to cause an undue accumula-

tion of carbohydrates in the tissues and thus possibly set up

abnormal enzymatic action ?

Several of the obscure diseases now under discussioJi ciin

be communicated to healthy plants by budding or grafting, and

this fact has been considered by some investigators to support

the theory that such diseases must be due to an organism.

This factjhowever, is in no way incompatible with the theory

that such communication of the disease is due to the effect

exercised by the abnormal metabolism and enzymatic activity

of the " diseased " buds or scions on the healthy tissue of the

stocks. In some extreme cases, e.g. that of the mosaic disease

of tobacco, the disease can be communicated by very minute

quantities of the sap of diseased plants. Such cases apparently

indicate as the cause of the disease some factor which is able

to reproduce itself and increase greatly in quantity in the cells

of the plant in which it is placed. Such mcrease it is argued

must indicate the existence of some living organism capable of

rapid reproduction. It is believed, however, that cases even of

this class admit of explanation otherwise than by assuming the

existence of an organism. When the normal healthy activity of

protoplasm is sufficiently depressed by a deficient water-supply

or other factor there is reason to believe that the permeability

of the protoplasm is altered and that enzymes are then able to

act on substances Avith which they do not come into contact

under normal conditions. It is quite conceivable that in some

cases one of the results of this unregulated chemical action may
be the production of a poisonous substance which in itself is able

to depress protoplasmic activity. The introduction of such a

poison into a healthv cell bv weakening protoplasmic control

ought again cause similar unregulated enzymatic action, and the

production of further quantities of the same poison, and tins

process might continue indefinitely. In this way it seems

possible that a disease due originallv to some external factor,

such as water-supply, may in some cases be communicated to

wealthy plants by means of very small quantities of sap from

diseased plants. .. •

10. As regards the general question of diseases it ib

Oecoi. . «, believed that, although the part played

SS g\lSSr by insects, fungi and bacteria is as a ru^

fenced by the appointment of specialists to deal with these

factors, the importance of oecological factors like water-supply
's frequently not fully recognized. There can be no question as

to the wholesale destruction of plants which is directly attribut-

able to such factors as deficient water, bad soil -aeration, frost,

hre, deficient light and excessive competition. In many otlier

cases, when these factors have impaired the normal resistance
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of plants, the latter are attacked and finally destroyed by

insects, fungi or other organisms. In such cases it is usual to

consider the organism to be the really important factor and to

regard tHe others as merely '' predisposing factors." This

terminology is apt to be misleading, inasmuch as it may give

the impression that if, in any individual case, a particular

organism had not been present the plant would necessarily have

recovered and regained normal health. In many cases at lea^t

this would not happen, inasmuch as the sickly condition, ii

sufficiently prolonged, would either result in death from per-

manent physiological derangement or render the plant an easy

prey not to one but to several organisms. The first falling

away from health and step towards disease is, therefore, an

extremely important point and it is just this which requires

careful study and which is frequently overlooked owing to the

absence of obvious external signs such as the death of leaves or

twigs. A plant suffering from a deficient water-supply and a

clogging of its tissues with unutilisable carbohydrates may

show no external signs of wilfchig or withering, also a plant

apparently still healthy with green leaves may have a numbeT

of its deeper roots more or less completely asphyxiated. Finally,

it should be remembered that, whereas* the direct control of a

widely distributed organism is usually a matter of extreme

difficulty, it is often possible to control within considerable

limits such factors as water-supply by the ordinary operations

of practical forestry, such as thoseVhich regulate the degree o

shade and quantity of humus in the soil. . ,

11. It mav now be argued that although oecologica^

Sylviculture. forestry this fact has been recognizeu
J^^

very many years and the study oi
^

factors is the province of the practical sylvicultnrist who m^^

base his methods of treatment on such study. In ^^\\^
place such questions as the economic management of g^'^^^^^^^.^p

and the detailed study of diseases do not form a part oi
_^

legitimate duties of the sylviculturist. In many other ai

^^^

tions, however, the oecologist and sylviculturist do uo oo
^^

meet on common ground, and here it is merely a a"^^^i g
mutual agreement and co-operaticm as to which aspects ^n

^
be studied by each. Speaking broadly, however, there

fundamental difference between the two lines of ^'orK in
j^

that the work of the sylviculturist is essentially ejctensive
^^^

that of the oecologist is intensive. In the case of ^a
'^^^j^^

instance, sylvicultural experiments may show that ^
,^^.

degree of light is necessary for the establishment ot i^p
^^.^

tion, and with this result the sj-lvieulturist has ^^^'^^
. jjis

object, viz. the knowledge which enables him ^^
/J^colo-

forest m such a way as to secure its regeneration, i '^^ n^^gj.

gist, however, should go further and should, if possible.
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Fig. 1

.

rtotograph of ulla plants {Anthistiria gigantea, Cav. subsp. arundinacea.

Hack.) Showing mature flowering culms in November.

(

f'V

Th
Fig. 2.

1

same plants as those shown in fig. 1 above, as they appeared a few days

.'^ter. The plants on the right have now been cut over completely whereas,

"» the case of the plants on the left, only the mature flowering culms have

"€en rpmrvi.^,1removed.

»

Photo.-ongtavrn & printed «t the Office, of tlu- Surve.v of IrOia. Calcutta. 1«1«.
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Fig. 1.

A clearing 60 ft. in diameter made in Sal forest in 1915. Thotograph

taken 2i years later. Note the absence of heavy grass and weed

growth.

t

Fig. 2.

A clearing 180 ft. in diameter made in Sal forest in 1915. Thotograph

taken 2k years later. Note the dense growth of grass and weeds.

Photo.-i'Dgravril & printed at the Offices of the Survey of India, Calaut.% 1918.
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" •^- -----—=-

Fig. 1/

Type of iron shade used in the teak germination experiment. The ram

water falling on the shade is delivered on to the shaded area below.

i^

.->L^*"^'^^

A

4t

\^ }

1 t -

Fig. 2.

Photograph of two teak seed beds two years after sowing, the iron shade

having just been removed from the right-hand portions of the beds.

The only noticeable plant in the shaded area on the right arose

from a seed which was outside the edge of the shade. On the lelt

are the 2-years-old plants in the unshaded area.
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Fig. 1.

Dry miscellaneous forest on deposits of boulders and sand in Dehra

Dun, The forest consists of Bomhax malabarimtm, Acacia

Catechu, Dalbergia Sissoo, Moringa and others. On the edge

of the forest are seen the grasses Saccharum Munja and

Saccharum spontaneiun which constitute the parallel grassland.
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Grassland of Sacckanim Muvj
Dehra Dun.

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1.

Grassland of Saccharnm Narenga associated with the

parallel woodland of Sal (Shorm rolusta) forest

in Dchra Dun.

Fig. 2.

Grassland of Eria.thus Baveance in Dehra Dun _ associated
mth^the

parallel moist miscellaneous woodland consistnig of en

Hutea., Mallntus and others.
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mine the precise factor concerned and the way in which it acts.

He would probably find for instance that the beneficial result

of removing the cover in this case consists not in increasing the

Ught available for photosynthesis in the green leaves of the

seedling, but in improving the conditions of soil-aeration.

Jhis knowledge might explain apparently contradictory results,

such as that a similar removal of cover does not have the same

beneficial result in forests on sandy soil as in those on loam, it

might supply the reason for decreasing increment in woods in

which humus is accumulating rapidly and might afford the

clue to the primary, cause of an injurious root-disease. The
practical sylviculturist by taking an extensive, but necessarily

superficial, view of the factors concerned is able to obtain

results of the greatest economic value ver}^ quickly, but at the

same time it is perfectly clear that for continued and sati.s-

factory progress in sylviculture a more precise and intensive

knowledge of the various factors and the way in Avhich they

affect the plant is essential. The work of the oecological

botanist, therefore, is the necessary complement to that of the

sylviculturist.

12. The above remarks will, I hope, convince you that

there is a great field available for oecoIogFcal study in India and

that this study promises ' to yield results of considerable

economic importance in connection with the management of

our forests and grasslands and the control of plant diseases.

The sun-drying of vegetables for army purposes.—/??/ A.

Howard and G. L. C. Howard.

.
One of the difficulties in the maintenance of military expeditions

in sparsely populated arid tracts like the ^^orth West Frontier of India

and parts of Mesopotamia, is the supply of fresh vegetables. As .s we
^own, these substances are necessary to prevent loss of efficiency

through scurvy and other diseases. What is required is a system of supply

wbich reduces the weight to a minimum and which can be based on the

existing Army depots in India. These problems have be^en solved by

'itilizing the dry atmosplxare of the upland valleys "^ Baluchistan where

yegetables can be rapidly dried in the sun. The product is then pressed

mto bricks, one pound in weight, and packed into kerosene tins, each con-

ainmg from 18 to 24 bricks. Six of these sealed tins fo^m» mule load,

^hree being placed on either side in a suitable crate. In this manner it

)^ been found possible to compress the weekly supply of vegetables

required by a battalion into twelve tins which can be earned by two

«iules The various processes are described and illustrated by means ot

samples of the product obtained.

Note on natural root-grafting.-S^/ A. Howard and

^- L. C, Howard,
Instances of natural root-grafting in the case of the bany*" *"^

!
are described together with a simple method of obt^ming mu.eumP'Pal are des

Pecinien^. Specimens of natural root-grafts were exhibited
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Some methods suitable for the study of root development.

By A. Howard and G. L. C. Howard.

In connection with the study of the root systems of agricultural plants

it has been found necessary to find some method by which the fine root

ends and root nodules can be traced in the soil. In alluvial soils like

those of Pusa, the whole root system down to the piliferous layer and

the root can be removed from the soil without damage by means of an

ordinary knapsack sprayer.

To trace the effect of various substances (such as aerating agents, green

manure and other forms of organic matter) on root development a

modified form of pot culture has been designed.
The recent results obtained in the, study of the root system of Java

indigo are dealt with.

Blastomyces et Blastomycoses (comprenant una revision

des champignons inclus dans cette classe).

—

Pd'T F. ae

Mello et L. G. Fernakdes.

The authors say that there is at present great confusion in the botani-

cal conception of the word Blastomyces and on the clinical value of the

word Blastomycoae, The Yeast-like fungi included in the Blastomyces are

classified in several genera, the classification varying with different authors.

A systematic revision is therefore called for in accordance with the actual

state of our knowledge.
The word Blastymyces has had three interpretations. (I) "Fun?

which bud."—A purely etymological meaning which cannot stand since

every fungus would at some point in its life-history be a Blastomycete {e.g-

Endomycea, Sporotrichon , and e^^pecially the Mucorinae). (2) A restnctu^

sense excluding the fungi with mycelium (like Endomyces and Oidinmh

but mcluding Saccharomyces and Cripfococus. This interpretation cannoi

stand because many of the Criptococus (e.g C, gilchusH) have a liianien

tons mycelium. (3) Reserving the word Blastomyces for those fujig^

which there is not. or cannot be, sufficient information to classify them

a well-defined genus.
• The clinical meaning of the word Blastomycose has had the sam

fluctuations following the botanical meaning of the word »3';,
Ihe authors then discuss and reject the clinical " exascoses ^^^|y
arguments of clinical and botanical order, showing that the so-cau

Criptococus cannot be included in the tribe *' Exascose'' as Guegen

others wish. They propose that the designation of the d^^^^^Vf-erve
follow the botanical genus (e.g. endomyces, endomycose, etc) »%; ,j

the word Blastomycose solely to the following cases ;
(a) when the^^^a

!^
fungus has not been or cannot be classified ; lb) when the term cnpio

ought to stand.
• asweU

^
They then discuss the genera of fungi and accept and submit'

identified the following :—
Endomyces (Rees 1870, emend. Vuillemin 1898, including th*

parend^'

myces (of Queyrat and Laroche 1909).
baccharomyces (Meyen 1838, emend. Vuillemin ?).

Octomyces (Mello and Fernandes 1917).
brhizosaccharomyces (Lindner 1908 ?).
Atlosacchuromycea (De Beurman and Gougerot 1909).

^^jmonema (Do Beurman and Gougerot 1909).
^arasaccharomyces (De Beurman and Gougerot 1909).

(nditm (Link 1800).
Monilla (Graelin 1791. nee Person 1801).
Oospora (Wallroth 1833). j^^^^ing.

They define the jarenera, rejecting the genus Criptococ^ ^^ i^v^^'
Wd reserve it only for those species which, described under thjs

.*

N
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tion, cannot for the present for lack of information be included in the
other genera, and make a complete revision of the fungi of a Yeast
character, studied up to the present, whether pathogenic or not, classify-
ing them by their known characters. A table is given of the genera
showing their relationships by their botanical affinities, where the princi-
pal characteristics are the existence or not of the Ascus, the number of
Ascospores, the transverse septation, the existence or not of a filamentouB
mycelium, and the existence or not of Chlamydoapores.

On the genus Eriocaulon iii India.—% P. F. Fyson.

An examination of the genus Eriocaulon in the Herbaria of Calcutta,
Madras, Dehra Dun, the Agricultural College, Poena, including that of
Talbot, and others, has shown certain deficiencies in the published des-
criptions which have resulted in frequent incorrect determinations. There
Appear also to be several unnamed species. A description of the floral
and general morphology is given, and a revision of the genus as it

m India proposed.
With a view to putting our knowledge of the genus in India in a

more satisfactory state, a request is made for collections to be sent from
all parts of India, and to facilitate the work of collecting a key has been
drawn up of all the known Indian species. It differs from the'^nly other
general key known to the author, that of Ruhland, in not requiring the
dissection of the flowers at the earlier stages.

The Androecium .of Plagiochasma appendiculatum L, et L.

and P, articulatum Kashyap.

—

By S. R Kashyap.

1. The andrcecium in both the species is surrounded by scales which
When young contain reduced plastids forming a little starch. These scales
Often show a distinction between a body and an appendage. From the
ttiargm of the basal portion numerous mucilage hairs are given off.

2. The andrcecium is usually cordate oi deeply bilobed. The anterior
ends of the lobe^ are covered with closely applied young scales.

1 v^ V
"^^^ ^'^^h®^^*^^^ arise in a distinctly acrope'tal succession in each

ioDe the youngest being found at the apex.
. *' Sometimes the androecium goes on growing in the middorsal line

ft ri ?k^
dividing for a considerable time, forming a linear-oblong structure

^^^^^^vides into two lobes which may again divide.
^' Occasionally the andrcecium shows many lobes more or less

oth u •
P^^^^d, at least some of which have distinct growing pointi,

fi m^^ probably due to mere irregularities of growth.

tw
^^ conclusion is that the androecium is a branch system with

^0 or more branches comparable to the androecium of the higher
^archantiales

The Flora of the Anaimalais.—5// C E. C. Fischer.

] General description of the tract

^
Faunistic notes.

^- Jungle tribes and their cultivations.

Jstic
.'^*^>o" of the vegetation into 5 types, description and clmracter-

°- General conclusions and synopsis.

Notes on the growth and decav of Potaniogeton in the

^hilka Lake.—By N. Annandale.

of thi''
'^^ ^*^''k* Lake on the east coast of India, in which the «alinity

«Je WQter varies greatly with the seasons, Potamogeton pectmatus forma
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dense subaquatic thickets. The salinity falls considerably in July and

August and in this season the plant sends up young shoots. The old

shoots begin to degenerate at the same time, and finally great masses of

dead and dying stems break loose. Owing to peculiar meteorological

conditions these masses are piled up on the western shore of the lake.

They there decay, producing large quantities of sulphuretted hydrogea

and finally small quantities of free sulphur, which float, mixed with a

certain amount of organic matter, on the surface of the water. The

agency by which the sulphur is set free is suggested as a matter worthy

of enquiry.

Preliminary note on the significance of Nyctiotropism.—^i/

T. Ekambaram.

1. The hypotheses advocated by Charles Darwin and StalJ are

shown to be inadequate.
2. Observations made, as regards the differences between nlctiotropic

and non-nyctiotropic plants, are given and their significance in the eco-

nomy of the plants is discussed.
3. The hypothesis that nictiotropism is an adaptation for the absorp-

tion and storage of CO.2 at nights, is suggested. . .

4. A few experiments are stated to show that the capacity lor

storage of CO2 is probably a widespread phenomenon among plants.

Hybernating mycelium and the part it plays in the per-

petuation and spread of rust on Launcea asplemfom

and the smut of T>ooh.~By K. Ch. Mehta.

1. The parasite.
.j^p

2. Results of experiments carried with a view to find out
_

perennial nature of the mycelium inside diseased plants of! i>a«n

asplenifolia.

3. The part played by spores in the dispersion of the disease.

4. Cause of smut on Doob.
6. Results of inoculations on healthy Doob.

. , of
6. Results of experiments which establish the perennial nau

the mycehum inside diseased Doob. . f gpores
7. Appearance of disease every year and the production ^^ / a^\

brought about by the mycelium within the ;underground and per«

portions of Launoca asphni/oUn and Cynodon dactylon.

Dimorphic carpellate flower in Acahjpha Indica i^)"

L. A. Kenoyer.

In Acalypha Indica are two carpellate blossoms very ajn ^^
jarance ; one, of the usual 3-carpellate Euphorbiaceous W '

j^f,
appearance

origin
like

ri ~^"--^>.^j , uuu, ui me usual j-carpeiiace izjupnui •.'•">'--

another, which terminates the flowering branch, one-carpe

peculiar hoods on either side. . .

Study of development shows that this terminal flower is m
one of the carpels of the ordinary flowers. But as it develops, l-

^

and carpel become completely inverted, bringing the micropy'« "^^ ^^,

the funiculus and the style against the peduncle. The o^T^h of

tnlocular flower becomes inverted and its funiculus by the up^^^^^ggj

the common axis is brought toward the distal end, the micropyie^^^pj^

the distal end. A space left between micropyle and hilum is here
^^^^m the seed by a conspicuous caruncle, which is practically

wanti g

the seed of the tormmni fl^„„„„
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The ripening seed of Ipomea biloba and its septate structure.

By M. S. Sabhesan.

Tlie noteworthy feature in the seed of Ipomea biloba is its septate
structure. The septum is no outgrowth from either tlie chalaza or from
any other part of the ovule. Morphologically it represents a part of the
nucellus which, owing to peculiar circumstances, persists even in the
resting stage, and brings about the septate structure. The species of
Ipomea I have examined agree in the nature of the septum and other
details. For instance the presence of a dorsoventral vascular girdle
traversing the edges of the septum and the intrusion of the complex
vascular system into the nucellus are peculiar to the genus Ipomea, The
vascular girdle renders a medium storage septum possible, owing to the
persistence of which throughout the development of the ovule into a seed,
the seed appears bilocular.

Preliminary note on a biological and oecological study of

vegetable pond life of Lahore.—% S. L. Ghose.

1. There is a great need for research in Plant oecology, as no work
has been done on it in India.

2. Pond life in Lahore is int3resting on account of the river Ravi
nowing close by, which leaves ponds and pools after the rains.

3. The three seasons of Lahore are winter, summer and rainy,
^nich vary in temperature, and humidity, hence the vegetation also

^^^^^^^erent aspects according to the seasons.
*• Three ponds with different environment were chosen for regular

and systematic study. Visits were paid fortnightly and physical and
yegetative conditions of the ponds recorded. Phytoplankton was col-

lected by means of a net.
o. Investigations carried on so far 1 show how the vegetation is

T^^ri" ^nd about the three ponds.
o. The future plan of work consists in regularly watching the three

ponds as to their vegetation and the changes produced in each pomi by
different se^^^nn^

^ ^
seasons.

The swamp forests of Dehra T>nn.—By A. Das and P. C.
Xt A ^-r ^—^ IT _Kanje Lal.

An oecological sketch indicating the chief characteristics of the forest

^egetation of the Dun Swamps with a brief account of the chief factors

constituting the environment.

The leaf-trace in Polypodiacese.—5^/ G. S. Cheema.

1- Different methods of taking out Stele,

(a) By simple teasing.
(o) By the use of chemicals.

2- Tho structure and form of leaf-trace examined in:

(«) Pteris longifolia (L) .

.

-
original.

(^) PUria cretica (L)
(c) Pteris tremula

(x f^*"*^'*^"^ tenerum (Swartz) .

.

//!
^^P^^^^^i^rn sp. (unidentified)

y) Syngramme fraxenia (Don) .

.

KQ) Adiantum capillia veneris (L)W Goniopteris prolifera {'Roxh) ..

\V Cyathea Alacarthuri

original.

Tansley.
original,

original.

original.

originaL

original.

Sinnofc.
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(/) Aspidium sp, (unidentified) ,

.

. . original.

(k) Nephrolepis acuta (Presl) .

,

. . original,

(?) Pleopeltis-membranacea (Don) , . original.

3. Discussion

:

(a) Reasons advanced in favour of the primitiveness of a single

C-typed leaf-trace.

(b) Brief discussion as to the importance of the various types of

leaf-trace in establishing the phylogentic relationship.

The flora of Ladak or Western Tibet.—% R. R- Stewart.

1. Ladak is a part of India with temperate conditions.

2. It has been visited by a surprisingly large number of explorers

who have collected plants, but none of these has published a complete

list.

3. There are three main elements in the flora of the country, the

alpine, desert, and oasitic. The latte.r contains a large number of C03ra<>-

politan weeds. Although the desert is poor in species yet it covers most

of the area.

4. The lack of forests is due to the absence of water and so is the

barrenness. Water is the only thing needed to produce good crops.

5. Of the provinces of Ladak which were visited Suru is most m
Kashmir and Rupshu like Tibet. In the latter region 80 species were

found above 15,000 feet. ., j

6. Of the 140 species common to Ladak and the Eastern Unitea

States 85 were cosmopoHtan weeds. Of the rest, part were water-loving

forms and the rest wide-spread North Temperate types.
j^

?• Continuous plant formation is very rare, as most of the are

an open desert formation with the individuals separate. Alpine meaao

and continuous sods are rare.

Two new Madras Phalloids.—% M. 0. PARTHASAraTHY

Iyengar,
N a

Two new Phalloids have been collected at Maaras. ^he one
^^.^

species Anthurus not recorded before. Altogether fourteen specimeii

been collected. These show very interesting variations lO tlie a e^

ment of their arms. About three hundred specimens of the ^'"^^"^
, jjuien-

have been collected. All the plants are stalked and B^ssessed a ru
^^ ^^

tary disc over the mouth of the stem, which in a way ^''sembies
f

Aaeroe. But they show a great deal of variation in the a"^"J;' „{ the
the arms. Some possess free arms and then resemble »"

, ^^Tregeinble
A. arachnoidea kind. Some others possess a clathrate head ana

^ ^^^j_

Simhlum. And some are midway between these two and P°^^^ ^g tff"

clathrate head. So this species shows characteristics belonging

general genera, Aseroe and Simhlum. _,, ,.-Ac, in the

The gelatinous layer of the volva of both the above ^^fr: ' as to

egg condition, is traversed bv anastomosing thin plates ot i'^^

Clathrus concellatica.

A new species of Schizonella.—% M. 0. Fakth.aSABAT

and M. J. Narasimhan.
foun^

caused by a fungus, Schizonella, belonging* to the Ustii

proposed by the authors to name it Schizonella Golemani.

\

An abnormal growth resembling that of a witches' bro"["
.j^^gse ^ %

KiUea Owfufranawiarw. in VftnrJH.l.ir noar Madras, in". _ It" i

i

I
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Preliminary work on the root nodules of Casuarina.

—

By
M. J, Narastmhan.

Root nodules were found in two species of Casuarina, C. Eqtmeti-

folia, and G. Olauca, Ahacilliis, which behaved in the same way as the

nodule- organism of the Leguminoseae with regard to staining reactions

and cultural characters, was found inhabiting the cells of the nodule.

The amount of nitrogen fixed from the atmosphere by the bacillus,

when grown in a medium poor in nitrogen, was estimated. Further work

has yet to be done in the way of inoculating young casuarina seedlings to

induce nodule-formation.

Soil aeration results at Chandkliuri Farm in the Central

Provinces.

—

By D. CLOUSTOTir.

The cultivator of the Central Provinces has for want of available

supplies of manure had to starve his land, which has inconsequence

reached its maximum stage of impoverishment over large areas.^ Ex-

perimental work carried out on Government Farms has shown that m the

rice tract san hemp can be uPed very economically as a rice manure when

grown on the rabi area, i.e. land under winter crops and applied to the nee

fields before transplanting,
4. /*rt ik

In the cotton tract nitrate of soda applied at the rate of about bU ro. -

per acre as a top-dressing to cotton previously manured with a smau

dressing of cattle-dung has answered very well, and wiU probably De

applied in large quantities by the leading land-holders when the prices ot

artificials again become normal.

Relationship between systematic and economic Botany with

special reference to medicinal plants.—% H. Carter.

The Garden Flora of the Punjab.—% B- N. Pabker.

The Flora of the Central Punjab and the changes in it

brought about by settlement and irrigation of the land.

By R. N. Parker.

Morphology of Spines in Citrus.—By H. M. Chibber.

Malaba

cum.~By H. M. Chibber.

Section of Geology.

President-MR. E. S. Pinfold, B A., F.G S., GeoJojist to tU

Attack Oil Co., Ltd.

Presidential Address.

The Conditions Governing the Occurrence of Oil in

THE Punjab.

,
At the outlet may I say how much I

''^PP'i^^^f^.^f,,!)"^honour of being asked to preside over the Geological Section

a th,s meeting of the Congress. 1 hesitated ''^^t«
"7.^*ff' „fi" «uch a responsible position, but T knew that 1 had been
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nominated by the Committee as a representative of the many

geologists who are assisting commercial enterprise in this

country, and as such I felt bound to accept nomination; for the

Congress must find an important sphere of usefulness in provid-

ing the commercial scientists of India with an opportunity to

submit their work for record and discussion ; the lack of such

opportunity before the Congress was instituted must have

resulted in the loss to science of much valuable material which

would have been of permanent interest.

I shall therefore make no excuse for the subject of my

address ; oil-prospecting is perhaps the most scientific branch

of economic geology, and it is the scientific aspect of our work

in the Punjab, which I wish to put before you.

Historv. %
The oil-springs of the Pimjab are so numerous and prolific

that they must have been known and used from very early

times. A ])ibliography of the references to them up to 1891 is

given as an appendix to a paper by Holland in the Records oj

the Geological Survey of India, voUime xxiv, page 96.

As far back as 1869 the Punjab Government made its first

attempt to drill for oil, and a boring was put down by Femier,

W
There are no oil springs at Jafar and the geological evidence is

unfavourable. The boring proved a failure, but this did not

oildiscourage the authorities and in the early seventies an

expert, F. W. Lvman, was commissioned to examine and repy

on all the then known oil localities. His results and reconimena-

ations were published in a long report dated 1S79. I ji*^^

been unable to find any record of what borings were put down

on Lyman's recommendations ; some wells were drilled '^

Chharat, five miles northwest of Fatehjang, and others, po^^l"!}^

at Jaba in the Salt Range. The Chharat bores yielded a m^
oil, but the venture was a failure commercially.

y
In 1890 a more ambitious attempt to develop tne "

localities was made by a syndicate in which the To^vnse

brothers had the main interest. Wells were drilled by ^f^r,y,
at Sudkal, near Fatehjang, at Jaba, and at Alugud m
Trans-Indus Salt Range. Some of these wells were ca"

^

down to over 700 feet ; small quantities of oil were obtaineu

each locality, but the project was eventually abandoned.
^ ^^^

Still another failure has to be recorded. T» ^"^p"
jsg.

Indolex Syndicate imported a Swiss geologist, Professor ii_

werk, under the direction of the Austrian oil aa^^'^^^LgelV
fessor Zuber of Lemberg. A well was drilled on a c^"

j^J

compressed limestone anticline near Golra junction during
^^

cold season of 1913-14. The well was carried to about x,

feet but obtained only a few gallons of oil.
,

. „iisb
These early efforts, though invariably unsuccesstui,
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us with a catalogue of all the oil -seepages which were known
and with a certain amount of valuable negative evidence : they

indicate that we cannot expect oil in workable quantities

iu closely compressed limestone anticlines or in limestone

monoclines, this notwithstanding the presence of numerous
and prolific oil-seepages on such structures. In the Punjab,

as in so many other oil regions, surface shows alone are entirely

unreliable as indications of workable oil beneath the surface.

At about the same time that Lyman was examinmg and

reporting on the oil-springs, A. B. Wynne of the Geological

Survey was mapping the w^hole of this part of the Punjab and

adjoining regions in the Northwest Frontier Province. Wynne's
work, done under great difficulties, w^as accurate and thorough,

and his maps give a complete outline of the country in which

the oil-springs occur. If the laws of oil occurrence had been

as well understood in Wyime's time as they are now he would

certainly have located the Khaur oil-field for, as far as the

purely geological mapping is concerned, the structure is cor-

rectly shown on his map.^
It will be understood therefore that Wynne's work has

heen of great assistance to us in our search for oil m the

Punjab. When
Wy- "cic dum ov Wynne s map to leave laigc uxa-v^wo ^^ ^^ j

as unpromising" and to confine our attention to the more favour-

able areas. We were thus saved perhaps many months of

useless labour.

Stratigraphy.

In examining any new region for oil the prospector has

two main objects in view :—
1

.

To establish the stratigraphic horizons, if any, at

which oil is likely to occur in commercial quantities.

2. To find large anticlinal or dome structures in which the

oil-Learuig horizons will occur within reach of the

drill.

Frequently the two problems present themselves simul-

taneously, for oil-seepages often occur on structures which are

Javourable to the occurrence of oil in quantity. In the Punjab,

^owever, all the known seepages were on structures which were

^^8 mctly unfavourable or too doubtful to be recommended for

estmg. From the known seepages we were able to determine

J^e oil-bearing horizons and the search for favourable struc-

tures came later. , .

p The succession of the tertiary rocks in the northwest

*^anjab is as follows :—
Upper Siwalik.
Middle Siwalik.

Ind
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T cf. Ti f Chinii Beds.
Lower Siwalik

| ^^^^^^^ g^ds.

Upper Murree.

Lower Miirree.

Fatehjang Zone.

Unconformity.

TT rn 1. i. oi. ( Nummulite Shales.
Upper Chharat Stage

) Li^^stones andSh
Lower Chharat Stage.

Hill Limestones,

This succession is described in detail in another paper.

It will be observed that the tertiary rocks can be divided into

two groups, an upper group of entirely fresh-water origin

equivalent approximately to the Oligocene, Miocene ana

Pliocene formations of Europe, and a lower group, mainly m

not exclusively marine, of Eocene age. The upper group rest.

unconformably on the Lower.

The massive hill limestones form the base of the tertiary

system in the northern hills and are represented m the o^

Range by limestones of similar character but reduced tnit

ness. In the Salt Range (and possibly at the ^fs;«™.%
of the Kala Chitta hills) these limestones are ""f

^^^"'

"'iij

thin shale series with some coal. These shales com

Cardita heaumonti and are apparently of marine origin.

The sea in which the hill limestones were ^aid a

must, at the end of this stage, have been cut off from tne

j^^
ocean, for the uppermost beds of the limestones contain n^^^

sulphur and gvpsum indicating brackish water ^°P^
g}j.

The overlying beds—the Lower Chharat stage—contain

water fossUs (Planorbis) and mammalian remams ^viucu f

definitely to the prevalence of fresh -water conditions

the time in which thev were deposited. The "^^^ ^"^ter

rocks—the Upper Chhara't stage—mark a retm-n to shaiio
^^^^^

but open sea conditions ; they are crowded with
f^'^^^^tes-

and the upper beds are composed almost entirely of
^^r,^,^^^^ all

Deposition appears to have been continuous =^^^

these stages ; the changes from marine to brackisn ^ ,

^^^^

fresh-water conditions and then, rather more siiarp^^j^j

fresh-water to marine appear to have been quite g

there is no trace of unconformity. marine ^
. The nummulite shales are the highest known m^

^jj^i^j.

«n this part of India. All the overlying ^ff ^.ootonoa^
sandstones, or conglomerates forming a somewhat w

.^ ^^j^^

aeries of vast thickness. The shales are red or P^'P'
,g to P^

and the sandstones vary from dark brown ^^^?\^d V^^^^
white and differ considerablv in hardness,

y^io
j verte-

impressions are recorded from the lower horizons

(
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brate remains are abundant in definite zones. The total

thickness of these rocks cannot be much less than 20,000 feet

and throughout there is no evidence of any pronounced change

in the conditions under which they were deposited. They are

fluviatile and lacustrine deposits laid down by the fore-runners

of the present rivers.

The unconformity between the fluvio -lacustrine series and
the limestones is marked by pronounced transgression and

overlap. In the northern sections, for example, along the

foot-hills of the Kala Cbitta range, all the stages shown in the

above table are present ; the Fatehjang zone of the basal

murree beds rests on the nummulite shales. Ten miles further

south, in the Khaire Murat ridge, the basal murree beds are

still present, but the nummulite shales are missing and tlie

murrees rest on the Lower Chharat stage. In the Salt Range
the effects of the unconformity are much more pronounced.

In that arm of the Salt Range which runs northwards into the

Indus valley there are traces of the passage beds between the

hill limestones and the Lower Chharat stage, and the highest

beds of the limestones contain native sulphur ; but elspwhere

both the Upper and Lower Chharat stages are absent. The

whole of the Upper and Lower Slurrees are also missing and the

basal zone of the Siwalik system rests directly on the massive

nummulitic limestones.
The uplift which caused this unconformity appears to have

tad its greatest effect in the south, but as there is nowhere any

marked discordance of dip or strike the movement must have

been wide-spread and of continental type, unaccompanied by

violent compression. The deposition of the Upper tertiary

rocks was confined at the outset to a trough along the foot of

and parallel to the beginnings of the Himalayan ranges xn this

rfgion, and it was only in Siwalik times that the area of depo-

sition spread southwards to beyond the line of the Salt Range.

Although the uplift of the Himalayas must have been in

progress throughout Murree-Siwalik times, I have been unable

to detect any unconformity in the Upper tertiary succession

;

deposition appears to have been quite continuous from tlie

basal murree beds to the Upper Siwaliks and the various

stages are distinguished only by slight changes in lithology and
by their contained vertebrates."

Enefly, the sequence of events during tertiary times in

s part of the Punjab has been :

—

1- Shallow marine conditions during the deposition of

the Cardita beaumonti shales and coals.

2. Open sea conditions whilst the massive limestones «erc

3- The seT was cut off from the open ocean and became

brackish and eveutuall;/ fresh-water.

thi
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4. The Lower tertiary fresh-water stage is followed by

shallow marine conditions during the deposition

of the Upper Chharat stage.

5. The region emerged finally from the sea and was

subject to erosion.

6. The fluvio-lacustrine Upper tertiary rocks were laid

down unconformably on the limestones, at first in a

trough along the foot of the northern hills.

7. In Siwalik times the area of deposition spread south-

wards to beyond the line of the kSalt Range.

The Oil-Seepages.

We can now pass to a consideration of the conditions

under which the oil-seepages occur with a view to determining

what horizons are likely to be oil-bearing.

The Foot-Hills Oil Zone.

There is a well-defined zone of seepages along the foot-hills

of the Margala and Kala Chitta ranges which might be

described as the "foot-hills oil-belt." This zone stretches

continuously from the western flank of the Tret—murree
s:\Ticlmal—through the Rawalpindi and Attock districts and

across the Indus into the Northwest Frontier Province.
The largest seepage in the Margala hills is at Rutta Hotar,

eleven miles due north of Rawalpindi About ten miles to the

southwest are the Colra seepages at the extreme eastern end of

the Kala Chitta anticlinal, which is here a narrow steeply

compressed limestone outcrop with Murree rocks to the north

and south. In both these localities the stratigraphy is very

clearly exposed, and the horizon of the oil seepages is the same,

namely, the passage beds bet\\ een the hill limestones and the

purple and variegated shales of the Lower Chharat st^age.

lUe oil IS associated with sulphur, especially at Golra where

crystals of native sulphur can be obtained from the oil-soafeci

limestones and shales. The immediately overlving beds contain

abundant g3'psum.
The Chharat fold, about twenty miles west of Golra, is the

largest limestone anticline of the Kala Chitta foot-hills; it i^

steeply compressed and over-folded to the south. Seepages are

numerous and not all at the same horizon. The main seepage^

are at the same horizon as the Golra seepages—the passage t)eu

I- u
.""^ of the hill limestones; but along the thrust-fau^

which forms the southern boundary of the limestone outcrop

oil occurs m the nummulite shales and m the basal Murr^

beds. These seepages, however, are all close to the fault ajw

only at that part of it where the oil-bearing passage beds ar^

known to occur on the up-throw side and they appear to ha^

derived their oil from the limestones bv migration across the

lault -plane.
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Ten miles further west is the Chak Dalla locaUtv. Here
the oil seeps from chalky limestones with complex structure.

The seepage is in the main hill range, and the absence of the

Chharat stages makes it difficult to define the exact horizon of

the rocks in which the oil occurs.

Along the same general line, but across the Indus, another

seepage occurs at Punnoba near the crest of a simple anticline

in which about 1,000 feet of the upper limestoues are exposed.

The oil occurs in beds which overlie massive limestones and

probably correspond with the passage beds elsewhere.

The only other seepages known in this zone are those at

the eastern end of the Khaire Murat ridge about fourteen miles

southwest of Rawalpindi. At the extreme eastern end of the

limestone outcrop, where it crosses the Bussala stream, there

is a small oil and gas seepage from a vertical rib of limestones

between steeply dippmg Murree beds ; the ('hharat stages are

absent owing to unconformity. Another seepage occurs four

miles further to the southwest near a hut known as Lundigar.

This seepage appears to be at the crest of a small closely folded

anticHne of Murree rocks, but the structure is too complex to

determine the horizon or how near the limestones may be to

the surface ; narrow limestone anticlines branch o ff from the

main outcrop both to the north and south of the Khaire Muiat
ndge»

It will be observed that in the foot-hills oil -zone seepages

occur \A herever the limestones, and especially the upper Imie-

stones, are exposed. With few exceptions the oil seeps from
jhe passage beds between the massive limestones and the

^«er Chharat stage, that is, from rocks which were laid down
ajring the brackish water phase of the Lower Tertiary sea.

J^nat this horizon is the true source of the oil is confirmed by

negative evidence, for neither the hill limestone?, the Chharat

ftages, nor the Murree rocks yield oil except m the few

instances where there is reason to"suppose that migration from
^ne passage beds may have occ urred . These rocks are exposed
^'er a very wide area and in every variety of structure.

The Salt Range Seepages.

Another well-marked "oil-belt" or seepage zone occurs
-^'ong the northern flank of the Salt Range.

IV. A •
^^^ ^^'estern end the Salt Range turns abruptly north-

arm .u'^*^
the Indus valley and along the eastern side of this

Rni u
^ uppermost bed of the limestojies contams natrye

»" Phur and oil. It is a chalky limestone similar and probably

quivalent to the passage beds of northern sections Ihe

nulft''"P^g^ is at Jaba and this locality has yielded sma 1

i^antities of oil for many years. The structure is monoclmal

^^ 'i/nestones dipping' steeply beneath the Upper Tertiary

^o^stones and shales.
^
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East of Sakesar, near the centre of the main range, there

is a well-defined group of seepages ; oil-shews, some of them

amongst the most prolific in the Punjab, occur at intervals

along the junction of the limestones and Siwalik rocks for

a distance of nearly ten miles. The massive sandstones which

here form the base of the Siwalik system give rise to precipitous

cliffs and buttresses; seepages occur in the gorges at points

where the limestones dip finally beneath the sandstones. The

oil seeps from the basal conglomerate of the Siwalik rocks

or from the uppermost bed of the limestones ; in the latter

instances the basal conglomerate is usully absent or is repre-

sented by the limestone b?d in which the seepages occur, for

there is some evidence that this bed is a re-cemented limestone

conglomerate and probably of Siwalik age.

Twenty miles to the southwest, in the Sulgi glen near Amb,

there is another prolific seepage in the very heart of the Salt

Range. On examination this seepage proved to be a small

patch of oil-soaked Siwalik rocks resting on limestones and let

down by faulting into contact with the Carboniferous Lime-

stone and Salt Marl. The Siwalik rocks contain vertebrates and

they may be at a somewhat higher horizon than the sand-

stones of the more northern seepages. It is important to note

that the only seepage knowTi to occur in the Salt Range scarp

is quite definitely in Siwalik rocks. '„
,,

The group of seepages in this part of the Salt Range ditter*

markedly from those previously described in that the oil occurs

here in the basal beds of the Upper Tertiary series and not i

the limestones. The explanation of these seepages is, 1 tm,
that the oil is derived originally from the same horizon ^^ll^^^^

yields the oil at Jaba and the northern seepages, "'^"^^^^''Ijg

passage beds at the top of the massive limestones.
J

horizon does not outcrop at the surface owing to t"® "",
yi^

formity, but it must occur further north beneath the ^i^^^

cover. The oil would then find its way to the su^'^^^
.^

lateral migration along the conglomerates. Such lateral ii

^^

nient of oil up the dip through porous beds presents ^^°^ L
mechanical difficulties and is in accordance with the usu

.

accepted laws of oil accumulation. . , call-
The basal Siwalik rocks are exposed in several otiier i

^^^^

ties, for instance, in other parts of the Salt Raiige, "^^^^^

Oiirpar hills south of the Khaire Murat ridge, at
P^^"' ''^t jn

the west of the road from Basal to Pindigheb, but exc i
.^^

the localities described they are quite barren of oil ana ^
^^^

no seepages. No seepages are known in the n^'^"V"'t!,M/«o»"'
Salt Range nummulitie limestones nor in the Cardda oca

shales.

If

correct the Siwalik rocks at Amb must have accu
oil before being let down by faulting.

seepages
13

the above explanation of the Salt Range ^f^'fAyrt
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The Khaur Seepage.

The onlv other seepage which I know in the Punjab east

of the Indus' is that on the Khaur dome, forty-five miles south-

west of Rawalpindi. It is a remarkable coincidence that this

seepage escaped previous record by either Lyman or Wynne
;

I did not hear of it until actually camped on the anticline. It

is the only seepage which occurs on an open dome structure

obviously favourable for oil accumulation and storage.

The seepage is a patch of oil-soaked sandstone about 100

square vards in extent with a smaller detached seepage about

200 yards to the east. The villagers obtained a small flow of

oil from shallow scrapmgs, and we increased this yield to several

tms daily by digging further into the sand. The seepage is

near the ©rest of' the anticline, but one mile down the westerly

pitch from the dome summit. ,

The crest area at Khaur is floored by Upper Murree rocks

of which about 300 feet are exposed ; they are light grey sand-

stones and red shales. The individual beds are generally trom

50 to 100 feet in thickness, but some sandstones attam larger

development and the sandstone element predominates some-

what over the shale.

The area is now being tested by the Attock Oil Company
and gives promise of becoming a workable oil-field.

To explain the presence of oil in the Upper Murree beds

at Khaur is a problem of some difficulty. It seems improD-

able that the oil originated in the rocks in which it is now

found, for the Upper Murree beds do not usually contam seep-

ages. Further, they are identical in lithological characte

\vith the Chinji beds of the Lower Siwalik system and dittei

only slightly from the whole succession of upper tertiar}^

rocks. If the Upper Murrees contained original oil at
^^^'^l^''

should expect the Chinji beds or other Upper Tertiary horizons

to contain oil, but no such oil-sands or seepages are
fii^^^J-

.
I see no alternative but to conclude that the oil at^^|^^;^'_;;

originated in the rocks which are oil-bearing wherever thev are

exposed, namelv, the passage beds between massive limestoicb

and the Lower Chharat sta|e, and that the oil has attamed ts

Pjeseut position by upward migration through the Murree sana

«tones and shales". The greater part of the Murree system

ni^^t be absent beneath the Khaur dome on account of the

unconformity and overlap ; it will be remembered that m tiie

Salt Range the Murree system is completely absent from tnt

succession.
^1^^

^
There is little direct evidence for this view, ^ut the resu s

^
.the test-wells, up to date, accord reasonably r";i ,„ had

'^i^ght have been expected if such upward migration had

occurred.
• b en

Tlie principal objections to such an hypothesis have eei
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urged against every other case in which similar migration is

believed to have taken place. They are :

—

1. The mechanical difficulties against the passage of oil

through considerable thicknesses of comparatively impervious

shales.

2. The time factor, more especially the question as to how

the oil was preserved in the source-rocks during the time they

were exposed at the surface before the deposition of the

reservoir rocks.

Too little is known of the exact conditions of oil move-

ment and accumulation for us to be^ able to judge how mucli

weight should be attached to such objections, and in the present

state of our knowledge it cannot bo said that they make the

migration theory definitely impossible. It is now .generally

recognized by oil -geologists that such vertical migration through

shales is possible and has taken place in almost every petroli-

ferous region.

The most important evidence for the migration hypothesis

is, of course, the conditions of oil occurrence elsewhere in the

Punjab. In seven localities the seepages are in the passa

beds at the top of the hill limestones : in another locality,

the Salt Range, the oil finds access to the surface along the

basal conglomerates of the Upper Tertiary rocks, having

originated in the same mother -rock. It seems probable, there-

fore, that the oil at Khaur has its origin in the same source-

rock and has attained its present position in the manner out-

lined above.

Origin of the Oil.

Although there is definite evidence to show that the oil

• has its origin at a particular horizon in the Lower Tertiaiy

rocks, we are unable, as hi so many other regions, to deternun

with certainty the material from which it was formed. J-^

only direct evidence on this point is the presence of sulpj"

and gypsum in the source-rock and the paucity of fossils. J-"

indications are that salt-lake or lagoon conditions, accompanie|^

by some concentration of the salt water by evaporation, piaj^^

an important if not essential part in the process ol

formation.

The most abundant fossils in the Lower Tertiary rocks ar^

nummulites, and some beds of considerable thickness are m^^^^

up entirely of nummulite tests. Such beds, however, are _
od-bearing. Neither the massive nummulitic limestones

the nummulite shales contain original oil, and it is "^P'^"*
of

that nummulites contributed in any way to the formanu

the oil.
J J

^
The rocks in which the oil occurs contain a few

^^^fffat
nummulites but are otherwise barren. It seems pr^'^f '

jjed
the oU was derived from the decomposition of sott^^o
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\

organisms, possibly sea-weeds, under tlie peculiar inland-sea

conditions described above.

Comparison with other Areas.

The petroliferous rocks of Assam and Burma are quite

different in character from those of the Punjab. In those

regions the oil is distributed through a vast thickness of sand-

stones and shales which give little or no indication of any
change in the conditions under which they were deposited. Oil

seepages occur at various horizons throughout some 20,000 feet

of such rocks in Burma, and no geologist has as yet even
suggested that any horizon or horizons should be regarded as

the primary source-rock of the oil

oil

occurrences of India and those of the Carpathian oil-fields. In
Galicia and northern Rumania the oil occurs in the " Flysch,"
a monotonous series of sandstones, shales, and conglomerates,
which must be similar in lithology to the oil-bearing Pegu rocks
of Burma and Assam. Professor Zuber claims that in the

Flysch zone there is a reciprocal relation between the occur-

rences of oil and coal ; he suggests that the oil has originated
irom the decomposition of vegetable matter which under
slightly different circumstances would have formed coal.' Dr.
iascoe has put forward an exactly similar hj^pothesis to explain
the relation between oil and coal occurrences in Burma* and
Assam.

3

The conditions in the central Rumanian fields are entirely

different. Here the origin of the oil is attributed by Professor

Mrazec to the "Miocene Salifere," the final lagoon facies of

the deposits laid down in the mioccne Mediterranean Sea. The
'arge productive fields, however, obtain their oil from Pliocene

iresh-water deposits. These rocks are devoid of oil except
When m contact with the Miocene Salifere and Slrazec claims that
tae oU which thev contain has been derived from the miocene

mother-rock by migration ; such migration has taken place

^*ually across great overthrust faults. In some cases (Campeni
ana Tet9ani) he attributes the high grade of the oil to frac-

de th
4

*^^°^ during upward migration from a source at great

on }^. ^"^^^ *^e Assajn and Burma fields repeat the Flysch

conditions of Galicia and northern Rumania, and the Punjab
ccurrences those of central Rumania.

Another interesting parallel to the conditions of oiloccur-

the Punjab is furnished by certain of the western

India, XL, pfc. 1, p. 237 (1912).
^em. Oeol. Sur. India, XL, pfc. 2, p. 318 (1914).

,
, -

,, olQlCompte-Rendn, IlUme Congr^ Int.du PHrole, T. I, P- 1^' ^^^^^^'
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American fields. In these fields it is suggested that the oil

was formed originally in shales of eocene age, but production

in the large fields is obtained from the overlying miocene. The

interesting feature here is that the miocene rocks rest with

unconformity on the eocene and overlap allows each stage of

the miocene "to rest in turn upon the eocene source-rocks. Oil

is obtained from various horizons in the miocene ^vherever

suitable reservoir rocks rest in contact with the eocene shales

or are sufficiently near them for migration to have been possible.

The occurrence of oil at several different horizons which

are barren except when within reach of a common source-rock

is strong evidence that migration has taken place ; in the Punjab,

for example, oil occurs in the basal Murree rocks at Chharat,

the oil at Khaur is in Upper Murree rocks, and the Salt Kangc

seepages are in the basal conglomerates of the Lower SiwaliK

system, and it is only when tliese rocks are near to orm contact

with the limestones that they contain any trace of oil.

The Attock Oil Company is continuing the exploration oi

the Khaur field and is drilling a test-well on another area

eleven miles to the southwest. The Burma Oil Compan.vjJ

testing the Mcval anticline twenty miles west of Khaur. u

knowledge of the conditions of oil formation, accumuiaxiou,

storage, in the Punjab and elsewhere, is rapidly "icreasm^^

^..^ it remams to be seen whether the migration nyP^^^'

will stand the test of the additional evidence as ^^^

J^"^?^.
hand. All that is claimed for it is, that, subject ^ the ooj^^^

tions cited above, it affords a working explanation ot tn
<^

^^

of oil occurrence in the Punjab so far as they are Uno

present.

Notes on structure and stratigraphy in the Nor i-

and
and

Punjab.—% E. S. Pinfold.

After a brief desoripton of previous work >» the Attock an
^^^^.^^

pindi districts and adjoining regions the author describes tne
^^^^^^^^

of structural zones between the complex folding of the "^^^"
rrj^g gectiofl

hills and the modified " block structure " of the Salt Rang©-
^^^ g^p.

is of special interest on account of its marked resemblance

posed section of the " Gangetic Trough." , jg ^.te sub'

The stratigraphy is described in detail ; the Subathu "«
j^^j^j^taD

divided and a correlation is suggested with the Hazara ana

successions.

n the BraW^^

Note on the Aquamarine mines of Daso on
g^t^^i

river, Shigar valley, Baltistan.-^y C.S. Mtddlem ^

JOTI Parshad-
ad sectio^;

The authors describe, with photographs, P^*°' ^f'^^ine a™**"*"
the general, physical and geological conditions «'

*V ,„" and col«"|':

history of the discovery of the gems, their size, crystal lor.^^^j ^^ults

their relative abundance in the pegmatite matrix, an^* ."T^-jng lO d»y»

in paying gem material of a practical mining test made aur »...,^anoe-

operationa. The investications showed the amount ot lav
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bearing pegmatite at the mines and in the neighbourhood to be very large

and practically inexhaustible. The data furnished by the working teat

showed that, employing 25 labourers for 10 days at a cost of Rs. 178 for

wages, explosive and charcoaL there were extracted 136 tolas weight of

A 1 quality, large and clear, 130 tolas of 1st quality, both these being

suitable for cutting into facetted gems'; and 180 tolas of 2nd quality,

translucent and suitable for cutting encabochon into brooches, buttons,

etc.

The first two qualities are of good water and delicate, though pale,

tints, and are valued at 6 annas and 2 annas a carat, respectively, in the

rough uncut state. The tola being reckoned at 58 carats, the results al-

together show a large margin of valuable material realizable for defraying

supervision charges, transport costs and as profit, sufficient to promise

well for the future of the mines.
F

On the discovery of Upper Palseozoic Fossils in the Krol

beds of the Simla region.—% E. Veedenburg and H. G.

Das Gupta.
Much difficulty wag for a long time experienced in classifying and

correlating the pre-tertiary sedimentary formations of the southern

Himalaya on account of their generally unfossiliferous condition. A
satisfactory clue to the sequence was apparently afforded by R. D.

Oldham's researches establishing the glacial character of the Blaini con-

glomerate and its probable identity with the Talchir beds and the Salt

Range boulder bed of upper carboniferous age. Owing to the persistent

absence of fossils, doubts have latterly been entertained as to the correct-

ness of this identification, and the unfossiliferous beds of the Southern

Himalaya have been regarded as equivalent to the unfoasiliferous pre-

cambrian beds of the Peninsula. Consequently, it has generally been

supposed, of late, that the Blaini boulder-bed may be much older than
the Talchir. Mr. Gupta's discovery of upper palaeozoic fossils m the Krol

oeds, amongst which is a Choneies of the group laevis, finally confirms

Oldham's correlation.

Considerations regarding a possible relationship between

the Charnockites and the Dharwars.—5?/ E. Vreden-

BURG.

In this paper attention is drawn to the possibility of regarding the

charnockites as metamorphosed representatives of the igneous mem Ders

of the Dharwars. The latter are known, in some instances, to have been

transformed into granuHtes resembling the charnockites, while the ciiar-

nockites in some of their outcrops exhibit a distinctly bedded structure

and are associated with certain rocks characteristic of the Dharwar system

such as the banded iron ores. . ,;„_
The distribution of the charnockite and Dharwar o"*'^'""?^

' f^*"! ,/°fone another over large areas, and never intermingled, suggests that tney

^ay be two different metamorphic facies of a single formation. Ihe

frequent association of charnockites with the metamorphosed
f'^''^^"*-'

as Khondalites (quartz-sillimanite-schists) also recalls the inter-

volcanics and sedimentaries observed in °3any typical outcrops

^^ Dharwars. It is therefore suggested that the I^hondahtes may
^present metamorphosed Dharwar sedimentaries m the same way as tne

cnarnockites are thought to represent the Dharwar volcamcs.

Suggestions regarding the niechn.nipm of the " charriagcs.

Known
bedder

j»

.The larg,
*io^izontal

dii

J^y E. Vredenburg.

and
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other European mountain ranges, but have not yet been recognized with

certainty in India, are difficult to account for as the direct result of

tangential thrusts on account of the frequently feeble degree of crushing

and corrugation which the displaced rocks have been subjected to.

The frequently plunging disposition of their contact with the sub-

stratum has suggested the notion that their elevation was originally due

entirely to an upward plateau-like bulging of the surface, and that the

horizontal displacement is due to a shding down the slope of the upraised

area, as the direct effect of gravitation, in a manner comparable to the

movement of a landslip or of a glacier.

Tin ores in Tavoy.—% J. Coggin Brown.
The author points out that the importanco of obtaining supplies of

wolfram at the high price prevailing for that mineral have led to it?

exploitation in Tavoy to the exclusion of other useful minerals, such as

tin. The latter mineral is widely distributed in the district and is already

being won by dredging in one valley ; other promising areas are referred

to and the association of the ore is briefly discussed.

On the distinct sedimentary origiji of some quartzites of

Mysore.—%V. S. Sambasiva Iyer.

The author describes the occurrence, near Kondli, Tumkur district,

Mysore State, of some highly quartzose rocks containing sericite and

.sericitjsmg felspars which show distinctly bedded structures and well

tiehned elastic textures and are clearly and conclusively ripple-marked,

exactly like the markings on typical specimens of ripple-marked quar z-

ites; whUe their microsections are very similar to those of npp^e-

marked quartzites of Baroda or to those of typical quartzites of W-
ivrantz s collection, and concludes that distinct metamorphosed arenaceous

sediments preserving their typical textures or structures do occur m
Mysore, though the exposure noted at present is a small one. The paper

was Illustrated by specimens, photos, micro-sections and map.

Note on some DInosaurian remains recently discovered m

the Lameta beds at Jubbulpore.—% C. A. Matlby.

The author recently di.scovered a number of vertebrate bones, some

of very large size, in beds of the Lameta formation at Jul>l>"'P°7; „„1
fossils were ound at two horizons on the western slope of the h.U known

as Bara Simla, on the estate of the Gun Carriage Factory. They ta^

been presented to the Geological Survey of India and are now being

studied by Mr. G. de P. Cotter and the author.
^ ,

^^nine largest remains occurred as scattered bones in a re«„?'^?Wmarly day about 4 feet above tho lower limestone of Bara Sitola n^^

Among the specimens obtained are three vertebrae (two P^off
°";'

jjaone arnphicoelous). a right humerus 54 inches long, an incomplete scaP^er

rlJ
'""^^^ '" ^^^'^g*^' ^ raJus (?) 28 inches long, a portion of ^o

raduis, some ribs and a number of fragments. They belong to a g-gaj^.

herbivorous dmosaur. probably 50 feet or more in length, nnd a^^Jj^ed
sionaily assigned to Titanosaurus indicus, a genus and species desc

^^

fn^irTJ'- i'^''
°° *^« evidence of two vertebrae and an incomplete

louna in tFm neighbourhood about half a century ago. A;<^covetd

at atr^^M'^'l
°^ *^^ skeleton of another and smaller reptile was dsco

^^^^

^reenth ^ T^""
^'''"^^^ ^^out 50 yards away, embedded .n

fw f f^'^'i«*«n« at the base of the lower limestone mentioned a
^^

much wo tl^"''^'
^""^ ^"""'^'^^ ^^^ ""sh«d or distorted by V'^j;^%dr^

movin i-K
^^ y^* *° ^« ^^^^ in cementing the broken fragments a",^moving the matrix from the more delicate bones before the.r stm
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be satisfactorily undertaken. The specimens include several vertebrae

and ribs, some limb bones, various bones of the feet (including two un-

gual phalanejes) and a tooth. The limb bones are hollow a'nd the skeleton

generally is of lighter construction than that of T. indictis. The reptile

was apparently a carnivorous dinosaur of the sub-order Theropoda,

The Geotectonics of the Tertiary Irrawaddj^ Basin.—By G.

DE P. Cotter.

It has been found necessary through recent field work in Minbn and

Pakokku districts to modify our previous ideas of the tertiary history of

Burma. The author believes that there ia no unconformity except of an

entirely local character between the Pogus and Irrawadies of the Irra-

waddy basin. The supposed unconformities of Yanangyat and Mmbu
are partly to be explained as missing beds cut out by fold-faults. The

presence of a basal eocene conglomerate along the east foot oi the loma
shows that this barrier existed in lower eocene times. The Yoma barrier

formed a continually rising geoanticline, and the Irrawaddy basm a con-

tinually sinking geosvncline, but as time went on, the subsiding area

shifted southwards. 'The sea retreated steadily to the south, the sedi-

ments becoming both horizontally northwards and vertically "P"^^^^
more and more of a fluviatile typo. The occurrence of red earth beds

signifies land conditions temporarilv established through silting, but does

not necessarily mean upheaval. Each bed tails off into red earth }aciea,

and in certain areas it is susri^ested that we have mapped as one bed tne

red earth fades of severaf beds which are changing their /oozes, me
boundary thus obtained would appear to show overlap.

There is evidence of pleistocene and recent upheaval m the 1^^^"^^^^
Basin, The plateau gravels are old raised river gravels, and the large

size of their pebbles show that the rivers formerly hmi steeper gradients.

The streams in parts of ilinbu are now cutting through the receni^

alluvium
; this indicates recent upheaval.

The Lamellibranchiata of the Eocene of Burma.—5j/ G. de

P. Cotter.

The fauna is a meagre one, consisting of less than 20 species. /^^J*^'^'
one is identical with a form from the upper eocene <>i,^^''t, TJnderand one identical with a Khirthar species from India. The ^enaainaer

aDr»pa- */^ u« ..ji-t .• ^ ^4. *«rt«* ^ckTtT varifttie^. out ine-i i«/**

tionship OI ou.«..-uu»...... Detailed descrio-

The author wishes to thank Mr. t.-
t;ons of each species are given. The author wishes to ^^^^^'"^ '^'^ .r

Vredenburg for kindly assisting him with his advice m the preparation

this paper.

Stegodon Ganesa in the Mid Siwaliks of Jammu.—-B?/ D. N.

Wad I

A

A fossilised tusk of an extinct e
discovered

by the writer in the Mid Siwalik strata of the Jaramu hUls
^^^

,
A brief description of the Siwaliks of Jammu, the PO^

""J"
, ^^

tf .^> characters of the skull, the upper Ja-/\^„'^^'J,,t"p\Tol the
^planted in ,itu and the molars. Measurements and

^^f
"P^'

'ters.
incisor or tusk, its detailed raeasurementg. Fossil ^^^^yj^^ Microscopic
^he specific position of the fossil ; its stratigraphic position.

8ec:tion8
: pieces of polished fossil ivory.

Geology of Hyderabad (Deccan).—% K. A. K. Hallowes.
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10. Preliminary Note on the Flora of the Anaimalais.

By C. Fischer, Indian Forest Service.

(Read at the Indian Science Congress, Jan. 1918).

I

The Anaimalai Hills form the northern mass of a vast

stretch of mountain region that occupies a considerable por-

tion of the Travancore and Cochin States and parts of the

Madura and Coimbatore Districts in British territory. An off-

shoot runs southwards to the neighbourhood of Cape Comorin.

The range we are here concerned with falls within the

limits of the Coimbatore District. It lies on the border land

between Travancore, Cochin and Coimbatore, distinctly nearer
the west than the east coast of the Peninsula, and covers a
length of about 33 miles from west to east, with a maximum
breadth, north to south, of 17 miles.

The range is not everywhere very clearly separated from
the Travancore Hills to the south. On the west and east it is

cut off from the Neliampatti and Palni hill ranges respectively
by the Tekkadi and Amaravati rivers. Its northern limit is

formed by steep slopes descending to the plains of Coimbatore.

The elevations along the foot of the hills vary from about
JOO feet above mean sea level, where the Amaravati river

leaves them on the east, to about 1,200 feet on the \\est. The
wghest peak, Tanakumalai, more or less centrally situated,

I'l^'ea to nearly 8,300 feet. From this central mass, where there

are a number of prominences over 7,000 feet high, the hills fall

away east and west to the valleys of the two rivers mentioned,
'^nile southwards, after falling to about G,500 feet near the

Aravancore border, the land rises again to culminate at Anai-

"ludi 8,800 feet, the highest point in Southern India.

The whole tract forms a very wild and rugged region, the

g^jeater part of which is totally uninhabited and trackless^

J.^e persevering pioneer is rewarded by grandiose aspects ot

Z,: horrent and forest and, at the higher levels, by an mvigo-
[atiug atmosphere. Parts are still practically unlmown and
^ve been penetrated onlv bv the jungle-men and a few pros-

pecting or sporting planters and forest officers.

The first visit of a European of which we have any re-

^ord was made by Captain (afterwards General) J. Michael,

im5-f' ^°^^«t Officer m the Madras Presidency, if not in India

*\lSol. He made two or three trips to the higher range and

*aigh level valley commemorates his name. Captain Douglas

^amilton, another Forest Officer drawn from the then Madras
^^ative Infantry, also explored these hiUs in the sixties of ttie
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last century. Lt. (later Col.) Beddome and Dr. Cleghorn, both

Forest Officers, made excursions ; their reports, as well as some

sketches of the scenery and the aborigines made by Hamilton,

are to be found in Cleghorn's " Forests and Gardens of South-

ern India."

The first plantations for coffee were started on the north-

em
Anaim

not

are

District and which has bitten so deeply into the splendid

evergreen forests of the eouth-westem aspects, was opened

about 1896 by one or two adventurous pioneers who have

reaped a rich and deserved harvest as a result of their enter-

prise .

As the name of the range indicates to those who know

Tamil, the Anaimalais (literally Elephant Hills) are one of the

South Indian strongholds of elephants. These beasts are often

a serious menace to planters and others in the tract, not only

to property but to life. Apart from the capturing operations

by the pit method carried out by the Forest Department m
the extreme western corner, these animals roam the length

and breadth of the hills practically unmolested.
The Indian bison or gaur is common, both in the lover

moist forests and on the grassy downs of the heights, where

it grazes almost side by side with large herds of the Nilgjr'

goat—Hemitragiis hylocrius. Tigers are not very common the

tract as a whole not being very w ell suited to their habas^

The panther is more frequent and black specimens are
"'^

uncommon. Other animals of interest to the sportsman

the sloth bear, wild dog, often met with in very large pa«^ -

sambar, spotted deer, mouse-deer and wild pig. Small game u

not at all abundant.
. .l^

Among snakes of special mtcrcst, I may mention

hamadryad {Naia bu7igarus) a specimen of which, IH '

long, was killed within a stone's throw and, incidentally, ») '^

thrown stone, of my camp at Attakatti. At the same piac
.

killed a keeled viper {Echis carinata). The fauna as a wfioi

as varied and as interesting as the flora and as little
mvesw,

ted, so that this tract should prove a rich field for all dep

ments of Zoology.'
j^jjls.

Four indigenous races of jungle-men reside in these
^^

These are the Kadirs, Malasas, Muduvas. and Pulaiya^-
^^.^j^

iiadirs are a primitive tribe without fixed location am
^^^.

. P^f.ttically no cultivation. They construct temporary
^j

tations shifting with the seasons, but confine ^^^^'^r\^^s
most entirely to the evergreen 'forest region. J,^,"t.

con-
season huts are complete and fairlv watertight,

thougnj
structed of bamboo and thatched with grass or tlieJ^Vthe reed-bamboo, while the fair weather shelter is a "^^'.^^.^

to, formed by a thatclu-d oblong frame of bamboo

*
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against two bamboo posts and quite open on three sides.

These people live mainly on wild roots and fruit, hone\% grubs,
etc., and, to a certain extent, on food-stuffs obtained from the
plains by barter for jungle products, but at a pinch they are
quite self-supporting. They are much addicted to opium
eating.

The Malasas are a larger and wider spread tribe, much
more in contact with the population of the plains and often
living alongside of plains villages, where thej^ are emploj^ed
on field labour.

The Pulaijms and the Muduvas dwell exclusively in the
central and eastern portions of the hills. The latter are said
to descend from plains people who took refuge in the hills

from the aggression of Tippo Sultan's Muhammadan invaders.
Thej' rate themselves as the aristocracy of the hills and are
acknowledged as superior by the other tribes and, indeed,
occupy the same relative status among them that the Brah-
mms do among the Hindus. They eat flesh but respect that
of the bison, as being of the nature of a cow, a respect in

^hich the Kadirs also share. Neither will touch or even ap-
proach a dead bison though they will assist a sportsman in

stalkmg and shooting these fine beasts. The Pulaiyas, on the
other hand, show no such scruple and the vicinity of a bison
carcase is a repulsive spectacle after these people have got at it.

The only cultivation of the Kadirs is an occasional patch
of Elensine coracana Gaertn. in small clearings along the
streams. The other races cultivate Andropogon Sorghm.
^^yl, Elensine coracana Gaertn. and Amarayithiis paniculatus
M?m. The Muduvas and Pulaivas also grow Iponiaea Batatas
roir^ to a considerable extent, irrigating the fields by channel:
from the streams. It has been stated that '' ganja " {Cannabis
^^tiva Limi.) is grown in places in spite of legal prohibition,
^^t I have never seen any sign of it, nor have the excise
otticers ever obtained confirmation of the rumour.

The earliest records of botanical investigation in the

^namialais are found in the reports of Captain Michael, Lt.

J^eddome and Dr. Cleghorn, which have already been referred

r^'
"-fiiese accounts of their visits, however, were inspired

gather by the zeal of pioneer foresters than of botanical in-

veatigators, and the information from the latter point of view

f scanty and indefinite. Beddome was in charge of these

^rests and though no separate work on the area is forth-

^pmmg his observations are to be found in his '' Flora sylva-

Indi
//^''^^^ ^^ Southern India" and -Ferns of British

Wi L ^^^^ ^^^^ b^^n able to ascertain whether Dr. Robert

tnS - who was stationed for a considerable time in Cmmba-

did
^^^^"^ ^'^""'^^^'^ ^'^^ Anaimalais, but it would seem thatJie

s

^ot, since the region is not referred to in his and Arnott s
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" Prodromus "
; the hills mentioned in that work belong to a

quite different range.

Dr. C. A. Barber, as Botanist to the Government of

Madras, paid two or three visits to the Anaimalais and field

collectors of that office have been deputed to collect there.

By the courtesy of Rai Bahadur K. Ranga Chariar and his

assistants I have been furnished with a list of the plants col-

lected and noted during these trips.

My o\^Ti acquaintance with these hills covers a period of

about five years from the end of 1911, during which time my
ofRcial duties took me into these hills for at least one half of

each year. Unfortunately, the exigencies of forest work

demanded my presence in definite localities at the same periods

each year, so that my collections and notes are deficient in

consequence. This has affected my record of the most Inter-

esting and fruitful localities, that is to say, the dense evergreen

forests and the grass lands of the mountain tops, which I was

able to probe only during the hot weather months.
Considered as a whole, the flora of the range partakes

both of the Malabar and the Dekkan regions as described iii

Sir Joseph Hooker's " Sketch of the Flora of British India.

The Malabar region Is represented in the evergreen forests and

their neighbourhood in the zones of heavy rainfall
'^^"'

Coromandel sub-region of the Dekkan region" is found in

comparatively low-lymg tract near the Amaravati river

;

the Mysore sub-region on the outer, fairly dry slopes up

about l,.5O0 feet, especiallv towards the east.
The vegetation falls"^ naturally into five fairly distinct

types, though they are intermingled to a certain extent ana

merge so that no very clear limits can be assigned to each.

Starting from the plains we get successively :—
I. The dry semi-desert type which occupies the m

Amaravati valley and extends westwards more or less along

the foot of the hills. The elevations run from about 90^

1 ,500 feet and the rainfall ranges from 18 to 21 inches.

As might be expected, thorny plants figure V^o^^t^K
such as Commiphora Berry i Engl., DicJirostachys cinerea vr.

A., Acacia Latronum Willd. (generally very gregarious), a spn

^ng of Acacia planifrons W. <h A., Opuntia DiUem m.
Coffea Wightiana W. db A.. Dicoma tom,entosa Cass., Aztma^_
racaniha Lam., Solanvm .

rum Li nn
, and tortilis Ro

Euphorh
-^rg. and among grasses
ihomaeum Trin.

The

the

and

to

trihhntum Linn., Euphorbia anm

. .. ^.oUl. Other characteristic F^^;*^.
la dracunculoides Lam., and Jatropha ^V^'fJi" „,/far»
i among grasses Perotis la tifolia Ait., and Oiop

'i.ut.uni Trin. .

^q
Along the large streams species of other types f\^^^ t

ide, as Terminalia Ariuna W. dh A., Vilex leucoxylonl^l' _

lea parvifl
^rtyMtamim Wall, and Calamus psnidotenuis Becc.
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II. The dry deciduous hill type is found on the outer

slopes from 1.50(1 to 3,500 feet \dth a rainfall of from 20 to GO

inches. The slopes are generally very rocky and precipitous.

The characteristic species here are CocMospermum Gossy-

pimn B.C., Shorea Talura Eoxb., Sterculia urens Roxh., Eriolaemi

qutnquelocularis Wight, Buettneria herbacea Roxh., Plectrovta

didyma Gaertn., Diospyros montana Roxh., Didymocarpus Roltle-

riana Wall., Givotia rottlerijormis Griff.

III. The moist deciduous forest type, mainly situated in

the western extremity, though it occurs also in patches here

and there in favourable localities. It ranges between eleva-

tions of 1,500 and 2,500 feet wdth a rainfall of from 50 to 100

inches and merges into the evergreen type. This is the most

important type in the estimation of the forest officer, for it is

here that the finest timber trees are found and where they

attain their greatest development. Here we find enormous
stems of Tectona grandis Linn., Dalhergia lalifolia Roxh., Ter-

mimlia tomentosa Bedd., Anogeissus latifolia Wall., Pterocarpus

Marmpium Roxh., Lagerstroemia lanceolata Wall., and several

otheys.

Apart from these giant trees two other features distin-

guish this type : the luxuriant growth of Bamhusa arundinacea

Willd., which tends to take possession of the soil to the exclu-

sion of all other vegetation, and the presence of Lantam Ca-

mara Linn., which rapidly overgrows open spaces.

Other noteworthy species are DiUenia pentagyna Roxh.,

^^aregamia alaia W.,dh A., VHis discolor Dalz., Crofolaria dubia

Grah., several species of Desmodium, Spatholohus Roxburgh ii

Benth., Careya arborea Ro.vb., Antidesma Ghaesenibila Gaertn.,

Cycas circinalis Linn., a number of Scitaminacea, including

Zinziber officinalis Rose, and Clinoqyne virgata Benth., which

forms dense thickets near water. The fern Drynaria quercifolia

Linn, is common on tree trunks and on rocks.

The depressions are often swampy and there one hnds

liatidia uliginosa D.G., Sphenoclea zeylanica Gaertn., Hydrolea

zeylanica ValiL, and Ceratopteris thalictroides Linn. Along

streams Rhabdia lycioides Mast, occurs. ,

IV. The evergreen type, which is divisible into three sub-

types corresponding roughly with the elevation, and where a

rainfall of from 100 to 150 inches prevails.
(a) The low evergreen sub-type lies between 1,500 and ^,OUU

^eet. Some of its characteristic species are :—
Hydnocarpus Wightiana BL, Xayithophylhm fhwescem

foxb., Geophila reniformis Don, Bragantia WalUchn Br. i.ro-

^^n candutus Giesel, Dimorphocalyx Lmvlanus Hook. f.,A^ca^'

fna rohusta Hook. /., and the reed-like bamboo Ochlannm

^>'avaricanca Benth., which densely covers large areas along

streams. It is the leaves of this species that are gencraii.v

"^^ed for thatching.
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(6) The median evergreen sub-type from 3,000 to 5,000 feet

This is the zone most suited for the purposes of the planting

industry and several thousand acres have been cleared for

coffee, tea and cardamoms. Rubber trees of several kinds

have been tried, but this cultivation has not proved as profit-

able as that of the other products named. Pepper vines are

also grown to a small extent on the shade trees in the planta-

tions.

Gigantic evergreen trees grow in these forests, some, such

a.s Mesua ferrea Linn., Calophyllum tomentosum Wight, Pah-
quium ellipticum Engl., and Diospyros Ehenum Keen., are of

value to the timber trade. This is probably the most varied

and botanically interesting of all the types and covers a very

large expanse. The vegetation is exceedingly dense and it is

possible to walk for miles in unclouded day light without being

able to catch a glimpse of the sun, so much so that surveyors

working here have to dispense with sun readings.
There are four well defined stories of vegetation: tall

trees, with their crowns out in the sunlight, overtop all ;
be-

sides those already named may be mentioned Cullenia excelsa

Wight, ElcBocarpus tuhercidatus Roxb., Canarium Strictim Roxb.,

Kurrimia bipartita Law., and several species of Myristica.

Beneath these, smaller trees adapt themselves to the more

shady conditions and form a lower story consisting, among
very many more, of Unona pannosa Dalz.. Goniothalarnus^

Wightii Hook, f. dk T., several Garcinias, HoUgarna Beddmei
Hook, /., Eugenia Munronii Wight, Premna coriacea Clark,

Agrostistachys longifolia Benth. and Macaranga tomentm
Wight. The latter with Clerodendron infortunatum Linn, being

the first tree-growth to appear as secondary growth on cleared

areas left to themselves.
Innumerable woody shrubs form the next stage, such as

raramignyaarmataOliv., Turraea villosa Benn., Fsychotria am;

mallayana Bedd., Saprosma indicum. Dalz., Ervatamia coroiiam

iiiapf, several Strobilanthes which are often overgrown by t/fl^-

sythafihformis Lmn., and Eleftaria cardammnum Maton.
Fmally, below all, there is a carpet of herbs, and crypto-

gams like Neurocalyx Wightii Am., Acranthera anamoUica

^edd. lelhomaHeyneana Wedd.. Gymnopteris contaniimns W««-

and belagmella plumosa Baker.
'

Orchids and ferns cluster on

the trunks, mosses clothe them and lichens disguise them; a"

occasional Fagraea ovata Wall, or Connarus Wightii Hook, h ^

festooned among the branches.

. .
Where the soil is poor tb^ t:^^^ of the tallest storv ar

reduced
BenA-stories; here the tree composite, Vernonia monosis

appears. ^

Some further features of interest in this su^'W!^
the tree ferns (species of Alsnphila), the Fodosternomace^
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on semi-submerged rocks in stream beds, the occurrence of

the justly-dreaded " elephant-nettle," Laportea crenulata Gaud.,

and of the only South Indian conifer PodocMrpus latifolia Wall.,

though this latter is rare in the tract.

(c) The high evergreen sub-iype above 5,000 feet. This

type occurs both in continuous expanses of forest and in iso-

lated patches punctuating the open grass lands of the next

type, usually aggregating in and around depressions which

form the sources of streams.

Here we find Michelia ' nilagirka Zenh., Mahoiiia Lesche-

multii TaL, Eurya japonica Thunb., Elceocarpus ferrugincus

Wight, three species of Ilex, three species of Microtropis, Tur-

pinia pomifera D.O., three species of Ruhtis (mainly in open

glades and along the borders), Rhodomyrtus tomentpsa^Wight

,

Eugenia calophyllijolia

rhomb
fragraniissima Wall

m
Meissn

The curious epiphyte Impatiens Jerdonice Wight is common
at the higher elevations, as also the small parasite Viscum ja-

ponicum Thunb., especially on Eurya japonicum and Bhodo-

dendron arboreum.
V. The grass land type from 3,500 feet to the highest sum-

mits. Here again a sub-division according to elevation is re

quired. The limits between the sub-types is not well defined,

but can be fixed with rough approximation at 6,000 feet. The

type consists of open grass lands ; the lower sub-type is often

dotted with single trees or small groups, such as Termimtia

Chehula Retz, Zizyphus rugom Lam., Mallotus albus Muell.-

^rg., while the higher sub-type is invaded by the patches ot

the high level sub-type of the evergreen type. The slopes are

usuaUy steep except where small plateaus occur, when me
ground undulates more or less gently to the edge of precipices

or passes more gradually into the steeper, lower slopes.

(a) The lower grass-land sub-type below 6,000 feet presents

soch species as Berberis tinctoria Lesch. , three species otV iom,

^rotolaria Wightiana Br.. Desmodium rufescens B.C., Drosera

Burmannii Vahl, Lobelia nicotianacjolia Reyne, Swertia agnu
^ ^rhe, Mginetia pedunculata Wall, Osyris arborea Wall

. ,

tnree

species of Burnmnnia, Phoenix humilis Boyle, Ertocanlon orfo-

'^tum Bah., Ischaemum ciliare Retz, Andropogon Nardus Linn.,

*^teris aquilina Linn., Lycopodium cernuum Linn.,md ^ciagi

^lla rupestris Spreng. on rocks. ^ . ^ „^„ „

(6) The high gra^s-land sub-type above 6,000 eet offers a

f.umber of species of an alpine affinity and generaUy I'^^f"^^^ ^the flora of at the same elevations in the Nilgm
«"f^,5;2

«jll8- The species met with chiefly are Hypericum jap^ntcmn

I'^'fnb., Geranium nepalense Sweet, Fragaria indica AntL, ^^
i^eckia

LeschenauUii B.C. Peucedanum ammalhya^um o- ».
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Clarke, HedyOtis articularis Br.^ and buxifolia Bedd.^ Dipam
Leschenatdtii Goult., Vernonia Boiirnea7ia W. W. Smith, Am-
phalis araneosa D.C., Onicus Wallichii D.C, Lysimachia Lesch-

naultii Duhy, Pedicularis zeylanica Benth., Strobilanthes Kun-

thianus T, And,, Plantago major Linn., Rumex nepalensis

Spreng,, Thesitim WigJitianum Wall., LilinmneilgJierreuse Wight,

Isachne Gardneri Benth.^ Arundinella WightianaNees

.

In swampy places occur Ranunculus reniformis Wall, and

Wallichiamis W. <LA.^ Drosera peltata Sju .
,
Serpicula indica Thw.,

Gentiana quadrifaria BL, several Utricularias, Satyrium nepa-

lense Bon., several species of Eriomidon, Carex phacota Spreng.,

and Athyrium Filix-foemina Bernh. Along streams are Anemofie

rivularis Ham., Impaiiens Tangachee Bedd. (named after a pro-

minent peak of these hills), the beautiful Sonerila grandipra

Wall, and Exacum atropurpureum Bedd.^ya^r. anamallayamm

Bedd., also Arundinaria Wighiiana Nees and Osmunda regalts

Linn.

It will be seen, therefore, that the flora of this range is

very varied but, on the whole, does not differ very widely

_
from that of adjoining areas. As far as present investigation

' extends the chief points of difference that present themselves

are the following :

—

The absence from the semi-desert type of the spinous

Dalhergias and of Cassia marginata Roxb., which are common in

the Madura District.

In the evergreen forests one expects the Anacardmea^

and Guttiferae to be more fullv represented than they seem

to be.

In the higher grass lands Cotomaster buxifolia ^V^^^-'^^l
Leschenaultii W. db A. s.nd Parocheius communis flam., all^'^J^

common in similar tracts in the Nilgiris and Palnis, are entirely

absent as far as my observations go. On the other hana,

we find Anaphalis Meeholdii W. W. Smith exceedingly commo

on the Tanakumalai ridge, and lower down Impatiens f^f^fr.
Hook, /., ,both of which were first discovered by MeeDO

in Travancore and have been reported so far from nowne

else

,

In the median evergreen sub -type, or on grass Jand ^^^^
Its borders, Podocarpus laUfolia Wail, is found, though ipcu

^_

raon. This conifer elsewhere has been seen only in the i

vein and Travancore hUls far to the south.
Another uncommon plant of these hills is UtUm

other
foha Bedd. Of recent years it has been found m an

range of Coimbatore hills. It is a gregarious shrub, "«*;,
gg

as stated in the " Flora of British India," growing m rocky P
^^^

at an elevation of 4.000 to 5,000 feet and attaining aheio"

exceeding 6 feet with a ba^al diameter of 1| inches.
j^

Pyrenacantha voluhilis Hook., a slender climber aPPJ^^^Jf
unreported from India up to the time Vol I of the

Flora

m
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British India" was published in 1875; and since reported only
from the Palni and Tinnevelli hills {vide Gamble's " Flora of

the Presidency of Madras ") occurs in the semi-desert type of

our area. It may be of interest to note that I have recently

found this species in the northern part of the Nellore District,

at least 350 miles north of the Anaimalais.
From all sources, including those already alluded to, I

have drawn out a list of 1,805 species, exclusive of fungi, as

occurring in the Anaimalai range. It is certain that this list

is far from complete, for the published works bearing on this

tract include the whole of the Madras Presidency, and it is not

ahvays possible to ascertain whether any particular species has

been found there when these hills are not specifically named as

an habitat. I have thought it best to omit any species not

definitely noted as having been observed in these hills.

Of the 1,805 species listed, exactly 1,500 find place in my
own notes. The main deficiencies are probably among the

Orchidaceae, Eriocaulaceae, Cyperaceae, Graminaceae and Cryp-
togams. The final list is not likely to fall short of 2/200.

Of the 1,805 species recorded'at present, 1,661 are Phane-
rogams and only 144 are Cryptogams, The Monocotyledons
number 214 and" the Gymno^perms only three, namely ;

Gnetuni

mndens Roxb,, Podocarpus latifolia Wall, and Cycas circinahs

Linn.

There are 13 orders represented bv 30 or more species,

headed by the Legtmiinosae with 163 ; no others have as many
as 100, Euphorbiaceae bemg second with 91-

Nineteen genera are represented by 10 or more species,

fieaded by Orotoloria with 29 and Impatiens with 26, the rest

all falling below 20.

Division.

Synoptical Table.

No. of natural
orders.

F^anerogamia
A. Dicotyledones
* l*olypetalae

(^) Thalaraiflorae .

(o) Diseiflorae
(<-") Calcyciflorae

*• Gamopetalae
'S. Monochlamydeao.

V T^/^^03permae

l\\ Monocotyledones
.

140
ll(>

63

^yptogamia
• • 4

Total .. 144

No. of

genera.

765
640

286

60

No. of

species.

831

1661

22 81
4

18 94 1

23 111

33 253

20 101 ;

' 3 3

21 122
1

1444

650
179

178

293

646

248

3
214

144

1,805
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Orders with over 30 Species,

1. Leguminosae 163
2. Euphorbiaceae 91

3. Rubiaceae . . 70
4. C^ompositae
5. Acanthaceao

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Graminaceae
Urticaceae
Labiatae
Orchidaceae

n *

»

58
50
44
42

Scrophulariaceae 39

11

12

13

Malvaceae | ^o

Convolvnlaceae

)

Asclepiadaceae 31

1. Crotolaria

2. Impatiens
3. Ficus
4. Iporaoea
5. liidigofera

6. Diospyros
7. Asplenium

Genera with 10 or more Species.

29
26

'l5

8. Eugenia
9. Strobilanthos

10. Desmodium
1 1. Hil)iscus

12. Vitis

13. Growia
14. Lorantlius
15. Habonarm

14

13

M2

16. Osbeckia

17. Blumea
18. Leucas

10. Euphorbia

t t 11

"
10



II. The Burmese Sesamum Varieties. Notes on their

Variation and Growth.

By A. McKerral.

(With Plate XI.)

[Read at tiic Indian Science Congress, Jany. 1918.]

1. Introductory.

JSesamum forms one of the genera of the order Pedalineae,

an order which has its closest affinities with Bignoniaceae and

Acanthaceae. De Candolle (1) remarks that "Sesamum, in

the widest sense of the name, has ten (species), all African,

except perhaps the cultivated species." Hooker (2) gives

three Indian species: S. indicum, to which all the cultivated

forms belong, kS. laciniatum, a native of the Deccan Peninsula,

and 8. prostratum, found on sandhills near the sea at Madras, the

two latter being prostrate, whereas S. indicum is an erect plant.

The literature of Sesamum is comparatively scanty and
the plant does not seem to have received the attention which
Its importance as a source of oil merits. Thus De Candolle

nicrely remarks that " there are two races, the one with black,

the other with white seed, and several varieties differing in tlie

*^hape of the leaf. The difference in the colour of the seeds is

^ery ancient, as in the case of the poppv." Watt (3) gives a

fairly full account of the methods of cultivation in India, with

statistics of acreage, outturn, etc., but in this account again

^ery little information is given regarding the characters which

separate the different forms from each otlier. The author on
tms subject merely remarks, " there are two crops, a rabi and
Kharif and various cultivated forms of the plant, some spe-

cially suitable for growing in the kharif season some as early

rabi crops. Two at leas? of these are easily recognized, one

51th white seeds (safed til), the other with black (kala til).

J^ne latter is much the more common form arid is reputed to

yie d a superior oil." Howard (4) gives an account of the

Po linatioa mechanism and the process of- fertilization and
'•Indicates the methods to be adopted in improving the plant.

In Burma Sesamum has an importance as a food plant

«^hicint probably does not possess elsewhere. The oil is the

^aterial universally used in Burmese cooking and confectwn-

t/

-^ universally usku m j:>urm«.'ac i;l/.jivx.^^

and takes the place of the ' ghi ' used by Indians. Ihe

undo. fu„ c^^p j,^ l^^xxn^&. is now clo.se on U miilion acres,

any province in India and not only is the pro
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c

duce of this whollv consumed in the Province but there is also

a considerable import of seed from Bombay and elsewhere.

Most of the crushing has up till the present been done ia the

ordinary village bullock mill, and since groundnut began to

be extensively cultivated there has been adulteration with the

oil of the latter on a considerable scale. The industry, how-

ever, is at the present time in an interesting stage of evolu-

tion. Many Burmans are erecting power mills in which the

ordinary wooden mill is attached to an overhead gear and a

battery of six to twelve of these driven by an oil or steam

engme. It is probable that although little" discrimiaation i

shown at present between the oil of the different kinds this is

due mainly to the fact that a supply of pure seed of one kind

cannot be obtained and that, given such a supply, a demand

accompanied by better prices for superior grades of oil would

probably arise.

In view of these considerations and on account of the

almost complete want of information regarding the differen-

tiating characters of the different kinds and their agricultural

and industrial importance, observations have been made during

the last three j^ears on a large and representative collection o

varieties from the principal Sesamum districts in Burma^

These were first grown at the Tatkon Agricultural Station w

1914, when smgle plant selections were made which have bee

propagated during the last two years. The collection of smg

plant cultures now amounts to over 150 and the reoiar

which follow have been based on observations made on these.

2. Variation en

In the first place it mav be noted that the Sesamum pl.^^

shows marked polymorphism—a single character o"^"
!; '^he

much in one and the same plant. This is most markea in

^^^

leaf shape, the number of cells in the capsule, the sha.F
j

capsule and the number of stamens (normally 4). -LJ^^ ^^^m seed colour which could be ascribed to causes otiiei

imperfect rineninfr nnd nfVit^r ^vfAmal factors were not,

th;«i

not, ho^-

observed, oDservecl.
. , ,,jgea-

The following are the main characters on which class

can be based. ^ „„ the

The Leaf.—Theve is a marked difference
betwe

^^.^

leaves on the lower and those on the upper part ^\^ ^i^eci

The lower are much larger and generally lobed or
J^" folate

The middle leaves are smaller, usually entire, and la
^ ^j^^

m shape, while those towards the apex which su
^^ ^^

flowers in the more crowded part of the mttores^

linear obloncr.

In position the leaves are usu.
and decussate but there is often

.ite or s^'St
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arrangevnent, especiallj'' in the upper part of the axis where
tliey may assume an alternate arrangement.

Often again the leaves, instead of occurring in opposite

pairs, ma}' occur in whorls of three, or even four, arising from

practically the same point on the axis. This character, coupled

^'ith certain arrangements of the flowers and fruits, gives
.

rise to various types of plant, each breeding true to their

distinctive characters.

Brandling Habit.—In the axil of each leaf there are three

buds. These may give rise either to secondary (vegetative)

branches or produce directly flowers on short pedicels. When
a vegetative branch is produced it always arises from tlie

middle bud of the three and the other two buds usually re-

maiu undeveloped and appear on either side of the branch as

small yellow glands (nectaries). In the case of the buds pro-

ducing flowers directly, one, two, or all three of the buds may
produce such. The forms dirCer widely among themselves

in the number of vegetative branches which they produce.

In certain forms none at all are produced and the plants

form nothing but flowers and fruits from the lowest axil

right up the stem (Plate XI). Usually, however, at least a

pair of branches are formed in the axils of the lowest leaves

(Plate XI). The other extreme is exhibited by plants which

form branches right up the stem with only a small apical fraction

of the latter left to the production of flowers (Plate No. XI).

Intermediate forms showing all different degrees of branching
are also found. The secondary vegetative branches produce

flowers and fruits in the same wav as the main stem.

This variation in branching habit is from the purely agri-

cultural point of view perhaps the most important of the

differentiating characters of the Sesamums. The degree of

branching affects the life period of the plant. Plants with no
side branches begm to produce flowers and fruit earlier and,

under conditions of scanty rainfall, complete their life penod
'n a much shorter time than those of the other type. The

non-branching types are accordingly most suited to conditions

«here the rainfall is precarious and where the plant has to

rush through its life period in the shortest possible time. Ihe

t^rauching types are more suited to conditions where the water

?uppiy is assured, as in tracts of good rainfall or where the soil

I
retentive of moisture. Hence we find that in Burma these

oranchhig types are preferred for cold weather sowmgs wHere

,
® plant is started on the tail end of the monsoon and has au

^ssured supply of moisture, or for early sowing in districts

Z ,^^a^'ier rainfall. On the other hand the shorter lived,

"'I'^ranching types are on the whole more suited to tne

precarious ramfall of the dry zone tracts of Burma ^^^ere the

172'J"^:^-^ in the early rains. In these regions howeve.^^

rainfall varies much ui the early rains
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many cultivators endeavour to ensure themselves by growing

both branched and unbranched types either separately or in

mixture.
r ^^

In 1913 counts were made of the rate of formation of

capsules on each of a branched and unbranched type, twenty

plants of each being placed under observation, and tlie aver-

ages struck The results are showoi in the following tabular

statement. Both cultures were sown on 9th June.

Type

Average
number of

branches per
plant at ma-

turity.

Date of ap-

pearance of

first flower.

Much
branched.

Little

branched.

13-4 0th July

Date of ap-

pearance of

first capsule

2-8 10th July

25th July

13th July

No. of cap-

sules per

plant at

harvest.

397

Date of

complete

maturity.

13th .4iig

137 1 2tli Aug.

These figures show that under good conditions of rain-

fall, as at Tatkon, the branching type is a much heavier

yielder and can finish its life-history as quickly as the un-

branched type. Under such conditions it is the most pr?°^^'"j

tj^e to grow. If, however, a serious break in the rains n

taken place a very different result would have been g^*^-

jj

such circumstances the branching is inhibited, only sm^

thl'

circumstances the branching is inhibited,

leafy shoots being formed in the axils and little or no

formed, . .

The Colour of the Flower.—TUq itself has no economic i,^^

portance but the colour variations may be used to
^^f^"^*^^^^

between types which are otherwise very similar i^e^^^j

frequently occurring type of flower is in colour white su ^

^

with pink. The anterior lobe of the corolla has usuan,

.

pinkish marginal band about I inch or less in ^/etidtti.

lobe is longer than the other four lobes and inside
*^®J; jon

and immediately behind the anterior lip there is » depi
.^

coloured yellow with pink or purple mottling,
^^^f.^^ co-

band of mottling extends backwards to the t^i^°^\°Lgper in

roUa. In one culture the purple mottling was niucn a f
^^^

tone and more widely distributed in area tii^»-!",^^L tube,

others. In some the rose pink hue of the corolla lim"
ai

j^
-^

as also of the marginal band of the lip, is very fauic-
^^^^^^

certain types it appears to be altogether absent and u
^^

IS pure white to look at. An examination of
t^^®^-^^j.,tion is

such flowers showed, however, that the yellow c

always present in the depression above described.
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The Capsule.—Ab a result of the leaf axils bearing either
two or three capsules we get very distinctive types of plant.
The differences, too. are inherited and >;plftf>f,mn nan T^a moHr^fr.

isolate types showing each of these kinds of habit. The'"
differences are further accentuated by differences which occur
in (1) the relative length of the capsules and internode, (2)
the position of the leaves—whether occurring in pairs or in
threes or fours and whether opposite or alternate. From com-
binations of these variations the following types with refer-
ence to the inflorescence and fruiting svstem, can be distin-
guished

(i) Plants with internodes longer than the capsules, the
latter occurring in opposite pairs.

(ii) Plants with internodes longer than the capsules, and
the latter occurring in fascicles of threes. In this type we get
a decided whorled appearance, especially if the leaves arise in
threesfrom the same point of the stem (Plate XI).

(ui) Types in which the internodes are not longer than
the capsules.

(iv) Types in which the capsules are as long as the inter-
nodes and in which the leaves are alternate. The capsules
tnay occur singly or in twos or threes. This type presents
when in fruit a mam axis completely occupied b}' the fruits in
a spiral arrangement. These types are well known to Burmese
cultivators who have specific names for each of them, e.g.

^^
g^va-gale " or small fork which refers to type (i), " patle " or

round-about " to (ii), and " tet-kyaw " or " climb and jump
"

which IS descriptive of type (iv)
In shape the capsule shows very considerable variation

om type to type and generally also among the capsules on
one and the same plant. Plate* XI shows capsules each taken
jom a separate plant and illustrates the variation in capsule-

Jape. The number of cells also varies from two to ten and
^® variation is often found on one and the same plant. The
shape

cells. When there are only two or four the shape is oblong-
ompressed with a quadrHateral section ; when the number of
lis IS greater than four the capsule assumes a more or less

Jimdrical shape with polvgonal section.

I
he length varies considerably and some of the many-

sul
• ^l^^^

^^^ sub-globose in shape. The apex of the cap-

Ion
^ ^^^^^y acuminate, but in some cases it is considerably

chT .^ ^ others. Capsule-shape is rather a fluctuating
'iracter on which to base classification. ,. , ^

velln .
'^ ""^ ^^'^ Vegetative Parts.—This varies from light

Aitu ^ ^^^^ glaucous green and is constant in the pure hne.
enough environment has a marked effect on the hue of the

mh!?-V ^"^ rich soils tending to produce a darker shade, the

^nted differences in this character are neverthelens con-

^
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stant enough to serve as distinctive marks and in fact tlie

mass effect of the different shades is often quite striking.

Pvhesctnce.—Some types are almost glabrous while others

are quite hairy : types which are light yellow in colour seem

often to bear more hairs than darker "^coloured types. The

character can be used in differentiating tj^pe from type.

Seed Colour.—The seed may be of the following colours:—

White, grey or drab, greenish, brown, black.
These colours have probably much significance in connec-

tion with the quality of ^the oil produced. Howard states (4)

that in India the black-seeded varieties are supposed to give

the highest yields and the white-seeded the best quality of oil.

A white-seeded Burmese type named • Thadunbyu ' is usually

said by cultivators to give'^the best quality of oH and thisco-

roborates the Indian opinion. The present investigations, how-

ever, have not yet reached the stage when they can throw

light on this aspect of the question.

3. Classification,

The leading principle in classification of cultivated plants

should be that the first basis of division should be a character

of economic importance. It would for example be next to

useless to classify Sesamum tvpes according to the shape or

colour of the flower, even although the variation in that organ

were wide enough for classificatory purposes. Characters o

economic importance will be either agricultural or industrial

and it is preferable to frame a system which will include botli

as bases. From the agricultural point of view the branching

character, associated as it is with life period, which m Sesa-

mum is very important, is perhaps the most suitable character

to use. If, however, it can be shown that the fruiting haw

[i.e. fruit in singles or clusters) or the numljer of cells in tn

capsule, have a marked effect on yield, then these also mig^^

take equal rank with the branching habit. From the uiduj

trial point of view it is likelv that seed colour will be of gre^^^

est importance. Hence as a tentative scheme the Umj^
classificatory scheme for the Burmese Sesamums is proposea.

A. Much branched, late, white seed.

^ " " „ coloured seed.
j^

B. Unbranched (less than two paii-s of branchesj

i

white seed.
B^. Unbranched, early, coloured seed.

.
The disad vantage of this scheme is of course

^\f I^
IS continual gradation from little branched to much ora^.^^^.

types, the division is accordingly arbitrary and the cia

tion IS avowedly more agricultural than botanical, i s^^^^

four mam classes under each of whicli the types can
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ther catalogued according to the other characters previously

described.

4. Abnormalities.

Any account of Sesamum would be incomplete without
reference to the peculiar condition often encountered which
may be called '-green flower" (plate XI). Plants showing
this condition have the following characteristic changes in

their inflorescences. The corolla of the flower remains green
and the floral organs, stigma and stamens are also green and
imperfectly differentiated. Such an inflorescence would, in

fact, supply very useful material for explaining to an elemen-
tary class of botany, the genesis of these organs from ordi-

nary leaves. The cause of the condition is obscure, and so

far as is known cannot be ascribed to fungus attack. The
plants usually produce no seed at all in the affected parts, but
lower down the stem a few capsules are usually found from
which seed can be obtained. Such seed sown out at Tatkon
inl916 did not result in producing a greater number of ' green
flower

' plants than the average, and clear evidence of the con-

dition being inheritable has not yet been obtained. The per-

centage of such plants in different cultures varies very much

:

counts were made at Tatkon m 1916 when it was found that

*^^
^
P^J^centage of green flower plants varied from zero to

10% in the different cultures.

_
Field observations do not tend to associate its occurrence

^itn any particular environment. It may occur badly either

m very rich loam or in poor sandy soils such as are common
|n mid Burma. Accounting as it often does for the loss of at

least one-third of the crop it is obviouslv a matter for careful

mvestigation with a view to finding if possible suitable reme-

rJ

5. Improvement.

The large collection of cultivators, varieties examined
SQowed that very few were pure ; most showed a mixture
ot the diflerent types described above with consequent differ-

ences m yipia^ hardiness, and colour of seed and possibly qua-

"y of oil. It has not yet been possible to procure oil ana-
lyses, but it is fairly certain that among such a variety of types

amerences in this character, as also in yield of seed and qua-

">'
^\ oil will be likely to occur. The method of improve-

ment by selection of single plants has accordingly been adopt-

'2 ^^ *^^at most likely to yield results along any one of the

*oove lines. The question of how far cross-pollination takes

P/ace IS of importance in using such a method. Howard
»^ates that the Sesamum flower opens in the very early morn

-

hu, ^Jt^
^^^^ pollination (self) takes place before six o clock,

^"t th^t in many cases the failure of the anthers to develop

P-^operly may leave an opening for crossing, The single plant
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cultures grown at Tatkon liad a very uniform appearance and

the writer is not at present inclined to think that in that

locality at least cross -pollination takes place to a disturbing

degree In the cultures of 1916 a look-out was kept among

the white-seeded kinds for plants showing coloured seed.

Four such plants were found which when sown out in 1917

gave offspring as foUow^s :

—

Serial

No.
Colour of seed

o f culture.

Colour of seed
of errant plant.

Pbogeny of errant plant

in next genebatios'.

1 White.

2 White.

Greenish brown.

Greenish brown.

3 White. Black.

Coloured,

137

White.

56

129

133

99

17

The results would seem to indicate that these plants were

real hybrids due to cross-pollination in the previous year.

Further tests and greater experience is, however, required m

order to be able to say how far cross-pollination is to be ex-

pected.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XL

Fto. L—Unbranched type of sesamum.

,, 2.—Slightly branched plant.

3.—Fully branched plant.

4.—Type showing whorled arrangement of fruits.

5.—Variation in capsule shape in sesamum types. Each

capsule from a separate variety.

6.—Condition of plant known as " green flower."
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12. A Short Account of the Wandering Teachers at the

Time of the Buddha.

By BiMALA Charan Law, M.A.

I

At the time of the rise of Buddhism, there were various
classes of wanderers who, in the language of Dr. Rhys Davids,
' were teachers or sophists who silent eight or nine months of
every year wandering about precisely with the object of engag-
ing m conversational discussions on matters of ethics and philo-
sophy, nature lore and mysticism. Like the sophists among the
*jreeks, they differed ver\^ much in intelligence, in earnestness
and m honesty."

"

f T>^".
*^^ Anguttara Nikaya we find mention of two classes

ot Paribbajakas (Paribrajakas). The first class is known as
^nnatitthiya Paribbdjaka,^ and the second class as Brdhmana
i'anbbajaka.^ The Bramana Paribbajakas were in the habit
01 discussmg Samditthika dhamma, that is, matters relating

this phenomenal world, the term corresponding in some
Wet Tr j_ f

±0
y or other to Lokayatra, the ways of life or mundane affairs

^e AnnatiUhiya Paribbajakas \vere interested generally in the
jiuestion of self-realization in thought and in conduct, that

•> to say, in " solemn judgments about human life and the
J^JioIe of things." Bnt m this paper an attempt has been made

P ^Kk^--^
short account of the Sramanas (Samanas) and the

p^'^^^^^jakas excluding those who are known throughout the
uadhist Literature as the six titthiyas or heretics.

_
The term Paribbajaka may require a Avord of explanation.

P -lu*^^^^^
^^ ^^® Fas^5/Aa Dharmasdstra (Chap. 10) that a

aribbajaka should shave his head, clothe himself with one
piece of cloth or antelope skin or cover his body with grass
P ucked by cows. He should sleep on' bare ground.

A^' ^^y^ Davids is the first to draw our attention to the
vanderers (Paribbajakas) or the sophistic institutions quite

ln\\ *° I^iclia.* It is difficult to say when exactly this

p ^^7 - ^^anderers came mto existence. The history of the

j^.nbbajakas is perhaps as old as the closing period of the

\vif>»
^^^' ^® ^^® "o* ^^ ^ 'position to describe m detail or

tn accuracy the functions of the wanderers if they at all

«^isted m the Vedic times.
-thus we may hold with Prof. Rhvs Davids that the

i
Juddhist India, p. 141.

g
'^uguttara jq-ikaya {P.T S), Vol. IV, p. 35

*R, ^j^^- Vol. I, p. 157.
«"ddhi8t India, pp. 141-148.
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wanderers were not knowii much before the rise of Buddhism.'

The sophistic institutions, strictly so called, may be said to

date from Uddalaka Aruni, the distinguished philosopher,

father of Svetaketu who tried by his personal example to set up

a commonwealth of thought in India which allowed no

distinction of caste, creed, age and sex.*

Although a Brahmin of erudition and influence, he sought

after knowledge without considering for a moment the social

position of the personages to whom he went to learn. With

Prof. Rhys Davids we may further maintain that philosophy

in India up to a certain date was but a lay movement.

Yajnavalkya was probably the connecting link between the past

and the subsequent ages. The sophistic activity progressed

rapidly during the reign of Janaka, the king of Videha, one

of the best known patrons of Indian philosophy- The kingdom

of Janaka resounded with philosophical contests held between

Yajnavalkya and other renow^ned teachers of his time, among

whom were some women. ^ But that was in a period of

Indian history when the ideal of renunciation had not taken

permanent hold of the mind of the people. Yajnavalkya ajid

his opponents were almost without single exception household-

ers. It is nevertheless in the expressions of Yajnavalkya

that we can trace for the first time any reference to two orders

of teachers, hermits and recluses (Tapasas and Sramanas)^

The period which elapsed immediately before the advent

of Buddhism may be called ' the Samana Brahmana period

current idiom vaguely representing 'the various classes o

Indian teachers who might be arranged according to tiie

attitude towards penance, sacrifice, caste, asceticism ^nd ot"

concerns of human life and society. There is no hard and taj

line to be drawn between one order and another,—the traus

tion from one to the other being possible in the case oi

individuals—whether between the Jatilakas and the i:^^

bajakas* or between the Sramanas and the Brahmanas, v

difference was one of degree and' not of kind. Here we s

concentrate our attention on the Paribbajakas strictly so ca

m the oldest Buddhist records. ,, ,. the
It is evident from the early Buddhist passages tnai

term Sramana may be understood in a two-fold sense, i^
.^^

It m Its general sense, we may understand by ^^
'f^.^i^,

rehffions K..^,-^a ^. +.„A r An u„ ^i,n turned mo"''

'

1 Buddhist India, p. 141.
2 Chandogya Upanishad, Book G.

Kausitaki Upanishad, Chap. 1.

Svetaketu Jataka No. 377 (Fausboll's edition).
Uddalaka Jataka No. 487

( „ „ )

MahSbharata Adiparva (Uparaanyu Upakhyanarb)
» Brihad Sranyaka Upanishad, Books 2-4.

• V asjstha—Smriti in Smritinarfa Samuccaya, p. 201.
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who were know-n as mendicants (Bhikkhus) because of their
practice of begging, who shaved their heads clean as a mark of
distinction from the hermits (Tapasas), the wearers of matted
hairs, as well as from the Brahmanas, the wearers of crest or
lock. The name in its specific sense is to be applied to those
bodies of men who were opposed in their general attitude not
only to the Brahmanas buried in worldly affairs or to the hermits
who practised all sorts of penances, but also to some of the
wanderers who took interest in mundane affairs. The
Sramanas were all hostile in their attitude towards Brahmani-
cal traditions. The term Sramana is applicable to the order of
six Titthiyas (Tirthikas), founders of schools. The Sakya-
puttiya Sramanas or the Buddhists were of course in the same
predicament. The Sramanas were the advocates 'of strict

celibacy. The Varnasramadharma which signifies the tenets or

injunctions of Brahmanism was discredited. Politics was
^vith them but a thing inferior, i.e. a foolish talk. The only
thing which reallj' interested them was the realization of the
higher ideals of life in thought and in practice. We may
suppose that the w^anderers, by whom we mean the Brahmana
Paribbajaka with their various orders such as those represented

|>y the Tedandikas and others,' furnished a connecting link

between the Sramanas who revelled m philosophical specula-

tions (Anvikshaki) and the Brahmanas with whom, as with the

Romans, philosophy was a mere Lokayatra (way of life).^

Have we any data for distinguishing "^the wanderers, qua-

wanderers from the Sramanas ? We may here call to our aid

some of the Buddhist pas'sages, particularly the passage on
Silas lending its name to the first volume of the DigMnikdya
called the Silakkhandhavagga. Proceeding in the light of this

interesting tract or morality, we can say that the precepts as

expounded by the Buddha himself 'admit of a t»vo-fold

explanation. Such terms as Pharusavaca and Samphappalapa
convey a general as well as technical meaning. It is a curious

taet that the term Pharusavaca or wrangling phrases ^ in its

technical sense refers to the practice of the Sramanas, and the

<?^
\" '^"dandena Yatificaivairb lakkhanani prithak prithak." Dakkhar

Smnt, Chap. 1 ; Verse 1 2.

"

_ ^ ^.,
.

A rf >, u
^°'' *^® definitions of Anvikshaki and Lokayatra, KautiJya a

^ftnashastra, p. 6. (Shamshastri's English Translation.)

..gl "You don't understand this doctrine and disciphne. i ao-

1lavA ^ ^1^°"^*^ y°" know about this doctrine and discipline ?
''_

J'S tallen into wrong views." " It is I who am in the right "

You
I am

off/'^S
to the point! you a^e not." " You are P"ttmg^st what

S *° '^^"'^ fi-^fc and first what ought to come last." "Wha ^^^

hLV^'^^g^tated so long, that's all quite upset " "Jour chaUeng*
h^ been taken up, you are proved to^ be wrong." :^

Set *« work to

the%f^Tu
^'«'"^- DisentangleVourselfifyoucan." (The Dialogues of

the Buddha, pp. 14-15).
^t. Majjhima Nikaya, Vol. 11, pp. 3, 243, etc.
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expression Samphappalapa (idle gossip) in its technical sense is

used in connection witli the Paribbajakas in question. It is

worthy of note that these wanderers are spoken of in the Buddhist

texts in identical terms. We shall therefore remain content with

quoting one of these stock passages throwing some light on the

ways in which they spent their time.

The list of topics given below discussed by them is of

great historical importance as indicating the manner in which

the w^anderers gradually paved the wa>" for a science of polity

in India.

"' Now at that time Potthapada seated with the company

of the mendicants all talking with loud voices, with shouts and

tumult, all sorts of worldly talk : to wit, tales of kings, of

robbers, of ministers of state, tales of war, of terror, of battles,

talks about food and drink, about clothes and beds and garlands

and perfumes, talks about relationship, talks about equipages,

villages, towns, cities, and countries, tales about women and

heroes, gossip such as that at street corners and places Avhence

water is fetched; ghost stories, desultory chatters, legends

about the creation of the land or sea and speculations about

existence and non-existence." (The Dialogues of the Buddha,

Vol. I, page 245).

Examining carefully the import of all these Buddhist

passages we may perhaps go so far as to maintain that these

wanderers, qua-wanderers, were the sophistic predecessors

of Chanakya to whom tradition ascribes the authorship ol

the Arthasdstra. It is a well-known fact that in the Am-
shaslra, some schools and individuals are quoted by names

namely the Manavas, the Barhaspatyas, the Ausanasas, ttie

Amhhiyas, ParaUra, VatavyadJn, Visdldkshya, Pi&una, Pis^"^'

Vutra, Bharadvaja, Kaninka, Bharadvdja, Kinjalka, Katyapm,

Bahudantakaputra, Kaunapndanta, Dirghascdrayana and Cr«o.

muklm. The list is far from being exhaustive. Some ot t^^

names such as GhotamukJia and Dirghascdrayana are to

found in the KamasLastra by Vatsayana. We learn from tu

Buddhist texts that Ghotamukha, one among the predeces^o

of Chanakya and Vatsayana, was among the contemporaries

-Buddha Gautama. He was a Brahmin who naively aem

virtuous life. (
" N'atthi Dhammiko Paribbajo "

).\

In the Buddhist texts we find that one Dig^J^^^'^as
who was a personal attendant of Kins Pasenadi of I^^^'^\^,gg.

•obably identical with Dirghascaravana, one of ^^T^^,

}

of the

8ors of Chanakya, and who was as much a king

perhaps, Clianakya himself.
The early Buddhist texts together with some oi -

tpanishads introduce us to some of the distinguished H^^^^

Majjhima NikSya, Vol. II. p. 157. •' Ghotamukha-Sutta " {P-^-
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teachers whose views are held authoritative in the older legal

manuals now extant. It may not be easy to identify the

names as given in the Buddhist texts with those in the

Kautilivarh Arthashastram. But it is not unlikely that some
of the teachers mentioned in the Arthaiastra can be identified

with some of the Brahmin w^anderers mentioned in the

Buddhist texts.

We must not dogmatise on such a disputed question

as this. We might perhaps find some clue to the identification

of the names in the fact that most of these ^vcre not the

real names but nick-names expressive of some physical

characteristics of the teachers. Consider^ for example, these

two names mentioned in the Arthashastra: the Vatavyadhi,

the Rheumatic, and Vislialaksha, the goggle-eyed, and com-
pare them with the two names mentioned in the Buddhist

texts: Potthapada^' the elephantiac*' and Uggahamana, 'Uhe

sky-gazing.'" If it be objected that similarity obtained does

not amount to identity, our reply will be that it does not

fiiake much difference whether the names are identical or not.

What we contend for is that these wanderers were exactly the

gort of persons who cleared the path for Chanakya .
We

append below a list of the w^andering teachers with illustrations

to show their attitude tow^ards various problems of life, society

aiid philosophy.
J

r

APPENDIX.

The List of Wandering Teachers and their Topics of

Discussion.
Potthapada (The
Rheumatig) ' . . Buddha called on him at the Hall put up

in Queen Mallika's Park near Savatthi,

where he was staying with 300 foUowers.

The subject of discussion was the

^ nature of soul.

^baggavagotta ' Buddha called on him at the Malla town

called Anupiya. The subject of discus-

sion / Sunakkhatta

the Licchavi Clan.
Aeelako Patika- ,. ,.

P"ttoS _ Buddha met him at Mahavana at\esali.

The principal subject of discussion was

vr. Agamia [Efficient cause)

.

„.,,,, ,

Nigrodha *
. . Buddha called on him at the Gi jhakuta

in Rajagaha. He had 3,000 disciples.

\
^?^|hapada-Sutta, DJgha Nikaya {P.T.S.), Vol. I.

o •y^gnanikaya (P.T.S.), Vol. III. p. I.

^ighamkaya, Vol. III. pp. 36-57-
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Sandaka

'

« •

Samanda ^
» *

Ajito and
Pandisso ^

Sarabho *

Armabharo &
Varadharo ^

Uttivo ^

Kokanudo "^

Potalivo 8

Moliyasivako

"

loSajjho

Sutava '

'

\

» •

« «

The value of Life of the A scetics was the

subject of discussion.
Buddha refers to this discussion in the

Kassapasihanada Sutta (D.N., Vol. I,

_ p. 176).

Ananda called on him at the Pilakkha

cave at Kosambi. Ananda pointed m
that no other speculations except those of

Buddha could furnish a true standard oj

the judgment of conduct.

He went to Nalakagama where he discussed

with Sariputta the question oj pleami

and pain.

Went to Savatthi where he discussed \rith

the Buddha the question of 500 sta^

of consciousness. (Pancasatani cittat-

thanani).

Met Buddha at Rajagaha. The subject dis-

cussed was the worth of Buddha's teachings.

Met Buddha who instructed them in four

. points relating to his dMtrine. {Cattan

Dhammapadani) .

Met Buddlia at Savatthi. They a^ked

Buddha whether the world was ekrnai

or not, finite or not, ivhether soul and

body are the same or differe7it, etc.

Met Buddha at Savatthi. The BuddUa

asked as to which of the' four perso'^^^

ages (puggalas) Potalivo liked, a^ "
,

swered that he liked the puggalawHoo

not blame the blame-worthy nor fra\s

the praiseworthy
ked w^i^

Met Buddha at Savatthi. He as
^^^^^^

were the phenomena which presented

selves to our consciousness.

isihU

They told Buddha that it was
j^f\^^^,

for the Arhats (saints) to cornmit pM
^^

Was it true ? Baddha replied " Y^-

^ Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 513.
Anguttara Nikaya (P.T.S.), Vol. V, pp. 120-121.

" Ib.d.
,
Vol. IV, p. 369.

185.

193.
fl Ibid., Vol. V,p-193j

8 Arigiittara Nikaya ,
Vol. u, F

10 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 371.

100.
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Kimdaliva I

Timbarukkha'^
Nandivo ^

t^

Moleyasivako *

Vacchagotta ^

Sucimuklii ^

Susiima

Uggahamano ^

Pilotiko^

Potaliputto '0

Went to Buddha at Saketa. He told

Buddha that he used to roam in the

aramas where he saw that some Sra-

manas and Brahmanas spoke on the

benefit of Itivadapamokkha (traditional

learning) and some on the benefit of

fice (uparambha)

.

The Buddha

»

replied, " I am concerned only with tlie

benefit of knowledge and emancipation"

( " Vijjavimutti Anisamsarii."

)

Consulted Buddha on Karma at Savatthi.

He asked Buddha to explain to him the

Dhamma, by practising which one can go

to Nirvana.

His view was that what a man enjoyed,

he enjoyed on account of his past deeds.

Consults Buddha on some metaphysical

points. Agam he questions Mahamog-

galana on the same subject.

Questions Sariputta at Rajagaha on modes

i who

had just attained Arhatship.

as in the Arama of Mallika at Ekasalaka.

He met Pancakanga Thapati on his way

to Jetavana and discussed with him

about the perfect man.

Met Janussoni Brahmin on his way trom

Jetavana. He asked him about

'/
The Brahmin

replied that it was beyond li^^ Po^''^''

to measure the knowledge of Buddha.

Met Samiddhi, a Bhikkhu. He told him

that he heard from the Buddha that

Kaga and Vacikammas were '^o/''^.*

actions. Volition or deliberate actionis

,, ,
the action in the true sense of the*^"?;

^lahasakuladayi i^ He was staving at Veluvana at l^ajagana

in company with many distinguished

I SamyuttaNikaya, Vol. V, p. 73.
bamyutta Nikaya (P.T.S.), Vol. V, p. U.

I
Ibid., Vol. V, p. 11. + Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 2m
Ibid., Vol. HI, p. 257, Sec. 63.
Ibid., Vol. IV, pp. 398 and 401.

7
i^id-. Vol. III. pp. 238-240.

8 J^^.-'.'^oI- "' PP- 119-124.

I
Majjhima Nikaya (P.T.S.), Vol. II, p. 22.

* Ibid., Vol. I, p 176 ^^ Ibid., Vol. HI, p. 207.

Ibid., Vol. II, pp. 1-22.
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Oulasakuladayi

'

Vekhanassa

'

Tevijja

Vacchagotta ^

t «

Dighanakha (Long-
nailed)

Magandiva^
* •

Sabhivo

wanderers like Varadhara Annabhara

and others. He informed Buddha that

in the past, Anga and Magadha were

seething with sophistic activities,

Buddha called on him at Veluvaua in

Rajagaha. He calls himself a follower

of Nigantha Nathaputto. Buddha tried

to impress on him that the ohservam

of five moral precepts and the practice oj

^penance were not enough for the realization

of Summum Bonum.
The subject of discussion was ''Paramo

vannoatta

.

I.e. soul in its height of
mm

purity.

Buddha met him at Mahavana at Vesali.

Vacchagotta enquired whether it was pos-

sible for a householder to attain immortal'

ity. On another occasion, his enquirji

that nothing of me

consisted of some ontological frobkms.

e.g. whether the world is eternal or rwi.

( Majjhima Nikaya, Vol. I, pp. 483489).

On another occasion, Vacchagotta heUa

discussion with the Buddha on some ques-

tions relating to ethics.

Buddha met him at Gijjhakuta at RSja-

gaha. He is said to have held this ^ew

abides rSahham

- iibo /ku. Khamati)

.

,.

He spoke of Buddha in an opprobnou.

term as Bhunohuno {Brunahan). ^
Isopani.had in which the Vajasamya;

spoke of some of the unknc y ^ as

who were perhaps unmarried rediises

Atmahano jana. The Vajasaneyas^^

qarded their opponents' modes oJ »/

being suicidal. . t-j,„.

Informed Buddha that the six di>^

guished Tirthakaras, P^^f^.^S-
and others were senior to Buddha oy .

But the latter contended that seniority y

nni h^ti nn(> h'iii hn wisdcmi.

\

2

3

6

Majjhirna Nikaya, Vol, H, pp, 26-39.

Jt?^- Vol. I, p. 497.
Ibid.,Vol. I,p. 501.
Sutta-NipSta (P.T.S.).
Sutta-Nipata (P.T.S.V p. 157

Magaadeyya-Sutta.
11

rtf-^



I3^ The Isolation of Porphyroxine

By JiTENDRA Nath Rakshit.

t

Merck, in 1837, prepared from opium a substance contain-
ing its colouring matter, and called it porphyroxine; Hesse
remarked (see Allen, Commercial Organic Analysis, Second
Edition, Vol. Ill, Part II, 330) that the substance prepared
by the former investigator was a mixture of several alkaloids,
one of which is meconidine and another probablv rhoeadine.
Demselben (Annalen Supl., 1864-1865, 4, 50) noted that por-
phyroxine described by Merck agrees with rhoeadine in method
of preparation, properties and composition. The alkaloid now
isolated was very likely a constituent of what K. L. Dey
(Pharm. Jour. (3) xii, 397) obtamed on evaporation of the
ethereal extract prepared by shaking an aqueous solution of
opium made alkaline with sodium carbonate or ammonia, and
apparently also of what Merck called porphyroxine. Con-
sidering these facts, and that the alkaloid with hot dilute

hydrochloric acid gives a beautiful purple solution resembling
porphyry^ the name porphyroxine may reasonably be retained.

The alkaloid isolated "is very soluble in water, in which
respect it resembles papaverine, codamine and narceine; it is

aitferentiated from narceine by its ready solubility in chloro-

form : the aqueous solution either of the base or of its chloride,
18 strongly laevorotatory, thus limiting its resemblance to coda-
^me. The formula of codamine is O.oHgsNO^ and that of this

substance, as determined bv combustion analyses of six differ-
ent samples, is C,ciH,3N0^.

^ Codamine melts at 12rC, and this
3.1" 1 1 A^O 1 •

"*

D ^ ^* ^^^^ ^°^ sublime like codamine.
' ^^^paration.—Ten parts of Indian opium powder and five

parts of freshly slaked lime are triturated in a mortar for five

niinutes, then 100 parts of water are gradually added durmg

,?fii
' ^"t)bing with the pestle aU the while. The solution

fn
;5®^' and the filtrate shaken with an equal bulk of ether

or 10 minutes in a separator. The ethereal layer is then fil-

led mto another separator containing some dry lumps of cal-

Jjm chloride, shaken for five minutes, allowed to settle and the

batt^^*^
solution decanted, filtered and evaporated on a water-

11 • ^ P^^^ yellowish brown, soft, sticky, crystalline residue is

fn, u
®'^' ''^^=^' when rubbed on a porcelain plate for three to

„ "5 ^ours, becomes a dry powder. This is taken in a filter paper

m ^-^^^^cted with boiling petroleum ether under a reflux appa-

solfif ^'"'^^''^ ^o»irs, four hours a day. The substance not dis-

eH I -.t.
'^' *^^ petroleum ether is powdered in a mortar and treat-

^ ^'th ten times its own weight of 10 per cent hydrochloric
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acid, adding 10 c.c. at a time and rubbing all the while in the

mortar. After the addition of all the acid, it is coiitliiuallv

stirred for half an hour ; it is then further diluted with twenty

times its weight of water and mixed for another fifteen minutes.

It is quickly filtered with the aid of a pump and the residue

washed with dilute hydrochloric acid. The filtrate is received

in a large test glass and saturated solution of sodium bicar-

bonate is gradually added, keeping a thin layer of ether on

the surface of the liquid and stirring all the while till the

addition of a further quantity does not produce any efferves-

cence. It is allowed to stand for a short time for the complete

separation of the precipitate. It is then filtered and 200 c.c.

of the filtrate are transferred to a separator and shaken

with 50 c.c. of chloroform for five minutes. The aqueous layer

is transferred to another separator and extracted twice more,

with 25 c.c. of chloroform at a time. All the chloroform

extracts are mixed together and filtered. The bulk of the

chloroform is distilled of! from a flask and the rest is trans-

ferred to a basin and allowed to evaporate slowly on hot

water ; the residue obtained sometimes forms a soft, crys-

tallme, sometimes a pale brownish yellow, sticky mass. This

is rubbed with a spatula against the side of the basin for an

hour, when it becomes a crystalline, pinkish broA\Ti powder.

It is once crystallised from alcohol. It melts at 110°C. to «

clear, transparent, pinkish liquid, and gave the following results

on combustion :

—

1st preparation ;—0-1405 g. gave 0-090 g. H^O and 036Ug

CO2.H = 7-12, C = 7008.
2nd preparation:— 0152 g. gave 6-0 c.c. moist nitroge

at 28°C. and 760 mm. pressure, N = 4-35.
^ „. ^.

C,A3NO, requires C = 6924, H - 6-99, N = 4-26 P

cent. The results of several other combustion analyses

samples from different preparations agreed with the a^oye.

When 0-268 g. is dissolved in an excess of decmorffl<j_

hydrochloric acid and the excess of acid titrated bacK ^
.^

decinormal sodium carbonate using litmus as uidicator,
^^

found to have neutralised 8-3 c.c. of the acid ;
hence 1

c-^^^

the acid requires 00323 g. of the substance, whereas, aj^

^mg the formula of it to be CigH^sNO,, 0-0329 g.
^ouW

.^

required. It turns the plane of polarisation to the ^e".
^^

a non-deliquescent powder, readily soluble in acetone, c

^^^
form, glacial acetic acid, methyfalcohol, rectified spr

absolute alcohol, soluble in amyl alcohol, carbon disui^
^^ ^

toluene, concentrated ammonia and water, sparingly so
^^^^^

benzene, carbon tetrachloride, ether, petroleum ether anu ^^.^

soda solution. It gives a strong yellow colour with mi
^^j^^

a bluish pink colour with sulphuric acid and a greenis'

with sulphuric acid containing a little ferric chloride.

Further investigations on this alkaloid are in progi

i
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14. The Geotectonics of the Tertiary Irrawaddy Basin.

By G. De p. Cotter B.A., F.G.S., Assistant Superin

tendentj Geological Survey of India.

[Read at the Indian Science Congress, 1918, and publiahed with the

permission of the Director, Greological Survey of India.]

Recent field work in Burma in the districts of Pakoliku

and Minbu chiefly, has led me to modify in certain respects

the views which I in common with, others held regarding the

history of Burma in the Tertiary Era. In the past it has

been too often, T think, the custom to invoke the aid of

hj'pothetical or little proven unconformities in order to ex-

plain difficulties in the interpretation of the tertiary sequence.

G. E. Grimes I supposes an unconformity of erosion between
the Irrawaddy and Pegu series, basing this conclusion upon
the nature of the Pegu-Irrawaddy boundary along the eastern

flank of the Yenangyat-Singu anticline, and the missing beds
at that horizon.

This theory, once started, appears to have unduly influ-

enced the minds of subsequent geologists, and the useful obser-

vation that in certain areas there is evidence of unconformity
oetween the two series, was converted into a general proposi-

tion made applicable to areas where unconformity was ex-

tremely doubtful.
In 1908 L. V. Dalton * sketched the tertiary history of

^iirma as follows :—
" In Eocene times, a shallow sea seems to have extended

trom the base of the Shan Plateau across the present site of

the Arakan Yoma into India, eraduallv deepening westwards
tnis being slowly filled up by "detritus of various kmds, until

at the close of the period the 'conditions led to the deposition

ot a tiujj i^g^j ^j limestone over at least the eastern area, after

^tiich some disturbance took place in the west of Burma,

f well as in the rest of Eurasia, whereby a low ridge was

jormed along the line of the present Arakan Yoma, constitiit-

»»g an imperfect barrier, higher and more effective in tne

^orth than in the south. Thus, in Miocene times, a shallow

fa extended over the present Irrawaddy Valley, which re-

S^i^ed the detritus of large rivers from the north and east.

^eposits of terrestrial vegetation were laid down near the land

Kivinor T-,-„„ J.. , » , ., ii. _ „„,i:„,,^r,ta above and6'^ing rise to coal-seams, while the sediments above

<3«/.G.S., Vol. LXIV, p. 642.
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below were conglomeratic in their nature. At the same

time that terrestrial organic materials were being thus carried

down, including bones of land-animals, a marine and littoral

fauna and flora existed in the south, and in the more open

portions to the north, giving rise by their decay to petroleum

deposits.' At length the whole region became estuarine, owing

to the filling up of the basin and to a movement which greatly

increased the height of the " Arakan Yoma," raising it above the

sea, and led to the production of anticlinal islands or shallows in

the sea to the east, while probably giving rise to the Pegu

Yoma. The result of this upheaval was the denudation of the

islands of partly consolidated material, the erosion being great-

est in the most prominent: so that when in the Pliocene (1)

period, a thick series of estuarine and fluviatile deposits was

laid down over these, a considerable overlap resulted, the Irra-

waddy Series being quite conformable in places to the Miocene

below, and elsewhere resting across its upturned edges. Fmally,

the whole region again became subject to a general elevation,

whereby the Irrawaddy Series was laid bare to denudation, and

the earlier anticlinal folds accentuated, resulting in the present

conformation of the land,—the Miocene being once more re-

vealed as inliers in the mass of the Irrawaddy Beds, marking

the position of the islands in the earlier estuary/'
will

Pegu

deposits into numerous anticlinal islands, over whose eroded

remains the Trrawaddy beds were deposited with overlap, »«

erosive unconformity. E. H. Pascoe » favours the hj-potbesis o

crepancy in thickness of beds in different parts of the an

is due to normal faulting, and attenuation. .

g g
In the case of Yenangyaung he accepts a theor}' ot

•
^

Cunningham-Craig, viz. that the Pegus were fo^^^d into „ ^

anticlines whose axes were oblique to the axes of the a"^^

j^

dian folds, this early folding having taken place previ

to the deposition of the Irrawaddies. ^jeff;.

It will^ be, best to examine the evidence tor tnese

before putting on record mv own. pridenc?
In the case of the Yenangyat-Singu area,

y^f

^

for unconformity, as put forward 'by Grimes, is as ^^^^°''

^^^^^^

(1) Up to 2,500 ft. (or according to Pascoc's i^^re ac^
^^^

estimate, 3,420 ft.) of beds are missmg

Pegus in the section near Seikkwa village

I Mem. Oeol. Sur. Ind., Vol. XLI, pp. 68, 110 1 68 , 200
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r

(2) The strata along the eastern boundarj^ where the miss-
ing beds are conspicuous bj- their absence, are
vertical or nearly so. A normal fault would not
be suflficient to account for their absence.

(3) Grimes observed " debris of the miocene in the Imml
beds of the pliocene."

^^ a paper entitled " The Northern Part of the Yenaugyat
Oilfield,"' I proved to my own satisfaction at least that the
lenangyat anticline was structurally a fold^faul ed a'-ea, in
which the fracture had taken place along the steep eastern

ti!" K j^^^^S ^^^^ ^^^^^ entire. The steep eastern limb in which
the beds are frequently vertical and in places overturned, is
clearly the zone which would be attenuated and weakened bv
the tangential folding forces.

Assuming then that there is a fold -fault with a shade to the
^^est. Grimes' objection numbered (2) above, is no longer
applicable. Such a fault also accounts for the missing beds.
1 interpreted Grimes' third piece of evidence, viz. that the
basal beds of the pliocene contained debris from the mio-
cene, in a very different manner. I stated that this debris
w'as really a " mixed accumulation of Irrawaddy rock and
broken^ Pegu strata filled with selenite of apparently secondary
origm." The boundary in fact appeared to me to be, in the
north of the field near Sabe at least, unquestionably a fault-

My view of the structure was not accepted by E. H. Pascoe,
"Ut he held not an opportunitv of visiting those particular
sections which I had described, and the question being a
question of actual fact, nothing but a visit to the field could
»ave settled it.

Dr. C. Porro confirmed mv view of the structure of the
lenangyat anticline, when he 'surveyed it in 1911. He has
ailuded to this in a paper published in 1915.3

The Minbu anticline is closely similar to that of Yenangyat

p
respect to the fact that on its eastern flank certain of the

^egu beds are missing, which m Blocks 7 to 10 amount to a
masiniQQj of about 2,000 ft. of missing beds. I confess to being

9 A^^Jirely convinced of E. H. Pascoe's view t at the missing
'1,'^O^t. of beds are those immediately below the Red Bed

in
^^"^"^ Conglomerate). In a section across Blocks 9 and
V^ection E. of PI. 39, ap. cit.) he marks a fossil bed, distui-

Red Earth I

vinff befieut}(

a f^-
^^°^- Sur. of India, Vol. XXXVIII, p. 302.

whirh JL^^?]^^'^'^ '° o"e section in Block 60 seeing t

This w« °°^™*^% lie at>ove the White Sand beu, .,.-^,

rock ^^ ,?"<^ceeded on either side along the strike by the mix(

p!eterv^-'°?^'^ "b°ve, in which the Red Bed and White Sand «

\o\ XLV°^^ °^ *^^® Country near Ngahlaingdwin.

mixed deftris

ere com-

Bec. Qtol. Sur. Ind. ,.
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guished by an Area which he refers to Area rhombea, in the beds

immediately below the Red Bed. As this bed is found on

both sides of the crest in positions that correspond fairly well

with its proper distance below the Red Bed, one must conclude

that, if the bed is really the same on both flanks, the missing

beds are not absent above, but below this horizon. Pascoe

marks a strike-fault, running very close to the crest in this

part of the field (Blocks 7-10) and on its east side. It seems

therefore probable to me that some at least of the missing

beds can be supposed to have been cut out by this fault, which

was probably a fold-fault. In regard to the south of Minbu,

local overlap of the Irrawaddies upon the Pegus has been

recorded by A. G. W. Bleeck.' In the case of the Yenangy-

aung field, the anticline is a normal one; there is no asym-

metry, no fold-fault, and no belt of missing beds on either

of the flanks. There is a remarkable parallelism of dip between

the Pegu and Irrawaddy Series. I am personally of opmion

that the folding of this anticline was entirely subsequent to

the deposition of the basal Irrawaddies. Else, why are the

dips of both series parallel ? It appears to me that tne

"'cross-fold" theory of E. H. Cunningham-Craig mentionea

above has been put forward on very unsubstantial grounds.

Pascoe instances as evidence some abnormal dips in the southern

part of the field. But these seem to be local ; they occur m

soft shaly beds in an area rather badly faulted and disturbea

by veins of eruptive mud. It is not desirable to lay too nme

stress upon them. .

Dr. Pascoe observed local unconformity between the ir^

waddies and the Pegus in the extreme south of the
^^^^'f'

aung field {op. ciL, p. 65), but elsewhere, he^remarlis

difference of dip can be detected with certainty." .^^

Revie\idng then the evidence for a general uncontoruji^^

between the Irrawaddies and the Pegus, it appears w

insufficient, and that the fair conclusion from the data m

possession is that the unconformities observed are not

sarily more than local in their nature.
o^jify

I now propose to explain how far I have been led to
^^^

the previously accepted views of the tertiary histoiv

Irrawaddy basin through recent field work. -^^
In the first place, I believe that the A^^kan Yonia

^^^.^^^.

as a narrow peninsula at the coramsncement of tne
j^jj

Era. Work along the eastern foot of the Yoma hasre^^
^

the presence of a conglomerate at the base of the f--^

j^ ^j

first found this conglomerate near I'aung^yi *^'®I
°^

ulnueutl^'
Ngape in the west of the Minbu district,* and suds^h

' Trans. Min. and. Oeol. Inst, of Ind., Vol TX
,^

^Cotter: Pegu-Eocene Succession in Minbu
Vol. XLT, p. 229.

• ^^' - t c.r.lni- I
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in the west of the Pakokku district as a well-marked horizon,
stretching from Saw to Yeshin village west of Pasok. My late
colleague H. S. Bion found this conglomerate near Laungshe
to the south. It appears to be a fairly constant horizon.
A ear Saw, a limestone associated with it contains Orthophrcuj

-

mna and small nummulites. Similar fossils were also found
by H. S. Bion near Laungshe. In the rocks below this horizon
I have found Cretaceous fossils (Exogyra, Nerimea, Orbitoides) '

;

there is therefore strong evidence that the conglomerates are
basal eocene.

From the presence of this belt of conglomerate, I argue
the presence of a coast-line in lower eocene times near the
present foot of the Yoma.

It is very interesting to recall that another conglomerate
*t a horizon which is doubtful, but certainly later than the
upper Cretaceous outbursts of serpentine, and most probably
older tertiary, was found by E. H. Pascoe in the Naga Hills,
Assam.* We are led to conclude that there was a land barrier

^ lower eocene times on the site of the present Arrakan Yoma.
VVe are probably justified in assuming that in the lower eocene,
the Irrawaddy basin was under the sea. The Shan plateau
"'""-"

gulf
This

,8 It
»s probable that the barrier which existed between the Bay
ot liengal and the Pegu Gulf was in lower eocene times a fairly
new one. The uppermost Cretaceous was marked in this area
»y considerable volcanic activity. The beds below the basal
conglomerate appear to be ashy, and there are numerous out-
crops of serpentine along this horizon. This serpentine occurs
as rolled_ pebbles in the conglomerate of the Naga Hills.

Marine fossils occur in the Cretaceous of the Yoma : not
Wy those mentioned above, but also Cardita leaumonti from

inH f^^^^^
"f the Yoma in Thayetmyo, while Mortoniceras

nnatum and Placenticeras sp. have been recorded from the west-
em flank of the Yoma in Arrakan.* Moreover T. D La Touche

H n"f
traverse from the My ttha Valley across the Chin

J""s collected some echinoids which, he informed me, were

^y/iimation said to be Cretaceous.

that H
P^®^^^^^ of these cretaceous fossils seems to indicate

miKf
^'^^^^'' eocene land barrier was a fairlv recent one. We

ing
./^Ofceive then that the Pegu Gulf, as we can now imag-
«. formed a typical geosyncliual area. It received the

3 pf • ^^o^- Sur. Ind., Vol. XLV, p. 270.
. ^ x- ,

fl. P S* ""^^'^^^ ^^'^^"ss the Naga Hills: Bee. Geol. Sur. Ind., Vol.

note.
frT' ^'"^' '^"''- ^"''•. Vol. XL, p. 23 ,, , ,

,
^^''«- ^"01. Sur. Ind.. Vol. X. p. 311, and Vol. XXI, p. 48. foot

^^c. Geot. Sur. Ind. , Vol. XXIV, p. 98.
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sediments of the rivers which drained the highlands to the

north and east, and probably had an opening only towards

the south. I shall proceed to show that it must have been a

continually subsiding area until late tertiary times, while the

barrier of the Arakan Yoma formed an ever rising geoanticline.

It is important to observe that subsidence and not upheaval

has prevailed in the Irrawaddy Basin during the greater part

of the tertiary era. As time went on, the head of the g^ilf

- up, and became land, while the sea retreat* d to the south.

The fluviatile sediments and deltaic deposits kept continually

shifting southwards in step with this retreat. The area of

subsidence also has apparently shifted to the south, and it

is not at all improbable that the present Gulf of Martaban

forms a subsiding geosynelinal area. Subsidence however

ceased to affect Upper Burma at the close of the tertiary, and

filled

quaternary is marked by upheaval and changes m the

turn.

,f,v/9*Mfi.—Conglo-

drainage and river systems.
Let us discuss eat

The Yoma formed
merates, indicatmg the proximity of a coast-line, are ot i^f^i^^^

occurrence in the eocene in the Pakokku district, whiie tn

Pegus of that district are a fresh-water or estuarine formation.

In the Minbu district conglomerates are common in the reg^

especially to the north. The Yenangyat anticline may also

included here, although it comes really in the south of i ako^ •

To the south of Minbu, the Irrawaddy series ^^^^Z^^^^
while the Pegus arc of a more marine type, than m

*^f
.

,

of the district. If, however, we wish to ob. ain good coUfci^j^^;

of marine fossils from the upper Pegus, we must go still

so4th to the Thayetmvo distuct, where we have sucnio
^^

tions as the Kama Clay,—a formation which is
r'^P'^^^^^jJjjibu.

sands or conglomerates" without well preserved fos il-^ m
These facts

teady

the

retreat of the sea to the south ; that in lower eocene um
^^ ^

sea covered the greater port of . Pakokku ^^^/^""^ ' gguch
upper eocene times the sea began to retreat ^l^'^pl^ time?

as Myaing in the north of the district ;
that in rfS ^j^ed

deltaic conditions with frequent emergence of lana I

^^ ^^^

by rfd earth beds) prevailed over the greater par
^^^^^

Pakokku
(Yenang\

th -eastern _q»

tended also in Pegu times to the north-west
^^f'^^^ Irra-

Minbu district (area north of Ngahlaingdvvin).
jn

^^^^its

waddy epoch, the whole basin was deltaic, and all tu

fresh-water and fluviatile. . . .u^t we i"'

A second point not less worth attention is
^^ Lstwat*

variably find a steadily decreasing dip, as we t^jve
.

^ ^ the

from the Yoma and stand on rocks higher and mg
^^

geological series. When therefore' deposition was g
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the middle of the geosyncline, the strata near the inaigius

were probably acquiring a slight dip eastward, through earth

movements uplifting the Yoma.
The Irrawaddy Basin formed a continually sinking Geosyn-

dine.—The total thickness of the tertiary deposits of the Irra-

waddy basin may be judged from the following estimates :

—

Paunggyi or Swelegvin Conglomerates, Lower Eorom*.

Thickness varies from 2,000 to 4,000 ft.

Laungshe Shales, Lower to Middle Eocene, Thickness varies

from 9,000 to 12,000 ft..

Tilin Sandstones, Middle Eocene. Thickness varies from

2,000 to 5,000 ft.

Tabyin Clay, Middle Eocene. Thickness about 5,000 ft.

Pondaung Sandstone, Upper Eocene. Thickness varies from

3,000 to 8,000 ft.

Yaw Shales, Uppermost Eocene. Thickness varies from

1 ,600 to 2 ,000 ft.

Shwezetaw Sandstones, Lower Oligocene. Thickness varies

from 3,000 to 3,500 ft.

Padaung Clays, Upper Oligocene. Thickness 1,500 ft. m
Minbu ; represented by sandstones of fluviatile character

in Pakokku.
Pegu Series. Miocene. Thickness about 8,000 ft. in soutli

Minbu ; in Pakokku , this Series and the Oligocene to-

gether are represented west of Pauk by fluviatile sand-

stones about 7,000 ft. thick,

Irrawaddy Series, Pontian to Pliocene. Thickness probably

about 6,000 ft.

From
«ippoae that in all probability, none of these deposits were laid

<lown in water much deeper than 200 fathoms: it follows, of

course, that there must have been continual subsidence m the

irrawaddy Basm, from the lower eocene right down to the cbse

f the pliocene, in order to allow of these deposits bemg laid-

^own. Had there been no subsidence, the sea must have silted

'Op and become drv land at a very earlv period.
It may be supposed that the ratio of rate of subsidence to

''ate of deposition was not an entirely constant but a vanabie

tion, resulting
the Yaw Shal.
posits such a.

P^tively.

sediraenta

asm sucn comparatively ueejjioiA v.«i>v.^ —

i

s and Padaung Clav overlying shallow water ae-

the Pondaung and Shwezetaw sandstone res-

-.,. ..v.^etimes the shafllow sea has silted up, givmg rise

^ red earth beds and bands of conglomerate, coal-seams, re-

"»ams of land vertebrata, etc.
, ^ .^

J'leld mapping in north Minbu and Pakokku has shown

ry clearly that the red earth beds are discontinuous and

^'i'nerous in the Pegu Series, and that they occur throughout
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the Pegus, and do not form a recognizable horizon separating

them from the Irrawaddies. In the middle of the Irrawaddy

basin, a fairly constant and well developed red earth bed has

been chosen as the boundary between the Irrawaddies and

Pegus, because it is an easily mapped horizon, and in Yenangy-

aung, the only horizon which can be mapped with confideDce.

Assuming then that this red earth bed was the same as

that found on the road to Ngape from Minbu. I drew a

boundary-line between the Pegus and the Irrawaddies. This

boundary was traced by my colleague the late H. S. Bion north

to Pakokku, but it became confused by the appearance of

other red beds, and by its poor development in certain

places in the north Minbu area. North of Pauk in Pakokku, I

found that the horizon entirely failed ; the beds above and

below being ordinary freshwater sandstones of exactly the

same appearance as the Irrawaddies of Minbu. That these

lower freshwater sandstones were not of Irrawaddy age, but

much older, was shown by the discovery of CadiircotUriw m
them by Mr. Lister James! Moreover the discoveryof eocene

mammalian remains bj^ m^^self north of Myaing in cherrv-

coloured earth bands in the Pondaung sandstones finally

demonstrated the existence of eocene land conditions and tie

earlier occurrence of earth beds in the northern part of the

basin. ^

The emergence of land locally through silting up of the

sea, in areas of rapid sedimentation, and the subsequent sinK-

ing of the land owing to tlie continuation of subsidence,-

these are exactly the conditions which would give rise to locai

unconformities. Such local unconformities do not imply
^

upheaval and subsequent depression. We may readily con^

ceive that subsidence may have been going on all along,

that the silting up of the sea locally, and not any ufhmi^^^

has brought about an interruption of sedimentation,
and con

tions of what I mav call non -conformity rather than

conformity.
"

,,

It should also be kept in mind, as my colleagif ;_
Vredenburg has pointed out to me, that secular variaw

^^m the sea level might have promoted a greater sp^a
^

deep-sea, or conversely of deltaic facies, and a less lo^ai sp

^^
of certain stratigraphical gaps. This does not affect tne

^^^
pomt at issue, for there is no evidence of any advance o

^^^
sea at the horizon of the Pegu-Irrawaddy boundary; '^^

evidence, as I have stated, pomting to a gradual retreat-^
^^^^A second point no less important should also ^^^ j^y

bered. In the Irrawaddy Basm there are numerous fC" j-

anticlines, minor folds, developed

T J
^ It?^™ ^ ^°*<*r • Eocene Mammals from Burma

:

B«'^
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A

tion of the geosyncline. These folds, it must always be re-

membered, are not merely anticlines, but folds consisting of
anticlines and synclines. Thus, if the Yenangyat-Singu Hills

and the Cwegyo Hills are minor anticlinal folds, the narrow
belt between them (about 7 to 8 miles broad) is a minor
syncline. At the time that these folds were forming, there
would naturally be a diniinished rate of subsidence or an
actual positive movement of upheaval along the anticlinal

axis, and an increased subsidence in the synclines. Such con-
ditions would introduce complications in the immediate neigh
bourhood of these folds, causing erosion in the anticlinal areas

and increased sedimentation in the synclines. Local uncon-
formities would also be frequently observed on the flanks of

anticlines.

Such conditions might explain any local unconformities
observed in the neighbourhood of the minor anticlinal folds of

the Irrawaddy Basin,
But in such cases we ought to be able to prove a dis-

cordance of dip between the two unconformable series.

And since no discordance of dip has been proved along
the flanks of the anticlines of Yenangyaung and Yenangyat,
I do not think that we can justifiably have recourse to this

explanation in these particular cases.
The Sea Retreated to the South.—In every section which we

^xamine, we find marine sediments at the base, earth beds and
fluviatile sediments at the top. We mav in fact stare our

observations as follows :—
(1) In every section there is change vertically upwards,

from^niarine, throucjh deltaic and fluviatile beds to

red earth and red earthy conglomerates.
(2) In every section from the Pondaung sandstone up-

wards, there is a change horizontally along the

strike, when traced from south Minbu to Pakokku.

from marine to fluviatile and red earth beds.

Ancient Coast-Line.~li, as we suppose, the Yoma barrier

^as rising while the Irrawaddv Basin was subsiding, there must
^ave been a belt along the flanks of the geos^Ticline, where there

J^as neither upward nor downward motion. This line of rest was
tae ancient coast-line, and as time went on, the coast-lme ad-

;anced to the south and east, as the subsiding area shiften

1^0 the south.

^

If then,, in the process of field mapping, we travel along

"t
^ ^'""ection parallel to the ancient coast-line, we would

^;pect to find that each bed would be of the same facM^

^froughout its length, or at least show but little variation

?^ng Its strike. In such a case the red earth bands wou d
;^m useful and raappable horizons, as indeed they frequently
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But if we are mapping a bed whose outcrop runs ob-

liquely to the ancient coast-line, then we should observe, a«

we do in fact, this change horizontally from marine to fliivia-

tile and earthy fades. Each bed changes laterally from a

marine to a red earth bed. When then we happen to map

a boundary oblique to the ancient coast-line, and when our

boundary happens to be a red-earth band, I think it some-

times has happened that, instead of mapping a proper geo-

logical horizon, we have really been mapping the earthy bed-

ends of consecutive beds, which are changing their facies in

regular succession. The geological boundary thus obtained

would appear to show overlap.
And yet overlap means an advance of the sea, while the

whole evidence in our hands points to a regular retreat. lu the

•case of overlap and an advance of the sea, would we not

«xpect to find a change of facies vertically upwards from

shallowar to deeper water types ? Yet all the cases of overlap

in Upper Burma are cases where a fluviatile or earthy deposit

rests on one of shallow water marine facies.

I suggest then that the overlap observed in the south

of the Minbu anticline by Dr. Bleeck is really to be explained

as the mapping as one horizon of red earth bed-ends which

are of different horizons. I have visited this area myself, and

see no objection to this hypothesis.
Red earth beds indicate land conditions and represent, it

is assumed, an mterruption of sedimentation. The word " un-

conformity " cannot, in my opinion, be applied generally

the Pegu-Irrawaddv boundarv, except in this sense.

Evidemes of liecetit Uphedval.—Evidences oi recent upheav-

al are many in the Irrawaddy valle v. The Plateau Gravels arj

pleistocene formation containing "'at Yenangyaung paleoWQ^

flints.*

the

5.* The specimen of the plei.stocene Ekphas antiqu'f
"J

right tsank of the Irrawadd v opposite Mandalay P^o^'^^, ^'

^

comes from this formation.' These gravels occur on t^^^f
J

, oqo
of the Irrawaddy near Yenangvaung, Singu, etc., at a hefii\..

ft. or more above the present river level. Similarly on ei
^^^^^

of the Yaw River ,in Pakokku, boulders and gravel beds are
.^

some three hundred feet above the present river level.
^ j

large stream in the Minbu district (Mon, Man, Sahn stre

and in the Pakokku district (Yaw, Saw, Kyaw, Ma^^'j*^^
j,

IS flanked by belts of old raised river gravels. The old^of the Yaw, with which I am most familiar, are in my op
.

derived from Yoma rocks. The Plateau Gravels of ^ena^^

aung show a curious abundance of quartzite V^^^^'^Ld^n
have come from some area near the head of the onin

river, but this is quite uncertain.

\ l^^?^'- ''P- "'-'P- ''3.

Ind
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The most remarkable thing about these old raised river

gravels is that they tell us that river gradients were univer-
m\\y steeper and river currents more rapid in pleistocene times
than in the present day. No\v-a-days the Irrawaddy at Ye-
nangjaung merelj'- transports coarse sand ; formerly it was
able to carry pebbles the size of an egg. Now a-da}'? the
Yaw River carries small gravel to the ford at Thanbaya-aing

;

formerly it carried very substantial boulders of nearly one
cubic foot to that point.

In several spots in the Saw township of tlie Pakokku dis-

trict (near i^nain in the Pindaung ohaung, near Hnetchaung
in the Kyauksit chaung, near Saw in the Saw chaung), enormous
boulders of rock 6 to 8 ft. in height are seen lying in the bed
of the stream, or on the banks hard by. In the first locahty,

these boulders were composed of Paunggyi conglomerate, in

the others they came from the Kanpetlet Schist Series. In
any case they had been transported at least 10 miles from
their site by streams which appear incapable of shifting such

huge material to-day. There seems to be good reason for

regarding them as of pleistocene age. They do not form
terraces, but occur at haphazard in different spots either in

the bed of the stream or on its banks, but they are occa-

sionally seen raised well above the present water level.

But evidence of recent upheaval is not confined to the

older alluvium alone. The streams are beginning to cut down
and erode the newer alluvium. Evidence of this may be seen

"1 the Paung stream west of Salin, Minbu district, and in

many other places.
The Age of the Anticlines of the Irrawaddy ^asin.—Havmg

explained the Irrawaddy Easin as a subsiding geosyncline,

we may consider now the age of the small anticlinal folds in this

oasm.

In dealing with this question, it seems to me that we have
to consider the dips and amount of displacement from the hori-

zontal in the various tertiary groups, and also the evidences of

anconformity with discordance of dip.
It would be absurd to suppose that all the anticlines are

of the same age. I think most geologists would admit that

some folds are earlier than others. Let us then consider some
«i the main folds. „^^

Fu-st there is the Pondaung Range which is over ^W
"^fs long, and rises to a height of over 4,000 ft. In the Maw
valley near Tilin there are deposits of gently dipping upper ter-

^^ry gravels (Maw gravels), a local facies of the Irrawaddies,

resting upon the upturned edges of the lower eocene with strong

unconformity and discordance. This discordance proves that

^Qe Pondaung fold is very much older than the Maw gravels

therefore pre-Irrawaddian, perhaps even lower tertiary.

The folds of Yenangyaung, Yenangyat-Singu, and Minou
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appear to me to be of an age not earlier than Irrawaddv.
1 lie Irrawaddy series is vertical or overhanging all along the
east boundary of the Pegu outcrop at Yenangyat, and appears
to nave suffered just as much disturbance as the Pegus below;
besides there is parallelism of dip, so that we have got to
assume the Pegus horizontal and unfolded at a time when the
irrawaddies were being horizontally deposited. There is also
parallelism of dip at Yenangyaung and Minbu, and theorie=
01 pre-lrrawadian cross -folds in the Pegus appear to me to be
unsupported by field-evidence ; the more obvious and probably
correct conclusion from the data in our possession being that
these folds are not earlier than Irrauaddian.

lie Pagan-Gwegyo-Ngashandaung fold appears to be
mainly post-Irrawaddian. Yet there is some doubtful evi-

rosion in the south of the field.'

11 such is the case, it may be supposed that the anticline

e och
shortly before the opening of the Irrawaddian

1 Rec. Geol. Sur. Ind., Vol. XXXVII, p. 229



IS* On a New Theorem in Elasticity.

By M. N. Saha, M.Sc.^ Lecturer, Mathevmtical Physics^

University College of Science^ Calcutta.

L The Equations of motion of an elastic system are ^

BX^ dX.. ^X^^^ . ^y . ^

(1>-

bare.

dY^ dYy dY^

dx dy dz

dZ^ dZ^ dZ^

Multiplying the equations by u, v and m?, and adding, we-

at*

2d«*

p{Xu + 7r + Zw) + tt ( ^—
dXy dX,

dy dz

dY^ dY^ dYg\ /dZ^ SZ dZ,\

dx dy dz / \ dx dy ^2

Now multiplving hv {dx . dy . dz . dt), and integrating

have,

we

*.* since u
\ dx dy dx / JJ

^=<^di'' ydy 'dz^

t~r

t=zo
1
1 («•>»« + .<-') * <*" -

\\33 J^
* ''"

<=T

<=T

p(ii*+rt' + M*-^"
<=:0

^^ —

» Love's Elasticity, page 33
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<=T

+ 111 {X^u+r^V'^Z^iv)dSdt-WW 2WdQdt,

t=o
where

a=T

o

Denoting by T the time-average of kinetic energy per unit

volume, and by W the time-average of the |X)tential energy

per unit volume, we have

[W-T) dn = ~\\\\ p {Xu + Tv + Zw)dt.dQ

+ o- \ \\ P (^»w + 5'„y + Z^w) dS J

I

^ 4 (^' -^ v' + i^')l dn (*)

4dt^ _, „

2. If we now take a closed volume A and W, T denote

the average values over time as well as over space, we snail

have

1=

1

'Wr^^^ (^
(5).

Since if r Iv lame, the function - {n^ ^v'^w]

same and end of
^

th«

periods

»ci Virial
3. The analogy of theorem (5) to aausius s v

Theorem is quite evident. Aceordins: to the vinal theoi
According

we have

where T = kinetic

T=i
3 vritbifl

J Vide Jeans' Dynamical Theory of Gases. Second Efiitioo, pag®
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1918.1 On a New 423:

1

(Z, r, Z) = force components on the particle which occu-
pies the point {x, y; z).

4. A number of interesting applications are at once
suggested.

Suppose the motion to be vibratory. Then if the body
forces be nil, the average kinetic energy will be equivalent to
the average potential energy if

(i) the surface tractions be nil, or constant, as in the

case of the vibration of a supported rod, or plate

Avith free ends,

deduced

(u) the surface displacement be zero,

(Hi) If part of the surface be under zero or constant

stress and part under varying stress with no sur-

face displacement (e-g. the case of a clamped rod,

or string stretched between two points).

le theorems are of course well known, and can be

^ ^





i6. On the Pressure of Light*

By M, N. Saha, M.Sc, Lecturer on Mathematical Physics^ and
S. Chakbavartt, B.Sc, University College of Science,

Calcutta.

The object of the present paper is to deticribe a simple

apparatus by means of which the pressm^e of light can be easily

demonstrated, and qualitatively measured with the entire elim-

ination of all sorts of disturbing effects. The materials re-

quired are not difficult to procure, and are readily available in

all well-equipped laboratories.

We wish first to give a short history of the subject and a

short sketch of the theory.^ As early as the seventeenth cen-
tury Kepler supposed that light exerted a pressure on surfaces
on which it is incident. The hypothesis was called into being
for explaining the tails of comets.

With the rise of Newton's corpuscular theory of light, the
pressure no longer remauied a guess, but could be deduced
horn that theory. An elaborate series of experiments for

detecting the pressure were instituted by De Mairan (1754),
and later on by Du Fay (1756), but the results were entirely

negative. Later on, the failure of these experiments were used

gainst

out interest m
^ell,* in the yearly

magnetic
ted

a pressure on a surface on which it is incident. But the

*,^P^nt of pressure is extremely small. It can be shown that

" "gnt consists of um'dirPf.f.innal ra.vs. the m'essure amounts to

1

unit

oftime, measured in absolute un
and the surface is a i

"

<^oated with lamp-black--- .viLu lamp-Dlaciv.

r.fl :.
*^® surface on which the light is incident be perfectly

eaectinff. t.lio r.^««„„„„ ,-„ t,,^*. A°u^^ Tj„f if nn the otherBut if, on the other
hflnri 1.

pit^ssure is just aouoie. -i->ui; ", "" ""- -

—

"fna, the surface be transparent (e.g. glass), there will be no
pressure af. nil ^. „„.„_» 4- 'i„„%.o,.., s.mnll amount of

*33 an^^T-^f historical part, see Lebedew, Ann-d. 1

'a ?r ''^"'^ and Hnll, Phys. Rev., 1903.

Bd
-™ «»»" tiuu, iriiys. jt\,av., ijruo.

axwell, Electricity and Magnetism, Vol. IT, page 792.
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pressure depending on the small amount of reflection from the

glass surface.

The occurrence of the term c in the denominator makes

the pressure extremely small. Let us take for example the

pressure exerted by solar light. The amount of energy which

is delivered by the sun on unit surface placed normally to the

rays of the earth is equivalent to 2 4 calories per minute. The

presstire therefore

= gms. weight= 'So x 10 gms. weight.

3x10^^^x60x981

By using the arc, of a very high candle power filament lamp

(1500 wt/§ wt. for example), and by concentrating the light

by means of a lens of large aperture, the pressure can be in-

creased to about 100 times But still it is extremely small.

It was for demonstrating the pressure of light that Oookes

was led to invent his famous "radiometer." As is well known,

this consists of a delicate cross of glass or mica vanes sus-

pended on a pivot and enclosed within a glass cylinder from

which air can be pumped off at will The alternate faces of

the vanes . are covered with lamp-black. When light falls on

the vanes it begins to rotate rapidly about the axis.

Crookes was inclined to explain this motion as being due

to the pressure of radiant energy, but Zollner * showed that

the effect observed was rather spurious, and exceeded theo-

retical pressure by at least 10 ^ times. He showed that the effect

was really due to the unequal heating of the two sides of the

vanes.

Zolhier * tried to observe the effect by another arrange-

ment. Two thin discs of silvered or blackened glass, or metal,

were suspended at the ends of the horizontal arm of a thin

cross of glass-rods and the whole was suspended by mean,

of a glass fibres within a closed vessel, from which ^^^/^\?
pumped out at will. A galvanometer mirror is attached to to

vertical part, with its plane at right angles to the plane o^

J^
vanes. But with light incident on the vanes, the detlecw^

observed was very irregular, and sometimes was complete J*

in the wrong direction.
But in spite of repeated failures to detect the pres9"?^°

radiation, theoretical investigation had, in the meantime, d«

advanced so far that it was not possible to deny i^s existent •

We have seen that the pressure of light was deduceu
^jT»c nave seen that the pressure ot iignt »»=."--'"

Maxwell from the electromagnetic theory of light, by «smg
^^

argument involving the assumption of pressures and tensi

(?^iigge**ted

Hull, Phys. Rev. Ma^- 1905,
P
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across and along tubes of force. But Bartoli^ showed in 1877
that the pressure could also be deduced bv means of thermo-
dynamic reasoning involving only the two laws of thermodyna-
mics, and was in amount just the same as is obtained from
Maxwell's theory. Bartoli's argument being based on the surer
basis of thermodjaiamics, seemed to carry conviction in all
quarters about the real existence of the pressure.

The long-expected pressure was at last observed bv Lebe-
aew, and almost simultaneously by Nichols and Hull in 1901, bv
aitferent modifications of Zollner's unsuccessful experiment."

Lebedew's method was to replace the rather thick glass
vanes by means of very thin platinum foils (diameter o mm.,
thickness -02 mm.) whereby any difference of temperature on the
two sides is instantly equalised. The radiometer action is
directly proportional to the difference of pressure on the two
Sides, and the pressure of gas within the vessel. Lebedew
reduced the pressure to about l/20000th of a m.m. and was
almost able to eliminate the radiometer action, and verify the
pressure qualitatively to about 20% of the theoretical pressure.

. ,
^^^ early experiments of Nichols and Hull were under-

taken m order to investigate the different disturbing effects in
fne apparatus of Zollner. They found that the total disturbing
Pttect is the resultant of the following :—

(i) the radiometer action—due to the unequal heating of

the tAvo sides of the vane;
(ii) convection currents—due to the rush of air towards

the parts warmed by the passage of the pencil of

....
rays;

Unj a rocket action—due to the escape of particles of gas
from the surface of the vanes when these are

heated by the incident light.

tlir

^' * series of elaborate investigations extending over

ef!e t

^'^^^' Nichols and Hull were able to get rid of these

duced K
-^^ found that the convection effect could be re-

flow f- ™^^"^g ^'he vanes exactly vertical for then the

actio
^^^ becomes tangential to their surface. The rocket

press"'
^'^^ ^^^ radiometer action w^ere found to balance at a

with ?r
^^ ^^^ n\.m., and deflections were therefore observed

with
^^ P^^ssure in the vessel. The vanes were of thin glass

ieferp°'^^
^^ce silvered ; for further information on the point

pee should be made to the original paper

^hich
l*!^ ^'' Hull 8 evolved out an arrangement by means of

siivorp , -
?'^*"^b"ig effects could be entirely eliminated. The

blackp A
^^ ^ ^^"^ cover-glass was placed in contact with the

mean, f X
^^^^ °^ ^ similar glass and the whole was enclosed by

a-ssh'^y^^ther thin glasses,

^^efc t '^^ %"- Two'
ells were mounted upon
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the opposite ends of the torsion arm which was suspended by

means of a thin quartz fibre within a glass cylinder. When

light falls on the vanes, the two sides are of course unequally

heated. But as the air on the two sides is enclosed within

u glass cylinder, it forms one single system with the glass

vessel—action and reaction being equal, the radiometer action

is entirely eliminated.
^

We have found the extra glass cell to be redundant.^ The

silvered sides of two thin cover-glasses were put one upon tbe

other and connected to each other by means of a trace of

Canada balsam on the fringes. Similarly, we prepared a lamp-

blacked surface. We have thus in these vanes very thin films

of totally reflecting and totally absorbing material enclosed

within equal thicknesses of glass on either side. When light

previously filtered of all rays capable of heating glass, is allowed

to fall on one of the vanes, say the silvered one, the gla^^

surface is not at all heated by the passage of the rays, which

have been previously passed "^through sufficiently thick glass

lenses. The two sides of the film are instantly raised to the

same temperature (because they are extremely thin and there

being equal thicknesses of glass on the two sides, they are

equally heated by conduction). Thus the radiometer actioQ is

entirely eliminated.

It\vill be thus seen that in our arrangement we have com-

bined the arrangements of Lebedew as well as Hull's me

without the additional encumbrance of extra glass cells.

thod,

)

Description of the
AprARATUS.

The vanes were suspend-
ed on the opposite arms
of the torsion balanc : evide
fig. 2. (m) is a galvano-
tt^eter mirror placed at
right angles to the plane of
the vanes, with a small
piece of steel on its back.
(B) is a small brass weight
for steadying the balance.
The whole is suspended by
means of a glass fibre and
enclosed within a bell-jar
which is connected to a
pump and a manometer.
The deflection is observed

(ni)from the excursion of a spot of light reflected from

tisual lamp and scale arrangement. The dimensions ai

m the
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Diameter of the cover glasses =1'8 cm.
Thickness of the cover glasses = -083 mm.
Weight of the silvered vane = '105 gm.
Weight of the lampblacked-vane = -128 gm.
Length of the arm = 2 cm.
Weight of B = -5 gm.

The pressure within the bell-jar is reduced to about 1 to 2
tms. of mercury. It is extremely important that the joints
should be all air-tight, for the slightest leakage of air may
produce disastrous effects. After pumping out we allowed the
apparatus to stand for 3 days in order to be sure that it was
quite air-tight. The vanes should be placed symmetrically
just about the centre of the glass vessel, otherwise currents of
air which are set up in the vessel by the passage of rays and
turned off by the sides of the vessel may produce disturbing
^ffects. These effects become smaller, the smaller the pressure
mside the vessel.

Theory of the Apparatus :

The equation of motion of the vanes is given by

jd^'d fid ^ ^ ...

where (I) moment of inertia of the system about the fibre, k
JT^cosity factor, fx is the torsional coefficient. ^ = angle of rota-
won, L moment of the force of pressure about the axis of
rotation (i.e. the fibre).

The solution is le--\=Ae 2/ *
cos {nt + a) (ii)

where
,, a _ M ^^

/ 4:1''

(iii)

.

St f
^*^- ^ sufficiently large time the deflection should become

eacly if the disturbing causes are entirely absent. Let a
^^note this steady deflection.

surf
^^ -^ = ?>iJ, where ^ = total pres-^ure (or thrust) on the

^
rtace and Z= distance of the centre of the disc from the

cenf
/°^^^'on- The light should be concentrated on the

"^ of the disc. Let a be the steady deflection. Then

/'a

BpW '^H constant p is obtained from observations of the free
i^'^od of oscillation of the system.

From (ii) we see that ^ = n^ + A,
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Now n= -~, and -_= I -
j . where ^= logarithmic decre-

ment of the amplitude.

.•.^(l")^(ly4(-^.^. ^
^ I

Now / can be easily calculated from the weight and the

dimensions of the sj stem. /^ can therefore be easily calculated

from formula (iv).

In our experiment Z = 2'65 cm. and a = 6*27x 10"^ so that

a deflection of (1 mm.) at'a distance of 1 metre corresponded to

a total pressure of

rr27x 10"^ __6
2*65

2-36 X lO^^dvnes,

The time period was 32 seconds and the logarithmic decrement

was /3= -310, and 7= TGT units.

Measurement of Energy.

Owing to lack of means at our disposal the amount of

energy falling upon the surface could not be properly measured.

Lebedew allowed the light to fall on a copper calorimeter

placed in the same position as the vanes, and the amount ot

energy absorbed was obtained by noting the rise in tempera-

ture of the calorimeter within a given period of time. .

Nichols and Hull's method was more ingenious. A tliia

disc of silver of the same size as the vane was coated vvitn

lampblack. Two holes were bored on the sides through wbicn

a copper-constantan couple passed. The other end ot tn

couple passed through a sensitive galvanometer. This appa

atus was previouslv standardised by putting it in ai™^i

baths. The light w"as allowed to fall on the disc for some tm
and the rise in temperature was obtained from the throw.

the Cffllvn nnmo+n.^the galvanometer.galvanometer.
,

The source of light in Lebedew and Hull's experiment v

an arc which as is well known is very unsteady. In our e^

experiments we used the arcs but in the latest experimeni

source of light was a (3000 c.p.) Tungsten filament lamp « ^
plied by Messrs. Westinghouse & Co. The light from tn^j

source is very steady. The lamp was placed in a horizon
^^

position (i.e. with its filament in a vertical circle) at a ^'S^^^

of 50 to 70 cms. from the diaphragm which contained a
_ ^^^

focus lens of 6-5 cms. apperture. Bv adjusting
^^^J^ „pper

hlament was completely focussed on the vanes. ^^ J^d
limit to the amount of energy falling on the vane per

^^^^
can be thus obtained. By means of an ammeter we founc
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the lamp consumed a current* 66 amps^ under a pressure of 220
volts. The amount of energy passing through the lens and
focussed on the vanes is therefore given by

220x6-6x10'^ .^^..^

4.ir {df
TT (3'25) ergs per sec

The whole pressure on the silvered surface is therefore

l{l-e){\+p)

where c velocity of light and effraction of energy absorbed
oy and reflected from glass surfaces (lens and containing vessels)
and p= fraction of energy reflected from the silvered face.

Results of Observations.

In our preliminary blank experiment with the arc, we
lomid that for the period for which the arc remains steady, the
aeflection remains quite steady and follows very faithfully the
fluctuations of the arc. When the positive pole was focussed the
aeHection observed was generally 3 to 4 times the deflection for
tne negative pole. When all the precautions above mentioned
were taken, the deflection was found to be always in the right
irection. When the filament lamp was used as the source of

"gilt all irregularities due to the variation of the source of light
vanished. As soon as light is struck, the spot of light slowly
creeps up towards the new position of equilibrium about which

oscillates in accordance with the equation (i).

Ultimately the oscillation dies away and the spot becomes
HUite steady, which could be maintained for 15 minutes (we

^ not try to keep the spot steady for a greater length of time
cause the tungsten filaments, bemg kept in a horizontal posi-

th\-*l^
gi'^i'dually deformed on account of their plasticity at

^e iiigh temperature withm the lamp.

whi] f
i?^^ ^^^ °^ experiments one of the vanes was silvered

cov
^

1
^ ^^'^^^ consisted of two clear pieces of microscopic

iC% ^ ^^^ ^°^"d ^^^^ when light was allowed to fall on

anoth
S^'^ss surface there was practically no deflection. In

the f?
^^^ "^ experiments one of the vanes was silvered and

the r ^^'^^ lampblacked. It was found that generally if

black ^^^f°^
ligbt was not too intense, the deflection of the

silver f""^^® ^^'^s approximately one half of that of the

heat
^^^' ^^ ^^^ source of light was very intense so much

mej.
^*^ J-bsorbed that the junctions (which were all of shellac)

sihi^ .'^,- Quantitative experiments were therefore impos-
'^•^le w^th that surface.

below ?^
°^ ^^^ results of our quantitative experiments is given

^1
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Mean deflection (mean of several experi-

ments) = 28-5Divns.

Distance of the scale from the mirror = 100 cm.

Distance '' d " of the plane of the filament

from the diaphragm. =73 cm.

Therefore the upper limit of the total theoretical pressure

(without allowing for absorption or reflexion) is equal to

2 x^ii!?^ii5jli?:^= 48X10 -dynes (A).

4 X 73' X 3 X 10'°

The pressure calculated from deflections is equal to

2-3xlO"'^x 14-25- 3-33 X 10'*d\mes (B).

The observed pressure is about 70 per cent of the expres-

sion (A), which is the pressure calculated on the supposition

that the whole amount of energy given out by the filament i3

freely transmitted by the various glass media, and is totallv

reflected by the silvered surface. As a matter of fact, none oi

these assumptions is correct. If T is the fraction of total

energy transmitted by thick glass, and p be the renectin

power of a silver glass-surface the actual pressure should be

Po|(l+p)(l-^)

where Pn is the quantity (A). j ti pn*
According to the experiments of Rubens and Hage

P = 90-5% unfortunately no data is available for the traub

mission coef&cient, but on account of the preponderance
^

rays of short wave length in the spectrum of the light troi

tungsten filament, it cannot be less than 80%.
_

,
j,j

Considering these facts, we are probably i"^*^"®^^!

asserting that the agreement between observed and ^neore
^^^

values is at least qualitatively quite good. On a ^
^^^

occasion we hope to return to the problem of a r^

quantitative determination of total incident energy.
^^^j

In conclusion, we beg to record our best thanks *^ ,.

C. V. Raman, and the teaching staff of the University ^^ &^

of Science, for the mterest thev have taken in the worfe
,

^

Mr. N. Basu, B.Sc, for much useful help.
~

nd Hftg®''
» Obtained by extrapolation from the data of Rubens a

^ ^^^^.

on the suppoaition that the maximum emission of energy iro

Bten filament is at 1 ^ [Kohlrausch . Praktiache Physik, Tabeiiei j.

*S..-
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Proceedings of Ordinary General Meetings,

1918.

FEBRUARY, 1918.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held oiif

Wednesday, the 6th February, 1918, at 9-15 p.m.
+

The following fourteen persons were balloted for a*

Ordinary members :

Mr. 8. N. Bay, B.A. (Cantab), Indian Civil Service, Sub-

Divisional Officer, Kesoregunge, Mymensingh, proposed by Dr.

B. L. Chaudhuri. seconded bv Mr. K. C. De ; Mr. J. N. Ray,

Barrister-at-Law^ High Court," Calcutta, proposed by Dr. B. L.

Chaudhuri, seconded by Mr. Gopal Das Chaudhuri ;
Mr. Kumar

A-run Ghundra SingJia, M.A., Landholder, Susang, Mymensmgh,

proposed by Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra

Vidyabhusana
; Dr. Ekendra Nail Ghosh, M.D., M.Sc, Prof, of

Biology, Medical College, Calcutta, proposed by D^. N.

Annaudale, seconded by Dr. F. H. Gravely; Mr. Narendra IS atfi

Banerjee, Superintendent of Telegraphs. Ramna, Dacca, pro-

posed by Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., second-

ed by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidvabhusana. Mr. W. A. Sutherland,

late Superintendent. Railway Mail Service, Rajputana l^^n., z-,

{^"lott Lane, Calcutta, proposed by The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosti

Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., seconded bv Dr. F. H. Gravely
;

Babu

iiamani Kanta Kavyavyaharanliriha, Prof, of Sanskrit, r.u.

Adamdighi (Eogra), proposed by The Hon Justice Sir Asutosn

Pramatha Nath Barterjee, Asst. Professor of Economics ^'^^^^^
University, proposed by the Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mutno-

Padhyaya, Kt., seconded bv Dr. F. H. Gravely; Bah^ ^>f^
f^war Maitra, Principal, Indian Institute of Pl^lof^P^^'

Amalner, proposed by The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukho-

padhyaya, Kt., seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra V|dyabhusana

f
e«- Sramaim Wan Hui, Chinese Buddhist Monk, 22. Khaim

^ne, Calcutta, proposed by Mahamahopadhyaya HaTapr^sad

^tiastri, seconded by Dr. F. H. Gravely ; Mr. Johar, van Manen

Balaclava Hotel, Ghoom, proposed by Dr. N. Annanda e^ sec

onded by Mr. S. W. Keip; Mr. S. C. J^agcA . B^imster-at

Uw Phukanvari Tea Estate, Dibrugarh, proP^^^ed by Dr i5. i.

Chatidh„_,

^J2 Ahmdd
A. Al-Ma'mun^«ice, Bhopal State, proposed bv the Hon. ^'/'•J':'^J^

S«hrawardy, seconded by Dr. F. H. Gravely; BadaKap Mar^rM
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Man Singh, 38, Khichapokhari, Katlimandu, Nepal, proposed

by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, seconded by Dr.

F. H. Gravelv.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. W. H. Phelps,

and Mr. C. J. Brown, Ordinary members, and Dr. Ekendra Nath

Ghosh and Pandit Marichi Man Singh, Associate members, had

expressed a desire to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Mr.

Charles Russell, M.A., Mr, Framjee Thanawala, and Dr. W. C.

Hossack, Ordinary members of the Society.

The President called attention to the following exhibi-

tions :

—

1. Four manuscripts and a Ceylonese Chaitya.—Dr. Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana.

2. Buddhist manuscript of ancient date.—Prof. D. K.

Bhandarkar.

3. Miscellaneous exhibits from the Imperial Library.—Mr.

J. A. Chapman.
4. Twelve Moslem manuscripts,—The Hon. Dr. A. Suhra-

wardy.

t5. Manuscriptst^. ^Tici^uusenpus oeiongmg to Jlon. ivir. w. a.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

6. Albums of photographs of Indian antiquities.
Societv's T.ihri^rv

W, A. Ironside.

Society's Library.

A. Sanchi Topes, Vol. I.

B. Karli Caves.
C. Bhubanesvar Temples.

From the

7. Meteorites and other geological specimens.—The Geo-

logical Surve}^ of India.

8. Some essential oils of medicinal value.—Dr. H. G.

Carter.

9. Drawings and photographs of ca?es of leprosy before anjl

after treatment with gynocardate of soda.—Lt.-Coi-

Sir Leonard Rogers.
10. Specimens from the ethnological gallery, Indian Muse-

um, illustrating Shamanism or exorcising of harmtui

spirits as practised in the Nicobar Islands.—Dr- -^•

Meerwarth.

11. Dieng Shat pylieng (egg-breaking board used by the

Kliasias as an augury) —Prof. Hem Chandra V^
Gupta.

12. Primitive weighing beams of the bismer type.—Dr. ^
•

Annandale.
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13. Shells of pond-snails from the Inle lake-system in the
Southern Shan States.—Dr. N, Annandale.

14. Museum cases illustrating the development of Indian
Insects.—Dr. F. H Gravely.

15. Specimens of an albino strain of the mulberry silkworm.
By Miss. M. L. Cleghorn.

16. Living specimen of a rare Indian toad. Kaloula pulchya,

captured in Calcutta about 2 years ago.—Miss. M. L.

Cleghorn.

17. Compound pendulums.—Mr. H. G. Graves.

The President announced that there would be no meeting
ot the Medical Section during this month.

<>

APRIL, 1918.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held
on VVednesday, the 3rd April, 1918, at 9-15 p.m.

N. Annai^dale, Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B.,
Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. S. W. Kemp,
«naikh Laiq Ahmad Ansari, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
*^r. E. Vredenburg.

Visitor :~T>T. M. B. Soparkar.

til
"^^^ minutes of the December Ordinary Monthly Meeting,

'

Jje Annual Meeting, and the February ' Ordinary Monthly
meeting were read and confirmed.

^^lie hundred and nine presentations were announced.

^ The General Secretarv reported that Mr. G. R. Kaye, Prof-

P^.^'^f^nkar Roy, Hon. Mr. E. B. H. Panton, I.C.S., Mr. C
uDert Rogers and Babu Harendra Kumar Mookerjee have ex-

l"^es,^ed a desire to withdraw from the Society.

of tJi"*" c.^
Chairman announced that in accordance w^ith Rule 38

had K
'^^^^^^ty's Rules, the names of the following two members

and ti
^ Vested las defaulting members since the last meeting,

'^"eir names have now been removed from the member-list

:

Khaza Ahmed Amin Ansarv, Lucknow ..Rs. 60
^^- E. H. Hankin, Agra. ^ .. • • , 72

Wd K
^^ Chairman also announced (1) that Dr. W. A. K. Cliriatie

been appointed Honorary General Secretary in the place of
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Dr. F. H. Gravely, resigned, (2) that Dr. P. C. Ray had been

appointed Physical Science Secretary in the place of Dr,

Christie, (3) that Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar had been appointed

a member of Council.

The General Secretary read the names of the following

gentlemen who have been appointed to serve on the various

Committees during 1918 :

—

Finance Committee,

Dr. N. Annandale, Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shas-

tri, C.I.E., Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Hon. Librarian

[ex officio) .

Library Committee.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E., J. A.

Chapman, Esq., Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar, Hon. Librarian [ts

officio) , Library Regulation 22) , Anthropological Secretary,

Biological Secretary, Physical Science Secretary, the two

Philological Secretaries, Medical Secretary.

Philological Committee,

The Hon. Dr. Abdulla Al-Ma'mun Suhrawardy, Dr. Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukho-

padhyaya, Kt., Mahamahopadhyava Haraprasad Shastri, Babu

Nilmani Chakravarti. A. H. Harley. Esq., Aga Muhamad

Kazim Shirazi, 0. F. Jenkins, Esq.; Prof. D. R. Bhandarker.

IIo7i. Numismatist.

Lieut.-Col. H. Nevill, I.C.S.

Hon, Joint Secretaries, Science Congress.

Dr. J. L. Simonsen.
Prof. P. S. Macmahon.

^
the following nine gentlemen were balloted for as

ordinary members :

—

Lieut.-Col F. Wall, C.M.G., I.M.S-, c/o Messrs. H- S.

King & Co., 9, Pall Mall
pr. N.

Annandale, seconded bv Mr. S. W. Kemp ; Mr, Bam ^

Khanna, c/o Mr. B. Dhani Rani, Gurgaon, P^^^^
H-

Mr
H.E.H. the Nizam's

ndra Vidyabhusana, seconded D} J^^-

K. J. Pococh, Director. Nizamiah ObservatoiJ^.

main's Government, Begurapet,'r>eccan, F^r
kfoUfo n T c. „^'a°a \.^ -nr V. H. Gravely;

-La...a^.xx. cue i>,iz,cita 8 government, isegurapet, u<=y^^-'"^ ^ '^pIv;
by Mr. R. D. Mehta, CLE., seconded by Dr. F. H- OraveJ

Maharaja Kumar Bhupendra Naray^u,un,u,ju ivurnar litiwpendra JSarayan mnna, ^"' V fjijau-

10, Hungerford Street, Calcutta, proposed by I*^
•
^-

H'.^oft I

dhuri, seconded bv Dr. K S Rav Mr. Herbert C.-tiooi'

Direct—^^^^^^ yjy i«uot.uma auu risneries, r .iyi.o., iv«.— — -

posed by Dr. N. Annandale, seconded by Mr. S. W- K^emp,
Mr
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Baini Prasad, Superintendent of Fisheries, Bengal, Bihar and

Orissa, Indian Museum, Calcutta, proposed by Dr. N. Annandale,

seconded bv Mr. S. W. Kemn : The- Hon. Mr. W. A. Ironside,

Woodbuni
W

land : 3Ir. Jaaannath Das Ratnakar
Srimati Maharani of Ajodhva, The Rajsadan, Ajodhya, pro-

posed by Raja Prithwipal Singh, "seconded by Lala Sita Ram;
Dewan Bahadur Balabhdass, Banker and Zemindar, Jubbulpur,

proposed by Mr. E. Vredenbnrg, geconded by Dr. W. A. K.

Christie. '. a
The following papers Avere read :

1. Zoological Results of a Tour in the Far East. Brackish

Water Polyclads.—By Dr. T. Kabdbaki.

This paper has been published in the Memoirs.

2. Zoological Results of a Tour in the Far East. MoUusca

of the Tai-Hu.—By Dr. N. Annandale.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

3. Zoological Results of a Tour in the Far East. Sponges.

By Dr. N. Annandale .

This paper has been published in the Memoirs.

4. Revision des Champignons appartenant au Genre

Nocardia.—Par le Capitaine Feoilano de Mello et Db. J. 1^.

St. Antonio Fernandes. Communicated by Dr. N. Annan-
dale.

Memo

6.

C. Fischer. Communicated

»/ the Anaimalais.—By

^,
6. The Burmese Sesamum Varieties: Notes on their

Variation and Growth.—By A. McKerral. Commumcated isy

^^- J. L SiMONSEN,

, 7. The Poet Shaikh MufakhMar-al-din Izmi of Isfa-

^<^y%n.~~By Lt. -Colonel T. W. Haig, C.M.G.

This paper will be published in the Journal.

The Chairman announced that there would be no ;

ineekmg of the Medical Section this month.

dj
ourned

't

^-
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MAY, 1918.
J

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

W'ednesday, the 1st May, 1918, at 9-15 p.m.

K Annandale, Esq., D.Sc., C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B.,

Vice-President, in the chair.

The foUo^ring members were present

;

Moulavi Abdul Wall, Anagarika Dharmapala, Dr. L. L.

Fermor, Rev. Sramana Wan Hui, Mr. C. H. Kesteven, Rev. K.

Oka, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-four presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. P. Chaudhuri had

expressed a deske to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Dr-

Arthur Venis, an ordinary member of the Society.

The Chairman announced that Babu Panchanan Neogy,

Rajshahi, being largely in arrears of his subscription, had been

declared a defaulter and that his name would be posted m
accordance with Rule 38.

The followmg pajjers were read :

1

.

A Short Account of the Wandering Teachers at the Time

of Buddha.—By Bimala Charan Law.

2. Minor Tibetan Texts, I. The Song of tJie Eastern Snow

Mountain.—By Johan van Manen .

This paper will be published in the Bibliotheca Indica

.

The Chairman announced that there would be no adjonrne

meeting of the Medical Section this month.

O

JUNE, 1918.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday

N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., FA-S.B.,

Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

iUy

Br. P.

Shaikh
Rev. E. Francotte'

termor, xvev. ^-^^^ jr a

Dr. Baini Prasad, Dr. i^- ^
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Visitor :—Mr. W. Taylor.
-^

The minutes of the last meetinsr were read and confirmed.

Twenty-three presentations were announced.
*

The General Secretary reported the death of Maharaj
Kanjit Smgh, a^ ordinary member of the Society.

The Chairman announced that in accordance with Rule 38,

the name of Babu Panchanan Neogy, Rajshahi, had been
posted as a defaulting member since the last meeting and his

name had now been removed from the member list.

The Chairman also announced that the name of Capt.

J- D. Sandes, I M.S., had been removed from the list of

members under rule 40.

The following four gentlemen were balloted for as ordinary

members :

—

r

Mr. W. H. Lees, I.C.S., Commissioner, Burdwaii Division,

Chinsurah, proposed bv Hon. Mr. F. J. Monalian, seconded by
I>r. N. Annandale; Major W. L. Gcmphell, I.A., Political

Officer in Sikkim, The Residency, Gangtok, Sikkim, proposed

^y Dr. W. A. K. Christie, seconded by Mr. S. W. Kemp:
^ir. Haranandan Panday, M.A., Assistant Superintendent,

Archaeological Survey, Eastern Circle, Patna, proposed by
frof. D. R. Bhandarkar, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra

,
P. Gangooly, Lecturer in Hindu Astronomy

and Mathematics, Calcutta University, 6 Mullen Street,
Mr

Ulcutta, proposed bv Dr. N. Annandale, seconded by Dr. B. h.

Onaudhuri

.

The reading of the following papers was postponed :

1. The Isolation of I'orphyroxine. By Jitendra Nath

Rakshit. Communicated by Dr. P. C. Ray.

2. On a new Theorem in Elasticity. By M. N. Saha.

3. On the Pressure of Light. By M. N. Saha and S.

Chakravarti.

4- The Geotectonics of the Tertiary Irrawaddy Basin.

By G. de P. Cotter.

The Chairman announced that there would be no adjourned
raeeting of the Medical Section this month.

<>
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JULY, 1918.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held

on Wednesday, the 3rd July, 1918, at 9-15 p.m.

N, Annandale, Esq., D.Sc, G.M.Z.S.', F.L.S., F.A.S.B.,

Vice-President, in the chair.

Tlie following members were present '.

Mavilavi Abdul Wall, Dr. P. J. Bruhl, Mr. Hem Chandra

Das-Gupta, Rev. E. Fancotte, S.J., Mr. H. G. Graves, Babu

Meghnad Saha, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana; Mr. E. Vreden-X

burs

Visitors ;—Babu Narayandas Basu, Babu Sudhakar Chak-

ravarti, Mr. J. J, Campos, Mr. J. W. Gregory, Dr. T>, B. 0.

Meek, Mr. G, B. Williams.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

^

Twenty-two presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Lieut.-Col. C. R. ^'

Green, I.M.S., and Mr. H. P. Watts, M.A., had expressed a

desire to withdraw from the Society.

The following six gentlemen were balloted for as ordinary

members.

52/2
»-aicutta, proposed by Dr. K. S. Rav, seconded by ui. ^

•

Annandale
; Dr. B. C. Roy, M.D., F.R.C.S., M.R.C.P. (Loudon •

Lecturer, Campbell Medical School, 36, Wellington Street.

Calcutta, proposed by Dr. K. S. Rav, seconded by Dr. jN-

Annandale; Mr. Tarosuhe Oka, Merchant, No. 66 HandS:

Kamfemura, Miyeken, Japan, proposed by Rev. K- ^'V;
seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidvabhusana ; Mr. ICaziinoOu

^amJcogi, Prof, of Philosophy, The Keio University, Lha^

VJla, Darjeeling, proposed by Rev. K. Oka, seconded by
j-J-

batis Chandra Vidyabhusana ; Mr. J. J. Campos, Sonm^^^"-

Editor, " The Century Review," 12, Wellesley Street. Calcu ta-

proposed by Mr. E. Vredenburg. seconded bv Dr. H, C Carter.

Mr. E. Vredenburg made the following exhibitions

:

1. A specimen of Ahctryonia Townsendi Sow., a rare deep-

sea form of oyster from the Arabian sea.

2. Concretionary calcareous nodules from Ormara, on
J^

Makran coast, containing fossil specimens of ^^'

and of other shells.
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The following papers were read :

—

1. The Isolation of Porphyroxine,—By Jitendra Nath
Rakshit. Communicated by Dr. P. C. Ray.

2. On a New Theorem in Elasticity,—By M. N. Saha.

3. On the Pressure of Light.—M. N. Saha and S. Chakra-
VARTI.

4. The Geotectonics of the Tertiary Irrawaddy Basin.—By
G. de P. Cotter.

5. Considerations regarding a possible relationship between

th Charnockites and the Dharwars.—By E. Vredenburo.

6. The Sources of the AkbarnUma.—By H. Beveridgk.

7. Note on the occurrence of Dolium variegatum Lamarck at

Maskat, with considerations on its geographical distribution at the

Vresent day and in former geological times.—By E. Vreden-
BURG.

Papers Nos, 5 to 7 will be published in the Journal,

The Chairman announced that there would be no adjourned

meeting of the Medical Section this month.

AUGUST, 1918-

ihe Monthlv General Meet
Wednesday, the 7th Anmi^f. 1ft

H. H. Hayden, Esq,, O.I.E., DSc. B.A., B.A.I. F.R.S.,

•^•A.S.B., F.G.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

^. Maula\d Abdul Wali. Dr. N. Annandale, Dr. W
Mr, H. G. Graves, Mr. S. W

fj!*- A. Suhrawardy, Mr. G. H. Tipper, Dr. Satis Chandra

^layabhusana.

Visitors .-—Dr. B. B. 0. Meek, Mr. J. W. Gregory.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-three presentations were announced.

yed

sIcLT^''-^
of Bohar, Burdvvan, an ordinary member of the

The President announced that Babu Vireshwar Bhatta-

*^*^arjee of Navadipa and Maulavi Q. Fazli Haqiie of Lahore
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being largely in arrears had been declared defaulters and that

their names would be posted in accordance with Rule 38.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an ordinary

member :

—

Dr. Jatindra Nath Maitra, Physician and Surgeon, 68/A,

Beadon Street, Calcutta, proposed by Babu Ramesh Chandra

Majumdar, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

The following papers were read :

—

1. A Note on the Vitality and Longevity of Silkworm Moth

during the cold and rainy Seasons in Bengal.—By Maude L.

Cleghorn.

2. Dacca Diaries, I and II.—By J. T. Rankin.

These two papers will be published in the Journal,

3. Zoological Results of a Tour in the Far East. Echiuroids

from brackish Water, with the Description of a new marine Species

from the Andamans.—By Dr. B. Prashad.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs,

4. The Spelling of Babar's Name,—By Abdul Walt.

This paper will be published in the JournaL

5. Zoological Besults of a Tour in the Far East, Les

Orthopteres cavernicoles de Birmanie et la Peninsule Malaise, p^

L. Chopard. Communicated by Dr. N. Annandal^.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

6. Note on the taxonomic Position of the Genus Camptocera^

Benson and Lithotis Japonica, Preston {Mollusca Pulmonata)-

By Dr. N. Annandale and Dr. B. Prashad.

7. A note on Buddhaghosa's Commentaries.—By Blmala

Chaean Law.

These two papers will be published in the Journal

The President announced that there would be no adjourn

meeting of the Medical Section this month.

ed

^,^m.^H^^. .-^-. -Vfc*^-^!.^*^. ^j .J ^^ ^ ^ \ j^ \ ^ \^^



17* Considerations regarding a possible relationship

between the Charnockitcs and the Dharwars.

By E, W. Vredenburg.

[Published with the permission of the Director, Geological

Survey of India.]

Introduction.

Chamo
from the type occurrences at St. Thomas' Mount and Palla-

varam, south of Madras, is a hypersthene granulite with tl

chemical composition of a granite.'
Further study has indicated that the form originally de-

scribed is an exceptional highly siliceous phase of a series of rocks
of normal igneous composition including every gradation from
acid to basic, or even ultra-basic. In spite of these differences

of composition, all these rocks are linked by certain petrologi-

cal characters, foremost amongst which are the presence of

enstatite and usually of garnet, a granulitic structure, and a

schillerized condition of the minerals expressed by the pre-

sence of microscopic inclusions which communicate a peculiar

dark colour to the normally colourless or pale tinted minerals

quartz and felspar, thus accounting for the dark-grey to

black colour and uniformity of appearance exhibited by these

jocks in spite of wide divergences in mmeral composition,
in spite of this schillerized condition, the remarkable fresh-

ness of the minerals constitutes another characteristic feature

ot the Charnockites.
It seems well established that the acid and ultra-basic

phases occur in relatively very small proportion. The name

^harnockite", as denoting a definite rock species, is strictly

applicable only to the highly siliceous roek with a chemical

composition corresponding with that of granite. Neverthe-

'«8S, to express the fact that some kind of relationship con

-

feots all these rocks in spite of their varying composition,
t^ey were grouped together bv Holland as the " Charnockite
S^"e«."

(1900, Mem., Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XXVIII, p 119).

Leaving aside the exceptional acid and ultra-basic phases,

« cannot be stated, from the information at present avail-

*'»>e, whether the bulk of the formation may be of an mter-

mediate"
composition corresponding with that of diorite

h m^ ** ^ > h^—^— ^^
p

^ 1893, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. LXH, p. 162.
r
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or andesite, or whether it is more generally basic and nearer

in chemical composition to basalt, or whether both types are

equally abundant. In some instances, such as in the case of

the Shevaroy hills, it has been ascertained that the prevailing

form is the '' intermediate."

Judging from the chemical composition of its members,

it is evident that the Charnockite Series consists of igneous

rocks. Unfortunately, there is very little precise information

available regarding the field-relations of these rocks. Their

variation in chemical composition might be attributed to mag-

matic differentiation, but their mineral composition, as far as

the actual mineral species are concerned, is not that of any

of the normal unaltered types either plutonic, hypabyssal, or

volcanic, of the ordinary igneous series, and their uniform cha-

racters, amidst a wide range of chemical composition, point,

if not to a common origin, at any rate to certain special

agencies that have affected them all in a uniform manner.

Holland has recorded instances of basic dykes traversing the

biotite-granitic gneiss or Fundamental Gneiss in Coorg, ^vhich

have been referred to the Charnockite Series This observa-

tion^ while establishing the intrusive character of such minor

occurrences as fissure-dykes, leaves ns in the dark concerning

the real nature of the larger masses.
The amount of additional information directly concerning

the geology of the Charnockites that has been gathered since

the time of Holland's original discoveries and investigations

is not very great: nevertheless, some useful purpose may

perhaps be accomplished by once more enquiring into tne

matter in the light of recently acquired knowledge regarding

some of the more general problems connected with the Arcn-

*an geology of India
The problem may be attacked from two points of vie\v

the petrological and the stratigraphicaL

Rocks apparently intermediate in their characters

BETWEEN THE DhARWARS AND ChARNOCKITES.

From the petrological point of view, a great deal of light ^as

been thrown on this question by the researches of the memoer^

of the Mysore Geological Department. Foremost among tnes

must be mentioned W. F. Smeeth's remarkable investigate"

upon the development of secondary augite amongst the epidion

schists of the Kolar band of Dharwars (Bull. No. 3, 1905, Myso
_

Oeol. Dept.). The mineral was first discovered in 1.901 by tio

land who regarded it as probably referable to malacohte (aiui

side), and who also recognised its secondarv nature (MfDa.'^ '

Surv. India, Vol. XXXIII, p. 78). It is a monoc mic p)
^

oxene, occurring as a further development byrecrystalhsatio
^^^

the secondary uralite of the epidioritic schists. It often sn

)
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a poikilitic structure and has crystallised in much larger

grains than the amphibole from which it is derived.

The importance of Holland" and Smeeth's investigationa

with reference to the question under consideration is that they

show us a schist caught, so to speak, in the very act of trans-

formation into a granulite. The complete transformation on
•a large scale of the Kolar schists into typical granulites has

been thorougblv established bv Smeeth's researches.

The granulites constituting the commonest types of the

^arnockite Series include, as their commonest constituents,

the following minerals : felspars of all species, hornblende,

monoclinic and rhombic pyroxenes, quartz, biotite, magnetite,

ilmenite, pyrites. Garnets are frequent ia most types, while

small quantities of zircon and apatite are usually observed.

The constituents of the altered Kolar schists are actino-

lite (uralite), plagioclase, secondary monoclinic pyroxene, brown
and white mica, quartz, iron ores (largely pyrites), sphene,

calcite, zoisite (or clinozoisite). Garnet is rare or absent in

the altered schists of the Kolar band, but occurs abundantly
in similar altered Dharwarian rocks in many parts of Mysore
(Smeeth, loc. cit., pp. i!9-30). Except for the absence of rhorn-

l>ic pyroxene and the presence of sphene, the mineral consti-

tution of the altered Kolar schists is generally, therefore, not

unlike that of the commoner types of Charnockite.

^
The constitution of the altered Kolar schists, especially m

their thoroughly granulitic form, indicates a possible path
through which all the characteristics of the Charnockite
rocks could be ultimately acquired : their mineral constitution,
tlieir granulitic structute, the freshness of the minerals, all

ot which have been formed anew through secondary influences.

,
It is therefore worth while to keep in mind the possi-

f^ihty that a granulite of the type of the Charnockites might
originate from andesitic or basaltic rocks by complete re-crj's-

^ilisation without real fusion. The intense pressure accom-
Panymg the complete re-crvstallisation of the rock would also

Recount for the characteristic schillerization of all its constitu-
ent minerals.

..
^olland and Smeeth's remarkable investigations amongst

"e iiolar schists have revealed a rock which may be regarded

Zi f '*^P in the passage from an epidiorite to a Charnoc-

cnn
"•

• ^on^Plete set of intermediate stages would afford more

Ls ^?"T^ proof of the possibility of the transformation than

^
atforded merely by the Kolar rocks. Such a complete series

W." ,^'^^ been worked out. Nevertheless, other rocks are

8,j..^"
from Southern India, which, like the pyroxenic Kolar

'Sis, may also represent steps in this transformation.

Hia.
the first place, it is necessary to mention the Pseuno-

Ge^n^^^^^' fi^^t described by Jaya Ram (1907 Rec, Mys
^eol. Dept., Yo\. VI, pt. 2, p. 51), consisting of fresh augite,
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hornblende, plagioclase, quartz, clear sphene* epidote, apatite,

which constitute one of the members of the Attikuppa belt of

Dharwar rocks in southern Mysore, occupying the country be-

tween -Attikuppa and the Hemavati river, a tributary of the

Cauvery. In this Dharwar belt, the most abundant rocks,

together with the Pseudo-Charnockites, are Gray-stones (''pot-

stones " and related rocks), associated with hornblende-grauu-

lite-schists resembling the Kolar schists.

The above observations are of the greatest interest and

importance, for, associated with rocks resembling the Kolar

schists which already seem to represent a first step towards the

transformation of epidiorite into Charnockite, we find a con-

siderable development of beds still more closely resembling the

Chamockites, occurring as genuine members of a Dharwar belt.

It is further worthy of note that, of all the important Dharwar

outcrops of Mysore, the Attikuppa belt and the neighbouring

Mallappanbetta band are those situated nearest to the Coorg

Chamock

Q
Rec, Mys. Geol. Dept., Vol. VII, pp. 13, 79), bands and lenses

of basic hornblende diorite, surrounded by the Fundamental

Granitic Gneiss situated some eight or ten miles north of the

northern limit of the Nilgiri Hills {themselves a great mass of

Charnockites), in the region south and south-west of Gundlupet

(11°47'
; 76°44'). They consist of hornblende, felspar, ilmemte

and apatite, similar in their characters to the same minerals as

developed in the typical Charnockites wliich they further

resemble owing to the absence of sphene. They do not, novv-

ever, contain any rhombic pyroxene.
' Holland has noticed that the secondary augite of the

Kolar schists is generally accompanied with the permeation oi

the rock by granitic, or at least acidic, material, a point whicfl

has been repeatedly insisted upon by Smeeth. The metamor-

phosed rock is therefore less basic in composition than tne

original epidiorites. This observation will be again referred

m the sequel of the present note. , j.
The above-quoted discoveries and investigations concwa

about all that is known at present in the petrological
part o

our enquiry a? pointing out a possible origin of the Charno

fates^ They very clearly point at least to the possibility
«ia

the Chaxnockites may represent a more intensely metatno

phosed facies of the epidiorites which constitute so large a pr

portion of the Dharwars.

Stratigraphical relationships of the Charnockites.

If we now turn to the stratigraphical evidence, that a _or^

ded by the detailed work of the Mysore Geological I>epa^jL
18 unfortunately of very limited avail ; the great expanse oi
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South India Charnockites is situated almost entirely outside

the limits of the Mysore State into the southern border of

which the Charnockites encroach only to a very limited extent,

being represented only by the eastern fringe of the Coorg belt

and the western fringe of the Coimbatore belt. Yet, even in

the limited extent to which these rocks penetrate into Mysore
territory, their distribution exhibits features of great interest.

It is obvious at the first glance that the Dharwar and the Char-

nockite series are mutually exclusive ; where the one stops, the

other commences, and vice versa. Although the outcrops of

both series approach quite close to one another, the passage from
the one to the other is irrevocable. Truly typical Dharwars
have nowhere been ob.served, in Mysore, in the typical Char-

nockite area, while not a single outcrop of Charnockite has been
described in the Dharwar area. Where the two great areas

come nearest to one another, small patches, in the published

surveys, have been ascribed to the one or to the other in such
a manner as to convey the impression that the surveyors ex-

perienced some perplexity in deciding to which of the two
series they should ascribe some of the smaller outliers.

A narrow band consisting largely of quartzites, referred to the

jDharwars has been mapped bv Middlemiss as penetrating the

Charnockite outcrop of North Coimbatore. It will be referred

to again in the sequel of this note. In this connection allusion

fnay be made once more to the Pseudo-Charnockites forming
an essential portion of one of the Dharwar belts situated near-

est to the Coorg belt of Charnockite, as well as to the Quasi-

Charnockites which might be regarded as northern outliers of

the Kilgiri Charnockite belt, or as western outliers of the

<-oimbatore Charnockite belt; both the Pseudo-Charnockites
and the Quasi-Charnockites being situated near to the mutual
hmit of the areas exclusively characterised respectively by
iJharwars and by Charnockites.

The shapes of the Charnockite outcrops, whenever sur-

^"eyed with sufficient closeness of detail, exhibit outlines quite

similar to those of manv Dharwar outcrops.

.,
.^oth series give rise to just the same type of topography,

J^Qe Dharwar outcrops, whenever sufficiently massive, forming
^jils similar in appearance to those formed by massive outcrops
ot Charnockite. For instance, the lofty Bababudan hills ot

^iiarwar rocks are just of the same general type as the bne-

^aroys or Palnis of Charnockite rocks. ,
.

Jn short, a careful examination of the admirable geologi-

cal map published b> the Mvsore Geological Department forc-

^^% conveys the impression "that the Charnockites and Dhar-

^ars may be vicarious, that the Charnockite Series may be a

fables of the Dharwar Series. ,^ ^^
...

ha.. V
^ ^^ ^^^ great Charnockite masses of Southern India

^^^e been surveyed in detail. In the Coimbatore district, the
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main outline of a spread of Charnockite, the fringe of which
penetrates into IVIysore territory, has been surveyed by Middle-
miss, but no detailed account has been published.

In the early part of 1917, I had occasion to visit a portion
of the Trichinopoly district in company with Mr. Bosworth
Smith, one of the geologists most conversant with the Indian
Archsean. I had never, until then, had occasion uf actually
observing the Charnockite Series in the field, and I take this

opportunity to thank Mr. Bosworth Smith for the gracious
manner in which he ex^^lained to me the characters of various
outcrops of these rocks. The region in question is the neigh-
bourhood of Palni and Dindigul north of the Palni Hills. The
area situated north of the Palni range is largely in the condition
of a high-level plam occupied mostly by the Archaean biotite-

gneisses. The plain is traversed at intervals by narrow elon-

gate ridges stretching for distances often of manv miles, con-

sisting principally of Charnockite. The rocks are undoubtedly
bedded, and dip generally at high angles as is usual in the

Q^se of Archaean rocks. The clearly bedded structure is quite

different from the cleavage of a schist or the banding of a

gneiss. Structurally these outcrops are quite similar in char-

acter to many narrow bands of Dharwar rocks.
I had no opportunity to visit the Palni range, a large mass

known to consist principally of Charnockites. As seen from a

distance, the structure is again undoubtedly stratified, distinct

beds beiDg traceable for considerable distances across spur after

spur, while scarps and dip-slopes, and large-scale curvatures of

the strata are exhibited with a distinctness which unmistakably
indicates that the rocks are truly stratified.

One of the most characteristic members of many Dharwar
outcrops m Southern India is a banded siliceo-ferruginous rock

varying, according to the degree of metamorphism, from a

liaematitic jasper to a quartz-magnetite schist frequently ac-

companied by cummingtonite. These rocks have, by some

geologists, been regarded as volcanic flows of abnormal com-

position while others have assigned to them an entirely secon-

dary and metamorphic origin They are just as abundant m
many outcrops of the Kadapah, Gwalior or Bijawar senee,

intermediate in age between the Dharwar and Cambrian-

iheseKadapah-Bijawar rocks are often quite unmetamorphosed
and there is not the slightest doubt that the banded ferrugin-

ous jaspers are truly interbedded, and that, moreover, they

have been deposited in water. It is quite true that, m the e

newer beds, just as in the Dharwars, they are frequently associa-

ted more or less directly with basaltic flows, and may be, there-

fore, more or less indirect products of volcanic activity; ow^g
their origm perhaps to deposition from water holdmg siUc*

m solution such as is observed, on a minor scale, in certain bo^

«pnngs m volcanic regions at the present day. The rocks oi
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Cambrian and later age, contain nothing that resembles,

these vast spreads of banded ferruginous and siliceous rock so

frequent in many pre-Cambrian formations, and they seem to

have originated from certain agencies that were active only at

early periods of the earth's history. The main point in connec-

tion with the present enquiry is that they are truly interbedded

and truly contemporaneous with the strata with which they

are associated, and that no one who is familiar with the rock

in its unmetamorphosed condition, as exhibited in the expo-

sures of the Kadapah, Gwalior, or Bijawar series, could admit
that the more or less metamorphosed but essentially similar

rocks so frequent in the Dharwars, have had a different origin.

Xow, these banded siliceo -ferruginous rocks, so character-

istic of many outcrops of the Dharwar Series are equally

abundant in many outcrops of the Charnockite Series. In-

stances are observed actually in the small fringe of the Char-

nockite series represented on the published geological map of

Mysore, and it has been necessary, in the index to that map,
amongst the sub-divisions of the Dharwars, after the words
'' Banded ferruginous quartzites and iron-ores ", to insert

a parenthesis with " a few of Charnockite age", the Charnoc-
kite Series being regarded by the Mysore geologists as differing

in age, and as newer than the Dharwar Series.

A particularly convincing instance is that of the large

group of Charnocidte masses of the Salem region, \\hich have
come to be known collectivelv as the Shevaroy group of hills

where numerous narrow runs of the siliceo-feriuginous banded
rock, uninterrupted for miles, traverse the Charnockite outcrops

"1 such a manner as to indicate, from the available maps and

descriptions, that the two rocks are undoubtedly mterbedded,
some of the most characteristic ferruginous bands, remarkable
ror the enormous length of their outcrop, being particularly

noticeable in the Tainanda and KolvmuUay hill-masses. (See

^mg and Foote, " On the Geological Structure of Parts of

^^'^.P^stricts of Salem, Trichinopoly, Tanjore, and South Arcot,

"1 Madras Presidency," Mem. GeoL Sur. India, Vol. IV, pt. ^,

loo4.)

As regards Southern India, we now find that while the

Petrological evidence encourages the possibility of regarding

the Charnockites as intensely metamorphosed Dharwars. the

«tratigraphical evidence mav be summarised as follows :

Firstly. In their regional distribution, the Charnockites

^na Dharwars succeed and exclude one another m sucn a

Planner as to indicate that thev mav represent two phases of tlie

«ame system. " " ,

,, Secondly. The outlines of the Charnockite outcrops ana

;.^Av^ical features which these rocks constitute correspona

«h those exhibited by the Dharwars. •^r.nrtant
Thirdly. The rocks, in some of the most important
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Chamockite outcrops are as distinctly bedded as in the case of

the Dharwars.
Fourthly, The banded siliceo-ferruginous rocks so char-

acteristic of the Dharwars and so abundant in some of their

outcrops are equally abundant in some important outcrops of

the Charnockites with which they are similarly interbedded.
All these facts seem to point clearly to one conclusion:

that the Charnockites may be the same rocks as the Dharwars,
differing only in their mode of metamorphism.

Association of the Charnockite and Khondalitb series.

In the north-eastern portion of the Peninsula, in Kala-

handi along the borders of Orissa, in Ganjam, in the Vizaga-

patam hill-tracts, there occur extensive outcrops of Charnoc-

kites accompanied by quartz-sillimanite-schists with garnet

and graphite, which, *in 1902, were described by T. S. Walker

as " Khondalites " (Mem. Geol. Surv. India, Vol. XXXIII,
pt. 3, p. 11). The intimate structure of the Khondalites is

essentially similar to that of a granulite. The rock is totally

diflferent mineralogically from Charnockite, but the disposition

of its constituent mineral grains is quite comparable, keeping

m_ mind, of course, the essentially different structure of a fibrous

mineral like sillimanite as compared with many of the char-

acteristic minerals of Charnockite. The dispo'sition of the

mmerals is sufficiently similar in both rocks to favour the sup-

position that both have been through the same stages of meta-

morphism. The available maps of the above-mentioned regions

indicate for the Charnockites just the same kind of ribbon-

shaped elongated outcrops as for the Khondalites, and the out-

crops of both kinds of rock alternate variously. If the form of

outcrop of the Charnockites were interpreted as indicatmg wr

them an intrusive origin, the same might as well be admitted

for the Khondalites. There seems to be no doubt that tiie

latter are intensely metamorphosed impure quartzose clays or

slates, and, for them, an intrusive origin, though advocated, tor

essentially similar rocks, by the geologists of the Mysore Geo-

logical Department, is therefore inadmissible. They must

clearly be mterpreted as bedded rocks, and, so far as available

evidence goes, there is no reason for refusing to admit an

originally stratified structure for the bulk of the associateo

Charnockite

In Southern India, the Arch^an strata, as represented by

the Dharwars in their tvpe-outcrop, are essentially igneo«l'

consistmg principally of vast accumulations of metamorphos^
volcanic rocks. In other parts of India, the representatives

o^

the Dhar^vars frequently contain considerable intercalation-

of sedimentary rocks. The possible identity of the Khonda

htes with some of the sedimentary representatives of
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Dharwars has seldom been alluded to, presumably because the

highly metamorphosed condition of the Khondalites communi-

cates to them an appearance greatly differing from that of the

possibly corresponding less metamorphosed Archaean sediments

Just as, in Southern India, there is goodof Dharwar age.

reason to regard the Charnockites as intensely metamorphosed

representatives of the igneous members of the Dharwar system,

so, in the eastern portion of the Peninsula does it seem quite

plausible to regard the Khondalites as intensely metamorphosed

representatives of the sedimentary members of the Dharwars.

Just in the same way as, in Southern India, the Dharwars and

Charnockites mutually exclude one another, so in the north-

eastern portion of the Peninsula is there a similar mutual ex-

clusion of the Khondalites and of the more typical sedimentary

Archaeans. Typical Khondalites have never been described in

immediate juxtaposition with ordinary slaty Archaeans, while

conversely, ordinary sedimentary Archaeans have never been

observed in the midst of a typical area of Khondalites.

Just as, in Southern India, the pyroxene-bearing Kolar

schists establish a link between the ordinary Dharwar epidio-

rites and the typical Charnockites, so do we find, in many
regions of the Peninsula, instances of sedimentary Archfean

rocks of generally the same age as the Dharwar, which have
not reached that . stage of metamorphism that would entitle

them to be ranked as tvpical Khondalites, and in which, never-

theless, sillimanite has^already been developed. They are, m
^act, intermediate in character between the ordinary slaty

Archabans and the typical highly metamorphosed Khondalites.

Two such occurrences may be specially selected on account

01 their undoubted connection with rocks interpreted as

J-'harvvars

Firstly. South-east of Raurkela, towards Mandaijodi^

^angpur State, sillimanite occurs as an accessory mineral, witli

accessory ^idote, in a rock consisting of pale-green amphibole
and pink garnet, both enclosed in a matrix of granular quartz,

TOrmmg a band eight inches thick in the midst of argiUites

yarded as of Dharwar age. and interpreted as an altered

*<«inientary rock (Maclaren. Rec. Geo!. Surv. India, Vol. XXXI,
p. 71.) -^

^ •

Secondly. At Bensibetta, in North Coimbatore, sillimanite

^curs abundantly in a mass of green, somewhat schistose,

"orth and south striking quartzite, with also much kyanite, ana

^nierutile and fuchsite ; the same sillimanite-bearing rock also

^«umng at Satvamangalam and several mterraediate localities

<Middlemiss and Hayden, Mem. Geol. Surv. India, Vol.

^^XIII, pt. 2, p. 59). .

Some of the occurrences of this latter group correspond

S-'f y ^^'ith the narrow band of Dharwars already ff^erred to

^^ch has been mapped as penetrating the Charnockite outcrop
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of North Coimbatore. If we agree to the Dharwarian age of

these rocks and nevertheless regard the Dharwars and Char-

nockites as unrelated to one another, we are driven to accept

the anomaly of a Dharwar outcrop of exclusively sedimentary
origin (or at least consisting of rocks which most geologists

would be inclined to look upon as sedimentary) occurring close

to the Mysore region in which the Dharwars are almost

exclusively igneous. If, on the .contrary, we regard the

Charnockites as derived from metamorphosed Dharwars, the

anomaly disappears, for the Charnockites, in North Coimbatore,
are much more abundant than the presumably sedimentary

representatives of the Dharwars. The association of both

types would merely therefore become once more that of

interbedded sedimentaries and volcanics in which the latter

vastly preponderate.
Even in the Dharwars of the Mysore region itself, in spite

of the almost exclusive prevalence of igneous rocks, the

corundum-bearing rocks which, on any intelligibly consistent

petrogenic theory, it is impossible to regard as otherwise than

directly or indirectly related to sedimentary rocks, frequently

contain sillimanite.

It seems thus, from independent evidence, that the

Charnockites may be' regarded as intensely metamorphosed

representatives of the igneous members of the Dharwars, the

Khondalites as intensely metamorphosed representatives of

their sedimentary members. The close association of Khon-

dalites and Charnockites in Vizagapatam, Ganjam, and Kala-

handi would therefore have nothing to surprise us, as it would

simply represent an alternation of volcanic and sedimentary

beds. On the supposition that the Charnockites are exclusivelv

mtrusive, it would seem strange that they should so persist-

ently accompany the Khondalites throughout a length of pro-

bably not less than 300 miles, between the Godavan ana

Mahanadi. The relationship becomes perfectly .intelligiwe

when they are both regarded as members of one bedded series^

The reappearance of the association of Charnockites and oi

quartz-siUimanite schists in so far ofT a region as Ceylon ais"

thereby becomes quite intelligible, while, again, supposing tna

the Charnockites are essentiallv intrusive, the comcidence

becomes almost inexplicable. "
. m ivalli

In the south of the Mysore State, in the region otMaiv

and Maddur, near the no'rth-western fringe of the Co.mba ore

belt of Charnockite, rocks apparently related to the Khon^aUte^-

and consisting sometimes of quartz, felspar, and gaf^^^^^Tuy
times of quartz and sillimanite, all of which are dassitiea J

the Geological Department of Mysore as " alaskites , ofC"
j^

niore or less direct connection with the Charnockites ot ^vj

they are regarded by
ultra-acid represent

•y the Geological Department otj^>;'
y^i

atives (Slater, Rec. Mys. Geol. i^epi^-'
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VIIT, p. 65). This interpretation would be about equivalent
to admitting that the Charnockites and Khondalites might be
igneous differentiates of one magma. The chemical com-
position, entirely corresponding with that of a normal primary
igneous rock without the slightest influence of sedimentary
adjuncts in the case of the Charnockites, entirely correspondmg
with that of a sediment in the case of the Khondalites,
IS opposed to such an interpretation. The frequent, almost
constant association of both types is a geological fact to
be reckoned with, and for which a suitable explanation mu.st
be sought, and it seems, for the present at least, that the
suggestion here ofTered, that they are alternating members
of a stratified series, partly volcanic and partly sedimentary,
best suits the recorded facts.'

The most westerly outlier of the Kalahandi t^^pe-outcrop
of Khondalites is Gandamardan or Narsingnath hill in the
Borasamar Zammdari of the Sambalpur district (F. H. Smith,
Gen. Rep. Geol. Surv., 1899-1900, p. 157). .Perfectly typical

Dbarwars occur some twenty miles to south-west and thirty
Diiles to north-west of this hill. The latter constitute the
Sonakan Series surveyed by F. H. Smith (1899, Gen. Rep. for

4898-99, p. 39) in the Chhatisgarh area. The Sonakan beds
constitute an outcrop of greatlv crushed rocks of Dharwar
character, described by Smith 'as consisting of clay-slates,

argillites, siliceous hornstones, hornblende-schists, felsites,

bands of conglomerate and boulder beds, and local subordinate
beds of quartz-magnetite- schist. They are regarded by Smith
as a continuation of King's Chilpi-Ghat beds, and Ball's

SakoH beds.

There seems little doubt that the Khondalites of Ganda-
mardan are the highly metamorphosed representatives of the
ciay-slates and argillites of the Sonakan series, the hornblende-
sctnsts of which would correspond with the Charnockites
accompanying the Khondalites.

^

., nu P^°^u^e association of sillimanite-bearing schists with
tne Charnockites of Vizagapatam, Ganjam, and Kalahandi,
^eir relative scarcity in some of the Charnockite outcrops of

Rku }^T'^. formerly adhered to the opiaion, still held by some geolo-

nofc 1 i'*
^^'^ Archaean crystalline schists of non-igneous composition are

derivlri f'^"*^''^
^^ *h^ t^ii« sense, but are chemically formed rocks

hvnlf^ •
"" *^» condensation of the primordial atmosphere. On thxa

origin T" ""^"y of the crystaUine schists would have a quasi-igneous

genuine
"^^ ^^^"^y still could not be regarded as differentiates of »

goes t?
^""'"^^^ 'g"«°"s magma. The entire trend of recent research

the bLi'T that, with the exception of some subsidiary rocks such M
CambSf^^ jron-ores. the immense majority of the stratified pre-

and hir 1°''''^ ^® ordinary igneous (volcanic) and sedimentary rocKS

of later
^^^ ^^^«^«d in the^ame ianner as the bedded formations

eatirel?^*'^^^' *heir specially characteristic crystalline features being

'y due to metamorphism.
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.Southern India now becomes readily intelligible. In the

Dharwar area adjacent to the Charnockite area of Southern

India, the Dharwar Seriies is represented almost solely by its

igneous members ; consequently, most of the rocks representing

its intensely metamorphosed facies, in the Charnockite Series,

are also igneous. In the north-eastern portion of the Peninsula,

the Dharwars consist of alternations of igneous and sedimentary

strata ; their intensely metamorphosed representatives in that

same part of the Peninsula, consist of alternations of igneous

Charnockites and sedimentar}^ Khondalites.
Reference ma,y be made once more to the conclusions

independently arrived at, both by Holland and by Smeetili,

as to the secondarily enhanced acidity of those parts of the

Kolar schists in which secondary pyroxene has beeh developed,

accompanied, in many instances, by a granulitic structure. If

the typical Charnockites are regarded as an extreme phase

of metamorphism of the igneous members of the Dharwars,

they may largely correspond with regions affected to a

considerable degree by the permeation of acid material. This

would explain how, at least in some instances, the average of

some great masses of Charnockite, like that constituting the

Shevaroy hills proper, is less basic than the average of the

typical Dharwars.
Turning our attention to the Khondalites, we may notice

the Bezwada Gneiss in which the Khondalites have been

extensively permeated by felspathic material apparently of

foreign origin ; this may help us to understand how acid

permeation, on a large scale, might also have affected the

Igneous members of the Dharwars, and contributed to their

transformation into Charnockite.
It is significant perhaps that the Coimbatore outcrop

of Charnockites, the northern frinc^e of which appears to oe

sufficiently granitic -looking to have deserved the name oi

Sivasamudram Granite (Jaya Ram, 1907, Rec. Mys. beoi-

Dept., Vol. VI, pt. 2. p. 45), occurs along the line of the largest

kumvn spread of apparently intrusive granite in Souttiern

India. This is a belt of granitic rock with an average widtn oi

overtwenty miles, which traverses the more gneissose forms o

the Fundamental Gneiss from north to south across the wiio

of Mysore Territory In its southern portion it is
^^'^''l^'the Closepet-Channapatna Granite (see Smeeth, Rec ^i}"

Geol. Dept., Vol. Ill, pp 24, 25 ; Slater, id., Vol. VIII, p. 6^)^

into tlie Bellary district where the exact details of its continu*

tion have not been recorded. It is described as maj?*; '

coarse-grained, sometimes porphvritic, usuallv grey, f^^^V;^
pmk consisting of quartz, microcline, zoned plagiocia
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biotite, accessory zircon, apatite and magnetite. It will be

noticed that this composition is exactly that of the average

gneissose Fundamental Gneiss from which it does not seem

therefore to be separable as a truly distinct formation. It

represents perhaps a zone amidst the general spread of biotite

-

gneiss of the Peninsula which, subsequently to its primitive

consolidation, has become fused and active. It is considered

by Java Ram to be intrusive, at its southern extremity, into

the Coimbatore Charnockites.
If we accept the latter relationship, it is conceivable that,

even where intrusion is not observed on the large scale,

considerable impregnation of acidic material may have affected

the Coimbatore Charnockites, and the same may, perhaps,

prove true of other Charnockite areas.

If any confirmation were found to the above outlined

suggestion that the metamorphism which has originated the

Charnockites is partly or largely a result of acidic impregnation,

the " intermediate " forms oi Charnockite would have to be

regarded as somewdiat of the nature- of "hybrid" or rather

"syntectic" rocks.

On the supposition of the identity of the Dharwar and

Charnockite series, the Charnockite outcrops of the Coim-

batore and Shevaroy regions constitute somewhat of a link

between the almost totally igneous facies of the Mysore

I>harwars and the largely sedimentarv facies of the Archaeans

in Vizagapatara, Ganjam and Kalahandi. With respect to

Vizagapatam in particular, Middlemiss makes the followmg

remark
:
" The conjunction of iron-bearing beds with crystal-

line marble (sometimes, as mentioned by Smith and \\ alker,

containing scapolite and diopside) and with quartz-garnet-

silhmanite rock (typical Khondalite of Walker) remmds me ot

the somewhat similar association of rock types at Madukarai

"ear Coimbatore, at Uttukuli and Viziamangalam, at batya-

niangalam, Coimbatore district." (Gen. Rep. Geol. burv.

Jndia, 1901-1902, p. 22). The Shevaroy group of hills according

^ ^ing and Foote include alternations of Charnockites (tne

so-called - syenitoid gneiss ") constituting a large proportion ot

tbe major hill-ranges, more or less felspathic quartzites, otteu

^vith very distinct false-bedding, hornblende-schists, numerous
and important beds of magnetic iron, constituting many or

the minor hill-ranges and running across many of the major

M-ranges, also occasionally crystalline limestones (Mem.

^eol. Surv. India Vol IV) -^u

Summarlsing'the above, the association of Khondalites witn

^te Charnockites in the north-eastern part of the Peninsula

Pomts to a Dharwarian age of the Charnockites as clear^

Jf
the presence of the banded siliceo-ferruginous rocks both m

the Dharwar series and Charnockite series of Southern India

The general conclusion is that the Charnockite beries ^
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Khondalite Series may represent an intensely metamorphosed
facies of the Dharwars and of their equivalents.

Dyke-Rocks apparently connected with the
Charnockites AND Dharwars.

The distribution of the normal Dharwarian type and of

the intensely metamorphosed Charnockite-Khondahte type
throughout vast areas over which they mutually exclude one

another clearly suggests that we are in presence of a case of

regional metamorphism. If the Charnockites represent a

metamorphic facies of rocks that weve originally basalts and
dolerites, or andesites, it follows that, throughout the region

affected by this type of metamorphism, any rocks of similar

composition should be affected by the same 'tyP^ of metamor-
phism whether they were originally bedded volcanics or else

intrusive dykes, sills or laccolites. ' While there is reason to

believe that a large proportion, perhaps the largest proportion

of the^ Charnockites, represents truly bedded rocks, the

possibility nevertheless remains that some of them are

intrusive. Consequently, the instances of intrusive dykes

recorded by Holland in Coorg need not affect the interpretation

proposed for the bulk of the large masses of Charnockite
regarded as bedded effusives and not as intrusives.

Apart from the fringe of the large Charnockite outcrops of

Coimbatore and of Coorg, the edge of which penetrates into

Mysore territory and is therefore represented on the Mysore

geological map, this map also shows, in their neighbourhood, a

number of dykes of " basic Charnockite. norite. pyroxenite,
etc. 'cutting across the Fundamental Gneiss, which might be

regarded as fissure dykes connected with the eruptives of the

neighbouring large outcrops.
With reference to these Charnockite dvkes it is interesting

to notice that the map also shows a number of dykes described

m the mdex as " hornblendic, epidiorites, hornblende and

pyroxene granulites " These also traverse the Fundamental
bneiss and, in a few instances, are shown to penetrate minor

outhers of the Dharwars. It would seem at first sight that

tliese are fissure dykes connected with the Dhaxwar volcanics,

just as the above-mentioned Charnockite dykes would be

tissure-dykes connected with the main Charnockite masses,

just as the innumerable dykes of the Great Peniusular Trap

fcystem are fissure dykes connected with the lava flows of the

Bijawar and Kadapah. This view would appear to be

strengthened by an examination of the distribution of the

above-mentioned dykes as indicated on the geological map
of Mysore The dykes of the " hornblendic, epidiorite, horn-

blende and pyroxene granulite " group are represented chiefly

in the neighbourhood of the Dharwar outcrops, those of the
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"basic Charnockites, norite, pyroxenite " group, chiefly close to
the massive outcrops of Charnockite. Just as in the case of the
massive Dharwar and Charnockite outcrops, the two groups of
dykes in their distribution are mutually exclusive : once the
region of Charnockite dykes is definitely entered, there are no
more dykes of the epidiorite-pyroxene-granulite class ; once the
region of the latter class of dykes is definitelv entered, there
are no more dykes of Charnockite.

It is worth remarking that, amongst the epidiorite and
pyroxene-granulite group,^ there cannot be much difference
between a pyroxene-granulite and a charnockite. The fact
ot such dykes having been classified together with the epidiorite
aykes is an instance in which rocks bridging over the* charac-
teristics of epidiorite and charnockite have been united in
actual practice.

,
/"6 appearance of the map, as above mentioned, convevs

the impression that the dykes of the epidorite and pyroxene-
granulite group, traversing the Fundamental Granitic Gneiss,
are lissure erruptives connected with the effusive volcanics of
ne mam Dharwar outcrops. The few instances in which

• "'^}{. °''*l'ers of the Dharwars are themselves penetrated are

of tl^

^^ representing dykes cutting through a low horizon

hi h |f"S^^^^^o^' and connected Avith flows belonging to a

ma ^^ ^^^^°n- This explanation is not adopted on the Mysore
'P because the entire mass of the Fundamental Granitic

it r^
'f^^^g^'i^ded as newer than the Dharwars. Consequently,

• ^f® •
" necessary to as.sign a post-Dharwar age to the

^pmiorite dykes. This explanation assumes that the original

Snr>^
deposition of the Dharwars is nowhere preserved,

cann
^^^f^^^n^Ption is difficult to understand. The Dharwars

rest 1

^^^ ^®^" deposited in mid-air. They must have

else h t^
^'^"^^^^^ing. and that something cannot be anything

solid fl^
^^ granitic layer which everywhere constitutes the

the ?^ beneath the surface of the globe, at least throughout

togg,?°"^^nts. The Dharwars and Charnockites in Mysore

Wth-^^^^^^^^ occupy one quarter of the area occupied

imaei f""^amental Granitic Gneiss, and it is difficult to

svste f-
^^ *^^ original floor of the Dharwars could have been

that vv
1^*^^-^ stoped away or secondarily fused by a process

themse^^
^^^^ respected no other rocks than the Dharwars

disturh^^^^"^
*he Dharwar outcrops, in spite of the considerable

exhibit
'^^^ <^^at the rocks have been subjected to, clearly

svTiclin
^ ^^'"^^inal structure. The strata now occupying these

resDeorl fPresent a portion of the rocks that have been

bands 7^ ^l denudation. Of the portion of these synclinal

portion
^^® escaped denudation from above, the visible

^rnov«/?^^®^^^*^ *^^e considerable fraction that has escaped

^ oy corrosion from belo vv. If so much of the Dharwars
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has escaped corrosion, it is reasonable to suppose that at least

as much of their original floor must also have been preserved.

So far as we are able to form an opinion from the present

state of the enquiry, the areas of Fundamental Gneiss traven>ed

by the epidiorite dykes might represent therefore a portion of

the floor of the Dharwars. They would represent, in every

reasonable sense, a portion of the original crust of the globe.

It is regarded by Daly as highly probable that portions of the

original crust still exist in various parts of the globe though

they cannot be identified from the stratigraphical data at

present available. The epidiorite and pyroxene -granulite

group of dykes, if their Dharwar age be confirmed, would

constitute a ready means of identifying such portions of the

original crust in the case of the Indian peninsula.^

Conclusion.

The actual conditions that promote the form of metamor-

phism that has produced the Charnockites must, for the present,

remain incompletely understood. The late Mr. Parsons from

a careful study of these rocks in Ceylon had come to the

conclusion that they have been entirely re-crystallised, while

various circumstances, such as the manner in which they have

preserved their bedding, the growth of secondary pyroxene

in epidiorite, as well as the tvpically granulitic structure,

suggest that the re -crystallisation has largely taken place

without complete fusion.
t i.i, •

We are only on the threshhold of the study of these

interesting rocks. Yet it has been thought that the publi-

cation of the above suggestions" regarding their V^^^^^,

relationship to the Dharwars may fulfil a useful purpose d

indicating some of the lines along which it might be advisao

to conduct further enquiry.

I This refers specially to those regions where, as is usually ^he r"
^

.

Peninsular India, the post-Dharwar rocks have not been much a^f^'^j
by earth-movements. In certain exceptional cases, as in some W^,^
Chota Nagpore and of South Rewa, the rocks of the Great 1^®""^^%
System have themselves been partly metamorphosed and ^^*y®^^; fjn-
the character of.epidiorites, and it becomes then more difficult to ai

guish between rocks of Dharwar or of post-Dharwar age.

\\



i8. Note on the occurrence of Didiam variegafutn

' Lamarck at Maskat, with considerations on its geo-

graphical distribution at the present day and in

former geological times.

By E. Vredenbttrg.

Published with the permission of the Director, Geological Survey of India.

The investigation of the Tertiary molhiscan faunas of

India has brought to light some interesting instances of

species unknown in the living state in the Indian Seas, though
surviving at the present day in the southern hemisphere.

Amongst typical instances may be mentioned Clavatula sacerdos

Reeve, at present living in South and West Africa, and
Clavatula sinuata Born, living in South Africa, both of which
have been observed in a fossil condition in the Upper Tertiary

of the Mekran region.
The species forming the subject of the present note,

Dolium variegatum Lamarck, had hitherto been regarded as

special to the living fauna of Australia. Its fossil occurrence

w the pliocene of Java was noted by Martin in 1899 (Samml.
^es geo]. Reichs-Museums in Leiden, new series, Vol. I, p- 162,

PI. XXV, fig. 376), and it has also been observed in beds of the

same age in the Mekran region.
While studying recent shells in the Indian Museum for the

sake^ of comparison with the fossils, two specimens of this

species were noticed amongst the collections from Maskat. In
tjieir list of the molluscan fauna of the Arabian Sea {Proc.

^ool. Soc. Lond., 1901, Vol. II, p. 385) Melvill and Standen
«ave mentioned from Charbar, on the opposite coast of the

J^mf of Oman, a shell identified as "Dolium galea var.

iuteostomum" which perhaps corresponds with Dolium vane-

mtum Neither the Mediterranean Dolium galea (Linn.) nor

?^e Japanese Dolium luteostoma Kiister have been observed
in any part of the Indian Ocean, while Dolium variegatum is

not unlike the immature specimens of Dolium galea. Charbar is

separated from Maskat bv the deep portion of the Gulf of

^"lan, but the shallow-water organisms can easily travel along

'f
coast round the head of the gulf, the total area of which is

Of moderate extent. ,,

Moreover, amongst some shells which I picked up on the

beach of Clifton, a suburb of Karachi, in April 1900, and which

n^"P^<^ked a few days ago, I have noticed another sp^ci'^» ot

"^jf^m variegatum, the presence of which further adds to the

ProbabUity of the suggested identification of the Charbar
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specimen, and further corroborates the accuracy of the habitat

of the Maskat specimens, whose attribution to that locality

cannot be referred to any error of labelling.

^

There is no doubt, therefore, that Dolium variegatum does

really live in the northern part of the Arabian Sea.

The specimens of Dolium variegatum both from Maskat
and from Karachi are in every way similar to those from

Australia.

We may take it as an established fact that, at the present

day, the species does not exist along the coasts of peninsular

India or in the Malay Archipelago, as these regions have been

suflBciently explored to dispose of the likelihood of such a

conspicuous shell being overlooked. We have here, therefore,

a remarkable instance of a species with a totally discontinuous

distribution at the present day, while we possess direct

evidence that this distribution has been less discontinuous

in former geological times. In works dealing with the distri-

bution of plants or animals in former geological times, few

terms are more frequently met with than the word 'migra-

tion." Yet it is doubtfuf whether any single instance can be

adduced in which it has definitely been proved that an

appreciable period of geological time has elapsed between the

appearance of a particular species in one particular locality and

its extension to a second more or less distant one. It is,

indeed, owing to the apparently simultaneous appearance

of species over enormous areas that palaeontology has acquired

its priceless value in stratigraphical researches. Unless we

admit the simultaneous creation of a species at different

centres, it is evident that some time must have elapsed

between its first appearance at one spot and its expansion

to others. Nevertheless, judging from available data, the

time has generally been too short to be measured in terms

of geological sequence. It would seem as though the spread ot

a species, in former geological times, is comparable to what

has_ been so frequently observed in the past century,^ when

various organisms, ranging from protozoa to the most hig

organised plants or animals, when introduced accidentally or

intentionally into some new region, have, in an incredibly

short time, overrun areas amounting in extent sometimes to

whole continents, the invasion often assuming the character oi

a veritable " pest."

.
Geology, in some instances, may supply hints as to the

origHi of certain great natural groups in a particular region,

but not as regards species. A formerly favourite now^^. xiuu CIS regaras species. A tormerlv tavourue "- ,

imp ymg the idea of migration on a large scale was that o

colonies," that is of groups of species especially characteristic

detacJeS'labTs!
"^*^'^^^" '^ -""«" i« -^' - the .specimens, not on
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of a certain geological horizon in a particular region, replaced
by another fauna, and reappearing as the result of a supposed
immigration from some other area where it had in the
meantime survived. The more characteristic of those in-

stances have now been shown to rest upon misinterpretations of
the stratigraphy, the "colony" being truly synchronous with
the main occurrence of the fauna. In less typical instances,
the facts observed, usually in areas situated at some distance
from one another, belong to the class of " equivalence " or

"homotasis," in which the fauna is connected with certain
physical conditions, characterizing a particular facies, and may
therefor3 reappear with approximately the same assemblage of

species amongst occurrences that are not strictly synchronous,
provided the geological interval is not too great.

The vast majority of instances of supposed migration
w former geological times result from appearances due to
deficiencies of geological knowledge. For instance, the investi-

gations at present being conducted on the Tertiary moUuscan
faunas of India have disposed of the once prevailing idea that
the recent fauna of the Indian Ocean represents the migration
in an easterly direction of the Tertiary fauna of Europe.

Any observations bearing on these questions, however
isolated, provided they be precise, are of the greatest interest.
|n the present case, the existence of Dolium variegatum as a
liymg shell at Maskat and Karachi affords a possible clue to
the observed instances in which species, at present restricted

Jp
the southern hemisphere, are found in a fossil state in the

tertiary beds of India.
In the case of Dolium variegatum, our knowledge of the

W^"^ fauna of Australia is still too fragmentary to verify

"nether it already existed in that region in Tertiary times

;

Its occurrence in a fossil condition in Java south of the

t^'J^-^or, strongly favours the notion that it already extended

'm
ifV'^^^'^r^lian region ; while its occurrence, in the Mekran,

j^
beds of the same age as those yielding the same fossil

Java, practically establishes as a necessary consequence
^at, at the same period, it also ranged across the intervening
j^ea

_
We may admit therefore that it is practically certain

at in Tertiary times Dolium variegatum ranged from the
rabian Sea to the Sea of Java, and as highly probable that it

«uended still further to the south-east along the Pacific coasts

in h!^ >f^^^'
I* survives at the present dav in Australia and

dklr
^""^^ *** Oman and along the Mekrau coast, and has

^appeared from all the intervening regions. But for the

but

iscovery of its fossil occurrences, its distribution might easily

nterpreted as indicating that it originated at some point

-J-Z^y between Australia and the Arabian Sea, and had

eaTt^^i"^" thence in opposite directions towards the south-
^'^ ^nd north-west. The facts of its geological history now
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demonstrate that its present occurrences are the shrunken
remnants of a once much wider range, and do not supply the

slightest indication as to whether its original home was
situated in Australia or in Arabia^ or in some totallj^ different

region.

The other instances of southern species occurring as

fossils in the Tertiary of India, lack the confirmation which

the local survival of the species affords in the case of Dolium
variegatum. Nevertheless, keeping this instance in mind, they

do not at all imply the necessity of any migration from India

to the southern seas, but may merely "^indicate the dwindhng,
in recent times, of a once much wider area of distribution.

All these instances may be taken as examples of a law

which is probably of very wide application in the history of

many species, to the effect that the shrinking of the area of

distribution of a species previous to its final extinction is a

much slower process than its expansion subsequent to its

original creation.



i9» The Spelling of Babar^s Name.

By MaulavI 'Abdu'l WalI.

m

What is the correct spelling or rather pronunciation of

Emperor Babar's name has not, I am afraid, been finally

decided. Mr. Francis Stuart Poole in a note to the Introduction

to his "Coins of the Shahs of Persia" (1887), p. xxv, writes

that according to Dr. Rieu the right pronunciation, as shown

by a couplet of the prince's own composition, is Babur. Mr. H.

Beveridge, writing in the Asiatic Quarterly Review (January

and April, 1906), pp. 79-93. in an article entitled "The Emperor

Eabar in the Habibu's-Sivar," notes the remark of Mr. Poole,

>vhich he corroborates by a distich from Khawand Amirs

Habibu's-Siyar, where Babur seems to him to rhyme with tahur.

In his Introduction to Divan-i-Babur Padishah, published as

aa extra-number of the Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal (New Series), Vol. VI, 1910, Dr. E. D. Ross

alludes to the above two remarks ;
quotes a line from Babar s

poem, previously published by Ilminski from Prof. Berezine s

HS., for which Dr. Ross is indebted to Mr. Beveridge ;
and pub-

lishes, moreover, the little Mathnavi of eight distichs from the

Habibu's-Siyar, page 291, Vol. Ill of the Bombay Lithograph,

including the distich noted by Mr. Beveridge. But what Mr.

Beveridge read as tahur (in the last distich of the poem), Dr.

Ross reads the same as partav-i-dur (ji^^), to rhyme it

^vith Babur. I looked into the text of the Bombay Litho-

graphic edition of the History and found that the word was

neither kihur, as Mr. Beveridge read it, nor partav-i-dur, as i^r.

however, correctly rhymes with Babur. The last distich as Dr.

Ross has published it reads :—

So, however defective might be the Premise
^^^if,,^\'"J

^«f
ect reading of the word that would rhyme with Babu^./* «

^oteworthy that the conclusion arrived at is borne out b>
^J^

^^curate decipherment of the verse. There is anothei little

^sprint in the sixth distich. For ^^^ J^^^"'^ -»
*^'

''

'^

dLL.
f JUli >4^ J ^A ) i if.
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There can be little doubt that according to the aforesaid

couplet, the pronunciation of Babar's name is Babur, i.e. with

a zamma on the second b. I have consulted a large number of

Persian and Arabic Lexicons, but only a modern Dictionary,

the Ghiyathu'l-Lughat, notes the word and spells it with a

zamma on the second b ( (*;^ U^^-* (^U (*'^'. ) ; ^"^* another still

more modern Dictionary, the Farhang-i-Anand Raj, which has

no doubt consulted Ghiyath, puts a fatah on the second b

(
tSe^jK ^[, Jjo

) and reads the word as Babar. Is the word

Turki or Persian ? The two Turki Dictionaries I have consulted

do not note the word. The word Babr ( J*j ) is noted by all the

Dictionaries—Arabic, Persian, and Turki. In a learned

which Maulana Qambarl of Nishaprir, who, according to

Daulat Shah's Memoirs of Poets (written in 892 H.), lived in the

latter days of his life at Mashhad and Herat, wrote in praise of

Sulian Abu'l-Qasim Babar (853-861 H.), and which has been

quoted by Daulat Shah (Prof. E. G. Brow^ne's Edition, 1901), the

w^ord is written as Babar, the last sj^llable of Avhich (bar) rhym-

ing with tar, zar, etc. The following are the opening lines of

the Qasida

r

.^U^Mj ^.*1]; ._=cu o ^/A_*^^ *J.^

.ft

<yi] iir~f ,«l i-S. ....f/^x); y :^i i.rJ><^\

1^ ^K XM ^h^_J-^ ;'i-J
I; =P~'«y

*f

^il 8j/^-i_£.f
, :^, -I X^» ^f;i:.A ^

<i^l »^/^3 ^t ^^1 ,SJL-:^ wT;t vjil^;^
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ly^tr J ej
.,|.>waI

<i,J» ?^^?^-J^i »l_« ^-J.^* ;i I; J>= Ui^

Di
XU will ULltlO W^ O^V^JLJ. Jia'^V T¥ 4-iiAV^ ^-^«-„*« ^—~ ^

ibn-i-Humamu'd-Din al-Husaini, otherwise known as Khawand

Amir, the author of the Habibu's-Siyar fi Akhbar-i-Afradi'l-

Bashar, spells the name of Emperor Zahiru'd-Din Babar, at

least in the distich quoted, as Babur, another contemporary

poet, Maulana Qambari of Nishapiir, addresses his patron

Sultian Abu'I Qasim Babar as Babar. lam therefore of opinion
_. m ^

is doing throughout her translation of Babar's Turkish Meauoirs.

The name can be spelt and pronounced either Babar or Babur.

I

t
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20. Notes on Important Arabic and Persian MSS. found

in various Libraries in India.

—

II.

INTRODUCTION.

The second instalment of notices compiled by Mawlayi

Hafiz Nazir Ahmad consists of descriptive notes of 4 Arabic

and 315 Persian MSS., contained in 5 libraries. The descrip-

tion of the celebrated Rampore State Library is one of con-

siderable interest. Accounts are given in footnotes of emper-

ors, ministers, nobles, and learned men, their libraries, auto-

graphs and literary taste. He has also given details of dis-

tinguished scribes and their scripts.

Although the two instalments comprise notices of 478

Arabic and Persian MSS. and descriptive notes on 29 of the

libraries of India, the amount of work still to be done is very

considerable.

The following ex'tract from the Introduction to the first

instalment (published in the J.A.S.B. Vol. XIII, 1917) indicates

the scope, arrangement etc. of the notes :

—

" The notes are on unique, rare, and valuable MSS. ;
on old

MSS. written in or before the 9th century of the Hijra, on

autographs, copies of autographs, and such copies as bear

sufficient testimony to their correctness, on MSS. written by

^inent scholars orcalligrapbers, or bearing notes of
I^^^^^JJ^'

Kmgs or distinguished personages, on highly illuminated Mbb.,

and works not noticed by Brocklemann in his GeschicMe der

^rabischen Littemtur. Each notice contains the title ot tlie

lOTk, name of the author, date of his death, date of composi-

tion of the work, subject matter, the beginning and state oi

preservation of the MS., nature of hand-writing, date ot tran-

scription and the name of the scribe. , , .

Remarks or criticisms on the notices themselves or oi wi^n

airangement are invited, and will be thankfully acknowledgea

and suggestions for the improvement of the arrangement ana

^classification will receive due attention."
.

,

The system of transliteration and abbreviations ol une

Qotes are as in the first instalment.

System of Transliteration

t

5 = d

<^ = Z

J = ?
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«
ft

u^ — d

J' = t

cc = ay

3 — aw

List of Ahhreviations.

A. = 'Abel al-

A.S.B. = Asiatic Society of Bengal.
Ar. = Arabic.
Br. Mus. Suppl. - British Museum Supplement.
Brock = Brocklemann's Geschichte der Arabishen Littera-

tur.

Bodl. Lib. Cat. = Bodleian Library Catalogue.
B = Bin, Ibn (son of).

Berl. = Berlin Arabischen Handschriften, Ahlwardt.
Cairo Lib. = Khedivial Library.
d. c. = Died circa.

-Distr. Gaz. = District Gazetteer.
Fihnst = Kitab al-Fihrist by Md. Ishaq B. Abi Ya'qub al-

Aadim (d. a.h. 233 = a.d. 847).
Govt. Lid. Coll. = Government of India Collection.
H- Kli. = Haji Klialfa's Lexicon Bibliograpliicum et Ency-

clopsedicum.
Ind. Off. Lib. Cat. ^ India Office Library Catalogue.

t^^'a o
• " I»^PenalLibrarv(Buhar Collection), Calcutta.

J.iv.A.S. =: Journal of tlieRoyal Asiatic Society.
4inzanah ^ Khizanah-i-'Amirali of Azad Bilgrami-
Lith. = Lithographed.
Md. = Muhammad •

M. = Mawlavi.
Mu'jam = Mu'jam al-Buldan by Yaqiit.

n P T -r
^'^^^^^^^ Biographical Dictionary, Beale's.

u.f. Lib = Oriental Public Library (Bankipore).
rers. = Persian.

S"^ct¥^'" ^, ^^^Pore State Library.
Sii. U. =S_hamsal.'Ulama'.

tl,. L*""
^'^^'^"^ *° ^^^^^^^- S. W. Kemp and G. H. Tiwevior

\?v L
•''"'^^"'^''^ and valuable help given by them to the

^Vlavlavi m the preparation of the notices

A. AL-MA'MlffN SUHRAWABDY,

Officer'in<harge of

Arabic and Persian M^^



A.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES ON LIBRARIES.

MURSHIDABAD.

(26) Sayyid Abu'l Hasan Library, Murshidahad.

This library was founded by Nawwab Sayjdd Zayti al-

'Ibidiii {d. A.H.''l320= a.d. 1902), father of the present owner.
The founder was very fond of collecting Arabic, Persian and
Urdu :\TS8. and printed works. The works which the library

contains have either been purchased or transcribed from
originals. The founder had a special predilection for astro-

nomy, as is evident from the instruments of observation still

preserved by his son in the library. The collection of MSS. is

smaller than that of printed works. The number of MSS. is

about two hundred, mostly on medical science, but these

and the printed works have no catalogue. The MSS. are not

properly kept and are in a neglected condition owing to lax

supervision on the part of the present owner, who is inclined

to dispose of them, together with the instruments.
F

(-') M. Sayyid Asad-Allah Jalal al-Dln Library, Murshidahad.

This library was founded bv the owner's father, who had
the title oi"- Malik al-' Ulama'."" and was a Shi'ah Mujtahid.
|ne condition of the library is very bad. The MSS. are in a

aisorderly state and are much spoilt'owing to the dilapidated
state of the building in Avhich the library is located. There
^vere formerly 3,000 Arabic and Persian MSS. besides prmted
^orks. The owner is willing to dispose of whatever now remauis

Y
the collection. It is a pity that a library, at one tune evi-

dently of great value, should have fallen into ruin owing to

V Afo^
proper care, consequent on the poverty of the owner.

^^0 MS. worth noticing could be found in the library, which does

,. possess a catalogue or any means of obtainmg informa-

*^°« of its contents.

^-*J Khan Bahadur Diwan Fadl-l-Rabhi ^ Library, Murshidabad.

This most of

I

ihis library contains only fifty Persian MSS., most c

fnn 1

""''^ well-known historical and biographical works.
*0"nd two historical ilSS. worth noticing, one entitled Dastur

•"'•y of Murshidabad by Col. J. H. Tiill Walsh

,.. 1. -J T, J • T> '"' Maliimdar and
Murshidabad
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al-'Amal of an Ajmlr Qanungu, and the other an unique historical

work without title by Ghiyath al-Din Md. Jami who flourished
in the 10th century of the Hijrah. I have mentioned this work
in detail in my notices. (No. 55). When I arrived at Murshid-
abad in 1917, the Dlwan was undergoing medical treatment in

Calcutta and died there shortly afterwards. There is a copy of

the first work [Dastur al-'Amal ^ in the A.8.B. Library. The
copy under notice bears the signature of Mr. Blochmann, dated
A.D. 1870 = A.H. 1287. The library has no catalogue. After
the death of the Diwan, it was removed to Salar, his home in

the District of Murshidabad.

Dacca.

lb of Dc

This library was founded by Sir Khwajah Nawwab 'Abdal-

(Ihanl. It contains 257 printed and MS. volumes of Arabic.

Persian and Urdu works. The number of poetical works in

manuscript is greater than of other works. There are 64 Per-

sian poetical works in manuscript among which the Biwan of

'Ubayd Zakanr^ {d. a.h. 772 = a.d. 1370) is specially worth

noticing. Unfortunately the MS. is defective at the beginning
and the end

; it is written in good Xasta'liq.
It appears that no improvement in the library wu.

^/Jfcted by the successors of the founder, Sir Nawwab Ahsau-

Allah and Sir Naww^ab Sallm-Allah.
Great credit is due to Col. J. Hodding, c.i.e., Chief Manager,

^awwab's Estate, for preparing a list of the works in the

ibrary. The A.S.B. is obliged to him for kindly sending the

iist together with certain MSS. on loan.

Rampore.

(30) Emnpore State Library. (R.S. Lib.)

This library was founded bv Naww^ab Favd-Allah lilia"

Fayd-AUah Khan (a.H. 1187-1208 = A.D. 1775-1793). ^^^,

..!.„, "^ wab Favd-Allah Klian, son of ^awA^,^
AH Muhammad Khan Bahadur (a.h. 1132-1163 = a.d. 1/19'

V }' A^^f
\*^^ ^^'^^ Nawwab of the Rampore State. Nawwab

.P ayd-Allah ^vas a great patron of learning. There were man.v

Ulama m his Court, e.g. Mawlavi 'Abd al-'Ah, Bahr aPU^^
Lucknow {d. A.H. 1225 =a.d. 1810) ;

Qudrat-Allah -Sacliqi,
an

I t2 f""" ?f-f
"' °^-'*^'««Z. A.S.B. Cat., p. 30. No. D 163. ^^

TaollTJ^'n^.t^'^ ^'^^^^^ ^"^i his works, Br Mas. Pers. Cat.,V:f^^

64 J ASR '^ ^^f^^'^fmh, p. 467, Ahwm^mama-l-FirangiMahaU,_?
64, J.A.S.B. my Ar. Notes, Vol. XIIl/lOlT, p. Ixxxvii, Abjad al- H-^^
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inhabitant of Mavi, near the town of Kahar in Rohilkhand, autlior

of Jam-i-Jahan Numa} composed in a.h, 1193 = a. d. 1779, a

general history, and T.akmilat al-Shu'ara,^ biography of the poets

;

Hakim Babar, author of FuHl-i-Fayd-Allah Khanl, a medical

work. By order of the Nawwab, a digest of Muhammadan Law,

namely ''Fatawa-i-Favd-Allah Khdni,'' was compiled in 3 vols.

by the learned men of his Court on the model of the Fatawa-i-

'Alamgtn. A copy of this Fatawd is in the library. The Xawwab
vras very fond of collecting Arabic, Persian and Urdu MSS... but

there is nothing to show how many volumes the Nawwab pur-

chased, neither is there any catalogue of them.

The successor of Nawwab Fayd-Allah Khan Bahadur was

„ , Nawwab Sayyid Muhammad 'Ali Kiian

ild ^luths^
^^^^''^ Bahadur (a.h. 1 208-1209 = a.d. 1793-

— 1794). There is no record as to how far

he contributed to the library.

Nawwab Ha jl Ghulam Muhammad Klian Bahadur succeed-

> ed NaAVwab Sayyid Muhammad 'Ah Khan

GmZ' M V. ^^i] Bahadur in a.h. 1209 = a.d. 1794, and

mSr ^'"^^™™^^
was on the Gaddl about four months.

Two historical works, one in Persian by

Rif'at and another in Urdu by Mu'azzam 'AbbasI were dedicated

to him. He is said to have collected many rare and unique

^orks during his journey to Kabul and Hijaz, but there is no

trace of them in the librarv at the present day.

Nawwab Gliulam Muhammad was succeeded by Nawwab

\awwah . I ,
Ahmad 'Ah Klian Bahadur (a.h. 1209-1-56

AltSBahadur"' =" A-D- 1794-1840). There is no trace of

any catalogue prepared in his time He
^^as a great friend of learning, and there were many learned men,

poets and physicians at his Court, e.g. Shah Ra'uf^ A^mad
poetically called - Eafat "

[d. a.h. 1253 = a.d. 1837). author of

Tafslr Ma'ufi, 'Anbar' Shah Klian*. a distinguished Persian

poet who died after the year (a.h. 1237 = ^-D; 1^21), and

Hakim 'Ata-Allah Klian, author of Tazkimh-l-Khnld BmethaL

Xawwab Ahmad Ah Khan was succeeded K^ ^aw^ulD

Xan-u-sh .r .
* Muhammad Sa'ld Klian (a.h.

^f^^yr''
^ad 7a'ld ''"^r = A.D. 1840-1854). It appears that this

Bahadur.
'*" ^"" Nawwab purchased many books and

MSS. for the library and prepared a cata-

by his son
P- 92^ Encyclopcvdia of Mam. p. 584. Bakr a^-*^^""',,!?^^*

h\ hi™y containiiig many rare works (see Risalah-i-Qutbtyah, by

HOd al-Ala and al-Nadwah, 1910, No. 12, p. 7. ..

\
See Elliot. History of India, for details. Vol. VIII, p. !»*•

3 For sh'gh Ra'uf see Tazkirah-t-'Ulama'-l-Hirui, p- 66, and Kh<^'*»

\^giya. Vol. II
, p. 703. „ ,,„,,, No8 301 . ml
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logue which, however, is not now obtainable. He engaged man?
well-known scribes, decorators of Kashmir and Lucknow on
suit^able stipends for copying and^embellishing MSS. belonging
to his library, and many book-racks and shelves were con-
structed in his time. He removed the library to the To?hah-
Khanah (

AJl^ *-iy ).

From the library accounts it appears that the sum of

about Rs. 6,119 was debited to the nurchase nf bnnks and MSS.
Manv Authors
A.H. 1278

.- Kh .

Hadyah-i-Sa'ldlyah, a famou

A.D. 1854-

Ali

phiIo_sophical work, and Savvid Kifayat 'Ali " Kafi ", author of

Abwab al-Tawankh, were at his Court. The library became
known to the public in the time of this Nawwab.

Nawwab Yusuf 'Ali Khan (a.h. 1271-1281 = ^.u. .u

Nawwab Sayyid ^^^f )' successor of Nawwab Ahmad '

Yusuf 'All Khan. Khan, improved the condition of the

library and appointed scribes to copy
unique and rare MSS. In his time, books and MSS. to the value

i*9Qi
' "^^'^^^ ^^'^^® purchased. Mufti Md. Sa'd-Allah^ {d. a.h.

1294 - A.D. 1876) and other learned men dedicated their works
to this Nawwab.

Nawwab Kalb'AliKiian (a.h. 1281-1304 = a.d. 1864-1886)

Nawwab Kalb Al"
^"^^eeded Nawwab Muhammad Said

Khan Bahadur. Khan. This Nawwab, who was a great

,, patron of learning, materially improved
tiie state of the library. From his youth he was fond of study-
ing and collecting MSS., and this fact is borne out by lus

autographs and signatures in the MSS. The Nawwab re-

moved the library from the Toshah-Khanah to a palace near the

Maclili-Bhawan
( ^^,JL^^ ) and appointed Kahim Shah, the

Darughah of the Jew"el House, as librarian. The Na^nvab
in his last days constructed a two-storied building for the

This library was named " Kutuh
j^jlc ajli ..,_^

i:>jiJ)l

The year A.H. 1203

\n.^f' l^^?J^
deduced from it (the year of construction of the

library buildmg). This building still stands and has the above

thTn. r^5^ ^^ '^ Th^ lib'^ary was about to be removed t

N™Jv.
^'^^'^^ '^^^" Nawwab Kalb 'All Khan died. The

tlZl "^^tj^'y fond of Persian belles -letttres, as his compo i"

tions show. L nfortunately his life was cut short, when he «as

f Z^^yjn<^hyah, p. 480, and mv Nnt.... J.A.S.B. 1917. No. 2,
>"'

XIII, No. 151.

rahVuTa^i^iT:^X%f ^^ ^«'^"'*^ al-Hanaflyah, p. 488, a..d Ta^-^^
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engaged in writing in Persian the history of Cathay and China.
This incomplete work may be seen in his library m' manuscript.

No less than 93 works were dedicated to this Nawwab
by distinguished writers. Among many others the following
learned men and poets were attached to his Court

:

Sa'd-Allah Mufti, 'Abd al-Haqq Kliavrabadi ' (son of Maw-
lana Fadl-i-Haqq) and Ddgh, the well-known Urdu poet of India,
etc. The Nawwab appointed MunshI Amir Ahmad,^ poetically
called Minai, to prepare an alphabetical catalogue of the lib-
rary; but unfortunately Mina't left Rampore for Lucktiow.
before the work was done.

The Nawwab purchased many valuable, interesting, rare
and unique MSS. in his time, and many dealers in MSS. from
distant countries used to come to him. ^He purchased the Sad
Pand Luqman

( ejUa) .xu o^ ) for Rs. 1,000. Books and MSS.
m his time were purchased at an outlay of Rs 43,608.

After Nawwab Kalb 'Ali Khan, Nawwab Mushtaq ^41i

Nawwab Mushta-q
^~^'' ^^^'^ 1304-1306 = A.D. 18S7-1889)

'Ali Khan.
~

^''^^ on the Gaddl. During his tenure of

power, which was only two years, he did
Diuch to improve the status of the library.

" He added to the
coJlection 323 volumes, purchased when he was the heir-

apparent, and appointed BaklishI 'Abd al-Rahlm as the libra-
fi^'H, and many scribes, calligraphers, gilders, binders, folio-

turners, two registrars, etc.
A book register was prepared for the library in his time^

MQQ^^?
learned men were appointed to enter the books and

^S. in it with their full details. Among these was Mawlavi
^d. Tayyib, an Arab who died in a.h. 1335 = a.d. 1916. The
Nawwab appointed General Muhammad A'zam al-Din Khan
as the chief oflScer of the library. The General was a great
patron of learning and was verv fond of collecting book? and
«lfc>b. The Nawwab laid the foundation of a new library build-

^g, but he died before it was finished. Books and MSS. to the

^
^\T°^

^^' "^'^^^ were purchased in his time.
Nawwab Mushtaq All Khan was succeeded by Nawwab

Nawwab Mr^ tt- -^ ^^^- Hamid 'Ah Khan in a.h. 1306 = a.d.

'AC Khan.
'''• ""^"^^^

1888 '(the present Nawwab of Rampore).

^„ The construction of the library buildmg
"^as completed in his time in a h. 1309 = a.d. 1891 at an out-

mLi ^^' *^'000. It consists of three rooms, one in the

cpnT 1
^^^ °^^ °^^ ^^ch wing with a gallery running round the

In
1^°°'^- ^^^ library rooms are paved with stone mosaic,

^ch of the three rooms there are 34 glass book-cases. The

MadL'A^'^ al-Haqq was for some time Head :\Iawlavi of the Calcutt^

^rSprSl'^, ^^?\ tJje_hi.story of the Calcutta Madrasah see Bengal Past

Present, Vol. VIII, Nosf 15 and 16.
-author of IntikhAh vr.^^n^ ^t-n
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book-cases in the middle room contain English and Urdu book?

and works written in fine handwriting. In the right-hand

room there are books and MSS. in the Pushto, Turkish and

Persian languages, and in the left-hand room are only Arabic

books and MSS.
In the meantime General Muhammad A'zam al-Din Klian

who was in charge of the library was assassinated. From the

14th of April, a.h. 1309 = A.Dri891, the charge of the library

was given to Nawwab Yarjang. On the 29th June, a.h. 1308

= A.D. 1891, Major Vincent came to Rampore as the President

of the Council, and appointed Hamid al-Zafar Khan as the

Secretary of the Council, and entrusted him with the charge of

the library. At the suggestion of Major Vincent, Hamid al-

Zafar Klian separated and arranged the books and MSS. accord-

ing to their languages. On the 31st March, a.h. 1309 = a.d.

1892, Major Vincent opened the library formally. When the

library was under the management of the Council, MSS. con-

tinued to be added to the number already in stock.

In a.h. 1314 = a.d. 1896, when the Nawwab was invested

with full powers, he appointed Muhammad Ajmal Klian, a

famous physician of Delhi, as Superintendent of the hbrary in

addition to his hospital duties. The present Supermtendeiit m
his time prepared a subject-catalogue of the Arabic books and

MSS. with the assistance of Mahdl 'All Klian, poetically called

" Mumtaz, " who had been appointed custodian of the library in

A.H. 1281 = A.D. 1864. • This Catalogue, which abounds in errors,

does not contain full mformation regarding the works and their

authors, but is to some extent helpful.
In A.H. 1315 = A.D. 1897 Hafiz Ahmad 'Ali > iQian, poeti-

cally called "Shawq", was appoilited Superintendent of tue

library, in addition to his duties as Comptroller of the Na^vvvab*

household, in the place of Hakim Muhammad Ajmal m^-
Hafiz Ahmad 'Ah Kiian is very intelligent and painstaking-

Mr. Beveridge has commended him in his article in the J.E.A.^^

1901, p. 75. He rendered mc valuable assistance in my woa

when I was at Rampore. A catalogue of Persian works

being prepared under his supervision. , , .„

I trust that the Persian catalogue will be of great help i

Orientalists and scholars in making researches. I am "Ji?'*"^ .

by the present Superhitendeiit that the number of Arabic ai

Per-sian MSS. was 8,587 up to September 1915, and of pn"^
books 13,503, but Mr. Beverido-e s has noted the number ot Ji-

as 8,720 in the J.R.A.S., 1901° p. 74.

1 S^""
"^y ^y^'^«' J-^-S.B., Vol. XTTI, 1917, No. 2, p. l-^'l^^* „bli^h«l

2 For Persian Catalogue of Rampore see my Urdu article, p"
in the Ahgark Institute Gazette, 13th March 1918. p. &\ line 27. ^^

3 Mr. Bevendge has noted 6nly the following 7 Arabic, i era

Turkisii MSS :
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It appears from the statement ' of Hakim JIuliammad
Ajmal Khan, Superuitendent of the library, that in ah 1315 =
A.D. 1891, the number of the entire collection, printed works
and MSS,; was 11,000, as follows

:

Arabic

Persian

Urdii

Turk!
Pushto
Bhasha
Sanskirit

Nagri
Panjabi

« •

V m

»
i

5,194

3,304
2.392

46
37

16

3

7

1

11,000

I am informed there are 3,392 Persian MSS. on the subjects

detailed below :—
1

.

Astrology
(
^^sJ

)

2. Astronomy ( o*1jjA )

3. Biographies of Traditionists
( J^j *U«|)

„ Poets (^]j«^h 'i/^)

,, Sufis and (a**^^! olafb)

52

58

>i 594
?3

Works on Sufism (tJ>/^ j)

Arabic MSS,

(1)

Qanun MasTilt, by Abu Rayhan Md. B. Ahmad al-BIruai (d. a.h.

440 - A.D. 1048), datoJ a.h. 1035 = a.d. 1625.
(i^ or BIruni see Tar

Vol. ir, p. 20.)

A Turkl Poem written by
1493^1530).

Turkt MSS,
(2)

the Emperor Babar (a.h. 899—937 =A.r)

Persian MSS,

aylvh Zayn Khwafi.

(4)
History of Akbar of Haji Md. *Arif QaadhSri.

Ta/hlm ahTanjim, by al-Biruni (*see Br, Mus, Pers. Cat., p. 451).

'^ari^-i-Quz^dah, by Hamd-AllSh Mustawfi, composed A.H. 730 =a.d.

1329, dated a.h 843 - a.d. 439.

T^rl^-i-Akbarl, dated a.h. 104^^1 a.d. 1631. For fuller details see

J-Ii.A.S.,l90\, pp. 75-77. „ .

by Hak?r ^'^r
?"^"'^^ preface of tl.e Arabic Cat. , Bampore Library, preparea
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4. Calligraphical Specimens ((*>y^^ ^ ^i^j^)

5. Commentaries on the Qur'an (^;4-^)

6. Chemistry C^') - -

7. Chirography (^') • •

8. Ches^ and Card (^h^^i^ j f'J^)
9. Cookery (i^^i=)

.

10. Dictionary" of the Qur'an {ii)1/^h e>l*i)

11. Ethics ((jJii^t)

12. Etymology (o^^^) -

.

13. Fortune-telling {ji-^)

14. Fables, Tales and Poetry (c;li-«t^ - u*'^

15. Geography (*ii!^*^)

16. Georaancy (cA*^) .

.

17. History (^jj13)

Index of the Qur'an (c»1y wr^i/ '^O !) ..

19. Interpretation of Dreams (jH^)
20. Jurisprudence (4a*

)

21. Law of Inheritance (u^Ij"*)

28

25

19

5

4

8

4

148

37

20

955

10

25

271

23

4

27

6

2.323

22. Lexicography (oUi)

23. Literature (^j)l)

24.

30.

31.

^}hlc

25. Mathematics (v'--^)

26. Medicine (v4j)

27. Military Arts (w^)
28. Miscellaneous (viU^iLe)

29. Music (yix-sj^)

•

• •

AA.JL5

32. Prayer (**•*!)

53. Prosody (u*;_^

34. Rhetoric (o.ifJb

55.

36.

(«iV)

• •

Surgery (^^-13

Syntax f^»i)

* *

9 •

37. Talisman and Magic
(

'^U* J U-Ji)

118

167

6

22

245

6

70

13

22

1

47

29

41

3

18

19
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38. Theology (f-il^^ ^i^sip) .. .. 83

39. Theory of Jurisprudence (Aii J^^l) .

.

8

10440. Tradition (v*- J ^a.) ..

41. Various Readings of the Qur'an (o^j^sJ) . . 22

42. Veterinary Arts (%j^ii) -

.

. . 20

1,0G9

2,323

3,392

The number of medical works is larger than the rest ; the

reason for this appears to be the predilection which the Superin-

tendent of the library, Hakim Md. Ajmal Khan, had for medicine.

When 1 visited the library I found the library staff con-

sisted of 38 persons whose monthly salaries totalled Rs. 567.

Among them were ten calligraphers engaged in copying old

rare MSS. and six folio-turners in dusting and clearing. The
total expenses of the library from 1307 a.h. = 1889 a.d. to

1322 A.H. = 1904 A.D., were Rs. 92,446. Of the many libraries •

I have inspected I found this the best of all. Probably there
IS none in India equal to it. It has been visited by every

uceroy. There is in it a splendid collection of Arabic and
Persian MSS. well kept and cared for. It was quite a pleasure
to see books so well-housed as they are here. Probably there

« hardly a library in the Islamic world from which a MS. has
not found its way to this library. There are many holographs
and old copies, and also many copies which were written in the

Wetirne of their authors and many MSS. which were collated

and corrected by famous and emine'nt scholars.

I was engaged for about five months in inspectmg the

library, during ^vhich time I was able to examine thoroughly
a considerable number of Persian MSS. I imagine the whole

contents of the library cannot be inspected fully in less than

*ree years. Owing to an outbreak of plague, I ^vas compelled

l\if^7^ Rampore before I had finished my work. I suggest,

jwh due respect to the authorities, that the preparation of a

catalogue on the lines of those published by the British Museum

^ urgently necessary and should be undertaken as soon as

possible.

-.1 V»^« * „!-• A no'i Persian MSS.There are
^/itten in exquisite hand bv the authors themselves and by
^tt^ment calligraphers. Portraits of well-known artists are jn

^^>undance in the library. Among the many remarkable, old

Xlii ^i
''^""aries visited by me. See for full details J.A.S.B., Vol

* ^ff' 2, June 1917. and mv Arabic Notes, p. Ix"-
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and interesting works the following Arabic and Persian MSS.
are specially Avorthy of attention :

Arabic MSS.

(I) An unique and old commentary upon the Qur'an,

entitled al-Nukat ' wa'l 'Uyun ( ^^^^ij^^'Ji ), by 'Ali B. Md. B.

Habib al-Mawardi/^ a most distinguished jurisconsult of the

Shafite sect [d. a.h.450 = a.d. 1058). Dated a.h. 577 = a.d.

1183.

from v_.i_>a.Jfi X;»-

Q

fi

He also

Tafstr^ (ji-fii^n t5» ^i^-i^i ), by Abu'l Qasim 'Abd

B. Hawazin al-Qushayrl,* an eminent jurisconsult,
possessed great skill in penmanship and a profound knowledge

of Sufism {d. >..n. 465 = a.d. 1074) Transcribed by Ja'far B.

'Umar al-Sayrafi al-Haddadi, dated a.h. 679 = a.d. 1273

(3) An autograph copy of an unique work containing the

biographies of the traditionists entitled Nihayat ^ al-Su'ul ft

Riwayat al-Sittat al-Usul J_^^5)| "fi-Jf <?Jtjy ^J*
Jy5.Jl ^Vt^ ^^

Ibrahim « B. Md. B. Khalil Burhan al-Din al-HalabI, called Sibt

B. al-'AjamI [d. a.h. 841 = a.d. 1438). He began to compose

the work in a.h. 830 = a.d. 1436 and finished it in the course

» For reference see H. Kh., Vol. VI, p. 384. ,

2 For Mawardl's life and other works, see Brock., V^ol. I, p- 386, ana

Ibn Khallikan, p. 401.
8 For reference see 77. Kb-, Vol. II, p. 487, who holds a verybign

opinion of the commentary as appears from the following remark :-

* For Quahayrl and hia other works, see Brock. , Vol. I, p- 432, f•/•'^f,(New series), Vol. XIII, 1917, my Arabic Note No. 16, Ibn KhalUan
ana

Nafahat (Calcutta 1859) . p. 354.
5 For reference see H. Kji., Vol. VI, p. 401 ^ ,,„.,,«
« For author's life and his other works, see Berl. Library CatMogi

^os 1479 and 3.350, and Broci , Vol. II, p. 67. , ^ the
' At the beginning of the fly-leaf the following note appears oy

author:-^., kx^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^, ^|^I A&ij^ i'^J^ ^ t^

.^
"

s^ \iiijf*

J^ *iix Aij, ^J^(j) i^^ ill ^^f . ^^, i^^JKi i'^j^*^^
^'^^^

On the last fol. another note on the merits of the work is written
7

critic :-^U *U| J,«j ^,^W bjlj Oil ^>^iJ^^A^\ *i^ ^'^'
1^
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829= A.D. 1436.
-K)

(4) A complete Arabic Diwan entitled al-Hadirah («;^l*^f),

written by Yaqut i-Musta'simI, the celebrated calligrapher {d.
A.H.698= A.D.1398). Dated ^ a.h. 629 = a.d. 1229. It bears

library the MS. formerly belonged.

J,>U ^\jj

(5) A famous autograph copj^ on the Hanafi school of

la\i- entitled al-AshhRh * wa'l Nazd'ir ( rAbkh ^ »UJi^t ) bv Za^Ti

al-'Abidm B. Ibrahim, called Jbn Najim {d. a.h. 970 = a.d.
li)63). Dated a.h. 969 = a.d. 1562.

(6) Maqamat Hariri
{ isjif^ oUli*

)^ a well-known work on
Arabic literature, by Md." al-Qasim B. 'Ah-B. Md. al-Haiiri.
V^ntten by the famous rhetorican Sa'd al-Din Mas'iid.B. 'Umar
al-Taftazani 5 [d. A.n. 791 = a.d. 1389). with marginal notes,
dated the Madrasah 'Imadlyah a.h. 740 = a.d. 1338 as he says
at the end of the MS. .~^^^^si\ ^^z^^k^^^c ^^, ^yi^< ^\^\ ^A*'t

(7) A very valuable and well-known commentary upon the

K^Hyah entitled Bail « {^J>^), by EadI al-Din :\Id. {d. a.h. 687

A.D. 1287). Transcribed by Sa'd-AUah Klian {d. a.h. 1066

.aI^ ^Uj J %^tO J ^j=>. j^^il*

- AJiia. ^x-^i ai^-c( [ - \fr'f ] (^v"^* ^f *^ «y^'

NTn !i^^^ Yaqut-Musta'simI, see J.A.S.B., iai7 (New series). Vol. XIII,

B^ck T '^"^^^ ^''' ^" '^°'" '^''^^" (^^^^^^'-<^^
'
by Qutbah B. Aws, see

In the last fol, of the Dlwan the following Unes are written :—

D l\/^''^^^™ 'Adil Shah (A.H. 941-963 = a.d. 1534-1555). See OBJ).,

coUelV-
^°'^ ^'- *''«-^- P^'-*- ^««-. P-

^^4b. Idil Shah was very fond of

(No 97nf
\°*«''"«sting MSS. for his library, as would appear from my Notes

the Loth c® ^^''Suaaon's Architecture at Bijapore, p. 75) and prefaface of

t,oth Catalogue.
*Or ntlnon •

8 V'^ Taftazani. see Broclc., Vol. II, p. 215. ^^^ ,„ _ .^,,

'Qy 4rl • ^^."^'• ^«**'^«. see J.i.5.5., 1917, No. 2, Vol. XIII (^ew senes),
— .i.,, act

A'oies (No. 150).
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= A.D. 1655) -who was the celebrated minister of the Emperor

Shah Jahan. See for this work my Note No. 150 in the

J.A.S.B. XIII, lOiy, No. 2, Ma'atjilr al-Umard\ Vol. I, pp. 441-

449 aad Hayat-i-Salih of Md. Sa'id Ahmad (Urdii).

Turkish MS.

(8) A complete work in Turkish written by the Emperor

Babar' (a.h. 899-937 = a.b. 1493-1530). This fact is attested

by a note in the handwriting of the Emperor Shahjahan (a.h.

10374069 = A.D. 1628-1659). For fuller details see J.A.S.B.

1910, Vol. VI, Extra No.
r

Persian MSS.

(9) A very valuable and old copy of the Persian translation

of Tajsir Tqhari
(
(_c^fe^w,ij i^^^ ) dated c. a.h. 600 = a.d.

120.3. See for details (No. 11).

(10) A very valuable copy of the well-known religious tract

of Kliwajah 'Abd-Allah al-Ansari, transcribed by Sultan 'Ali

al-Mashhadi the celebrated calligrapher. The copy has notes

written by the Mughal Emperors. For fuller details see (No.

36).

(11) A rare and autograph copy of Muhammadan La^''

entitled Fatawa-i-Amimyah (Aiii-t <^^Ui)byMd. AminB. 'Abd-

Allah. Dated A.H. 978 = A.D. 1570. For fuller details see (No.

(12) An account of a journey of the Emperor Muhammad

Shah^A.H. 1131-1161 = A.D. 1718-1747. For details see (No. 61)^

(13) Two valuable copies of the Diwan-l-IIafiz. (See Nos. 1-^

and 125.)

(14) A very valuable and interesting copy of the Kulhyat-^'

Sa'dz. (See No. 182.) , r -/

(15) A very valuable copy of the Kulliyat-i-Faqih 'Imaa.

(See No. 185.)
7',nan-i-Anani

(16) An autograpli and valuable copv of the -O^MJa«-^-•J"'. .

Mam poetically called ''Mukhlis"^ {d. a.h. 1164 =:.a.d. H^^l-

(See No. 194.)
'

_ - -n ted
(17) A very rare Mathnavi entitled Jami'al-Asrar. V-^

a.h. 1064 A.D. 1653. (See No. 198.)
, , . , w

_ (18) An unique copy entitled Mathnavl Zikr al- Aysa, J

Asi (?). (See No. 202.)
^

\ The Emperor Babar was very fond of collecting Arabic, ^^'^^'ffvgo
Turkish works. He appropriated the library of Qh^^^^^f'^^^^Ji^T of
noble of the Panjab, whom he imprisoned: see Talbot sMe^J»^i„„
Babar, p. ] 76, Tazkirat aUSalatin (MS. copy in the BohSr cou

fol. 104). . ^
r-'

. • any

.
2 The Emperor Muhammad Si.ah had a library containing i»

interesting MSS. (see Bod. Lib. Cat. Nos. 128 and 244). ^ , viU,
" For Anand Ram's life and his other works .see IMliotc,

P- 76, Nata'ijal-Afkar and Khizanah.
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(19) A rare copy of seven Mathnavies, entitled Sah 'al-

Ma'dnl, by Yusuf 'All B. Md. al-Hiisaynl al-JurjauI. (SeeXo
204.)

(20) A very rare and valuable copy of a romantic poem,
entitled Mantiq al-Rayakln by Asl, composed in a.h. 830 = a.t<.

1426. (See No. 211.)

(21) An unique Mathnavi entitled Xazirwa Manzur, by Asi,

(See No. 215.)

(22) A very famous religious tract entitled Sad Pand Lvq-
man, by Khwajah 'Abd-AllSh Ansari, transcribed by the cele-

brated calligrapher Mulla Mir' All
;"

it bears the autographs of

the Mughal Emperors and of Jahan Ara Begam. (See No. 239.)

(23) A very valuable and old copy of ZaMvirali-i-Khwarizm

SkdM ( j^ftU ^jy^ 1^*5. j ). Dated a.h. 560 = a.d. 1164. (See

No. 247.)

(24) A very interesting work on interpretation of dreams.

Presented by the Emperor Akbar to Bayram Khan, with an
autograph note by 'Abd al-Rahim Khankhanan {d. a.h. 1030

= A.D. 1626). (See No. 283.)
(25) A very valuable copy of the Gulisfan, transcribed by

the celebrated calligrapher 'Abd al-Raphid Davlami {d. a.h.

1085 = A.D. 1674). (See No. 313.)
(26) A very valuable and excellent copy of Rawdai al-

Anwar of KhVaju Kirmanl {d. a.h. 742 = a.d. 1341). Tran-

sicribed by the famous calligrapher Mir 'All. Dated a.h. 975 =
A.D. 1567. (See No. 201.)

(27) A very valuable copy of Haft-A wrung of 'Jaml' {d.

A.H. 898 = A.D. 1492) ; it contains 19 excellent miniatures.

(See No. 220.)

(28) A very valuable autograph commentary upon the

famous astronomical work entitled Kashf al-Haqaiq. Dated
A.H. 709 = A.D. 1309. (See No. 252.)

The library contains many works of authors of \^'orld-wicle

tame. The following are the names of some such authors, and
tne figures against their names denote the number of their

works that are in the librarv :— Number
of

works.

(1) Abu 'All al-Husayn B. 'Abd-AIlah B. Sina '

(Avicenna) (d. a.h. 428 = a.d. 1037) • •
4b

(^) Abu Hamid Md. B. Md. al-Ghazzah^ {d- a.h.

505 = A.D. nil) -"^9

ai..L^-"%^'- Sina's life and his works, Brock., Vol. I, PP- ^^^:^f''^l^l'^^nba. Vol. II. pp. 2-20, TarU'h aUHukama' of Qif" (I^^'P^'S)' PP" ^^^
*^^ and p, iQQ^

'

aloL^J'''' 'Ohazzall's life and his works. Brock., Vol. ^'^P'J^^^^;
'{[^zzah ot ShiUU Nu'manI (in Urdu), Literary History of Persia, by

• Browne, p. 293, and Ibn Khallikan, p. 636.
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Number
of

Works.

(3) Md. B. Md. B. Tarkhan Abu Nasr al-Farabi

'

(rf. A.H. 339 ='a.d. 950) .'.
.. 28

(4) Abii Ja'far Naslr al-Din Md. B. Md. al-Hasan
al-Tusj*al-Sh!'l {d. a.h. 672 = a.d. 1273).. 32

(5) Ahmad B. 'All B. Md. B. Hajari Shihab al-Din
al-'AsqalanI al-Shafi'i {d. a.h. 852 = a.d.

1449) • • 17

(6) 'Abd al-Salam B. 'Abd-Allah B. Tavmlyah *

al-Harrani ((^..a.h. 652 = a.d. 1254) . . 9

(7) Fakhr^ al-Din Md. B. 'Umar B. al- Hiisayn B.

Khatib al-Razi [d. a.h. 60(? = a.d.' 1209) .. 10

(8) Abu'l Rayhan Md. B. Ahmad al-BlrunI

«

[d. a.h.

5440 = A.D. 1048) • •

(9) 'Abd al-Rahman B. Abi Bakr Jalal al-Din al-

Suyutr (d. A.H. 911 = A.D. 1505) .. 84

(10) MuhyiSal-DlnMd. B. 'Ali B. Md. B. al-'Arabi

{d. A.H. 638 = A.D. 1240) .

.

. . 35

(11) 'All B. Ahmad B. Hazm^ al-'Andalusi {d. a.h.

456 = A.D. 1064) .

.

3

I cannot conclude these Notes without expressing my in-

debtedness to the Commissioner of Bareilly who procured

the necessary permission from His Highness the Nawwab of

1 For Abu Nasr FarSbi's life and his works, see Brock., Vol. I. P'

210, Uyun al-Anba' , vol. II, pp. 134-140, and Tarikh al-Hukama' (Leipzig],

pp. 277-280, O.B.D., p. 128, and Ibn KhaJlikun, p. 677. „ .,,
a For Tiisi's life and his works, see Brork., Vol. I, p. 508, and Kawm

cU-Jannut fl Ahwal ^Uluma'al Sadat (Bombay).
^ ,

.r
3 For Ibn Hajar 'Asqalenl'a life and his works, see Brocfc., Vol. u,

pp. 67-70. •

It may be interesting? to Orientalists to know that there is a"

autograpli copy of Fath al-Burl fl Shark al-Bukhari (see Brock., ^olU
p. 159) by the same author (Ibn Hajar 'Asqalani) in the library of tn*-

A.SB.,m the Government collection (see Catalogue, part I, p- 38, ^os.

695 and 696). I intend to give a list of the valuable and interesting

MbS. in the library of the A.S.B., and in the Government collection wiiu

their full particulars in my next Notes.
. , .no

* See for Ibn Taymlyah's life and his works Brock., ^o\.l,V-S/2
^awaf Vol. T. p. 257 Maqalat-iShibU (in Urdu), pp. 217-234, T^'^^ff^i
^anabtlah of Ibn Rajab (d. a.h. 795 = a.d. 1393), Tabaqat al-Huffa,

^_
Z.^habi_(d A.H. 748 = A.D. 1348). Durar al-Kdmlnah of Ibn JfJ^f.

J

Asqalani {d. a.h. 852 = a.d. 1449). and Fawat al-Wafayat oilhn &^"'^'
{d A.H. 681 = A.D. 1282). Ibn Taymiyah's father had a good librflry

which he conveyed to Dima,tiq when the Tatars rose in rebellion m
country (Harran). (see Tabaqat al-Hanah'ilah of Ibn Rajah). j

_6 For Razl's life and his works consult Brock., Vol. I, pp.
50(>-o08.

Uyun fAnba\ Vol. II, pp. 23-30. ,,,,.. a„d
_« For Biruni's life and his works see Brock., Vol. I, PP 475-4 /b, a

Uyun al-Anbu, Vol. II, p. 20.

I E*^""
?"y"^' «ee Brock., Vol. II, pp. 143-158. ^ ,,,448

8 For Ibn 'Arabi's hfe and his works see Brock., Vol. I, PP-
**'

Na/ahat al-^Uns pp. 428 and 633, and O.B.D. , p. 107.
^ ^ gerl-

For Ibn Hazm's life and his works see Brock., Vol. I, P-
4W.

f
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Rampore^ for me to inspect and write notes on the MSS. of the
library

; I am also obliged to those gentlemen who rendered me
assistance in writing this history of the library. But my
warmest thanks are due to Mr. h. W. Kemp, Superintendent
Indian Museum, for kindly revising the proof sheets of Sec-
tion A, and to Mr. G. H. Tipper, Superintendent Geological
Survey of India, for revising the foot-notes of the notices.

Lib. CaL, No. 9510, Maqalat-i'ShihU (in Urdu), pp. 68-76, and Tazkirat al-

Buffaz of Zahali (d. a.h. 748 = a.d. 1348).
^ For the history of the Rampore State see Imp. Oaz. of Ind.f Vol.

XXI, pp. 182-190.



B.

NOTES ON IMPORTANT ARABIC MSS.

I.

Commentary on the Qur'an.

153.

Q
of the

not later than the 7th century of the Hijrah, as appears from

Jlaqq called Ibn 'Atiyah ((?. a.it. 542 = a.d. 1147). It appears
irom the mode of style that the author was a highly accom-
plished \vTiter.

^The author in his commentary on the 1 st chapter of the

?!!!!!^? ( ^^^^^f «;j- ) tas discussed briefly almost aU the
"^"

subjects shortly, and in the rest of the commentary hecognate

hf\
'^^

)
and application

( ^MjS ) of the verses of the Qur'a
Unfortunately two verses at mnm

chapter (^f ij^
) a^e missing. Some fols. are spoiled by

moisture. Written in Naskh. Dated JurjanivahMn Khvm-
nzm8,A.H. 717=. A.D. 1317.

"

Beg :—^U. JS ,>^ ^^ ,^^^ o-ols.Jb jisaJi^* Jm^^I ai'l

End :— ,^^,^ ^, ^ ^^i^^j, ^ ^ ^^^^ LLj ^ jsii^ ^
(M. Md. SuratI, Eajpotana, Tonk.)

II.

Biography.

154.

_
This work contains biographical accounts of learned men,

jnrlges, saints, traditionists, literateurs, poets, caliphs, kings,

1 For fuller details of the work see my Urdu article, pu

Jurjnniyah see Mu

\
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nobles and viziers of all places, who lived in the 8th century to

lOth century of the Hijrah :—*-^>* o<»*^ ^^ij^ a^ ^ (^^\ \^ J^^
I

V

j^WL ^L, aSlJl^jj ^i^^^t A^y ^'^\^*)J^\'^ Ja| j^ iS^ ^

The name of the ^vork Daw'al-Lami' £*^t *i-e by Sakha vl

(d. A.H. 902 = A.D. 1497) appears in the title-page, but from the

account given on the last fol., it appears that the work was not

composed by Sakhavi because he died m A.n. 902. It contains

accounts of incidents which happened 28 years after his death.

From the following account in fol. 252 it appears that the work
IS-.

when Sakhavi was alive :—^h ij^:> -^^j r^^' ^'^
^'^^'"^^' ^"^

The above statement proves that the work cannot be

Pm'al-Ldmi'. ^^ ,^, (For Daw'al-Lami' see Br. Mus.

^ers. Cat, p 511a, and the Introduction of the Hist, of the

^ahphs by Maj. Jarret, p. x.)

Ther

Bad:

A en

:mnin

3plements J^ i ) , one entitled

' (d. A.H 936 = A.D. 1529).

. Library {BanBpore). The

^ _... „ ._„ ^gree with the copy under

notic^. This work cannot also be Badr al-TdW.
The other entitled al-Qahs al-Hdvl bv 'Abd al-Salam (d. A.H.

f 1 = A.D. 1525) may be al-Qahsal-Havi . H. Kh. hf 0^1^
noticed the above three works under" Daw al-Lmm' but has

not given their beginnings. See also BrocJc., Vol. H, P- ^*.
or the above three works. However, the work under notice

f
rare, valuable and interesting and is arranged alphabeticaUy

aj^cording to the names of persons. It is a pity that the names

^^ up to the letter 'Aj^n ( • ) 'Ubayd -v^ ""'"

The author gathered tlir
—-*—'"i" ^""'^

nientioned in the preface :

orks

as

"^ ^' S^^ ^Ji - V ^^ r^" - Sr"-^'-^^
^-"^ ^

'; 13

^ji^J t**^' '-^

?? ^IS. contains manv clerical mistakes. Written in minute

^eat Nas^i, probabiv in the author's time.
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I

(Khundkar Md. Salih, Salar, Distr. Murjhidabad.)

Bought for the Government collection in A.S.B. in 1918.

III.

Medicine,

155.

A treatise on medicine by Md. B. Yusuf .* It is divided iiito

three objects ( ^/^la*
) ;

—

(1) Name of the limbs ( A^'i\ *U-t ^5* )•

(2) Name of the simple and compound medicaments

(3) Definition of diseases {^\j<'i\ e,lfij^«^ y,-*)-

The objects of the work are arranged in alphabetical order.

It appears from the colophon that the present copy^is ^iti

autograph written by the author in a.h. 898 = a.d. 1-94 a^

stated in the Colophon :

C)^*3 «x- j^ ^>»y> x^i *X»3xx: «^| Ai3^-* tj^j^ CT*
\_

• M

a5U*Jjt;**-^^

The work and the author are not mentioned in Broch For

another work of the same author entitled Bahr al-Jaivan^'

(yj,:pj(^^j) see Loth. Catalogue No. 1024, p. 283, and Ashbuj-

ner MSS. Catalogue by Messrs, Browne and Ross, p-
cc|i».

Berl. Library Catalogue, No. 6239 and Stewart Catalogue, V- 1

^^
No. XXVI. Two copies of the work are in the A.S.B. Lio.

^
Cat., p. 83, and A.S.B. Govt. First Collection, p. 6, '^^}^:-J^
work Bahr al-Jawahir was edited by Hakim 'Abd aK^la]i"

Calcutta in 1830 a.d. See Br. Mus. Catalogue of Arabic nou

Vol. H, p. 279.

Written in clear Naskh except the 1st fol. -which is wti
^^^

in Ta'iiq. The headings are in rubric. Slightly ^^'or^;f{?

throughout but fols. 63—66 are bored through in the mia<-

1 For fuller details of the work see my Urdu article,
publis e

*^e AUgarh Institute Gazette, I3th June 1917. . ^„f p. 475,
a For author and his other works see Br. Mus. Persian ^JVj'y^git'J

Ind. Office Lib. Cat. No. 2304. H. ^., Vol. II, p. 564, Camhridge un

Cat. by Prof. Browne, p. 278, and O.B.D.,p. 264.
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1

Beg :~ iJj <k>4^lj ^i^^) lU)I is^^^ ^ '^^l

(Bahadur Shah, Mochigate, Lahore.

156

yUj! ..
••

AftAJ

A work on optical science.

The author flourished in the 8tli century of the Hijrah.

He ivas a pupil of Qutb al-Din Mahmud J3. Mas'ud Shirazi

{d. A.H. 710 = A.D. 1312,' vide Brock., Vol. II, p. 211) as stated

in the preface, fol. 2b.

I cannot throw much light on the life of the author except

what appears in his preface regarding himself and his work.

He is a commentator of KulUyat al-Qanfni and wrote a TanqTh on

the book of Apollonius ^
(
;l«ijJt u"^^_^f ) entitled Maljirutaf

(vide US., M. 3b). The work appears to be an excerpt from
Ibn Haytham's^ 'Tahnr al-Manazir or a commentary upon
it. Ibn Haytham died in a.h. 430 = a.d. 1038. See Brock.,

Vol. I, p. 470, where the name of the commentator Kamal
al-Dm Abu'l Hasan al-Farsi {d.c. a.h. 700 = a.d. 1300) is

giv^en, but the 'title of the commentary is wanting, which

however appears in fol. 3?> of the MS. under notice. Kamal
was a contemporary of Mas'ud the preceptor, hence it may
bemferred that he was the commentator of the Tanqih ac-

cording to Brock. Ibn Haytham has divided his work into

seven Fasls and the author added a Khatimah {
-JJ!^ ), Zayl

( ^ii
) and Lawahiq

( tJ^f^ ) ; vide fols. 4r/ and 4J.

It contams diagrams illustrating the optical laws. The
^vork is verv interesting but worm-eaten throughout, especially

some fols. at the beginning, and a portion of. last fol. is pasted.

Written in clear Naskh . Undated ;
apparently 1 1 th century

pi.the Hijrah. 'Unwan is illuminated. One copy of the work
's m the Rampore library. Another copy of the MS. has been

presented by Nawwab 'Imad al-Miilk to the Anjuman-Taraqqt
rdu, Hyderabad, as appears from its report 1916, p. 16.

(Bahadur Shah, Mochisiate, Lahore.)

I jU.Jfl J

Ah- f"""
^"^^^"^ details of the work, see my Urdu article, pubhshed m the

^Ti ^"^'^^'''^'e Gazette, 23rd May 1917.
, ,,^., . „ ., .,

I
^orApolIoniuaand his works see Tankkal-Hukama'ofQinupPj^^-^

Qunl Haytham see Nadwah 1911, No. 1, pp. 15 aud 32, i^rt^'a
«f-

433 "rVP-^*^' "^^n^addun-i.'Arab (Urdu) of Sayyid' AJi Bilgram
, p.

l^i P '''^' a"d L6th Cat., p. 212. No. 734, TIL
^ ^, _ . nj„

Maul -^^^''*^ ^""thor copy of the work in the library of Ihsan td i^m.



c.

NOTES ON IMPORTANT PERSIAN MSS

I.

Various Readings of the Qur'an.

1.

A tract on the correct readings of the Qur'an.

Author:—Hafiz Kalan BukharJ ?

Dedicated to '^Abd-AUah Bahadur Khan. Written m

Ta^iq. Not dated.

Beg:—«£*-! <>i-;^«'cr't^g.i^e^^' ^-'' ^~? ^^^ •a--r-t*

(Shah Md. Muhaddith Lib., Rampore.)

2.

On the various readings of the Qur'dn, by Radi al-Din Abu 1

Khayr 'Abd al-Majid, composed in a.h. 1022 = a.d. it>i<^-

Writen in good Ta'liq. Not dated.
I

Beg;—^loj ... aD ^sJf - ^*Jt ^Ijfi ^* J^iy^ ^^f"^-

e
»> e>y3>!; e^If^i^-JLi J t^J Ol^ )i^ i>^^ "-'*'

(R. S. Lib.)

3.

i
recog

•Ali al-Sharif al-Samarqandi al-BaghdadI ? It is diviaeti u
^^^

chapters. The copv is imperfect at the end. Written m ^

by different hands.' Dated a.h. 1101 = a.d. 1689.

W 4

Beg:—oUVt«j3U5jH^^^,>/, ^jiJ ^3\h ^^\ ^ ^"^^

(Ahmad-AUah Lib., Moradabad.)
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4.
I

A treatise on tlie correct readings of the Qur^a
Md. Tahir. Written in fine Nas
Dated a.h. 1083 = a.d. 1672.

^

(R. S. Lib.) ^

5.

i^jlaj) L->*lko

e
by Hafiz Rumi B. Yusuf al-Zahir, composed in a.h. 776 = a.d.

1374 at Khwarizm.' The total number of verses is 780 as

stated
:

^jJ| ol w| ^Ua. A*T iil SflAj AAA*

Written in neat Ta^iq. Not dated.

I

jL-^i <y J.Hi*'; J er<^j 3 c?;^ r^i-^

(R. S. Lib.)

II.

Commentaries on the Qur'an

6

/^4*' u^^
A short glossary of the Quran, arranged alphabeticaHy.

Author :-Hak{m B. 'Imad Naguri ? Written m bad Ta Ilq.

N'^ t dated

.

1 For Khwarizm see Mu'jam al-Buldan, Vol. II, P- 5*-
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Beg :—Jt ...c5;^^J >iU*^J;^ ^^U ^1^1 a*«5| ChJ ^^ <xU ^^\

(R. S. Lib.)

7.

rf/j

A commentary upon eight cliapters of the Q

jdiat

A.H. 865= A.D. 1460, but according to Be^rl. Lih. Gat. 850-

1446. The MS. was transcribed, as stated in the colophon,

from a copy which was transcribed from the author s cop)

in AH. 1181 = A.D. 1767 :

^VsJ* *>i*,«a A*3a.* jj Ji.» jyJ^Ali\ \'^ib jij^i ^:r^ ^'j^' C'^
(iJ

Written in bad Ta'llq. i

Beg :

—

'J\ iy^:M> ^^^J Ci^^^yAsd\ J^ ... e?^^^' v; Ajj A*:s^^l

(R. S. Lib.)

8.

(^j^a!; jj
RJ

** tt "R

A commentary upon the Quran by Ahmad B. Hasan •

Ahmad Sulavmani (d. a.h. 658 = A.D 1259), composed in a^»'

519 = A.D. 1125. For details and other copies see ^^^t'^fj,
Albab p. 89, 0. F. Lib. Pers. Cat. (Bankipore), and frO«^«- ^«

•

Collection, part I, p. 13, No. 210. _ T,,(p(j

Scribe :—Baha'al-Din B. Yusuf al-Qattal al-Ghuri. l^ai

A.ii. 980 = A.D. 1572.you = A.D. 10/Z. -
I

Beg :- ^t l^^- h^ c^O^f J>' L5*^' *^
^^''

(R. S. Lib.)

9.

aU
QA commentar>- upon the first three chapters of ^'^^J^'i^r.u.

by Ahmad B. 'Abd Md. B. Sultan 'All B. Fath-Allah alf'^^t,.
shI. The date of composition is a.h. 1057 = a.d. 1647, as <

pears from the chronogram ^a-Uj »U in the preface, fol- -
'"
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Written in a very fine Taliq, within gold-ruled borders,
Unwans illuminated. The MS. also contains a short tract on
Sufism.

«TT

\

Of

Beg. :— ^^s6 ofc l^jji ^ ^siAii olJ^> &i i^kh sD j-^^Ji

(R. S. Lib.)

10.

A commentary upon half of the second chapter of the
Qufan.

Author:—'All 'Azim Klian (?). Slightly imperfect at
the beginning. Written in Ta'liq. Not dated. .

Beg. :~;'5'^yf ^\^j\ ^^,h^ ^xJSii .j^j ^ Jii

J| AifK^ cjl*'^"'^ '^ U' « • •

(M. Mirza Md. 'All Kfaan Lib., Victoria Street, Lucknow.)

n.

A very old and valuable copv of Persian translation of the

'YabiG commentary of Abii Ja'far Md. B. Jarlr al-Tabari (d. a.h.

•^10 = A.D. 922) upon the first three and a portion of the fourth

pnapter of the Qur'an. The first preface is in Arabic, compns-
"ig about 2 pages, and begins thus :

*•

^'t - c-^^^'

The second in Persian opens thus :

ar,^
^^'^ ^^^^ is written in beautiful bold Ihulh (^) character

*^a the commentary in fine Ta'llq. Most of the beadmgs are

^>tteu with gold in bold Kiifl character. All Jt/a/^ and Rukus
are

beautifully illuminated witli floral designs. The first tuo
Olios are sumptuously illuminated. The MS. breaks off wuh
^^e following words— - U.L V" (^^ ^ (^ "^ ^
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The copy is not dated, but apparently it was written

about A.H. 600 = A.D. 1203. For details and another copy see

Br. Mu8. Pers. Cat., p. 86, and H. Kh., VoL II, p, 346.

(R. S. Lib.)

12.
^

A very extensive commeatary on the Qur'an in two

mes, byHafiz Qliulam Mustafa^ B. Md, Akbar Thanlsarl.*

at he comnosed this work at

the request of some of his friends

:

I

Besides the commentarv the author has left the following

five works

:

L^;* AjjilflJf ^lAx) . AJ;ilftit ^|6-o ^^ -

^j
^^lfl,l| ^A^^ ODU

The following versified chronogram in fol. 3 gives the date

of composition a.h. 1191=:A.d. 1777.

It is divided into eleven subjects :

—

^

Jai .xjlfl* - afii . ^^ . ^^i^ .^^j jji5^ - ^5^ 1^

Transcribed from the author's copy in a.h. 1252 = a.D-

1836 as mentioned in the colophon :

,Ty yx^ y^ jt ^ ^;U ^y^

;j>r" •^j ***^ JD rj<5 c^-^'-e'

c-flt ^^ ^^U j\ ^1 vjjIj ^I^

Scribe :~Ghulam Muhjl al-Din B. Hafiz B. Baha'al-W^'

Written in Taliq.
UJ

Beg. :— ^f ^..* ii^^ ^, ^iSi- jipO lii^A^^^v/i «ii ^^
(R. S. Lib.)

I Thanesar, a famous Hindu place of pilgrimage to the north o
_^

,^

(see Vmcent Smith's Akbar, p. 78. and A'tn Akbarl text, Vol. 1, P-
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13.

A versified commentary (in Sindhi language) upon thoM L'^ (chapters 78-114) of the Qur'an, hy Hasliim ThattanI (?).

Written in Naskh. Not dated.

Beg. :— ^\ . jl^xaJLJ. (jil^ j^J^)»^ti)^

(al-Nadwah Lib., Lucknow.)

14.

The second and third volumes of a very useful and ex-
tensive commentary on the Qur'an with a glossary, arranged
alphabetically by Wali-Allah of Farrukhabad, the author of

J^(inkh'i'Farrukhabdd. See for author Br, Mus, Pers. Cat,
P^9596. The author commenced the work in a.h, 1233 = a.d.
1817 and completed it in a.h. 1242 = a.d. 1826 according to
the chronograA in the colophon :—

^1 J v^-^k^l A1.X.J<>—i-^ ^y ^;i; y l^:J !^ e^ t^
H;^ '^»kji erijJUJi j^A^oj vIa-«i aj^ Jl- (^^ Ji-*/!

I r rr
r-^- ^^ )\ ^ ^,^13 ^ ^jU o^r ^^ /. ju't j

t rfj'

Vol. II contains the 16, 17 and 18 chapter.

:

-^ WV oU^< ^^^ ( IV ) . v^^U^ ;ja,i V(jf fcT^ «-^^

Jlaiii

AT \-aj

^^3 ^lA *.;r,: our,^ ^yi
( , A )-j^ v^y^ ^' J^ ^^'^'

^1 ^^^
«« »

Vol. ITI contains the 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,

29> and 30 chapters :-

Aj
it
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city A5L.i^ Aij»l^j^^i ji ( ry ) . ^t jj|^ ^*j^ ^_^iJjJ^^Ji

^&° LS^\ -^i^
( ri ) - c^t^l ^^>^ 'S>Jl!>- J C:lff^ { TA )

-^*=^

p3i* ij:!* ^H^ u jo^ AT ^Hrf oiflAij^
( r- ) - '^^^ cji^y .rt-^

The first volume which contains 15 chapters is wanting.

Written in Ta'llq. Dated a.h 1253 = a.d. 1837.

15.

%\ *^ wiwAJ^ t^J^ y^
Ul

i/a
died in A.H. 907 = a.d. 1501. See Ind. Off. Lib. Cat. No. 13^-

f^o ?,^°*^^r copy see Govt. Ind. Coll.. fart I, p. 13, No. 21o

[A.b.B.). Written in Ta'liq. Not dated.
f

tiJ^*^ l^'i"^ vJAA-^ s^ii iy*sd iii ^«^'

(Md. Muhaddith Lib., Rampore.)

I di.^^

16.

^'UJl .^\ ci^!;L«l

A complete index to all the Avals and EuTcu's of the

i^ur an, arranged alphabetically. x,
Author :—Ibn Md. Sa'id 'Mustafa, known as ^^ ^f^^

Tlie title of the work is a chronogra'm for the date of composi

tion A.H. 1105 = A.D. \m^ Wrlf.f^r, \^ Nflskh. Not dated.
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Beg. :—<iM«jt u::^i5>*/« ey-a^i. ^ijj>*» ^^^\ *iJJ| j ^^a. ivelsuc

(R. S. Lib.) ^

17.

The peculiar characteristics of eacli chapter of the Qur'an,
oy an anonj^mous author.

Written in Arabic Naskh. Dated a.h. 700 = A.d. 1300.

Scribe :—Yahya Md. al-TusI (?).

(M. A. Barl Lib., FirangI Mahall, Lucknow.)

Be

III.

Traditions.

18.

J ^ (J
^

A very extremely valuable versified translation of the

collection of the forty Hadith, by Mir Shaykh B. Nilr al-Pin

^^"^uranl, composed in a.h. 929 = a.d. 1522.

.
The illumination on each page is noteworthy for its beauty.

*\ntten in very good Ta'hq. Dated a.h. 1221 = a.d. 1806.

bcribe :—Ashraf 'Ah Kli

Beg. :-_^^ ^,^, J, ^^^ ^^^j^ J a^^ ;^^t ^^ i>*^h

J

(R. S. Lib.)

19.

1

<-M^
A collection of '40 Hadith with a Persian translation by

°°e Hakim Sufi. Written in a very good Ta'hq in a.h. 10.>.-» -
^- -1629. The first folio is wanting.

(Mahbub Yar Jang Lib.. Hyderabad.)
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IV.

Theology.

20.

m)
;sJL«J! l>Laj

A commentary on the famous Arabic theological work

\j
a—> «xilAc A.D.

1310). Commentator :—Burlian Miskin (probably Mu'in, see

No. 15). Composed in a.h. 914 = a.d. 1508 in Hirat as men-

tioned in the preface, fol. 4 :

S!_^ *A«J|t iXji j^ ajU*-j _A= ^;t Ai*" ;<>
^

Written in Ta'llq. Not dated.

I

Beg. :—J\ S.'yJ\ J*^ ^^6i\ aD ^^i ... S.^^^^ c;'*
'^^ ^^

(R. S. Lib.)

j^-3X,

<jo!5*Jl sXy

A collection of 130 principles of theology, by M. Nasr-Allah

B. Shaykh Nizam. Composed by order of 'Alamglr (a.h. lUbJ-

1119 = A.D. 1659-1707). It is divided into a Muqaddamah,

5 Babs and a Khatimah. Written in good Ta'liq, witluQ

gold-ruled borders. Dated a.h. 1123 = A.D. 1711.* Thefly-ea^

bears two seals, one of 'Alamgir, and anof ' nx.-^^^n^^rM
Azad, foUs. I and II, highly illuminated

Beg. :—4i,Ulr> lixM>l<; ^^^. . ^\io^\ m/ k ^^'^ ^/
jJ

(R. S. Lib.)

22.

_J f

A treatise on the signs and prognostics of the ^^^Jl
judgment and the appearance of Imam Mahdi, by 'All B. Hus

al-Din, knovra as 'Ah Muttaqi al-Hindi ^ (d. -i.H. ^"^^// n'
1569). For author and his Arabic works see Brock., vol-

p. 384, and (No. 32) . It is divided into 4 Fasls :—

4*

t See for 'All Muttaqi al-Nadwah, Nov. 1910, Vol. 7, PP-
26-28-
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Written in Shikastah-lmiz Nasta'llq. Not ^^^^ ^)j^y
dated.

I

Beg.:—Aift-
^iJi\ ... ^'J-^'O ^ 1^1 ... ui*^^l v; *^ '^==^'

fK. S. Lib.)

I
- I oL*^

23.

A treatise on Isma'ili theology, by Ahnicad B. Zayii al-Din

al-lhsa'i 1.

It is divided into a Muqaddimah, five chapters and

Kliatimali. Written in minute Naskh. Not dated.

Scribe :— 'Ali Asgbar B. Husaj^n Karbala'L

Beg.:—i>»j J.K ^j^«.x)t A5 A:t ... A*^! J^» - **=^'

a

^^'<iv'| c)!>^'

{W. Ivanow's ' collection.)

24.

&ic>i, L_^ «j^b
/^i^i ^'^;

A dialogue between Rajah Jang Badih and his" father on

tphysical doctrines, translated from Sanskrit into 1 ersummetaphysical
at the desire of 'Dara Shukah(d. A.h. 1069 = a.d- 16o8). me

work is divided into eight chapters ( J^ )• The title of each

chapter is given in Sanskrit with its Bersian explanation as

f
foiloAvs :—

f

U lift .V

..... - ...» ..iLuJ »J 1

.J.
Written in fine and minute Nastaliq. 5^?f ^^SeK.

•Alamgir's reign = (a.h. 1087 - ad. 1676). Gold -ruled boiuers.

Lnwan illuminated. Scribe :—Riipchand.

.i. A,^^-
^- ^^»^^«' is a Russian traveller. He had a collection of

«an MSS. acquired in Persia. He came to Calcutta m 1914-

#
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Beg. :

—

^\ • lj^j\ cjli-^l^ J (1^^ *^ '^k l^^ ^ c; ^ *^^}^ ^ ol^xsuo

(M. A. Basit Lib., Hyderabad.)

25.
w

A work on theologj'', by Fakhr al-Din Awrangabadi.

The author composed this work at the request of some of his

friends at Pak Patan, which contains the tomb of the celebrat-

ed saint Parld al-Din ' Shakargange (d. a.h. 664 = a.d. 1265).

Written in Ta'liq. Dated a.h. 1277 = a.d. 1860.

Beg. :

—

... Ji i^ij ^}^^^J< <^ii i^^ j •i'^.w

(R. S. Lib.)

V.

SUFISM.

26

A work on religious instructions and precepts, by Md.

Isma'll B. Mas'iid 'All, known as Sajan LahUrL composed in a.h.

771 = A.D. 1369. Scribe :—Rahim-Allah Akhimd. Written

in Ta'liq. Dated a.h. 1166 = a.d. 1752.

Beg. :—»>-^f iya,^ ji iS Lh- J je yi\^=>^ iJ^t^'^ J cr^^

(R. S. Lib.)

I

- o-l t>^^

27.

An anonymous work on Sufism without autlior's name.

From the following note at the end the title of the MS. and tne

name of the author might be inferred :

\ Ic _^ .Afii^l <>*»'' ^' -'

(^jr ^
In the preface the author says that on the 6th of S^^f"^

wal A.H. 871 = a.d. 1466 when he was going througn

Sarwa
1 For Farid al Din's life see Khazinat alrA-^fiya {by Mafti Gh"'""^
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^cU ^l^ ^U 1 of Md. Shirin Mag^ribi ^ (d. a.h. 809 = a.d. 1406)

,

he was so attracted by its beauty and utility that he deter-

mined to write one on the same lines as the above work.

Written in elegant Taliq. Dated a.h. 935 = a.d. 1528.

(M, A. Basit Lib., Hyderabad.)

28.

An extensive work treating of the daily prayers and otlier

religious observations, etc., bv 'Abd al-Ghafiir B. Md. Sharaf,

known asLutf Rasiil (?). It is divided into 21 chapters, which

are subdivided into 108 Fasls and the Fasls into 51 Fawa id

( ^!^' ) and a Khatimah. Written in good Ta'liq. Not dated.

Beg. :—y^sujUi i^li^ Lvl?u-.^ ^1^ ^Vj\ y^y. (^' iJ^

•

(Mata Parshad, Nawazgange, Lucknow.)

29.

A rare and autograph work on Siifism,by Jamal al-Din(?).

Written in Nasta'llq. Dated a.h. 1150 = a.d. 1737.

Beg. :— 'J\ ^j^xlsJl ti*^ ^*=- *^

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

30.

^.
A work on Sufic doctrmes, compiled by H^^^i^?^^^^, ''^

Qinnawj. It is divided into a Muqaddimah, 17 Maqasid and a

41iatimah. Written in bad TaTiq. Dated Ilachpore, a.h. iix^

= A.D. 1701.

Beg. :— j^«^=p..c *j j^^ *j ^j=^ i^k <y!7^ ^ ^^-

^l4^l^/iAJUtj^t5^^f»U^I

(R. S. Lib.)

cod'
•'^°'" '^"'"-^-/i^an l^uma see Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 866^

where

Py IS mentioned to be without author's name.
' I'or Shirin Maghribi see same p. 633«. and Sprtnger Cat., p. */ •
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31.

An autograph eijistolary collection of mj^stical subjects ad-

dressed to the followers of the Qadirl order, by Baha' al-Haqq

Qadiri, Amtten by his own hand in the time of Md. Siiah (a.h.

1131-1161 = A.D. 1719-1748) :—

aJG Aj^jla^i ^] 0.5.T &«y ^\y_ &x)U dl~U eji^il* ^^./
•

Ht

2(U^lj »U t>^:s^ ... oifei*- Y^

Written in Shikastah-lmTz Ta'llq. Dated Shahjahanabad,

A.H. 1138 ^ A.D. 1725.

Beg.:— e,l—^ ,_iJU) o.SJisu ii**? ^^t

(R. S. Lib.)

J| ^ I
^ji J*^

32.

i

A treatise on Siifism. bv 'Ali B. Husam al-Din al-Muttaqi

al-Hindl (d. a.h. 977 = a-d". 1569). (For his life and works

see Brock., Vol. II, p. 384, Nadivah 1910, Vol. VII, VV- ^^
and for another Pers. work see Pcrs. Note (No. 22}. The chap-

ters are arranged alphabetically. Written in a good Taliq-

Dated a.h. 1287 = a.d. 1870. '
,

Beg.:-aJl3 ^.,Uf ..vii ^^ ..... ^^JLJ) -; ^^ ^^'

U j/

Jl ^ yjA *-.^ t>^
(R. S. Lib.) ^

^.

33

;y-
A work on Siifisni according to the doctrine? of the^ -^^

order, by Sufi B. Jawhar Jhanjham. Written w tine x

Dated a.h. 1066 = a.d. 1655.
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Beg. :—«"
Ij c^^s^i^ ^J^ ^\i. oT >5^T"- •) (*^J U)^ «vi^

ufl^;>> ;lj.^5(| a^lli^J JH^ 0.«.! *JU; t/^l (J";^- J ^'"^^

(R. S. Lib )

34.

JU ! J.U-^
*«

A very instructive work on Sufism, composed in a h. 82o

A.D. 1421.

Author:—Md. Ja'far al-Husaynl al-Makkl (d. a.h._89I -

A.D. I486). For author and' his other works see Kkazvnat ai-

Asfiya, pp. 402-405, where from the following quotation ;t ap-

pears that the work v/as only promised, and was not seen b}

the author of the Khazinat al-Asfiya :-

U.. Xv ^^ ,

For another work entitled Bakr al-Ma'dni by the same

author, see Ind. Office Lib. Cat. No. 1867. Written m ordi-

nary Nasta'liq. Bated a.h. 1194 = a.d. 1779.

Beg. :- ^'( e>>- -^-i. ^V^ J ^^*="^^' ^"

(M. A. BarT Lib., FirangT Mahe''. Luckaow.)

35.

A treatise on Sufism, bv Sufi Shanf Jhanjhanll?).siiTr?',. It is

jl^t

,
It appears from the colophon that this ^vork was transla

''-^ni Hindi into Persian. , ^ .,-, Bated
Scribe :—Sada Shanker. Written in good la uq-

^n. 1159 = A.D. 1780.

% -( J,' ;P= ^f ) ... ^i''"^- -'i c^*^
^'^ '

^
. . . ^^^ ^if^ J"

(M. A Bari Lib., FirangT Mahall, Lucknow.)
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36.

A very valuable copy of the well-known religious tract of

the celebrated saint 'Abd—Allah al-Ansari al-Haravi^ (d.AH.

481 = A.D. 1088), consisting of pious invocations to God and

exhortations to Silfis, and is due to the penmanship of the famous

calligrapher Sultan *Ali al-Mashhadl.^ It is dated a.h. 921,

and is remarkably noteworth}^ for the exquisite workmanship

in its illumitiations and decorations. It has acquired an addi-

tional value bv virtue of the notes written in it by the Mughal

Emperors Jahangir (a.h. 1014-1037 = a.d. 1605-162S), Shah

Jahan (a.h. 1087-1069 = a.d. 1628-1659) and the celebrated

Abd al-Rahim Khankhanan.^
(1) On the fly-leaf at the beginning, Jahangir, in his follow-

ing note, says that he received this valuable MS. as a present

from the Khankhanan in a.h. 1023 = a.d. 1614

:

For another autograph note of Jahangir see O.P. Lib. Cat.

Vol. I, No. 151.

(2) The above note is followed by that of Shah Jalian, in

which the Emperor says that the MS. was received in ms

library on the very dav of his accession to the throne, viz. tlie

28th day of Jumada 11, a.h. 1037 = a.d. 1627 :

1 For 'Abd-Allah* al-Amari's life and his works see Brock.
,

'Vo};}'

p. 433, Br. Mu8. Pers. Cai.;^ 349, Ind. Off. Lib. Cat. Nos. 1778-1.)'".

Jkhfa' al-QnnW
, p. 53.

s 'All Mashhadi, who was called ' Sultan ' or Qiblat al-Kuttab on ac^

count of his mastery in the art of penmankhip, is acknowledged to na

brought the Nasta'liq handwriting to perfection. He died according^
the Mir'at al-'Alam in a.h. 902 ^ a.d. 1496 and according to the ^a"

al-Siyar in A.s. 919 = a.d. 1513; but both these dates are incorrect ai

anachronistic, as the ResUlah under notice was written in A.H. ^^\p,^^

M^i
See Br. Mus. Pers. Cat. p. 573", Columbia University <^«j- \^i j,

}

fol. 12o. Hurt, Les CoUigraphea et Us minituristes de TOrient wj'^^^fjj

?? o. ~^P' Martin, Meisterwerke Muhammedanischer Kunat, \'V
23, 31, Munich, i9I2, and O.B.D., p. 391, and Pers. Notes No. m, ,

note I^o. 1, and No. 239, foot-note No. 2, and J.A.S.B. 1834, Vol.

p. 12, for the hfe and other transcriptions of the calligrapher, , ge
3 l^hanldianiin also had a magnificent library at AhnQadat>aa.

^^^
eat lover of MSS. and paintings. See for his hfe Ma a

;MS. copy of the jf.S.B Lib.)X\. 480. O.P. L^b. Cat.,yol

d Maqalat-i-Shibli, v. 135.
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For another autograph see O.P. iift., Vol. I, No. 93.

(3) 'Abd al-RahIm Khankhanan, the celebrated noble-

man of Akbar's Court, in his note written longitudinally on the
flj'-leaf, gives to understand that he became the owner of this

MS in A.H. 998 = a.d. 1589 :—

cjLiMl ^b ^LL J Ji^ ow-j^ . JS^^ 8;l3iiJ ^jb AiUj ^^cjj; ji ii*

For another autograph see 0,P,Lib. CaL, Vol. I, No. 93.

The^ MS. also bears the seals of Shah Jahan, 'Alamglr and
the Kliankhanan. It is carefully preserved in a splendid
binding.

I

^^Z''-—J^ ^.J ^l^ij^ ^'^. ^\ "^y J^ aD J^sJf

(R. S. Lib.)

f - oj'3^

37.

tjU^o * It>Aw; aJ\**>\

This is a collection of sayings of Ahmad Sarhindl FaruqI.

better known as Mujaddid-i-Alj mm { ^>^ ^ . - . , >

1034 = A.D. 1626), a celebrated Darvlsh of the 11th century of

tne Hijrah and a disciple of Klivvajah Baqi Naqshhand oi Delhi.

It appears from the following colophon thatMd. Siddlq Badakli-

^11 collected these savings of the Mujaddid, who addressed

them to his disciples in his rtikaf oKi^f ^ in

1610 and that Badakhshi wrote it, as he says :

AD.

^i^^\ t^ ^_^^ ^t^fil , gjj ^ . a.,^L ^iUl ^*^' c.--'^'

C^ ^jU*J| ol-^; ^4^ >r J ^{^Ij Wl^ J^l ^^«i/^'
^^'

[^n,.].^2~3 wii
^;^<L: 5lf

?^J ?^^^'^g retirement in a mosque during the last
*«»J^^^J

°g the
;,^t of Ramadan

; during which time the worshipper does nofje^e
^^^

r"^"n and m performing the ceremony of Zikr, or tne i

'^'^es and praises of the Deity. (Firfe Hughes's Dictionary

p. 222^.
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For Mujaddid-i-Alf _
Asfiya, Vol. 1, pp. 607 and 609, and Md. Siddlq, p. 483.

Beg. :— ^^t - 'i^*^! j, Wl J ^^\

(M. -AH Husayn Lib., Kucha-l-Madrasah-i-A'izzarh, Hyderabad.)

38.

A rare and old tract on Sufism, by Rashid al-Din Md.

Bidawan. The author composed this work in the monastery

( »la:i^
) of Jamal al-Din Jurjani in a.h. 846 = a.d. 1442.

The work is incomplete and breaks, off immediately after

the 10th Section (^^^«*i)j). Written in a

Undated.
i

Beg. :—^ Ui - e.liUJJ| ;lyl^ ^U^^^ eJ?*pj,y c5^l '^ -=^'
.

fMuUa A Basit Lib., Hyderabad.)

39.

A short psvchologico-mj/stical tract without authors

name. It appears from the preface that the work is a trans^^'

tion from the Arabic original. The colophon shows that tn

MS. was transcribed from the autograph copy of Ahmad

Md. B. Ahmad al-Bavabayaki, better known as Ala a

Dawlah al-Samnani (d.' a.h. 736 = a.d. 1336). See pazmi

al-Asfiya, Vol. II, p. 288, and Ind. Off. Lib. Cat. ^o. u—
p. 1073a.

For another copy and details see Bodl. Lib. Cat. No.

Written in good Nasta'hq. Not dated.
,

Beg. :- ^1 .^j^ u.>lh) 13 ^i-.|^ ^^ ***^'

(M. A. Bari Lib., Firangi Maball, Lucknow.)

40.

Lives and teaching;^ of Sa'dl Lahurl, 'Abd
^^^-^'^''"^J^

Salmi Nishapurl and Savvid Adam Binniln Naqsh^'^".^^^'^ ^y -^^^

'Umar B. Ibrahim al-NlshapiJrl. Written in Ta hq-

dated.
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a.

Beg. :— iij3\ii^h ^^L.h ^.^UjU >.U^5|i^f^ ^^3 ^^ .x^sJi

(Shah Md. Muhaddith Lib., Rampore.)

41.

A work on Sufism, by *Isa B. Qasim B. Rukn al-Din B.
Ma'ruf B. Shihab al-Din, better known as 'Ishqi al-Shuttari al-

Qadiri, who lived in the year a.h. 997 = a.d. 1588. Defective
at the end. Written in elegant Nasta'liq. 'Unwan illuminated,

within gold ruled borders.

^.>S'.5, Lift, has a complete copy of the work: see Pers.

Cat., p. 56.
1

O/

Beg. :

—

4^A*j j^jo;«j il«AJt iV i^.3j|

/ (M. A. Basit. Lib., ChSdarghat, Hyderabad.)

42.

An autograph collection of Persian letters, by Mir Sulay-

man, known as 'All Qnli Klian (?).

From the following lines at the end it appears that this is

an autograph copy and was written for one 'Aziz Mirza Md.

fiadi :

—

Written in fine Shikastah-Amlz Ta^iq. Undated.

{'All Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

43.

A work on Sufism based on several reliable works enumer-

ated at the beguining and divided into two parts.

Author :—'Abd al-Khaliq B. 'Ata-Allah al-Ansari.

Written in neat Nasta'hq. Dated A.H. IIU =
\^-^^]^f-

i have seen another copy of this work at Hyderabad in tne

possession of a book-seller.

(Mahbub yar Jung Lib., Hyderabad.)

i

44.

^•U5! c:sUyC

reUgious subjects

bitten by Sayyed 'All B Md. B. Ilyas Afghan GharghashI
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shun (^j^^j^). Slightly defective at the end. Written in

good Naskh. Not dated. ,

Beg. :—J\ e-tjy^'** y'i^ ^^\ d^^j .... ,^JU| vj ^ ^^^1

(Shah Md. Muhaddith Lib.. Rampore.)

45.

t*
.ijjS^

A collection of thirty letters, containing spiri_tual_ admoni-

tions addressed by 'Abd al-Jalll of Lucknow to Miyan 'Ashiq Md.

Written in Ta'liq. Dated Jalianabad, A.ii. 1145 = a.d. 1162.

Scribe :—Khalll B. Md. Shakir B. 'Abd al-Rashld.

Beg. :—y t t>;il( J d-l^^'r (Jii A^i> i_c)^ J>» ch')^ JV *>

(Shah Habib. Haydar Lib., Kakuri.l)

49.

A famous treatise on the principles of Sufism by ™^

Allah B. 'Abd al-Rahim of Delhi (d. a.h. 1176 = a.d. J

/^
Written in Ta'lin. bv' his son 'Abd al-Qadir ^ (d. a.h. 1^4^

A.D. 1826) :—^-UXii ^ALa-o ^^t )i>^\ ^'^ ^^' '^^'^ ^^^^^ ^'^

1187 = A.D. 1773.
I

JU

Beg. :—o^t^ **ir errll
*^^-t C^^' <^^^ ^ ^^^

(R. S. Lib.)

if

VI.

Prayer

47.

A treatise on prayer, by Niir Beg (?).

It is divided into 4 Maqalat

:

i For ShJih HabIb Haydar library see my Urdu article, P"^^ ^, of

the Aligarh Institute Gazette, 13th Marrh, 1918. For aJ^oP°° ^

Kakfiri see Distr. Qaz of Lucknow, Vol. XXXVII, PP-J.^^'' ,99
i See for 'Abd al-Qadir's life Tazkirah-i-'Ulama-i-Hma, p-»-
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ijih ji^"^ Lh^ u^j^ 3 J^^^cji (r) J^ J ^1* eHl J^' ji (I)

*!?"'* *i^.5'j <:?^'^-^ f*'^*
>** ^^'^ ^^«ij U*)^ J V^'^ C^J-'^J'^ (I")

tjth c^y (^^^ '^^'^^ J ^ij"^ J u^ J "-.

It appears from the following line on fol. 1786 that it is

an autograph copy. Dated a.h. 1221 = a.d. 1806 :—

Beg. of preface - Jl I; ^3^'l^ <^^Uyo ^Ua»)^

Beg. of text :— j^su cu-l j.,*-^ -^ i:yJ ^ *^i >-^^t lii'-V

(R. S. Lib.)

VII.

MuhammadAN Law

48.

pUI ij^^ ^ ^UsJl aJl)

A work relating to the legality of music, by M. Nur-Allah
B. Md. Muqim al-Din of A'zampiir, composed by the order

of his spiritual guide Shah 'Abd al-Rahman in a.h. 1244 = a.d.

1823. It is divided into a A^*a^ and 3 it^^[ which are sub-

divided into vl^^f. Written in clear Ta'liq. Bated a.h. 1255

A.D. 1839.

Beg. :_«J ^iJt^ y:iJ, J ,LiJJ| «i ^j'^\ ^*^ -^^

,lftjJ| ) ^Wl
(Hafiz Ahmad 'All Ivhan Lib., Rampore.)

49.

A Persian translation of Muhammadan law from Arabic,

by Ghulam Husavn of Ghazlpore. Written m bad la liq.

i^ated A.H. 1232 ^''a.d. 1816.

Beg. t-Jf i^^
^ ^y , ^. *. ^^ ^>^ ^ '^

(R. S. Lib.)
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50.

^LaiJl iiJs

A versified work on Muhammadan law according to tlie

Hanafite School. Author unknown. Composed in a.h. 785 =

A.D. 1383. The author commenced the work at the age of 56

and completed it in five years. It is divided into 335 Namah

and the number of verses is 15,200, as appear from the follow-

ing verses :

—

^ iAi^ A^li :^J—L ^j^ ^i, ^ji> K^.j^j-*^ji\ Jy

^\i,J (.U*3 f^LIUi ,j^ ^^\y ^M jU^ «l?^ Jl-

ft/o
^^<^i *f v::^}jy^* J^-l^ ^ u^J^^t J^ ^^

^i/ ^ ^ o^^_^ J—w j.i,;/ ji urij-^t *—** ^'

,f e»l—kj| iiCy—e 4'«IJ >>•«' fi^i cJ*"

i *-i

790

P

Namah 4 and 5 contain eulogies of Firiiz Shah (a.h. 75--

..- = A.D. 1351-1384) and Nasir-al-Din Mahmiid Dihlavi |a.

A.H. 757 = A.D. 1356). Written in fine Ta'liq. Another in-

complete copy is also here.

Beg. :-^t- ^^j J-' iJ^k r^ r^t^^^ ^^^ '^''

(R. S. Lib.)

51.

^t^\ isJ^

A collection of legal opinions, arranged under the u.

^
headings of the Muhammadan law books, by Ma. A
*Abd-Allah of Mu'minabad, Composed in a.h. 978 = a^d^ ^

^^^^

It is an autograph copy as appears from a note m t

phon:

JL-Jlf '''^ sai'y^t ojj JUJ| J (jiijf ^^ ^n«3 iJJt v^ j^- r

Written in Naskh.
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Beg. ;

—

^J^Sa*' o*j^ - ^Js^l^L^ (Ji'^J^ lii^^ J^flU IJ|^ L

^*y*^ J ci^r*^ 1*^*^ cu£>^ U (^(ilLixi^Jf aU/ 6A£ ^i yXA5| ^5^^

(R. S, Lib.) " ^ - '

52.

jj L^ i^jl:^

A collection of Muhammadan law compiled, as stated in
the preface, at the request of Md. Sliavbaiii Kh
Siwarizm (a.h. 912-916), by 'Ali

Scribe :—'Uthman B. Ghaybl. Written in Naskh. Dated
A.H. 912 = A.D. 1506. An index in a different hand is prefixed
at the beginning.

Beg, :—.t_j^p #liJb J Ist^s ^yUj Aj ^ As i^tj) Af
ts''^'^^

'^'^^

(R. S. Lib.)
J

53.

A versified treatise on the law of inheritance, by Siraji (?).

<-omposed A.H. 725 = a.d. 1324. Dated a.h. 774 = a.d. 1372
as stated at the end :—

^J-y< f>^^ ^^\ ^f^L ^Uk>c^^ y.T ^ii-iji

Written in Shikastah-lmiz Ta'llq.

(R. S. Lib.)

54.

'All 2 S^^^*^^® °^ Muhammadan law by Md,

1 1 OA '^'i- Shah of Bahraich in Guirat. Coi

Latif B. Md.

in Gujrat". Composed in A.n.

^ = A.D. 1708. It is divided into 20 chapters
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Incomplete; wanting 10 cha]3ters. Written in Ta1iq

Not dated.

Beg. :—3t t/:»f \y^ *U-S(t c>iT fX^ A' i:,y^A^\ v; *^ '^=^^'

(R. S. Lib.)

lobf

VIII.

History.

55.

A general history beginning from pre-Islamic times without

any title and carried down to the year a.h. 970 = a.d. 1562.

The name of the author Ghiyath al-Din Muhammad Jami

appears on fol. 1, In the preface he says that he was in the

service of the Emperor Humavun ' till the year a.h. 950 = a.b-

1543 and undertook to write the history after his demise whicti

occurred some time after a.h. 964 = a.d. 1556, as appears from

the following quotation

:

3^^Jh J5;ij ^^ ^^^K ^; »U J o^-a^ o^i^^^ i/^^J ^y'J ^

t»t; y:; Tt*' ^^'^^f cJ^kl^ «U 4iJ;*-= ^l-i^lj ^^^

JSU^I. e;^U ^^:r.< cu^Ai^^l W^ t^^* c5^3^A-^t -?
ci.l^l?^**l '^^^'^

iJl ^l\jSii w^ JSUS' J a-l^; ^^ «a- c^;l*^'
tt

The history commences with a short account o
^^^^

prophets, kings and philosophers of pre-TslamIc times,

follows the history of the Islamic period in which the ai

^^^

gives laconic descriptions of the Prophet, his successors a
^^

Imams; and a tabular account of the renowned perso^j^

Sayyids, learned men, nobles, ministers and celebrated

poets who flourished from the 1st year of the Hijrah to i^^i

a.h. 970 = A.D. 1562, as appears from following passage

.

,j^ o^.^;.l i^j^_j ^t^\ ^y^y Ji- -o^ '-l--* ***^ *^^

literary

I Humayun (a.h. 9.37-963 = a.d. 1530-1555) had a
f-^f^^^n'^

»

taste and was very fond of books and MSS., inasmuch ^^V j^-^i^^r, p- ^V
select library with him even during expeditions. See ^^^ c Hui"^>""
(translated by Annette S. Beveridge). An autograph noie

^ ^^^ ^o the

will be found on the margin of a copy of Dlwan-i-HuH oei b .

O.P. Lib. See Cat. Vol. I, No. 161.
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,cAUo wJ^ ^|yt^j.^Li»-0 J S^^)J^J *tj-^l J ''J^ ^ Of^Ua^ Aio^]j AjI^l^

The narrative breaks off at the description of Ibn Husayn
Mirza who died in a.h. 919 = a.d. 1513.

The author has made use of a great number of books in

the compilation of his work. The following are among them :

- ij^lji\ ^sJ - i^ki\ kJi^S - w^Ji aW^ 'j^^ Vi^ iSj^^ fO^

«;i^j «;i^^ »*^-^

The MS. was transcribed in the year a.h. 919 = a.d. 1513

when the author was alive

:

[ ^ fair] i^j^F^ 1 M ai*- cJ^--il! ^ t-yt j-^ ^J <V

From the following note on the fly-leaf it appears that this

ilS. was in the possession of one Liitf-Allah in the year a.h.

996 = A.D. 1587 who gave it to his son Shah Husayn for preser-

vation as a legacy :

—

I

^
From 1-206 foils, written in neat Ta'liq and the rest in usual

^^ nq. Headings are in rubric.

^eg. :-^ yi oJi^ 31 aT
t)
^4J/ u-^ajj A^^ j c/»l^ j/^

(Diwan Fadl-i-RabbI Lib., Murshidabad.)

A rare

jur^

56.

^mams by Md., surnamed Kazim, composed niA.H. Hi* - a-u.

y 02. The author seems to be identical with the author of the

''(irh-i-Nam.nh.,\-Pni;.^7 r^^nfinnnrl in Er. Mus. Pers. tat.,
*'^'n-i-JSamah-i-Fatiml mentioned in Br. 3ius.

f
«"

^rf'
^- 708a, where he gives his name as Haziq and refers to tlie

present %york as one of his compositions.
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m

Written in a fair Ta'liq. Not dated, but aj)parently 13tli

century of the Hijrah. There is another copy of the same

work. Headings are in red-

Beg. :

—

d\ j^L&^ ^Laj| jix^] %Ju\h) isu^si^ ^i^t^

(Imperial Lib.)

57.

jUJljL

A.H. 1098

A biographical work by Yar Md. B. Rajl Kamman, born iu

1098 = A.D. 1686 in the reign of Aurangzlb (a.h. 1069-1119

A.D. 1659-107). It contains short notices of prophets and

saints. Most of the latter were inhabitants of Kol (Aligarh),

among whom was the author's spiritual guide. It was com-

posed in the time of the Emperor Md. Shah (a.h. 1131-1151

= A.D. 1718-1738). See fol. 7*^ of the MS., and for an account

of the author's life see MS. foils. 247'' to 249^-.^ ^^^j^i.yjj. .-> iiic ftCC lYXO. lOilS. ^'±/ L<J -i'it' .

From foils. 1-53 and from 71-368, i.e. the last fol. the

pasted parts are not readable.
The MS. is defective at the end. Written in usual Ta liq

Headings are in rubric

.

i
Beg. :—o^s^ jb ... ^ Uf ... ^.Ui], e^UJf v; ^ "^^^

.yt^ j^t; tr?
IS

(Cambridge Mission Lib., Delhi.)

(Bought for the Government Coll. in the A.S.B. in 1917-)

t

58.

A valuable and old copy of a history of the Prophet, 'Ali

and their descendants, by Abii Md. Husayn B. Abu Au

Hasan Sabzwari. For author see Amal al-Imil, p. 37. and ^
Mus. Pers. Cat, p. 758. » Written in good Ta'llq, within coloiu

_

ruled borders with an illuminated 'Un^^•an. Not dated, H'V

rently 16th century.
Scribe :—Hafiz Md. Baqir al-Sharif.

Beg.

:

(Imperial Lib.)

• For another copy see Catalogue of the Oriental ^^^^-/^^Ku Nevf

King's College, Cambridge, published in the J.R.A.S., vol.King
Series, p. llo'. No. 58.
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59.

This work contains the story of the prophet Solomon and
his wife Bilqis, and a short narrative of the prophet David, by
an anonj^mous author. 'Unwan illaminatedj written in Ta'hq,
within gold-ruled borders. The MS. contains 18 Indian minia-
tures. Dated a.h. 1260 = a.d. 1844.

Beg. ;— u)\ - j^to^ »U^l^ »[^byi5 i^xs ^Uij (3.3xxj js*^.

#

(R. S. Lib.)

60.

jiisj^ls^ ^A^U ^^J3

A rare and valuable liistor3' of the kings of Oudh from

Nawwab Sa'adat 'Ali Klian (a.ii. 1212-1229 = a.d. 1797-1813)

to Md. 'Ali Shah's accession in a.h. 1254 = a.d. 1838 :—

f^J^ <J^ e>>iU*. ^ty ^jjj C-5j }\ cJ^^jA Cj5I^'=^ y ^^^as-x)

- ,z^^3^^si cu^A J C5^ J <^^ ^^>^ J jL>t^ J^^*^ ^y^

The author describes those contemporary events to most
of which he was an eye-witness, and which were omitted by the

author of the Imad al-Sa'adat, a history of the Oudh dynasty,

l^rought doAvn to a.h. 1216 = a.d. 1801

:

j^ cr^ o^ J.^^ y cjLlJlp c;Ui^^ Lrft^lr- J ^^'^

u,/C

Contents

:

(r)
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(jJLJl t^[Ajj ^i^ji (-15^ v.^;^ j^i^ i_:|y t^l;f «>Ji-**^^0 (r*)

^^^|^*»^ ejl^ ^*^*«l <X^^»-^ ^jOJ( ^^^^-o ^wwSfc J w^-J ^i (d)

j^^ c_j|y cJ*^^T ^y^i-* <^I; ejt^'^ aliJ'jf ojtj J ^^A^ ^i^t

AjjLmo ^^^A ^
j^l^ AJjjJt alsJi ,^M*Jf y3^ wty ^f;T ^i-^ (v)

cA^ cjU^*^t ex^^f ey^^j^ ^Ijf ^yj wl^ ^y c*?^ (A)

^^ yJLc ^.4.«| ^^la. ,^,.4^; £ij*Ls. cj:U| iiMs. hL ^^^f (l)

•^-^ ^f ij^ y «-iiJt iailA. u;«^ *i^ J (_r^J c*^ >>=>''j^

*^j^| t;;Jt*J <-;|y ej^ Uiij^ J iJjC>^\ Jlsue ^l,0-^
AA^S" (ll)

b"ilo ^^\y (j.;li^ ji AijJi »-ft^f vfyy^^ *:!yt ^r-flf^y'^ (f)4«

t5-^?^ JJ J ^>; J .i^ J ; t>ik aLo ;i J^ yj/

'^^J i^'^ )^ t^O. Af lyU.^ jj^j ^ii^ ,>Wa: jT^ (tr)

j^^i v^'-' J^i^j u-!?/;^ Jy*^ jb/ vfy ^^;^

Ai)J\ iU* ,yu^ ojtj^ Al^y^^^ 4^(5^1 (_fjli t:^ ^^i^JI OV

Written No date

(R. S. Lib.)
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61,

Sw**^!; 0«>^suo vft*u CL:^/U. jt> • J v(j

An interesting MS. containing an account of a journey
undertaken by the Emperor Md. Shah to a place called Muktesar
[jr^^ )- The journey commenced on the 23rd of Muharram,
and ended in Jumada I, a.h. 1150 = a,d, 1737, and" it was
imdertaken with the object of shooting and hunting as well as
to punish one 'Ali Muhammad Rohilla :—

The date of the journey is indicated by the following
verse, which is a chronogram : see fol. 2b :

—

Author :~Anand Ram MuTchlis (d. a.h. 1164 = a.d. 1750).

For author and his other works see Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 997'',

ajdforNawwab Md. Klian, consult Mr. Beale's O.B.D., p. 58.

Written in Shikastah within gold-ruled borders. 'Unwan illu-

niuiated. All headings are in red. Dated a.h. 1158 = a.d.

^ '45. Autograph copy :—
i

'^^'Jji:>t^i Ai« ciTjUJl ^Ui^j ^^y^^ i^ )iyc\ ^\j '^=«^l ^
*^^ ji) J »au«f ^^iZ ^s.^ ^jL.^j .ji^^j isj^^ J »^^^ -»

The work contains two miniatures of good style, to be

lound on foil. 32a and 39a.

Beg. :—l^j J cv^o J ^yfi JU (.i^».)i ^^».^ ^>i- 3

(R. S. Lib.)
*"
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62.

>
A detailed history of the prophet Moses, by Mu*in al-Din

Md, Amin al-Farahl (d. a.h, 907 = a.d. 1501). He is the author

of many works, e.g. Ma'arij al-Nubuwat, Rawdat al-Wd'hln

^^£ryi &^j^ - 5^il| ^j[^ etc. Offi

Caf. No. 605. Two copies of the work are in t\\e A.S.B. Lib.

Vide Pers, Cat., p. 23, No. D. 75. Written in ordinary Ta^llq,

without date, apparently 13th century.

Beg. :

—

^1 ^.^js^j tJ^4^J ^^

(Imperial Lib.)

Iwf IL')

63.

^^.

A history of the Prophet, the twelve Imams and the fourteen

martyrs of Karbala, bv Md. Nadir. Probably this work was

composed after the ifth century of the Hijrah. The date of

transcription given m the colophon is without year (3rd Rama-

dan, Tuesday). Written in fair Nasta'hq, apparently I2tli

century of the Hijrah.

Beg. :— ^1 ^Lb ^ jLjUi j J^^IS^ , ^\yy <^Uj' j,
.i^

(Imperial Lib.)

64.

jU-i
*•

account
A history of Muhammad and the early Caliphs with an

ant of the Caliphate ,of Imam Hasan and Mu'aviyah; bj

Kamal-AUah Md. Pir Siddiql, composed in a.h.^
1185^=,aJ).

1771. The work is divided into 25 sections ( cUi ).

m usual Ta'liq. Not dated, apparently 19th century.
I

Beg. :— Jt ^^^5IJU iVl*^l^ ii^*^l*^t ^J ^ ^*^

(Imperial Lib.)

contains o

*i

65.

History of Farrukhabad. See for details Br. Mus. P^^^'

Cat., p. 959&. Written in fine TaTiq.
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66.

Autobiography of Md. *Abbas Klian Afghani B. Md.
Ziyarat-Allah, poetically called 'Ahhas, who died in a.h. 1188 =
A.D. 1774. Vide Alchhar al-Sanadtd for Abbas Khan (where ex-

tracts from the autobiography are also given), part 1, pp. 373-75.

Written

Beg. :

—

^ 3aM} iJ.xj Ai'
i^

^HILjK 6ajj is^'^ ^ ^^^ *^^^

(Hafiz Ahmad 'Ali Khan Lib., Rampore.)

67.

A history of the early Caliphs chiefly treating of their

merits, qualities and distinctions, by Wahid al-Din Md. better

known as Mir Klian, composed in a.h. 944 = a.d. 1537.

Written in careless Ta'liq, apparently ISth century. •

Beg. :— J, ^Ij^ ^c;U ^{^j Ji y lij' J '^

(Imperial Lib.)

68.

A detailed historv of the reign of Nawwab 'Umdat al-

'Umara; who ruled the Carnatic from the begmning of a.h.

1210 = A.D. 1795 to A.H. 1216 = a.d. 1801, with an accomit of

the last year of the reign of his father, Muhammad 'Ah IQian,

the son of Anwar al-Bin. It also contains a summary of the
--L I _ 1 • 1_ - C \ rwT mV\

(

his

«i A.H. 1235 = A.D. 1820) and a full geneology of the family.

Author :—Ghulam Damin, who composed the work m A.H.

1235 = ^\_D 187*}

For another copy and details see Ind. Off. Lib. Cai. Xo. 502.

VVritten in fine Nasta'liq. Dated a.h. 1281 = A.D. 1864. = A.D.

lo28.

Beg. :— .1, JU j\^ <^tAio \J^
# ^ ^

(Ahl-i-Ialam Lib., Madras.)
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69.

A valuable copy of a history of the Prophet and the tweke
Imams, by Ahmad B. Husayn ZawAvari. It is an abridgment
from the Ahsan ahKihar of Md. B. Abl Zayd B. 'Arabshah al-

Husaj'-nl, and was written by order of Shah Tahmasp Safavi,

A.H. 930-984 = A.D. 1523-1579.
Md. Baqir Khwansari, the author of Eaivddt al-Janmt,

saj^s in p. 407 :

V^ U^ A^iJ ^ySj . isL^ d,Lo lJt>ip .juxf JjtOi* L-jli^ ^
«U ^itUt j^l U51JU ^^ ^l4fcVt i^h --^li>^ J j^^'l e^--^'

Written in Nasta'liq within coloured ruled borders. The

headings are written in red throughout. Dated a.h. 1244 =
A.D. 1828.

Beg. :

—

iJ.S oj5/c Jj ^\ ^iU ejlsvx-s* dS ^Jti^ '^^^

(Imperial Lib.)

70.

UjiJ\

This historical work is the third Daftar of the Bahr-i-ZaJcfi-

fchar, a historical encyclopaedia. /

Author:—Md. Rida poetically called ' Najm' who suc-

ceeded his father as the chief minister of the Delhi Court in

A.H. 1227 = A.D. 1812. From a note on the fly-leaf it ap-

pears that it is an autograph copy :

Al^f Ju ^lilf^i ^^ [^j ^:^ a^^ ^JU ,j^t ^^s^ %J;13 J^

The marginal corrections are by the author. Written m
good Ta'liq.

(M. 'AH Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

71.

travels.

Memoirs of the author's forefathers, and of his life an
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Author:—i^hmad B. Md. 'Ali B. Md. Baqir of Isfahan,
composed in a.k. 1224 = a.d. 1809. For details see Br. Mus.
Pers. Cat., p. 385.

Written in minute Ta'liq. Not dated.

Beg.:— J fli ^ sk^^\ *J;j ^^*^h <J*^ <^^t <iU <^=^^

(S/ed Zayn al-*Abidin Lib., Murshidabad.) *^

i^yo

72.

A valuable history of saints and prophets, by Mahmud B.

Ahmad B. Hasan Faryabi (d. a.h. 607 = a.d. 1210). For

author see Berl. Lib. "^Ar. Cat. No. 8771. The name of the

author and the work are incidentally mentioned in the Br. 3Im.

Pers. Cat., Vol. Ill, p. 1030". Written in clear Ta'liq, withm

coloured ruled borders. No date, apparently 17th century.

Beg.:

—

iJ^ >^j^k ^ \yji^3\'^ j^ Kj^S^ i fjr^"^

(Imperial Lib.)

IX.

Biography.

73.
I

An excellent and valuable collection of biographies of

ancient and modern poets and poetesses, by Rajah Ratan bmgH

Bahadur, poetically called '' Zahhrni " (d. a.h. 126/ = a.d.

1851). He was an inhabitant of Lucknow and was the hnan-

cial minister of the Nawwabs ; but his property and tamiiy

^ere at Bareilly.i His titles were Munshi al-Muluk iaklir

al-Dawlah Dahlr al-Muluk Rajah Ratan Singh Bahadur

Hushyarjang. For his life and other works see
^V/f^^^l^^''^-J.

P- 591, Br. Mus. Pers. CaL,No\. Ill, pp. 962a and 10966 and

Beale's 0.5.Z)., p. 426.
. i . i i-fi

This is the 2nd Vol. of the work.* It contams abo ut i,nt>

notices arranged in alphabetical order, and begins witli i.a.^*;.

1 He left a big library, in which there were "^^ny printed books and

»bout 2.0U0 MSS. (see Br Mus. Pers. Ca«.,p. %^^ ^^""^^ ^^^.T^lnZ
belonging to his library have been purchased by the Government of India

tuT ^;be A ^ Ti

,
^ I saw the 1st Vol. of this work in the possession of Mata Pershad.

* ^^ok-seller, Nawazgange, Lucknow.
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Written in fine Ta'llq. Illuminated 'Unwan, Dated a.h. 1239

A.D. 1820.

Scribe :—Ghulam Husavn.

Beg. :—;Js-^c>ti?^^Uijl J *i^^U cJ^f^tj i^^ioT ji [ i^U ]

(Gorl Pershad, Mashakgange, Lucknow.)
^K'^ if

74.

Short lives of the holy men, who form the filiation of

the Qadiri order, from the Prophet to the author's spiritual

guide, hy Muhammad 'Abd al-Rashid Qadiri al-Kayravani.

Composed a.h. 1150 = a.d. 1737. For author and his other

work see Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 361&. Written in Shikastah-

Amiz Ta'liq. Dated a.h. 1193 = a.d. 1779.
Scribe :—Md. Mustafa Q

I

(R. S. Lib.)

75.

!t>j*-J
*» •

9]C>KyJ\ 3,»sO

Shaykh Q
^1-Din (d. A.H. 840 = A.D. 1436) and Shah Mina (d. a.h. 870 =

A.D. 1465) of the Chishtiyah order, by Khwajah Kamal.

Composed at the request of his son in a.h. 1016 = a.d. 1607;-

t>i}l {jfi^\y} .io^A jsU ... A^jJ^ Ai^j^i »L» ^.)^ji

*^^j - »^^ t>v jija J ^j^ j^ c>iu, j^ ^j^ ^ ... j^

ft liJi-Ji
***>^

A.D. 1761.

Scribe:—Gharbidas. Written in Ta'llq. Dated a.h. IH^

--^^ .j^,azinat al-Asfiya for Qiwam al-Din and Shah Mma,

pp. 378 and 389, and Distr. Oaz. of Lucknow, Vol. XXXVU,
p. 214.

Beg.:—^_^U c^ljjU ... «^ ^ S^^i , ^j^ '^*^'

(R. S. Lib.)

h

!
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76.

««

«

JUs:J
•*

Life and sayings of Shaykh Md., known as Siulli Mina
(a famous saint of Lucknow), (d. a.h. 884 = a.d. 1479).
Author :—IVIuliyi al-Din B. Husavn al-Radavl. Written in
badTa'llq. '

...
Beg. :—w"^ (j3(^f:^t*« o5lla.^ *$" f^ <«*JL^ y« i_'*'"b^ cr'-'^

(R. S. Lib.)

77.

^lotSJl jtftsJ

Biographies of the Persian poets of the Deccan who
flourished in the time of Asafjah I (J^l l^ ^-^f ) Nimm al-

Mulk Mir Qamar al-Din Klian ( J-^ ^>j^\ j*S ^^ wJOJi ^l^
)

who died in a.h. 1161 = a.d. 1747_at Burhanpore). See Nafd'ij

d-Afkar, p. 47, and Khizanah-i-Amirah , p. 35.

Author:—Afdal Khan of Aurangabad. Composed a.h.

1165 = A.D. 1751."

Written in Nasta'liq in the year a.h. 1185 = a.d. 1771 for

Asafjah II ( JC »U O^f ) Mir Nizam 'Ah

= A.D. 1803)."

Beg. :— iJf 4^i^;l3b iJjjS^^j'^

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

78.

vkS^I y^ll i^
J" J"

Short biographical notices of the companions of the Pro-

pnet who narrated the Hadith :—(1) ( V^ V^ ) *®^ ^°"\'

Pamons, (2) traditionists who are known by surnames, arranged

alphabetically,
(3) traditionists who are known by their

ft^unyas,
(4) wives and daughters of the Prophet.

The author nnTYir>r»a«irl fViic! work bv the orde
ir

^".o, i^'^j wives ana aaugnters oi tue riupucu.
The author composed this work by the order of Mir All

Nawa'l', the enlightened minister of Sultan Hu. of Persia

ici. A.H. 906 = a.d. 1500) as mentioned on fol. 2 :

\^ov -All Shir NawaVs life see Ha636 «^-5i>r, Bombay edition

•III. Juz 3. pp. 217, 231, and 243, Oueehy, Notice*, p. 50, and Elliott,Vol

^^^'ory of IniiaTidC. 1^^^. 527.
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J^fi^^\ jlAJtylL - i^Al, .^t ^ j^Jj( <>jUj »^U oV OMkai^^j c>jf

-^ -p

u^l ^5^1 *-i:?r^' v^?y (^ ^V ^*^j^^^ ^^ [u^j] *j1^^3I 4.5*^ L5-*^-=f (r)

Chapter IV is divided into 3 Fasl

:

Beg. of 1st Fasl :—^^*JJ\ j.1
- u^j^^ ^^}j /^ (0

Beg. oi 2nd Fasl :—Ai\ )y^ *^^. ^ ci^Ljlau* /^ (r)

Beg. of 3rd Fasl :—j^t^^ "i-tis:^ *^ v£,l^l»-^ 3' cj'^ ^^I^^

Written in minute Ta'llq. Valuable copy. Fol. I is want

1^

ing, Fol. II i3 highly illuminated.

Beg. of preface :—t^-^-jJl j ^J^^ C^ ^' (^^^ ^ r^'
"^^'

-^
(R. S. Lib.)

79.

Another treatise on the same subject, by '^^^'^^^^,,„ni
*Abd-Allah al-Husavnl, called Murshid B. Asil al-Husa) j
Composed by the order of Mir ' Ali Shir ' Nawd'l ' (of Harat ;

•

Lib

- CS'J

W*Vl '^ (/t (ji-' J t5*^^J U^ C5^l^=?^ -^^'^ ^' '^
- 4/jj>>^t A^l^) cH aJ^'i "^ '/^'

'"** ^
.

^ . ^ _

TTsB iss**

i For a brief description of the city of Harat see J-^-"'

Vol. Ill, p. 9, and Mu'jam, Vol. IV, p. 958.
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The purport of the MS. is same, but is different in arrange-
ment. Arranged alphabetically as he says

;

%:^^\ d^ ^-xy ^Jjj^ vHti;^ ^A^^ ^Ul w^Mi cJ^^ (^f/^ j'

i:^ ^Mj ^1 Jf ^i^\ J^J2^ ^f ^S' 8ji^ «^^-c 5j^xf jf (j).i:j» fci/=^;d J
I

C^ &f ^j-fjlty 8>^ c,t^j| 05^^ v^y^ "^Jl^'j^ ot^j^ jA* ;A

Written in very bad Ta'liq. Not dated.
Or

Beg. of the Preface :— - tJl S^i^t ^ e^' (>»'r*^) ^ '^*J'

Be

(R. S. Lib.)

80.

A short collection of biographies of the thirty Persian
poets of Qa'inat or Barjand. Arranged in alphabetical order.

Qa'inat is a village in Persia situated between Mashhad
and Sistan.

Author :—Diya' al-Din of Qa'inat.
Written in* fine Naskh. Dated a.h. 1330 = a.d. 1911.

Copied from the author's copy, who is still living.

Beg. :_,^L«
^j^( ^^j^} ^^ ^9 ^J.^\

^jljij /t^;J^

t ^i— ' ti-y^ ^J*"^ tJ^^^

(W. Ivanow's collection.)

81.

A verv rare copy of the short biographical dictionary

Persian and Indian poets, arranged alphabetically.

Author :-Katib Safavl Mohammad 'Ah. ^^^^P^^f,,;^
^•H 1225 = a.d: I8IO; according to the chronogram on the

page -.

Cy^y <^\^ j,U jAOJ oj^y f»^ ji^^ ^
,0

The author deals with those Per^^ian poets who are not

tioned in the Makhzan al-Ghara'ib [ ^}y^^ ei>=^] 0^ ^^>"'^
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'All Khan. Hashimi of Sandilah, mentioned in Bodl Lib, Cat.

•)jjt^\ ik^
Mus

hj the order of the said Sultan Muhammad Mirza, who adopted

the poetical title of '^ Tulu'i " (t^^^J^i), as stated in the pro-

logue :

^JJ^^ y^:s\^ ejLlaU ... ^=^ jjc^ J^j^ ^:^ ....... j^**^

Ailfl.X^ ^iS A*i^ 13 j^xugJ Oj,jSU oi;lSo^ I; <^yO j«! «i;tO^ «ii5Jj

«v«Uj ^ ^IjmJ»J\ iisj ^^ 4*^1-^ t^^— ^5-*^***^' ^;*^ c^'*'
/^-^

Written in beautiful Ta'liq. No date.

Beginning of the preface

:

Beg.:—JU^f <^ ^^^^^:ji/ d>.^^^ AS' ^ili*^ iJjJm\ (ci^l)

End :—yt ^^a^ i^^^^i-. u^ j;^ cr^J-* '^^' '^"^-'
i*'-^^

-^'
^'^

(R. S. Lib.)

82.

ithoutShort biographies of the poetesses of India, wi

author's name. Written in Shikastah-lmiz Taaiq. Dated

A.H. 1182 = A.D. 1768.

(Haji Hablb-AUah Lib., Nillore.)

83.

nj3

An extensive biographical dictionary of Persian poet
^^

ancient and modern times, composed during the time

Muhammad ghah (a.h. 1131-1101 = A.D. 1719-1748) as d^

tioned in tlie preface

:

/«A Jjuj ^lALlj! i:^_;a.llcj 4yi<AaJ;>o '^fyti ^^^ j^*'-l tr^*"" ^ '
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i^£M^ A^ t/*AJ( ^JU5^
C^^^"^

l^X^lvj

The author comiDilecl this work after his ^i cjI^^ fl^ (com-

posed a.h. 1191-3 = A.D. 1777-9)

:

J

The work is arranged in alpliabetical order. For autlior
aad his other works see Br. Mus. Persian Cat., p. 10245 and
lOol", and Elliott, Eistonj of India, Vol. VTII, p. 184.

Author :—Muhammad Qudrat-Allah of Giipamii in Oudh.
Transcribed by Hkfiz Gliulam Muhyi al-Din B. Jan Md. for

Muzaffar 'All Klian Bahadur. Written in fine Ta'llq. Dated
A.H. 1218 = A.D. 1803.

Beginning of the preface :

—

cja^ (i)>»-* ^-^ '^ e^t^

End:
• M

( (^'^^j*^ ^

hand.
There is another copy in this library Avritten iu Sji.ikastah

(R, S. Lib.).

81

t>RJl CLjfJi

Biographies of some saints and pious women, most of

;^om belong to the Oiishtivah order, bv La'l Beg. Written m
Ta'liq.

end.
in »/

Beg. •

^1 - &^j f; ^^^C:^ l^i- ^j v>U J It^' c^
'^^

(R. S. Lib.),

85.

I

li^' c;d^J' v^L^*--^ L^*-^ "^^-^-^

mJt.^^^ on the science of tradition illustrated with bio-

i^es of some eminent traditionists, by Md. Ja'far B. Sayyid
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Jalal B. Maqsucl 'Alam Shahl, poetically called "JalaU " (d. a.h.

1085 = A.D. 1674). Composed in a,h, 1077 = a.d. 1666. The

following subscription suggests that the copy is an autograph

of the author :

^ I

JcA^lfiJf a'jIJi lxxx]\ ^x\S Aa^-'SIi «3aAJ| {^si Ai-l^/o ikUlS ^^ ^y

I

«

Kiyij^A J U^d^\ ^^51' j-^^ 5>^.i ^i«Jf 10^ ^:?li^ CJ-* ^It^
I

^^oJiiJt .yAv, ju ^^iaxi^f ^ i*^y^'-?
*{;*^fj r^fj h^^j ^

For author and his other works see TazUrah-y' f'^?fl»'»-'^;

Hind (by Ramadan' All), p. 214. Spreiiger Cat, V- 445. ana .

Pers. iSfote (No. 135) for his Ruhatyat.
, i, 4 S£

An autograph copy of the Dlwan of Jalall is in the .i-
•

Lih. See Pers. Cat., p. 106. It was once in the possessw''"

Tippu Sultan Xi6.i (a.h. 1196-1213 = a.d. 178l-l/y»j as i

pear.s from a miniature seal on fol. \h.

(M. 'All Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

86.

^ ! ; Ii;l >j-
of tb^

An autograph copy of the biographical notices
^^^,^^

famous men of Bilgram and other parts of India, oy ,_ ^^

'AliAzadBilgrami (d. a.h. 1200 = a.d. 1785). F^r ^etaU^^V

Sfrenrfer Cat, p. 143, and Ind. Off. Lib. Cat No. 68^. ^^

Agra. Written in minute Shikastah-Amlz Ta'hq-

(Hakim «Abd al-Hayy Lib., Amlnabad, Lucknow.)

' For Tippu Sultan Lib. see No. 2T0 foot-note and I^?.
„f

published in the Aligarh Inst. Gazette, 1917, May 16, and ms^i^ u
n^

and Tippu, p. 313.
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««

87.

Biography of. Shah Ni'mat-Allah Wah, abridged from JamV
Mujidt of Md. Mufid Mustawfl B. Najm al-Diu Mahmud Yazdi.
See Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 2076.

Author:— San' -Allah Nrmat-Alldhi as stated in the MS.
See fol. 9 :—

®r^ *r ju ^i , ^^^j 1 ^ ^ ar ^^^ ^ ^jL.

Al^i o>**i 4^3Jf jy »U Jji ^y.!^i^!^ ^^Jp^ ^:h

^^ »->wi^,f j^b^ v^ir e.i*ti.^;^ »^_v_/ ^»i£ ^sij
c,':!' rt^

1

t ^Ij> i^xiji &}U^
^J£,JJ oj'a*:" w«^''

^**^ *^' ^"^ ^^''*

Written in Shikastah-Amiz Ta'llq. Dated a.h. 1281 - a.d.

1864. Scribe :—Md. Sadiq KirmanT Nr jmt-AlM'i

.

Beg. :—J| ^IJ j^ ^\xS, ^^iu« c)'^^**."^ ur^^"' -H^--^ -'^-''

(W. Ivanow's collection.)

88.

A very valuable (!opy of the notices of poets who flourished

«^uring the reigns of Jahangir, ghahjahan and 'Alamgir, by

^>luha,nmad Afdal ' Sarkhush ' (d. a.h. 1126 = a.d. 1724). Com-

posed in A.H. 1030 = A.D. 1681. See for details Br. Mm. Pers.

^«;-> p. 369. The MS. was transcribed three years after the

author's death bv the order of Anand Kani ' Mums (a.h. lib*

= A.D. 1750). The MS. contains many small miniatures ot ex-

<=eilent style, a^nwan illuminated. ,_,.
VVritten in perfect Ta'liq. Dated a.h. 1129 = A.r>. i^^t^-

Scribe :—Md Mah ^
i

This copy was in the library i of the Emperor Muhammad
^^^ (A.H. 1131-1161 = A.D. 1719-1748). It bears his seal.

Beg.: ^f| -jkLi ^^ 3 ^ViU JSsS J^.^ , '^^. (^

(R. S. Lib.).

(AB n^o^S *^« J-e'gn of the Emperor Muhammad SI>ah,^ad

WertVJ^'^ = -^-^ 1735-1747) carried away with
'^^'^^X Sum to

"'Penal hbrary of Delhi along with enormous treasure on lus retu
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89.

Short biographical notices of 53 eminent savants and

poets of c^^y, ii)'«»!^, O-^^', C^l^^V J'^T, .^iA,
i^jj;,

e^y:, (su:, J/

and ^A.!o. Composed in a.h. 1245 = a.d. 1829 at the request of

Md. Baqir-al Miisavi al-Husayni in the reign of Fath All Shah

Qachar ;Ub" »!^ J^%z^U> (1212-1250 = a.d. 1797-1831). The

date of composition is expressed by the following chronogram

at the end :

—

Author :—Muhammad 'Ali B. Md. Tabataba'i. Written

in small Persian Ta'llq. Dated a.h. 1247 = a.d. 1831.

Scribe :—Md. 'Ah Bazzaz Isfahanl.

Beg. :— iJt - \) Lfjr^.j^^ ^> AJ^ ^^ b'-^^^
"^

(R. S. Lib.).

90.

Lives of the great mystics and of some celebrated lovers,

by Sultan Husavn B. Sultan Mansur Baiqra (d. AH-^^^'^ro'
1505). For details see Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 3516. The iVi^-

is noteworthy for its fine and beautiful illuminations, it a^^

contains 52 beautiful miniatures of the Persian style, i^

valuable copv once belonged to the library of the celebrate

'Abd al-Pahim Kliankhanan in a.h. 999 ='a.d. 1590 as ^vouw

appear from the following note on the fly-leaf at the De^

nmg

:

ft^l

lit*

Persia. This Imperial library has been preserved by the Mu ^^\.f??PO
as their most precious posses.'^ion (see Martin's Mimature tm'!'

^^^gs
Painters of India, Persia and Turkey, Vol. I., pp. 58, 77. (^Jurai-

hbrarian (savant) of Md. Shah's library). , , i,„ collected
After Nadir Shah's plunder books'^and MSS. continued to oe

^^^^
by the royal family, in as much that a decent library was f"'*^! '

jjets oi

this collection Oholam Qadir, the Rohela Thief carried a'^ay » "^^ _. ^,p.

books and MSS. in the reign of Shah 'llam II i^-^- }y^ 'a Ellio'''

1806). (See 'Ibrat Namah, by Fe^ir Khayr al-Din Md., ana

History of India, VIII, p. 249.
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It was subsequently transferred to the librarj^ of Badr al-

Dawlali Shuja' al-Mulk Muhammad Sa'adatmand KJian Baha-

dur Asad Jang, the grandson of Shams al-Dawlah Ghazanfar

Jang/ m a.h. 1263 = a.d. 1846, as appears from the following

note on the fly-leaf of the MS :—

Beg. :

—

3jj
*^^a>o ^_vsub

| r*ir a^^ *^=»-^fc5«>^^3'^*^f^^'^

<U»>e *jjjsj| ^xA\ i^fy (^jf t-^a. *^^l ^jjl^J li^li- i^-* Oii^*-- t>*3uo

(R. S. Lib.).

91.

^0! ^

Life of Shah Dargahl Naqshbandi of Rampore, by Imam-
al-Din Klian B. Gliulam Husayn KhanB. Gluilara GllanI Khan.

The author was in the Court of Amir al-Daivlah Md. Amir Klian

Bahadur, Nawwab of Tunk. It is divided into 4 chapters.

Written in bad T=allq. Dated a.h. 1236 = a.d. 1820.

(Hafiz Ahmad 'All KhSn Lib., Rampore).

92.

Life of Shah Madar'^ whose original name was BadI' al-Din.

He was one of the most popular saints of India, and died in a.h.

^40 = A.D. 1436. The author of the work is 'Abd al-Rahman

Cbishti (d. A.H. 1094 = A.D. 1682). See Br. 31us. Pers. Cat,

P- 361*, India Off. Lib. Cat., p. 333, 0. P. Lib Cat. (Bankipore),

jnd .4.^.5. Lib. Cat., p. 40. The title of the work is given m
tae I'.^t catalogue as Mir'at-i-BadVl.

. j i,
•

Scribe :—Hasib al-Din Ahmad (Head Maukvi IVIadrasah-i-

Jalaliyah) K For Hasib al-Din see Rawa'ik al-Mustaja, p. 4.

Khan
""o tounded the pity of FarrukhSbad in the name ot nis patrou .-.^

|«Jperor Farrukh Siylr U.h. 1124-1131 = a.d. 1712-1718). g^adanjr Jang

J
«d m his native place. FarrukhSbad, a.h. 1156 = a.d. 1743. ^t

J
he age

« nearly eighty years. See farikh-i-Muhainmadl and Br. Mus. Pers.

^°'- pp. 986 and 960
*or Shah Madar see Aln Akharl text, VoL II, p- '^- .y^^

X0.25T''' -^ladrasah-i-Jalaliyah see my Notes, Vol. XIII, 1917 (Lib.

2

3
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L

Written in fine Taliq. Dated a.h. 1304 = a.d. 1886.
I

Beg. :— - ^' ^t"^^ ^^3 ^^^\ J^ c^^f aJJ ^sJi

(Imperial Lib,).

93.

A work on the merits of 'All, the 4th Caliph, composed m
A.H. 1050 = A.D. 1640 in Birar.

Author :—Sikandar.
The author attempts to prove the superiority of 'Ali over

the other three caliphs.

4 »fyo mir'ai and 4 4^^;. ruhu.

Scribe :— Mir Sadr al-Din al-Husavni.

Muq

Writt
1699.

Dated a.h. 1111 = a.d.

•^eg. :

—

. jj l^j fc^Aii/c ji 1^ <y*3. Jj-i

(Wajid Husayn, Lucknow.)

94.

• »• *

y^XJZ ^] i^ ^^sla j^j^

A poetical anthology, with short biographical notices of

poets, composed a.h. lie"! = a.d. 1748 (see the chronogram m

the last verse :—^Ux, ^ ^^^13 j|^ ^ ).

» t 1

1

Author :—Mardan 'Ali Kjian B. Md. 'Ali Klian Bahadur

with the Takhallus '' MiiUila'' (JU>>c). The anthology i^

alphabetically arranged, and begms from fol. 2&.

The present copy was written in the time of the author as

appears from the colophon :

IfiJ*.jK j\ Ar jU^ji, ^j^^j,^ ^, ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^u^j),

LSJ

Mim if) (^ For

full details see Bodl. Lib. Cat. No. 379. ,, -„

The author is wrongly called Md. 'All lOmn (the author

father s name) in Bodl. Lib. Cat. by Dr. Etlie.
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Written in clear Nasta'liq.

Beig. .—k^\ ijiyd^j'^ iif*^ e)WL^ip sS <^a*=v ^Uj^ ^sJi/o

(•Abd al-Husayn, Lucknow.)

95.

A short biographical dictionary of the Hanafi traditionists,

by Md. called Khawas Klian al-Hanafi al-Qkdiri al-Qarashi al-

Madanl al-Bljapi!ri, who flourished in the time of Farrukh

Siyar (a.h. 1124-1131 = a.d. 1712-1718). The work contains

besides the various traditions such as »?'«j^, ^rV'^^*' ^^^"^^ ^^^'

the Hanafi school, a detailed life of Imam Abu Hanlfah Nu'man
B. Thabit, one of the four juris-consults of Meccah, and foimder

of the fijst orthodox sect. He died in a.h. 150 = a.d. 767.

The title of the work is a chronogram for the date of its com-

position (A.H. 1128 = A.D. 1715).
_It is divided into a MuqaddamaJi, some MiiUmmah and a

EJ^atiraah.

Beg. :—'J\j\xL\ ^^\3^Ji^ ^l^L^l: iS iJb jil^ ^i^ lt^ ^-J^

Written in elegant Naskh.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

96.

A collection of Saql NamaJis of ancient a^^f , °}°^®^^
^ersian poets with their biographical accounts, by 'Abd ai-^aw

^- Khalf Fakhr al-Zaman, composed in the time of the Emperor

Jahangir (a.h. 1014-1037 = a.d. 1605-1628). The author say^

"^ fol. 5* that he coUected these SEql Ndmahs m five years

and divided them in three Martahahs &^j* as follows

:

1
r

*L.
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After this he gives an index of the names of the poets
from whom he has made the selections. An account of his

life will be found on foils. 301^ to 310* where he states that
M ^B ^H ^ —

Khan and the third Martahah
Martabahs

- A.D. 1681). He further states that he himself cornposed

2,528 verses and wrote two other works, viz. Dastur al
"

{^-^\)j^i) and Nawadiral-Hikayat (e^bl^^sJf ,^!J) (com

Fidala

A.H. 1041 Mus. See Catalogue,

p. 10046. Shams al-'Ulama Shibll (d. a.h. 1333 = a.d. 1914) had

a copy of the Maykhanah f&d^K). See MakEti,h-8hihU. Vol.

II, p. 73. The MS. was written in the author's lifetime and is

dated a.h. 1039 = a.d. 1629. Written in minute Ta'llq. One
toJ. IS wantmg at the beginning.

^''g- •— y ( cjT «>J>* ^^t cjl^^ ;o ^1 1-^^

(R. S. Lib.).

97.

•? A _ "AO^ y-SJ

A very extensive biographical dictionary of 1,470 Persian

Quli Khan
Husayn

edin

too'.
" '^•^- ^^^^- The work was commenced in A.H.

1224 = A.D. 1809 and completed in a.h. 1233 = a.d. 1817.

An mdex is given at the beginning. A copy of this work m
twro volumes is preserved in tlie O.P. Lib. (Bankipore), and

Sfrenger^ho mentions this work : see p. 644.

Written
A.D. 1820.

Makhdum Bakhsh " Muraimvat
Dated Buland Shahr, a.h. l^-^"

Beg. :— fj ^)i^^^^ j^u ^^^ ^
,^ ^i^j*^^

-^^^^ C:*'*'

(R. S Lib.).

I
syJJ
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98.

^^jj I ^Uj^^J^\ ^\^
Natural History.

A rare and valuable cosmographical work, composed in

the beginning of tlie latter half of the sixth century of the

Hijra. The author does not give his name anywhere m the

work, but from a passage on fol. 7* it appears that he wrote this

work for Tu^ral B. Arsalan B. Tughral (a.h. 571-590 = a.d.

1175-1193)."

The date given by the scribe, a.h. 125, is clearly an error

:

it should be A.H. 1025' ( = a.d. 1616) ; the zero has apparently

been omitted. The beginning of this copy does not tally_witli

the copv noticed bv H. Kh. entitled 'Aja'ib al-Makhluqat by

Md. B. Mahmud B' Ahmad al-Tiisi al-Salman! (d. a.h. 5o5

= A.D. 1160). See H. 'Kh., Vol. IV, p. 188.
'

The MS. has 21 miniatures, written in fine Ta" Iq, by MO.

Qasim, within gold and coloured ruled borders on gold-sprmkiea

papers with an illuminated frontispiece. . , .

Mr. Beveridge has omitted to note this rare ^^o^k m %s

notice of MSS. belonging to the Bohar Lib. See JM.a.o.

1910 p. 82.
"

(Imperial Lib.)-

XI.

99.

iiyU i^lj5tA ^U ^^^\

Poetry.

Selections from the poems of the most distinguished and

^ent poets of Persia, made by the_ celebrated
poet Mu-za^

?S-
'All, poeticallv called Saib of Isfahan (d. a.h. lOSS - a^^-

1677). The verses numbering 16,914 are arranged m alpha

^etical order. A table of contents in the US. contams the

names of the poets from whom the selections are made. ."5

^«»-^M, Vol. II, p. 13. .Unwan is

. ^old-ruled, written in two columns, ine
'^chly illuminated. Written in elegant Ta'liq.

^lainun
.
Scribe :-Zayn al-Din BahbahanI, better known a. Main

(^j^^), dated a.h. 1099 = a.d 1687.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
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100.

'A
• •••

A very valuable collection of Persian poems selected from

the works of eminent poets. The first hemistich (A^^>^) of the

opening line is illegible. Written in good Persian hand. Dated
A.H. 1271 = AD. 1858.

Beg. :

—

l<^j^ c^^ A^ U ^JJL^ ^^ &fjt

('Ali Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

101.

Selections from the Diwans of the six following famous
Persian poets :-

(1) Hafiz ShirazI (d. a.h. 791 - a.d. 1388).

Beg.:- i^^Uj [J^ ^,^1 ^i'Ui l^f k ill

(2) Kamal Klmjandl (d. a.h. 803 = a.d. 1400).

Beg. :— jur J*! Aiir iS- ay lijf e>^^ C^*"

End:

—

.i .:, ., , x... ,1 .a;
;i i-a)

CS'l XJ <i»«-f; «tj <J -A> ^

(3) Hasan Dehlavi (d. a.h. 727 = a.d. 1326) on margins.

Beg.:— J,\WU\ ^s-,uo Ju *Jltf ^ t

End:
.•,j ^/xi ^^^r o^^ y ^j y

(4) Nasir Bukhari (d. a.h. 772 = a.d. 1370).

Beg. :— o.-,^ ,-^ijj ^x: iT i; tT^^;"^

End :— ^^, ^, e,^L_*-, ^f *^'
v^:!

)*

(5) Md. B. 'Abd-Allah Katibi Nishapuri (d. a.h. 839

a.d. 1435) on margins.

Beg.:— U ^;,.j ^ ^y ^i?a^ *-^^

End:
J ;^-^l^ ^Ij t^^ i/
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(6) Ibn Yamini (d. a.h. 745 = a.d. 1344)
I

Beg :

—

^^—iuo jci ]j—« e)'—?j t5—s^l

End :

—

^Oi^ (^ l5^ ^^'^H ^^i3ji^ ls^^^

The copy is extremely valuable, Avritten in beautiful Xas-

ta'liq, illuminated throughout with gold. Undated, but seems

to be very ancient.

(Mahbub Yar Jang Lib., Hyderabad.)

102.

•• ^/^IjuJI iJjDyi

Hafl

AX) i^Sli),

died A.n. 707 = a.d. 1308. (See Bodl. Lib. Cat No. 749.)

Commentator :—Md. 'Ali B. Md. Sadiq al-HusajTii al-

Nlshapuri. Composed in the time of Sa'adat All Khan, a.h.

1212-1229 = A.D. 1797-1813, Nawwab of Oudh,
Written by the commentator himself as mentioned m the

colophon

:

Written in Shikastah-Amlz Ta^iq. First two foils, are

illuminated.

Beg :-8i^ U J^ xlfih^t J a3^sU*J ^l^)l\ jU ^^c^l ^^ '^^'

(R. S. Lib.).

103.

;
Ua! u^k

An extensive collection of Persian Poetical works of kmg.^

princes, nobles and eminent poets. It is divided into

Fhqahs A» »-•
:

^k cJtoiLk ^^1 .U\i o^L A^jx^ i-ijf^ 'i-^ ^^ '^'^ ^^^ ^
^

«. t>
^ magnificent copv of the Muqana'ai-%-1^ ^Jshiahan and bears

at Benares. It was in the library of the Emperor ^ha^ja
^^^^^^^ ^.^j.

ws autograph on the fiv-leaf and was transcribed !^> .

j
^j.g jife and

Vapher Sultan 'Ali Maihhadl. (See for Sultan 'Mi Masnna

another autograph No. 36 and footnote No. 2.)
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A detailed index is given at the beginning. Fasl I and II

are wanting. Written in finest Ta'llq and Shikastah, within

gold-ruled columns and borders.

Beg. :— 'J\ - ^ J^jl .H*^^^ f*;^
^^ ^:^\

(R. S. Lib.).

104.

( ^U^J ) ^^ »^„j^

Some Persian quatrains written in elegant Taliq by 'Abel

al-Eashid DaylamI ^ (d. a.h. 1085 = a.d. 1674), an eminent

calligrapher of the Emperor Shahjahan's time (a.h. 1037-1069

= A.P. 1628-1659). The MS. bears a very nice picture of the

scribe 'Abd al-Rashid. Dated a.h. 1033 = a.d. 1623.

(lOialil al-Din Ahmad Lib., Benares.)

105.

L^^^ i>l ,»»lvt>

The lyrical poems' of Ahr(d. a.h. 927 = a.d. 1520). See

for details, .Sprenger Catalogue, p. 327, and Sham'-i-Anjuman

(e^^t 5*^), p. 63. The Diwan consists of Ghazalyat and

nine Ruba'iyat. Written in Shikastah.

Beg.:
fj iJ J)^ ^JIJ Jf

J!
CuJl:pA <>^<_^-f

I; &iOi ^**^ y ^^ Jl>* >^l*

(R. S. Lib.).

106.

_ The I.^Tical poems of Haji Lutf 'Ali Beg, with the takhaj'"?

Azar (d. a.h. 1195 = a.d. 1760).
'

For another copy and refer-

1 This celebrated penman, better known as Aqa Rashid, ^*^,,
Bister's son of Mir 'Imad QazvTnl (d. a.h. 1024 = a.d. 1615).

^^^^./^J'j;, f
a Nasta'llq writer of great repute, lived in Isfahan under Shah '^'^'^...

[A.H. 996-1038 = A.D. 1587-16281. He was a-ssassinated at the_ msn^

tion of the Shah, to whom he was hateful as a Sunnl, and ''adgtyenF

Bonal offence. [See Riyacj al-Shu' ara' ) . He went to India where he loun ^
aschoolof calligraphy, and died in Agra. See Turikh Muhammaa^.
copy of Yvsuf Zulaykha penned by Mir 'Imad is in the O.P- 1^^^-

Vol. II, No. 197, p. 80.
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ences to his life and works vide 0,P. Lib. Cat. (Bankipore), Vol,

III, No. 400, p. 219. The Ghazalyat are arranged in alphabeti-

cal order. Written in Shikaatah-Amiz Ta'liq.

Beg.:
b^l ^y, )b^^ ^3j^' cjl^y 3' J^^

';l-^ j\i> )^^—*-* f^i^^^ JS'>^3 ^^. ^
(R. S. Lib.).

107.

Lyrical poems bv Mir Ismail Khan of Madras, poetically

called 'AhiacTi (d. a.h!" 1193 = a.d. 1779). See for author and his

Morks Tazkirah-i-Gulzar (composed in a.h. 1269 = a.d. 1852),

(see J.A.S.B., 1917, Vol, XIII, p. Ixxxii). pp. 22-27, Sprenger

Cat., pp. 307-308, O.B.D. and Tazkirah-i-Suhh-i-Watan, p. 27.

For another copy see A.8.B. Lib. Pers. Cat., p. 103, and my
Pers. Note on Maihnawi Haft Jawhar (No. 219), another work
fey the same author.

Written in ordinary Tallq. Not dated.

Beg. :— l^iUj J Jki ;i ^lii^y ^^ ^\

Lucknow

108.

^ol jjU

.
The lyrical poems of Mirza Ibrahim, poetically called

'Adlmm" (d. A.H. 1060 = a.d. 1649). The author came to

/ndia in the time of the Emperor Shah Jahan. See for author s

""^^ 8ham'-i-Anjuman,^.4.\. Written in Ta'liq. Frontispiece

uluminated. Not dated.

Beg.

:

!,>• ^_^ o c.^, v^-*f vl3 31

• • _ . »
\yi ^\ U jj^ J»Axj 5^ y^ iij^

(R. S. Lib.)

109.

The lyrical

UvM>( tijU><^

ul, of KashiiiJ'''

time of the Em-phatically called " Istigind ", who died in the ime ot t e^«^

^;orJ^lamgir (a.h. 1068-lli8 = a.d. 1651-1706) asnot.cj.jin

^'- Mus. Pers. Suppl Cat No. Ill, and see also Ruz Baushan
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^3^f *^),p. 28. Written

inTa'Ilq^ Some foils, are wanting at the beginning.

Beg.:
^ k:)\^J cjLt; h^ ^"^6 O^^ J^ ;^^

(R. S. Lib.)

110.

A curious but very interesting work consisting of parodies

by Abu Ishaq, known as Hallaj and At'imah (d. a.h. 827 =

a!!d. 1423).' See for author' ^^a/a'^7 al-Ajkar of Qudrat-Allah,

Gupamavi, p. 19. For notice of the work see H. Kh., Vol. V,

p. 248, Sprenger Cat, p. 68, and Subh Gulshan, p. 63. The author

quotes verses from Avell-known poets to each of which he adds

a number of his verses of the same metre. In those verses the

author mentions the various kinds of delicious foods and table

luxuries as ;

—

(
(^a^^

)
•«

«>-fi\«A>o

Oli^^

!>? i:^^*^ c5-j1'^4/^^^[A^^^ r^->^

U ^SK,^ d^kif ^^^jj izJ^^ ^ ^^
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•

C5d'^ L^'^yj'^ &f^^jdis'y^^*^

isJi j.1^3 j^ ^3u j^)jy^k
t

«-ftl.<AA9

Written in Ta'llq. Dated Ajmir, 43 years after the (Juliis)

of the Emperor Awrangzib = a.h. 1111 = a.d. 1699. Fol. I is

wanting in the beginning)

.

Beg. :— ib uSjjj^j ^jy^ {,*£,; JjJU j «j t^V-?

(R. S. Lib.)

111.

A Diwan of ^a/?^, composed in a.h. 1168 = a.d. 1754.

'*or author and his other works see Sprenger Cat, P- 37i.

Another poet Shah Md. Ruh-AUah Avith theTakhalkis of BaE^
mentioned ui the Tazkimh-i-Gulzar-i-A'zam (composed by

-)awwab Md. Ghawtji ' Ivlian in a.h. 1269 = a.d. 1852 see

!-^-S.B., 1917, Vol. XIII, p. Ixx-xii. mv Pers. Notes) was born

f
A.H. 1230 = A.D. 1814. See TazEmh-i-Gnhar-i-A'zam, pp-

132-137.
F

(Haji Habib-Allah Lib., Nellore.)

112.

K n ?^?«^J^^^^^I poems of ' Bnhmi: who died before A.H. 9 J^O

--

Cat ^l^ ^' no*^iced in Br. Mu,^. Pers. Cat., p. 659 and Sprenger

iBanP''^- For details and another copy ^^' f^-^.^^X^^2^;pore), Vol. If. No. 240, p. 161. Written
^J^ 6"

V.^;^,^^

wot? \^- 1^90 = A.T). 1679. ^Some portions of the MS. are
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U u^li. Jf o>A ^}S^ s^ijj^}] i^
Beg.

:

(R. S. Lib.)

113.

Lyrical poems by Ghulam Husayn, poetically called

- Bitdb " (d. A.H. 1259 = A.D. 1843). See for author s Me and

his works Gulzar-i-A'zam, pp. 113-114. Written m Ta hq. ^o

date.

Beg. :— I; cj'y.^ *i^ r^ ^5'/^ 3' T"^-^
^^"-^

(Wajid Husayn, Lucknow.)

114.

The hT^ical poems of :^-Tirza Muliammadi of Akbarabad (a

disciple of Fakhr al-Din of Delhi id. a.h. 1199 -
^-^-^^fl'- p^r

Anwar aUArijin of Md. Husayn of Muradabad, pp. ^^'T.^^^
j^

author's life see Ruz Eaivshan (i^^-^j))»), P- H'*- ^^^

bad Ta'liq.

Beg.:

jX^^ \yo J .vjU y (3^ (V «

^^jOj d^j^arjt t>i3.S' ^jol c:^| 1>

(R. S. Lib.)

115.

A collection of Persian poetical works, ^^^^^^^^^^ ?^
written by Mirza <

. ^ *
^<i

^

Khan, Nawvvab of Ivtuu^uic. jnc i/itio yj^ ^"- -

—

p

gram for a.h. 1227 = a.d. 1812. as mentioned in the pretac

\ ri"^

Written
illuniin

ftted.

Beg.:
Cj^ ^-^U t^jjl y ci-^ ^ t

/t-Jue »i^ j,^ i_^.>ilJ

(R. S. Lib.)
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116.

A Dhvan "by Md. Husavn Tabrizl. poeticallv styled

_^
The Diwan Murtada Qull Beg •= Wala" (d. c. a.h. 1100

- A.D 1688) is on the margin. For life of Wala. see Br. Mus.
Pers. Cat., p. 7966.

Slightly defective at the end. Written in elegant Taaiq.
No date.

^ ^

(Nawwab Ihtisham al-Dawlah Lib., Madras.)

117.

T^f,
^Z^ical poems of Khwajah ^4bd-A]lah, poetically

billed "Ta'id," who died according to the chronogram in

^^mar-i-'Ishq in a.h. 1186 = a.d. 1772 (of this library) :—

But according to Md. 'All, poetically called " Tamanna
"

(author's son), in a.h. 1206 = a.d. 1791 :—
o'0^ uJt;I> ib |da^3 ^jt^^^^ ar <ja5lj ^li^ erO'-i ^^'-J ^

n,Cju
I11^ Of

CLs1*6
»; cjl^^ v.^aT^ <iJ^ jt o/L? tt»fi^ ;f i ^r-^Jv^J*-^^^ "^

li

(Vide ^M6/i Gulshan, p. 79.)
Written in cursive Ta'liq. Not dated.

(R. S. Lib.)

118.

• *

<. J
^-^^ poetical works

•Jurat'' who flnnri«V.«rl

1;^ ^y.^
oetical works of Savyid Ja'far, poetically called

-'ho flourished in the time of the Emperor Md Nian.

^'i-'Ishq, fol. 1656 (of this library). Written m
^^^ ^ishtar-i-'Iskq, .... ._. ,.
•-^ikastah. Dated 9 accession (^̂».- M.r— - tr>^**

Beg. :_ '-' ^ ^^-^-v '^ ^"^-'^ ^' "^
^"

I; ^t ^U ^^f
ti^<' ,>i£ ^=^ VJ '^

(R. S. Lib.)
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119.

The Sufic lyrical poem of Shah Habib of Bukhara as

mentioned at the end of the MS.

:

^^/sik^ ^y^yc aix.^5 ^\yii v^ "^'jrf^ r^^' -^
'^'^' 1*^'

Written in finest Ta'llq on gold-sprinkled paper. Gold-

ruled borders. Not dated.

Beg.

:

(R. S. Lib.)

120.

^..'r cM ^!^"^
^^,

A very valuable copv of a few selections froin the four^i

Diwan of the celebrated poet 'All Hazin (d. a.H- ^ ^^ , -j

1766) , revised bv the poet himself as well as by ^^^ learne i f f -

the celebrated poet 'All QulT Klmn, WiUih ^^^''^^'''r-'^.

1169 = A.D. 1755), the author of the most popular ^^fm^^

thologv Riyad al-'Shu'ara, composed a.h. 1161 -- ^•''^'
y^port

The following subscriptions at the end of the cop> n
the above statement

:

^\^^ J, j.5j jiii j.^^ j.ii^t *l^^i *^ J^' ->

ivi j<y)A a' j_^4A» »**->; _jJ^ J ^^ jju* ^Uii| ij-^ '*^ -5
jSjLflJt

i. • '.Ui

^yi^

jj* ^».>c ijyft U^'lLol J lii«j>^
J ljaai.l-c c^^)^*^' LS^^ ^ '

.

t
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r

Written in Ta'llq. Dated a.h. 1149 = a.d. 1736.

(M. 'All Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

121.

The lyrical poems of Ghulam Husayn, poetically called

Husayn, Nawwab of Shahjahanpiir, who died, according to the

chronogram found in Nawwab 'Abd al- Aziz's poetical work, in

A.H. 1292 = A.D. 1875:

^:j{-1^j:, ^j.j^ jJjj T^yl Jjtj Lr'iij^y

I C-* —-—— ^f

It appears from a note by Nawwab Kalb 'All Klian that

^^^s MS. was entered in the library in a.h. 1280 =± a.d. 1863 :—

aJJ|;U( j^jlislA^b c)lt=P^l^ ^j^^ c;l;Lv- 11;^ >-V

^^^ r^uir] A-va^ <^^3:.ft irA. *i-. ^^i'iJi cs^^i*^ C>^^
—

'
''^"^^

- M* ^fl* e;i^^ «-J^ -i^^^-* - ^^/ C '^•^3^ ^
^^^

(R. S. Lib.)

122.

The lyiical poems of Shew Ram Dass, poetically called

'^f%«" (d. A.n. 1144 = A.D. 1731). See Subk-OuUkan (^"^ ^' P- 141, and for another copy see Bodl. Lib. Cat- No.

rulln r^^ '^P^en^er Cat, p. 154. Written in Tadiq. within red-

»«<! borders. Dated a.h. 1227 = a.d. 1812.
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Beg. :

b *Jl^i J^ >ij^ y fV* JJi^ ^j'. t5*

h ^^^)ji erit ^fj^*! i*- ci^j vz-Asv^ ^^i

(B. S. Lib.)

^^y".,^
4« "^

A rare Dlwan of Khwaju whose full name was 'Ata Mah-
mud B. 'All, poetically siirnamed ' Khwaju' He was a native of

Kirman and he died at Shiraz in a.h. 753 = a.d. 1352. See Br.

Mas. Pers. Cat., p. 620 ; Sprenger Cat., p. 471 ; H. Kh. III.

p. 279; Pertsch, Bed. Lib. Cat., pp.6 and 70, and ^. J^wg^eU,

Mi Agh
AH gives his date of death a.h. 742 = a.d. 1341. See Hafi

Asman, p. 77.

Wanting some pages at the beginning.
Written in good Ta'llq. Not dated. Old copy.
A copy of the KulUyat and five poems of Khwajii men

tioned in Sprenger Oudh Cat., pp. 471-473, three poems in

the Brit. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 620 :—^-l** - ^^^cli JUT -jtySl '>>

cJj^U— ^.^.5. Lib. has a fine copy, dated a.h. 991, and con-

taining three poems i^^i jA^ . ^j^jU* ^^Ua - l^^i J-*^ (see p. 9"),

one Mathnavz ^^Uit <^Ua is Ind. Off. Lib. Cat. No. 1234 and

one Calcutta Madrasah Library (see Cat. Ar. and Pers. MSS.,

p. 108). and has one old Dhvan Abu'l Hasan HaqqanI, bookseller

of Dellii;_for details see Bodl. Lib. 'Cat., Nos. 794, 796 and

Haft As?)ian, p. 77.

(Haj! Habib- Allah Lib., NeUore.)

124.

. .....c.... ^,^.M4-Hafz with the preface

of Gul Andam (d. a.h. 791 = a.d. 1388). Apart from its remarK-

able calligraphy, this MS. is notew orthv on account of the ex-

quisite illummations and the very artistic and finished drawing'

in gold on the margins which displav to great advantage tlie

Abrl paper of those times. There are also eleven miniatures in

excellent style, including one of Akbar receiving three
^^"f^ymen. Evidently the MS. was designed and prepared to

Akbar. Nawwab Kalb 'Ah Klian purchased this Mb. w^

Rs. 50 only, as appears from a note on fly-leaf :— ,

* s

- *i* Al't ^ir eji^ J^ wX' ^.^- - >>- "*!;* ^^^

(R. S. Lib.)

«
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125.

^!^«•

Hafi This copy was pre-

sented bv the Hon'ble Sir Alfred Lyall, Lt.-Gov. of North

Western Provinces, to Md. Mushtaq 'Ali Klian (d. a.h. 1306

= A.D. 1888-1889), Nawwab of Eampore, in the year a.h. 1304

= A.D. 1887. Written by some distinguished calhgrapher in

perfect Ta'liq. Dated a.h. 971 = a.d. 1563.

(R. S. Lib.)

126.

Another valuable copy of the Dlwan-i-Hafiz is in the lib

rarv.

(R. S. Lib.)

127.

A verv beautiful and valuable copy of the above work with

a preface by Gul-Andam. It has short glosses on the margin,

a^d contains 38 miniatures of fine style. Highly il™matea.

Written bv the order of Nur-Allah Ivhan B. Khii<^5 Dad Jihan.

'n A.H. 1217 = A.D. 1802, in Ta'Iiq.

(R. S. Lib.)

128

^, A glossary of the Dtwan-i-Fldfiz^ by Bahliil Kul -B- Mir^

^an al-Barkl of Jalandhar. Composed m a.h. H^- - ^- '

^'19, after a labour of 17 days :—

. ^^i, ju c,Ur't ^>y ^'^ / */*^

Written in Nim-Shikastah by the author's pupil- Dated

^HU40 = ^jj^727."~

f

%• r-c^J^ J »A. ij ^.^*^x, ^^.^ ^*-i ^ '; «^^*-^
w

(HaHz Ahmad 'All KhSn Lib., Rampore.)

^K *;lx.^! j>
*-'t
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129.

ytj! ild! ^ j^}\ ju^^^

A commentary upon the Diwan-i-Hafiz.
Commentator :

—
*Abd-Allah, better known as 'Ubayd-Allah

Chishtl. Written
Q

Scribe :—Dara Shikuh_ (d. a.h. 1069 = a.d. 1658), who
was a disciple of Sayyid Adam Rasdl of Mawara'al-Nahr as

would appear from the colophon. See for details and another

Oft

Eeg- '— ^\ IJ ^y^ ^^h^ ^^ '; c^^j**^ cri^ 3 cr\

V

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

130

The poetical work of Rai Sahib Ram, poetically called

"Khamush " who died previous to a.h. 1229 = a.d. 1812. See

Sprenger Cat., p. 461, and for other copies see O.P.Lib. Cat.

(Bankipore),Vol. Ill, p. 260, No. 432, ^nd A.8.B. Lib. Caf.,p.l08.

Written in careless Shikastah. Not dated.

Beg. :~ L_^^ ^—^ j! t)jd .xil—^ (^J^J*

ÛijLo ^ ^i^ ^^JJ e;^a. ^\^^ ^-At

(R. S. Lib.)

131.

b'b tjU-l^

The poetical work of Mir Dana, probablv MuUa Dana who

engaged in Farrukh Sivar's reign (a.h. 1124-1131 = a.d.

--, ..._ .,..,,^ Klian, usually called 'Abd al-Rahim

"FangM," m copying the Shahnamah. See Sprenger Cat.,V- -l-"

and Subh Gulshan, p. 159.
Written in Ta'llq. Not dated.

{R. S. Lib.)

132.

The lyrical poems of Razi Mashhadi, poetically calie

• Danish'' (B. Mir Abii Turab) (d. a.h. 1076 = a.d. 1665). ^^'
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for author's life, Nishiar-i-Ishq, fol. 252 [of this lil)rary], and

C*^),p. 146.

Written

Beg, :

—

\ye ,i,li—J f^i^i, AJuj ^^ iS ijS ^_c»J >a^»ji.

(R. S. Lib.)

133.

The poetical work of Nawwab A'izz Khan Tarkamani,
poetically caUed " Didah" (d. c. a.h 1200 = a.d. 1785). See,

for author's life, Sham'-i-Anjuman, p. 157.

Written in Shikastah and Tahq. Not dated.

Beg. :— l__^i^xj i^ jt ^^x^i jji uT^i iy

I—t^^i-l) «5>^J^ i:r"^ ;'** "^^^ <i^3

(R. S. Lib.)

1S4.

i;

The lyrical poems of Bachchu Beg, poetically called

larral," composed, according to Sprenger Cat., p. 389, in a.h.

1^88 = A.D. 1774. The chronogram mentioned by Dr. Spi-enger

aoes not appear in this copy. The beginning of the MS. is also

different from that in Sprmger Cat. There are two other poets

^'i;h the Tokhallus. " Zarrah " mentioned in Suhh-Gulshan,

p. 166.

Written in Ta'llq, within red-ruled borders. Dated a.h.

1234 A.D. 1818.

Contents :— o^^^ - lyt^^ and c>k^h

Beg.

:

Beg.:

Beg.
:

(R. S. Lib.)
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135.

According to a marginal note written in a different hand

the author >f these Rvha'iyat is Maqsud 'Alam ^l-c ::^y^'^^ who

was in the service of the Emperor ghahjahan (a,h. 1037-1069 =

A.D. 1628-1659). The author was a native of Gujrat and died

at Lahore in a.h. 1059 = a.d. 1649. See Rawdat Shdhl

(No. 85), Compiled byihis son Md. Ja'far. See, for author's

life, Tazkirah-i-'Ulama'-i-Uind, p. 216, Sj)renger Cat., p. 445.

Written in good Ta'liq. Undated,

Beg. :

—

- \^yi\ o-ij^i ^i; l^ ^J^j^

(Wajid Husayn, Lucknow.)

136.

R/^l Lij
eji?^**

The lyrical poems of Mulla Eida Isfahan!, poetically calied

" Ridar See, for author's life. Sham-'i-Anjuman ( c^' £*" )'

p. 170.

Written in Ta'hq.

Beg.:

(R. S. Lib.)

137.

*l) cJltf.^

The
called

poetically

Mlnai (d. a.h. 1318
Written in Shikastah in the author's lifetime

A.H. 1230 = A.D. 1814.

M m w ^ » *

Date<l

Beg.

:

(R. S. Lib.)

138.

The lyrical poems of Mulla Sati' who was ahye m .-^

1136 = A.D. 1723. in the time of Bahadur Shah (lllS-H-*
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A.D. 1706-1712). For autlior and his works see Sprenger Cat.,

pp. 122, 156 and 560.

Written in Ta'liq. No date.

Beg. :— fj ^iljj c;'i^^ 0^ "-^j! e»i>*^ ^Jjj ^ yt

(Al-Nadvvah Lib., Lucknow.)

139.

U d^j-:

The lyrical poems of a poet with the Takhallus " Samt

identical with Khwajah 'Abd-Allah Sami who was m the

service of A'zam Shah and died in the time of Muhammad
Shah (A.H. 1131-1161 = A.D. 1719-1748) at Lahore; see Spren-

ger Cat., p. 156, and India 0/pxe Lib. Cat. No. 1704.

Wrifff^n in ivTocf^'ii.. ^« ^^i.i-^i-.vinlrlf.fl Tianer. Not dated.

Beg, :— Jt - Vj »T J^ J^ *-*^^ ^J^'^ 45V' ^
(Mahbub Yarjang Lib., Hyderabad.)

140.

c^^j^ d!^^

^ A very interesting copy of a Dlioan of undotted letters.

The poet calls himself ' Sarmad; but he must not be confoundea

^^ith the celebrated mystic Sarmad of Aurangzib s time, a

short notice of whose life is given in the preface of the Mb.notice of whose life _. „
Preface begins thus :— h^ )bi\

A*^ <^

Written in neat Taliq. 'Unwans illuminated On fol. 20a

there are two pictures, one of Sarmad and the other ot L-Dom

t-haud, beloved of Sarmad.

(R. S. Lib.)

141-142.

IU J j\^y d'ji^

Wrongly styled ^' Hilyat al-Kummjt" on the flvle*

^^^ MS. Both the works are bound in one volume.

Writtenin Ta'liq. Not dated.
(1) J^twan-i-Sardar begins thus

of

gins thus :
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(2) Diwan-i-Qassab begins thus :

—

\^^ iS\ ^S^\ ^\^Si, O^t^j^ij ^JjJ KJ^)i>)^.

Probably this is the same Qassab whose Kulliyat was
deposited, in the library of the Emperor Ahmad Shah, in the

year A.h. 1176 = a.d. 1762. The verses of the Kulliyat number

about 3,500. See Suhk Gulshan ( er^^ ), p. 331.

(R. S. Lib.)

143.

The lyrical poems of Mlrza, poetically called ' Sayddat,' who
belonged to the Jamal al-Husayni's (the author of EaM
al-Ahhdh) family and lived at Lahore in a.h. 1100 = a.d. 1688

and died in the latter portion of Aurangzlb's time (1068-1118

= A.D. 1657-1706). See, for author, Nishtar-i-'Ishq, fol. 3345

2^ i-Anjuman ( j^T^l f*^ ), p- 195-

Written in Shikastah within red-ruled borders at the

request of ' Abd al-Rasul. 'Unwan illuminated.
Scribe :—Faqir Muhammad.
Beg. :_ l^bj y J.U ^J ^^ ^f

(R. S. Lib.)

144

The lyrical poems of Salabat Khan of Siirat, poetically

d "• Sayir' (d. A.H. 1137 = a.d. 1724). See, for authorscalled ''Sayid" (d. a.h. 1137 = ^.u. ...^,. ^^^, ^^^ - ,-

Me, Nishtar-i-'Ishq fol. 309 (of this library), and Yad-i-Bam-
Written in finest Nasta'hq. ' Unwan illuminated, goW"

ruled borders.

Beg. :— ^

(R. S. Lib.)

145.

^/

A very extensive collection of Persian poems with a pre-

face, selected from the works of well-known poets. It is d) vn^ea

into 4 mamsam, subdivided into 1,000 Fasls.
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Author:

—

'' Sha'iq'' collected in the time of the Emperor
Shah 'Alam(A.H. 1253-1274 = a.d. 1837-1857).

Written in Ta'llq, within 4 columns of red ruled and gold
borders. 'Unvvan illuminated.

Preface beoins thus :

jU^ J^sjU |*^j c^^jt ^U

Beg.:
)^J3) c>'erf J-i ^'^^. ij^^ Oif j'

(R. S. Lib.)

•#

146.

La ,U't>

The poetical work of Mir Ghulam Husa\Ti with the

Takhallus. " Sha'iq" (d. a.h.1243 = a.d. 1827). The author

flourished under Ghazi al-Din Hvder (a.h. 1229-1242 = a.d.

1812-1826). See Sprenger Cat., p." 509. For a complete copy
see Ind. Off. Lib. Cat. No. 1729.

Written in Ta'llQ. Not dated

Beg. :

^l»> (jU. ^ibj JUi ^ J tr*^3^ h^
(R. S. Lib.)

147.

The lyrical poems of Sharaf-i-Jahan (d. A.H. 968 = a.d. 1560)

^^ith a short prologue. See Sprenger Cat., p. 566.

, Written in Shikastah-Amlz Ta'lla. Most of the fohos areWntten in Shikastah-Amlz Ta'llq.
damaged.

~
Preface begins thus :— ^ j*-^ ^3 J^^*^'

(R. S. Lib.)

tl

c^f «i^J

148.

the MS:
Wrongly styled Dlwau-i-Kamal KhujanM on the fly-leaf of

Author :-^ibd al-Mu'min Sharaf al-Din of ghufurwah

\
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(d. c. A.H. 600 = A.D. 1203). See Br. Mus. Pers. Suppl. Cat

No. 239 III.

Written in Shikastah-Amlz Ta'liq. Dated a.h. 1021 =

A.D. 1612.

Beg.

:

*

(R. S. Lib.)

149

An autograph copv of the Diwan of Shawq, dated a.h.

1174 = A.D. 1760.

wJ;UJi iyl^ ^ A>ii^l^3^j s^,cj ^Jj yf^L Ji^k^ t3';jt t:^^

**

Written in Shikastah within gold-ruled borders. Fol. I

and II richly illuminated.

Some mischievous hand has erased the name of the poet.

There are 4 other poets with the Takh alius c5r^ who are

cir^>^
Beg. :

U l!fo.iu ti'Ji^ ^Lc c^l

U jl—^ e;^«-t' s^3^ /^l ^J'^i-^

(R. S. Lib.)

150.

*^j^ c'y.J

The lyrical poems of Hakim Shaykh Husayn with th^

Takhallus. ^^ Shuhrat'' {^. a.'h. 1149 = a.d. 1736). Eor details

see Bodl. Lib. Cat. No. 1178 with a different beginning, O.P.j^^"-

Cat. (Bankipore), Vol. Ill, No. 391,.p. 206, and ^^jrens^er Oflt-

Written in this

library

:

(1) Beg.

:

U;l-.f^ ^,^y ^Liij, J

(2) Beg.

:

(R. S. Lib.)
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151.

The poetical works of Mirza Khan, poetically called

" Shthabi.'/' See, for author. Sham'-i-Anjuman ( e?*?'-'' t^ )»

p. 240.

Scribe:—Md. Akbar Qarashi al-^AbbasI. Written in

Ta'llq. Dated a.ii 1011 = a.d. 1602.

Beg. :—
f^>/

^}i[^ ^:J IJj^ ^*- * ^.^jh e^^-^i ^'

(R. S. Lib.)

152.

The lyrical poems of Mulla Shayda (d. a.h. 1080 = a.d. 1669).

Vide Sham'-i-Anjuman ( ^^T<^\ ^),V- 220 and KhizanaJi-i-

'Amirah ( v^lc Jjiji. ),p. 271. For another imperfect copy see

Br. Mus. Pers. SuppL Cat. No. 326.
Written in Ta'liq

Beg. •

(R. S. Lib.)

153.

iUi ^»y:^

The lyrical poems of Mirza Shah Husayn (as g^^n on the

3f the 'Unwan on the fly-leaf at the beginning)., arrangea^Pof the

^ 'Alphabetical order. Written

Beg.

:

I; j^^ y^.:> hy Cfi'^'
'^^^

*^ •

(R. S. Lib.)

^ tJ^AOJ

154.

,
The lyrioal poems of 'Ala'al-Dln 'AU

^^-^^"^jl^'appears
pranged in alphabetical order. Name of the author app

*^ the end

:

c- ^W, v^ti ^^ ^ ^£v', J ^fj^ ^^J ^ ^^
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It appears tliat the author flourished in the time of Nasir

al-Din Mahmiid (d. a.h. 757 = a.d. 1356) whom he praises in

the following couplet :

—

^^.33^ e^:?t^l i-4-»^* c*lij
«

Written in usual Ta'liq. Dated Muradabad (a.h. 1239 =

A.D. 1823). Probably the author is Sabir Shah of Delhi. See

Bodl. Lib. Cat. for Sabir No. 1180.

Beg.:
i^d\\ ^i ^U oj^j^c ^i^^ff

^Jisuc ^$t f^i,J SS ty, ^^\sf. ^ii\yii, i^^Sj

(R. S. Lib.)

155.

The lyrical poems of Md. Salih. From the preface it would

appear that the poet came to India during the time of the Em-

peror Shah Jahan (a.h. 1037-1069 = a.d. 1028-1659)

:

^^{Ljjk
^J'>[f^ Jj.i ^^ )i iy^ tijt;^iii.-» i>x)f^^ i^l^swdl^ ,z^<:^ )!>

.j» tf^tjt c)t^i Li^! ^^ ^ <>i? ^^jj^ if^lej iP

See Sprenger Cat., p. 382, for another copy with a different

begiiniing. Written in clear Ta llq, within gold-ruled borders.

The first two pages contain beautifully illuminated 'Unwans.

Dated a.h. 1260 = a.d. 1844.

^o jk" <a*.^L>jc:> jl

Beg.:
;« »a*"H^ ji-x; ^J

Ujl< c.*,| 4^.^ ^;i/—^ *^ ^y*

(R S. Lib.)

156.

c:.-.«oU (jU^
lied

_The lyrical poems of Haji Sadiq Isfaliani, poetically ca
^^^

Samitr _The author came to India during t^^^!"^% '
for

Emperor 'Alamgir (a.h. 1069-1119 = a.d. 1659-170/)-
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author Sham'-i-Anjuman (
^j+soi **Ji ), p. 266. Written in

neat Ta'liq.

Beg. :

f; ^IX-fi jii^j jAijoj ^aC. y e^U^

'j /^^J ^»c5*j cA^Oi *j^j'^ *^'

(R. S. Lib.)

157.

The lyrical poems of Mir Sabri Ruz Bahan who lived in

the time of Shah Tahmasp Safavi (a.h. 930-984 = a.T). 1523-

li>76). See Nishtdr-i-'Ishg. foil. 383 -384 (of this library) and
AtasUadah (Bombay ed.), p. 149. Written in clear Ta'liq.

Beg. :^ ij ^'f^;, Ji,c'd i)<^t! /Ji «>*!> ^
(R. S. Lib.)

158.

A rare, old, and valuable copy of the lyrical poems of

'Abd-AUah TusI, a native of Kliurasan who died in a.h. 869 -
A-D. 1464. The poems are arranged in alphabetical order.

Written only one vear after the author's death. Fiiie Nasta'llq.

^ated A.H. 870 = A.D. 1465.
For author see Daiclafshah. Some select Ghazals are

Gat., No. 286
Mm

(Mahbub Yar Jang Lib., Hyderabad.)

159.

,„,
The poetical works of 'Ashiq ' ? The proper name of the

^uthor is Mir Qasim Khan, which appe_ars on the fly-leaf of the

t ,/^^other poet with the takhallus 'Askiq is mentioned in the

^{^
%us. Suppl Pers. Cat, Nos 340 and 341, O.R Ltb. Cat.,\ oL

ill, >fn d.)K -1X7 -., .' n..x ^..1... -i-ui^ T.or^.rn1ed borders.-.Ko. 415. Wr
^^ot dated.

-beer •- ^

Uaaj ^f ^^^j iS ^m^ i.liS uiA LT^

(R. S. Lib.)

^ See Sprenger Cat., pp. 204-205 for Mahdl 'All Khan.
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160-161.

A^lc ^U^t>
ftt

The lyrical poems of Nawvvab 'Abd-Allah Klian (^B. Nawwab
- >?

'All Md. Khan of Rampore) with the Takhallus " 'Asl.

The author died in Ujhyani, a small town in Rohilkhand in

A H. 1181 = A.D. 1767. Collected and transcribed by the order

of Nawwab Nasr-Allah Klian, B. Nawwab Md. 'Abd-Allah

Khan of Rampore (d. in a.h. 1225 = a.d. 1810). For author's life

see Intikhdb Yddgar of Amir Mina'i (^LuAj^xjfiiJ^yfilu^liiit),

pp. 19-21.

Scribe :—Fayd 'AH B. Md. Qasim. Written in Ta'liq. '

Dated a.h. 1192 =" a.d. 1778.

Preface begins thus :

(R. S. Lib.)

162.
•• * . ^

The lyrical poems of Mir Diva' al-Din " 'Ibrat" (as written

on the first fly-leaf). The " Diwdn contains 89 quatrains.

Written in Shikaatah on blue paper.

Beg.:

(R. S. Lib.)

163.

The lyrical poems of Mir Md. of Akbarabad. See tor

lor Ruz Rawshan ( e^ij; h) ), p. 444. Written m la liq.

Beg.

:

(R. S. Lib.)

Siii

161

the top
The poetical work of ' Uzlat Dlwanah (as written o^y ,,

of the 'Unwan). Written in clear Shikastah. Incomplete cui^.
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Beg.

:

f_^ Ofjic *i^| f^ yj VS_r^ »^*^

\j^ \^\y^.i> *tf^ o*^y^ ^^jl j»li

(R. S. Lib.)

165.

•• ft^= C^>f.^
•4

Khan

/ The lyrical poems of Ghiilam Hadrat, poetically called

* Ishcji ' as mentioned in the preface, composed in a.h. 1242

= A.D. 1826. The author dedicated the work to Ahmad 'All

. Nawwab of Rampore. The author further states in the

preface that he was a pupil of Mjrza Qatil (d. a.h. 1233 = a.d.

1817). Written in Ta^iq. Not dated.

Preface begins thus :

—

J->'^
*'

J^-j*'^ e^** ^

^^S- — \ *' "^
. ^ . ..

Ix^ (.j^ \^y Jli3 \^ J^^ Dy )^
(R. S. Lib.)

t

166.

The poetical works of 'Ismat Bukharl (d. a.h. 829 = a-D^

1425). For other copies see Br. Mu.s. Suppl Per. Cat. Ao. -»-

^^^^Bodl. Lib. Cat. No. S6l. .^, _

, Written in elegant Ta'liq. Gold -ruled columns. Um^ an

beautifully adorned in gold and uUramarine. Valuable copy.

^atedA.H. 1030 = ad. 1620. , .

Scribe :-Mirak Bukliari. The MS. bears three stamps ot

the following three kings of Oudh :o

(^ .>*=RX5 ) ( ^ Axvxt ) (
8U c)^-^ )

Md. *AlL Amjad 'Ah. Sulayman Jah.

(R. S. Lib.)

167.

The lyrical poems of Gharib, who is quite ^i^f^f* ^^f. t*"P'lets with the same TaRiallu; mentioned m N^hiar-i- IlH

ii'l^-ianixnd Sham'-i-A,iju?nan. ^ „ ,<....

DatedA.H. 1217 = A.D. ISO...
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Beg.

:

ty ^U^I j^ ^J Ary ^^^A>J ^]

(R. S. Lib.)

168.

The lyrical poems of Ghiyath al-Din poetically called

GhiyathI," who was a disciple of Ahmad Sirhmd called

Mujaddid-i-Alftham (d. a.h. 1033 = a.b. 1623) as he states in

fol. 5a. (See for Alftlani, O.B.D., p. 42.)

^Aiiy- »Ui (-Hi i^A d-V J^J ^^-

in. Not dated. Defective at the

<c

4
W

Beg.:— ^i^Lf^Jy *^' (^Jj^^*^ ^'^

(M. A. Bari Lib., FerangI Mahall, Lucknow.)

169.

The poetical works of Lachman Singh, with the Takp-

lus ' GJiuyun ' of Delhi. He was a pupil of Mir Shams ai-v

raqlr"(d'. a.k 1183 = a.d. 1769). For this Ghuyuri seem

( *-. t . \ ^ ^oo wi^-.^i-cr^ in Tfl'lin. Not dated.
Raushan

Beg.

:

\jk i-/i i^^ i;'^
s?*'

'^^'

(R. S. Lib.)

170.

U ^LjJ

The h
Sadr al-Din

rrical poems of " Fa'iz ". It contains a preface J

a Md. B. Zabardast Klian (a.h. 1 151-1If ",^,5;

1738-1747), the author of the work called Irshad aW^'^'

Br. Mus. Pers. Cat, p. 338, and Spn
Written in good Ta'hq. Not dated.

.127.

Beginning of the preface :— %^| &JSj cJ^-^^fl ^y ^^^ ^,̂̂
'

Ji of the Dlwan :— U AJui-» j^t? ^3 '^^' ^'

(Wajid Huaayix, Lucknow.)
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171.

The lyrical poems of 'All Gllani, poetically called " Fai'z,'*

with a preface, comxJosed in a.h. 1112 = a.d. 1700.

The author composecl the following chronogram on the

conquest of Golconda by -Alamglr (a.h. 1069-1119 = a.d.

1659-1707). See fol. 606. The year 1082 is deduced from it :—

^it ^l^ ^^ ^ij ji^ JJ ^^] JI-.

For author see Ruz RawsTian ( i:j-«Jj h) )j P- ^^^> ^^^

Sprenger Cat., pp. 402 and 158.

Written in Shikastah. Dated a.h. 1174 = a.d. 1760.

Scribe :—Ghulam Samadanl.

Preface begins thus :—o.j.j.=.i *b^^ v^^ U-V*^ '^'^-^' "^

Beg.:
«i j^U^b ^>^ i^f (^ ji> t5t*f

»:> t?
ftK .-*rwU cJ^i Iwi ^jl 1/^

(R. S. Lib.)

172.

Several poets with the Takhallus " Firaqi " are mentioned

j^.the TazUrah-i-mz Rawshan ( ^:^j))j)
^'^ )•

Written in

§tiikastah.

Beg.

:

1^-0 ilxs^ 11,1)
A^ ti->^-

(R. S. Lib.)

173.

0.11
?^ ^^'^ic^l poems of Abu Turab Beg AnjadanI, .poetically

caUed " Furqati "
(d. a.h. 102G = a.d. 1616). See, for author . I

^«e, Tazkirah-i-Ruz
._^_.„ , ^ ,, ,., ,

Written m neat Ta'liq. 'DatXI.H. 1247 == a.d. 1831.
c^-J!)

Beg

;UC .^,^ ^V *^ ^J^^-^

(R. S. Lib.)
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174.

The lyrical poems of Mirza 'Abbas, poetically called

''Farughl'' B. Aqa Musa (d. a.h. 1274 = a.d. 1857). The

author was one of the court poets of Fath 'Ali Shah (a.h. 1274-

1250). See Br. Mus, Pers. Cat, p. 2lda. Another poet with

the Takhallus '' Farughi'' is mentioned in Suhh Gulshan, p.

315. The Diwan is preceded by a prologue written by Md.

Khan who collected the poems.
Written in good Ta'llq. Not dated.

Preface begins thus :

—

^1 o:=>^l^^4^f ^j/ ^^^f

Beg. :

(R. S. Lib.)

175.

r ^^ ^^

The lyrical poems of " Farhang," probably Farhang Shlra-

-rranged in alphabetical order. Written in Ta'liq, withm

md silver-ruled borders. Not dated.
ff

Beg. :— l—ju; ^s,; ^^j,^_] sU\ ^-^. <^

(R. S. Lib.)

176.

A valuable copy of the Diwan of Fayyad Lahji (d. A.H. 1060

A.D. 1649) with a preface which begins thus :

l)T tj^A-A ^y &f Jjt 1^

See for details O.P. Lib. Cat. (Bankipore), Vol. Ill, No. 313,

p. 94, and Shami-Anjuman
( ^^^\ j*^ ), p. 374. Written m

excellent Ta'liq, within gold-ruled borders. 'Unwan richly

illuminated.

Beg.:

(R. S. Lib.)
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177.

r

, f**<>Jiiu 0"^ L-a^

The Qasidahs of Qadi Shams al-Din of Tabas (d. a.h. 626
= A.D. 1228). See Sprenger Cat. for notice, p. 17; for other

copies see India Office Lib. Cat. No. 1030. Pertsch, Bed. Lib.

Cat., p. 1247, and Bodl. Lib. Cat. No. 621. Written in Ta'llq.

Beg.

:

(R. S. Lib.)

178.

IcL^liT
f4

The poetical works of Alqar, consisting of <^}^h '^^J''

^^t?j, and ol--*it-. Regarding the Mukhammasat which he

entitles as Gulzar Mukhammas . i»*»»-« )]j»

the beginning that their total number is 150 and that he

composed them in a.h. 1134 = a.d. 1721.

^^^^ aTu j_^u <^^^ C^y'-
j-^ i^'^- 't^^^ ^

nmg.

^i>i^ yL^ ;|;_Jl? J ^ *^ ^^^^^ -^' > "^

Written in bad Shikastah, slightly defective at the begin

Beg.

:

!^1 ^jlJ^ ^/ ;^li lyT

I^li8LiJyi<^tJ|Ji^eJ^.,U

(R. S. Lib.)

179-

A collection of the lyrical poems of Hamid B. F^^^'^^^^Jj'

poetically called < Jamali: of Delhi (d. a.h. 942 ^-^^-^^'Jg
See for author and his other works Br. 3Ius.Pers.Cat.,^. ^oia.

Written m Ta'liq.

Beg.

:

(R. S. Lib.)
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180.

if Mirza Dar^
the Takhallus ' Juyd ' (d. a.h. 1118 = a.d. 1706). For notice see

Sprenger Cat., p. i53, and for another copy see O.P. Lib. Cat.

(Bankipore), Vol. Ill, No. 369, p. 178. Written in Ta'liq.

Beg. :

]j Jj'U ij.^f ^^:\ itjL. f^j.^ Ui 2; ^1

b J'it>^U"V^ «>^ ^t-i V^j *"*^ »n>^;^ j

(R. S. Lib.)

181.

r^U^

The lyrical poems of Dawari ? Written in very bad Shikas-

tah. Not dated.

Beg. :— 1^ ^y/ ^^^^^ y ^x» ^^y i^^j^ ^
\^—^ U Sij isifj-suj Jy ^^i^) ^^>\ ^

^

cM\X ^ ^
^ ^ L?55 ^tA ,,ftUcsj; "^-^ c5*^ i*-^ ^L>-

(R. S. Lib.)

l82.

9
(<>0^**i

«4

The MS. is of historical interest and is one of the most

valuable possessions of this library. It bears on the first ^r
leaf some notes in the handwriting of Mun'im ©an

,

^

Bayram (Beg)"^ (d. a.h. 983 = a.d. 1575) and 'Abd al-Kalud

Khankhanans B. Bayram Khan as follows :

_
* Mun'im Khankhanan (son of Bayram Beg), a nobleman wnu "

raised to the dignity of prime minister' by the Emperor Akbar. /^^
fappomted governor of Jawnpur in a.h. 962 = a.d. 1560 after the deatD

KJi8nz_araan. See for hig M^e Mahathir al-Vmara\ Vol. I, PPi ^7^""
Bada um. Vol. II, p. 217, Darhar Akb^ri, pp. 229-252, and O.B.D., P-

-

2 Bayram Khankhanan was one of the most distinguished omc

of the Mughal court. He died in a.h. 068 = A.D. 1561 . See for hi3 u

Sadaum, Vol. 11, pp. 190-192. Darbar Akbar^-pp. 157-196. O.B.P-.P-'*^
and Jlfa'a<i?raZ-C7wiam',pp 371-384 jtwt

3 For 'Abd al-Rahim IvliSnkhSnan, see Blochmann's I'try^o '

Vol. I. p. 334, O.B.D., p. 11
~ "
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e^li^^^j 1 ^y J-Jj*>f %j^ ^i^iiJ
1;

4^i^A^ ^i^ 0;*to. oUlf t^^t

*

At * ^

J M
;^^^ax! %Uj,i J '«^^j j^^aJUjJU ij:^! c:-^ j ^i*H J '^ ^^^ J y>^ ;^

.r ,^ - ,/i *u

First two fly-leaves are adorned with two circleP illumin-

ated with gold and floral designs. roll. 3 and 4 contain

hunting seats. The handwriting is an extremely handsome

Nasta'hq. Dated a.h. 938 = a.d. 1531.

(R. S. Lib.)

183.

U JL: ^U. Cl.[/

The complete poeticaf and prose works of Talib 'Ah ^an,
poetically called 'Ayshi \ arranged in alphabetical order with an

interesting preface, composed at the request of his friend 31irza

*^ia. 'All in A.H. 1232 = a.d. 1822.

Beg. of preface :— i>,^>f ^)y^ ^^ (/^^ ^U jUl.; I'J^

Reg. of Dlwan :— U Ji^\ c^l« ^j^S o>5^^

Written in Indian Ta'liq.

(«Abd al-Husayn, Lucknow.)

184.

,

^A rare and good copv of the lyrical poems of Tahir

^^-Husayni with the poetical title " Ulm."

Probably Bahadur Khan Faruql ; see O.B.D., P-
f*" .51

Sultnn Muzaffar of Gujrat (a.h. 917-932 = A.r. ^^",
*, ^kbar and

Man^'.^*'"^"" i^^Sn Bahadur, who served unaer
^^^,f

CS: -'^T ^•^- 984 = A.i>. 1576 to his de^^'
d,fiflTl612. See

X^lTl '" the Deccan wars. He died in a.h. 1021

j? ae a,ig Ma'atlnr nl-TT^n.^^ Vnl. IT. do. 773-775

^'^Akbarl, p. 496.

Blochman
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He lived in the Emperor Aurangzib's time and died at

Kashmir. See for details Sprenger Cat., pp. 100, 126 and
327-328, and O.P. Lib. Cat. (Bankipore) No, 389, p. 203.

Written in neat Ta'hq, within gold-ruled borders. Not
dated,

(Mahbub yar Jang Lib,, Hyderabad.)

185.

A^ very valuable and complete copy of the poetical works

of 'Imad (d. a.h. 773 = a.d. 1371). For author's life and details

see O.P. Lib. Cat. (Bankipore), Vol. I, No. 149, p. 218, Ind. Of
Lib. Cat. No. 1852, Sprenger Cat.., p. 436, and for another

complete copy see Bodl. Lib. Cat. No. 803. The title of the

work is written in gold within two richly illuminated Circles

at the beginning of the copy.
Written in a very elegant . Naskh within gold-ruled

columns. Not dated. The headings are written in gold-and

red.

Beg.

:

(R. S. Lib.)

186.

6? :i.Lir
•ft

A very valuable copy of the poetical works of Qv^
(d. A.H. 1055 = A.D. 1645). See O.P. Lib. Cat. (Bankipore). vol.

Ill, p. 14. Written bv the order of Nawwab Nithar Md. Sian>

by the calligraphist Md. A'zam in a.h. 1162 =^a.d. l'^^

Kichly illuminated with gold, written in a very beautiWi

Nasta'liq, within gold-ruled borders. The MS. was P«rc^^^J!r
by Nawwab Kalb 'All Klian from Nawwab -Ubayd-AHafl

Khan Bahadur Fayd Jang, C.S.I. , Madar al-Muham of Tunli,in

A.H. 1299 = a.d. 1881.

(R. S. Lib.)

187.

Ci^^ ^a^ c:.^iiP

3 poetical works of Muq Shirazi.
poeticaUy

^
The author could not be traced, but from some poem

praise of Dara Shikuh (d. a.h. 1069 - a.d. 1658), 'Abd
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Rahim Khankhanan (d. a.h. 1036 = a.d. 1616, etc.), it is

evident that he flourished at the time in question.

Written in fine neat Shikastah, within three columns.

Beg. :—
f^"; r^ ^i'-J^ ^J^'* ^^^ ^^

(M. 'All Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

188.

The lyrical poems of ""Nizaml " Ganjavl (d. c. a.h. 602 = a.d

1205). The Dlwan consists of Ghazalyat, Qasa'id and 23

Rubd'iyat. For details see Sprenger Cat. From a signature

of ilr. H. Blochmann on the flv-leaf it appears that he consulted

this copy in a.h. 1286 = a.d. 1869. The work is rare. A
copy exists in the Buhar collection, Imp. Lib. The present

MS. is full of clerical mistakes.
Written in neat Ta'liq. Not dated.

Beg.:
SjT liJl^if LSJ) i>j^ <S)) 3' *^>*

(K S. Lib.)

189.

L^l^c;!^

,, The poetical works of " Wdli." Another poet, namely

^alaf Quli Kl,an, with the Takhallus " WdU " is mentioned

"^ Snbh Gulshan, p. 585. Written in Shikastah. ^ot datea.

Beg.:
U U &U^ »i,b/ oU o*l£ j l^^ji*-

.4

tj U ii^sr J^? cr^ ^. > ^^
(R. S. Lib.)

190.

O^i? lj1^«'^

Bilgraml^^The lyrical poems of Niyaz Muhyl al-Dm H^W^^^'

^tically called ^Wamig '. The author was m ^^e
.«^^"^tuintab Sai 1 Rajah (Kayath) Dlwan of Patnah, -^^ f^^S.

k; ^\^^ = ^•^- 1777. See 0.5.2). of Mi- ^.f^',L^,^),
!!!:^;^^lior^8_Hfe vide Nishtar4-' Ishq fol. 4766 (of this_hbrar3^

(Seft^J^-""^.
^® » hereditary library in the family "^.^^^VoIIlV 13)-'

^ "^ ^a'an/, an Urdu Journal of A'zamgarh. May 1918, \ ol. i
,
P
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T : 5^"*^*t°/^
Ta,'llq. For another copy and details see O.P.

Lib. Cat, Vol. Ill, No. 427.

Contents

;

Qasa'id : Beg
^^4 i^-^i } *^J A^ ccL> ,^ aU^

\Cy^ ,^x=.y ij j^ ^3j ^(^15 c^fjk

Ghazalyat : Beg. :

^ Jj J^ j' d-^j ^y—^^ il—li J'i:^ Air ^.^

[je/xS^JjL^j J^ J ^s^i ^.Ss,^^^ a.^ ^^L i^

Kuba'Iyat: Beg. :

C^ } b ^^^ (>^ ^y^i *-'^ <^'

(R. S. Lib.)

191.

^'U. ^\yd

Wafa'i " ? Written-Liic ij/iii;ai poems 01 ' wajat i written m mie k^^h'
within gold-ruled borders. Frontispiece beautifully illumin-

ated. Not dated.

Beg.:
tiasvA; t:>)ji o^j i^ *<>>« cf'

A .. *

J^ ^j^ y J^ cr" 3' ^'"-^^

(R. S. Lib)

192.

•9

A very valuable and fine copv of Diwan of Badr al-DjO'

rrf'^Ji^r.H"'''^
as Hilali (d. A.H. 936 = a.d. 1529). Sf^^!

detads 0.P L,6. ^af. (Bankipore), Vol. IT, No. 228. p. 123, ^n^

Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 656. The MS. bears many seals of tte

nobles of Shah Jahan and «llamglr's time .-- -^ "^^ "^^

^. «HV' ^'^^^ e^U . ^jb - ^[^ ^Llc . j^U)^ First

two foils are highly illuminated. Written in excellent Ta'liq.

v^^thm gold-ruled borders. ^Tnwan and margin of firs* f^^'

adorned m gold and flowers. Dated a h. 992 = a.d. 1583 {W-
Lucknow).

Scribe :—Mir Husayn al-HusaynL

(R. S. Lib.)
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193.

A complete Diwan of Mujlr al-Din Baylqani (d. a.h. 594

= A.D. 1197). Dr. Ethe remarks in the Bodl. Lib. Cat. No. 559

that it is a ' very rare Dlwan." Br. Mus. Lib. has m incom-

plete copy. See Br. Mus. Pers. Cat. p. 562, and, for notice, see

Sprenger Cat., p. 503. There are also two other copies :
see

Nos. 495 and 407. No. 497 has the following note on the fly-

leaf by Mr. H. Blochmann, dated a.d. 1870 :
" Exceedingly

rare." Written in Ta'llq (undated but old). 'Unwan illumin-

ated, gold-ruled borders. Foils. 4 to 25 are written by another

hand on blue paper.

Beg.:-

^j^ x'^jW }i> iJi* ^Jf'i' ^'^
S:*^-^*

Another incomplete copy of the same Dlwan.

v_,i^a. (>*^-« u/O-^ vaj4y=vj i^»A j'wo

Beg.

:

Written in fine Ta-liq. First two foUs. richly illuminated,

with gold and blue colour borders.
Another copy of the same Diwan, defective in both sides.

^eg. :—
. . . (JIA. if jjjj t>- tt»lW- c;5L.;f >^l f-^

Written in Ta'liq.

194.

.i<^ ( a\j 0^\) ij]^
J

A very rare, valuable and draft copy of a Dlwan by the

or AnandRam Mukhlis himself (d. a.h. 1104 -
f-^-''[

The

^gHuha'i:

For author's life and his other works see Br^
f^'-.^""''

^««-, and Elliott, Uisloru of India, Vol. VlH, P- '^' P'
"^'"•

IJ

Contents
:

'•^ ^eg. :— ^j, ,j
^Ji^ ,^ JU. ;^A ^; J wf L^^t

*^'^J Keg. :-_
"^ ^"f -=—*j- y «-^^-' jr J-*^*

f .. o^ ^> Jiji ^/l u^^=^
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vj;Ij Beg. :
-

^—^1 ;^—L,^ CI^ikLJl ^^ ^
j^-jkl

—

ii ^^iJ, ^J,ixi j ^j\j ^^K iS

^^,jM^ Beg. :- ^' ^^^'^ ^^^ r^'' ^ ^•"^' '^^Z

A note on the fly-leaf runs thus :

5jtlj)Ll (X4,Sl.« f^lo jX< *jtX.AJO \^^^K ^LL (^li^-AJ ^f^ (jJkil lill^Ji

The MS. written by the author himself is dated a.h. 1151 =

A.D. 1738

:

For another'copy vide /wtZta Office Lib. Catalogue No. 1707.

'Unwains first and second foils, are richly adorned with

gold. Written in Nim-Shikastah within gold -ruled borders.

(R. S. Lib.)

Mathnavi.

195.

A romantic poem, without author's name. Some foils, at

the beginning are damaged. Written in good Ta'liq. This

copy was formerly in the library of the Emperor Shah 'Alam

(A.H. 1178-1221 = A.D. 1757-1806). Dated a.h. 1194 = ^^
1779.^ Agha Ahmad 'Ah' does not mention this work in the

Hait Asman. Another copy of the same is in the Nizam Lib.

Beg. :— '-J
r*^--^

^^'^ -^ **^ <^^

(R. S. Lib.)

196.

The ^Ms^an, of Sa'di Shirazi (d. a.h. C90 = A.D. 129|_)^-

Written in excellent Nasta'liq, by the famous calligraphei

1 For Agha Ahmad AH, see my Pers. Note (No. 219)-
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'Alii (d. A.H. 957 = A.D.1550). For difEerence of his date of

death, see Br. Mus. Pars. Cat., p. 531^ and my Pers. Note

(No. 233). Dated Harat, a.h. 927 = a.d. 1520, as mentioned at

the end :

fy3 aJJi yic v^Kff ^A-aJt ^^ wJiJ.J| ^a*j| A*»il ^j ^Js

(R. S. Lib.)

C^i^ I l^ vtsA*-s. «t/k

197.

C;^
Another copy of the Bustan, written in fine Nasta'hq. on

gold-sprinkled paper with two most sumptuously decorated

frontispieces. Written by the famous calligrapher Md. Murad

Kashmiri known as shtrin Qalam of Shah Jahan's time (a.h.

1037-1069 = a.d. 1628-1659). The MS. is valuable. It bears

on the first fly-leaf an autograph of the Emperor Shah Jahan :

Humaviin, Jahanglr, SJiahjahan, Mun=im Klian and 'Abd

al-Rahim Khankhanan's autograph will be found m the tac-

simile of the 0. P. Lib. Cat. at the end of the 3rd volume.

(Habib al-Rahmon, Dacca.)

198.

(Wrongly styled w^l ^\^-.) A Mathmm containing

thoughts on spiritual life, illustrated by copious anecdotes of

f
rophets. Saints and Fakirs, by Rashici al-Dln. compo^ea^

the time of 'Abd-Allah Klian in the year a.h. 852 = a.d. i-i^o .

1

r1ated
r valuable Persian treatise on Sufic P°®f ^riLrapher as
A.H. 880 = A.D. 1475. Written by the same caUigrap

J
quoted below :

^i^ the irab

tu.*! >iL AavA . ,.^iJ i'i- ^i^( ^^>-' r^*^"^

third
fs on the said Arabic
instalment (next year).

and
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J*
1*3 t^J I Oui^cij Blsnij^ ^^llL^ ^\\^\ jyL. ei^^jsukjf oJi&^^ e

The correct title jfj^ilt f^^ is driven in the preface. See

fol. 3 :—
A . * .. A

*^tj.iu /»«*»^ <>"»» A^viJl (^tjiiJl ujIa?^ j^I y—^^ r*<>^ »3!.«» (^

I—h-e jJ o.**^ jy 3' a—U^ I—kjj I J—xS.
J j..y.j^

^-«*?w

j-x«\ ^.x! ^^—ii" ji j^j ^a ^j^

—

a1v-»^ I/^'—A^l-t >-:^'—^* J'J

3'jrV* '^—*^^f ^y C5'
Z*-^* 3l__ji ^^jj) ^^^ cjl-^i^il^JJ

Written in Ta'llq. Dated a.h. 1064 = a.d. 1653.

Scribe :—Pir Md.

Beg. :—

|j&xl_^^L3 Cj—^j—^^Ji> b^-^^ >z^{ij (^^j—^ ^-^-^^

r^ Lfy~) j~^ «^^-
C5^ jt (^^ c5>"!t^^=^ ^* r*

"^^^ ^^

(R. S, Lib.)

199.

U 5^Jw »*JL2k I <?**^*x:

Mathnav
, . ._„_. ,

Kashmir and other

important cities of India, by Zafar Klian, poetically called

"Ahsan'' (d.A.H. 1037 = a.d. 1627). The title of the poem

and the author's name are given in the following lines on

3b ;j>llj ^^^^^ yxii I.J ^ uT S,JU ^^1*5 cf^^^
^''3»

For author see 5r. Ifw^. Pers. Cat, pp. 687, 807. 'Unwans

ruled on gold -sprinkled paper. Written in excellent Ta'liq.

Preface :— ^f «^j(S ^ ^^i ^4,^ e^,^^^ ^ji*j ^U-- ^ ^^-
***

Beg. :-. ^*--^' ^ r* ^ *^^ r^

(R. S. Lib.)
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200.

J^^ i^r^ ^j^^
A Mathnavl, by Md. Yahj^a, poetically called '' Fattaht " of

i/M5
00^ = A.D. 144K and according to JSisJitar-i- Isjiq in a.h. »5d.

The MS. contains two excellent miniatures of the best Pers. style

to be found on foils. 136 and U". Written in good Nasta'liq.

Dated a.h. 909 = a.d. 1503. Foils. 1&, 2" and 14& are richly

illuminated. The preface begins thus

:

Beg. :— J^^ >' '>> ^^ ^^ r^

jh ^'° ii>--^ '^^j'
r^^

(R. S. Lib.)

201.

jiyvi Xijj

An old and valuable copy of the Sufic poem of Kamal a_l-

^Jn Abu'l 'Ata Mahmud B. 'AH, poetically surnamed " KhwU-
?« of Kinnan (d. k.H. 742 = a.d. 1341)."' Written by Sayyid
Ail al-Katib probably Mir 'Ali alrKatib (see Br. Mus. Pers. Cat

P- 531), who wrote it for Kama! al-Dln Mahmud B. Jalal ad-

L'ia JawroanT in a -tr Q7e: _ . t, l Kaiwrqani in a.h. 975 = a.d. 1567.

^va Ai
> i^a^i j^t JL, ^.^15 ^J ^'Mi\ ^U ^^ ... v^^l

^ritten within gold-ruled borders. 'Unwan illuminated,

^ated A.H. 975 = A.D. 1567. For author and other copies see

' ^^«- P^rs. Cat., p. 621, and Sprenger Cat., p. 472.

(R. S. Lib.)

202.

u-r

\very valuable copy of the rare romantic poem by

(Asi ?). The name of the author appears thus on fol. 12 :

Os^ ^^jr.cvr^- cU.^ cA^^c>'3 lT^

.It xvas composed in a.h. 832 = a.d. 1428. according to the

'^aogram on the last fol. of the MS. :-
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The total number of verses is 4,620 :

—

»lj/ O^ jt;^ j—Ci (^>J| «Uj ^^Jt ^t J^J) ^i^ ^^'^

The MS. contains nine beautiful pictures of Persian style.

*Un\van illuminated, gold-ruled borders. Written in excellent

Ta'liq in Persia]?, hand. The MS, is undated but old.

Beg. :

—

£ C '

(R. S. Lib.)
r

203.

s&L) 2^ju« L?y^^^

A Mathnavt, by Md. Murad
as he says in the Khatimali :

)lyo O^SL-c J>_3o ^^ivMS j.3:vA3 ^(^ CT"^ ^ ^' r -^

-»v J»

H

Written in Shikastah. Shalijahanabad. Modern.

Beg. :

—

iM\

(R. S. Lib.)

204.

A rare copy of seven Mathnavis in imitation of Jaim s
/

^wmrigr, by Yusuf 'Ali B. Muhammad al-Husaynl al-]ur]a

who flourished in the time of Shah 'Abbas I of Persia [^^

996-1038 = A.D. 15874628). These poems are dedicatea

him as stated in the prologue' fol. 3*

:

^^yo ^l^ pjli aaa« yJJiV'i i^^a. - <^jJli;^ I'.rr?'' ij^^ ^
cjltt- ... »(L JU jU d,,^ j^xU ^^^ ^U ^li^ r^i^'^/

^*^^''

The author enumerates in the preface his seven poems ^^

their metres in the following order :—

(1) J^*j^\jh consisting of 5,090 ver.'^es.

(2) )^ji &SU consisting of 2,500 verses.
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(3) ;ti5.^( <i'iJ consisting of 3,446 verses.

(4) ,^< J ^^jf-^ consisting of 1.270 verses.

(5) ^ALk consisting of 5,032 verses.

(6) iS)<^^ cS^U^^Ji consisting of 8,665 verses.

(7) liujj ^-ft'-^j consisting of 4.650 verses.

The following five Mathnavis of this author in a separate
volume are preserved in this library :—

On ethics, etc., with eulogies on the Emperor Akbar (963-

1014 = ,A.D. 1556-1605) in the metre of the Haft Paykar. The
preface of the work contains three pages. Wantmg fol. I.

Beg .
•

.On mysticism, etc., in the metre of the Mahhzan al-

ff
^'' of Nizami and Manfiq al-Tayr of Farid al-Din 'Aitar, %vith

a long preface beginning thus :

'

The poem begins thus :

The above work was composed in a.h. 990 = a.d. loh-

^ne chronogram at the end shows

:

^"i =' oAr
;UlN/I aU

^j^-On morals and mysticism, etc., in the metre of >Sw&^fl/ «^'

°-'' or •' Jaw? " with'a short preface beginnin"—

The Mathiavl begms thus :

L^oJ^^ ^utlior composed the above work in A.ir. 1003 = a.d

^ the chronogram on fol. 46« shows

:
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On love in the metre of Jamfs Laila and Majnun. Coin-

posed in A.H, i004 = A.D. 1695 as the chronogram on iolAo^

shows

:

Beg. :

In the metre of Jaml's Yusuf ZulayMka, composed in A.H.

1011 = A.D. 1602 as the chronogram at the end sho^vs:-

Beg. :

I • I I-f • I I

*. .-^t ijj.tti-;^
<^L_Ai:, *D! ^ jj 1;

^bj »^U—ij »'j ^—^i^^ 1*^^

Written in fine Ta'liq. Headings are written with rubricft'

tions

.

(R. S. Lib.)

205.

A very valuable copy of the Shirln Khusmw oi

^
celebrated NizEmt (d. c. a.h. 600 = a.d. 1203).

/^"^^f ^nd
excellent Ta'liq, within four columns and ruled ^orders,

adorned with beautifullv designed full-page decorations on

I& and 11". Dated a.h^OSS = a.d. 1575.

Scribe :—Mahmud Zahidl.
f

(R. S. Lib.)

206.

>;-^ c^-^
^^^j.Ij^

con-

Another extremely valuable copy of the
^^"^^^Tj^^itten

'^

taining seven pictures in excellent Persian style.
adom^'^

fine Ta'hq on gold-sprinkled paper, Da'YS'"^^^^ithiIl ^^^^

with gold flowers, headings are written in goW

coloured flowers. Dated a.h. 984 = a.d. 1576.

(R. S. Lib.)

T

I
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207.

4 *
*

*

^"J"

Another Mathnavi entitled Shlmi Khusrau by Nawwab
Asaf Khan Ja'far, whose original name was Mirza Qiwamal-Dln
Md. He died in the reign of the Emperor Jahanglr (d. a.h.

1037 = A.D. 1627). Dr. Sprenger has wrongly calculated the

date of his death containing the chronogram c)li. uft^T jl »-*i^ <^

A.H. 1212 = A.D. 1797. The correct calculation is a.h. 1022 =
A.D. 1613. See Sprenger Cat., p. 120. See a full account of his

career in Blochmann's I'ln-i-Akbart, Vol. I, p. 411, Ma'dthr

al-Umam', Tazkirat al-Umara' , Elliott, Bibliographical Index

.

pp. 143-162, and Elliott, History of India, Vol. V, pp. 150-176,

Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 118^, Sprenger Gat., p. 110, and Bodl.

Lib. Cat., No. 1068. .For other copies see Bodl. Lib. Cat.,

Nos. 1069-1071.

The work was written by the order of IMirza Hasan Beg

Bakhshi of Gujrat as mentioned at the end :—

t.^ ^.JL^ J-*., e,— '3^i^ J^^^ </

.% •

c:

In a note on the first fly-leaf the title of the MS. is given

^mn Khusraw-i-Asafi"
( ij^^'^ jj-^ i^j^-^ )•

.
Written in fine minute 'Ta'llq on gold-sprinkled paper

within gold-ruled borders and columns. First two foils, are

J^ichly illuminated. .Dated a.h. 1001 = a.d. 1592.

Scribe :—Path Md. B. Mulla Sahib Kstib.

Bes:.

:

tffl^ vi* j I J^ (>H (^ J t^^-*'"^ ^* '^^ "^^ ^^^^
y'

(R. S. Lib.)

208.

A Mathnavi bv Ghina'J. Composed according to the chrono

gfam at the end iii a.h. 1021 = a.d. 1612 •-

^.Written in excellent Ta^Iq, within ^.ol^.M^^^^^^^^

e^ld-sprinkled papers. Contains 8 miniatures of Persian st)

'^any foUs ^j.^ injured. Not dated.
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Beg.

:

^Jl_*/o ^^^Ijf cu;^Ae (*Uij

(R. S. Lib.)

209.

Lfjy^ ^^ L^« ^j
h

^^/C

The author 'All Akbar Shirazi wrote this Mathnavt in

praise of Lucknow, the river Gumtl, etc. :

—

composed in the time of Amjad 'All Shah,^ king of Oudh

(a.h/1258-1263 = a.d. 1842-1846).

Written in clear Ta'liq. Modern copy.

(R. S. Lib.)

; II

210.

k v3 l< aJ? jO i .O AAAX3

A famous and an autograph Mathnavl on the marriage of

the Emperor Farrukh Siyar (a.h. 1124-1131 = a^^- 1712-1718).

I Amjad *Ali Shah was the son of Md. ^Ali Shah, whom 1^^ /^f^^fj'

the throne of Lucknow as kins of Oudh, with the title of \if^'ea on tne throne ot L-ucknow as king of Oudh, with the tiue "^^ ,.^
Tayya jah on the 5th Rabi' II, a.h. 126S, 17th May, a.d. 1842, and died on

the 26th Safar, a.h. 1263, 16th March, A.D. 1847- He was succeeded oy

his son Wajid All Shah (see O.B.D., p. 73). . ^.,

Md. 'All Shah, son of Amjad 'All Sliali, built an observatory at a co.

of 4,00,000 rupees, and there was a big magnificent library attached co-

The library was transferred to the palace of Nawwab All Naqi^
tA . ^ inwVi ._,r^..,,. , .-^»., . » _„j „«;«^a minister
(d. A.H. 1278 = A.D. 1871)
"W Akhta

after the deposition of W5jid 'AH Shah. i^eeAllgarh Institute ua.e*

-

30th May, 1917.)
j -

^^
The above library contained an extensive collection of ^^*^*^^, ^^

MSS., but on the deposition of the last king the contents of the n
^^^

were so completely dispersed that there is hardly a single
J>^^?:^^_^ [n

pository in India in which a volume formerly belonging to the !|^^^ ^f
question cannot now be found. The following account of the "'^^^^ ^f
Oudh and its contents has been given by Dr. Sprenger in the V^^^^qx^
his Oudh Catalogue : (1) Mufi Mahall Palace library, 3,000 vols.; (^

I
'

Bakhah Palace library (in which the late king used to reside), 1*^^^

(3) Topldianah library ; volumes deposited in 40 dilapidated ^^f^^'r j^.
For fuller details see my Urdu articles, pubhshed in the^i^« ^,^

stitute Gazette, 23rd May, 1917, and Report of the Researches m^^

Mvhnmmadan libraries of Lucknow by Dr. Sprenger, 1848 a.d- -

The seal of the hbrary of Wajid 'AH Shah contains the lo^

Persian couplet :

—

the

••i r

(See Catalogue of the Ar. and Pers, MSS. in the Calcutta Madrasah
L^

p. 99, and 0. P. Lib, Cat., Vol. II, No. 230, p. 144.)

*
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Author :—Mir 'Abd al-Jalil Bilgrami (d. a.h. 1138 = a.d.

1725). For his iife and works see Khizanah -i-'Amirah . pp. ^52-

361. The work was copied in the yeat when the author died,

ilir Azad Bilgraml's (d. a.h. 1200 = a.d. 1805) handwriting are

in some places in the MS. For his another autograph see my
Aralic Note (No. 152) in the J.A.S.B., Vol. XlII, 1917. Writ-

ten in Ta'Iiq and Shikastah. Dated a.h. 1138 = a.d. 1725.

Beg.

:

(M. 'All Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

^t c-Oyir" Jir* »^^

211.

A rare and valuable copv of a romantic poem by " Asi "(?)

Composed in a.h. 830 = a.d. 1426 after a labour of six months

as he says on fol. 63'^ :—

^^yc ^ al^^pA. <^Uj ^^ i^. ij^ i "^^^^
f^>^

J^

Total verses 6,600. . ,. ,

^ The MS. contains also 1 1 pictures. The illuminations, etc

01 this copy seem to be by the same hand as m the preceamg

f^opies of the same author.

'

Beg.

:

xx)j J ej'-»-»T •^p'^^ <J \

(R. S. Lib.)

212.

A valuable copv of a romantic Mathnav^-
, ,

. „ 7«4
Author i-Shar^is al-Din Md. " Assar " of Tabriz {d.A_H^^«*

~^^- 1382). See for details O.P. Library (^fj^f'f^^^
J«l- 1, p. 225, No. 148, Br. Mns. Pers. Cat., p. ^'-^If.^^n^
^^^Cat., No. 1244, Pertsch, Berl. Lib. ^«^-

' PiV^^lif Cam-
066, Bodl. Lib. Cat.: Nos. 811-814, Sprenger Of^Vj^^^^e
^^fe University Cat., p. 345, Dr. Ross and Prof, l>ro^in

^'^^ p. 31, and A.SB. Lib. Cat., p 100. , p^^/^

,
A Turkish translation of this poem is f

^icecl m tn^

y- Cat., No. 313. Written in good Ta'Hq,
lUuminatea

S*^ld- Bated A.H. 937 = a.d. 1530.

('AH Huaayn Lib., Hyderabad.)
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213.

•••^
- - <o

Another valuable copy of the same work.

The MS. contains seven beautiful miniatures. Written iQ

excellent Ta'llq, within gold-ruled borders and columns.

Undated but old.

Scribe :—Muhammad Qiwam Shirazl.

Beg.:
(R. S. Lib.)

J| ^yLp jjU i^mcU ,'lij

214.

i>V.
»4

A very Mathnav

Q )

composed in a.h. 901 = a.d. 1486.

It appears from the Khatimah that the MS. was written

and collated by the author himself as he says :

«i^ lyl^^ ,J^ , J fci^j A*3U ii>c by^- ,1,1^ U e5=^'^'^'
(*^

Agha Ahmad 'All does not mention this Mathnam m his

Haft Asman. Written in minute and neat Persian hand.

Dated a.ii. 910 -ad. 1495.
1

Beginning of the preface :— hh - ^^^ j *-^*^ )^ (^

3> M Mathnavt :— )^ )^ (>^ &^y •t

(M. *Ali Husavn Lib., Hyderabad.)

215.

^fe^oj J^U i^j
A

Mathnavt

Manzur (;^xj^jja
) by the same author '' Ast^''

The author composed this work in a.h. 830 — ^^

after a labour of two months. See fol. 53*.—
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Total number of verses are 3,020

:

,^ /

The MS. contains also ten beautiful pictures. Another

Mathnam of the same title '' Nazir and Manmr Jo^P°J
^^^r^WalisJyi

"
(d. A.H. 1012 = a.d. 1603) is described in BodL

Lib. Cat., p. 391, and Sprenger Cat., p. 586.

Beg. :

—

This copy contains two other .o.an.^o V^^^^^^^^
by the same author m a.h. ».^6 - ^^.^ „ tHp illumina-
2,900 verses. Contains ten and seven pictures in

tions and paintings of the above copies seem to be m me

hand as in the preceding one.

Beff .

:

Beg.:

0>jl__ic (>i->—J^ t*^^'

U*-' lii?^ ^J^ -5
^'^ ^^

The last copy is incomplete at the end

(B. S. Lib.)

216.

- Sarft
" IFamJg and '4sr5," a love stor>% ^y^^' ^ m" represent-

posed ux A.H. 993 = a.d. 1584. See the c\ronj)|ram^ ^.^^^.^^

ing the composition and the author s name

Written m cit*!

The MS. contains eight good pictures _ j,-^gt two foils.

Ta'Uq. Dated Lahore a.h. 1290 = a-D- 1«"^-

are richlv illuminated with gold.

t_^ er^^ J-^ ^"""^

(R. S. Lib.)
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217.

Another copy of the same title, by ' Sulhi '

( ?) , as appears
from fol.. 2^:

^.^ KdW J^ji **IL^^ cXi^l^J^ (_^xiyj j^=cJU: I—

M

Composed in the time of the Emperor Akbar (a.h. 963-
1014 = A.D. 1556-1605). Written in Ta'llq. Dated a.h. 1072
-A.D. 1661, by the request of one Nur Md.

Beg. :— LS^—^i <-*^j j' tx)^ '«»-'j'

C^l « CUI ^_£;^-0 Ij ^ji )

(R. S. Lib.)

218.

t^a 6-b

Khaaans, a.h.

iinotner copy ot the same, by Qaitlt of Bukhara, who was
m the Court of the Sultan 'Abd al-'Aziz Khan Uzbak of

Bukhara (son of Sultan 'Ubayd -Allah of J2

939-946 = A.D. 1532-1539). See for author . .^. .. .._,..-.. - -_ .-

fol. 547* (of this Lib.). The name of the author is mentioned
on fol. 256* in the MS :

J'> t5V v:/ (Jt^ ^^J.—j-a. ^xi iSj-e c>0

The MS. contains 52 miniatures of excellent style. Written
in clear Ta'hq, gold-ruled borders. Frontispiece richy illumin-
ated and the first two pages are interlined with gold. Un-
dated

Beg. :— '^' V-i ^Ji y tA^ (-U ^\

(R. S. Lib.)

Mathnav

219.

fj=i- *-^«A isj^
. 1193

AD 1779). For author and his another work see my Pe,rs.

JSlote on Diwan Ahjadi (No. 107).
Idia Ahmad 'Ali does not refer to this work in hxsBajt

Asman m which he mentions other 78 Mathnavis. A^*
Ahmad 'Ali died at Dacca in a.h. 1290 = aI^. 1873. See
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Biographical notice of Eajt Asman written by IVIr. Blochmann

(Bib. Ind.).

Written in Ta'llq. Not dated.

Beg.:— jiy --!> ;j'i e;^!^ C5l

{Sh. 'U. 'Ubayd-AUah Lib., Madras.)

220.

An extremely valuable copy of the famous seven
^^f^^'

ofJam?(d.A.H.898 = A.D.U92) with a prose preface. WriUenin

fair Taliq, in four gold-ruled columns, ^yith a richly lUummatea

Tnwan at the beginning of each poem. The headmgs are

written m Naskh with gold. The MS. contams nineteen (U)

mbiatures of excellent Persian style. Dated a.h^ i^^-^o

1628. For details see Br. Mus. Pers. Cat. , p-
644t>.

Scribe :—Jamal al-Din ghatlb al-Shirazi. .^

Nawwab Kalb 'Ali Klian purchased this MS. foi i^s^

in A.H 1298 = A.D. 1873, as written by him on the ti}-ie

the MS. :—
I

'^*^. ^s^^^ J^Jj\ 0.£^,- ^^^ ^OA *?>.- x.^ X> ^

J- Js ^^. t^ . ^^t *iii v^' a-i^ »^i^/ *^> ^-'^j '^

i'MlilLo

(R. S. Lib.)

221.

U.Jj ci*-^„

Jawi' (d.
A very valuable copv of Yusnf Zulaykjia, ^7 r^^;;^,!;^^

^^.H. 898 = A.D. 1492) , contains seven pictures of
^-^^f^^^^^^'^' old

f^V^g^>and marginal pictures are richly adorned ^vi^hg^

*nd flowers. First and last 4 foils, are also highly
f^^^^^^ith gold, etc. (No date.) For details see 5f. i/^^^. i^er^.

p. 645a.

(R. S. Lib.)

222.

Zul
A Pusht

y^H ^^-y- ^=M3 ^-t^"

'^y^a, by 'Abd al-Qadir ? See Ind. Off- J^'^^y' -
^gis.

Written in good Naskh. Dated 1229 A.H. - a.d.

r
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Beg. :—
L_^y l_v s_,j c>jLi*

(Mahbub Yar Jang Lib., Hyderabad.)

L^

223.

t«

An extremely valuable copy of Jami's KhamsaJi t^^ts. <)i«-^,

contains nine excellent miniatures of Persian style." 'Unwans

illuminated. Written in four gold-ruled columns. For details

see Bodl. Lib, Cat. No. 900 and Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 645. Ex-

cellent binding. Dated Bakharz A.H. 977 = A. d. 1569.

Scribe :—Md. B. 'Ala al-Din, Good Ta'llq.

(R. S. Lib.)

224.

A very valuable copv of Khamsah-i-Nizami. Fine 'Un-

wans and margin richly illuminated. Written in minute neat

Tailq, within gold-ruled columns and borders. Dated a.h.

1021 = A.D. 1612. For details see Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p.
564a.

Scribe :—M. B. Haji M. Khaljan Shirazl.

(R. S. Lib.)

225.

The
imitation

he history of Garshasp, the hero of Sistan. Written w

ion of the Shahnam%h of Firdawn, by ' Asadl (d. a-H. 4oj>

A.D. 1065). See Br. Mils. Suppl. Pers. Cat., p. 134, No. 201.

[•itten in elegant Nasta'lTn_ 'TTnwRn biablv illuminated,
^oiWritten

dated, but old and valuable copy.

Unwan highly illumina

Beg. : i>j( tAi. Jl LT^
('All Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

226.

/^ c
(ifl.*

Sanghasan

Batllsi ( ^J^ t^^^l^TU. ). A series of 32 tales about Raja

Bikramajit, king of Malwah.
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Translator :-Sayyid Muzaffar B. Sayyid Hasbim al-

Husaynl al-Hupyani ? It is stated in the prologue that the

work had been translated from the Hindi original to Persmn

by the order of the Emperor Akbar (a.h. 963-1014 = 1556-160^

A.D.). For details see Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p.
763a

Written m Ta'ltq. Dated a.h. 1212 = a.d. 1797.

Beg. :~ I; ch'^) i^-j ^ »^t ^^^^'. u-'i^? -^
•

(R. S. LibO
e

3f

XII.

Sciences.

227.

A treatise on metaphysics without ^^t^^^f.^^^^^th^
posed m the year a.h. 1062 = a.d. 1651, as mentioned m

preface :

;^;. a^^ JL>;3, ^^*; ^*i^*^.^ v^^- ^^^'^' ^^^
.

JUiii ,>LJ .i>wli UV ^^li-t o*3^ji ^•'>«' </J

liAJl^jS j^ixmje
isjij;i.^ji Ai" 'ii^ Jir

- '^^'' "^

.>Xm}

%^J^

The work is dedicated to a prince ba

(some letters are omitted before his name) :

Scribe :-'Abd al-'Ali B. Rr 'All a|-Ha'fj;l^p-^-ithin gold-

Written in a very clear and good Nasta Iiq^^ .^^a
^^^^

ruled borders, and marginal notes are m Shikastai

.

are illuminated. Valuable copy

Beg. :_ ^1 J^i,' ^- j«f . J^'^ '^^"^

('Abd al-Husayn, Lucknow.)

228.

-^ -^ 1,
**

\.v Sadr al-Din ^y^-

^ A valuable treatise on Philosophv d> -

j^^^. ;g^qir

S- Ibrahim Shirazi called UvM Badra'^y^^^^^^^
~ — '

"TbT Uns. Pers. Cat.

' For Mum Sadra^s life and his works;;;
^^i. n, p. 413. Ca.ra

P- 829% Gobineau, 'Religions de VAsie, p. 84. Broci^-'
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Damad and author of al-Asjar al-Arba'h) (d. a.h. 1050 = a.b.

1640).

Beg. : iJl 'Sutl^i ^^ tj ,J>*^\

Written in a fine Nasta'llq, by author's son.

(M. 'Abd al-Basit Lib., Hyderabad.)

229.

\A^] SJIaa s;c>

A valuable treatise on Philosophy by the same author

Beg. :— .
;, ^^^.tj ^_^lii' ^ i^t ^ w^^

Written in a fine Nasta'llq, by author's son,

(M. 'Abd a] Basit Lib., Hyderabad.)

XIII.

Mechanics.

230.

A very curious work on mechanical contrivances for pur-
poses of utility or amusements. The work is divided into many
sections and figures, treating of the following subjects :-
Hour glasses, dials and other instruments for the measurements
ot time; magical cups and other devices connected with wine
annking; fountain pumps and other contrivances for raising
water, etc. Each figure is illustrated and all headings of the
section and figures are written in red ink. Preface which is

^^ ritten by a later author does not throw anv light upon the
real author of this work but from the colophon it appears that
tue work was composed by Fath -Allah' ShirazI (d.A.H. 997 =
A.D. 1588) of the Emperor Akbar's
(_^l ^

.
Several foils, are missing.

Scribe :—Hamid al-Din B. Jamal al-Din of Isfahan
a clear Naskh and Taliq. Dated a.h. 993 = a.dm

1584.

Vol. n.'pp°192-^i'94'
^^' "'"'^ ^""l^^ogue of the Arabic hooks in the Br. Mus.

^'ohu'J^M'^vf\l'^^ ^^« ^"'•&5. Akbarl, pp. G73-684, Bada'unl
,. .A^' P- 369.jQl. Ill, p. 154^ Blochmann, A'ln Akbari, p. 33, andMa
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Beg. :— iJl ASUr-^J j^ U| ... aU 4>*sJ

End:— ^li ^^ »U llx Afii>-a^) ^JLlt^ Ajir ^^l^\ c-J

J^axJ jLft ^J^* r^JjJ^Jt c>>^] AJjdJi JJU w^irliiJl cf3l^

The work begins from 9th figure ( ^^^ J^ )-

In 1918 I saw the same copy in the possession of a man of

Bhopal who came to Calcutta w4th this copy.

(Jagat Nara'in & Co., Cawnpore cljowk.)

231.

A tract on mechanical contrivances for purposes of utilit}'

or amusements by Ab 5 ' All (?) .

The work is divided into five cbapters. Written in Ta'llq.

For other copies see Cat. of Dr. Ross and Mr. Browne, p. 10,

and Govt. Ind. Coll., A.8.B.. part I, p. 53, No. 959.

Beg. :— Jt ... jUJt J^t^^la-c ^;

i

(Ivhalil al-Dm Ahmad Lib., Benares.)

XIV.

Physiognomy.

232.

JL

A tract on Plivsiognomy. The author's ^^"^^^^?'^^
-i^F^ar in the MS. but we learn from the BodL hio. _;'. .

}880, that the author of this work is Niir Bakhsh. Writt

in ^'asta'liq. Undated.

Beg.: ^Ai^ ^^-^^ cr,Ua>^ ^^ ^ ij'h* J

('Abd al-Husayn, Lucknow.)

XV.

Calltgkaphy.
nf treatises on

A very useful and interesting collection o

•^"igrapy, as following :—
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233.

A treatise, in verse, on the rules of Persian penmanship in six

characters, by ' Majnun,' better known as Mir 'All al-Katib, who

died, according to the Mir'at al-'Alam, a.h. 924 = a.d. 1518,

and according to the other authors a.h. 951 = A.D. 1544 and

A.H. 957 = A.D. 1550.

See for details and another copy Br. Mus. Pers. tat.

p. 531, and my Pers. Note (No. 196). Written in Ta'llq. ^ot

dated.

Beg.

:

c/ (^) t^"^'

234.

Another treatise on calligraphy dealing with various forms

^, Tawqi' ciV , Naskh ^i and Nasta'liq

j^jjUi-j by Ya

of Akhmq Zahlrnjah tjx^ ^iLkf . Vide Br. Mus
p. 865".

Written in Naskh, not dated.
r

(Malibub Yarjung Lib., Hyderabad.)

235.

^^^1 aiil ^= ( *iL; )

A treatise on the rules of formation of alphabets by the

famous calligrapher Abd-Allah Sayrafi. It is divided into *

Muqaddamah , two chapters and a jKhatimah. Written

Ta'liq. Not dated.

Beg. :— Jt (^-JyA^t *U| jo^ ^ur ^^i] ^j^ ^'J u^ ^aJ Ut

236.

A treatise in verse on the rules of writing the Nask_

character by Murad of Kashmir, better known as •' Begam,

composed at the request of Haji Md. 'Urf Dar. The autno

was a pupil of Md. Husayn. Written in fine Ta'liq.

Beg. :— Jy^j cu«J J iyj .^_-»a. c^

(M. Md. Muhaddith Lib., Rampore.)
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XVI.

Agricultuee.

237.

A work on agriculture treating chiefly of the culture of
iruits, trees, flowers, vegetables and grains as practised in
India, composed in a.h. 921 = a.d. 1515.

Author :—Qasim Yusuf Abii Nasri Ansari, poetically
called " Qani'i." The colophon states'that the transcriber of
the MS. is Khwajah Kalan Katib and that the date of transcrip-
tion is a.h. 986 = A.D. 1578:

l:rtJUS

aJi ^ ^^; &su^\ A^^/i ji.A <xj^~3 ^^ '^J^^^i ^

For another copy see yi.5'.5.i G'ovf. (?o^?., part. I, p- 3,
^^o. 30 (in 3 parts) where the name of the author is not given.

Written m minute and clear Ta'liq.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

XYll.

Ethics.

238.

A treatise on ethics by the famous Buha'i writer, Afdal

^i-I>m Kashi 2 (d. A.H. 707 = a.d. 1307) .
For another copy see^ ^

'11J 4-f^- i^'i. A beautiful copv ^vhich was formerly in the Emperor

^g library. TTo o^^,,:t;ij „ i:u„. v.i^^^i^^ fr. ^dil Shah of Bijapore.

loads,

'^^^y- He acquired a library belonging to *5dil
' «iost valuable MSS. were, it is said, taken away
Aurangzib's love of tlieolosy led him to collect

igmented

ProvSn "'f"'"'
^^S- <=°Py S^t^Sr collection, leaf 258). He made se^ e™'

No
829T'

*^^ ^"""^ management of his library. (See Bodl. Lib. Cat.

^^^stir^Rf'^ ^^^P^' QSt>il Kh.-n, Mubarak -'
^^^Jfritl'^^SSa'S

'^^ B5'ir^*y"^r«t Kl.an, Md. Wm, Md. 'All, S^J^^'r^nS^
^°1P hSI;

"" ^^^'' et^., were the superintendents and Taliseildars

^u'l,a?'
^i« life see Sprenger Cat., p. 17, Atashkadah and i?i3/Si aZ-
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Bodl. Lib. Cat. No. 1445-11. Written in Shikastah. Undated

but an old copy.

Beg. :

^rjuifjuf

(R. S. Lib.)

239.

The popular hundred sayings of Luqman (^sop) with

the abovementioned religious tract of 'Abd-Allah Ansan,

bound in one volume. This valuable MS. dated a.h. 940 =

A.P. 1539 is in the handwriting of Mir 'Ali (d. a.h. 957 - a-D.

1550), one of the most accomplished Nasta'liq writers. Li^e

the preceding copv this MS. bears the autographs ot tne

emperors Jahanglr" and SJiahjahan, and the Pnncess Janan

Ara Begam which is very rare. A seal of this accomplisnea

lady is however found in a very valuable copy of ^n ^^^""^

work ShaJianshah Namah preserved in the 0. P. Lib. Cat. (iianu

pore). (See Vol. Ill, p. 1, No. 265).

Jahani Ara, the eldest child of SJiahjahan, was t^e most

accomplished lady of Shahjahan's harem. She is the auttioreb

of the famous Persian work " Munas al-Arwah," a »ot^^®°%.oo

celebrated saint Khwajah Mu'in^ al-Din C^i^^*, (d. a.h. ooa

= A.D. 1235), composed in a.h. 1049 = a.d. 1639.
^

The MS. bears two notes by SJiahjahan, one by Jahan a

and one by Jahangir. , . -gN

(1) Note by Shahjahan (a.h. 1037-1069 = a.d. ^^^1'^^^'

In this note the emperor says that the MS. was receiveaj^

his library in Akbarabad in Rabi' I, a.h. 1039 = a.d. Ib-y-

kiu A> 5;*»j A*fA. i^UflJ ^l) y'xj i^f — |»t=v'* *i^*^/^' ^
ti>?^ I -n A^ t5^f c>Vt »l^ (^^J "^ f'J^-

-^^ J^^ ^^

8,^ - jJi 8tr,^ Aix:3lu ^^t ^l^ V^^ ^'^ <^^!^' *-'^'^^' ^^^^^
^'"""l

Immediately after the emperor's signature is the en o ^

ment ^iJJ^;t> o^xj, which suggests the price of the MS.

one thousand rupees.

(2) Another Note by Shahjahan. . (tjjook

In this note the emperor says that he gave tms

1 JahSn Ara died a.h. 1092 = a.d. 1681. (See Ma atUr-%- i

p. 213, and 'Amal-i-Salih (Bib. Ind.), p. 80.
, , . - no 256-26<''.

2 For Eiwajah Mu'In al-Din, consult Khazinat al-A?pya^ w
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of admonitions " to his beloved daughter Jahan Iri
Zu'l Hijjah a.h. 1040 = ad. 1630 :

One or two words at the end of the note have been
unfortunately pasted over by the foolish binder. On the left
side of the first note is the following note by Jahangir ^ (a.h.

I

1014-1037 = A.D. 1605-1627) :

(3) The fly-leaf at the end of the MS. bears the following
note by Jahan Ara, in which she highly praises the sayings of

Abd-Allah al-Ansari :-
^

i?

Nawwab Kalb 'All Klian from a man of Benares purchased

J
the year a.h. 1300 = a.d. 1882 this valuable copy for

^- 1=000 for this library :—

KhSn '^T^^l^g''-
had a good library (see Tarikh Henri, by Md. Baqir Ah

£L?--^^ Kalim-Allah Bukharl. p. 2, Darhar Akban, p^
666).

^v L '^'^'8'' Maktub Khan w^ a Superintendent of the Royal L.b-

S f!, ^^^^T^-i-Jahang-iH by Rogers and Beveridge, p. 12). He wa»

i^tt'if MSS. When he went to Gujrat, he took a library with hnxK

the'rL-^y'^Jj^ of Gujrat, he presented from his library such book=,a^

of each^'r.?""«2/^»i. Kashshaf and Eawdat alrAhbab ;
and on the back

the date f^'
^^"k« (MSS:)~he wrote the day of his arrival m Guj.-at and

idge
pp

^^gP'-e^'entation. (See Tarikh Jahangm, by Rogers a»d Bev er

'
Colleofn

^""',''^^' * g^«*t lover of MSS. and books as Mr. Martin says :-^

«pon to*^

' (of MSS.) complain of the exorbitant prices they are called

^ CnarSf ^°^P«^^i^^ MSS. and the highest prices now P'^'d are™
^hicffS"?^'"^ the sums they cost their f°™^" °^T': Jr« 10 (S)
-would n,^S^^ P^'d 3.000 gold rupees-a sum equivalent to Ra. iO.OOO

The \T
'"^^.^^ ^«' 2,000 at a sale in Paris to-day • . ^„

paid pricfr? ^' ^^'^ Timurides, the Mughals, Emperors and A^^rs

•^^l^Cd M?'''.^
^« '^"dly understand, and it ^-'«, "^ eon vatnt to

about T^^r °^ *^'« Q«Van to realize a sum that would l^?

^f }f;'^j,,«

''^'nent n«; .
'"'"^^'•^ «/ P'^^si^^. Iridm and Turkey, Vo

.
I, P^^»^

painters and illustrators were employed in his library.
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Y> il>c ^u^^ ^j\^\ ^\ ^i» &^b^ ^^)J J^^ ^A^ **^ ^i

^yL lit J>. *JiU ^ ij^^H J life ^y j^ t>iUl~i i:iu ^lloL. ^^^>

. e^l*^ ^J^ - "^

MS
Beginning of Sad Pand Luqman : I

e
6ia .^U u^l ... ^iJ^*i\ VJ «A3 ^—

J

Ansan

»i e)^ '"^^•^y t; ^'" J^ VJ ^

»i ii)^>> csjJ^^ h ^*^ '^^'^

It is not out of place to mention here that a most valuable

and well known MS. beautifully illuminated entitled litraf'

Namali-i-Iskandan, an ethical Mathnam, by 'Abd al-Kahman

Jami (d. A.H. 898 = a.d. -1492), bitten by the same cele-

brated scribe Mir -'All ' on the same date (a.h. 945 = a.d. bw)

and bearing on the 1st fly-leaf the seals and autograph ot tm

Emperor Shahjahan ^ and purchased by him for his library tor

rupees three thousand (Rs. 3,000) :

work No. 233).

1 In the Tuzuk-i-JahangM {SayyidAhmad'sedition),V- ?
^ J

^f'^'^'ych
made of anotheri master-piece of the same calligrapher, Mir '-^^^'^-^j,

was valued at 1,000 gold-muhars (=Rs. 15,000). "The Khanli^an

presented [in a.h. 1019 = a.d. 1610] a most splendid copy of Jami^i

Zulaykha in the handwriting of Mir 'AIT. Its price is l.OW g

muhars." '

g

'Rawdat al-Anwar of Khwaju Kirmanl transcribed by ^'l® J
i,jg

caUigrapher (see my Persian Note No. 201, Bustan No. 196, and lo

Matla'al-Anwar of Amir lOiusraw also written by the same sen e

(see O.P. Lib. Cat., Banklpore. Vol. I, p. 191, and Vol. II, No.
^^'''^[^J^

Another copy of the Sad Pand Luqman written by the same sc
^^^

preserved in the Nawwab of Luharu'a library (Delhi), as notea

Catalogue of the Loan Exhibition of Antiquities. (See p- 68).

For Mir Ali's life see Hablb al-Siyar , Vol. Ill, part III, V-f^-^ah'i
2 For another autograph of Shahjahan see Vol. II, P^^^f-!r^„ p 35

first fol. on the margin, which MS. belongs to t\\e A.S.B. Lib. ss

(wrongly noted as printed).
v, aanauto-

Radl Sharh-i-Kafiyah. MS. copy, Rarapore State library, i^^ZT^^ the
graph of the Emperor (see for this my Arabic Notes No. io

J.A.S.B. XIII, 1917. I saw at Benares City (Shiwalah) another
^

graph of the Emperor Shahjahan on the 1st fly-leaf of a naag
^^.

copy, entitled Muqatta'at-i-lbnyamln, transcribed by the **"'
-^j^ 36),

grapher Sultan 'All al-Ma^hadi (for his life see my Persian ^^^^^^^ "^ho
The valuable copy was in the possession of one MirzS Kam t^a^^.

^^j^

said that he belonged to a princely family. See my Pers.Note (^
^^ ^^^

foot-note No. 1). Shahjahan and Jahangir'a autographs are
^^^_

Diwan-i-Mlrza Kamran, an unique copy, written by the cejeor^
, ^^„

^

grapher Mahmud of Harat. (See O.P. Lib. Cat., Vol. II, P- 1*^' ^
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I

Is in the possession of Babii Protapa Chandra Ghosha of

Calcutta, who gave it on loan for Exhibition ^ at the A.S.B.,

which was held under the auspices of His Excellency Lord Carmi-

chael, Governor of Bengal, on the 3rd Feb., 1915 a.d.

240.

A treatise dealing with the manners and customs of

eastern women, without author's name. This treatise is

known as «i *: j-yilr. The work is similar to o'.»-^'l ^^ °i®'^'

tioned in Bodl. Lib. Cat. No. 1890. .

Scribe ;—Ghulam Nabi. Written m poor but legible

Mian Ta'liq. Undated.

Ouliatan which was in Farh Bakhsh library in Oudh (^o'"
^"^^J' ^fnes see my Pera. Notes (foot-note). No. 209). formerly Pf'^^^^f.^f.^u---^»)0 for the Imp. hbrary of Shahjahan. transcribed by the famous calh

pher Hakim Rukna. There^was a note on the l^tfly-leaf by theEmperpr

(^e6pren.e. Cat.. . K.«^ gee J.A.S.B. for July l^^^^' P- 190. f- the^.s

ub Khan [see V.ti.JJ; P- ;" •

74, Br. Mus.Pers. Catp-^M).yatKhan (see Elliot, Vol. VII, p. 74, Br. Mus. ^m.^^^- V-
- "

|J^an,etc., etc.. were the superintendents of his "bfafy;.
^^e as'A descriptive list of the MSS etc. shown at the Exlub tion are

^s:— n A M. . /„,l,..„,^ „™+„;„;«r, miniature paintings oi sumfollows :__„, A
jvf„raff9

^^^ted copy of
13267o^^ of the Dlwan of Mir Hasan ot uevm ^^-

jr:^^^iy lent

by L "^'^temporary of the famous poet Amir
H'"^^ .'.r rlneral of

Re2'7'^ Sayyid ^Id. Ivl.an Bahadur,
^f^/^PP^tTSP ^^^

fairS''' ^^'ig^l- (3) An illuminated and illustrated copy

C b/-^-;"^«^ -^Smo^t of ^NizamV (d- a.h. 600 = a.d- 120J).
^ .^^_

abated
"" ^''^^'" ^h™ad (Editor of these Notes) (4)

^n h^^
^^^^^

No 12,
^'"Py of tlie Qur'un (for details see J-^-^-^-' \^{, On each

W one
'^y^'^^^<^ ^otcs). (5) Qur^an in thirty leaves orJj.

^^j^

ofAW?'^"'-'^'^ i^ written in beautiful calligraphy. 1*
f^j^L jjawwabSip

'^ Kliana
m Bengal, Nawwab Shams al-Nisa i^egai"

^^^nscribed

(6) iJama't7 written on gold-sprinkled pap
^-^^^ ^.^j^ ^f

'a<?5« p " calligrapher Md. 'Arif al-Hara%'i. wn^ »
g
jjo^^

4.dC na-rT.'? ^^'^ i^ the time of Bahadur SJifh (a.H.
f^^ous

Wh w :/^^2^- '^"f ^^ «* P"P51 *>* '^^^
*^-?^n uid bv the Em-

f^^rorjlJ'-*''- <^> A Q«r'an .W said to have been u^^d
^ ^^^^^^^^^

^''i.son'S--"^^<^« °f j'^de. Kindly lent ^y
^^iTmS'f Mur*ida-

j,^^. son of Nawwab Waia Oadr SayyidHusayn 'AU Mirz
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Beg. :— AS' kd^j )fj^] J i->j5l l-jU ^^ OA-^^jf aJUo; ^\ t>*j Ut

(Agha Karbala*!, Cawnpur.)

•
jf ^^.K ^IflLi

241.

/

A very valuable copy on Ethics.
Author :—Abu'l Qasim ?

The author's name is written on the 'Unwan of the MS
Written in elegant Ta'liq, dated a.h. 1232 ^ a.d. 1816.

Beg. :— J\ ^Jt* ^li>3 aS" f; ^^^ JsA^ c5^ J ^^^Hrf *5^^ jl*T

(Ahli Islam Lib., Madras.)

242.

r

A work on ethics, by 'Aziz-Allah of Benares, composed in

the time of the emperor Shahjahan (a.h. 1037-1068 = a.d.

1627-1657). Written in Shikastah-Amiz. Dated a.h. 1107 =

A.D. L695.

Scribe :—Ghulam Rasill Siddiqi al-Bihari.

Beg. :— -Js jliif c^UUif a^
\y <_,ij^f c)^^ «^-^ J

(R. S. Lib.)

XVIII,

Politics.

243.
L

A treatise on political wisdom, by Hidayat-Allah Bikari.

Composed A.H. 1126 = a.d. 1714 in the time of Farrukh Siya^,

Emperor of Delhi, a.h. 1124-1131 = a.d. 1712-1718. It ^^

divided into 5 chapters, each of which is subdivided iQ^

several Fasls. Written in Shikastah.

Beg. :— sJtji, i^UiU ^ \j ^ 3 j" cff-^ j^ ^'^'^ ****

(R. S. Lib.)
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XIX.

Mathematics.

244.

L«sJI jlsvcl

Aim.

Awran^zlb

1068-1118 = A.D. 1657-1706). It is divided into a *^>a^; two

^^ and a aJU.. Written in minute Ta'liq. Not dated.

Beg. :— Ji &^ (JL,f J ^U^ IL A5U*ij l**iixj <^a^I ai^ •^^J'

(R. S. Lib.)

245.

A Persian translation of tlie elements of Euclid made

from the Arabic version of Kliwajah Nasir al-Din Tusi (d. a.h.

672 - A.D. 1273. See Brock., Vol. I, p. 508).

Translator :—Mahmud B. Mas'ud al-ShirazI (d. c. a.h. au
= A.D.1312. See5rocifc.,Vol.II,p.211). It appears from the

preface that the work has been written for Amir ghah 15. Amir

Said Taj al-Milhi-Wal Dm Mu'tazz B. Zahir.

Written in a small rough Nastaliq, dated a.h. 780 = a.d.

^•i78, seventy years after the death of the author. _

,,
For another translation entitled Fawa'id JamaLi see dt.

^W5. Pers. Cat, p. 449«.

Beg. :— ^, i,^ S^ ^3 jt ^l^i v^?^ v*^

(Bahadur Shah, Mochi gate, Lahore.)

\ls

246.

A treatise on mathematics, by 'Ubayd- Allah ^^ .^^^

rt al-Siddlqi al-Suhrawardl of Gupamavi. It is ai

^^«?ac7cZama^, two B56. and some Fasls. Written m H

Beg. :- »*jilT ojL ^L^ c;t^>i* «>^ Jlj "^^-^ ^^'' ^.
vU*i o^>

(B. S. Lib.)
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247.

A treatise on Mathematics.
Author :—Qasim 'All Qani ?

Scribe:—Md. Rida Mashhadi. Written in Nasta'llq
Dated a.h. 1091 = a.d. 1680.

Beg.

:

^f U-^3j^
(Qadi 'Ubayd-AUah Lib., Madras.)

248.

A work treatmg of the sciences and customs of the Hindus,
in five Matla's and a Khatimah as follows :

^jA {\p) v^-^;^ (r) ^u.^iAJi (r) oulij ««-JL»ji (i)

Mus
t^^j^

Author :—Salamat 'Ah Khan Tabib, entitled Sadaqat
lyian. Written in various hands.

* Dated a.h. 1262 = a.d.

1845,

Beg. :— <^ji <^Uj| i^ji^ jtjj ^ ^1 <^t>-^ <x^Jf .^

(Wajed Husayn, Lucknow.) ^

249.

the

^^'^j^
subject by Muhammad Ghazna\a. Composed in the time

of Md. B. Bahram Shah. Written in Naskh. Dated a.h. 778

= A.D. 1376.
~

Beg. :— ^t AAA ^j Ji ^ ^^u .] »ij ^1 i,yc iS yi\^ c^f li> J '^•*'

(R. S. Lib.)

250.

Very rare and interesting selections from the Mathemafci-
l works in four treatises by

~
^ " *

Mazandaram m. For ats-.

P
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Some miscliievous hand has erased the name of the trans-

criber :

^ «Ul UU^ ... Si^^j^s^ aLjs^j /\I^\ ... ^i^ioAil t^Mif AJ ^^
\

^ysLit VVA Aiurt^^t f^;^ j^ (^*i^(^^ *^ A^^a^'l ^ji

Written in Naskh. Dated a.h. 778 = 1376.

( I ) Beg. :— U^^ iiji ^JU ci*-.| [)^ ^jx^ ^^ \ji\y^ cr'i-»

ji-
(r) Beg. :— ^f (^i^ a ^/. o-^^lfj e,f^i^b ^^
(r) Beg. :— i/ cui^j Ij^r*^ ^0 *' -^^^/t ^^-^' ^^

e
hj^

if) Beg. :— ^ilt-l^ v> </*^ *^ iJ^'*"
^' "^' '^"'^

(R. S. Lib.)

J| ^^U-^lslX

Astronomy.

251.

An autograph but in
nomy, by AshB, a native of yumm. wno eamc v^ j.^^-- —
at Delhi, or Agrah, in a.h. 972 = a.d. 1564. ^^^iP^'^'^'l^f-
P- 30, pp. 56 and 118. For author and his another ^vork see

^Mus. Suppl Pers. Cat. No. 306, andNata'lj al-Afkar, p.^^-

Written in good Nasta'liq, gold-ruled margin, not datea.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

252.

An extensive, valuable and old commentary upon the famous

^tronomical work ^^iliJuj ^ij of Nasir al-Dm Tdsl (d. a.h.

*AD. 1273, see Bro'cJfc I, p. 508). , .. «i OummL
, Commentator :-Husayn B. Md. Nishapun al-Qum n^

T'T. ^' ^'^^- This is the commentator's
^^^''^iXtion:^•H.709 = .,.!,. 1309, as shown bv the followmg
subscription
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The name of Md. B. 'Ali al-Sawji, a patron of the author,
is written on the begmning of the flv-leaf within an illuminated
circle :

LiJi J J.».J( A«^ ^UJ( ^tj)3^ ^yllJ^ ^rjlt ,^^1^1 ^f ii|_yi. ^^j

Probably the author wrote this work for him. Written in

minute and a very fine Ta'Iiq.
For another Kashj al-Haqa'iq see Br. Mus. Pers. Cat.,

p. 450^ II, and Br. Mus. Suv'vl Ar. Cat. No. 767.

^.,«
Beg. :— ^1 j*U| ^Uji ^iLo a' ^^IjAw <^U> ^^U^I

(R. S. Lib.)

253.

Ajkl^^ lJ-£!^0"C

A treatise in verse on avr
Muhandis of Lahore, composed in a.h. 1150 = a. d. 1737, as

mentioned in the following :

sail kMJ j—xai^j J,^ ^lyi ^^ ^_x^ er"^—H*

Written in fine Ta'lIq. Dated a.h. 1300 = a.d. 1882.

Beg. :— 4>iij },^S. ^Sm ij y^x G Ai^J t'i-^ ^^.> ^ ^-I^ ^i*

(Hafz Ahmad 'Ali Khan Lib., Rampore).

254.

9 J

I

Qasim B. Md. Husayn
at the request of Mirza Md. Tahir Majlisnavis. It is divi

other Mad^al
Allah was on*

)e BodL Lib, Cat. No. 1549. ,

of the chiefs of the observatory maae o>

|bah, at Delhi m a.h. 1127 ='a.d. 1714, (See p

8 For Lutf-Allah and his works see Br. M
Ind. Off. Lib. Cat. No. 2253.

Muham
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into 2 i.'o^^ muqaddamah , 15 ^Jla'« maqalah and a a*31^ hhatiTnat.

Written in a minute Ta'llq within gold-ruled borders. Not

dated.

Beg. :— t; ^*i^ u-^ J r^^ '^'V^ 3' «^^-'*^ wH*' J

yi AiJU vi*^* t^l^aiA^J ^' ^^>^'jj

(R. S. Lib.)

XXI.

Astrology

255.

A very valuable copy on astrology by 'All Shah B. Md who

flourished in a.h. 690 = a.d. 1291. (See Dr. Ross and m.
Browne, Cat., p. 88.) The author dedicated this work to His

patron 'Abd al-Baqi.

W. Pertsch, Berl. Lib. Cat. Pers._ M8Sior other copies see W. Pertsch, Bert. Lib. Lai. rara. j^^"-:^

pp. 363, 367, and ^.>Sf.S. Government Coll of Part. I, p 2.V ^o. i^

has an incomplete copy noted wrongly to be in Arabic, ana

stated that the author was in the a.h. 1050 = "^-^-K^^^ ,^^
A.,,i.i .. ,. .1 1— T-k.. T?^== and Mr. Browne,

y

Another copy mentioned
p. 88.

Written in a very good Nasta'liq.. at Constantinople.^

Dated a.h. 1069 = ad. 1658.

Beg. :— ^, ^^ ji^ji iS t; ^J^^y^

(Mahbubyar Jang Lib., Hyderabad.)

.*

256.

A treatise on the principles of astrology, by Md. a^'?^'^;^^

called as *»!.», sx^(7\ Tmn.cribed by the order of As^ar .

as^ajL^'l ^
' ~ ^

• 1 rl'nff the Imperial

. .,
'In Constantinople there are 46 libraries, »nclua g ^^^j^^phs,

Lib. containing 85.000 MSS. and books. There are ma^^^^
^^ ,„;.

3 .^?P'^s and many works which were collated
f^l*? !=Vg^ed (d. a.h.

(d. A.H. 339

sS'Tl*^^ correspondence about the myst'Cism _
Vol TT^-

^^^'1 Khayr (d. A. h. 440 = a.d. 1048,
J^ ^treatises. (See

wM' P- 229) ^d Abu -All Slna eJcists in the shape o
^^^ ographi-

c^J/fer details Safarnamah-i-S}iibll (ITrdu),pP-
^^'^^^

mforntiation, see Mu'jam, Vol. IV, P- 95.
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ghan the father of the owner of the Lib. Written in Ta1iq.
Dated a.h. 1290 = a.d. 1873.

Beg. :— A*s.« :>\x»3\yyS^\ '

^\^ ^, ^^^.^ ^J ^^

(Hafiz Ahmad «AIi Khan Lib., Rampore.)

XXII.

Falconry.

257.
r

+

•fT,"^^
extremely valuable and extensive work on falconry,

witli their different diseases and their treatment, illustrated
with beautiful pictures.

Author :—Shahin Beg Khan B. Tulghar Beg Khan

nSrS^o * Composed in the time of Tuglian Timiir Khan (a.h.

737-753 = A.D. 1336-1352).
*

^^e work is introduced bv a scholarly preface. A full

table of contents is given at the"beginning of the work. This

jJliJjf i^jlj )^)
as the author states in the preface, fol. 5.

Written in bold Indian Taaiq within golden borders. 'Un-
wan illuminated. Undated.

Beg. :— ^ AS- i^jr,_^ oy r;>^ ^. .^ jt^^ ^ib ;UiA

End:

(Abd al-Husayn, Lucknow.)

258.

A treatise on falconry
; containing instructions for select-

ing the best species of hawks, and method of teaching them,

also the disorders they are subject to and mode of cure.

Author :—M. Rida B. Kbxvf?4ni, AM V,-=:nf dX Written m
Ta'Iiq. Undated.

Beg. :_^.'| f; ^U^l._^ ^, G jj, ;., ^^^US^, ^U^ ^ ^^y

{Ahl-Mslam Lib., Madras.)
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259.
^

r

A treatise on falconry by an anonymous author. The

work is divided into 20 chapters ( v'O- Written in Ta'liq.

No date.
I

Beg. :—*-*/y J ^ji vi?^' j^ o-^t ^^^j u^t ^ <^^t

<^h cjt iD^^ji i (/> S^i^

(Sayyid Md. Lib., Lucknow.)

XXIII.

Farriery.

260.

•
!j

A treatise on farriery. Translated by the order of Himmat

Kliani(d. A.H. 1002 = A.D. 1681).
,^ ,„. ,,.,

Translator :—Anand Ram, poetically called ' MuBih^. (d-

A.H. 1164 = A.D. 1750). It is divided into 4 chapters ( ^^. ).

Written in Ta'llq. Undated.

Beg.:— .X^^ ojt*il e)!^-^ Jf^i^ ^^ ^^"^ W i-^-'^^

't

It t» Jic u-^t^*!
*^ -,-s>*J>V«

(R. S. Lib.)

261.

A treatise on farriery without author's
^

name. It is

AxiOAiO
Written

astah-Amiz Ta'liq. Dated a.h. 1085 = a.d. 1674.

Beg. :-t^yf.i.yf ^U5i> ^;<A J u-V ->
-^ •

"^ **
.

'

(R. S. Lib.)

^ ,: for Himmat KhBn see O.B.B, p. 160, i^r. i«—
^'^°«'>'- a«-t/maro' and Tazhirat al-Vmara. ,,- ^^a ^./For Mukklis see 0«cfc Ca^, p. 159,j^a«a »/ aJ-^A«
»-4mirafe. For his another work see my Pers. Note ^o.
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262.

duU L^y
A treatise on the same subject, by Md. B. Mahmud, com-

posed in A.H. 767 = A.D. 1365 by the order of Muzaffar al-Din

Baka. It is divided into 2 kinds Jl-« j m>^^\ o./^** j-j (f)

;J\ - c^f i^J J iS4 J, (^ ) :

—

^) J subdivided into 40 chap-

ters (v^)
- Ajf JKJ.JJ

V « 4,Za4A.J

Subdivided into 33 sections ( d^ ). Written
vvithin gold-ruled borders. No date-

I

Beg. :— (j^U« ... js»x.>^ tj^. j a*»J t,'!^ !«»>^ aA^ '>*=«^t

(R. S. Lib.)

263.

A treatise on pigeon-flying.

Author :—Sayyid Md.
A copy of the same exists in the Sh. 'U. Qadi 'Ubayd-Allah

library, Madras.
Written in usual Ta'liq. Undated.

Beg. :— Al^li iJij^ j^^^ ^^Lx ^^^ ^^Jf&k

Al-jfjf jj^L:*^ L-'i^j *^^ jiy^ ^
(Ahl-i-Islam Lib., Madras.)

The following interesting works are bound in one volume

:

Kc

264.

(1) A treatise on pigeon-flying by Md. Wala Musavi.

Written in Ta'liq.

Beg. :

—

-J] .
\j J:ijijx? &f o^i f^*. ^l-e «>'=^i-!

'^^

265.

(2) A treatise on the importance of wealth by the same

author. Written in Ta'liq.

Beg. :— ^1 \j j{^ , cU ^l^^ ;lx-o ^^y•^ ^ ^\*i^^j. ^^ j' ^-
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266.

(3) A versified treatise on cock-fighting, by the same

author.

Written in Ta'liq. Dated a.h. 1236 = a.d. 1820.

Beg. :— ^^1; t^ i^<f JUiu j^i^li cfV^jjl J^i

(R. S. Lib.)

267.

A rare and interesting treatise on elephant taming.

Author unkilbwn.
It is divided into 17 chapters. ( v^-? )•

The follwing elephant drivers have left prescriptions for

the treatment of ailments of elephants.

r

Written in Nasta'liq. Undated.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

XXIV.

Alchemy.

268.

3x0^0 U^r. The work deals with

alchemy and medicine.
, ^ ^^^^-.a Taba-

Author :-Zayn al-'Abidin al-MashhadI ^^%Zt ^han
^^^a'i, composed by the order of Sayyid » R^

^^06
Bahadur Muzaffar Jang, Na'ib Nizamat o^

^^"fLltf k»"^*^"= A^B. 1791), who was selected for the ofoeoith^'
h the En^H.K .ff.. fi.. A^^th of Ja'far 'All Kjian (see u.n' ^*f> tl-XiV *VU;C

the English after th
i'- ^'i, and Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 6U).

The work has been translated from AraDic

^^ three parts ( *1>^I j

.

It is divided
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Written in elegant Nasta'liq within golden borders. Dated
A.H. 1220 = A.D. 1805.

Beg- •— 4r^' w^^ i (4 ^^ 3^ ^iJ^ji cr.^^ J o-^

(^alil al-Din Ahmad Lib., Benaras.)

269.

An incomplete treatise on alchemy by Husayn al-Husaynl,
known as Akhlatl. The author says in the preface that he
gave four names to this work and divided it into two sections

{Fasl<^) and three parts {Aqsam) :

- A*i^| l^iLk (e) j_^( jy (r) A*Ui| cujU? (r)

Written in Naskh, undated.

Beg. :— J\ j^UJ J s^^\y \j ^f <i,5. sxx.if LS'^Ju>

('Abd al-Husayn, Xiucknow.)

XXV.

Medicine.

270.

L^^'^i L•• •

know
Husayii al-Ansari, known as Haji Zayn al-'Abidin (d A.H. 806
A.D. 1404).

Qutb
Oy^

A.D.

1611-1625), the fifth' Sultan of Golcondah, shows that the MS.

1 In. the Nizam Lib. a MS. entitled Kulllyat Jami, dated a.h. 987-

t^oo '
^^^ *^® following interesting note by the same king, dated A.a

S^ o'-s *H*«jo y (3**c ji^ ji*' j'

u^rjif l*jU ^13 ^^j ^ ai^ ^^^

^ ii^ ^^ o:..-jJU^ ^>^^'iJ^cr^3w

j^i ij _^^i^ j^ jiJ ^__c;f ^Ij c^r"
^
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is most valuable and of great historical interest. The auto-
graphs of the king sufficiently prove the genuineness of the
king's handwriting.

Written in good Taliq. Not dated.

Beg. :~ J\ ^.i,*Aj ^.^ if j.x|

(Mats Per^ad, Lucknow.)

^Jo t^i^S ejblw (_y^U ^-1 %iy ^s>^*i AAfj

?t^! l*i> Aa^'y ^fj jliLxiii* A»sl.o ^^'kU I'^^J U^lsxi| Ax«/| A^iS'

of
^4"°*'^°^ "°^^ ^y *^® ^'^"^^ '^'"g '^ o'^ *^® ^S- entitled D'man-i-Hafiz
^f.Uhrari;, [Bankipore], Vol. I, No. 153, p. 262 :—

^^^-J' ji ^ ji [ ? n 1 1* ] c5-jr^ I
• rr *i- cf.>l*- »^ "^'J' fi/^ V^*^

.xkj; 0^sv>c Jkl^ »J!.J (^AxJl ... M^^.

and fi V^ ^ possession of Savyid Malimud of Merat a very valuable

I

une Mb. entitled K%iUlyafi-i-\^luhFLmmad) Qnll Qutb Shah (a.H. 989

in"
~ -^°- V'^l 1612). the fourth Sultan of Golcondah.' with the follo«--

leaf
:_!°^''^P ^°^^ ^^ tlie '?aid Sultan' Qutb Shah written on the first fly-

T' »'ij o^fiix, ^i.^f ^^^y. ^j«^ oi^ jOY c:.^'--^' >* -^^^ii^

IU

'^ "S^itU

!l^
(^ i> n n ^ ^-t^^ I . r a 1 *jtWi c^ •-*^i '^*' «/^

lit'SUC
JS^^^J l_^iliv)t .XxJt **5:r - ^f^i-iHt i:^

*^'

gli^UJ J
I

'620-1670W?
*^'« librarian «Abd-Allah Qutb Shah (a.h. 1035-1083 = a.d

"'^toKrarS' ^l^th Sultan of Golcondah. is'als5"written on the above-said
graph of the 5th Sultan :-

"^'"ingtwc?
^^-^"^^ bears four seals. Vvvo are iH^gi"^' ^^^.'l °Ud%ht

»ther if^7"'
«ne is the seal of Sultan Muhammad Qutb Shah and he

'•^"^e thiM-T *^b^ Allah Qutb Shah. (For the br>ef ac">unts of the

PP-19-43) Saltans- see Tarm' 'A7izi-Deccan, by Abdal Aziz (Lrdu),
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271.

t> jsq

A work on medical science, by Ladhmal ( J^*^ ) B.

Bahrumal ( cJL^jr#j ), composed at the request of his teacher Mir

Abu'l Fattah al Husaynl, during the reign of Awrangzlb 1068-

1118- It is divided into a a^c^5/c and 38 chapters.

The MS. is 311 years old. Written at Hyderabad in fine clear Xaskb,

within two gold-ruled columns.
For fuller details see O.B.D, p. 320, and Sprenger CaL p. 632. ^Dr.

Sprenger mentions that he saw a splendid copy of the said Kullhjat in

the A,S B. Lib., but there is no autograph note in the MS, described by

him, I searched for it, but I regret to say that I have not been able to

trace that copy in the A.S.B, Lib.

The owner wants to sell the former Kulllyat (MS.) forRs. 900,

For other autograph notes of Md. Qutb Shah and his librarian Ns^f

Shah see W, Pertsch, BetL Lib. Cat. Nos. 389 (Rawdat al-Saja) and 607

( Zal^rrah i Khwarzm Shahl).
The No.'38J has the following autograph :

I

Jt^ criy*^ fs^.j^ t5* - tf^^i Ua* *5>V ^13 B^-^l^^ 4V^3^^ ^UaLi w^

This MS. was also for some years in the library of the celebrated

Hafiz Rahmat Khan, chief of the Rohilas (d. a.h. 1188 = a.d. 1774): see

for fuller details Pertsch, BerL Lib. Cat., pp. 393 394, and for Rahmat

Khan see O.B.D., p. 148.

The No. 607 has the following note :

[ G 1 1 1 I ] cj-^T^ I
• r • ^j'si^Jai ^^=SLX> ii)[kLm S^ij »ti uisu

From these autograph notes it may be inferred that the king Md.

Qutb Shah was very fond of studying and collecting interesting ^^
valuable MSS. and books. Mr. Stewart mentions in his preface of the

Tiprm Sultan Library Catalogue that many MSS. and books came from

the Bijapore royal library to the Tippu Sultan library, which con-

tains 2 000 vols, of At. Pers. and Urdu MSS. in all the various branch^

of Muhammadan literature. Many of these were beautifully written ana

highly ornamented. I have seen many MSS. which originally belonged

to the Lib. of Tippu with the seals of Nusratjang, Khidr Klian, Khan Jahan,

A. Wohhab, etc. Probably these persons were attached to the Lib. of me

Sultan. (For a short detail of the libraries of India see my Urdu article

published in the Aligarh Institute Gazette, 1917^ May 16). , ,

_ A part of the royal library is still to be found at Bijapore m tne

AthSr-i-Mahall. Mr. Fergusson tells us :—*' Some of the books (MSS.)
|

curious and interesting to any one acquainted with Arabic and I'^^^^Tz

literature. All the most valuable MSS. were, it is said, taken ft-^ay ^Awrangzib in eart loads, and what remain are literally only a remnant,

but a precious one to the persons in charge of the building who show tneai

with a mournful pride and regret." (See Fergusson's ArchitecHare a

Bijapore, p. 75). ._
eMany valuable Arabic MSS. formerlv belonging to the Bijapf^

Library are now found in the Ind. Office Lib. : see preface of Lotn t'U*-

and Bombay Government Records, No. XLT New Series, pp. 210 sqq-

are
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Written in bad Shikastah. Dated a.h, 1183 = a.d. 1769.

^®g- •— ^^ - LTi^^ ^^^^ o^^su i.f I; ^Liu U^ jK ^J^x^

(R. S. Lib.)

272.

IjsU I iy^ j^j ULJJ^

A work on medicine relating to the benefit of the marriage
based on the traditions and sayings of the learned physicians,

Md A.D.
iC Qull Qutb Shah
A.D. 1580-1611). It is divided into a a-«J^a>o, seven A'la^, and a
*4i[L

Written in minute Ta'llq, within gold-ruled borders. Un

5eg. :— - ^1 *UJ| ^^ v-,i^^)t w** ^liJJ ^^^j JS ^^ ^l^^

( R. S. Lib.)

273.

ftf fi,"^
.^^dical work on eye diseases. This is the translation

"^ tile Arabic wnrt of 'A 7t n 'Tc^ ..^.\,r..hh3'l (A a tt 3.f>0=A.D.
961).

ic work of 'Ali B. 'Tsa al-Kuhhal (d. a.h 350 = a.d.

7 Eh, p. 266, Vol. II, and' JBrock., Vol. I, p. 236.

IS divided into 21 jU^. Translator's name is not mentioned
m the Ms.

Written in Ta'llq. Dated a.h. 1110 = a.d 1698.

Beg. :— a.L.u ^^J» ^^\ ii) \ ^ Af cu-^UT ^^1 ... ^ '^=^
i

I

(R. S. Lib.)

*^lc^l J

274.

L^^ rJjb^ ^y^

hrna^J^^ ""^^ ^nd valuable copy of the second volume of the

Ti- -, ^ '^ncvclonw.rUQ r.f TVTr.-^,-^«"i s^Joiioa hv Zain al-Dln AduMedical Science, by Zain al-Kn

Md
Prom .

• ^^^Q)- For details see Ind. Office Lib. Cat No ZZbV.

preae^t^^.^^^
on the fly-leaf it appears that this MS was

d rf?o!f/-H. 1282 = A.D. 1865 t^Nawwab KalWli Ivlian
*a. 1304 = An ^«Qft^ ^f t>„ ^ w Sndr al-Din B. Md.^•a. 1304
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Nizam al-Din :—c)l^ U:!^^! j^^ ty^\)'^t jC^ ^^aU ^j^i^i. |^ii

^^joJ( pLfe] is^y^j^i* Headings are written in Kufi characters.

Dated a.h^ 560 = a.d. 1164.

Beg. :— cr.?^^' u^O ^^ f^' '^ ••• ^^ '^**'^'

(R. S. Lib.)

275.

A medical treatise on the principles of venesection, by

Kamal al-Din Husavn Shlrazl.

Written in' clear bold Ta'liq. Dated a.h. 1179 = a.d. 1765.

Beg. :—<i**.l *-ii ji eJ«>J cJJl;-^ - ^'^ V^'^f J '^"^

(E. S. Lib.)

276.

9\^S^\ ^lf • -^

hT

A medical work on diseases. ,^i

Author :—Hablb-Allah B. Nur al-Din Md. B. Habib-Allan

al-TunI, . ,

The work* is divided into two Maqalah : The 1st Maqalaa

(section) treats of Pathology and the 2nd Maqalah (section)

treats of diseases contracted externally

:

&ilho

Ut^.^ ^..V!jJ J 1*^*3 d^)}^ i

The date of the composition of the work is A.H. 12-^1

1806j according to the following chronogram :

A.D

r - I r I A

K 1 ,0. c^l-^s- ^'*5'>
• if-* »

J

The MS. has been purchased from Tehran ( e^'^t^ )
'

^

appears from a note on the fly-leaf.

Written in fine Nasta'liq. Not dated.

Beg. :— *> ^ti fj (3*^^^
f^-*

^^^ (T)'-?^ ^ ^
r='/

^i, . ^iU\^ c>^-u^^'

(Sayyid Zayn al-'lbidln Lib., Murshidabad.)
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277.

1^4
4*

A work on medicine, by Abd Allah B. Hanzalah of Damtur
(t/jy^*^ ), composed in a.h. 1234 = a. d. 1818 and dedicated to

Nawwab Ahmad =Ali Kiian of Rampore (d. a.h. 1.256 = a.d.

1840). It is divided into some Fusul and Moqalat.
Written in Ta'liq.

I

Beg. :~iSj ^lxx>.«^isJ yj,^ ^< a»u ... ^^^JU^I v;
^'^ «***^'

(R. S. Lib.)

278.

u^ii ^^/^:^9

A pharmacopoea, in which compound medicaments are
described in alphabetical order by Md. Bakhsh (Nrmat-AUahi),
composed in a.h. 1224 = ad. 1809 and dedicated to his_spiritual
giiide Shah Sayyid Karamat 'All B. Sayvid Amanat 'All.

Written in Ta'llq.

Beg. '.—t-'uzsCi ;i,*Aj (_5.Ul> ^^^i J>Wi\ ^ ^s^^* ,>.^ ^1^^ (^\

Ucc^i ccJf,^ Af ij a'ty ^^ *JiU J:^'o^i'f J^ r*^*
"^^

(R. S. Lib.)

279.

^ manual of medicine by Mahmud B. 'Abd-AUah (?). The

w ^ ^^en compared with the author's copy.
Written in Nasta'liq. Bated a.h. 973 = a.d. 1565.

('All Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

280.

Gad^tT^^'ll^^*^'^" of n^edical works, by Mir 'Ali Akbar B. Mir

23^^^;
B. Mir Sayyed. The work is divided into a **^- and
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Written in small clear Ta'liq. Dated FasH 1117 = a.d. 1712

A.H. 1124).

Beg. :— ... JiJi SI J JJJ ,' (^/ J^}^ ) Ls^j «^^ J' '^

(R. S. Lib.)

LT^iJj

281.

A Persian Glossary upon the work of Diescoridi's Materia

Medica.

The author says in the MS. that this work has been trans-

lated into Arabic from Greek.

For Arabic work see Br. Mus. Suppl. No. 785 ;
Ibn Ah

Usayhaah, Vol. IT, p. 46 ; Fihrist, p. 293, and H.
p."75.

This Glossary contains Persian, Arabic, Hmdi, Greek a'nd

Kashtila words and botanical and zoological terms with illus-

trations.
M

It is divided into six chapters.

Written

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

282.

A collection of medical works from authentic works on

medicine, by 'All Afdal Tabib B. Md. Amin Qazvini who com-

posed it for* his brother Ghivash al Din 'All. It is divided into

a iauU, .30 c:,Afii/c, and a A*jli.. Transcribed by 'Ah H
al-Guwaliyar in the 45th year of Shah 'Alavl's reign.

Written in usual Ta-liq.
,

Beg. :—^c JJJIt J5t ^J ^^^. ... ^^\^h v;

Of

s^\

(R. S. Lib.)

XXVI.

Interpretation of Dreams.

283.

A very interesting work on interpretation of dreams.

Author:—Abii RayhanAndalusI (?).

From an autograph note of 'Abd al-Rahim Shan
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an' (d. A.H. 1036 = A.D. 1626), the prime minister of Akbar the

Great; at the end of the MS., it appears that this interest-

ing MS. was presented^ by the Emperor Akbar ^ to Bayram

1 Another autograph note by the same Klaankhnnan explaining
^

the

manner of taking omens from the Qu'ran is on the last fol. of a Qur'an,

which is in the A.S.B. Govt, collection, part II, No. I ; see J.A.S.B., Feb.

1910, p. xxix. (This splendid copy of the Qur'an formerly belonged to

his library. The Khankhanan had a big and very valuable library at

-'^hmadabad . containing many valuable, rare works and a good ^and

learned staff was attached to it. Mulla 'Abd alSalam of Bahra[ich,

Shuja' Mulls Md. Husayn. Mir Bnqi Mawara' al-Nahri and Miyan
Fahim were superintendents and Tahseildars of the Imp library. Mulla

Muhammad Amin Khurasani, a gilder of MSS. ( ^1^ 3Us )
and inventor

( "^^^ ) of Abri paper, was in the library on a salary of Rs 4,000 a

month. Mu^fiq, Madhu, Bahbud, Miyan Nadim (brother of Fahira),

MuUa Md. Amin were gilders and embellishers of MSS., and one of the

famous calligraphers was MuUa 'Abd al-Rahim 'Ambarlnqalam ^^^^^

iii the library. Many learned men used to come for study and self-

improvement in the library. For Khankhanan's life and I'brary see

Ma'athir-i-Rakhnl of 'Abd al Biiqi Nahawandi (MS. copy A.S.B. Lib. JNo.

D268, leaf 480), Mnqnlal-Shibll [Urdu], pp. 135-152. al-Nadwah 1909, No. 6,

P 13, and Darbar Akbari, pp. 567-656). , .

,

« 'Abd al-Qadir Bada'uni also was presented with a copy ot tne

^nwar al-Mishkat.

^ The Emperor Akbar took much delight in the collection of MSb. tor

nis library. Some of the MSS. in the royal library were kept in tne

haram and the rest in tile outer apartments. He made several provisions

for the good management of his library, and the MSS. were classed under

sctencea and histories. (See Gladwin, pp. 84. 85; and DarharAkban,
P- 114. The Emperor acquired a library belonging to I'timad Khan
^"jratl during the conquest of Gujrat. It contained many rare, umque
and fine MSS. and books which were transferred in the royal library, bee

W '-T
^"^«''"«^"> Elliot V. p. 5ld. Tarlkh Akbari, MS. copy m A.S.B. I.1D.,

^af 08, narbar Akbari, pp 38 and 337). The Emperor Akbar collected an

«;ormous Ubrary of extraordinary pecuniary value, to ^l^^^h
f^^^^g,

ZlXfi^ then existed or ever has existed in the world. All the boo^
^ere MSS. Akbar cared nothing for printed volumes. When the inventory

« his treasures preserved in the fort of Agra was taken after h.s death

«! October 1605 [= a.h. 1014], the books, « written by great nien_ inostty

S T^^ *"^ s^"0"s authors .' adorned with extremely valuab e bmd
ings

aniats

'apees

Comes

stuned

ly

^Jl '^^^^ "SCVho w^ aTeacheV of the Emper- was

4srf^^,«^P«nntendem of ihe Ubrary (see Tarlkh Akban,-Sl^- copy m

Cw ^fj
42, and Darbar Akbari, p^ 755). and SJ^^ykJi Abu I Khayr.

iS^Zll^^]''^ Fadl, was also som' time superintendent o^ t^« ^'^
S&; .f

^^"'•^. P- 356). Ghlya-th-Allah of Shiran was also hbranan

ZtSlf- ^:^- ^«<-. P 221)^ When Faydi died he left also a big library

Peat e^^S ^'^ ^l^«i«e MSS. . some of which were exquisitely ^opwdj^'l^

5 a?tK
^"""^

^^P«»««- Most of them were autographs of their re^pec

»ere aS rf ""' "^^'^ ^^ least copied by their ^^
t«"^P°","«;^bered

in threl T«°''^^
*^ the Emperor's library and catalogued and n^^^e^^

'"^ different sections. The first section included poetry, medicine.
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Khan> (d, a.h. 985 = a.-d. 1577):
I

J*^^ (^Jlj ^jU. w^i^ jt w(Ja.W>c s^\SS ^•Jf - AJIU Ja. .A^Ti l\}\
• V

^^1 4:^i*>^l J% ?l.iojfc(ii ^iuu^l tijIliJL, j^Llla^ jl o^t e)l^ pi^ ejHi^Hi.

^:^^j| ^Ar^cwKl c>A*J| - Jffj ^^U (-4*;

Written in excellent and distinct Tallq, illuminated

fron tispiece . Undated

.

k

Beg.:

—

^^'i^ji U 9 c:*^|^jrJ aS* ,>juj^?l ^ - ^^^i^^l^ ^^0 (^'^'^''

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
^^^^.J^. u'^

XXVII.

Geomancy.

284.

.A work on geomancy ( J^; ) bv Hidayat-Allah, composed
in A.H. 1001 =A.D. 1592.

Written in bold Nasta'liq.

(Nadwah Lib., Lucknow.)

H

astrology and music; tho second, philology, philosopliv, sufism. astro-

nomy and geometry
; and the third, commentaries,- traditions, theology

and law. There wore 101 copies of the poem Nal Daman in Fav'dis

collection (see Tarlkh BadS'unI, Elliot V, p. 648, Darbar Akhm
p. 368) and Blochmann, A'in Akbarl, Vol.1, p. 491. The library has

Persian MSS. in prose and verse richlv illuminated bv eminent artists.

The famous MS. Razm Namah is skid to have cost Akbar about

Rs. 40,000. It is now at Jaipore (see Mai tin's Miniature Painting ana

Painters of India, Persia and Turkey, Vol, I, p. 127). The library baa

rather slender

characters, approaching to Xaskh, by th73rd caliph 'Uthraan B. 'Afian

{^^i-fi ^ ^\.lc) (d. A.H. 36 =A.D. G5G) or transcribed from his autograph-

It bears seal and signature of the Emperor Akbar and others on the

last page. This valuable Qur'an presented to the library of t^^®,^.*^i

India House by Major Rawlin«on, C.B., the Hon. Company's Po^^ir,
Agent in Turkish Arabia, and H.M.'s Consul at Bagbdfid, March, l»*-^

AD. = A.H 1262, and it is now in the Ind, Off. Lib. See for details Lotn

Cat. No. 5. For fuller details of the Emperor Akbar's library see Vmcen
Smith's Akbar. p. 424.

1 Bayram Khan had also a nice lilirary. For Bavrarn Klian's life f,®

Mauthiral-Vmarc: (Bib. Ind , Vol. I, p. 371-384), Darhar Akbarl, pP-
'•'^'

196, and Tahaqat Akbarl.
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XXVIII.

Music.

285.

A work on Indian music, by Ghulam Rida B. Md. Panah of

Lucknow, composed in the time of Nawwab Asaf aM^awlah (a.h.

1188-1212 = A.D. 1774-1797; see Br. Mus. P'ers. Cat. pp. 31P,
410b, and 961".)

Written in a good Ta'llq, dated a.h. 1280 = a.d. 1863.

(R. S. Lib.)
^

286.

A treatise on Indian music, by Faqlr-Allah, composed a.h.

1063 = A.D. 1652. A copy of this work, entitled t^p ^'j,

jjithout the author's name, is mentioned in Bodl. Lib. Cat.

^0. 1847. Written in coarse Indian Ta'liq.

(R. S. Lib.)

287.

If l^^^*^^* treatise on music, by Ghulam Md. of Wahidpur
IS divided into four chapters and ^ome Fasls.
Written in Shikastab, undated.

Beg.:
^1 kj^t't)^&.^^'

(R. S. Lib.)

288-

^JUJ^'l j-rift^c

author.

t/
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Two copies are mentioned in the Bodl. Lib. Cat. Nos. 1843-

lS44. For another copy see Leyden Lib. Cat., Vol. Ill,

No. 1426.

Written
I

Beg, :—^1 - oUiiJi J ^\^\ v^> ci»ly-^ilf cirij L5^f ^ ^^^

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

Rhetoric.

289.

A treatise on the arts of poetry and rhetoric, by (Ihulani

Khan, ^
year a.h, 1238 = a.d. 1822 in Hyderabad.

Written in Ta^Ta.

" ^ who was in the

Beg. :— ' y^^ c^l+i^i^ c^*fy ij^*^
t

(M. 'Abd al-Barl Lib. FirangI Mahall,2 Lucknow.)

290.

.# A treatise on rhetoric, by Gal Md., composed in the time

of Shah 'Alam (ah. 1253-1274 = a.d. 1837-1860) as he states

in the preface :

—

fJ J G ^1^ »^yA 31 U^ ^^Ij Ara

The name of the author appears in the following verse

:

jty iJ3^ ^^^^. )j'-^i>^*=^

\y. )i> »>'-*f ^ 3' ^'^'° is)\i) *^tA

1 For his another historical work entitled Tarikh-i-Dil-afrvz, history

of the Nizaras, see Br. Mus, Pera. Cat., p 325. . j^
2 In the time of the Emperor Akbar foreigners were allowed to traa

in India for a fixed period. When the period expired, *^®,
, 1^

returned to their homes, and their immovable property lapsed to e"

crown. On this condition, a French merchant came to Lucknow a

MahalL When
and

Although this was situated in Mahallah Chira^h Bagk, it is knov
name of Pirangl Mafiall, a fact clearly shown in the Farman of A

which Mawlavi 'Abd al-Barl showed me See also Ahwal Ulama
MahalL \

'tib
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The work is divided into 13 Shumurdah (»^

Written in Shikastah. Not dated.

Beg. :— ^f . J^ ^;l*A3 ^ijUxii a^^ j L. ^i|y e>»<^l*^?

(R. S. Lib.)

Riddles.

291.
>
Ustc >0 (Jl^'^U^-^^^ J >

The following two treatises on riddles by Shihab al-Din B.

J^i2amal-Haqlrl(?).

Written diagonally in four columns in Shikastah, undated.

(2) A commentary upon a treatise of riddles by Shah 'All

Commentator :—Hashim Beg B. Halwaji Beg Jantoli.

m
Beg. :—A^ e^li jS^iu o^^'^ ^t *^ ^^£^J^y iS^

(M. A. BariLib., FirangI Mahall, Lucknow.)

292.

A complete glossary of the famous treatise on logogriphs

of Mir Husayn B. Md. al-Husayni (d. a.h. 904 = a.d. 1498).

See Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 650, for Md. al-Husaynl.
.

Commentator :—Md. B. 'All al-Yundaki, as Haj. Khal. m
Vol. V, p. r,39, says :—^^ ^^^. ^-^ ^j^ ^V;l^t ^^Jj^ ^^

The commentator composed the commentary at the request

of some of his friends and dedicated it to Sultan Abu 1 (zhazi

Abd al-'AzIz Bahadur. Khan as the author states m the pre-

face
:

^b^ ^f ^r,^.^ij, ^. ^, ^^^ ^Ui -S^i-'t ^'^^ '^^

^ii^A ,ltiit ^^ ^ ^y, e;U3 c^f^i ^^' »^'3' ^^ '
*/*'^'''
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y

See Messrs. Ross and Browne's Catalogue, p. 150.

It seems that the MS. was written in the author's life-time.

Written in old minute Ta'liq. Text written with rubrica-

tions.
. .

Beg. :— *f c5^^' ^^^ **^' i^^i^iu ^ tx^ ^^xxai) 31 ^^3

293.

tyJ^l^i ^ti

A commentary upon the versified treatise on logogriphs of

Mir Husayn of Nlshapiir (d. a.h 904= a.d. 1498).

Commentator :—Khwajgl al-Balkhi, poetically called

*' Nami.'' See H. Kh., Vol. V, p. 639.

Written in Tallq. Dated a.h. 1267 = a.d. 1850.

Scribe :
—'Abd al-Rahman of Rampore.

The MS is full of clerical mistakes.

Beg. :— \jx^ ^J,i] d cuaaS^ ^U** *^ t; Ji^^^ aj^^-x: G <i*=.

j*iA' j

(R. S. Lib.)

Philology.

294.

A very modern but interesting dictionary of such Arabic and

Persian words which have* no dots, e.g. *=^! -'^*^[- '^^^^^.'

explained in Persian, by Ahmad Husayn, composed in a.h. 1^--
•

Written in Ta'liq. Dated a'.h. 1321 = a.d. 1903. Another

autograph copy of the same is preserved in the MuradaOa

Lib. I met the author at Rampore during my tour.

Beg. :— "Ji f; fcJ^Ut ^[a:^ (JLc(^ -^

(R. S. Lib.)

295.

A long list of two hundred and seventy words used b\
^^

best Persian poets in their works, illustrated by extracts

the best authorities.
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It was compiled by 'Abd al-Karlni B. Qadi Rajau of

Himyarpur, and not by Ahmad Klian as wrongly mentioned in

the Bodl Lib. Cat'. No. 1405 (by Dr. Ethe) ; composed in a.h.

998 = A.D. 1589 at the desire of Ahmad Khan B. Rhlr Klian

Turkaman, and not 'Abd al-KarIm B. Qadi Bajan as mentioned

in the Bodl. Lib. Cat.

The date of composition (998 a.h. = 1589 a.d,) appears

from the folloAving verses :

Written in Ta'hq. Dated a.h. 1224 = a.d. 1809.

Scribe :—Abd al-Ghani of Shahjahanabad.

Beg. :— - Jf Ij cjl-'j t^t> *^ I; ^^^'^j^ u»''^^. <AXm

(R. S. Lib.)

296.

r h
A well-known comprehensive dictionary of words and

idioms used by ancient and modern Persian poets. Compiled

after 20 vears' labour, by Munshi Lala Rai Tik a^nd, with

the Takhallus " Balmr " of Delhi. iThe work is not rare, but

derives an iiiterest from the fact that the valuable^ margmal

notes were written bv Siraj al-Din ' Ali Klian " Arzu " ^ (d. a.h-

1169 = A.D. 1755) himself in the space of a year.

Transcribed from the author's copy.

Scribe :—Shanker Lai, clear Nasta'llq. Dated A.H. llo4-

A.D. 1741.

Beg .
:— ^'l b »'>ii' ^ LTi^ JJ crV

(All Husayn Lib., Lucknow.)

1 Sirajal-Din 'A]Mvl>ax> Arzu. a wellknownPeman a.id H^^^^^^

P?et, a nephew of the "famous saint Naair alDm ^'^^H -
jg ^j-itten

his life see sarvi-Azad, p. 143. For another «"tof^P^XXls preserved
?n Kalimat al-shu<ara\hy 'Abd-Allah l^.an

^.^^^J^^l^:^'^l^Sh be-
jn the Nizam Lib.. Hyderabad. The Kahmat al-Sht^ a^a lorn y

'onged to the Lib. of STraj al-DIn 'All Klian Arzu.
Maima'al-Naf is

I am informed that another autograph copy entitled Majma

^M j.^.. composed by him is in the O.F. Lih. (Bankipore).
_^

There is another copy of the Majma'al-Nafa'is [^yi^l C* • J

thfi Govt, collection A.S.B. which is not entered in the Catalogue.
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297.

A Persian dictionary, explaining the difficult words used in

the (^^j^ i:)U^^ iijUii and in the poems of other distinguislied

Persian poets, compiled by the order of Amir Sayyid Mahmud,

known aib Shaykh Mubarak {^^^) al-Nuram(?). Arranged

in alphabetical order.

Written in Taaiq. Dated Dewgarh A.H. 1166^a.d. 1752.

Beg. :— ii):^^ j\ f^^^^yjli iJi^>^^ *^ ^^"^^^"^ j^bj j^^^^

(Ahmad-Allah Lib., Muradabad.) >

298.

An autograph treatise on the Persian words naturalised

in the Arabic tongue.

Author:—'Abd al-Jalil Bilgramli (d. a.h. 1138 = a.d.

1725). For author's life see Ma'afMr al-Kiram of Mir Ghulam

'All Izad, pp. 257-276, who was the son of the author's daughter.

' Bilgrara ig known as the birthplace of many literary men. and

was a well-known seat of learning. Formerly there were many ^.^'"*?

libraries but they are now lost. The same author 'Abd al-JaUl na'^

very nice library and many autograph copies were in it. He ^^1*1'^° i^„
very nice ealhgrapher, as appears from Ma'athir al-Kiram (Hyderabaa) y

Ghulam 'All Azad Biltrraral, p. 257 :—

Shah Tayyib Bilgrami (d. A.H. 1152 = A.o. 1739) had also a big

Hbrary:-o,^t^ ^If^l, fe^ ^^^ 1^ ], ^^£. iiU w-X?. (S^^
^^'

C5
Se^tr al-Kiram, p. 53.)

Mir Sayyid Mubarak 'All BagrSmi (d. a.h. 1115= a.d. 1703) had also

a big library. (See Ma'athir al-Kiram, p. 98.) ,„.,, and
Mir Sayyid Ahmad B. Sayyid Budh (d. a.h. 1117=a.p. /J^o)

Mir Sayyid Ahmad B. Sayyid 'Abd-AUah (d. A.H. 1096 = A.P. 1684) /^

had good libraries (see Ma'aihir alKiram, pp. 104 and 254, for the"JJ-

Shaykh Karnal B. Shaykh Mukarram Bilgrami was aUve in ^

994 = A-B. 1585. and had a big library. (See Ma'athhir al-Kiram, p. '-^'

1-70-:^'^'°^°™^'* *'^''^ <lhul5m 'All Azad Bilgrami (d. A.H. ^^W --^-^^

Lw , ? ^®^y valuable library containing 25,000 Arabic and i«

MSS. and books.
^
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Written in Nasta'liq.
i

Beg. :

—

J\ ' e*j>>^ ^jfy ;^ <-pj*^ feLi't ^j^ >*j U| - a^^ a^
(•All Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

299.

A dictionary of Arabic words, with Persian and Hindi

equivalents by Adud al-Din Md. B. Shay'kh Hamid of Amruhah.

It is divided into 15 chapters and subdivided into many Fasls.

Written in clear Ta'lia. Undated.
1

Beg. :— jt^ £UJ( c^«j c^?^ a^ ... y:,U)!\^ ij^\ ^^ '^*^

(R. S. Lib.)

IaLc

300.

A metrical Arabic and Persian vocabulary, by an anony-

mous author.

Written in Ta'liq.

Beg. :- ^, ^i;;a c;^^ ^h- ^^ "^^ C^^ '*^-^

(R. S. Lib.)

301.

I

u^jn^-^/i iy

A Persian dictionary, explaining the
^^^^^^^\^Sv.

bratina f.l,.^ T... thmr examples. Arranged alpliabeticau.>
illustrating^usirating tnem by tneir examples. .*—"=, - -i^u.unh "

Author :-'Anbar Shah Khan, poetically called .^-^^.^^
He died at Muradabad after a.h. 1237 = fft^\u,,^x P- 4.

Hfe and his works see IntimbY-dgaroiA^^^^
Composed in a.h. 1234 = a.d. 181S. Ihe mo.

uptoui

Written in Shikastah. .,

Beg. :_ ^f ;l^t ,, ;^. ^^. ^^ ^-^^ "^ *^^ ^'

(R. S. Lib.)
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Grammar.

302.

An excellent Grammar containing a full explanation of all

the parts of speech, etc., etc.

Author :—Mir Husayn Dust (of Sanbhal) B. Mir Abu Talib
Danishmand.

The date of composition as appears from the chronogram
j^G ^^^ and iliJ ,^[aj is a.h. 1173 = a.d. 1759 as given in the

M vr
I ( vr

MS. m fol. 3«. For another copy see Catalogue of the Arabic
and Persian MSS. in the Lib. of the Calcutta Madrasah, p. 104.

Written in Ta'hq, dated a.h. 1251 = a.d. 1835.

^^g- '•— ^( o^*- *2«l.5^ ^*^ *'
\j jjfAi-A^ u-^aJ:J ^l

V

(R. S. Lib.)

XXXIII.

-I03.

>j-<J| L>A.'ii

A treatise on the conjugation of the regular Arabic verbs,

contammg paradigms of all cheir tenses and moods with a Pers.

paraphra

t

VVah-Ailah B. Sayyed Ahmad 'All of Farrukhabad. Composed
m A.H. 1216 = A.D. 1801. For author and his another work

see Tarikh-i-Farrukhabad
( .jbT 4-ji ^>^ii ) and Br. Mus. Pers.

Cat., p. 959.

Written in usual Ta'llQ. Dated a.h. 1264 = a.d. 1847.

feome foils, are injured.

Scribe :—Md. Amir of Fathpore.

^^g* : ij^ i^jX^Ai i'xUJt S,^::^^ ^)y\ ^^\ A-U JS^aJf

iSi^l ^j> &.^\ Jj S4>^^ g^UJt .JUb" alJi ji^ »Aw yv!l . cri*^^'

(R. S. Lib.)

<
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XXXIII.

Prosody.

304.

An autograph ' treatise on prosody.
Author :—'Ata-Allah al-Husayni,* (d. a.h. 926 = a.d.

1519), author of Rawdat al-Akbdb. The Rawdat al-Ahhdb

was compiled at the request of "Mir 'All Shir Nawa'I^ (d. a.h.

908= A.D. 1500).

Written in fine Nasta'llq. Dated a.h. 925 = a.d. 1519.

Beg. :— uh ob^Lax) ^j[aj ^,^j:*.1^ &< t; jj*^^-" w^^' u*^^

('All Hupayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

State

XXXIV.

Literature, etc.

305.

s

^y Sadiq Sirhindi * (d. a.h. 1129 = A .d. 171 6) . For details .see

^r. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 399, and India Office Lib. Cat. No. 3/1.

^—I—^^^ _ i_4_^

npo
' ^^°*er autograph copy entitled Risalahfl 'Urn 'Usul al-Hadith^s

preserved in the AS.B. (See Oovt. collection, part II. p. 2, No. 25,

T^ ' F«b. 1910, Vol. VI, p. xxix.)
, ^^, , nr

rm ^f'"'" 'Ata-AllSh's life see fl-a'6iA' al-Siyar, Vol. HI. part ill.

Aftw»

valnLY"',''^^^ ^^'^ was a celpbrated literateur. He had a very big ana

au hf^ 'ibrary. I„ ^.h. 904 = A.D. 1491 he appointed
^^^^^^^^dgho_r of Rarvdat al^afa, superintendent of his library , where he compiled

^ulusat al-Amar as he says :-

^j ^Ji^3ufc

iji 6j^_^ Oj^c^f 8^^^^ ^l^iLuf
J.^ ^^ ;Lil ^ ^;!P U.'*.'^

^^*^

^ndefr ~f"'°?'^'
a?-^M6ar (MS. copy A.S.B.}, fol. I*. -P"^"'''

^*^^•

Mo' ^'
, ^' «^d Mor/ejr Cat., p. 39.)

, , . , , i,ia library,

«««h i% ',?™^d caUigrfphers were employed by ^j™ ^^^
^-^^^fmI'

^nd^-n "^,"," 'AH Ma.shhadi (d. a.h. 919=aD 1513) bui^

^ fc ;tl«>^I^^? M . Sultan 'All Shir Ma^^had. Zayn

(See^u?a^Q^ al-Abhhu, ,i,xo. ^t^jr .. ,. ._,
Por Sirhind see J.A.S.b', July and Aug 191*, P-

281.
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It appears from a marginal note at the end that this copy-

was corrected and collected by the author himself :

—

Written in fine Ta^llq. The first two pages are written

within gold Hnes. Illuminated frontispiece.

Scribe :—Khwajah Md. Mukhtar B. lOiwajah Muhammad
Salah al-Ghuri al-Hanafi. Dated a.h. 1120 = a.d. 1708,

Beg. :— f
l^ij

]) erir'T iir*^ tA=^^ ^j^ - (^^'^ (^^ .>i^l^^

(R. S. Lib.) ^ "

^

30dL

^;

liLClAn extensive commentary upon Vjazhhusravl ( 3^

ti'j-,—^), a well-known work of ^5^'^'^ jy^ (d- a.h 725 = a.d.

Khayali Ram, composed at the request of

M. Ihsan-Ullah Mumtaz according to the following chronogram

A.H. i253 = A.D. 1837:

\rrd

in the time of Md. 'Ali Shah, king of Oudh (a,h. 1252-1258 =

A.D. 1810-1842). The work is divided into five sections called

Farhang.

Written in usual Taliq. Some foils, at the beginning of

the preface are wanting

Beg.:

(R. S. Lib.)

iS
tUiij ^Uii\ I**

307.

A collection of letters by 'Anbar Shah Khan of Kamp"'-

who died at Muradabad after a.h. 1237 = a.d. 1821. See lo

his life and other works Intihhab Yddgar [;'^-k v^^^' J' P

Compiled by Munshi Amir Mina'i. The author composed thas

work for his brother 'Abbas in a.h. 1232 = a.d. 1816, as appear

from the chronogram :

irrr
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Two copies of this work, one of which is an autograph, are

preserved in the Nawapara Lib. at Muradabad.

Written in Shikastah. Dated a.h. 1233 = a.d. 18J7.

Beg.:— iJ| - &i^ ^U^ ^ J^^^ ^1^^-)

(R. S. Lib.)

308.

A work on epistolography by 'Anbar Shah Khan (d. c.

A.H. 1238 = A.D. 1822). It is divided into 5 ( ^-^? ; TM^

copy was \s ritten by the author himself as mentioned at the

iSj'F^ I rri

Written in Shikastah.

Beg, :— ^i <id'^ ;^ cr^- i/^^^>>
5lj^,>»'-.l^'

(R. S. Lib.)

309.

A work on epistolography by Anand Ram m -- ^ ^ ^^^

^164=.A.D. 1750). The work is divided i"*°
*^^^ J^^.

author and his other works see Br. 3Ius. Per- « •• •

Written in Taiiq. Dated a.h. l^W
, . ji, K.; ^

Beg. :- *iU JU^t J^t; ^^^^ ^^ ^
(R. S. Lib.)

310.

^ )'
_. ,.„, 'Alf Azad

A work on Persian literature bj '

f^^e.
in a-H

Silgrami (d. a.h. 1200 = a.d. 17«3)-
g^g".

= A B. I860. Compare 5r. Mns. Pers. Cat,V^^^
^ ^^ ,^,.

W>itten in good Nastaaiq. Date -
vf^ij;..*^^^

Bog. :- ^, -^y^ ^^^ "'fZ:.^^^
(M. 'All ?usayn Lib^^^3^___

gee

I
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/

Collections of Persian, Arabic, Turk! and Bhaka literature

ty Sayyid Md. Bilgrami (d. A.n. 1185 = a.d. 1771). For au-

thor's life see Yad-i-Bayda and Khizanah-i-'Amirah.
Written in Shikastaii-Amiz Ta'liq. Autograph copy.
Beg. :

(M. 'All Husayn Lib., Hyderabad.)

312

Letters and other compositions, by Md. Amln al-Wiqarl-

at Tibsi (?). It is divided into 12 ( ^tj ) as follow :

vl?^ ;^ (l) «-AJjl<x) ;^ (a) ^JJULi^UJ ol».iiP (r*) e)'i-^^'" >

-^-f cu*';^t ijl^j^ (ID j3>^^ v-h^^^ (II) ^^

Written in usual Ta'liq.

Beg. :— y^jj i^yi^^ iD^j^.i ^^ eJ^^ 3' *^ ^W^'^ 4:r-i:^^

(R. S. Lib.)

313.

ij

Written by the well-known calligrapher 'Abdal-Rashif'
Daylaml » of Shah Jahan's Court, transcribed from the copy

of Dara
1 *Abd al-Rarfiid Daylami, better known as Aqa Ra.^iTd, was a tutor

era Shikuh. (See my Pera, Notes No. 104) A Rashid Daylaini died

m A.H.,108I =:a.d. 1670, as appears from the following chronogram ot

Sa'id A^iraf

:

+ H

For details see my Pera. Notes (ISTo. 104).
The author ol TarlMt Muhammadi gives his date of death a.h. 1085

- A.D^ 1674 (see Br. M,is. Pers. Cat, p. 1094*). . , ,

1 here are other autograph copies of the same calligrapher entitled

Suzugudaz \\iS ^ \y^ and FarhM mrln r..,^»xi dik^^' in the Bodleian

Library CaL, no8. 1064, 1068.
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\^Titten by tlie famous calligrapher Mir 'Imad (d. a.h 102i =
A.p. 1615; see for his life No. 104, footnote) which was trans-
cribed from the author's copy as mentioned in the following
note at the end :

—

*4

^^^ _^^r ^^^^ ^r _^r ^^^^^ '^ ^i^

Some mischievous hand has erased the words after J^ai* .

First two pages are written within gold lines. 'Unwan illumin-
ated. Gold-ruled borders.

(R. S. Lib.)

314.

Qjand

Gulzar Sn with the takhallus " Oulzar" [;i>^? ] in a.h. 1249=
A.D. 833. The title is a chronogram for a.h. 1248 = A.i). 1832.
It IS divided into two chapters :

aJ JUJ. Jijt oJo^jl')_,j Af ^-It^'^^-V ^'-^"^^"^
i'-'"

Written in elegant Neem Shikastah. Dated a.h. 1249 =
^^>. 1833. The author was very well skilled in writing fine

jj^astaliq. J have seen a good many Muraqqa' [ ^j^ ] of his

^nd in Lucknow during my tour.

(R. S. Lib.)

XXXIV.

Proverbs.

315.

A collection of Persian proverbs by Md. 'Ali Jabal RiidI

\^- c. A.H. 1054 = A.D. 1644). The work is divided into 27 Fads.
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J> »

J-h^

are mentioned in the Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 773, and Ind.Off.

Lib. Cat. No. 2209. The beginning of the MS. given by Dr.

MS
Written in Ta'hq. Not dated.

Beg. :—i'l oli A? ii.~*aJll- a>*u j-K aa\^ tjLJ^j i-i\jii ip
t

(R. S. Lib.)
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21. Note on the taxonomic position of the Genus Campto-

ceras. Benson and of Lifhoiis japonicn, Preston

(Mollusca Pulmonata),

By N. Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.S.B., Director, Zoological Survey

of India ; and B. Prashad, D.Sc, Superintendent of Fish-

eries, Bengal.

[With Plate XIT.]

I.

Camptoceras, Benson.

The genus Catnptoceras was described in 1843 by Benson,'

who in 1855 "^ gave a more detailed description of G. terehra,

the only species known to him. In 1871 Blanford ^ described

two other species, G. austeni and C. Uneatnm. He expressed a

doubt, however, whether the latter was congeneric with G.

terehra diudiG. austeni. No further precise information about

the genus was available until a fourth species was recently dis-

covered in Japan by the well-known Japanese conchologist Mr.

Y. Hirase and Mr. S. Kira. This species has been referred to m
literature both by Preston,* who states that it will shortly be

described bv Mr. Brvant Walker ot Detroit, and by Annandale.

Although Benson described the external characters of the

animal as well as the shell, there has been much dispute as to

the systematic position of the genus— a dispute that extends

not only to the familv but even to the sub-order in which it

should be placed. Benson assigned it to the Limnaeidae (or

as he said, to the sub-faraily Lymnacinae of the family

Helicidae) and placed it between Ancylus and Limnaea, while

Nevilis wa^ of the opmion that it was allied to Succmea',

Chenu ^ and Fischer « thou tjht it to be allied to Plysa, while

Gude," agreeing with NevilC places it in the family Succineidae.

The shell-characters are so remarkable that they provide

little guidance as to the systematic position of the genus.

' Calcutta, Journ. Nat. Hist, iii, p. 465 (1843).
2 Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser, 2, -iv, p. 10 (1855).
^ Journ. As. Soc. Bengal xl, p. 40. pi. 2 (1871).

Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, xvii, p. IGO (191(3)

^ Mem. As. Soc. Bengal, vi, p. 56 (1916).
« Hand-List Mollusca i. p. 215 (1878).
' Man. Conchyl. i, p 481, fig. 3554 (1859).

I
Man. Conchyl. p. 511 (1883).

• Faun. Brit. Ind. Mollusca, ii, p. 460 (1914). Journ.
^ " Godwin-Austen has assigned to the same gmua

«"«;^,fJ^^„
f,^ol Soc. London, xxxviii.p. 22^, pi, 5. figs. 1-7. 1882)certa.n ^o^^^^l
;he Eocen; orEngland and Kenr^ ^Woodvvard agrees with

^^^-^^^^dle
«'.). however, is inclined to regard the case as one of convergence. anQ

'ossilg are imperfectly preserved.

4h
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All that can be siid is that the shell is perhaps more like that

of certain abnormal forms of Planorhis * than any other. It is

thin and translucent, of a pale brownish or yellowish colour,

coiled sinistrally, extremely elongate and narrow, especially in

€, terehra^ C. austeni and the Japanese form ; the whorls are

few in number and the suture so deep and broad, especially

between the last and the penultimate whorls^ that the whole

shell has a '' solute " appearance. The aperture is elongate and

narrow and is surrounded in all the species by a peculiar

almost membranous rim. Benson describes the soft parts as

follows :—"Animal, Tentaculis duobus filiformibus, obtusis,

oculis majoris inter tentacula sitis, proboscideque mediocri

munitum
;
pallio labia testae baud transeunte

;
pede brevi, longi-

tudinem aperturae vix superante."
Living specimens of the Japanese species^ agree in every

respect with this description. Unfortunately specimens brought

in spirit to India met with an accident and dried up complete-

ly before an examination could be made. With the aid of dilute

glycerine, however, we have been able to soften a specimen

suflBciently for us to see the external characters quite clearly.

The edge of the mantle is thickened and highly vascular,

but there is no external branchial fold on the ventral surface.

The tentacles are elongate, tapering and filiform ; they have

the eyes situated at their base internally. The outline of the

foot is closely similar to that of the aperture of the shell. The

snout is broad and rounded, and apparently does not project

beyond the anterior margin of the foot.
We have extracted the radula from a Japanese specimen.

It resembles that of Anmjlus in general structure, but has also

certain resemblances to that of some species of Succinea.

s

* 1 f^^;J-—^adular teeth of Japanese species of Campioceras. ^ = ^^^

tral tooth. 6 = lateral teeth, c = marginalteeth.

Transversely the rows of teeth are feeblv angulate. TJie

central tooth, though relatively large, is well difTerentiated from

' See Simroth " Mollusca " in Bronn's Thier-Reichs, III, pt. 3, p- 1-'

'

%-g(l!W9).
* We have refrained from diacussinK the shell- characters of ^

species in view of what has been said above. We may note, however,

that m most points they are ahcost exactly intermediate between >-

terebra and C. austeni. We think that there can be no doubt as to tne

generic identity of these three forms
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the others, while the lateral teeth gradually change into mar-
ginals from within outwards. There are about eight rows that
can be called lateral and six that are definitely marginal. All

the teeth are extremely minute ; in general form they may be
described as being intermediate between those of Planorbis and
those of Ancylus. Their cusps are stout and their denticula-

tions rounded (except in the marginals) and not at all strongly

differentiated. The cusp of the central tooth has three short

denticulations, of which the middle one is broader and more
prominent than either of the lateral projections; the whole
structure is asymmetrical and there is a shallow sloping super-

ficial groove separating the right denticulation from the cen-

tral one. The cusps of the lateral teeth are very similar, except

that the innermost denticulation is the largest. This becomes
more accentuated as the marginal region of the radula is ap-

proached. The innermost denticulation is occasionally divided.

The cusps of the marginals are almost pectinate and form a

slopuig ridge in which the innermost part is the most promi-

nent. -

We can find no trace of a horny jaw.

Habits.—So far as habits are concerned the Japanese form
is identical with Benson's. He and his friend Dr. Bacon found
the original specimens crawling slowh^ on weeds in a deep pool

in the bed of the river Ram Gunga" at Moradabad in Rohil-

khand. Some Japanese specimens were kept alive for several

weeks in a bowl of water and aquatic weeds {Hydrilla and Val-

lisnieria). They fed on the weeds and showed no inclination

whatsoever to leave the water. The specimens described by
Stanford on the other hand were found by Col. Godwin-Austen
completely dry, among vegetation at the edge of a desiccated

marsh in Eastern Bengal. It has been noticed by both Gude
and ourselves that some of these specimens, after 47 years, still

retain a well developed epiphragm or false operculum. We
nave, however, failed to extract the animal from a shell in this

condition. The curious almost membranous rim of the aper-

ture of all species—particularly broad in the Japanese form
gives a firm lodgement to the "'epiphragm and is, we believe, a

special adaptation correlated with its secretion. We thmk it

probable, therefore, that all the species are normally aquatic

but have the power of remaining in a torpid condition protected

by an epiphragm, when the pools in which they live dry up in

seasons of drought.

.
Taking all these facts into consideration, we are of the

opinion that the genus Camploreras, though allied to some ex-

tent to Planorbis, should be assigned to the family Ancylidae
of tlie suborder Basommatophora as defined by Pelseneer

' Lnnkester's Treatise on Zoology, Mollusca, p. 185 (lOOG).
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and not to the Elasraognatha of the sub-order Stylommatophora

in which is included the family Succineidae.

The geographical distribution of the genus is at present

apparently discontinuous, but as Benson pointed out ui his origi-

nal description, the animal is hard to discover and extremely

local. This is the case in Japan as well as in Rohilkhand and

Bengal . We experience of the aquatic

fauna at any rate of the latter part of India, but have never

come across a specimen. Mr. Hirase informs us that the Japan-

ese species is only known to him from Kogomura in the Osaka

district, and a very careful search for specimens made by one

of us in apparently suitable spots in the country round Lake

Biwa, which is situated in an adjacent district, was unsuccess-

ful. If Godwin-Austen's identification of the Eocene species is

correct, the genus must have had at one time a very wide range

in the Palaearctic region.

We publish this note, with figures of three allied species,

in the hope of attracting attention to a very remarkable genus

of molluscs, which has lain perdu for nearly half a century.

II.

Preston ' has recently described from Lake Biwa in JaF^i

a peculiar shell which he has called Lithotis japonica. It js^^f^'

cult to see what reason he can have had for placing it in this

genus, to which it bears no real resemblance. We have exam-

• ined the type-specimen and two others and have extracted the

dried animal from the former. In most respects, so far as it is

possible to express an opinion on the basis of such material,

the soft parts bear a very close resemblance to those of Lm-

naea, except that the tentacles are slongate and cylindrical or

subcylindrical. In the structure of the jaw and radula tne

species is identical with those of that genus. The shell diflerb

from that of the short- spired species of Limnaea only in having

the spire distinctly lateral in position, in its neritiform shape

and in the peculiar position and structure of the columella

fold. In these features it bears a very close resemblance t

the shell of L.firevispira, von Martens ^ from a lake in Sumatra.

We believe that the differences from the normal V^*?® j

Limnaea are sufficiently great to justify generic separation a

^^

propose for the genus "thus formed the name Omia, den\e

from that of the Japanese province in which the type-specie

was found.
Omia, gen. nov.

A genus of the family lamnaeidae consisting of -"Peci^l,'

which the shell is dextral, small, thin and neritiform.

1 Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, xvii, p. 1(>0 (1910). „ , ^ rJeiderl
2 "Suss-und Brackwass. Moll." in Weber's Zool. Ergeben ive

Ind. iv. n. 2. nl 1 fitra i oT,rJ o ^;; «<,=, i onrJ 3 fl897).
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spire is sliort, flattened and lateral in position, the body-whorl

large, ovoid, convex above and flattened on the ventral sur-

face. The aperture, though little expanded, is relatively of

great size, oval, with its main axis practically at right angles

to that of the spire. The columellar fold is broad, flattened

and turned slightly inwards, rumiing obliquely across the pos-

terior margin of the aperture and almost forming a septum in

the posterior part of the shell.

The soft parts apparently resemble those of Limnaea, ex-

cept that the tentacles are long and cjdindrical or subcylindri-

cal; the mantle is incapable of being expanded over the shell

and is not thickened or highly vascular at its lower margin.

The upper jaw and radula exactly resemble those of Lim-

naea.

w

Fig. 2.—Radular teoth of Omia japonica (Preston), a = central

tooth, h = lateral teeth, c = marginal teeth.

Type-species. Lithotis japonica, Preston, from Lake Biwa
in Japan.

Known geographical range. Main island of Japan ;
Sumatra.

von Martens {loc. cit.) compares the Sumatran species

(his Limnaea hrevispira), which we believe to be closely related

to the Japanese one, with certain short-spired lacustrine Euro-

pean species of Limnaea, but it differs from all of ^those in the

orientation of its spire. In some respects the shell resembles

that of the Californian genus Pompholyx, Lea ;
but we have no

evidence that it is hyperstrophic as in that species, or that the

animal is sinistral.

We figure some of the radular teeth and also the upper

jaw of the type-specimen of the type-species. The jaw is very

feebly developed and its side-pieces are imperfectly cornified.

The teeth are very like those of the Sumatran species but differ

%htly m outline. There are about seven rows of laterals

and nine of marginals. Our figures of the teeth and jaw may
l)e compared with those of von Martens {op. cit., pi. xii, figs.

1. 3). As Preston's figures
(
op. cit., pi. ix, figs. 6, 6a) are not

quite correct, we have had fresh drawings made from the type-

^hell.

Like Caniptoceras, Omia has apparently a discontinuous

distribution. Not onlv is the animal extremely inconspicuous,

nowever, but it is particularlv liable to be overlooked on
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account of its habits, for it insinuates itself into cavities on tlie

lower surface of stones.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII.
L

Camptoceras terebra, Benson.

Figs. 1, la.—Shell of paratvpe from Moradabad. Rohilkhaiid,

U.P.: X 10.
^

Camptoceras y sp. nov.

„ 2, 2a.—Shell from Kogamura, Osaka district, Japan ;
x 10.

Camptoceras aiisteni, Blanford.

, 3, 3a.—Shell of paratvpe from the Dacca district, Bengal;

xlO.

Omia japonica (Preston),
4

„ 4,4a,—Shell of type-specimen from Lake Biwa, Japan;

xlL
,» 5,—Jaw of same individual (highly magnified).

v^ \^ v^ VV V - \^'-Vv^ ^'^^-^^* S.,'^.4 * ^

#
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22. The Poet Shaikh Mufakhkhar-al-din Azari of

Isfarayin.

By Lt. -Colonel T*. W. Haig, C.M.G.

" The luminary of his auspices shed its light on the lords

of spirituality.

".He was the noble falcon of the zenith of perception,

winged with high resolve."

For the life of Shaikh Azarl we have more than one

authority, the best and most ample being his life by Daulat

Shah in the Tazkirat-alShu'ara, which has been edited by

Professor Browne. Firishta, however, in his history of the

Bahmanids jf the Dakan, gives many details of Azari's life

which are no^ mentioned by Daulat Shah, and both he_and

'Ah bin 'Aziz Allah Tabat.a"ba^I of Samnan, in the Burlian-i-

Ma'asir, the first part of which has been translated by Major

J. S.'King, give accounts of Azari which differ from that of

Daulat Shah by representing the poet not as the contented

darvish withdrawing himself from mundane affairs, but as a

courtier accepting large gifts and writing for gain like any

other court poet.

Isfarayin was a small town situated in longitude 57°18'E.

and latitude 37°6' N. on a plateau kaown as the Plain of

Isfarayin. It is still marked in most large maps, but I am
informed that the town itself, though it still gives its name
to the district, has almost, if not entirely, disappeared^ Un
fortunately I have not been able to visit the place. Azari's

father, Khyaja 'All Malik, was one of the Sarbadars of Baihaq,

originally a band of rebels who, under the leadership of 'Ab t-

a/-Razzaq of Bishtin, in Khurasan, who had at one time been

ia the service of the Il-Klian, Abu Sa'id, rose in a.h. 737

(ad. 1337) against a local governor of Khurasan and obtained

possession of the districts of Sabzavar and Isfarayin, over

which the Sarbadarids, the descendants of 'Abd-a?-Razzaq,

reigned until a.d. 1381, with their capital at Sabzavar.'

Khyf^ja 'All Malik was governor of Isfarayin under the later

Sarbadarids and Shaikh Azari was born there in a.h. 784 (a.d.

1382), one year after the oi^erthrow of the dynasty by Taimur.

As a young man he devoted himself to poetry, and especially

to its most lucrative form, the writing of odes in praise of

kings and rulers with the object of obtaining preferment.

T)aulat Shah quotes the opening couplet of an ode which he

wrote in praise of Shah Pvukh Salt.an, Taimur's third son, then

Moh
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Qadir
reigning in Kli

the poet Kliva

Azarl to ! _
in which Azarl acquitted himself so well that he earned the

commendation of Shah Riikh, who promised him the reversion

of the post of Malik- a^Shu'ara, or. poet laureate. At this

time, however, an access of religious zeal impelled him to

abandon the quest for power and wealth and to devote himself

to a life of poverty and pilgrimage. The following verse des-

cribes the change which came over him :

—

" He was wearing himself out in seeking to govern his

fellowmen
" When the Lord of Truth conferred on him, of His bounty,

the kingdom of poverty."

He attached himself as a disciple to the famous Shaikh

Muhlyy-a?-din Tiisi-al-Ghazzal!, under whom he studied the

ahadith (the traditions of Islam); and with whom he set out on
the pilgrimage to Makkah, but his spiritual guide died at Alep-

po and he next attached himself to Sa^yid Ni'mat-AUah, from
whom he received, after a course of study, the mantle of a

religious teacher, and on leaving whom he set out on hi« tra-

vels,_ seeking everywhere the society of well-known profe^^ors

of his faith. He twice performed on foot the pilgrimage to

Makkah and there wrote a book on the ceremonies and sacri-

fices prescribed for the pilgrimage and the history of the Ka'hah.
From Makkah he travelled to India, where, according to Dau-
lat Shah, he remained for some time. From Firishta we learn

that he arrived in the Dakan when Ahmad Shah Vali, the

ninth king of the Bahmani dynasty, who is described by Dau-
lat Shah as " one of the kings of Gulbarga," was completing
his new^capital, Bldar, that is to sav in a.h. 833 (a.d. 1429-30)
when Azari was forty-nine years of age. It was here that

Azari suffered a relapse into the worldly ways of his youth,
for we find him writing encomiastic verses at least as fulsome
as those of any ordinary court poet. His first patron was
'Ala-aZ-dln Ahmad, the eldest son and heir-apparent of Ahmad
Shah, who introduced him at his father's court, where he re-

ceived rewards for the odes which he composed in praise of the
kmg and of his new capital. By Ahmad's command he com-
posed m the mutaqarib metre and 'in limitation of Firdausi's
epic, the Shahnama, an historical poem which he named Bah-
''^"^-nama,^ or the epic ' of Bahman, from 'Ala al-dm Hasan,

ah,J the founder of the djmasty, and Bahman, son

' Usually, but incorrectly styled by European writers, following
i^in^ta, 'Ala-aZ-din Hasan Kanpi! Bahmani. His desienation, which
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of Isfandiyar, from whom the king claimed descent. I have
never seen or heard of a copy of this poem, and it is not men-
tioned by Daulat Shah, but Tirishta often quotes passages
from it. Copies of it were probably always rare for it is not
mentioned by 'All bin 'Aziz Allah, and its loss is unfortunate,
for though Persian epics are usually so bombastic and hyper-
bolical that they cannot be accepted as trustworthy historical

records they are useful for determining the dates of events, for
the exigencies of metre limit the vagaries of copyists, and
even when a poetical text has beei^ corrupted it is sometimes -

possible to reconstruct it by means of the metre

Azari, when he had completed the poem by bringing his

account down to the reign of Ahmad Shah, sought leave to

return to his home, but the king pressed him to remain,
saying that his companionship consoled him for the loss of the
saint Muhammad Gisu Daraz, who had lately died and whose
death he had felt deeply. According to Firiahta A?ari agreed
to remain and sent for his family. Ahjnad Shah now com-
pleted his new palace at Bidar and Azari wrote on it two
couplets which were so much admired that they were written
by MuUa Sharaf-aZ-din of Mazandaran, a disciple of the saint

Shah Ni'mat Allah of Mahan and a noted calligraphist at the
Court of Ahmad Shah, in the jolt script, and cut on a large

block of stone which was built in above the gateway of the

palace. They are in the usual strain of Persian encomiastic
poetry :

—

I 3^ c^n:* *^*^' ch"^ ^^^'"^ ^'^^,4W

'' How great this lofty palace and how vast

!

"The sky seems but its lowest portico.
'^ But this comparison lacks reverence
'^For the world's king, Ahmad Bahman, dwelleth here.

Azari was homesick and his object in avriting the vei

s J

ers es

'^as to gain leave to return to his home rather than a reward,
i^ae stone was placed above the gateway without the king's

knowledge, and when he saw it he asked\vho had written the

jerses. His son, 'Ala-a?-din Ahmad, told him that Azarl was

ffie author and informed him of the object with which they
Qad been written, adding that the poet was further prepared,

has been ascertained from a contemporary inscription, from legends on

^°'"^'fnd from historians other than Firialita, is here correctly given.

Jf^J.A s.B..lxxii,, Part I, extra number, 1904 ; and Imperial Gazetteer of

Ut 386.
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in return for the favour which he expected, to transfer to the
king the merit of one of his two pilgrimages to Makkah. The
pious Ahmad, unable to decline such an offer, sent for Azari
and caused a large sum of mone}' to be brought before him' as
a gift for the poet. There are discrepancies regarding the
amount of the gift. Daulat Shah says that it was 50,000
dirhams, " which sum is called, in their language, a lak."' This
is a mistake, for a lakh is 1,00,000. 'Ah bin 'Aziz Allah gives
the sum as 7,00,000 DakanI tangas, equivalent to about 1,000
tumans, but Firishta is more explicit and is probably correct in

describmg the gift as '' 40,000 white tangas, each weighing a
tola of silver," that is to say 40,000 rupees. There is also a
discrepancy regarding the manner in which the gift was re-

ceived. Daulat Shah says that Ahmad Shah's courtiers told
Azari that he was expected to prostrate himself before the king,
m gratitude for his bounty, and that the Shaikh indignantly
refused to prostrate himself before any creature and rejected
the gift, leavmg us to infer that he departed empty-handed

;

but Firishta saj^s nothing about tlie proposed prostration and
mdicates that the gift was gratefully accepted, for Azari re-

plied in Arabic ^r bUsA, Jf( ^f LU^ j^^, j(^
u q^j^ y^^j. leasts of

burden could carry away your gifts," whereupon the king
laughed and ordered that another 20,000 rupees for the ex-
penses of the journey and five Hindu slaves should be given to

mm. Daulat Shah's story of the suggested prostration is

improbable, for it does not appear that anv Muhammadan
ruler in India befor.e the reign of Akbar insisted on this cere-
mony, and it is very unlikelv that tlie pious Ahmad Shah,

Zi^-j^^^
distinguished by tha respect which he paid to

^mkhs, should have countenanced the suggestion that the
holy man should prostrate himself before him. Firishta, with
whom 'Ah bin 'Aziz Allah agrees, is a better autboritv than
naulat Shah for what occurred at the Court of Bidar. Azari
was grateful for the gift, for his services to Ahmad and his

successors did not end with his departure from Bidar, but he
was weary of India and recorded his satisfaction in leaving it

m an uncomplimentary couplet :—

'• Farewell to Jaipal's carcase, farewell to Hindiistan,
1 would not give a barleycorn for the pride of Jaun?

Shan."
^ ^

Jaipal was, of course, the opponent of Mahmild of Gha^-nl
ana Jauua, or rather Jauna, Khan was the title borne before
nis accession by Muhammad bin Tughlaq. the first Mul.iam-

nSi il
conqueror, who completely subdued the southern Dakan

ana the peninsula of India. Azarl's spelling of the title is
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necessitated both by the metre and by the pun which he de-
sires to perpetrate.

Ahmad Shah's liberality placed Shaikh AzaH beyond the
reach of w^ant, and according to Daulat Shah he lived a re-
tired life after his return to Isfarayin, absorbed in study and
in religious meditation, and refraining from visiting the great
and wealthy, many of whom, however, as well as theologians
and divines, visited him. Daulat Shah particularly mentions
Sultan Muhammad ^ the Taimilrid as having visited Azarl
when he was on his way from Herat to ' Iraq and as having
profited much by the advice and instruction which he received.
He offered the Shaikh a bag of gold, which was not accepted.

Firishta tells us that Azari, when bidding farewell to

nama
and fulfilled his promise, sending every year to Bidar the ad-
aitions made by him during the year to the poem, for which
the materials must have been sent to him from India. The
Bahman-ndma was continued in this manner, by its original

author, until the reign of Humayun Shah, the eleventh king of
tne Bahmani dynasty, who died in a.h. 865 (a.d. 1461), and
^'as then continued by Mulla NazTrl and Mulla Samil and
afterwards by various other poets, some of whom dishonestly
claimed the whole as their work, until the Bahmani dynasty
came to an end with the puppet Kallm Allah Shah in a.d. 1526.

Shaikh Azarl died, at the age of eighty-two, in a.h. 866

M ^^y~^2)' ^^^ ^^^^s buried in Isfaravln. Khvaja Ahmad,
Mustauft^ composed the following epitaph for him

:

'^' Alas for our Agari ! Shall^ o^ his day,
''The lamp of whose life is extinguished and cold :

'The lamp of whose life was illumed with a ray
" From the lamp of his heart, in which shone divme truth:

Kliusrav ne'er sang -
And m "Khusrav " the date of his death we may see

J?

Khusrav of

866.
600 + 60 + 200 +
U.'^lr T-aaA .(jk/^>C

I
Ixfi«

8h5h P V^° ^^luhammad was the son of Baisunqur the thinl son of

'^^^l^\ *^^ ^^^'^^ «°" of Taimur. He ««t«blished hjinself in Fa «

»tChi;|^ ^^•^- 1440-47) and was slain by his brother, Babur Bahadur,

*« sS /'t^'
*^«"* 37 miles north-west of Mashhad, on Zi-1-Hijjah 14,

•'''^5 (Jan. 7, ,452).
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Daulat Shah savs that Azari, after his return from India
*' sat for thirty years on the prayer -mat of devotion in Ma-
ravln," so that he left India in a.h. 836 (a.d. 1432-33).



23. The Sources of the Akbarnamn.

By H. Beveridge.

There is one point in Akbar's many activities for which, I

think, he has not received sufficient credit from his biographers.

This is his zeal for historical research as shown by the encour-

agement and help which he gave to Abul Fazl m the composi-

tion of the Akbarnama. Not only did he oi^er his Commander-

in-chief 'Abdur Eahim, the son of his old guardian Bairam

Khan, to translate "from Turki into Persian the Memoirs of

Bibui He also took pains to procure for Abul Fazl mforma-

tion from various other quarters. It was Akbar who requested

Gulbadan Begara, one of Babur's daughters to write hci

Memoirs, and who ordered Jauhar the ewerbearer, and the

Turkaman Bavazid [Biyat,] the kitel^f^«"P^™^^°t.'!.b.r's
record their recollections of the reign of Humayun -J auliars

Memoirs were translated by Majoi Stewart.^ But
t^JfJj^^"^*

lation is imperfect, and has been severely citicised [^J ^^^kine

Stewart too had onlv one manuscript at his <^o«^«i^"^>

^^f
there are several, and there are differences in ^h^^r J^^ordings^

Bayazld's Memoirs are valuable ^^^ ^o^^^^^^^^^'^
SJtvide

officers. There is a copy in the India Office J;^braryJ^lde

Ethe's Catalogue No. 223, p. 95]. There is also a MS. m the

British Museum [Add. 26.610] which contams ^ nearly com

plete translation by Erskine. T have
gS;fvnrT XVI Part

Bayazid and his book in the A.S.B.J. for 1898, Vol LX\ I, Pait

I. No. 4. One interesting passage in his
^^^^^^^^Lli^Awfl

Gulbadan Begam and other ladi^^^^^'^^^^t irlLd ^n thdr
1 580. They had been to Mecca, and were s^^P^v recked on the r

way home.
^
[See Mrs. " Beveridge's gulbadan Begam and^

I.O MS., p. im- Undoubtedly, Gulbadan Regain M^moi^^^

known as the Humayunnama, ^^^ tl\« «^°.^* "^P^fbe^ defred
ment to her father's oin Memoirs and it

^^^^^^^^l^lZw
that a complete copv of them could be ound. ^t present on^y

one copy [tL B.M. 'one] is known to ex.t^ It.s- - -
-f^^^

apparentlv, on y a small fragment of what sne \vrui , i

in the middle of a sentence. Other woil^s which weiepu)bab^^^

written under Akbar's orders, or inspired by his ^^t on are

Nizamu-d-dln's Tabaqat Akbari and ^^^'^^y"^?,/^Td
thereof. Neithefof these works has-been completely tr^n^s^^^^^^^

In Gulbadan Begam's Memoirs, p. 162 of tr^^J^^pt^^W H^
made to a work by Khwaja Kislk, or Kossak, describ ng Huma

ynn's marches in Scinde^ ™s \as^^^^^^^^^ been fomid^^^^^
^^

.ome' ^r^m^^r:^Btb^^^^^^ later years which do
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not
Ilminsky

Waqiat. I allude to the

Babur's Memoirs^ and which have been translated by Pavet de

Courteille. It seems to me that some of these fragments are

genuine. One important passage in them is what appears to

be Babur's own account of the great sacrifice which he made, as

he thought, in order to save the life of his favourite son

Humayun. I see no improbability in the idea that this is

Babur's own composition, or at least that it substantially

represents what he said. He was ill for the last two or three

years of his life. Sher Shah himself is a witness of the fact

that Babxir was latterly a chronic invalid, and unable to govern.

But he may well have roused himself to record what he must

have regarded as his supreme act of abnegation. If Babur did

not record the incident himself, where did Abul Fazl get it ?

He cannot have got it from Gulbadan Begam's Memoirs for she

saj^s nothing about the suggestion that Babur should^ devote

his most valuable possession, to wit, the Koh-i-nur diamond,

in order to save his son's life. Her story, p. 105 of the trans-

lation, is merely that her father implored the intercession of

'Ah,^ the Prophet's son-in-law, and said that if the life could be

given for another, he was willing to give his for Humayun s.

I may remark on passing that Babur's special application

for help from 'Ali is rather curious in one who regarded

himself as a strict Sunn!. It seems to show that Babur stul

retained some Shia proclivities, though it was necessary for politi-

cal reasons thai he professed Shiaism when he was an ally o

Ismail Safavi. The great Bairam was suspected of similar lean-

ings as may be seen in Badayunl's second volume, p- 47 o

Persian text. Mr. Lowe's translation of the passage, p. 42,^ ^^

incorrect, or at least misleading. The precedence about wnicn

Bairam was touchy, was not his own, but All's. .

If the Eragment about the sacrifice be not Babur's own, itJ

is possible that Abul Fazl got the story from one of his manv

interviews with Akbar. As he says himself in his account o

the pains he took to get full information [p. 32 of translation]^

"By repeated interviews I arrived at correctness, and erase

iThe reference to a person named Karlmu-l-lah in note, p. lO
.

^^

mistake. The name *' Karlmu-Mah'' which follows *' Murtaza*Ali" (p.^

1. 106 of the translation) is also a mistake. The text has ^f (^ ij'^ ^

A4:^j jdJt which should be translated as -* Murtaza 'AH ". ^^y Allah honoa

his face ! *«^^ &\i\ ^jS (May Allah honour his face) is a phrase w ic

follows the mention of 'Alfs name like the phrase Jl-^ j ^-i*^
'-^

which is peculiar to the name of the Prophet.

(Note by Phil. Secretary.)
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doubts and difficulties with the knife of investigation and
ascertainment."

It may be suggested that Abul FazFs account of the
sacrifice [pp. 275-76 of the Akbarnama' translation] is the
originaL and that the Ilminsky Fragment is only a Turk! fabri-
cation made from the Akbarnama. But against this is the
fact that the Akbarnama makes one Mir Abul Baqa sug-
gest the surrender of some valuable possession, whereas in the
Fragment, P. de Courteille's translation, Vol. II, p. 459, the sug-
gestion comes from Abul Qasim, It is true,lhowever.) that the
Fragment adds to Abul Qasim the words Khwaja :

others of Babur's intimates. To me the introduction of the dia-

mond-story seems rather inappropriate, for Bibur might have
objected that the diamond was not his to give for he had already
bestowed it on Humayiln (Akbarnama translation), pp 248 and
276, and Pavet de Courteille II, 460).

My chief object in this paper is to call attention to the
Quellen as the Germans call them, which Abul Fazl had at
his disposal, and to suggest that those which still exist should
be edited and re-translated, and that every endeavour should be
made to find those which have disappeared, or which exist only
in what seems to be a small fragment such as at present is the
case with Gulbadan Begam's work.

But in conclusion I should like to add a word in praise of

.Abul Fazl's thoroughness. Both he and his master seem to
have had a flair for research. Abul Fazl wrote his history
five times, and he would fain have made a sixth revision, but
the exigences of his public duties, and one may add, his cruel

murder at the hands of Akbar's unworthy son Jahangir, pre-

vented him from fulfilling his intention and stopped him from
finishing his gigantic task. It will always be a blot on Akbar's
lame that he weakly refrained from executing justice on his

servant's murderer.' The women of his family were too strong
for him, and he was sinking on the vale of years, and had im-

paired his poAvers by bad habits of drinking and of indulgence in

opium and in Harem freuden. He had not the austere fortitude

of his descendant Aurangzeb, and it is not without some show
of reason that good Muhammadans regard the latter as a

greater hero than Akbar who was far more brilliant and

manysided, but had not Aurangzeb's firmness of soul. Perhaps
^e may say that Akbar Mas a Ct It, and Aurangzeb a Teuton.
Jr as Mill put it, John Knox was a greater man than Alcibiades

'^ut Pericles Mas a greater man than either of them.

#





24- NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XXXII.

Note—Thz numeration of the articles below is continued
from p. 378 of the ^* Journal and Proceedings'*
for 1918.

198. Some Rare Mughal Coins.

A recent find of Mughcal silver coins in the Nadia District
presents some features of unusual interest. Of the 42 coins
recovered 23 were rupees, and these without exception are of
well-known types. The remainder consisted of small change,
principally in the form of nisars, and it is difficult to find a
parallel to such a discovery of thirteen of these varieties, all of
different dates and representing five different mints. Five be-
long to the reign of Shahjahan and the rest are issues of
Aurangzeb. The most remarkable are the small issues of
Shahjahan from the Akbarnagar mint and of Aurangzeb from
Jahanglrnagar [Dacca]. The latter is a minute piece of exactly
11 grains weight. The uniformity of weight in these small
coins is remarkable, and except in the case of the Lahore
nisar of Shahjahan, the scale runs almost exactly from 11 to

22, 44 and 88 grains.

Apart from the nisars^ the collection of which may well
have been the work of some petty official attached to the im-
perial court, the Indian Museum gains three small silver pieces
issued in the reign of Aurangzeb from the Akbarnagar mint.
The two-anna piece has been published already in the British
Museum Catalogue, but I have not been able to discover a
parallel to the quarter-rupee of the same tj'-pe. On all three
the legend is in the well-known couplet form found on the

Akbarnagar rupees.
The following coins appear to merit detailed descrip-

tion :

—

(1) Shahjahan.
Mint.— Akbarabad.
Date.—1046-10.
Weight.—43"7 grains.

Obverse. lUvcrse,

;

/
>

ijL
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(2) Shahjahaii.

Mint.—Lahor.
Date.— 1050-14
Weight.—43 gr,

Obverse.

8

J
^£ t^w

li U

If*

;
I

(3) ShaJijahan.

Mint.—Akbarnagar
Date.—1064-28.
Weight.—22 gr.

Obverse.

LL)

A>

r A l'^ j'-K>

(4) & (5) Shahjahan.
Mint.—Shahjahana bad.
Date.— (4) 1063-27.

(5) 1067-30.
Weight.—44 gr.

Obverse.

(4) as in (3)

but r V

(5) as in (3)

but r* to
» - .'-

(^0

r. of wlj

Alamgir Aurangzcb
Mint.—Akbarabad.
Date.—1080-13.
Weight.—88 gr.

Obverse.
*

i

;f£ U jt

^^^U
;
I .JU

fr *^

Heverse.

*\lsl-J| jlj,

I O
Av /^

Reverse.

I *ii*^-'

^ ri

rj
•^

Reverse.

»t

I 'ir

Reverse

c^^\J^^

( -A

>*>
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(7) As (6) but weight 44 gr. Date 1071-4
(8) As (7) but Date 1073 [R.Y. missingl
(9) As (7) but Date 1077-10.

(10) Ohvei'se.

i

Reverse

jUi

f -• "1 rj4(>^ ( J xrt

;
I

A- r

(11) As (7) but weight 22 gr. Date 1080-14.
(12) As (II) but Date 1071 [R.Y. missing].
(13) Alamgir Aurangzeb.

Jahanglrnagar.Mint.

Date.—R Y. 19.

Weight.— 11 gr.

Obverse.

i {

J r'^

Beverse.

^Ij *ljj 19y
23-9-lS. H. Nevill.

199. DiN

Historians differ as to the date of the death of the first of
the Kings of the Bahmani Dynasty of Kulbarga.

Ferishta says that the death of 'Alau-d din Hasan hap-
pened eleven years two months and eleven da3's after his
accession to the throne on the first of Rablu-l-awal 759 in the
sixty-seventh year of his age.

^ The Burhan-i-Maasir does not give the date of his death
but follows Ferishta regarding the length of the reign.

The Tazkaratu-l-Muliik states that 'Alau-d-dln died in the
year A.H. 761 and gives the period of his reign as thirteen
years ten months and twenty-seven days.

In \\QVf of the difference in the record of these Indian
Historians it is interesting to know that the Prince of Wales
Museum, Bombay, bas lately acquired under the Treasure
Trove Act a Silver Tanha of 'Alau-d -din dated 7G0 A.H.

The coin is of the normal type of No. 1 of " Gold and
Oliver coins of the Bahmani Dvnasty " by the Hon. James
J^ibb^ published in the Numism^atic Chronicle of 1881. Mr.
I^ibb's coin was dated 758 A.H. and similar specimens dated
757 and 758 were published in the J.A.S.B. 1909 by the late

^|^'. Framjee J. Thanawala. In describing the above specimens
Mr. Thanawala took the central figure to he 4. In this he
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was undoubtedly wrong as the figure is 5. The coin referred

to by Mr. Thanawala as being in possession of Mr. C. E. Kot-
wall is now in my cabinet and the centre figure is certainly 5,

as is also the central figure of another coin of this king dated
758 which I also obtained from the latter gentleman. A refer-

ence to the plate published with Mr. Thanawala's article will

also show that the figure is 5, Mr. Thanawala's collection con-

tained another specimen dated 759. We thus can record silver

tankas of this king dated 757, 758, 759 and 760, and although
the latter is open to relegation to the class of " posthumous

"

T think, in view of the difference in the records of the histori-

ans quoted above, it is worthy of cojisideration. It may be
noted that the earliest known coin of Muhammad, the suc-

cessor of 'AJau-d-din, is also dated 760 (cf. Gibb No. 3) : but a

specimen of this king's coinage dated 759 A.H. is yet to be
discovered to give confirmation to Ferishta's statement that

'Alau-d-din died in 759 A.H.

Bombay, 1st July 1918.

Whittell, Captain.

Indian Army.

"K 'S..''-v...^v,>^^ '^>'"^w''^, ^ > ^ ^



NOVEMBER, 1918.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 6th November, 1918, at 9-15 p.m.

H. G. Graves, Esq., A.R.S.M., in the chair.

The following members were present :—

Mr. E. Brunetti, Mr, H. C. Das Gupta, Rev. E. Prancotte,

S.J., The Hon. Mr. F. J. Monahan, I.C.S., Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg.

The minutes of the August meeting were read and con-
firmed.

Sixty-three presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Dr. H. M. Crake and
the Hon. Mr. Surendra Nath Roy had expressed a desire to

withdraw from the Societv.

The General Secretary also reported that the following

gentleman was elected ordinary member during the recess in

accordance with Rule 7

:

Prince Victor N. Naravan of Cooch Behar.

The Chairman announced that in accordance with Rule
3S, the names of Babu Vereshwar Bhattacharjee of Navadipa
and Maulavi Q. Fazli Haque of Lahore had been posted as

defaulting members since the last meeting, and their names
have now beeii removed from the member list.

The Chairman announced that there ^vould be no adjourned

meeting of the Medical Section this month.

The following papers were read ;

1. Dacca Diaries, Part III.—Btj J. T. Rankin.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

2. Two rcmarhahle letters recovered from Tibet.—By Dr.

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

3. The occurrence of Cyprcea Nivosa Broderip, in the

^ergui Archipelago.—By E. Veedenbueg.
This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

*^be Journal.
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4. Review of Progress in our Knowledge of Oriental Diptera

during the last two decades.—By E. Brunetti.

[Read at the Fifth Meeting of the Indian Science Congress,]

The publication of Van der Wulp's Catalogue of the Diptera

of South Asia in 1896 marked an epoch in our knowledge of

oriental diptera, since which our progress can be measured

from time to time. Seven years ago I offered an abbreviated

resume of what had been done up to that date,^ and the

present article is an attempt to recapitulate more fully and

bring the information as nearly up to date as possible.

Numerous valuable papers treating of oriental diptera

have appeared during the last twenty years and notice may bo

made of the followms without any intention of undervaluin"

those that may, from oversight, be omitted.

Dr. Annandale has described a very interesting and ex-

ceedingly minute insect Rhynchomicropteron and several new

species of biting moth-flies {Phlehotomus) from India and

Ceylon as well as a new genus in Psychodinae, which he has

done me the honour to name after me, Brunettia. Mr. E. E-

Austen, of the British Museum, has written two papers on the

connection between big game in Africa, tsetse flies and sleepmg

sickness, which are of consummate interest in spite of these

flies not occurring in the East. Father Assmath contributes

to our knowledge of the Termitophilous Phoridae. Dr. Alcock s

'* Entomology for Medical Officers " is one of the best works of its

nature. Prof Bezzi in two '' centuries " of Philippine Diptera

introduces several new species and recognises many of those oi

the older authors. He has also monographed the Indian

species of Trypetidae or fruit flies in the Memoirs of the Indian

Museum III; and furnished an important second article on

them in the Bull. Ent. Pves,, and he has also written up the

Leptidae and Empidae of Formosa in three papers.

Dr. de Meijere, principally in the Dutch Tijd. voor Entom.,

gives us eleven very valuable and carefully compiled papers

chiefly on Javan diptera, but incluciing a good number o

species from New Guinea, Sumatra, and a small adjommg

island Simalur, and occasionally from other parts. His con-

cise descriptions total several hundred, and many of the olae

the
authors' species are redescribed, the plates accompanying

text being excellent. One of his papers revises the ^^P'^"^^^^^

and another in conjunction with Dr. Becker treats oi t ^

^

Chloropinae of Java. Mr. F. W. Edwards, in some pitn.^

papers on Oulicidae, renders yeoman service in reducing a

large number of alleged species in this family to synon\m^

and also contributes a few pages of valuable synonymy

1
Jour. Asiat. So. Beng. VI, 135 (1910). ^^ ,A7/iqi7)

2 Published in Phil. Jour. Science, VIII, 305 (1913), and IX, 107 (li" '^

^t
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other groups of Nemocera.' Mr. A. D. Imms, Forest Zoologist,

supports the affinity of the Gorethrinae with the Culicinae and
insists, as all systematic entomologists have done, that they
form a single family. Major James supplies a new arrangement

TID

have separatel}^ contributed to our knowledge of the Asilidae.

Prof. Kertesz has worked out the species of Sapromyza
found in Formosa, New Guinea and Ternate, also describing

three new Sj'rphids. He has monographed the genus Evaza,

(Stratiomyidae), and revised the Pipunculidae of South Asia

and New Guinea besides describing a certain number of new
species in various families.^ Prof. Kieffer in his work on the

Cecidomyidae , notes all the oriental species.^

Messrs. Lefroy and Howlett are responsible for a very

bulky popular book entitled "Indian Insect Life" liberally

illustrated with figures and coloured plates.

The chief work by Dr. Leicester has apparently been over-

looked by many, even by those specialising in mosquitoes.

This is a voluminous treatise on the cuUcidae of the Malay

States 4 in which all the known species are very minutely des-

cribed. Miss Ludlow has supplied various short papers on

Philippine Mosquitoes.^
Mr. Mitter gives us the life-histories of two blood-sucking

muscids, Haematobia sanguisugens, Aust. and Bdellolarynx^ san-

guinolenhis , Aust., and notes the occurrenoe at Kasauli and

breeding place of an allied blood-sucking muscid, Stygeromyia

'maculosa, Aust.
Captains Patton and Cragg have issued an excellent text-

book on Medical Entomology and have studied the life-history

of Philaemafomyia insignis, Aust : and note some haematopha-

gous species, also giving descriptions of two new species of

Musca, and one of Philaematomyia. Mr. C. Paiva, of the Indian

Museum, supplies some interesting notes on Aedeomyia squammi-

Tmna, Arrib. and on the larva of ToxorliyyicMtes immisencors.

Walk. . one of the largest and most brilliant of oriental mosqui-

toes. In Miss Ricardo's two long articles on Tahamdae ,
mxich

valuable information is found, and keys to a large number ot

species given. It is to be hoped that the remamder of tlie

oriental species will be squallv well dealt with. Prof. ^Pe.'f®^

gave preliminary descriptions" of three new Indian Nyderimaae

(^at parasites) " but 1 have seen no fuller descriptions yet,

though he has described other new species both m this tamiiy

Hippoboscidae

1911

' Mainly in Ann. Magaz. Nat. Hist, and Bull. Ent. Res. from about

w\ TVV af^ ^« _rJonwards,
a

^
Most of his papers appear in the Ann. Mus. Hung.

; Genera Insectorum. Fasc. 152 (1913). ^^^.
* Studies Inst, Med. Research Fed. Malay States HI (l^^^h
5 T.-1 * a . tIn various American journals.
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w

Mr. S. K. Sen publishes a preliminary note on the ro]e of

blood in ovulation in Culicidae. The first paper by Mr. 0. H. T.

Townsend on the true muscids in the Indian Museum has just

appeared, and others will folloAV in due course. As the leading

living authority on the higher Muscidae his papers will be

eagerly looked forward to. Mr. F. V. Theobald's writings on

Culicidae are too well known to need mention or praise here,

for although a good proportion of his species have since been de-

clared invalid, much remains of his laborious monographic work

which will always stand to his name as a pioneer in this Family.

As regards my own work I can only briefly note having

compiled papers on the Stratiomyidae (a second in preparation),

Syrphidae (two), Leptidae and Bomhyllidae (three), Empidae^

blood-sucking Muscidae, Sepsinae, Tipulidae (a second just pub-

lished), Psychodidae, Nemocera (certain families only) and general

papers on *' New Oriental Diptera/' '' Diptera of the Abor Ex-

pedition/' " New and interesting diptera from the Eastern

Himalayas," and '' Diptera of the Simla District." Also a Cata-

logue of Oriental Culicidae, with a Supplement and a Critical

Review of genera in Culicidae.

My first volume on diptera in the " Fauna of British India
"

series appeared in December 1912, containing all the Nemo-
cera except Cecidomyidae, Chironomidae and Culicidae, over

two hundred and fifty new species being described in it. A
second volume, treating of certain families of Brachycera and

CyclorrJiapha is in preparation. A Catalogue of the Oriental

Nemocera is in hand and approaching completion.
Comparative notes with our knowledge of 1896 may now

be given under each family.^

Cecidomyidae,~Oi gall gnats only three species appear in

Van der Wulp, but about 30 are now known, mostly described

by Kieffer. Some knowledge of botany being requisite for

successful work in this familv may be the reason why so few

dipterologists have concerned '^them^'selves with it. The species

1 Van der Wulp's Catalogue (1896) and my previous paper on this

subject (see footnote 1) may be referred to. It is impossible to give here

references to all the new species described since Van dor Wulp'a Catalogua

as it would occupy far too much space, and the present paper is merely

a review, not a catalogue. References, therefore, to only the principal or

more lengthy papers are offered. It may be taken that my volume on

the Fauna of British India contains practically all the Indian species oi

Nemocera known at that date (1912) exclusive of those in families no'i

dealt with in that volume iCecddomyidae, Culicidae and Chironomdaeh
The Nemocera comprise all the families in the present list from Cecidomifir

tdae to Rhyphidae, both inclusive. All the papers written by me, wiin

one or two minor exceptions, are published in the Rec. Ind. Mus. fro"*

1908 onwards.
In cases where certain groups have been thoroughly revised "P,*^ n

recent date, such as the fascicules of the -'Genera Insectorum, i«

references will be found therein. Short papers by various authors o^^

various groups appear from tune to time in the *'Nova Guinea Results.
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are all vevj small and exceedingly fragile, and frequently can-

not be identified without the life-history bemg known ; in fact a

number of species have been set up on the lower stages only,

the imagos not vet being known, and this practice should be,

I think, rigidlv condemned The species of the world are listed

by Kieffer in" the Genera Insectorum, Fasc. 152. Some notes

are given by Mr. Y. Ramachandra Rao on gall flies on Indian

grasses ' and Mr. E. P. Felt has described a few new Indian

species sent him by Mr. T. Bainbrigge Fletcher.'

MycetophiUdae—Fungus gnats. Van der Wulp g^xe 2S

species and but few have been described apart from the 110 set

up bv me in the first
'

' Fauna " volume. These include 38 species

of Sciam, which group I decline to regard as a separate family.

Blepharoceridae.—Oi this very mteresting family only one,

Hammatorhina hella, Loew, from Ceylon was known till com-

paratively recently,' but three others have lately been described,

and Mr. Agarkhar has written on the Kashmir species. J^ellogg

reviews the world's species in the " Genera Insectorum i^asc.

56(1907).

Bibionidae.-n species now known. Some species may

be taken in immense numbers for a few ^^^ys, especially m
spring, after which they may not be seen again all that season

The only personal instance of this was at Darjeeliiig when ^^^^&^«

ohscuripennis, de Meij. was exceedingly abundant for a few days

about Oct. 16th, 1905.

Simuliklae.'—A family of economic importance as some

species bite viciously,, especially in the hills, where they are

sometimes far from uncommon. The Indian species ^^ere^-abu^

latedbymetwice,3 but are not at all ^^-el^^'^^^'"-
^f ^S

indicum, Bcchdr is probably the commonest ^^^^
^^f^^^^^^^

described from the East (Assam), also the 0113
^J^'^^^^^^

Van der Wulp. One species occurs as far south a Ceylon (.

.

striatum Brun.^ and one in Java [S.
^o^^l\fJ^'^lX in this

Chironomidae.—A vast advance has been mau

family, of which onl}^ 15 were known up to
^f^- ^^^^/^uVTv

sive collection of the Indian Museum has been worked out b^

Kieffer (although additions have --^
-J^^J^tnd k"^^

results published m several papers m t^e Kec^^
institution.^

a 60 page treatise in the Memoirs of hejame 1
^^^^

There are 340 now known frona the East aimo

India, quite possibly not a fourth or a fifth part ottno j
existing here, to say nothing of the remammg part, ot

1 Jour. Asiat. So. Beng. n. s- ^I"'
P-J^^I^'Ts aoV?)'.

are described by Felt in the Ent. News, AAVin, v

2 r.ar^^A T7"^fr,^ XT.VTII. 400 (1916). _

3 Rec. Ind. Mus. IV, 282 and " Fauna.

* Spol. Zeyl. VIII, 90 (1912). ^ jl„g. IX, 119 (1913) ;

^^^
6 Kieffer; Gen. Ins. Fasc. 42 (1906) Rec^ An

^^^^
VI, 113 (1911) ; VI, 319 (1911) ; -Mem. Ind. Mus. ix,
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Culicidae.—Probably no family in the whole of the diptera

has been so extensively collected throughout the world and so

assiduously worked at as this one, since the connection between

these insects and malaria w^as discovered only a few years ago.

This discovery brought a number of workers into the field with

little or no previous systematic know^ledge of diptera, with the

inevitable result that large numbers of genera and species were

created on minute and inconstant differences in a flood of

literature. The names of the principal w^orkers need not be

iwn

pointed

(Williston

and even subfamilies on characters of slight taxonomic value,

my own efforts in this direction consisting of a paper on '' Taxo-

nomic values in Culicidae'' ' and a '' Critical Review of genera

in Culicidae/"^ In the latter I have ventured to sink wholesale

a large number of the genera, whilst Edwards has done the

same with regard to the species, including the annihilation of

the so-called subfamily {Heptaphloebomyinac) which was actually

built up on a single (supposed) species which was afterwards

found to represent the d' and $ of two different species, both

originallv described by the author of the alleged subfamily.

Anyway, the headlong flow of new species seems to have been

stemmed.
In the Catalogue of Oriental Nemocera which I have now

in hand, some 360 species of Culicidae will be recognised, not

because they are all valid, but because the systematists have

not yet had time to overhaul them. When this has been done,

the species may well be reduced to two -thirds of that number

or even to half.

Dr. Leicester's voluminous treatise on the Malayan species

has been generally overlooked but much care and time have

evidently been spent on it.^

As was foreseen by me in the early days of the rush on

species making, most authors are content nowadays to refer

the bulk of the Anophelines to the genus Anopheles, and a large

proportion of the Culicines to Culex, though of course a certain

number of quite good genera exist in both groups. The new

genera had been made so unrestrainedly that they soon over-

lapped one another, and the more species there were discovered

the sooner it became obvious that such genera were wholly

artificial.

The numerous papers by Theobald are too well known to

cuHcidologists to need mention, but his elaborate Monograpn

1 Rec. Ind* Mua. IV, 63 (1910).
2 Id. X, 15 (1914). ^
3 Published in "Studies from the Institute for Medical Researcn,

Vol. Ill (1908).
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of the Culicidae of the World ^ will long be the standard work
on the family. Major James has recently offered a ''new

arrangement of the Indian Anophelinae'^; Mr. Paiva, of the
Indian Museum, has published notes on Toxorhynchites immi-
sericors and Aedeomyia squammipenna, including the habits of

the larvae of the former species ; Mr. Sen has contributed notes

on the role of blood-sucking in ovulation in this familv and
various shorter papers have appeared from the pens of other
writers

.

The Corethrinae cannot be separated from the Culicidae, as

those whose only knowledge of diptera is confined to mosquitoes
would wish (possibly because they are of no economic interest),

and their affinity has been shown recently in the larval as well

as the adult structure by Dr. Imms.^
Psychodidae.—This small group of moth-like flies has only

attracted attention of recent years so far as the eastern species

go. Dr. Annandale has indited several short papers on the

Phlebotominae of India and Ceylon and described some new
species and varieties. I have dealt with this familj'' on three

occasions.^ Forty species occur in the East.

Dixidae.—Only the five species introduced by me in 1911
are known.

Tipulidae.—With the exception of the Culicidae, nn-
doubtedl}^ a larger proportion of new species have been des-

cribed in this family than in any other, but whereas a con-

siderable number of those in the former family have proved
invalid, the bulk of the Tipulidae will probably prove valid.

Van der Wulp listed 140 in 1896 and in my first paper on the
family * 53 new ones were added, to which a further contribution
of no less than 140 was made in the '-'Fauna" volume, whilst
in a second paper just published are descriptions of over 70
additional species. The great majority of my species are from
India. Dr. de Meijere has instituted a good number from Java,

Sumatra and elsewhere, totalling about 60 altogether. Amongst
other authors Alexander has described a. few from Java/
Edwards from Formosa, and Enderloin from Sumatra and other

eastern localities. The number now known is just under 600.

HhypJiidae.—Eight species from the East are known.
N.B.~ln comparison with mv tabulation of species in

families in my first Review (p. 137) the following figures may
oe noted, representing approximately the number of species

^
rwQ vommes published by the British Jluseum, lyui-nfiu-

2 Jour. Econ. Biol. VII (1912).

, ,
^^^' Ind.Mus. II, 369 (1908) ; New Oriental Nemorera, he. cit., IV,

^^ (1911), and in the '* Fauna. " Dr. Annandale'a papers appear m the
«ec Ind. Mus. II, 101 (1908); IV, 353 (1908); IV, 35 (1910); V 41
^1910); and Spol. Zeyl. VII, 57 (1910); VII. 187 (1911); VII, 203 (1911).

* Rec. Ind. Mus. VI, 231 (1911).
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. XLIX, 157 (1915).
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in each family now known (including the 70 new Tipulidae

of the second paper just issued). Cecidomyidae, 30; Myceto-

philidae, 70; Bkj^haroceridae, 4; Bibionidae, 33; SimuUidae,

14 ; Chironomidae, 340 ; Culicidae, 360 ; Fsychodidae, 40 ;
Dm-

dae, 5 ; Tipulidae, 600 ; EhypMdae, 8 ; making a total of about

1,640 or nearly double the number known only seven years

ago.

Coming to the Brachycera the results are not so striking

in the aggregate, but there remains ample scope for further

research in all the families.

Straliomyidae,—Thorough revision is required here as badly

as anywhere. Some of the genera appear unsound and many

of Walker's specific descriptions, especially in critical groups

such as Sargus, Pteciicus, Odontomyia, Evaza, etc., are unrecog-

nisable, a large number of the species having been set up from

one sex only and frequently from unique specimens^ a good

many of the types being no longer in existence. De Meijere

has elucidated some of the older authors' species from Java.

Only about 20 new species have been described since 1896 but

in a second revision that I am attempting sixteen or more

additional ones will appear,

Leptidae,—Only about a dozen or so new species have

been added to this rather limited family but I have descriptions

in MS, of at least as many again of undescribed species in

the British Museum, Indian Museum and Pusa collections which

will appear in the 2nd volume of the "Fauna" series. Bezzi

has worked out the Eormosan speciesJ

'

Tabanidae.—The very extensive family of gad flies is

abundantly represented in the East. Van der Wulp's Catalogno

contains close on 200, of which 150 belong to the gigantic genus

Tabanus. There is still scope for much revisionary work here.

Most of Bigot's species of Atylotus (sub-genus of Tahanus) do

not belong there, in fact he failed to understand the sub-genus,

as was the case in other instances, and many of his descriptions

are as unintelligible as those of Walker's latter days, A large

proportion of the family iias not been dealt with by Miss

Ricardo though she has compiled two lengthy and very useful

papers, one on Tahanus only and the other on the remaining

genera, over sixty new species being included in them.^ Studies

and descriptions in this family must be; as Austen has stated,

comparative, that is, differences from closely allied species

must be noted. A collection of some size for continuous com-

parison is also a sine qua non for exhaustive work, also a

complete library of all the described species of the region.

Apart from Miss Ricardo's work practically nothing has trans-

pired during the last two decades.

1 Ann. Mus. Hung. X, 442 {1912).
2 Rec. Ind. Mus. IV, III (1911); IV, 321 (1911).
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Nemestrifiidae.—A most interesting familj^ allied to both
the Tahanidae and Cyrtidae, They inhabit hot, dry, sandy
localities and frequently occur in the hills, hovering over paths
and on the borders of woods, their movements in the air being
made with lightning-like swiftness, making them exceedingly
difficult to catch, Lichtwart reviewed the oriejital species a
few years back, establishing nine new ones, one of which,
Geylonia magnifica, I subsequently described again as new under
the name of Atriadops nivea, from a specimen in my own
collection, having overlooked Lichtwart's paper,

Cyrtidae,—A very peculiar and limited group of rather
small, balloon-like globular flies that delight in hovering. Four
new species have recently been added by me, whilst de Meijere
has added one, and mv second Fauna Volume will contain six

more. Less than twenty altogether^ including these latter, are

known from the Orient. ,

Bomhylidae.—Quite a number of these have been known
from all tropical regions since the earliest days of collecting,

owing to their size and the great beauty of many of the species.

Van der Wulp records about 100 though some of these have
been proved invalid, and many of the remainder are un-

recognisable through faulty or inadequate descriptions. An
attempt at revision was made by me in 1909, adding 18 new
ones, but a critical study of most of the Anthracinae remains a
desideratum. About a dozen new species will be described in

my new Fauna volume, on specimens in the British Museum,
Indian Museum and Pusa collections.

Therevidae.—An allied family to the previous one and one
•of the most difficult to deal with through the close affinity and
variability of many of the species. Krober has written up the

family for the Genera Insectorum' and referred some of the

older species to different genera. Only half a dozen or so new
species have been erected of late.

Scenopinidae.—This family was not known to occur in the

East in Van der Wulp's day, but Becker has recently described

^ species from Luxor, and Kertesz one from Papua, whilst I

have recognised the European Scenopinus fenestralis, L. in

specimens from Simla, Kasauli and Naini Tal.

Mydaidae.—My three new species set up recently are the

0% additions to this very small but conspicuous group.

Asilidae.—OvQi: 400 species were catalogued by Van der

Jyulp of the robber flies as they are sometimes designated

*luch conscientious revision is requisite here, the specific and
generic differences often being exceedingly intricate, based m
°^e group on the niacrochaetae, in another on the genitalia,

and so on. Walker has as usual encumbered the literature with
a number of species based on insufficient material, and Bigot

I rase. 148 (1913)
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has followed suit with equal vagueness. Van der Wulp, who
was himself a specialist in the oriental species of this family,

wrote a most useful paper in 1872 (unfortunately in Dutch),

^

but since then no serious attempt has been made to grapple
with' them.

He Walker
to more recent genera, Enderlein having done the same ae

regards LapTiria, which illustrates the specific invalidity attri-

butable to most of the species outside those dealt with by the
eminent Dutch author.

The Indian Museum and the Pusa Institute possess a large

amount of material which I have arranged to work out as soon
as the work already in hand is completed, and there are prob-
ably a hundred new species awaiting descriptions.

Enderlein, Hermann and de Meijere have each added some
species but most authors have fought shy of plunging in this

family until the ground has been to some extent cleared.

Empidae,—A bare dozen species were known in 1896 but
though specimens as a rule are hot numerous, a fair number of

species exist in the East. Over 50 were described in my
paper on the family in 191:5; Bezzi^ supplementing this with
nearly 30 others, many being from Formosa and Papua ; de
Meijera and Kertesz having added a few each from Papua and
Java

.

DoUchopodidae.—Yet another family in a most unsatis-
factory state. Van der Wulp devotes two and a half pages to

Psilopus, about half the species being by Walker who is also

responsible for the majority of the remaining thirty in the
family, which is almost tantamount to saying that they
are mostly unrecognisable, especially as many of the types are

probably lost. Some years ago the Indian Museum collection
in this family was sent to Lichtwart who replied that it was
impossible to deal with it without first elucidating Walker's
types.

_
Since then nothing has transpired, but a further stock

of specimens is accumulating. De Meijere has ventured to set

up a score or so of new species, mostly in Psilopus, but except
for a stray species or two the group has been assiduously
avoided. ^

Lonchopteridae.—Whiker described a new genus and species
which he doubtfully placed in this rather isolated family.
^Mothmg definite about it has been published since, but I cap-
tured what appears to be a variety of the common European
Lonchoptera lutea, Panz, at Darjeeling. De Meijere very kindly
sent me some European specimens for comparison but the box
was much damaged in the post, havmg been opened by the cen-
sor, and the specimens were useless. A beautiful new species

^ Tijd. V. Ent. s Ann
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has just come before me, captured by Mr, T. Bainbrigge

Fletcher.

Platypezidae.—A small family which, like the preceding

one, has a venation all its own. Though I set up two new species

of Plati/peza I have since come to the conclusion that they are

only argyrogyyuiy de Meij, and have a suspicion that this latter

may only be glaucescens. Walk.
Pipunculidae.—Revised by Kertesz in 1903,^ with the ad-

dition of six new species from Papua and Ceylon and tAvo others

at a later date, A second revision by me in 1912 Avith ten

more, a variety of the common European Pipunculus campestris,

Latr. and the introduction of the European Chalarus spurins,

Fall.

Wulp
Meii

error

from his catalogue. About 33 are no^v known, and six more
are reserved for my Fauna volume.

Syrphidae.—This very extensive and beautiful family is

well represented in all tropical regions, and the Orient possesses

its full quotum. Known as sun-flies from so many species

loving to hover in the sunshine, they are not of economic value

but attract attention through their bright colours and ubiquitous

nature. Van der Wulp catalogued about 250 species, of which

some few must be struck out as synonyms.
Austen, Bezzi and Kertesz have added a few species each,

but the great majority of recent species are due to de Meijere

and myself, the former contributing about 90, whilst in my
two papers I have added 78, and a few more will appear in the

nera are Bacclia, Syrphus,
oFauna volume.

J^ristalis and Eumerus.
Oestridue.—In this very small family the species known in

1896 have not been added to.

Muscidae.—As regards the enormous mass of the Muscidae,

seyisu latissimo, which I persist in regarding as a single family,

vast fields await the patient and conscientious investigator.

TacUninae.—Among&t the calyptrate muscids, the Tachi-

ninae subfamily are large to rather small bristly flies with a

powerful flight, mostly parasitic on lepidopterous larvae and

their study will take manv years to pursue as the species will

certainly run into hundred^s, owing to the wealth of lepidopterous

life in the East. Almost the only serious worker in this group is

Townsend.
The alleged genera run into one another in perplexing

fashion and of two of the greatest recent exponents,* Verrall,

Jhe late eminent British dipterologist wrote that he had never

found any author's tables more difficult to follow than Brauer s,

except perhaps those of Brauer and Bergenstamm together

remember nmnv vpnrs affo askins Mr. Verrall if he would likeI

1 Ann. Mus. Hung., I, 465 (1903). 2 Brauer and Bergenstamm.
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to name about 70 British Tachinids of mine and he replied that

he had not 70 but 700 awaiting identification, adding that he

•*' could not get the hang of them at all." Van der Wnlp occupies

20 pages of his Catalogue with the Tachinids, including Dexia

and Sarcophaga^ with their allies.

Muscinae.—Some effort has been made to cope with the

next great natural division of the Mvscidae,, the true Muscinm.

These include the common house flies, the blue and green

bottles, the blow or meat flies, stable flies, or biting muscids

{Stomoxys, Lyperosia and allies) with other species of less

economic interest.

Though none of the species other than the Stomoxyini

actually bite, there are some, like PJdlaematomyia
,
provided

with a sort of circular saw at the tip of its proboscis which

would enable it to enlarge any small abrasion of the skin and

easily draw blood, thereby transmitting parasites to the blood

of its victim. The majority of the species breed in dung, rotting

animal or vegetable matter and must perforce carrj^ on their

feet the germs of such diseases as it is possible to transmit by

those means. The genera Musca, CaUiphora.Lucilia, dbudPyrel'

lia are eases in point. Grunberg wrote recently on the Stomoxy-

ini and I have endeavoured to define the oriental species in a

paper in which six new species are also described.

Picard, Austen, Bezzi and de Meijere have each added

species, so about 20 are now averred to be oriental though some

seem to require corroboration Townsend is working through

the Indian Museum Muscinae and his first paper has just ap-

peared.^ Biological and anatomical work has been done by

Captains Patton and Cragg^ and Mr. Mitter.

Anthomyinae.—These form another great unexplored field

except for a few papers by Stein ^ who erected nearly 100 species

from New Guinea, mostly in Mydaea, Spilogaster, LimnopTiora,

Lispa, Caenosia and Atherigona. A few species come from

various authors. Of the good many species listed by Van

der Wulp many of the descriptions are hopelessly inadequate

and this fact coupled with the discovery that many are

identical or practically so, with European forms may have

caused authors to hesitate before tackling such an intricate

group. I sent all my own oriental Afithomyidae to Prof. Stein

several years before the war broke out but beyond his reply

that they had safely arrived and that a cursory examination

1 Rec. Ind. Mus. XIII, 185 (1917).

^^. ^.J^^
papers on the. Stoinoxyini see Austen, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hxst.,

285 (1909); Grunberg, Zool. Anz. XXX, 78(1906); Bezzi, Zeits, Hy«^'
Dip p. 413 (1907) and Rend. Istit. Lomb., 433 (1907) : Mitter, Ind. Jour^

Med- Res, III (1915, 191G). Fatten and Cragg. Ann. Trop. Med. and

Par^ V (1912 ) ; Ind. Jour. Med. Res. I (1913). Brunetti, Rec. Ind. M"^s.

J
Term. Fuzet, XXIII, 129 (1900); Ann. Mus. Hung. VIII. 54o
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revealed the identity of some with European species, I have-

heard nothing of them since.

Muscidae Acalyptrata.—About half the number of Muscidae
(5. latiss.) ar(j acalyptrate and the groups may be regarded for

convenience sake as subfamilies, though many present writers

give them all family rank. The order of these groups is some-
what optional but personally I like Van der Wulp's sequence
as well as any and have followed it here, parth?" also because of

greater ease in comparison, except that I prefer the older terms
Micropezinae for Calohatinae and Oscininae for Chloropinae.

Cordylurinae,—The common European dung flj^ Scafophaga
stercoraria^ J,, has not been recorded from the East, yet I found
it quite as common in Mussoorie and Darjeeling on various
visits as at Wimbledon Common or Epping Forest at home.

Helomyzinae.^Oi Walker's 20 species of Helomyza, Hendel
refers no less than 13 of them to Sapromyza.

Sciomyzinae.—I have taken the very handsome and not
uncommon European Dryomyza formosa at Mussoorie and it

occur^i at other hill stations Some notes on the Indian Sepedons
were given by me some years ago, and one of my new species

therein described {{sanguinipes) is synomanous with javanensis^

Rob. Desv.
Micropezinae,—Several of the species of Nerius in Van der

Wulp's Catalogue are erroneous, and have been corrected by
himself and Kertesz, The large genus Calohata badly requires

careful revision after inspection of types.

Sepsinae.—This natural little group has been twice revised
;

hy de Meijere in 1904= who added 9 new species, and by me in

1909 with 17 new.
Diopsinae.—A limited and very peculiar group in which

several changes of synonymy have been pointed out They
are very conspicuous by the ej^es being placed at the ends of
longer or shorter stalks projecting from the head. A species

sometimes occurs in vast numbers, the only one of which I have
personal experience being Sphyracephala 7i ear.sayana , Westw.
^vhich within the space of a few days I found in profusion
under a low arch over a roadside ditch in Cawnpore about
30-xi-04 and also in the old Residencv at Lucknow 4-xii-04.

OrtaUnae,—A ver}^ extensive group (filling 14 pages of

Van der Wulp's Catalogue) which cuts up into several natural

subdivisions. Many species are handsomeh^ marked. It seems
to me the genus Dacus is more akin to this group than to the
TrypeUnae, Bezzi revised this genus some time back; Hendel
pas done the same with the Pyrgota group and I am endeavour-
ing to work out Stenopterina.

Trypetinae or fruit flies.—Bezzi has exhaustively mono-
gi-^^H^hed the Indian Museum collection in this family,' the text

— p 1 ' -

1 Unfortunately under the inadmissible name of Trypaneidae, Mem.
^nd. Mus. Ill, 53-175 (1913).
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aided by three large plates of exceptionally good figures of

wings from which it becomes a real pleasure to name specimens.

A good many names are overturned as synonymic and but few

species have been described since his work.
Sapromyzinae.—The world's species of this subfamily were

recently compiled by Hendel in the Genera Tnsectorum, Ease.

68 (1908), under the name of Lauxaninae. These endeavours to

change family or subfamily names are unpardonable. The

oriental species total about 150 ; Kertesz having set up over 40

in Sapromyza alonC; mostly from Papua. The rest of the species

since 1896 are about equally divided between Kertesz and de

Meijere.

Cehjphinae.—A small group of peculiar flies with the

scutellum so enormousl}^ developed as to give the insects the

appearance of small metallic blue or dull yellowish beetles.

The limits pf the few alleged species appear somewhat
hazy.

PsiUnae, Borborinae^ Ochthiphilinae, Ephydrinae, Agro-

myzinae}—Hardly any progress has been made in these but the

Indian Museum possesses a fair amount of undetermined material

in the latter two groups.

Oscininae.—De Meijere and Becker jointly have produced*

an exhaustive treatise on the *• Chloropidae "of Java and the

former author has described about 30 species in addition in

f3eparate papers.^

Geomyzinae.—About 50 new species, mostly by de Meijere

have recently appeared, about half of them being in Drosophih,

Phoridae.—Brnes revised this group in 1905,^ setting up

over 30 new species, mainly from India^ Formosa and Papua,

whilst Wandolleck, Schmitz^nd Aldrich have added a species

or two each. •

I treated of the group once, adding 10 new species. Later

I gave a description of Aphiochaeta ferruginea, Brun. which for

some time had been a nomen nudum only, and was figured in

Lefroy's '' Indian Insect Life." This species has been known to

breed in the human intestines. Among the species described bv

Brues are several wingless forms some of which live in ants

nests. Dr. Annandale has described a very interesting new

genus, Rhynchomicropteron from Ceylon* while Schmitz^ has

discussed this and other m3^rmecophilous genera.
The alleged new family Termitoxenidae suggested by Was-

mann for Termitoxema assmuthi cannot sustain such rank.

Hippohoscidae.—Oi the Pupipara about a dozen species of

J This is not the natural sequence of these groups but they are taken

together here for the sake of convenience. -p ^
2 Becher and de Meijere ** Chloropiden au9 Java," Tijd. v. ±iU^'

LVT,283 (1913).
^

^ Gen. Insect. Fasc. 44 {1906). * SpoL ZeyL VIII, 85 (1913).

5 Zool. Jahr., p. 509 (1914).
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this family of parasitic diptera, mostly by Speiser^ have been
recently described.

Nycteribiidae,—Speiser * has added 7 new species of those
bat parasites, and de Meijere one. Of some of them no des-
criptions have been offered since the preliminary ones given in
1907. Mr. Hugh
Ceylon species.

knowledge

<>

DECE/VIBER, 1918.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th December, 1918, at 9-15 p.m.

H. H. Hatden, Esq., CJ.E., D.Sc, B.A., B.L, F.G.S.,
F.A.S.B., F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. P. J. Briihl, Dr. W A. K. Christie, Mr. H. C. Das
Gupta, Dr. L. L. Fermor, Dr. F. H. Gravely, Mahamahopa-
dhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CJ.E., Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya-
bhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg.

Visitor

:

—Mrs. L. L. Fermor.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Nineteen presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported the death of Mr. Robert
John Pocock, an ordinary member of the Society.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an ordinary
member :

—

Sudhangsu Kumar Banerjee, Esq., D.Sc, Ghose Professor
of Applied Mathematics, Calcutta Universits^, proposed by the

Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Kt., seconded by Prof.

D. R. Bhandarkar.
_ •

The following papers were read :

1. The. oriain and ethnoloaical s ficance of

designs.—By James Hornell. Cmnmunicated by the Anthropo-

logical Secretary.

2. On the identification of the ancient town of Tagara.

% Md. Abdul Aziz. Communicated by the Joint Philological

Secretary.

1 Rec. Tnd. Mus. T, 295 (1907).
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3. The occurrence of CYrKCEA piriformis Graij, in the

Mergui Archipelago.—By E. Vredenburg-

4. Two albino varieties of Cyprcea erosa Linnaeus.—By
E. Vredenburg.

6, The specific identity of (lie West-Indian Cyprcea Heni-

KERi Sowerhy, and of the East-Indian Cyprcea murisimilis

Martin^ with the description of a new species or variety, Cyprcea

BLANDiANA^aniZ remarks on some related forms,—By E. Vreden-

burg.

The President announced that there would be no adjourned

meeting of the Medical Section this month.
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Allan, J. A Rupee struck by George
Thomas.

5, The Legend of Samudragupta's
Asvamedha Coin Type.

Ranerji, R. D. Silver Coins of the Chan-

XVII (105) 1912

XXIII (137) 1914

della, Madanavarman. XXII (131) 1914

,; A new type of Audam-
bara Coinage.

BoTHAM, A. W. Some Kachari Corns.

„ The Ahom Coins of A.D.

1648.

,, Chronology of the Jain-

tia Kings.
BrowiV, C. J. The Corns of the Kmgs

of Awadh.
A square area rupee of

Aurangzeb of the

Shahjahanabad Mint.

On Two Finds of Bah-

mani Coins.

On Four Rare Mughal
Coins.

Note on some Copper

Coins discovered in

Balaghat, C.P.

XXIII (134) 1914
XX (120) 1912

XXIV (138) 1914.

XXIV (139) 1914.

XVIII (112) 1912.

5>

35

XIX (113) 1912.

XXII (129) 1914.

5>

XXII (130) 1914

5>

i3

?>

The Lakhnau Mint.

Some remarks on Mr.

Hodivala's articles on

certain Mughal Mints.

XXIV (145) 1914.

XXV (151) 1915.

(193) 1916.
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Campbell, W. E. M, Gupta Gold Coins

found in the Ballia

District. XXII (126) 1914,

Nepalese War Medals XXII (128) 1914.

CoDRiNGTON, 0. Coins or Medals from
Kumal? XX (121) 1912.

Henderson, J. R Note on the dates of

the Mauludi Era of

Tipu Sultan of My-
sore. XXIII (136) 1914.

HiEANANDA Sastri. The Asvamedha Coins

»

99

yi

J3

J3

39

99

of Samudragupta. XXVI (152) 1915.

Novelties in Gupta
Coins. XXIX (184) 1917.

HoDivALA, S. H. The Bijapur Rupees of

1091 A.H. XXVII (167) 1916.

The Gulkanda Rupees
ot Shahjahan XXVII (168) 1916.

The Meaning of Tanki XXVII (169) 1916.

The Dirham-i-Shar'al XXVIII (171) 1917.

The Weights of Au-
rangzeb's dams. XXVIII (175) 1917.

Some Heavy Rupees of

Bahadur Shah, Shah
'Alam I. XXVIII (176) 1917.

The Mint-name Sri-

nagar. XXVIII (177) 191v.

Bahadurgarh. XXVIII (178) 1917.

A'zamnagar. XXVIII (179) 1917.

Panjnagar. XXVIII (180) l91v.

The Muradi Tanka. XXVIII (181) 1917.

Firiizgarh. XXVIII (182) 1917.

5, The Mandu Gold Coup- ^,o
let. XXXI (194) 1918.

" The Katak Rupees of ,„-^
Ahmad Siiah. XXXI (195) 1916.

99 Notes and Suggestions
about some Unas-
signed or Doubtful

. ,niQ
Mughal Mints. XXXI (196) 1918.

Jagat Prasad. A new Muhar of Jabin-
g!r. XXVI (16.3) 1910.

A new Muhar of Aurang- ^ .mi;;
zeb. XXVI (164) 1910.

A new Muhar of Taimur ^^^ .„,-

Shah Durrani. XXVI (165 9
o.

Master, A. A Chahar Tanki of Akbar. XVII (106) LH-

\

5)

:j

35

>>

J5

JJ

;>

i. Two Rare Coins of Mahmud I

of Gujarat.
'

XVII (10-) 191-
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Master, A. The Mint-town Zain-ul-bilad. XXI (124) 1913.

„ The Post-Mughal Coins of

Ahmadabad. or a Study in

Mint-marks.' XXII (125) 1914.

The Gujarat Mahmudl. XXIV (141) 1914.

H. R. The Surl Mint of Shah-

garh. XVIII (109) 1912.

A Billon Coin of Ghiasu-d-

dm Bahadur of Bengal. XVIII (110) 1912.

Billon issues of Sikandar

Lodi. XXVI (153) 1915.

Treasure Trove Coins of the

Bengal Sultans. XXVI (157) 1915.

A new Copper Coin of Jaun-

pur. XXVI (158) 1915.

Note to Mr. M. A. Suboor's

article on an unpublished

mint of Aurangzeb. XXX, p. 261, 1018.

9>

J3

SJ

3 J

3>

77

ii

Mughal Coins. XXXII (198) 1918.

Panna'lall. "a new Coin of Shah 'Alam II. XXIII (133) 1914.

Two Mughal Copper Coins. XXV (14») iJio.

A Rupee of 'Alam Shah,
, ,^,-

Sultan of Dehli. XXVI (loo) 19 o.

A Rare Rupee of Jahanglr. XXVI (156) 191o.

SRareCoinof Shah 'Alam II.XXVI (15 5.

A Rare Coin of Akbar. XXVI (160) 1915.

An^-unpublished Coin of
^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^

Pakock, F. D. J. ^^^:^^-^^m (170) 1917.

A new tvpe of Silver Dir-

ham of the Sasanian

MonarchZamasp
"amasp). .

XXVin(172) 1917.

The Zoroastrian Deity

' Ardoshr ' or ' Ardvi-

shur ' on Tndo-

Scythian Coins." XXVIII (173) 1917.

On a Gold Coin of the

Sasanian King Shapur

the Great. XXVUI (1^9) 191^-

" A Silver Dirham of

Bastham." XXVIII (183) 1917.

Three Interesting Sasa-

nian Drachuies. XXIA (i^O) uu.

On a Silver Com of the

Sasanian King Kho- ^,„.^^_._. ,„,„
ra/ad-Klmsrau. XXIX (186) 1917.

35

>J

J?

JJ
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ParucKj F. D. J. Two RareSasanian Dracli-

j>

»

7;

?9

mes. XXX (187) 1918.

A Correction note. XXX (188) 1918.

The Rare Sasanian Mint
KVI BBA or KVN-
BBA. XXX (189) 1918.

A Rare Tvpe of Pracli-

me of Shapiir 11. XXX (192) 1918.

Novelties in Parthian

Coins. XXXI (197) 1918.

RoYCHOWDHURY, M. A Gold Coin of

Croesus. XXIV (146) 1914.

SJ

SuBOOR, M, A. A note on a Babylonian
Seal in the Central

Museum, Nagpur, XXIV (140) 19U

An unpublished Mint of

Aurangzeb. XXX (190) 1918

The Lakhnan Mint on a
Gold Coin of Aurangzeb. XXX (191) 1918

Taylor, Rev, \ Tslambandar 'urf Raja-
Dr. G. p. i pur. XVII (104) 1912

97

>3

J>

>J

J>

On three Gold Coins of

the 'Adil Shahi Dynasty
of Bijapiir. XVITI (108) 1912

On the Baroda Coins of
the last six Gaikwars. XVIII (111) 191

Mughal Coins of Juna-
gadh. [KorL (114) 1912

On the Hatakesvara ^ai XX (118) 1912

9

5, The Mughal Coins of
2.Cambay. XX (119) 191

?, List Complementary to

Mr. Whitehead's ^^^Mint

Towns of the Mughal ^,.

Emperors of India/* XXII (127) 1914.

,5 An Unissued Rupee of ,„,,
Edward VIT. XXIII (132) 1914.

.. Review (Catalogue of the
Coins in the Panjab
Museum, Lahore, Vol.
II, Coins of the
Mu^al Emperors bv ,_n
R. B. Whitehead). ^ XXIV (U2) 19U.

» Review (The Copper
Coins of India, Part I,

Bengal and the United
Provinces by W. H. .„v mil
Valentine). ' XXIV (143)

191^-
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Taylor, Rev. J A Copper Coin from the

Dr. G. p. i
NahrwalaShahrPattan
Mint.

A Silver Coin of Ahmad I

of Gujarat.

Framjee Jamasjee a new type of Silver

XXIV (144) 1914.

XXVI (162) 1915.

Thais^awala.

3?

5J

?>

Whitehead

S5

99

?J

99

99

Whitt

Dirham of the Sa-

sanian Monarch
Zamasp (Jamasp).

The Zoroastrian Deity
or

XX (117) 1912.

^'Ardoshr''
'' Ardvishur" on

Indo-Scvthian Coins. XXV (149) 1915.

A new Couplet Muhar
of Nuru-d-din Ja-

lianglr Mughal Em-
peror of India.

A Silver Dirham of

Bastliam (Vastham)

Sasanian Ruler in

Khorasan in Persia.

The IVlint Towns of the

Mughal Emperors

(150)1915.

XXVI (154) 1915

of India.

Shamsu-d-din

Vol. VIIL No. 11,1912.

Mah -

mud Shah of Dehli,

A Coin of 'Azlmu-sh-

Sh an

.

Coins of Shah Shuja',

son of Shah Jahan.

A find of Ephthalite

XVTI (102) 1912.

r

XVII (103) 1912.

XX (116) 1912.

or White Him Coins. XXI (122) 1913.

First Supplement to

" The Mint Towns
of the Mughal Em-
perors of India."

Note to Mr. S. N. Hodi-

vala's article on the

XXV (147) 1915.

Muradi Tanki

• Weigh
!)

The Reign of 'Alau-d-

din Bahman Shah.

Coins of Gangeya Deva.

... to Mr. J. Allan's

article on a rupoe struck

XXVIII, p. 96, 1917.

XXXII (199) 1918.

XVII (101) 1912.

*>

bv George Thomas.

A rupee of Shah 'Alam TI

of Anupnagar Shaha-

XVII, p. 130, 1912.

bad Mint.
\

XIX (113) 1912.
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Wright, H. N.

3?

Bairata or Barar ?

Some small silver

XXIII (135) 1912.

pieces of the Sultans

of DehlL

Zambaur, E. V, The Oldest British

Murshidabad Rupee.

XXVII (166) 1916.

XXI (123) 1913.

PART II.

General Index.

Adil Shalii. PJ. Taylor. XVII (108)

Adil SJmh, SuriM from Gujarat. Brown XXIV (145)

Agra. Jahangir A7. Thanawala.
Sher Shall \ rupee. Wr

XXV (150)

XXVII (166)

Ahmadabrul Akbar chahar tanki. Master. XVII (106)

>>

7 J

Identified with Zainu-1-bilad.

Master.

Identified with Zainu4-bilad.

XXI (124)

33

Whitehead
'st Mughal I

XXV (147)

Master. XXII (125)

Ahmad Shah Bahadur. Kambayat Coins.

Taylor.

Katak rupees .

Hodivala.

Ahmadabad Coins.

Master.

XX (119)

99 53 J>

XXXI (195)

>» ;; )>

)

M, Taylor.

>j

39

99

j;

33

33

J J

zz

33

J3

33

^»

^
yE

M

Brown.
Brown.
Brown.

Ahom Coins of 1648 A.D. Botham.

XXIT (125

XXVI (162)

XXII (129)

XXII (129)

XXIV (145)

XXIV (138)

Ajayur ( ?
) [Bdjapur] Mint. Hodivala. XXXI (196)

Ajmer.

5>

»

:>

}j

^. Panna Lall.

Zodiacal A7. Whi

Akbar.
Whitehead

XXVI (156)

>ad. XXV (147)

N.
Vol. VIII, No. U,

33

33

33

33

33

33 33

Bandhu .!{. Whitehead
Barar M. Wright.
Chahar Tankl. Master.

M. Whitehead. XXV (147)

JR. PannaLall. XXVI (160)

Vol. VIII, No. 11,

XXIII (135)

XVII (106)

Dewal Bandar M Whitehead.
Vol. VIII, No. 11,

33

33

ijarat JE. Brown.
JE. Whitehead.

XXIV (145)

XXV (147)

912.

914.

915.

916.

912.

913.

915.

914.

912.

918.

914.

915.

914.

914.

914.

914.

918.

915.

915.

912.

915.

915.

912.

914.

912.

912.

914.

915.
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Akhar. Lakhnan Coins. Brown. XXV (151) 1915.

Mahva^. Brown. XXIV (145) 1914.

Nahrwala Shalir Pattan M. Taylor. XXIV (144) 1914.

Pattan Coins. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. U, 1912.

Salimabad Aimer M. Whitehead.
Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Square Copper Coins. Brown. XXIV (145) 1914.

Surat JR. Panna Lall. XXVI (161) 1915.

Tankas, full. Whitehead. XXV (147) 1915.

Tankl. meaning of. Hodirala. XXVIT (169) 1916.

Akbar II. Ahmadabad Coins. Master. XXTI (125) 1914.

Baroda Coins. Taylor. XVIII (lU) 1912.

rupees. Taylor. XXIV (142) 1914.

Akharahad. Aurangzeb nisar. Nevill. XXXII (198) 1918.

Shah Jahan nisar. „ XXXII (198) 1918.

ih Jahan II M. Whitehead.
Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Ahharnanar. Aurang/.eb i or i rupee.

Nevill. XXXII (198) 1918.

>»

?>

>>

>9

J»

99 yy

5J

iy

91

5>

5>

Jahanglr A/. Jagat Prasad. XXVI (163) 1915.

Shah Jahan nisar. Nevill. XXXII (198) 1918.

M

> J

Whitehead. XX (116) 1912.

^Mtoma^ar Awadh. Coins. Brown. XVIII (112) 1912.

'Ilamair II. Ahmadabad Coins. Master. XXII (125) 1914.

Baldat Bikaner .«. White-

head. Vol. VIII, No. 11. 1912.

Kambayat Coins. Taylor. XX (119) 1912.

'AlamSkdh. Sultan of Dehli iB. Panna ,^^,,^ ,.,^_, ._, _

Lg^jl
XXVI (15o) 1915.

'Alau-cUlin. iluhammad Shah. Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915.

Bahman SJuah, tanka ^- „,.,. ,,c)q^ inis
Whittell. XXXII (199) IJIS.

Bahman SMh, reign of. Whit^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^

Altamash. Vide Shamsu-d-din. ^.t^ttt /nos loio
Amjad ^Ali Sfmh, of Aimdh. Coins. Brown. X\ II 1 ^

U1-.

Inundrdv of Baroda. Coins. Taylor. XVIH Ul 19 2

Anliarwala Pattan. Akbar J? . Panna Lall. XX\ I 60 19 •>.

iE. Whitehead. XXV (147) 1915.

Anuvnagar Shdhnhad. Shah 'Alam II .1^. ^tv ma^ i(n9

j>

j>

>> »» "

Ar^ekr or AM,kur. Thanawala. ^^XXV (149) l»i^.

Arikt Rupees. Whitehead. ' Vol. VHI No. 11 1012.

Amtabad Bareli. Kupees. Taylor. XAJ.V 1« i»i*.

Xjla-d-tlaula. Rupees. Broun, XVIII (1 12) 191'!.
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A^wamedha coin legend of Samudra.
Campbell.

coin legend of Samudra.
Allan,

coin legend of Samudra.
Sastri.

Audambara. Coins. Banerji.

Anrangzeh. Akbarabad nisar. XevilL

XXII (126) 1914

33

?)
1
8 or i

4 rupee

;;

ii

3}

Akbarnagar
Nevill.

Bareli A^. Jagat Prasad.

XXIII (137) 1914.

XXVI (152) 1915.

XXIIl (134) 1914.

XXXII (198) 1918.

XXXII (198) 1918.

XXVI (164) 1915.

dams, weight of. Hodivala. XXVIII (175) 1917.

3 9

;3

99

!J

99

?!

93

33

33

Bijapur rupees of 1091 A.H.
Hodivala.

Bijapur rupees of 1091 A. II.

Brown.

Gulkanda coins. Brown.
Islam Bandar JR. Taylor,

XXVII (167) 1916.

XXX (193) 1918.

Jahangirnagar nisar.

Junagadh coins. Ta\Ior.

Kambii-vat coins. Tavlor.

Lakhnau AJ. Suboor.
Lakhnau coins. EroA'.n.

Nasirabad or NusratabSd.

(193) 1918.

XVII (104) 1912.

kevill. XXXII (198) 1918.

XIX (114) 1912.

XX (119) 1912.

XXX (191) 1918.

XXV (151) 1915.

)5

Suboor and Xevill.

Shahjahauabad square area
M Brown.

Awadh. Coins of Kings of. Brown.
A'mmnagcir

»>

J3

5J

A'zam Shah.

XXX (190) 1918,

XIX (125) 1912.

XVIII (112) 1912.

Farrukhsiyar M. Brown. XXII (130) 1914.

(Belgam). Mint. Hodivala. XXVIIl (179) 1917.

Gomk. Mint. B.rown. XXX (193) 1918.

*Shah 'Alam I Bahadur B.. ,^,^
XXII (130) 1914.

XXII (130) 1914.

XVII (103) 1912.

XX (117) 1912.

XXIV (140) 1914.

XXV (151) 1915.

Brown

.

M,. Brown
^Aztmu-sJi-Slidn. Coin and account of.

Whitehead.
Babd. Mint of Sasanian Zamasp. Thana-

Avala.

Btibylonian Seal. Note on a. Suboor.
Bahur. Lakhnau .E. Brown. ^ v ,„
Bahadurgarh . (Pedgaon) Mint. Hodivala. XXVIII (178) Ul'

Bahadur Shah Shah ' Alam I vide Shah 'Alam ,^,

,

XXIV (145) 19UBahmani.

j>

>>

hll JE. Brown.
M. Whittell.

coins, find of. Brown.
Bairdta or Bardr \ Wright
Balasara

( ? ). White Hun,
Balhan vide Ghidsu-d-cRn.

Whit

XXXII (199) 1^1^

XXII (129) 1914.

XXIII (135) 19U.

XXI (122) lyi'*-
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Ja. Read as Baldat Bikaner.

Whitehead. Vol. VIII. No. 11, 1912.

Balkh. Shah Jahan N. Whitehead.
Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

91

Bandhu, AkbarA7. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Bareli. Aurangzeb A^. Jagat Prasad. XXVI (164) 1915.

Baroda. Goinsof last six Gaikwars. Taylor. XVIII (111) 1912.

Rupees of Shah 'Alam II or

Akbar II. "Taylor. XXIV (142) 1914.

)f Khorasan. Dirham. Thana-
,, ,^,,

wala. XXVI (154) 1915.

Dirham. Paruck. XXVIII (183) 1917.

Bengal. Ghiasu-d-din Bahadur, billon.~
Nevill. XVIII (110) 1912.

Silver Coins. Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915.

j>

53

Bhakkar. N
Prasad: XXVI (165) 1915,

BldErBakU. Ahmadabad ^. Master. ^St SlnS Imo*
Bija'vur, ~Adil Siiahl dynasty A^. Taylor. XVIIT 08 9 2.

Rupees of 1091 A.H. Hodivala. XXVII 67 1916.

Brown. XxX:X (193) 1918.

Bisanli. Shah 'Alam II M. Panna Lall. XXVI (159) 1915.

Bistam. Yide Bastham. wi/ttt n^nA iQi 7
Bordn. Drachma of Queen. Paruck. XXVI 11 i7U) lyi^-

Cacltar Hills. Coins from. Botham. vv I'Jm 1019'
Gainhay. Mughal Coins of. Taylor. AA (11 JJ lyi^-

,,
Vide Kambayat.

Catalogue of Panjab 3Iuseum, ^^y. ^XIV (142) 1914.

Chandella. Find of Coins ^. Banerji. ^\I [l^i^, JaJ^*
Chandra Gupta II. Couch type. Sastri. ^^hl^^ ^n^T 1014
Changizl. Term for Mahmudl. Master. XXI\ (141) iJii.

'/

Tavlor. XXIV (143) 1914.

97 9>
M tvpe. Whitehead

Coro7iation Medal of Ghaziu-d-din Haidar.
^^^^^ ^^^^

Croesus. Gold CoTof . Roychowdhury. ^^XIV (146) 1914.

DUms. Aurangzeb, weight. Hodivala. XXVIII (175) Ui^-

Dams and Tankas. Whitehead note on
^^yjjj /^gl) 1917-

DfdtouUWon of Sikandar Lodi. Nevill. XXVI (153) 1915.

Sultans. Wright

Dewal Bandar. Akbar ^.
^^'yol. VIII, No. 11. 1912.

Dharghosa (Audambara). Banerji. XXIIl (134) 1914.

Blrh.n'm..i.fiJ,ar'ai. Hodivala. ^-\it\^)-,.n[^c,^Auirtiam-i-mar a%. xauuxvaio,. TW ri47) 1914
Double dams Whitehead. ^-^' ^ '
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Durram. Taimur Shah A/. Jagat Prasad XXVI (165) 1915.

Edward VII. Unissued rupee. Tavlor. XXIII (132) 1914.

Ephthalite Coins. Find of. Whitehead. XXI (122) 1913.

Fakhru-d-dhi Mubarak Shah of Bengal
M. Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915.

FarruMisiyar. A'zamnagar Gokul [garh]

M. Brown. XXII (130) 1914.

Firazgarh A/. Brown. XXII (130) 1914.
j>

5}

)J

}J

>J

JJ

Gulshanabad JR. White-
head. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Junagadh coins. Taylor. XIX (114) 1912.

Kambayat coins. Taylor. XX (119) 1912.

Lakhnan JR. Brown. XXV (151) 1915.

ah [jahanabad] JE. Panna
Lall. XXV (148) 1915.

Fathabad. Mint. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Dhariir. Mint. Hodivala. XXXI (196 ii) 1918.

'Fathpur. Zodiacal coins. Whitehead,
Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Firozabad. A'zam of Bengal M. Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915.

J?

>>

Saifu-d-dinHamza^fl. Nevill. XXVI
M. Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915.

Firuzgarh. Farrukhsij^ar iV. Brown. XXII (130) 1914.

(Yadgir) mint. Hodivala. XXVIII (182) 1917.

Gadhakot. (Gadnarat ?) mint. Hodivala. XXXI (196 iii) 1918.

Vaikwars of Baroda. Taylor. XVIII (HI) 1912.

Gangeya Deva. Coins. Wright. XVII (101) 1912.

Ganfikot. (Gangpur ?) mint. Hodivala XXXI (196 iv) 1918.

Ganpatrav of Baroda. Coins. Tavlor. XVIII (111) 1^12-

Ghaziu-d-din Baidar. Coins. Brown. XVIII (112) 1912.

>» ;, Coronation medal,
Brown. XVIII (112) 1912.

Qhiasud-din. A'zam of Bengal JR. Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915.

„ Bahadur Shah of Bengal,
^billon. Nevill. XVIII (110) 1912.

"
, . JR. Wright. XXVII (166) 1916.

Gokak. Mint. Brown. XXX (193) 1918.

Gondwara. Coins. Brown. XXIV (145) 1914.

Gulkanda. Shah Jahan M. Hodivala. XXVII (168) 1916.

" }> ,, and Aurangzeb M,

j>

Brown. XXX (193) 1918.

Gulshanabad. Farruldjsiyar M. Whitehead,
Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Mint. Hodivala. XXXI (196 v) 191833

Gupta. A/ from Ballia. Campbell. XXII (126) 1914

Aswamedha inscription. Allan. XXIII (137) 1914

Sastri. XXVI (152) 1915

Novelties. Shastri. XXIX (184) 191/

Gwaliar. Akbar IE. Whitehead. XXV (147) 1916

" » „
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1

Harm din Laqab of Shah 'Alam I.

Whitehead. Vol. VITl, Vo, 11, 1912.

Hansi Sakibdbad,, George Thomas M.
Allen. XVIT (105) 1912.

Eatakesvara Sal Kori. Taylor. XX (US) 1912.

'/ XXVIir (176) 1917.

Hormazd. II, drachme. Paruck. XXV (187) 1918.

IV, drachmes. Paruck. XXIX (185) 1917.

HumayunShah. Bahmani .E. Brown. XXII (129) 1914.

llahdbdd. Shah Jahan I M. Panna Lall. XXV (148) 1915

Indo-Scythian coins, deities on. Thanawala. XXV (149) 1915.

„ „ Paruck. XXVIII (173) 1917.

Isldmbandar urf Rdjapur. Mint. Taylor. XVII (104) 1912.

Rupees. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.
})

Jalmnddr Shah. Arkat M. Whitehead.
Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Kambavat coins. Taylor. XX (119) 1912.

Lakhnaii.fl. Brown. XXV (151) 1915.

Jahdngtr. Agra A/. Thanawala. XXV (150) 1915.

Ajmer.^. Panna Lall. XXVI (156) l9lo.

Akbarnagar A/. Jagat Prasad. XXVI (103) 191;>.

Barar M. Wright. XXIIT (135) 1914.

JJ

f9

35 Fathpur zodiacal. Whitehead.^
Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1012.

Mandu A7 couplet. Hodivala. XXXI (194) 1918.

Jahdngirnagar. Aurangzeb nisar. Nevill. XXXII (198) 1918.

shanvR. White-

head.
~ ~

' XVII (103) 1912.

Jaintia Kings. Chronology. Botham. "^-^JY ^}??) J!!}i*

5?

Jdnidsp. Dirham. Thanawala. XX (117) 1912.

Di^am attritation disputed.
_^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^5J

Jarukha. White Hun. Whitehead. XXI I2l 1913.

Jdso Ndrdyana Deba. Coins. Botham.
.,,:^ii: Jf^ loU'

Jannatdbdd. A'zam of Bengal .R. Nevill
;^^) J

'"
}^ ?•

Jaunpur. Mahniud Shah .E Nevill. XXVI oS 9 o.

Jayadhvaja. Ahom Coins. Botham X\1V 1^»; i-Ji*-

Junagadh. Mug.hal Coins, Taylor XIX 114) iJi^.

..
• Hattkesvara Sal Korl. Taylor. XX 18 9 2.

Kachdri. Coins. Botham. X^
J^" ;f j;-

KaltmuUah. Bahraani M. Brown. XAli [IZJ) i- i*-

Kdlpl. Shah 'Alam II M. Whitehead.^^
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^

Kamhayat, Mughal
Kanj

Tavlor. XX (119) 1912.

....... Minri^d^ia." '

¥S^?{i;;^tii lols-
Kardrdbdd. Mint. Hodivala XXXI (19b vi) 191b.

Jiashmlr. Nur Jahan zodiacal A/. White"
n^. h, 1912.
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XXXI (195) 1918
Katak. Rupees of Ahmad Shah. Hodi-

vala.

/aaaidlemy of Baroda. Coins. Taylor. XVIII (ill) 1912.

Khega (?) White Hun. Whitehead. XXI (122) 1913.

Khorasan. Vide BastJiam.

Khorezad Khusrau M. Paruck. XXIX (186) 1917.

Khusraul. Dirham. Paruck XXVIII (172) 1917.

Brachme. Paruck. XXX (187) 1918.

Kobadl. Drachme. Paruck. XXIX (185) 1917.

Kora. Shah 'Alam II M. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Kori. Hatakesvara Sai. Taylor. XX (118) 1912.

identified with Mahmiidl. Master. XXIV (141) 1914.

Koris of Junagadh state.
'

Taylor. XX (118) 1912.

Ku7mira Gupta L PJ. Hirananda Sastri. XXIX (184) 1917.

Kunch. Shah 'Alam II M. Whitehead.

Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

KurnuL Coins or medals. Codrington. XX (121) 1912.

Kvi bhaor Kun hha. Sasanian mint.

Paruck. XXX (189) 1918.

Laclii, Lanji, Lakhi (?) mint Hodivala. XXXI (196 vii) 1918.

LaJior. Nur Jahan zodiacal Al. White-
head. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

„ Nur Jahan zodiacal A/ and JR.

Whitehead. XXV (147) 1915.

Siiah Jahan nisar. Nevill. XXXII (198) 1918.

Lakhnau. Aurangzeb N. Suboor. XXX (191) 1918.

Mint. Brown. XXV (151) 1915.

Madanavarman. Silver coins. Banerji. XXII (131) 1^14

Mahmud Ghazi bin al Jan. Medal or coin.

Codrington. XX (121) 191G

Malmud Shah (Shamsu-d-din) of Delhi.

Whitehead. XVII (102) 1912

ofJaunpur. Nevill. XXVI (158) 1915

I Bahraani, coins. Master. XVII (107) 1912

II Bahraani M. Brown. XXII (129) 1914

III Bahmani ]E. Brown. XXIV (145) 1914

Jia/mmiz of Gujrat. Note on. Master. XXIV (141) 1914
Malharrav of Baroda, coins. Taylor. XVIII (111) 1912

Malwa. Copper coins. Brown XXIV (145) 1914

?> !)

?? 33

»> !3

»> M

Mandisor, Mint, epithet of. Wh eau.

Vol. VIII, No. 11, 191

MajidU. Gold couplet. Hodivala. XXXI (194) 1918.

lUangarh. Mint. Hodivala. XXXI (196 viii) 1918.

Manghar for Manghir. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

i¥awZM4e era of Tipii Sultan. Henderson. XXIII (136) 19U-

Medal of Ghaziu-d-din Haidar. Brown. XVIII (112) 1912-

Medals (?) from Knrnul." Codrington. XX (121) 19 2.

Medals from Nepal Campbell. XXII (128) 1912.
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ilfer?aZ of Shuja'u-d-daula. Brown. XVIII (112) 1912.
Merv. Sasanian mint. Thanawala. XX (117) 1912.
Mihh-ahula. White Hun coins. Whitehead. XXI (122) 1913.
Mint marks on Ahmadabad jDost Mughal

coin. Master. XXII (125) 1914.

Mints of Mughals. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1012.

„ „ „ Complementary list. Taylor. XXII (127) 1914-

»' J' >)

)} >) ,,

1st Supplement. Whitehead
Notes on doubtful. Hodi-

53 J3 ,,

vala. XXXI (196] 1918.

Remarks on Hodivala.
Brown. XXX (193) 1918.

Mhtha for Mirath. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

M ithridates I V . Drachma. Paruck. XXXI (197) 1918.
Mu'azzmnabad. Saifu-d-din Hamza M.

Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915.
Mughal Jlinfs vide Mints.

„ nisars_and small silver. Nevill. XXXII (198) 1918.

Muhammad 'Mil Shah Sun M from Guja-
rat. Brown. XXIV (145) 19U.

'Alt Shah of Awadh, coin

Brown. XVIII (112) 1912.

Shah. 'Adil Shahl A^. Tavlor. XVIII (108) 1912.

>5 ^J

? J

>' >s

Junagadh coins. Taylor. XIX (114) 1912.

Kamba vat coins. Taylor. XX (119) 1912.

Lakhnau M. Brown. XXV (151) 1915.

Zain-ul-bilad. Hint.

Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Zain-u-bilad mint. Master. XXI (124) 1913.

White-
head. XXV (147) 1915.

Muhammad Shah II, Bahmani M._ Brown. XXII (129) 1914.

Muhammadnagar Tdnda, Shah 'Alam II

Mint. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

[Muhiabad] Puna Mint. Hodivala. XXXI (196 ix) 1918.

Mu' izzu-d-din Kaikuhad. Small iR. Weight.

Multan. Shah 'Alam I JR. Whitehead
XXVII (166) 1916.

Muraddbad. Shah 'Alam II M
Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Panna Lall. XXIII (133) 1914.

Murad BaHsh. Kambayat coins.

Tavlor. XX (119) 1912.

Muradi tankd. Hodivala. XXVIII (181) 1917.

Mnrshiddbdd. Oldest British rupee.

Zambaur. XXI (123) 1913.

Mysore. 31auludl era. Henderson. XXIII (136) 1914.

Nahrwdla shahr Pattan. Akbar M. Tavlor. XXIV (141) 1914.
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NajjJci Malka. White Hun, coins. White-
head. XXI (122) 1913.

Nasirabad or Nvsratabad. Aurangzeb M.
Siiboor and Nevill. XXX (190) 1918.

Nasir-ud-din Haidar of Awadh, coins.

Brown. XVIII (112) 1912.

Nasiru-d-din Makmud. Small ^5^. Wright. XXVII (166) 1916.

Nepalese. War medals. Campbell. XXII (128) 1914
Nisars. NevUl. XXXII (198) 1918.

'"_ ~
"

M. Brown. XXIT (129) 1914.
Nur Jahan. Zodiacal A/. Whitehead.

Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

53 )? M. Whit

J?

Nur-jahani. Term for muhar of Jahangir,
Hodivala, XXXI (194) 1918.

Nusratabad. Aurangzeb JR. Suboor and
Nevill. XXX (190) 1918.

Oudh vide Awadh.
Panjnngar. Mint. Hodivala. XXVIII (ISO) 1917.
Pathan Small silver. Wright. XXVII (166) 1916.
Pattan. Akbar ^. Panna Lall. XXVI (160) 1915.

„ M. Taylor. XXIV (144) 1914.

Copper coins. Whitehead. XXV (147) 1915.

Mint. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. U, 1912.
Parthian novelties. Paruck. XXXI (197) 1918.
Phraates I. Drachme. Paruck. XXXI (197) 1918.
Porbandar _or Parenda ? Mint. Hodivala XXXI (196 s) 1918.
Praiapa Narayana. Coins. Botham XX (120) 1912.
Puna. Mint. Hodivala. XXXI (196) 1918.
Qutbu-d-din Mubarak. Small .f?.. Wright. XXVTT (166) 1916
Pafi'u-d-darajat. Kambayat coins.

Taylor. XX (119) 1912.

LakhnauJ^. Brown XXV (151) 1915.

Alias of Islam bandar. Taylor. XIV (104) 1912.

.,, Suggested reading. Hodivala. XXI (196 i) 1918.
lievtew. Catalogue of coins in Panjab

Museum Vol. II. Mughals, Taylor XXIV (142) 1914.

,, The copper coins of India bv'
Valentine. Part I Taylor XXIV (143) 1914.

Mudradasa (Audambara). Banerji ' XXIII (134) 1914.
liupee unissued of Edward VII. Tavlor XXIII (132) 1914.

,. . , White Hun. Whitehead. XXI
^...JR. Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915

SaUmabad Ajmer. M. Whitehead. Vol. VIIT, No. U, 1912
Samudra Gupta. Gold coins. Campbell. XXII (126) 1914

" Legend of aswamedha.
Allan. XXIII (137) 1914

" .
Legend of aswamedha.
Hirananda Sastri. XXVI (152) 1915
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Sasanian. Bastham or Bistam M. Thana-
wala. XXYI(lo4) 1915.

„ Basthjam or Bistam M.
Paruck. XXVIII (183) 1917.

„ Hormazd IT. Drachmes. Paruck XXX (187) 1918,

,, KhorezadKlmsrauiR. Paruck. XXIX (186) 1917.

,, Khusrau I. Draclime. Paruck XXX (I '^7) 1918.

„ Kobad and Horma/d IV, M.
Paruck. XXIX (185) 1917.

KVl BBA. Mint. Paruck. XXX (189) 1918.

Queen Boran Drachme. Paruck.

XXVIII (120) 1917.

Rulers, dates of. Paruck. XXIX (186) 1917.

J?

33

53

s: Shapur the Great A^. Paruck.

53

33

-5

XXVIII (174) 1917.

Shapur the Great N. Correction.

Paruck. XXX (188) 1918.

Shapur II. Drachme. Paruck. XXX (192) 1918.

ZamaspiR. Thanawala. XX (117) 1917.

,, ,, Attribution disputed.

Paruck. XXVIII (172) 1917.

Saigao7i. Ghiasu-d-din A'zam M. Xevill. XXVI (157) 1916.

Satrudaman alias Pratapa Narayana
Botham. XX (120) 1912.

-S'aj/a^Tmy // of Baroda, coins. Taylor. XVIII (111) 1912.

33 /// of Baroda, coias. Taylor. XVIII. (Ill) 1912,

Shahabu'd-dm Bayazld of Bengal M.
Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915.

Shah 'Alam I Bahadur Arkat M White-

>3 33

33 33

head. Vol VIII, Xo. II, 1912.

„ „ A'zamnagar M.
Broun XXII (130) 1914.

Heavv rupees.

Hodivala. XXVIII (17G) 1917.

Jilnagadh M.
Taylor. XIX (114) 1912.

Kambayat M.
Taylor. XX (119 ) 1912.

Lakhnau M.
Brown XXV (151) 1916.

Laqab Hami Din
Whitehead. Vol. VIII, Xo. 11, 1912.

Multan M. White-

head. Vol.Vni,No.ll. 1912.

Shah 'Alam II. Ahmadabad coins. Master. XXII (125) 1914-

33 33

33 33

33 33

33 33

33

33

AnuT)nagar Shahabad JR.

Wright. XIX (113) 1912.

A\vadh coins in name of.

Brown. XVIII (112) 1912.
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!)

Shah 'Alam IL Bisauli M. Panna Lall. XXVI (169) 1915.

Hans! Sahibabad. Allan. XVII (105) 1912.

Kalpi, Kora, Kiincli M.
Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Muhammad JR. White-
head. Vol.Vm, No.ll, 1912.

Muradabad M. Panna LalL
XXIII (133) 1914-

Suri mint. NeviU XVIII (109) 1912.

Shah J'ahan I. Akbarabad nisar. Nevill. XXXIl (198) 1918.

Akbarnagar nisar. Nevill XXXII (198) 1918.

Balkh N. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 1 1, 1912.

GulkandaiR. Hodivala. XXVII (1G8) 1916.

1J

5?

J5

>5

;3

93

5?

>7

5*

J3

Gulkanda M. Brown. XXX (193) 1918.

Ilahabad M. Panna Lall. XXV (U8) 1916.

Jiinagadh coins Taylor. XIX (114) 1912.

Kambavat coins. Taylor. XX (119) 1912.

Labor nisar. Nevill. XXXII (198) 1918.

Lakhnau coins. Brown.
_
XXV (161) 1915.

Shahjahanabad nisar. Nevill.

XXXII (198) 191S

Shah Jahan II. Akbarabad M. White-

33

5>

9i

JJ

head. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Junagadh coins. Taylor XIX (114) 1912.

Kambayat coins. Taylor. XX (119) 1912.

Lakhnau.il. Brown. XXV (161) 1915.

Surat JE. Whitehead.
Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

>J

Shah Jahan III, Ahmadabad coins.

"Master. XXII (125) 1912.

ShahjahandbarJ
. Aurangzeb square area M.

Brown. XIX (115) 1912.

(?) Farrukbsiyar ^. Panna
Lall. XXV (148) 1910.

Shah Jahan nisar Nevill.

XXXll (198) 191S.

ShdhShuja'. Coins. Whitehead. XX (116) 1912.

Shamsu-d-din Aliamash * tanka Ai . Wright.
XXVII (166) 1916.

7Zm5 of Bengal .11. Nevill. XXVI (157) 191b.

Mahmud Shah coin and

»>

5»

account of. Whitehead. XVII (102) 1912.

Shapur the Great. Gold coin of . Paruck XXVIII (124) 191 /•

Gold coin of. Paruck XXX (188) 1918

SMvur II. Drachme. Paruck. XXX (192) 191S

Sharqi copper. Coins of Mahmud Shah.
Nevill. ' XXVI (158) 19 o-

SherShah. Lakhnau ^. Brown. XXV (151) 191-^-

Small .f?. Wright. XXVIl (166) 1910-
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Shuw u-d-daula of Awadh, medal. BroNvn XVIII (112) 1912

Sikandar bin Bias. Of Bengal &. Nevill. XXVI (157) 1915

3J Lodi, billon coin of Delhi mint.

Nevill.

Sirdhana (?). Mint. Whitehead
Sivadasa. (Audambara), Banerji.

Snnagar mint. Hodivala

5> Brown.
Sulaiman Jah of Awadh, coins Brown
Sural. Akbar M. Panna Lall.

Shah Jahan II JE. Whitehead.

XXVI (157) 1915.

XXV (147) 1915.

XXIII (134) 1914

XXVIII (177) 1917.

(193) 1918.

XVII (112) 1912.

XXVI (161) 1915.

Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Taimur Shah. Durrani. Bhakkar A/.

Jagat Prasad.

Tdmradhaj. Kacha'ri coin. Botham.
Tanka. Muradi. Hodivala.

Tanka of 'Alau-d-din Bahman Shah.

Whittell

Tankas of Akbar. Whitehead.
Tankl. Meaning of. Hodivala.

Thomas, George. Rupee of. Allan.

XXVI (165) 1915.

XX (120) 1912.

XXVIII (181) 1917.

XXXII (199) 1918.

XXV (147) 1915.

XXVII (169) 1916.

XVII (105) 1912.

Tipu Sultan. Mauludi era Henderson. XXTII (138) 1914.

Treasure Trove. *Alau-d-din Bahman Shah.

Whittell.

Audambara. Banerji.

Bahmani. Brown.
Bengal Sultans. Nevill

Ephthalite or White Hun
Whitehead.

Gaiigeya Deva. Wright.

Gujarat, etc. Copper.

Brown.
Gupta gold. Campbell.

Madana Varman silver.

Banerji.

Mughal rupees and nisars

Nevill.

Sikandar Lodi billon.

Nevill.

Ujjain. A'zam Shah JR. Brown.
Whitehead.Vaiga{1) White Hun.

Valentine "Copper coins.

Taylor.

Vastham. Dirham. Thanawala.
Paruck

Wali-ullah. Bahmani M. Brown

Reviewed.

XXXII (199) 1918.

XX1II{134) 1914.

XXII (129) 1914.

XXVI (157) 1915.

XXI (122) 1913.

XVII (101) 1912.

XXIV (145) 1914.

XXII (126) 1914.

XXIT (131) 1914.

XXXIT (198) 1918.

XXVI (153) 1915.

XXII (130) 1914.

XXI (122) 1913.

XXIV (143) 1914.

XXVI (154^ 1915.

XXVIII (183) 1917.

XXII (129) 1914.

Wajid 'All Shah oi Awadh. Coins.
^/^"'"^J.yj" ,71 19

7*

Weight of Aurangzeb's dams. Hodivala. XX\ 111 (17.)) l.'i
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Whitehead. Panjab Catalogue reviewed.
Taylor. XXIV (142) 1914.

White Him coins. Whitehead. XXI (122) 1913.

Zainu-l-hilad identified with Ahmadabad.
Whitehead. ' Vol. VIII. No. 11, 1912.

„ with Ahmadabad. Master. XXI (124) 1913.

„ „ ., Wliitehead. XXV (147) 1915.
Zdmdsp dirhara. Thanawala. XX (117) 1912.

,: Attribution disputed.

Paruck. XXVIII (172) 1917.
Zodiacal coins. Whitehead. Vol. VIII, No. 11, 1912.

Whitehead. XXV (147) 1915.
Zoroastrian deities on Indo-scj'thian coin.

Thanawala. XXV (149) 1911.

J J ,, ,, Indo-scythian coin.

Paruck. XXVII (173) 1917.
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